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specimen of each advertisement published in the volume will be found in the issue

at the end of the volume, f
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Librarian.

they had a coasting contest on Greenfield Hill, nearly if not quite all makes being

represented. Then what ? Why, an American Light Rambler simply got under way and

outcoasted—distanced all competitors. (See our 1890 catalogue, page 5, and note how

this result bears us out). As in the case of the Light Champion, it is simply what is

to be expected of an easy running wheel, built wholly in a bicycle factory, built for

service on the road—up or down hill or on levels—by makers whose individual atten-

tion and study has been given to the perfection of road wheels.

MAKERS OP " AMERICAN CVCI.KS,'

I

GORMULLY & JEFFERV MFG. CO.,

222 to 328 N. Franklin St.,

CHICAGO, 11,1,.

178 Columbus Avenue,
BOSTON, MAMS,
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GRAPES ARE NOW IN SEASON.

AND if there is anything we do like in the fruit line it is a bunch of sweet, juicy,

lucious-looking grapes. There are those, however, who, in brushing the

cobwebs from the books of the ancients, have apparently stirred up such

memories as to develop a positive taste for the sour article, the article which puckers

up the lips and makes it difficult to whistle even such a simple tune as '

' We Are So

Awfully Modest," a fact that is emphasized by the volume of " I's" and " my's" and

" what-we-did's which go to make up the medley. It's a great tune, that is. But the

public can see through some things. Say, for instance, if an American Light

Champion, a 36-pound road wheel, mind you, establishes a track record say for 100

miles, or 350 miles, or for 24hours^ these performances being all attested to by trust-

worthy people ; now, say, if a 20 or 22-pound specially-built racing wheel of another

make repeatedly tries to better the figures and fails, isn't the public likely to see

through these things and understand why some people's taste for sour grapes is so

peculiarly developed? And isn't it a trifle funny to attempt the gulling of this same

intelligent public " which can see through some things," into the belief that there is

any comparison between racing and road wheels of the same make? We do not make

racing wheels, and it is business that the public should know it.
'

' Sour grapes " are

positively not in it. They are for those whose taste runs that way.

And, by the bye, talking about coasting ; occasionally they have such tests,

and a Rambler doesn't happen to be entered, but at Bridgeport, Conn., recently,

they had a coasting contest on Greenfield Hill, nearly if not quite all makes being

represented. Then what ? Why, an American Light Rambler simply got under way and

outcoasted—distanced all competitors. (See our 1890 catalogue, page 5, and note how

this result bears us out). As in the case of the Light Champion, it is simply what is

to be expected of an easy running wheel, built wholly in a bicycle factory, built for

service on the road—up or down hill or on levels—by makers whose individual atten-

tion and study has been given to the perfection of road wheels.

I

GORMULLY & JEFFERV MFG. CO.,
MAKERS OK " AMERICAN ivnis,"

222 to 328 N. Franklin St.,

CHICAGO, IL.I.,.

178 Colutxifous Avenue,
BOSTON, MASS,
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THE NEW LEVER SAFETY.
f890 MACMIMES HOW READY FOR TME MARKET.

Tin- perfection of" ^implicit) and Economj ol Poww, No Chain. \o Gears. Immense Po°wer and S|.«-«-<l

Variable Stroke. Onij Two Beta Revolving Bearings in i»in<-t' of Five, as usually used in Rover type,

S333NTX5 I'OH. CATiVLOGUE.

H. B. Smith Machine Co B,Srmthville, New Jersey.

aORMONDE 99 SOLD
FOR

$70,000.00.
This was nol an 'ORMONDE CYCLE," but the greal race horse winner of the

Derby and the t. 1 I landicaps, in r8

"OUMONDIv CVCIJ ^f^* ^ SELL
^^^ FOR

$135.00.

SENb FOR NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE.

BANKER & CAMPBELL CO.. LIMIT! 1

1

i7K<> and 17HH Broadway, n» w York* i.jii Bedford A\cuuc, Brooklyn.
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The "Singer" Ladies' Safety.
4§ ^

SPECIFICATION—30 inch driving wheel, speeded
53 inches, 36 inch front wheel ; best ^ inch patent
spring-wired tires, hollow steel forks, steel felloes

;

Singer Ball Steering, Singer Steering Lock, Singer
Direct Spokes, Singer Ball Pedals, and balls to all

running parts. Best combined spring and saddle,
etc., etc. Enameled and bright parts plated.

SINGER" PHTENT SPRING-WIRED TIRES STRY ON. #

For full particulars of all " Singer " Cycles see Illustrated Catalogue.

SINGER St COTVYPKNY,
N2 6 *25 8 BERKELEY STREET, BOSTON, ntuj.

BUSTED
-THE-

FIVE MILE

SAFETY RECORD

WITH A-

DIAMOND FRAME

ROVER

LIGHT ROADSTER,

RIDDEN BY WALTER BRAY, at PARKSIDE TRACK, CHICAGO, AUGUST 2d.

TIME, 15m. 2 1-5s.

You should have one of these elegant machines for the coming Fall Tournaments. Suitable for medium weight riders on

the road. Weight, all on, 35 pounds Strips for speeding to 28 pounds. Geared to 60 inch. Hollow rims and tangent spokes.

Fully guaranteed, and all parts interchangeable. The grandest Safety in any market. Price, $135.00. Get our catalogue

covering five styles of Rovers.

THE JOHN WILKIHSM COMPANY, Sole Imports,

SS STHTE STREET, CHICAGO, ILL-.
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HILL CLIMBING
ON SON-OF-A-GUN HILL, ST. LOUIS. JUNE 7th, THE

jSIEOJ RAPID SAFETIES
CARRIED OFF THE PRIZES AS FOLLOWS:

OPEN CONTEST- First, Richard Hurck, on New Rapid Ladies' Safety. Time, nn.

43 1-2S. Previous record, im. 45s.

Second, J. I lavs Campbell, on New Rapid Roadster Safety. Time, mi. 54s.

NOVICE CONTEST -First, John Hurck on New Rapid Roadster Safety. Time, 2m.

5 ?-5 s -

The riders did it. but experience told them that good construction, good bearings, good

frames and the original true tangent spokes will tell when it comes to solid hard work.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

The Clark Cycle Co.,
BALTIMORE, HULTD.

H EREAFTER all "Joliet" Wheels will be fitted with
WARWICK PERFECTION HOLLOW RI7VTS.

PRICE $125.00.

WEIGHT 42 LBS.

Kiiid what the Riders snv :

JOI.II-'.T I 14.11 I HOAOH1I.M.

Tangent Spokes, Hollow

Rims, Wcldless Steel Tub-

inj;, Drop Forjjinjjs, Drawn

Steel Shells, Joliet Steel

Chain, Joliet Saddle, Per-

fect Diamond Frame.

" We have given your Joliet a good Inspection; and
have tested it well, it is. a beautifully running machine,
iit_cht and easy, .uxi altogether a fine wheel."

NI'NII I OR < \l VIOI.II.

MERRILL a GAGE,
A^t-ntM Joliet I-iKlit KoiHlNltr, Portland, Rlc,

JOLIET WHEEL CO., Jolieh I
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SPRING FRAMES OUTDONE

* ThB Best nnviiiH * * Eyre MadE *

THE EUREKA ANTI-VIBRATOR.
The only tangible objection to bicycling is the vibration, which

causes the hands to become calloused and stiffened.

The Cycle Improvement Co. has patented a device which fully

overcomes this.

As shown in the illustration, it consists of a clamp hinged in the
center and a flat steel spring.

The clamp serves a double purpose : to hold the lower part of the
flat spring which partly encircles the handle-bar, and also to support
the rod which is used as a guide for the flat spring and holds the
spiral spring.

The fiat spring is made from the finest spring steel.

The hand-rest conforms exactly to the handle of the bicycle, and
does not tire the hand resting on it.

The part of the spring encircling the upright rod is reinforced by
a coil spring, also of steel, which, while adding to the elasticity, also
permits of the springs being adjusted to suit the hands of the different
riders.

The adjustment is accomplished by means of a check-n ut imm e

diately over the flat spring ; a second nut on the upright rod prevents
the loss of the check-nut, and adds to the handsome appearance of

the spring.

This Anti-Vibrator can be placed on the handle-bar of any
bicycle.

The illustration shows the Anti-Vibrator as applied to a straight
grip handle.

The appliance removes the vibration from the hands and arms of

the rider, and points where the jar is most noticeable, and not accom-
plished by any other device.

The springs are nickel plated and handsomely finished, and add
greatly to the attractiveness of the machine.

The Eureka Anti-Vibrators retail at $6.00 per pair, sent post free

on receipt of price. We give a liberal concession to dealers, and
solicit correspondence regarding their sale from all manufacturers
and jobbers.

THOROUGHLY TESTED AND WHOLLY SUCCESSFUL.

u 55
FULL BALL BEARING " 55

SIOO.OO.

THE BGST MHG6LS FOR TH6 MONGY G¥6R MHDE.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

LIBERAL TERMS MADE TO SATISFACTORY AGENTS.

HORTON, GILMORE, McWILLIAMS & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL,

Importers and Jobbers of Hardware

173, 174 AND 176 LAKE STREET, -
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tfflRWKK PERFECTION QKLfS,

Fine Mechanism.

Honest Work.

Elegant Finish.

Dust-proof Bearings.

Tangent Spokes.

Interchangeable.

For Ladies.

Guaranteed.

Graceful Outline.

Perfect Fitting.

Finest Stock.

Ball Steering.

Hollow Rims.

Convertable.

For Wen.

NO CAST METAL.

Warwick Perfection Cycles are Built On Honor.

WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO. SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Ecossais Cycles,
1890 MODEL.

Now re< i < 1 y f< > r deli very

.

Entirely Cr^^ from side slipping.

Can be ridden without hands.

Their general appearance and riding qualities arc unequalled, are noted

for their excellent workmanship, all parts being interchangeable, and the

material used m their construction is the best that can be bought

MAM I \( I URED \\\

GEO. TOWNSEN D & CO.,
HUNT END. REDDITCH, ENGLAND,

WHO WILL BE GLAD TO CORRESPOND WITH RESPONSIBLE AGENTS.
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USE THE OI^^INfT BICYCLES.
Why ? They are the best and handsomest wheel on the market for the money. Which of the manufacturers are making

and selling the greatest amount of wheels to-day ? We are satisfied to have you investigate. Why are the GIANTS very popular ?

Because those who purchase them appreciate that they get full value received for their money. The GIANTS are adjustable in

every bearing point, with practical mechanical devices. We do not need to employ an advertising department to copy and clip from
contemporaneous matter to fill in something for the public to read. We are not looking for popularity of that kind. The GIANTS
speak for themselves. If you are at all skeptical, the next one you meet, stop and examine it. We only ask you to divide your
pile with us. We don't want all you have got for a wheel. Meet us half way and get full value for your money.

LOZIER & YOST BICYCLE -CO.,

Catalogue Free. Central Ave., Toledo, Ohio.

- r'jr

QUR 1890 Bicycle Catalogue now

ready, free on application, and con-

tains Safeties of all grades, sizes and

kinds for Ladies, Gentlemen, Boys and

Girls.

Dandy Safety, 24 in.,

King of the Road, 27 in.,

Pathfinder, 30 in., -

Ideal Rambler, 26 in.,

American Light Rambler, 30 in.,

American Rambler, 30 in.,

Outing Safety, 30 in.,

MERWIN, HULBERT & CO.

$35.00

45-oo

60.00

65.00

135-00

125.00

115.00

26 West 23d Street, NEW YORK CITY.

AGENTS WANTED IN ALL UNOCCUPIED TERRITORY.
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/Across ttye Qjptipept 09 t^ ^a^Ie.

Frank E. Weaver has just completed the longest trip of the season, riding

from New Haven to San Francisco, a distance of over 4,000 miles, on his 48

inch Eagle. The wheel stood the severe test in «rood shape, and arrived

sound and true.
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For touring, the Eagle has nol an equal. Over all kinds of road—good

bad and indifferent, up hill or down ii is the wheel.

T^ e/^CiLE biw^e /i\Fd- QO.,

Ser)d for (atalo^uij. ST/WFO[}D. QOfffl.
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PUBLISHED EVERY FKIOAY MORNING.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates.

Subscription Price,

foreign Subscriptions,

Single Copies,

$1.00 a year

8s. a year

5 Oents

Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS CO.

Copy should bo received by Tuesday morning.

Late Copy received until Wednesday morning.

Changes for Advertisements must be received by

Tuesday morning to insure Insertion.

Special Advertising Matter received until Thurs-

day noon.

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION.

F. P. PRIAL,

Editor and Proprietor,

P. O. Box 444, 243 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its con-
tents and give us their patronage, and as far as

is convenient, aid in circulating the journal,

aad extend its influence in the cause which it

so faithfully serves. Subscription price, $1 per
year.

THERE is a well-grounded rumor that

Detroit will loom up conspicuously with a

bid for the League meet of 1893. There is a

great cycling interest throughout Michigan, as

well as in Detroit. The latter city is well

worthy a visit. It has often been pronounced

the prettiest city in the union.

THE Racing Board, from the present outlook,

will neither penalize nor classify the

neumatic-tyred safety.

There is no longer any question but that the

pneumatic has a distinct advantage over the

solid-tyred wheel, except perhaps on perfect

tracks, and there are not half a dozen perfect

racing paths in the world.

On muddy and soft tracks the pneumatic

does not cut in at all, while a solid tyre will

leave a rut at least an inch deep.

The Board state that they did not penalize

ball-bearing machines when they were first

placed in competition with cone-bearing ma-
chines. The cases are not identical. When
ball bearings were introduced they were at

once taken up and anyone could get them. The
pneumatics cannot be generally purchased for

love or money. Besides that, at the present

time, they are not in general use, and are a

costly luxury.

The Board further states—we say the Board,

meaning not all the members, but a majority

—

that they should not handicap our improvement,

but should rather aid it in every possible way.

Quite true. But the point at issue is a practi-

cal, not a theoretical one; the condition, not the

theory, that confronts us.

At the Niagara Falls races, Wm. Banker,

Willis and Laurie, who rode Laurie's pneu-

matic, had an advantage over the other com-

petitors. The audience, the competitors, and
some of the officials acknowledged that it was
a legal, yet an unfair advantage, and the pneu-

matic would have been barred had there been
any rule to cover the case.

We are firm believers in the value of the

pneumatic idea. But we think they should

have been either barred from or classed or

penalized in our Fall Tournaments. Next year

we shall have more knowledge of pneumatics,

and the Board will then legislate on them more
fairly.

At the Niagara Falls meet the Chicago Club

was represented by three men and the New
York Athletic Club by but one man. Had the

New York Club man finished first he could only

have gained four points ; under no circumstances

could he have won. We think the Racing

Board might properly decide that in team races

when the result is a foregone conclusion, and
when no individual prizes are offered, the ref-

eree may award the prize without a contest.

THE CONSTITUTIONAL
TION.

CONVEN-

The convention met at n o'clock Monday morning,

and, with the exception of a recess at midday, was in

session until after 6 o'clock.

The important amendments carried were as follows:

The term of the League president shall be two years,

after this year.

In future secretary-treasurers of Divisions shall be
members of the National Assembly.
The amendment for the election of L. A.W. national

officers by popular vote was voted down by a large

majority.

The various recommendations made by Secretary

Bassett were adopted.

The Convention again met on Wednesday morning,

and, by unanimous vote, adopted the amendment
proposed by President Dunn, which reads as follows:

The names of all persons who are not eligible for

membership in the League of American Wheelmen,
but who will formally indorse and support its policy,

aims and objects in the line of the improvement of

highways shall be recorded in a book kept for that

purpose. All contributions received from such per-

sons shall be placed in the treasury as a separate

fund and used only in the work of securing improve-

ment in highways.

THE LEAGUE MEET.

The eleventh annual meet of the League of Ameri-
can Wheelmen goes on record as the most remarkable
meet ever held.
When we say remarkable we do not mean that it

surpassed every other meeting ever held in the pro-
gram of entertainment and in the perfection of man-
agement. The facts are that the program was simple,
but the people were here, and in a League meet that is

everything.
There were fifteen hundred cyclists in town, wheel-

men and wheelwomen. They commenced to arrive on
Saturday afternoon, and by Monday evening they
were all here.

It is remarkable that the League headquarters, the
International Hotel, was crowded on Sunday, and all

who came afterwards were compelled to seek accom-
modations at other hotels and in private houses.
Almost everyone of prominence connected with the

sport was at the meet. There were the trade crowd,
the press gang and the League gang. There were
even the racing men, the clnb groups and a leavening
of country boys, making altogether a characteristic
cycling crowd.
Given the crowd, the Falls, fair weather and the

mere semblance of a formal program, and the result
could not have been other than success.
At League meets it is the usual thing, before the

meet is over, to become quite familiar with the faces.
At the Niagara meet this was not the case ; the crowd
was too great.
The weather on Sunday was perfect for outing, and

visitors quickly brushed up and made their way to

the Falls, some awheel, but the majority on foot. It

does not pay to view the Falls for the first time from a
wheel. There are so many wonderful ruins that it is

a case of continual mount and dismount.
Goat Island and the roads and paths along the river

bank were crowded all day. The Maid of the Mist
did noble work, and the Cave of the Winds was
worked at high pressure, many wheelmen going
through.

In the evening the men lounged about the corridors
ol the hotel, on the veranda, or strolled in the Park.
The entertainment of Monday was oi an Informal

nature. 'Phis day had been Left open by the Entertain-
ment Committee, so that visitors could spend the en-
tire day viewing the Falls; but the visitors came, for

the most part, on Sunday, and " did " the Falls thor-
oughly. On Monday they repeated the tactics of Sun-
day, strolling about Goat Island awheel or afoot, with
little journeys down to the rapids or over to Canada.
The working force of the League had no time for

such dallying, however. About 200 men assembled in
Constitutional Convention at 10:30 a. m., and with the
exception of a lunch at intermission, they were kept
busy with motion and amendment until after six
o'clock. A detailed report of the convention is given
elsewhere.
On Monday evening a most crowded and successful

hop was given at the International Hotel.
The morning of Tuesday was devoted to the parade,

and the afternoon to the races. In the evening there
was a dance at the Cataract House. There was also a
heavy downpour of rain, which kept everybody in-
doors, and which converted the track into a muddy
and moist state.
On Wednesday morning, the Falls again came in

for considerable attention ; there was a Constitutional
Convention in the morning, with races in the after-
noon, a lantern parade, fireworks, and a band concert
in the evening.
After this came the break up—a wild scramble to

pack up, to settle up, and to get away.
Such were the incidents of the League meet of 1890

;

noted for the crowd, remarkable for the number of la-
dies present, favored as to weather, and notable for
the thoroughly gentlemanly manner of the cyclists.

THE PARADE.

The parade started at n o'clock, on Tuesday morn-
ing. The streets were in bad condition, and we have
seen cyclists make a more imposing appearance.
The men fell into line from the side streets along

Main Street. The principal streets traversed were
Falls and Main Streets. The Grand Marshal was
James R. Dunn. At the corner of Falls and Main
Streets, the Overman Wheel Co. and the Bridgeport
Wheel Club bands were drawn up, and discoursed
music while the men swept past.
The Bridgeport Wheel Club, the Century Wheel-

men, of Philadelphia, and the Park Avenue Wheel-
men, of Philadelphia, looked especially well, and se-
cured a deal of applause.
The number of machines in line was as follows :

Safeties 505
High wheels 238
Ladies' safeties 39
Tandem safeties 17
Tandem tricycles 1

Tricycles 1

Total 801

Niagara Falls.

The Falls is a small but growing New York town, on
the bank of the Niagara river, on the brink of Niagara
Falls. There are a few points about this town that ,

are worth knowing. First, there is the railroad sta-
tion, where one gets out; then there is the Spencer
House, right down the street, a decent sort of hotel,
where one has, perhaps, stopped before. Then there
is the main street, four blocks long, lined with good,
bad and indifferent hotels, and third-class retail
stores; the streets illy paved and muddy, the curbs
lined with hacks.
Along this street, three blocks, is Falls street, and

at the junction of the two streets is the International
Hotel. Turning out of Main street into Falls street,
and a few steps brings one to the whirling waters,
and then one does realize that God did make the
country and man the town.
The International Hotel is an old wooden building,

over two hundred feet long, and half that number of
feet deep. Its ground floor is admirably arranged for
a League meet. There is a fairly large corridor, and
every one knows how necessary is a corridor to the
League meet.
Here one greets one's friends in the morning and

bids them a fond good-night in the wee sma'. It is in
the corridor that one smokes and chats and laughs
and meets people. Here the races are discussed, and
many rumors are born here—the probability of Mr.
Dunn's "scheme" going through; whether Connecti-
cut will swing around; why Lumsden is so sadly out
of form; whether the pneumatic will be barred, etc.
The crowded, smokey, well-lighted and roomy corri-
dor is the keystone of a League meet.
To the right of this particular International corri-

dor was a great room—half parlor, half writing room.
The International accommodates usually one hun-
dred and fifty people, yet, on this occasion, it took
nearly a thousand people into its capacious maw and
cheered them to its heart's content.
From the time, Sunday, 1.45 a. m., when the Century

Wheelmen of Philadelpma, dawned on the astonished
run of the Night Club, it was a case of confusion, worse
confounded. The men were crowded two or more in
rooms; the clerks at the office were uncivil, discour-
teous, or whatever you will, and any man with the
least bit of common sense would have quarrelled with
them. Quite a number of men who know their lights,
rose in their wrath and fell heavily on the clerks.
The service in the dining room was not much better;

the waiters had to be bought and the food was trashy
and was not valuable, except as a filler-up. Outside oi

this personal discomfort in the matter of impertinent
and sulky clerks and poor service, the hotel was de-
lightful enough. During meals a mandolin orchestra,
finely rendered selections of light classical music, in
the evening they played in the parlor to a crowd of
delighted listeners.

The Falls.

Immediately back of the Internationa] Hotel is the
Faiis, which it Is not our purpose to describe! except
from a wheeling standpoint. Along the banks of the
river, giving the most beautiful views and iidcable
roads, and by paths running two or three miles each
way. On the Canadian side of the river a board walk
running two miles north, and the Canadian Park, ex-
tending a mile south, afford excellent riding, the
rivet and Falls being in view all the while. Hut the
best ride was the circular road two miles long, extend-
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1. The wheelmen never seemed
have been there know what

those who have not been there can catch nunc
I mad motion of the

printed page, hence we cut short our
ription of tins piece el great handiwork, which

nutui. is, imperial and im-
petoi I seek it.

THE Kl w.

The weather on Tuesda] w.i^ warm anj close, with
:i. which, however, fortunately

held up until the evening. There was almost no
wind. The track had been in poor shape, but Chair-
man Shepard had worked heroically at it, and when
the bell called the tirst race it was In fairly good con-
dition, but by no means comparable to the llartford,
I.ynn, Springfield or Roseville tracks.

mile trotting circuit, not surveyed for

cycling, and therefore theoretically short ten feet to

the mile, so that no times made on it could stand
• rd. Hut. as a matter of fact, the track is not

• quarter, and all the scratch men rode
more than the regular distance.
The surprise of the meet was the failure of the

rn men to uphold their reputations as really
Brat-class men. Windle and Lumsden came together
for the hrst time in the two miles championship. The
first mile and three-quarters was a loaf, but the last

quarter was ridden in u i-;s.. A. IV Rich making the
but dying away at the finish, leaving Windle to

hnish first by several yards, the rest not very close
up, with I.umsden riding in fifth place, this condition
ot affairs being a complete surprise to those who had
expected a race for blood from start to hnish.

Later in the day Windle won the one mile open in

tin. (69-58., bettering his own record by two-fifths of
rid, and riding within four-fifths of a second of

unateur record. In this event Anthony estab-
lished his reputation as anions the best by cutting

nearly nil the way and finishing in im. 57 .

In the mile safetv handicap, F. A. Wallace, who
tilled back eighty yards for his Rochester per-

formance, won from the fifty yard mark in im.

J.
Hazleton, of Philadelphia! riding a close second

from the forty yard mark. The races are described
in detail below :

unk Milt I'i NOVICES—1, G. W. Dennison,
F:ng ling Club, Chicago, 111.; time, ',-, mi.

: is 1'oiitaine. Philadelphia, time
..; W. I' Henry. Warren, Pa., and A. Doitsch-

man, Nyack, N. Y., distanced. Dennison wan easily.

Two Miles Safety Championship i, w. k.

,m. 17 4-5S.; .•, P. J. Berlo. 3, <i K.

Barrett; 4, W. C. Thorne, Chicago; 5, W. Schu-
macl
This event was a most disgusting loaf until the last

quarter, the time for the hrst mile being 4111

The final quarter, ridden in is f <inc cxhihi-
tion, Murphy riding like a demon, with Berlo pushing
him all the way.

Om Mile Bii y< le, y o Class—i, t;. w. Dennison,
Bngli ;ing Club, time un. ; s.; a Robert J.
Thoi . time .m. <; 1 i-,s.; j, I'.. I'. M> -Daniels,

ington, Del.; ». W !•'. Henry. Warren, Pa
Dennison won easily, sprinting 'the last half in mi..-

;
s.

Two Mile Bicycle, Championship qW.W. Win-
dle, Millbury, Mass., time 6m. 11 8, J .-. A. B. Rich. New
York, timi N II. Van Slcklen, Chicago

;

1. W. W. I . A. E. I.umsden. Chi-
I Wilhelm, Reading, Pa.

to the half mile in im. 4-.S., and to

tin- mile in ni. is. Last quart< •

FETY, HANDK \l' 1. 1' A Wallace.
; :, J. H.i

D. Itankrr,
A !

W 1' Is, (lose un ; I . I-',

J. Willi

.. >>>• live length
up; 4, C.

Fanning, Chicago

mix
; 7, G. K. Bar

Philadelphia, 140 yards;
ill in im. 18 3-5*.,
Niagara I

- r.ls ;

'n yard*; o,

>..'f(he I»«l half In in

Mi:i

the men bunching well,
:c laitt turn and honi>-

remarkably good
. Hanker also rode an excellent r.i

iAFETY, CH IMF* >N8HIP i. w.
Murph <

• me »m.
B. Bowman, N. J. A.

le in excellent form, riding

Scratch— 1,

tnpbell,
. 4. H

rt In the '/

tape at a thirty «
the world's

K

finished as above, those outside of the tirst live being
distanced. The last half was run in 1111. 163-58.; the
three-quarters in .111. is.; last quarter, ,, ;-; seconds.

ONE M11 bSafbtYiSi R vi> h i, P. I. Berlo, M
time .-ni. 4J 4->s; .-, W. C. Thorne. Chicago, time --in.

K. Klugc. Jersey City
; 4. II. I'.. Laurie.

London; ;, Hoylana Smith. New' Bedford: '-. Bert
Myers, Peoria ;

'7, K. M. Brinker, Buffalo. The times
were 4'-s . im. 277*8., jin. 10 4-5S., .-in. 45 4-5S.; last quar-

-ecollds.

Three Miles, Tanoem Championship i, w. s.

Campbell and A. B. Rich. New York ; time, mil
ji 1-5S. -•. Iv. W. Sanders and A. (i. Harding. St.

A. A. Zimmerman and S.

B. Bowman. N. J. A. C.; 4. A. Beers and H. Hutchins,
Boston. The times were am. j-js., 5111. 47s.. and sm.
31 1-5S. The mile record is im. ,;s., the two mile
record 5m. iijja,, the three mile record Sm.

Although nearly half a minute better than the
record, the times made by Messrs. Rich and Camp-
bell cannot be accepted.
Up to the day before the races it was expected that

the Brie Road would run special trains direct to the
grounds, which are over two miles out of town. At
the eleventh hour the railroad company failed to

keep its agreement, and the public either rode to the
meet awheel, or took buss or hack to the grounds at a
cost ranging from 25 cents to $1. Notwithstanding
these drawbacks there were 2,500 people present.
The officials were : Referee—James R. Dunn, Presi-

dent L. A. W.j fudges S. A. Miles, Chicago ; W. S.
Bull, Buffalo; W H. DeGraaf, New York. Timers
W. M. Brewster, Treasurer L. A. W.J A. B. Barkman
New York; Chas. P. Adams, Buffalo; F. P. Prial,
New York. Official Bell Puller—L B. Potter, New
York. Scorer—H. E. Raymond, Brooklyn.

THE RACES WEDNESDAY.

The heavy rains of Tuesday evening and the surfeit
of the sport on Tuesday rather dampened the ardor
of the wheelmen on Wednesday, so that many of them
diil not attend the races, and the crowd dwindled
down to less than a thousand.
The track was muddy, soft, and slow, and the wind

blew so strongly against the riders on the homestretch
that over a thousand yards out of each mile was a
dead tight all the way, so that strength not speed
counted, and if a rider Struck a particularly soft spot.
neither stamina nor spied availed much.
The incident of the day's sport was the introduction

of the Pneumatic tyre to the American public. The
machine, which was the property of 11. B. Laurie, ar-
rived on Wednesday morning. Laurie at once took
it to the track, and on the soft surface it was a de-
cided advantage. In the one mile safety champion-
ship, Banker came out on the Pneumatic, but the
other riders refused to compete with him, and he bad
a walkover. In the three-minute class the Inflated
tyre enabled Willis to win, and on it Laurie won the
open mile, although, later in the day. Gassier beat
him in the quarter. Neither the audience nor the
other competitors liked the new tyre, but it was im-
possible to bar it. It seemed unsportsmanlike that
Laurie should use the Pneumatic, but, no doubt, the
other competitors would gladly have done the same,
had it been possible.
Compared with the meet of the day previous, the

races were tame. F'ollowing is a summary :

One mh k Safety, Novices, A. W. Palmer.
John W. Leavitt,

Cleveland; ;, L. Gayler, Philadelphia"; 4, !•'. H. Kinett,
Hamilton. Out., time tin. ma-SB.: 2,

I.. Gayler, Philadelp'
Hamilton, t (nt.

One Mile Bicycle Handicap, t, S. B. Bowman,
Elizabeth, N. J,,

1,. \<K.
;

... r j. Thorne, Chicago, 110

yds.: time jiii. .s
; „ W. F. Henry, Warren. Pa., 17s

,. W W Taxis, •

•

v. is.; 4, W. w. Taxis. Philadelphia, So yds.; . II. F.

Glthens, 1 u ;
-. 1.. 1.. Clarke, \ Y \ C .

- yds.; 7, II R Winahlpj B, A. O. Harding. St. Louis.
'. W. Dennison, Bnglewood^o yds.; 10, w.

M I .oillan. WoodStOCk, 60 vds.; F'. 1". Ives. N. Y,
A. (.. \$ vds.; A. I. Yolkes. Buffalo, ,., vds.; W. I.

Wilhelm, Ri -a
, 80 yds.

• the nun fight slowly up the home stretch was
a most curious sight. It was Strength rather than

hat enabled the men to place themselves.

Mni Safety, . - mint i i cj tss i, c I. Wil-
ndon. time mi. 137-58.; 2, O A. Banker. Pitts

burg, time un. I A. Wallace, Lvnnlicld,
Mass.; t . W. C. ThO! I 1 M< 1 '•

Wilmington
; 0, F". J. F'anning, Chi

Willis rode a pneumn' il'ety.

Mni bafety, championship i, W. D Bank-
• tSburg, tune .-in. -, , ,

Berlo, Murphy, Panning and Barrett turned out for
this race, but ri rids because It.mkri was
mounted on •> pnenmatii , Berlo lodged protest, but

. and
of the three members of the Racing Board pr
two Were in favor of the use of pneuin.ii
olid-tyred whe
Two Mni rARDEM, Championship i.W P. Mur-?" Murphy, tune ( m. j8J

s
: a

I Hatcbina, tecqna by an Inch.

The Murphy brothers made a fine spun si th<

l| ;
'sing thai Ihe I shed :

tills

tired them somewhat, so that the othei pair h<

them ofT on the homei I
I le<l to within 1

•
. when the Murpnya, coming like mad,

dth.

Mni Bicycle- Championship i, W, P. Mui
1 ' Anthony, time

'. i; .

i i> Herndon
no doubi • m to

half Mile Safety
P I Berlo, time im. :S I-Jl , W, I .

smith ;
t,

! Fanning, Chu
1.41' 1 not

•

' M Murphv. 1111

,11
Ihe men off. «nd they

|
R Wln«' II.

W Windle, Inn-

1 ixi -1 11 IRTER Mill smi 1 \. ni-i x. 1. W. F. G
. 11. B. Laurie; . P. [. Berlo ; ,, W. 1

Murphy ; . A. B. Lumsden ; B, W. D. Banker; 7, P. J.

F'anning.

' ..issler, Laurie and Berlo finished within a lew yards
of each other.

Pive Mile Bicycle, Championship, i, B. c An-
thony, time asm. 19 4-^s ; . N. 11 Van Sicklel.

few lengths.

Van Sicklen made pace all the way, Anthony rush-
ing him when within 150 yards of the tape and run-
ning lazily,

1 1x1 Mm Bicycle Team Race. Chicago cini>. -,

points; New York Athletic Club, 1 point. Chicago
Club 1, Lumsden; .-. Winship ; >. (iclhciis; 4, L. 1.

Clarke. N. Y. A. C Time m. ^

uxi mui Tandem Safi m. . W. Van Wagonn
ami C. S .Merrill, time ;in. 18 1-5S.; -•. W. D. Butlkcl
and W. P. Gassier; ;, Stendts and Johnson

FIXTURES.

1-2.

1.9

i-s.

3-

AUGUST.

.Ill ICIiode Island Wheelmen's Tournament
111 Providence,

; .
- Toronto Bicycle Club, third handicap load

race.

SEPTEMBER.

Maine Division's Fall Races at Portland.
-Manhattan Bicycle Club Races.
Ten-mile road race of the Alalaiila Wheelmen.

Irvington-Milburn course.
Staten Island Athletic Club's Fall Meeting.

Two-mile scratch.
-Hartford Wheel Club's Tournament ni

Charter (ink Park.
New York state Division Meet and Bate*
Mri'l nt Syracuse. Address C, W. Wood,
I IK South -nliiin Street.

Connecticut Division Pall Meet at Hartford.
Races at Baltimore (Md.l County Fair, at
Timoniuin. Entries close August .-7 with C.
R. Bisenbrandt, ;ii B. Baltimore St.

Tournament at Fiei-nort, 111. F^ntries .

Sept. 1, with FI. 11. WilCOX, 47 Clark Ave.
Races at Assumption, 111.

Williamsport (Pa.) Wheel Club Meet and Tour-
nament. Entries close Sept. 1, with H. C.
Wheeler. 133 B. Church St.

I 'hi I nd el phi a To urn nine nt.

orange Wheelmen's Race tor the President's
Challenge Cup.

Ten-mile handicap road race of the Yoiikeis
Bicycle Club. Riverdale Avenui

Bay C'ity Whee, 'lien's Twenty-five Mile Handi-
cap Road Race.

Tournament at Msadville, Pa.
Minneapolis Bicycle Club's Twenty Mile B

Race. Lake Harriet course.
Peoria Knee Meet.

Trvon Cup. Ten-mile Team Race, open to At
C. Clubs of Philadelphia.

Tournament at Green Bay, Wis.
Combined Lantern Parade of all Philadelphia

clubs.
Tournament at Bck'a Park, Minneapolis.
Omaha Wheel Club's Tournament Add)

P. C. Matthews, ,-- Chicago St . Omaha.
Neb

• 1 Parltside, Chicago.
Third Annual Race of the South End Wheel-
men. Philadelphia, at Brotherhood Park
track.

Toronto Bicycle Club, fourth and tilth handicap
Ri -.1.1 Rj

21-mile Road Race, I'enn. Wheelmen. Reading.
Pa.

Races al Davenport. Iowa.
Rockland Co. Wheelmei .: County

Fair. Spring Valli
with Norman iiaidcnici. Hillsdale, N. I

mile hand:
Avenue course, open to Union Co., N I .

men
and Oct 1. Bicycle Races at [nter-Sl

Trenton. N

5-0.
6.

6.-

8.-

9-"

ia-is
"3-

17-18.-
18.-

18-ao.-
19-20.-

19-20.

20.

26.—

OCTi IB]

1. Bii ycli le Pair, Pi

4. |iosi.>n Athletic Club's sj-mile Handicap Road

•nptonship Meeting of the A .V

U . ,,t Washington. ! I

RACING IN MAINE.

The - ilrneld, Maine, Augu
follows :

Mile Safety, Maine Rider9 Roland 1 Pal
ond .

1

Novice Race, Halp Mili Ordinary, Uaini
riders Hugh W 1 mn-
tnn, B. W. I in, Brunswick, third ;

Henry B Hart, P W C, fourth. Timi ••

Mni ORDINARY, 01 1 . Hair) B Hallock,

m Brown, P \\ I \ 1. Cummlngi '

ind Wentworth,
son and

, Men III land, third I

Mni safi
R II K.. M 1

II u 1 Mh 1 > w i 1
. No 11 1 Howard M 1

P \\ I -.tw..rth, S
w 1 Whll
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THE MEADVILLE TOURNAMENT.

The Meadville Bicycle Club's tournament,
which was postponed August 19 owing to in-

clement weather, will take place September 9,

and the Meadville Cycling Club, who are engi-
neering the affair, will do everything possible

to make the meet a success. The six and a
half mile handicap road race from Saegertown
to Meadville at 10.30 a. yn. will be one of the
principal events, and a parade at 1.30 p. m. and
a lantern parade at 8. 30 p. m. will also prove
attractive features. Three suitable prizes will

be awarded in each of the following events,
which will be run at the driving park, starting

at 3 p. m.

:

One mile ordinary; yz mile boys' safety; 3 mile
championship of Western Pennsylvania

; 5 mile handi-
cap, safety ; 1 mile novice, safety

; % mile dash;
Yz mile dash, safety ; consolation race.

ROAD RACE OF THE EAST ORANGE
CYCLERS.

The two mile handicap road race of the East
Orange Cyclers, the newly organized wheel club,

took place on Saturday afternoon last, on Cen-
tral Avenue, at 5:30 p. m. The race was run
against a very strong wind, and in considera-
tion of this fact the times made were very good.
The contest resulted as follows

:

Frank Plummer, 30s., time, 7m. 30s ; C. S. French,
30s., time, 7m. 31s.; A. M. Knight, scratch, time, 7m.
2s. ; Harry Wheeler, scratch, time, 7m. 5s.; Fred Pring,
15s., time, 8m. 5s.; Fred Taylor, 30s., time, 8m.
18s.; J. M. Gilmour, 40s., time, 8m. 19s. L. H. Porter
acted as timer, and the judges were Frank L. Fieger
and W. Godfrey. The club will hold a three mile
handicap road race on September 13, and on Labor
Day a Century run to Philadelphia will be undertaken,
as guests of the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club.

The Value of Good Roads.

The appointment of county road commissioners,
under whom the betterment of the highways is to be
carried on, is a wise method of road making, says the
Boston Herald. The question is one of special im-
portance for all the suburbs within a radius of from
five to twenty miles of this city. More and more in
the future the people of means will be obliged to re-
side out of the city, in districts where access to town
is speedy and pleasant, and the desirability of loca-
tion is greatly affected by the condition of the roads
in the vicinity. One potent reason why Brookline
has doubled its population since the last census is that
its roads have been kept in such repair that every cit-

izen can enjoy riding upon them far out into the
country, and wherever other towns have spent money
freely upon the highways and kept them in good re-
pair, the increase of population has amply compen-
sated the community for its outlays in this direction.
The contrast between the north and south shores is an
instructive commentary upon the success and pros-
perity of towns where the roads are excellent, as they
are along the north shore, as compared with roads
which are a constant annoyance to excursionists and
and for general driving, as is too often the case along
the south shore. These are local instances, but they
point the lesson which may also be drawn from a large
experience in western New York, where in former
days the country roads were so bad that many of the
farmers preferred to go to the far west and take their
chances, rather than try to take their crops to the
market on roads which were almost impassable.
There is no single thing that needs more attention all
over the country than the improvement of the country
roads.

A Conscientious Thief.

Mr. W. Crane, of Erie, Pa., is the chief liner at the
telephone exchange, and a bicycler of considerable
note, says the Harrisburg Telegram, and on Sunday
of last week he made arrangements to leave for Buf-
falo. He found, however, that his wheel had been
stolen during the night. Hearing on Monday that a
man had been seen at Westfield, N. Y., with his bicy-
cle, he was about to leave for that place when he met
an expressman with the wheel and a letter from the
man who had taken it. The letter is here published
as a first-class curiosity :

Westfield, N. Y., Aug. 12, i860.

Dear Sir—I suppose you have went to conciderable
trouble to lokate your wheel, and I will releive you of
all further trouble by sending you wheal to you and
if 1 were in shape I would pay the charges but hear I

am with only 25c in my pocket and know not where
any more is comming from but will one up that I done
very wrong in taking that which did not belong to me
and if I am ever in Erie I will come and tell you all

about it and will try and make it right with you and
ask you to forgive me for little did I realize what I had
done until the convictions come to me and told me to
send it back, and I want this to be a lesson to me.
You may think that I have done such things before
but this is the first time and I had often wished I could
own one little thinking I would ever take any one elses
wheel but 1 hope this such a thing will never occur
again for I do not like it to lay a wake three nights
thinking of it.

Bicycling is beginning to boom at Middletown,
N. Y. A new club has lately been organized.

ENGLISH TRADE NOTES.

The Irish Cyclist says that next season cushion tyres
will be all the rage, but the season following it will be
all pneumatic.

The maker of the "Sprite" supplies, Mr. W. Coote
Reynolds, can now supply these machines fitted with
cushion tyres.

Up hill now Ellis & Co.'s Geared Facile is the only
machine of a large type fitted with pneumatic tyres,
and it is not likely any attempt on a larger scale will
be made ; the air and cushion tyres will be utilized for
the small wheels of ordinary bicyles, as to them the
question of expense and weight do not apply as to the
big wheels.

The " Raglan " cycles have been so successful that
the makers, Messrs. Taylor, Cooper & Bednell (Ltd.)
are now building a large additional factory which
will employ no less than 400 extra hands. This factory
it is their intention to fit up in a most complete man-
ner, many of the tools being their own patented de-
signs. When the new work is finished, Messrs. T., C.
& B. will employ no less than 650 hands.

The French Chamber of Deputies has a proposal be-
fore it to levy a tax of five francs on cycles.

On a question of patents a test case—Bown vs. The
Centaur Cycle Co.—will come off in a few weeks'
time.

A Psycho bicycle and tricycle, made by Starley
Bros., secured the respective championships of
France, and were ridden by. L. Cotterau.

A cycle manufactory will shortly be established in
Liege (Belgium), with the management under English
control.

G. L. Morris, and his partners in the manufactory of
the "Referee" wheel, have invented some improve-
ments relating to elastic tyres which will shortly be
made public.

A. H. Overman, of the Overman Wheel Co., who is

in this country at present, has patented certain im-
provements in cycle wheels.

In regard to the output of pneumatic tyred wheels,
the Pneumatic Tyre & Booth s Cycle Agency, of Dub-
lin, write as follows :

" We are now, at last, in a posi-
tion to guarantee regular and satisfactory supplies to
any firm with whom we. contract to do so. It may
have seemed from the insufficient supply hitherto that
we were overlooking the; necessity for prompt deliv-
ery, but such was not the case. Our directors were
devoting all their energies to overcome the difficulties
in the way of a satisfactory supply, and it took the
whole season to complete our arrangements an d put
us in our present satisfactory condition."

AN ELECTRIC BICYCLE RAILWAY.

Dr. G. P. Hachenberg, of Austin, Texas, has
invented a novel bicycle railway which is de-
scribed as follows : •

In the first place have constructed a line of two
heavy wires, one above the other, about ten feet apart,
as represented in the sketch. These wires are adjust-
ed to poles, and both are held in an exact high tension,
ascertained by an accurately measured force. The
bicycles to run on these wires are constructed with
grooved wheels, the couplet of wheels for the upper
wire being grooved the deeper to securely hold the
vehicle in a direct line and to favor reversing it.

For travel on wires two kinds of motors are used.
The one the rider himself and the other electricity, the
electric power being taken from the upper wire. If

deemed necessary both vehicles can carry electric
lights. The construction of these bicycles varies from
those used on the ground. On the wire the guiding
rod is fixed and is not used for guiding purposes, but
simply for the rider to hold on to. In the cross piece
receiving the piece supporting the drive wheel is a
joint to reverse the machine to run it the opposite way.
The electro bicycle has a peculiar construction of

its own. The straddle seat is entirely omitted, and in
its place a single or narrow double seat is placed in
front of the drive wheel. The seat is arranged to se-
cure ease and security to the rider. The electro motor
is placed under the seat. The place to mount these
bicycles or to reverse their action is usually at one of
the poles, by stepping on the lower arm, which may be
but a few feet from the ground. It may be readily
seen the electro bicycle is well adapted for the accom-
modation of a lady, and without the electric power can
be pushed ahead by the rider.
The speed of these bicycles could be great. An ex-

pert rider could readily make fifteen or twenty miles
an hour, and as for the electric car, its speed could be
made to keep pace with a locomotive. These lines
could serve commercial interests by connecting neigh-
boring towns, or cities and suburbs, in the absence of
railroads. But their best purpose would be subserved
in effecting the rapid transmission of the mail and
transportation of light and condensed packages.

It is practicable by such method of conveyance to
convey the mail from New York to Chicago in 10 hours,
and from New York to Austin, Texas, within 24 hours.
The mail and goods that could be daily transmitted
on a single line from New York would be many hun-
dred tons a day.

Mr. F. F. Peard, of the Toronto Bicycle Club, was in

New York Wednesday last, having just returned from
a European tour in company with a small party from
Toronto. He reports a most enjoyable time, is de-
lighted with the foreign roads, and says the pneumatic
and cushion tyre will soon be in general use. He does
not think much of the English riders socially, how-
ever, for unless one has recommendations strangers
arc hardly deigned even a passing glance. He will
attend the Buffalo tournament.

THE WHEEL IN EUROPE.

In the French Chambre of Deputies, the
representative of Dordogne has brought in a
bill to put an annual tax of 5 francs on bicycles.
Says the Veloce-Sport : " We should be the last
ones to complain about a measure that can only
be useful to us. It shows clearly that the
bicycle commences to talk of itself and comes
into extensive use. Moreover, our absolute
right of using the roads, even those of the
large cities, would thereby be established. We
could not be prevented from using a vehicle on
which we are held to pay taxes. Finally, a
further advantage is couched in the fact that
the income of this tax is intended for road im-
provements, and there is hardly a wheelman
who would find 5 francs too high if it is for
better roads."
The cycle has reached the land of the pyra-

mids. In the Pharaon city of Cairo under the
name of " L'Aido Cyclike Club," fezed wheel-
men have organized.
The Stahlrad'va. its last number publishes a

table of rules to be observed on club runs.
The municipality of the good old city of

Nuremberg has issued an ordinance allowing
beginners to use the paved streets for practice
between 5 and 7 in the morning.
This year the French championship for speed,

which has been inaugurated since 1881, will be
decided at Cognac. It was w$>n the first two
times by de Civry, the two ensuing years by
Medinger, then followed Duncan, Medingerand
Chersau. This year, the first time the safeties
will compete with the high machines, La France
Cycliste gives out this tip: 1. Cottereau, then
Charron or Lorte.
The question whether the prizes at amateur

races ought to consist out of money or " bons"
in preference to objects of art, has been thor-
oughly discussed in some European papers.
Das Stahlrad complains that the so-called object
of arts sometimes consist in nothing better than
a handkerchief fastened to the end of a walking
stick. '

' It would not surprise us, continues the
writer, in seeing one day a race run for a plate
of sausages and sauer kraut." The Italian

Rivirla Velicipedistica in discussing a recent
decision of the U. V. I. authorizing amateurs to
receive cash prizes without being declared pro-
fessionals, gives the opinion that such a course
would lessen the number of races, but raise
their quality and attract cyclists of renown. It

would hurt the sport in the eyes of the public,

however, if the cash prizes given would be
ridiculously low. The amateur racing men of
Germany which lately have organized, demand
by their statutes that the prizes shall consist
out of "bons" in order that the winner may
buy according to his taste. La France Cycliste

in drawing attention to the fact that many
amateurs would never touch money, proposes
that everybody ought to have his choice.

In speaking about the approaching congress
of the "l'U. V. F.," the Veloce- Sport draws
attention to the large mass of independent
wheelmen whose interest for the Union ought
to be awaked by proper means. The paper
says that it is mostly the class of practical

wheelmen that has grown in the last years.

This class takes little interest in races, but more
in touring and in the practical use of the
bicycle. In concluding, the gentlemen of the
congress are called on to take measures in

favor of this class.

In the French city of Rheims, famous all

over the world for the production of champagne,
the V. Club of this city lately organized ex-
tensive races, the proceeds of which were to* be
turued over to benevolent purposes. A groat
number of baskets containing the productions
of the local firms were among the prizes. The
American Consul of that city has—as the / 'eloee-

Sport states—given a splendid silver medal.
A. R.

The full nickel-plated tandem belonging to Air.

Appleby, of the Hudson County Wheel men, which was
broken "during the trip to Morristown with the Penn-
sylvania Bicycle club three weeks ago, has been re-
paired and re-nickeled and attracted much attention
at the Niagara meet, where it was ridden by Messrs,
Appelbv and Mandeville. Besides the machine^ Mr.
Appleby took to Niagara six separate outfits, hem
stockings to caps, which necessitated the shipment >>i

a huge Saratoga trunk.

Franklin, Pa., with 6.000 Inhabitants, has 1 •.- riders.
thirty of whom ate ladies
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

Bicycle Club have elected the

..ptain. I If. t;> •

P. Chapman. T. M Sherrouse was
the Executive Committee.

n. the newly elected Chief Consul of
the Louisiana Division, has sent ont a circular letter

to all the members of the Division, urging them to
.sine; the membership of the

very member to secure at least
one recruit.

The Louisiana Cycling Club have moved into their
new bouse, which is handsomely furnished and a
perfect little gem in its way. a big "smoker" will

Kvrvi warming. On Sunday, September j,

lb will take a run to Bilozi, across the lake.

The Arlington Bicycle Club, of Hew Orleans, will
give a seri luring the Winter.

The ord: .crry lighted lanterns at night is
• t.i be enforced in New Orleans. This compul-
movement, which is only riKht and proper, is

now in vogue in cities and "towns throughout the
country.

a correspondent to the Spirit oj tin- South, of

( Orleans, writes that cycling is bec;inninc; to
i in Shreveport, La, and that the streets are

..red with a hard cover of gravel, mak-
ellenl There Is an •pen Held for

n this town. The writer says: "Several
mplate buying wheels, and when they do,

riding, it will induce others to join our
i representative of si.me gfood bi-

. lub or manufactory would come to tins place
rine, with him an ordinary and safety, and stay

exhibiting same, he would sell several
ley are now in the notion of purchas-

y having the wheels here and their good
qualities explained and exhibited, would satisfy them
much better than through correspondence."

:itly arrested in Memphis,
Tenn., and fined *, for sidewalk riding. A number

I lighter skin are constantly addicted to the
it have not as yet been disturbed by the

The Hudson County Wheelmen will hold a series Ol
- ..n the Elisabeth Rahway course, Labor Day.

! at the Rockland County
t, to be held at the Rockland County
.icy, N. v., Septeml is fof-
t.li'nary, open; one mile safety, open;
ry, open: half mile hands oil, open;

'lb, handicap ; half-mile club.

afield Bicycle Club i moonlight
lay night, riding t.. Elisabeth and thence to

The following for the two mile bicy-
if the Hank « lerks' Athlel

held ..n Labor Day ;

• N . I. fa.

P. P. Muti.-r. Bank
ion, V. M I lerick

W \\ Vheelmen ; C. Wilson
man, A .

i
' S N

was run down by James Hands
n up liy the Pcnnsyl-

\ ill shortly
ition.

.I the Lehigh Wheelmen, Phila-
nile trip through

II.

.1 fmm II.ii 1
:

Tin- Frederick County (Md.i Agricultural Society
are arranging for a series of bicycle be run
In connection with their fair this fall.

A minstrel company has been formed among the
members of the Milwaukee Wheelmen, and an enter-
tainment will soon be given.

Milwaukee has upwards of one thousand wheelmen,
with a lair allowance of ladv riders.

Our old contributor • Jonah," says in 7i>re/; Tattle,
speaking of the Elizabeth Wheelmen's ofty mile tan-
dem record :

• It has always seemed to me that a road record as
distinguished from a track record should be made
over stretches of road up to at least one hundred
miles, without repetition or e,oinv* over the same
ground twice. An exception to this misfit perhaps
lie in a course of shorter distance, combining the
average Impediments <>f hills, such as for Instance
the frvington-MMburn course. Hut to pick out a
stretch of deal level telford such as the Rahway road,
where tile record this time was made; or the Newark
boulevard, where Honnett and Wetmore made their
tandem tricycle record, is hardly lair, and, were the
facts known, would tend to brine; discredit on Amer-
ican road records at the hands of our Kntflish breth-
ren, who make all their long distance road records
over Straightaway courses. Such courses as I have
mentioned above really present no greater difficul-
ties than would an ordinary race track. Such records
Should not be termed, in all justice, road records.
merely because they are not run around a circular
surveyed path. The K. W. has done considerable ..I

its century riding in this way. There are plenty. .1"

men in the club who can do their " centuries " in a
legitimate way. Then why belittle the road riding
reputation of the club by allowing " centuries " and
" records " made over these short selected cjmrscs -

The Bast Orange Cyclers will hold a three mile
handicap road race Saturday, September i •,.

C. I.. Heals, of the Orange Wheelmen, climbed Eagle
kock Hill on a cushi.mcd-tvred Premier Saturday
last.

The Kine;s County Wheelmen have a moonlight run
to Coney island on their schedule for to-night, and on
Sunday they will ride to Par Rockaway.

The rumors afloat that the old Ixion Club was about
t.. be revived are said to be without foundation.

The Hay City Wheelmen, of San Krancisco, have
elected ttie following Hoard of Directors to serve lor
the term of one year : R. M. Thompson, President ;

Thomas 1. Hill, Vice President ; George P. Wetmore.
Secretary: Thomas H. Donne. Treasurer: C. W.
Hammer, W. D. Sheldon, W. M. Meeker, C. C. Moore.
las. O. c..x, C. V. Langton, Fred Ruse Cook.

R. M. Thompson, George P. Wetmore, Sanford
Plummer, Steve Knapp, W. M. Meeker, C. W. Ham-
mer, T. H. Deane, H. W. Spaulding anil A. C. I.an. lis,

Fran, is. ... enjoyed a pleasant trip to Mount
Tamalpais reecntlv. Knapp and Hammer tarried
their machines to tile eighest point of the rocky sum-
mit, a feat ncvei before accomplished.

on Sunday next, W. E, Bldridge, ol the 11. c. W.,
will put in a bid t..r the club 14-hoUT medal. He will
start at 4 o'clock Saturday afternoon and ride until

.me hour the next day, unless some unforsccii
event occurs, and is confident ..1 making ovei
miles. He will be paced by Missis. R.i, . v. Heals and
Long, of the Orange Wheelmen, anil Thorii, of tin

lanta Wheelmen. He will dismount only when it is

.1 y to be rubl c 1 down.

The Wheelmen of Birmingham, Ala., have decided
1 a tournament on Octobei das. , .s°°

in pri/es will be offered.

The Business Men's Hi. Vcle Club, ol Newark, held
a meet 1 ilk'. I oil owed by a drill, on I'lidax ol this week

MR KIskin UN CYCLING.

An English paper savs that in 1887 the following let-
ter from Mr. Ruskin was printed in the /'./// Matt
Gazelle, although it is not generally known :

" I not only object, but am quite prepared to spend
all my best 'bad language ' in reprobation of bi-, tri-.

and 4-, ;-, r-, or 7- cycles, and every other contrivance
and invention for superseding human feet on Cod's
ground. To walk, to run, to lean and to dance ..re
the virtues of the human body, and neither to stride on
stilts, wrivcxle on wheels, n<ir dangle on r..pes;.md
nothing in the training of the human mind will ever
supersede the appointed God's ways of slow walking
and hard working."

Albert Knight has resigned from the Bast Orange
Cylers and joined the Orange Wheelmen. Knigl '

his eye on the challenge cup, to be raced for Sep-
tember

THE Will-Kl, the weekly journal for the "Cyclers.''
gives in its August 15th edition a strong editorial on
the changes in the 1.. A. W. constitution, which will

ad with much interest by all members of the
League. THE WHEEL is .me of the acknowledged
authorities on bicycling, and is a valuable guide to
meets, conventions, tournaments, manufacturers,

ind is filled with general information and inter-
esting news f..r riders. The Wheel, .1 Broadway,
New Y.uk City- Ueadvilte Tribune, Aug. -A.

The Mail and I rs editorially : The bit
has come to be a prominent factor in our national
sports. Tin- great meet of the National League ol

American Wheelmen at Niagara, which has just come
to an end, was attended by many thousands of peo-
ple. The races were many of them intensely i.xcitim:
Moth in sport and in practical, everyday use the
" wheel " has won for itself a permanent plai e. and
the name of the enthusiasts who ride it is legion.

Willie Windle, A. B. I.umsden. B. C. Anthony, K. I.

Willis. H. Smith. N H. Van Sicklen and H. K Laurie,
with a number oi other rivers of the wheel, have de-
cided to compete at the Rhode Island Wheelmen's
meet to-morrow, instead of at the Syracuse competi-
tions. They will also appear at the Hartford tourna-
ment on Monday and Tuesday.
The entries and handicaps for the Atalanta Wheel-

men's tell mile road race, over the Elizabeth Rahw.iv
course, on Labor Day, are as follows: I.. N Thome,
scratch; Brock, scratch; Swain, I'.m.: Scudder. 1111.;

Hornfeck, .111.; Struck, ' 111.; Congleton, .•'m.: Prul-
ham, .

' in ; Halsey, 4 m.; C Thome. ;m.; Coffin,

Rain (ell at Buffalo to-day, and the ract s have
postponed until 10 a. m, to-morrow, and will continue
all day. The 100-mile road race will be started at

s a. in.'

1 HE ROADS OF EUROPE,
a gentleman now traveling in Europe : "Alter

nearly a week on the roads ..I Norway I want to pay
a tribute to the country roads of Europe, if I haven't
done it before. Everywhere in the backwoods of this
northern country, where its inhabitants wrench a
scanty living from hostile soil and climate, down to
southern Italy, where the poverty stricken pi

have but one shirt to an entire family, or in til.

1 that they haven't any at all,

the roads are almost
1 smooth and hard and

tine as thos, ol Grand Boulevard, or any park in

America.
"These roads make carriage riding a luxury any-

where instead of a torture, as is often the
us, and they are an institution that deserves uiistint. d

oolish people, instead of in .

county von- - bonds to be given to somi
venturers who build a rotten railway without putting
in a dollar themselves and retire with a fortune. spend
their money in building good wagon loads, and when
they want to go to town they have a road to travel on
that at ans and 1 :i is tit for a royal pn
sion." A,.. York Tribune.

1 Harry Shurman and M. R Connolly, of the Lynn
Wheel Club, will iton on Saturday, Aui

1, at 4 a 111., ami attempt to beat ihe road :

•v ..nd Portland. Mr

The Wheel and Cycling Trade Review.
F. P. PRIAL, Editor and Proprietor.

243 Broadway, New York. P. 0. Box 444.

ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR.

Herewith I hand you %i.oo in payment /or one year s

subscription, to begin ,.:,' /t the issue oj

Address

V/v

Ct>tt>//y Sta/r
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EUROPE—PASSAGE FREE.

I£ you intend visiting England or the Continent, it

will pay to correspond with the Capital Cycle Co., of
Washington, D. C, first introducers of the safety and
tandem safety into America, the inventors, manufac-
turers and importers of the first ladies' safety bicycle,

who will give you, free, a letter of introduction to

Starley Bros., Coventry, England, the oldest cycle
manufacturers in the world, makers Psycho safeties,

the strongest, lightest and most graceful safeties

made.
This will give you an opportunity of viewing the

cleanest, best appointed, most American factory for

the construction of bicycles found in England or
America.
You will be interested to see how high grade cycles

are made, every detail of which will be shown you,
and the importance of experience, simplicity and
interchangeability in manufacture will be demon-
strated.
We will also give you, free, an order on the factory

for any of the 12 forms of Psycho safeties from our
stock, agents' discount off.

You can select a machine according to your height
and weight, take a spin to Kenilworth and Warwick
Castles, Stratford-on-Avon, over the finest road in

England, return to factory, have your machine crated
and sent aboard the steamer, bringing it home with
you free of duty.
This saving in duty and discount will pay your ocean

fare one way.
We will get our profit in your enthusiasm in owning

the finest wheel in your section, and shall expect to

sell ten Psychos, at least, to your friends after your
return.
Take our letter with you even if you don't use it.

You are entitled to bring, for your own use, one tan-
dem and one single free of duty, providing you have
ridden them one mile. * * *

Indispensable to Bicyclists and Ath-
letes. Call's Supporter, with elastic
back, lace front and adjustable back
straps. Light, easy and durable. A
sure fit. No. 5, same as cut, 75c ; No.

; 6, pockets each side of lacing, $1.00 ;

No. 7, with hose supporters, $1.00;
No. 8, hose supporter and pockets,
$1.25. Order by number and give
waist measure. Post-paid on receipt

FRONT VIEW °f P"ce
'

Trade suPP|ied -

8. B. CALL, 358 Main St., Springfield, Mass.

GET YOUR BICYCLE
REPAIRED AT

BROWN BROS. MFG. CO., CHICAGO,
LARGEST REPAIR SHOP IN THE WEST.

EDWARD J. SHRIYER'S NEW PAMPHLET,

a WAHT *s WEALTH,"
PUBLISHED BY

G. P. PUTNAM'S SONS, 27 W. 23d ST,, N. Y.

Price 25 Cents.

Presents chiefly the critical state of society as an
effect of bad systems of taxation

;
points out the mis-

takes of socialism ; sums up the present state of the
tariff question ; describes and advocates Henry
George's single tax scheme as a cure for current evils.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
25 Words 25 cents.

Two Insertions 40 "

ZOOK, Lititz, Fa., Buys, Sells, Trades.
50 Kagle and Cheap

Ordinaries and Safeties Wanted in Trade.
$160 00 New Trike $50.

New fork Bicycle Company, Nos. i and 6 East 60th
Street, N. ¥. New and Second-Hand Machines. Choice
assortment. Prices reasonable. Wheels to rent. Cycling
Accessories of all kinds. List of Bargains and Sundries
free upon application. Old mounts takon In part pay-
ment for New.

FOR SALE—Columbia Tandem Safety; first-class
condition

;
price, $135 ; J. W. Bate & Co., 324

Flatbush Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. t. t. c

V1ACHINIST WANTED—Used to cycle repairing
;

IV1 one who understands his business. J. W. Bate
& Co., 324 Flatbush Avenue, Brooklyn. t. f. c

17OR SALE—New Mail Safety, 1890 pattern; not
*- ridden over 75 miles; in good condition; price,
$110. C. W. Koerner, 31 Sands Street, Brooklyn.

8-22-29

COR SALE OR EXCHANGE—A 51-inch Special
F Star, two-third nickel ; roller and ball bearings

;

full tangent spokes ; hollow frame and rims ; in excel-
lent condition ; will sell at a bargain or exchange for
an 1890 model high grade safety. Address Star, Box
59, Bay View Station, Milwaukee, Wis. 9-12

FOR SALE—Humber Cripper Tricycle, in good
order; $65. Henry H. Bell, 82 Beekman Street,

New York, N. Y. 8-29

A RARE CHANCE—Genuine light-weight Catford
-*"*- Premier Safety ; ridden but a few miles and
never damaged

;
$100. W. E. Eldridge, 561 Broadway,

New York. t. f. c

"VXTANTED -One pair ball pedals, must be in first-
** class condition, in exchange for 54 Butcher hub
cyclometer in first-class condition. Address P. O. Box
68, Portsmouth, Va. 8-29

FOR SALE—" Broncho," in extra fine condition, $110.
S. M. Smith, 111 Broadway, Plainfield, N. J. 8-29

"POR SALE—1890 Rambler ; used but two weeks ; Ai
* condition

;
$100 cash. 51-inch Special Star, nickel

to rims ; first-class condition except tire to large
wheel, which is somewhat chipped

; $50. Will ex-
change 42-inch Star or 52-inch Special Columbia for
safety. E. C. Knowlton, expert engineer, Sackett's
Harbor, N. Y. 9-26

FOR SALE.—Safety bicycle, hardly used
;
practical-

ly new. F. H. C., P. O. Box 444, N. Y. City.

pOR SALE—Columbia L. R. Safety, 1890 pattern
;

-L not ridden 100 miles, $105. Victor Safety, in good
running order, $75. W. E. Eldridge, 561 Broadway,
New York. t. f. c

Do you want a "Wheel at very low price?
If so, read our Rargain L,isi.

One New 52-inch Eagle, frame nickel, $90. How is
that?
One New Victor Safety (1889), $110. Who gets it?
One 1890 Victor Safety, ridden 100 miles, $no. Good

as new.
1 One Victor 1889 Safety, shop worn, $100. Great bar-

gain.
One "Light" Rambler Safety, shop worn only, $110.

1890 style.
One Rambler, 1889 style, good repair, $85. Ridden

this season.
One Vulcan Safety, never ridden, $85. Entirely new.

One Columbia Light R., 51-inch, new, $90. Can you
beat it ?

One Columbia Satety, 1889, good repair, $85. Ridden
but little.

One Columbia Safety, 1889, good shape, $80. Great
chance.
One 56-inch Victor, 1889, good shape, $85. Very

little used.
One 54-inch Victor, 1889, good repair, $75. A bargain.
Ten Expert Columbias, from $50 to $75. Some as

good as new.
Fifty Dandys, 24-inch Safety, new, $27.50. Good for

the boys.
One 52-inch 1889 Victor, L. R., good as new, $75.
One 52-inch 1886 Victor, nickel, good as new, $60.
Many other great bargains. Write us for full par-

ticulars. EDW. L. ROSE & CO., Wholesale and Re-
tail Dealers in Bicycles, Wheeling, W. Va.

rr\1 TT* 1 TTT 1 A genuine tnumpn I rsv actual rests over bo per ce

I IIP VIPTOf WfPflPn STRONGER than the strongest wrench of its cl
A II V, » 1VIU1 VV 1 V^llV^ll. heretofore in the market. Nickel plated. Price $1.

Overman Wheel Co., Makers, Chicopee Falls. Mass.

THE RACING EVENT OF THE SEASON !

O R, I ^.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER I2tn and r^th.

RECORD BREAKING TRACK ! $3,500 IN PRIZES !

See this space in last week's issue for Programme of Races and List of Prizes. This space for next week will be occupied by the List of Entries so far as received.

Programme for Entertainment of Visiting: Wheelmen.
Friday, September X2, 1890.—Reception of Visitors—All trains will be met by the Reception Committee. 9 a. m.—LADIES' Short Run

Around City. Leave National Hotel for easy run over fine streets to head of State Street hill, where arrive in time for hill climbing contest. This run is over
paved or graveled streets all the way, and running most of the distance at the edge of our beautiful bluffs, affords charming views and glimpses of the Illinois River
Valley, with river, lake and hills beyond, the city beneath, and Pekin ten miles down the river. This is a run which no lady rider of two weeks' standing need
hesitate to take. 1 O a. m.—Leave National Hotel for Hill Climbing Contest. 1 0.30 a. m.—Hill Climbing Contest. State Street hill, between Blurt" and
High Streets. 1 p. m.—Short Parade. Form at National Hotel. The line of parade is over well paved streets the entire distance. Throe elegant prizes will be
given the clubs having the largest number of men in line. 2 p. m.—Races at Lake View Park. 9 p. m.—Grand Complimentary Bali, at Rouse's Hall,
tendered to visiting wheelmen.

Saturday, September 13, 1890.—9 a. m.—Scorchers' Run. Twenty miles. Fine graveled road the entire twenty miles. 9 a. m.—LADIES' and
Gentlemen's Easy Run to Prospect Hill. Nine miles round trip. Leaving National Hotel, proceed via Spring Street, meet Scorching Party at Prospect Point
and indulge in lemonade while viewing the most picturesque and extensive view in the Middle West. Below, spread out like a panorama, is the Illinois River
Valley, with river, lake, cities, towns, farms, woodsey hills and hollows as far as the eye can reach. Leave at n a. m. to return to the city via Mt. llawley Road.
Sand-papered gravel both ways. Our visitors never fail to become enthusiastic over this run, and no one should fail to participate in one of the two runs over this

road. 1 .30 p. m.—Leave National Hotel for Lake View Park.
Spencer's Full Military Band, an organized body of twenty-eight years' standing, will undoubtedly win the applause of every visitor. They, as a band, are

Mr. Lem H. Wiley, the fan
a member of this great band, and will favor the

without a peer, having woh every first prize in band contests throughout the West for the past fifteen years. Mr. Lem H. Wiley, the famous cornet ist, who for

several years led the great street band of Haverly's Minstrels, and accompanied it on two European tours, is a
audience with a solo on each afternoon.

Lady riders will have the exclusive use of one of the elegant parlors at the National Hotel, which is only one block from headquarters at Rouse's Hall.
For further particulars address, H. S. HOPKINS, Sec'y.

We've Cot a Tournament Too ! !

The Peoria Tournament, September 12th and 13th, will, without doubt, be one of the most successful ever held, and wheelmen from all

parts of the United States will be in attendance. All such are cordially invited to call while in the city and inspect our immense stock of new
and second-hand machines. If you have a wheel to trade bring it along ; we handle all makes. There are many " LARGEST" Stocks; see how
ours compares with others you have seen. We have many special bargains which intending purchasers will do well to note. Catalogue
second-hand and bargain list free.

Rouse, Hazard & Co., 13 C Street, Peoria, III.
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Kt'ad f\«'ry word. *" St rcnicly " interest i^i;, you l>H.

The Westborough Tribune.
[i WESTBOROUGH MASS.. FRIDAY MORNING, AUGUST 22, 1890

BRONCHO 405.

>\ THE BRONCHO CHAINLBSS, NOISELESS,
LIGHT ROADSTER.

Mr A W. I'.arr .-.tarts lor S.m 1'rancisco, and will

ribe his trip in the tribune I'irst Installment of

letters.

In the presence of a crowd of interested spectators,

Mr A. W. Hair started Sun. lay iroin the foot of Bun-

ker 1 1 ill monument on Broncho Light Roadster, Ma
ear that number in mind, please for Ni

Falls ami thence across the continent to San l-'raticisco.

Tin- Tribune, knowing the great interest attaching to

to the trip, not only all through the bicycling world,

ljut to an exceptional degree lure in Westboro, at

once made arrangements for the exclusive publica-

tion of letters from Mr. Barr, describing his journey.

ol which the first installment is presented below. The
lull plan of route, probable time, etc., will be pub-

1 in a later issue. Mr. Harr writes as follows:

Clinton House, Clinton, Mass., Aug. 17, '90.

M Arrived here at 7:30 Very tired. Head
winl all the way. Will probably make Greenfield

to. morrow, perhaps more. It depends on what roads

I find. Raining very hard now. Stopped an hour in

South Pramingbam, the same in Northboro. Took it

.',1 the way. Any news lo be sent at short notice

>t office.

Greenfield, Aug. 18, '90

M, l«havc had the most uncomfortable day's

ride I ever had. Have walked miles where the wheel
would eat in two inches deep with its own weight'

Utely unride.ible roads I never heard of
rom West Hoylston to Lake Quinslgamond

1. like a r.i. e track when compared with them. I have
run over one dog to day, kicked another to death, and

Dually ugly customer forced me off my
iith of a mile. I invest-

paralyser this evening, a 3*-calibre

which I propone t.. use as a persuader. I intend to

morrow, although there is an awful
.inn' r the mountains. I felt a little

better tO-nigbt and feel quit*
< 1 Niiiuin 1 right It la a "dandy.''

my route and do uol en-
.1 all.

Troy, N. y , Aug. 1 .

Left Greenfield at 5 a. in., and at noon was over the

summit of the Hoosac ran^e. 1 took breakfast .11

Shelbttrne Falls, dinner at North Adams and supper
at Troy, as I promised you last night Eighty miles

to my record to-day in spite of Hoosac and all the

difficulties. 1 am tired, but not one-half as tired as

the last two nights. What little I know about bad
roads I have learned since yesterday morning, and
what knowledge I happen to possess on the subjects

of grades, altitude and gravity I have acquired since

I left Greenfield this morning. As for bad roads, the

one from Clinton to Greenfield is a great deal worse
than anything I ever imagined. The worst we ever
striu k on any of our trips is not half so bad, as it lays

for miles and lots of them at a lick. Alter leaving

Greenfield there is four miles climb without two hun-
dred yards riding, then you go down to Shelburne
Palls. Once down the climb begins a^ain with fre-

quent short descents to Z.iar. From there to the Tun-
nel station the railroad bed is the only thing rideable.

and that is very soft. Up we go rive miles more with

only about one-half of the last mile rideable, and we
see North Adams down the mountain.
The rear brake on the Broncho is the only brake

that would hold on these grades. From here to North
Petersburg the road is fine, but the last twenty miles
into Troy is a little more poor than fine. It was my
luck to have a rain come up with a head wind to finish

the last twenty of the eighty miles' riding on a poor
road. Road-hogs are plenty here, but I have gener-
ally managed to scare their horses by running straight

at their heads and turning aside quickly and very
close. Prom i. lock I was making about
thirteen miles per hour or more, and felt line till the

wind struck me. Don't know where I shall be to-
morrow night Raining cats, pitchforks and horse
rakes.

I'l ICA, N. Y., Aug. JO, '90.

I have done a very hard day's work. Ninety miles.
Troy to Utica. I called on Saunders to-nightand got
the road to Syracuse. Showed him " Number 408."
There were rive other wheelmen present. They were
all highly pleased with the appearance ot the machine,
particularly the improvements. I spun the rear
wheel for Uiem. They were surprised and pleased at
the number of revolutions it made. IO."i is running
wry tine. I am off for Syracuse iii the morning, hope

farther. Will be at Niagara Sunday noon sure.
1 made .tin- run t..-d.iv 1 1 . .in s a. 111. to /. p.' in., making
several stops. I am feeling better every day.

BRONI lb. NO 40.V

LATEST FROM 405.

(By Telegraph to the Tribune.)

CAItlLLUS, N. Y., Auk. »a,

Albany party took train here to-day. kowe re-

ported with them. A. W. Bark.

" 40o " was bought by a Connecticut man named

E. C. Rowe. on which to ride to the Pacific Coast. He

left New Haven on Broncho Number 405, rode one

day and sent Hroncho Number 40.1 to factory as an

unrideable machine, and took pains to advertise same

in Connecticut papere. What for? Rowe claimed to

be an all-round athlete, of ten years' experience as a

rider on all kinds of cycles. At once, on receipt ot

" Number 40.% " at factory, it was, without change in

any particular, ridden by three different men em-

ployed there, they knowing nothing about the circum-

stance of purchase and return of Hroncho Number

405. All three pronounced it a tine running machine.

Young Harr. who never rode a cycle oi any kind until

October. 1889, took Broncho Number 40.">, Sunday

A. M., 17th inst., and at i. M. same day. left foot ot

Bunker Hill Monument for Niagara, (•// route tot

Pacific Coast Rowe. mounted on a safety, which he

styles.no doubt, a rideable machine, with two days'

start, and the advantage of being at hast 1,.. miles

nearer Niagara than Harr at Bunker Mill Monument,

gets tired, evidently, at Camillus, N. v.. and takes

the cars for remainder of ride to Niagara, thus Show-

ing the son oi riding he prefers. Nothing stranga

about preference for riding on a rail, when it is con-

sidered for a moment what sort of a machine he took

in preference t.. riding Broncho Number 10ft.

THE WHITE CYCLE CO.,

FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS SEND FOR CATALOGUE. WESTBORO', MASS., U. S. A.

WIDEAWAKE agents wanted fob unsupplied territory.
MAKE APPLICATION AS FOLLOWS:

THOS. KAN I & CO., 137 Wabash Avonuo, Chicago.

Michigan, Ohio, Kentucky, Tennessee, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, [owa,
North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Indian Territory, Ne* Mexico, Colorado,
Wyoming, Montana, Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Utah, Arizona, Nevada, California.

E. C. MEACHAM ARMS CO., St. Louis, Mo.
Mi "mm Arkansas, Texas, Louisiana and Mississippi.

WHITE CYCLE CO., Wostboro', Mass.
\>\\ England, Middle and Southern Stat
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BRONCHO No. 405.
The members of the New Haven Club are laughing over the experiences of Ernest C. Rowe, one of their members, who

has started a tour in which he hopes to emulate Mr. Weaver. Rowe started °n a Broncho bicycle, got as far as Waterbury, and

returned, saying the machine was no good for road riding. He then procured another safety of a different make, and again essayed

the task. Before he reached Albany, however, his machine broke down, and he had to enter that city by rail. Meanwhile, the

White Cycle Company, of Westboro', Mass., which manufactures the Broncho machine, heard how Rowe talked about it, and

sending to this city bought the machine, and started a man on it for the Pacific coast to demonstrate its value as a roadster.

The company claim that Rowe did not know how to handle it, and that their man will get across the continent before he does

unless he goes by rail. The members of the New Haven Club say that Rowe has undertaken a bigger task than he is capable of

performing, and there are bets up among some of the members that he will not go half way.

Secretary Perkins, of the club, who has been making a cycling tour around the State, has returned home.

—

New Haven

(Conn.) Evening Register, Thursday, August 21.

From New Haven "Palladium," August 23, 1890.

BICYCLE RACERS.

E. C. ROWE BEING CHASED BY BICYCLE AGENTS

The latter part of July, Ernest C. Rowe purchased a " BRONCHO " Safety Bicycle of the White Cycle Co., of Westbor-

ough, Mass., it being his intention to ride the machine to the Pacific Coast. He had always used a Columbia machine, and in

order to accustom himself to riding the " BRONCHO," he rode about New Haven for a week previous to making the start. The

machine suited him well, and on August 8 left on his long journey. Before he reached Waterbury he was heartily sick of the

undertaking. The machine, so he claimed, bumped and bucked like a real live "BRONCHO." Arriving in Waterbury, he

decided not to push on any further with that machine, and took a train back to this city, bringing the bicycle with him. He left

the wheel with the agents for the White Cycle Co. at 516 State Street, saying that he was unable to go over the roads with it,

and that in his estimation no mart could make a long journey on it. He bought a "Victor" machine and made another start

Since that time, he seems to have made very good progress over the rough roads, and arrived in Albany in eight hours

less time than was occupied by F. E. Weaver, the Palladium correspondent, in going over the same number of miles on good

roads. Some of the members of the New Haven Bicycle Club say that Rowe must have " trained it " some of the way, as he is

not considered as good a rider as Weaver.

When the White Cycle Co. heard through their New Haven agents that Rowe had given up the undertaking of making

the Pacific coast on their " BRONCHO," and that he had said that no one could do it, they were nettled, and decided to send a

man across the continent on their machine, and to have him contest with Rowe as to the time occupied in performing the feat.

Accordingly, they wrote to their agents that they would have their agent who had been exhibiting their machine in

England, and who had just returned, take the machine on which Howe had ban unable 10 ndt , start from

Bunker Hill monument at noon last Sunday. By starting at Bunker Hill, the "BRONCHO" man had 150 milts
further to ride than Rowe had. It is intended that the cycle company's man shall come up with Rowe at Niagara at

the National Meet of the L. A. W., to be held August 25, 26 and 27. The Cycle Company's man is, of course, largely handi-

capped, but is confident that he will reach San Francisco before Rowe does.

WIDEAWAKE AGENTS WANTED FOR UNSUPPLIED TERRITORY.
MAKE APPLICATION AS FOLLOWS:

THE WHITE CYCLE CO.,
FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS, SEND FOR CATALOGUE. WESTBORO', MASS., U. S. A.
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The " QUADRANT " CUSHION TYRE SAFETY is here.

PERFECTION AT LAST.

We are now prepared to supply at short notice, in addition to our ordinary lines.

No. 17 SAFETIES ™ with CUSHION TYRES.

The latter, in combination with the -QUADRANT" SUSPENSION SPRING, gives the

most luxurious riding over the roughest roads, and the extra cost is only trifling.

THE IDEAL SAFETY.

Apply to THE STRONG & GREEN CYCLE CO, 707 Arch Street, Philadelphia,

OK TO THK MAM'FACTl'RKRS :

THE QUADRANT TRICYCLE CO., BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.

SEND FOR SAMPLE OF SAFETY BICYCLE LAMPS MPORTED BY

THE RELIANCE, - $3.50

THK UNIUUE. - - $0.00

THE ARLINGTON. $6.00

THE RIVAL, - - $2.00
THE BEACON, - - $5.00

40 Park Place, New York City.R. L COLEMAN & CO.,
I.llll H\l. ItlMlOIMT TO THi; TKAI>1..

Also Solo Agents for the Eastern, Middle and Southern States
for the well-known

SAFETY BICYCLES,
ADS iiy WBSTBBM \vm:i:i. works, 01 CHICAGO*

PRICES, $35, $50, $60, $75, $90 and $115.

SEND FOR CATALOCUE.
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BILLOTT'S STEEL PENS
ARE THE MOST
» * PERFECT

ALL THE ACCEPTED ROAD RECORDS
Our New Pattern for 1890.

Ordinary Bicycle, - $10.00
Safety Bicycle, - 1 1 .OO

were

measured

with,

and

thousands

of

the best

wheelmen

use

only, the

TH E

New Oil Can Attachment,

to take the place of the Balance

Weight, is now ready. They

will fit our 1889 pattern Cyclo-

meter and sell at $1.25, with

Stem, complete. When ordered

with Cyclometer, price,

ONE DOLLAR.

BUTCHER CYCLOMETER.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR TO THE

BUTCHER CYCLOMETER CO..
33§ WASHINGTON STREET,

Mention this paper.

BOSTON, MASS.

THEY STAND the RACKET.
WE HAVE A LARGE CORPS OF RIDERS IN-

DUSTRIOUSLY PUSHING LIGHT WEIGHT

CATFORD PREMIER SAFETIES
OVER THE WORST ROADS IN THIS COUNTRY,
AND NO BREAKS REPORTED. THAT'S PROOF
POSITIVE, ISN'T IT? THEN WHY WASTE YOUR
STRENGTH CARRYING 15 TO 20 POUNDS OF USE-
LESS METAL? YOU WILL TAKE OFF TOOL-BAG
AND MUD GU'ARDS TO GAIN A POUND OR TWO.
WHY NOT DROP TWENTY ?

Good Second-Hand Safeties taken in Part Payment.

W. E. ELDRIDGE,

561 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

R rs
THE GREAT

LIVER AND STOMACH REMEDY.
Purely Vegetable, Perfect Purgatives, Act With-

out Pain, Always Reliable and Natural
in their Operations.

Cnres all Disorders of the Stomach, Liver, Bowels, Kid-
neys, Madder, Nervous Diseases, Dyspepsia, Loss of

Appetite, Headache, Costiveness, Indiges-
tion, Biliousness, Fever, Piles, etc.

Price, 25 cts. a Box. Sold by all Druggists.

THE DRRT SAFETIES.
High grade in every respect. Balls all around

(including head).

PRICE, $135.00.

SMITH'S WHEELERIES,
CYCLING RINK, SALESROOM,

921 H St., N. W; Cor. 9th and E Sts., N. W.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Send for Catalogue. AGENTS WANTED.

FULL PANTS.
(Patented.)

828.

Heavy Rib.

Improved

double seat,

strap and
pocket.

No. 8§4. Heavy Ril>.

Bicycle Riders, Base Ball Players,
Athletes, Gymnasts, tell us that it is the
best and most satisfactory supporter
made.

Let every Sportsman try them.
Price, $1 OO. Will send by mail on

receipt of price. Send size of waist and
hip.

KNEE PANTS.
(Patented.)

810. Heavy Rib.
Improved double

seat and pocket. i^„» ""»"

Jmcar- HOLMES & CO.. 109 Kingston St.. Boston, Mass
SEND STAMP FOR CATALOGUE.

KNEE TIGHTS.

(Patented.)

842.

Heavy Rib.

Improved double seal

and pocket.

OAUTION.-Wo hold Letters Patent C

improvement on Pants, Tights, Supporters am
Supporter Jacket, :\s represented in these cuts.

Each garment is marked 11. & t'.. Pat. Dec. 3d,

'89, and we caution all dealers mjubi selling

any garments infringing on these patents. Gar-
ments ;;<>/ dcaritt/roui yattttt mat kan
Hunts, and parties selling them will be held

responsible 10 the extent of the law.

IIOl Ml^S ,-v CO

merits manufactured by
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REFEREE CYCLES
ARE THE BEST.

gRETZ, CURTIS § CO.,
Sole Importers,

1702-1704 NORTH BROAD STREET,

SEND TOE CATALOGUE. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

NEW YORK BICYCLE CO.,
4 and 6 East 60th Street, N. Y. City, Fifth Avenue entrance to Central Park.

New Wheels of all makes.
Choice Assortment of'Swornl-Haml .Mounts.

Full lino Cycling Accessories.

Celebrated Warren Oiis mid Enamels.

LIST OF BARGAINS AND SUNDRIES FREE UPON APPLICATION.

RENTINC REPAIRING!! NICKELING!!! Old mounts taken in part payment for New.

THE BARKMAN " B. B." LUGGAGE CARRIER.

Patent Applied For.

All forged steel for safeties

handsomely nickeled, will

carry more dead weight

tlian any carrier in the

market.

PRICK $2.00.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,

NEW YORK. CHICACO. PHILADELPHIA.
Tin; TRADE Nirr1.11 it.

GILBERT .A.. LITCHHULT,
352 LENOX AVENUE, NEW YORK.

Ha*t! ivrhlnon to select from : uny mako tn l>" applied at Bhort notice. The following well known
ilnen n Q«d«*3, N'-w Mails, Referees. Agents wanted. Bend for

-

iter of Men::'
: band wheels ut low i • r 1

< - <

•

CYCLE DEALERS
LOOK OUT FOR OUR

" Newport "
Boys' Safety,

STEEL TUBE FRAME,
CONE BEARINCS.TANCENT SPOKES,

E. & W. VAN WAGONER.
Wnfli Bin: Dl I

Hi MFRs & Rf PAIRERS.
NEWPORT, R. I.

BICYCLE SUITS
Aft.M algrhl vnm' ixperlenco In charge of Dovlln

At C<>. 'a Bicycle Department,

H. STRU(S|MELL,
'i.iilli. t for Sl I |,t„mlnrnl. Itlrjrlr. T.nnW. An, I ilhlrllr ClstS,

3IO Broadway, N- Y.. or patron

Fitand Sty If.

'v ' ' 1 1 1 < '
•

i
l • i i band . , , , . i i

I . i
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A. B. Mack *& Co., Cleveland, O.
Paris, June 23d, 1S90.

Dear Sirs—The Union Safety purchased from your firm to be, used in Europe, touring
with Elwell's Cycle Party, is a gem. It is a strong wheel, yet light, and as a coaster it cannot
be beaten. I could not be better pleased and would not exchange it for ar^ other machine in
the party. Send my compliments to the makers. Yours very truly,

A. B. MICK & CO., 360 Erie St., Cleveland, Ohio, Agents for Northern Ohio.
TOM c

-
brinsmade.

UNION CYCLE MFG. CO.,
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. HIGHLANDVILLE, MASS.

»COLE NEM YORK HGENT FOR UNION CYCLES,

JOHN THORITTOIT, JR.,
No. 45 MERCER. STREET, New York.
Call and see Wheel. Riding School. Bicycles and Tricycles of all grades and prices for Juveniles and Adults.

SEND FOR, C^-T-A.2LiOOXJHl.

DEW - KODAK - CAMERAS .

"You Press the Button, We do the Rest." (Or you can do it yourself.)

% WH'* }

1 Seven New Styles and SizesX -

All Loaded with Transparent Films.

The most popular among wheelmen on account of compactness and convenience in use. No
experience or preparation required—always ready. loo instantaneous views may be taken in suc-

cession without reloading, No Wheelmen's outfit is complete without a Kodak.

For Sale by all Photo Stock Dealers. Send for Catalogue.

THE E^^TlVa^IV COMPJ^INPY
ROCHESTER, N. V.

SAVE MONEY. SAVE MONEY.
BEFORE YOU BUY

1 1890 American Rambler, good as new. $ OO.OO
1 Victor Safety—1880 Pattern, like new IOO.OO

*nw*^~wr*^w -r* nMrnriwriii^r"!! l 1800 Ladies' Rambler, good as new. sH'.OOBR VCI^ll, «>r 1 YPhWRI 1 IVK., Ideal Rambler, almost pass for now 48.00
30 Inch Men's Safety, balls to both wheels, new 60.00
30 Inch Men's Safety, balls all around, new OO.OO
28 Inch Ladies' Safety, balls to rear wheel, new 40.00
24 Inch Boy's Safety, new 20.00

Send to A. W. GUMP & CO., Dayton, Ohio, for Prices.

New Bicycles at reduced prices and 400 second-hand ones

Bicycles, Guns and Typewriters taken in exchange. Job lots nought We carry 700 bicycles in stock.
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" Qomparisotys are Odious."
"Maklowe:

Hence we do not wish to Compare.

If there is, or ever was, a better machine than the PARAGON
we would like to sec it.

For certainly we never have, so far.

Send for <>nr Catalogue—or better yet, call on one of oar agents and judge for yourself.

5J0V/EF? BICYCLE (Ty}[liJF/}<?TiJRlN<4 Qp.

/tf LL first-class makes for

sale. Purchasers can

try any of the line before

buying. Renting, Repair-

ing, Storage. Lockers to

rent. Ladies' rooms on the

premises. Ladies and Gen-

tlemen instructed by Prof.

Louis People, ( late of Fifth

Avenue Casino .

THE

SCHUMACHER & SCHOEFER

CYCLE CO.,
(LIMITED.)

1171 I UCI )F( )KM) AVE.,

Near I'utii.iiii Ave, iticooK.i.1 >. >». v.

LIST OK BARGAINS.
42 in. Enamel and Nickel St. Nicholas.

54 in. Full Nickel Expert.

54 in. Full Nickel Expert.
47 in. Star.

1880 Warwick Safety.

1890
1889 Victor Safety.

1800 Diamond Frame Kapid Safety.

50 in. Royal Mall.

52 in. Rudge Enamel and Nickel.

52 in.Warwick, Enamel and Nickel mew .

1 Quadrant Tandem.
Singer Tricycle.

Victor Tricycle with Spring fork.-

.

Swift Safety.

1 Rapid Roadster Safety.

1 Ladles' Rapid Safety.

Ivel Tandem Safety.

SIM» POH l-uiii I.IST.

A Conundrum for Bicycle Riders.

"Why does a man weighing 160 pounds use a wheel

heavy enough for one weighing 250 pounds ?
^

\. B.—There is no answer to this riddle.

DON'T CARRY 54 POUNDS WHEN 40 WILL DO THE WORK.

Call and see the light-weight "SWIFT" SAFETY, at

J. R. Judds Wheels ^ Sporting Goods,

101, 103 and 105 West 36th St., N.Y.

CRZELLE SAFETY. No 3.
• INCH WHBHJUS, Willi OB BTHBL KIMS. DIBBOT BTBBL BPOKBB, 8-4 inch hint EH nr.i- i. TIRES,

i.IUHTABl.K IIAl!! S
. All. WKAKIXll I'AICI i| .MILK AND IN'll

ABLE. 11 AN IN NICKEL ANU KNAMK1,. WKHiHT. COMF1.K I < >UNDS.

PRICE, $30.00.

TUBULAR STEEL STRAIGHT FRAME.

SCMOVERLINQ, DflLT & QflLES,
ND M>K lilOYCLL CATALOGUE. 302 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
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BRONCHO SAFETIES

H. LEIGHTON,
1071 BEDFORD AVENUE,

BROOKLYN, X. Y.

$13S.OO.
gW Call and see the " Broncho."

TO TZIS TRADE.
GET OUR PRICES ON

BICYCLE BELLS
Before placing jour Orders,

We can furnish you the

best in the market at better

prices than can be had from

any other house in America.

THE JOHN WILKINSON COMPANY,
55 STATE STREET, CHICAGO.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE.

Erie Knitting Mill,

ERIE, F>A.,

Manufacture the best Bicycle Suit

ever offered to Wheelmen.

Send for Samples and Prices.

HOLMES & CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

(Every wheelman and sportsman will give these garments
his approval when he examines the Shoulders, Arm-

Holes and Neck, as they are made to fit.)

Bicycle, Gymnasium, Athletic and
Ladies' Union Undcr-Oarments.

Send Stamp for Catalogue.

109 Kingston St., Boston, Mass.

Ask your local Dealer (given gratis) for

HINTS-CARE
CYCLE-
CHAINS

; cmim chaw,
ff« fkvn <jrih,<diur and oil • iht.

y
Cyc\e Brush Jool - 50/

' -.« (fit Hlinrfs fo, sal* by dVJfrJ I

I I TO" TR/IDF tUPPllfO-.

Baltimore and Ohio R. R.

COMPLETE SERVICE OF

Fast Express Trains

NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA,
BALTIMORE,

WASHINGTON,
CINCINNATI, CHICAGO

and ST. LOUIS.
Pullman's Cars on all Trains.

OFFICES :

New York—21, 261, 415, 1140 Broadway and
Station foot of Liberty Street.

Boston—211 Washington Street.

Philadelphia—833 Chestnut Street and Station

24th and ' Chestnut Street.

THE BILLINGS & SPENCER CO,
Hartford, Conn., U. S. A.

Manufacturers of the Wheelman's Favorite, Billings'
Patent Bicycle Wrenches, 4 and 5 inches long
when closed. Well and favorably known on two continents.

Drop forged of bar steel and finished in a thorough man-
ner and case hardened. Small in size but giants in strength.
Warranted a first-class tool in every respect . For sale by all

cycle manufacturers and dealers. Address. 220 Laurence St

Send for Catalogue of the

ST. LOUIS WHEEL CO.
Complete list of everything needed by wheelmen at lowest

possible prices. Second-hand Ordinaries taken in

exchange for Safeties. We need you in

our business, so don't fail to write.

ST. I.OHIS WHEEL CO.,
811 N. 14th Street, St. Louis, Ho.

a PERFECT POCKET OILER.'

ONE-HALF SIZE.

For Bicycle. Utin*. etc. Throws only sinMl quantity of till al
a stroke. Handsomely nickel plated. No leakage. »-'<>r v\V every-
wliere. orsentliy niailon r,-, i-lpi cif|irln\ 5tff. .'.u li. I US11MAN .1:

DliNlSON, 17i Nlntll Avenue. New York.

HINTS ON CYCLING
By A. B. Barkman, Tour-Master L.A.W.

LEARNING, TRAINING, RACING, TOURING.
The most concise and complete little volume

ever written.

75 Pages < cloth cover. Price, postpaid, jo cents.

THE WHEEL, P. O. Box 444.

The Barber Asphalt Paving Company,
The oldest and largest company in the United States, has
laid pavements in 27 cities, an area of 3,916, 574 square yard*,
or ass miles of streets. It has laid more asphalt pavements
in 12 years than all other companies in Europe and America
combined have laid in 30 years.

No. 1 Broadway, New York.

Le Droit Building. Washington, D. C.

COMPLETE BALL BEARINGS
FOR THE MILLION.

You can buy Ball Bearings cheaper than you can make
plain ones. Write for particulars.

NIAGARA MACHINE CO., Buffalo, N. T.

lat and Membership Bicycle

Club Fins
MADE BY

JOHN FRICK,
Jeweler and Designer,

6 Liberty Place, N. T.,
Opposite 21 Maiden Lane.

Write for Special Designs.

OFFICE OF
W. E. AUGHINBAUCH,

PATENTS & PATENT CAUSES,
I ATTOBNEY-AT-LAW,

Baltic Building, 606 F St., N. W.,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

The B. F. Goodrich Co.
MANUFACTURERS of

Bicycle Tires, Hard and Soft Rubber
Handles, Spade Grips, Pedal

Rubbers, etc.
8^~ Write for Price List.

New York Warehouse, 65 Reade Street.

Raisbeck Electrotype Company
- NOS. U k 26 YANDEWATER STREET,

Between Frankfort and Pearl Streets, fourth Building above
the Bridge,

Telephone, Nassau 245. NEW YORK.

Stereotyping at short notice. Binder's Stamps and Em-
bossing Plates in extra hard metal. Nickel and Steel
Facing. Plates mounted on wood or metal.

WEBB'S

andCOLOGNE spirit,
SPIRITS OF TURPENTINE, ROSIN, ETC.

James A. Webb & Son, 165 Pearl St., New Tort

tyR^ion-

1 CURS,
Badges and Pins*

QWiisTter St.U BO?TO|Sl-
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BICYCLE DEALERS.
We are breaking the prices on Harrison's Bells,

and on Tire Cement. Send address for

discount, and be surprised.

CAMPBELL & CO.,

S3 PAGE ST.. PKOVIDKNCE, R. I.

HARLEM BICYCLE CD.,

310 LENOX AVENUE, NEW YORK.

Agents for VICTORS, and all otter Cycles.

Bicycles, Tricycles ' Velocipedes.

Repairing (Specialty.

Renting, Storing, Loclcers, Ktc

JOHN WOOD, Proprietor.

TO WHEELMEN:

Qanflierafiean
Is theheahntjm-irvol ofthe age. It will take the soreness
• mji of l>rui*.e, tut, w..und or contusion nuicker than anything
you ever tried. SitnhnriiM relieved in a few seconds and
i end in an hour. Ittiflrred litiinl* made soft as kid.
s..r<- and < Imfiil /'>/

i d at once. Snrr n nil
sir-iinrtl (unln nn'l Mii-rlfH quickly brought to
their normal condition. .V./.w/i/ifo Jlites and stings of

insects enred at once. It is an insi.mtaneous relief to chafed
Akin, aint a perfect god-send to the wheelman and athlete.

It will stop bleeding provided no artery or large vein is

!. Sprmin* ami Strain* are promptly r-

I 1 >• its use. It will save pain, suffering, anguish
and often valuable life if promptly applied.

IT is t WHOLE lEDIClNB CREST IN A BOTTLE.
If you can't g« f it from your druggist, storekeeper or

:,.; good* dealer, send us 50 cents in stamps or money
onl we will s»nd it to you by mail. It is peeked so as

nrj En v'-rv sni ,11 spa.---. Send for circulars. THEPANTHERAPE4N COMPANY, 17J
«;rt-t-n wlcli Nt., NCV> York City.

IMPROVED i
:t

. INCH ACHE WRESCH.
I ..K KM KKT \M> Bit ^ 1 I K I -I .

Till: STRONGESTAND BEST.

Ma.de of Best Quality Steel.
The Slide* o( our Wrenches are thoroughly hardened.

Weight, C ../.

Awarded Flr«t I'rlw Medal 1.1 11.. PaHi I iweaUtaw.

Nickeled and Bright

Finished.

Every Wrench
Warranted.

For tale bv all evele inanu' era.

CAPITOL MFC. CO.,
1

' " l:l I - -I (UK \<.<i II.

I

Weldless Sleel Tubes,
jld drawn,

<>ili IHSIDl \\D OC rSLDBFOE CYCLES.
Im; l by

JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO.,
4 Fletcher Street, NEW YORK.

New York Bicycle Co.,
Nos. 4 & 6 East 60th St., N. Y. City.

STAR" AND ALL DIFFICULT REPAIRING A
SPECIALTY.

Repairing in all its Branches.
Enlarged Shop ! New Machinery ! Competent Machinists •

All work done on the Premises ! Send to us direct

and thus pay but one profit! Estimates

Furnish hd !

Kingston Knitting Co.
Artistic Atliletle

Suit*.

Manufacturers for the

and Ci ' bs. The
most desirable line of

Athletic Goods made
for BlCYCXR.GVMNASWM
Bask Bail, Bo

r.sc, and Si'. ktis.

Outfits in the L. A W.,

and Gray Mixtures and

all the popular colors

at very reasonable

prices.

Correspondence so

licitcd.

Send for Catalogue.

Kingston Knitting Co.,
ij Kineston St., Near Summer St.

IIOSTON, .MASS.

N0;RJL^ST^OT^^ISM

50<£-

KING ofTRANSPARENT ENAMELS

ALL CYCLE AND HARDWARE STORES-

The Patent Silico-Enamel Co., of London,

Beg : v t<> announce that ilv y have

appointed

THE SWEETING CYCLE CO.,

«:l!» \r«h sir. <l. IM.II...I. Ipl.la. S..I.. A». nl»

•or the 1 lilt. .1 Mai. -

Agent inn and village aula* I

tincnt Send (of our Cycle Calalogec

Ask yatif loral dealer for

!| Cycle-
'~ Wa

Chain

_ Graphite. £— '**-,'
i

-"

S.I.IJ Btcrdc oi T.nytl. CHAIN

THE

Largest Can

ON iiik

MARKET
Full 8 <

With Brush,

50c.
Best Discounts
to Dealers.

Brush attached
to Cork.

Can't get hard.

Put up in Gallon
Cans for Dealers
and Repairers.

THE NUBIAN IRON ENAMEL CO..
CHICAGO.

Iff. V. Office, 77 Warren St.

SENT FREE ON RECEIPT OF 60c.

WESTERN WHEEL WORKS,
Manufacturers of all kinds of

Bicycles, Safeties,etc.

CHICAGO : 495 to 505 Wells Street.

NEW YORK: 35 Barclay St.: 40 Park Place.

r The
till U ii. I I ami IVCLIMO

t'K AllF I

I'rl,,. rft ..nt-. Il..r,l,r, .1 .. II h •»•. rl| (Ion. «0 erwU.

Spade Bicycle Handles

SPADE GRIPS.

Sc.n Robber Handles,

Tire

Pedal Rub-

SpokeS,

Bibber lonld Wort SoliciM.

ELASTIC TIP CO.

Inr. i urnhlll 111
Waoliinitl

BONTOX, » lsv. i - I
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TALK IS CHEAP, BUT-ST^W?™
I Have the Largest Line of Best Wheels at the Cheapest Prices.

SEND FOR SECOND-HAND LIST AND CATALOGUE.

COLUMBIA, HARTFORD AND CLUB.
REPAIRS.

I have put in steam power and an enameling oven, enlarged my shop and increased my force of

workmen. Send your wheels to me; I can repair them as they should be repaired. Wheels stored

and rented. All parts and sundries for sale. •

CHAS. SCHWALBACH, Prospect Park Plaza, Brooklyn.

TO BICYCLE DEALERS AND REPAIRERS.

Our price list of Stampings, Parts, Fittings
and accessories for 1890 is now reddy. We have in stock a

very large and complete assortment, both rough and fin-

ished, for both Ordinaries and Safeties. Also sundries.

Our specialties are Harrison's Bells, K. of R. and Invin-

cible Lamps, Locks, Saddles, Spoke Grips and Whistles.

Send for Price List to

WRITTEN, GODDING & CO.,

118 4 120 South Main Street, PROYIDEHCE, R. I.

EACHAM
_^HiaH-&RADE

AMOND FRAME

Ball Bearings to Both Wheels. List Price,

Both Pedals and Crank Shaft.

Ball Bearings to Head.

HoUoav Steel Tubing.

COMBINATION WHEEL
FOR EITHER

GENTLEMAN OK LADY.

$115.00
Selling Price,

$85.00
WILL SUSTAIN A PERSON WEIGHING 225 LBS.

BY REMOVING TOP CROSS"BAR, CAN BE RIDDEN BY A LADY.

. MEAOHAM ARMS GO.
ST. LOUIS,

MO-

THE "WORTH'

Spring Frame Safety
IS THE

Smoothest Riding Wheel in the Market.

CHICAGO
Good Agents Wanted.

We manufacture a full line of Safeties.

Call and see them or send for Catalogue.

ICYCLE CO.,
38 Van Buren Street, Chicago, 111.

0FFICE.SAL00N a BAR FIXTURES

1 NEW..YORKl>CH.ICA(?0,
Cincinnati,; st Louis,'

A_N.D AUI'KINUPAL cit ies:'.', '£

Tricycle Wanted
in exchange for 1890 Ladies' or Gentle-

men's Bicycle, new, high grade
;

describe tricycle. For partic-

ulars address.

HOLLAND & HAVENER,
WORCESTER, MASS.

The Only Flexible Sporting Shoes Made

Patented ^- Aug. i, '82.

Men's Bicycle Shoe.
No. 1. Kangaroo, hand sewed $5.00
No. 2. Kangaroo, hand sewed 3.50
No. 3. Dongolia, calf

3 .oo
Men's Base-Ball Shoe.

No. 1. Kangaroo, hand sewed $7.00
No. 2. Kangaroo 5.00
No. 3. Russet, calf 5.00

Sprint Running. ji

No. 1. Hand sewed $5.00 $
No. 2. Hand sewed 3.00 •

!

N.B.— If your agent does not keep them, send direct to
us for measure blank.

S TRICKLAND & PIERCE, Randolph, Mass.

CYCLE HORNS.
CUT PRICES.

A limited quantity of No. 3, at $1.65 net
No. 4, at $2.40 net.

Police action here compels our action as above.
Expressage pre-paid on cash Orders.

L. B. CRAVES * CO.,
1325 14th Street, N. W.,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Every Wheelman attending League

Meets should have his cards engraved

with the League cut thereon, and

have a first-class card case attached

to the handle bars and head of his or-

dinary or safety.

Send in your order at once and price

will be forwarded you. Address,

j

Cyclists' Card &Pocketbook Co.

243 Broadway, New York.
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PUBLISHED EVEUY FK1WAY MORNING.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates.

Subscription Pric \

Poreign Subscriptions,

Single Copies,

$1.00 a year

8s, a year

5 Cents

Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS CO.

Copy should be received by Tuesday morning.

Late Copy received until Wednesday morning.

Changes for Advertisements must be reeived by

Tuesday morning to insure insertion.

Special Advertising Matter received until Thurs-

day noon.

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION.

F. P. PRIAL, -

Editor and Proprietor,

P. O. Box 444, 243 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper

are respectfully requested to examine its con-

tents and give us their patronage, and as far as

is convenient, aid in circulating the journal,

aad extend its influence in the cause which it

so faithfully serves. Subscription price, $1 per

year.

HEREAFTER we shall recognize and tabu-

late two classes of records—those made
in competition, and those made in trials against

the watch. For the present, we shall separate

records made on pneumatic from those made on

solid tyred wheels.

SOME POINTERS
FOR LADY

ON COSTUME
RIDERS.

Major Charles L. Burdett, of the L. A. W. High-

way Improvement Committee, "Writes:

"Your paper improves each week in matter,

typographic appearance and interest."

Frank P. Prial, editor of THE WHEEL, has a very-

able and interesting illustrated article on cycling in the

last issue of Harper's Weekly. Mr. Prial publishes the

best cycling journal in the United States, and
therefore in the world, and knows whereof he

writes. Not only wheelmen, but the unhappy non-

riders of the steed of steel will find much to interest

and entertain them in this latest production of his

pen.—Town Tattle, Aug. 30, 1890.

Last week's edition of the New York WHEEL, pub-

lished by F. P. Prial, is one of the neatest wheeling

issues that has ever been seen in this country.

Herald.

-Boston

When a woman madly resolves to ride a
bicycle it behooves her to look well to the

eternal fitness of things. Pioneers in this recre-

ation are astounded this Summer at the mar-
velous get-up of some beginners. In no place

is a woman more conspicuous than on a wheel,

and certainly her dress should be a matter of

some concern ; it is not the place on which to

spring the freaks of fashion upon an unprepared
public. Puffed sleeves, voluminous skirts,

bright stockings, and white potticoats are some
of the toggery to be ruled out. I saw a young
lady flying through the park on her "bike,"

and on the breeze fluttered a black lace dress,

white skirts gloriously trimmed with lace, until

I felt certain it was an escaped skirt dancer
temporarily deranged. I recognized her as she
came my way, a very proper young woman,
one whom I had recently heard berate Pauline

Hall for her air of abandon. Pauline, in her
close-fitting, dark-blue habit, with only the tips

of her shoes visible, modestly riding her wheel,

would have been a lesson in decency to this

same girl. From observation and experience

I have learned much as to bicycle requirements.

Gratify your love of display at home or in the

tennis court, and keep your funeral habilaments
for the wheel. Black tights will prove exceed-

ingly satisfactory underwear ; if they crack, and
they will, dip them in salt water, dry without
wringing, and the trouble is obliterated. These
will be sufficient with a heavy dress, but if the

dress-skirt be light-weight you will need a

short, scant black petticoat; bifurcated skirts

will not do at all. You want a skirt without
superfluous fullness and without a division, so

that the saddle will hold it and prevent its

catching in the pedals. Corduroy or broad-
cloth, in.dark colors or gray, should constitute

the dress, and made with proper scantness it

can be long enough to cover the foot without
becoming entangled in the wheel. If the dress

is of flannel or other light-weight material, out

of respect for your sex put weights in the bottom
at the sides. A waist and sleeves proof against

the gale are far preferable to a loose skirt. One
young lady agrees with me to an extreme, and
her clothes fit her until she resembles a stove-

pipe. Grace, freedom, and neatness are easily

attained in dressing for the wheel, and if care-

less riders could but see themselves with skirts

flying and sleeves and waists full of wind, they
would hereafter dress with a care worthy of

this delightful cause.

—

Ada Howard, in Chicago

Times,

WHEN asphalt pavement, or other ridable

pavement, is first introduced into a large

city, there is a tendency on the part of cyclists

to ride carelessly and without regard to the

rights of pedestrians. They shoot along cross

streets, do not use lamps at night, ride entirely

too fast, and in other ways harrass, annoy, and

endanger the lives of people who use the streets.

The greater part of this carelessness is trace-

able to boys, to new riders, and to those who hire

wheels; the more careful riders are the club

men.

Brooklyn is at present in the first stages of

the asphalt era, and on certain streets of the

city of homes, cycling is not looked upon with

favor. It is easy to suggest a remedy for this

state of affairs, but it is difficult to apply it. It

- would be well if dealers would rent wheels only

to competent riders, if they would display some

notice requesting the riders to be careful. It

would also come within the province of club

men, as a matter of self-interest, to " sit down"
on reckless riding.

FROM BOSTON TO PORTLAND.

hours, rest or no rest. The following table will

show what they did :

—

Miles Elapsed
traveled. Stops. time.

Clough 118 ih. 58m. 1211.35m.
Shurman 123 2I1. 03m. i3h. 05m.
Connolly 118 not taken. i4h. 15m.

Deducting the time of the lay-offs, it will

readily be seen that this party came mside of

the record by quite a margin, although they did
not quite reach the goal that they started for.

Shurman was not in good condition, else he
would have undoubtedly covered the distance
inside of 12 hours.

MODERN RECORD-BREAKING.

The "artificiality" of records must often
strike the intelligent observer of these con-
stantly recurring phenomena. Your record-
breaker—nowadays, at all events—is not unlike
a battue shooter, whose bag depends in great
measure upon the rapidity with which his ser-

vants hand him the reloaded guns. The Rider
Haggard class of hunter, who single-handed
takes on his three lions, has no such counter-
part. To break a record, one must have friends

or employes to lead one, to shelter one from
Boreas or Zephyr, as the case may be; one
must have refreshment-bearers and watch-
holders who shriek "inside" or "outside" in

tones respectively of exultation or mournful re-

gret. There is no going for cycling record in

the " off-your-own-bat " style, and it therefore
comes as a natural corollary that the system,
rather than the men, is responsible for the great
feats of the road and path of to-dajr. We do
not say that Holbein or Edge, if born ten years
earlier, would not have pulverized the road
records of their time as they have those of

to-day, but we do say, that even granting the
hypothesis of equally good machines, it must be
evident that the times could never have ap-
proached those of to-day. The men of the past
generation rode purely for honor, and without a
second thought of the advertisement attaching

to the machine ridden. With the now existing

complete union between record and advertise-

ment, the purest amateur who ever turned up
the whites of his eyes and waved aside the prof-

fered guerdon of the manufacturer, could not
escape from trade influences. The "artificial"

assistance of the pacemaker is a necessity, and
unless a would-be long-distance record-breaker
is rich enough to pay all his own and his pace-
makers' expenses, his thoughts turn instinctively

to the makers of the machine which in his own
pursuit of honor he is about to advertise. We
don't know that any one is a penny the worse
if he does convince the makers that a five-

pound note or two may be judiciously spent in

railroad tickets and hotel bills. We merely
point this out as proving the "artificiality" of

record-breaking. What a man can do on any
class of cycle by his own unaided exertions in

this year of grace we do not know. There is

no record. It is curious when you come to

think of it.— Wheeling.

On Sunday, July 7, 1889, W. G. West and
A. M.Breen, of the Portland Bicycle Club, rode

from Boston to Portland in 15 hours elapsed

time—12 hours actual riding time. J. Harry
Shurman and M. R. Conolly, of Lynn, and W.
B. Clough, of Chelsea, attempted to lower this

record last Sunday and were successful, al-

though they did not make the distance in 12

hours actual riding time, as was intended. The
trio left Boston at 4 a. m. and rode straight

through to Portsmouth without mishap, but

they were ten minutes behind their 12 hour

schedule. At Kittery, Shurman, who was
ahead, mistook his road and ran down to York
Beach, two-and-a-half miles off his route. Af-

ter a long chase he overtook his companions
and they rode together until within 22 miles

of Portland, when Shurman was taken with

cramps in the left leg and he lost ground.

Clough arrived at Portland at 4:35 p. m., Shur-

man at 5:05 and Connolly at 6:15. Connolly's

crank pin became loose on the last half century,

and, as he was unable to repair it, wheeled as

best he could under the difficulty. Every one

of the trio covered the distance inside of 15

THE BOWLING LEAGUE.

Interest in bowling is already beginning to crop oul
among the members of the clubs belonging to the
Wheelmen's Howling League, and from present indi-

cations the season will be openecLmuoh earlier than
last year. A meeting of the delegates from the vari-
ous clubs in the League will shortly be called, ami
applications from the Manhattan, Riverside ami N.J.
A. C. Cycling Clubs will be acted upon. The Harlem
Wheelmen may also apply for membership. The Cit-

izens' Bicycle Club, wnioh did not win a game last

season, will not be in the League for this year's tour-

nament. The advisability of having five men on a

team is being favorably received by many, as it will

permit those clubs that have difficulty in securing
ten good bowlers an oppoi'1 unity to join, and the games
can be rolled off with much greater rapidity,

According to the Boston Herald, there is a pro
on fool among the wheelmen o\ Springfield to revive
the spoil of cycling in that city, and, if possible, a

the Springfield tournament once more the event >

Massachusetts cycling world. The gentlemen mo )

Interested in the scheme, prominent business men and
wheelmen, are considering the advisability of organ-
izing a stock company with a capital of $10,000,

which will be divided into too shares.

share, 10 lease and maintain in good COndit
large tract of land containing a bicycle I

(three laps to the mile), baseball and
in addition to grounds for the games of tennis,
quel, and a track lor foot-races, A meeting will be
held some time during the present week, and it suffi-

cient interest is manifested, a ten vc
grounds will be secured, and preparation for th<

[jig of « gigantic tournament early in 1891 \n ill " once
be commenced.
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HARTFORD.

There is but one Hartford, and "Jo " Goodman
prophet.

Hartford swung into line after Springfield. Spring-

field is a memory, its track weed-grown ; l.ynn's su-

|K-rb third-mile track lias gone the way ol the neg-

, Rosevilte perished very early in its life, like a

tender plant ; but Hartford still flaunts the banner as

the premier race-meet town in the country.

Hut it must soon divide honors. Peoria will push it

this year, and there is no reason why Buffalo,

Rochester, New Haven and Providence
1 not hold •Hartford'' meets next year. The

rumored revival of Springfield's famous path should

gtve us another really first-class meet next year.

The Hartford tournaments were established by the

Connecticut Bicycle Club, and the big managers of

were Bclden, Terry, Way, Huntington, Day,

and " many others." From the very start Hartford

meets were models of their kind—the track always

the weathereisually satisfactory, the track kept

clear, the timing accurate ; in fact, everything that

could bring perfection and universal satisfaction

1 to have been thought of by the committee.

for the last few years since 1887, we believe—the

meets have been managed by the Hartford Wheel
Club. At the time this club took charge of the meets.

the Connecticut Club retiring voluntarily on its

laurels and surplus, the Hartford Club played second

ti Idle to their neighbors, and not a promising tune at

that. But as the Hartford Club grew older, the inem-

acquired age, experience, and solidity—things

.in hardly escape, though the last quality does

sometimes give us the go-by—and the first meet they

handled was up to the high standard established by
i.necticut Club.

In the succeeding meets the club constantly intro-

: new features, until we find the 1890 me
tly carried out that there is scarcely room for

•ion.

Some of the details of the Hartford meet worthy the

attention of other meet committees are as follows:

selected for work, not ornament ; the

timers are experienced, and three men clock each of

the fractional distances, which are marked out with

sightable poles; the umpires are mounted on wheels,

ire thus better able to watch the big turns; the

stan.l is outside the track
;
printed score sheets

te, and after each race a copy of

.ird is sent over to the press stand ; a tele-

phone the press and judges' stands, and any
additional points the reporters want are sen' over in

this way ; the results are announced to the audience
irge printed figures which are slipped into

after each race on the face of the judges'

:;tain the nanus of the first

three men, the times of the first two, the fraction.il

itch man in a handicap, and the

1 s soon
•

1 ack of all

butthelhr luring the afternoon "fiss"and
applied free to the officials, and this

..ike them man ther, by strictly

mentioned, the Hartford meet is

ran through 1 as easily as mng.

. due to
run on thi

Oak I'ark. the nark
own and reached by

from

great

r the

k, the

not run so high
men

I

nking

-id Arthui

I I lull

was a
uental,

and » private ch«

The Pope Mfg. Co. held a reception at their factory
on Tuesday morning, 18 1 cyclists passing into their
little world of bicycle-making machinery. There
were present as a reception committee Colonel Pope,
CharUs K. Pratt. George 11. Day, P. E. Bclden, B. w.
Pope, K. W. Htckok. and Art. Taylor. The main
building of the factory is being raised another story.
and a number of other factory buildings nre being
built.
The officers of the meet were : Referee ChaS 5.

Davol. fudges- W. H. Emery, S A. Miles and Major
L. Burdette. Timers C. T. Stuart, J. H. Parker

and 11 S. Goff, all of Hartford, starters George M
Hendee and Art. Taylor Clerk of Course 11. 11.

Chapman, Hartford Wheel Club.

ONE MILK BICYCLE, NOVII

1. C. R. Brewer, Hartford ; time, ;in. 7'.s.

II. S. Wiegand, New York; time, am. iu!4s.

3. W. P. Miller, Brooklyn.
The fractional times were: Quarter, 46m.; half, im.

35s. three-quarters, am. .-i\s.; mile, jni

unk mill SAFETY, novices.

1. C. E. Stednian, Hartford ; time, jm. 13 1-5S.

2. B. C. Fowler. Hartford; time, mi. 14

I) A Ross, Mittineague, Mass.: K. J. Clemmons,
Hartford; John Ilalton. Hartford; A I let J raff,

l'oughkeepsie.
This race was very slow, the first half occupying

im. 4t'_s. Shortly after the men started off. both Dal-
ton and Fowler fell.

(INK MILE STATE CHAMPIONSHIP.
1. H. B. Arnold, New Britain ; time, in

.. C. 1.. Sage, Hartford
; time, JUL

;. F. F. Ives, Meriden.
4. Win. Howe, Birmingham, Conn.

Hartford.
Arnold was known to be a good one, but it surprised

the talent that Ives could get no better than third
place. The limes were: Quarter, 6o',s.; half, im.

: three-quarters, 2m. 36 ..s.; mile, 3m.

(INK MILK TANDEM, OPEN.
1. P. J. Berlo, M. A. C, and C. E. Kluge, N. Y. A. C;

time, 2m.
3. D. C. Shea and Wm. Harding, Hartford ; time, 2m.

S3'
. A M. Beers and H. D. Hutchins. Everett, Mass.
Berlo and Kluge made a fine team, coming away

easily on the last quarter, and winning by several
lengths. The times were: Quarter, 51^6.; naif, 1111.

36s.; three-quarters, 2m. 20s.; mile, 2m. sij^s.; th<

quarter being ridden in 31 Ms., which is comparable
with any piece of sprint work accomplished at any of
the Eastern tournaments.

QUARTER MILK BICYCLE, OPEN, IN HEATS.

FIRST HEAT.
1. A. B. Rich, N. \ York ; time, 33 1-5S.

2. H. A. Githens, Chicago; time, 15 2-55.
,. W. I. Wilhelm. Reading.
4. N 11. Van Sicklen, Chicago.
s. S. W. Merrihew, A. C. S. N., Philadelphia.
1 W. Van Wagoner, Newport.

1. B. C. Anthony, M. A. C, Taunton
; time, 32 3-5S.

a. W. S. Campbell, X. Y. A. C, New York ;' time.

33 '-

. 1. I.. Clarke, N Y A I . New York.
I > spite the fact that there was a strong wind blow-

ing at the backs of the riders this time seems phenom-
enally fast. It is worthy of note that when tins
was about to start, a boy came Into flu- ill

with refreshments for the offii
I

contusion
created by his entrance and the handing round
freshments, momentarily caused the timers to relapse
that admirable precision which they dis;
throughout the afternoon. It is the

]
ic'f of

flu- writer, that they were not ready When the pistol
t the report rather than the Hash.

The difference in tuning between the report and the
flash, the men being about a quarter Ol a mile away.
would be about Is. Our opinion is further

• 1 out by the fact that a gentleman in the Jtl

timing ability we have implicit re-
in at 111 exactly 1 1-

, Bet omls more than
the official iini'

1 cum-
nthony fin-

ished third and Campbell fourth, in the final

which was ridden in the comparatively slow til

In this heat I.umsden k

:ii dropped out.
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TWO MILE BICYCLE HANDICAP.

1. H. A. Githens, Chicago, 100 yards; time, 5111. 31 1-5S.

>. Penner, Millbury, Bo yards ; time, 5m. 32 2-5S.

W. I Wilhelm, Reading, 140 yards.
. I W. Robertson. Taunton, its yards.

s W. Merrihew. A.C S. N . Philadelphia, 150 yards.
11. B. Winship, Chicago, So yards.
Wm. Schumacher, B. A C, New York, 14. yards.
W T. Miller, Brooklyn, 225 yards

II. Wood, Hartford, 180 yards.
... A 1'. Howe. Derby, 175 yards.
. A. C. Lawrence, B. Berlin, 225 yards,
o. B. F. McDaniel, Wilmington, 20 yards,
o. J. Van Benschoten, l'oughkeepsie. 150 yards.
0. E. Van Benschoten, Poughkeepsie, 190 yards.

ONE MILK BAFETY, OPEN.

1. P. J. Ber ton; time, 2m. 42 4-5S.

2. Hoyland Smith. N. Y. A. C, New Bedford ; time,
2m. 43 [-sB.

Win. Schumacher. B. A. C, V • \ ork.

4. F.J. Fanning, Chicago.
5. H. D. Hutchins, Maiden.

!. Willis. N. Y. A. C, London.
o. J. A. Allgaier. Reading.
Thhe fractional times were : Quarter, 4o'^s. ; half, nil

22 4-5S.; three-quarters, 2m. 4s.; mile, 2m. 42 4-5S.

(INK MILK HICYCLE, CHAMPION9HIP OF AMERICA.

1. A. B. I.umsden, Chicago; time, .111 ; .

2. A. B. Rich, N. Y. A 1 . New York ; time, .111. 4

I Anthony, M. A. C. Taunton.
4. L. L. Clarke, "N. Y. A. C, New York.

W. 1. Wilhelm, Reading.
Clarke rushed to the front with the intention of se-

curing the special prize for doing the first ouarter in
less than 40 seconds. This Clarke did, riding it in

39 1-5S. He led to the half, doing mi. njfa., and then
died away, leaving the others to reach the three-quar-
ter with am. i2^s.; the last quarter being ridden in

32KS.

ONE MILK TEAM RACE.

New York Athletic Club, n points.
Chicago Cycle Club, 10 points.
The men finished as follow s

1. A. B. Rich; time, 3111. ',s.

.-. A. B. Lumsden.
,. W. S. Campbell.
4. N. H. Van Sicklen.
5. H. A. Githens.
6. 1.. L. Clarke.
The times were : Quarter, 53S.; half, im. 41s.; three-

quarters. .111. .;',s.; mile, 3m. )^S.; the last quarter
being ridden in y>%&.

ONE MILK BICYCLE, STATE CHAMPIONSHIP,

1, H. B. Arnold, New Meriden ; time, 3m. 4-58.
i ! Sage, Hartford; time, mi. 1 1-5&.

;. F. F. Ives. Meriden.
1 C. A. Wood, Hartford.
The fractional times were : Quarter, 5<>i,'s.; half, im.

41s.; three-quarters, .m. 28s. : mile, 3m. 4-,s., the last

quarter being ridden in 32 4-^s. This event was con-
tested early in the afternoon, but on account of the
men not beating the time limit, the referee ordered it

to be run over again, with the above result.

LAURIE'S TRIAI.S AGAINST RKO >KI>.

Early in the afternoon Laurie made an attempt to
r.erlo's record trial of 2111. i^s. He tried without
i.ikers, and failed bj ids His times

were: Quarter, 4o',s.; half, im. soKa.; three-quarters,
Later in the day he came

out with pacemakers, and BUI i ceded in beating the
record by s. mis, his times being as follows

QUAR1 KK TlMI
rter 40s

Half im. ras 398.
Three-quarters. . im. 58s 39s.

2m. 32 4-5S 4 4-5S.

The last half was ridden in im. 13 4-,s . a wonderful
rmance considering that the wind interfi

with him for joo yards of the distance.

1 1 I SDAY, SEP! 1

The weather of Tuesday was more beautiful than

inday bright, sunny, crisp, not too warm,
with the wind a trifle strong for the spectators, l.ut

blowing a gale on the third quarter of the mile i In tut,

and naturally slowing up the riders. The crowd fell

away to a 1

I IT0 thousand, but the i lab wen
on velvet, and this falling off did not throw a damper
on the :

Boms excellent sport was shown during the ..

noon. Had the track been in better shape, and the

Wind not so strong, we should have had a new table of

t was, the i II oon-

Kuring f n IV J Bel Us trial on

ifety in .in just thi 'a mm ond
OUtSidS the sob : the

1 I K i.. a fine pcr-

cratch, rl . the
i In the heat of the safety

hand: on his pie i.itch

ring the afterniMin Lumsden rode a

"gainst the watch m im, 13 t-sa., foar-Afthi
also gave an exhibi-

tion mile to beat his re. Old of .r

nil.

A summary of the event* i* as follows:

• i i II (NDII M-. HI Ms, llKs| IIIHI I

1 nun mi \ 1

1 1 -5s.

\ A. < .
• yai -i;s.

I Hal tford, 17J ya:
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4. F. A. Wallace, Lynnfield, Mass., 90 yards.
5. E. C. Stedman, Hartford, 160 yards.
6. Fidel Bubser, Hartford, 175 yards.
7. F. J. Fanning, Chicago, too yards.
8. H. E. Laurie, London, scratch.
The first five men pushed well up ; the others were

distanced. Laurie, making his own pace all the way,
rode in: Quarter, 40J4S.; half, im. 21 2-5S.; three-quar-
ters, 2m. 5j^s.; mile, 2m. 40KS.

SECOND HEAT.
1. W. Harding, Hartford, 100 yards ; time, 2m. 43 3-5S.

2. W. Schumacher, Berkeley A. C, 90 yards; time,
2m. 43 4-5S.

3. C. S. Fox, Bridgeport, 150 yards.
4. P. J. Berlo, South Boston, scratch.
5. Hoyland Smith, New York A. C, scratch.
6. Geo. K. Barrett, Chicago, 60 yards.
7. A. De Graaf, Poughkeepsie, 130 yards.
o. B. F. McDaniel, Wilmington, Del., 150 yards.
0. E. J. Clemmons, Hartford, 175 yards.

Berlo's times were: Quarter, 4oJ^s.; half, im. 24}^.;
three-quarters, 2m. nj^s.; mile, 2m. 46 2-5S.

FINAL HEAT—SAFETY.
1. C. L. Fox, 100 yards ; time, 2m. 38 4-5S.

2. C. E. Kluge, scratch ;
time, 2m. 39s.

3. E. C. Fowler, 120 yards.
4. W. Schumacher, 50 yards.
5. Mont. Scott, 60 yards.
6. W. Harding, 70 yards.
The handicap, being permitted by the conditions of

the race to allot new starts, made a fine contest, the
men rushing across the tape bunched. Kluge's times
were as follows: Quarter, 39s.; half, im. 2o I^s. ; three-
quarters, 2m. 3 1-5S.; mile, 2m. 39s. Previous record in
competition, 2m. 41 %s.

ONE MILE BICYCLE HANDICAP, IN HEATS, THE FIRST
THREE MEN IN EACH HEAT TO RUN IN FINAL.—
FIRST HEAT.

1. C. L. Sage, Hartford, 130 yards ; time, 2m. 34 2-5S.

2. S. W. Merrihew, A. C. S. N., Philadelphia, 140 yards.
3. A. F. Howe, Derby, 150 yards.
4. J. W. Robertson, Taunton, 100 yards.
5. H. B. Winship, Chicago, 50 yards.
6. W. S. Campbell, N. Y. A. C, scratch.
7. E. C. Anthony, M. A. C, Taunton, scratch.
8. H. A. Githens, Chicago, 40 yards.
9. H. S. Wiegand, New York, 125 yards.
Anthony and Campbell started from scratch, and

the New York Athletic Club man had the pleasure of
beating the Taunton man by a few yards. Campbell's
time was : Quarter, 45 2-5S.; half, im. 28 2-5S.; three-
quarters, 2m. 12 4-5S.; mile, 2m. 46 1-5S. The- last quar-
ter was ridden in 34s.

SECOND HEAT.
1. A. B. Rich, N. Y. A. C, New York, 30 yards ; time,

2m. 43 2-5S.

2. J. Van Benschoten, Poughkeepsie, 150 yards ; time,
2m. 44 1-5S.

3. N. H. Van Sicklen, Chicago, 50 yards.
4. L. L. Clarke, N. Y. A. C, New York, 75 yards.
5. C. A. Fenner, Millbury, 50 yards.
6. F. F. Ives, N. Y. A. C, Meriden, 70 yards.
7. G. H. Wood, Hartford, 150 yards.
8. W. T. Miller, Brooklyn, N. Y., 200 yards.
Rich rode a great handicap race, and proved on this

occasion, as he did before he temporarily retired from
the path, that he is one of the best handicap riders in
the country, the time, considering the wind, being re-
markably fast. Rich's fractional times were : Quar-
ter, 37Ks-i half, im. 21s.; three-quarters, 2m. 8 4-5S.

;

mile, 2m. 43s 3-5S.

FINAL HEAT.
1. S. W. Merrihew, 80 yards ; time, 2m. 39 3-5S.

2. J. Van Benschoten, Poughkeepsie, 125 yards ; time,
2m. 42 4-5S.

3. A. B. Rich, N. Y. A. C, scratch ; time, 2m. 43 3-5S.

4. C. L. Sage, 70 yards.
5. A. F. Howe, 130 yards.
6. N. H. Van Sicklen, Chicago, 30 yards.
At the pistol-fire Van Sicklen got out the pace, with

Rich trailing on behind. Rich's plan was to hang to
Van Sicklen's little wheel, and let the former carry
him through the wind ; but going down the back-
stretch Van Sicklen slowed up, and Rich hung to him
too long. Had he started out after the half mile he
would have won the handicap, and ridden the greatest
race of the year thus far. His times were : Quarter,
38 1-5S. ; half, im. 22 1-5S.; three-quarters, 2m. 9s.; mile,
2m. 43 3-5S. Last quarter, 33 4-5S.

ONE MILE TANDEM SAFETY, CHAMPIONSHIP CONNEC-
TICUT DIVISION, L. A. W.

1. D. C. Shea and Wm. Harding, Hartford ; time, 3m.
6 2-5S.

2. C. L. Sage and C. H. Wood, Hartford ; time, 3m. 7s.

Shea and Harding made the following times : quar-
ter, 52s.; half, im. 42s.; three-quarters, 2m. 32s.; mile,
3m. 6 2-5S.; last quarter, 34 2-5S.

THREE MILE BICYCLE LAP RACE.
1. E. C. Anthony, Taunton, 7 points.
2. W. Van Wagoner, Newport, 6 points.

3. H. B. Winship, Chicago, 3 points,
o. W. S. Campbell, N. Y. A. C.
o. W. I. Wilhelm, Reading, Pa.
o. H. A. Githens. Chicago.
o. F. F. Ives, N. Y. A. C, Meriden.
0. L. L. Clarke, N. Y. A. C, New York.
Anthony led at the mile in 3m. 10 1-5S., doing the last

quarter in 34 1-5S. Anthony also led at the two miles
in 7m. 3-5S. In the last ten feet Van Wagoner passed
him, and finished first in 10m. 6 2-5S.

TWO MILE SAFETY, 6.10 CLASS.

1. E. J. Willis. N. Y. A. C, London ; time, 6m. 16 2-58.

2. H. D. Hutchins, Maiden, Mass.; time, 6m. 17 2-5S.

3. F. J. Fanning, Chicago.
o. Fred A. Wallace, Lynnfield, Mass.
o. Fidel Bubser, Hartford,
o. E. C. Fowler, Hartford.
0. J. Van Benschoten, Poughkeepsie.

Willis was able to win easily by the use of his pneu-
matic tyre.

ONE MILE BICYCLE, 2.50 CLASS.

1. H. A. Githens, Chicago; time, 2m. 54 4-5S.
2. C. L. Sage, Hartford ; time, am. 56s.

3. S. W. Merrihew, A. C. S. N, Philadelphia,
4. C. A. Fenner, Millbury.

0. J. Van Benschoten, Poughkeepsie.
The fractional times of the mile were : Quarter,

483-5S. ; half, im. 25 2-5S. ; three-quarters, 2m. 20 4-5S.

;

mile, 2m. 544-5S.; the last quarter being ridden in 34
seconds.

0NE MILE TANDEM, SAFETY, HANDICAP.
1. A. M. Beers and A. D. Hutchins, Maiden, 90 yards

;

time, 2m. 31 4-5S.

2. D. C. Shea and Wm. Harding, Hartford, 90 yards

;

time, 2m. 32 1-5S.

3. H. Smith, M. A. C, and C. E. Kluge, N. Y. A. C,
scratch ; time, 2m. 37 4-5S.

4. C. L. Sage and C. H. Wood, Hartford, 130 yards.
In this race Smith and Kluge, presenting a queer

contrast by the way, one weighing at least fifty pounds
more than the other, started to beat the record in
competition, which stands at 2m. 37s., but they failed
by 4-5S. Their times were : Quarter, 393-5S. ; half, im.
18 4-5S. ; three-quarters, 2m. 4-5S.; mile, 2m. 37 4-5S.

ONE MILE SAFETY, 3.00 CLASS.

1. F. A. Wallace, Lynnfield, Mass.; time, 2m. 59 4-5S.
2. E. J. Willis, N. Y. A. C, London ; time, 3m. 4-5S.

3. F. J. Fanning, Chicago.
4. J. Van Benschoten, Poughkeepsie.
5. E. C. Fowler, Hartford.
6. A. DeGroff, Poughkeepsie.
7. D. A. Ross, Mittineague.
Willis led until near the tape, when Wallace passed

him and went over the line. The fractional times
were: One-quarter, 50m. 4-5S.; one-half, im. 40 2-5S.;
three-quarters, 2m. 25 2-5S.; mile, 2m. 59 4-5S. Last
quarter, 34 2-5S.

ONE MILE BICYCLE CONSOLATION.
1. B. F. McDaniel, Wilmington ; time, 3m. 4 2-5S.
2. J. Van Benschoten, Poughkeepsie ; time, 3m. 5s.

ONE MILE SAFETY CONSOLATION.
1. Mont. Scott, Providence ; time, 2m. 53 1-5S.

2. D. A. Ross, Mittineague, Conn.; time, 2m. 54 3-5S.

BERLO'S RIDE AGAINST TIME.
During the afternoon Berlo came out with the pace-

makers to have a try at his own record of 2m. 36 3-5S.,

made at Hartford on August 15, 1890. Berlo scored a
record against the watch at three-quarters of a mile,
but failed at the mile by 3-5 of a second. His times
were: One-quarter, 38m. 3-5S.; one-half, im. 17 1-5S.;
three-quarters, im. 58 2-5S. ; mile, 2m. 36 3-5S.

LUMSDEN'S HALF MILE TRIAL.

Lumsden, paced by Githens and Winship, rode a
half in im. 13 4-5S., doing the first quarter in 38s. The
record stands at im. 12 4-5S.

MAINE DIVISION RACES.

The Fall meet of the Maine Division was held at
Portland September 1. The races in the afternoon
were witnessed by a large crowd, and in the evening
a banquet was held. The events resulted as follows :

One Mile Tandem—One entry, Robson and mate,
Salem, time 3m. 7^s.
One Mile State Championship, Ordinary—Won

by H. B. Hallock, of Waterville, in 3m. 15s.
BOYS' Race—Won by John O'Hara, of Portland (one-

half mile), in 2m. 8s.

Two Mile State Championship, Safety—Won by
Warren J. West, of Portland, in 3m. 7s.

Three Mile Open, Ordinary—Won by Frank M.
Brown, of Portland, in iotn. 7s.

One Mile Open, Safety—Won by Robson, of Sa-
lem, in ?m. 8s.

One Hundred yards Slow Race—Won by H. B.
Hallock, of Waterville, in 4m. 4oJ^s.
One-half Mile Novice, Safety—Won by B. J.

Whitney, of Portland, in im. 33s.

One-half Mile Novice, Ordinary—Won by Frank
M. Brown, of Portland, in im. 30s.

One-quarter Mile Dash—Won by Warren G. West,
of Portland, in 42j/£s.

Consolation Race—Won by Lawrence, of Bidde-
ford (half mile), in im. 36J4S.

WHEEL GOSSIP.

Charles Courtney, of Highlandville, won the mile
bicycle race in the Labor Day sports at South Fram-
ingham, Mass.

Messrs. Gilbert, Calkins and White, of the Elizabeth
Wheelmen, have formed a co-partnership for the man-
ufacture of an enamel invented by Mr. White.

The town commissioners of Cambridge, Md., have
decided to impose a tax upon bicycles.

The Sctramacher & Schoefer Cycle Co., Limited,
opened a bicycle school Sept. 1, at Bedford Ave. and
Pacific Street, Brooklyn, occupying a building three-
quarters of a block in length. It is lighted by elec-
tricity, and is open from early in the morning until
late at night. Professor Louis People, who has gained
considerable reputation in Brooklyn as a bicycle in-
structor, has charge of the enterprise.

The Manhattan Bicycle Club will run to Massapequa,
L. I., the coming Sunday, instead of to Fort Schuyler.
The club picnic has been postponed until September 21.

A fine track of screened gravel with a clay surface
is now being put down at the Birmingham, Ala., Pair
grounds for the three days' bicycle races, October 23,

24 and 25. It is'proposed to make the meet the largest
of its kind ever held in the South. It Is under the
management of Loui Hart, the present holder of the
one mile State championship.
Another new club lias just been formed at Rochester,

N. Y., which will be known as the Pathfinders. The
officers are : President, Miss Minnie Weed

; vice-
president, Miss Mary Tiler; secretary, Miss 1. C.
O'Shea, treasurer, Miss Ella Cross.

Frank Spooner, of the Lincoln Cycling Club, Chi-
cago, made a twenty-four hour record of 30a miles on
Saturday last. The course was from Madison on
Ashland Avenue to Twelfth Street, ami then on to
Ogden Avenue ami back, Spooner broke Bert Myer's
record of 289 miles over this course, as well ;is the
Century record, making the first 100 miles in oh. 32m.
The record was 6h. 43m. He was in the saddle jij^h.

The South End Wheelmen have arranged the fol-
lowing programme of events for their tournament, at
Brotherhood Park, on September 20th :

One-mile safety, novice, club ; one mile safety,
novice, open

;_
one mile ordinary, open ; five mile

safety championship, club ; two mile tandem, open
to A. C. C. clubs ; one-mile ordinary, handicap; club,
one mile safety, handicap, open; one mile ordinary,
handicap, open ; one mile safety, handicap, club

;

one mile ordinary, 3.10 class open; one mile safety,
3.20 class, open ; two mile safety ; open. The one
mile club championship of the Frankford Club will
also be run. Entries may be sent to Captain Dimon,
1726 South Broad Street.

There is some talk of building another race track at
Philadelphia, of more than ordinary merit.

The race for the Tryon cup will take place next week,
Wednesday, and the various teams are training hard
for the contest.

There were very nearly a dozen members repre-
senting the Fairmount Ladies Cyclers at Niagara.

H. E. Dauzenbaker, of the Park Avenue Wheelmen,
Philadelphia, has patented an improved safety bicycle
which is much admired by all who have seen it.

A party of Century wheelmen started out for a tour
through Canada, immediately after the ending of the
Niagara meet.

An enthusiastic Detroit wheelman at Niagara
crawled out and planted a flag containing " L. A. W.
Meet, 1891, Detroit," on a rock at the top of Horseshoe
Falls.

The one mile ordinary race run at Franklin, Mass.,
September 2, was won by Bert Hedges, in 3m. 27s.
M. Scott was first in the mile safety in 3m. 28s.

A. H. Heilborn and Thomas Richards made an
attempt to swim a mile, run a mile, walk a mile and
ride a bicycle a mile, inside of one hour. Heilborn
accomplished the feat in 54m., 9 3-5S. and Richards in
54m., 15s. ; first prize, gold watch ; second, silver
medal. ,

We have received a telegram from Peoria announ-
cing that pneumatic-tyred wheels will be barred from
competition in the tournament to be held September
12 and 13. The unpleasantness at some of the recent
Eastern meets, caused by the inflated tyre, is un-
doubtedly responsible for this prompt action.

The Harlem Wheelmen will hold a two mile novice
scratch and a ten mile road race October 4. On
Election Day, November 4, the club championship ten
mile road race will be run. The prize is a silver cup,
which is to be competed for three times before be-
coming the property of the winner.

The Brooklyn Bicycle Club will have a run to Bath
Beach to-morrow afternoon, and on Sunday they will
ride to Tarrytown.

The Manhattan Bicycle Club will enjoy their picnic
run to Fort Schuyler to-morrow. Boating, swimming,
baseball and other sports will be indulged in.

On Saturday, September 27, the Brooklyn Bicycle
Club will hold their ten mile handicap road race over
the Irvington-Milburn course. Fred. Coningsby will
be one of the contestants.

The Hillside Bicycle Club is now known as the
Gotham Wheelmen. The club has about sixty names
on its roll and is looking around for new quarters.

The one mile road race between Messrs. Rough and
Wright of the Harlem Wheelmen did not come off on
Saturday last, as announced, owing to the non-appear-
ance of Rough. The two riders will try conclusions
at a date not as yet decided upon.

The Business Men's Cycle League of Newark has a
membership of about eighty-five. At a recent meeting
the League colors were adopted.

The Park Board announce that the mounted police-
men in Central Park are to have their uniforms
changed, and in the future they will wear knee
breeches and high boots.

The Century Wheelmen of Philadelphia have issued
a small club journal which is known as the Bazoo.

The business meeting of the Pennsylvania Division,
to have taken place at Williamsport, August 4, was
postponed on account of the inability of a number of
the members to attend. The meeting will be called at
Reading, September 20.

Wilhelm has ridden in excellent shape at some of
the recent race meets, while Taxis has shown up
poorly. The match race between these two racers, to
occur to-morrow, has excited much interest.

Zimmerman and Bowman, the N. J. A. C. men,
made a most creditable showing "at Rochester.
Niagara and Syracuse, and they will bring back with
them quite a collection of prizes.

The Lakeview Wheelmen of Rochester, captured
the handsome $150 trophy offered to the largest uni-
formed club in line at the New York State Division
meet at Syracuse Saturday last. Upon their return
to Rochester, they were met by their friends and a
full military band, and paraded through the principal
streets. At the club-house in the evening a supper
was served.

Fourteen members ol the Lynn Wheel Club started
for Portland, Me., on Saturday last. They arrived in
Portsmouth, N. 11, in the evening, where they re-
mained over night, and in the morning continued on
their journey, arriving at their destination at 5.30 p.
m. They were met at Biddeford by the Portland Bi-
cycle Club. The Lynn riders participated in the
Maine Division's parade on Monday, and took in the
races and banquet. They returned on the evening
boat for Boston, and speak Itighh ol the hospitality
of the wheelmen of the Tine Tree State.
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I HE ILLUMINA I EH PAR IDE,

The illuminated bicycle parade on Thursday night
was a decided BUCCeSS. It discounted the one at

ara Tails. The parade formed shortly after 8 o'clock
at the Circle, and was headed by 1). H. Lewis, of the
Ramblers, J. X. Weig, of the Zigzags, anil R. B. Hoff
man, of the Buffalos. Chief Consul W. S. Bull acted
as Grand Marshal, and was followed by his staff and
members of the Ladies' Wheel Club,' captain,
Miss Bmma Rummcll. The buglers were W. K.

Hearne, A. C. Richardson and W. 11. Butler; adju-
tant. George |. Hearne: aides. Warren Sherk, (1

Reed, Robert" Wallace. W. 11. Newell. Dr. B. L. i.ager.
Joseph Kane. I". M. Brinker and F. C. Barlh.
Capt C W. Adams led the Buffalo Club and had

over 1 .1 men in line, including a •'patent" kazoo band.
ut 150 Ramblers rode after Captain Prank

Zigzags hugged the back wheel of
Captain W. 11. Holdcn's machine. The clubs were in

the following order: Wanderers' Bicycle Club iCao-
tiin B. G Bicycle Club (Captain W.
H.'Lampman), Doctors' Bicycle Club (Captain Dr. W.
I I'.e kwood), Roamers' Bicycle Club (Captain Will-

Bicycle Club (Captain Johnson);
Columbia I lub (Captain Charles' Coehn):
Travi • le Club (Captain William I. Beier);

1, City Bicycle Club (( aptain A. L. Benedict);
koax Bicycle Club (Captain Wall
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to his tent in a blaze of glory, which, no doubt, repaid
him for his great effort in the hundred mile race judg-
ing by the million dollar smile on his lace. McDaniel
also had enough life left to sprint around the last

quarter, and he also came in for an ovation as .l proper
reward for his plucky ride. The record is »1

made by McDaniel on the Lancaster Pike, but Van
Wagoner's performance is far better than the record,
being made straightaway.

EXODUS FROM THE NEW YORK
CLUB.

At the October meeting of the Xew York Club,
about twenty-live resignations will be sent in and the
number may reach thirty. The men who are resign-
ing are joining the Citizens' Club, the initiation fee
being waived. It is lair to state that the "Cits."
were approached by the New York Club men. and
that they made no effort to get the members of the
New York Club.
The members who are leaving are the active and

younger members of the club. The exodus is 1

upon personal feeling among a few of the members,
and on the fact that the older members of the club
have repeatedly elected their own Board and have
not recognized the claims of the men who are resign-
ing. It is true that these men should have been rec-
ognized, as they represented a strong minority. The
Xew York Club is receiving numbers of new members
each month, and the large defection of members will

not cause more than a ripple in its club life.

The generosity and enterprise of the Pope Mfg. Co.
in offering $100 reward for the return of any stolen Co-
lumbia wheel and detection of the thief, is worthy of

commendation. The first claim was made by Mr.
O'Neill, of Norfolk. \'a„ an.', the second by Mr. H. I".

Acker, of Pittsburg, Pa., who were both instrument-
al in having two bicycle thieves captured on different
occasions, as described in recent issues of THE
Wheel. The Pope Co.'s advertisement, on tin

•I this number, will prove interesting reading.

The Louisiana Cycling Club's new house was form-
ally opened by the largest smoker ever held in the
South, on Augu

I
being at)

it. The programme for the evening's entertain-
ment was long and varied. In the opening sp.

Maj. Crane spoke of the early history of the club, and
paid a fine tribute to Mr. R. 1. Bctts, the foun •

the club, belter known as "Bettsy B."

At Charter Oak Park, Saturday last. H. K. Laurie
ran a quarter-mile race, best two in three, with the

Harry Wilkes. The horse. trotted the first quar
ter in ;i',s.'. beating Laurie by thrcc-fourt

i

ond. Laurie won the second heat h ! the
horse the final in 3-' 4 s. Laurie rode flying start

A road race took place August . .-, from 1

to Springfield. III., a distance of six miles. The time
made was as follows: Matiock. 14m, i"s.; Smith, .4111.

s.
; Price. .-5111. is.; Hayes, 17m. ->s.; Grant, tBa

Stone,
s,
,ni

Kirk Brown, oi Philadelphia, sailed on Wednesday
lope, on a business trip.

The prizes offered by the Boston Athleti
lion at the second annual road lace. Octol-
follows: 1. |loo solid silver CUp ; 1. %
Tennis set complete; .,. Handsome clock; 5, Mi

typewriter; 6. Field glass; -. Photographii
Butcher cyclometer ; 0. R<

and 1" medal wi
who breaks the twenty-live mile

September .-7 with A. D. P
Boston. Pee $1.

A number of bieve'
County, r, September 4 and 5.

The Louisville Cvclers will nil
ick will be

put in . ion.

Hai rv |. Hall. |r.. has assumed
ooklyn brant h Iford

ae.

The fifth annual race met of the Virginia Di

will 1 < id 7. Por
blanks, apply to A K. O'Nell, City Hall Avenue,

Va.

, belli Wheelmen participated ll

inn in well for

lantern
1

Iphia

,.n Tliurnd
1

oil th. p.,

he \ ictor \\ rench. ;,::;,

Overman Wheel Co., Halters, Chicopee Palla, U
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VICTOR * SAFETIES.

IN
stock for immediate shipment. No more of the long delays which are so annoying to

riders. ' We are now prepared to fill all orders for the best safety on earth (by name
VICTOR) immediately on receipt. The best riding season of the year is yet to come

and the possession of a Victor Safety will fit you to enjoy it to the full. Send your order to

us or Victor agents. Catalogue on application.

Overman Wheel Co.,

8 MAKERS OK g

it

VICTOR
9*

BICYClvKS,

Office ar?d pa<;tory, QI?ieopee palls, (T\a$%

BOSTON. WASHINGTON.
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BRONCHO No. 405.
The members of the New Haven Club are laughing over the experiences of Ernest C. Rowe, one of their members, who

has started a tour in which he hopes to emulate Mr. Weaver. Rowe started on a Broncho bicycle, got as far as Waterbury, and

returned, saying the machine was no good for road riding. He then procured another safety of a different make, and again essayed

the task. Before he reached Albany, however, his machine broke down, and he had to enter that city by rail. Meanwhile, the

White Cycle Company, of Westboro', Mass., which manufactures the Broncho machine, heard how Rowe talked about it, and

sending to this city bought the machine, and started a man on it for the Pacific coast to demonstrate its value as a roadster.

The company claim that Rowe did not know how to handle it, and that their man will get across the continent before he does

unless he goes by rail. The members of the New Haven Club say that Rowe has undertaken a bigger task than he is capable of

performing, and there are bets up among some of the members that he will not go half way.

Secretary Perkins, of the club, who has been making a cycling tour around the State, has returned home.

—

Nau Haven

(Conn.) Evening Register, Thursday, August 21.

From New Haven "Palladium," August 23, 1890.

BICYCLE RACERS.

E. C. ROWE BEING CHASED BY BICYCLE AGENTS.

The latter part of July, Ernest C. Rowe purchased a " BRONCHO " Safety Bicycle of the White Cycle Co., of Westbor-

ough, Mass., it being his intention to ride the machine to the Pacific Coast. He had always used a Columbia machine, and in

order to accustom himself to riding the " BRONCHO," he rode about New Haven for a week previous to making the start. The

machine suited him well, and on August 8 left on his long journey. Before he reached Waterbury he was heartily sick of the

undertaking. The machine, so he claimed, bumped and bucked like a real live " BRONCHO." Arriving in Waterbury, he

decided not to push on any further with that machine, and took a train back to this city, bringing the bicycle with him. He left

the wheel with the agents for the White Cycle Co. at 516 State Street, saying that he was unable to go over the roads with it.

and that in his estimation no man could make a long journey on it. He bought a "Victor" machine and made another start

Since that time he seems to have made very good progress over the rough roads, and arrived in Albany in eight hours

less time than was occupied by F. E. Weaver, the Palladium correspondent, in going over the same number of miles on good

roads. Some of the members of the New Haven Bicycle Club say that Rowe must have " trained it " some of the way, as he is

not considered as good a rider as Weaver.

When the White Cycle Co. heard through their New Haven agents that Rowe had given up the undertaking of making

the Pacific coast on their " HRONCHO," and that he had said that no one could do it, they were nettled, and decided to semi a

man across the continent on their machine, and to have him contest with Rowe as to the time occupied in performing the feat.

Accordingly, they wrote to their agents that they would have their agent who had been exhibiting their machine in

England, and who had just returned, take The machine on which Howe had been unable la ridr, start from

Hunker Hill monument at noon last Sunday. By starting at Jianker Hill, the "BRONCHO" man had loO milts
jarthry to ride thnn lioa'e had. It is intended that the cycle company's man shall come up with Rowe at Niagara at

the National Med >f the I.. A. W., to be held August 25, 26 and 27. The Cycle Company's man is, of course, largely handi-

capped, but is confident that he will reach San Francisco before Rowe does.

WIDEAWAKE AGENTS WANTED FOR UNSUPPLIED TERRITORY.

MAKE APPLICATION AS FOLLOWS:

mrilK WIIITK CYCLK CO.,

FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS. SEND FOR CATALOGUE. WESTBORO', MASS., U. S. A.
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Read every word. " Stremely " interesting, you bet.

The Westboroiigh Tribune.
Vol. II. WESTBOROUGH MASS., FRIDAY MORNING, AUGUST 22, 1890. No, 39.

BRONCHO 405.

ON THE BRONCHO CHAINLESS, NOISELESS,
LIGHT ROADSTER.

Mr. A. W. Barr starts for San Francisco, and will

describe his trip in the Tribune—First installment of

letters.

In the presence of a crowd of interested spectators,

Mr. A. W. Barr started Sunday from the foot of Bun-

ker Hill monument on Broncho Light Roadster, No.

405-^bear that number in mind, please—for Niagara

Falls and thence across the continent to San Francisco.

The Tribune, knowing the great interest attaching to

to the trip, not only all through the bicycling world,

but to an exceptional degree here in Westboro, at

once made arrangements for the exclusive publica-

tion of letters from Mr. Barr, describing his journey,

of which the first installment is presented below. The
full plan of route, probable time, etc., will be pub-

lished in a later issue. Mr. Barr writes as follows :

Clinton House, Clinton, Mass., Aug. 17, '90.

9. P. M.—Arrived here at 7:30 Very tired. Head
wind all the way. Will probably make Greenfield

to-morrow, perhaps more. It depends on what roads

I find. Raining very hard now. Stopped an hour in

South Framingham, the same in Northboro. Took it

easy all the way. Any news to be sent at short notice

please telegraph to post office.

Greenfield, Aug. 18, '90

9 P. M.—I have had the most uncomfortable day's

ride I ever had. Have walked miles where the wheel

would cut in two inches deep with its own weight-

Such absolutely unrideable roads I never heard of-

The road from West Boylston to Lake Quinsigamond

is like a race track when compared with them. I have
run over one dog to-day, kicked another to death, and

one exceptionally ugly ciistomer forced me off my
machine and followed me an eighth of a mile. I invest-

igated in a dog paralyzer this evening, a 32-calibre

which I propose to itse as a persuader. I intend to

make Troy to-morrow, although there is an awful

climb ahead of me over the mountains. I felt a little

sore last night but am better to-night and feel quite

fresh. Old " Number 405 "is all right. It is a "dandy.''

I am thinking of changing my route and do not ex-

pect to touch Albany at all.

Troy, N. Y., Aug. 19, '90.

Left Greenfield at 5 a. m., and at noon was over the
summit of the Hoqpac range. I took breakfast at

Shelburne Falls, dinner at North Adams and supper
at Troy, as I promised you last night. Eighty miles
to my record to-day in spite of Hoosac and all the
difficulties. I am tired, but not one-half as tired as
the last two nights. What little I know about bad
roads I have learned since yesterday morning, and
what knowledge I happen to possess on the subjects
of grades, altitude and gravity I have acquired since

I left Greenfield this morning. As for bad roads, the

one from Clinton to Greenfield is a great deal worse
than anything I ever imagined. The worst we ever
struck on any of our trips is not half so bad, as it lays
for miles and lots of them at a lick. After leaving
Greenfield there is four miles climb without two hun-
dred yards riding, then you go down to Shelburne
Falls. Once down the climb begins again with fre-

quent short descents to Zoar. From there to the Tun-
nel station the railroad bed is the only thing rideable,

and that is very soft. Up we go five miles more with
only about one-half of the last mile rideable, and we
see North Adams down the mountain.
The rear brake on the Broncho is the only brake

that would hold on these grades. From here to North
Petersburg the road is fine, but the last twenty miles
into Troy is a little more poor than fine. It was my
luck to have a rain come up with a head wind to finish

the last twenty of the eighty miles' riding on a poor
road. Road-hogs are plenty here, but I have gener-
ally managed to scare their horses by running straight

at their heads and turning aside quickly and very
close. From -

12:30 to 3 o'clock I was making about
thirteen miles per hour or more, and felt fine till the

wind struck me. Don't know where I shall be to-
morrow night. Raining cats, pitchforks and horse
rakes.

UT1CA, N. Y., Aug. 20, '90.

I have done a very hard day's work. Ninety miles,
Troy to Utica. I called on Saunders to-night and got
the road to Syracuse. Showed him " Number 405."
There were five other wheelmen present. They were
all highly pleased with the appearance of the machine,
particularly the improvements. I spun the rear
wheel for them. They were surprised and pleased at
the number of revolutions it made. 405 is running
very fine. I am off for Syracuse in the morning, hope
to get farther. Will be at Niagara Sunday noon sure.
I made |the run to-day from 5 a. m. to 6 p. m., making
several stops. I am feeling better every day.

Broncho no. 405.

LATEST FROM 405.

(By Telegraph to the Tribune.)

Camillus, N. Y., Aug. 22, '90.

Albany party took train here to-day. Rowe re-

ported with them. a. W. Barr.

" 405 " was bought by a Connecticut man named

E. C. Rowe, on which to ride to the Pacific Coast. He

left New Haven on Broncho Number 405, rode one

day and sent Broncho Number 405 to factory as an

unrideable machine, and took pains to advertise same

in Connecticut papers. What for ? Rowe claimed to

be an all-round athlete, of ten years' experience as a

rider on all kinds of cycles. At once, on receipt of

" Number 405 " at factory, it was, without change in

any particular, ridden by three different men em-

ployed there, theyknowing nothing about the circum-

stance of purchase and return of Broncho Number

405. All three pronounced it a fine running machine.

Young Barr, who never rode a cycle of any kind until

October, 1889, took Broncho Number 405, Sunday

A. M., 17th inst., and at 12 M. same day, left foot of

Bunker Hill Monument for Niagara, en route for

Pacific Coast. Rowe, mounted on a safety, which he

styles, no doubt, a rideable machine, with two days'

start, and the advantage of being at least 100 miles

nearer Niagara than Barr at Bunker Hill Monument,

gets tired, evidently, at Camillus, N. Y., and takes

the cars for remainder of ride to Niagara, thus show-

ing the sort of riding he prefers. Nothing strange

about preference for riding on a rail, when it is con-

sidered for a moment what sort of a machine he took

in preference to riding Broncho Number 405.

THE WHITE CYCLE CO.,

FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS SEND FOR CATALOGUE. WESTBORO', MASS., I). S. A.

WIDEAWAKE AGENTS WANTED FOR UNSUPPLIED TERRITORY.

MAKE APPLICATION AS FOLLOWS :

THOS. KANE & CO., 137 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

Michigan, Ohio, Kentucky, Tennessee, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa,
North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Indian Territory, New Mexico, Colorado,
Wyoming, Montana, Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Utah, Arizona, Nevada, California.

E. C. MEACHAM ARMS CO., St. Louis, Mo.

Missouri, Arkansas, Texas, Louisiana and Mississippi.

WHITE CYCLE CO., Westboro', Mass.

New England, Middle and Southern States.
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PROVIDENCE.

Propitious weather induced upwards <>t" a

u Park Satur-

1 become spe^ators at the

Rhode Island Wheelmen's second aiiiuml tour-

nament. Wild rota all Over thejeouitry
,• ,.'

.
•. o in anticipation of Ron*

.itid the grand stand, which eon-

I about i.oon people, was well patronized

adies. The slight rain of the preceding

. ised the track t<> 1*.- somewhat heavy
and 'lamp. and slow time was math- in the ma-
jority of the races. In the quarter mile dash,

Lumsden led in breaking the

mry record held l>y Roweof ;,=. 1-5 seconds,

as h< the distance in onds.

Outside of ihis the times wi ally slow.

Up t., Saturday morning it was expected that

\\ nielli- would Ik.- imiu of the contestants, but the

cold which he unfortunately caught at Niagara
compelled him to remain idle. This took a cer-

tain amount of excitement out of the two mile

championship of America, and the event was a

mf, although it was expected that

it would be the event of the day. The crowd
in the grand stand was not very enthusiastic at

any time, as the ices were compara-
tively tame, but when the riders in this event.

wh<> were capable of making an exciting con-

ly crawled around the track coolly rid-

ing - 1st or in pairs as though on a dress

. le. the spectators arose in their wrath and
booted and jeered lx>th the racing men and the

anger of the spectators was turned

aughter when the band struck up " We
won't go home 'till morning." This exhibition

adifferenei the referee to affix time

limits to the remaining events. The arrange-
ments for conducting the contests were perfect

and all that c old be desired, but the light

ram which put the track out of its previous

tine condition and the popular desire of the

a shadow of disappointment
what would otherwise have been a most

I meet. The absence of Van Wagoner,
who was at Buffalo to participate in the too mile

lewhat diminished the interest in

the one mile State championship.
In the tandem and safety races the competi-

.- evenly matched, which led to

ihes Herbert K. Laurie, the Knglish-

. ruling his pneumatic tyre safety, and starl-

ing from scrau h, carried off the two mile safety
ami the one mill' safety open, sui

much to the advantage
• d liv the track

iperior speed. The Western
men made up lot their previous bad showing.

1 han their share of the
• besides the two mile cham-

pionship, A 1". Lumsden managed to

the 1 ami the quar-
lash, while II A Gitnens, of Chi<

tool < handii ap.

•

Tli' moag the

ib There
' f. an

no
The . ommitt. .-. in < li irnamenl

'
I I. i' hair-

M

horn, I II Don

I
II I'aip. J A Kii

I ildv.

\VI»I
iibcll,

: r. 1
.

,, .

A. W. Ilutchins. W. 1'.. Beach, 2d, E. W. Camp-
bell, K. S. Barker. I. A. Kinghorn, E. E. Brown,
L. B. Ballou, C T. Davol, 5. P. Phillips. B. Y.

Bogman, M. D., P. II. Donle, II. C, Parnum,
C. II. Hathaway, C. II. Tucker. L. G. Colwell,
W. C. Rankin. C. B. Hudson.
The Ollicers of the day were:
Referee. Charles S. Davol. Judges, I >r. Wil-

liam II. Emery, David J. Post, Abbott Bassett
Scorers, Williain T. Chace, E. M Bixby. Timers.
Harry D. Corey, William II. Thurber, James
A. Kinghorn. Clerk of Course, Nelson II.

Gibbs. Assistant Clerks of Course. Fred II.

Donl( P. Woodlev, Jr. Starter, How-
ard L. Perkins. Umpires, B. E. Brown, George
Phillips. Samuel F. Babbitt, P. D. Holdswortb,
A. B, Crowell, W. R. Jeiiks. Fred L. Hopkins.

1 111 i< v

Promptly at 1.30 p. m. tin- judges' boll sounded for
the contestants in tin- tirst event. The summaries are
as follows :

Oni \111.1 Ordinary, Novice William Godfrey,
Barrington, first; W. I'. leiiks, second. Time, im. 16s.

In this event I. \V. Brown, <>t Lynn, fouled W. C.
Rands, <>t Providence, ami another man tell over
them.

One Miii Safety, Novicb Pidel Bubser, Hart-
ford, first : tail Sperry, Providence, second. Time,

There were ten starters, and the ran- was very
closely contested. Bubser led from the start, with the
other contestants close behind him.

Two M111. Handicap h. a. Gitnens, Chicago, 100
yards, first ; II. B. Winship, Chicago, 80 yards, second ;

I. W. Robertson, Taunton, 17s yards.' third. Time.
6m. .s.

Eleven out of nineteen entries started in this rate,
which proved very close from start to finish, and the
spurt at the dose was exciting;.

One Mile Tandem Sai i m . Open h. i>. Hutchins,
Maiden, and A. M. Beers. ICverett. first: I'. J. Ilerlo,

Boston, and C. E. Klutfe, Jersey City, second*. Time,
3111. 7 2-5S.

It was expected that Van Wagoner and his partner
would ma;. showing in this race, but it was
impossible for him to leave Buffalo in time to partici-
pate. It was only half way around the course that
the winners showed their speed, ami sprung ahead.
Then a splendid contest svas witnessed between the
two pairs. Berlo ami Khitfe held first position until
just beyond the three-quarter stake, when Kluge al-

lowed his teet to slip from the pedal, Berloatonce
commenced to pedal ill magnificent style, ami tame ill

only one-fiftfa second behind the first couple. The
crowd cheered lustily.

IRTER-MlLE l)\sii A. K. I.umsden. Chicago,
first: B. ('. Anthony, Taunton, second: W. H Van
Sicklen, third

;
<.'. A. Fenner, B. A. A., fourth. Time,

'1 here were only foul Starters out ot twelve 1 1.

and I.umsden hail it all his own way from the start.

Two Mile Safety, Handk vp h. B. Laurie, v y
Hoyland Smith. New Bi dford,

ond. Tim.
There were nineteen contestants in this event, and

the riders were bunched up to the half-mile post.
when Laurie gradually forged ahead, winning hand!

ards,
took third and fourth pectively. I'. I. Berlo.

h, tried a pneumatic wheel, and being una. CU8-
tomed to it. was speedily left In

Two Mni. Championship ok America a. I'

Lumsden, 1 1 :
--1

. K C. Anthony, second; II. B.Win-
ship, third. Time. 1. 111 1 is

.' event 1 hal « a- a > omp . and
drew lorti m the spectators. The six start-

le leisurely around tin- tra and three-
quart) r miles, and then put on a little spurt. It was

haiiipiotiship (

on Id have 'Ik

the hippod
w 'I yelled, " fall

the ni . tiie demand to
• all the nmn off the track was vo. Iterated Meanwhile

undlfng along, glorying in

I then in single file. The
, mod, bill II w.e. II.. 1 1

.

within one-quarter ol a mi
finished in

thirl a lnle the band
Mime till 11101 111 n

II II

: I oil-

I

I' I

II Van

decided that I.umsden had w..n by one-fifth, second.
K. t'. Anthony was third.

(im Mni Btatb, Safety Championship w a
M. Scott, first; v 1.. Cumuiluga, second. Trim

Throughout the afternoon a stitT Dreese blew from
the northwest, which, in addition to the heavy track,
was a considerable impediment to speed during the
second quarter-mile. For the quarter-mile dash it

blew upon the backs of the racers, and the sun being
also behind them, everything assisted I.umsden in

making his fast quarter-mile.
Open house was kept all day at the Rhode Island

men's club-house, and the evening was passed
in an informal manner. Refreshments weie dealt out
with lavish hands, and the pri/esTlistributed to the
various winners.

THE MANHATTAN'S ROAD RACE.

On Labor Day, Monday, September i. the

Manhattan Bicycle Club held their third annual
club races on the New Rochelle course. The
starting point was one mile above Larcbniont
Manor, over fairly good though hilly roads
The programme contained four events, one
mile and live miles lor safeties and ordinaries.

a two mile safety and a two mile ordinary, all

handicap events. There were seventy live

entries in all. In the first race, one mile mixed.
\Y. Treager, before tfoing fifty yards, took a
had header, receiving a dislocation of the right

shoulder and numerous severe bruises. In the

two mile safety race a close and exciting finish

between E. J. Keane and C. E. Clemens re-

sulted in a collision, through the obstinacy of a

buggy driver who refused to leave the centre
of the road, thereby causing the contestants to

run into the crowd at the tape. The riders

were thrown from their wheels, receiving severe
bruises. The spectators then crowded into the
mad. paying no heed to the third and fourth
men. who were also finishing dose, and another
fall was the result, though luckily no one was
injured.

The Officers were Referee-- 1. II. Ford.

Judges—C De Vese, J. Haynes, A. Halm. M.
M Goldman, and Chas. Wendehack. Statu i

Paul G. Keane. Timers—G. A. Litchhult, 1 ».

II. Thistle, and 1'. G. Keane. Clerks of the
Course -W. J. Newton, C. Gordon, and Chas.
Rollles. The following is the result of the
i aces

.

Mile Handk vp, Safeties ind ordinaries
C. E Clemens, scratch, first ; J. I). Conner, yards,
second ; W. .1. Monahan, to yards, third ; I". I. V\

burne, is yards, fourth; K. J.
Keane, scratch, fifth;

I II Campbell. Kth; W. II. I'edefs.

yards, seventh; victor Pelin, ; yards, eighth. Time.

Two mhi Safety Handicap ('. K. Clem
scratch, tirst ; K. |. Keane. scratch, second ;

1". II.

Campbell. 7; yards! third ; W II Pederson
lourlli. Tin

Two Mni Handii w \v |. Monahan.
first ; H I. Keane. scratch, second : I'. 1. Washburne,
'.. yards, third. Time,

Pivi Muk Handicap, Ordinaries ind Safeties
W.J. Monahan, un. s. first; P. 1.. Washburne. mi.

i lemens, Bcratch, third; v\ 11

in ih ; Victor Pelin, 1 *,. tilth. 1

In this nn . lime medal was awarded
for tnakioi - ncl tune, 19m

The ol gold medal to lit st an.

I

medal 1.. set on.' ' 1 II. Campbell
i. m-tyre, I wheel, and tin le talk ol

tig htm from the events, but he was dnall)
The following is the positions and

I the nun in the live mile i >

i \V. J Monahan i

i I-'.. Clemens
, w ii I'. ,i. i son I'

V Pelin

[S I he nalm ••! a new
i bib in that ill ^ win. h w

ol lust Mel L .ll til.

ie follow
I

• .

Mm. S. W Kntrekin ;

!

Mi \ \

Youlfi un u i . ulive
and ItiiVcminR (olio Hlteil tills

\i • the Banl
to .ii. Philadelphia, nn Label Day, the two mile bl

I ll Draper, A. I
s \

\ I K. lie. p \ w
i M

• ii
. I

It I ..ni.one and I'. \V White
I I I'.ut-

• Phlladelp an to

i w
v,

i
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SYRACUSE.

THE MEET OPENS MONDAY MORN-
ING WITH RUNS AND A SMOKER.

The most successful meet ever held in this country

was the eighth annual meeting of the New York State

Division held last Monday and Tuesday at Syracuse

under the auspices of the Syracuse Cycling Club, the

members of which, one and all, labored for months

to make it such.

Every train arriving in Syracuse from the close of

the National meet at Niagara Falls until the last hour

of the Division meet was met by the Reception Com-
mittee and the visitors escorted to their quarters.

As early as 7:30 Monday morning thirty men were

on a run to Jamesville, guided by Mr. Geo. H. Harris
;

there was also another run, fifty strong, around Onon-

daga Lake under command of A. Benjamin.

The meet really opened at 10 a. m., when several

hundred wheelmen crowded Alhambra Hall on James
Street and smoked huge pipes and marched around

the hall while a large brass band made things lively.

From the hall to the Leland Hotel Vice-Consul C. W.
Wood headed an informal parade, while the band and

the boys marched behind.

The visiting ladies were taken on a short run through

the city by Mrs. G. H. Harris, which terminated at the

Syracuse club house, where luncheon was served.

THE RACES, MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 1.

The feature of the first day was the races, which
were held at Kirkwood Park in the afternoon. The
track was in the best possible condition and the at-

tendance quite large, the grand stand being filled,

while along the fence there was not a particle of un-
occupied space.
The feature of the first day's races was the riding

of the N. Y. A. C. men, and especially the Murphy
brothers, who captured all the State championships,
both safety, tandem and ordinary. Zimmerman, the
New Jersey crack, also rode in good form, and showed
great speed in the last quarter of the half mile dash.
Denison, the Chicago representative, also did himself
proud for a new man.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

The summary of Monday's events is as follows :

One Mile Novice, Ordinary—Won by C. E.
Penny, Rochester, time 3m. iKs.; J. B. Paddon, TJtica,

second ; W. J. Kuntzsch, Syracuse, third
; J. W.

Kelly, Rochester, fourth.

Two Mile Tandem Safety, L. A. W. State
Championship—Won by Chas. M. Murphy and W. F.
Murphy, N. Y. A. C, time 6m. 22 1-5S. ; Geo. B. Penn
and Frank Yehle, Syracuse, time 6m. 22 4-5S.

Two Mile Ordinary, Open—Won by A. A. Zim-
merman, N. J. A. C, time 5m. 48J/!s.; J. R. Hazleton,
Century Wheelmen, Philadelphia, second ; S. B. Bow-
man, N. J. A. C, third; Geo. W. Denison, Englewood
Cyclers, Chicago, fourth ; F. Sternberg, Pastime
Athletic Club, N. Y., fifth.

One Mile Tandem Safety, L. A. W. State Cham-
pionship—Won by C. M.-and W. F. Murphy, N. Y. A.
C, time 2m. 43 2-5SJ Geo. B. Penn and Frank Yehle,
Syracuse Cycling Club, second, time 2m. 47KS.

One Mile, 3.10 Class, Ordinary—Won by Chas. A.
Brady, Rochester, time 3m. 2-5S.; W. A. Parker, Rome,
second, time 3m. %s.; W. F. Henry, third; L. A.
Schoefer, Pastime Athletic Club, N. Y., fourth

; C. J.
Conolly, Rochester, fifth ; F. F. Kammer, Rochester,
sixth.

Two Mile Safety, L. A. W. State Champion-
ship—Won by W. F. Murphy, N. Y. A. C, time 6m.
36HS.; W. F." Gassier, N. Y. A. C, second, time 6m.
36J4S. ; C. J. Iven, Rochester, third. The first mile was
ridden in 3m. 22s.

One-half Mile Ordinary, Open—Won by A. A.
Zimmerman, N. J. A. O, time im. 14KS.; Geo. W.
Denison, Chicago, second, time im. 2i%s.; S. B. Bow-
man, N. J. A. C, third.

One Mile Ordinary, L. a. W. State Champion-
ship—Won by W. F. Murphy, N. Y. A. C, time 2m.
55s. ; C. J. Iven, Rochester, second, time 2m. 57s.; C. M.
Murphy, N. Y. A. C, third; L. A. Schoefer, Pastime
Athletic Club, fourth ; Fred. Sternberg, Pastime
Athletic Club, fifth. There were no prizes awarded in
this race, as the competitors did not ride within the
limit of 2m. 50s.

One Mile Safety, Open—Won by J. R. Hazleton,
Century Wheelmen, Philadelphia, time 2m. ss'As.; W.
D. Banker, N. Y. A. C, second, time 2m. ss^s. ; W. F.
Gassier, N. Y. A. C, third.

Two Mile, 6.20 Class—Dead heat between W.
Henry, Warren, Pa., and Chas. A. Brady, Rochester,
time 6m. 30s.; followed by L. A. Schoefer, Pastime
Athletic Club ; F. F. Kammer, Rochester, fourth.
This race was finally run over, and resulted in a vic-

tory for Henry, with Brady a fifth of a second behind.
Time, 7m. 45s.

Five Mile Safety, L. A. W. State Championship
—Won by W. F. Murphy, N. Y. A. C, time 16m. 44s.;

C J. Iven, Rochester, N. Y., second, time 16m. 44^s.

The officers of the day were : Referee, W. S. Bull,
Buffalo; Judges, W. S. Jenkins, G. M. Nisbett, W. H.
De Graaf, T.W. Shannon and Henry Gallicn ; Timers,
W. H. Olmstead, C. A. Sheehan and G. S. Montgom-
ery; Clerks of the Course, C. G. White and H. A.
Rounds ; Starter, Clarence W. Wood ; Scorers, Hor-
ace Doxsee, J. F. Aldrich and E. H. Towle.

The Evening Entertainment.
The evening was spent at Wieting's Opera House*

where the members of the Syracuse Cycling Club

gave a most creditable minstrel performance. The
house was entirely sold long before the performance
commenced. The affair was in every way first class,
and reflects great credit upon its managers. The pro-
gramme was as follows :

Part First.

Interlocutor, John G. Lynch.
Bones — Harry Schell, Rufe Wadsworth, Carl

Schultze.
Tambos—George Yale, Arthur Bradley, Fred Med-

bury.
Overture—Cycling Club Orchestra, " Colored Four

Hundred," Messrs. Morgan, Bradley, Medbury, Hall,
Wadsworth, Donovan, and Madrigal Brothers. Ar-
ranged for this company by Prof. Charles W. Ball.
First edition of Premiers—Bones, Will A. Barnes

;

tambo, G. Howard Avery.
Vocal header, "In Spite of the Funny Man," G.

Howard Avery.
Baritone solo, "Memories of the Past," Charles

Schlosser.
Side fall, "Down in Gossip Row," executed by Will

A. Barnes.
Tenor solo, " I Keep My Promise True," Carl Traut-

man.
Chorus by Haydn Quartet.
Second edition Premiers, " The Kings of the Swells "

—Bones, Ed. A. Bridgeman ; tambo, Ed. I. Rice.
An Excellent Bluff, entitled "Scraps," Ed. A. Bridge-

man.
Bass solo, "Down on the Farm," L. P. Brown.
Original, "His Funeral is To-morrow," Ed. I. Rice.
An Original Dialect Sketch, Ed. A. Bridgeman.
Finale, "The Rival Orators"—Asa Trumps (head

praiser of the Podunk Wheel Club), Ed. I. Rice ; Pro-
fessor Skembeck (chief solicitor of the Ancient Order
of Wampsville Wheelmen), Ed. A. Bridgeman ; The
Man with the Target, George Yale.

Part Second.

"Fred" Graham—Clogs, jigs and reels.
The Haydn Quartet (Messrs. Weimer, Nicholson,

Van Dervoort and Matthews), in choice selections, in-
cluding their beautiful song and chorus, "More Than
Tongue Can Tell," arranged for this quartet by Prof.
Charles W. A. Ball.
Frank Mills in original songs, dances, etc.

The Cycling Banjo Four—Messrs. Levette, West,
Wood and Higgins.
The Madrigal Boys in " The Second Degree, Full

Moon Union," assisted by "Billy" Barnes.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 2.

The second day, Tuesday, opened with early morn-
ing runs, the first being to Camillus via Burnett
Park, thirty men in line in charge of H. R. Peck,
while another one was made with twenty-five men to
Cicero, with G. E. Brainard in charge.
The ladies also had a run to Messina Springs, in

charge of Mrs. G. H. Harris.

The Parade.
At eleven o'clock one of the best parades ever seen

in this country was formed, some eight hundred men
being in line. One of the features of the parade was
the ladies' division, which was the object of special
attention and applause. The streets along the line of
march were crowded- with citizens, and many of the
houses gaily decorated.
The start was made from Armory Park, the right of

the column resting in South Clinton Street, with the
head of the line at the corner of West Onondaga
Street. Chief Consul W. S. Bull rode at the head of
the line, but the parade was under the immediate su-
pervision of Vice-Consul, Charles W. Wood, of this
city. Fred. C. Baird and John Donovan, of the Syra-
cuse Cycling Club, led the line as pace makers,
mounted on ordinaries. A tally-ho coach, drawn by
six horses and carrying the Penn & Lee band, was
next, and the procession proper was led by Chief
Consul Bull, of Buffalo, as Grand Marshal, with six
aides. The procession of shining wheels moved in
the following order:

FIRST DIVISION.

Penn & Lee's Band in tally-ho.
Chief Consul Bull and staff, consisting of J. R. Weld,

jr., Boston
; A. G. Bashelder, Buffalo ; Robert

Thompson, Rochester -Dr. T. N. Gray,
Orange, N. J.; W. W. DeGraaf," Dea-
con " Raisback, Harlem Wheel-
men, Adjt. G. M. Nisbett.

Vice Consul Charles W. Wood, marshal, and staff of
twenty aides.

Syracuse Cycling Club, Capt. R. P. Judd, 72 men.
Knickerbocker Cycling Club of Syracuse, C. E. Lan-

caster, captain ; 15 men.
SECOND DIVISION.

Dr. R. S. True, marshal, physicians, surgeons and
ministers, 23 men.
THIRD DIVISION.

Mrs. G. H. Harris, marshal, lady aids and 17 lady
riders.

FOURTH DIVISION.

Buffalo Bicycle Club, C. W. Adams, captain : 46 men.
Buffalo Ramblers' Bicycle Club, Frank R. Schwinn,

captain ; 27 men.
Utica Cycling Club, Fred P. Hammas, captain

; 34
men.

Crescent Cycling Club, of Rochester, James Barnes,
captain; 25 men.

Binghamton Wheel Club, L. H.Towle, captain; 32 men.
Cortland Cycling Club, E. S. Dalton, captain

; 15 men.
Lake View Wheelmen; of Rochester, W. E. Williams,

captain ; 63 men.
Oneida Bicycle Club, J. F. Aldrich, captain ; 16 men.

Rome Cyclers, B. M. Alger, captain
;

1.) men.
West End Club, of Rochester, T. W. Shannon, cap-

tain
; 5 men.

Genessee Club of Rochester, 4 men.
Cycling Club of Saratoga, 2 men.

Century wheelmen of Philadelphia, 6 men.

The line of march was as follows : Clinton Street to
West Onondaga, to Leavenworth Circle, countermarch
to South Salina, to Janus, to M< Kride, countermarch
to Townsend, through Mulberry to Hast Fayette, to

Orange, to East (icnessee, to University avenue, to

Crouse College. There on the side hill leading to the
college the wheelmen seated themselves in a bunch
for the annual League photograph. It was taken by
P. S. Ryder, and half a dozen amateurs improved the
occasion to get snap shots at the riders. Photographer
Winter also took a 20x24 picture of the group.
A new and original idea of distinguishing the parade

officers was established by Manager Wood. Each
official wore a sash over his left shoulder, the grand
commander, Bull, one of blue, and his staff in red,
while the vice-commander and his staff wore striped
ones.
The $150 cup for the largest turnout in the parade

made by a visiting club was won by the Lake View
Wheelmen, of Rochester. The cup is a beauty. The
polished surface on the upper half shows an engrav-
ing decidedly artistic and realistic. The engraving
represents wheelmen just at the exciting close of a
race; in the background is seen the judges' stand.
The artistic shading in this representation is unusu-
ally fine. The basal half of the body of the cup is

embossed with the latest designs known to the silver-
smith. A classical touch is given the piece through
the two beautiful figures of Ps3rche, the nymph be-
loved by Cupid and made immortal by Jupiter. The
raised ornamentation on the exposed middle shafting
lends elegance to the effect of the gradual widening of
the semi-base. The separation of the base by finely
milled and ornamental legs gives the artist opportuni-
ty for displaying his skill further on the additional
surface thus exposed, and that such opportunity has
not been lost is evident. The exquisite leaf and flow-
er design around the bottom of the base and incor-
porated in the standard's legs is especially worthy of
note. The cup is surmounted by a finely modeled bi-
cyclist just about to mount his wheel.

THE RACES TUESDAY.
The races of the afternoon were somewhat delayed

by the parade, but at 2.30 the officials called out the
starters for the first race.
Again the Murphy boys proved themselves cham-

pions, and captured all the firsts except in the three
mile tandem, in which they were beaten by Iven and
Gassier, who succeeded in lowering the Gassier-Bank-
er record made at Niagara Falls last Tuesday. The
Murphy brothers also broke the previous record, and
continued on breaking the existing records at four
and five miles.
Zimmerman, the New Jersey crack, also attempted

to lower the ordinary half mile ; he rode the distance
in im. 13s., breaking Osmond's English record of im.
13 4-5S., but not equaling Rowe's American record of
im. 12 4-5S. W. D. Banker and W. F. Gassier made an
attempt to lower the half and mile tandem safety
records held by Lumsden and Winship, of Chicago,
and succeeded in reducing the half mile from im. 15s.

to im. i2J{s., but were %s. outside at the mile.
Had Zimmerman been pushed off by his own trainer

he would have done a second better, and if he made
his trial before his hard work it is certain he would
have brought the record down to im. 10s.

Banker and Gassier would have also done two sec-
onds better had their pacemakers left them alone,
but owing to their slowness on the home stretch the
tandem team were obliged to slow up.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
One Mile Novice Safety—Won by H. Ward

Kelly, Lake View Wheelmen, Rochester, time 3m.
i<5%s.; Geo. Lloyd, Syracuse Cycling Club, second,
time 3m. 2i%s.; C. E. Penny, Rochester, third

; J. B.
Paddon, U. C. C, Utica, fourth.

Two Mile Ordinary, L. A. W. State Champion-
ship—Won by W. F. Murphy, N. Y. A. C, time 5m.
55s.; C. M. Murphy, N. Y. A. C, second, time 5m. 55J2S.;
C. J. Iven, Lake View Wheelmen, Rochester, third

;

F. F. Kammer, Flower City Wheelmen, fourth ; W. A.
Parker, Rome Cyclers, fifth ; F. Sternberg, Pastime
Athletic Club, sixth.

Half-mile Safety, Open—Won by W. D. Banker,
N. Y. A. C, time im 15s.; J. R. Hazleton, Century
Wheelmen, Philadelphia, second, time nn. i6J,s.; W.
F. Gassier, N. Y. A. C, third.

Five Mile Ordinary, L. A. W. State Champion-
ship—Won by W. F. Murphy, N. Y. A. C, time 17m.
]4s.; C. M. Murphy, N. Y. A. C., second, time 17m. &s.;
C. J. Iven, L. V. W., Rochester, third. The time for
the separate miles was : 1, 3m. 34KS.; 2, 7m. 10s.; 3, 10111.

30s.; 4, 13m. 50s.
; 5, 17m. l/£s.

One Mile Ordinary, Open—Won by A. A. Zim-
merman, N. J. A. C, time 2111. 39k»s.; J. R. Hazleton,
Century Wheelmen, Philadelphia, second, time :m.
4iji s -; S. B. Bowman, N. J. A. C, third, time 2111. 41^'s.;

G. W. Denison, Englewood Cycling Club, Chicago,
fourth. Time for first half mile im. 15s.

One Mile Safety, L. A. W. State Championship—
Won bv W. F. Murphy, N. Y. A. C, time 3111. t8&S.j
W. F. Gassier, N. Y. A. C, second, time 3m. 10s. This
race was declared off, as the contestants did not ride
within the limit of 2m. 50S.

Three Mile Ordinary, Open—Won by A. A. Zim-
merman, N. J. A. C, time 10m. 27s.; S. B. Bowman. X.

J.
A. C, second, time ioni. 28^s.; C. J. Iven, 1.. V. W.,

Rochester, third; G. W. Denison, Englewood Cycling
Club, Chicago, fourth.

ONE MILE, 3.10 Class, SAFETY -Won by R F. Kam-
mer, Rochester, time 3111. \?s.; W. F. Henry, Warren,
Pa., second, tune ; m. is.; J. 15. Paddon, U. C. C, third ;

S. B. Bowman, N. J. A. C, fourth; W. J. Kuntzsch,
Syracuse Cycling Club, fifth.

One-Half Mile dash, open—Won by J, R. Haile-
ton, Century Wheelmen, Philadelphia, time nn. m',s.;
W. 1). Hanker, N. V. A. <.'., second, time nn. 15s.; \V.

i'\ Gassier, N. v. a. C, third. Hazleton's time stands
as record in competition,

Two Milk Thau Race Won by New Jersej
Athletic Club, Zimmerman ami Bowman, 18 points,

time "in. i',s.; Syracuse Cycling Club, second, F, C.
i'., in. 1 ana Frank Yehle, !. points,

Three Mile Tandem Safety, 1.. a. w. State
I'll LMPIONSHIP Won bv C. I. Iven, of Rochester, ami
W P, Gassier, of Niagara Falls, time 8nv 10s.; Vv. F.

and C. M. Murphy, N. V. A. C., time Sm. 11s., both
breaking the previous record made by Hanker and
Gassier at Niagara Palls in sm

;
.s. piu- Murphy boj -
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THE RACES AT MONTREAL.

A large and enthusiastic crowd was in at-

tendance at the Montreal Bicycle Club's animal
races, held at the grounds Of the M. A. A. A..

Saturday la-~t. Many members from outside

clubs were also present. Following is a sum-
mary of the events :

ONE Mil I NOVICE A. T llUSSen. Montreal.
A. B. Kingon, Montreal, second ; K. P. Hannaford,
Montreal, third. Time,

Half Mile Open—L. L. Clark, N. v a c . Bi

H. Rich, X Y. A. C, second ; W. II. C. Musseii. third.

Time,
There were live starters in this event and the New

York men won hands down.
Two Mil l ORDINARY W. H. C. Mnssen. M. B. C.

first; D. S. Lousen. M. H. (.'..second; H. McKenzie,
third. Time, I m. .

ll\ E Mil I OPI B A B. Rich. N. Y. A. C, first ; I-

L. Clark. X. Y. A. C . second

• ink. Mile Three Mini n Class i>. a. Lauson,
M. B. I <irst ; A. H. Kingoii. M. H. C, in

second; II McKenxie, Montreal, third.

Two mii i Handicap Safety a b. Kiugon. m. b.

C, un. ....s., jay. vs. first: B. 1'. Hannaford, M. B
ml : J. W. Browler, Ottawa, un. 30s.

One Mile Open a. B. Rich. N, Y. a. c. :m. 44 4
-
5s.,

first; L. L. Clark, second.

Half Mile, without Hands W. h c. Mussen,
M. H. C. i fiwt| i: P. Hannaford, M. B. C,
second ; G M. Holtby, Toronto B. C, third.

The three mile handicap saw a regular swarm of
starters, the winner being A. T. Mussen, M. B. C. The
finish was made as follows : \V. H. C. Mussel), Mon-
treal, and L. L. Clark, New York, the latter being the
scratch man. making a beautiful race, as the appended
will show : A T. Mussen. M. H. C, a m., i.m. ijs., first;

11. P. liolbv, Ottawa, mi. 15B., second; A. B, Kingon,
M. B. C, mi. pa., third ; 1). S. Lawson, M. B, C, ^s.;
fourth; W. H. C. Mussen, M B. C S., fifth; I. I..

Clark, X Y. A C. (scratch), 9m. 38s., sixth.

THE MEET AT WILLIAMSPORT.

FIXTURES.

The Fall meet of the Pennsylvania Division

and annual tournament of the Williamsport
Bicycle Club took place September 4, and was
fairly attended. Racing occupied the 1-y

attention during the day. and in the evening a

banquet and dance were enjoyed. At a. m.
the live mile road race from Linden to the Park
Hotel came off and was won by F. M. Damp-
man in 22m. A parade occurred at 10 o'clock.

Following is a summary of the rai •

\ 1. 1 w P. Updegraff,
Williamsport, first Time
TWO MILS SAFKTYJHANDICAP 111. Draper, l'hila-

M Dampman, Philadelphia, second.
Time
On 1 Mile Ordinary F M. Dampman, first Time

11 mi miii Dash 1 II Draper, first Time—
un. 1 <

M11 1 Lap, "ii n .1 H Draper. .4 polnl
M Dampman, \6 ;

mmi. Safety, Handicap l. H. Draper, first

utTER-Hiu Dash, Oped r M Dampman, first

Tims
1 11 Championship a C Wi

medals.

RACES AT CARTHAGE, OHIO.
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PHILADELPHIA.

ECHOES OF NIAGARA.

At home once more ! Back to the store, the office,

or "the road," instead of the Cave of the Winds, the
Whirlpool Rapids, or the "Maid of the Mist." From
the noisy corridor of the "International " to the cosy
club parlor where we recount our experiences and
commiserate with the poor brother who couldn't
"get off." And leaving old acquaintances and newly-
found friends from all parts of the country, the Phila-
delphia delegation to the L. A. W. meet is once more
with us, pretty well tired out, but with fond recollec-
tions of a delightful trip.

The Pennsylvania Division of the L. A. W. and
Philadelphia as a city have reason to be proud of the
grand showing made at the annual meet. Although
third on the roll in point of League membership,
Pennsylvania Division had by far the largest delega-
tion present, and the city of Philadelphia had more
than twice the number of wheelmen sent by any other
city for the full three days, and with the single excep-
tion of the State of New York, the delegation from the
City of Brotherly Love exceeded in numbers that of
any State Division. Chief Consul Boyle deserves
great credit for his earnest and untiring efforts to
have his State well represented, and that he was suc-
cessful goes without saying. Philadelphia was most
certainly and decidedly "in it," to use a slang expres-
sion, which, by the way, seems to be the proper thing
now for correspondents. Did not the Century carry
off the honors tor having the largest number of men
of any visiting club ? Did not the Park Avenue
Wheelmen make a sensation with their " yellow and
black " decorations, and did not Philadelphia capture
a goodly number of prizes at the races? Would the
" C. P. S.," that most noble, though somewhat erratic
organization, conceived and organized by several
Chicago celebrities, ever have reached a period of
usefulness without the assistance and guidance of
Alt. Bratcher, George E. Curtis and Stillman G. Whit-
taker ?

The story of the meet has already been told, and
with that we have the tale of the doings of the
Philadelphians present. They were everywhere. At
the International Hotel joining in the general com-
plaints of impolite, surly and insulting clerks and
waiters ; at the Cataract and the Spencer House, where
satisfaction was generally the verdict, or at numerous
other smaller hotels and boarding houses throughout
the town where guests were fewer and accommodations
and attention correspondingly better ; at the consti-
tutional convention, at the reception, at the hops, in
the parade, under the Falls, on board the " Maid of
the Mist," or parading the streets in the wee sma'
hours—Philadelphia was invariably well represented.

The party went in two special trains, one over the
Pennsylvania Railroad, leaving at 6.55 a. m. Sunday
and arriving at 12.15 a - m - Monday; the other taking
the Reading & Lehigh Valley route, leaving at 9 a. m.
and arriving at 12.45. In neither road was there a suf-
ficiently large number willing to return at any certain
time to warrant the running of a special return train.
After the meet the party was scattered to the four
winds, each man following his own sweet will as to
the time for returning home. A large number left on
the first train Thursday morning, organized on board
a new society to be known as the " Niagara Just Now
Club," and serenaded a newly married couple until
they (the couple) were on the verge of insanity. A
dozen members of Century took a trip by rail and
boat to Toronto, spending Thursday in driving around
the city and viewing the sights, with a loquacious
driver for a guide, who, by the time that "Kid"
Allen was through questioning him, was in about the
same state of mental prostration as the Italian guide
who attempted to give the "Doctor" a description of
"Christopher Colombo," as told in "A Tramp
Abroad" by Mark Twain. Fully one-third of the
Philadelphia party went from Niagara to Buffalo.

A number of the Quaker City Wheelmen rode over
on their wheels Wednesday afternoon—a large party
of "Pennsy" — including Capt. Nelms, Lieut. Fred
Mears, President Bratcher, A. H. MacOwen, J. F.
Harvey, and f'the boy." Also Mrs. Harvey, Miss
Westacott, and several other ladies, made the trip on
Thursday morning. A party of the South Ends rode
over in the afternoon. Rumor has it that three mem-
bers of a certain popular club were arrested in Tona-
wanda for riding on the pavements, and kept in the
town jail for exactly one hour and thirty minutes.

From the unpleasant quarters of the International
to the Tifft, Niagara, Genessee, or Brazell, was indeed
a pleasant change, and many were the comments
passed on the difference in hotel management.
Friday's storm causing a postponement of the races,

a theatre party was gotten up, " The Boy Tramp " and
"The Maniac Mother" being the attractions. The
first act was really the only successful part of the per-
formance, however, as after that was ended the com-
pany finished the performance without the assistance
of the audience.

On Friday a party of nine members of "Pennsy"
took a trip on Lake Erie as far as Port Colburn, ex-
periencing a very rough passage ; in fact even the
crew were frightened, and nearly every one was sick.
All but Bratcher and Manlove returned in the train.

Captain Artman, of the Quaker City Wheelmen,
made two century runs, going to Erie Saturday and
returning to Buffalo Sunday. Fontaine and Mole, of
the Columbia Cyclers, went to Montreal to take part
in a yacht race. President Hare and Vice-President
Weed, of the Century Wheelmen, went to the same
place on business. "Bunny," of the Park Avenue,
went West to pay a visit to friends. Gilman, of the
Columbia Cyclers, had his wheel stolen, and gave it
up as irrecoverable

;
but Bret/., Curtis & Co. have re-

ceived a telegram from the Niagara Falls authorities
saying that they have found it. Messrs. Garrigues
and Gassier, of the Oxford Wheelmen, are riding the
trip home. They expect to be back Sunday.
Of the racing contingent, but five were entered.

Fontaine brought home the second prize in the ordin-
ary novice, with very creditable time. Gayler Rot
third place in the safety novice. Taxis was " not in it

"

at all, getting place but once, and that at Buffalo. He

is not the man, however, to make excuses himself, or
to desire others to make them for him when beaten,
and took his defeat with the same grace that he has
his many victories. He came home Saturday, instead
of going to either Syracuse or Hartford, so as to be in
shape for the tournament here on the 5th and 6th. To
say that the Century Wheelmen were happy over the
magnificent showing made by Jack Hazelton is to put
it very mildly. Comparatively unknown at the be-
ginning of this season, he is now ranked amongst the
cracks, and that his club-mates are enthusiastic can-
not be wondered at. Wilhelm, who is a non-resident
member, also came in for a share of attention, as well
as Zimmerman, who rides here frequently and is quite
a favorite.

J. Sylvester Bretz, better known as Jake Bretz, of
Bretz, Curtis & Co., has just returned from a trip
abroad in the interest of the firm. While absent he
secured several novelties for next season, among
others an improved pneumatic tyre and an improve-
ment on the Keen pedal. Kirk Brown left on Wednes-
day of this week for the cycling centres across the
pond. Clarence Smith, the well-known trick-rider
and luggage carrier man, has accepted a position
with the Sweeting Cycle Co., and I believe will go on
the road for that house. I hear rumors that Mr.
Sweeting intends next year to erect a building some-
thing after the style of Bidwell's place in New York

;

a sort of proprietary club house where, for a certain
consideration, a man can store his wheel and enjoy
all the advantages of club life without the necessity
of worrying over the success of the same.
At the open games of the Bank Clerks' Athletic As-

sociation, held on Labor Day, J. H. Draper, of the A. C.
S. N., ran his first race on an ordinary since his acci-
dent at Stenton in June, which has kept him off the
track the last two months. He signalized the event by
winning from the seventy yard mark in six minutes
and seven seconds ; Kelly, P. A. U., who started from
the same time, second. At Pastime Park, the same
day, R. P. McCurdy, S. E. W._, won the two mile safe-
ty handicap from scratch in eight minutes and twenty-
nine seconds ; W. J. Greer, scratch, second. The two
mile ordinary was won by Charles Kolb, S. E. W.,
fifty yards, in eight minutes and twenty-nine seconds

;

E. G. Kolb, S. E. W., second.

The Brotherhood Park track is now in fair condi-
tion ; the corners are still a trifle dangerous, but
otherwise everything is pretty near right.

It is doubtful if any race has attracted more atten-
tion, or been the cause of more discussion, than the
proposed match race between Taxis and Wilhelm
which will be run off on Saturday. Both men are at
work on the track, and both are in for business. Prob-
ably more money will change hands on this race than
has ever before been put up on a bicycle race in this
town. Paul Berwyn.

BROOKLYN BICYCLE CLUB.

The past two weeks have been a season of racing, and
no room for any other topic can be found anywhere.
At the clubs it is all what this or that man did, and
surprise or disappointment is all there is to it, while
the man who knew it all is in his glory, and the "I
told you so's " are legion. But the one event at
my club which eclipses all others, and warms the
cockles of each member's heart, is that to us belongs
the prize offered for the best appearing visiting club
in the parade at Hartford. A prize for this quality is

of much more value than for anything else, and the
men who participated in that parade did credit to
themselves personally and their club collectively ; we
are proud of the men, and proud of our club. The pic-
ture which will occupy a prominent place in our par-
lor will be the anchor cast into our hearts by the Hart-
ford Wheelmen, and while the connecting cable is in-
visible to the naked eye it is none the less strong, and
like the "silver line," it has fraternity at both ends.
Just pull the string next year, brother wheelmen of
Hartford, and we will respond with an " Um-pi-Ah !

"

delivered in person.
News reaches us of the campers out at Greenwood

Lake. Pretty wet place, from all accounts ; they dis-
covered this the very first pop. Rogers volunteered
to row the trunk over to the island, but the trunk and
Nat didn't quite balance the boat, so down went the
trunk to the bottom of the lake ; but, unlike McGinty,
they recovered it. The result of the trunk's immer-
sion was ludicrous, however. Ed Hall took his
sketching material with him, and they were very
close to the white shirts, etc., in that same trunk.
They are all wearing striped shirts and underwear at
present.
Sheffield and Bradley are off on a two weeks' tour

through the Berkshire country. They took in the
Hartford meet with the rest of the boys, and con-
tinued on their way from there.
The club is now beginning to take on its usual ap-

pearance at night. The members are nearly all home
from their summer outings, and brown faces attest
the benefit they have all received. Shortly we will
begin to talk bowling, and then the winter season will
open with a rush. Get the rust out of your arms, de-
cide whether it shall be a cross or straight ball, and
go in to win, or at any rate to have a good time.

ATOL.

HARLEM WHEELMEN.

SAN FRANCISCO.

The road officers and the racing committee of the
Harlem Wheelmen have decided to hold a two mile
scratch for novices, on Saturday, October 4. The
course has not yet been definitely decided upon, but
very likely the New Rochelle road will be chosen. On
the same day, a ten mile handicap race will be run off.

On November 4, a ten mile road race will be held.
The prize, donated by Mr. Harry Boese, is a hand-
some, solid silver cup, to be competed for each Elec-
tion and Decoration Day, until some one member lias

won the same three times in succession; it will thou
become his personal property. Mr. Gilbert A. Litch-
hult has promised something fine for a second prize.
The boys will pay their respects to Francis Wilson

on September 20.

F. E. Weayer, the transcontinental tourist, has acted
contrary to all precedent since his arrival in this city.
For two weeks it was impossible to find anv trace of
him, and it was only by chance that he was found in
time to enjoy a ride to Hayward's, the California Rip-
ley, last Sunday.
In company with F. W. Gillette, R. A. Smyth and H.

W. Burmeister, he had an opportunity of seeing the
road that is undoubtedly the best in this part of the
State, and which he says is as good as any he rode
over on his long trip. At San Leandro the party
stopped for some time and had an opportunity of
seeing some of the cracks taking a breather on the
Triangle, in anticipation of the coming road race.
Mr. Weaver expressed himself as having enjoyed the
day's ride hugely.
Last evening he was entertained at dinner by A. M.

Welch, and next Sunday will be the guest of the Oak-
land Bicycle Club at a picnic run.

If the editor of the L. A. W. Bulletin placed his record
table at the disposal of the compiler of the league
hand-book, he should forthwith correct the time cred-
ited to A. P. Engleheart, for the two mile safety, as
it is one minute faster than it should be.
The California Division's election resulted as fol-

lows : Dr. T. L. Hill, Chief Consul ; A. C. McKenney,
Vice Consul ; O. F. Granicher, Secretary-Treasurer

;

Representatives, F. R. Cook, C. C. Moore, Stockton
;

F. C. Clift, A. F. Stocker, Fresno.
As Messrs. Strong and Clift, of the committee

properly having charge of the counting of the
vote, were out of town the work devolved entirely
on partisans of the persons elected It would seem
that a change in the manner of counting the votes
would be desirable. It might be well to allow each
candidate two representatives, they to select another.
In this way the committees would know that their in-
terests were secure. Although the votes were counted
some time last week, the local papers have not an-
nounced the result as yet, and League members in
different parts of the State, not excepting this city,
have no idea of who was elected.
Chief Consul Thompson and Secretary-Treasurer

Sheldon let go very suddenly, as they were candidates
for re-election until the last moment.
W. S. Doane is expected in this city toward the end

of the week. If he has any desire to test the sprinting
powers on the road of some of the local riders, he will
have an opportunity to do so, as a number of good
men are training for the road race.
On a recent trip I met G. D. Hazard, formerly of

Boston, and also another gentleman named Holt, a
prominent rider in England some ten years ago.
Many cyclers seem to drift to this part of the world.

California.

INDIANAPOLIS.

The Zig Zag Cycling Club was organized August
18, and has rooms on East Washington Street near the
Court House.
On Saturday, August 23, twelve of the members

trained to Chicago and had a delightful time on the
fine park roads. Their mascot, Majore, a little ebony
pickaninny, was the center of attraction for the Chi-
cagoians.
President Smith, of the Indianapolis Bicycle Mfg.

Co., attended the L. A. W. meet.
The Indianapolis Wheelmen have no room as yet,

but they are talking of building next year.
There are only a limited number of lady riders in

this city at present, but prospects are bright for a
large increase in their ranks.
The bicycle thief is abroad here as elsewhere. A

Victor Safety, No. 4479, was stolen from Geo. Hall
Saturday evening last, and Omar King, of Greenfield,
near here, is minus a 53-inch Rudge L. R., No. 79,735,
1887 pattern.
This city will be well represented at Peoria.

ORANGE.

Within the past week over ten applications for mem-
bership have been received by the Orange Wheelmen,
and the club expects, before the end of the month, to
have a membership of nearly eighty. This speaks
well for a club that has been organized but two
months.
A number of the Orange Wheelmen attended the

Rhode Island Wheelmen's tournament on Saturday
last, going bv boat. They had an enjoyable time.
Mr. Chas. Thompson, of Hackettstown, left Orange

on his wheel, Tuesday morning, for his home.
J. D. Racey, of the Orange Wheelmen, while scorch-

ing on the Elizabeth-Rahway course Monday, slipped
his pedals, and a bad fall was the result. It is doubt-
ful if he goes in the five mile handicap road race to be
held on September 6. He now rides a safety.
The East Orange Cyclers have lost their crack man,

Knight, as he has joined the Orange Wheelmen. What
are the E. A. C.'s going to do at their open tourna-
ment? In the team races I am afraid they will fare
badly. Wheelman.

Caldwell Whuclmon.

At a recent meeting of the Caldwell Wheelmen, held
at the house of Percy lngalls, it was decided to hold a
regular meeting on the second Monday of each month.
It was also decided to give a lantern parade on Bloom-
field Avenue September u. The start will be made al

Franklin, and at the top oi Montolair Hill the proces
sion will disband. A large attendance is promised.
Herman Hornfeok and Paul Grosch have the largest

mileage in the club. The latter has ridden about \, .

miles since June 1 and the former 1,400 miles, llo; a

feck, who also belongs to the Atalanta Wheelmen, 01

Newark, is a Strong rider, and would undoubtedly
have made a Rood showing in the Atalanta's road race
on Labor Day had he accepted the two-minute handi
cap allotted him. VlC ivi;
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J. Bray, on a safety,
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At 1 a. m. P. J. McMahon took

up the running. Shortly thereafter the full moon,

which had lent its cheery assistance, became obscured

1 rain •mmenccd to fall, but the riders

pressed on until shortly after completing the eighty-

fifth mile, when, to avoid a collision with a cab,

ner was forced to make n Hying dismount. His

wheel struck the curb with great force, badly buck-

ling the rim. < • effort got it into rideable

shape again, and Spooner went on for the 100 miles,

his wheel scraping the fork at every revolution. At
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The Lincoln boys stood by their clubmate nobly
during his long ride, Wiminestadt especially being

n bis attention, remaining awake .

call throughout the entire night, while the whole-
souled manner in which the Washingtons threw open
their house is very noteworthy and quite an a

able contrast to the old cry of " club feeling ;" Roberts
and Winn, of the Illinois, and rne, of the

Chicac ne in for their meed of praise.

! ! 1 V. ! Chicago tournament, 1'arkside track,

September ig and to. '.'.'.'.

The Washington Cycling Club holds its first annual
race on Saturday next. 6th inst. Distance, ten

miles. The Illinois Club road race has also been
postponed to that day.

Shore, of the Lincoln Club, rolled up 168 miles oft

and on during his ride with Spooner. The confa

Lincoln's mileage medal, by-the-by, has now dwin-
dled down to a hard fight between these two, both be-

ing in the neighborhood of 3,500 miles. Shore having a

slight advantage.

"All right, if you will not pay my expenses to the

Eastern meets, I know a club that will, that's all."

This, I am told, is the amateur-like language and
spirit credited to one of our ambitious representa-

tives now trying to do something " down Hast " at the

expense of his club.

Mr. T. B. Jeffery, of the 1. A I. Co., returned from
abroad last week. He brought with him a pneumatic-
tyred safety, which is exciting lots of interest and
satisfying an abundance of curiosity at the (i. <* J. re-

tail Store, where it is being exhibited.

The Illinois Club formally throws open its new
house on the 5II1 inst., a huge smoker being on the

cards for that date. Quite a (lurry has been caused in

the I. C. C over the discussion of the liberties to be

accorded the lady riders.

On the ust inst. the Douglas Club decided its

twenty-live mile club championship on the Parkside
track. But three started, and the finish was in the

following order : Al. Kuehnel, first by a lap; C. 1)

Cutting, second ; O. C. il. Kelihen, third. Time, in.

38m. 1-5S.

The Milwaukee Wheelmen invaded Chicago on
Sunday last some twenty-six strong—three ordinaries

and twenty-three safeties Messrs. Horford, Hoch-
kirk, and Tattle had them in charge and showed them
the sights. Quite a number of the Mil waukeeians
visited the I'arkside track, amongst them Terry
Andrae, who did a trial mile on a road wheel and in

the teeth of a heavy wind 111 111 498. Andrae, 1 un-

derstand, will be at Peoria, and, as he is eligible to

nearly every race excepting the novice, should cut

quits a figure.

The Jno. Wilkinson Co. vacate their present quar-

Ic, and move further

south on South near Van Bursas N 1 Is to be torn

down to make way for the Masonic Temple. Mr. L.

M. Richardson, of the Wilkinson Co., has recently

imported the qTSI "Twin" 1 here, and with

Mr. and Mrs. R. "up," it never fails to attract oon-

, Mention Mr. R., by-the-by, goes to Eng-
land next month in the interest of his bo
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THE PHILADELPHIA TOURNAMENT.

Forepaugb Park, mi Friday and Saturday,
will he the scene (if what promisee to he a

• of exciting races. About 200 entries
have been received, ampng them being many
well-known fast men, as follows:

Quarter Mile Dash, Ordinary W. L WUhelm,
f.R. Hasleton, W. v. -. H. Crawford, B. P.
M. Daniel, S. W. Merrihew.

Half Kile Dash, Safety [oseph a. AlUraler, H
V Yost, P. M. Dampman, 1 R. Hasleton, W. W. 1

Win. S. Schumacher, W IV West, Win Van Wagoner.
II. E. Laurie, W. J. Willis.

One Mile, 3.30 Class, Ordinary H. Gill and V. S.
Anderson.

TWO Mill li \-: I Dampman, Taxis and |ohn
Draper.

Ohe mii.k oiks, safety, Handicap P. H. i.arri-
gnes, I. A. Allgaier. II V. Vest. W. I Willis, P. M
Dampman, !. R. Hasleton, W. W. Taxis. W. S Schu-
macher. R. P. McCurdv, W. P. Murphv, 1'. A Berlo,
Wm. P. West, J. H. Draper, William Van Wagoner.
II. B. Laurie.

Half Kile Ordinary, Open -W. L WUhelm, f.R.
Hasleton, W. W. Taxis, s. H. Crawford, B. P. M. Dan-
iel, S. W. Merrih

Half Mile, Hands Off, Safety i A. Alls
II V Yost, II. K. Laurie. W. [. Willis, J. R. Hasleton,
W. W. Taxis. J. H. Draper. Win. Van Wagoner.

Safety. 1.30 Class R P. McCurdy, w. \. pWm l:. Riegle, W. |. (Ireer, P. B. Marriott, V. |.

Kellcy.

Half Hile Tandem 1. R. Hasleton and mate, 1 B
KlUge and I'eter Berlo. W. W. Taxis and Win l\

Wm. P. and Chas. M. Murphy.

Half Mile, Boys Under . Safbta l. S Bret/.,

J Warner Alexander. Harry B. Watson.

Half Mile Ride ash Run, ordinary P N
Dampman. W W. Taxis, John H Draper, S. Wallace
Merrihew and B, P. M* Daniel.

One Mile Match Race, Ordinary Sam. H. Craw.
ford vs. I R lla/.clton.

One-half Mile Safety, Handicap—H. k. i.aurie,

W. 1. Willis, i' H Oarrig-uea, I A. Allagapr, II V
Yost, 1". M. Dampman. W W l.iv., Wm S Schu-
macher, R. I*. McCurdy, Wm. P. West. |. II. Di.

C. 1". Kluge, Van Wagoner. I'eter Berlo. Prank A
Price, Wm. B. Riegle, V.Mills, W.J. Greer, Wm. N.

J. Kelly. John A. Wells.

i; thrm

One-half Mile Championship, Philadelphia,
SAFI IV |. R. Ha/elton. W W. Taxis, R P. McCurdy,
1 .11 Draper.

sec in' 1
1 DAY,

li 1. ordinary w. s Ranch. 1. j.

Diver, Chas. Hickman. K. W. Schlensig, H. toll and
Edwin I ) Roe.

Mni Match Race. Ordinary w. w Tufa,
Philadelphia, vs. W. I. Wilhelm, Reading.

One mii.i Tandem, Safety .1 R Hasleton and
mate. C B. Kluge and I'eter Berlo. W W. Taxis and
Wm. P. West, Wm. P. and Chas M. Murphy.

One Mni. Boys Under 16, Safety Pranl
and II. L. Crowther.

Mile Ordinary W. 1. Wilhelm, I. R h
ton, w. W Taxis. S. H. Craw Anthony,
Wm. P. Murphy, Charles M. Murphy and s. w
Merrihew.

Oni mmi —
. Ordinary E Schoch,V s.

Anilerson, J. H. Draper, V. I. Kelly and (

Elliott

HALF Mni SAFETY Wm. S Schumacher, J.
A. Algaier. W. W, Taxis, 11 v Yost, I. R

. C. K. Kluge, W. Van Wagoner. I!

Laurie, and W. I. Wil

half Mili Ordinary, Handicap t: w
upman, w. 1 Wilhelm, 8. 11

rd. I H. Draper. \". |. Kelly. S Wallls Merri-
hew. 1 M Murphv. Wm. P. Murphy. 1

Anthony, J. B. Pierson, 1

Ml Daniel.

MALI Mim TRICYCLI W W Taxis. William
: I 11 1 iraper.

Mile, Thrbi Mini 11 Class, Safety Robert
uidv. William I West, I H l>i.i|» I. ? M

Dampman, 11. Y s *t, 1 \

and 1 a 1 fimon
hmimiii Hands Off, Ordinary i k Hasleton,
w w. 11
M< Dan nthony and Charles P. Murphy,
Two mii 1 Safety, h midicap P 11 G

I II. A Hi aii r, II V Yi I, I' M Dampman. |. K II

ton.W W Taxis, Wm S Schumacher. R I' McCurdy,

lolin

,\ W< lis, C. a Dlmon, C. B Klu( . 11 1 1 aui
W 1 Vi

I i •.! i. ORDINARY W
Murphv and S \\ hew,

t Handicap—P. M.
\\ 1 Wilhelm, I K II A 8

'.'
I k.!

nnv, J. H. B. 1

HALI Mil I I'lin M'> I IHIA i il IMPIOH MO
,v I Wilheli impman. I l< II

'

< II VMPIONSHIP OF
ink. Young and S. Jamison.
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NEWARK.

THE ATALANTA'S ROAD RACE.

The atmospheric conditions of Labor Day were all

that could be desired by wheelmen, and it was a most
admirable day for racing purposes, although old Sol's
refulgent rays were a trifle uncomfortable at times.
The Atalanta Wheelmen had selected this day for
their annual ten mile handicap road race over the
Elizabeth-Rahway course, and they were up and stir-

ring betimes. About thirty members left Lincoln
Park shortly after 9 o'clock a. m. for the scene of bat-
tle, and they were accompanied by twenty or more
members of the Business Men's Cycle League and a
following of the "unwashed," while many others
straggled down later. Along the course a fair sprink-
ling of wheelmen watched the contest with interest,
among them being several lady riders, and at the
Rahway end the populace turned out in large numbers,
notwithstanding the fact that it was only possible for
them to witness the racers turn about and dash back
to Elizabeth. Although there were eleven entries,
but eight starters were on hand. Hornfeck did not
look with gracious eyes upon his two minutes handi-
cap ; Charley Thorne had sprained his ankle the pre-
ceding day, and Congleton had sought the companion-
ship of two riders of the gentler sex in preference to
exerting himself on the race course. The start was
made from a point two miles or so from the lo.wer end
of the course, and the men then rode to the Elizabeth
end back to Rahway, and then to a point about a mile
from the Elizabeth line. This necessitated two turns.
At exactly 10:30 the men were started in the following
order: Coffin, 5 min.; Halsey, 4 min.; Pridham, 3 min.;
Struck, 2^ min.; Scudder, 1 min.; Swain, y2 min.;
Brock and Thorne, scratch. Every starter was mount-
ed upon a safety with the exception of Struck. The
men started off at a good pace, and held their respect-
ive positions for a mile or so. The first turn was
made in the order named : Coffin, Pridham, Halsey,
Struck, Swain, Brock, Scudder and Thorne. Imme-
diately after turning Swain started in for first place,
and rode a commendable race, passing every compet-
itor excepting Coffin, who had 4^ minutes slart, and
he was but a few seconds behind him at the finish.

The two scratch men were unable to overcome their 5
minutes handicap, which was too severe for the level
and smooth course. The order of finish and actual
time of the contestants were as follows : Coffin, 37m.
16s.; Swain, 35m. 10s.; Pridham, 39m.; Struck, 39m. 28s.;

Brock, 37m. 23s.; Thorne, 37m. 25s.; Halsey, 43m.;
Scudder, 40m. i6J^s. It is greatly to be deplored that
the gold medal was not offered as a time prize. Coffin
was a dark horse of the most raven hue, who claims
to be a rider of but two months' experience. He
could have been placed at scratch and still captured
a good place. The officials were : Timers, Will A.
Drabble, E. Fletcher Miller. Scorer, Herman Horn-
feck. Starter, Captain A. T. Rummell. Clerk of
Course, A. J. Butterfield. Another race will take
place on Election Day for a medal offered by Presi-
dent Drabble, which must be won twice to become
the property of the winner.

A TWENTY-FOUR HOUR RECORD.

Light-weight W. E. Eldridge, of the Hudson County
Wheelmen, started in on Saturday afternoon last, at
4:30 o'clock, to capture the club's twenty-four hour
medal, and he rode until 4:27 o'clock on Sunday after-
noon, covering 205W miles. Eldridge rode through the
Orange district all Saturday night and the early hours
of Sunday, being cheered on his way by the luminous
countenance of fair Luna's entire face and the com-
panionship of a clubmate who viewed the strange noc-
turnal sights through a pair of spectacles. About 8

o'clock a. m. Eldridge changed the scene of battle
against time to the Elizabeth-Rahway course, and was
paced during the day by a trio of Atalantas. Eldridge
was just nineteen and a half hours in the saddle, and
finished in comparatively good condition. He also
made a twelve hour record of 115 miles, which will
cause E. P. McLaughlin to bestride his wheel on Sun-
day next and endeavor to put the figures up a peg or
two higher. McLaughlin was resting on 103 miles as
the twelve hour club record before Eldridge stepped
in and went him twelve miles better. L. N. Thorne,
of the Atalantas, also intends to have a shy at the
twenty-four hour record on the coming Sunday.

If the Wheelmen's Bowling League decides to have
but five men on a team this season, as announced,
the Atalantas will be obliged to inaugurate a tourna-
ment of some kind among themselves. The club pos-
sesses at least fifteen good and trustworthy bowlers,
and almost double that number of sphere-tossers of
more or less ability. Besides these, there will prob-
ably be a score of new members to try their hands at
the game this season. With but five men on a team,
the club's chances for a trophy are again bright.
Meanwhile the prize won last year is slowly molding
in the hands of Mr. Thomas Crichton or some other
Brooklynite, despite the imperative and frequent de-
mands for the same by Captain Edwards and others.
For laxity, inertitude and unalloyed apathy, the trophy
committee of the Bowling League are to be com-
mended.

Immediately after the races on Monday, the Ata-
lantas and Business Men's Cycling League, forming a
party of over fifty, rode to Seawarren for dinner. It

required a sharp tussle, however, to secure the much-
desired food, and those who tipped the waiters most
substantially were about the only ones who came

away satisfied. In the afternoon the cyclers repaired
to Boynton Beach, conducted a rural ball game to
please themselves, and sought amusement in sundry
ways until the time arrived for the return trip.

On Friday evening, September 26, if the weather is
in a proper condition, the Atalantas will hold their an-
nual moonlight sail and clambake, and it is expected
that there will be a large turn out, as all previous
launch parties have been productive of much enjov-
ment. Four moonlight runs are on the card for Sep-
tember.

More bicycles were seen on the roads throughout
Essex and Union counties on Labor Day than have
ever been noticed before. Every one who could scare
up a wheel of any description was out inhaling a sup-
ply of ozone. The day was a model one for wheeling,
and every one seemed to appreciate the fact and take
advantage of it.

The sidewalk fiend has been "jumped on " again,
for Bloomfield, the only town that had not issued a
royal ukase against the unsportsman-like practice,
has fallen into line, and five dollars will be the price
asked for the use of the pedestrians' path in the future.
It is now impossible to utilize the sidewalks for riding
purposes anywhere in this vicinity without becoming
liable to entanglement in the meshes of the law.

Eight new members were admitted to membership
at a meeting of the Atalanta Wheelmen held on
Wednesday evening of this week. The club now has
about ninety members. The prizes won at the recent
road race were distributed to the winners.

Spark.

THE LATEST CLUB IDEA.

The Philadelphia Wheelmen who were at the League
meet have organized a club, which differs somewhat
from other organizations, inasmuch as only those cy-
clers who attended the Convention at Niagara will be
admitted. It was organized August 28, in the smoking
compartment of the parlor car, on the return trip from
the Falls, and will be known as the Niagara Just Now
Club. U. C. Herbert, of the Pennsylvania Bicycle
Club, was elected President ; H. L. Heffern, South
End, Vice-President ; George Caryl, South End, Sec-
retary-Treasurer. A special meeting will be held
Thursday, September u, probably at the club-house
of the Columbia Cyclers or the Oxford Wheelmen, to
adopt a club emblem or button. It is very probable
that the button will be of a very bright color, on ac-
count of the boys painting Niagara red on the days of
the meet. The dues of N. J. N. will be very light, and
any information can be had by sending your address
to George Caryl, 1,726 South Broad Street, Philadel-
phia. At present there are thirty-one members on the
roll, including members from the Pennsylvania, Cen-
tury, South End, Columbia, Oxford, Camden, Hazle-
ton, and Baltimore Clubs. The object is to continue
the sociability and friendship established during the
trip. The club will meet once a month, at different
club-houses.

The C. F. S. Cycling Club, of the U. S., is also an-

other organization on the same plan.
N. J. N.

THE LOUISIANA CYCLING CLUB'S NEW HOME.

CRESCENT AND JUNIOR SAFETIES IN STOCK.
Although we placed large orders at the factory last winter for these machines the demand has been so great that we have been unable

to fill all orders promptly. We now have same right in stock and can ship at once. We also have on hand ready lor immediate shipment
Victor Safeties, Ramblers, Light Ramblers, No. 4 Giants, Coventry Rivals, Speedwells, Lovell Diamonds, Bronchos, Psychos, Rushes, Ideal

Ramblers, Juniors, Little Giants and Pets. Order where you can get machines at once.

Rouse, Hazard & Co., 13 C Street, Peoria, III.
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TO THE TRADE. THE NEWARK BICYCLE HORN.
WE are pleased to announce lliat we are now manufacturing a complete line of THE

NKWlKK BICYCLE HOHN. Experience fully demonstrates that THE
NEWARK HORN "Clears the Road " instantly by a sudden pres-urc • t the Rubbei Bulb.
They do not get out of order and rattle, weigh but a few ounces, ..re- easily attached to the

handle bar, finely nickel plated and ornamental.

PRICE :

No 1, Small, - - 81.25
No. .. Ordinary, 1.60
fio. 3, Medium, • 2.25 II The Trade Supplied.

ORATON HALL,

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.,
BROAD AND BRIDGE STREETS, NEWARK, N. J.

THE ELLIOTT? HICKORY SAFETY.
Easy to Ride but Hard to Beat.

LIGHTEST for its STRENGTH.

STRONGEST for its WEIGHT.

STERLING ELLIOTT,

NEWTON, MASS.

CATALOGUES FREE.

E. N. Boweh, Buffalo, N.Y.

"We use a number of the
Hickory Safeties in our riding
school. Do not use any Steel

wheels. Couldn't run the school

if we did. I assure you I am
very glad thev are not hollow
steel. I do say the Hickory is the

most practical machine made,
and the most comfortable on
rough roads. I prefer it to any
other seen so far. The work-
manship is the finest I have
seen on any bicycle."

AGENTS WANTED IN ALL PLACES WHERE THE HICKORY HAS NOT YET BEEN INTRODUCED.

NEW YORK BICYCLE CO.,
4 and 6 East 60th Street, N. Y. City, Fifth Avenue entrance to Central Park.

New Wheels of all makes.
Choiee Assortment of Seeon<l-llaii<l Mounts.

Full line Cycling; Accessories.

Celebrated Warren Oils and Enamels.

LIST OF BARGAINS .WD SUNDRIES FREE UPON APPLICATION.

RENTINP i REPAIRING!! NICKELING!!! Old mounts taken in part payment for Now.

* JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO.,
MAKERS OF THE

BICYCLE CATALOGUE FREE.

DIAMOND
$85

SAFETY.
Steel Tubing, Drop Forgings and Ball Bearings to all parts.

147 Washington Street, BOSTON, MASS.
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P. O. Box 444, 243 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its con-
tents and give us their patronage, and as far as
is convenient, aid in circulating the journal,

and extend its influence in the cause which it

so faithfully serves. Subscription price, $1 per
year.

Congratulations on your issue of the 22nd ult. are
certainly in order. It simply takes the whole bakery.
—N. H. Weeds, Brooklyn Bicycle Club.

IN England, pneumatic-tyred wheels sweep
all before them, and the men who ride solid-

tyred wheels are beaten before they face the

starter. Yet the N. C. U. does nothing. Let

our American Racing Board show the way and
class the machines.

THE Racing Board has a deal of back-bone.

We feel sure that it will not flinch from

duty, and with the performance of that duty a

new batch of promateurs or professionals stares

us in the face. The expense-payment system

has been carried beyond the line established by
the Board, and investigations will soon be on

the cards.

THE rapidly broadening market for light

and middle weight wheels proves that

the public have been taught the value of light

machines under certain conditions. The edu-

cational movement was largely fostered by the

Capital Cycle Co., and they reaped their reward

by an unusually large season in 1889.

This year, a number of makers and importers,

having read the signs of the times and properly

noted the straws, have found a good demand
for cycles weighing from thirty-two to forty-

four pounds.

It is true that the light wheel is not the acme
of cycle construction under all conditions. It

is folly for a heavy or hard rider to invest in a

light-weight. There are also thousands of

miles of American roads over which no light

wheel could live. We think that the season of

1890 will witness a general lightening in weight

even in the product of our most conservative

concerns. To carry a perfect line of wheels, it

would seem that a seller should have at least

two, if not three weights. Since cycling at-

tracts many men of inferior muscular tone and

outfit, since we especially urge people of light

physique and of sedentary habits to take to the

sport, why should not their wants be consid-

ered?

WE can see but one logical solution of the

tyre problem on the race path, and that

is the separation of solid from cushion and

pneumatic-tyred wheels. It is unfair to bar

the owner of a pneumatic-tyred wheel from the

path ; it is impossible to handicap them, for the

reason that at the present time there is not

enough evidence to enable anyone to accurately

gauge the advantage of the pneumatic or

cushion over the solid. No standard penalty

can be adopted, since, from our present knowl-

edge, we know that the advantage of the pneu-

matic or cushion is increased or decreased with

the good or bad condition of a race path. For

the present, we think they should be classified.

The developments of the next few months

will find an easier solution than is possible at

present.

THE season conspicuous for a blazing sun,

dust-begrimed roads, and languid days

will soon be but an opprobrious memory, and

the followers of the wheel will speedily be able

to ride wherever their fancy, governed by a good

road dictates, and enjoy the rural scenes while

clothed in their most becoming garb. Nothing

promotes a more perfect sensation of invigora-

tion and self-satisfaction than a jaunt awheel

on a clear, cool Autumn day over a hard

country road amid the variegated foliage, the

garnered fields and the gently falling leaves

—

all harbingers of the near approach of Winter's

icy blasts and frigid weather.

He who foreswore the manifold attractions of

the Niagara meet and can spend his vacation

touring awheel during October's mellow days

is fortunate indeed.

WITH the return of cool weather comes the

season for bowling, and from the pres-

ent outlook the wheelmen of this vicinity will

indulge in this healthy recreation to a greater

extent than ever before. It is pre-eminently

the chosen Winter pastime of the cyclists, and

is one to be commended to the fraternity

throughout the North. It inspires a feeling of

joviality and good-fellowship among the vari-

ous clubs and is productive of much individual

affability. Moreover, it entirely extirpates the

pronounced proneness of the members of each

organization to coalesce or become torpid dur-

ing the Winter months. It is self-evident that

without continual strong attractions a marked

tendency comes to the surface in a cycling

organization for the constituency to drift apart,

or become slightly alienated from the wheeling

world during the reign of Jack Frost, and bowl-

ing counteracts all these inclinations most

admirably.

THE number of vehicles stolen in New York

and Brooklyn continues to multiply. 1 >eal-

ers are caused an incalculable amount of dam-

age and annoyance by the abuse or loss of rent-

ed wheels. It has been suggested that a local

mutual protective association be formed among

cycle agents. At the present time, the dealer

considers it bad policy to punish those who

steal wheels, and they hesitate t" < ibtain r • Iressi

from people who damage their good!

ially that their loss and repair account swells to

startling proportions. Should a trade union be
formed, the union, and not the dealer, would
take care of people who make it a habit to take

out wheels and misuse them. The idea is well

worthy of consideration.

WINDLE MAKES A NEW RECORD.
(Special to The Wheel.)

A special dispatch from Peoria, received just

as The Wheel is going to press, informs us

that W. W. Windle on September n, rode a half

mile, standing start, in im. 10 4-5S. This is

world's record. The ordinary record was im.

12 4-5S., held by W. A. Rowe. The English

record is im. 13 3-5S., made August 30 by
Archer.

MORE RECORDS LOWERED.

At Bristol, August 23, several attempts were
made to lower various records, and although a
high wind prevailed, success was met with in
three instances. Messrs. Cramp and Scheltema-
Bedwin lowered the tandem flying quarter to

35 1-5S. unassisted by pacemakers. Dr. E. B.
Turner brought the five mile tricycle record
down to 13m. 50 3-5S. , and in the gathering
darkness R. J. Mecredy made an assault on the
two-mile safety record, moving it down to 5m.
11 3-5S. At the Catford meet, W. C. Jones took a
shot at the safety half-mile record, but the heavy
track prevented him from getting nearer than
im. 12 4-5S., or 1 4-5S. outside. The perform-
ance was considered remarkable under the un-
favorable conditions. On August 18, however,
he lowered the flying quarter-mile safety to

31 4-5S. It was previously 32 1-5S,

A NEW BATCH OF RECORDS.

On August 18, Holbein, the English road
rider, broke his own existing fifty mile road rec-
ord by im. 31s. , riding the distance in 2h. 38m.
57s. He rode from Petersborough to Hitchin.
Messrs. P. C. Wilson and E. Dangerfield acted
as pacemakers, riding a tandem, and made the
fifty miles in 2h. 40m. 34s., which is 5m. 29s.

better than the tandem record made by Messrs.
Wilson and Mills.

On the Paddington track W. E. Langton, 200
yards, recently rode two miles in 5m. 1 8 3-5S.

,

which is the record for two miles, handicap.
On August 23, B. W. Crump and P. W.

Scheltema-Beduin went for the flying quarter
record on a tandem tricycle, and covered the
distance in 35 1-5S. , beating the previous best
record by 3-5S. Dr. E. B. Turner also endeav-
ored to lower the tricycle records up to five

miles. Result

:

DR. TURNER'S PREVIOUS
TIME. RECORD.

One mile 2111. 46s 2m. 37 3-5S.

Two miles. ..5m. 31 4-5S 5111. 24 '-',.-,

Three miles 8m. igs ...8m. 6j|s.
Pour miles. . 11m. 6 1-5S* 11111. S 4-5S.
Five miles. . 13m. 50 3-5S* 13m. 58 2-5S.

* New record.

R. J. Mecredy, Dublin University B. C, then
made a new two mile safety record. His dines
were: One mile, 2m. 33 2-5S. ; two miles, 5111.

12 4-5S., which beats his own recently estab-
lished record by 2 2-5S.

"We are practical ; we arc expert ; we are Old ; we
are more intelligent Hum anybody else ; we want the
Earth, but, boo-hoo ! we can't have it. Such is the
lachrymosal wail sent up by the double-headed edi
torial stall' of one of our esteemed contemporaries.
It is results that count

;
the paper, the thing' produced,

is the index of the "go" and brains behind it, We
fear our friends are too practical 10 he thoughtful;
too old to be enterprising, and so fearfully over-intel-
ligent that they stand appalled at their own mental
radiance and do nothing. Next.

NEW RO( 'll Ki .1 E in BE KEPT AWAKE.
The Westchester County Wheelmen will hold an in-

formal house warming, to-morrow evening, In their
new club house, at New Rochelle. The fatted call will

be killed at S o'clock, ami the house will rem. nil open
until midnight, and hilarity will reign supreme, fhe
affair is under the management ol the Hoard ol Trus
Ires, as follows: B.C. I'ullcl, II C, IVllcx.K, |' s,

I'

-

1

I'd, Kllgcno \alellliue, I'.. II. Mlll'gi'-., < . I, 1

edei icK fenkina, P, A. Tayloi and r, \ Sammis,
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*9. 30.

BBPTBMBBR.
I'll 1 1. 1. 1 flp In a lou main. 11 1.

inge Wheelmen's Race for the President's
. nge Cop.

Ten-mile nai id race ol the Vonkers
le Club. Riverdale Avenue conn
. Wheelmen's Twenty-five Mile Handi-

cap Row] R*< >•

Tournament at Meadville, Pa.

Minneapolis Bicycle Club's Twenty Mile Road
ourse.

Pe B >• • >!•
• 1

Inb's Tournament
a Louisville, Kv.
it Lynn, Mass, Address P. H. Cann, Y.

M C A., Lynn.
-Tryon Cup, Ten-mile Team Race, open to A. C

: Philadelphia.
-Combined Lantern Parade of all Philadelphia

eln
Tournament at Bck's Park, Minneapolis.
Omaha Wheel Club's Tournament. Address

Chicago St., Omaha,

it Parkside, Chi
-Third Annual Race of tin- South End Wheel-

men, Philadelphia, at Brotherhood Park
track.

Toronto Bicycle flub, fourth and fifth handicap
Roa ta

si-mile ko.i.l Kan-, Penn. Wheelmen, Reading

.a Burrillville, R 1.

.a 1 iavenport, Iowa.
-Tournament at Green Bay, Wis.
-Rockland Co. Wheelmen's Races at County

Spring Valley, N. V. Entries close

with Norman Gardenier, Hillsdale, N. J.,

S

-Ten-mile handicap road race over the Railway
Avenue course, open to Union Co.. N. J..

wheelmen.
-Ten mile Road Race i f tile Brooklyn Bicycle

Club, Irvington-Milburn course. Entries

-Postponed Tournament at l'reeport, 111.

1 Bicycle Races at Inter-State Pair.

THE OMAHA TOURNAMENT.

Trenton,
Bicvc
S. I

OCTOBKR.

1.—Bicycle races at Illinois State Pair, l'coria.

1.—Ten-mile Championship Race of the Century
Wheelmen, Baltimore
•ton Athletic Club's «5-mile Handicap Road

Entries close Sept. tj, with A. 1).

J
r

4.—Harlem wheelmen's Road R
4.—Tournament at Westchester County Pair, White

Plain-.. S V Entries clos with R.

H, Hoey, Whit.- Plains. N. V
-Annual Race Meet, Virginia Division

1

, at Nor-
folk.

11.—Annual Championship Meeting of the A A,
,: Washington, I). C.

-. at the Frederick County, Md., Fair.

rnament at Birmingham, Ala. Address
: House.

A TOURNAMENT FOR CHATTA-
NOOGA, TENN.

TIk- annual tournament <>f the Chattano
September ta and 1 |

at

Irivins park. Wheelmen from everywhere
Dvitea tu Ik- present and a good time is

A parade will take- place <>n Friday
noon through the principal streets tu tin

track. Id the evening a lantern parade will

•it runs and trips have
need. The racing events to be-

hk- 1 DAI

Half-Mi en to all wheelmen who
old medal

nal owner-

IF M.p. n.
-

1 1 v 1 i Mill i

I HRI I Mill I >RDI • M' '. H v

mm • .-Hi 1

third.

>l >

The tournament of the Omaha Wheel Club,

to be held at the Fair grounds in that city, Sept.

[8, 19 and 30, will l>e the greatest cycling

event ever witnessed in that part of the country,

The club is determined to make the all air wor-

thy of the city and surrounding country, and
preparations are being made on the must elabo-

rate scale. All the local racing talent is in act-

ive training, and the presence of sume of the

fast and must popular racing men in the country
is almost a foregone conclusion. Besides the

races, a hill climbing contest will be among the

attractions, on Davenport Street, and the pri/.es

—a gold medal and a $2,000 accident insurance

policy— will ensure many entries. A road race

to Florence, and a lantern parade, will also tend

to add interest to the affair. The various racing

events and prizes are as follows.

KIKsi DAV.

One Mile Ordinary, Novii e First, cyclometer,
Overman Wheel Company; second, .me pair

titfhts.

ONE Mill SAFETY. NOVICE First, parlor lamp;
second, one pair bicycle shoes.

Two MILE ORDINARY, OPEN- First, Winchester ri-

. md, leather collar and cuff box.

Half .Milk SAFETY, OPEN— First, silver cup:
ond, meerschaum pipe.

ONE Milk ORDINARY, NEBRASKA CHAMPIONSHIP—
1 medal, by ( ). W. C.

oni- Mni- Safety, Nebraska Championship—$30
gold medal, by 0. W. C.

Two Milk ORDINARY, HANDICAP First, tfold head-
ed umbrella; second, line lamp.

one Mile Ordinary, O. W. C. Diamond medal.

One Quarter Mile dash, ordinary- First, gold
headed cane; second, suit of tights, bv Brie Knitting
Mill.

ii\i Mni Ordinary, Handicap Pint, Kodak
camera, by Eastman Company; second, one pair $15
pants; third, one pair bicycle six-

SECOND DAY.

Two Milk Safety, Handii ai- First, marble clock.

•ope Manufacturing Company; second, safety

lamp.

ONE Mni Ordinary, Open first, amateur photo-
graphing outfit; second, silk umbrella.

Three Mile Lap Race, 1. a w. onl\ First,

League uniform; second, one pair $15 pants; third, one
poker set.

Two Mill ORDINARY. CHAMPIONSHIP OF NEBRASKA
—$30 gold medal, by L. E. Holton.

Oni Mni s\ii ik mi \ First, lie pictun
Frame; second, safety lamp, by Gormully & Jeffrey

Company.
One Half milk Dash. Ordinary, Open First,

traveling case; Becond, silk umbrella.

Two Mni Handicap, 0. w. c. First. <>. w, C.

, up; Second, gold medal.

Pivi Mni Open First, fine parlor lamp; second,

rat nap pedals; third, bronse vase.

(iNt Mni ordinary, Boys 1 y~bars ind under
First, Little Hani Ss
second, silver medaL

Mni. Consolation, Ordinary First, bicycle
shirt; second, luggage carrier; third, one pair tennis

The officials wiil be as follows:

Referee, S. V, G. Griswold; judges, II 11.

Rhodes, G. O. Francisco, w. I-:. Coombe . timers,

\ B. Hudson, Prank Parmalee; umpires, W.
11 Head, <;. P. Bpeneter, A M. Cowie; scorer,

I
1 Bbersolej handicapper, C. II Stone; clerk

of course, P. T. Mittauer; assistant clerk-- w
rlau, 1 >r F n Conner; Btarter, William

Bmerson.
Reception Committee A. II. Perrigo, 1 1

Mittaucr and I 1 ' Smith .
he-ad<|iiat ters ;l l

treet,

Secretary of the Tournament- A H Perrigo,

BIRMINOH KH, II I ,
BIl * ' l I HI

A i loui n.iin.iit will be held st Bli i

undei the managemenl »1 Loul
live hundred dollar* In

i

will I

mile .. one mil.- safety, open; two mile,

handicap; hall mile, ordinary; twnm

. u ; five mile, profcHnionnl ;

npen, flying ttart ; one mile, ride and run,

iiionship: two mile ordinary, handicap; half-

mile

half-
I wo mile . lab, championship,

ITY i m i<

,i it the

ROAD RACE OF THE WASHINGTON
CYCLING CLUB.

The lirst annual mad race of the Washington
Cycling Club, Chicago, which was run Satur-

day morning, September 6, was a bowling sue-

so t" speak.

Out Of thirteen starters ten were lucky

enough to finish. The course was a ten mile
one, from the Wisconsin Central tracks over to

las Park, thence to Humboldt Park, the

finish being near the start. The race was B

handicap one. the limit being seven minutes.

F. II. Brown, W. J. Anderson, W, C. Thome,
and H. Nelson White were the scratch men ; \\

A Boyle, mi.; C. G. Sinsabaugh, sm. ; W. |.

White.' W. H. Chenoweth, 3m.; W. L. Whit-
son, W. Montross and R. M. Peare, Jr., 4m.

;

K. C. Craigie and Fred H. Allen. ;m., and A.

W. Tai't, 6m., were the startus. Although the

course was a heavy one owing to ram, good
time was made. C. <l. Sinsabaugh won the
race and made the second best time. Owing
to the rules of the race lie could not take the

two pri/.es, so the second time medal fell to II.

X. White. F. A. Brown won the time cup.

The following is the order in which they fin-

ished, also their time : C. G. Sinsabaugh. time
37m. 30s.; Fred Allen, 41m.; W. H. Cheno-
weth, Jr. , 39m. i?s. ; W. Montross, 40m.
W. L. Whitson, 41m.; P. H. Brown, 37m. 15s

11. X. White. 37m. 40s.; W.
J.

Anderson, 37m.
4?s. ; R. M. Peare, Jr., 41m." 50s., and A. W.
Taft, 45m.
There was a large crowd of spectators pres-

ent, and not a lew ladies were noticed wearing
the red star of the Washingtons. The only

accident was the one that befell unlucky Peare,

who took a peculiar " header" at the start and
thus lost his chance of winning the time cup.

W A. Boyle and W.
J.

White did not finish

THE WESTCHESTER COUNTY
RACES.

The rain on Saturday morning last caused

the Riverdale course, between Spuyten Duyvil

and Riverdale to assum< a very heavy -and

moist condition; but the Vonkers Bicycle Club
held their ten mile handicap road race over the

stretch, nevertheless. There were eleven start-

ers, and the winners were as follows K. K. Mel-

knap, Star Cycle Club, 4111. i;s, lirst. time.

44m. 12s. ; G. V. Crawford, Westchester County
Wheelmen, sin., second, time, 44m. ;;- . C P.

Marsden, Jr., Yonki I
m., third,

time, 43m. t8a ; J- J. Van Tassell. Star Bicycle

Club, 4111. i;s., fourth, time. 45m. 44s. . C. Burn-
ham. Vonkers Bicycle Club. ;m., fifth, time.

4-'m. 1 >
1 H. Lockwood, of the Vonkers Club, was

scratch, and he rude a strung race, but was un-

able to reach the limit men. securing sixth

place. The pri/.es were distributed at the Von
dub rooms, after the face. The first prize-

was a silver water pitcher, and the others con
sisted of a gold medal, vases, silk umbrella, and
gol.l scarf pm

RACING AT ROTHSVILLE, PA.

( >n Labor I
• & at

Rothsville, Pa., neai Lancaster, which attracted

B large- number of s|" and proved a

highly creditable and well managed all. ur.

Charles Konigmacher, Bphrata, was refi

.md |. G. Zook. II. G. Kemper -md Dr. I B
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PHILADELPHIA'S TOURNAMENT.

The tournament at Forepaugh Park, under
the management of C. E. Updegraff, which took

place on Friday and Saturday of last week, was
distinguished by some pretty finishes, and also

by the large number of falls sustained by the

contestants. No one received serious injury,

however, excepting Anthony, who unfortunate-

ly had his thumb broken, and was otherwise
bruised and cut.

The track had been banked at the corners,

and although not perfect, was in very fair shape.

The large crowd of spectators expected on Sat-

urday was somewhat diminished in number by
the ram which fell early in the afternoon. The
interest of Saturday's races centred in the much
talked of one mile match race between Taxis
and Wilhelm, the prize being a handsome silver

tea set. Both men had been preparing for the

trial for some time, and as they mounted their

machines at scratch each appeared in good con-
dition, Wilhelm looking the stronger of the two.

They got off well together, Taxis leading by
about a wheel's length. It was by no means a
fast race, both men watching each other close-

ly. Beginning with the fourth lap the pace was
quickened, and on the backstretch Taxis start-

ed in for all he was worth, Wilhelm following
suit and closing up the yard or so that his com-
petitor had snatched from him on the first spurt.

Then the Reading man drew up alongside, and
forced the Philadelphian to ride his best. Round
the last turn the two came wheel and wheel, the
whole field and the grand stand yelled and
shrieked and cheered for each as they tore down
the homestretch. Amid a wild scene of confu-
sion they crossed the tape together, and the
judges gave the result a dead heat. Time, 3m.
20 2-5S. There was nothing to do but to run the
event again, and after a short interval, the two
rivals again mounted, and the same scene was
enacted over again, except that this time Wil-
helm led and for three laps Taxis hung close to

him. On the fourth lap, as in the former race,

the hatchet as well as the track was dug up in

earnest, and straining every nerve the men
came round the last turn with Wilhelm slightly

in advance. The Reading man's friends then
declared that he had the race and there was
considerable betting on the result. Twenty
yards from the tape Taxis drew about level

with his antagonist, and then it was a sheer case
of who could drive his machine hardest and get
the advantage of a last shove over the tape.

Taxis got it. Amidst tremendous excitement
he snatched victory from the very jaws of de-
feat by less, apparently, than half a foot, and
the great match race was over.

The one mile open for ordinary machines was
a good race, A. A. Zimmerman winning from
Wilhelm and S. W. Merrihew, the former tak-

ing second place. Owing to the number of

competitors, the one mile three-minute class

was run in heats. W. J. Willis, of England,
rode under protest and won in 3m. 21 4-5S. He
was mounted on a pneumatic-tyre wheel.
The two mile safety handicap was one of the

most interesting events of the day, and again
demonstrated the racing capabilities of the
"pneumatic." H. E. Laurie, of England. W.
F. Murphy, New York Athletic Club, and J. R.
Hazleton Were on a scratch, and the dozen other
competitors had all the way from 30 to 280
yards start. By the end of the first mile several

men cried enough and dropped out, while the
three scratch men closed up on the field. It

was then a race between the three noted flyers,

and Laurie won handily, with Murphy second
and Hazleton third.

The race that created about as much excite-

ment as any on the programme was the one for

the colored championship of Pennsylvania.
Only two started, W. Brown and Frank Young.
Two uproarious shouts of "Go it, Brownie,"
" Give it him, Youngey," and the two colored
seekers after racing fame pumped honestly and
seriously for all they were worth four times
round. On the last lap Brown proved too much
for his competitor and won with comparative
ease.

H. E. Laurie then started in to make, if

possible, a record for the track, and, paced by a
few local men, went to work for five miles.

The best he could do for the distance was 15m.
37s., which, considering the track, was good
time.

Summaries of the two days' races follow:

FRIDAY.

One Mile Novice, Safety—Clark Linton, R. W.,
first

; J. Heffern, second. Time, 3m. 23 1-5S.

Quarter-mile Dash—First heat : W. W. Taxis,
first ; A. A. Zimmerman, second ; W. I. Wilhelm,
third. Time, 42 3-5S. Second heat : C. M. Murphy,
first ; E. C. Anthony, second. Anthony fell on last

lap, no time taken. Final heat—A. A. Zimmerman,
first ; C. M. Murphy, second ; W. I. Wilhelm, third.

Time, 42 3-5S.

Half-mile Dash, Safety, Scratch—J. R. Hazle-
ton, C. W., first ; C. M. Murphy, N. Y. A. C, second.
Time, im. 26s. Six started.

One Mile Ordinary, Scratch—E. J. Kelly, R. W.,
first ; C. A. Elliott, C. W., second. Time, 3m. 19 1-5S.

Two Mile Team, Ordinary, Scratch (Open to
Philadelphia teams of three men each)—F. M. Damp-
man, W. W. Taxis and J. H. Draper had a walkover.
Time, 7m. 24 4-5S.

One Mile Open, Safety, Handicap—W. F. Mur-
phy, N. Y. A. C, scratch, first ; W. F. West, A. C.

S. N., go yards, second ; F. W. Garrigues, C. W., 145
yards, third. Time, 2m. 56 2-5S.

This was a very pretty race, Mu»phy catching the
leader within 20 feet of the tape. In this event also
were H. E. Laurie, N. Y. A. C, scratch ; R. P. Mc-
Curdy, S. E. W., 100 yards; F. B. Marriott, no yards;
F. W. Greer, R. W., 100 yards; C. A. Dimon, S. E. W.,
160 yards ; W. B. Reigle, 140 yards

; J. H. Draper, A.
C. S. N., 80 yards ; E. A. Powers, R. W., 80 yards.

Half-mile Ordinary, Open—A. A. Zimmerman,
first ; C. M. Murphy, second. Time, im. 23s.

Taxis, Merrihew and Wilhelm also started, but
dropped out on the last lap, Zimmerman winning a
very pretty race from Murphy.
Half Mile Hands off, Safety, Scratch—

J.
R.

Hazleton, C. W., first; V. J. Kelly, second. Time,
im. 31s.

One Mile 3.20 Class, Safety, Scratch (Heats, best
two in three)—First heat: W. J, Greer, R. W., first; W.
B. Reigle, second. Time, 3m. 12s. Second heat: V. J.

Kelly, R. W., first; C. A. Elliott, second. Time, 3m. 13

2-5S. Third heat : W. J. Greer, R W., first ; C. A. El-

liott, second. Time, 3m. 8 1-5S.

Half Mile Tandem, Safety, Scratch—W. F.

Murphy and Charles M. Murphy, N. Y. A. C, walk-
over. Time, im. 30 2-5S.

Half Mile, Boys' Safety, Scratch—L. L. Bretz,
first; Harry B. Watson, second. Time, 2m. 34s.

Half Mile, Ride and Run, Ordinary—W. W.
Taxis, A. C. S. N., first ; F. M. Dampman, A. C. S. N.,

second. Time, im. 58 2-5S.

One Mile Match, Ordinary—J. R. Hazleton, C.

W., first; Samuel Crawford, R. W., second. Time, 3m.
8 3-5S.

Half Mile Safety, Handicap—F. R. Gaugner, C.

W., 70 yards, first; E. W. Wilier, N. Y.'A. C, 20 yards,
second. Time, im. 22s.

Half Mile Philadelphia Championship, Safety,
SCRATCH—J. R. Hazleton, C. W., walkover. Time,
im. 33 ^s.

SATURDAY.

One Mile Novice, Ordinary—Edwin O. Roe, first;

W. T. Thornbury, second. Time, 3m. 25 4-5S.

One Mile MATCH—Race between W. I. Wilhelm, of
Reading, and W. W. Taxis, of Philadelphia ; a dead
heat. Time, 3m. 20 2-5S. On second trial, Taxis won
in 3m. 14 1-5S.

ONE MILE TANDEM—A walkover for the Murphy
brothers, N. Y. A. C. Slow time.

One Mile, Boys under 16—L. Crowther, first; J. J.

Diver, second. Time, 3m. 27s.

One Mile Ordinary, Open—A. A. Zimmerman,
first; W. I. Wilhelm, second. Time, 3m. n 1-5S.

One Mile, 3.10 Class—B. F. McDaniel, first; V. J.

Kelly, second. Time, 3m. 10 2-5S.

Quarter Mile Dash, Safety—W. J. Willis, first;

W. F. Murphy, second; Hazleton fell. Time, 43 1-5S.

Half Mile Ordinary, Handicap—A. A. Zimmer-
man, first; S. H. Crawford, 50 yards, second. Time,
im. 25 3-5S.

Half Mile, Tricycle—A walkover for W. W. Tax-
is. Time, ira. 44 2-5S.

One Mile, Three Minute Class—First heat: R. P.

McCurdy, first; W. F. West, second. Time, 3m. 15 2-$s.

Second heat: W. J. Willis, first; J. H. Draper, second.
Time, 3m. 12 2-5S. Final heat: W. J. Willis, first; R. P.

McCurdy, second. Time, 3m. 21 4-5S.

Half Mile, Hands Off, Ordinary—W. W. Taxis,
first; C. M. Murphy, second. Time, im. 50 2-5S.

Two Mile Safety, Handicap—H. E, Laurie, first:

W. F. Murphy, second; J. R. Hazleton, third; all

scratch men. Time, 6m. 9s.

Quarter Mile One-Legged Race—W. W. Taxis,
first; C. M. Murphy, second. Time, 57s.

One Mile Ordinary, Handicap—A. A. Zimmer-
man, first; Charles M. Murphy, second. Time, 2m. 59s.

Half Mile Ordinary, Philadelphia Champion-
ship—J. R. Hazleton, first; W. I. Wilhelm, second;
W. W. Taxis, third. Time, mi. 30s.

One Mile, for the Colored CHAMPIONSHIP of
Pennsylvania—W. Brown, first; Frank Young, sec-

ond. Time, 3m. 33 1-5S.

The officers were: Referee, Samuel A. Boyle;

judges, Dr. M. N. Keim, Samuel Jackson, A.

H. MacOwen ; timers, W. A. Richwine, George
E. Curtis, W. M. Perret ; starter, John A.

Green; umpires, C. Linton, T. C. Boyer; scor-

ers, R. H. Kain, T. Henry Sweeting ; clerk of

course, R. H. Kain ;
manager, C. E. Upde-

graff.

Mr. John A. Green, of the firm of Strong <V Green,
accompanied lack Hazelton. of the Century Club, on
the racing circuit, and kept liim in good shape.

MEADVILLE ENJOYS A TOURNA-
MENT.

When, on the 19th of August, it was found
necessary to postpone the bicycle tournament
at Meadville, Pa. , by reason of the inclemency
of the weather, there were many disappointed
cyclists, and it was agreed that another attempt
should be made ere the unfavorable Autumn
weather came. September 9 was selected, and
the local riders of the wheel put forth their best
efforts in arranging for the event.

The day dawned threateningly, but although
the sun did not shine throughout the entire

twenty-four hours no rain fell. Meadville's small
army of cyclists were out in full force, and one
could not but notice that something out of the
usual order of things was about to transpire.

The visiting wheelmen began to arrive
shortly after 10 a. m., and at 10.45 o'clock the
parade was formed, and headed by a brass
band the cyclists rode through the principal
streets, making a pretty sight. Hundreds of

spectators lined the sidewalk and enjoyed the
spectacle greatly.

THE ROAD RACE.

The six and a half mile handicap road race
from Saegerstown to Meadville attracted crowds
at both the starting point and the finish line,

having caused much local interest. The start

was made at 11 o'clock with four entries.

Critchlow was given half a minute handicap
over Steele, Taylor and Clark. The former
easily won the race in 27m., with Steele second.

Taylor took a severe header and was badly
bruised. Clark halted and lost five minutes
while he assisted his fallen companion. This
unfortunate event marred the race greatly.

Critchlow was awarded the first and time prize,

and Steele was given the second prize. The
judges were Messrs. W. E. Foster, E. L. Bern-
hoft, S. T. Dick, W. R. McCoy, F. C. Fowler,
W. B. Best and E. B. Bodley.

THE RACES.

After partaking of the noonday meal another
procession was formed, and the wheelmen rode
to the driving park, where the races took place.

They resulted as follows

:

One Mile Novice, Safety—Hollister, first ; Mc-
Crea, second; Stenger, third; Vance, fourth; Will-
iams, fifth. Time, 3m. 3i^s.

One Mile, Ordinary—Henry, first: Blowers, sec-
ond; Brown, third; C. Steele, fourth; Taylor, fifth; A.
Steele, sixth; Clark, last. Time, 3m. 20s.

Half Mile, Boys—W. L. See, first; McClintock, sec"
ond; Mansfield, quit. Time, 2m. 48s.

Three Mile, Championship—W. F. Henry, War-
ren, Pa., first; R. S. Blowers, Westfield, N. Y., second;
Brown, Greenville, third ; Taylor, fourth ; C. Steel,
fifth; Black, sixth. Time, nm. 22%s.

Five Mile, Handicap—Blowers, first ; Robinson,
second ; Stenger, third ; Cole, fourth

;
Clark, Baker

(Greenville) and McRae quit. Time, 20m. io.j£s.

Half Mile Dash, Ordinary—Blowers, first; Clark,
second; Brown, third; Taylor, fourth; Steele, fifth.

Time, im. 4o^s.

Half Mile Dash, Safety—Hollister, first; Robin-
son, second; McCrea, third. Time, im. 43s.

Dr. Cyrus See was judge, assisted by George
B. Acuff, R. C. Bolleau, H. C. Beman, W. E.

Foster, S. T. Dick, F. H. Fowler, Capt. W. B.

Best, E. H. Bernhoft, R. B. Thompson. Ref-
eree, William Waller, of Franklin.

Next year a tournament will be inaugurated
on a much larger scale.

NOTES OF THE ROAD AND PATH.

There will be a number of races run at Tiltoti. N.
H., to-day.

At the recent Hartford tournament sixty-seven dif-

ferent riders received prizes.

W. Schumacher did not show up in as good form
as was expected at the Hartford tournament.

The Oxford Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, hold a

five mile road race on Labor Day on the Lancaster
Pike, it was won by D, R. Perkinpine in 17m. ss. \Y.

C. Schmidt was second,

'flic tournament of the Green Bay, Wis., Cycle Cluli

lias been postponed from September 17 and 18 to
September 24 and 25.

The 1 aces <>i (In- Y. M. (.'. A. at I.yiiu, Mass., to-tuor-

row promise to be well contested, numerous entries
having been received.

In the fifty-mile safety championship oi England,
thirteen men rode over twenty-one miles within the
hour, and seven men rode over forty miles within
t wo hours, while three men completed the fifty miles
within two and one-half hours, or an average p.

1

twenty miles an hour from start to finish.
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THE LOUISIANA CYCLING CLUB'S

NEW HOME.

A trifle over one year ago, when the most enthusi-
astic members of the Louisiana Cycling Club, ol New

•is. conceived the plan ol the organisation,
building and owning its own club-house, most of the
members considered it a wild and impracticable
scheme ; nevertheless, the small band of enthusiasts
went to work and agitated the subject among the
boys, held meetings, laid OUt plans and built castles
ill the air innumerable. After rejecting all the
original schemes offered, it was anally decided to

I ibe to a block of stock in one of our local build-
inn and loan associations. Alter much investigation
the Commercial Homestead was finally selected, and
the necessary preliminaries toward making a loan

irranged.
After being awarded sufficient funds for the •

tion of our house, we encountered other Stumbling
blocks in the the pets. .11s ..| the several builders who
bid upon our plans, and failed to comply with their
contracts, owing txi the increased price iti lumber.
For several months the prospects looked black and

gloomy, in fact the affairs were in such bad sli.qn

that only the most sanguine promoters of this serious
Undertaking were at all certain of success. Finally,
after weeks of wears watting and hard work, the
riKht man was found in the person of Mr. I. i

Le Corgne. one of our most enterprising builders.
Immediately upon sinning the contract, he ener-
getically commenced operations.
On the .'.th day of May, 1890, ground was broken,

and from that date the work progressed with remark-
able rapidity. The house was delivered to us com-
pleted on Aug. =. whereupon the House Committee
took charge preparatory to delivering it to the club
completely furnished and ready for occupancy. A
cut of the building appeared last week.

It is a single story frame, with front and side galleries
six feet wide. Entering from the front gallery to
your rii;)it is the ladies' parlor, and to your left is the
reading room, which is an octagon in shape. Going
through an archway at the end of the hall you come
to the billiard and main halls, which extend across
the entire building; this room is very larc,c, being

Prom here you no into the v.

which will hold about seventy-live wheels. To the
left of this are the janitor's quarters and bath rooms.
A beautiful lawn surrounds the entire house. Tin-
club also owns the ground (twi si, ,11

which the house stands.
The club-house is delightfully situated on Octavi.i

Street, in the vicinity of some of the finest gardens in
the South, in a neighborhood noted lor its beauty,
and not a hundred feet from St. Charles Avenue, our
most magnificent asphalt drive which extends lor live

miles through the most picturesque portion of
the city. The members of the organisation will sit on
their broad verandas breathing the sweet perfumes of
the myriads of flowers, and while the blue smoke
emanating from their cigars loses itsell Into
whirl of overhanging oaken branches, can quietly
ruminate upon the fact that theirs is the only club in
the South which hi nit and owned its

domicile.
< Irganised July 7, 1887, it has in the three short years

oi its existence, by tin- efficient management ol its

various officers and unstinted support of the men
worked its way gradually to the topmost round ol
the ladder of sui trting out as It did
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-s both financially and in the manner in which
II was carried out, and considering that it was the first

of its kind ever attempted bv any club in this district,
they can well feel proud of the affair. The N. <).

Bicycle Club were invited to attend ill u body, and by
their • .illy to th. if the
entertainiu.
The fad that at th. unit of th, I. A W

the Lo irried off twenty-three out of twenty-
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1

irried off eigh-
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lowing records held by members of the club: South-
ern twenty- four hour record held by R. G I

miles; I.or ord tor one mile on ti

K. W. Slusser, ,m. .'*.; fifty mile road race, B. W
Cason, ih 16m. 1 is., and the fact that since its organisa-
tion its members have held 1 very one-day, week,
month and year record, in addition to other perform-
ances on both track and road.
The colors ..| the i lub .in royal purple and old .

The uniform is dark e,ray trimmed with black, with
silk stockings ami black shoes

Th. nip of the club numbers sevi
eight active and ten honorary men u ol
whom are lady ridels. The club anticipates 1.

before the end of the
formally opened on Saturday even-

ing, August . ;, with the largest smoker that ever took
place in the South.
called to order by President Grivot, who .1

short speech to the guests present, bidding them
welcome to the home of the Louisianaa, and imme-
diately appointed Major W W. Crane, the presiding
officer ol the meeting. Ma then deb
a little speech, explaining the form of entertainment of
which a "smoker " consisted, and impressed upon the
mindsofall present that everything "goes," and that
if anyone present was called upon, there

inn out or pleading an excuse of any kind, for it

would not be accepted. He immediately ap]
following committees for the evening :

Bouncing Committee Messrs. Slu
Mai Graham, Spring and Fenner.
Beer Commit! N<

Hathorn an
Cigarette Committi 1

son, all by himself.
The fun then began.
Mr. HcCartney sang, Mi - asplendid

"iitation in pantorn il

solo on the auduphone. Mr. R w Abbott rectti

Italian piece, and as an encore addressed the club
Mr. I i. \V. Christy, the oldest member in the club, and
being the first honorary membi 1

prettily about the past, present and future of the
club. Mr. Hathorn and Grivot played a
Mr. Beany Walsh
Bouge played the
evening wave a wrestling match
a representation of the man walking down a 1 rowded
street trying to read a paper. Mr. »i. Faurc dan
jig, M ; and Grivot pi

tome delightful selections
Penni and gave a pantomime 1

tion. Prof. Sadlier treated the crowd to some flip-

flaps .in.l club swinging, Mr. Harold Christy and
John O'Reardon sane,. Mr. Clans Bogel appi
twice in two stories without words, and ihen
Mr. Harrison told a lunnv st< • Mr junker
and Messrs, Janus | Woll > . Newman, I

Marks, Prank Campbell, M than and 1

man mad. ml Prank
addressed tin meeting 111

I

American Wheelmen. Then the press was called on
lo say something, and Mr Ross. ,.1 the s

responded, and then Major delivered another little

speech, .in entertainment wound up
by everybody singing "Auld Lai We Won t

Go Home until Morning," and anything
could thin!

.Id any ot our 1
Imen sink, into this

neck oi woods, he will find the old ortln

stead, bidding you a heartv welcome, 0111-

fortable litt le . rib. ti

1 to a land wi
and pretty girls are in blossom th< real rout

The sue, . ss oi the I.. 1

'

ol the club depends upon Ills indivi and
has done and will do all in his power to push the 1 lub
onward and upward until it 1

among the hundt throughout the
count ;

1 v

lsh played a piano -

ic "I hide's March,'' and during the

I be (,i on 1 b .,1 lb. I . .

While the followini:
I

membership ..1

who rem v,

annual growth from new 11

will re. I. Ills I

IK.
Ml Ml 1 VI - ro

88;

188;
1888.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

Thi w , I . u 1 v.. b itent
Lav.

Get 11.

Ohio. I led
I
an
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

Several ladies have recently taken to the wheel at

Alameda, Cal.

Philadelphia made a big showing at the Niagara
meet in every way.

The Press Bicycle Club, of Buffalo, has decided not

to join the League for the present.

The membership of the Harrisburg Lady Cyclers'

Association is reported to be rapidly increasing.

Walter R. Hearne, of the Zigzag Bicycle Club, of

Buffalo, sailed this week for an extended European
trip.

Missouri is anxious to secure ten more League mem-
bers in order to gain admittance to the charmed circle

—400.

The ladies at the Niagara meet were entertained
by the Ladies' Auxiliary of the Niagara Falls Bicycle
Club.

Work will soon be commenced on a handsome new
club house for the Bay City wheelmen of San Fran-
cisco.

A bicycle auxiliary has been formed among the
members of the Philadelphia Sketch Club who ride

wheels.

Taxis and Zimmerman will shortly attempt to lower
the five mile tandem record on the Lancaster Pike
course.

A new sixty-foot drive has just been opened in

Schenley Park, Pittsburg, much to the delight of the
cyclers.

E. H. Corson, of Rochester, N. H., will engineer a
touring party through the White Mountains Septem-
ber 15-20.

The colored cyclists of St. Louis have organized a
club, and their headquarters are being fitted up in

comfortable style.

A number of members of the Yonkers Bicycle Club,
including Capt. Lockwood, rode from New York to
Niagara before the meet.

E. A. Leopold, of New Haven, has been reinstated
as an amateur, and W. V. Houek, of Buffalo, has for-

feited his amateur standing.

A large increase in membership has caused the
Buffalo Ramblers to consider the advisability of
erecting a club of their own.

J. A. Silver, of the Park Avenue Wheelmen, Phila-
delphia, has returned from a 400 mile tour through
Pennsylvania, Maryland and Virginia.

Fred. H. Donly, Secretary of the Rhode Island
Wheelmen, is accompanying Wm. Van Wagoner on
his tour to the various racing tournaments.

The roads in and around Chatauqua Lake are re-
ported to be in excellent condition for wheeling pur-
poses, and as a result cycling is very popular.

The Gotham Wheelmen held a run to Coney Island
on Sunday last. The club is about to adopt a new
uniform and is also looking about for new quarters.

The Fort Wayne Club is reported to be on the verge
of disbandment, resultant from a heated and pro-
tracted fight over the question of admitting ladies to
membership.

Teams of four men each from various Philadelphia
clubs will contest for the Tryon cup September 13.

The course will be from Devon to Overbrook, a dis-

tance of ten miles.

W. H. Wilhelm & Co., of Reading, Pa., have re-
cently opened new salesrooms in the central part of
that city. A riding school has also been added to
their establishment.

Mr. A. H. MacOwen (Chris. Wheeler) has written a
poem over one column in length, for the Philadelphia
inquirer, detailing the experience of the Pennsylva-
nia Club on Lake Erie.

Seven members of the East Orange Cyclers started
on a century run to Philadelphia Saturday of last
week, but owing to several delays did not arrive at
their destination until 10 p. m.

Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Green rode awheel from Somer-
ville, Mass., to Portland, Me., on Labor Day. They
have the honor of being the first man and wife to ac-
complish this journey on bicycles.

The surname of that well-known road rider, Chas.
E. Kluge, is probably twisted about and contorted
into more atrocious shapes by the daily press than is

the name of any other racing man.

Dingman's Ferry, situated on the famous road be-
tween Port Jervis and Bushkill, has been populated
of late by a large number of cyclists, who find it a
most enjoyable spot wherein to tarry.

The Poughkeepsie Ramblers is the name of a new
club recently formed in that city. Its officers are :

President J. Howard Oddy ;
.Secretary and Treasurer,

Percival Metcalf
;
Captain, E. D. Crummey.

The Buffalo Tunes deplores the fact that the Buffalo
boys did not turn out in sufficient numbers to capture
the Syracuse cup, and adds that they should- not have
permitted a little village like Rochester to carry off
the honors.

The course from Myerstown to Reading, over which
the Pcnn. Wheelmen will hold their twenty-one mile
road race September 20, is in better condition than
ever before, and the fast road riders will be on hand
in large numbers.

We have received a photograph of Chas. K. Gale,
of Los Angeles, Cal., who is 6 feet, 3% inches in height
and weighs 180 pounds. He rides a 51-inch Star and
is known as the " Bicyclo-maniac" and rides for the
benefit of his health.

Edgar N. Sanders and Albert G. Harding are the
first riders from St. Louis to obtain a place upon the
National championships. They gained second place
on two occasions at Niagara, and St. Louis is therefore
jubilant.

The Harlem Wheelmen have formed two teams of
ten men each for the coming bowling season, and will
probably be represented in the Wheelmen's Bowling
League. They will also play a number of games with
outside teams.

The Rhode Island Wheelmen are much elated over
the success of their tournament, and are now discus-
sing the advisability of building a track of their own,
the course at Narragansett Park not being satisfactory
to the club or to visiting racing me.

We are informed by Chief Consul Samuel A. Boyle,
that the case of Jesse K. Howe, of Tyrone, Pa., who
was recently run down by James Hands of that
town, has been settled in full without suit, the road
hog having seen the error of his way.

The youths of Philadelphia, who are prevented from
joining the large clubs on account of the age limit,

have an organization of their own known as the Cres-
cent Wheelmen. The club is talking of holding a race
meet for the younger element exclusively.

The Crescent Bicycle Club, of Buffalo, made a
century from that city to Erie on Sunday last. The
following members made the distance in 8h. 10m.
riding time : Neumann, Newell, Comerford, Lamp-
man, Rhodes, Rutter, Finlay, Kneeves and Flint.

The Lynn Wheel Club rode to Lawrence, Mass., on
Sunday last, and were entertained most hospitably
by the wheelmen of that city. On the return jour-
ney J. Harry Shurman distinguished himself by rid-
ing home on a safety that was not supplied with a
saddle.

L. N. Thorne, of the Atalanta Wheelmen, will start
at 3 a. m. on the coming Sunday, if the weather is

favorable, for a twenty-four hour trip, in anticipation
of securing the club medal for the largest mileage in
that time. The Elizabeth-Rahway course will be the
scene of his weary pedaling.

The Meteor Cycling Club is the latest organization
at Buffalo. Its officers are : President, Astley C.
Terry ; Vice-president, C. C. Osterhout ; Secretary,
Cuyler C. Smith ; treasurer, John A. Thulman ; Cap-
tain, J. Stewart Kelly -First Lieutenant, G. B. Butter-
worth ; Bugler, F. M. Tinker.

The supply of New York State road books is en-
tirely exhausted, but $1,000 was appropriated at the
Syracuse meet towards commencing a new edition
for next season. It is a much needed volume, and it

is to be hoped that the work will be prosecuted vigor-
ously by those who have it in charge.

During the Syracuse meet there was displayed a
large placard in the Syracuse Cycling Club-house,
which read as follows : "To all wheelmen, especially
to all members who wish a first-class cycling journal,
we heartily recommend the New York Wheel, which
is now giving our meet such splendid support."

J. H. Dippold, of Pittsburg, started last week on a
goo mile tour to St. Louis. Although he owns both a
safety and a high wheel, he prefers the latter mount
for a long journey. He rode to New York last year,
passing through Harrisburg and Philadelphia, and
returned by the way of Albany and Buffalo.

ISN'T THIS ABOUT "RECORD"?
Grandma Weaver, over ninety years of age, can sit

astride and ride a safety with the nimbleness of a
giddy girl. Mrs. Weaver is a remarkable woman for
one so far along in years, and her Auburn friends
often speak of her endurance.

—

Garrett (Ind.) Clipper.

A 62-inch ordinary is attracting much attention at
the establishment of the Schwalbach Cycle Co.,
Brooklyn, on account of its extraordinarily large
size. The wheel was made to order for Thomas
Toombs, of Cornwall-on-the-Hudson, and is only
eclipsed in size by a 64-inch machine made for a New
York city rider some time ago.

The Orange Wheelmen held a run to Caldwell Sat-
urday of last week which turned into a race. F. Pring
made the best time, 42m., with C. S. French 30s.
behind. The others came in as follows : W. Godfrey,

f4m.;
A. E. Schoch, 45m.; A. N. Knight, 45m. 30s.; L.

i. Porter, 46m. The times made are decidedly fast,
as several long and steep hills abound on the course,
including the well-known Montclair hill.

The New York Bicycle Club have decided to aban-
don their races for this season, which were twice
postponed on account of stormy weather. The com-
mittee in charge were unable to secure a suitable
track before the big tournaments occurred, and the
putting off of the events on two occasions somewhat
diminished the interest of the members in the pro-
ject. All entrance fees will be returned to the men
entered.

The bicycle has now reached that era of popularity
which causes it to become a prominent factor among
the newspaper premiums, a wheel being offered for
fifty or one hundred subscribers, and many juvenile
safeties have been obtained in this manner by enthu-
siastic youngsters. Get up a e'lub and secure a bicy-
cle, is the popular cry nowadays, instead of secure
a bicycle and get up a club, as the utterance familiar
to the old-time wheelman ran.

Tlu press generally has commented favorably on
E. J. Shriver's book, " Want and Wealth." The New
York Sun recently printed a flattering notice "t "E
J.'s" little volume.

In pleasing contrast with the jealous pars, of the
ugly duckling of cycling journalism is the following
from Wheeling:, "The Wheel says: ' Wheeling of
July 30, bristles with bright 'pars.' Thanks, friend
Vt i.'il. Your criticism is an honor.'

A party of St. Louis wheelmen were run down by
three drunken hoodlums on Lindell boulevard, re-
cently, and by a miracle they all escaped injury, ex-
cepting Edward Cardall. The riders were on the right
side of the road and were unaware of danger until
the vehicle dashed right in amongst them. After re-
covering from the sudden shock the wheelmen gave
chase to the miscreants and they were caught and
arrested. The case will be prosecuted to the end by
the Missouri Division. Cardall was severely injured.

A prepossessing and well-dressed young lady hired
a $150 tricycle from the establishment of Schumacher
& Schcefer, Brooklyn, on Saturday afternoon last, with
the avowed intention of taking a spin in the Park. As
she did not return by midnight the police were noti-
fied, but no trace of her could be found in the Park,
and the address she gave was ascertained to be ficti-

tious. What became of the tricycle and the young
woman the police did not discover until Tuesday,
when the machine was found in a near-by drug store.
Eccentricity on the part of the young lady caused the
great ad.

FABLES UP TO DATE.

A hare who had been running dark all summer, and
didn't believe in the demerits of pacemaking, having
challenged a tortoise to race for a crown of lettuce,
started off and easily lapped his opponent. " Those
who are physically incompetent," remarked Bunny,
" err when they endeavor to compete with their supe-
riors in activity." I was so far impressed with this
somewhat ostentatiously stated truism," replied the
tortoise, "that I devoured the prize before starting."
MORAL.—Lettuce then be up and "doing," or you're

certain to be done.

—

Irish Cyclist.

In reference to the marked proclivities for loafing
displayed by the leading racing men at the recent
tournaments, the Providence Journal says :

" We
cannot say that time limits should be placed on na-
tional or district championship events ; in theory we
are opposed to the imposing of any limit on cham-
pionship races, but theory is swept away as a straw
before the mighty gale when we see and hear of such
exhibitions as those at Niagara and Providence, and
what we want to see is practical treatment of this
abuse, and if time limit is the remedy then time limit
let it be, and a fig for theory."

E. T. McLaughlin, of the Hudson County Wheelmen,
started shortly before 6 o'clock on Sunday morning
last to break the club twelve hour record of 115 miles,
made the preceding Sunday by W. E. Eldridge. By
noon he had scored 90 miles, but was somewhat over-
come by the moisture-ladened atmosphere. He con-
tinued his riding, however, and at the close he spurted
for an hour or so and covered 131 miles before his
time expired, and very nearly expired with the time.
After partaking of food he regained his normal con-
dition. He was paced by Messrs. Racy, Edge and
McArra. A large number of riders witnessed the
spectacle in the afternoon.

The St. Louis Spectator deplores the poor condition
of that city's boulevards, and the old fogy methods
of street construction, and holds up Lindell avenue,
their boasted " finest " street, as an example. It is regu-
larly covered with loose gravel, which being unrolled
and left to take care of itself is soon ground out of
sight in the mud, when the sprinkling fiend adds the
finishing touches to the work. As long as this con-
dition of affairs prevails St. Louis can never hope to
rival Chicago's boulevards, which are not only ration-
ally sprinkled, rolled and packed before traffic is

allowed on them, but are even swept and taken care
of generally by a force of men who do nothing else.
These magnificent streets have been one of the main
causes of the prosperity of cycling in Chicago.

Wheelmen who have lost their way or who have
been delayed by the lack of proper sign posts, and
their names are legion, will agree with the following
corollary to good roads from the Pittsburg Dispatch :

"When the happy days of reform arrive, and, under
some magical management our rural roads are made
passable, it will be well to put up sign-boards at cross-
roads. Ther« is nothing more bewildering to the
stranger than to come to the meeting of several ways
where there is no guide-board to point out the direc-
tion in which he should continue his journey. And
yet one may get into some such dilemma within
twenty miles of Pittsburg. There are miles and miles
of roadway near this city which are absolutely with-
out a sign of their direction or of the towns to which
they go. Who that has frequented strange parts has not
wandered about unknown and undiscoverable ways
for many hours ? And how many dinners and tempers
have been ruined by this very absence of sign-boards!"

Wheelmen often complain at the hooting and jeer-
ing that they are forced to abide with from the mouths
of small boys and corner-loafers, but they seldom con-
sider that the trouble arises from their own make-up,
or that of a brother cyclist. " Pen dragon," of the Buffalo
VewS, who has recently been ridiculing the ribbon-
Hying idea, says : "It is simply sickening tosei .1 man
who announces himself to be a bicycle rider by his
knee pants and general cook-a-doodle air plaster him-
self from collar to belt with ribbons, medals, and
" trophies," in a style as fantastic as it is absurd. And
whj should it bef it is done in no other community
under the sun. Supposing every horseman did the
same thing? We Should put them down as idiots of
the fust class, and yet cyclists bow down to tile

1 ice, or rather custom, and think by carrying it out
they are doing something decidedly clever. It is sim-
ply ostentatious foolery, and the quicker there is an
end to it the better for the world of wheels. Bicycling
has now left the region of sentiment and has bed
a matter of comnui ce, usefulness, and sport. The rib-
bon and badge fund has got 10 go and the date is fixed
when he has to bury himself in the Siberia of forget-
f illness. Some of my lady readers may object to this,

of course, as they did against my crusade anent the
ribbon and handle-bar business, but a second thought
will convince them that 1 am right, and then then ,

little tongues will do more 10 bring about the reform
than all my pen may accomplish.' Good, old "Pen-
dragon."
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uly,

high .is :iny queen.

Bright »!• petite anil I

w . .>nd a full supply i.f
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She's an appetil .'thy.
Though, perchance, not over wealthy,

An '

ill the womanly leeei ve.

In her daily conversation
ncation,

rm, She's neither stout nor thin ;

And whenever she's at leisure.
Si pleasure,

.int her wheel and take a quiet spin.

Quits charmingly she dresses,
And her hair the \>r — >.

il Butters 'neath her jaunty colored cap.
She rides with KTSCS exquisite,
And her wheel 1 an whiz it.

My hei igynist she'd entrap.

Yet she van handle well the dough.
And a button she can sew

. skillfully as she can ride a wheel

;

And in music she's proficient.
sketching is efficient.

In repartee much humor can rev

And while in this brief deflection,
I might add, she is perfection.

And her pr in honor to the wheeling world
;

Por the sport she booms and strengthens,
ie greatly lengthens.

And its benefits to all are thus unfurled.
—Spark.

THE GREAT DETROIT-NIAGARA
TOUR.

The recent tour from Detroit to Niagara, un-
der the management of Clarence H. Smith, was
.1 pronounced success, and undoubtedly was the

largest touring party ever brought together in

country, there bong seventy odd riders in

the company. The management of the organi-

D gnu BO perfect that the schedule time was
adhered to without difficulty, and with the ex-

ception of eighteen miles traveled by train to

avoid a bad stretch of road, the entire 290 miles
ridden awheel, at about the average rate of

forty miles jkt day. Three ladies accompanied
the tourists, and had no difficulty in remaining
at the front. A list of those who participated
in the tour is as follows < ). I). Stcil. K. H.

h and P. P. Childs. Troy, O. . P. 11 Mounts
and IV J. Smith. Scott, <>. : E. I'. Kansher,

J.
F.

ami I. K. Pratt, Chicago; J.
Roland Jones,

Rai ine, wis. ; L. E. Sisterhen, Logonier, Ind.
;

W. SUirk. Hillsdale, A P. Turner. Will 1).

ind Lcighton Fines, South Bend, Ind. :

Arthur Swank
J B Ostrander and C. P. Al-

:' Citj; L. A. Burhaus and Charles
bury. Owosso F It. Gift, L. IV House

and M. X. Chose, Peoria, 111.; W. I). Rydi
ilite and \. R Kennerdell. Franklin. 1'a.

;

•id W W Curtis. Adrian; H.irrv

Grubber, < >. t. Smith, Chartea R Goetze, R G.
Schubert and II. II. Pogel, Wheeling. W. \"a. ;

i I Millei .md I, w Pero, Fremont. O . I M.
and W. <; Roach, Burlington, Wis.

;

Akron. X. Y : K. I". Grimm,
iklin Pa . E, A Litchfield, Elsie, Mich.;

Will Prank, Robert Stabler. Harry Ridlej and
Will Arnold, Ann R Hooper, West

tor, Pa I II W.
a; John Bagby, Rushville. 111.;

C II Smith and W A. Morton. Detroit; II B.

Morgan and Thurlow Ingersoll, Lansing; V, I..

NetUeton and C. E. Dickci ion, Coldwatei II

handler, Sandi Colson and !'.

M •' Morwalk, ( » A IV Richmond. L
s Provin, i )r

J II Faiin and K c. Emmer,
B W. Hurd and Thomas Ingle-

frit.- Akron, O. ; I l

iffalo; W A 0.; C R.
:. Ron.ro,

V II

n, Grand Rap-
Rushville. 111.

tltHl

Large
nun i

Thirty-four miles were run the

ton was reai lied

ning,

towi
the ni«!

stock, Guelph, Brampton and Toronto, respect-

ively. All along the route the tourists were
well treated by Canadian cyclists, many of them
meeting and accompanying the American riders

for many miles on their journey. At St Thomas
they were entertained at lunch by George E
Casey, M. P., and the local club did all in their

power to make their stop in St. Thomas pleas-

ant In fact, at almost every halting ]x>int they
received a small ovation W. H, Morrow, a one-
armed veteran of the war who was among the
party, caused considerable comment by his skill-

ful management of a wheel. At Brampton a

party from the Toronto Bicycle Club met the

tourists, and escorted them to the Arlington
Hotel About twenty-live members of the Wan-
derers' Bicycle Club also rode out, and met the

American cyclers. At the hotel, President On
of the Wanderers', made a tasty speech welcom-
ing the wheelmen to Toronto, which was replied

toby President (iriffith of the Detroit Wheel-
men. Mr. Griffith stated that the chief difficulty

at present attending Canadian touring is the
customs. He has a scheme for removing the
trouble, however. At present, all American
wheelmen entering Canada are compelled to de-
posit one-third the value of their wheel with the
customs officer at the point of entry, as a guar-
antee that the wheel would be returned to the
United States, and this requirement has the ef-

fect of deterring a large number of Americans
from making a trip through Canada. He said

that his plan would be to have the League in

the United States issue a ticket to the member
intending paying Canada a visit

;
this ticket

would be numbered, and when presented at the
point of entry in Canada would vouch for the
return of the wheel to the States, the wheelman
to report within a reasonable time to the presi-

dent of the Canadian association, and receive
his passport to return. The same courtesy to

be extended to Canadians visiting the United
States. Mr. Griffith wants a delegate to be ap-
pointed by the League, to act with a delegate
appointed by the Canadian association, and to-

gether present the scheme before the Dominion
and United States Governments at their next
sessions.

The party crossed the lake by steamer on
Monday. August 25, and arrived at Niagara in

excellent condition to enjoy the festivities of the

.lie meet. The tourists speak highly of Mr.
Smith as a manager. I Ie is reputed to be the soul

of goodfellowship, and. after a hard day's run, his

drollery and infectious good nature keep every-
body in good humor. His executive ability and
management find full play in this excursion.

To his forethought and skill and care its success

is Largely due.

The Detroit Ihivs attracted much attention at

the meet by their continuous singing of a Bong
booming the '>)i meet for Detroit, the lirst verse

of which was as follows:

Ti si " U-pi-d**."

Ths morning sun was shining bright.
Tra-la-lec. Ira-la-la,

As through Niagara villagi
Ia-la-la-la,

A string hi cv. lis, high and low,
Bearing banners with ths strange motto.

Chorus,
Detroit m eighteen-nlnet]

I pj . . u.p|
Detroit in eightesn-ninei

rj.pi

Wlmri- Good K'mhI, Abound.
•

:
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'
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i« Bar Harbor It is called, appropriately enough,
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nmui

1
' 1 1 n g
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LIST OF LOCAL CLUBS.

New York Bicycle Clnb, 1 Avenue, New
York City.
Citizens Bicycle Club, . th Street, New

I ity.

Manhattan Bicycle Club, street, New
York City.
Riverside Wheelmen. 134 West 104th Street, New

York City.
Harlem' Wheelmen, ^th A vent:- ---reel. New

York 1 II

Gotham Wheelmen, j set, New York
City.
Berkeley Athletic Club, 1; West 44th Street.

York City.
Brooklyn Bicycle Club, 6e Ha:. Brooklyn,

New York.
Ramblers Bicycle Club, : 4 . Platbush Avenue,

Brooklyn. N. Y.
Long Island Wheelmen, 12S1 Bedford Avenue,

Brooklyn. N. Y.
Kings Countv Wheelmen, 1255 Bedford Avenue,

Brooklyn. N. Y
Prospect Wheelmen, 4.4 Union Street, Brooklyn,

N. V
Bedford Wheelmen, 425 Lafavette Avenue, Brook-

. Y.
Palisade Wheelmen. Hoboken, N. J.
Orange Wheelmen. ;,; Main Street, Orange, N. )
Atalanl W 1 .irk Street. Newark, N\ J.
Elisabeth Wheelmen. Elizabeth, N. J.
Hudson Countv Wheelmen. 555 Communipaw

Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.
Englewood Wheelmen, Znglewood, N, J.
Passaic Wheeling and Athletic Club. Passaic, N. J.
Cranford Cycling Club, Cranford, N. J.
Plainfield Bicycle Club, Plainfield, S.J.
Orange Wanderers Bicycle Club, 15

Orange, N. J,
Star Bicycle Club. Yonkers, N. Y.
Yonkers Bicycle Club, Yonkers. N Y.
Westchester County Wheelmen. New Rochelle, N. Y.
Westchester County Wheelmen. Jr., New Rochelle,

N. Y.

Ovar-Fatigue.

"Dr. Turner gave a very interesting and instruc-
tive lecturette last week down the road. He showed
that when a man over-fatigues himself the was
tissue is too rapid to be got out of the system in the
ordinary course, that the blood becomes temporarily
charged with poisonous oil, and that a man sufft

from such over-fati.. DS temporary blooa
poisoning until the poison can be excreted. The poi-
son Is similar to that which causes typhoid fever, the
symptoms, high temperature and sleeplessness, the
latter being oftentimes erroneously ascribed to vibra-
tion. It is a soothing thing to learn that a man can
poison himself, in part, by undue violent exercise
whilst out of condition, and now. down the Ripley
Road, the phrase "I'm done" is a tiling of the past.
In the future, when a man arrives "baked" from a
scorch between the houses, he will cast himself upon
the nearest bench and faintly murmur that he's poi-
soned. Bui let no man tender him an emetic"—7**
i 'yclist.

Handy Komi Cards.
The mad officers of the New York Bicycle Club,

having under contemplation a |i

more minute directions for --hurt tri]

the city than is practicable in the offii

Division, have decided to isi

irate routes as prepared.
They will be printed on stiff cardboard suitable for

ing in the pocket, and tWI
( >ne gives the alternate routes In Kinds'

and the other 'elham I'm

ontainina the route to 1

town and the Saw Mills, R to Alpini
. are in process o( prepar

an.in Thi • ticularly useful 1

new riders, and .111 be obtained by addressing the
captain of the club a) , W« enne.

Kluge intends t.. endeavor t" low.
re the season ell

The Ramblers Bicycle Club,
tn the City I.'

P. I. Dukelow and All

The Brooklyn I mam-
.. held on I

entries for their ten-mile road race. Septcm''
•he event.

'., Ml I). maid, a member of the San Fru:.
•• Club, and one of the most prominent v

nun on the Pacific coast, wan drowned ,il Blue 1

sly. where he was spending ML

The Women'* V
s new impetus sino* ths coming together ol

PS at the reieni im
,iarture in the shape ol bowllnj

1 tfds « inter, from which much •
ment in anticipa'

The ( Izfoi
: ihn W 1

1

Icnl . T Itarton KuiKhn, \-

I 1 K W. C. S
riant.

nb will m u»e at Twenty-
fourth and • I

Tin
tent as to fairly

rcgi-
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CHICAGO.

WASHINGTON CYCLING CLUB'S ROAD RACE.

This event, which was decided on Saturday, Sep-

tember 6, brought out thirteen starters and quite a

crowd of spectators. The ten-mile course was rather

heavy from recent rains, but the times were none the

less quite good. This was the order at the finish :

M. S.

1. C. G. Sinsabaugh, 2m 37-30
2. Fred H. Allen, 5m 41.00

3. W. H. Chenoweth, Jr., 3m 39.15

4. W. Montross, 4m 40.30

5. W. L. Whitson, 4m 41.00

6. F. H. Brown, scratch 37-15

7. H. N. White, scratch 37-40
8. W.J. Anderson, scratch 37-45
o. R. M. Peare, Jr., 4m 41-5°

10. A. W. Taft, 6 min 45.00

W. A. Boyle (im.J, R. C. Craigie (5m.), and W. J.

White (3m.) did not finish.

At the regular semi-annual election of the iEolus

Cycling Club, on September 1, the following officers

were chosen: President, Robt. H. Ehlert ; Vice-Pres-

ident, A. W. Roth ; Recording Secretary, Jos. Dela-

fasse ;
Corresponding Secretary, H. Brown ; Treas-

urer, Chas. Dose ;
Captain, John Erickson ; First Lieu-

tenant, Chas. Bodach
;
Second Lieutenant, Jos. War-

hurst ; Color Bearer, L. Bodach ; Bugler, H. Freeman;
Quartermaster, H. Le Moyne. Board of Directors :

L. Eckhart, Chas. Holmberg, J. Stoirke and Fred.

Wittenburg.

The JEolus Club's annual ten-mile handicap road

race has been fixed for September 28.

Bray, Winn and several other Chicago racing men
went down for the Freeport races on the 3d, but rain

had made the track a sea of mud and the events were
necessarily postponed. They will be run September

27. The handicaps have been reopened, but the

scratch events remain closed with the original entry

list, rather a small one, by the way.

A. W. Barr, astride of Broncho No. 405, reached

here on his trans-continental trip, on Saturday, the

6th, and remained over Sunday.
The Lincolns' annual St. Joe run', last Sunday, at-

tracted rather a smaller crowd than usual, only twen-

ty-five attending, but they had a good time, even if

the weather wasn't propitious and the lake, going

over, wasn't as calm as it ought to have been. In

fact the boys, with that perversity of mankind, say
that much of the fun was had in watching the other pas-

sengers on the boat, one by one, being " seized with

that sudden longing to gaze upon the damp, deep sea,"

and at the performance which invariably followed.

That not one of the twenty-five was afflicted speaks
volumes for their sea legs and the toughness of their

"bread baskets."

Spooner is not yet satisfied, and if he is able to

attend the Peoria tournament, will, on Saturday, go
for that 100-mile outdoor track record. He is also

already possessed of an idea to visit the Crawfords-
ville course next season to try for all of the long-dis-

tance road records'.

Windle, Laurie and Willis are in the city to-day
en route to Peoria. The report that Windle's lungs
have been affected raised a doubt as to whether he
and "our Arthur" would meet again this season, but
it seems now as if they will.

The Lincolns will have a nine in the mid-winter In-

door Baseball League this year.

As soon as the tournaments are over, the projected
federation of the local clubs will be commenced.
A hitch developed in the Illinois club's road race,

which was fixed for .Saturday last, 6th, and it was not
run on that date. The next day (Sunday), however,
some thirteen or fourteen of the boys met and con-
tested the race over the course set, E. S. Case finishing

first, and C. Schaeffer second, while C. W. Gray and
Chas. Kniseley, from scratch, made first and second
best times respectively. It is not known by whose
authority the race was run on the Sabbath, as of some
sixty odd entries not one-half knew that it was to

occur. The club, however, took prompt action, re-

fusing to countenance Sunday racing, and repudiat-
ing the race as run altogether. It will be contested
regularly later in the month.

It can be set down as a pretty sure thing that Prof.

Edward Checkley, the gentleman who, with the assist-

ance of the train, broke the New York to Chicago
record, made the trip not nearly so much to ascertain
the beneficial effects of cycling, as to advertise his

method of physical culture and his book on the sub-
ject. And it can be set down as another certainty
that the Chicago Herald (for a consideration, presum-
ably,) has done its best to aid him but it wouldn't
publish anything to combat "the Professor's" nonsen-
sical statement and his unwarranted claim to record

mil even when il was offered. Good for the Heraldl
(sic.) Hr/usY 1;.

ORANGE.

The five mile handicap road race of the Orange
Wheelmen for the President's challenge cup took
place on Saturday afternoon last over the Central
Avenue course. The entries were : Horton, scratch

;

Long, im. ; Hedges, im. 30s.; Knight, im. 30s.; Beals,
im. 45s.; Coffin, im. 45s.; Williams, 2m.; Mohor, 2m.;
Stone, 2m. Guernsey, 2m.; Ayres, 2m.; Knowles 2m.
45s. ; Rutan, 2m. 45s.; Daily, 2m. 45S.; Anderson, 2m.
45s.; Payne, 3m. 30s.; Baldwin, 3m. 30s.; Townsend,
3m. 30s.; Greenfield, 3m. 30s.; Clough, 3m. 3s.; Hege-
man, 4m.; Miller, 7m. Owing to a shower in the morn-
ing the course was somewhat heavy in places, but a
large crowd of wheelmen and other spectators turned
out to see the contest. There were twelve starters,

and the race resulted as follows : Baldwin, first, time
23m. 30s.; Williams, second ; Knowles, third. Beals
made the best time, 18m. 32s. J. D. Racey was starter,

G. H. Holmes, timer; Dr. T. N. Gray, referee.

Thirty-five members of the Passaic Wheelmen, while
passing through Orange one night last week, were de-
tained by the police, and eight of them were arrested
and fined five dollars each, for riding without lanterns.

A misunderstanding as to the meaning of the ordin-
ance has caused no little indignation among the
Orange Wheelmen and their friends. The Passaic
riders were not aware of the fact that they were vio-
lating the city ordinance, as the impression is preval-
ent everywhere that if a number of cyclists are riding
together at night two or three lanters distributed
among the riders would be sufficient. All of the party
carried lights with the exception of the unfortunate
eight, and there is much indignation expressed at the
hasty action of the police. It is claimed that those
arrested were law-abiding young men of good stand-
ing, and that they should have received more con-
sideration than was accorded them. The Orange
Wheelmen intend to take the matter in hand.
The Orange Wheelmen are selecting a team for the

winter tournament. Racey and Knight will undoubt-
edly make things warm.

A. M. Knight was expected to make a good showing
in Saturday's five mile race, but for some unknown
reason he did not start, and considerable disappoint-
ment was the result.

The Orange Wheelmen have selected three teams
of four men each to race shortly to ascertain their
respective superiority. The club will then challenge
the Atalanta Wheelmen, Elizabeth Wheelmen and
Hudson County Wheelmen to a team race.

There is some talk of a five mile race between
Knight and Racey, of the Orange Wheelmen and
Wheeler and French of the East Orange Cyclers.
If the men are brought together the contest will be a
pretty one.

Dr. T. N. Gratz, of the O. W.'s, brought home an
interesting collection of souvenirs from the Syracuse
meet. WHEELMAN.

KINGS COUNTY WHEELMEN.

BALTIMORE.

The races in the East are events of history, but who
would have predicted so many first and place honors
as the portion of our boys " who are pretty good road
riders, as it was expressed by a gentleman whose
avordupois is his chief characteristic. That they were
more at home in the mud than their opponents we are
free to admit, but they, by no manner of means, car-
ried the banner when the conditions were most pro-
pitious for the subjugation of Father Time. Cap-
tain William left for the West Wednesday night,
where he hopes to duplicate his success of the past two
weeks. His little brother finds that business will pre-
vent his appearance at Peoria and Chicago, but has
full confidence in the ability of his senior to uphold
the honor of the family name.

It is reported that in the West the British lion is to
roar to the accompaniment of Erin's Harp, and that
the duet will be so effective that the American Eagle
will flap his wings with joy at even a place in tandem
events—well, we shall see what we shall see. Possibly
the man who fell from out of the balloon will about
express our condition, but we have hopes.

The first installment of news from the Big Four is at
hand, and from it I should judge that enjoyment is

the programme from first to last. Sunday, the seventy-
one miles from Providence to Lynn was made over
the finest stretch of road it has ever been the pleasure
of the tourists to encounter. On Monday, a " Labor
Parade" and the "Enlarged Numeral" got so en-
tangled that the boys became quite used to being mis-
taken for walking delegates. The run from Lynn to
Ipswich was made for dinner which was served at
Agawam Lodge, in front of which is a curious forma-
tion of rock, bearing the imprint of his " Satanic
Majesty's,"- pedal extremities when he jumped from
the steeple of the North Church. Of course the quar-
tette had to see if they had among them one foot like
unto the pattern before them, and a perfect fit was de-
clared in favor of Marion, who, with blushes, moved
for an adjournment.
Since writing the above, Marion and Steves have

returned, Bensinger and McDonald are yet to be
heard from. Ruined bearings caused their unexpected
appearance.

Messrs. Thimer, Bedford and Whymper have
returned from their ride to Albany, and report a
grand time. They took train from Sing Sing to
Poughkeepsie, where they spent a most enjoyable
evening through the kindness of the local riders.
There was but one accident to mar the pleasure of

the trip, and that was to Long Jack's back-bone, the
ghost of which is the nightly terror of the "good
folk " ul Dobb's Ferry.

Our worthy treasurer, Mr. Long, is much perturbed
over the way in which a certain gentleman, whose
penchant for the national game is well known, con-
siders it his turn to ante whenever he visits the gum-
box. It may be 0. K. to chip in on every possible
occasion, but the Tri-colors .ire not negotiable forgas,
11 ni, eti

.

Ram L\i .

THE RACES AT TIMONIUM.
The races held at Timonium, on Wednesday last,

were a success in more ways than one, and the man-
agement was exceptionally good. The weather was
fine, and it is estimated that about 5000 persons wit-
nessed the events, but the track was only in fair con-
dition as the times made will show. The winning of
the three safety events by Broadhurst was a surprise
to both his friends and himself. The riding of Holland
was also very good.
The following is the result of the races :

One Mile Safety, Novice—Seven prizes offered.
The men finished in the following order : 1, T. W.
Broadhurst ; 2, H. D. Dietz

; 3, C. M. Rhodes
; 4, Chas.

O. Turtle
; 5, P. Thompson Coyle, 6, E. M. Barker

; 7,

Dr. H. Jarvis. Time, 3m. 17 4-5S.

In the two mile team race there were two prizes and
only two teams entered.
The Chesapeake Wheelmen won this race with 44J4

points, against 39*4 scored by the Centaur Cycle Club.

One Mile Ordinary, Scratch—Won by Wm. Hol-
land in 3m. 22S., with F. B. Eisenbrandt a close second,
followed by E. M. Peuschell and E. A. Ruthman.
One Mile Safety, Scratch—This was the fastest

race of the day, and was won by T. W. Broadhurst,
with H. D. Dietz, second. Time, 3m. 13 2-5S.

One Mile Ordinary, Handicap—E. M. Peuschell,
who had forty yards, kept the lead until the home
stretch was reached, when Holland with a fine spurt
won by several feet in 3m. 14 4-5S.

One Mile Safety, Handicap—This was the best
contested race of the day. The finish between the
limit men was very close, Broadhurst winning from
Trufle by only a few inches, with Dietz a very close
third. Time, 3m. 17s.

The handicapping in all cases was very bad. This
was due in a great measure to the fact that nearly all

of the men were novices and had no records. But if

the handcapping had been done by some local men the
results would have been more satisfactory.
There are rumors that Hinds, of the Centaur team,

could have changed the result of the team race if he
had so desired.
The annual century run of the Centaur Club will

take place about October 15.

On invitation of Mr. Broadhurst the winners of
Wednesday's races met at the Academy of Music on
Saturday night, and after the play the prizes were pre-
sented to the winners.
The ten mile championship race, of the Centaur Club,

will be run on October 1. This race is for a gold medal
that must be won twice in succession to become the
property of the winner. It has been won once by Mr.
G. C. Wedekind, and should he win this time it will
become his.

There will be races at Frederick on October 15, un-
der the auspices of the Frederick County Fair Asso-
ciation. The following is a list of the events : One
mile ordinary, novice ; 1 mile safety, novice ; 1 mile
club team, safety, teams of three and limited to strictly
Maryland riders ; 1 mile ordinary, handicap ; 1 mile
safety, handicap ; 1 mile Frederick County safety,
championship, limited to Frederick County riders,
for road wheels only

; i% mile safety, handicap; 1%
mile ordinary, handicap.
The list of prizes is not yet made up. Entries close

with John A. Kennedy, Frederick, Md., at noon on
October 8. EKHA.

BROOKLYN BICYCLE CLUB.

A member of one of the other clubs, in this city, said
to me a few nights ago, " Why is it that the Brooklyns
always seem so happy ? We hear occasionally of dis-
agreeable happenings, but they never cause the least
ripple of discord, and while other clubs seem to have
their cliques and rival crowds under the same roof,
the members of the Brooklyn Club are all friends."
This is as it should be, and in trying to explain what
to him seemed a phenomenon, I do not claim that ours
is an isolated case, rather the reverse. The great ma-
jority of clubs live in perfect harmony, and quietly
live their life, either short or long, with ho break. It is

because we hear of what is called " trouble " in this
club or that that we have come to say in mysterious
whispers, Have you heard of the split in such a club?
as though the breaking up and disruption were but
a question of a few days. How hurtful this is to a club
cannot be estimated. When you get a club of one
hundred and fifty members of a perfect unanimity of
opinion, the impossible has been achieved, and "we
may calmly await the millenium. This we have not
got" in the Brooklyn club, but the something which
binds us together and is so hard to understand by the
non-member is sentiment. The Brooklyns possess an
old guard, men who have labored for the club for
years, who have watched its growth with increasing
tenderness, and imbued it, from their over-abundant
supply,with the newer members. By this club-love, and
by one common ideal, one common aim, all differences
have been sunk as they arose, in beneficial oblivion,
to the club's general welfare. That is why the Brook-
lyns are always happy. We do not say, "Go thou and
do likewise." Our System may have been wrong; we
only see our own results. Medicine for one may be
death for another. We will go on our way, making
friends where we may; an enemy, 1 trust, never. The
editor will, 1 hope, forgive me for taking up so much
Space to answer a simple " Why ?"

This is the pleasantest season of the year lor riding,
or ought to be. Our seasons are getting soabnormally
mixed of late thai it is hard to predict cooling bice ies,

for your expectations are apt to be turned tops)
turyy by sweltering hot weather. Ncvcrt heless, runs
through the Oranges or down on Long Island just at

present ought to be well attended, the members who
don't turn out Erom now on to COlO weather will miss
many of Ihs best trips ol the ye<U A.TOI

Sail Lake City rejoices In 11 cycling organl ation
known as the Social Wheel Club, and il is in ., ,

flourishing condition.
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Bicycling Tournament " ol

part? ng. H.nl printers' ink
nii.ro freely It Is probable that tin- audience

•
1 the finan la cor-

ndingly greati i A heavy shower on Saturday,
shortl .•arliriK. had tin

.. many from attending, although in the
tin- track tcarcely any rain fell whatever,

in (acta more pleasant afternoon could not be desired.
urn. I. sonu- through careless

ruling and others on an insufficiently banked corner.
nch. however, were serious, except that 01

Anlhonv, who broke his thumb in two pis
The fastest tune was by W. I. Murphy, N V. A. C,

who. on Friday, rode from scratch in the one mile
handicap in .m. CDS. The surface of the track

• I! lie desired, but, those
r>! The match race between Taxis and Wilhelm
the cause ol much excitement and enthusiasm.

nearly everyone in the audience making a favorite of

either one or the other. When the race, after a mag-
nificent spurt by both, was decided by the judges to

I heat, the interest was doubled, and when
was declared the victor on the second trial, by

about four inches, lie was loudly cheered. Both races
pluckily foiivThtout by the contestants on t

• the mile.
The two Murphysand Zimmerman gain popularity

with every visit here, not only by their good riding,
but also by their pleasant manners.
There was no happier "culled pusson " in the city

Saturday evening than Wm. Brown, proprietor of the
{hoe polishing establishment at Broad and

Columbia Aver Li gentleman had won the
colored championship of Pennsylvania, and his prize

liaplayed in Cunningham's show window, while
Mr. Brown received congratulations and did a rushing
business on the outside. The only other competitor

hampionship honors was Mr. Wm. Young, who
proved to be no match tor Mr Wm. Brown, although
his beautiful physique and graceful posture won him

idmiration of the audience. The "coon race"
'.. be the p tanct of the two days'

meet.
Another meet will I I tober 18.

The Tryon cup team race, which comes off on Satur-
I much comment as might be ex-

t races are now a
mon tiling hereabouts. Five teams of lour men
will in ail probability be entered, the make up
h cannot he definitely stated, nwintf to the pos-

sibility of a change at any time.

Dataen, Degn.G nd [ack Haxleton will prob-
ride for the Century Wheelmen, although w, P,

Win. • tUted lor one of these. Dimon,
n, Marriott and H. McCurdy will probably repre-

Jouth Kn.l Wheelmen. It may be definitely
kinpine, W. C. Smith. Donnelly and

er will represent the Oxford, and Spaen, Rich,
Van ' Taturn tl

Just who will represent tin Columbia Cyclers 1 can-
'. consisted

•tit.une. anil Oilman.
;< from tin- fact that tin- Century Wheelmen have

admittedly the best team and -ire pra< ticall) i on
superstition carries any weight with any

ire -.lire to win, as the contest is held on the
... largely Indentifled

ed in- many
of her members as a lucky instead ol an unluckvnum-

The third annual meet .i the South End Wheelmen,
held ..n

•

k, Septeml
The club llsell

nt. and the champion-
. Iikelv to prove a hoi

tils will attract the livers lr..in the
. that

i! furnish u port.
lantern

;
1 1 lubs combined

will >«• held on '

i sptain
with whom

. working hard lor the success of
the »•• I'M i BBBWVN.

LANCASTER.

• •r l>«y was a The

It the

ind will no doubt be
willing. •» 1 think !.•• la al

; irant» wtv inner born."
1

1

•nan in K-
. in hi« neighborhood and

al».. make* hl»
;

who

JERSEY CITY.

The second nu ' C W. Road Officers' Cup
[five mile handicap) was run on Saturday last, oyer
the Kli/abeth-Kahway Boulevard. Out of six en-
tries there were only two starters, Wilson and B T
McLaughlin. Wilson had Mil i ,s. handicap ovei Ml
Laughlin; in the first race for the cup Wilson had a
handicap • at which time he was "given"
the race by Messrs McLaughlin and Day, who fin-

ished .scion',1 and third respectively Wilson's time in

the first contest was aim. 4-'S. In tin second contest, on
!ay last, he made the live miles in i.,m. 41s., over

two minutes better time than in the first trial, McLaugh-
lin bcinv; but little less than a minute behind him. The
cup is now the property of Mr. Wilson, he having won
it twice. It is safe to predict that Wilson will be
"given "no more races. The winner states that he
will offer a cup to be raced for under the same rules
as governed the Road Officers' Cup.

The war for the Merseles twelve hour road record
cup is on. Pour weeks ago Mr. B. T. McLaughlin
made a record of i..;' : miles in his trial for the
prize; on August . W. B. Bldridge put in a few
more chips and raised the pot to us miles (as
stated in last week's WHEEL.) McLaughlin Baw
the raise and on September ^ he went Bldridge
It better, so that the present record is i ;i miles.
Bldridge is rubbing his hind le^s with " Rccamicr
Balm, etc., preparatory to trying for the record Sep-
tember .... at which time he announces that he will
carry his hotel with him, eating ami sleeping on his
wheel, remaining in the saddle the whole twelve hours.
with a view to putting the record where it will stand.
The cup is open for competition among the H. C. W
members until November i. and it is possible that the
month of October will find Day, Robertson. Edge, and
other Hudson Cunty " stayers" carrying dynamo
motors on their wheels, with a view to making the
record 17s. Mv opinion is that the owner of the cup
November 1 will have made 1 s.. miles in the time speci-
fied.

I understand that an application has been made by
the Jersey City Athletic Club for admission to the
Wheelmen's Bowling League. It is predicted by those
in a position to know, that the application will be
denied, as the applicants are not a cycling club any
more than is the New York Athletic Club, but likv the
l.itt.r have a few members who ride the wheel. The
original idea in the organisation of the Bowling
League would not be carried out, were other than
cycling club teams permitted to become members of
the Wheelman's Bowling League.

It has been said that the "Club Kicker " is a valu-
able addition to a club, for the reason that a member
who kicks shows that he takes a lively interest in the
club's affairs, but how about the automaton whom for
want of a more appropriate title we will call the "Club
Drone.'' You all know him ; he abounds to a greater
..r less degree in every organisation. He is the mem-
ber who attends a meeting occasionally ; he never
makes a remark on a subject under discussion during
a meeting, but immediately after the conclusion, and
at all other tunes, he has a fountain of complaints to

turn on. He complains about the way the club is run,
but never suggests a way out of the alleged mire : he
is the man who will not attend a club run because
they are "beastly parades ;" he complains because

•1 accommodations are not provided 111 the club
house, and al the same time he is, as a rule, three
months in arrears with his dues Whenever he is

named by the chairman aa a member ol icomi
he promptly responds. "

I decline,' and after that com-
mittee has finished its work never tails to tell them
what they should have done. The " Drone " usually
resigns from his club in a year or two, and when his

ition winding up with that wormy
chestnut, " trusting the club will . ontinue i.. prosper,
is rend, it is received with a promptness truly start-

ling. The " Drone " is an • \t re me I v diss.il istie. I and un-
happy mortal, nnd In has my sympathy. May hi
so..n bet "in.- extinct. Peace to hU

Chi ' the 11 1 . W., was among the vlslt-
. .1.1 .111.1 Buffalo tournaments, and par-

11 all the festivities 1 isii >na 1 1.

held his ..wn among the badge swapping mania.
over the famous. ind Buffalo,

passing the competitors in the loo mile race on the
< ..\-i I K.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

hay.- ma 1 epoi 1 havin
the Pi

damnation ..1 tin- international Hotel manaj

Ai.ont sixty wheelmen from this city went b
Labor I lay, whet.

..111. Ills I

11 at the di
park •

. Do- pi I

({old medal for the tit -.1 mention! 01.I a silver
. up f..r the oi nly (••

t Rapids wheelmen, and • ron by
Atwell, while William Melville captured the

populat , and

... ..t high t"
•1 \ horn ..t 11 lend* mourn

• 1.ken
men

an * fit It up In fine

We are delighted with the idea of having the next
I.. A. W meet at Detroit Now is our chance to have
a bi« tournament, to follow the meet.

The Grand Rapids Cycle Company have their pat-
terns made for their new wheel, and expect to have .1

sample ready for exhibition in a few weeks. Superin-
tendent Hain expects t.. enter the races of the St.
lohns Bicycle Club.

Ml/.c

West Bradford Township, I'a., has received $14,000
for the road Improvement fund, the amount having
been s.. willed by the late Richard B. Bailey.

The Manhattan Bicycle Club started for Mass. :

on Sunday last, and the Brooklyn Bicycle Club jour-
neyed to Tarrvtown.

We have knowledge of a bright anil honest young
man, who has had a (rood connection with the cj
business, and is anxious 1 position with a
n<.od Ik. use. Any letters addressed to Tin WHEEI
will be forwarded to him.

Mr. E. J. Shrivcr's little book, " Want and Wealth,"
has been most favorably received by the press. The
New York Sun says of it : "This is one of tbe most
serious views ol the tariff that we remember to have
seen. It is eloquently written, and has many ot the
elements of a trumpet call." The Chicago Titnei -.ays
of it: "Generally sensible and tersely put; e

cially vigorous and outspoken. The httic brochure is

worth reading." The Detroit Neu 1 says "The broch-
ure is well written, the arguments trenchant, the
style perspicuous, ami the conclusions just and in-
evitable, ft is short and to the point, too short in I

The book can be obtained Irom B. \. Shriver, New-
York Metal Exchange.

The Ramblers Bicycle Club, of Buffalo, will la

challenge to all clubs in Western New York foi
mile team road race from Eril
Saturday, t>. t-.ber s. Six men will compose a team,
and it is thought that the challenge will I

by one club at least.

A W. Barr, ol Westbon is makii
tour across the continent, reached 1 Mem-
ber ,.

Ml Bars. Bldridge, Tuthill and Christian have been
appointed by the Hudson County Wheelmen a.s a com-
mittee to make all arrangements for bowling this ^.-.i

son. The Atalanta Wheelmen began their regular
Thursday nitflit practice games this week.

The State Board of the New Jersey Division will
• Bloomricld. September 18.

Major Yard, of the Monmouth Democrat, is rep
to be the first man to ride a bicycle in Freehold. N I

The Century Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, ha.
d the prize trom Niagara Falls, offered by the

proprietor of the elevator, at the Whirlpool R..;

tor the largest club attendance at his place.

At the regular monthly meeting of the North Bad
Wheelmen last Monday evening the followii

I for the ensuing six months: President,
William II Cubberly; Vice-President, Charles Miller;
Secretary, George Mi Dowel; Treasuri moat;
Captain, 1 Hairy Gibson; Pirst Lieutenant. I. Kayan;

I Lieutenant, William Cubberly; Buy
McDowel ; Banner Bearer, John Ri

H.ii iv I'.air.l.of Little Rock, Ark., recent
miles in twelve hours, which has caused much
ment In that neighborhood, as the roads pi
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RUNNING BACKWARD.

BY BELLE AMY.

Brake ! Brake ! Brake

!

But the band refuses to bite,

I feel that I'm running backward,
And my soul is sick with fright.

Oh, well for the bicycle boy,
Who can leap from his cycle with speed,

With never a skirt to catch in the chain,
Or petticoat to impede.

And the stupid wheels run back,
From the top to the foot of the hill.

And it's only when stuck in a thorny hedge
That my horrid old trike is still.

— The Jrish Cyclist.

ENGLISH TRADE NOTES.

Messrs. Lamplugh & Brown have brought out a
new anti-vibration saddle which promises to be one
of the best of its kind.

The Cyclist thinks that cushion tyres will be more
popular next year than pneumatics, and also considers
that manufacturers will be safe in preparing for stock
pneumatic cushion and solid tyred machines, some-
where in the proportions of 15, 25 and 60 per cent, re-

spectively of their entire output, while the Jrish Cy-
clist says that next year there will be a run on the
cushion tyres, but that in the following season the
pneumatics will hold the field.

Messrs. Calcott Bros. & West, makers of the XL
safety, have found their premises much to small for
them, and consequently have been compelled to add
several dwelling houses close to the works, by which
they hope to cope with their next year's orders, which
are now being placed by agents.

The Barrow Cycle Works have been bought by Mr.
Jos. Wood, who has also secured the Humber and
Raleigh agencies.

The Quadrant Tricycle Co., and Harry S. Roberts,
now supply any of their well-known machines with
cushion tyres.

Messrs. Tarver & Bowley, of London, have invented
a contrivance for the automatic inflation of air tyres.
" Through the rim on which the air tyre is laid is

drilled a hole, and into this hole is screwed a small
air syringe with the piston rod towards the top or out-
side of the rubber. This top is kept out by a spring,
and the whole contrivance is contained inside the
air tube. Now, when the air tyre is at all flabby, it

will be evident to the veriest novice that as the wheel
comes round, the softness of the rubber will allow
the piston rod to be compressed, and this compression
automatically causes inflation. The principle is that of
the ball-cock valve, for as soon as air begins to escape
and renders the pressure less, the piston is allowed to
be pressed down, and automatic inflation is the result.
Moreover, by a simple contrivance in the adjusting
of the inflator, the piston rod can be forced further
towards the top of the tyre, and accordingly the pres-
sure of air will be increased, while those who prefer
to ride with the rubber slack can also adjust the piston
inwards, and the whole thing is done.
"The advantages are evident. The air will remain

as nearly as possible at one pressure, and there will
be no danger of pumping the tyre to bursting point

;

there will be no fear of the tyre becoming slack, for
the automatic engine knows just what it has got to
do, and will do it. Of course, we have not yet been
able to put the idea to the test, but the drawings and
designs are as clear as daylight to the mechanical
eye. We, however, are promised a machine for test-
ing purposes at the earliest opportunity, and should
the practical result not pan out as we fully expect, we
shall have no hesitation in saying so ; but long and
varied experience with all sorts of mechanical dodges
warrant us being well assured that in practice the
idea will be even better than it appears in theory."

Cycle fittings and sundries in great variety can now
be had from Messrs. Brown Bros., of Great Eastern
Street, E. C, who have had to extend their premises
largely. Long waits on goods coming from Coven-
try, Birmingham or Wolverhampton will now be done
away with, as Messrs. Brown will do their best to keep
everytliing in the sundry line.

The Manchester Cycle Co. report extremely good
business, and next year they fear they will have to
build new works much larger than the present prem-
ises.

THE COBDEN CYCLE CO.'S NEW FRAME.
The Cobden Co. have undoubtedly got hold of a good

thing in the Cobden Duplex frame, which is made out
of one piece of tube and in appearance is something
like a double shoe. It is what may be termed a nat-
ional spring frame when desired, and by the addition
of a pair of cross struts it can be made as rigid as the
stiffest diamond framed machine out. In the racers
the frame, despite its double character, is made out
of one length of tube, being doubled round the socket
head and bent rearwards and downwards in the form
of a horseshoe or letter C, one part of the frame
being on each side of the driving wheel, which is
attached by means of slotted lugs to provide for the
chain adjustment; still curving on, the lowest part of
the frame holds the crank bearings, and then the
tubes bend upwards again to the top of the crown of
the front forks. The finished machine has a very
taut and racy appearance, the position of the handles
and saddle being well considered, and is such as to be
remarkably taking to the eye. The inventor states
that he can make a racing machine weighing about
fourteen or fifteen pounds that will stand any amount
of fair usage, and he will have such a safety on view
at the next Show.

The trade of the Acme Two Speed Gear Co. has in-
creased to such an extent that they have been forced
to remove into more extensive premises, situated on
Cornbrook Road, Chester Road, Manchester.

According to a correspondent of a Glasgow news-
paper, the wheeling sport is growing rapidly in pop-
ularity throughout Germany. Several Coventry
manufacturers, taking advantage of the import
duties, have started works in Germany, and the large
German sewing machine companies have added the
bicycle branch to their business, but for the more im-
portant part of the machinery and the best quality of

steel, they entirely depend upon the imports from
Great Britain.

Messrs. J. & H. Brooks, of Birmingham, have in-

vented and patented some improvements applicable
to cycle wheels.

Eureka ! 'Tis found ! ! Messrs. Philpot & Clayson,
of the Brixton Bicycle Club, London, have produced
and tried successfully a new tyre which does not in-

flate, will not burst, is not damaged by punctures,
yet has all the life and speed of the pneumatic tyres.

Two hundred and fifty employees of the. St. George's
Engineering Co., Birmingham, enjoyed their annual
outing on Augvist 16, the destination being Hagley,
and on the same day 600 of J. K. Starley & Co.'s
workers, with their friends, had their first annual pic-
nic at Stoneleigh Deer Park, eight miles from Coven-
try.

G. P. Mills, of Biggleswade, cycle manufacturer,
was publicly examined in bankruptcy at Bedford last
week. He attributed his insolvency entirely to al-

leged embezzlements and absconding of his former
partner, A. W. Gamble.

Two Manchester firms and one in Leicester ara now
manufacturing the pneumatic tyre. Owing to great
improvements which have been made, next year will
in all likelihood see both weight and expense of the
tyre increased.

Messrs. Warwick & Sons, of Birmingham, who are
the biggest firm in the world in the manufacture of
cycle rims, announce that they can supply same, in-
cluding both mud-guards and stampings for pneu-
matic and cushion tyres.

E. Lovell, of the big business of "Cycledom" in
Blackfriers Road, S. E., is clearing out his stock just
now, amounting to 900 machines. He has also taken
over the large cycle factory of Messrs. C. Wright &
Co., of Romford, from which he will turn out 200
machines per week, with the " Cycledom " factory
out-put as an extra.

Messrs. Kirschner & Bernhardt, of Dresden, are
manufacturing bicy*cle handles from compressed
paper chemically prepared. They are firm, hard and
light and have the additional advantage of being non-
conductors of heat.

Mr. J. A. Footit, of Ilkley and Derby, has brought
out what appears to be a most sensible idea. The
patent takes the form of two metal levers or weights,
which can be easily attached by the veriest tyro by
means of adjustable screws to the inner part of the
hub or axle of a safety or ordinary bicycle. These
levers give a fly-wheel force equal to ten pounds, and
the inventor claims that a safety geared to 60 inches
and fitted with his invention will only take half as
much labor to propel as is the case at present. Ma-
chines fitted with this patent will allow the high gear-
ing of 70 and 80 inches, and this without the extra
work a high gear entails.

The Centaur Cycle Co. and Baylies, Thomas & Co.,
of Coventry, have both^lost sums of money in York-
shire by the kindness or an individual called Foster
who, falsely representing himself as agent for the
firms named, collected various amounts due to them
in the above district.

The manufacturers of the " Golden Era" cycle, the
Golden Syndicate, Limited, have gone into liquida-
tion.

Every N. C. U. championship this year has been
won on wheels manufactured by Messrs. Humber &
Co. A good and well-deserved record.

A correspondent of The Cyclist writes "that anew
invention will shortly be placed before the public
which will bring about a revolution in cycle wheels.
It is purely a mechanical arrangement, and the pat-
entees claim that it will entirely supersede the pneu-
matic tyre."

From Dublin we learn that Harry James, of Bir-
mingham, can turn out a machine that will stand Irish
roads, which, when fitted with pneumatic tyres, is

ten pounds lighter than those turned out by the larg-
est firms in the trade. His exhibit at the last Stanley
show was also particularly observable for light-
ness of build.

New Cycle-making Company.—Among the com-
panies lately registered is the R. F. Hall (late of
Abingdon Works Co.) Manufacturing Co. Objects :

To carry on business as manufacturers of cycle fit-

tings in the United Kingdom or elsewhere. Capital
,65,000, in .£5 shares. Subscribers of one share are:
R. A. Pensent, solicitor, A. W. Freeman, solicitor, T.
S. Smith, solicitor, all of Birmingham, and four others.
First directors (three to five) to be appointed by sub-
scribers. Registered August 1, by Smith, Pensent &
Co., solicitors, Birmingham.

The Sultan of Morocco has given Mr. C. FaiTis,
well known by his cycle oil, a large order for candles
6% feet high, beautifully hand-painted, costing about
£8 each and weighing fifteen pounds each.

Messrs. H. Miller & Co., of Birmingham, announce
that they are prepared to manufacture under license
any patented novelty in connection with the cycle
accessory trade and will be pleased to hear from any-
one having an invention to sell. Messrs. Miller nave
the best possible facilities lor both manufacturing
and putting on the market.

BICYCLE SADDLE.

Seth W. Babbitt, Meriden, Conn,
cember 26, 1889.

Filed De-

Claim.— 1. A bifurcated saddle seat having
the front ends thereof connected to a bifurcated
spring-support, said support having its arms ex-
tended rearwardly to reinforce the sides of the
seat opening, substantially as described.

2. In a saddle, the combination of the seat
having continuous opening <?, with the bifurca-

ted support B, having its ends b extending rear-

wardly and connected to the front ends of the
seat and having its cross bar b' below the level

of the seat, and means for supporting the rear
of the seat and the said support B, substantial-

ly as described.

3. In a saddle, the combination, with the rear
seat-support C, having recesses c c, of the spring
Z, fitted to said recesses, substantially as de-

scribed.

4. In a bicycle saddle, a bifurcated support
for the front end thereof having a rocking con-
nection with the frame, substantially as de-
scribed.

5. In a bicycle saddle, the combination, with
the sleeve d, suitably supported, of the bifurca-

ted support B, having its arm A' passing through
said sleeve, nuts d-i, and brace D, substantially

as described.

An Improved Cushion Tyre.

An improved cushion tyre has been patented by
Mr. C. M. Lindley. Instead of being circular, with a
hole through the middle, it is D-shaped in section, the
flat part of the D resting on the top edges of the
usual U rim, so that the space between the flat rub-
ber and the bed of the rim is left vacant. More elas-
ticity, and lighter weight, is the result claimed.

A member oJ tin- Elizabeth Wheelmen is the pos
sessor of a II ickory wheel which attracts ill 11c h alien
lion and is the cause of considerable comment

Every one of this year's English amateur champion-
ships—bicycle, tricycle and safety—eleven in number,
have been won on Humber machines. It was a
pneumatic-tyred Humber Safety on which Mecredy
rode his 2m. 26 4-5S.

Mr. D. Snitjer, the St. Louis dealer, was represented
at the meet by L. M. Wainright and

J.
Harold Child.

Mr. Child, who is at present visiting at Hartford,
Conn., will remain East for a few months.

Says the Athlete: "The Cataract House got the
cream of the cycling guests." From personal expe-
rience, the writer is of opinion that the International
got all the cream of the cycling guests.

Harry H. Hodgson, of New Orleans, who is in Goth-
am for a few days, called on the Wheel. "Harry" will
accompany the Harlem Wheelmen on their club run
to Tarrytown on Sunday.

Captain J. H. Gibson, of the North End Wheelmen,
Philadelphia, has offered a silver medal to the mem-
ber attending the greatest number of club runs dur-
ing the next six months. Should the contest result in

a tie, the winners will ride a five mile road race over
the Century course for the possession of the trophy.

The Referee Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, have de-
cided to rent a house at Seventeenth and Diamond
Streets, for their headquarters. The club has sixty-
six members and is in a flourishing condition. Clarke
Linton was elected captain last week, in place of Sam-
uel Crawford, resigned.

Seventeen members of the Manhattan Bicycle Club
started for Massepequa, L. I., on Sunday last, but ow
ing to the poor roads they only reached Hempstead.
Capt. Fuller, of the Brooklyn Bicycle Club, conducted
a party to Tarrytown.

In a recent issue of THE W11KK1., reference was
made to the Bolte Spring Pork as the best anti-vi-
brutor on the market. Til is slat eillenl was made 111

judiciously by a 111ember of Till-: WllKl'l 's stall', and it

is only lair to state that as no representative of THE
WHEEL has tried the folk, it is Impossible to state
whether it is the best, or otherwise, From present
knowledge it would seem that the Bolte Spring Fork
is a valuable Invention, and no doubt will have a large
call among anti-vibrators j but to sav that it is the
best, is praise which has not been justified bv the test
ol I i 1 111'.

A Maine man attaches a lawn mower to his bicycle
and then rides joyfully over the grass and chuckles
to himself, while his less progressive neighbors push
along their grass cutters in the t rue orthodox fashion.
One can confident I \ expect to see Unsophisticated
lathers towing along babj carriages in this manner
before a I real while
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

An interesting article on tout prominent
his issue of THH

Winn- It will appear next week,

n-i i«* «re oaiume ui me rcaciuc, Doaru, no action win
iken. IIh- manager* oi the meet did not send the

entries i<> tin- handicapper until th< ore the
meet, telegraphing them, unaccompanied by the
proper information, and tin- allottments not arriv-
ing, a handicapper wns appointed on tin- grounds.

irding to the New York Sun, tin- Caldwell
Wheelmen held a "tandem parade " on Tuesday eve-
ning of tin* week, ami the riders of that town arc won-
dering who participated in the procession, as there is

not ., resident in the plan- possessing a two
wheel.

Philadelphia t*dg*r enlightens its readers on
the tyres that are destined to shortly become all the

- follows .

' 'I'll ere can l'e no doubt that the anti-vibratory tvre
is the coming tiling among racing men, the question
now bcintf as to the relative merits of the pneu-
tnat. Won tyres The former, which was
the first inflated tyre to be invented, now holds
a majority of the world's track records, and
the sensation caused by its recent appear-

on the tracks in this country, ridden by
members of the X V A ('

. is familiar to those who
have 1 read of this season's meets. The
weak point in the machine, jud^int; from its rec-
ord in En ma to be its liability to burst
or cut, allowing the air to escape, and leaving
the rider in a bad plight The cushion tin
which there are only two or three in this countrv,

id of being inflated with an air pump, as is

the pneum n endless air-tic,ht lube, about
nches in diameter, the rubber of which is
much heavier than the pneumatic, and, there-
not likely to iiit upon sharp stones ,,t cjass.

After making a tyre, which would ordinarily be titted
b wheel, it is stretched on a -iiich wheel,

thereby greatly compressing the air contained therein
and forming a cushion, which absorbs much oi tin
vibration experienced on a safety machine Either

improvement upon the ordinary tvre,
but it will require a season's experience to |.

ite opinion of their relative speed qualities.

Dtury are so well pie. is, ,|

with the way in which Ha/letori represented them at
ind later with his riding at Buffalo,
11 Philadelphia, that they will tender him an

• 'ti at the club-house on tin- evening

H itleton during the present
which he has n as..n t,, be proo

two months hi- ha. I a. Ivan, ed from tin- |. (
.. class, with

N. upon Banker, wilhelm and
• 1 ..11 last Saturday, when

in the two mile safety he v. with
'. irphy ana Berl in the half-mile

ordinary from Wilhelm and Taxis. A few dass
tin Banker and W. 1'. Murphy

in the one mile
prominent

.stniK longing eves upon the
; Mires have been made by nearly

1 tills SI . t i,,n ..1 1 1 iintrv
their memix i s Har.leton,

•s , „, and will for
I ride under tin , oloi s ol

that club. iding many rumors to ti.

Itirely mi. lei tin .

New York Bicycle Co.,
Nm. 4 4l 6 East 60th St., N. Y. City.

Summer I. Beals and !•'. R. Knowles will pos
undertake the task oi lowering the tiltv mile tandem

i. on the Blizabeth-Rahway course, to-morrow
aften 1. recently established by M< ssrs. i,,n„
Calkins in th. ism.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
Words u e.nts

T\» o Insertions it) 11

STAR" AND ALL DIFFICULT REPAIRING A
SPECIALTY.

Map-iinng in all Its Brunches.
KnUrged Sbop I New Macho <

lists I

All work dons on th* I'rem. -

and thut pay but out prodt ! BrnMATat
I- »>o UB '

ZOOK, 1 mi/. Pa., Bays, Sells, Trades.
.10 Kagle ami < heap

Ordlaariea and Safeties Warned in Trade
•16O.00 New Ttike B5BO,

„ .
Kew

, I01* Bicycle Company, Hon. 4 sod 6 Ksat 00th
Street, ft. I. New snd St-cond-llaml Machines. Choice
assortment. Prices ressonrble. Wheels to rent. Cirlluir
Accessories of all kinds. List of llanrali.s snd Sundries
free upon application. Old mounts takon In part dst.ment for Jien. * '

A Grand ll.unain II you want a 'go
pattern Colunibia Safety cheaper than
dirt, you should write immediately to
91. Dayton Tilnian, Roane, I ml.
\\'ILL EXCHANGE for a good safety bicycle avv thoroughbred setter (registered) valued at $250.
Address Setter, P. O. Box .

\\
r HI- EXCHANGE Ruggles Canoe, 15x30. fully

* equipped, in perfect order, for 'S9 safety
;
Victor,

Psycho or Columbia preferred. Address P. (). BoxV Y.

pXCHANGE S4. or 55-inch Columbia Racer for
1

- Columbia Li^ht Roadster Safety. Banker &
Campbell Co., Limited, 1786 Broadway, New York.

IO-IO-C

DARGAINS. 53-in. half nickled Eagle, run less than
1.-, miles; also new Paragon Safety, not run 10

miles. Write quick to Frank 1). Craig, Dock Bi
Portland, ind. ,JL I2

poR SALE Eroquois Safety, run 200 miles, cost $125;
$95- 52-inch Eagle, run 100 miles, cost $135 ;

$100.
John J. Yountf, Breenville, la. 9-, 2

pOR SALE Mew Victor Safety, 1890 pattern. $120:1 New Mail Safety, [89a pattern, $118
;
51-inch Col-

umbia Light Roadster, nearly new, $50! twenty ordin-
aries from $10 to $ t5 each. \V. A. l'.eaman. Athol,
Mass,

I WILL GIVE |oo for an 1890 Victor Safety in good1 condition. Address ]',. New
Jersey.

pAGLE, brand new, standard finish. Must be sold
l -> Big snap. Only $75. C. O. D. on receipt of enough
to pay express chargea 1 . B Catlin, Winsted, Conn.

pORSALB No. 1 Coventry Rival : balls all around:
with Lamp and Stand complete; in use- 1 wo months

and ridden less than 15,. miles; finish and bearings
perfect and fully as c,.>,.d as a new machine. I. M
Harkoe, rji Dean St., Brooklyn, N. Y. '

,,.,..

POR SALE Columbia Tandem Safely; liist-class
* condition

;
pine, ti35 ; I \\ 1;.,,, & ,

llatbush Avenue, Brooklyn, N Y.

VI At HINI8T WANTED Used to cycle repairing

;

..lie win. understands his business I W Mate
a Co., t I'latbnsh Avenue, Brooklyn. t I c

POB BALE OR i.\< iiam.i a ,,.„„), S)
I Star, two-third nickel ; roller and ball beat
mil tangent spokes; hollow frame and rims

;
in .

ondltion , Will sell at a ban. am
model high gn u,, x
View Station, Milwaukee, Wis

i>o )<>ii nra.nl a Hiu.i u i van law arleaT
II «<>, rend our Itargalii M.t.

I low IS

One New Vict,, 1 Sat, ty ,,-:,;,,,. $,,.. vy,,,, -^ „ ,

One 1800 \ n toi id. n -.. m
as new.
on,- Victor 18 top worn. Ii Qn si

on. •• Ughl " Ramblei Safety, shop worn only i„„

Rambler, - Ridden

One Vul ni vei riddi .,,,, lynow,One 1 olumbia 1 in. h, ni n von

One Colombia Batety, ,- spair, | Rl Iden
out 1

1

'

. hull. 1

1 shape, * Ver\
lltt le •

d lol

$7,

pol-
* ly new i 11 1 i- . .

I

WATCH CHAIN BAR.
I'. it. April 15, 1890.

Solid Gold, - $5.50.
I
Gold Pilled. 1.25.

V
. 11..

Cold Filled Watch Charm
Parts all work, $2.50.

No. 144A.

League Pin, Solid

Gold, $3.50.

No. .-hB.

League Pin, Solid Gold
with top for letter-

ing, $5.00.

No 144C.

Same as 1 44B, except
top.

, il>. No. 144K.

Same as 144B, except top.

Solid Gold,

Kimineled, $2.00.

No.

Solid Gold,

Kuaiueled, $1.76.

Solid Gold, Kitameled
top for i.iii/ruvliitf,

•3.00.

N-. 199.

Solid Gold, Kuameled
bottom plate for en-

trravlnir, tl.76.

In . Badgsn which all have

t, Ruby, Bapphire 01 Use
I

tin tl.er des. riptn.u

Wdl .; .1 pi 1. c lor 144 pins

I

'.1 i'. 1 MAM

i

'

P. H. t \ Hl'lll II ,

343 Broadway, «*» •». New York.
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TT IS A MATTER OF TRADITION THAT

THE WAYtotheHOT PLACE
is paved with good intentions and cuss words ; it is also a matter of fact, that

as a curse-provoker a poor bicycle lamp is a very emphatic success. In an

inverse ratio, the value of a good one is easily grasped.

We gave the subject of lamps considerable study, and after several

months' exhaustive experiment with all the most popular American and im-

ported articles, produced THE RAMBLER LAMP, which in these days of broad assertions we do not hesitate to say stands

unrivaled. It is a lamp which CANNOT BE MELTED APART from the undue heat of an improperly adjusted wick, being

formed with locked and folded seams, no solder being used except in the oil reservoir ; which CANNOT BE SHAKEN OUT
its spring back yielding to all unevenness in the road and absorbing all the vibration of the wheel ; which DOES NOT RATTLE
the spring and spring connections being noiselessly elastic, the oil reservoir being held securely in place, and the mode of attach-

ment to the bracket, making it absolutely rigid; which CANNOT BE ACCIDENTLY DETACHED, our new method of

In Hub Lamps, we have the CHAMPION,

$5.00 ; the CHALLENGE, $3.00 ; the

IDEAL, $2.25 ; all of which continue

to hold their own.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE FREE.

i^TO THE TRADE—We are now

prepared to offer seasonable quotations.

securing to lamp bracket, making it impossible; which is SIMPLE AND EASILY CLEANED, the reflector being detachable

for that purpose ; which is WELL MADE THROUGHOUT AND HANDSOME IN APPEARANCE, and which SELLS
AT A REASONABLE PRICE, $5.50 for No. 1, (large)

; $4.50 for No. 2, (medium).

A cheaper and smaller lamp than the Rambler, is the "Chicago Headlight," a $2 50 article, which stands at the head of

its class, having spring back, detachable reflector and locked and folded seams. Attached to the head centre screw by means of

a bracket, which we can also furnish, both the "Rambler" and "Headlight" can be

used as head lamps on the ordinary.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.

New England Branch House i

178 COLUMBUS AVENUE,
BOSTON, MASS.

Factory and Principal Office i

222-228 N. FRANKLIN ST.

CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE NEW LEVER SAFETY
1890 MACHINES NOW READY FOR TWE MARKET.

The perfection of Simplicity and Economy of Power. No chain. Mo Gears. Immense I'owi-r and Speed
Variable Stroke. Onij Two Sets Revolving Bearings in place <>t rite, ai usually used in Rover type.

SSTJ33 I^OH CATALOGUE.

H. B. Smith Machine Co., Smithville, New Jersey.

44

A\:v ORMONDE 99 SOLD
V FOR

$70,000.00.
This was nol an "ORMONDE CYCLE," bin the greal race horse winnei >>i the

Derby and the Si. I»eger Handicaps, in 1886.

"OR I>I CVCL( •>•> SELL
I OK

$135.00.

SEND TOR NEW DESCRIPTIVE QflTflLOQUE. S »

BANKER & CAMPBELL CO., l,m.ted

iiHt* and 17HK Broadwaj , New York. ijii Hcclforcl A\cnuc, Brooklyn.
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SINGER
The "Singer" Ladies' Safety.

SPECIFICATION—30 incti driving wheel, speeded
53 inches, 26 inch front wheel ; best ^ inch patent
spring'Wired tires, hollow steel forks, steel felloes

;

Singer Ball Steering, Singer Steering Lock, Singer
Direct Spokes, Singer Ball Pedals, and balls to all

running parts. Best combined spring and saddle,
etc., etc. Enameled and bright parts plated.

« « PRICE, ^135,00.
URGENT ORDERS FILLED SHME PHY ReC6IV6D.

"SINGER" PHTENT SPRING-MIRED TIRES STHY ON .

For full particulars of all " Singer " Cycles see Illustrated Catalogue.

SINGER St G07VTPMNY,
N2 6 *!!£ 8 BERKELEY STREET, BOSTON, t\AJJ.

Rovers Win pive of the peoria prizes.

0UR Diamond Frame Semi-Racers are

suitable for medium-weight riders on

the road. Weight, all on, 39 pounds

Strips for speeding to 29 pounds. Geared

to 60 inch. Hollow Rims and Tangent

Spokes. Fully guaranteed, and all parts

interchangeable. The grandest safety in

any market. Price, $135.00. Get our cat-

alogue covering five st}des of Rovers.

THE JOHN WILKINSON COMPANY, Sole Importers,

2T1 STHTE STREET, CHICHCO, H-L.
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CUSHIONED * TYRES .JrtJ.

We are prepared to make immediate shipments of our

DIAMOND FRAME

Pitted with these Celebrated Tyres, at only $5.00 additional cost.

(IHDIll AT OISCK TO AVOID DKI.AV,

Did you notice thai the same man and same machine won the PEORIA HILL CLIMBING
CONTEST that won at St. Louis? Yes, Richard Hurck, in 1 minute 4 1-5 seconds, on

the NEW RAPID LADIES' SAFETY, a stock machine, but geared up to 56.

THE CLARK CYCLE CO.,

BALTIMORE, HD.

\J JsJ J Q ]^[&m -v.

PRICE $115.00.
Th« Equal to «n V ir. Material imi Workmanship

The Best Value for the Mono)

Western Branch House, CHAS. F. STOKtS MFG. CO., Chicago, III.

r In- Superior to any In Appearance and Stranffth

nsponilf-nce Solicited.

Ollice and Factory, Highlandville. Mass
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The " QUADRANT " CUSHION TYRE SAFETY is here.

PERFECTION AT LAST.

We are now prepared to supply at short notice, in addition to our ordinary lines,

No. 17 SAFETIES fitted with CUSHION TYRES.

The latter, in combination with the "QUADRANT" SUSPENSION SPRING, gives the

most luxurious riding over the roughest roads, and the extra cost is only trifling.

THE IDEAL SAFETY.

Apply to THE STRONG & GREEN CYCLE CO., 707 Arch Street, Philadelphia,

OR TO THE MANUFACTURERS :

THE QUADRANT TRICYCLE CO., BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.

SEND FOR SAMPLE OF SAFETY BICYCLE LAMPS IMPORTED BY

THE RELIANCE, - $3.50

THE UNIQUE, - - $6.00

THE ARLINGTON, $6.00

THE RIVAL, - - $2.00

THE BEACON, $5.00

R. L COLEMAN & CO., 40 Park Place, New York City.
ElllERAl, DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.

Also Sole Agents for the Eastern, Middle and Southern States
for the well-known

SAFETY BICYCLES
MADE BY WESTERN WHEEL WORKS, OF CHICAGO.

PRICES, $35, $60, $60, $75, $90 and $115.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. —
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tfflRWlCK PERrTCTION CYCLES,

Fine Mechanism.

Honest Work.

Elegant Finish.

Dust-proof Bearing?.

Tangent Spokes.

Interchangeable.

For Ladies.

Guaranteed.

Graceful Outline.

Perfect Fitting.

Finest Stock.

Ball Steering.

Hollow Rims.

Convertible.

For Men.

NO CAST METAL.

Warwick Perfection Cycles are Built On Honor.

WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO., SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

r^ |\|oppar<ll Safety.

/So*pARtn.- ^rr-ry-

A High Grade Machine for Young

Men and Boys.

all parts interchangeable

Price $40. Complete.

A. G. SPALDING S BROS.

Chicago

MA-

New York. PmilaOLL^mia I

Special.

Or^fil @cf<»l,«r isi. vJe vC.ll

a\\ar ta spactal line e|

\\\<%t) drade 5af<?^8

at $75.00.

^11 |0«11 |Oe«rir)«Js.

a/111 Oleel Karainq"-

SEND FOR CIRCULAR

f\. Q. Spalding Bros.,

241 Broadvi/ay. N. Y. C^iry.

V.V,VAV.V.-,'.V.V.V.V.V,W.V.V.V.V,V,I

]\)e latest ai)d Best

!

The Barkman " BB " Luggage Carrier.

PATENT APPLIED FOP.

Carncr witli bundle

All Forged Steel, Light, Compact, Hanosome
and Serviceable.
Will rnrrv more Iiir n(je th.in toy car-

rier in the market
Adapted to all Diamond Frame Safetiev

carrying the weight direct on the hack-
bone, over the rear wheel, and not on the
mud Rtintd

v^jfe

V
Canientopview). Carrier without tmndle

Price, Handsomelv Nickled, - $2 OO

THE TRADE SUPPLIED.

A. C. SPALDING A BROS
.0 24t »ROADWAV, NEW YORK. Pm.uhi.pm,*
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USE THE GIANT BICYCLES,
Why ? They are the best and handsomest wheel on the market for the money. Which of the manufacturers are making

and selling the greatest amount of wheels to-day ? We are satisfied to have you investigate. Why are the GIANTS very popular ?

Because those who purchase them appreciate that they get full value received for their money. The GIANTS are adjustable in

every bearing point, with practical mechanical devices. We do not need to employ an advertising department to copy and clip from
contemporaneous matter to fill in something for the public to read. We are not looking for popularity of that kind. The GIANTS
speak for themselves. If you are at all skeptical, the next one you meet, stop and examine it. We only ask you to divide your
pile with us. We don't want all you have got for a wheel. Meet us half way and get full value for your money.

LOZIER & YOST BICYCLE CO.,

Catalogue Free. Central Ave., Toledo, Ohio.

A

WEAK POINT
(Patented March n. i8go.)(Patented March 11, 1890.)

In all bicycles of the Safety type is the undue vibration felt while passing over roads of any description. To counter-

act this weak point many inventions have been made, but none have hit the point as well as the Hendee Allti-Vlbra-

tlOU Handle Bar. This simple appliance totally destroys the constant jolting and, therefore, does away with the

numbness of the arms. In this way the fatigue of a trip awheel is greatly lessened. It is highly recommended by all who

have tried it, and is made to fit all the leading makes of Safeties

PRICE, St 2.00
Agents wanted in all unoccupied territory. Liberal discounts to the trade.

MERWIN, HULBERT * CO.,

26 WEST 23d STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.
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The ^agle leads on Track and i\oad.

Three Firsts at Philadelphia, September 6th.

The Half-Mile Philadelphia Championship won by

J. R. Hazelton on an Eagle Racer.

B. p. /T\eDai7i<?l a^o

w\t)8 ti?e o^-mil<^

3.10 qlass.

i

^3?

V_TlV/\^fiv J '—
.
^*'V ^/

m
E. 0. I^oe vuiQ5 tf?e

mile QOui<;e.

First and Second at Buffalo
™e Great 100-mile Road Race.

WJfAN WAGONER, First. BJ^McDANIEL, Second.

The Eagle screams occasionally, hut then it has something worth

screaming about.

THE EAE|LE BICYCLE • MFG, • CO.

Catalog pree. ST/WOI^D. QOffff.
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444CY^HN@
PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY MORNING.

Entered at the Post-Office at second class rates.

Subscription Price,

Foreign Subscriptions, -

Single Copies,
ft

$1.00 a year

8s, a year

5 Cents

Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS CO.

Copy should be received by Tuesday morning.

Late Copy received until Wednesday morning.

Changes for Advertisements must be received by
Tuesday morning to insure insertion.

Special Advertising Matter received until Thurs-
day noon.

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION.

F. P. PRIAL,

Editor and Proprietor,

P. O. Box 444, 243 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its con-
tents and give us their patronage, and as far as
is convenient, aid in circulating the journal,
and extend its influence in the cause which it

so faithfully serves. Subscription price, fi per
year.

"The Wheel is the best of the cycling publica-
tions."—Robert B. Kimber, Richmond Hill, L. J.

"I consider The Wheel the best investment I can
make with a dollar."—Edward P. Burnhavi, Newton,
Mass., N. E. Official Handicapper.

" Cyclers here consider THE Wheel one of the best,
if not the best, cycling paper in the world, and can-
not do without it."—McD. Van Wagoner, Kingston,
N. Y.

REMARKABLY FAST RIQING.

The English riders are still untiringly as-
saulting the records on the Paddington track,
and in some instances they have performed
some wonderfuj feats. A message from Cov-
entry informs us that on September 9 W. C.

Jones (Polytechnic), paced by Parsons, Morden
and Edwards, accomplished the marvelous
time of 2m. 20 3-5S. over the mile course at
Paddington, mounted on a pneumatic safety.
This beats Mecredy's grand record by 6 1-5S.

A. C. Edwards also reduced Du Cros' half mile
record by 1-5S. , his time being im. 10 4-5S., the
time being the same as Windle's ordinary rec-
ord recently made at Peoria.
On the road the same day Messrs. Pope and

Arnott reduced the 100 mile tandem tricycle
record to 6h. 30m. 19s. It has also been cabled
that Jones rode five miles in 12m. 54 2-5S. as
follows: First in 2m. 28 1-5, second in 2m.
31 2-5S., third in 2m. 38 3-5S., fourth in 2m.
40 2-5S., and fifth in 2m. 35 4-5S., making a
total of 12m. 54 2-5S. for the full five miles, or
twenty-two seconds faster than Mecredy's best.

Perhaps the finest performance of the lot,

however, and certainly one that seemed to stag-
ger the onlookers the most, was his first two
miles in 4m. 59 3-5S. , as against Mecredy's pre-
vious best of 5m. 12 3-5S.

At Paddington, August 30, Archer made a
successful attempt to lower the half-mile ordi-
nary record of im. 13 4-5S. , made by Osmond,
August 9. Paced by Leitch, Faith and Harris,
he covered the quarter in 37s., and the half in

im. 13 3-5S. But for a high wind he would
have done better.

On August 25, R. J. Mecredy lowered the
starting quarter safety record at Bristol to

34 3-5S., it formerly being 35>£s. The track
was heavy from falling rain.

PEORIA.

We have found Peoria, and it is ours.

The Mayor, a bright, young, breezy Mayor of a
pretty, bustling city, gave us the town when we came
here, and only to-night do we give it back to the
inhabitants.

The Peoria meet stands out prominently as the most
successful meet of the year ; not so great as the Niagara
affair, but the fellows had more fun and the races
were of much higher class.

the races.
The races were of the highest class, the weather

superb, the spectators multitudinous and enthusiastic,
the entertainments enjoyable, the hotel accommoda-
tions passably pleasant ; not too much to do, no all-

day and all-night hustle and bustle, and with just
enough people here to get acquainted the one with the
other.

Peoria is a city of 50,000 people, within thirty-six
hours of New York, and within anight ride of Indian-
apolis, Chicago, St. Louis, and other populous and pros-
perous Western cities. The town nestles on the banks
of the Peoria River

; the streets are ridable and level,

and one can get about easily awheel. There are
numbers of pretty houses and nicely laid out streets,

and the place grows on one.

THE RIDING DISTRICT.

Besides the street riding there is a field which it is

a pleasure to explore. The city is surrounded by
bluffs some 300 or 400 feet above the city level.

These bluffs once gained, the rider has mile after

mile of pretty streets, with sidepath or macadam
riding, every revolution of the wheel disclosing views
of remarkable beauty.

Outside of the bluff riding there is a pretty run
along the river road, the river, by-the-bye, being as

beautiful as the noble Hudson. There is also a famous
five mile run to Prospect Point, which is gained by
slight ascent, and from which a most charming view
of the country is had for thirty miles about. Given
this pretty city, and the most delightful September
weather, with a good hotel, plenty of incidental enjoy-
ment, and two days of rare sport at the race track,

and the verdict could not be otherwise than favorable.

The cyclists began to arrive early on Friday, Chi-
cago sending a large delegation, with Indianapolis,
Milwaukee, St. Louis and all the convenient cities and
towns being well represented. The headquarters was
at the National Hotel, within a block of the Peoria
Club. A large number of people who " follow the
crowd" were present.

THE RACES.

The race track is a park suitable for all sorts of out-
door sport. It has two tracks, a third, and a half mile,
the former used for training only. The track was
built by the street car company, and the Peoria Club
are allowed to use it without charge. The park is

about three miles from the centre of the city, and
reached by electric car or by an easy and pleasant
ride.
The race meet was in the highest degree a great

success. The weather on both days, especially on the
first day, was remarkably fine. The track was in good
shape, the fields were large, the contests most inter-
esting, the times satisfactory, with no hitch or mis-
understanding of any kind. The track was kept clear,
and the opinion of the talent was that the meeting was
as well managed as well could be.
On the first day there were close upon 3,000 people

present, and on the second day there were quite 3,500
people in the park. The grand stand was entirely
crowded, and the innerfield could scarcely be seen for
vehicles ; in fact, the turnouts must have numbered
about 200.

SOME REMARKABLE PERFORMANCES.
Of the sport too much can hardte be written The

sensational incident of the meet was the double defeat
Windle suffered at the hands of Zimmerman. In the
quarter mile, open, Windle won by a stretch of day-
light in 35s., yet in the final Zimmerman outsprinted
him over the tape in 36s. In the mile, open, safety
race, Berlo won by a most sensational finish in the
splendid time of 2m. 37s., Hoyland Smith finishing
second.
The five mile safety championship was a most bril-

liant win for W. P. Murphy, the last mile being run in

2m. 42s. In the two mile tandem safety, Rich and
Campbell outspurted Murphy and Smith and Lumsdcn
and Winship, riding the last quarter in 32 1-5S. The
two mile handicap was a runaway for a man on the
350 yard mark who won in 5m. 10s. Rich, who started
from scratch, rode unplaced in 5m. 34s.

In the two mile safety handicap, Barnett, from the
60 yard mark, worked his way home first in the re-
markably fast time of 5m. 20S.

The sport on the second day opened with a two mile
tandem safety race, at which game Rich and Camp-
bell again proved their supremacy. In the mile safety
handicap Rowland Smith did a most remarkable per-
formance, riding from the thirty yard mark in 111.

30 1-5S., the performance being as' good as am. |3 3-5S.
all the way.

In the mile ordinary handicap Zimmerman, from
the twenty-five yard mark, won in am. 3a ;-.,s., and
riding up to his mark, was timed in am. m 3-5S, lor the
mile. In the mile open A. li. Rich defeated a field of
cracks in am. loa-js. The ten mile championship race
was another Waterloo for Windle. who was thirty
yards behind when the bell rang and lie was unable I"

beat Zimmerman home. The sport is described below
in detail.

FIRST DAY, SEPTEMBER 12.

The track, a half-mile with raised curves, was in fine
condition, the weather bright and warm, with notmuch breeze. The races were started at 2.10 andwere finished shortly before 5, being hurried through
to avoid a threatened rainstorm which did not mater-
ialize. The various events resulted as follows :

One Mile Bicycle Novice— i, Charles T.Kinseley
Chicago

;
time, 2m. 50 3-5S. 2, J. R. Pollock, Chicago

time, am. 5 i#s. 3, A. Vaillancourt, Maywood, 111.
4
'-n ™ H° 1,;on

>
Omaha. 5, Irving Woods, Jackson-

ville, pi. 6, H. W. Danforth, Washington, 111. 7Ezequiel Aranda, Champaign, 111.

One Mile Safety Novice— i, e. a. Hatfield
Peoria

;
time, 3m. 5 1-5S. 2, B. L. Portafield, Omaha!

3, A. Or. Smith, Peoria.

One Quarter Mile Bicycle, Open, Heats FirstH^ATr T
i
W,- S. Campbell, New York A. C: time, 37s.

*V
TWAl^ral

Y,.
M

,

llwaukee
- 3, Louis Masi, Peoria. 4,N H. Van Sicklen, Chicago. 5, A. D. F. Simmons

Chicago. 6, H. R. Winship, Chicago.
Second Heat— i, Willie Windle, Berkeley A C •

time, 35s. 2, F. H. Tuttle, Chicago. 3, A. A. Zimmer-ma
.

n
>
New Jersey A. C. 4, A. G. Harding, St. Louis.

Kan'
A

'
C

'
6

'
A- J '

Henle >
r
'
Wichita,

Windle got away from the bunch several score of
yards from home and won by two lengths, though
I uttle made him thoroughly extend himself to win
I he time was excellent, one-half of the quarter beinsr
run in the wind.
Final Heat— i, Zimmerman, time 36s. 2, Windle

3, Campbell.
Windle was slightly in the lead fifty yards from

home, but Zimmerman made a remarkable spurt and
catching Windle just at the tape, beat him by a yard
the field close on the heels of the leaders. This was
the first time Windle had ever been defeated from
scratch and no doubt felt it keenly. Zimmerman nowcame in for a lot of applause as he came home. Later
he said that he was sorry for Windle, because be knew
that Windle was faster than himself.
One Mile Safety, Open— i, p. j. Berlo; time, 2m

37s. 2, Hoyland Smith ; time, 2m. 37 i-5s. 3 W C
Thorne, Chicago. 4 , C. E. Kluge. 5, W. F. Murphy!
6, Bert Myers.
At the quarter mile Hoyland Smith jumped the field

and spurting over a half-mile, entered the home-
stretch yards ahead of the others. Each man strained
every nerve to catch Smith, and coming towards the
tape, Berlo was seen to leave the others. At ten yards
from home Smith was still leading and he looked a
winner to a moral certainty, but Berlo, by a remark-
able effort, ground his wheel on the tape first by a
foot. It was a most sensational finish, and Berlo's
final burst on the tape will long be remembered by
all who saw it. The fractional times were : •%, 38 4-5S
y2 , im. 19 2-5S.; %, 2m. 3-5S.; 1 mile, 2m. 37s.

One Mile Safety, 310 Class-i, C. T. Kinseley,
Chicago; time 2m. 55s. 2, J. D. Herndon, Clarksville,
Tenn.; time 2m. 55 ^s. 3, R. Hurck, St. Louis. 4 , H.W. Danforth, Washington, 111.

Five Mile Safety Championship of America —
1, W. F. Murphy, time 15m. 26^s.; 2, P. J. Berlo: 3,
C. E. Kluge

; 4, Hoyland Smith
; 5, N. E. Laurie ; 6,

Geo. K. Barrett. The race was left to the last mile
which was hit off in 2m. 42s., and especially to the last
quarter, run in 34 i-5s. This was one of the most im-
portant safety events of the year, and adds a great
big plume to the Murphy head-gear. The times were:
1, 3m. 8s.

; 2, 6m. 25s.
; 3, 9m. 47 2-5S.

; 4, 12m. 44 3-5S.

;

5, 15m. 26^S.

Two Mile Safety, 6.20 Class.— 1, E. J. Roberts,
Chicago, time 6m. 7^s.; 2, C. A. Hatfield, Delavan,
111., 6m. 7^s.; 3, Richard Hurck, St. Louis; 4, B. L.
Portafield, Omaha; 5, H. J. Winn, Chicago; 6, John
Mason, Chicago

; 7, W. C. Wegna, Milwaukee, Wis.
One Mile Tandem Safety.— i, a. B. Kich and W.

S. Campbell, time 2m. 57s.; 2, Bert Meyers and Louis
Masi, Peoria; 3, W. F. Murphy and Hoyland Smith.
The last half was ridden in im. 15 4

-
5s.; the last quar-

ter in 32 1-5S. Rich and Campbell spurted madlv
down the homestretch and gave a wonderful exhibi
tion of sprinting. Murphy and Smith's tandem was
geared down to 52 inches, while the machine used
by Campbell and Rich was geared to 66 inches.
One Mile Bicycle, Boys.-i, Fred Orr, Peoria; -,

F. L Kurtz, Chicago: 3, Major Tailor, Indianapolis.
The Major was a bright little "nig," with all the snap
and style of a veteran. He cried a little over his de-
feat, which he attributed to lack of condition.

Two Mile Bicycle Handicap.— i, L. E. Holton,
Omaha, 350 yards, time 5111. 10s.; 2, F. T. Andrae, Mil
waukee, 130 yards

; 3, F. H. Tuttle, Chicago, So yards
;

4, A. A. Zimmerman, Freehold, 75 yards
; 5, A. F.

Simmons, Chicago, 175 yards; 6, Bert Meyers," Peoria,
.35 yards

; A. B. Rich, scratch; H. R. Winship, Chi-
cago, 125 yards; F. F. Ives, 12s yards ; N. H. Van Sick-
len, Chicago, 80 yards. There were thirty-nine en-
tries and about twenty-five starters. The winner
won hands down. The start, 150 yards, is too long .1

mark for any man in a Iwo mile handicap. The rec-
ord is 5m. 2i ! ,s.; Kich rode in 5m. 14S.J Andrae, Tut-
tle and Zimmerman all rode inside of 5m. ;os. for the
two miles.

Two Milk SAFETY Handicap. 1, George K. Bar-
rett, Chicago, 60 yards, time 5111. »s

;
. W. K. Mc-

Clure, Peoria, 250 yards
; ;, H. 1,; Portafield, )»s yards;

4, R. Hurck, St. Louis, 200 yards. Barrett made in-
side 5111. 30s. for the full distance.

SECONH DAY, SEPTEMBER 13,

The weather was somew Ii.it elder and more windy
than on the prey ions daj I'he attendance \\.\s Larger
than on Friday. The races were started at 1.30, and
were finished just before 6 o'clock. Phis was said 10
be tin' finest day's sport overseen in America. Sum
niary of events !

DwoMileSafeti Club tandem t, A. B. Rich and
W. s. Campbell, time 6m, si 1

.s ; 1, W, P. Mturph: and
Hoyland Smith;

; , Bert Meyers and Louis Masi
Murphy and smith chased Kich and Campbell ail the
waj home, the latter coming rtglll near the tape with
a wonderful sprint Last quarter, ;,

1 ;s
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Class—1, C. T. Kn:-
1 1. Andrae,

Milwaukee; K. Hoi lb; 4. !.. K. Hoitoo,
Omaha; .. I l> Herndon, Clarksvllle, Tenn.; 6, A.
Valliancoui •

!. 111.

ONI Mn | SAFETY, HANDICAP i. Hoyland Smith,
yards, time m . W J. Bray, Chicago, 10

K. |. Roberts, Chicai rds: Berlo,
, Murphy, .- : Kli Barrett,

Winn, , Worden, no: Wegner,
Hatfield, 190; A G Smith. 175. Smith rode the
brilliant handicap <>f tin- year. The time tells

the tale and leaves no room for comment. The record
-s., while Smith's mile was under im

OR! Mil l BICYCLE, HANDICAP i. A. A. Zimmer-
man, ij yards, time. I. Andrae. Mil-
waukee. 7; vards . . 1 II Puttie, '.yards; 4, S. B.

Bowman, N\'*
F
ersey A. (.".. 100 yards; ^. K. I". Ives.

Menden, 7; yards; S, |. I). Herndon, Clarkv;
v.irds; Holton, Omaha, 75 ; Van Wagoner, 75 : Win-
ship.?..; Simmoi U si, 100; Knit/, 100: ValUan-
curt. 1 . ; Mod 1. K Pollock, CI

• '-tier. Peoria, 185; II. I.. Densberger,
a, aoo. Zimmerman's effort ranks in merit with

Smith's in the preceding rave. A representative of

THE.WHEEL 1 au^ht Zimmerman at the half mile in

im. 14 4-5S. ami at the mile in .'tu. ;4 .-5s., the record
Zimmerman's mile stands at pres-

et mile ever made in amateur com-
petition.

ONE Mll.K SAFETY, ,1 CLASS 1. K. |. Roberts, Chi-
time ;in. ;s.; .. II, J Winn, Chicago, time ;m.

W K. McCune, Peoria; 4. 1". A. Hatfield,
an. 111.; 5, R. Hurek. St. I.ouis.

One Mii k Bicycle, Opes i, a. B. Rich, time un,
W. I' Murphy; :. A K. l.umsden; ^.

1' II

Tutt Sicklen, Ives, Andrae. Zimmerman,
Campbell and Bowman.
Van Sicklen led to the quarter in 388.; Tuttle to the

half in nn and to the tliree-quarters in mi.
Both Van Sicklen and Tuttle were awarded

; the quarter, half and three-quarters
for their fast time. Rich also secured a special price

"M Kile Peoria Club Handu tp i, L Maai. ,..

-. time am. us.; . W. K. McCune. go yards, rime
.m I

. Mowatt, 100 yards.

vi\y Mn v Safety, Lap Race i, P. J. Berlo, if

poinl K. Barrett, io points ; . C. B. Kluge,
Its. Berlo finished first, with Kluge second and
•t third. Times, ; m. , ;

-as.; 6m n. 34S.

Ore-half Mih Safety, State Championship
1, w C. Thome, Chicago, time. im. 17s : .•. George K.
Barrett, Cnii I. Roberts, Chicago.

Pes Mn i Bicycu Championship of America—i,

A A Zimmerman; .. W. Windle ; ;. A K. l.umsden
J

I . Andrae ; ..
!•'. H. Tattle ; . Rich, Van Sicklen,

Henley, Wichita, Kan.; Ives, Bowman, Campbell,
Barrett, VaiUancourt, Van Wagoner, Murphy. Time,

in 1

Th: long distance event of the year,
finer field never faced B starter. The men trailed

along at a merry pace, with Murphv, Van Sicklen or
Van Wagoner cutting the pace. When the bell rang
Windle, Rich and Murphy wen- f till v thirty yards be-
hind

I ind with hut a half mile to
Windle cut a frightful pace on the last half, but

1 lower Zimmerman's colon, and was beat-
length. The last mile was ridden in

Windle made Hi.' mistake mi' watching
Kn h and Murphy too closely. Zimmerman was over-
whelmed with congratulations. The times wen 1.

.. 1 m. MS ;

'

I Mill Bi mOW (I <.. Bain.-,
I > 1-' Simmons, (hi-

ovf Mil J Sm ILATIOH i. W C Wegner,

Lai mi's Trial Aoainsi kn ord i, un. ( , .
-

1

1

Laurie, on his pneumatii tyre, made an attempt to

rd of 1 m. , - .s , made at
rd on An two mill

• rd
.
ai three miles be e< onds

is outside,
and a'

I P I'rial,

111 ; K.
I11. and C. 1 Vail, Pi •
I W. Conkllni

i Howe, Geo II notch-

MA 1

I. 1 1 Mi

THE RECORD-BREAKING TRIALS.
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i>w Wmdir Murphj end Hmith's
.•nd Lomsdi rlth I

mil''
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' tin.

grad

• way,

skyw

ass. These were not the conditions under which
all the trials were run, there being an occasional puff

;

but, altogether, the conditions were highly favorable.

The good work was Started toward ; o'clock, ami WAS
kept up until darkness came on.

The track was surveyed by the city surveyor, and
nil mile according to the laws of the Racing

Board. A representative of THE Will 1 I inspected a

sworn statement which proved the track of correct

length. The corps of officials was as follows: Ref-

eree. K. P. I'rial. Timers, S. A. Miles. Chicago
; J. H.

(lift, I'eoria ; S. B. Ilayward, I'eoria, and P, I'. Prial,

New York. Starter, G. M. Worden.
The first event was a one mile invitation safetv race,

all of the solid-tyre cracks being pitted against Laurie
•m a pneumatic. They trailed to the quarter in qs,,
the half in 1111. 49 <-;s., the three-quarters in .111

and sprinted the last quarter in ;.• 4-58., finishing as
follow-. :

1. Laurie; .. Hoyland Smith; j, W. I". Murphv:
4, Kluge; -, Berlo. Time, 3m. 11 4-5S.

RICH'S FIVE Mll.K TRIAL

PREVIOUS RB< oKl.s.

PACE- UfER. ENO. WORLD'S
MAKERS. riME. \M.\I. A.MAT. RECORD.

MS. M. s. M. s. If, s. M. s.

Campbell 1.19 4-5
1 ..Windle 2.40 2.351-5 2.284-5 a-*8 4-s
1

1

;. .Murphy 4.06
\ndrae... e.30 3-5 5.21 3-5 5.12 1-5 5. 1

1

.•':.. l.umsden 6.56
Tuttle 8.17 8.072-5 8.142-5 7.484-5

J
1

.-. .lyes 9-44 1-5

4 .. Zimmerman. . 1 1. 1 ! 3-5 11.114-5 11.052-5 10

|! .
. .Campbell. ...

Murphy ij-s 1 J-5 14-07.-5 13-55 «3-»34-S
The above table shows the value of Rich's effort at

four and five miles. He beat both the English
amateur and American amateur records, but was yet
outside of Rowe's world's records. Rich was skill-

fully paced, and had a lot of go in him when he
finished. His mile times were ; am. 408., 2111. a
.111. 4«> .-5s., 2111. 54 ;-;s., .111. 40s. The time of the last
mile, .111. 40s., is so much faster than that of the
second, third and fourth miles that it is evident that
Rich did not prove his own powers, else he could have
stopped the watch fifteen seconds sooner than he did.

WIND! E*8 RECORD MILE.

PREVIOUS RECORDS.

DIS- PACE- AMER. \MKR. ENG.
rANCE. M\Kmv riMES, \M\|. PRO. AMAT.

M. S. M. S. H, s.

'.....Campbell 384-5 33 4-S 36 a"5 .1M-*
l.umsden 1.124-5 i- io 4-5 1.13 2-5 1. 13 4-j
Rich '-49 3 "5 '-55 1-5 1.501-5 1.514-5

1 .... Zimmerman.. .2.25 3-5 2.352-5 2.294-5 2.284-5

Windle's quarters were : 38 4-5S., 34s., 36 ,

Half miles, 1111. 1 .• 4-5S., nn. 134-58.: last three-quar
ters, 1111. 4'. 4-;s. At the quarter Windle was five
Seconds OntSlde record. At the half he equalled
Rowe's amateur record and surpassed all other
ordinary records except his own record of un. 1

At three-quarters he not only surpassed all ordinary
records at the distance, but also surpassed Mecredv's
pneumatic safety record ol im 4.,', s. At the mile
he surpassed all records for any type of cycle, beating

say's pneumatic mile by 1 1-5S., Osmond's mile
by < i--,s.. and Rowe's mile by 4 1-58.

quarter time was noticeably slow, and it is due
to Windle's rem. 11 s.it.l. stamina that he was a'
run the last three-quarters in im. e 1-58., and the last
half mile in im. 1; 4--,s., both Rowe's and ( >sn
last half being outside of ,m
Windle had a string ol nearly lour s. on "I straight

t.'s. Until last Priday he had never been :

off the mark. At Rochester he caught aeven cold,
which was intensified at Niagara Palls. He went
home directly alter the lirsi d.iv of the Palls met an.!
was laid up several davs with cold ..11 the lung's,
which debarred him from Providence and N':..

his arrival at I'eoria the climate and wati
him back so that he was debilitated In the qc
Zimmerman defeated him, and In the ten ..

also fell before the New I .
- 1 . I'lles.' two

'•s must have startled him, for he took the ;

in of himself all day Sundaj and Monday, until
he made his trial. It is pi . .liable that during thl
davs he stored up a deal of nervous |. ,. the

11111. he was undoubtedly ill-pleased with the
and these . in must. hi. es urged

h 1m t>. a k t

.

e siari lie announced his intention of going for
I 11

1 in win 1 1 .(in.,..! Windle an. 1 tin- nee. He
thought the tra. k on! iliai there was con-

.i.ie wind ..11 one ..f th< v a thousand
1 ed with while . hanging

i lomethlng left In him at the finish

When 'Im Win 1 1 . Iced him if he thought hii
• -li more ondl

in sullied the Windle smile, win. h

Windle, '"it mystifying to all others The
thai under the

. ..iiditioii'. • u.i. k. perfect
1

thai Wind
ride In 1 and that that is his B

1

caught Slight (

EIMMERMAS 1 v
1 MALI

\ d of

im ord ..t nn
1 Laurie, hi

ind Ih* hall in .

mil Wind .id Zim
• he signal

mi wiir, DEM aaFETY MILI

.! the
Iron,

quart. .a the half, im. 13 1-38.J thrce-quar-
; mile, n time at the hall \\.<-

a second outside ol Banker and Gasslcr's
I ol im. ia i-is, made at Syracuse. The time at

three-quarters cannot stand, as it was quite dark, and
the timers stopped then watches on the word given
by a -

I youth on the mdges' si

watches stopped at nn. 4RS., but the writer, who was
an official time-keeper, using the finest timepiece on
the grounds, and splitting as he saw the men pass
the three-quarters, made the time im. 4.1 i-,s., which is
the fastest thrcc-ci uarters ever recorded on any type
of cycle. The only record that can fairlv be credi-
ted is the mile, in am. .'7s., which replaces the in
made by l.umsden and Winship, last Pall. This is

the third fastest mile ever ridden. The men
not so skillfully paced, and they are capable of .111

25s.

BERI AND I ' IISDI N's MII I-

.

PRE* IOI - HI 1 ORDS.

\M1 K.

IMA I.

U9 M.s. m.s.
'»

.57 3-5 -35 4-5
%... .1.13 1-5 1

K M 1-582-5
1 a.30 2.37

1
\..

\M VI .

M.S.

•35 a-5

AMIK.
PNEU. I'NEU.
M.s. M.s

.40 .36 3-5
1. 11

1.58

-'•i4 4-5 ---32 4-5

Berlo and l.umsden, paced by Ives. Rich and Camp-
bell, rode neck and neck all the way. Berlo winning
by a loot. l.umsden got way inside the old amateur

of j.jj _•-,;, but was. ol" course, outside ol
Windle's record. At the half Berlo was inside the
American and English amateur solid-tyre ^

records. At the three-quarters he was inside of all

safety records except Mecredv's pneumal
At the mile he established a world's safety record for
the solid-tyred safety. This wound up the record
performances of the day, the pacemakers being all
worn out, and the daylight quite gone. The attempts
were made amid much enthusiasm. As Windll came
back after his trial he was lifted on his wheel and 1 .11

-

ried down the track, the spectators being wildly en-
thusiastic.

On Tuesday the records were further demolished.
the feats of the afternoon being Kluge'8 safety mile
in sm. ; i-.s.; Laurie's .111. .7 i-,s. on a pneii'i
and Myers' and Masi's two mile tandem record of 5m.

The day was cold, ami there was a strong bl
blowing, a much poorer day for record breaking than
was Monday.

THE IMi V< I V RECORD.
Bert Myers Started the ball rolling by making new

records at three, four and five miles, cutting thl
mile record from 19m. 55s. to 18m. 5' - Mistimes
were: 3m. 38 1-5S., 7m. 20s., mil. 2 4-5S., 14m. 58s.. and
18m. v

KLUOE'S 1 KIM Mil I

.

PREVIOI S KM ORD,
U 38 4-5

M 1. 13 I-S 1-13 '"5

n '-5' 4-5 1.51 4-5
1 •!. I-S

Kluge was not very well paced, vet he equaled the
Is at the half and three-quarter made the .lav

previous by Berlo. The time was wonderfully last
under the clrcumstani

1 M K 1 1 'S PNEUMATII -Mils Mill.

SMI R
s\i y 1 \

•;*!,' 40
''5 '-5 '

. -' • I-S •

IKI VIOL'S PNEU-
MATII Kl 1 1 'Kl.s

I s..

SAFI n

1.1

1

.1.4

-'-7 I-S '

Laurie rode the last half in un. i.s , ., most remark-
able last half. He was well paced throughout, but on
.1 bettei da] ! an do m - With a
months training on the pneumal thel Smith.
Berlo. Murphy or Kluge should do n

1 111 1 WO Mill -Mill rANDEM RECORD
' <'

'

Myers •' i Hast, two Peoris men, had no difficulty
in cutting the record Ol - .1 1 made by Luii
Winship last year.

I >n Tuesday evening the men left for Chi. ..

many ol them will compete on Friday an.!
Wmdi. end Rici

RACES IN THE WOLVERINE STATE.

The third annual tournament .a St Johns,
Mich., September i, under tin auspia o( the
st. Johns Bicycle Club, « .1 a decided
Tin weathei was cool and the track al R<
tnm Park m Bplendid shape. The result
as follows

Mni 1 hi 1

• ail. st |ohm •

Bert II 'llell, Ai ma. 1.1. se, ..n.i I

11 m 1 Mni Safety, Ci
H. A. D |ohn 1 H

third I nn. ,
-i

Tumi i Mii i Si \ i i in wn II

W R Mai 1. -. • ond.

MiLRSAl H. D. Osborne, Di tn.it.
Ills!

, I
.'.'. HI ' M \ I

1

II \\ 1 Mil 1 (1 1 I 1 IRD1M ii'i Ralph S
Win 1 . . ;. h md, t in 1 .1

Time,
1 1 1 Mn 1 . 11 1 Bert H u 1 Mai 1
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A GREAT TWENTY-FOUR HOUR
CONTEST.

The English cycling world is enthusiastic over

the performance accomplished by M. A. Holbein
and T. A. Edge, both of whom broke the pre-

vious twenty-four hour record on Saturday,
August 30. The feat was performed during
the North Road Club's annual twenty-four hour
distance race, with forty-three starters. The
men got off at midnight, and a brilliant moon,
good roads and the absence of wind all favored
the riders. The competitors rode pneumatic or

cushion-tyred wheels. The times of the best

men were as follows

:

12 Hours.
A. Holbein 178*...
A. Edge 176 ...

H. Spencer 163 . .

.

T. Bidlake 148

24 Hours-
336M*
334
302
289+

C. Twentyman 162 2

G. H. Browne 162

A. Linford 151^2
P. Grew 151

. M. Crpsbie J39

Rae 139
. J. A. Butterfield 148
Hale 162

H. Banyard 138
P. Moorhouse 148
E. Jewsbury 13s
A. Rawson 120

F. Cottier 139

J. Atkinson 139

J.
Waygood 139 210

W. Briggs 139 210
* Safety record. + Tricycle record.

283

274
268

251K
260^
250

257

24s
240
236
224^
210

RACING AT HAMILTON, ONT.

About 1200 people assembled to witness the
annual Fall meet of the Hamilton Bicycle Club,

Saturday last, a goodly proportion of the spec-

tators being ladies.

It was no day for record breaking, however.
The frisky Fall breezes, carrying their sugges-
tion of drawn curtains and cosy grate fires,

made fast riding impossible. The card was
filled with good events, nevertheless, and every-

thing passed off satisfactorily. The attend-

ance was not so large as had been anticipated.

The races were well contested and resulted

as follows:

Two Mile Novice, Ordinary :—Six starters—A. J.
Welch, of the Toronto club, finished first, but he was
disqualified by the referee, because he had won an
obstacle race, and the prize was given to A. E. Hurst,
Wanderers. Time, 6m. 50s.

Half-mile Dash, Ordinary.—W. M. Carman,
Woodstock, first ; George M. Holtby, Toronto, sec-
ond ; Bert Brown, Wanderers, third. Time, im. 24s.

Carman went to the front and remained there, win-
ning as he pleased.

Two Mile Novice, Safety.—T. H. Skerrett, Ham-
ilton, first; T. H. Robins, Toronto, second; A. G. A.
Fletcher, Woodstock, third. Time, 6m. 45s.

One Mile, Ordinary.—W. M. Carman, Woodstock,
first ; Bert Brown, Wanderers, second ; D. Nasmith,
Toronto, third ; D. S. Gibson, Brantford, fourth.
Time, 3m. t%s. This was another easy win for Car-
man, who led from the start.

One Mile Safety—W. F. Gassier, Niagara Palls,
N. Y., first ; A. W. Palmer, second

;
P. F. Ross, Wan-

derers, third; R. A. Robertson, Hamilton, fourth. Time,
3m. 4 1-5S.

Three Mile Lap Race, Ordinary—W. M. Car-
man, Woodstock, first : D. Nasmith, Toronto, second

;

Bert Brown, Wanderers. Time, 9m. 45KS. This was
a walkover for Carman.
One Mile, 3.10 Class, Ordinary—A. P. Laurason,

Forest City Club, first ; R. B. Griffith, Hamilton,
second ; D. S. Gibson, Brantford, third ; A. J. Welch,
Toronto. Time, 3m. is.

Two Mile Handicap, Safety—A. W. Palmer,
Hamilton, 120 yards, first; P. F. Ross, Wanderers, 100
yards, second ; R. A. Robertson, Hamilton, 120 yards,
third

; W. F. Gassier, Niagara Falls, scratch; F. H.
Skerrett, Hamilton, 200 yards; F. B. Robins, Toronto,
*oo yards ; A. G. Ashton Fletcher, Woodstock, 200
yards. Time, 6m. 7s.

Five Mile Handicap, Ordinary—A. F. Laurason,
Forest City Club, 350 yards, first ; R. B. Griffith, Ham-
ilton, 400 yards, second; W. M. Carman, Woodstock,
scratch ; D. Nasmith, Toronto, 200 yards. Time, 15m.

49s -

Half Mile Dash, Safety—W. F. Gassier, Niagara
Falls, first ; R. A. Robertson, Hamilton, second

; A.
W. Palmer, Hamilton, third. Time, im. 25s.

At the conclusion of the races the happy winners
marched bashfully forward and received their prizes
from the hands of the Countess of Aberdeen. The
Earl of Aberdeen addressed the assemblage and told
the competitors and spectators how pleased he was to
have witnessed the races.

THE CHICAGO TOURNAMENT.

At the third annual championship games of the Am-
ateur Athletic Union at Washington, D. C, Oct. 11, a
two mile bicycle event will be decided. It is generally
thought that Windle will secure first place for the
Berkeley A. C, and that the N. Y. A. C. representa-
tives will gain second and third positions.

From all indications the tournament at Park-
side, Chicago, to-day and to-morrow will be a

decided success. The prizes aggregate in value

over $2,000. The list of events and prizes are

as follows

:

One Mile Novice, Ordinary—Gold medal ; insur-
ance policy ; subscription to Cobb's library.

One Mile Novice, Safety—Bicycle suit
;
gold scarf

pin ; cyclometer.

Two Miles, 5.50 Class, Ordinary—Gold watch

;

album.
One Mile Safety, Handicap, Club—Challenge

cup and gold medal.

Five Mile Ordinary, Open—Silver water set
;
gold

medal ; silk umbrella.

Two Mile Tandem, Handicap—One dozen shirts.

Half Mile Safety, Boys'—Electric safety ; bicy-
cle lamp.

One Mile Ordinary, Open—Rush 'safety ; fishing
outfit ; box cigars.

One Mile Safety, Handicap—Victor safety; stop
watch.

Two Mile Lap, Ordinary—Twenty yards black
silk ; club badge ; silk hat.

One Mile Safety, Open—Sterling silver sugar
bowl and creamery ; silver watch

;
pair pants.

One Mile Tandem, Open—Kodak camera and Pie-
per shot gun ; 100 cigars.

One Mile Ordinary, Club—Challenge prize and
gold medal.

Two Mile Safety, Handicap—Suit of clothes

;

banjo.

One Mile Ordinary, Open—Rambler safety ; ster-
ling silver goblet ; set of Dickens' works.

Five Mile Safety, Open—Cut glass dish ; opera
glasses

;
pair portiere curtains.

Two Mile, 6.10 Class, Safety—Silver cup; opera
glasses.

Three Mile Team—Silver cup ; rug.

Half Mile Safety, Open—Vase
;
gold medal ; one

year's membership in C. C. and A. C.

Half Mile Ordinary, Open—Gold watch
;
gold

medal
;
year's subscription to C. C. and A. C.

One Mile Safety, Boys'—Eureka safety ; book on
athletics.

Ten Mile Ordinary, Handicap—Columbia safety
;

second not decided ; engraving.

RACING AT LOUISVILLE.

Much interest was manifested by the local

wheelmen of Louisville, Ky. , in the series of

races that took place in that city on Saturday
last, and the events were run amid much enthu-
siasm. It was purely a local affair, there being
no visiting wheelmen on the track. The out-

come of this event will be encouragement for

its frequent repetition, which will tend not only

to develop the capacities of the local wheelmen,
but will increase the public interest in the sport,

until at some time in the near future there may
be a meeting which will equal in importance and
interest those of the East.

Following is a complete summary of all the

races

:

One-quarter Mile Safety, Heats—Geo. Laib,
first ; Phil Laib, second. Time, 46%s.

One Mile Ordinary—J. Bauer, first: Gus Castle,
second. Time, 3m. i3^s. Prizes, gold and silver
medals.

One-half Mile Safety—T. Jefferis, first; T. J.
Jackson, second. Time, im. 36%s. Prizes, gold and
silver medals.

Second Heat of First Race—Phil Laib, first ; Geo.
Laib, second. Time, 4754s.

One-quarter Mile Boys' Race—Ben Choate, first

;

Claude Flynn, second ; A. H. Bracker, third. Three
prizes, gold medals. Time 59K S -

One Mile Safety—T. Jefferis, first ; T. J. Jackson,
second. Time, 3m. 30s. Prizes, gold and silver medals.

One MILE Handicap—C. Creed, one-sixteenth mile,
first; Wm. Cook, one-quarter mile, second. In this

race Prince Wells ran for the time medal, to win which
he would have to do better than 3m. 13'As., (Bauer's
time in second race.) He did the mile in 3m. 17s.

One Mile Handicap for Safeties—T. J. Jackson,
scratch, first ; George Laib, scratch, second. Time,
3m. 35s.

Louisville Cycle Club Championship, Three
MILES—'P. Jefferis, first; J. Bauer, second. Time, first

mile, 3m. 2oJ^s.; second, 7111. 4s.; third, 10111. 31s. Prize,
championship medal.

One Mile Handicap (final heat between winners of
ordinary race and winners of safety race)—T. J. lack-
son, scratch, first ; C. Creed, scratch, second. Time,
3m. 28s. Prizes, gold and silver medals.

Final Heat ok First Race- This race was between
the Laib brothers, and was a "loafing" one up to the
stretch, when both put on a spurt and came down the
stretch neck and neck. The judges decided it a dead
heat. Time 5554s.

VIRGINIA DIVISION MEET.

The fifth annual meet of the Virginia Division
will be held this year in Norfolk under the aus-
pices of the Norfolk Cycle Club. There will be
two days of racing, October 6 and 7. The track
on which the events will be run is a five-lap clay

track, very hard and smooth. The corners are
long and very highly banked, and indications
are that the meet will be a huge success.

The following is a list of events

:

first day.

One mile tricycle, ordinary, open ; 1 mile safety ; 1

mile, Norfolk Cycle Club, ordinary ; 1 mile handicap,
safety, open ; 1 mile, 3.30 class, ordinary, open ; 2 mile
safety, open

; ]4 mile safety, boys 14 years and under

;

3 mile State, ordinary
; % mile open, safety.

SECOND DAY.
One mile novice, safety, open ; 1 mile open, ordinary

;

1 mile, Norfolk Cycle Club, safety ; 1 mile handicap,
ordinary, open ; 1 mile, 3.30 class, safety ; 2 mile ordi-
nary, open

; % mile youth's safety ; 1 mile State safe-
ty, open

; ]4 mile ordinary, open ; 1 mile ordinary,
State.
Handsome gold medals will be given for first prize,

and valuable bicycle sundries as second. The second
day's races will be arranged so as to permit those who
are compelled to leave on that day to catch the outgoing
trains and steamers. For entry blanks, etc., apply to
A. A. O'Neill, Norfolk, Va.

THE LYNN TOURNAMENT.

The Fall tournament of the Lynn Wheel
Club, September 27, promises to become an in-

teresting affair. The events and prizes are as
follows

:

One Mile Ordinary—First prize, silver smoking
set ; second, silver and gold prize cup.

One Mile Safety—First prize, silver cigar case

;

second, silver and gold prize cup.

One-third Mile Ordinary, in Heats—First prize,
French clock ; second, silver card receiver.

One-third Mile Safety, in Heats—First prize,
camera ; second, bicycle lantern.

One Mile Ordinary, Handicap—First prize silver
cake basket ; second, full suit jerseys.

One Mile Safety, Handicap—First prize, silver
ice pitcher ; second, silver shaving set.

One Mile Club Team Race—Prize, set of club
colors.

These races are open to all amateurs. Entries close
for the handicaps Friday, September 19 ; for the other
races Friday, September 26.

August 27 Dr. Turner and P. W. Scheltema-
Beduin lowered the half-mile tandem tricycle

record of im. 19 3-5S. to im. 18 4-5S. Later
Beduin and Crump lowered the starting quarter
on the same machine to 40 3-5S.

FIXTURES.

19-20.

19-20.

24-25.

26.

A half-mile boys' bicycle race \nih be decided at

the Y. M. C. A. games at Mott Haven, Octobei 1

SEPTEMBER.
-Omaha Wheel Club's Tournament.
-Races at Parkside, Chicago.
-Third Annual Race of the South End Wheel-

men, Philadelphia, at Brotherhood Park
track.

—Toronto Bicycle Club, fourth and fifth handicap
Road Race.

—21-mile Road Race, Penn. Wheelmen, Reading,
Pa.

-Races at Burrillville, R. I.

—Races at Davenport, Iowa.
—Tournament at Green Bay, Wis.
—Rockland Co. Wheelmen's Races at County

Fair, Spring Valley, N. Y. Entries close
with Norman Gardenier, Hillsdale, N. J.,
Sept. 20.

—Ten-mile handicap road race over the Rahway
Avenue course, open to Union Co., N. Jt,
wheelmen.

—Ten mile Road Race of the Brooklyn Bicycle
Club, Irvington-Milburn course." Entries
close Sept. 24.

-Postponed Tournament at Freeport, 111.

-Lynn Wheel Club Race Meet.
and Oct. 1.—Bicycle Races at Inter-State Fair,

Trenton, N. J.

OCTOBER.
—Bicycle races at Illinois State Fair, Peoria.
-Ten-mile Championship Race of the Century

Wheelmen, Baltimore.
-Boston Athletic Club's 25-mile Handicap Road

Race. Entries close Sept. ;, with A. D.
Peck, Jr.

-Tournament at Westchester County Fair, White
Plains, N. Y. Entries close Sept. 19, with R.
II. Hoey, White Plains, N. V.

—Annual Enoe Metl Virgin!* Division u Nor-
folk.

.—Annual Championship Meeting of the A. A.
U., at Washington, 1). C,

Races at the Frederick County, Md., Pair,
Tournament at Birmingham, Ala. Address

Louis Hart, Florence House.

NOVEMBER.
4,- Harlem Wheelmen's Road k.ues. Entries

lose Oct. 15,

4.- [Cings Count} Wheelmen's -
. mile Road B w

29, 30,

0-7.

IS-

23-25e
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WHEEL GOSSIP,

shed the Tryon Cuj ihion-

lyrcd safety.

Cart iage, M • nring the State
inert tor next y.

A numbi - will take place Septeml
at Atlantic City, on a Bve-lap track.

The races t.. have taken plai e at Lynn on Saturday
oned "ii account ol rain.

Pneumatic tyres will be barred from the Chicago
tment a- they were from the Peoria meet.

Bridgeport is stirred up over an ordinance thai
heelmen to carry a lantern alter dark, with

a red light

Mi ssrs. fudge, Power* and Stilger, of the Ri\.
111.11. expect to compete at tin- races at White

b*r 4.

The Press Club, of Buffalo, .ue still debating on the
Sllblect tit joining the League. The matter is to tie

let

Itury runs were made, last week, by J. A 6

I H the Mi. lint Ycnioii Wheel-
men, Philadelphia.

The Elisabeth Wheelmen are making arrangements
whist tournament, and a large number "t entries

I id.

The wheelmen ..i New Bedford are endeavoring to
.• between $.•.,• and *.,•. for the purchase "

hind upon which to build a track.

The Harlem Wheelmen will hold ladies' receptions
on the third Tuesday of each month during the
Winter, ami Stag parties weekly on Saturday nights.

The two mile club Championship Of the Mt. Vernon
linen, Philadelphia, will take place September
Brotherhood Park, in connection with the South

Knd 1 .

Pendragon," the wide-awake sporting paragrapher
.,1 the Buffalo A'ews, will contribute a column or s..

.,1 notes and comments to The Wheel, beginning
with next week's issue.

The Milwaukee Wheelmen are endeavoring to unite
with the League members of that city in order to

body together, so that a substantial
club-house can be built.

The Poughkeepsle Ramblers is the name ol a new
11 [•. ruled in that city. The officers

I H. Oddyj Secretary Treasurer, Percival
itain, r 1). (.•rummy.

Messrs Petticord and Lens, of Pittsburg, have re-

turned from their thirty days tour through the West
tiles, and rode at an

about forty Ave miles per day.

Kmma Abbott, the operatic singer, is an honorary
member ol the Detroit Bicycle Club, and when in that

•iv she presented each member ol the club
with a photograph of herself bearing her signature,

I. in, 111 an unknown 1'mvi-
lent, congratulating him upon win-

nun? the two mil.- championship race in the splendid
nd enclosed was also .1 .•

lei

;inx club is tin- alliterative name
Ution at Milwaukee. The

A |.

kiu. hi ; 1 : Lumbrechi Fred.
Kaati

1 in praise of tlie valuable
1 furnished the Ami
Committee on Improve-

v id. h Mr I It. Potl
nan.

1 bvtsloli will be
In . onni

with the division in- : natm-nt will be
Park by the Lynn

I
ib

announced to be
oi the t.r. en Bay

: to be

:• oil

Thtll and the ;

r « pronoun

1 Idem in •

1 un to

, I.. . wci e n..t v.i >

towel weather and, a consequently,
muddy track. The lantern parade, however, Wl

.1 spectacle ol its kind ever witnessed in the
city, very nearly ma wheelmen being in line.

place of the annual meeting of the board ol

officers of the Pennsylvania Division I.. A. W., has
ai;ain been changed, and instead of its being held at

Reading on next Saturday, it will either tie held in

this city on that date or on the following Friday.

A shadow ol gloom has been cast over the Louis-
ville Cycle Club by the announcement that Captain
A I Lamb will tender his resignation as a member
oi the club, and remove from Louisville to Pineville,
a business promotion causing tiff- change ol location.

The Syracuse Cycling Club have experienced a de-
cided boom oi late. They entered their cosy club-
house May 1 of this year, with 51 members, and they
now have 1 m the roll, it has been decided
to increase the initiation fee, and it is proposed to

limit the membership to 15a

The following entertainment committee tor .

has been appointed by the Century Wheelmen : W.
1. Walker. A. H. Allen, G. M. Schell. James 1. likens.
William Sadler, Jr.. Dr. M. N, Keim. 1'. S. Collins A
number of resignations in the club make room for
nearly all of the waiting list.

The last of the Klwell tourists arrived. in New York
last week, and were very enthusiastic over thcir.trip.

Manager Klwell was obliged to leave the party at

Luzerne and return home, owinn to the death of his
father. He is now making arrangements for a three-

1-.' ,,..,,...,-«..,,.- ... i*..t->,,i,.i..
....lie 1. 11. is ...i.> ui.iMiii, ..
weeks' winter tour to Bermuda

1 p..

Monroe County; 1 mile safely, ;. ..,

mile ordinary, team race ; 1 mile b..y

The I'lainlield Bicycle Club's annual indoor Kail
tournament will occur this year sometime during
November. Among the various athletic events will
be a one mile club safety, one mile safely open and a
.me mile club ordinary. The committee" in charge o!

the games are : 1". L. C. Martin, K. B. Walz, lr„ K. P,

Murray. (I. C. Martin, Jr.. H. W. Heebe. I). H Lennox
and A. L. Marsh.

The Stale meet was certainly a urcat boom to the
Syracuse Cycling Club, as well as to the city. The
Club was introduced and proved to be most agrees
ble entertainers, possessing a splendid track, and the
city has just been made aware of its disgracefully
paved streets through the not OVerflatterlng outside
comment which has arisen since the wheelmen con-
vened in the city. Contracts for two more streets of

asphalt have recently been Signed.

Arthur A. Zimmerman has made for himsell a most
enviable reputation by defeating Windle at Peoria
since he appeared as a novice at the Queens County
games two years ago, he has advanced steadily in the
ra.iiiK Held, ami has won innumerable prises. He
was born in Camden. N. J , in 1869, and early in lite

moved to Freehold, ami was graduated from tne insti-

tute in that town. He is a member of the New I

Athletic Club and Freehold Cycle] a

Khode Island wheelmen are deeply interested in

the 1.1 U .1; PasCOag, to-morrow, under the
management ol Messrs Campbell and Buffum. The
track is the best in the State, ami as the list ot entries
Is large, some good time should be made. Owing to

the unavoidable absence ol W. Van Wagoner, the
between him and W. A M Scot! has been given

up. Instead, a live mile open race will be run. The
one-half mile ..pen race will be hotly contested.

1 Hi h I ILK IBOI 1 Ki'Uis

Somebody has trill-. good load should cost
more to build than a pool one, but it is often the . as,-

that a poor one costs as much as a good one would.
It is- 'hat a perfect load once laid down
will cost fur less to keep in repair from year to year,
and at the end of twenty years will have required a
fat smallei total expenditure than a poorer load orig-
inally costing half as much, but improperly laid.

\ Mil BOI 0MPLAIN1
Mil. h 1. a I 111 is being » roll k lit to cycling In St. I a ill Is

i.s continu-
ally cans, the spoit to be brought into disrepute.
Only a few one oi the dan) papers publish.'. 1

1 of a ball do/en
drunken m ties, who drove the people

ii.-\ ar.i by trying to ridt
while in that conditii
but oddly claimed they could do nothing on account
..I the common right high-

11 tin- nd. is were drunk and disord
quii ki% plat id in the

• up.ai I

plain) thai 1 ould
them, St. Louis wheelmen have

with .r.li-

and ll

'and
s 01 winie. promptly

Captain Howard I. Perkins and 11. 1, Campbell, of
the Kho.le Island Wheelmen, are agitating the
jet t of building a race track 101 bii ycles only, as it is

led as an it] -sitv it the attendant
prominent 1 lesired at Providence in the
future. Ti. k is considered
lone and is not adapted to the wheel. Pot I

sons, it has been Urged that a new track especially
made for bicycles should l>e secured. T
talked about is to secure a lot somewhere oil tile east
side within easy distance ol the cable road, and be
sides building a bicycle track to make some tennis
courts and lay out a base ball diamond. This would
make an athletic held for the wheelmen which would
be found very useful and pleasant It is understood
that the cable road company has offered tin rei.i

a plot ..I ground near the cable cottage lor a very
reasonable sum.

THE GOTHAM « HI I I Ml x.

At a recent meeting of the club known as the Hill-
side Cyclers, it was decided to change the name ol
the organization in order to localise the club, and
after a heated debate the members came to the con-
clusion to adopt the title of the liotllam Wheelmen.
Although organized only a trifle over three months.

already boast of sixty-five names on the mem-
bership book, which places them very near the top ol

bicycle clubs in this city. They have not as vet se-
cured permanent club-rooms, but the house committee
are endeavoring t.> get the best quarters possible in
the neighborhood ot itotb street and Lenox Avenue.
The colors adopted are heliotrope and black, and the
uniform is to consist of black material with braid in
11 out and back of c ..at

The Officers recently elected ai

Wilson ; Vice-President, Win. P. Smith, |r. ; Si

tary, A.lolph Bruckheimer; Treasurer, William Little;
Captain, Bcnj. Weiner

; First Lieutenant, Louis Gold-
smith; Second Lieutenant, Monroe Michaels: Color
Hearer, lie... C. Smith; Bugler, Murray K I

The club is now on a solid basis.
Twenty- one members Started on a run to White-

stone, 1.. I., last Sunday, despite the threatening
weather, and had a splendid time. The roads were in

fair condition.

Apropos of the Press Cycling Club's debate over the
question of joining the Leag ue. •• Pendragon" says. In
the Buffalo A

" 1 am certainly inclined to think that the more pro-
gressive and sensible members of the club will 1

the proposition out like an old boot. They will

haps agree that the League is a good thing at conven-
tion times, as it permits a man to cover himsell with

B and air his calves before a huge congregation,
but they will never be persuaded that thej
$1 dinner tor p cents at a League hotel. 1)1 curse,
the national and fraternal questions are all unlit 11

divested ot their arrant sentimentality. In ..

9 die League may possibly Ih- all right too iii a
way, it is HOW
"As I ha 1 men for this column, I am not

in direct opposition to the League. 1 am wronglj
.used ..I so being. Hut just now I fail t.. notice what
possible good the organisation has ever .lone for Buf-
falo. When the wheelmen were arrested t..r sidewalk
riding, the paid local officials with the exception ot
Mr. li 11 k 111s beautifully absented thi Mom
the city tribunal and stood aloof and saw League
members pay their (i.ao ' fine' in Hie Municipal Court
lor ri.l i hk on crosswalks and the riders' ..lb

afterwards declared legal. The poor men with din
ner pails on their backs fared just as well
members. Whv ;

"

1Mb \\ 1 s| ! nd in mi .111.

en a number of prominent young gentlemt
this city made up their minds \.

bicycle club a year or two ago, says the /i/<

Rochester. N. Y., then wen some who had doubts
as t.. would be .. itut from the
lirst inception ol the West l-.nd Club success loll,

From a baker's dozen the membership in. 1

rapid rate, and in an incredibly short time numl
over one hundred, suitable rooms \. .1 ,n
the commodious building ol the Youiu Mi n'sl stholic
Ass... latioii on West Mam Strut, where the men
held their regular 11.

room and billiard hall afforded opportuDltii
members t.. pass away many pleasant hours ..I then

. and minc.li with thi

manner. Prom the nrst, care was taken in tin- admis-
sion ot members, s,. that the club has
high so. ial standard and b.

I

'. from the fai t thai ..

hat no intoxicating '

1 wed 111 the , lub-rooma 1

nd Is Strong evidence I ll.lt tin Volllle.

day « ho delight
ing i' -'sine, me

Irink The club has pi

.

mulct a manly and sensibli
id all doubt, and now

a movement Is on foot to have a club-housi
in k< eplng w it ti tin

home-Ilka surroundli
.

whit li. wit
•• -I thai 1

l bib will In

I ils kind 11,

I Mil \ ll'tl|f" \\ rCfll'll STHIIM.tH Hon ihr .liuniir.t nun
1 iiv. » ik-UM \\ iv.1iv.11. imteisn la lie aiaat RUkrtauu

Overman Wheel Cti , ktakera, Chlcopcc Palls, M.tss

By accaal taats aver No pr> <rnt

ea <• a. . u»«
Ir.l I'll., Jl uu
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VICTOR * SAFETIES.

IN
stock for immediate shipment. No more of the long delays which are so annoying to

riders. We are now prepared to fill all orders for the best safety on earth (by name

VICTOR) immediately on receipt. The best riding season of the year is }^et to come

and the possession of a Victor Safety will fit you to enjoy it to the full. Send your order to

us or Victor agents. Catalogue on application.

Overman Wheel Co.,

kk

S MAKERS OF VICTOR
99

BICYCLES, S

Office apd pa^tory, Qtyieopee palls, /T)a55.

BOSTON. WASHINGTON.
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SOMETHING INTERESTING NEXT WEEK

%%

...#•
^s#

DOXT FAIL TO CONNECT !

_/

MEANWHILE
RISK AM EYE ON this "FORGET-ME-NOT" of Cycles.

^.MJIIMIIIIIIII

%\

511111111111

"Bronclio" LighJ Roadster Saiely Bicycle.

EASY HILL CLIMHKR ?

Withoul an equal," bo Bay the Pennsylvania Wheelmen, (and old "Penney" is

"summal ol a rolling country, and a little more bo.) Catalogue and agents' terms, upon
application to

WHITE CYCLE CO.,

WE5TB0RO', n/155., U. 5. fl.
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PHILADELPHIA.

THE TRYON TEAM RACE.

The ten mile team road race for the Tryon Cup was
run off Saturday, and was won by the Century team.
Showers were frequent during the day, and conse-
quently the number of spectators at the finish was
small. The race was gallantly won, however, and
Hazelton, the first man in, broke the Pike record
made several years ago by n 1-5S., notwithstanding
the heavy condition of the road. The surprises of the

day were the riding of Greer, of the South End team,
who beat West by considerably over a minute, and
Eddie Roe, of the Columbia Cyclers, who captured
fourth place. But four teams started, the Century
Wheelmen, South End Wheelmen, Columbia Cyclers
with but three men, and the Tioga Cycle Club. The
following is the order of the finish :

1. Hazelton, C. W., 33m. 57 4-5S.

2. Greer, S. E. W., 34m. 54s.

3. West, C. W., 35m. 22s.

4. Roe, C. C.

5. Dolsen, C. W.
6. Marriott, S. E. W.
7. Van Deusen, T. C. C.
8. Dimon, S. E. W.
9. Fontaine, C. C.

10. Degn, C. W.
11. McCurdy, S. E. W.
12. Rich, T. C. C.

13. Tatem, T. C. C.

14. Spaen, T. C. C.
15. Barry, C^ C.

THE SOUTH END CLUB'S ENTRIES.

The entries in the South End Wheelmen tourna-
ment, to be held to-morrow at the Brotherhood Park,
are as follows

:

One Mile Safety Novice—Open to members of

the S. E. W. First prize, gold medal ; second, silver
pocket match box. W. M. Sein, J. Rhea Craig, Frank
Koenig, A. M. Manning, A. M. Walton.

One Mile Safety, 'Novice, Open—First prize, pre-
sented by the Item ; second, silver ice pitcher. J. C.
Donnelly, C. W.; W. M. Sein, S. E. W.; Joseph P.

Nichol, C. W.; James Fulton, C. C.J W. Price Homer,
C. W.; J. K. Osborne, M. V. W.; G. Q. Bahl, C. W.;
Louis Geyler, C. W.; D. R. Perkinpine, O. W.; H. P.

Burchell, C. C; E. W. Schlenzig, C. W. Dalsen, C. W.;
F. Koenig, S. E. W.
One Mile, Annual Club Championship of the

Franklin Bicycle ;Club—First prize, silver' ice
pitcher, and cup (club trophy), to be won three times to
become personal property ; second prize, L. A. W.
pin. H. Crankshaw, R. Matthews, G. Cocker, W. A.
Denn, A. B. Tomlinson, L. D. Castor, W. G. Denn and
Joseph Dyson.
One Mile Ordinary, Open—First prize, silver

Loring cup, presented by the Pope Mfg. Co.; second
prize, silver cake basket. M. J. Bailey, C. W • C. M.
Murphy, N. Y. A. C; J. R. Hazleton, C. W.; W. W.
Taxis, A. C. S. N.; J. H. Draper, A. C. S. N.; J. J.
Bradley, S. E. W.; V. J. Kelly, P. A. W.; S. H. Craw-
ford, R. W.
Five Mile Safety, Annual Club Championship

OF THE S. E. W.—First prize, gold medal; second
prize, silver butter dish. F. B. Marriott, R. B. Mc-
Curdy, W. T- Greer, C. A. Dimon, F. Koenig, E. G.
Kolb, H. L. Heffern and O. H. McCurdy.
One Mile Ordinary, Club, Open to S. E. W. only,

Handicap—First prize, four-turn brass bugle and
case. Second prize, silver match stand. Percy
Barber, F. B. Sulzberger, Chas. W. Kolb, J. J. Brad-
ley, Louis Doster.

One Mile Safety Handicap, Open—First prize,
banjo; second prize, stockinet bicycle suit. P. B.
Marriott, R. P. McCurdy, W. J. Greer, and C. A.
Dimon, S. E. W.; C. M. Murphy, N. Y. A. C: J. C.
Donnelly, O. W.; F. F. Garrigues, C. W.: J. R. Hazel-
ton, C. W.; J. K. Osborne, M. V. W.; H. L. Heffern,
S. E. W.; W. W. Taxis, A. C S. N.; Louis Geyler,
C. W.; C. W. Dalsen, C. W.; J. H. Draper, A. C. S. N.;
D. R. Perkinpine, O. W.; A. M. Manning, S. E. W.; E.
W. Schlenzig, Clarke Linton, R. W.; V. J. Kelly, P. A.
W., and James Stafford, A. C. S. N.

One Mile Ordinary Handicap, Open—First prize,
alligator club bag ; second prize, silver syrup pitcher.
M. J. Baily, C. W.; C. M. Murphy, N. Y. A. C: J. R.
Hazelton, C. W.; James Oellers, C. W.: W. W. Taxis,
A. C. S. N.; J. H. Draper, A. C. S. N.; J.J. Bradley,
S. E. W.; V. J. Kelly, P. A. W., and S. H. Crawford,
R. W.
Two Mile Ordinary, Annual Championship of

the Mount Vernon Wheelmen—First prize, gold
medal, presented by William Trafford

;
second prize,

gold club emblem, presented by Captain R. A. French.
J. K. Osborne, J. A. Scott, J. Hood, J. W. Wilkins, F.
S. Hoover, D. Creighton and S. Simon.

One Mile Safety, Club Handicap, Open to S. E-
W. ONLY—First prize, parlor clock • second prizei
silver cup. F. B. Marriott, R. P. McCurdy, W. J.
Greer, C. A. Dimon, W. M. Stein, J. R. Craig, F.
Koenig, H. L. Heffern and O. H. McCurdy.
One Mile Ordinary, Open, 3.10 Class—First prize,

silver water pitcher ; second prize, ornamental silver
napkin ring. W. G. Hilyard, James Oellers, C W.

;

E. G. Kolb, J. J. Bradley, S. E. W.; V. J. Kelly, P. A.
W., and S. H. Crawford, R. W.
One Mile Safety, Open, 3.20 Class—F. B. Marriott,

R. P. McCurdy, and W. J. Greer, S. E. W.; C. M-
Murphy, N. J. A. C.J J. C. Donnelly, O. W.j W. M-
Stein, S. E. W.; J. P. Nichol, C. W.; W. Price Homer,
C. W.; J. K. Osborne, M. V. W.; E. G. Kolb, S. E. W.;
G. L. Bahl, C. W.; D. R. Perkinpine. O. W.; O. H-
McCurdy, S. E. W.; Clark Linton, R. W: V. J. Kelly,
P. A. W.; James Stafford, A. C. S. N., arid C. W.
Dalsen, C. W.
One-Half Mile Safety, Open—W. J. Greer, S. E.

W.; C. M. Murphy, N. Y. A. C.J F. M. Garrigues, C.
W.; J. R. Hazelton, C. W.; W. W. Taxis, A. C. S. N.,
and J. H. Draper, A. C. S. N.

A considerable number of the good people of this
burgh are greatly worried over the fact that at the 1 <

-

cent meet at Brotherhood Park Hazelton wore the wing

foot of the N. Y. A. C, and the Murphy boys the
badge of the Century Wheelmen. This was nothing
more or less than a little exchange of compliments
between the New York and Philadelphia riders, but it

gave rise to a number of rumors, the princpal of

which were that Hazelton was about to desert the
Centurians, and that the Murphy's were to compose a
part of that club's Tryon Cup team.
There are rumors floating around that

:

The Century Wheelmen will hold a race meet.
That the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club will hold a race

meet.
That the Park Avenue and Quaker City Clubs will

hold a race meet.
That the Columbia Cyclers will hold a race meet.
That the Tioga Athletic Association will hold a race

meet.
That a track is being built on the League grounds

to compete with the Brotherhood Park track.

That the Brotherhood people will meet competition
half way.
That the riders will patronize the best without

regard to management.
That it is getting late in the season for this branch

of the sport. Paul Berwyn.

ALBANY.

SAN FRANCISCO.

At the recent meeting of the Albany Wheelmen at

their club-rooms many members were present. Mat-
ters of importance for the club's welfare were freely
discussed. In addition to other improvements to be
made, it was decided to have placed in the club-rooms
a double " nickel-and-dime-in-the-slot " cigar ma-
chine, as well as a chewing-gum machine of a similar
make.
Owing to business engagements demanding his at-

tention, Mr. Toseph c. McClelland has been obliged to

resign the presidency of the club, and Mr. Henry
Gallien, of athletic fame, who is one of the founders
and the oldest member of the club, was elected Mr.
McClelland's successor. To say that Mr. Gallien's
election is satisfactory to all would be superfluous

;

the members all admire and respect him.
Mr. Gallien was a member and at one time secretary

of the old Albany Bicycle Club, and four years ago, on
March 17, 1886, together with several new riders and
enthusiasts, organized the present Albany Wheelmen.
Later on several members of the Bicycle Club left

that organization and joined the Wheelmen A few
years ago, following the disbandment of the Bicycle
Club, several of its members founded the Cycling
Tourists' Club, but later on changed their name, and
are now known as the Albany Bicycle Club, and a
3'ear ago became an L. A. W. club.

The Albany Wheelmen is the oldest cycling club in

the city, and is recognized throughout the country as
one of "the strongest branches of the League of Ameri-
can Wheelmen, having joined on the date of organiza-
tion, March 17, 1886.

During the past two weeks touring wheelmen have
been entertained at quarters from Providence, Balti-

more, Boston, Somerville, Springfield, Carbondale,
New York, Brooklyn, Buffalo, Syracuse, Utica, and
many other places, including the famous Boston-
Niagara touring party, which comprised twenty-four
riders from different cities of the East, and who left

this city by wheel for Niagara on August 18.

Owing to the large number of visitors, it was deemed
necessary at the last meeting to provide a club regis-
ter

The Wheelmen now have sixty-seven members

—

a large increase. It is therefore necessary to seek
more spacious quarters. Next spring they will be
housed on upper Madison Avenue. The new asphalt
pavement will make that location as accessible as the
present rooms on Lark Street. The advisability of

building has been spoken of, but more definite action
will be taken during the Winter months.

The sport-loving public will suffer a severe depriva-
tion this Fall, as the Wheelmen have decided not
to give their annual Fall tournament. Heretofore
these contests have always proved of great interest,

and the best amateur riders have been among the
entries for the rich prizes offered. Last Fall all the
cracks sped around the Ridgefield track—Rich, Camp-
bell, the Bankers, and a score of others, while Frank
Shields, Billy Phipps and Elmer Irving represented
the home club. There seems to be no desire among the
Wheelmen for races this Fall, and this, Henry Gallien
—who, by the way, has ever been the bone and sinew
which have made the past tournaments so successful-
says, is attributable to the universal mania for road
riding which has come upon even the racing devotees.
Another cause is the lack ot desire to devote the neces-
sary time and hard work demanded by a trainer, and
the" entire abstinence from even simple enjoyments
which a candidate for racing honors must observe.
Although no tournament will be held to sustain the
public interest in cycling and stimulate the zeal of the
members of the club, the same results can be obtained
in another way. The Bicycle Club has a score or
more of hardy wheelmen whose forte is road riding,
and from whom a team can be selected who will give
a similar team from the Wheelmen the hottest kind of
contest in a road race. Such a meeting would be for
the best interests of both organizations, creating that
spirit of rivalry which is the foundation stone of the
success of every branch of athletics. However, there
seems to be a coolness between the two organizations,
based upon no very plausible causes of grievance,
and therefore very readily removed. This city can
sustain both clubs, and, in truth, each strengthens the
other, as is illustrated by the Albanvand Fort Orange
clubs, the latter adding the long-desired cafe in order
to keep pace with its youthful rival. Why not smooth
over all petty differences and have a friendly road
race, or a succession of such contests?

THE TWENTY-FIVE MILE ROAD RACE.
The Bay City WTheelmen's twenty-five mile road

race took place September 8 on the San Leando
course in the presence of a large crowd of riders and
natives. The race was a disappointment in many
respects, probably owing to the fact that the club
had no scratch man entered. The members took but
little interest in the affair, and it was barely mentioned
in the local papers, receiving but little publicity in
any manner. On the morning of the race the course
was sprinkled, and too much water was distributed
over it. This made the going heavy and slippery.
A number of machines went wrong, which put their
riders out of the race.
W. E. Lee, who should have been well up at the

finish, took a header on the first lap and was severely
shaken up ; he did not finish. Ives, of Alameda, and
J. Smith, of San Jose, collided on the second lap, with
the result that Ives lost a number of spokes and had
one of the brace rods of his light safety broken. He
rode some distance with both wheels rubbing against
the forks. When passing the crowd near the finishing
point he asked for another wheel, and Owen Morgan
kindly put him up on his racing safety, on which he
rode the last lap and gained thirty seconds on Smith,
besides running into fourth place. The race was won
by W. W. Needham, of San Jose, with five minutes
start, in ih. 35m. 3s.; O. L. Pritchard, Oakland, six
minutes start, second in ih. 36m. 5s., and H. A. Pogue,
third.
Pogue won the time prize, doing ih. 34m. 4s.; J.

Smith, second time prize, ih. 34m. 37 1-5S. ; Needham,
third time prize.
A strong wind blew against the riders on one side of

the course, which, with the wet condition of the road,
made the time slow.

F. E. Weaver is now on his way home, having left

here last Wednesday on the steamer Colima. W. S.

Doane was returning home by that route and induced
Weaver to accompany him. The latter made up his
mind to return rather suddenly, and did not secure an
opportunity to see his brother before he left.

Doane enjoyed his visit to this coast very much. He
fell in with a crowd of fast riders, and went a pace as
fast as ever he rode before. CALIFORNIA.

TRENTON.

Every Sunday morning at 9 o'clock the members of
the Mercer County Wheelmen have an informal
country ramble, and these trips are more enjoyable
than all other runs of the club, a slow pace being the
order of the day (unless everyone happens to be a
scorcher), very seldom exceeding seven miles per hour.
The coming Sunday the run will either be to Penning-
ton or Bristol, just "as the members decide upon arriv-
ing at the club quarters. These little jaunts are
objected to by some members, but the objectors are
those who have plenty of leisure, while a clerk in
a store or office is steadily confined during the week,
and must ride Sunday if at all.

On Sunday, September 7, several members of the
club took a run to Taylorville via the Pennsylvania
Canal towpath, leaving club quarters at 9.15 a. m. and
arrived home about 1 o'clock. The towpath from
Trenton as far as Taylorville is a ride that very few
wheelmen of this city have ever traversed. The" path
is good for many miles, and for grandeur of scenery it

cannot be excelled by any of the country roads here-
abouts.
The races to be held at the Inter-State fair grounds,

September 30 and October 1, 2, 3, 4, promise to be the
most interesting ever held in this vicinity. Trenton
men can be found training on the track almost every
afternoon and on Sunday morning. Messrs. Sutterly
and the Rogers brothers all expect to capture the
Mercer County championship.
Kenis & Manis is the name of a new bicycle con-

cern which started in business on Thursday of last
week at the corner of Mill and Warren Streets. Mr.
Kenis is a well-known cycler, not only in Trenton, but
throughout Philadelphia and the Orange riding
district as well, having ridden a wheel ever since
his early boyhood. Mr. Manis is also a cycler, and
although still young in the fraternity, is a popular
man and a thorough mechanic. Through the Winter the
firm will attend to repairing and sale of second-hand
wheels only, but next Spring they contemplate moving
to the centre of the city, and a full line ot wheels, etc.
will be put in stock. They, together with Captain
White, of the White Cycle Co. (all M. C. W. members),
will handle the cycle trade of Trenton and vicinity.

Premier.

FLINT, MICH.

W. I. Wilhelm feels dissatisfied over his defeat by
Taxis, and through the Penn Wheelmen, of Reading,
has challenged him to a mile match race on a half-
mile track. Taxis will rest for the next week or so,

and will then go into training for the A. A. V. race at

Washington. The A. C. S. N. have written to the
Penn Wheelmen that Taxis will accept the Challenge
after that event upon a neutral track.

Since "our mutual," J. Elmer Pratt, left here the
boys have rather lacked a leader, and cycling has
been going to seed. Matrimony has also overtaken a
number and divorced them from their earlier love,
though there is still hope for some of the afflicted.

I took a run down to Findlay, the "gas and grease
boom town " of Northern Ohio, recently. If good
pavements count, that promises to be a great place for
wheelmen in the near future. They are constructing
miles of roads in the following style : Twelve inches
broken limestone bottom, four inches tine gravel and
sand on that, then a top of peculiarly hard brick 4x8
inches in size set on edge on the gravel, the interstices
being brushed full of fine building sand, ami the
whole given a topcoat of tar each layer being packed
with a twelve-ton steam roller as it was put on. The
result is a surface as smooth as a billiard table and as
hard and clean as Concrete. It is claimed to be more
durable than asphalt, more easily repaired and
cheaper.

The League hotel at Findlay, the Sherman, changed
hands on AugUSl 1. and is now the Filer House, which
has 00 1.' .'.1 ue contract.

Flint has now two lady bicycle tillers, and some Of
the -niv (novelists are wishing thev had oared less for
Mrs. Grundy ami more to. General Utility when they
selected tin ti mounts. GRAN 1
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NEWARK.

Work on the Union County roads is now being
pushed forward with commendable energy. On the
road between Railway and Westfield macadam has
been laid for about two miles out of the first named
town, and beyond that distance the road is torn up
and ready tor the first layer of rocks. On the road be-
tween Roseville and Cranford macadam is now being
rapidly laid, while beyond Cranford much of the new
pavement is completed. The road from Elizabeth to
Springfield is also well under way, and it is estimated
that they will all be ready for travel before the snow
rlies, if It flies at all this year.

At a recent meeting of the Business Men's Cycling
League, the constitution drafted bv the committee was
received and accepted. It was also decided to hold
several road races on Election Day, November i. as
follows: Five mile handicap; five mile scratch, no-
vice; quarter mile slow race. Suitable prizes will be
awarded in each event.

By this time next year Newark will boast of pos-
.c many more miles of well paved streets, as

notices of intention to pave forty-five different
thoroughfares, under the new law.' were recently
issued. The major portion of the new pavement will

probably be granite and trap rock block, while sev-
eral resi'dental streets will receive a coating ot asphalt.
It is proposed to use live different kinds of pavement,
and if the recommendations are followed the length
and character of the improvements will be BS follows:
Oblong granite block. 6.01 ; asphalt. 2.69 ; trap rock,

]
cobble, ... ;)S. Die street pavil .

resent time measure 48.93 miles in length ami
improved strec' The kinds of paving are ;

Granite blocks. s.75; trap rock, j.06; teiford. 10.86;
asphalt, •.;'•: block, 0.38; Coal tar, 0.11; cobble

stones. .;. ,1 ; total, 48.93.

The challenge of the Orange Wheelmen for a five
mile team race sent to the Alalaiita. Elizabeth and
Hudson County Wheelmen, resulted in a meeting ol

from tin- various clubs at the club-house of
the A. W.'s on Friday evening of last week. Those
present, however, could not arrive at any satisfactory
understanding in regard to the prize, everyone hav-
ing different views on the subject, and nothing was
decided upon. The challenge was not withdrawn,
nevertheless, although from present indications the

I contest arc dubious.

Juvenile Wheels have had a tremendous run in this
city during the in, one firm alone selling
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The Ataianta Wheelmen admitted thirtv-f..ur mem-
bers during the Summer months, whiie the initi

fee was waived The membership, howeve
as yet reached the century mark.
At a meeting of the - Mens' Cy

held or. Thursday evening of this week, the
officers were elected : President. Or. S. H. I":

Vicc-I'resident. John Herman: Trei
Holmes. |: - v. C. R. H tain, W. H.
Kirkpatri'ck

; First Lieutenant. I »r. W. L. Fis
Lieutenant, s. L. Beats; Color Bearer, C. H -

Hugler. lohn M R Executive I . I>r.

\V. L. Pish, C. H. Davis, B. S. Whitehead. W. H. .-.

C. R. Hoag ; Finance Committee, H. L. Ke-
Charles Ingraham. 11. Allen Sum!
Prank Counselor, Herbert Knight.

: many weary days of waiting the trophy won
la^t season by the Atalantas has been received.

Isome silver cup -.in heigh;
portion being spherical in shape, mounted* upoi
appropriate base, with a miniature wheel::
act of delivering a ball at the top, and is artist:
engraved. The prize exceeds all expecta
was well worth winning. The bowlers of the clu
practising assiduously for the com :

will endeavor to again capture tirst 'Ugh
it can hardly be expected that the skill as «
luck of t he past two seasons will continue,
secure the Newarkers first place. S .UK.

CALDWELL.

The Caldwell Wheelmen's lantern par..
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SYRACUSE.
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Winter
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1

the treasury.
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PHILADELPHIA'S ILLUMINATED
PARADE.

The lantern parade in Philadelphia on Thurs-
day evening of this week, composed of the

"members of the various city clubs, proved a
pretty and novel feature, about 900 wheelmen
being in line. The wheels were decorated with
Chinese lanterns of all sizes, shapes and colors,

arranged fantastically upon the various parts

of the machines and suspended from wire
frames, and as the long line of shining wheels,

headed by Captain Lancaster, of the P. A. W.

,

passed up Broad and out Diamond Streets, the

sight was as beautiful as it was unique.
A handsome bicycle clock was offered for the

club having the finest display, and this trophy
was awarded to the Quaker City Wheelmen by
Harry Priest, of the Quadrant Cycle Club, Eng-
land, who acted as Judge. The most showy
feature of the Quaker City Club's display was a
triplet machine decorated in the form of a

pagoda and ridden by F. Weaver, H. Weaver,
and H. Bowen. This club ako had the most
handsomely decorated single and tandem ma-
chines. Other noticeable machines were a tan-

dem bicycle arranged as a yacht, and ridden by
Messrs. Whitmore and Roe, of the Columbia
Cyclers, and a tandem in the Century Wheel-
men belonging to Messrs. Seidenbach and
Enburg.
The following clubs, with the number of men

they turned out, were the principal ones repre-

sented :

Park Avenue Wheelmen, 78; Pennsylvania,

46 ; Century, 60 ; South End, 34 ; Mount Ver-
non, 42; Oxford, 44; Quaker City, 60; Columbia
Cyclers, 42 ; Fairmount Lady Cyclers, 20 ; Ref-
eree, 24; North End, 40; North East, 40; West
Philadelphia, 24; West jersey, 8; Camden, 25;
Clover, 12; Jefferson, 12; Lehigh, 16; Mervine,
12, and Ivy, 10.

WHEEL GOSSIP.

The Camden Wheelmen have attained a membership
of ninety.

The East Orange Cyciers will hold a five mile road
ace on October 5.

H. E. Edwards, a bicycle dealer of Philadelphia, is

reported to be among the missing.

The Keystone Bicycle Club, of Pittsburg, will hold
another lantern parade in October.

The Camden Wheelmen are thinking of holding a
five mile handicap road race this fall.

Charles Petticord, of the Allegheny Cyclers, Pitts-
burg, has ridden over 2,000 miles since May 1.

E. A. Niebert, of Philadelphia, will soon blossom
out upon the stage as a full-fledged trick rider.

H. F. Aker, of the Duquesne Bicycle Club, Pittsburg,
won the majority of the recent races at Greensburg,
Pa.

The York (Pa.) Cycle Club is actively engaged in
preparing for a bazaar and fair to take place in
October.

Messrs. Garriguesand Gassier, of the Oxford Wheel-
men, Philadelphia, rode home awheel from the Niag-
ara meet.

W. D. Banker, of Pittsburg, was very successful at
the recent tournaments, winning numerous first and
second prizes.

C. M. Murphy, of the K. C. W., will ride his first

race on a safety at the South End Wheelmen's meet
at Philadelphia to-morrow.

Lynn will shortly see a revival in the cycling inter-
est in that town, and arrangements are being made for
a tournament September 27.

The Press Bicycle Club, of Buffalo, will run to Erie
—100 miles—September 21. A cyclometer will be given
to the rider making the best time.

The Manhattan Bicycle Club will hear the "Merry
Monarch " September 22, and the Harlem Wheelmen
will pay homage to Francis Wilson to-morrow even-
ing.

A. H. Griffith, President of the Detroit Wheelmen,
is now connected with the Gormully and Jeffery Mfg.
Co., and is travelling through the New England
States.

Representatives from all the city clubs were in at-
tendance at the Westchester County Wheelmen's stag-

racket on Saturday evening last, and a pleasant time
was enjoyed.

Franz Ebert, the male star in the Lilliputian Opera
Company, now playing in this city, who is twenty-
eight inches in height, rides a wheel.and is a member
of the Berlin Bicycle Club.

The ladies of the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club gave a
iiuit party at the club-house on Thursday evening' of
last week. Dancing and music enlivened the time
and fruit was served in the billiard room.

At the Ottawa Amateur Athletic Association games,
September 13, the two mile handicap bicycle race was
won by C. P. Simpson, M. B. C, 2m., 5s.; D. A. Louson,
M. A. A., scratch, second. Time, 7m., 54 4-5S.

The championship medal of Wappinger's Falls, N.
Y., which is to be won three times in a 16 mile race
before becoming the property of the winner, has been
secured twice by E. C. Cashim.

There is talk of arranging a match between C. H.
Crawford of the Westchester County Wheelmen, and
R. F. Belknap, of the Star Bicycle Club of Harlem,
both men being the strongest riders in their respective
clubs.

The Queens County Wheelmen, of Queens, L. I.,

have recently become incorporated. The trustees
are : William L. Pettit, John W. Magee, Erwin S.

Van Nostrand, Charles L. Reise, Harold F. Quertrup
and William W. W. Roberts.

Geo. A. Banker, of the Duquesne Bicycle Club,
Pittsburg, who captured a number of prizes at Roch-
ester, Niagara Falls, Buffalo and Hartford, has re-
turned home, and is receiving the congratulations of
the local wheelmen on his success.

Last week was most discouraging to bicycle riders,
as the continuous wet and disagreeable weather was
anything but conducive to wheeling. The runs and
tours booked for last Sunday were all necessarily
postponed, and but few riders ventured out upon the
muddy roads.

A new four-lap track is being put down in the Phil-
adelphia Ball Park, at Broad and Huntingdon Streets,
which will be the best cycle path in the vicinity of
Philadelphia, the turns being very easy and well
banked. A race meet will be given in the early part
of October on this track by one of the prominent
clubs.

The two mile team race at the county fair, Pough-
keepsie, on Thursday of last week, was won by the
Wappingers Falls Wheel Club, the team being com-
posed of E. C. Cashin, E. M. Marlor and I. F. Halli-
well. They scored twenty-four points. The Pough-
keepsie club team, composed of I. Van Benschoten, A.
De Graaff and T. Roberts, scored eighteen points.

A $7 lady's Fall trimmed hat was offered to the
wheelwoman having the finest decorated wheel in the
recent lantern parade at Erie, Pa., and every lady in

the town who could beg, borrow or temporarily steal
a wheel competed for the prize. The procession was
under the auspices of the Erie Bicycle Club and was a
great success.

Big tyres have undoubtedly made the safety a bet-
ter all-round road instrument, notwithstanding an
accentuated tendency to side-slipping, says an English
exchange. But it is not exactly right to say, as some
do, that the " beetle " will out-rival the ordinary as an
all weathers weapon. The G. O. O., with cushion tyres,
should still have the bulge.

RACES AT PORT HURON.
The following events are on the programme of the

Port Huron, Mich., Driving Park Association, to be
decided during the fair in that city this week : Half-
mile novice, ordinary; 1 mile, 2.30 class, ordinary;
1 mile safety, 3.40 class

; % mile ordinary, open
; y2

mile safety, open; 1 mile open, ordinary. A gold and
silver medal will be offered in each event.

A correspondent of an English contemporary takes
exception to the suggestion that the winner of a twen-
ty-four hour ride is the best type of road rider.
"There are plenty of men," he says, "who shine well
at the long ride who cannot sprint to save their lives,

and the fact of their being unable to combine a good
turn of speed with their staying powers, in my eyes,
shows them to be deficient in one of the essential
points of an all-round rider."

Apropos of a paragraph appearing in the last issue
of The Wheel, in which it was stated in jest that one
could confidently expect to see baby carriages being
towed along by fathers mounted upon safeties before
a great while. Mr. Geo. H. Schunck, of Elsie, Mich.,
writes :

" We've got him. Mr. B. M. Besley, of this town,
enjoys the pleasure of giving the baby a ride in the
manner suggested." Life insurance men who contract
with infants should call upon Mr. Besley when in that
part of Michigan.

At the Chattanooga (Tenn.) Cycle Club's tourna-
ment, September 13, the principal winners were

:

One mile, ordinary, H. B. Caulkins ; fancy riding,
G. Kruse ; one mile, safety, D. Caulkins ; three mile,
safety, W. W. Hall ; one quarter mile, hands off, A.
Z. Thatcher ; five mile ordinary, handicap, W. H.
Reynolds ; one mile consolation, A. M. Ross. The
roads were too heavy for the proposed run to Catoosa
Springs, on the Chickamauga battle field, and the
race track was too heavy to allow fast time.

FOR THE CHAMPIONSHIP OF NEW YORK CITY.

Last year the New York Bicycle Club, through
Captain Nisbett, issued a challenge to the clubs of this

city for a team road race, which was accepted by the
Riverside Wheelmen, but owing to the lateness of the
season the race was never decided. Captain F. M.
Cossitt, of the Riversides, has written us that his club
is now ready to engage in a conflict witli a team from
the New York Bicycle Club, for a trophy to be decided
upon, which will represent the championship of the
cycling clubs of this city. Captain Cossitt would
request a prompt reply in order that all arrange-
ment smuy be satisfactorily made.

It is announced that the entry of A. W. Palmer, of
Toronto, in the one mile novice at Niagara Palls was
fraudulent, he having won prizes in previous races.

As Palmer won the race ami received a gold medal as
first prize, a demand has been made upon him bv
the Racing Board to resign the first prize to J. W.
Leavett, ot Cleveland, who secured second place, and
for Leavett to give the second trophy to Louis Gay-
lor, of Philadelphia, who secured third place, Should
the prize not be returned as requested by the Racing
Board, the matter will be referred to the Canadian
Wheelmen's Associat inn for art ion.

The Grand Jury found a true bill against Robert
Payton, the colored man who stole Trevor Myler's
bicycle from the Keystone Club rooms, Pittsburg. A
six months' sentence to the work house was the
penalty.

The Missouri Bicycle Club, of St. Louis, has expe-
rienced a decided boom during the last month or so,
and the club is getting back into its old form very
fast, as the resignations of the disgruntled member's
had just the opposite effect of what they anticipated.
In the future, Thursday evenings will be devoted to
the ladies, and an entertainment committee has been
selected and will soon map out a programme for the
winter which will be on a par with those of previous
seasons. Smokers, athletic exhibitions and hops will
follow each other in regular order, and the usual dull
season for the devotees of the wheel promises to be
one of the greatest gayety.

It is an open question whether it is at all wise for
parents and guardians to encourage cycling in their
children before they leave the nursery. It is all ver3'
well to give them toy machines, and to teach them to
ride in moderation ; but when it comes to a juvenile
scorcher of five, who climbs stiff hills on his 23-lb.

machine, and makes his elders work all they know in
order not to be left behind on his daily rambles, one is

apt to ask whether it is not altogether too much of a
good thing. Such a prodigy is reported from a New
England town in the States. The proud voice of his
fellow-townsmen declares that he will be the hill-

climber and record-breaker of the future ; but we are
much more disposed to think that he will give the un-
dertaker work to do, rather than the handicapper.

—

Bicycling' A'ezvs.

The annual twenty-five mile road race of the Cam-
bridge Cycle Club for the Sanborn medal, took place
Saturday afternoon last. The start was made from
the Chestnut Hill reservoir at 3 o'clock with ten men.
The judges and timekeepers were: Chief Consul
Emery, Joshua S. Sanborn and E. C. Himeon. The
following is the result, with the prizes won by each :

H. E. Ackerman, first, in ih. 40m. 50s.; second,
George F. Kehew, ih. 42m. 2s., prize, pair jer-
seys ; third, C. H. Kehew, ih. 55m., prize, silk hat

;

fourth, John S. Shedd, ih. 56m. 3s., prize, L. A. W. pin;
fifth, J. C. Carman, ih. 58m. 3s., prize, gold watch
chain ; sixth, F. C. Cook, ih. 58m. 14s., prize, silk um-
brella ; seventh, George W. Bean, Jr., 2I1. 5111. 25s.,

prize, clock and moonstone pin ; eighth, P. C. Spring,
2h. 18m. 50s., prize, subscription to the Cambridge
Press ; ninth, J. W. Bean, 2I1. 18m. 50s., prize, subscrip-
tion to the Cambridge Tribune ; tenth, Melvin Nowell,
2h. 18m. 50s., prize, subscription to the Cambridge
Chronicle. The prizes were awarded in the evening,
at the headquarters of the club, by Chief Consul
Emery.

The Lancaster Examiner observes that the inven-
tion of steam and the development of the railroad has
tempted the people of the United States to neglect
their roads and highways, despite the fact that no
country has a greater road mileage, in proportion to
the population, than our own. American roads are
among the worst in the civilized world, and they are
often the worst in those parts of America where rail-
road resources are most abundant. Since good roads
attract population, enhance the value of property,
make transportation more rapid and less burdensome,
and are of great value to railroads as feeders, the
betterment of State highways ought to be a subject of
first consequence to the State Legislature. Given a
section of rich farming country, and it is, of course,
valuable just in proportion to "the ease and inexpen-
siveness with which its produce can reach the market.
The absence of good roads in the oldest parts of Amer-
ica, where agriculture and commerce are the principal
industries of the population, is a striking illustration
of the inefficiency and extravagance of our local gov-
ernment so far as it attempts to deal with the business
necessities, conveniences and comforts of life.

The introduction of a cheap grade of safety, and
the decidedly munificent terms upon which some
dealers dispose of their stock of this description, has
produced a result not entirely anticipated. Cycling
has been generally conceded to be a gentleman's
sport exclusively, but from recent occurrences it

would seem as though the pastime had lost a little of
its distinguishable prestige. For instance, at St.

Louis, recently, a number of negroes, who are the
happy possessors of safety wheels, became hilariously
intoxicated while attempting to ride along one of that
city's most fashionable boulevards, and terrorized the
entire neighborhood, thereby bringing the sport
under a most insalubrious light. Not twenty miles
from this city, several riders whose general appear-
ance, actions and language branded them as mem-
bers of the very lowest order of society, created con-
siderable comment by their indecorous and ruffianly
behavior. While we fully recognize the vast benefit
derived from a low-priced wheel, it is still to be hoped
that the figures will not be lowered to such an extent
as to permit the wheels to become the means of trans-
portation for that nomadic individual, the tramp.

The first semi-annual meeting of the new board ol

officers of the New Jersey Division was held at the
club-house of the Plainfiek'l Bicycle Club on Thursday
evening of this week. Among the delegates present
were : Vice-Consul H. E. Benedict, H. C.W.; Secretary-
Treasurer George C. Pennell, E, W.; F. C. Gilbert. ED.

W.;G.T. Thomiar, H. C. W.; A. Dodd, A. W.J S. Ben-
nett, T. Rushmore, 1'. B.C.; V. I.. C. Martin, 1». B. C.J \V.
H. Stafford,W. S. Fulper, o.W. A committee composed
of Messrs. G. T. Thomiar, G. C. Pennell and S. Bennett,
was appointed to revise the State by-laws to conform
with the constitutional rules, and consider the allow-
ing of the Secretary-Treasurer the sum of Si.x> per
annum for his services rendered the Division. In lieu
of the much work done by him it is most likely the
provisions will be included in the revised rules, as is

done in other Divisions, it was decided to incorporate
the organisation under the title i<l the New Jersey
Dr.isi n of the League of \1n.11. .n Wii.ltn.n with
the following trustees: G. C. Brown, 11. Benedict,
G. II. Kane, B. O. Miller, L, C. I linn, C. P Pliomiar.
C. Todd, T. Rushmore, H.S. Pulper, andG C. Pennell.
A committee of four, consisting of T. N. Gray, G.

II. Kane, A. Dodd and F. (i. Weise, were appointed 10
net as representatives 10 the National Assembly with
1 lie Consul, Vice-Consul and Secretary-Treasurer.
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THE PNEUMATIC TYRE.

inventions in the history ot cycling
ommotiun than that of the

pneumatic tyre. This fact was brought vividly before
the eyas of the American wheelmen at Niagara Kails

.11.1 even tin- must skeptical were eon-
the solid-rubber shod

wheel on the r.ui- ti new departure is the
ition "i

J
li Dunlap, .1 veterinary surgeon of Bel-

fast, i Is name implies, of a
rubber tube filled with compressed air, round which

Bering formed >'t two strips joined
ther with rubber solution and having two Maps

i lap the run of the wheel, thus binding on
the tyre. This canvas wising prevents the rubber

1 ••111 bursting, no matter how great the pi 1

•1 tin- an may ..; is a strong rubber cover-
ited in thickness, also overlapping the rim,

cured with rubber solution. Only py
piuu tin inn the inner rubber tube can the air escape,
ami in moat cases this occurs through the rid-r using
the machine with the tyres not sumcientlv Inflated!
The usual crescent-shaped steel rim employed for the
ordinary tyre is superseded by a wider one of a sbal-

ind comparatively flat section, as indicated in the

• t course, apparent that punctures may place
one In a serious predicament lust at a critical moment,
but although one may be at first a little nervous as t..

the durability oi the invention, still be will become
s.. convinced of its satisfactory nature that nothing
would iii.hu-" 1

'••• '

it should be at the maximum degree oi Boftness con-
sistent with s.ii, iv

1
an. 1 between the smoothest racing

path and the roughest roads, the tyre Bhould be
pumped to suit the various gradations the weight of
the rider of course being taken Into account als.
the novice it may appear a diffi"<i* mutter to decide

PlO. 1.

1 construction of the tyre is as follows A
I) l)i which, laying closely in contact

hallow bottom, laps over the two edges in
inner ind! . isolates the air-tube proper
the rim Itself. Upon the top of this canvas Is

B 'Plus consists Of thin tlcx-
rubber, totally incapable of itself of withatand-

rious strain. The needful strength is,

1 'v ided in the shape of a further wrapping
|H Hi which completely envelops it. and

• securely by means ot two side
• 1 run referred to, forms a double pro-
the point which is intrinsically the
.ir-tniie having been protected by this

Mthstall.il:
n applied from within by the compres-

• air with which it Is filled, and it now only
live envelope which shall

:
•• through its coming

l other obstacles upon the
I ini- (A A) takes the nature

-. har.l rubber, thick at the point of
practically nothing at
n to the whole article

in n |F l'i over the June-
ild otherwise )«• visible between the

11 of the Wheel. Kai h wl
.n air-valve, made upon a simp

plan, an. I the Inflation is accomplished bj
through • >!! all's

PlO

<•( w And nan for

in. in

In the event of punctures occurring, any riiler of
fair mechanical ability van remove the various cover-
ings over the air-tube proper isec Kitf. 3), and then
Sticking a patch of thin rubber over the hoi.

Pig. 1), return the different layers to their original
positions, after which the tube may be reinllateil ami
the tyre itself will be as good as ever.
The new invention is not claimed to be perfect. To

one way of thinking the rim requires to be Strength-
ened laterally, to which end a hollow section into
the lower rib of which the spoke-heads might be in-
serted through a button-hole opening- may well su-
persede the present design, and remove, once for all,

the spoke-replacing difficulty ; the air-valve might be
fitted with a metal interior casing into which the in-
tlater might be screwed, and various other details
might he rendered more perfect. Still, with all its

faults, the pneumatic tyre is the most delightful at-
tachment to a tricycle ever yet placed upon the
market.

In practice it is found desirable to keep the tyres
Inflated to almost the full limit, particularly in a

\ here they have to support practically the weight
1 two rider:. \ jmim.v of liiiv milsC with a full

load makes no impression upon their distention, but
that lapse of time causes a tlabbiness to ensue, and
hence. 11 the machine he not ridden for a week at a
stretch, the front tyre, at any rate, should Ik- reinllateil
before a journey' is undertaken. As, howcvci
minutes will suffice to distend to their utmost limit all

three wheels, this cannot be considered a serious
drawback. The cost of the new invention $10 extra
per wheel is a formidable item, hut when it is per-
fected in all Us details, the pneumatic tyre will prove
to be as cheap in the long run as its predecessor. The
machine now exhibited has been at all speeds, over
every kind ol load surface including newly-laid
flints and yet there is not the faintest indication of a
cut upon the rubber, the truth being that with such an
elastic medium as air upon which to depend for its

support, the outer covering of rubber altogether repu-
diates any ordinary attempt at incision.

it remains hut to add that with such a machine one
will have no difficulty in maintaining an average ol

ten miles an hour with kit in position, while for short-
er distances this speed can. if need arise, he consider-
ably exceeded.
One objection to the pneumatic tyre is, that when it

strikes a large obstacle, such as a brick, the reaction
is great, still this machine is more effective over
rough surfaces, such as granite setts, than over badly-
worn and 'holey" macadam; in other words, small
and moderate vibrations are Completely lost to the
ruler, whereas depressions large enough to 1.

the whole wheel arc productive oi (greatly modified)
lars. Hut this is a matter easily explained. The
total diameter of the tyre is roughly only two inches,
and assuming It to he capable of infinite collipr,

within that diameter, any sudden rise or tall gr
than two inches must result in the whole machine
being lifted bodily. This, however, is a condition ol
thing* which seldom occur in pr.e til c.

Tin- rider oi a pneumatic is supported on a column
.•1.1 iius air lornis a singularly

and powerful sprints' between the groun
in ol the wlie.l, and ; 1 from flat-

out under the weight of the rider. Should the
Iflciently Inflated, the impact ol wheel

against a stone or other obstruction may pulldown
11 upon the stone and thus nip the inner tube mid

.1 pun. tun-. 1 ot pneun
must 1 attention to their tyres and pump
Ihem hard in fa. t. s.. hard that win 11 seated on the

1 looking
I by the .1 should !„• hard

ble; or to the . 1 tin rim should not
appn ound clo* ind a

In di-

undei tin

inted that it

wants inflat let the 1 Idi

limped, and It will lie 1

.-id thai ti

imping than the dl Iving w
:n the ..in ma

-• pumpeil 'i minimi:

'•. Hi. min

with

1 that

Pig. ,.

mi the proper degree of hardness, but this will come
with experience, and at first all he need trouble him-
sell ali. ait is to see that the tyre is not too soft. In

I is better for him to err on the sale side, and
pump hard under every condition, until he becomes
more familiarized with the working of the 1

ENGLISH TRADE NOTES.

Messrs. Turner & Bowley, of London, are bringing
out a most useful article in tie .. valve foi

pneumatic tyres, which, in addition to keeping the
tyre full, causes an equal pressure so as to avoid
bursting.

A new invention has been patented by the firm 01

Wiis.m & Grundy, Bolton, ami if it only provi
workable as its inventors say. should brine; joy to
the heart of every rider of theWheel. The invention
is an arrangement in connection with cycle wheels
whereby each wheel carries, lays down atid picks up
again its own track, which cives t'cc rider the advan-
tage of riding upon the smoothest surface possible

;

the track being a light steel rim protected by rn
and carried in such a manner that there is always
twelve to fourteen inches of a straight track on tne
ground and which will bridge all hollows on bad
roads, and when projections arc met with it will form
a gradual incline for the wheel proper to a si end or
descend, and when riding oil graSS ol setts the result
is as if riding upon asphalt. The wheels titled as
above are no heavier than air tyres, and machines
built thus may be expected to be placed on the mat k.-t

I
tin close ol the season. The ai ranc.ciiicnt is

simple and Strong, and is applied to both drivin.
steering wheels

The work people employed by Mi SSTS. H.n
Thomas, Coventry, had their annual last

Saturday, journeying in brakes to Hampton, m a
where .1 good lime was spent.

Messrs. Rudgi '• I ntroducing a new cushion
tyre, the principal feature ol which is the non-liabilit)
to cut at the run as in the older patterns Without
affecting the elasticity of tin- tyre 01 its neat ap|
.nice, the Weigh) is considerably reduced Man
Hirers will be allowed to use it b\ mail
royalty.

The Birmingham Small Arms and Metal Co., I unit-
ed, have paid a dividend ot ... per cent, for the \ ,

The West London Cycle Stores are full 1

the victory of their machines at Niagara meeting.

A new saddle, the great adv.i-
abseiui oi perineal pressure and vibration, baa
invented by Ml I '. Potter, ol Norwich. Itisapli
able and extremely soft india-rubber saddle, and is

formed ol two pi. k rabbet which are mould-
ed int.. a suitable shape and joined round the .

thus forming a chamber which is Ailed with ..

..I a small self-acting valve at the peak end ol

the saddle. Tin whole affair is then mounted on an
iron plate, and can 1m- had with or without
springs

-II. Wat man and III. linn
• .I that name, have return- . the
States, alter having done very well in their v
tl ade with tin Sv\ .

time a . apital diamond-framed Lb cushion

BlRMINGH \M.
In Birmingham, and in I II in man)
fully employed, Then doubt thai an lot-

to tin •
I both 11. -

and Birminghan
iitn.n ol this 11

1 .on
who

1 he ii. >prniK ol tin fol tin 1
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iin ills ..11 i : M.u
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FROM NEW YORK TO NIAGARA
AWHEEL.

It was a bright morning about the middle of

August when five wheelmen, members of the

Capital Bicycle Club, of Washington, D. C, left

the Forty-second Street Ferry, mounted their

bicycles and moved steadily up Forty-second
Street to Fifth Avenue, and thence into Central

Park. They had avoided passing through the

lower end of the city, where the streets were
crowded and the pavement rough, by means of

three separate ferries. In order that the reader

may fully understand the character and appear-

ance of the tourists, I will briefly introduce them
numerically.

No. 1 is a slightly built, modest-appearing
young man, who blushes whenever a girl looks

at him. He is the only member of the party
mounted upon an ordinary.

No. 2 is short and boyish in appearance. The
amount of time he spends in taking his wheel
apart and putting it together again, and in

strapping and restrapping his bundles, is in-

dicative of his character. Everything he does
is done thoroughly.

No. 3 is an athletic-appearing man with a full

beard and dark locks, on which is perched a
little blue cap. He rides with a sang froid that

is simply irresistible, as one of our party after-

wards found out to his cost.

No. 4 has a blonde moustache and a florid

complexion, and when he laughs he awakens
merry echoes. He has the greatest number of

bundles, and if he ever forgets anything you
may count upon it being something entirely

useless.

No. 5 requires two descriptions. When we
started out he was a grave, serious-looking

man, with a judicial aspect, but you should have
seen him one day in a shower after we had been
digging at a road deep with yellow dust, fol-

lowed by some miles of soft cinders. We had
come to a spring and stopped to refresh our-

selves, and when he rode up wearing a slouch

hat and an enormous poncho reaching down to

his heels, his face streaked with black and yel-

low stripes, we threw up our hands with one
accord and begged him to take our money but
spare our lives.

After wheeling through Central Park, and
unconsciously breaking all the regulations, such
as riding more than two abreast, faster than
seven miles an hour, and coasting with feet over
the handle bars, we passed out Seventh Avenue,
but found the bridge across the river closed for

repairs. Each one made inquiries, and the first

thing I knew the party had started off in three

different directions. Mac was half way down
to the ferry, Low was climbing the stairs up
the bluff, and the others were going back the

way we came. Harry called them together, we
held a council of war, and finally decided to

climb the stairs, which was no light undertaking
for those who had safeties and eight to ten
pounds of baggage. Once up, we wheeled out
Tenth Avenue, the concrete between the rails

of the cable car track affording a smooth path.
Williamson, who is of an inquiring turn of

mind, ran his wheel down into the crevice where
the cable runs, thinking, no doubt, that he might
catch on to the grip and go by us with his feet

up. But he didn't catch on.

Passing over High Bridge, which, by the way,
is a low bridge, we struck a fine macadam road
into Tarrytown, which point we reached for

dinner, and rested for an hour and a half. We
had beautiful scenery all the morning, particu-

larly along the Palisades at Yonkers. In the

afternoon the only redeeming feature of the

road was the scenery, the composition of the
soil being chiefly sand. Most wheelmen take
the train or boat from Tarrytown to Garrison,
thus avoiding the only bad wheeling there is

along the Hudson.
Very frequently was the inquiry made, " How

far is it to Peekskill ? " and Mac got this name
so firmly impressed on his mind, that he kept
inquiring the route to Peekskill for several
days afterward, and we firmly believe that had
he been alone he would never have gotten any
further. That place is certainly appropriately
named. The peaks on either side of the town
are certainly " killing."

We didn't reach Garrison until 8 o'clock.

The last live miles of the road was excellent,

which helped us out considerably.

As I came rolling along in the semi-darkness,
a farmer tramping over the road ahead of me
was very much startled by my sudden appear-
ance, and made a wonderful leap for his life.

Afterwards, seeing the cause of his fright, he
said " Gosh, I thought it was the Devil !

"

The following day's journey was delightful.

as we were shaded by great elms, which lined

each side of the road, and cooling breezes
continually fanned our brows. There were
many fine coasts, and the upper grades were
imperceptible. It was a day of rest, poetic

fancies and romance.
After dinner at Poughkeepsie we noticed

some very pretty girls in a millinery store across

the way. Communications were soon estab-

lished, and after awhile we filed over ostensibly

to purchase some " Pokeepsakes."
We pulled into Upper Red Hook at 6

o'clock. Mac had stopped to chat with a wheel-
man at the last village, and when he arrived at

our destination he didn't see us just around the

corner and riding up to the store which was
filled with the usual crowd that loiter about
such a place, he paralyzed them all by calling

out, " Can any of you fellows tell me how far

it is to North Pin Hook ? " Although he seemed
not to hear our shouts, nevertheless he did, and
was compelled to join us in the laugh at his

confusion of names. Red Hook is a little

country village—one store, a church, and a few
houses—but we had very good accommodations
at the old tavern.

The inhabitants retired early, and all was still

around us soon after dark. You have all been
in the country some time or other at night,

and can appreciate the solemnity of the

occasion. A subject for discussion at such
times, in order to be appropriate, must be
practical and serious. Prof. Low furnished the

subject by remarking that he thought plumbago
would be good for chafing. Dr. Williamson
immediately opposed this view on the ground
that plumbago contained lead, which was
poisonous. Prof. Low claimed that there was
not enough of lead in plumbago to hurt any
one, but he seemed unwilling to try the experi-

ment. It was finally decided to refer the

matter to a committee of doctors, to be selected

from among the members of the club by the
President, Dr. Johnston, who was requested
to act as chairman, and to report at the next
club meeting.
The following morning the sun was rather

warm, and we longed for the shade trees that we
had enjoyed all the previous day. At Stock-

port we indulged in some ice cream, which
seemed to have a queer effect on Mac and Low.
They got to " monkeying," and finally crashed
into each other, tearing off a foot rest from
Low's wheel, and carrying away four spokes
from Mac's. My cyclometer stopped registering

at this point, and I think some one must have
fed it ice cream also.

We made Kinderhook for dinner, where we
met a party of wheelmen from Albany, and
two or three of the Boston touring party.

They seemed to be just as hungry as we were,
but they didn't keep up with us on the road.

We endeavored to get into Albany before the
threatening clouds could fix up a shower for us,

but it was impossible, for the rain began to fall

while we were still three miles from town, and
then we had an exciting time skating into the
city. The road is hard clay, and the surface

was covered with a fine dust before the shower,
making it as slippery as a waxed floor. One of

the Albany wheelmen came up while we were
taking refreshments at a road house, and
accompanied us into the city.

We had completed 158 miles in the first three

days of our tour, and were in excellent con-
dition. Of the next three days touring perhaps
the least said the better. The roads were very
sandy, and the only good riding we had was in

passing through towns, when we invariably

took to the sidewalks. Out of town we rode
the sidepaths when there were any, the gutter,

the railroad ties—anything and everything. A
sidepath no wider than a man's hand was
welcomed with shouts of great joy. Of course,

there was considerable rivalry as In who should
stick on his wheel the longest in tight places,

and some amusement created by forced dis-

mounts. Otherwise there was more hard work
than humor. 1 look one header by running
unexpectedly into a ditch while riding through
some tall grass, and another one when- the

path had been washed away. The last time, I

became entangled in the wheel and could not

possibly have gotten out without assistance.

However, no harm was done. On the second
day we had some fine riding on the towpath,
between Little Falls and Utica, and we spurted
along at the rate of nine or ten miles an hour.

Another storm was brewing and caught us

three miles out, as usual. It was the same
cyclone that did such damage at Wilkesbarre,

Pa. We took shelter under a bridge, but the
rain was blown under the structure, and even
our ponchos were not much protection. Still,

an hour or two later, when we had on dry
clothing and were enjoying a good supper at

Utica, we laughed heartily over it, and now
consider it one of the pleasantest remmiscenses
of the trip.

We didn't get started until after 9 o'clock

the next morning, and even then found the

towpath soft and sticky, and we also had a
gale of wind with which to contend. Parties

traveling towards the Great Lakes generally

have a head wind. After twelve miles of this

kind of slugging, we took a country road to

Oneida, which we found even worse than the

towpath. Altogether we had a hard pull of it,

and didn't reach Oneida until 3 o'clock. The
Boston party took the turnpike from Utica to

Oneida, and reported it in fair condition. They
left the latter place an hour before we reached
it. The party, excepting myself, concluded to

take the train at Oneida, and after waiting
until half past-four for some one to change his

mind, I reluctantly pulled out alone. A short

way on my journey I overtook a Vermonter on
a " Hickory" wheel, and found him excellent

company. We made Fayetteville by dusk, the

road having been first-class from Oneida. I

actually got rested from the fatigues of the

morning while coasting down the long hills.

The following morning we took an early

start, and joined the Boston touring party at

Syracuse. About four miles out of the latter

place we were caught in another drenching
shower. Most of the party took to shelter, and
afterwards made for the nearest railroad station,

but about a dozen of us kept on. The roads
were so hard and hilly that the rain did but
little harm. At Camillus there was a big fire

in the stove at the hotel. Hot whiskies were
in great demand, and it didn't take long to

change a dry throat and a wet coat into a dry
coat and a wet throat.

In the meantime it had stopped raining and
we started again for Auburn. I have a very
pleasant recollection of a coast about two miles

long with a surface smooth as a floor. About
five miles from Auburn the road takes an
abrupt turn, and now the gale blows directly in

our faces. We had to walk occasionally on
level ground. During one of these spells I

met some parties who said they were going
fishing. They were a little tipsy and wanted
me to drink with them, so I took pity on their

deplorable condition, and nearly drained the

bottle, while they made several polite but
ineffectual atempts that were highly amusing
in order to get it away from me. With the aid

of this bracer, I made out to pass two of the

party who were ahead, and finished second.

After dinner it rained at frequent intervals.

and we decided to take a day off for the trip to

Watkin's Glen. We trained it to Geneva and
took the boat down Seneca Lake that evening.

Friday morning after visiting the Glen, the

Boston party trained it to Canandaigua, but I

remained over, rode out to llavanna Glen
(which is even prettier than Watkin's), and that

evening trained it back to Auburn.
Saturday morning the roads were in terrible

condition, and it took me live hours to push
twenty miles, but in the afternoon 1 struck

better roads and passed through a beautiful

country. At one inviting spot where 1 stopped
to rest, and inquired at a house if 1 could get

some milk, the very pretty young girl who
answered my knock said they had no milk, but

she could get me some lunch, and spreading a

snow-white cloth she set out sonic of the finest

home-made bread and butter that 1 have evei

tasted, to say nothing o\ jam, cold meat,
pickles, cookies, etc. I reached Canandaigua
;it I. o'clock,

My Sunday run was almost equal to an\ thing

we experienced up along the Hudson, The'

weather was deligntful. Avon, where 1 stopped

nearly three hours at noon, is situated on a
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ne hundred feet above and overlooking
the Genesee river. It is noted for its mineral

tigs, but a very small, homeopathic drink
satisfied me. It has however, some line hotels.

I " ached Batavia at (• o'clock, having averaged
eight miles an hour during the day.

Monday. August 2;. I completed the tour,

riding sixty-five miles, my longest day's run.
I spent three hours in Buffalo, dining at the
famous Iroquois Hotel, and reached Niagara
Palls at 6.30, where I found excellent accom-
modations at the Cataract House. I missed my
road twice during the day, which added several
miles to my record without any compensation.
Alter sup|KT I found my companions, and we
celebrated our reunion in an appropriate
manner.
The entire distance ridden by me was 505

miles, in .)'. days, or about 53 miles a day.
The total cost of the trip, including two days at

Niagara and railroad fare home, was abcful

ne may ask. Does such a trip pay? I

should say, yes. The reward lies in muscle.
wind, a splendid appetite and health. I gained
live pounds on the trip, which proves that it

agreed with me, at least.

Notwithstanding the hardships of the tour, we
had a great deal of fun, and some days of

perfect cycling. The section of country we
passed through, moreover, was extremely inter-

esting, and the scenery, from the I'alisades of

the Hudson to the Falls of Niagara, exception-
ally line. This rc|>ort would not l>c complete
without a description of our experience in the
Cave of the Winds.

Alter a preliminary ride on the steamer
Maid of the Mist as near to the great cataract
as they dare to go, we prepared for the trip

under the Palls. The outfit required is a flannel

bathing suit, an oilcloth overcoat, and clumsv
shoes made of felt cloth, which give von a
.ecure footing on the slippery rocks. As you
go behind the Palls the roarbecomes deafening.
The guides had two women in charge, whom
they never let go of until they were past the

danger point We followed along the narrow
ledge until we lost sight of them, and the

ledge came to an end. The spray was blinding
and no one could see whether there was another
ledge below us or not, and we stood there clinging
to the rocks in the very worst part, half drowned,

ping for breath, and somewhat frightened.
At this point some one caught hold of us and
pulled us off the ledge, and we found ourselves
on another rocky shelf about three feet below,
and were soon in a place of safety. It was the

• sin.wit bath we ever experienced, and
for excitement beat anything on the trip.

SOME MORE TOURS.
Patient waiting has not brought the result

for which I hoped—that my suggestion on tours
through the Delaware Valley and Columbia
County. Xew York, would call forth similar

communications from other wheelmen who
know whi ''ir. for the benefit of those
who don't ; and I appose I'll have
niciit with playing another leading card. My

..• th( ' disinterested, : 1 I

would In Dew and atti.i. in.
' am sure there must lx- an

abundant 1 York,
that havt mapped out. Pot in-

ported tl>-

id.- ro.ids along tin- line of the Lehigh and Hud-
.el 1 1

•

' od through S
aM the lower part ot

York, there is a lovely
til waitinj one from Montclair

through 1 onton, Dover, Stanhope,
to Middletown . and

down th< Ramapo Valley or on
n the Wallkill VaOej t.. the Hudson.

could tal f till thii c d.iv

irday morning
Monday night but as | < ant

t, I'll sketel
• hi. h I . an, and whii h

i« done with)
• up the 1 1 take the

li !.. 1 fai 1

lull

Little
:

along n

the rest
. SO that one can get through quite

comfortably. The Palls at Paterson are well
worth seeing, and to do this it will be most
comfortable to stop for lunch at the Hamilton
Ibuise. having covered about 20 miles or a little-

over, and find exactly how to leave the town by
the direct road to Pampton, which begins at the
extreme northwest corner of the town, on Van
Winkle Avenue. This is a superb stretch,

pretty hilly, but with line surface and views
ahead into the l'eakness hills that will repay
the climbing. At Pampton you turn to the
right and it is an even chance which road to

take to Sloatsburg. By one you follow the
Ramapo about 12 miles to Sulicrns, over a
fairly good road through a line country, and
past Havemeyer's famous stock farm, turn-
ing from SutTerns up the Ramapo Valleyproper,
where the mountains really begin. The 5 miles
from here to Sloatsburg is sandpapered, and
you miss it if you take the other road from
Pampton to Ringwood; but you gain there the
finest scenery I ever saw through tile woods and
over the hill, skirting Kx-Mayor Hewitt's mag-
nificent estate.

Up the Ramapo. of course, we all know
about ; but just after passing the ( rreenwood Iron
Works—or Arden, as they call it now— there is

a fork in the road that has to be watched for,

and the right-harjd road taken. At Highland
Mills, don't fail to stop at a little unassuming
corner tavern, and test the hospitality of Land-
lord L'Hommcdicu, for he'll treat you like a
prince. About the only way to work in the
stages, indeed, is to take lodging at Sulierns,
dinner at Highland Mills, and stop at Cornwall,
preferably to Newburg, for the second night.
If Monday is now at the tourist's disposal it can
be most profitably spent, perhaps, by taking
train to West Point, and thence down the river

by wheel— six miles of terrific road, but paying
for it with a view of the Hudson otherwise un-
attainable, and the balance good riding for most
of the way to Nyack, whence, of course, it's

simply a matter of choice which road to take
home; that's not worth while detailing.

So much for the three-day run; and now we'll
try our hand at the fortnight's tour, which un-
original scheme proposed should be coupled
with the shorter trip, to provide for all tastes.

My last tour, it may be remembered by such as
noticed it, swung around through the Delaware
Valley all awheel. This time we will be less

contemptuous of the trains, and board one <>n

the Harlem Railroad, either at Poity-Second
Street or at Mott Haven, so as to get further
into the Berkshire region at the start. Of the
Berkshire's themselves, and their grand |>ossi-

bilities for touring, it is unnecessary to say
anything; but there arc not many wheelmen
who know what a line section of gravel roads,
glorious air and views lie just-north of them in

Vermont—the very place for an October trip.

Leaving the train at Copafce, We have ex-
'i roads, and if departure has been timed,

let us say, for Friday afternoon, the wheel
can be mounted early next morning foi a
day's journey along Route 21 of the New YoW<
road book, a little over twenty miles tot 'hat ham
Thus far. it is nothing more than a line rolling

agricultural country; but after our midday
meal at Chatham, we begin to get fairly into
the bills, bending off to the right via Queesby
Lake (preferably to the Kindernook Creek route
t" the westward) for about twenty live mill

Lebanon Springs. Here is an old Summer
r.-s/.rt dating back to Washington's time, now

what fallen from its high estate, but still

ling some line .., ,ti<i having a
special attraction in its- vicinity to the Shaker

cment and to Tilden's birthplace, Should
we feel < Kttle stifl next morning, it would not

•> kritoi here a half da,
in^ pari "I it foi a visit t., the ...id Sh
service, and striking out in the afternoon up
the moat beautiful valtoj in all this region, but
on.- that is little known I [1

road winds along tl • the hills that come
together on eit • but
little room for a: 1 pal. h.

bend bringing into sicdit some new and
beautiful vicwi 1 miles put from the
spun-.

I Berlin, a little town where the]
I tlinnei thai bad
'In- night, and lh. ' mm

to th< I !••;. :. \ alii only too »hoi 1 ind
.|in> klv pa
burg : familiar ground Iden

by many a wheel and faithfully laid down in
Route 2s of the road l>ook ; lying through
Hoosick Falls. Cambridge for dinner, and the
little village of Rupert, right on the edge of
Vermont, for the night; it is a day's journey of
fifty miles, that is pleasant t<> travel as it has
good roads and the rider receives mental re-
freshment from the scenery.
Tuesday's itinerary is a' shorter one, follow-

ing Route 25 on to Rutland, which is only forty-
three miles away, and as the roads are not
quite so good between here and Manchester, to
which our next stage is laid, we cover only
about thirty-live miles on Wednesday. But if

the roads are poorer the scenery improves, for
our course here lies almost in the heart of the
Green Mountains, and Manchester Street is the
swell spot of the region. Seductive enough
indeed to make us linger next morning, which
is unwise, for there is a sandy stretch from here
South to North Bennington that we ought to
have more time to traverse. Just half way is

Arlington, and if we should not get there until
dinner time there will be the compensation of a
good meal; but as the days are short at this
season, it will be wiser to push on through the
twenty-live miles of only middling road, and
after dinner at North Bennington have tune
enough to look around the very pretty town of
Bennington and then wheel leisurelv over the
range of hills Westward to Hoosick.

Don't confuse this with Hoosick Falls, and
don't fail to arrange things and stop at the inn
kept by Uncle Nelsc Babcock, At first he
seems a little crusty, perhaps because he has
come into contact with some of the hoodlums
that afflict cyclcdom to a certain extent; but
when lie is brought out of his shell, nobody can
be more entertaining.
Two days having shown only a mileage of

thirty-live each, we must push a little harder
as we head our wheels on Friday morning up
the Hoosick Valley for Williamstown; and we
can do it easily, for the road is sandpap
and it is hard to believe that twenty miles have
been covered when we come in sight of the col-

where Garfield was educated ( Ine <>i the
loveliest college towns in all New England,
there is plenty <>f temptation to linger; anil we
won't go far wrong if we start only in time to
reach South Williamstown (six miles away, near
the foot <>f Greylock) by nightfall. Rout,
gives all the directions here, and on for the next
day's journey, but it does not picture the
beauties of these Berkshire hills and rich mead-
ows, more charming even here than in the more
fashionable region further south. Pittsfield
only sixteen miles out on Saturday mm tun-,

we'll keep on for the six mile climb beyond to
Lenox for dinner, and then wheel quietly into
Great Barrington that afternoon, stopping 6
look at the ideal surroundings of Stockbrid
unless we choose the westerly route through
Curtisville. a steady ten mile down v,r.id<

a superb surface, and thus gain time for a run
down to the elm-shadowed town of Sheffield
There is only sand beyond in this direction,
however, so we must turn back agail
rington. and thus wend our way along Routi
over the Oxhorn and down those line .

tween Hillsdale and Hudson.

Turning east before we reach the latter pi

at llallowville, RhineU-ck OUght to be reached
by dark, though It is about fifty miles away;
but if we are

I 1 must do tli.

can byputting up at Johnsonville or Red Hook,
and make an early . nough starl Monday morn-
ing to gel dinner at Poughkd psie. I

•Mson's for the night, Route 00 still show
the way, is not a hard rid. an. I •

still four days to span ..nt of 1'

two of which might be s|*-nt in riding hoi
sum- tin- dreaded section through thi 11

lands is not quit ' coming south, and is

worth doing on mtrv. Even
it the trail for this last

si^ht seeing may have lengthened out
th< otJ 1 .

so tit,- four-day
adding to the

much to

\ relieving »m- from the feeUng of 1 •

hurried I

this should be, t.x., m tin

hott Autumn days, it may not be alv
to put through uiles by dayli
but no on.- who h. n p
need t. ..r ih. 1

that are included in this sketch
I. A W
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THE MINNEAPOLIS ROAD RACE POSTPONED.

The twenty mile road race, over the Lake Harriet
course, Minneapolis, to have taken place September
10, has been indefinitely postponed on account of the
lack of transportation facilities to the proposed scene
of the contest. It was announced that the new street

railroad company would give two medals, but the fact

that the road is still in a state of incompleteness has
caused the race to be declared off, as there is now no
convenient way to reach the lake drive except by
carriages, and few of those desirous of attending
have vehicles. Next year, or possibly later this fall,

arrangements will be made for the race. It is not
definitely decided whether or not the bicyclists of the
city will give a parade at the exposition. There
is a sufficient number of bicyclists, and most of them
are pr/ovided with lanterns, but as yet nothing defi-

nite has been arranged.

THE HARLEM'S COMING RACES.

As many of the members of the Harlem Wheelmen
would be unable to witness the races scheduled for
October 4, if run on that day, it has been decided to
hold all the events on Election Day, November 4.

The ten mile championship will be run off in the
morning, and the two mile novice and ten mile handi-
cap will be decided in the afternoon. Entrance fee
twenty-five cents for each event. Entries close Octo-
ber 25. The programme will be as follows : 10.30—ten
mile championship. First prize, silver cup ; second
prize donated by Mr. Litchhult. 2 p. m.—two mile nov-
ice, two prizes. 3 p. m.—ten mile handicap, four
prizes.

TRADE NOTES.

The Eagle Company have recently brought out a
new racing wheel on which some quick time has re-
cently been made. It weighs about twenty-two
pounds, and is constructed on the same lines as the
Roadster. The Eagle is steadily gaining a reputation
as a fast track wheel.

Keefe and Bucannon have entirely disposed of their
first shipment of "K & B" Comet and Diamond safe-
ties, but a new supply will soon be received. They
weigh forty-two pounds complete. They have also
had a big trade in the Young America, a juvenile
wheel.

Singer & Co., of Boston, have just received a large
supply of ladies' Singer safeties and can now fill

orders at sight. The demand for these wheels has
been so great that it was impossible heretofore to
give orders the prompt attention desired.

The John Wilkinson Co., of Chicago, have removed
to Nos. 269 and 271 State Street, where they occupy
more spacious quarters and can more satisfactorily
meet the requirements of their customers.

The Banker & Campbell Co. have just registered
two new trade marks. One is simply the word
"League," and the other consists of the word "Or-
monde" in a scroll with a series of representations of
wheels overlapping each other, decreasing in size
from the centre, with extended flaps for other letter-
ing. The design is decidedly neat.

The Chicago Bicycle Co. have been located at No.
491 and 493 Carroll Avenue since their former quarters
were visited by fire, where their factory, salesroom
and repair shops are all situated.

George S. McDonald, of Keefe & Becannon, will start
September 28 on a tour to Luray, Va., via Trenton,
Philadelphia, Washington, Baltimore, Hagerstown,
etc. He will return by a different route.

Mr. Sidwell, of Boston, was in town Wednesday on
his return from a business trip to Philadelphia, and
called upon The Wheel.

The Kings County Wheelmen will hold a twenty-
five mile road race on Election Day, November 4.

The Sweeting Cycle Co., of Philadelphia, have just
received a shipment of a dozen pneumatic wheels and
more are on the way.

Clarence H. Smith, of luggage carrier and touring
fame, was in Gotham Thursday. He is now traveling
agent for the Sweeting Cycle Co., and will look after
that company's affairs in New York and New Jersey.

Such is the great demand for hollow-tyred cycles in
England that 75 per cent., rather more than less, of
next season's orders will be for wheels fitted with
these tyres, and Wheeling says editorially that a large
Birmingham firm has no orders on its books for 1891
except for pneumatic and cushion-tyred machines,
while another, of still greater repute and output, is
almost in the same position.
"Prom our correspondence," it further says, "we

are able to gauge the bent of public taste, and we un-
hesitatingly declare that the tide is turning in favor
of hollow tyres at such a rate that any maker prepar-
ing to fit 60 per cent, of his safeties with solid tyres,
or indeed more than 30 per cent., will get left."

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[List of bicycle patents reported especially for
THE WHEEL, by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Patent
Lawyer, Washington, D. C]

No. 435,977- Bicycle. N. McKee, Chicago, 111. Piled
Oct. 14, 1889. Serial No. 326,945.
No. 436,230. Bicycle. N. N. Horton, Kansas City,

Mo. Piled Oct. 25, 1889. Serial No. 328,110.
No. 436,305. Bicycle.

J.
A. Crandall, Brooklyn,

N. Y. Filed July 3, 1890. Serial No. 357,639.
No. 436,673. Bicycle. M. Sehwertl'nhrer, Stuttgart,

Germany. Piled March 8, 1890. Serial No. 343,
No. 436,403. Attachment for Bicycles. William

Dabbs, Little Rock, Ark. Filed July 7, 1890. Serial
N(i. (58,016.
No. 436,451. Bicycle Lock. K. Bachus, Rochester,

N. Y. Filed April 7 , i8(,o. Serial No. 146,836,
This list contains last wick's patents also.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
35 Words 35 cents.

Two Insertions 40 "

ZOOK, Lititz, Pa., Buys, Sells, Trades.
50 Eagle and Cheap

Ordinaries and Safeties Wanted in Trade.
$1G0.00 New Trike $50.

New York Bicycle Company, Nos. 4 and 6 East 60th
Street, N. Y. New and Second-Hand Machines. Choice
assortment. Prices reasonable. Wheels to rent. Cycling
Accessories of all kinds. List of Bargains and Sundries
free upon application. Old mounts takon in part pay-
ment for New-

FOR SALE—Humber Tandem Tricycle; latest pat-
tern; cost new, with lamp, $255 ;

guaranteed to be
in perfect order; price, $80. Address F. P. L., Nat.
City Bank, N. Y. City. 9-26

FOR SALE—57-inch Columbia Light Roadster, 1890

pattern, in first-class condition ;
a great bargain,

$70. Call or address W. H. Wells, 21 Cortlandt St., N.
Y., Room 43. 9-26

FOR SALE—An 1889 American Rambler, cost $130;
almost as good as new; a great bargain for cash.

Address J. M. Adams, Scio, Ohio. 9-19

WHAT AM I OFFERED in trade for my Rudge
Crescent Tandem Tricycle in first-class order.

Safeties preferred or will sell. D. Hamilton, 1006

E. 176th St., N. Y. City. 9-19

HTO EXCHANGE—An Ivel Tandem Safety Bicycle,
J- in perfect condition; full ball bearings; for a new
Columbia Light Roadster Safety, or a new lady's Co-
lumbia Safety. Address Tandem, 1424 Penn. Ave.,
Washington, D. C. 9-26-c

$ T . r Ladies' and' Gents' Columbia'.Safeties, as good
J- 3 5 as new, for $100 each. They were bought

July 1, 1890, and used at the beach this Summer. Safe-
ties in A 1 condition, less a few scratches on enamel
and nickel. Will send C. O. D. to any one that will

guarantee express charges. Address Wilson, 6 Han-
over St., Boston, Mass. 10-17-c

FOR SALE—A Broncho Safety, almost new
;
price,

$105. Address, A. Rieder, 23 Smith St. 9-19

EXCHANGE 54 or 55-inch Columbia Racer for
Columbia Light Roadster Safety. Banker &

Campbell Co., Limited, 1786 Broadway, New York.
IO-IO-C

FOR SALE.—Safety bicycle, hardly used : practical-
ly new. F. H. C, P. O. Box 444 , N. Y. City.

"POR SALE—Columbia Tandem Safety ; first-class
J- condition

;
price, $135 ; J. W. Bate & Co., 324

Flatbush Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. t. t. c

1WTACHINIST WANTED—Used to cycle repairing
;

^™- one who understands his business. J. W. Bate
& Co., 324 Flatbush Avenue, Brooklyn. t. f. c

Do you want a WJieel at very low price ?

If so, read our Bargain List.
One New 52-inch Eagle, frame nickel, $90. How is

that?
One New Victor Safety (1889), $ IID - Who gets it?

One 1890 Victor Safety, ridden 100 miles, $no. Good
as new.
One Victor 1889 Safety, shop worn, $100. Great bar-

gain.
One "Light" Rambler Safety, shop worn only, $110.

1890 style.
One Rambler, 1889 style, good repair, $85. Ridden

this season.
One Vulcan Safety, never ridden, $85. Entirely new.

One Columbia Light R., 51-inch, new, $90. Can you
beat it ?

One Columbia Satety, 1889, good repair, $85. Ridden
but little.

One Columbia Safety, 1889, good shape, $80. Great
chance.
One 56-inch Victor, 1889, good shape, $85. Very

little used.
One 54-inch Victor, 1889, good repair, $75. A bargain.
Ten Expert Columbias, from $50 to $75. Some as

good as new.
Fifty Dandys, 24-inch Safety, new, $27.50. Good for

the boys.
One 52-inch 1889 Victor, L. R., good as new, $75.
One 52-inch 1886 Victor, nickel, good as new, $60.
Many other great bargains. Write us for full par-

ticulars. EDW. L. ROSE & CO., Wholesale and Re-
tail Dealers in Bicycles, Wheeling, W. Va.

GET YOUR BICYCLE
REPAIRED AT

BROWN BROS. MFG. CO., CHICAGO,
LARGEST REPAIR SHOP IN THE WEST.

ELMIRA, N. Y.
e^=sr SAFETIES* SUNDRIES

niifi'.i.s KKNTKI) TO lioiin minus.

PERFECT POCKET OSLER.

ONE-HALF SIZE.

For It l<- v. i,M. Cm 11... etc. Throws only small quantity ofotl ll

a stroke. Handsomely nickel plated. Nu leakage 1... v, every
where, or lent by mull on receipt ofprlce, MU: each. msiiMAN A-
DENISON, m Ninth Avenue, New Vurk.

WATCH CHAIN BAR.

Pat. April 15, 1890.

Solid Gold, - $5.50. |
Gold Pilled, 1.25.

No. 119.

Gold Pilled Watch Charm
Parts all work, $2.50.

No. 144A.

League Pin, Solid

Gold, $3.50.

No. 144B.

League Pin, Solid Gold

with top for letter-

ing, $5.00.

No. 144C.

Same as 1 44B, except
top.

No. 144D. No. 144E.

Same as 144B, except top.

No. 140.

Solid Gold,

Enameled, $2.00.

No. 196.

Solid Gold,

Enameled, $1.75.

No. x 4oB.

Solid Gold, Enameled
top for engraving,

$3.00.

No. too.

Solid Gold, Enameled
bottom plate lor en-

graving, $1.75.

In ordering League Pins or Badges which all have

stone in center of wheel, state whether yon want

Garnet, Ruby, Sapphire or Emerald Doublet. Use

NUMBER of article wanted (.n.» further description

necessary). Will quote special price tor 144 pins

Willi GENUINE DIAMOND or Other stones.

F. M. CAMPBKLL,

243 Broadway, Room »Si New York.
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TO THE TRADE. THE NEWARK BICYCLE HORN.
WE are pleased to announce that we are now manufacturing a complete line of THF

(TEW ARK BICYCLE HORN. Experience fully demonstrates that THE
NEWARK HOKN "Clears the Road " instantly by a sudden pressure r.f the Robber HulL>
They do not get out of order and rattle, weigh but a few oum es, are easily attached to the
handle bar, finely nickel plated and ornamental.

PRICE i

No. I, Small, • ttl.25
No. x. Ordinary, 1.60
No. ,|, Medium, 2.25 I! The Trade Supplied.

URATON HALL,

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.,
BROAD AND BRIDGE STREETS, NEWARK, N. J.

r l>rtlK ELLIOTT HICKORY SAKETY.
Easy to Ride but Hard to Beat.

LIGHTEST for its STRENGTH.

STRONGEST for its WEIGHT.

STERLING ELLIOTT,

NEWTON, MASS.

CATALOGUES FREE.

E. X. Bowkn, Bi 11 Aii>. N. V.

• We use a number of the
Hickory Safeties in our riding
school. 1 )<> not use any steel

wheels. Couldn't run the- school
if we did. I assure you 1 am
very glad they are not hollow-

steel. 1 do say the Hickory is the

most practical machine made,
and the most comfortable on
rough roads. I prefer it to any
other seen so far. The work-
manship is the finest I have

. on any bicycle."

AGENTS WANTED IN ALL PLACES WHEEE THE HICKORY HAS NOT YET BEEN INTRODUCED.

w\

QEW t KODAK * CAMERAS.
"You Press the Button, We do the Rest."

(or you can do it yourself.;

Seven New Styles and Sizes «i i*m m> Transparent Films.

The most popular among wheelmen on account of compactness and convenience in use. Wo
experience or preparation required—always n 1 instantaneous views may l>e taken In suc-

cession without reloading, No Wheelmen's outfit Is complete without* Kodak.

For Sale by all Photo Stock Dealers. Send for Catalogue

^^in: i:ast\iax ooxii»a.:w.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO.,
MAKERS OF THE

BICYCLE CATALOGUE FREE. DIAMOND
$85

SAFETY.
Steel Tubing, Drop Forgings and Ball Bearings to all parts.

147 Washington Street, BOSTON, MASS.
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TME GARFORD

Patent Combination Spring & Hammock Saddle.

Built on hygienic and scientific principles.

Absolutely removes all rear wheel vibration.

Adjustable to riders of different weights.

Special design for ladies. Men's and ladies', $6.00
;
youths', $4.5©.

The Garford Mfg. Co., Elyria, O.

"< FOUR LEADERS t>

51NQER £15 ROTdL 5INQER, P/lRflQON 22 IROQUOI
CATALOGUE FREE.

G. A. LITCHHULT, Agent,

No. 352 LENOX -A.-VE2STXJE], NEW YORK.
SECOND-HAND WHEELS.

SAVE MONEY. SAVE MONEY.
BEFORE YOU BUY

BICYCLE or TYPEWRITER,
Send to A. W. GUMP & CO., Dayton, Ohio, for Prices.

New Bicycles at reduced prices and 400 second-hand ones.

Bicycles, Guns and Typewriters taken in exchange. Job lots bought.

1890 American Rambler, good as new $ 99.00
Victor Safety—1889 Pattern, like new IOO.OO
1890 Ladies' Kambler, good as new. 99,00
Ideal Rambler, almost pass for new 48.00
30 Inch Men's Safety, balls to both wheels, new 50.00
30 Inch Men's Safety, balls all around, new 60.00
28 Inch Ladies' Safety, balls to rear wheel, new 40.00
24 Inch Boy's Safety, new 20.00

"We carry 700 bicycles in stock.

THE DART SHFETIES.
High grade in every respect. Balls all around

(including head).

PRICE, $135.00.

SMITH'S WHEELERIES,
CYCLING RINK, SALESROOM,

921 H St., N. W. (Jor. 9th and E Sts., N. W„

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Send for Catalogue. AGENTS WANTED.

Bicycle Riders, Base Ball Players,
Athletes, Gymnasts, tell us that it is the
best and most satisfactory supporter
made. rK

Let every Sportsman try them.
Price, $1 00. Will send by mail on

receipt of price. Send size of waist and
lnp,

KNEE PANTS.
(Patented.)

810. Heavy Rib.
Improved double

seat and pocket.

FULL PANTS.
(Patented.)

828.

Heavy Rib.

Improved

double seat,

strap and

pocket.

No. §§4. Heavy Rib.

KNEE TIGHTS.

(Patented.)

842.

Heavy Rib.

Improved double seat

and pocket.

CAUTION. We hold Letters Patent 1

improvement on Pants, Tights, Supporters am.

Supporter Jacket, as represented in these cuts.

Each garment is marked 11. i^, C. Pat. Dec. 3d,

'89, and vtz caution all dealers against selling

any garments infringing on these patents, ciai

moots not Starintpwix yatmt mark are in/ring*
minis, and panics Belling tlicm will be held

responsible to the extent i>i the lav .

HOI MI'S & CO

Athletic and Gymnasium Gar-
ments manufactured by HOLMES & CO., 109 Kingston St., Boston, Mass

SEND STAMP KOK OA.TALOOUE.
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" I rise to remark, and my language is plain, that for ways that are

dark ami for tricks that are vain, the Chinaman is peculiar "— Bret H.\i i.

Nor is the Chinaman particularly peculiar in this

respect. However, if you want a good bicycle, we

would advise you to get a Paragon or an Iroquois,

nd vou will he satisfied. \\ e should like to send you our Catalogue.

STOVER BICYCLE MFG. CO.. Kreeport, 111.

THE SCHUMACHER & SCHOEFER CYCLE CO., Ltd.,

1171 BEDFORD AVE., near Putnam, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

DEALERS IN ALL MAKES OF BICYCLES.
WHEELS RENTED, STORED AND REPAIRED.

< > 1 1 r Riding School ( 150 x 100) is now open, lighted by Electric Light, and under the
personal supervision of Prof. Louis People, (hi Sept. 21st we will open a suite of Ladies'
Rooms on the second floor of our premises.

REFEREE CYCLES!
Possessing the first original braced diamond frame.

Patents Registered and Protected.

We are looking for more Good Agents.

BRETZ, QURTI5 & CO.,
sou: IMPORTERS,

1702 & 1704 No. Broad St., PHILADELPHIA.

CRZELLE SMFETY. No 3.
IN< H WHEELS. WITH CRE8CENT STEEL KIM8, DIRECT STEEL SPOKES, 3-4 INCH BE8T RUBBER TIRES.

ADJUSTABLE HARDENED HTKKL CONE BEARINGS AI.l, WKAHISli FARTS DETACHABLE AND INTKKlH ANOE-
ABLE. HANDSOMELY KINISHKD IN NICK Mil \\ MUHT. OOMP1 1 ' K. BS POINDS.

PRICE, $30.00.

TUBULAR STEEL STRAIGHT FRAME.

SCMOVERLINQ, DdLY & QdLES,
.D FOR BICYCLE CATALOGUE. 302 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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R
THE GREAT

LIVER AND STOMACH REMEDY.
Purely Vegetable, Perfect Purgatives, Act With-

out Pain, Always Reliable and Natural
in their Operations.

Cures all Disorders of the Stomach, Liver, Bowels, Kid-
neys, Bladder, Nervous Diseases, Dyspepsia, Loss of

Appetite, Headache, Costiveness, Indiges-

tion, Biliousness, Fever, Piles, etc.

Price, 35 cts. a Box. Sold by all Druggists.

THE * BARCAIH * ODUHTER.

1890 Catford Premier, new in August, $1 15,00
1889 Catford Premier, good as new, 95.00
1 889 Warwick Perfection Safety, 85.00

RIDE A MODERN WHEEL.

THE FEATHER-WEIGHT CATFORD PREMIER,
55-pound Safeties are back-numbers.

Second-hand mounts taken in part payment for new

PREMIERS i ANO 1 EAGLES.

W. E. ELDRIDGE, 561 Broadway, New York.

TO TjEXE TRAUE.

NQTrouble
"" TO

BUILD
if you start right.
The first step
should be an ex-
amination of Mr.

Sboppell's building designs—the only large
collection of designs that are artistic, prac-
tical and reliable. The estimates are guaran-
teed. Mr. Shoppell's publications are as
follows

:

Price.
Portfolio of $1,000 Houses, 30 designs, &2 00

1,500 30 " 2 00
2,000 30 2 00
2,560 30 " 2 00

3,000 32 " 2 00
3,500 33 2 00
4.000 30 2 00
5.000 30 " 2 00
6,000 Z8 2 00
7,500 2-i 2 00

10,000 21 " 2 CO
Stables '

19 " 2 00
•The first Portfolio contains designs that cost as

low as $5110, S«lll, $7(10 and $800.
Any 3 of the above Portfolios for $5 : any 7

for $10 ; the complete set (12) for $15. Bound
volume containing over 200 designs selected
from the various portfolios, price $5, return-
able if not satisfactory.

Address E. W. SHOPPELL,
Architect, 03 B'way, Dew York.

GET OUR PRICES ON

BICYCLE BELLS
Before placing jour Orders,

We can furnish you the

best in the market at better

prices than can be had from

any other house in America.

THE JOHN WILKINSON COMPANY,
271 STATE STREET, CHICAGO.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE.

Raisbeck Electrotype Company
Nos, 24 & 26 YAMWATER STREET,

Between Frankfort and Pearl Streets, fourth Building above
the Bridge,

Telephone, Nassau 245. NEW YORK.

Stereotyping at short notice. Binder's Stamps and Em-
bossing Plates in extra hard metal. Nickel and Steel
Facing. Plates mounted on wood or metal.

THE BILLINGS & SPENCER CO,
Hartford, Conn., U. S. A.

Manufacturers of the Wheelman's Favorite, BiJliilgs-
Patent Bicycle Wrenches, 4 and 5 inches long

when closed. Well and favorably known on two continents

WEBB^S

and COLOGNE SPIRIT,
SPIRITS OF TURPENTINE, ROSIN, ETC.

James A. Webb & Son, 165 Pearl St. , New York,

Drop forged of bar steel and finished in a thorough man-
ner and case hardened. Small in size butgiants in strength.

Warranted a first-class tool in every respect. Forsale by all

cycle manufacturersand dealers. Address, 220 Laurence St

H

CYCLE DEALERS
LOOK OUT FOR OUR

Newport " Boys' Safety,
STEEL TUBE FRAME,

CONE BEARINGS, TANGENT SPOKES,

E. & W. VAN WAGONER,
Wheel Builders, Dealers & Repairers.

NEWPORT, R. I.

ifmm ammrn

'c^oi toft

fQooo.
Uif

T«F BEST TWMC foU \

Mi CVCllST Tr.

cmn\ in ms Tool. 6a<. =
|

Supplied only ey

JHtoNMS
I

Little RoCr\ ^

ARK. \

HARLEM BICYCLE CO.,

310 LENOX AVENUE, NEW YORK.

Agents for VICTORS, and all other Cycles.

Bicycles, Tricycles^ Velocipedes.

Repairing a Specialty.

Renting, Storing, Lockers, Etc.

JOHN WOOD, Proprietor.

BICYCLE DEALERS.
We are breaking the prices on Harrison's Bells,

and on Tire Cement. Send address for

discount, and be surprised.

CAMPBELL & CO.,

33 PAGE ST. PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Send for Catalogue of the

ST. LOUIS WHEEL CO.
Complete list of everything needed by wheelmen at lowest

possible prices. Second-hand Ordinaries taken in
exchange for Safeties. We need you in

our business, so don't fail 10 write

ST. LOUIS WHEEL CO.,
311 N. 14th street, St. Louis, Mo.

OFFICE OF
W. E. AUCHINBAUCH,

PATENTS & PATENT CAUSES,
ATTORN EY-AT-i,AW,

Baltic Building, 606 F St., N. W.,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

BUT COOPS AND PRICES
TELL THE TALE.

COMPLETE BALL BEARINGS
FOR THE MILLION.

You can buy Ball Hearings cheaper than you can nuke
plain ones. Write for particulars.

NIAGARA MACHINE CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

TALK IS CHEAP,
I Have the Largest Line of Best Wheels at the Cheapest Prices.

SEND FOR SECOND-HAND LIST AND CATALOCUE.

COLUMBIA, HARTFORD AND CLUB.
REPAIRS.

I have put in steam power and an enameling oven, enlarged my shop and increased my force of
workmen. Send your wheels to me; I can repair them as they should be repaired. Wheels stored
and rented. All parts and sundries for sale.

CHAS. SCHWALBACH, Prospect Park Plaza, Brooklyn.

l'KAUli M.IUK..

BICYCLE SUITS
After eight years' experience in charge of Devlin

& Co.'s Bicycle Department,

H. STRUG|NELL,
Oiitflttor rur nil prominent, Bicycle, Tennis, and Athletic Clubs,

3IO Broadway, N- Y.,asU youj patronage foi h,im*clf.

Every attention given to Cut, Fitand Style.

\ full line of Jersey Quods, on hand mni t.> ..i ler.
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Pneumatic o Tires

IX STOCK'.
We are now prepared t<> deliver at once the

celebrated Pneumatic-tire "Special Irwell"

ty. l'n.

This is the wheel which created such a sen-

^.iti'in at the L. A. \V. meet at Niagara, and

was pronounced by over 400 of the leading l>i-

cydists of America M the easiest running wheel

we ever rode." Ball bearings throughout, in-

cluding pedals. Fitted with the Garford saddle.

Send 15 cents in stamps for a photograph.

Bole United state* importers,

The Sweeting Cycle Co.

630 Arch St., 1404 Oxford St.,

2127 to 2145 No. Broad St.,
Philadelphia.

TO WHEELMEN:

Qanffierapean
\\ the healing marvel of the- ace. It will take the Sot

iirui«r. cut, wound or coittiM'n mucker than anything
PI

- >Mii'i,/fH., rehevedina few seconds and
in <n hour. Itlixlrrid huntl* iii.nl,- soft as kid.

s.,r>- ,,,i'/ iliiif'-'l Peel 1 lieved at once. .Nor, ,/„,/

trained i,,r<t* nnil WuselfM quickly brought to
ih.ir 1 Ifeagails Jutm bjkJ sti

inaeciscured at once, [t i> an instantaneous relief to chafed
ktn, and > peHect cod-send to the wheelman and atlileie.

It will I nr> artery or large vein u
I. Strain* ami >trnin* are promptly relieved

Us me. It will v., vi- pain, suffering*, anguish
I often valuable life if promptly applied.

IT is \ ViMOIh MHHI l\K < IlksT I> A BOTTLE.
If v 11 1 ui'i c ' it from your druggist, storekeeper or

^ C°«»'ls dealer, send us 50 ceniN in itampf or money
ri wills-ndit to you hy mail. It is packed so as

Send for circulars. "PHPPANTHERAPEAM COHPA1IT) 173
GreeawtCB St., "Sew Vork City.

IMPROVES f. INCH ACHE WRENCH,
iiik i-otkKT \M> BICTCX-K DAB.

THE STRONGESTAND BEST.

Twlfxcle of Best Quality Steel.

Tl.r r Wrrnche .ire thoroughly hardened.

Awarded Klr.t Prlrr M,ilal at I h. Part* I . r—lll"".

d Bright

Finished.

Every Wronch

Warranted.

'Wnt tale br all evele mann'

CAPITOL MFC. CO.,
I ' 1 -7 l:l I - s| (MM At.ii. II. I,.

Weldless Sieel Tubes,
COLD DRAWN,
"ill INSIDE AND 01 rSl

FOR CYCLES.
[npot led -ni'l kej.i in

JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO.,
4 Fletcher Street, NEW YORK.

HINTS ON CYCLING
By A. H. Bakkman, Tour-Master L.A.W.

LEARNING, TRAINING, RACING, TOURING.
The most concise and complete little volume

ever written.

75 P'lSes < cl°,f' ewer. Price, postpaid, jo cents.

iiik wh 1:1:1,, p. o. Boa 1 1 1.

PIQTURE5

!

"THE HORSE ILLUSTRATED."
A Portfolio of TWELVE I.nrirePLATICS of Beautiful PHOTO P!*-ORATINGS, Embracing One Hundred

and Pi fly Accurate CutH.
Perfectly illustrating from nature every featun
tile, trice, disease and point of the horse, lust lettertcxl
enough to fully explain the cuts. The whole printed

1 ;" heavy plate paper, cut, covered and bound.
"An accurate picture conveys instantly to the iniiid

a more clear and definite understanding than can be
obtained from much reading."

Sent post paid un receipt of prire. o(>r. kddrWI

H. C. BRAINERD, 675 St. Clair St., Cleveland, 0.
MKS i ION I

niv pa| I- R.

Kingston Knitting Co.
Artistic Athletic

Salts.

Manufacturers for the

Tkadi and Cl III s. The
most desirable line of

Athletic Goods made

for Mil v< lb.Gvmnasium

Ball, B< iatwg

Bathing and Sr ktim

sin the I. \ W
ami Gray Mixtui i

all the popular colon

at very reasonable

esponneDce so

lic'tcd.

Send for Catalogue.

Kingston Knitting Co.,

17 Kineston St., Near Summer St.

BOSTON, 1As\.

HOLMES & CO.,
MANI I ACTUKI

wheelman nan w ill fr
I
inenti

his approval « lien lie ri.imii'
Hols IN

Blcjrcle, <•) iiiniixliiin, \llilelie nutl

I.iidi- «. I nioii I nder-<>iirni- lit*.

I Stamp br Catalo)

109 Kingston St., Boston, Mass.

The Barber Asphalt Paving Company,
Ideat and largi -t . '.mpany in the '

it

in , > y Kuro]

>o. I llroadwaj. Vw Isrl

I. limit llulbllnit. Wa.hlnalnn. I) I

THE
Largest Can

OV IIIK

MARKET
FuUS**.,

With Brush,

50c.
Best Oisi ounis
to Dealers.

Brush attached
to Cork.

Can't get hard.

I'm up in Gallon
Cans (or Dialers
and Repairers.

THE NUBIAN IRON ENAMEL CO.,
CHICAGO.

X. V. Office, T7 Warren Si.

SENT FREE ON RECEIPT OF 60c.

WESTERN WHEEL WORKS,
Manufacturers of all kinds of

Bicycles, Safeties,etc.

CHICAGO : 495 to 505 Wells Street.

NEW YORK: 35 Barclay St.: 40 Park Place.

PATENTED

MARCH28.I882J

MNKH23.l88ii

I« Ini I
ii- T>».
Tin tVitxai AND I'VCLItIO

ruAiii

Prist, :.. sststa, Ifardered »nh •ni>~ rit tinn, fin < -rata.

t M+JW'W HAR^I0TT

'
fmmnns
1 CURS',
Badcesand Pins-

Q Winter St.
° BO^TO|Sl
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Erie Knitting Mill,

ERIE, F»A.,

Manufacture the best Bicycle Suit

ever offered to Wheelmen.

Send for Samples and Prices.

Baltimore and Ohio R. R.

COMPLETE SERVICE OF

Fast Express Trains

NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA,
BALTIMORE,

WASHINGTON,
CINCINNATI, CHICAGO

and ST. LOUIS.
Pullman's Cars on all Trains.

OFFICES:
New York—21, 261, 415, 1140 Broadway and

Station foot of Liberty Street.

Boston—211 Washington Street.

I

Philadelphia—833 Chestnut Street and Station

24th and Chestnut Street.

GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS
ARE THE MOST

» PERFECT
ALL THE ACCEPTED ROAD RECORDS

Our New Pattern for 1890.

Ordinary Bicycle, - $10.00
Safety Bicycle, - 1 1 .OO

were

measured

with,

and

thousands

of

the best

wheelmen

use

only, the

TH E

New Oil Can Attachment,

to take the place of the Balance

Weight, is now ready. They

will fit our 1889 pattern Cyclo-

meter and sell at $1.25, with

Stem, complete. When ordered

with Cyclometer, price,

ONE DOLLAR.

BUTCHER CYCLOMETER.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR TO THE

BUTCHER CYCLOMETER CO.,
33S WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Mention this paper.

TO BICYCLE DEALERS AND REPAIRERS.

Parts,, Fittings
We have in stock a

--•s^

Our price list of Stampings,
and accessories for 1890 is now ready

very large and complete assortment, both rough and fin-

ished, for both Ordinaries and Safeties. Also sundries.

Our specialties are Harrison's Bells, K. of R. and Invin-

cible Lamps, Locks, Saddles, Spoke Grips and Whistles.

Send for Price List to

WHITTEN, GODDING & CO.,

118 4 120 South Main Street, PROVIDEHCE, R. I.

THE "WORTH"

Spring Frame Safety
IS THE

Smoothest Riding Wheel in the Market.

We manufacture a full line of Safeties.

Call and see them or send for Catalogue.

CHICAGO BICYCLE CO.,

Tricycle Wanted
in exchange for 1890 Ladies' or Gentle-

men's Bicycle, new, high grade
;

describe tricycle. For partic-

ulars address,

HOLLAND & HAVENER,
WORCESTER, MASS.

The Only Flexible Sporting Shoes Made

Patented B B^ Aug. i, '82.

Men's Bicycle Shoe.
No. 1. Kangaroo, hand sewed $5.00
No. 2. Kangaroo, hand sewed 3.50
No. 3. Dongoha, calf 3.00

Men's Base-Ball Shoe.
No. 1. Kangaroo, hand sewed $7.00
No. 2. Kangaroo 5.00

No. 3. Russet, calf 5.00
Sprint Running.

No. 1. Hand sewed $5.00
No. 2. Hand sewed 3.00

N.B.—If your agent does not keep them, send direct to

us for measure blank.

STRICKLAND & PIERCE, Randolph, Mass.

Like a Sore Thumb.
Samples of the Following :

Standard and Light RAMBLERS, $125.00, $135.00.

IDEAL RAMBLERS, $65.00, $83.60, $98.00.

LOVELL'S DIAMOND and EARLSDOW, $85.00.
PATHFINDERS, eheap and strong, $00.00, $70.00.
QUADRANTS, with Suspension Saddle, $135.00-

REFEREES, 37 pounds, $140.00.

ALWAYS ON HAND.

L. B. Craves & Co.,
1325 14th St., Washington, D. C.

Indispensable to Bicyclists and Ath-
letes. Call's Supporter, with elastic
back, lace front and adjustable back
straps. Light, easy and durable. A
sure fit. No. 5, same as cut, 75i'. ; No.
6, pockets each side of lacing, $1.00 ;

No. 7, with hose supporters, $1.00;
No. 8, hose supporter and pockets,
$1.25. Order by number and give
waist measure. Post-paid on receipt

FBONT VIEW °f price
-

Trade supplied.

S. B. CALL, 358 Main St., Springfield, Mass.

<*oo«l Aiiciit* Wauled. 491 & 493 Carroll Ave, Chicago* m>

'"' 'NEW^YdftJClVCHVC
'CINCINNATI,/ S^T
t, ,AK|U ALL P'fr tNC'lP&f.

"
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Colilnibia Lijjlii Roadster Saieiy.
———

—

GRACEFUL

Ŵ SIMPLE.
DURABLE

STRONG.
'I'll no Lime "I the jreaj so pleasanl as the piesenl season in which to rule

—

when the air is cool, and ripened nature is al her best. It you have hot alread} secured

u wheel, ii"w is the time to buy, and enjoj il through the Fall and Indian Summer.

A Pull Line of High Grade Wheels.

POPIC M Id .

Illustrated Catalogue Free.

HUANUII Hi '

n ^trnet, NBU YOBS
A hImuiIi

rmOlOKJ, IIAKII ^N.

!'•*

77 FRANKLIN STREET,

BOSTON, MASS.
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PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY MORNING.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates.

Subscription Pric?,

foreign Subscriptions, -

Single Copies,

$1.00 a year

8s, a year

5 Cents

Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS CO.

Copy should be received by Tuesday morning.

Lato Copy received until Wednesday morning-.

Changes for Advertisements must be received by

Tuesday morning to insure insertion.

Special Advertising Matter received until Thurs-

day noon.

ADVERTISINJ RATES ON APPLICATION.

F. P. PRIAL,

Editor and Proprietor,'

P. O. Box 444, 243 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its con-
tents and give us their patronage, and as far as

is convenient, aid in circulating the journal,

and extend its influence in the cause which it

so faithfully serves. Subscription price, $1 per
vear.

FROM OVER THE SEA.

THE WHEEL of August 22d, specially compiled, no
doubt, for the L. A. W. meet, at Niagara Falls, is the
finest specimen of a cycling paper which has ever
crossed the Atlantic, and contains an enormous mass
of information. English cyclists who might like to
have a copy should write to 243 Broadway, New York.
The price is 5 cents.— Wheeling.

THE WHEEL, of America, is a very fine paper. It

seems to be improving every day.

—

Irish Cyclist.

IT now seems within the bounds of probability

that the one mile trotting record, which has

long been the shining mark of record-breaking

cyclists, might be surpassed with a pneumatic-

tyred tandem safety. It would be a great thing

for the sport in America if the cycle record

could be placed below the trotting standard.

DESPITE the comparatively meagre refer-

ences in the cycling papers to hollow

tyres, it may be taken as a fact, from observa-

tions at Rochester, Niagara, Buffalo, Hartford,

Peoria, Chicago, and other places where wheel-

men did most congregate this Fall, that cyclists

are on the qui vive for further information about

the cushion and pneumatic.

Many of the makers are non-committal on the

point, and at the present time the only firm out

with a positive announcement that they will fit

cushions is the Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co.

We have reason to believe, however, that nearly

all American makers will be prepared to supply

cushions, while importers will have them as a

matter of course.

From personal experience and observation,

we are convinced that makers will find a sur-

prisingly large inquiry for cushion tyres. We
should judge that the advisability of intro-

ducing these tyres is no longer in question

with the American trade, the problem being

the correct gauging of just what proportion

of cushions will be needed.

IT appears that G. Lacy Hillier took the right

position concerning the Mecredy record of

2m. 26 4-5S. , the Irishman being given proper

credit for his performance, yet no ranting or

literary gymnastics were indulged in by the

editor of the Bicycling News.

The News claimed that it was impossible to

decide whether Mecredy' s performance was
great or otherwise; that it was impossible to

properly value it, since pneumatic-tyred records

were a new thing, and no standard had been

established. Jones' performance of 2m. 20 3-5S.

justifies Hillier' s action. It enables us to form

the opinion that Mecredy's 2m. 26 4-5S. was
really a third-class performance ; and, judging

from the form shown by Jones on a solid tyre,

his 2m. 20 3-5S. cannot be regarded except as a

second-class performance.

On a solid tyre, Mecredy did not count for

much. On the solid tyre, Jones was never bet-

ter than 2m. 35s., so that his 2m. 20 3-5S. indi-

cates an improvement of fifteen seconds. On a

a solid, Laurie was a shade under 2m. 35s., yet,

on a pneumatic, the day being cold and windy,

and the rider being in bad form, he rides in 2m.

27X on his "balloon" wheel.

We are convinced that Berlo, Kluge, Mur-

phy or Smith can put the pneumatic down to

2m. 15s., and we hope they will go into training

and have a go against time at either Hartford

or Syracuse on the pneumatic-tyred Columbia

racing safeties, which the Pope Mfg. Co. are

preparing.

The lesson of Jones' trial is that pneumatics

out-class solid-tyred wheels on the race path,

whether the path be of the poorest or finest

quality. It is almost too late for the Racing

Board to take any action on the question of

pneumatics vs. solid-tyred wheels. Pneumatics

will be the race-path wheel of next year, and it

will be within the province of race-meet pro-

motors to establish races for pneumatics and

for solid tyres, each classed by themselves.

THE RECORDS STILL FALL.

The English cycling journals received this

week authenticate the marvelous time made by
W. C. Jones, September 9, as published in the
last issue of The Wheel. The times compare
with Mecredy's former record as follows:

Jones' Times.
m. s.

Vt, mile 363-5
% " 1. 11 2-s

*H " 1-4.6 i-5
* 1 ' 2.203-5

Mecredy's Times.
M.S.

X mile 363-5
'A " 1.122-5

% " 1-49 3-5

1 " 2.264-5

Denotes record.

Before the above event occurred, A. E. Ed-
wards took advantage of the breathless atmos-
phere and reduced the half mile record to im.
10 4-5S. by 1-5S., formerly held by DuCros.
September 10, R. A. Lloyd established new

records, as follows

:

Lloyd.
MILES. M. S.

1 2-35 4-5
2 5-i5 1-5

3 7-564-5*
4 IO-35 4-5*

5 13-16 4-5

Previous Best.
M. S.

2.20 3-5 Jones
5.12 4-5 Mecredy
7-57 2-5

10.39 I_ 5
i3-'6 2-5

* Denotes record.

On September 9, H. R. Pope and W. W. Ar-
nott attacked the 100 mile tandem record of 6h.

50m. 16s. , and lowered it to 6h. 30m. 19s. They
rode a solid-tyre wheel.

On September n, Jones, on the Puddiugton
track, rode the following phenomenal records,

knocking out Lloyd's day-old records in addi-

tion to those of Mecredy. Times:

Previous BEST.
M. s.

2.30 2-5 I
OIK'S

5.12 3-5 Mecredy
7-564-5 Lloyd

to. is 4-5

13,16 v 3 Mecredy

MILES. m. s.

1 2.28 1-5

2 * 4-59 3-5

3 * 7-3» t-5

4 *IO.i8 3-5

5 *ia.54 2-5

1 Denotes recoi d,

LATE ENGLISH RECORDS.

On the Paddington track, September 6, Leitch,

on a pneumatic safety, lowered the three-quar-
ter record formerly held by Mecredy to im. 49s.

At the same time Archer lowered the five mile
record of 13m. 55s., held by Osmond, to 13m.

53 4-5S.

On September 8 the tandem records were
completely changed, R. A. Lloyd and E. E.
Glover establishing new times as follows

:

m. s.

Quarter mile 42 1-5*

Half mile 1.21 2-5*

Three-quarters 2.03 2-5*

Mile 2.46 1-5*

Flying quarter 39 1-5*
* Denotes records.

At Paddington, September 4, this team also

lowered the tandem record from one to ten
miles as follows

:

previous
best,

iiles. m. s. m. s.

I * 2.54 4-5 2.58

2 * 5-4 1 3-5 5-56

3 * 8.302-5 9.00

4 *ll.l6 1-5 12.03

5 *i4-o2 2-5 15.12

PREVIOUS
BEST.

MILES. M. S. M. S.

6 *l6.53 3-5 18.19

7 *i9-46 3-5 21.25

8 *22.37 2-5 24.44

9 *25.3i 1-5 27.53
IO *28.24 4-5 30.58 4-5

* Denote records.

The whole of the times were taken by G.
Pembroke Coleman, official timekeeper N. C. U.
On a pneumatic wheel, September 5, R. A.

Lloyd upset Mecredy's times from six to twen-
ty-two miles in making a new hour's record of

21 miles 1,150 yards. His times follow:

TIMES. OLD RECORD.
MILES . M.S. M. S.

1. .

.

. 2.42 2-5.. . . 2.26 4-5
2. . . . 5.21 i-s.. . . 5-12 4-5

3... . 7-S8K •- • 7-57 2-5

4... .10.41 4-5.. ..10.59 i-5

5--- .13.21 1-5.. ..13.16 2-5

6... . 16.06 1-5.

.

..16.243-5
7... .18.494-5.. ..19.09 3-5

8... .21.31 4-5.. ..21.583-5
9... .24.17 2-5.. ..24.42 4-5

10. .

.

.27.041-5.. ..27.284-5
11. .

.

.29.47 i-s.. - .3 -i9 2-5

TIMES. OLD RECORD.
MILES. M. S. M. S.

12 ... . 32.28 2-5 33.06 1-5

13.... 35-13 1-5 35-52 4-5

14 37-59 !"5 38-47

15 40.37 1-5 41.36 1-5

16. . . .43-20 1-5 44-21 2-5

17 46.02 1-5 47-n 2-5

18 48.49 1-5 5°-°2 1-5

19 51-37 1-5 52-57 3-5
20 54.32 2-5 55.51 2-5

21 57.42 2-5 58.40 1-5

22. .. .60.13 2-5 62.33 2-5

ENGLISH RECORDS AS THEY NOW
STAND.

Ordinary. Safety,
miles. m. s. m. s.

Y, flying 33 1-5 Archer 314-5 Jones
% starting.. 354-5 " 343-5 Mecredy
Yi " -.1-133-5 " 1. 10 4-5 Edwards
% " .. 1. 51 4-5 Osmond 1.46 1-5 Jones
1 " .. 2.284-5 " 2.203-5 '

2 "
.. 5.12 1-5 Illston 4-59 3-5 "

3 " .. 8.14 2-5 Osmond 7-381-5 "
4 " ..11.05 2-5 " 10.18 3-5 '

5 " --I3-53 4-5 Archer 12-542-5 "

The Northern England twenty-four hour
record was beaten August 29 by J. A. Bennett
and Lawrence Fletcher, their distance being
264 miles.

INFORMATION DESIRED.

Editor of the Wheel :

Will some of your readers kindly inform me through
your paper their experience, and what they think the
best gear and cranks for a safety for one to whom the
following conditions are applicable : Leg measure,
30 inches ; weight, 148 pounds ; height, 5 feet 4 inches

;

machine weighs about 51 pounds. I ride a 54-inch
gear, long cranks, and one of the best makes, with
considerable pleasure and ease, but my trouble is

that while I can climb a hill successfully, 1 am more
or less exhausted on reaching the top, ami would
desire to know if a lower gear, and how low, would
leave me in a better condition under those circum-
stances. Have tried the various positions for tin-

saddle, etc., and have ridden nearly every day and
over the same ground for three seasons. 1 fear the
trouble is due to my short legs, giving me a short
leverage. 54-IN GEAR,

For the Championship of Now York C'iij.

NEW YORK, N. Y., September .-.-, tSoo.

Editor of the Wheel :

1 beg to correct an error in the challenge of the
Riverside Wheelmen which appealed in your issue Of
last week. Captain Cossitl stales that the Riverside
Wheelmen "accepted my challenge last year." Such
is not the ease, afi 1 received no reply at all to that

challenge,
The New York Bicycle Club accepts the challenge

of (he Riverside Wheelmen, and hope to be able to

name a date in time lor your next issue. Yours truly,
" GEORGE M. NISBE V r,

Captain N. Y. Bicycle Club.

There is considerable talk of reorganising the old
Mereui \ Wheelmen, "i Flushing, 1.. 1.. winch has been
nut ol existence Eol a year or two, by some 01 the

former members
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THE CHICAGO TOURNAMENT.

Tiv peration of

the Lincoln, Illinois, and Chicago Cycling Clubs, gave

.1 two days1 meet at Parkside on Friday ami Saturday

of last week.

The Chicago Cricket Club is an organisation

Mien, with a fair

sprinkling of cycling clnh men. The cricket grounds

rkslde, a pretty suburb of Chicago, and

within a half hour's train ri.le of the centre of the city

on the lake front. The park is a most beautifu

the track, club- unds, and improvements

bavii -
. oo.

Th. the club are : President. E. J. Ogden.

M .Ii.; Vice-President, Benjamin Bagaman; [

urer. A. I.. Holinan ; Secretary. Jos. G. Davis; Direc-

l)r. E. J. C. \V. Jackson,

nan. Dr. M. D. Ogden, A. I.. Holman,
I. Shaw, Robert Stuart, and R. D. Garden,

Among the men who are interested in the cricket

club are 1'. D. Armour, Marshall Field, Stuyvcsant
i I. Hutchinson, and other public spirited

ns of Chicaj liberal subscriptions made
Parkside a possibility.

The track is a quarter mile track of macadam
;

it is

new boulevard, and has raised corners.

The 11 ill. which makes the races very inter-

• tile audience, but on the other hand very

me is impossible, while to an unpracticed rider

the corners are dangerous if taken at top speed.

The first S were run on a cold, raw after-

making 0^ oin fort and pocket flasks a

luxui rain was run to the track, but

. the bell rani; there were less than a thousand
lay the weather was

bright and sunny, but rather cold. Tin
what Improved as to numbers, but it was

actively a cycling crowd and a club crowd, the

nthuaiasm and outcry
Be home with living

The Eastern men couple of races, but

their unfamiliarity with the t: gainst

them, and they did not show to advantage. Kluge
went home "n Thursday, the day before the

i m that it would
not benefit him any to Windleand Hoyland
Smith went K itraight on from

pneumatic-tyred machine,
1 no place.

vents, but to in, pur-

W. C. Thorne beat Murphy in the a

Ing put out of it by the corners.

Willi

land two handicaps, the handicapper not knowing
that he had a DUi thy that the rub-

hand more
pletely

why • lug.

u men. I.' .n the

.

up to

ling i

i. in who will |

the wny horn.- W I • lletit torm,

Dg man, Tutl -an inkling

will

r. the
trn

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 19.

"

won

TWO Mn E OKI MS \i D. 1-'.

Simmons, I. C. C; H. G. Baine, L. C. C; Chai
Knislcy, I. C. ( ; I. I. Brandenberg, C. C. C; Carl

, I. R. Pollock, I.. C. C.J Alex Vaillan-
court, I. C. C; George w. Denison, B. C. C, Bngle-

At the mile and three-quarters Knislcy spurted and
won a good race by a length from Simmons. Denison
third. Timi

Pive Mile Ordinary Open starters: T. H. Tut-
tle, 1. C. ('; H. R. Winship, N. II. Vai
len, C. C. C.j A B. Lumsden, C. C. C.j P. P. It

V. A C.| New York.
Tuttle outlasted the others in the stretch and won

by a foot. Van Sicklen second. Winsliip third. Time.
17m. 6

Half Mile Saffty, for Boys Under six,
Starters: Willie Dominick, Willie Foreman, l-'rcd

Kurt/.. Walter (iuhl, S. H. Crittenden, I! L. Kisser.

("tuhl was second, Kurtz third. Time. 1111

Twi. Mile Handicap, Tandem starters: 11. R.

Winship and G. W. Denison, W. P. Murphy and P. |.

Berlo.
Winship and Denison were given 150 yards over

Berlo and Murphy and they refused to ride, the hand i-

not being published "in the programme. After
some discussion, the prizes were awarded to Win-
ship and Denison without B race. Berlo and Murphy
were technically right.

One Mile Ordinary, Handicap starters: a. a.
Zimmerman, New Jersey Athletic Club, scratch; 11.

R. Winship. B. C. ('". \. A. Githens, C. C. C,
rds; C. T. Knisley, I. C. C, &-, yards; A. D. P.

Simmons. I. c. C., 95 yards: Robert Thorne, C. C. C .

irds; G. w. Denison, a < . C, 100 yards ; 11. 1;.

Bairn no yards; Carl Schaffer, I. C. <

yards ; P. J. McVoy, I.. C. C, iso yards; J. R. Pollock,
L. C. C. tas cards; Alex. Vaillancourt, 1. C.I
yards; F. B. Crouse.L. C. C., us yards; [. i. Branden-
berg, (.'. i'. C, i o yards; II. B. Retinoids, I- C. (

yards; B. I.. Ward. Lake View c. C, i
j
yards: I. I..

Woff. iv yards; Ralph Hoaglancl, 160 yards; Walter
1 Chicago, 17 . yards.

Zimmerman from scratch caught the tield. but was
afraid to go through, and stopped on the last lap.

Githens won easily from Knislcy, and Crouse was a
third. Time, >m. 37 3-58. This is equal to .111.

or Githens. who started from the ( —yard mark,
which is good time considering the wind and track.

One mmi Safi iv. Handicap starters: h. ]•:.

Laurie. N. Y. A. C .. London, Bng., scratch ; P. J.
Berlo, Man. A. C. N'ew York, scratch ; W. C. Thorne.
C. C. C, ao yards ; G. K. Barrett, C • H. .1.

Willis, V V. A. C.j London. Bng., 7, ;
1''. L Panning,

I. C. C. „o; W. J. l'.ray. L. < I
f. P. Smith. 1. C.

G.
This was a hot race from the start, and on the second

lap Willis caught panning and rode close on his rear
wheel until reaching the backstretch on the last lap,

where Willis spurted, and, coming strong, won by ten
yards from Bray ; Panning was third. 'lime. 90
Willis rode a pneumatic-tyred wheel; Laurie.

mounted on a balloon-tyred wheel, rode the mile from
:i in .111. 1

Two Mile Lap, Ordinary, Open Starters: ii. a.
Githens, C. C. C.j P. H. Tuttle, I. C. C.j H. R. Winship,

B. Lumsden, ( - Y. A.
,v York.

result was Githens, .. s points; Winsliip, 13

points; Tuttle, 7 points. Tii:

One Mile Safe i

i

G. K. Barrett, C. < C.j P. I. Panning, I. C. Cj P. L
Berlo, Man w York'; W. C. Thon

New York.

Berlo took the pole and set a slow pace to the quar-
here Panning took it up and showed the Held to

the three-quarter pole, where everybody spurted, and
n instant it looked as it Murphy would win it. but

Thorne let out another link, and coming fast won a

by a length, Murphy scend. Barrett third.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 20.

Mni .'smi iv. Handii ip (Cricket Club mem-
W. c.

won I

IDEM, ( >i-i

. H R Winship and 1. W.

When hall w
I Barrett had a

slight ' would have won. bill twenty

Winsliip an.

I

-

Mu k Safety, H indii ap P i B< i

Yorl

Mile sm e i y for it' .\ - I Stati 11. L.

Risser, Willie Dominick, Freddie Kurt W 1 Guhl,
S. 11. Crittenden.
Guhl won by forty yards from Dominick. Time,

TWO Mil • crs: W. I. B
L. C. 1 wen, Chicago; P. I. Pannin
0. K. Barnett, Chi
At the mile and a hall all were bunched, and

few yards Harnett was in front. On the last lap Bray
spurted and won by three yards from Panning, Har-
nett third. Tinn
Tiiki 1 Mni Team, Ordinary—Starters: Chi

team, A. B. Lumsden, H. A. (iithens and N II Van
Sicklen; Illinois team, P. U. Tuttle. A. D. P. Simmons
and Charles Knisley.
At the end of the tirst mile Yan Sicklen was first,

Githens second, Knisley third, Simmons fourth, Lums-
den fifth, Tuttle sixth. Time o£ first m At
end of second mile Yan Sicklen was first, «;'
second. Knisleythird, Lumsden fourth, Simmons fifth,

Tuttle sixth. Time of 1 miles. 1

third mile and race was: Lumsden first, Githens
ond. Yan Sicklen third, Tuttle fourth, Simmons fifth,

Knislev sixth. Total number of points for the win
ners: tile Chicago Cycling Club's team. .).• points ; Illi-

am, 11 points." Time for the j miles, am. 41

Half MILE SAFETY, OPEN Starters: G. K. Barrett,
C. C. C.j P. J. Fanning. 1. C. C; W. C. Thorne. C. ( I

Barrett and Thorne rode side by side for one lap,

and when the bell was rung Barrett lit out, and hold-
ing his lead won from Thorne by a length, Kami
good third. Time, im
Hali Mni. Ordinary, Open starters: p. 11. Turtle,

1. C. C.;G. W. Denison. K. C. C ; II. R. Winship, B I

A. K. Lumsden. C. '

Denison set a hot pace for a quarter, where h.

I by Lumsden and Tuttle, and both rode hard
and fast to the last turn for home, where Lumsden
spurted, and riding strong won by a length sitting up.
Tuttle was second. Winship third. Time. 11

Ten Mile Ordinary, Handicap S - H.
Tuttle, [. C. ( Is; 11. R. Winship, B. C. I

yards; George K. Barrett, Is: n. A
Cithens. c.i

I ards ; N. H. Van Sicklen, C C. C,
.ji cards: Charles P. Knisley, I

Vaillancourt, 1. I lison,

: .is
; j. 1. Brandenburg, (

yards; Carl Schaffer. 1.

Knisley led at the mile. Denis.'. n second. Knislev
led at the second mile. Denison second, Schaffer third.

Brandenburg and Tuttle here dropped out. Schaffer.
Knisley and Denison was the order at finish of the
third mile. At three and a half miles th(

bunched. The field was bunched at the fourth mile
Vaillancourt, who was hopelessly in tin

and at four and a half miles he dropped out. At the
fifth mile the men were still bunched. Van Sicklen.
(Iithens and Winship was the order at the finish

sixth mile, the rest being strung out. The pace from
here livened up a bit. the order at the finish of the
seventh mile being (Iithens. Knislcy and Yan Sicklen.
Schaffer stopped at the end of seven miles. At the
finish of eight miles it was Denison, Knislev and Gith-
ens. They crossed the tape at the end ol nine miles
in the following order : Knislcy. Denison and Gil
the rest close behind. Knislev at nine and a half miles
tried to open up on the field, but could not do it. (iith-

ens spurted on the last lap. and was followed by Yan
Sicklen and Winship. Yan Sicklen won a grand race
by two feet from (lithcus. Winship third, Barrett
fourth. Tii -js.

This was one of the finest races run (his year, and
the veteran racing man deserved the applause and en-
thusiasm showered upon him.

RACING ON THE GLENMERE TRACK.

n

The old and once famous track at Glenn
near Lynn, was the scene cf a series of

successful races oo Saturday last, which
given by the Lynn Young Men's Christian

Association, and as the track had been put in

excellent condition, the various events pn
interesting, and some very fair times were
made. About 500 spectators were present The
result follows:

Mn 1 Novk 1 Safety r w. Holds*
'.

1

third. Tim
II D Hub hit

le limit 01 • It

the third I

one-third of a mill

Mill ' IRDIN kRY, I'll IMPIUNSIIII 1
1

I vnn.
I

I

I

ugh

Mill i Hd'IN \l<1 . ' HI '. Ian
U Mi.

i.irk.

M

Mni Handii w ordinary ii D Hutchins,

mdly.

Th. I Whit
•loiiv and S.

and
i

l I' Burnhnm, A 1". Wiswcll, W. E Wii
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THE OMAHA TOURNAMENT.

The Omaha Wheel Club scored a very grati-

fying success with their two days' race meet at

the Fair grounds, September 19 and 20. The
weather on the first day was a trifle cool, which
fact kept many who would otherwise have been
present away. Enthusiasm, however, ran high.

The track on the opening day was slightly

heavy from rain, but on the second day it was
in excellent shape. A hill-climbing contest took
place on the morning of the 20th, on Davenport
Street. The contestants were O. Beindorf, A.
C. C. ; W. J. Morris, O. W. C. ; and-F. Ellick,

Fremont. The parties reached the top in the
order named, the time being im. 43s. The
prizes for this contest were : First, gold medal

;

second, $2,000 accident insurance policy.

Immediately after this event a start was made
for Florence on the handicap road race. The
prizes offered were: First, silver refreshment
flask; second, a gold medal; third, a Flobert
rifle. Those entering were N. Fisk, Lexington

;

B. Potter, A. C. C. ; W. J. Morris, O. W. C.
; J.

Drain, Lincoln ; F. Krier, Lexington. The
start was from the club-house of the Omaha
Wheel Club, at Seventeenth and Chicago to

Clark Street, to Saunders, to Spaulding, to

Thirtieth, to the bridge at Florence and return.

Krier was given byi minutes start, Fisk 4 min-
utes, Potter 2^ minutes, Morris zyi. minutes,
Drain scratch. Fisk was awarded first prize,

Potter second, Morris third, Drain came in

fourth, and Krier last. Potter was awarded a
gold medal for the best time, 55m. 47s.

The officials were: Referee, S. G. V. Gris-

wold
;
Judges, H. H. Rhodes, G. O. Francisco,

W. E. Coombe; Timers, A. B. Hudson, Frank
Parmalee; Umpires, W. H. Head, G. F. Epen-
eter, A. M. Cowie; Scorer, J. E. Ebersole;
Handicapper, C. H. Stone ; Clerk of Course, F.

T. Mittauer; Assistant Clerks, W. C. Erlau,
Dr. F. N. Conner ; Starter, William Emerson.

The result of the track races follows

:

FIRST DAY.

One Mile Ordinary, Novice—O. Biendorf, first

;

E. E. Mockett, second ; H. Muentefering. third. Time,
3m. 16s.

One Mile Safety, Novice—E. S. Dickey, first

;

George Mackey, second. Time, 3m. 41 2-5S.

Two Mile Ordinary, Open—T. M. Patterson,
Plattsmouth, first ; Deal Werz, Omaha, second ; Lou
Flescher, third. Time, 6m. 54 3-5S.

Half Mile Safety, Open—B. L. Porterfield, first

;

W. Pixley, second ; C. S. Dickey, third. Time, im. 34s.

One Mile Ordinary State Championship—C. K.
Denman, first ; C. C, Peabody, second ; Seth Rhodes,
third. Time, 3m. 12 1-5S.

One Mile Safety State Championship—B. L.
Porterfield, first ; N. T. Fisk, second. Time, 3m. 35s.

Two Mile Ordinary, Handicap—H. Muenterfer-
ing, 175 yards, first ; T. Parmelee, 150 yards, second.
Time, 6m. 56s.

One Mile, O. W. C—L. Holton, first ; C. Peabody,
second ; S. Rhodes, third. Time, 3m. igs.

One Quarter Mile Dash—L. Holton, first ; L.
Flescher, second ; W. Pixley, third.

Five Mile Ordinary, Handicap—C. Denman, 100
yards, first ; T. Patterson, 300 yards, second ; W. Pix-
ley, 160 yards, third.

second day.

One Mile Ordinary, Open—C. Peabody, first;
Arthur Briggs, second. Time, 3m. n 3-5S.

Three Mile Lap Race, L. A. W.—L. Holton, first;
W. Pixley, second. Time, 10m. 20 1-5S.

Two Mile Safety, Handicap—B. Porterfield, first;
W. Pixley, second ; C. Dickey, third. Time, 6m. 56s.

Two Mile Ordinary, State Championship—L.
Flescher, first; C Denman, second; L. C. Holton,
third. Time, 7m. 2i^s.

One Mile Safety, Open—B. Porterfield, first; W.
Pixley, second

; C. Dickey, third. Time, 3m. 15s.

One-half Mile Dash, Ordinary, Open—C. Den-
man, first ; F. Ellick, second. Time, im. 2954s.

Two Mile Handicap O. W. C—F. Mathews, 180
yards, first; W. Grandjean, second; W. Townsend,
135 yards, third. Time, 6m. 21s.

FIVE Mile Open—L. Holton, first ; C. Denman,
second ; D. Wertz, third. Time, 17m. 21s.

One Mile Ordinary, 3.20 Class—J. Drain, first;
F. Ellick, second

; H. Muonterfering, third. Time,
3m. 3 3-5S.

One Mile Consolation—Monroe, first; Townsend,
second ; Grandjean, third. Time, im. 34s.

F. Bacon was awarded the prize for the Fastest
quarter mile, his time being 40s.

THE ROAD RACE AT READING.

George C. Smith, Dan bevy and Louis Goldsmith
are in active training for the Pall races of the Gotham
Wheelmen. An exciting contest is expected, as nil

three riders are very evenly matched. George W
Miller, through illness, is compelled to let up in his
training. He is considered one of the fastest nun in

the club, ami is very popular,

The twenty-one mile road race of the Penn
Wheelmen, from Myerstown to Reading, on
Saturday, September 20, was the most interest-

ing and exciting event of its kind ever witnessed
in that vicinity.

As early as 1 o'clock the special train pro-
vided for the purpose conveyed large numbers
of anxious spectators to Myerstown, where the
start was made at 2.45 for Reading over the
pike, and it was a very pretty one, there being
twenty-one wheels out of twenty-six entered.
Some of the fastest talent known in wheeling
circles was entered, and as a result an elegant
race was run. The following were among the
entries: W. I. Wilhelm, Reading; W. C. Seeds,
C. A. Elliot, J. M. Dampman, J. McDaniel,
Wilmington ; George Wittich, W. B. Reigle, H.
Huber, Heber Yost, Reading ; William O. Lein-
inger, Fred Leininger, Robesonia; F. J. Hall,

C. M. Murphy, New York; Millard Poffenberger,
Edward L. Fry, Harrisburg; Wm. Van Wag-
oner, Newport, R. I.

; John McLaughlin, Colum-
bia; L. D. Livingood, York.
A time limit of ih. 45m. was placed on the

racers, and from start to finish the contest was
run with much spirit. All along the course wheel-
men and other spectators cheered their favorites

as they passed, and considerable excitement
was manifested when it was known that the
record of the course, ih. 15m., held by Wilhelm,
was broken. The ten prizes were captured by
the following, who arrived in their respective
order : Wm. Van Wagoner, ih. 7m. ; W. C.

Seeds, ih. 10m. ; C. M. Murphy, ih. 12m. ; M.
Poffenberger, ih. I2^m. ; W. I. Wilhelm, ih.

i3^m. ; W. H. Wells, ih. 14m. ; W. B. Reigle,

ih. I4^m. ; F. B. Elliot, ill! 16m. ; Edw. L.

Fry, ih. 17m. ; C. E. Elliot, ih. 17m.
In the morning at 9 o'clock a hill-climbing

contest took place on the Walnut Street hill, a
street of remarkable grade, and one which has
puzzled the best riders for a number of years

;

in fact, very few cyclists ever ascended its steep
grade. In this attempt McDaniel, of Wilming-
ton, and Wilhelm, of Reading, gained the lead,

the former finishing in im. 42s., and the latter,

when within three feet of the finish, was knocked
off his wheel by a bystander who could not get
out of the way of the Reading champion. Wil-
helm's time of accident was int. 40s. Consid-
erable wrangling was indulged in by the judges
and those directly interested, and it was finally

agreed to repeat the contest. In the second
attempt McDaniel finished in im. 14 1-5S. , and
Wilhelm in im. 24 1-5S. , the former thus win-
ning the first prize, a handsome diamond ring.

The second prize, consisting of a " Kirkpatrick"
saddle, was awarded to Wilhelm.

RACING IN LITTLE RHODY.

TEN MILE ROAD RACE AT MEMPHIS.

On September 18 the sixth race of the ten
mile series under the control of the Memphis
(Teun.) Cycle Club took place, with three start-

ers. The roads were in bad condition and hilly,

but, at the same time, the former record of Deu-
pree was beaten by one minute and three sec-

onds. The finish and actual riding time of the
several contestants were as follows:

m. s.

1. Whitehead, 2m. 40s. handicap 39-22
2. Julius W. Wood, im. 40s. handicap 38.47
3. T. J. Deupree, Jr., scratch 39-46

This is the actual time for the entire ten miles.

Wood now has the record for this ten mile
course, consequently he will have to start at

scratch next time, and give Deupree fifty-nine

seconds start. The medal in this series has to

be won three times by a contestant before he
has gotten actual possession of it.

The winners of the different contests are as

follows: First, G. W. Hess; second, J. T. Wil-
lins; third, W. A. Whitmore; fourth, Julius W.
Wood; fifth, Julius W. Wood; sixth, Mr. White-
head.
Wood has to win one more race before he can

claim the medal, while all the others will have
In capture two more races each.

The next race of this series will no doubt be
run on the Cuba Road, starting at the Chesa-
peake, Ohio Si Southwestern Railroad crossing,
out for live miles and return. The course is

said to be much belter, and not s<> hill)-.

Mecredy is suffering from a strained sinew, but QO
serious consequences are anticipated.

The races at the Burrillville, R. I., Driving
Park on Saturday last, under the management
of Henry T. Campbell and Edward Buffum,
were conspicuous for some interesting events
on a poor track. The park has been utilized

for a long time by local wheelmen as a training
ground, and it was this fact that suggested to

the managers the idea of instituting a series of

races. The half-mile track would make the
finest training ground in the State for cyclists

if it was within convenient distance of this city,

or could be more easily approached. It lays

snugly among the hillocks in the Northwestern
corner of the State, and about three miles from
the smoke of the nearest locomotive which
steams into Pascoag. The enthusiast who
would reach this oasis in the midst of rocks and
brush must be gifted with considerable nerve
and endurance. The roads thitherward appear
to have been left to consume their own dust
and fill their own ruts, and to have manifestly
failed to do either. Hence the three wagons
that essayed to bear the visitors from the

Pascoag depot to the park yesterday afternoon,

and covered the distance in one hour, established

a record which none of the visitors have any
particular desire to assist in breaking. A special

train from this city ran out at 12.30, and
gathered up about 200 passengers along the

line. These civilians found an equal number
of spectators from the farms, who had driven

over in wagons and buggies.
The officers of the day were: Starter—Walter

Campbell. Referee—H. L. Perkins. Time-
keepers—Messrs. A. H. Sayles, j. Dickson, H.
C. Farnum. Judges—Dr. J. H. Knowles,
Messrs. L. Ballou and F. Carr. Clerk of the
Course—Thomas Lakey.
The races began at 3 o'clock, and resulted as

follows

:

One Mile Novice, Ordinary—Robert Winsor,
first

;
James Foster, Johnston, second. Time, 3m. 14s.

One Mile Boys' Safety—Harry Allen, first
; John

Chatwin, second. Time, 3m. 58s.

One Mile Novice, Safety—John Hull, first ; Geo.
F. Woodley, second. Time, 3m. 6s.

The time made by Hull is exceedingly good for a
novice. He displayed strong staying powers.

Three Mile Eagle—Arthur Cummings, first

;

William Rands, Providence, second ; Walter Jenckes,
Provide*:e, third. Time, 10m. us.

One Mile Local Championship—J. Foster, Johns-
ton, first; C. McCormick, Georgiaville, second.

One Mile Open—Mont. Scott, first ; W. Rands,
second. Time, 3m. 6s.

One-half Mile Safety—J. Hull, first ; A. Henry,
second ; A. Cummings, third. Time, im. 27s.

One Mile Tandem—Mont. Scott and H. Scott,

Providence, first; G. F. Woodley and A. E. Henry,
Providence, second. Time, 3m. uj^s.

One-quarter Mile Dash, Championship of
Track—R. Winsor, Auburn, first ; C Weld, Boston,
second. Time, 42-%s.

Just at the start one of Weld's handles snapped in

half, but he immediately rallied, and had the race
been longer would have overtaken his opponent.

Five Mile Open—Mont. Scott, first, W. Rands,
second ; A. Cummings, third. Time, 17m. 45s.

Scott spurted on the last lap and won easily. Rands
set the pace for the greater part of the distance, giving
way for awhile to Cummings during the last half of

the race.

During the afternoon P. M. Brigham, of Attle-

boro, Mass., gave an exhibition of trick and fancy
riding.

THE TORONTO ROAD RACE.

The Toronto Wanderers' thirty-mile handicap

road race on September 20 was not as success-

ful as previous similar events, owing to the cold

and unfavorable weather and the poor condi-

tion of the course. Out of twenty-lour entries

but seven started. W. A. Hunter, who had
five minutes handicap, proved a surprise party

by coming in six minutes ahead of the second

man and" making the fastest time of the day,

covering the distance in ih. 57m. Darby
(scratch) was second, his time being a minute

slower than Hunter's, and Wilson (scratch) was
a good third. Nash was fourth, ami conse-

quently wins the scries with [30 points to his

credit, Wilson being Only ten points behind.

Foster and Gerrie, from scratch, and Hudson,
with live minutes, also started, but as they bad

QOt ridden in the earlier races o( the series,

their position would not count, so they rode

Over the course Eor practice.

|. k. German rude Erom Liverpool to 1 ondon on

September 1 in twentj 1 \\ " and a nail hours, beating
iii, ion landing record bj one and < hall hours,
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

Th« cling Club will hold a scries of

The Yineland Wheelmen will huld anothci
meet

If : .HI made, horses could do
.is much work.

M. I. Hridgman. of the Gormully A: Jeffery Co.,
is now in San Francis

•1 mails are unquestionably cheaper to maintain
and use than are poor

A mile of good macadamized road is more easily
supported than ia rse.

The liufl.. Clnb are making arrangements
for a Series . •! Winter entertainments.

'. y Buffalo rider, has severed his
connection with the Standard Cycle I

The Memphis Cycle Club are now well ensconced in

their new club-rooms at No. 5 Madison Street.

and representatives of the
n ill be held at Columbus to-morrow.

The South Knd Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, will

ind literary entertainment September

ItOB, with three or four thousand riders, only has
in the neighborhood of four hundred League mem-

A handsome banner Dted to the
Ramblers Bicycle Club, of Rochester, by John S.

Groh.

former President of the Pennsyl-
vania Bicycle Club, has been elected Vice-President
of that club.

The Charlestown Rovers rode to South Natick on
Sunday last, and the coming Sunday the club will
wheel to Salem.

James Blair, of the Catford C C. on September 6

lowered the South Roads twelve hour record of 147

miles to i5V mill

Walter Hearnc, of thcZig-Zag Bicycle Club, Buffalo,
has sailed for Kurope, where he will make an exten-
sive tour on his wheel.

The Wilmington Wheel Club will hold their B

annual twenty-five mile road race on October .^, star-
ing and ending on a track.

The Missouri Louie, have in-

augurated a ser es' nights, the first of which
movable affair.

The Harlem Wheelmen have changed their la

nights from the third Thursday in each moisjh to the
thir '>eginning with October.

H..r

of the Watsontown, Pa., Bicycle
e«l to Philadelphia by the way of

iding and Pottstown.

ipbell and Rich! I to bean almost invin-
I they

Pall toornamenta is most creditable,

Th' its membership limit
ntinually on file, and any

be Immed

Thirty-four mi
men rci cntly participated in a w.r run to
Turn J., and twenty-four melon
poeed

ap of

bouse
irgan-

hink-

lub in

undertook

• man in w who
was a -

• and

I

The Brooklyn Ramblers' club run cud-, arc d<

edly neat and artistically printed. The club still has
a number of trips scheduled for this season.

At s special meeting of the Press Bicycle Club, on
v ol last wick, it was unanimously decided.

after a heated debate, not to join t) Ten
new members were elected, and sups are being taken
toward securing a new club-house.

The Speed-away Bicycle Club was recently organ-
ized in Buffalo with nineteen members. The officers
are : Captain. J, M. Man-nix ; President, J, It. Millcy :

Vice-President, H. A. Young ; Secretary. J A. Yan-
dewater ; Treasurer, Louis Rathmann.

The Gotham Wheelmen enjoyed a delightful run to
Port Schuyler and City Island on Sunday last. While-
stopping at the Morris Park Race Track they were
met by the Manhattan Bicycle Cluo, who were out in

strong numbers, and both clubs presented a good
appearance.

To-day, the Brooklyn Bicycle Club will have a run
to the Queens County Pair at Mineola, a distance of
twenty-two miles. The Kings County Wheelmen will
also hold a moonlight run to Coney Island. The
Hud on County Wheelmen's destination for to-night
is South Orange.

A carnival parade will take place at. Pawtucket. R.
I.. October •„ in which all wheelmen are invited to

participate, and the bicycle division will head the
line. Each rider is to appear in some fantastic or
grotesque costume, and is to illuminate his mount as

dk tales.

The Referee Wheelmen, of Philadelphia.
leased a house at the corner of Seventeenth and Dia-
mond Streets. When the contemplated alterations
arc completed, the club will have exceptionally com-
fortable and commodious quarters. The club ran to
Trenton on Sunday last.

A reception was tendered to |. R. HazHton at the
Century Wheelmen's club-house on Tuesday even-
ing of this week, which was attended by aboil
members and lady friends, and a few invited guests,
The house was handsomely decorated, and an orches-
tra furnished music throughout the evening.

The Roamers Wheel Club is a new cycling organi-
zation recently started in Buffalo. The officers are :

President. Albert llauck ; Yice-1'resident, David
Phillips; Secretary and Treasurer, William J. Wepp-
Der; Captain, William Ottenot; First Lieutenant, C.
tl. K. Frank; Second Lieutenant, W. S. I.ongnecker.

The Newburg Bicycle Club reorganized on Tues-
day of this week, with the following officers: Presi-
dent. Walter Cornell : Vice-President, John T. Teck-
lin ; Secretary and Treasurer, William M. Parker;
Captain. Fred. Munger ;. Lieutenant, William Carter.
The Hub has rented the room on Third Street for-

merly occupied by the Y. M. C. A. Lyceum.

Lieutenant Kane and Coli Shannon, of the
Pros; men, completed a century run on Sun-
day last, within the limits of Brooklyn and on the
Island circuit. This is the color bearer's second loo

mile trip in three weeks, he having ridden from Wash-
ington Hollow. Dutchess County, to Brooklyn,

of 101 miles, on September . in company with
li. L. Tyrrcl, of the same club.

POT the benefit of those who wish to attend the A.
A I s Championship games at Washington, I) C .

bet 11, a special excursion party will be organ-
i'V Charles Newbourg. ol Iway, New

York. leaving this city on the evening ol '

The itinerary laid out will permit all those who par-
Ite in the trip to view all the sights of Washing-

ton, and insures a pleasant time. The total cost will

be $17.

at meeting of the Pathflndi Club,
. the club
ior the ensuing

nt, Miss Minnie V.

Mis I |i Mur-
iten nt. v

1 ond

nts.

J. R through the Philadelphia
Dies the statement announced in vai that

mnected with the New York Athletic
club, end '

rganisation,
. did me the honor to inform mi

my D : "ii by the
;> Committee, but tins action was taki n

entirely without my knou 1 prompt
1 lined tin honor,

"

Will • Club, w.i

inlucky while on lub run to Ball-
win II and

11 the

The Mcdford Cycling Club and the Charlestown
Rovers intend to turn tiieir club-houses into dancing
schools this winter, and a "profeSBOrof the ail" will
enlighten the wheelmen upon the subject and its most
approved movements.

H Is FAME.
The name of any individual, who by some exploit

or show ot valor, is subject t.. many Strange uses and
peculiar vagaries, but it remained with a Peoria mer-
chant to strike a new chord and name an ovel
after that peerless rider. Willie Windle. The garment
iD question is advertised as tlie "Windle box
coat." Like its namesake, "is well put together,
guaranteed "not to break," is stylish and "well pro-
portioned," and will undoubtedly make thi

time" from the store " on record."

Wheelmen from I'awtuxet, K. I., and the surround-
ing towns, held a meeting last week, and organized
the Pawtufet Valley Wheelmen, with the following
officers: President, passed; Vice-President, CI.
Waterhoust iry, !•'. P. Potter; Treasurer.
Walter A. P.owcil : Captain, Fred. C. Nicholas ; First
Lieutenant. Fred. Kenyan ;

Second Lieutenant, Fred.
Benoit ; Bugler, Joseph Street. The outlook is prom-
ising tor a large "and successful Hub, and
where, its members become persistent agitatOI

roads, it will find a long-neglected field of use-
fulness in this respect in that locality.

rding to Wheelings on September 17: "To-day
Mr. Thomas (.. Allen and Mr. \\ illiam L. Sachtleben,

Louis, U. s. A., members of the University 1

of Washington, start from Ixmdon on a tour around
the world, comprising a ride from Dieppe through
France. Spain. Portugal. Italy, Switzerland, Germany,
Austria and Turkey to Constantinople, whence they
will proceed through Persia and 1 . bins
America via San Francisco. They start with S]

introductions to the Shah and a vised passport for
China from the Chinese ambassador. Messrs. Allen
and Sachtleben are two lithe, handsome young Amer-
icans, as communicative and lively in conversatii
Thomas Stevens was the reverse, and they
already ridden since July, when they landed at Liver-
pool, through Scotland. Ireland and'Kngland.

While there are no indications whatever of the ordi-
nary being dropped from race meets in this country,
across the pond the high wheel is being looked upon
with mars r by the racing element, and
according to the Irish Cyclist it is doomed .

machine. In Inland, says that journal, it has aln
gone, and is as rare as the Dodo, except at country
meetings, and in England the number ol ordinary
riders has dwindled sadly, and will dwindle fui
for numbers of ordinary riders are taking to the
ty. and new men are not appearing, liranl
ordinary race, from a spectacular point of vll
better tfian a safety race, still sports promoters won't
cater for ordinary riders when only a mere handful
compete, and although we do not mean to sav that
ordinary racing will entirely die out, st

tirmly convinced that, practically speaking.
doomed. We should not
Osmond and Synyer

1

men are sure in the end to ride t

Ever since 1874, savs ,m English exchange, that cy-
cling sea serpent or big gooseberry "lb
been trotted out at intervals almost as rcgul
those when the animal and the fruit we I

appear in the general press as dish
tve met nun who su

ture caused by rowing, lumping and liftini

but we never yet met one who I

are written to for information as t" whet
s hernia, and they invariab

that there is nothing in t

't. The new position adopted hy sonic 1

however, of sitting J 1,1 ii

wheel, a long way behind theil
forward with either a straight V

-. whilst undoul •

all others to tempt hernia to step in and 111..

ceding rii ;s to the abdominal *

I lifting.

Bonner, President oi the Gentlemen's
ing Club, and son of Robert Bonner, ;

.: I lartfor
petition with the hors.

. Hal and h
iie piieumatl
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windle's half mill
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Lhe Victor Wrench.

<l\ ci 111, 1 n Wheel Co., Haters, Chicopcc Falls. Mass.

A prnnlnr triumph '
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STANTON M. SMITH, Plainfield, N. J.

I have examined the " BRONCHO " carefully,

and think it is a fine wheel. Yours is certainly the most
practical safety on the market, and is as much superior

to the chain safety as the " Eagle " is to the ordinary.

As for the behavior of the " BRONCHO," it is FINE
;

everybody admits that the steering is better than on the

common safety.

HARRY STRAWBRIDGE, Chambersburg, Pa.

"BRONCHO" has made many friends in this

community since its arrival, and is becoming quite

popular. Many of our machinists are giving the
" BRONCHO " a great send-off, and I predict that ere

long, I will have a rush for sales. It is hard to intro-

duce a new wheel in our already overflooded market,
but " BRONCHO " is making quite good progress.

Several riders have already expressed their desire to

own und ride "BRONCHO," if they can get rid of their

machines. I am sure " BRONCHO " will lead in our
community before so very long.

Dr. W. H. WAGNER, 11 No. Newberry St., York, Pa.

" BRONCHO " is the first wheel I tackled. I

must say I was thoroughly disgusted with all makes of
cycles, but to-day, after having tried over a dozen
different kinds of wheels, safety and ordinary, I must
confess "BRONCHO " shall not go in exchange for any
other wheel.

Dr. A. J. ABBE, Fall River, Mass.

I like the wheel better than any chain safety.

The matter of hills is of great importance in this city,

where it is well nigh impossible to find a level half-mile.

I use the wheel in all weathers and seasons, in my pro-
fessional work, and am bound to get the best, if I can
find it.

W. B. GARDINER, Danielsonville, Conn.

"BRONCHO" came Thursday at 6.30 p. m.
Was riding at 8 o'clock. I haven't tried to go in 2.20

yet, but have used up some of the riders—some pretty

lively ones, too.

WM. C. HEYENER, Sacramento, Cal.

"BRONCHO" arrived to-day. I feel sure that
it will be difficult to sell a chain safety of any make
when the riders see what the "BRONCHO "

is. I have
now ridden enough to satisfy me that it is all that you
claim for it, and I feel that I did wisely when I took the
agency.

H. W. HILL, Jamesburg, N. Y.

It is astonishing to see the number of times I am
stopped in a day, and the number of questions asked.
Am at Asbury Park a great part of the time.
" BRONCHO " is catching on well here and is well
liked.

WM. P. MORGAN, Brockport, N. Y.

"BRONCHO" wears well. The longer one
rides, the better he likes the wheel. I am entirely satis-

fied, and were I to buy another, would take a

"BRONCHO."

B. P. TAYLOR, Marion P. 0., Oregon.

Received "BRONCHO" O. K. on the 12th, and
very much obliged to you for sending it by express,
though I thought it was never coming, being ten days
behind your letter. I thought, at first, that I should not
like the " BRONCHO," but have now changed my mind

;

the more I ride it, the better I like it. I am getting a
little used to it now, and I tell you, there ain't any of

them that can throw dust in my face. I think the gear-
ing of " BRONCHO " is the finest thing I ever saw—so
clean and noiseless, and no grease co wipe your pants
on, like the chain wheels I think your wheel well made,
strong, light, durable, and finished up in first-class shape.

Am well pleased with the " BRONCHO." Will write

you more later.

F. A. YOUNG, Braceville, 111.

"BRONCHO" received. I have tried it, and
will say that several others—riders—have tried it. All

speak in high praise of the "chainless safety."

por Ca talogue ar>d /^erjts' 5<^r/T\s, apply to

OWITE CrCLE CO.,

We«tboro\ Mass,, U. S. A.
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THE DUDE, THE DODDER AND
THE DUCKING.

BUFFALO CYCLING MATTERS.

We pedaled by the Dodder, she and 1.

Our happy hearts attuned to nature - vo

No cloudlet flecked the bright Septent

The soaring s<

our sparkling eves thro' realms of azure
;

Hut never booked to see W steeled.

h horizontal rayThen bhe:
l)..th bathe the

Itscrimsoi
The nodding

'' 'ed l
Ht:,N

'

What tnoi l cannot tell,

h',,r, In! her conversation ended in a yell .

Adown the bank, with swift ta«

Her trike now quite ungmduble I spied,

Rushing through rul eVa -v !
n8 weea

•he sleek bosom of the limpid tide.

Another veil now made the welkin ring,

Then down the bank 1 tore like anything.

Did 1 hesitate a moment ' did 1 shrink.'

Did 1 pause a little while to count the cost •

Nav eertes. .,ne should never stop to think
' When maiden Mr is crying. " I am lost.

Cpon my bike I plunged int.. the

And cruel wave, like Curtius of old.

1 Did ouintus Curtius ride upon a bike?

u my metaphor's .. little bent

;

We'll call it poet I license if you like,

or "bull" of wild Hibernian descent-

Hut while I thus apologise in rhyme,

The lady's sinking in the river dime),

I have, indeed, but little more to say :

1 pulled her out and placed her on the bank
,

1 did not shrink myself from death that day,

But all my woolen underclothing shrank
,

And that, to such an impecunious chap,

May be regarded as s great mishap.

The moral -if my readers care for one-
Is I)..n't go cycling by the Dodder B

Unless vour backs are to the setting sun.

Ami that you're cautious where your cycles glide.

And if to rescue maidens you should try,

B« sure to ke.p your woolen garments dIrv.

CHICAGO.

Within another fortnight, the social round will have

been placed in the ladder of club life, and the cycling

IB take the hint and have stereotyped

a good supply of such rar. ngB as, " tripped

the light fantastic until the wee ima' hours;'

in the merry manes of the dance ;" " maidens fair and

youth* gallant," and so on and so forth, aJlib., SIC Km-

:.ir as Ctei< erned, the programme ot

Winter amusement is already being made up. T

Klew.HHl Clnh leads oiT. on 0( tober .. With a .lance,

and on the » tlu' ir dancin.

•on, and will continue until Chr

night and dance on every other Tnur*

The Vik -.lively new
and athletic

entertainment

last June, this is the Brat intJ kings

have had t» the publi

almost wli

members.
ratcfa

.ins. by the way, will Dot I
'""'-

Win'

n motmn
also

also

•m I

Avm alread

1

will '
I

Baton polll

th«

I

CHA1 UIDOO88IPOF mi: BISOKIC CLUBS AND WHEEL-
HEH.

The wheeling season at Buffalo, which is rapidly

drawing to B close, has been productive of nothing

that can with justice be called Startling, lndc-

local performances have been of a most common-place

character, and even the long mileages we were justi-

fied in boasting of last and previous years are not in

existence . I his is due to the fact that no a

few of the older and more energetic wheelmen appeal

to have lost much of the interest in cycling events

which they have heretofore displayed 1 he hoi.

long distance and mileage records last year were

claimed by ex-Capt K. Dfetser, oi the Ramblers and

1) H Lewis. Neither of the gentlemen named have

this year done anything ..f note. Probably this is due

to the fact that both have had long spells ol sickness

Perhaps the most startling event of note in the w

hard riding is the claim oi Secretary Harry D. Gates,

of the Zig-Zags, to have ridden in an ordinary business

way 1,700 miles during eighteen days ending Scptcm-

It is with pleasure 1 note that the Zig-Zags appear to

be coming around to their old form. Late in last sea-

son and early in this there was considerable dissen-

sion in their ranks, consequent upon a division of the

bova into two parties- "the low bridge gang ami

who claimed to be " the head 01 the cub. 1- ur-

ther, the club was in bad repute with the local press,

the reason being that their secretary had made an at-

tempt to "run " a local sporting editor who had made
certain statements in print which, while being true

were distasteful to -his dukelets." lhere >s an end

to all this now. The club is on the boom, and what-

ever hatchets were nourished have been buried and

the pipe of peace introduced. One or two members ol

the club have real merit as riders. Weig, Holden

and L'HommledieU are fast and long-distance men.

The membership roll has now reached the hall ccn-

turv. and there are several applications to be acted on

at the next meeting. 1 understand that the club con-

templates holding a series of receptions during the

Winter. If thev will only do as well this year as last

in this respect; thev will do much towards rushing

their club right into the front ranks.

The I'ress Cycling Club had a merry light the other

night Some of the members wanted the club to join

the League. The newspapermen that is, the active

members of the club kicked at the proposition on the

grounds that thev obje< ted to compromise their pens

By joining any SUCH organization. There wasa rumor

abroad that the club would in all likelihood associate

with the A. A. I'., but the suggestion was promptly

sat on. Attorney W. S. Jenkins made a speech to the

club which took seventy minutes to deliver, but Mr.

Jenkins
-

oration was thrown to the deserl an: the Bo-

hemians would have none ol the League. PenUn
of the AVlW, was hot and heavy against the proposi-

tion, and sue eeded In carrying his point A reorgan-

ization scheme Is afoot Up to the present time news-

paper men only are active members o theclub. I hen.

ik an idea now of making all members active, and

allow the officers of the organization to be largely

composed oi members of the press thus giving tie

..,m.'„ the fourth estate the controlling

power Messrs. W. W. Wilson, Y\ B. W adl

Griffiths have the work of preparing the n

union in hand. The membership is forty, ol which

twenty-six are "ink-slingers." It is quite possible

that an athletic section will be added to the club,

in which even the question of joining the A. z\. c .
Will

naidered.

l have so far failed to get a glimpse ol the Tourna-

ment Committee's balance sheet, but understand, on

good authority, that the loss is well under > .... II

this is so great credit is due to the management
possible excuse can be urged for their action 1.1 mak-
|„, the dates . lash with the Buffalo Athletic 1

lib

held day ; but that qui st>.„i aside, the committeedid

nobly. Still, the affair was a financial failure. Why
,,,,! i„. ..,, . understand. v, • • laim ..

ling population of 7,000, boast ol our clubs,

five miles oi asphalt pavement, andathousand
things that tend to make cyi llnj and

dl, the only tournament w<

.uses us to put our hands deep in our

pockets t.. mak< eficiencv.Look the matter
.,,,,1 we should be bound I" admit

that ' balf as energt I
think. We

have no rat Ins men, notrai k, little support from the

publi.. and our cycling is very much ol a SOI ial rather

bv , lu. .... ,. with regret that stcn.it

,,,,,„ il men, y ho mad.- their debui
riders, ha • let Idcd to leu

athletics undei the bat

Wondei whether or not thi

:.. ,,, t,, the fact that racing victol

.

• Into our Dl

I not incline. I to think that the Rambli

. stioti some titni

-
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tend from the Buffalo*, Columbia*, Wanderers, Zlg-

Meii and Roamers. Just take this hint, my
hustling friends.

Thelroqu.es A . i\ will go in for cycling nest year.

The club is far and away the most energetic A. t m
this city, and as a rule curries off premier honors at

athletic events. 1 should like to see the Buffalo A. '

get hold of a racer or two or rather bring out some

of their own men.

This has been the least diet. :i that the

College Street bovs have had fi

absolutely done nothing. Thev certainly promoted a

track committee, but that distinctly failed in its pur-

\\Y have no track and no signs ot one. and its

a shame, mv friends a burning shame, that big Hut-

lalo, with its dozen clubs and thousands ol wheelmen,
stretch of ground somewhere on which to

practice and train, at least. There is surely money
lure, but somehow or other enterprise is lacking.

Why don't the local officials of the League step in atul

advise?

The local agents speak verv well of the condition of

trade, and sav that more wheels have been sold in

Buffalo this year than ever before. Tandems have

been in special demand. Whether the Ladies' I vcling

Club have anything to do with this or not 1 do not

know, but it is certain that where a few years ago you

ne tandem per week you can now see a couple

D any evening.

There is a rumor abroad that a big cycling manu-
facturing concern will locate here next Spring with a

capita - Well, Buffalo is a good center tor

some enterprising firm. , „
In mv next letter I hope to be able to give a lull

the local mileages and records. M \ME1_

DENVER.

1 suppose bv the time these lines are perused by the

Denver readers of Till WHEEL, the track now being

built at Sportsmen's Park will be crowded daily bv

lovers ol the sport training for the coming tourna-

ment. A quarter mile track has been contracted

and work commenced on Monday, September 15.

be run as soon as convenient some time
of October, presumably.

..and to do more tor Deliver wheel-

men than anything that has happened in a long time.

We have always felt a little conceited, and now that a

presented itself our claims will be either

lost or sustained. Most of the old cracks hue
I a desire to compete, and it remains to be seen

whether tht
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has in the last year or two sprung into local promin-
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PHILADELPHIA.

THE LANTERN PARADE.

It is doubtful if even the most enthusiastic promoter
of the lantern parade dreamt that that affair would
be anything like the success it proved to be. Every-
thing seemed to be favorable for the occasion. After
a week's incessant rain the evening was all that could
be desired, the clubs turned out large delegations
without exception, and the police kept the crowds of
spectators in as good order as could be expected for a
parade that had no political influence. The number
of wheels in line was something like 800, and the
designs and patterns of the decorations innumerable.
The streets were so blockaded with spectators that
for some time after the hour set for starting it looked
as though it would be impossible to break a passage
through the crowd, but finally an opening was made,
and the long line moved slowly up North Broad and
out Diamond Street—a really beautiful sight, and as
the more intricate or novelly decorated wheels came
in view they were loudly applauded by the thousands
who thronged the streets. The route and details are
already history, and to attempt to describe the dis-

play, or give even a small discription of it, would re-

quire too much time and space. Of the single wheels,
Capt. R. A. French, of the Mount Vernon Wheelmen,
carried off the honors. Messrs. Whitmore and Roe,
of the Columbia Cyclers, dressed in sailor's costume,
and riding a tandem tricycle decorated as a yacht in

full sail, made admittedly the most pleasing appear-
ance in the line, while the " Quaker City " triplet, with
hundreds of lanterns and ridden by three Quakers in

Chinese costume, received an ovation all along the
line. The Twin safety ridden by the Misses Arbuckle
and Semi was also well received. The Quakers as a
club made the handsomest appearance of any, having
gone to considerable expense and trouble in making
preparation for the fete, and were awarded first prize
by the Strong & Green Cycle Co., who offered a hand-
some clock to the club making the best appearance.
There is some talk of giving another on a still more

elaborate scale, but owing to the advent of cooler and
breezier weather, it is hardly probable that it will be
attempted again this season.

THE SOUTH END RACES.

Another great success of last week was the race
meet of the South 2nd Wheelmen. The members of
the down-town club always take a deep interest in the
annual club championship race, and being refused the
use of the Philadelphia Driving Park, where last year
they held their races, decided to come up town and
use the Brotherhood Track, although somewhat doubt-
ful as to the financial result, but still determined to
have a good day's sport. With careful management,
however, the club now finds that instead of loosing
money they are " ahead of the game."
The affair was entirely a local one. Of the 57 entries

but two were non-residents, even B. Frank McDaniels
being absent. Mr. McDaniels' attendance at a race
meet is generally regarded as positively indispensable.
The races were well contested, although the track

was in poor shape, and everything was done in a first-

class manner. The grand stand was filled with the
handsomest party of ladies that ever graced a meet in

this city, and the general comment was to the effect

that the South End boys were in luck, as far as lady
friends were concerned.

Following is the summary of events.

One Mile Safety, Novice, Club—Frank Koenig,
first ; W. M. Strier, second. Time, 3m. 3o^s.

One Mile Safety, Novice, Open—First Heat-
Louis Geyler, first; jarnes P. Nichol, second. Sec-
ond Heat—D. R. Perkenpine, first ; F. Koenig, second.
Final Heat—Geyler, first ; Perkenpine, second.
Time, 3m. 49 1-5S.

. One Mile (Championship Frankford Bicycle Club)

—

A. B. Tomlinson, first ; L. D. Castor, second. Time,
3m. 46s.

One Mile Ordinary—J. R. Hazleton, first; V.J.
Kelley, second. Time, 3m. 2i^s.

Five Mile Safety (Annual Championship South
End Wheelmen)—W. J. Greer, first ; R.. P. McCurdy,
second. Time, 18m. 47%s.

Two Mile Tandem—J. R. Hazleton and F. W.
Garrigues, first

; J. H. Draper and V. J. Kelley,
second. Time, 7m. 4S.

One Mile Ordinary, Handicap, Club—J. J. Brad-
ley, first ; Charles W. Kolb, second. Time, 3m. 43^s -

One Mile Safety Handicap, Open—J. H. Draper,
first; R. P. McCurdy, second; F. B. Marriott, third.
Time, 3m. 3j^s.

One Mile Ordinary Handicap—James Oellers,
first ; S. H. Crawford, second. Time, 3m. 5 4-5S.

Two Mile Ordinary (Championship Mount Vernon
Wheelmen)—J. Hood, first ; F. S. Hoover, second.
Time, 8m. is'As.

One Mile Safety Handicap, Club—F. B. Mar-
riott, first ; O. H. McCurdy, second. Time, 3m. 22^s.

One Mile Ordinary, 3.13 Class—V. J. Kelly, first

;

James Oellers, second. Time, 3m. 50 1-5S.

One Mile Safety, 3.20 Class—O. H. McCurdy,
first; J. C. Donnelly, second. Time, 3m. 3o^s.

One-half Mile Safety—J. R. Hazleton, first;

F. H. Garrigues, second. Time, im. ssj^s.

The officers of the meeting were : Referee, A. F.
Bracher, President Pennsylvania Bicycle Club.
Judges, Samuel A. Boyle, Chief Consul Pennsylvania
Division, L. A. W.; Thomas Hare, President Century
Wheelmen ; O. S. Bunnell, President Park Avenue
Wheelmen. Timers, W. M. Perrett, South End Wheel-
men and A. C. S. N.;'P. S. Collins, Century Wheelmen

;

1. Van Deusen, Tioga Cycling Club. Scorers, Harvey
E. Mole, Columbia Cyclers ; F. Garrigues, Lieutenant
Oxford Wheelmen ; R. A. French, Captain Mount
Vernon Wheelmen. Starter, Frank Nclms, Captain
Pennsylvania Bicycle Club. Clerk of the Course, J.
R. Lincoln Edwards, South End Wheelmen. Assist-
ants, James Edwards, South End Wheelmen; 11. M.
Green. South End Wheelmen. Announcer, H. W.
Schliehter, A. C. S. N.

the century wheelmen.
Jack Hazleton, of the Century Wheelmen, has many

friends outside the club as well as in, and his club-
mates, as a recognition of his successful season, ten-
dered him a reception on Tuesday evening. The affair

was entirely informal, and a very pleasant evening
was spent by all present—a rather unnecessary state-
ment, by-the-way ; no one ever leaves a Century
entertainment of any kind without passing a pleasant
evening.
The prizes won at the local meets and on the New

York circuit were displayed on the second floor,

while dancing was carried on in the parlor, and re-
freshments served in the dining hall. Amongst the
ladies present were Miss English, Miss Elma Techling-
berg, Miss S. Stilwell, Miss McCue, Miss S. May
Peddrick, Miss Dora Taltavall, Miss Lizzie Bennett,
Miss Lois W Lyons, Mrs. Samuel Jackson, Miss Sut-
cliffe, Miss Mole, Mrs. Carey, Mrs. C. W. Dalsen, Miss
Fruh, Miss Bahl, Miss Wood, Mrs. Sulzner, Miss
Snyder, and Miss Stewart. Visitors from other clubs
included D. R. Perkinpine and J. C. Donnelly, of the
Oxford Wheelmen ; F. H. Sheneman and Messrs.
Fontaine, Mole, Fitzgerald, and Bilyeu, of the Col-
umbia Cyclers ; C. A. Dimon, Gordon, Chambers, and
Samuel Jackson, Jr., of the South End ; R. A. French
and W. A. Smith, of the Mount Vernon ; A. L. Brocker,
of the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club ; O. S. Bonnell, C.

O. Lancaster, and V. J. Kelley, of the Park Avenue,
and W. D. Spain, of the Tioga Cycle Club. Nearly
200 members of the club were present.

It has been decided to hold a race meet at the Tioga
Athletic Club grounds Saturday, October 11. The
programme is now being arranged. It will consist
largely of class races.
The Park Avenue and Quaker City Clubs will in all

probability hold a meet on October 18, at the League
ball park track, and are talking of having a twenty-
five mile road race, starting from Doylestown and
ending the last three miles on the track.
Messrs. Dampman, Van Wagoner, Draper, and

McDaniels are talking of getting up a 100 mile race
over the Sporting Life seven mile course, no prizes to

be given out unless the existing record made by
Dampman three years ago be broken.

If a stranger should happen to drop into the Century
club-house and see some fifteen or twenty members
exerting themselves to get nearer to an individual
holding in his hand something that looked like a tablet
memorandum pad, he might possibly form the opinion
that it was the Kreutzer Sonata which was causing the
excitement. But no ; investigation would prove that
each man was waiting to read the Century Bazoo, and
hoped to be fortunate enough to secure the prize after

the present reader had finished. The biographical
sketches, the artistic drawings, and the satires on
"Papa and the Little One," "Me and Jack," and the
Philadelphia Road Club have made the reputation of

the journal, which, however, is published only for
club members, and the edition limited to one copy.
It is scarcely probable that I would have seen it had I

not been an "official correspondent."
Paul Berwyn.

ROCHESTER.

BROOKLYN BICYCLE CLUB.

A SHORT SERMON.
Why is it that there exists in the breasts of most

correspondents an uncontrollable desire to seize with
avidity upon the inaccuracies of their fellow-scribes,
and then proceed to tear them limb from limb, scat-

tering the shreds to the four winds, to be again seized
upon by the smaller, fry whose maw is just suited to

the occasion, only to be expelled again, and drift down
the passage-way of time into oblivion? This is surely
a reprehensible practice. It is well to correct a wrong
impression or misstatement whenever such a thing
occurs, but is it necessary to bitterly berate the author,
whose statement may have been made in good faith,

and thus turn to personal use a column which is yours
to foster good-fellowship? There are plenty of good
things in cycledom to write about, and bad as well •

why should we shake up the box so that the bad will

come to the top? The man who sells strawberries
never does that.

Mark Twain states that when he first witnessed a
dance peculiar to Paris, he covered his face with his

hands, but looked through his fingers, evidently think-
ing that if he took it in homoeopathic doses it would
not be nearly so wicked. I do not ask you to shut
your eyes to the glaring sun, but look at it through
your fingers. Of what use is it for us to write, if we
cannot assume a friendly vein? More than that, of

what use to write if we are to be pounced upon by the
man that knows it all, and become the butt of a ven-
omous tongue ? The game is not worth the candle,
and the men who arbitrate unto themselves the rule
of censorship, who are they? Search them out and
we will find that they are constellations entirely of
home manufacture, placed upon a pinnacle solid to

their imaginative senses, but a breath, nevertheless,
would cause it to topple ; so bright, indeed, that this

same smaller fry stand aghast and look longing-
through smoke-colored glasses at this monument to

corrective truth. When I notice any error of my fel-

lows, if I cannot tell them of it pleasantly I leave the
subject severely alone, conscious of my own short-
comings ; and, with a waning faith in my infallibility,

I am satisfied to believe that everybody has an equal
share in the tree of knowledge, and that no trust has
as yet been formed in that direction. Simplicity
stalks rampant on the face of fools, and lurks in the
smiles of our really great men ;

the distinction lies in

the way of showing it—the difference between the
natural and the assumed.

Captain Fuller took a party over the Caldwell and
Montclair riding district on Sunday. This is one of

our favorite runs, and when we have such a rare day
as last Sunday, it is the most pleasant ride imagin-
able. To bo sure, the hills are provoking in one respect:
a number of them you coast with a rush when out-
ward bound, but they become tremendous obstacles
on the return trip.

The course has been found in SUCh poor shape at

Milbum that it has been necessary to change the orig-
inal plan and hold our ten mile club rare bet ween
Westlield and 1'lainticM on Saturday. Shooter and
Coningsbv will probably fight Eoi first place

a roi

THE RACES AT THE FAIR.

The bicycle races at the Western New York Fair,
Rochester, Wednesday afternoon of this week, were
all tame contests throughout, a fact unquestionably
due to the absence of some of the crack riders. Most
of the crowd that witnessed the events occupied nearly
all the space on the track at the wire, and at the finish
of the one mile ordinary, Monroe County champion-
ship, one of the unruly spectators darted across the
track just as Frank Rammer crossed the line. A col-
lision was the result and Kammer was violently pre-
cipitated to the ground, sustaining painful injuries.
The officers of the day were : Referee, Thomas

W. Shannon. Judges, F. L. Hughes, M. F. Shafer.
Timers, F. W. Maxson, A. F. Nisbet, G. S. Montgom-
ery. Scorers, M B. Fox, R. Punnett, C. A. Rockwell.
Clerk of the course, Robert Thomson. Starter, W. E.
Williams.
The track was in extremely bad condition, as the

time will indicate, and the wind was almost blowing a
gale. The defeat of Iven in the county championship
was a great surprise to his friends. Both Kammer
and E. Servis beat him in, in the time of 3m. 45s.

The result of the different races follows :

One Mile Ordinary (Champion Monroe County)—
First, pearl opera glass; second, gold headed umbrella.
F. F. Kammer, first ; E. S. Servis, second. Time, 3m.
45s.

One Mile Ordinary, 3.20 Class—First, piano lamp;
second, shaving set ; third, laundry box. Fred Servis,
first ; Wm. M. Conolly, second

;
;B. Trenaman, third.

Time, 3m. 31s.

One Mile Safety (Championship Monroe County)
—First, silver ice pitcher

;
second, smoking set. John

Graham, first ; E. S. Servis, second. Time, 3m. 28s.

One Mile Ordinary, 3M. Class—First, marble
clock ; second, alligator satchel ; third, bicycle shoes.
F. F. Kammer, first ; E. S. Servis, second ; C. A. Brady,
third. Time, 4m. 18s. The finish of this race was
close and exciting.

One Mile Safety (Boys under 15 years)—First,
boy's dressing case ; second, silxer match box. Ralph
Hubbard, first ; B. Speiler, second. Time, 4m. 3^s.

Charley Hughes won the half mile safety boys' race
in the time of im. 54s.

Three Mile Ordinary (Team Race, three mem-
bers of each club to count by points)—Prize, three L.

A. W. badges to winning team. Two clubs had repre-
sentatives in the field—viz., West End and Flower
City Wheelmen. The latter team was composed of

John Graham, B. Trenaman and Emmett Schenck.
The West Ends had C. J. Conolly, W. M. Connelly and
Nat Roe compete for them. It was a pretty race, the
West Enders proving themselves victors.

The Excelsior Club has been organized to advance
the interest of bicycle racing.

A number of riders competed at Brockport, Satur-
day in the races held in connection^with the fair there.

SYRACUSE.

Syracuse sends congratulations to the Albany Club
on the election of its new President. If friend Gallien
only makes as good an officer as he is a "painter," the
club is sure to prosper.

On Friday night last the club had a run to Centre-
ville, where a most enjoyable evening was spent.
While a wrestling match was in progress between the
Captain and the well-known George, a native rushed
in upon the not-too-quiet party, and when order had
been restored announced that •' One of yous fellows
has afallen in the cellar." A lantern was hastily
brought into use, when, on looking through an open-
ing in the trap door, our friend the "Singer rider"
was seen all in a heap. As yet he has given no satis-

factory account as to how he got there, but some sup-
pose he got hungry, as he has a " failing " that way.
Arrangements are now in progress for a grand bil-

liard and pool tournament for the Winter, and as
the prizes that will be offered will be of the best, it is

expected that many will enter. The "sharks " will be
looked after by a good handicapper, and all given a

fair chance.

Sunday morning saw a party of eight start off for a
fifty mile ride. All report a very pleasant time, but
they say that they could have dispensed with some of
the mud. One "little fellow" reports the walking
good for four miles, but the party say when that head
broke the air was blue for a tew minutes. Ex-Captain
Chapin does not love the Italians as much as he did.

If any one wants to know why, just ask Winnie.

It is altogether likely that at the next monthly meet-
ing the committee having the revising of the constitu-
tion in hand will recommend to the club that the initi-

ation fee be raised, and that for the present no chair, e
be made as regards the limiting of the membership.
The new members and those who propose joining are
principally business men who have homes oi their
own, and SO do not use the house to such an extent as
the younger members.
Janitor Perry is the right man in the tight place, and

now that the wheel is put up after supper, and all as-
semble at the house, "Andy's" while eoat is seen in

all parts supplying the members' many wants, and the
way he can serve a stew is proof that he is not a novice
in the business.

w. E, Dyre, of the Capital Club, Washington, has
patented a novel whistle for bicycles. The del •
consists of an arrangement by which a lever, similar
to the brake-lever, automatically throws a small
wheel in contact with the steering wheel of the safet v.

.nid the ft tet ion thus gene rated operating upon EI

bet disk over one end of a small cylinder, at the oppo
siie end of which a whistle Is arranged, causes » shrill

and powerful signal a note ol warning that Is most
startlingly effective, Phe cost oi the signal, vt

placed upon the market, will not exceed thai
111 St class bell.
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COMMENTS ON CURRENT TOPICS.
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able tyre sapped twentj
yards in a mile on the European courses, but

- that it is Ix'tter adapted for racing
than the solid band. This being the case, win-
not let all racing whci Either
this or keep all such fitted wheels in ..

themselves, jus lone in the case of the
ordinary and safety wheel. This will necessi-

three tables 01 records being kept, which
proceeding say, will

satisfactory. We are after records and nar-
rowed times. I', is not proposed to add mechan-
ical contrivances or combination levers

wheel to attain such, but the pneumatic tyre-

will probably achieve such a consummation.
Then why not continue the matter as it is now,
and allow every rider to use the tyre that he feels

• i? If he holds on to the solid band
he does so with his eyes open, and knows the

. ty he has to pay—he will lose. 1 am not

aware yet that the pneumatic has been tried on
the grass track. A test would be interesting.

and we shall probably get it from Wales, where
they have several verdant racing courses.
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A fact that there is no getting away from, is

that the athletic clubs are rapidly absorbing our
fast riders. This, in my judgment, is due to

two tilings. First, as a rule, the athletic clubs
heve a larger membership, better quai
,1 bigger banking account than the ordinary
wheeling organizations, and expenses are thus

: paid; and secondly, the L. A. W. has so

woefully neglected racing that riders who would
have been content with even a small amount of

attention and legislation are disgusted at the
present state of things, and have joined the

athletic clubs by way of protest. Take the

New York A. C. for an example. They have
Rich from Staten Island. Campbell and Gassier
from Niagara Falls, and a host of others who
but a short year ago were ordinary and satisfied

members of some bicycle club. There can be
no question about this—the League luis been
remiss in the past. It hi 1 more atten-

tion to highway improvements and road 1.

etc.. than to tournaments and short-dis-

lacing. The result is that the fast men have
drifted from the League, and the majority of

them belong to-day to clubs registered under
the A. A. U. Of course the racing rules ob-

served by the Union are identical with those

accepted by tlie League—indeed, the two or-

ganizations jointly framed them— but it will be
noticed that the athletic clubs are gradually

ound many <>f the wh< ents,

and scarcely an athletic meeting -day
but at which wheeling events are included in

the programme. It must not be understood by
the above that I in any way deprecate the work
the League has done in the way of mad im-
provement ; but while it has been pegging away
at that branch of its duty it has emphatically
neglected other work which is announced as

having a place <>n its programme. By n
of their sound financial standing the athletic-

clubs are enabled to pay a team's expenses and
send them on the road for a six months' tour.

ire that this forms an attraction to men of

merit as wheelmen. So th.it the question re-

solves itself into this The aving
the League; the primary cause of this is neg-
lect of the League and liberal Ml Vied
to them by athletic clubs. Now. what is the

ration in the expense-paying
111 and closer alliance between the L. A. W.

and the A. A. I'.
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IMPROVEMENT OF THE HIGHWAYS.

To A I I Will 1 1 Ml S

The League Committee on Improvement
the High your assistance in an im-
portant branch of its work.
We are endeavoring to collect from all -,

of tin pictures (photographic view
BAD Roads. The Pau rains will soon reduce
the country roads to their solvent and pasty
condition, and the listless farmer will wade and
Bounder, To enable him to "see himself as
others see him.'' and to present a permanent
and truthful picture of his dilemma to the
people at large and to the law-making bodu
the country, we intend (with your assistance
prepare and publish a series of pictures, taken
from life, and illustrative of the condit
which we seek to reform. We want:

1. Photographs showing the common spec-
1 the farmers team and wagon, hub-

and knee-deep in the muddy :

2. Photographs showing rough, rutty, and
muddy roads in their worst condition.

3. " Stuck-in-the-mud " photographs sho'
the farmer with his loaded wagon vainly trying
to drive his patient team and load out of the
inevitable mud-hole.

4. Photographs showing the every-daybn
down caused by rough or muddy road-
grades.

5. Photographs showing smooth, hard-sur-
faced roads, and teams hauling loads over the
same.

(.. And other pictures illustrating :

of good roads and the badness 01 bad
roads. Your own opportunities and observation
will suggest the proper thing in this line.

7. A statement of particulars with each pic-

riefly the location, date. r..

etc., by which the picture can be identified

descri

If you possess a camera, or if you ha\
friend whom you can enlist in this work
committee will be pleased to n
acknowledge any a- .-.Inch you may be
able to give us in the direction above indicated.

From the photographs n . selection will

be made tor publication, and the pictures will

then be widely distributed wherever the work
for better roads is being pushed. If yoi

an interest in the League and in this, the 1.,

s, let us have your co-operation.

ress all communications as follow s

Potter, Chairman. ter Building.
York City.

WHEEL GOSSIP.

Tin
. modern

Club, organized li v t satisfied with the hand-
s'.me, modern headquarters, which is an adornment

.f ttu- most beautiful and picturesque pal
tin- city, flf • land imp:

the city, was purchased
this year, and now serves as ;i suburban n
to the ramblers who are n. with the 1

lariea ot I>ruiil Hill Park, riKht at tl

their city headquai

The I.. hi: •
• appointed

mi-Hi committee, whose duty it will be to ('..

amusement is kin.L
il tournan •

• tournami
ind Kymnastic exercises. The club

,-. who arc
mnaaium,

in the near future to Ik- able to invite il

injc-

When the In.li-pcndent Bicycle Clul ille,
• was proposed t<> have a club with

i-rs as possible. This was done as an ex-
riment, however. ,1 iU not meet

.iii.i the]
just accepted a new constitution which provides for
as mai sy seem n< than

r had. The club is rapidlv
ftllina ship, and the round-up this Fall will
fin.! them with in Member*.

A r«ni
init in

lint; to

'

'

1

fail-

but a thin patch.
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FIXTURES.

SEPTEMBER.
26.—Rockland Co. Wheelmen's Races at County

* Fair, Spring Valley, N. Y.
27.—Ten-mile handicap road race over the Railway

Avenue course, open to Union Co., N. J.,

wheelmen.
27.—Ten mile Road Race of the Brooklyn Bicycle

Club.
2 7.—Postponed Tournament at Freeport, 111.

27.—Lynn Wheel Club Race Meet.

27._Fall Meet and Races Massachusetts Division,
at Lynn.

29, 30, and Oct. i.—Bicycle Races at Inter-State Fair,

Trenton, N. J.

30, and Oct. i, 2, 3.—Races ot Dundee Park, near Pat-

2$.

OCTOBER.

-Bicycle races at Illinois State Fair, Peoria.
-Ten-mile Championship Race of the Century

Wheelmen, Baltimore.
-Boston Athletic Club's 25-mile Handicap Road

Race. Entries close Sept. 27, with A. D.
Peck Tr.

-Tournament at Westchester County Fair, White
Plains, N. Y. Entries close Sept. 29, with R.
H. Hoey, White Plains, N. Y.

-Road race at New Orleans.
-Annual Race Meet, Virginia Division, at Nor-

folk.

,—Annual Championship Meeting of the A. A.
U., at Washington, D. C.

-Race Meet at the Tioga A. C. grounds, Phila-
delphia.

-Races at the Frederick County, Md., Fair.
—Tournament at Birmingham, Ala. Address

Loui Hart, Florence House.
—Second annual 25 mile Handicap Road Race of

the Wilmington Wheel Club.
—Races of the Columbia Cyclers, Brotherhood

Park, Philadelphia.
—Races at Vineland, N. J.

NOVEMBER.
4.—Harlem Wheelmen's Road Races. Entries

close Oct. 25.

4.—Kings County Wheelmen's 25 mile Road Race.

5-

0-7-

15-

23-25.

25'

25-

25-

TO LOWER THE RECORDS.

A series of events, arranged solely for the
purpose of record-lowering trials, have been
arranged for the benefit of the Executive Com-
mittee of the Syracuse Cycling Club, to take
place on the Kirkwood Park track, Monday,
September 29. It is confidently expected that

the aid of many of the fast riders will be
secured, many cracks having assured the
Committee that they would compete early

in the week. Entries will be received by Wm.
J. Corcoran, Empire House, Syracuse, up to

noon September 29. The following programme
has been arranged

:

Half Mile Safety (America vs. England)—Berlo
and Laurie, three heats. First prize, gold watch ; sec-
ond, Mackintosh coat.

One Mile Ordinary, Open—First prize, patent
spring rocker ; second, club bag.

One Mile Safety,Club—First prize, pair fur gloves;
second, vase.

One Mile Club, Ordinary—First prize, silk hat;
second, book.

Half Mile Safety, Open—First prize, antique oak
hat-rack ; second, toilet set.

Half Mile Ordinary, Open—First prize, silver
stop watch ; second, ring.

One Mile Safety, Invitation—First prize, over-
coat, to order ; second, silk umbrella.

Laurie will also ride against a trotting horse.

THE LYNN MEET.

THE ROAD RACE AT' BOSTON.

The annual Fall meet of the Massachusetts
Division will be held at Lynn to-morrow. The
programme for the day is as follows:

2 p. m.—Parade. Form at City Hall Square
and wheel to cycling park.

3 p. nil.—Races under the auspices of the
Lynn Wheel Club on Y. M. C. A. Athletic

Park track. Following is the list of events and
prizes

:

One Mile Ordinary—First prize, silver and gold
cup ; second prize, silver and gold cup.

One Mile Safety—First prize, silver cigar case

;

second prize, silver gold-lined cup.

One-third Mile Dash, in Heats—First prize,
French marble clock ; second prize, silver card re-
ceiver.

One-third Mile Dash, in Heats—First prize,
camera ; second prize, lantern.

One Mile Ordinary, Handicap—First prize, silver
cake basket ; second prize, full suit jerseys.

One Mile Safety, Handicap—First prize, silver
ice pitcher ; second prize, silver shaving set.

One Mile, Club Team Race—Prize, fine set of club
colors.

7.30 p. m.—Annual meeting of the Massa-
chusetts Division, L. A. W., at the rooms of

the Lynn Wheel Club.

8.30 p. m.—Smoker and entertainment at the
club rooms.

The twenty-five mile road race of the Boston
Athletic Association, on October 4, bids fair to

become an exciting and well-contested affair,

as many of the best road riders of the country
have entered. Among these are Fred Conings-
by, the Brooklyn noted hill climber and road
rider ; Murphy, the famous all-round rider ; Van
Wagoner, Anthony, Fred Tucker, a promising
Medford man ; George Thorne, of Chicago

;

Zimmerman, Windle's conqueror, and other
noted racers whose names are familiar to all

cyclers. In order that the riders may have no
cause for complaint with the route, Capt. Peck,

C. C. Ryder and S. R. Eaton, of the Massachu-
setts and Boston Athletic Bicycle Clubs, rode
over the course recently and stenciled the dis-

tance at every mile and a half on the outward
trip to the turning point at the blacksmith shop
al Wellesley, so the contestants cannot lose

their way if they only keep their eyes open. In

addition to this, markers will be placed at vari-

ous points along the route, and will do all in

their power to render assistance to the riders.

MORE RACES FOR PEORIA.

HONORS FOR THE CHAMPIONS.

H. G. Rouse, who successfully engineered the
recent Peoria tournament, is manager of the
bicycle races to take place at the Illinois State
Fair, Peoria, Wednesday, October 1. The races
are under League rules, and the track is to be
put in proper shape for the rubber-tyred steeds.

Entries close September 23 and 29 with Fred
Patee, no S. Washington Street, Peoria. Fee
50 cents. Events:

One Mile Novice, Safety—$50 gold medal
; $25

silver medal ; cyclometer ; League pin.

One Mile Ordinary, Scratch—Rambler safety
;

full bicycle suit ; cyclometer.

One Mile Ordinary, Boys—Little Giant safety;
Vineyard Bicycle ; Superb bell ; Yale lock and chain.

One Mile Safety, Handicap—$75 gold watch;
bronze clock ; cronograph ; cyclometer.

A pressing invitation is extended to all amateur
wheelmen to take part in the races, as the State Board
are anxious to make this one of the permanent fea-
tures in their list of special attractions, and special
care will be taken of wheelmen who are desirous of
taking part in any or all of the above events. The
referee, judges, timers, etc., will be selected from
among prominent L. A. W. men of Illinois.

An exhibition of fancy riding by Ralph Temple, the
famous trick and unicycle rider, will be a feature of
the day that will doubtless be much enjoyed by visit-
ing wheelmen and others. The list of prizes probably
eclipse everything heretofore offered at a fair in the
bicycle races.

THE POUGHKEEPSIE RACES.

During the week of the Dutchess County Fair
at Hudson River Driving Park, Poughkeepsie,
N. Y., some interesting wheel racing occurred.

Gold and silver medals and other articles con-
stituted the prizes. The first two events were
run on a heavy track. The result:

One Mile Safety, Championship—John Van Ben-
schoten, first; E. Van Benschoten, second ; E. Cashin,
third ; A. De Groff, fourth. Time, 3m. 30s.

Two Mile Team RACE—Won by the Wappingers
Wheel Club, twenty-four points, against the Pough-
keepsie Bicycle Club, eighteen points. Time. 7m. 40s.

One Mile Ordinary, Dutchess County Cham-
pionship—E. Van Benschoten, first; John Van Ben-
schoten, second; Theodore Roberts, third. Time,
3m. 6 1-5S.

Two Mile Safety, Handicap—E. Marlor, no yards,
first; E. Van Benschoten, 60 yards, second ; E. Cashin,
no yards, third; O'Connell, 225 yards, fourth. Time,
6m. 17s.

There were ten contestants in this event.
When half way between the quarter and half poles,

De Groff collided with a rider in front of him and fell.

John Van Benschoten, scratch, who was directly be-
hind him, also fell, and both were out of the race.' The
leaders, at the time of the mishap, were not more than
forty yards ahead of John Van Benschoten at that
time, and he would easily have overtaken them. At
the finish the result was very exciting. De Groff
was knocked insensible by his fall, and Van Benscho-
ten was considerably bruised.

A new danger has now arisen in road racing,
Should a pacemaker vide a pneumatic ami the tyre
burst, it is about ten In one he brings t hi' man over he
is leading. Such was the case recently iu England,
when a pneumatic burst, and the riders following tel

escoped Into each other, and they and the machines
wire sii much damaged that none were able to pro-
ceed,

Willie W. Windle, the famous champion bicycle
rider, was given a public reception by his fellow-
townsmen in the Millbury Town Hall, last Tuesday
evening, that showed him what a warm place he held
in the hearts of his friends. It was one of the biggest
affairs of the kind ever held in the town, the best cit-
izens uniting in doing honor to the champion.
He 'was met at his home by the Hobart Drum Corps,

and accompanied by his father and mother and his
cousin, A. S. Windle, of Lynn, who has trained him
for all his races, he was escorted to the Town Hall,
the streets being brilliantly lighted by red fire, and
thronged with people. At the Town Hall, he was met
by the Millbury Bicycle Club, under whose auspices
the affair was held, and escorted to the main hall,
where he was introduced by James H. Ferguson,
whose speech was frequently interrupted by applause
whenever he referred to the champion.
Three cheers were given for Windle when he arose

and stood bashfully awaiting the congratulations of
the people. He stood in the midst of a magnificent
display of prizes which he has won, and which repre-
sent $3,000 in money. The wheel on which he low-
ered the world's records occupied a prominent place
on the stage, and was decorated with a black velvet
banner, which bore the figures "i.ioj^" in silver and
"2.25 3-5" in gold.
There were four other bicycles in the array of tro-

phies, which included watches, diamonds and silver-
ware enough to stock a jewelry store. After the re-
ception he was tendered a complimentary banquet.
This feature of the reception was attended by about
100 people, including the ministers, doctors, manufac-
turers and prominent business men of the town.
After the banquet, speeches were made by Rev. S. J.
L. Elwell, William H. Googin, John C. Crane, Mrs.
Mary Whitney, Dr. C. H. Hakes, Fred. A. Lapham
and others.
Windle says his racing days are over, but he intends

to go to Syracuse yet and try to lower the records for
the quarter, three-quarters, two, three, four and five
miles.
He will be twenty years old November 2, and has

been riding since 1884. He has ridden seventy-eight
races and has a record of fifty-seven consecutive vic-
tories.

The Freehold Cyclers, headed by a brass band,
serenaded Arthur A. Zimmerman at his residence in
Freehold, N. J., on Monday evening last, upon his re-
turn from his triumphant Western trip, and then es-
corted him to the public hall, where a bountiful repast,
was served. There were over 100 guests present.
Speeches were made by Mr. Frank McDermott, Mr.
Joseph McDermott, who gave a summary of the racing
accomplished by this N.

J. A. C. wonder, and Mr. Sid-
ney B. Bowman, who briefly described his successful
tour.

Zimmerman's Work at Peoria.

" Sid" B. Bowman, in a letter to "Jonah," of Town
Tattle, describes Windle's defeat by Zimmerman in

the following graphic manner :

" Zim got such a poor start in his heat, I made up
my mind to change his starter for the final, and after
a little trouble found Charlie Kluge, the big, good-
natured Hudson County giant, who gladly consented
to give the necessary push. As the men lined up,
Zim, with his usual hard luck in short races, got the
extreme outside, while Windle was near the pole. By
the time the pistol went off I was over on the home-
stretch and saw Kluge give Zim a magnficent start.
Being on the outside, however, and the Star being
such a heavy wheel, Windle got about ten yards on
him in the first fifty. Now they are going, and the
six fast men swing around the long easy curve at a
fearful rate, something like twenty-seven miles an
hour, Zim riding in fourth place. In a few seconds,
they enter the 200 yards of homestretch, and the
crowd holds its breath as they watch the bunch of
cracks coming like the wind—Windle first, Campbell
second, and Zim third. Ye gods ! but the Jerseyman
is pumping his Star. See! He has passed Campbell,
and is now slowly but surely coming up on Windle.
Fifty more yards and five feet yet to gain ! Will he
do it? My eyes bulge out and I stand fairly rooted to
the ground as I watch him strain and make one more
grand burst of speed, and Willie Windle, the unbeaten
wonder from Millbury, Mass., has received his first

defeat at the hands of A. A. Zimmerman, of the New-
Jersey A. C. The herald announces the fact to the
grand stand, and as I help the old man off his wheel,
5,000 throats are cheering him like mail, and all the
pretty girls arc clapping their hands and waving their
handkerchiefs. A magnificent ovation ! 1 hugged
him right then and there, I was so overcome with joy
and happiness. Congratulations have been pouring
in on him ever since, and he takes them in his usual
modest and sometimes even indifferent manner.

" On the second day Zim broke the American ama-
teur record for one mile in open contest. In the ten
mile race there were seventeen starters, and good
ones, too. Zim trailed until the Last mile, when he
moved up for position, and at the last half let her -.1

h, heating in Windle by awheel, lie got a grand
send-off like the previous day, and everybody was
wild with excitement. The gang all came down to
the National in the evening, shouting ' /. iiiimcrin.in.

'

They got him on their shoulders and rushed him
around the corridor and called for a speech, to which
he modestly responded,
"He has won a } ,. > • piano in the ten utile race; .1

$135 Victor safety in the one mile handicap; and a

$115 Union Safety In the quarter mile open $750 out
of $3,500 worth of prizes, or more th. 111 one-fifth.
WI1.1t a showing is this, my countrymen I He is the
greatest man in town, ami everybody is runniug
him. His name is on everybody's lips, and his vii

lory over Windle seems to lie intensely popular.
Windle takes his defeat in a verj philosophical and
pleasant manner, and is as courteous and friendly as
anybody could wish. A finer rider never put on a
racing suit."
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FIGHTING FOR GOOD ROADS.

The'fight for good country roads is growing
hotter every day. More men arc- taking it up
and the battle methods are constantly being
improved upon. The coming sessions of the
various Stale legislatures will see many a bill

introduced t<> bring about common sense im-
provements of highways, and let us hope the

ns will also see the passage of these bills

with a rush.

The campaign which will be carried on in

the New York State legislature is only a fair

sample of what the friendsafroad improvement
will do in many States. Of it Mr. Isaac B.

l'otter. who is in the thick of it. says
The Richardson bill which was introduced

in the Senate last Winter will open the campaign
. this year, and 1 consider its chances for

success good. Last Winter it received a
numerical majority in the Senate, lacking only
two votes of the necessary two-thirds for pas-

sion it did not go to the Assembly,
but if it passes the senate this winter it will go
to the Assembly with a vengeance and the

backing of some of the must influential and in-

telligent men in that body.
"It practically carries out the suggestions

made by Governor Hill in his latest annual
message calling for a $10,000,000 constitutional

loan to be raised on the credit of the State, and
payable ill seventeen years. The money thus
obtained is to be devoted to the construction
and maintenance of country roads, exactly in

line with the policy which Governor Hill ad-
vocated as follows.

" • It has l>een suggested that the State should
proceed to construct through every county two
highways running in different directions and
intersecting each other in about the centre of

the county, such roads to form a part of a
complete general system, those in each county
to connect with those of adjoining counties, and
to !>e known everywhere as State roads, con-
structed, cared for and maintained at the cx-

pensc of the State at large, under direction and
supervision of the State engineer and surveyor,
or other competent authority to l>e designated.

•• -This system, when mice completed, would
enable a person to start from New York city.

Albany or any other point on foot or in a

and visit every county in the State
without once leaving the State roads, thus
insuring comfort, convenience, pleasure and

1 These roads should be macadamized or
crushed stone or other suitable

material, with proper culverts, good bridges,
adequate drainage .. troughs and sign
boar to compare favorably with the

!
> in other countries, and

Ling highways could be utilized for this

pur; lie.

vould not only prove of

it convenience and vast advantage to the
whole community, but thev would sen

local authorities, the •

huh would necessarily tend to improve
ordinary town big] i inestim-

. • •

•' • It 1 that the pro
! would require 11, fully

! sum of

money . but ti. ly oat of debt,
•ha: then

! for the purpose the
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of the
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the rural

districts would affect favorably the prices of

nearly every sort of produce which the city
man is obliged to buy. As the cost of pro-
duction would be reduced to the farmer he
could afford to sell his wares for less money to
the city man, without making his own profit
column shorter. And that the cost of produc-
tion would be lessened is evident to every man
who knows anything of the saving in wear and
tear on horses and vehicles which is brought
about where the farmers' loads can be hauled
over hard, smooth and well-kept roads, instead
of the mired and rutty abominations now in

vogue.
"Mr. Richardson represents a farming

community, and his bill is drawn in the inten sts
of his constituents. The main opposition is

expected from the cities, but it is hoped that it

will not be very Strong."
Mr. Potter has been sending to prominent

men in all States drafts of bills for introduction
into their legislatures, which will of course be
modified to suit local conditions. The interest
felt in the matter is shown by the fact that
applications for such documents are pouring in

on him from all sections of the country.
The campaign which is being waged is

vigorous and original The workers are con-
vinced that all that is necessary is to show the

people that good roads would really benefit
them to gain their co-operation. Mr. Potter
says he would like to have every man in the

United States who owns a camera send to him
photos of every particularly bad road in his

vicinity, and of the dilemmas brought about
thereby—of loads stuck in the mud, of vehicles

turned by the mountains of gravel which
make many roads impassable, and which are
labeled "improvements;" in short, of every-
thing which might be used by the advocates
of road reform as a " before taking."

THE HARLEMS' THEATRE PARTY
AND BANQUET.

THE MANHATTANS ATTEND THE
THEATRE.

On Saturday evening last, the Harlem Wheel-
men and their friends, to the number of sixty-

live, attended the Broadway Theatre to witness
Mr. Francis Wilson and his company in the
" Merry Monarch." On either side of the Stage,
just without the curtain, stood a bicycle, the
one on the left, a beautifully enameled wheel,

•lie club's standard, while to the right was
a full-nickeled machine with the llarlenis'

colors, pea green and orange. Mr. Wilson .is

the Merry Monarch is a great success, ami an im-
mense favorite with the bicycle boys, all of whom
enjoyed the play very much. During the per-
formance the "merry one" scored several hits

on the 1 larlems, and the one wherein he referred
to the club colors seemed to please the boys

tly. In the right proscenium box were
Jas. R Dunn, President of the 1. A. W. . 1 has.

S. Luscomb, Brooklyn Park Commissioner;
Arthur Perego, I.. 1. W., and W. II. DeGraaf,
of the I. A W. Racing Board. There wile
also present Isaai B Potter, ol the Roads Im-
provement Association; Elliott Mason. Geo K
Bidwell, ami G. A. Litchhult, representing the

and 'I'm Willi 1 '- .live.

After the performance the party proceeded
to M01 1 rihs. win quel was

1 I. concluding with toasts and
I R, Dunn, having another engagement,

. . but before departing
delivered a he
the I huh he

i the hi alth oi the L. A. W.
• lent, whii ank standing. Mi 1
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All the principal seats of the orchestra front
rows at the Broadway Theatre were occupied
Monday night of this week by the members ol

the Manhattan Bicycle Club, who attended the
theatre in a body. They were all there, from
the President to the latest candidate for elec-

tion to membership. The wheelmen were
dressed in their uniform coats and caps, dress
shirt, standing collars, white ties, white vest,
ami while tlannel trousers, and they made a
very presentable appearance. A number of the
members with their lady friends were to be
seen ill the boxes and other parts of the house.
On the stage, leaning against the proscenium
boxes, were two bicycles bearing the club ensign
and colors. The appearance of Francis Wilson
as the Merry Monarch was the signal for hearty
applause from the wheelmen, with whom Mr
Wilson is a great favorite; Miss Nettie Lyford,
Miss Laura Moore, and Miss Marie Jaiisen all

received a goodly share of applause, "and were
each presented with beautiful bouquets by the
members of the club. During the performance
the many clever conceits were loudly applauded
by the club, and by Edwin Booth and Wilson
Barrett as well, who were installed in one of

the boxes, and seemed to highly enjoy the clever
acting of Wilson. When the curtain fell on the
last act the boys gave the Manhattan Club call

and brought the performers once more to the
front.

Alter the theatre the members marched to

the club-house, where a light repast was served ,

there was vocal and instrumental music, several
piano selections by Messrs. Petersen, Tim and
R. J. Keane. which were greatly enjoyed All

were unanimous in voting Francis Wilson a

"James dandy" Monarch, ami said that "love
will find the way" for them to see him again in

the near future. Somebody Started to sing that
song at which Miss Jansen "draws the line,"

causing a stampede for home, sweet home, and
by 2.30a m. all was again quiet in the neigh-
borhood

A TRIAL OF THE CUSHION TYRE.

.\ correspondent of the Cyclist dcs.
ri.le <>n .1 cushioned-tyrcd wheel as follows
machine in question was fitted with .', inch cushion

iu!i wheels, geared to . ,-itn Ii. . ranks
quite seven Inches lone, very narrow • irved
steering tube with rubber handles, ball *•

in>4, ami hod no brake or mud-guards. Ii-- w
about thirty-four pounds

lortunity ol testing out mount
The lanes in the n< id of High-

wood Hill and on to Barnel Gat.
and stony, while tin I ton

to be ridden hail we been mounted upon the
nal which we left in Mr. Marriott's garden

ed unconcerned at all this, and skimming
lightly over the wretched surf.,

upon the firm high road. As the machine bounded
;t to int.

metallic ring common to the light solid-tyn
Btcl the 1

metal I rocky macadam, merel) pro
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EUROPEAN INKLINGS.

German wheelmen will make an extensive

tour awheel .through Italy next year. The cru-

saders will start at Lake Constance, do the

Splugen Pass, touch the beautiful Italian lakes,

then pass Lecco, Bergamo, Brescia, Verona,
Padua and Venice. They will return the way
of Milan, pedal over the Sunplon Pass to Lake
Leman, Berne, Zurich and Schaffhausen. The
arrangement is with Mr. Theophil Weber, the

editor and proprietor of the Stahlrad.

In France the pneumatics and cushions com-
mence to be common callers at the race tracks.

At a race at Saint Germain the well-known
rider, Cottereau, beat the pneumatic on his ordi-

nary tyred safety, to the great surprise of all.

As to the use of aluminum in the production
of wheels and parts of them, the Director of

the Union Electro-Metallurgique, at Froges,
France, gives the following opinion: "Pure
aluminum may • easily be formed into tubings,

but it does not possess that high degree of re-

sistance as steel, and can be soldered only with
difficulty. It appears, therefore, not an easy
thing to use it for cycles. The question has
interested me a good deal, however, arid many
manufacturers have asked my opinion about it.

In conclusion of my investigation, I may state

that all the castings of a wheel may be made
out of an alloy of aluminum and 6 per cent, of

copper. That metal is equal to iron in resist-

ance, may be cast into any shape, but not flat-

tened out. Spokes may be made out of alum-
inum bronze, which is as hard as steel and
does not rust. I believe that a manufacturer of

some intelligence would obtain surprising re-

sults in working out my ideas further. Alum-
inum with 6 per cent, copper costs in bars 19
francs a kilo. By shaping it the price would
increase to 35 or 45 francs. The metal being
much lighter than cast steel, the difference in

the price is of not so great importance."

A Russian officer of the artillery, by the name
of Martos, made a journey from St. Petersburg
to Paris awheel.

The coming champion of Holland is said to

be Del Baere. The German champion,
A. Lehr, who also holds the English champion-
ship, found it very difficult to beat him on the
track at Nymwegen. A. R.

ENGLISH TRADE NOTES.

Messrs. Plavell & Co., of Coventry, a newly estab-
lished firm, have done very well this year with their
"Reform" safeties, with the result that larger prem-
ises are required but cannot be had in the city under
the present state of the cycle trade. A new building
will have to be erected.

F. W. Allard & Co., also a new firm, are now in full
swing in S. & B. Gorton's old factory at Earlsdon, Cov-
entry, and have just added a complete plating plant.

Jones, Venn & Co. are now sending out their first
machines, and their patterns are of excellent design.
The company find their premises already too small,
and are now erecting a new workshop.

A new firm for the manufacture of cycles will
shortly be started at Utrecht (Holland). The wages
there are said to be 45 per cent, less than paid to Eng-
lish cycle makers, and this is being considered an ad-
vantage over English manufacturers, but will the
workman engaged there have even a small part of
the experience of his English confrere? We doubt
not. A representative of the company is now in Eng-
land purchasing cycle-making machinery of the
latest improved pattern.

The very newest in tyres bids fair to be a success.
The inventor is a Mr. Whiston, hailing from Birming-
ham, and he has patented the tyre in all countries.
The tyre is unique in its manner of construction,
which is on the pneumatic principle. It consists of a
series of inflated rubber balls encased in a specially
made tube, and is claimed to be non-collapsible and
able to resist the weight of the strongest and heaviest
rider. It overcomes one great difficulty, i. e., one or
more incisions will not impede the rider's progress.

Messrs. Linley & Bigg's new anti-vibration tyre
should be a good thing, being simple, inexpensive and
light as any solid tyre. It is hollow and D shaped.
The flat part is fixed on the rim, the inside of which is

thus left hollow. As the tyre at present stands there
is danger of the rim cutting through the rubber.

Mr. A. Paine, the manufacturer of the "Demon"
safety, announces his intention of laying down more
machinery and of securing a larger factory, as he is

determined to deliver all machines ordered from him
much quicker than hitherto. Mr. Paine will stock
heavily during the winter.

We hear that a Unman inventor has patented a
method of making tubes almost as thin as paper, and
at the same time as strong as tin' ordinary tubing
now in use. The fibre of the steel runs as in a Damas-
cus gun barrel.

Nearly every manufacturer of cycles in England
advertises that cushion tyred machines can be sup-
plied.

Messrs. Lamplugh & Brown have had an enormous
run on their patent pneumatic handles, and great
difficulty was experienced in meeting the demand.
They have now, however, a large stock of the han-
dles.

COVENTRY.—Messrs. Starley Bros, are building a
new factory of three stories, 100x40 feet, the lower
story for finishing, the second for painting, and the
third for enameling. They have also just erected a
new polishing shop, 60x20 feet, at the back of the
present works, and contemplate adding to the carpen-
ter's shop at the rear. These extensions will give
facilities for the employment of 150 additional work-
men.
The Sparkbtook Co. have this year built new works

in Payne's Lane and subsequently enlarged them, and
are still further increasing their accommodation by
the addition of a new wing about half the size of the
present factory. The new part will give employment
to seventy-five more hands.

Messrs. Taylor, Cooper & Bednell, Limited, a new
firm, have converted the Raglan Mills, formerly occu-
pied by Messrs. Browetts, trimming manufacturers,
into a cycle factory, and although large and suitable
for the purpose it is not large enough for the enter-
prise of this firm, which is erecting a new factory,
126x210 feet, to accommodate 400 men. There will also
be a new packing shed, 60x27 feet, besides outhouses
and a shed for the convenience of workmen to leave
their bicycles under cover. The old factory will be
used as a storeroom for the lighter branches of cycle
manufacture and tool making, and the heavv work
will be removed to the new building.

Bayliss, Thomas & Co. have added considerably to
their plant and premises, and are now building addi-
tional works to accommodate 300 men. The size of
the new factory, which will be ready in two months,
is 150x67 feet, with rooms for still further extensions.

Hillman, Herbert & Cooper, Limited, are extending
their premises by the erection of three shops, 130x80
feet, 60x40 feet, and 50x20 feet respectively, and a new
engine house, representing facilities for employing
200 more men than at present.

The Rudge Cycle Co., Limited, whose works cover
a very extensive area, are putting up new buildings
which, when fitted up, will give employment to 200
additional hands.

Singer & Co. have just commenced the erection of a
new factory, adjoining and equal in size to the one
already belonging to the firm in Canterbury Street, to
accommodate 300 hands.

Messrs. Townend Bros, have just completed a new
shop in Payne's Lane.

New factories are also in course of erection for Cov-
entry Machinists' Co., Gorton & Co., Jones, Venn & Co.,
Triumph Cycle Co., as are also additions to the works
of Shaw & Son, manufacturers of cycle parts.

THE CUSHION TYRE.

A representative of The Wheel recently had
an opportunity to make a prolonged and thor-

ough test of the cushion tyre, of which so much
has recently been written. The cushion tyre is

a happy medium between the pneumatic and
solid tyre. The pneumatic tyre is a hollow tyre
with a three-inch diameter, and distended with
air. This style of tyre was illustrated and de-
scribed in The Wheel of September 19.

It seems that the machine requires a trifle

more driving power, that the wheels do not
come round so quickly as do solid tyred wheels.
This is most noticeable on the finest surfaces,

and seems the only disadvantage as opposed to

the many advantages of the tyre ; and it is fair

to say that this may be a wrong impression,
since the writer habitually used a wheel several

pounds lighter than the machine on which the
experiment was made.

The cushion should be the favorite wheel on
country roads, in cities where the rider must
cross a certain amount of granite paved streets,

and in sandy country. The writer believes

that there will be an immediate and constantly
growing demand for cushion tyred wheels, and
that the solid tyre will be largelv superseded by
some new form of hollow tyre.

The cushion is a hollow tyre, \% to iyi
inches in diameter, the hole being from three-

eighths to half an inch. The pneumatic is by
far the speedier tyre, but its liability to punct-
ure nullifies its other good properties and serves

only to turn the attention of the anti-vibration-

ists to the cushion, which, at the present time,

seems likely to become the more popular.

The machine to which the tyre was fitted was
a Quadrant, weighing not much under fifty

pounds. The Quadrant is a wheel of highest

grade, ranking with the hall' dozen makes of

English wheels which have the highest reputa-

tion, and will stand a lot of wear anil tear. The
tyre was driven over a hundred miles of road,

including the cedar block of lVoria, the "Nar-
rows" on the River Road al Peoria, a sandy
hundred-yard stretchwhich unseats most riders;

over the rough dirt, up-hill roads which lead to

the top of "Prospect Hill" on the off side; over
the smooth bouvelards of Chicago, with their
many railroad tracks, and over granite paved
streets and side paths.
The advantages of the cushion are as follows

:

Over granite it is by far superior to the solid
tyre, making the passage endurable, indeed,
almost pleasurable. The tyre glides over rail-

road tracks and slight obstructions and saves
both the machine and the rider. On wet gran-
ite and in mud it is very much less given to slip-

ping than the solid tyre. On sandy roads it

runs superbly, riding over the sand, not through
it. On poor macadam it glides nicely along. It

takes up the vibration at the proper point, at
the point of contact with the ground. It is no-
ticeable that the legs do not become fatigued as
quickly as when the solid tyre is ridden.
The *great advantages of the tyre are the ab-

sence of side-slip in sandy roads and the reduc-
tion of vibration. In coasting it takes any in-

equalities in the road with the most delightful
ease, giving the most pleasant action we have
ever experienced in coasting.

TRADE GOSSIP.

Mr. C. S. Merrill, of Boston, was in town Thursday.

M. L. Bridgman, representing G. & J., is in San
Francisco. "Bridgy"has never yet been written up
for The Wheel.

L. W. Hickok, of the Pope Manufacturing Co., was
in Chicago on Tuesday. Late in the week he left for
Denver and the Far West.

Mr. Geo. E. Lloyd has a Baylis & Thomas 30-pound
cushion-tyred safety which he intends to use on the
Chicago boulevards this Fall.

Mr. L. N. Richardson, of the John Wilkinson Co.,
Chicago, sails with his wife for England, to-morrow,
in the interest of his firm, and will visit London, Cov-
entry, Birmingham, Ireland and France.

J. F. Schmelzer & Sons, the large Kansas City sport-
ing goods house, have recently entered the cycling
field and will handle the Gormully & Jeffery goods in
both Kansas City and Leavenworth, where they have
a large branch house.

Art. Taylor has been at Peoria and Chicago. Tay-
lor and Sam Miles, editor of the Referee, started on
Wednesday from Chicago for a week's tour in Wis-
consin. Mr. Miles is rather run down from overwork,
and expects that his tour will do him a deal of good.

Agencies for the Sunbeam cycles are now being
established in this country by Mr. Charles Marston,
representing Mr. John Marston, the manufacturer at
Wolverhamton and London. The machine is new to
this country but well-known in England. The cycle
to be pushed in this market is a high grade diamond
frame roadster weighing from 40 to 42 pounds. They
will also introduce a high grade ladies' wheel.

WHEEL GOSSIP.

The Montclair Wheelmen contemplate having a five

mile handicap race for a medal some time this Fall.

The leading man for the New York Club's mileage
medal has over 4,000 miles. Several others have rid-
den over 3,500 miles.

The July Bulletin of the Agricultural Experiment
Station of the University of Tennessee contains some
valuable points and tables on country roads.

Zimmerman will be in Elizabeth to-morrow, and
will view the ten mile road race of the Elizabeth
Wheelmen, open to Union Co. He will also endeavor
to break some road records on the course.

The Brooklyn Bicycle Club will hold their ten mile
club race on the county road between Westfield and
Plainfield to-morrow, instead of upon the Irvington-
Milburn course, the latter still being in a stale ol

repair.

We would call attention to the request of Mr. 1. B.

Potter, in another column, for photographs o£ bad
roads, etc., and we trust his request will be produc-
tive of good results. The idea is an admirable one,
and those possessing cameras here have an opportun-
ity to help along the good work in the road improve-
ment line.

Our correspondent at Erie, Pa., takes exception to

the statement in the last issue of THE Willi 1 in

which it was announced that the lady riders ol the
town were eager to participate in a lantern parade for
the reason that a $7 lady's Kail hat was offered OS a

prize, and says :
" I hit of a cycling population ol ne.i 1

I

J

or quite 500, only fifty wheels showed up in the parade,
ana only two of these were ridden by ladies, Some
fifty women are riding here at the present time, none
of whom would be under the necessity ol resorting to

extreme measures had they bared to participate.

Putting it mildly, the parade was an unqualified 'ii It

Neither the club nor the cjjrftcns of Erie are particu-
lar!} proud of the demonstration, and wish it undei
sloiidth.it it was not such a ' success ' as they are in

the habit of scoring." We unfortunately labored un-
der the delusion that feminine human nature in Erie
was the same as it is supposed to be elsewhere, and
therefore, imagined that a $7 dollar bonnet would
cause the lady riders to turn outMwom We are
sorry, however, to learn that the priie was not appro
dated to such an extent as to make .1 success of the
parade, and trust 0111 correspondent will view a more
commendable procession next nine.
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\V. P. Murphy and Terry Andrae will be the princi-
a the Green Bay, Wisconsin, tourna-

ment, which is t.i be held Priday and Saturday.

Holbein, the noted English . her, is this
year vising s wheel weighing marly double that rid-
den last year, he having found that the use*of unti-

appliancea more than compensates for the
.;ht.

The Buckeye Wheelmen, of Cincinnati, will fa

Beet and lantern parade to-day.

The Missouri Division has reached its much coveted

one-mile championship race at Aurora, 111.,

mber 16, for the championship of Kane County,
won by John Taylor, and he also won the three

mile handicap event. In the rive mile handicap race,
Austin Webb secured rirst place.

We illowing highly gratifying
communication from the Syracuse Cycling Club,

twenty-sis members: "The following
members of the Syracuse Cycling Club wish to extend
thanks to Mr. I-'. 1". l'rial for his able and hearty assist-

in making the New York State Meet a grand
ib to express gratitude in a sntj-

al manner, and therefore subscribe for THE
. the official journal of the division."

Much interest is being manifested in the great Can-
n championship fifty mile road race which takes
to-morrow between the Wanderers and Toronto
le Clubs.
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The ten mile handicap road race of the Elisabeth
Wheelmen, to-morrow, open to Union County rulers,
will undoubtedly prove an interesting event, as there
will la- a large held ol starters Zimmerman will
watch the contest and during the day endeavor to
make some fast time on the COU1

The N'ew Haven Hicycle Club held their anni.
mile road race Sept. .ah, over the Hranford Hill

The result was; T, I. Oteil, first; I 1

I.aroin, second ; William Cutlin. third. Time ton

The Brooklyn Hicycle Club have elected the follow-
ing officers for the bowling auxiliary 1 Captain,
Howard B. Raymond; Secretary-Treasurer, w, R
Snedeker; Coach, W. W. Mead.' Mes-,rs Raymond
and Mead Were elected delegates to the Wheelmen's
Howling League.

Time limits will be affixed to the races at Lynn to-
morrow, and some close contests .1 ted, a

ist of entries having been received.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
\*."i Word-, -^,"i ee

Two Insertions ...40

ZOOK, Litii/, Pa., Buys, Sells, Trades.
.10 Ragle ami Cheap

ordinaries ami Safeties Wanted iii Trade
0160.00 New IHI,. «.-,().

Hew lork Itlrjcle Company, Hon. 4 and 6 East 00th
Strict, N. Y. Ken and St-rund-lland Machines. Choice
ussurliiK nt. Prices roasonclilc. Wheels to rent. Cycling
Accessories of all Winds. Mat of Kargali.N and Sundrl.s
free upon application. Old mounts takon In part pay-
ment lor New.

PORSALB llumber Tandem Tricycle; latest pat-
1 tern; cost new, with lamp, $-'5S ;

guaranteed to ta-

in perfect order; price, $80.
City Hank, N. Y. City. 9-06

C*0B SALE 7-inch Columbia Light Roadst.
1 pattern, in first-class condition ; a great bargain,
70. Call or address W. H. Wells, -> Cortland! St, N

Room .1 ;. Q-»6

•

HTOBXCHANGE An Ivel Tandem Safety Hicycle.
* in perfect condition; full ball bearings; for a new
Columbia Light Roadster Safety, or a new lady
lumbia Safetv. Address Tandem, 14*4 I'ciin. Ave ,

Washington, 1). C. Q-36-c

$. , _ Ladii i* and Gents' Columbia Safeties, as good
'0,"> as new, for $100 each. They were bought

July 1, iK.,., and used at the beach this Summer. Safe-
ties in Al condition, li • on enamel
and nickel. Will send CO. I), to anyone that will

intee express charges. Address Wilson,' Han-
over St., Huston, Mass 10-17-f

I. . KANGE 54 or 55-inch Columbia Racer for
1 - 1 olumbia Light Roadster Safety. Hanker &
Campbell Co ., Limited, 1786 Hi oad way. New York.

10-10-c

For SAi.lv Safety bicycle, hardly used; practical-
ly new. l-\ II C . P. ( >. Box 444, N. V -

\\'ILL give a |ioa Type Writer, new, for a l.ovell
»' Diamond, new, or s Victor Safety In good con-

dition. Angell, 154 Fourth Ave.. New York. 10-j

pXCHAN iiiiu 1 h-rss, is ga. 7 lb
'

- perfect condition si a few timea
1 ••! Colum pattern, ill

lass condition. Chas. stein, Ueadville, Pa

COR SALE One Columbia Tandem nearly
1 new. $i,... One Columbia Tandem Safety.

condition. {iK, or in trade for a single Safetj
and cash. I. \\

. Platbush Ave., Brooklyn,

DOINTRR PUPS Typical English Pointers, healthy
* and handsome, ms

:<> K. Will be nist right to break on quail.
Prank Sawyer, It . Norwalk, Huron! 1

C»OR SALE 1 HEAP An alniosl new sm.
1 Cost $1)5, .. new Must have the
money. Address m. Wheel Office, an Broadwi

I LOMBTBR WANTED fot .. Satety. must be in
s-' good condition. All having such writi

i !- dI Id w ssl Roxfora, Mass.

l>o you want a Wheel at very low price'.*
II an, read our llargaln Mai.

frame nli Wei, $<*.. II

on-
(in.

as new.
v. shop w..rn, *

ii bar-

. iit " Rain) 4, „..

air, $85. R

' ill Villi

1 dden

-

little

WATCH CHAIN 13AK.

Pat. April 15, 1

Solid Cold, - $5.50.
I
Cold Pilled, 1.26.

Gold Killed Watch Charm
Parts all work, 82.50.

No. 144A

League Pin, Solid

Gold, $3.60.

44»-

League Pin, Solid Gold
with top for letter-

ing, $5.00.

\ 144C

Same as 1 44B, except
tcp.

.,D. Ho Mil-:

Same as 144B, except top.

Solid Gold,

Enameled, (2.00.

Solid Gold, Knameled
top for ongravlntr,

*:i.O0.

Solid Gold,

Enameled, 1.76.

Solid Oold, Knameled
bottom plate for en-

graving, « 1.7b.

In 01 • Which all havo

want

: in-, inn, ption

I\ II. CAHPBRIX,

343 Broadway, B New York.
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The issue of THE Wheel for August 22 was an
exceedingly handsome and complete number. A
colored cover, numerous illustrations and sketches of
prominent wheelmen made this the most interesting
number of any bicycle journal that we have yet seen.
—Canadian Athlete.

WE have heard fro n a reliable source that

the English makers are practically

forced to advertise in the leading cycling papers

to prevent the publication of abusive and dam-

aging paragraphs ; also that a puff, a sweeping,

frothy puff, may be had for a penny in the

English journals.

We have always considered the American

cycling papers somewhat behind the greater for-

eign cycling papers. But the system hinted at

is unheard of in this country, and we are almost

compelled to change our views and award to

our trans-Atlantic contemporaries the palm for

size only. How is this, McCandlish, Sturmey,

Hillier?

LAURIE is of the opinion that the climate

of this country is much different from

that of England, and that any Englishman

visiting this country will find it difficult to get

into form. He thinks that few of our riders

pedal after the English style. The best Eng-

lish tracks arc smooth almost to the point of

slipperyness, and a man is compelled, in order

to keep his wheel from wobbling, to pedal in

good style and with the power applied evenly.

In this country our tracks are so rough and

bumpy that a man must use a great deal of

power, and, to go last, lias to fairly grind his

wheel around, sacrificing style for power.

Laurie believes thai our fast safety men would

not do themselves credit on English tracks, as

their present style would cause an unsteady

action and a commensurate loss of speed,

WE are back at the desk after a twenty

days' trip in the West, the first lengthy

interruption of three years of desperate pen-

driving. We have met lots of good people,

breathed ozone at Peoria, Chicago, Toledo, De-

troit and Buffalo, and return mentally and phys-

ically aerated, oxygenized, reinforced, warrant-

ed to wear. The paper has come out in excel-

lent shape, the secret being- that The- Wheel
is the first American cycling paper which has

been compelled to systematize its business into

departments, so that the journal depends .no

longer on one man, on one head, but a large

number of pens are set in motion each week to

produce The Wheel.

THE Racing Rules state that the referee

may place a time limit on any race. We
hold that it is unfair to apply the time limit to

championship events ; that the winner of such

an event, no matter what the time, should re-

ceive a championship title and a championship

trophy. If loafing tactics are to be overcome

in championship races, medals should be award-

ed to all competitors who ride within a certain

standard.

A championship event should be run without

restriction. In the safety events of this year it

would have been foolhardy for either Murphy,

Berlo, Smith or Kluge to make pace, since to

make pace meant certain defeat to the pace-

maker on the homestretch, so nearly equal are

these men.

At its Winter meeting we hope the Board will

amend its rules so that time limits will not ap-

ply to championship races. A standard for

each championship event should be adopted,

and awards made to all riding within the

standard.

OUR personal experiment with a cushion

tyred wheel was detailed in The Wheel
of September 26. We had the pleasure of stat-

ing our belief in the hollow-tyre idea, especially

as exemplified in the cushion tyre, which will

neither puncture, soften nor burst, like its big

brother, the pneumatic. We had been riding

on cushion over rough country, and found it

admirable through sand, on bad macadam or on

granite ; in fact, on country roads, the cushion

is infinitely preferable to the solid tyre.

After writing of our experiment we took the

machine to Detroit and Buffalo, and sampled

the fine asphalt of both cities. As we suspected,

and hinted at in The Wheel of last week, the

cushion is not so fast as the solid tyre on asphalt

pavement; the wheels do not come round so

fast, more power is required, and a cushion-

tyred wheel will not coast as fast as a high-

grade solid tyre. We made several experi-

ments, and do not think we shall have to change

our judgment as outlined above.

THE PLEASURE OF CYCLING.

What earthly pleasure can compare with cycling?
<)t tiers we have tried, enjoyed for a space, and then
grown weary ; but of cycling there is no satiety : its

joys are ever fresh as the Rowers in spring.
There is some subtle charm in a ride on a cycle : un-

der its benign influence our cares, if nut removed, .11

least grow lighter; our minds are opened out and take a

more catholic view of tilings; generous impulses are
allowed some play, ami we are ready to confess thai
tile world is a decent sort of show after a'll Those who
have never ridden have never lived. To slightly altei

some well-known lines

"Kings may be blessed, but we air glorious,
1 >Yr all the hills of life we leap \ II 1 01 ions."

This is not the rhapsody of a raw recruit, bul the posl
1 u.- faith of one who has done his thousands foi many
years past. .///</ ii\ [B C.) Gatetts.

RECORDS.

RECORD FOR ONE HOUR, 22 MILES
620 YARDS.

Record-Breaking Extraordinary.

SPLENDID PERFORMANCE BY H. PARSONS.

Phenomenal as have been some of the records
established recently, H. Parsons' marvelous
performance on Wednesday last eclipses them
all. This popular Polytechnician, who, it will be
remembered, gave Mecredy and his friends so
much trouble in the five mile safety champion-
ship, has been waiting for an opportunity to

'

attempt to lower the world's record for an hour's
ride. R. A. Lloyds success a fortnight ago,
when he knocked out all previous bests from six

to twenty-two miles, and covered 21 miles 1,150
yards in the hour, made it perfectly clear that,

with a good night and properly paced, twenty-
two miles might be exceeded. With Pern. Cole-
man holding the watch, Parsons, mounted on a
pneumatic-tyred "Referee," started off at a
pace equal to about 2m. 40s. for a mile, not at-

tempting to deal with the extraordinary times
made by W. C. Jones in his five mile ride last

week, but making a bold bid for the sixth mile
record, which he beat by n 3-5S. Continuing
to move in splendid form, he completed the ten
miles in 22 2-5S. under the previous best, and
being .ably paced, he gradually increased his

advantage until twenty miles had been reeled
off, when his time was 47s. better than the old
record. With six and a quarter minutes to spare
it was evident that the long-looked-fov twenty-
two miles in the hour would be an accomplished
fact, Parsons at that time riding easily, and
having plenty of willing pacemakers left. Dark-
ness was gradually setting in, but by the aid of

a lamp the watch-holders were able to register

the times, while the patient spectators were
getting anxious to know the result. But pluck-
ily the rider stuck to his task, and 59m. 6 1-5S.

from the start had reached the desired goal, the
pistol shortly afterwards announcing the fact

that the hour's marvelous ride was at an end.

Too much praise cannot be accorded to the
string of pacemakers, on whom the success of

the ride chiefly depended, J. H. Adams proving
himself a particularly good sportsman by assist-

ing a rider to knock out records held by his own
machine. The other pacers were E. Leitch, A.
C. Edwards, P. W. Scheltema-Beduin, G. E.

Morden, S. T. Brown, C. J. Minors, G. C. Reeks,
C. Strickland, S. H. Pearce and J. N. Still.—

Bicycling News.

The following table shows the value of Par-
sons' effort;

Eng. Safe. Eng. Safe.
Pneumatic. Pneumatic.

ILES. M. S. M. s. MILES. M. S.

1.... 2.43 12. . . .32.13 3-5* 32.28

2— 5.19 1-5 — 13... .34.562-5* 35.13 1-5

3.... 7.58 1-5 .... 14... • 37-36 4-5* 37 .

4.... to. 37 1-5 .... IS--- .40.18 2-5* 40.37 [-5

5 13.16 2-5 16... .43.02 2-5* JJ.ao 1 S

6 15.54 3-5* '6-o6 1-5 17...

7. ...18.37 *... .18.49 4-5 18... 48-23 4-5* 48.49 1-5

8. . . .21.20 3-5*. . . .21.31 4-5 19. . . .51.072-5* 51..;: . 5

9. . . .24.01 2-5*. . . .24.17 2-5 20. . . •53-45 --5* 54-

0. . . .26.41 4-5*. . . .27.04 l-s 21 . . . .56.29 1-5* 57.

1. ...29.26 4-5*. ...29.47 '-5 22. . .

One hour, 22 miles. Denotes record.

The Blast Orange Cyclers will In. 1,1 .1 live mil,

race oti the Central Ivonui c ae to-morrow,
road

The first remarkable table of English safety

records was made by H. E. Laurie, who in

August, 1888, rode 21 miles 100 yards in the
hour. In July of this year R. J. Mecredy.
on a pneumatic, rode 21 miles 880 yards in the

hour; and on September 5 R. A. Lloyd rode 2]

miles 1,150 yards in the hour, establishing new-

records from six to twenty-two miles. It was
to beat Lloyd's record that Parsons st. tried,

and he succeeded handsomely, riding -J miles

660 yards in one hour. The greatest distance

ever covered within the hour up to the date of

Parsons' ride was 22 miles 1 so yards, credited

to W. A. Rowe.

The annual meeting ol the Board ol Officers of the
Pennsylvania Division was held at the Colonnade
Hotel 00 1

"
1 1 > l . 1 \ Ol I ISl week, at which a new eoust it u

tion ami bj lawa were adopted \ series of State
championships wen established, whieh will be
assigned to race meel held undei 1 \ W, rules
i'ii, , championships consist ol one quarter, one hall

und "i\<- mill ordinal \ and sufetj events, and "<u- mile

tandem, Several ol them will be run this Fall In eon
in 1 tion with the Autumn tournaments.
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< Harlem Wheelmen's Road Races. Entries

4. KinKK County Wheelmen's .• = mile Road Race.
una Wheel-

men, Newark.
ol the Palisade Wheel-

men
, Manhattan Bit yi le Club's Road Ri

THE FREEPORT TOURNAMENT.

THE GREEN BAY TOURNAMENT.

The lirst tournament ever held at Freeport,

111.. took place September •-•:. and all things

idered, proved a decided success, and those

i nt were well satisfied with the treatment
Manager E. H. Wilcox, of the Stover

worked untiringly for the
i the meet, and was assisted by Mi

ett, Hance, Lennie, and other wheelmen.
tournament on u much greater

will l>e inaugurated, and the new track,

which is now a little too soft lor use, will then
the l>est in the country.

Tl v V, 1 [art, Prank
M. Knifing. Timeki I A

LiUiebridge, Following is the result

Ordinary Bennett, Chi

tnson,
W II M

fifth.

rY— J. H Winn, Ch

third,

Mil k II \HBlt ai .
< IRDI

I
; l^ngini,

In tin .

lining

inrcl.
in tli:

W

The managers of the tournament at

S ptember 2 \ and 25, hav<
themselves with local fame and glory, and fully

demonstrated that a race meet can be
fully inaugurated in Wisconsin as well as else-

where. The sensation of the first day's races
was the defeat of Murphy by little Johnnie l'ei -

ties from 41 »i yards mark in the two mile safety,

and Terry Andrac's victory over the Brooklyn
man in the two mile ordinary, from scratch.

Between the events the Milwaukee Wheelmen
were presented with a banner for having the

largest number of uniformed men in the parade,
n the evening the cyclists were entertained

at the house of the local club. On the second
day a run took place in the morning to De Pere,
and an excursion on the bay also attracted a
large parry. At the race track in Washington
Park at least [,200 people assembled, and ex-

citement ran High The prizes were distributed
at the skating rink on Thursday evening amid
much enthusiasm, every winner being received
by rousing cheers as he Stepped forward. Chief
Consul Simons was presented with a floral

wheel by the members of the Green Bay Cycle
Club, in recognition of his valuable services
during the tournament. It was generally con-
ceded by those present that the meet had been
the most successful ever held in the State in

every way. The results follow

FIRST DAY.

(ini- M111 Novice, Safety J.V. DeCremcr.first,
B Graves, second, toilet set. Time,

Half Mili Novice, Ordinary Lewis Beyer. Cal-
umet Harbor, first, gold medal ; C. I-. Rose, Appleton,
Second, Knox hat. Time,

One Mu e Sam nr, Handicap W. ii. Murphy, New
York, scratch, first, gold medal; Pred Schmitz, Mil-
waukee, too yards, second, silver cup; John S. John-
son, Minneapolis, jo yards, third, revolver. Time, .in.

11 ai 1 Mn 1 Safety, Boys' John r. b<
gold medal ; Arthur Fontaine, second, deer-foot knife

;

I Cauwenbergb, third, pair ol vases. Time, mi.

Two M111 sai 1 rv, Handicap Pred Schmitz, Mil-
waul ' Is, first, gold medal; John I-', lkrtles,

irds, Becond, meerschaum pipe; W, K. Murphy,
New York, scratch, third, nickel lam]

There were nine entries in this event. The riders
were placed Ofl their marks, and the Scratch men
looked anxiously across the track at Uciths. who had
nearly a quarter ol a mile, Schmitz on s

mark was a close opponent for the club men. At the
II 1 , Murphy ami Campbell

tarl

ough his life depended on thi hmitz
bent to his task of overtaking litl

: is.and wonderful staying powers, led the
crowd shouting to the little b

imitl passed him, however, and
maintained the lead, with Berl Upon him.

i went wild over Bertles' wonderful
forms 1 the little fellow about in tri-
umph Hut he was very tir >k, and some ol

100k him to the dressing-
room and tenderly cared for him. II

1-ivK mii.k Ordinary, Stati Championship Ter-
Milwauki lal ; E II. Page, Wau-

irl 01 -.in, i Hal •

\ 11 tor " hub Ian

Mni s\i 1 1

-. I111 S. Johnson,
Mini d medal; Pred Schmitz, M

Land lamp.

I IRDINARY. II IND1I u- i:. II p|

amp , Win. P, Murph)

npbell and Audi

xn CHAMI'lONSHtP I

Schmitz, gold medal, $ 4 . I A l.a Conn. 1 V Di
Crenu 1

Fivi Mui Ordinary, Open W r Murphy, New
\ork. gold mod
oiiiu,

1 ni.perfum, ; \v. S Campbell, New
Klrkpatrick saddle. Time, I

This was the great event ol the 111, u.d
unbounded enthusiasm. The three champions rode
well together, and soon outdistanced the other com-
petitors. As they passed the stand each lime the dis-
tance off. The pa e wag tremendous, ,ind

h half mile was recorded il w.is apparent thai
the time would be much under the limit set. On the
last half Amlrae took the lead, Murph v second, Camp-
bell third, and Beyer a quarter ol a mile behind. On
the lower back turn Murphy "sprinted," taking the

Andrae, whose toot slipped from the \-
Into the stretch they came like a thunderbolt, all
straining every nerve and scarcely five feel apart
Cheer after cheer went up from the excited crowd as
Andrae pulled out and made a run for the lead He
CUt down the dial ., loot as 1 ,1 the
line, and would have defeated the N. V. Club man but
for the aeeident in the turn. Campbell crossed third,
two feet behind. So clOSC was the finish that the

was unable to pick the winner.
Hai.i Mui Pree for All Safety |ohn P. Bertlos,

lust, i. i i^rars ; Henry Andrae. Milwaukee, second,
ei>;ar stand. Time. or.

isolation Half Miu Safi iy Albert Pen-
laine, first

J W. J. Cast land. Time, on
Special for Laroesi Represi nta i ion in Par idi
Milwaukee Cycle Club, banner valued at ». . pre-

sented by the la ins ot Oreeo

RACES OF THE ROCKLAND COUNTY
WHEELMEN.

Henry

•t at the

The races of the Rockland County Wheelmen
at Spring Valley. X. V., on Saturday last, took
place amid a downpour of rain and on a track
that was almost a sea of mud. Considerably
over a thousand spectators, however, witnessed
the various events from under their dripping
umbrellas. Hut for the unfavorable weather
the meet would have been one of the most suc-

1 ever held in this vicinity. C'has M
Murphy won a prize in every open event The
results are:

One Mile Ordinary, Open a a Zimmerman, N
I. A. C, lirst ; C. M. Murphv. N. Y. A. C . second ; 1.. 1

Clark, N. V. A. C. third. Time, m. ,i',s.

llAl 1 Mil I S. K \|. II. I lint i;

lirst; John 1). Oakley, second. Time.

One Mile Safety, Open i k w . arsi

.

C. M. Murphy, second. Tin
In this event Murphy's wheel broke down and Zim-

merman's mount became completely clogged with
mud, compelling him to drop out, under which cir-
cumstances the Tuxedo rider gained fil

ii\i Mni Ham. k w. CLUB N Gardiner, first; 1

, .nd. Tune. ,m. 58s.

Mn 1 oki. in \i<<, , 1 1 \ Zimmerman,
first : C. M. Murphy, second ; Chi all, K \.

C . third. Time, 8iii. ,

HalfMili Hands Off, Open c m. Murphy, i

1. 1. 1 1. 11 u, .
-•

. and r.ni. . . m.

The officers of the day were Referee, II P.

Stonev. E. W. fudges, J. D. Oaklc) R C w
W.J. Masterson, B, H. C, Umpires, I. John-
son, W. L. and K Witt. Timek II

Armstrong and L. Falcon. Star. •. inli-

ne r. Scorer. I.I). Cole.

I'AV

1 Mill

-

ANOTHER RACE MEET FOR PHILA-
DELPHIA.

The lirst annual inter-club race meet under
the auspices of the Quaker City Whoelmeii and
Park Avenue Wheelmen at the new Hack of
the Philadelphia Mall Park, Broad and Hunting-
ton Streets, will afternoon,

Two iirsi prizes will be offered,
Oner of the race and oik- t,, tin-

winner of the time limit. Should the
man take lirst place and also the tune limit, one

led to tin second man A
twenty-five mile road race will start from Paoli
ai dock, finishing on the tuck, and

'

\'.iiu.

r

uich include the Stat* championship
dished by the Racing Board, a

•

a, a.

w

Philadelphia.
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THE BOSTON ROAD RACE.

The Boston Athletic Association's twenty-five
mile handicap road race, which occurs to-mor-
row, with good weather, should prove an excit-

ing event, over fifty entries having been re-

ceived, as follows :

C. E. Kluge, H. C. W. ; E. B. Richardson,
Arlington ; Arthur Porter, Newton ; H. D.
Hutchins, Maiden; J. W. Robertson, Taunton
B. C. ; F. E. Soule, Bridgeport Wheel Club ; W.
H. Greenwood, Lynn C. C. ; F. A. Tucker,
Medford C. C. : E. A. McDuffee, West Everett

;

F. A. Wallace, Lynnfield, Mass.
; J. A. Ban-

dreau, East Boston; H. C. Tyler, Highlandville,

Mass. ; W. H. Haradon, Springfield, Mass. ; G.
F. Taylor, Ipswich, Mass. ; E. J. Clark, Dor-
chester, Mass. ; Otto Bollhoff, Boston Rover B.
C. ; W. B. Clough, Somerville C. C.

; J. Keltie,

Roxbury B. C. ; A. M. Beers, Everett, Mass.

;

A. K. Pressy, Newton, Mass,
; J. Clark, Dor-

chester, Mass. ; M. I. Dean, Fall River A. C.

;

C. H. Taylor, Lynn, Mass. ; T. L. Connelly,
Dorchester, Mass.; T. J. Hall, Jr., K. C. W.

;

H. S. Wiegand, K. C. W. ; T. Barron, Har-
vard University C. C. ; H. E. Ackerman, Cam-
bridgeport C. C. ; W. Van Wagoner, N. Y. A.
C. ; George H. Perry, Medford C. C. ; H. G.
Batchilder, Allston, Mass. ; O. B. Hawes, Har-
vard University C. A. ; W. W. Mathews, Read-
ing A. C. ; T. J. Kern, Bay State B. C, Worces-
ter ; A. W. Swan, Dorchester and New Bedford
B. C. ; W. E. Sanborn, Boston ; A. A. Zimmer-
man, N. J. A. C. ; C. I. Iven, Rochester, N. Y.

;

W. Tracy, Waltham, Mass. ; E. LaCroix, Cam-
bridgeport C. C. ; F. Marriott, Highlandville,
Mass. ; H. G. Andrews, Hyde Park Ramblers

;

Hoyland Smith, N. Y. A. C. ; D. Drummond,
Cambridge ; A. E. Wiswell, Lynn C. C. ; S. W.
Anderson, Lynn C. C. ; C. E. Whitten, LynnC.
C. ; W. F. Murphy, N. Y. A. C. ; C. S. Merrill,

W. W. C. ; F. M. Dampman, A. C. S. N. ; S. A.
Searle, Waltham, Mass. ; F. E. Swan, Waltham,
Mass. ; Mont Scott, R. I. W. ; C. A. Weld, R. I.

W. ; B. F. McDaniel, W. W. C. ; C. M. Murphy,
N. Y. A. C.

The officials are

:

Chairman, A. D. Peck, Jr. ; referee, C. W.
Fourdrinier; judges, Dr. W. H. Emery, David

J.
Post, J. L. Spiers ; timers, F. M. Wood, J. G.
Lathrop, E. P. Barry, H. S. Cornish; starter,
H. S. Cornish ; clerk of course, H. G. Otis ; as-
sistant clerk, Jinx Taylor ; scorer, T. F. Meany

;

handicapper, Henry Goodman, Hartford, Conn.

THE ROAD RACE AT ELIZABETH.

The ten mile handicap road race of the Union
County (N. J.) wheelmen, under the auspices of
the Elizabeth Wheelmen, took place on Satur-
day last, despite the rain and the muddy con-
dition of the Elizabeth-Rahway course. The
inclement weather, however, materially affected
the field of contestants, for out of twenty-five
entries but twelve appeared at the tape. The
start was made from the Farmers' Hotel, Rail-
way, at 4. 30 p. m. , and the course extended to a
point 600 yards beyond the Wheatsheaf Hotel,
toward Elizabeth, and return twice. In spite'

of the disagreeable weather, a fair-sized crowd
gathered at the Rahway end. The prizes were
four handsome medals, but owing to the mud
the riders on safeties were unable to secure any
of the trophies, the gearing of their machines
being clogged, and ordinaries reaped all- the re-
wards. The result was a genuine surprise, the
winner being a dark horse, who made excellent
time in consideration of the wet road. Calkins,
Gilbert and Bonnett did not ride as well as ex-
pected, and the limit men were very nearly able
to hold their own, although the former made
second best time. The result was: James
Blake, U. C. R.

, 5 minutes, first; time, 37m. 14s.

Stanton Smith, 5 minutes, second; R. White-
head, U. C. W., 4 minutes, third; H. J. Bauer,
2% minutes, fourth.

The officials were: Referee, F. L. C. Martin.
Judges, Elliott Mason, Geo. G. Teller. Starter,

G. C. Pennell. Timers, F. A. Doe, W. H. Cald-
well, G. J. Ames. Scorers, W. F. Ackor, Dr.
Holmes, Harry Spicer. The handicaps were
allotted by J. C. Wetmore.

The staid old Cyclist occasionally stoops to Ameri-
can slang expressions to Illustrate a point.

II E. Laurie, K. J. Willis, V. If. Tuttle, o£ Chicago,
and VV. P. Murphy arc in training at Travel's [aland,

THE SYRACUSE ROAD RACE.

One of the most hotly contested road races
ever held in Central New York occurred on
Monday of this week, the outcome of the
record-breaking scheme inaugurated at Syra-
cuse. The contest took place between teams of

the Syracuse Cycling Club and Utica Bicycle
Club. The former had challenged the Uticans,
and, though they did not sanction the races at
Kirkwood Park, could not back but, as the vis-

itors would declare them afraid of being de-
feated. Consequently they showed their grit

and won a clean victory. In racing attire, the
contestants lined up on the asphalt pavement in

front of the Alhambra, G. B. Penn, C. A. Ben-
jamin and F. C. Yehle representing Syracuse,
and F. P. Hammes, P. C. Hammes and J. C.

Robbins standing ready to do battle for Utica.

A strong friendly rivalry existed between the
teams, Syracuse having won a tie race from
Utica on Memorial Day, 1880, and Utica having
taken one from Syracuse last Memorial Day.
The one on Monday was to be the rubber, and
both clubs had their best men in the teams.
The course led through various streets in

Syracuse, the riders using the sidewalks wher-
ever possible, through North Syracuse to Cicero,

returning by a different route, a distance of

twenty-five miles.

At North Syracuse the racers were met by
a crowd of villagers, who turned out to witness
the struggle. Some resident of the village, to

whom the wheelmen were exceedingly grateful,

realized that they would be thirsty and pre-
pared a glass of lemonade for each. The
glasses were taken from a tray without stop-

ping, emptied while riding at a rapid gait, and
thrown into the grass. Phil. Hammes was
leading when Cicero hove in sight, and he de-

layed the procession a few seconds by leaving
the road for the sidewalk. Benjamin, however,
kept straight on in the road, and had the honor
of rounding the turning stake first. A throng
of people welcomed the wheelmen in the square
in front of the Parker House. M. S. Weaver
was there to check each contestant.

Then, after the turning point, it was a game
hustle to see who would get to Syracuse first.

It was expected some one would drop out, but
there was no intention on any part of giving up,

Yehle and Phil. Hammes scorching for the
lead. Yehle virtually set the pace all the way
home by his pushing of Hammes. While pass-
ing North Syracuse Robbins spurted from a
position near the rear to the lead, and pedaled
nearly a hundred yards in advance of the van.
He could not hold it, however, and was soon in

his old place.

Penn, who had been playing a waiting race,

was in the lead when Kirkwood Park was
reached, where the contest was finished, and
held it until the end. He was closely followed
by F. P. Hammes, Benjamin and Yehle, in the
order named. Penn' s time was ih. 53m. 40s.

The summary of the race follows

:

TWENTY-FIVE MILE ROAD RACE—UTICA VS. SYRACUSE.

G. B. Penn, Syracuse 6 points
F. C. Yehle, Syracuse 5 "

P. P. Hammes, Utica 4 "

C. A. Benjamin, Syracuse 3 "

P. C. Hammes, Utica 2 "

J. C. Robbins, Utica 1 "

Total 21 points
Syracuse, 14 ; Utica, 7. The prize was a $25 marble

clock.

LAST OF THE WAPPINGERS FALLS
ROAD RACES.

The final race for the Citizens' sixteen mile medal
at Wappingers Falls, N. Y., occurred on Saturday last,

being won for the third time by E. Cashin, whose
property it now becomes. I. P, Halliwell led until

close to the line, when Cashin by a hard spurt passed
him, his time being ih. 10m. Owing to the rain the
course was heavy with mud. The medal is the result

of a subscription list passed around among the citizens
of the town in May, 1889, each one subscribing 25 cents;
The first race occured May 30 18S0, and was won by
Edward Cashin, in in. 3m., the course being to the
1'oughkeepsie Cemetery and return, 10 miles. The
second race took place Octobers, 1889, and was hotly
contested, being won by L 1''. Halliwell, in 53m. with
Cashin half a wheel behind. The third race was run
on June 7, 1890, and was won by Cashin In 58m. 8s.

The races have been watched with much interest by
the townspeople. The officials were: Referee, W. R.

Blythe ; starter, T. 10. Goring j timekeepers, John
McCann. B. P. Clapp, i>. L. Walker

; checkers, Edward
Brown, Samuel OVonnell.

A. collision occurred in Buffalo recently between 11

safety and. an ordinary, which resulted in .1 victor}

for the high wheel, the low machine being badlj do
Ulnlislleil.

THE MEET AT LYNN.

Many visiting wheelmen were deterred from
participating in the Fall meet of the Massachu-
setts Division on Saturday last, and from wit-
nessing the races under the auspices of the Lynn
Wheelmen, by the general inclemency of the
weather, although a fair sized crowd was in
attendance. The meeting of the Division was
held at the rooms of the Lynn Wheel Club,
Chief Consul Emery presiding. The only busi-
ness transacted was the acceptance of reports
from the officers and standing committees of the
Division.

The Chief Consul's report reviewed at con-
siderable length the work accomplished by the
Division, referring especially to the efforts which
had been made in behalf of road improvement.
The report of the Secretary-Treasurer was pre-
sented by Charles S. Howard, and showed that
there were 2,220 membersm the Division, 1,275
of which were renewals from the previous year,
an increase of nearly 40 per cent, over all

previous records. Never before has the Di-
vision been so strong in numbers.
A detailed report was presented showing the

number of L. A.- W. members in the various
cities of the State. Boston was reported . to

have about 500 members, Worcester 150, New
Bedford 136, Lynn 80, and Springfield 62.

Shortly after 2 p. m. the parade started from
City Hall Square with fifty-two wheels in line,

led by Chief Consul W. H. Emery. Among
those m line was A. H. Griffith, President of

the Detroit Wheelmen, and there were also two
ladies. Arriving at the grounds they found a
large number of spectators and racing men
waiting. All the leading wheeling organiza-
tions within twenty miles of Boston were rep-
resented and appeared at the track. The Y. M.
C. A. park was well filled, and the track, while
a little slow, being now fallen off from its former
condition, was good enough to bring out speedy
races.

The events were begun at 3.15 p. m. and
resulted as follows

:

One Mile Ordinary—James Clark, Dorchester,
first ; C. M. Murphy, second ; W. M. Greenwood, Lynn,
third. Time, 2m. 51s.

One Mile Safety—C. M. Murphy, first ; T. D.
Hutchins, Maiden, second ; Hugh Robson, third.
Time, 2m. $i%s.

One-third Mile Ordinary—W. M. Greenwood.
first; A. E. Wiswell, second ; A. W. Poi-ter, third.
Time, 49 4-5S.

In the first heat Clark slipped his pedal and took a
header and Murphy fell over him, putting them out of
the race.

One-third Mile Safety—T. D. Hutchins, first;

C. M. Murphy, second ; Harry Tyler, third. Time,
49 2"5S-

One Mile Ordinary, Handicap—H. W. Porter,
scratch, first ; Melville Leufest, scratch, second ; K. J.
Clark, scratch, third. Time, 2m. 53 1-5S.

One Mile Safety, Handicap—H. Robson, 60 yards,
first; T. D. Hutchins, scratch, second ; S. Anderson,
150 yards, third. Time, 2m. 43 1-5S.

The officers of the race were: Referee, W. H.
Emery, Boston. Judges, A. H. Griffith, Detroit

;

C. W. Fourdrinier, A. D. Peck, Jr. Timer,
William Atwill. Scorer, J. B. Earp. Clerk of

Course, J. H. Shurman. Reception Committee,
Charles E. Whitten, W. C. Jones, A. H.
Carsley, W. Wiley, William Griffon, J.

11.

Shurman, A. E. Wiswell, J. Earp.

DENVER FALLS IN LINE.

The wheelmen of Denver, Col., have just

completed arrangements for a two days' tourna-

ment, October 11 and 12. The now track at

Sportsmen's Park has been completed, and the
riders arc practicing on it daily. The riders

who were recently expelled from the League
will compete under the professional class,

A large and valuable list of pri es has been
donated by the merchants, which, in addition to

cash prizes and medals offered by the union,

will be well worth competing for.

A lantern parade will be given prior to the

tournament, and all wheelmen, whether mem-
bers of thermion or not, are asked to partici-

pate. Following is a list of the races:

FIRST i>\y

due mile novice, amateur ; hall mile, professional ;

halt mile saiet \ race, novici ; two mile amateur,
class; one mile professional heat race, 'hip;
quarter mile, boys j

one mile race, prelessien.il; one
111 ilo amateur, ; 10 class; two mile lap race, amateur.

1 , OND e w
1 luarter mile, amatcui . one 1

end
heat championship, on< mill sionoI;onv mile,
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mile

MORE EXTRAORDINARY TIMES.

Mile flight

Ulished in TUB Win
trial

We

REDY'S Kl I

FROM I IKE MILKS. TWO MILKS IN 4IJV
•

on Thurs-
thing

K 1 made,
• month, anil then go on to

r the 1 itn >' the
iDie t.i defeat on the

tart was effected, the
- . the next in 3'

'<eing completed
time for the fii

I margin, but instead
• red his next half mile

in in. and finished the second mile in am.
'..; the pre-

With si: .il ad-
In splendid style, and
1- able to demolish

ind four miles timet >n the
I at the end of five miles was

- taken
broke Coleman (official timekeeper to the

ii other reliable

NOTES OF THE PATH.

M -

l'KL\ l"t -

I ones
''

Lloyd7 5'

'•'. redy

. niticent pi

I. Mi'i ria,

with pneu-
mly congratulated. A C.

I . A. H 1). |ai ks..n. II.

I, and W. H
W holds all

I
darter
shortly111 wi

SURREY B. C. AUTUMN MEETING.

1

I
miles.

linary

• turned

. Wood

1

IIOLDI H

If

MORE SAFETY RECORDS.

W I shing performance i I

.1 pneumat
cry little on the path this year In I

i'l on the track, wh
: by ill health. At one time he was conhr.

it- time After his recovery he gave
n August 1

Hying quarter In
i. mounted on a pneumatic-
KtY-tbree inches and weigh-

ing twenty lour and one-half pounds. Immediately
after starting he left his pacemakers far behind, and
finished six and one-l de the pn
record. W. C. [ones was born at SurbitOO -IK II

mnei' and commi
racing in ibSM. Ii herub-like, and

ealthy. Since 188 , his mount
fety.

A I BAM ROAD I

At a meeting of the Riverside Wheelmen, held on
Weill: Nesbitt and Kindley.
N. Y. Club, met Messrs Powers and
the Riverside Wheelmen, and arranged a team

The race will be run by t.

lub. The date will probably be the first Saturday
ember, and the course will' be the Irvington-Mif-

burn road, although the menu may be changed. We
have recci . tain Knu;, <>t the Citi-
zens' Club, stating that if the I

be for tile

Championship of New York City, other clubs should
be allowed to enter, but upon inquiry we find that the

lit of some nagging between the New
York and Riverside Wheelmen, and isa private match
affair.

I 1 1 K A I \

Those gentlemen who are so much exercised in their
minds over the same record question ought to know as
well as I do that a few short Seating years will s.

at records knocked into a cocked hat. It seems
like the other day when Hob English's .-m. $4 1-

Ball's Bridge track was cheered as a wonderful feat
When Sellars did .111. ps. in America some of them
positively . e it in England. Where are
they now* ? Dead and buried and busted, and regl
as mere crawls. 1 am writing of five years ago. In

five year-, hence those of us who will be privileged to
live so long will scarcely remember Mecredv s .111.

& By then we will be down to something like the
trotting figures. Look at the Atlani Ten
years ago who would have thought that the
won: id is

still going up. You cannot place any limit to the
march of science, and in no u. nee made
more headway than in furnishing us with means of

rapid locomotion, for which nobody is annoyed with
ept Mr. Ruskin I

.

are still but an infant. Lord help us, what will you be
when vou grow up- The Scorcher in Irish Cycling
Athletic News.
A K it Hrockp'

turday last, but the track 9 •: to permit
of making creditable tin nr mile ordin-
ary was won b; iirst ; Bert

..IV. W M
Con. One
mile ink Kamnur, R A M
ConollVi second

Wilmington Wheel Club's second twenty-five
mile 1 .-. hich is to take
the !

ted that Kluge,
Van ' Murphy, Hall. Bensinger, Dampman,

' b I lain. I. id the
! stall and end at the

Dtl will be given while the

At tin- 1 ommi 1
. mile

ordini
I

1 July

111 .• 4-,s 1 )n July

until w c Joni
down •

-58.

\v

Y.irk.

.f t

'

will hold their club races on the i

A writer in The Cyclist runs wild ovi

vision
any of the qua: o, but wh.
Laur:
and windy, and Laurie being in bad form, we knew

- not an im:
up our report of the I'eoria Meet, and without
knowledge ol Jones' record., we stated that cither
Murphy, BerlO, Kluge or Smith, with a month's

;

i a pneumatic tyre, could
t am."

the mark tor the balloon tyre.

Jon, > equal to .

arid one-hall .our.

The wini. ifety mile at the Sui
rode 1 th a very large solid 1 Holing

:
'

held -:..n being tin- Irish

I the Irish mill

: to mi us The one mile hand u by
II O'Neill,

championship was won by K N Stadnicki ; ttmi

five mile championship of Ire
ih. i gin s<

d was Woll I

I he pneumi
to twenty-two miles

The Detroit Wheelmen will hold their annual li.indi-

morrow
been d ten prizes wi

I UK PORT III K

- held under tin

Driving Park n at the
resulted as follows :

Milk ORDINAR1 I D
oond. Tii

( INI Milk S mi i \ w Smith.
Port Huron, second. Time, 4m. 1

11 u.i Mid Ordinary ' M J01 Burt
Huletl Time, mi

II \i 1 \1 II 1 1 Osborn,
nd. Time, mi

Mil I 1 IRDIN \\ '1 M I

Hurt Hulett. second. Tim.
The track v.

Th. re are tv wheels in use at Lr

ones ol the Wanderers' Athlct: I

ue mile hand:

I

The following I

A A A garni s, Si I

Ml I > BlCYI II HANIIICAI
A. A

M A. A. A

Tiiki 1 Mil I Bl< N > 1 1 II wi'i. \r I' \

M A A .\ ! A McU
1111., •

1'oftV-lilt

the New York Athletic Club w
on Satui

being by 11

.1 two mill
: ordinal

•

\V

M

At 1

•
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VICTOR * SAFETIES.

IN
stock for immediate shipment. No more of the long delays which are so annoying to

riders. We are now prepared to fill all orders for the best safety on earth (b}^ name

VICTOR) immediately on receipt. The best riding season of the year is yet to come

and the possession of a Victor Safety will fit you to enjoy it to the full. Send your order to

us or Victor agents. Catalogue on application.

Overman Wheel Co.,

% MAKERS OF
kk

VICTOR
99

BICYCLES,

Office ar?d factory, Qtyieopee palls, fflass.

BOSTON. WASHINGTON.
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W. S. BETTS & CO., Jacksonville, Fla.

" BRONCHO " has arrived, and I am very

much pleased with it. I have had nearly every wheel-

man in the city at my office examining it, and they all

agree that it is the best thing in the safety line they ever

saw. I find no difficulty in riding, and it is the easiest

steering machine I ever rode. We have no hills of any

account here to test the machine, but the few slight

ones that we do have, I find the " RRONCHO " mounts

as easily, almost, as it rides on the level. I have started

quite a lot of enthusiasm in regard to it, and I will be

able to place some at an early date.

The " BRONCHO " Light Safety ordered for

us by Mr. Persons has arrived. It is a beauty, and no

ke, and has excited a great deal of interest among
Cyclist! here. I think it is a great improvement on the

first "BRONCHO." Shall do all I can to rush the

"BRONCHO," and after the public gets used to the

idea of a chainless safety, think there will be no difficulty

in selling.

Have just returned from Ocala. I took my
ONCHO " with me, and although I am not much

on fancy riding, I paralyzed the crowd by taking the

saddle oil ..f the machine and riding on the pedals up a

11 1 1 I
. not a i

; KAMI'; They were all "dead stuck '•

on my riding, and if I rould have had Persons there,

Id have
;

1 them.

CEO. F. B1GEL0W, First National Bank, Batavia, N. Y.

wheel gives perfect - tion.

J. I. BURNHAM, San Jose, Cal.

"BRON4 HO " it creating a favorable impres-

here. The riders all inn. irk its

runni:
| it runs casiet than their own.

which are g< 54.

BUSTERS.

0. H. DOWNY, Churubusco, Ind.

I consider the "BRONCHO" to be without

equal, and were it not for the fact that I at present own
five machines of different makes. I certainly should

invest. I have ridden the " BRONCHO," however, and

to say that I am delighted with it would be putting it

mildly, for I certainly think you have arrived at per-

fection in the manufacture of a safety bicycle. It is the

easiest riding wheel I ever mounted, has the most favor-

able position, and, to my notion, has not an equal on
the market.

A. R. CURTIS, Alliance, 0.

Received "BRONCHO" very promptly, for

which please accept thanks. Would say, however, that

the machine was not for myself, but for my brother. R.

I!. Curtis. I am an ordinary rider, but have always been

"stuck'! on "BRONCHO" since I first saw a cut of

it. R. B. has never ridden a machine, but is getting

along nicely and thinks there is no machine like the

"BRONCHO." As for myself, I have not ridden the

wheel enough to handle it as I would like, and t.

that I am greatly pleased with it is not enough; 1 want

to wail a little longer till I can handle it as I know I i an

and at a later date, will write you in particular as to

the many good point! whi< b I I an see, and only want a

little practice to demonstrate, in the "BRONCHO."
The local tgentS here, when asked about the
•• BRONCHI »." paid no attention to n, representing the

ni. i' bine U a " worthless experiment," Init yon ma\

U8Ured that we will do all in our power to make them
hustle. I am draughtsman in the drawing office of the

Morgan Engineering Co., and have ridden two pears.

I think I am well posted in all kidNs of gearing, both as

applied to bicycles and all other machinery, and every

draughtsman and machinist knows the value of tooth

ompared with < ham •.
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WM. ELLIS, Grand Rapids, Mich.

I am not a rider yet, but will be next season,

and my mount will be the " BRONCHO." A friend of

mine, Mr. T. P. Allen, has a "BRONCHO," and I have

been trying it and am greatly delighted with it. There

are five " BRONCHOS " in this city, and the riders are

all well pleased with them and say they cannot recom-

mend them too highly. For my part, I don't want a

chain safety, as there is too much side draught; the

chain being on one side, you cannot run the other

straight. Of course, all chain wheelmen are working

against the "BRONCHO." Any time I can do you

gentlemen a favor, I shall be glad to do so.

C. R. HARADON & SON, 137 State St., Springfield, Mass.

The new model "BRONCHO" came to hand

all right, and we are much pleased with it. It is indeed

an elegant machine in every way ; no finer finished

wheels are in the market. I am sure the enameling is

simply superb.

ROBERT JAMIESOH, Rochester, H. Y.

I have examined the new "BRONCHO"
Light Roadster, which, I think, is a great improvement

on the old wheel. I have won a number of first prizes

with my " BRONCHO," but think I can do better on

one of the new wheels.

W. H. HARPER, Allentown, Pa.

I have studied the construction of different

machines, and might say, to some degree, intelligently,

and must say, after seeing the cut and short description

in the sample of '' American ' Industry," that the

mechanical ideas in the construction of the "BRON-
CHO " have placed it in the lead of all other safeties in

the market competing in the race for the goal of

perfection.

E. E. POWELL, Napoleon, 0.

Wheel received. Am surprised at light running
qualities of it.

PAUL RAMSER, Rock Island, 111.

I still think "BRONCHO" is the best safety.

I can make other safeties look insignificant alongside,

especially in point of stanchness and simplicity. I have
started a list for a "BRONCHO " club.

A. C. AUSTIN, Nashua, N. H.

Arrived in due season with "BRONCHO,'*
which already excites favorable comment, just from its

appearance (no riding). The leaven works despite the

heavenly dews. " BRONCHO'S " beauty is a drawing

card. They all admire its appearance and are only

anxious to try it. I DO wish I was a rider, for all eyes

are turned this way.

F. W. BURGER, 376 Greenwich Street, New York, N. Y.

As a practical mechanic I have recently been

carefully examining your machine, as to details of con-

struction and general mechanical principles. To say

the least, I am more than pleased with the simplicity

and novel arrangements by which power without lost

motion is conveyed to the driving wheel.

GEO. W. KERR, Electrical Quartette, Ullie Akerstrom Co.

Every one is very much taken with the new
"BRONCHO," and I, myself, think it is the coming

wheel. As soon as the season closes, will want to do

some business with the " BRONCHO." Can handle

the "BRONCHO " better than any other wheel.

For ^atalo^ue apd ^cpts' 3<^r/T\s, apply to

WHITE CrCLE CO.,
^ 3>~

We«tboro\ Mass., V. S. A.
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NOTES OF THE PATH.

• ie Yonkers
on Monday

A W R. I [olden, mi i— ; C. 1"

s

Burnham finis
ihird.

The di

The new track at the bull grounds, Philadelphia.
ombined race meet of

•ark Avenue Wheelmen and Quaker City Wheel-
A twenty-five mile i II be among the

events, the course starting near Paoli on thi

nding on the track.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

wheelmen ol Franklin,
to-moi

I >hii>. will Imlil u meet

The Detroit Wheelmen will hold a twenty-six mile
r 4. and several handsome prises will

I The course is from Pontine to Detroit.

The Young Hen's Christian Association, of Cham-
•ion and musical enter-

uent to the cyclers of that town recently.

The athletic department ot the Y. M, C. A., of Cleve-
land, o., held several

i connection with
their athletic events September

Schafer and K. L. Kile, of London,
in lowering the existing road record for

fifty miles, held by Holbein, with the win. I against
them at times, ami for thirty miles without pace-
makers. Both rode Ormonde pneumatic safeties. i,.r

which Banker \- Campbell are agents in this country.

Owing to the wet weather of Saturday last, the
slyn Bicycle Club postponed their ten mill
over the county road at Westfield until to-mor-

Hai Minn., roil.

> in twelve hours on September .• ;, which is the
I for Minnesota He star- lock a.m.,
Hiring the day was paced by various riders.

timekeeper, and
irae was measured by the City Surveyor.

The Rovers' Cycle Club, of Charlestown. .Mass., will
•heir annual century run next Sunday, anil it is

that several members will raaki
miles in ten hours.

H. H. Hallock, Of Amherst College, who holds the
Knghmd Intercollegiate two mile championship,

will enter the A. A. C. race under the colors of the

champion, wdl, it is

n. Ills father is
' as authority for the statement.

U-ist
I'm Whim b) W

I .aw\ i r. Washington, I > c.]

No, 4,'.--... Bicycle lock. Kate Parke, (':

111. Filed April »8, 1890. Serial N
436,811. Bicycle I. E. Stump, Cleveland, i

Filed Februa
N

o, 111.
hiled May 16, 189a Sena! N
N'" mtrk. \. |.

Piled January 14, 189a Serial No. ; ;'.,886.

1 lectric sicn.d for bicych - < , «

.

Jiran, Chicago, III. piled Jim,

Ie. Richard Flachs, Dn
Germany. Piled May 1, 1890. Serial No

Bicycle II 1 Ii ... in.
I'lled Nov. 7, 1889. Serial No. 1.11,583.

Ie brake lock. T. J. Clover.
ington, I). C. Piled July .1, ,...,.. s

W<
. Pyn for cycle wheels, a. 11. Overman,

Springfield, Mass. piled |ulv 1

McCarthy, London, Bng.
Hied Jan. 14, 1887 Serial N

THE TRADE.

itly, several
tweel I

•

: Finch, of
-

I c the
i inner*.

' two

>f Monmouth, 111

nntry to
und fancy riding

ir championship oi

ted by I. 0.

1 will hold a

rnturv Wheelmen,

isllcng

um

A

1

H. II n all. nipt

.-

•n the nth

lie, "I

th K
Kinn.

IT 111 I

ins vrar

small num

•a,

Missis Bret/., Curtis ,v c..., of Philadelphia, have
to feel extremely proud of the performan.

complished by Jones on a Referee, for which wheel
this company are the sole agents in this country. The
Referee now holds world's records from one' to five
miles.

A cushion-tyred ordinary has been tin
much attention and interest fa) Devonshire and lorn-
wall for the last ten days.

!•". <;. Potter, "I Norwich. Conn., has invented a new
saddle, the great advantage of which is th, a
perineal pressure and vibration. It is a pliabli
extremely soft india-rubber saddle, and is torn
two pieces of black rubber which arc moulded il

suitable shape and joined round the edges, thus form-
ing a chumber which is filled with air bv means
small, self-acting valve at the peak en i Idle.
The whole affair is then mounted on an iron plate, and
can be had with or without spiral springs.

The latest catalogue of the Banker & Campbell Co.,
Limited, New Y..ik. s,,u- importers ol Lh< Ormonde

• 1 option of the Sympol tan
which somewhat resembles a regular safctv in

lice, with a seal constructed over the rear v.

1'hc tandem is especially adopted lor ladies .:

the forward seat, and can readily bi ntO a
single machine. The Ormonde lull light

Iter, road racer. Hack racer, and ladies' wheel arc
lAed in the 1 k. t...

with a description ol other patti
Ormonde brand. The firm also show a full line of
lanterns and sundries of every kind.

The ( Ivennan Win I I

.11 from Wilkeabari 1

will be phased if any one receiving
s wheel will notify them.

I of the little sundries recently put on the
market have met with such immc.li.il.
Victor wrench, manufactured by thi •

1

.1 v. heal ii .1 lai ge numbi
speak favorably of this little article, win
strung and When Hie u -

all nut, the thre 1

easily from the nut. which is

had a large sale tl,

lea. Ill

manul

Han I Swii

1
'

1nd we 1 1 - 1 i I

on thi

in publishing the first dius-
the pneumatic tyre whii h

country is commended on all •

BJ tide, and adds this
•il tot thi 11-in-

I article to last week's WHEEL, in which it

.I well-executed w l-cut illus-
the text. The article is probablj oneol the

.tinted in this . ..untrvon the subject of the piuu-

lo.rmiilly & |, Iferv have a sp
. -nt in this issue of tub Wheel

' hi.us; to the trade. The firm
is prepared to make favorable quotations to the I

"" ric ;... dais, wcl.llcss steel tubing; also ..n

ami leather sundries generally.

Si ptember 17 reports Kirk
Brown in Dublin.

than nine Dew patents on teres and rims
taken out in KnglanJ during one wei

month.

Pope Mfg. CO. will so. .n build a handsome and
commodious building at the corner of Columbus
nueand Berkeley Street, Boston, which is the centre
of the up town DlCVCle trade.

Mr. and Mrs. Ceely of the Holborn Cycle Club,
nd, are now residing in Brooklyn. Mr. Ceely

reral mounts with him to this country,
among them being an Olvmpic tandem tricycle, fitted
with cushion tvres.

There were 108 ladies is the procession of the I. a
W. at Niagara I'alls. and two ot them attended the
vention and voted like the men.- Whetting.

esteemed contemporary is just a bit mistaken.
id not vote "like men" but like women,

with any amount of blushing and soothing, the
laughing at the other, as women will when they think
they are in an awkward position.

utbern club Is reported t<> recruit its rank
buying a wheel for those who join the organization,
the newcomers to repay the money expended by the
club in monthly installments. The plan is said ti

highlv s

ENGLISH TRADE NOTES.

ii Mews the Yelox Cycle Co. have started
Mr. Kidman, of Yefox lame, is the prin-

cipal partner. The above address is only temp-
pending the completion of larger prena

Its' Co. have just laid down
plant for the manufacture of their patent double-
a hollow rims suitable for cushion and pnctimat-

tremely light and gua
teed not to buckle, and the company are prepan
deliver same in large quantities without delay and at

mentioned in our la*-
the invention ol Mr. Winston has been antmpat.

in ol Kay, Dumbill & Worthingtoa, of !•
who had a tented the
are now prepared to place lame on the market.

taken out In England
for new tyres and rims and Improvemi

known mounts of Messrs. Qondby,
Iverhampton, can now

lain that I

n on their manufai tures next season,
iut to open .1 factory in Coventr) Ln

'. and the
having to

(impact in the trs

Its in their home tram

' '

.

ice had

II

11 mu. 1

I ••! its kind. t..

d shortly
;

• the
'llsl-

havc been

1 til,

' into new and much
t, Birmingham,
hero the 1

;

" The Sp.
1 heir

I new I'

11 alons the

-

..in
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SYRACUSE.

Never, since the first wheel was ridden in Syracuse,

have club men, unattached wheelmen and the unsus-

pecting outside public been so thoroughly aroused

over wheeling matters as they are at present. The
cause of all this your correspondent will endeavor to

say. It is to all loyal club men an interesting yet sor-

rowful, and by many considered to be a disgraceful

story. The heretofore high standing of the parties

primarily interested, both as regards club life and

social prominence in the city, makes the " fake " more
serious, and consequently increases the force of the

denunciation hurled at them and indirectly at the cy-

cling club. A club which could inaugurate and carry

out so successful a gathering of wheelmen as the New
York State Division meet, must have acted with prac-

tical unanimity, and the fact that the present uproar

is the first break in the peaceful history of the club is

deeply regretted by the members and the many citi-

zens who were justly proud of the record made on

September i and 2.

The Syracuse Cycling Club alone and unaided, aside

from the very generous aid of the press, gave the

State meet, taking all responsibility and doing all the

work. Every man worked ; there were no kickers,

and the Syracuse business men were not called upon
for a penny to aid in making the success. The Execu-

tive Committee of that meet were as follows : Vice-

Consul Charles W. Wood, Chairman ; Fred Brigham,

G. Howard Avery, L. S. Wilson, Clarence W. Wood,
Charles C. Truesdell and R. Grant Wadsworth. This

committee has not yet been officially discharged. The
services of the members were tendered to the club

and to the League, the only pay they asked being the

success of the meet and the addition to the excellent

reputation of the cycling club for square dealing and
courteous treatment. They were well paid. The
affairs of the recent meet are now nearly closed up,

but before this had been done the club has been put

through a fiery furnace by some of the very men who
worked so hard upon that committee. They have

queered the organization and themselves. The story

is this

:

Ten or twelve days ago Vice-Consul Charles W.
Wood, chairman of the committee, received a tele-

gram for W. J. Corcoran, Berlo's trainer, who was
then with Berlo and the English cracks, Laurie and

Willis, in Chicago, asking if a "record-breaking"

meet could not be arranged for a day within a week
at Kirkwood Park. On a review of all the facts in the

case, it was plainly apparent that this telegram was
addressed to Wood in his official capacity, and not to

Wood as an individual. He, however, assumed the lat-

ter theory, and had a conference with one or two other

members of his committee. He made up his mind
that his " gratuitous services " for the State meet were

worth nothing less than $500, and has so stated public-

ly. His confidante also believed that they were money
out. A meeting of a majority of. the committee was
held, and it was agreed to go on and give a " World's

Record Breaker" at Kirkwood and pocket the pro-

ceeds, taking what they could make above paying

Corcoran and the racers as their share for volun-

teered labor before and during the State meet.

A special meeting of the club was held a week
ago to act upon their request to allow the

races to be given under the auspices of the club.

Their request was denied, and upon the presentation

of the club's side of the case, they quickly withdrew

their request, promising to correct the impression that

the races were to be a club affair, which had been

made by them in their unauthorized announcements

in the public press. This they failed to do. Prizes

were solicited from merchants by the committee in

the name of the club, an action that was not deemed
wise in making preparations for the State meet. The
committee agreed to cease this action and to pay for

what prizes they had already obtained. They did not

stop, but on the contrary as late as Friday solicited

from a carpet dealer a rug which was given to them

in the belief that it was to benefit the club.

Corcoran, Berlo, Laurie and Willis came to Syra-
cuse. They stayed here a week. Telegrams were
sent by Corcoran to many of the leading racing men
urging them to come, but they on being informed that
the meet was to be a private rather than a club affair,

refused to come, so that the men mentioned above
were the only crack ones to appear on the track in a
fake attempt to break world's records. The public
was duped owing to the trickery of some one who sup-
pressed an announcement by the club thai the races
were not under the club's management, and faith in

cycling events on the track lias been given a Sevi re

shake-up. This is hard to bear alter the highly suc-
cessful meet so recently given, and in the face of all

the kind words that have been spoken favorable to the
club, the managers Of the meet, and to square raring
.hi the cycling path, Personal faith in the givers 01
this dismal failure lias gone out of sight, and their
stock on tin- market is not quoted, while two weeks
ago it was above par. There nas been a "slump" in

the market ; the bottom is out and they are not in it

The committee who put up this job on the club and
on the public are Vice-Consul Charles W. Wood, Fred
Brigham, G. Howard Avery and Clarence W. Wood.
The other members of the committee were loyal to the

club. " Lute " Wilson refused to have anything to do
with the affair after the matter had been fully pre-

sented. Wadsworth was out of the city during the

entire time, and Truesdell was not invited or did not
attend the meetings of the committee.
In the presence of about 700 people the racers went

around the track. The "record breakers" made the
following times :

Match Race, America vs. England, Best Two
in Three, Half Mile Heats—H. E. Laurie, England,
first; P. J. Berlo, America, second. Time, first heat,

im. 21 2-5S.; second heat, im. 36 3-5S.

One Mile Safety—George B. Penn, first; F. C.

Yehle, second. Time, 3m. 51 2-5S.

One Mile Ordinary, Open— P. J. Berlo, first ; E. J.

Willis, second. Time, 3m. 27 2-5S.

One Mile Ordinary, Club—George B. Penn, first

;

F. C Yehle, second. Time, 2m. 29s.

One Mile Safety, Open—P. J. Berlo, first ; E. J.

Willis, second ; F. W. Fischer, third. Time, 3m. 2 2-5S.

Half Mile Ordinary, Open—P. J. Berlo, first

;

E. J. Willis, second ; George B. Penn, third. Time,
im. 32s.

One Mile, Invitation Race—P. J. Berlo, first ; E.

J. Willis, second. Time, 3m. 9 2-5S.

H. E. Laurie vs. Kearney, Horse, Half-mile
Dash—Kearney, first . H. E. Laurie, second. Time,
im. us.

After the events Laurie tried to break his record on
a pneumatic wheel for half-mile distance, im. 15s. He
was paced the first quarter by Berlo and the last

quarter by Willis. He succeeded, however, in making
no better time than im. 15 4-5S.

The only square and legitimate race of the day was
the twenty-five mile road race between Syracuse and
Utica, with a three mile finish on the track. The race
was started from the Alhambra Rink at 12 o'clock, 55
minutes and 10 seconds. The Syracuse team consisted
of G. B. Penn, F. C. Yehle and C. A. Benjamin. The
Uticans were F. P. Hammes, champion of Central
New York; P. C. Hammes, his brother, and J. C.
Robbins. P. C. Hammes and Yehle rode ordinaries
and the others safeties. On Decoration Day, 1889, the
Syracuse Cycling Club defeated Utica at Rome. This
year, on Decoration Day, Utica did up Syracuse, and
the race yesterday was the rubber. The first man in

the team race to enter the track was Penn, closely
followed by F. P. Hammes, Yehle and Benjamin.
P. C. Hammes then came in, and Robbins half a mile
behind. Penn made the last three miles in 9m. 43s.

Penn crossed the tape at the windup at 2.49, making
the 25 miles in 1 hour, 53 minutes and 40 seconds.
Yehle finished second and F. P. Hammes third, Ben-
jamin fourth, F. C. Hammes fifth and Robbins sixth.
Syracuse thereby had the race in 14 points against 7

for Utica.

What action the Club will take in view of all the
facts in the case remains to be seen. The members
are hot enough to make it warm for the " race
managers."

MANHATTAN BICYCLE CLUB.

It can be truly said that the first monthly reception
and "ladies' night" of the Manhattan Bicycle Club
was a most enjoyable and pleasant event. Owing to

the disagreeable and threatening weather, however,
the large gathering that usually partakes of the hos-
pitality of the club did not materialize ; still the club
rooms were comfortably filled. The first dance on the
card, a waltz, had a large field of entries, none of
whom seemed desirous of cutting the pace, and conse-
quently it was a disgusting loaf until the last lap,

when Prof. Pedersen and mate got the lead and held
it to the finish, crossing the tape half a length ahead
amid wild applause from the grand stand. Well

!

well ! (This comes from sending the racing reporter
to a ball.) The parlors were tastefully adorned with
floral and other decorations, and the order of dancing
cards were artistically executed, there being twenty
pieces—ten before and ten after intermission. Prof.
Charles J. Schwab, the musical director, set many of
the "Merry Monarch" airs to dance music, which
were greatly appreciated. Refreshments were served
during intermission, and at 3.30 a. m. the reception
came to a happy close.

The Building Committee have reported that $500 of
the guarantee fund has not as yet been subscribed
for. The club is issuing bonds bearing 6 per cent,
interest for the entire amount of the fund. Any one
desiring to invest a small sum of money has here a
good opportunity. The bonds will be issued in con-
venient amounts.

On the fourth Friday of each month throughout the
Winter a reception will be held at the club house, and
all are invited to attend. The committee in charge
are J. A. Clairemont, D. H. Thistle, J. D. Conner, P. (1.

Keane, S. Freidburger and W. H. Pederson.

The following committee have been appointed to
arrange for the 1890-91 reception, which will probably
be held in the Lenox Lyceum, the halls engaged on
previous years proving too small for the vasl throng
that always attend this affair of the club; Albert
Shire, Chairman

;
I). II. Thistle, 1''. 11. llowlaiHl, J. 1).

Conner, George T. Stein, w. II. Pederson,

The bowling contingent have secured alleys at

George R. liidwcll's new athletic building, and arc
doing some good practice work, encouraged by the
presence of their lady friends,

in many districts in Ireland the police are mounted
on bicycles. A correspondent relates how lie recently
en ill e upon a boily of BIX of "

1 lie finest "
all riding 1 In

sidewalks and footpath, while lie, a common, every
• i:i\ mortal, bumped along the road.

CHICAGO.

the .solus cycling club road race.

Bob Ehlert has been pretty much out of racing for
the last year or so, but presidential honors having but
recently fallen upon him, it was only natural that he
should shake off his lethargy, or what ever else has
held him back, and kick a pedal in his club's annual
road race. Bob isn't in racing form, but those who
knew him best named him as winner of the time
medal long before the race was run just the same.
True, the handicappers placed Walter Bray on scratch
with him, and there was to be found those who thought
Walter would "do" him, still the "talent" clung to
Ehlert. They knew that Chas. Wittenberg was a
Eretty speedy man, and predicted that his chances of
nishing well up were good, but that he would finish

ahead of either Bray or Ehlert, or Bodach for that
matter, in the race for the time medal, was hardly
thought of. But, as in many another instance, the
"talent " was completely upset.
The race was run September 28, over the Humboldt-

Garfield Parks course—distance, a trifle short of ten
miles—and the following tells best just how far off the
" talent " really was :

Handi- Actual
cap. Time.

No. Name. m. s. m. s.

1 J. T. Delfosse 6.30 34.30
2 W. C. Hasse 10.00 38. 15
3 Charles Wittenberg 2.30 31.30

4 W. Keese 8.00 3704
5 J. Warhurst 9.00 38.45
6 J. Hoepe 5.15 35.10
7 J.Schneider 4.15 34.53
8 J. A. Erickson 3.00 34.02

9 E. Andrews 5.15 36.18

10....J. J. Carmody 4.30 35.34
11.... F. Bodach 0.30 32-03
12 J. Bartholdi 5.30 3710
13 C. Delfosse 4.30 36.18

14 j *W. Ernest 5.30 37.20
15 / *G. Allison 5.30 37-20
16. ...R. H. Ehlert .' Scratch 31.55

17 H. Brandt 6.00 37.58
18 Walter Bray Scratch 32.23

19 F. W. Woodrich 5.00 38.04
'20 S. Baumister 3.30 36.45
21.... E. Stoetzel 3.30 37-00
22 F. Wittenberger 4. 30 38. 10

23 F. Weinberger 4.00 37.41
24. . . .C. C. Dose 7.00 41.02

25 F. A. Frees 7.00 42.00
26 F. J. Claussen 6.00 41.40
27 H. A. Kohler 1.15 37.35Dead heat.

On the 27th, the second of the Lakeview Cycling
Club's series of five mile road races for the McConnell
medal was contested over the Edgewater course, F.
Ward finishing a good first in 16m. is.; C. A. Wescott
second. Jos. Stillwell, the winner of the previous
contest, was disabled by a header.

Being out of the Mid-winter League, the Lincoln's
baseball friends have formed a more advantageous
and more distinctively cycling indoor baseball organ-
ization, consisting of the Lincoln, Chicago and Illinois
Cycling Clubs and the Harvard Social Club. Sam
Crawford, of the Lincolns, is its president.

Van Sicklen has recovered both his Light Champion
and his Victor which were stolen from his residence
while he was at Peoria. Some "triend" of his "bor-
rowed " them during his absence and pawned them
for $65. Van has been in hard luck lately. It is only
a short time since another " friend " forged his name
to a number of checks and defrauded quite a number
of bicycle houses.

F. Sparks, with the John Wilkinson Co., is also a
victim of the bicycle thief, a Rover safety being his
loss.

J. G. Modene, a one-legged rider of this city, has
accepted the challenge of "Prof." Charles Kilpatriek,
the Danville wheelman who aspires to the one-legged
championship, and the same who entertained the
grand stand at Peoria with an exhibition of trick rid-
ing. Modene names Parkside as the place, October 15
as the day, and anything above one mile as the dis-
tance.

A ten mile bicycle race for the Contractor's Cup is

to be contested at Parkside on October 4 in connection
with the international athletic games. As the record
has to be broken to win the trophy, the contractors
are more than likely to keep the cup for a while yet,
at least.

It looks now as if the north side will have a track,
the Ravenswood people seemingly being in earnest.
They hold another meeting to-morrow night to still

further advance the project. With the track and
Sheridan drive completed, the north siders should
prove quite some pumpkins in more ways than one.

The Chicago Bicycle Co. has been incorporated
;

capital, $125,000.

According to the daily press. Alderman Roth is to
introduce an ordinance requiring bicycles to carry
lighted lamps after dark. Heretofore the ordinance
was applied solely in the parks and on the|hoiilov.irds,
and presumably this new move isth.it lamps shall be
Carried everywhere. It is hardly access.u\ to i^tl
that other vehicles will continue to be permitted to
disregard the law. \ 1;.

Another "German chemist " has dis a pro-
cess b\ which he can extract aluminum from common
Clay .il .1 eosl ol 1

, cent 9 .1 pound . at present aluminum
costs $5 a pound. Every month or two si srmaji
chemist," the name and address never being given,
discovers a cheap process lor producing aluminum,
but the thing never conies to .1 head, and we are left

wondering to what uses this precious metal won
put when once it is cheapened i>\ the way, aluminum
has been tested in tins coun
in- pin poses, an, I lias been I, mini to be loo son. As
now made, it bends loo easiU .
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Thi :ing Club is having a howling

here just at present. The battle of the !

. and, bein-

appe. • r the wtv To
of the BuiT.

ving the i ub, anil he

.ng the infantile organisat

lion. The club is but three

ir months old ami has a membership of rift

and between fifty and sixty api r member-
acton. There is every probability that when

.at the Press Cycling Club

will be the leader in the city of Buffalo. At a meeting

held I oughly re-

organize on a plan that would meet the extraordinary

th of the club. M GBths, Wade and Wil-

ppointed a committee to pi stitu-

tion. lone in a liberal manner. The com-

mute 1 that an Me wheelman of

the city b. .is eligible lor membership, but

that a majority of the officer* be newspaper mei

that the ink-slinger have the controlling vote on com-

mittee-.. This was unani:.

: the club. The following officers were

elect. e until April next: President, G. W.
• Vice-President, H. 1'. Thompson;

try, E.

p [1 rer. W. W. Wilson; Captain, A. B.

Hub) .Captain, Charles T. I'll.

Lieutenant, C. H. Callahan; Second Lieutenant. \V.

rman; Bugler, A. K. Strong; Color Bearer, K. C.

At an early date the club will acquire head-

quarters in the 1 k. .Main Street, near to the

-i'aper offices. At present the members meet in

parlo: en Street.

The recently-: Cycling Club and the

men are hand and . ther. When one

club ' ' '' run the other club is in-

incalculable advant.i.

when one of the ink-slingers breaks himself up the

We have "s" 1'ark in Buffalo of which we
are proud. The only think' we kick against :

peop for fear of being

"run in." The regulations are more than >tr;

all red ta| lid the other day, "If

ii the pari. 00 $5, and if

lon't wink

boating, sheep-. tying and

.:. but the wheelmen are positively 11

- a fine

1 '.most

wheelmen are ;

1 com-

irait upon the l*ark Commissioners and re-

• that a track be built for tin

there

have

1 know, this committi

Sort in tha at. Won:

•ie year, an<l if we arc not smart,

icn, will »>c "left agail 11

% s wc want a track bad ei

s and it s

ir times this season, and
;

.:.iin.

A topic Ol conversation in local cycling circles

le, the ob'»

which would be the promotion of cycling in this

vicinity. I am strongly in favor of the idea

operation is often the keystone to success. We
haven't enough of it in Buffalo's wheeling world. I

am inclined to think that if the city league idea was
1 through the proper channel and presented in

proper form, th.

i

-..ill and Jenkins would fall

in with the scheme. 1 am not as yet familiar with the

plan as formulated by a private committee which

meets on Swan Street, but I should suppose it to be on

the b.. ted by and to the Chicago wheel clubs

be no question but tha

want of an organization here to bind our

7,000 wheelmen together— many of whom an
course, too young to join the L. A W Now, Mr. Bull

and Mr. Jenkins, your ideas on this matter.

Just fan Ition introduced at the Buffalo

Bicycle Club suggesting that the club abandon the

Wonder the sky didn't fall ?

Tuesday, October 7, is the regular monthly meeting

of the Ramblers, and [ strongly advise the friei;

the League to be present. I am told that a discussion

will be raised on the League question, as well as other

- of the utmost importance.

By the way. the Hustlers are preparing for a -

winter, ami contemplate forming a minstrel and
" nigger troupe. ' By all means do it. The only objec-

tion I have to such features is that the members some-

times take it into their hea - mcbody—
and that's killing. Kx-Captain Ed. Deitger will be

married shortly. I wonder if the "colored troupe"

will take a notion to discourse sweet music outside his

residence after the great ceremony.

A great international athletic meeting will be held

here October n. Th' Harriers, of England ;

the Manhattan Athletic Club, of New York, and the

athletic clubs will participate. In a note above.

1 lamented that there was not a greater spirit •

operation demonstrated among the Buffalo clubs, but

regarding this great meet, nearly every club in the

city appears to be willing to assist. The other night a

meeting of representatives of the athletic and wheel-

ing clubs was called, and asked to put their shoulder

to the wheel and iiowing the foreigners and

rsthat Buffalo is a booming city of sport. The
Iroqi: S< vciity-l'ourth Regiment A 1 .

the Rami.'

:ig Club, all the Cricket clubs, Buffa

Club, and, indeed, nearly every other athletic and

cycling organization in the city, sen!

with the exception <d the Buffalo*, Why the t

I d to put in an appearance I do not

know. I think, however, it must hav
sight ins 1-. !..., well known for bis courtesy

.ii nist. nit that he purj

nyhow, thi -nt prom-

help, ami the matter will be brought before the

clubs. Ti. b will call a special

•ig, form a

• •nly will all th:

:ig about sin 1 ess, - the interna 1

rned, but it will put the Athleti

I

club has 7™. members.
1 had Intended, in this letter, to |

and comii,'

• Ct table of

• r must wait.

nging up in this

1 thin!

• wo hundri

NEWARK.

1 lent W A • 1 Wheel-
men. •

Trustees of the club at fill

y evening of t

» '

fteen, and the n club
to the uti: cry

dignitary present, from thi

hhorn. threw dignity to the u
and d the menu amid much exul
spirits. After the cloth had been removed I

business meeting of the Hoard was held. In ord
promote gl -ring

ning months, it

mittee to arrangi and billiard tournament,
and M i-r, Thome and C. < 11.

decided upon as a committee to hunt up a centrally
I four-story bo iumn

... Longing eyes hav< upon
a certain unoccupied structure on Clinton street, out

inubtful II ory arrangement
made for removal at present After a deal ol dia
sion, both pro and con. it was finally hold

! tournament in the Belleville Avenue
Rink about the middli iber. Vai
mittees will be appointed at once. an.'. DC is

fully aware of the fact tha:
requires an endless amount of preliminary hard work,
and is willing to perform an allotted portion
scheme should bring some shekels into the club's
exchequer.

On Sunday of "... N. Thome compete
the club twenty-four hour :

a. m. He i! ring the fi: -

remain unknown until th.

of the season. On the coming Sun
Swain intends to put in a bid for the medal. II.

night, and will t»

various club members. On t
:

course last Sunday W. E. Ki in
hours, upsetting McLaughlii and

Mi Laughlin rode .-,= miles in twenty-tour hours, put-
ting an end to I tor that time.

A novel and decidedly peculiar looking wheel has
been invented . but
whether it will 1

be decided. It -.rge driving «
mounted upon a framework sui 1 small
wheels in front and a steering wheel in the rear. The

i ..tie similar to !':.

and i

the fi the forward wheel-., a s.

over ' heel, and !

much in the same manner .

In appearance it resembles
a tricycle-like frame. The invention
twenty claims. Inn wherein !:• .ints

led machine appears to 1. 1 -.111.

of a mystery.

The firm
rather unique depart.:

h in

1 the

I
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WAPPINGERS FALLS, N. Y.

The year 1890 has been a red letter year in cycling
in this village, and an unusual interest has been
developed in the sport among our citizens. New
riders have come to the front, while those who were
credited as being good have surprised not only them-
selves, but astonished their friends as well, by their
achievements. Never in the history of our village has
so much interest been manifested by our citizens gen-
erally as has been shown this year in wheel races. Not
only did they encourage the boys by their attendance
on the days of the races, which have always drawn out
large crowds, but they have cheerfully put their hands
into their pockets and liberally responded when called
upon to do so. And these events, occurring frequently
as they did throughout the summer, have not been
without accruing much good to our village in many
ways. They have served to keep our people from
leaving town on Saturday half holidays in search of
sport and amusement, and at the same time have
drawn people into town.

In a town of this size, with as many good wheels as
arc owned here, with as much good racing blood as
this season's sport has shown, and with as live a club
as the W. W. Cr, we should also have a good track.
Handicapped as our boys have been by being com-
pelled to resort to the main road to race, up hill and
down, in all sorts of conditions, they have given us
good sport, but how much more could we have had
with a track at our disposal? A good track would
pay for itself, and pay good dividends to the stock-
holders, for it would not only be patronized by our
wheelmen, but by those owning horses, and at the
same time could be so located that picnics and ball
games could be held on the grounds, and thus quite a
revenue derived from these sources.

During the month of June a subscription paper was
started to raise money to purchase a medal to repre-
sent the three mile championship of the village for
iSgo, and the sum of $32 was raised. With this a hand-
some gold medal was purchased, also one for second
man. A committee was appointed and articles drawn
up. The rules called for four races, to be run every
two weeks, the winner of each event to be debarred
from entering any of the other races until the last,

which was to include the four winners of the trial

heats, who were to compete for the medal. The first

race was won by Edward Cashin in 12m. 23s. I. F.
Halliwell captured the second race in 12m. 12s., and
Leister the third, 11m. 17s., while in the last trial heat
Marlor was victorious in 12m. 32s. In the final Marlor
crossed the line four seconds ahead of Cashin, winning
in 12m. iSs. Halliwell was a close third.

The Wappingers team, composed of Messrs. Cashin,
Halliwell and Marlor, defeated the Poughkeepsie team
at the recent county fair, and, with the races for the
sixteen mile medal, the best riders have been kept
pretty active.

The Wappingers Wheel Club was organized in the
Kali of 1887, with the following charter members: W.
K. Ro5r

, A. M. Roy, Charles L. Hargreaves, James
Hunter, Daniel L. Walker, Irving F. Halliwell, John
Hunter, Edward M. Marlor, Harry H. Brown, Chris.
B. Winne, B. Frank Clapp, Elmer L. Cole, S. A. Sim-
mons and William McCormack. The new Grinnell
Library was at that time nearly completed, and in this
beautiful building a suite of rooms was leased by the
club, and fitted up especially for their occupancy.
New and elegant furniture was purchased, as well as
a tine line of pictures and a piano, while later a pool
table was added ; thus it will be seen the club com-
menced life under the most brilliant circumstances.
The club grew, both in membership and in popular
favor, until now they hold a place second to none in

our village. But the club has not only prospered
financially and socially far beyond the fondest hopes
of its promoters, but it stands to-day, although yet in

its infancy, with members whose riding abilities rank
A 1 with any in this section. Its officers are : Presi-
dent, C. B. Winne; Secretary, Mervin Farrell ; Treas-
urer, E. M. Marlor; Captain, I. F. Halliwell; Lieu-
tenant, E. C. Cashin; Color Bearer, D. L. Walker;
Bugler, B. F. Clapp.

On October 4 a ten mile handicap will be run under
the auspices of the club. Many entries have been re-
1 lived, which, with good roads, will make a fitting

finale to a most successful racing season.

LOUISVILLE.

The new quarter mile track is not such a bad one,

after the little preparation it has received, and with
the work to be put on it in a short while, it will prove
very fast next year. It is oval, but the turns are not
banked, which defect will be remedied, and the track,

which is about twelve feet wide, will be made about
twenty or twenty-five feet wide, and possibly wider in

the stretch.

Already talk about League meet arrangements has
commenced, with a- view to having everything fully

discussed and all details completed for the next year's
Slate meet, which takes place here in June.

Chief Consul Lamb has been prompted to a promin-
ent anil lucrative position by the L. it N. Railroad.
The tiling necessitating regret is that the genial "A.

J.''
has to make his headquarters elsewhere' than in

this city, and loeal riders lose a most agreeable com-
panion.

Howard Jefferis, who went for the State all day
record, made it is; miles—on a safety. The best pre-
vious was 140 miles, by Percy Bettison.

Prince Wells has made tin- purchase ol Johnston
Simpson & Co.'s agency, and will hereaftei bq ii"

<;. & |. wheels along with the Sine., rs,

There exists quite a rivalry between Tom Jefferis

and [acob Bauer in a racing way, Tom ha capl uri >i

a number of firsts oil" Jake aftoi 1 lose and exi iting

finishes, but Jake got the time medal for la ;tesl mile
,111 i meet. A tew days since faki beal Tonl

n a scratch race at the New Albany fair, and now a
match race is talked of.

Vice-President Johnson was the happiest man in the
city last night. He did the honors at the first club
smoker of the season, at the L. C. C, and with a full
attendance and many visitors. A jolly time was
the natural result. Pipes and cigars were in great
profusion, as well as light refreshments. Songs by
President Tileston and Prof. Guekin were liberally-
applauded, and a recitation by Vice-President John-
son was well received. President Tileston and Col.
Thomas Jefferis went four rounds with the gloves for
points. Col. Ropke and Col. Bauer went three rounds.
The party did not break up until an early hour.

We have had several visitors the past week. Harry
Hodgson, "the only," and Loui Hart, of Birmingham,
were among them.

Stanley B. Huber has not dropped the street clean-
ing project, but is pushing it with greater determina-
tion than ever. An association of citizens has just
been organized to look after this much-needed reform.

WHITE BURLEY.
Louisville, September 20, 1890.

KINGS COUNTY WHEELMEN.

Things at the club are pretty dull. Everybody
appears to be waiting for developments in regard to
the annual club handicap. It is quite probable that
the course this year will be the much praised Eliza-
beth-Rahway stretch of eight miles, but it has not
been decided upon as yet, as many ot the " old hands "

think the I. & M. course the true test of endurance,
and enter vigorous protests whenever change of

ground is mentioned.

Charles Schwalbach informs us that he has given
up all thoughts of holding a road race on November
4, as he does not believe in clashing with any of the
plans of the Kings County Wheelmen.

Mr. Marion has called a meeting of the bowlers for
the purpose of reorganizing the K. C. W. Bowling
Club. The alleys are now in first-class shape, and
everything points toward a successful season with the
pins. That first place in the league will come to 1255
no one in the club doubts. The " Irresistible William "

has also in charge the forming of an entertainment
committee, and from his past efforts, it is only fair to
predict a Winter season filled with enjoyment for all

who attend his seances.

Our Captain has returned only to leave us again for
Travers Island and the Washington meet, and in his
haste to catch the train he quite forgot the "ambitious
road officers " whom he was to look out for before
leaving for the Capital.

A great deal of doubt has been expressed as to the
genuineness of the statement in Bearings in which
Murphy is reported to have said that he had joined the
N. Y. A. C. because of his K. C. W. clubmates voting
him no good whenever he did not win all his scratch
races. This does not sound at all like "Billy," who
knows full well that he had the most hearty support
of every man in the club in all his efforts till his first

race under N. Y. A. C. colors, when with a few he per-
haps unjustly lost prestige ; and it is only justice to
state that with the majority he is still the ideal, and
his victories are cheered to the echo.

Frank G. Brown feels that his racing efforts have
injured his physical condition, but it is more easy to
believe that close attention to the clinics at Ward's
Island Hospital, where he is studying medicine, has
had more to do with his nervous prostration than any
of his past physical exertions.

Like unto Sampson is Folger, that in his "hirsute
appendages" lies his strength ; or so one would judge
from his last exhibition with the cue, when thirty-two
buttons were all he had strength to move up, while his
opponent, Smith, merrily tripped off with 100.

By a vigorous spurt at the finish, Bensinger beat
Bowdish in the billiard tournament by a score of 100

to 95, which gave Ben a pretty firm hold on third posi-

tion.

Marion seems to have changed his mind about asso-
ciating with an N. B. T.

It is said that Whymper spends his spare time trim-
ming those mutton chops ; at least we miss him when
on our afternoon spins in the park.

Hot-water Smith has had the plumbers in the house,
and we are in fair way to have the fondest hopes of

club life realized. RAM LAL.

CALDWELL.

On Monday evening, September 29, several members
of the Caldwell Wheelmen participated in a moonlight
run to Paterson, but it partook more of the nature of a

road race than a pleasure trip, before the destination
was reached. The condition of the road from Cedar
Grove to Paterson was fine, and those responsible for

their perfect form certainly deserve the thanks of

cyclers for their good work.' After arriving al Pater-

son, a raid was made on the nearest bakery, alter

Which a line repast wassei ved at a prominent restaur-
ant. Among (he amusing incidents that will lie

recalled with pleasure are i A China 111. 111 trying to ride
a wheel, to the amusement ol a crowd: acOOO on a

bridge who caused much merriment
;
a Dutch barber.

and the realization of the fact that Stephen could not

join the party, because it was not his " night oil." It

is earnestly hoped that boys from the "upper part"
will show their appreciation of membership by a farger
turnout on tin 11. .. 1 appointed run. VICTOR,

W. II. Griinwade, "i the Catford club, when
competing lot the club long-distance medal,
rode 1 1

s miles ill 1 'J hours 011 a solid tyred
safely. Over an hum was lost by stoppages.

PHILADELPHIA.

The annual meeting of the State Board of Officers
Pennsylvania Division L. A. W. was held, after sev-
eral postponements, at the Colonnade Hotel on Friday
afternoon of last week, twenty members being present.
The principal business transacted was the adoption
of numerous changes in the Constitution and By-
laws, the increase in the salary of the Secretary-Treas-
urer, and the creation of a State Racing Board.
The newly appointed Board will assign State cham-

pionship races to such meets as it shall deem best.
These will be entirely separate and distinct from the
District championships given under the sanction of
the National Racing Board. State representatives to
the National Assembly were elected as follows: Kirk
Brown, H. Crowther and P. S. Collins, Philadelphia

;

H. C. Wheeler, Williamsport ; C. P. Lusk, Harrisburg
;

W. F. Fairbairn, Erie ; Thos. J. Lee, Phillipsburg ; S.
H. Murray, Pittsburg, and W. F. Seibert, New Bloom-
field.

The next race meet to attract the attention of local
wheelmen is that to be given by the Tioga Athletic
Association on Saturday, October n, on the three-lap
track at Westmoreland Station. The order of events
is as follows : Quarter mile safety, State champion-
ship ; one mile safety, novice ; one mile ordinary,
three minute class; one mile safety, 3.30 class; one
mile safety, scratch, State championship; one mile
tandem, scratch ; one mile safety, 3.20 class; two mile
ordinary, handicap ; one mile safety, three minute
class

;
quarter mile dash, ordinary, scratch ; one mile

safety, handicap ; half mile ordinary, State champion-
ship. Entries close October 4 with Captain C. W.
Dalsen, Century Wheelmen, 1606 N. Broad Street.
On the following Saturday the first annual inter-club

race meet under the auspices of the Quaker City and
Park Avenue Wheelmen will be held at the new track
of the Philadelphia Ball Park, Broad and Huntingdon
Streets. Starting at about 1 o'clock p. m. from Paoli
instead of Doylestown, the great twenty-five mile road
race will be run, the last three miles of which will
finish on the track prior to the commencement of the
track events.

October 25 is the date set for the Columbia Cycler's
Fall meeting as announced last week. The Wilming-
ton road race also falls on this date. The Vineland
tournament has been postponed to the 27th on account
of the above mentioned races. This will probably
wind up the track season.

Zimmerman has been here this week for the purpose
of trying for the five mile tandem road record in com-
pany with Taxis. The trial was made on Tuesday
morning, and although the two had not ridden togeth-
er before, they reduced the time by 13 seconds. The
best previous record was 14m. 47s., made over the
same course in 1886 by Messrs. Hill and Fuller, of the
Pennsylvania Bicycle Club, and it has remained since
then the world's road record. N. J. Kelly, P. A. W.;
J. H. Draper, A. C. S. N.; W. J. Greer, S. E. W., and
Jack Hazelton, C. W., acted as pacemakers. The
mount was a Quadrant full roadster. With a racing
machine it is more than likely that the pair could have
gotten very close to fourteen minutes over this course.

Paul Berwyn.
The Wilmington Wheel Club some time since started

a subscription list for the purpose of presenting Mr.
Van Smith, of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, with a
suitable testimonial of appreciation of his services in
securing the free transportation of bicycles over that
road. Most of the Philadelphia clubs responded liber-
ally, so that quite a neat sum has been realized by the
Wilmingtons. The presentation will be made at Mr.
Van Smith's office in the B. & O. depot, Twenty-fourth
and Chestnut Streets, next Saturday afternoon, Mr.
MacOwen, of the Athlete, making the speech.

Paul BERWYN.

BROOKLYN BICYCLE CLUB.

We shall be fine as silk at the club-house before
long. The House Committee made a clean sweep ol

the parlors a few days ago, and now we are overrun
with painters, decorators and paper-hangers ; hut as
we hope the result will be a great addition to our Cosy
club-house, we must endure the necessary inconven-
ience of house-cleaning, and everybody is invited to
admire our quarters when the work is completed.

Our strong contingent of racing men have had their
training time extended, owing to the weather. We
were unable to hold the ten mile road race on Satur-
day last, as fate seemed to be against us on the race
question, and I very much fear tiiat if we should eve:
take it into our heads to hold a race meet it would be
a signal for the deluge.

obedient to the letter of President Potter, issued
last week, it becomes the duty of each wheelman 10
add to his outfit a camera. 1 don't know what Induce-
ments the manufacturers hold out, but Potter ap-
peared in a white flannel suit this summer, and we all
suspected something was up. 1 trust the sale will be
up to expectations (cameras, 1 mean). But seriously,
Potter has Struck a keynote to what may be made a
valuable adjunct to the road improvement work, and
his call should meet with a ready response,

Captain Puller had fourteen men out Sunday last
on the Tarrvtown trip. Favored with one <>f those
days which make wheeling so delightful at this season
ol the year, they could not help but enjoy the ride.
They met a number of the \\ w \ oil. Club, who rode
pail of the way with them. A lew of the Long Island
era showed up, and took, or endeavored to take, din
uer at Vonkers.

III. season ol theatre parties is almost here, and
while a few clubs have been rushing the season ,,i

ready, Novembet w i in- one ol the best months to

five them in. The Hiooklvus will hold Surely one.
and possibly more, during the Winter months.

A 101

The fifty mile tricycle record was lowered by
IV C, Wilson, Sept. [5th, tO 2 hours, I I

minute-.,

I seconds, 'The former record was held bj

W. C. Goulding, a hours, 50 minub onds
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

Th- •.. 1. a w i.i-. bi-in Incorpo-

te Pennsylvania
»>k.

ling baa boomed in Lincoln. Neb., this m
iiindred new wheels have been sold.

tor H Johnson, tin- r of the Qoeena
County Wheelmen, recently committed suicide.

Thi- Yorl tnb announce In another column
. . 11 fold watch, ami piano lamp,

ling Club and Doctor's Wheel Club,
oi Buffalo, have recently been holding combined runs.

It is reported that the New [ersey Division lost
• $80 at the annual meet at Plalnfield last Spring.

-t been laid on Park Avenue, Minne-
the- boulevard will become one of the city's

-

English cycling papers, in reporting cycle rulers for
inch, if not more, credit to the machine

the ruler.

Th' le Club, of Huffalo. now has a mem-
bership ut fifty-' 3 • < n members were admitted
at the last meeting.

An athletic ami cycling club, on which $30,000 ia to
ipended in house, grounds and track, is talked of

at Ravenswood, III.

ijumcy. fJL, are talking of organising
ion for the purpose of erecting a gym-

nasium and bicycle track.

W Etan and K. C. Rowe, who are riding .1

ntincnt, will put a narrative ot their journey in
InM.k form when completed.

The improvements on the Elizabeth Wheelmen's
Club-house are about completed, and a house-warming
will soon be one ot the coming events.

Iladelpbia riders have been abusing the
1 ilk privilege, and a genera] ordinance prohib-

iting ti 'tit to be issued.

The Hartford Rubber Works are manufacturing
The It. F. Goodrich Co., of Akron,

llso making the cushion tyre.

•inty wheelmen have purchased a lot
at Richmond Mill, \l. 1., near the railroad station, on
which it is prop • a comfortable club-

imatic Tyre Co. has established a factory
i-ntrv, and promises to be able to supply 1,000

It put W.ts too t
J

Prince Wells Intends to open a fa itable"
in Louisville, where wheelmen who use their wheels
lor business pin

,
.tore them during working

A large numlier of trade Iten eded out in
The next : hi Wheel

will have a number of not' • t.. the

the Manhattan

he members pi

A Dtinent traveler,
1 • .1111. il Itlufls, Iowa, on the j ,d inst.,
. ..ut from |i. .st. .11. I: 1 K..\s

I him.

who
r I'ortlan \pnl >s, ai

.'motion withoi • ting to thl
month* on the 1

.ur, at
ibundon t hi

.. k into »u '

11 the
How do you

A wheel lnb ha« Haverhill,
Mass., wit 1 II

icelmen

,

Harlem i implaining about thereck-
walks by boys from

ten l. "iik; the smooth
icnts at a break-neck speed, and cause pedes-

trians to hop about lively to keep from Ix-ing run into.

The frith CveJiSt should haul off on " pneumatic "

It is universally admitted that the pneumatic is faster
than the solid tyre, how much faster no man knows
The Ji i>h CyellSl has already taken enough credit for
fathering the pneumatic, and should now return t.. Us
legitimate held, which is the publication of news.

W. I Wilhelm, the Reading racer, was knocked
from his wheel and had his machine demolished
teamster recently, and a little game at fisticuffs fol-
lowed, wherein a black eye was presented 1

driver. Wilhelm was subsequently arrested for
assault, and gave ball for his appearance in court.

A League club has been formed at Asbury Park
with twenty members. The officers are: President,
Alfred C. Atkins; Vice-l'rcsidcnl, W. K Stauffer

;

Secretary, Martin V. Dager ; Treasurer, John V
Hurtis ; Captain, C. R. Zacharias ; Kirst Lieutenant,
Harry Smock; Second Lieutenant. W. L. Coward;
Sergeant, Frank Pawley

; Color Bearer, Jesse Minot;
Bugler, Edward Hope.

The Crescent Cycle Club, of Rochester, N. Y., have
appointed B committee to look up a suitable club
house. The following officers were elected at the las,

meeting: President, B. C. Harned ; Vice-President
I N. Williams; Treasurer, S S. Hrennan ; Recording
Secretary, F. C. Robinson ; Financial Secretary
C. Haines; Captain, B, S. Warriner : Executive Com-
mittee. A F. Nisbet, F. J. McCall. C. R. Webster.
The new officers of the Press Cycling Club, of

Buffalo, elected last week, are : President, G. W.
Schooley: F"irst Vice-President, H P. Thompson;
Second Vice-President, Charles I. (iriffiths; S
tary. Kben P. Dorr; Treasurer. W. W. Wilson; cap-
tain, AI. Hubbard; Vice-Captain, Charles Johnson ;

First Lieutenant, (has. Callahan ; Second Lieutenant,
W. H. Gorman; Bugler, A. ft. Strong; Color Hearer,
Frank C. Fox.

At a meeting Ol the Manhattan Bicycle Club, on
Monday evening of this week, it was decided to hold
a ten mile club championship and a live mile handicap
race on Flection Day over the Kingsbridge course.
The Building Committee reported on the clubs new-
house, and stated that it would be necessary to add
t.. the guarantee fund. A committee was appointed
to arrange for the fourth annual reception, The
club have organised B bowling team, anil will be 111

the Wheelmen's Bowling League, aa usual, thia season,

A party of Springfield 1 111. I cyclers, while coasting a
steep declivity on ordinaries recently, beheld to their
horror a cow Standing directly in the centre of the
road at the foot of the hill. AH of the riders ex< epl
.me managed to steer around the animal, however,
but the wheel of the last caster struck her directly
on the northeast corner, and the cyclist was •

upon the back of the astonished beast. This mishap
appeared so ludicrous to one ot the other riders that
he fell from his wheel in a paroxysm of laughter anil
broke the handle-bar of his machine.

Very few cyclists realise the amount of good mate-
rial contained 111 Mr. R. P. Scott's book on "Cycling,
Art. Energy and Locomotion." Mr. Scott is a young-
ish-looking, light-COmplexioaed man, and is inter-
est.-,! in several large manufacturing concerns His
book was merely a side issue, and he has lost consid-
erable money on it. Besides being interested in a
large manufacturing business at Ca.li/, (lino, he is

1 ..nne. ted with the Sim- lair -Sett Manufacturing
a concern engaged in tin- manufacture ..! hardware
specialties and canning-house machinery in Balti-
more, All ot tins special machinery was Invented by
Mr. s, ..tt.

new Hoard of officers <>t tin- Massachusetts
Division held their first meeting in Boston on

1.1. I Consul Emery presiding. The
following were elected delegates to tin- national con-
vention : J. S. Dean, W G. Kendall, Sanlord Lawton,

Perkins, I. B, Seward, It A Barber, J. W.
Bean, B It Pllsbury. H. W. Robinson and J. Fred
,\. Ian ..Usui Emery, Vice-Consul Robinson
and Secretary-Treasuret Howard an- del
virtue of thl

Various matters "t routine business ware trans-
.111. 1 the Board adjourned to meet at call of the

1 hail 1..

Just a word of warning to those who ride in the
Autumn. Beware ol .lulls An Autumn day is like

•us on tin- island it tempts a man t.. come out
111 the sun, riding under the raj "I whli h be gets 111st

as war in as 111 Summer ; but the moment old Bol
t only the 1 hilly

feellni <o Bpi log bul also a
malarious poison mot mtry,
whi.h, coupled with the decrease Intemperate
apt to give the damp rider a "1 lull " ..f tin- worst
sible km.i it is .1 comparative!) e.,sv thing t" guard

indie-
wh.it noi

all who are in the least prone to . hills and like «
,1

following '.m the log bock of T B.
• Pittsbui

.

1 •tin in-. 1 from a ti ip
through til,- Hhenandoah \ profil

••.il 1

I at Wm. hester, t went v t wo tnili

m, the pike being in splendid condition; left
'

,
m l..it New Markel next moi

• r Ma»iu«nutt "ii M "u:

W'

M'

.

It has been held off a Ion* time by the characteristic
British prejudice against innovation, but at last Mis
John Bull and her daughters are taking t.. safeties
In referring to this increase in safety cycling among
the English Lucy Hillier, in Bicycling \

makes this statement : "The mount for tlie lady rider
ot the future is the rear-driving safety bicycle, fitted
with solid or cushion tyres so ,,s to minimise the
danger of side slipping, During the past tew weeks,
in the neighborhood ••! London, we have noted a most
marked Increase in the number ..f lady riders of the

track 11 . and we are well assured that the ladies,
having once discovered the llandiness, speed and
safety of the rear-driver, will not ]>erinit thems
to be persuaded to abandon it."

The Rev. (le... F. Dowling, of Albany, is enjoying .1

cycling tour through England and on the continent
In a recent letter he describes the advantages ot bicy-
cling through the country as follows :

•The average tourist does not see England as it is,

but England as ;t is ,iii prepared for him. He goes to
the appointed places where all toun^ 1 the
appointed route ; the people expect his coming months
before he arrives, and everything is made iplc and
span for the annual bleeding of the foreigner. The
bicyclist, while he includes, if he so desires, all the
chief places of interest in his route, passes through
roads where as yet the railroad has not broken in up
on the quiet and simplicity of the people. II.

them as they are. and stops at genuine country inns,
such as the writers of half a century ago have made
us all familiar with. It is a wonderfully novel and
delightful experience."

A brief romance, as revealed in the advertising
columns of a newspaper, is thus related by Brooklyn
Lift

:

(Edition of May 1. 1S80.I

ANTED Tandem Bicycle or Tricycle*
in good condition. Willing to pay

cash for a good machine. Addi.
ic.o ..'

J. T. |this office
I

(Bditiorj ot October 15, e
ARRIED. At the residence ot the
bride's parents, Mr, John Thomas to

Miss Annie Ridewell. both of this city, Re\
A. 1. Goodman officiating.

(Edition of August is, 1890.)

POR SALE A Tandem Ha ycle, 111 fairly
1 good condition. Terms cash, or will
accept a iicv Perambulator in part pay-
ment.

(e.o.d.t.f.) Address. J T. [this office.]

A good story is going the round of the Heights.
the Brooklyn Citizen. A young lady, with a wealthy
mother, invited herself to take a rale on a tandem
bicycle with a gay young fellow. They visited the
Park by moonlight. As they were trundling along.

iv young fellow whispering soft somethings'
the girl's shoulder, another gay young fellow, ruling
a high bicycle all alone, ran into the tandem und
full head of steam. The young la.lv was sent flying,
and the fellow of the high bicycle was pitched
over the tandem and landed on top of the young I

The girl's y.uing fellow was toppled over and the tan
dem was a wreck. The young lady was removed to a
hospital very quietly, and lay there for some "
Her companion began an action against the 1

fellow for damages to himself and the bicycle. The
plaintiff's only witness was the y.uing lady, who DOW
says that all the blame is due to her esc. .it's negli-
gence. During her sickness 111 the hospital the ot her
fellow Called to see her and sent her flow
they go out hoi seback riding together

FOB PEDaUNO iHK.'inii 1111 .MK.

Tlie aerial velocipede which was successfully
at liankloit. N Y , last month, ,011.

bicycle se.it hanging like a swing-board from front
ami rear by cr.ls attached t.. a horizontal bamboo
spar above, to which the supporting "hydrogen spin-
dle" is att.o lied Hags ol sand hanging from this

tire apparatus and ruler in
the air. At the rider's feet are the usual bil

while hand cranl the rcgulai
all connecting with a revolving aerial win •

oth hells projecting in front, which
vacuum int.. which the machine rushes tor-

war. I In I the bicycle seat is a light cloth
rudder tor aiding the steering, whit
a. 1 omplishi by simply 1.

ill 111 the .'•
ft, up

• •1 do* -I manag-
ing it without any experience what, vi 1 Inil

linai 1 1 v s.i

more than can be said of evi When 1

machines get In general us. . will be of little
Use to wheelmen

lie Pennaylvanl
ting in Philadelphia, September in, with

1 w.nt v men ling
Pro' made f.,r tin- . reatinn oi .,

whi.h should annua the

mile
hall mile ordinary,

He mile .

and one mile tandem
:i paid to the H

irer was in

lid-

I

II held, resllltn,

II 1 Wlx • !• 1. Williams)

I
v• It
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A TOURNAMENT FOR THE SOUTH.

A programme of merit equal to many of those

issued by the promoters of the recent Fall tour-

naments and various Division meets, both as to

compilation and typography, is the one prepared
by the Mikado Wheelmen for their bicycle meet
in connection with the Alabama State Fair at

Birmingham, October 23, 24 and 25. It proves
conclusively that the South is awake and that

the Mikado Wheelmen are progressive. The
Southern riders will undoubtedly enjoy the most
successful series of races and meet ever held in

the Southern States. The club extends a most
cordial invitation to every cyclist throughout the

Union to attend the tournament, and as South-
ern hospitality is proverbial, a good time is an
assured fact.

The reader can glean a slight insight as to

the treatment that can be expected from the

following extract from the programme

:

'

' The Mikado Wheelmen extend to you and
yours an earnest invitation to be with us at this,

our first meet. We have a track that will com-
pare with any in America. Beautiful pikes,

with miles and miles of lovely scenery. We
will take you out the Ensle.y road, five and one-

half miles, over hills and through dells. We
will take you to see the largest artificial lake in

the South, where nice boats can be had for a
' pull ' over its rippling waters, where you can
find all modern appliances for the accommoda-
tion of the bather. We will show you Lake-
view, with its hotels, its greenhouses, its pavil-

ions, and the prettiest views to be obtained in

the Southern States. We will take you for a
' spin ' over the Oxmoor road, where you can get
a mile and a half coast, over the finest of grav-
eled pikes. In and around the city are many
other roads, just as fine; among them the Gate
City, the Powderly, the East Lake, the Jones-
ville, and hosts of others. Why not come then,

to this the Mecca of the South, and enjoy with
us a meet that will be remembered for years as
the meet that was held in Birmingham in '90?

We, the Mikado Wheelmen, guarantee you the

grandest time you ever had."
Birmingham, as the "progressive city" of

the present decade, offers to the wheelmen the

hearts and hands of her citizens, the best hotel

accommodations, points of interest not to be
excelled by any in the country, miles and miles

of pike roads, and unrivaled scenery. Reduced
rates of transportation have been secured, and
all trains will be met by the Reception Commit-
tee, who will take charge of the stranger and
his wheel, or steer him to the Florence Hotel,

the headquarters. Accommodations will be se-

cured in advance for those who notify the man-
agement of their intention of attending.

THE EVENTS.

The opening feature of the meet will be a
parade on the morning of the 23d, starting from
the Florence House. The parade will be mar-
shaled through the most pleasant streets and
avenues. On the return, a photograph will be
taken, with the headquarters in the background.
This will be a souvenir that each and every
wheelman should take away with him.

A lantern parade will be one of the features

of the meet, leaving headquarters on the even-

ings of the 23d and 24th at 8:30 sharp. Five
miles of the avenues and streets of the city will

be covered. All parades will be under the di-

rect management of Capt. H. K. Milner.

On the 26th the two or more road races will

take place, the start and finish being from the

Florence Hotel over a course eight miles straight

away. These races will be the events of the

meet, and will attract much attention, as it will

be the first prominent road race of the South.

League rules will govern all track contests.

THE TRACK RACES.

The track on which the other events will be

run is of screened gravel with a cement surface,

is one-quarter mile in length, twenty-five feet

in width, and is divided into four equal parts,

two stretches, two curves. Entries close Octo-
ber 20 with Louis Hart, manager. Fee 50 cents.

Races will begin on the afternoon of the 23d.
One thousand five hundred dollars in prizes will

be offered. The events are:

First day—Quarter mile dash, open ; one mile safety,
open ; two mile handicap ; half mile ordinary ; two
mile safety, handicap ; three-quarter mile ordinary

;

one mile novice. Second day—One mile open ; five
mile professional ; half mile open, flying start ; one
mile, ride and run, open

; one and a half mile novice
;

one mile State championship - two mile ordinary,
handicap ; half mile boys'. Third day—Three mile
safety, open ; one mile handicap, Alabama ; one mile
safety, ride and run ; two mile handicap, professional

;

one mile boys' ; half mile safety, club ; five mile con-
solation ; half mile ordinary, open ; two mile club
championship.

THE CUSHION TYRE DESCRIBED.

Replying to a letter from The Wheel asking
for an opinion on the cushion tyre, the Hart-
ford Rubber Works Company, who furnish
many American manufacturers of bicycles with
tyres, state that the new departure is a grand
success, and that they find riders make better
time with them, and are able to ride comfort-
ably over soft or sand roads that are well nigh
impossible with the seven-eighths solid tyre.

Quoting from their letter, they say :

'

' We are
making cushion tyres for several bicycle manu-
facturers, mostly in sample lots. The principal
inquiry is for one and a quarter inch external
diameter with half inch hole in the centre, and
adapted for thirty inch wheels. The material
of which they are made is nearly pure Para
rubber, containing only sufficient curing in-

gredients to obtain the necessary consis-

tency and proper degree of elasticity and
resistance. The process of making these
tyres is similar to that of making the or-

dinary solid tyre. The rubber dough or com-
pound is placed in a cording machine, some-
thing like a sausage filler, and is forced out
through a die giving the proper size of external
diameter and hole in the form of a tube. This
tube is cut to the proper length for the tyre,

and the ends are skived and stuck together,
making an endless tube. The tyre is then
placed in an iron mould, and vulcanized under
pressure at about 275 degrees Fahrenheit.
During vulcanization the rubber flows suffi-

ciently to make a thorough union at the skive
joint which is scarcely to be detected there-

after."

JOHNSTOWN, PA.

Wheeling here has been slowly picking up since the
great flood. A few wheels were sold during the past
season, and if the streets are ever put in shape again
we look for quite a spurt in cycling enthusiasm, as
the roads amongst the mountains are usually in excel-
lent shape.

J.Elmer Pratt, who is "doing" the State for the
Gormully & Jeffery Co., paid us a visit a day or two
since. He had a Light Rambler safety with him, and
opened.folks' eyes by climbing Cemetery Mountain—
a cobble-spotted hill some two miles long, with a rise
of something like one foot in nine or ten. It was the
first time the ascent had ever been made on a crank
wheel, a Star and Springfield Roadster being the only
other machines that had ever gone all the way up.
Pratt says it was the small steering wheel, spring
frame and 48-inch gear that did it. B.

R. G. Betts ("Bettsy B.") will shortly make a trip to
New Orleans, his adopted home before he went to
New York and Chicago. " Bettsy B." is a prophet and
a good fellow in his own country, and he will receive
royal welcome from his old companions, who know
the " little 'un " for what he is.

Harry Hodgson arrived home last Thursday after a
month's trip in the North.

The Pennsylvania road book, like the New York
edition, has been entirely exhausted, but anew supply
will be ready by next Spring.

The Quaker City Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, have
passed the 150 membership mark.

SCIENTIFIC ROAD BUILDING.

Improvements that once would have crept forward
at a snail's pace now become universal in a few years,
and it is therefore hoped that with the quickened re-
ceptivity of our American people, the course of a
generation may see good roads become as universal
in all parts of the country as bad ones now are. A
hopeful indication of this is to be seen in the progress
made in some of our young Western cities, where a
greater extent of beautifully smooth streets may
now be found than in the great cities of the East that
once enjoyed a reputation for well-constructed high-
ways. The knowledge of the convenience and econ-
omy of such improvements rapidly spreads to other
communities, and therefore it ought not to take long
to make the movement general.
One of Boston's citizens has probably done more to

promote general interest in the subject of good roads
than any other man in the country.

Col. Albert Pope will, in the esteem of posterity,
deserve high rank as a public benefactor.
He has done much to arouse public sentiment in

favor of good roads, and by means of addresses before
various societies, has brought many persons of in-
fluence to realize how immensely the prosperity of
the country would be advanced by means of well-
constructed highways. Through the activity of Col.
Pope this sentiment has already found practical
expression, and in more than one State organized
effort promises to make itself felt in legislation that
shall bring about the much needed reform in road
building.
Finally, the action which, under his initiative, the

Institute of Technology has just taken toward the
establishment of instruction in a branch of engineer-
ing new to this country, will enable those communi-
ties which desire to build first-class roads to go about
the work intelligently, without the waste of effort
that now so often is attendant upon even the most
earnest attempts at good road construction.
This knowledge being available, the work of scien-

tific road building will naturally receive a most
powerful impetus. The conditions are often such that
it costs no more to build a good road than a poor one,
and the example of a community that has adopted the
right methods cannot fail to have a strong influence
upon neighboring places.
Personal interviews between President Walker and

Col. Pope resulted in the following offer :

Dear General: Referring to our conversation
of yesterday relating to my previous suggestion of a
provision at your Institute of Technology for a special
course in highway engineering, I make this offer : To
pay or provide for the payment to your satisfaction of
such sums of money as you may need from time to
time for the next five years, up to the amount of $6,000,
for the promotion of an option in highway engineering,
connected with your course in civil or mechanical
engineering. Yours truly, Albert A. Pope.
To Gen. Francis A. Walker, President Massachu-

setts Institute of Technology.
This offer was accepted at a meeting of the ex-

ecutive committee of the corporation of the Institute
s

on Sepiember 19.

The result can hardly fail to be the introduction in
this country of a new and popular branch of engineer-
ing, opening up to many capable young men a useful
and profitable occupation, involving many problems
of interest to an intelligent mind, and conferring an
inestimable benefit upon the public. Graduates from
this course can hardly fail to find lucrative employ-
ment at once, and the demand for such men will soon
become so great, that other technical and agricultural
colleges in this country will be likely to establish
similar courses.

Brooklyn Ramblers.

The Committee on Inquiry have decided that the
ten mile handicap club race must be contested again,
and have named Election Day—Irvington-Milbiirn
course—as the date.

The result of the Labor Day race, which was pro-
tested, was as follows : Geo. Holland, first

; Jos. Medic,
second; H. Jacoby, third; Robt. Miller, fourth; \V.
Guy Parsons, fifth.

The contemplated theatre party promises to be a
most successful affair. The boys will be out in lull

force.

There yet remain about ten regular club runs on the
card before this most successful season closes, includ-
ing a "chestnut " run. As about all (he members have
returned from their respective vacations a good at-
tendance is anticipated. Unattached riders are in-
vited to join these runs, notice of which can be had
on application to the secretary, 324 Flatbush Avenue.

Several pneumatic-tyred wheels are now being used
in and around Philadelphia, and enthusiasm on the
inflated tyre question runs high.

Efforts are being made in Pittsburg to form an
amateur athletic club that will foster all branches "I
sport, including cycling.

The Wakefield (Mass.) Bicycle (.'bib are making
arrangements for (heir annual minstrel entertainment,
ami it is expected to be a great success,

C. H. .Smith, Sweeting Cycle Co., is traveling
through New York State.

The Victor Wrench.
— Overman Wheel Co., Makers, Clueonee Falls. Mass

A yenulne trinmph ! Bv ncrnnl tc*t.i over Ko per cent.

STRONfifiR than (he strongest wrench of Its clan
heretofore la themnrUet. Nickel plated. riiceji.oo
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MY FIRST TANDEM RIDE.

KollInK over meadows,
Skimming o'c-r the fields;

me. tins i~
|

KulitiK on a wheel

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
i.-» Words

'

:
•"
, ,," l ~

Two Insertions '"

%

, t ready and I will give yen a tandem

ri le." w.is the invitation 1 received from a

friend the other evening; and as 1 had been

looking forward t<> this trip for some tunc, I was

not slow in ^cuhik: ready. But, alas' just as

we had reached the middle >-t the road (to the

admiration of all the- small boys in the neigh-

borhood) the rain cairn.- down, and we had to

turn hack. .

Never mind, we will go to-morrow, said

my companion, in his usual cheerful way. and I

had to be- content. You may be sure I felt dis-

appointed for the time.

The next day, however, was a beautiful one.

cool, but just a day for a ride. We were off at

last and the first idea I had was that I should

help propel the machine. I began by squirming

from side to side, and in spite of repeated warn-

ings to sit still, found myself on one side oi the

: and he on the other, no bones broken, and

m«i laugh at my expense. We mounted

AH was serene for a few minutes, when

that insane desire to help came over me again.

The machine wriggled and twisted a tew min-

utes, and down we came ingloriously in the dust.

This time I found myself suspended on one side

at the wheel by the waist of my dress, while my
skirt served as an elevator for my feet, and my
companion was Declining on the other side of

the road with the weeds serving tor a pillow. 1

had to wait until he got over his weariness be-

fore he could extricate me, and lound 1 had

come off with a bruised ankle ;
but as " posish

rerything, 1 was not discouraged, and we

mounted again. This time 1 was determined

to sit still, and it was a good thing I did. for my
•t was a rider of no ordinary merit, being

I Maker City's crack riders, and he-

worked the pedals as if his very life depended

"" ' l -

,, ,, ,
1 was now beginning to really enjoy the rule.

nd faster went the wheel ;
tighter and

tighter 1 tfripi>ed the bar. We were now near-

iu« a bridge to which the approach is very

Steep, and had reached the middle. 'Don't

stir," said my companion. There was no need

now for the warning, as I was still enough. I

don't know whether my mouth was open or not,

hut it seemed to me as if all the water m the

Schuylkill was rising in my throat, and 1 knew

that 'my companion' was enjoying the sport im-

mensely. Down, down we went like a i

and in a few minutes we had reached terra

tirma. After resting a while we again mounted,

this time for home, and 1 w;is not very anxious

"' '

'

i i

Did I enjoy it? you ask. I have had
; have danced. I have participated

in many other pleasures, but none can equal

that tandem I

W, home in •safety'' (this is

pun) .uitf a few scratches ..t no account,

ctly satisfied and delighted. N \

.ii who

i of dieting

n , tiiw aba
wt

hi, will hoi ran t-

iii "* '" r

•irtnK

New lork Blcjrele Company, Hon. 4 sad 6 K*st GOtli

Ktrtrt, I. Y. Hew »nd Kcrnad-llaml Machines. Choice
* -

m ft— t -».. HtaanM m Iv 1 .. WhaaUtit rnnt l"a-s>lliiir

2>^T^
. fl«n anil nt-runu-ll»ll<l ini nii.r-.. , inn. ,-

asMirliiii nt. Prle** reasonable. Wheels to rent, CjrllnK
Accessories of all kinds. Mat of Bargains and Sundries
free spon application. 0l<! mounts takon In part pay-

ment for Heir-

Ladles' and Gents' Columbia S
lis, M ne„ each. They were bought

lulv «. 1800, and used at the beach this Summer.
tics in A 1 condition, a openamel
anil nickel. Will Bend CO. D. to any one that wi I

guarantee express charges. Address Wilson, ( Han-
. Boston, Mass. 10-17-c

EXCHANt.K u or 55-inch Columbia Race]

Columbia Light Roadster Safety Hanker <V

Campbell Co., Limited, 17M Broadway. New \ork.
r 10-1-c

ITUK SALE.- Safety bicycle, hardly used ^nractlcal-

T ly new. V. II C., P. 0. Boi 444. N. Y. < fty.

WILL nive a |ioo Type Writer, new, for a Lovell

Diamond, new, or a Victor Safety in good con-

dition. Angell, is* Fourth Ave.. New York.

pXt'll \N(;i-:-I.elever hammerlerss. 1 . k'a. 7 lb. 15 OS.

Cj In perfect condition. Used but a few times.

Co8, . olumbia Sa pattern, in

orst-class condition. Chas. stem, Meadvufo, 1 a

I -OK S U.K. One Columbia Tandem Tricycle, nearly
1"

„,. u i,,. one Columbia Tandem Safety, first-

Clasa condition. fij = , or in trade for a single Safety

and cash. 1. W. Bate, <-m Flatbush Ave., Brooklyn,

NY. ' l fc

1 x (INTER PUPS Typical English Pointers, healthy
i and handsome, males $13.50, females $10.0 A •" -

ranted O. K. Will be just rinht to break on quail.

Frank Sawyer, Jr., Norwalk, Huron Co .
lO-

CYCLOMETER WANTED for B Safety, must be in

good condition. All having such write at once to

Alfred 1". Jenkins, West Boxford. Mass.

BOYS lunior Safety not out of crate, list $«, for $24

spot cash, $v-5o with order, balance C. I >. 1> 1 OS

17, Litil
'°"3

uiK SALE Safety Psycho Light Roadster. Dia-
I mond Frame, u pounds. Ridden but onc<

then less than ten miles. Catalogue price (with lamp)

$US. Best cash offer over $130 takes it. I have no

time for riding. C. A. Neale. care ol " The \\ heel
1 -

For SALE An 1889 Columbia Light Roadstei
ty, in perfect condition. Price $9 • Ad-

W. 1. P., Letter Box tfii, Equitable Building,

N.-w York* ,0-'°

COB SALE A Broncho Safety, almost new; price,
"

$,,5.00. Address, A. Kicdcr, .•; Smith St.. Brooklyn,
II J 10-10

I'oR SALE CHEAP Safety. All ball bearings,
I is new. ridden less than 100 miles, niust sell.

$7500 bargain. Win. Baurch, I', o r. ming-
\ y 10-10

STAR - 48 inch Special, \ nick. tti rn, hoi low-

frame and handle-bar, in good condition

including lamp, $45. Cost $145 when new. l-"irst come,

terved Star, " Wheel ' Offl

• \|j w, ridden vcrv little, foi

>•> hrst offer All ball

bearing* Arthur ( Bennett, I

ty

I
alls Meet one while enameled

v p.,, ol 1 Athletic ciui.. ais.. small
Pindei will please notuy tins office.

I )KU l-.s THAT WILL SELL l HEM To make
I

,!,.,„. . practically new, *.,, Amei
rrike, $15; I, fjs;

-

1m bias, Rivals, .

1 on
. in for inspci Hon. Llsl and furthi 1

K \ I
( . 1 1 I

Ml St.. St LOO .
M

Da y»« want « Wheel al »<-rj law pries
II «... read our Itx ruuln l,l«i.

-

....
-

-

I
il " Kami Blto.

Rambler, >.

Solid Gold,

WATCH CHAIN BAR.

Pat. April i'. 1

- $5.50. 1 Gold Filled, 1.25.

No.

Gold Killed Watch Chans
Parts all work, $2.50.

No, 144A.

League Pin, Solid

Gold, $3.50.

N' 1, 144H.

League Pin, Solid Gold

with top for letter-

ing, 45.00.

V 144C

Same as 144B, except

top.

No 144D.
N " "* K -

Same as 1 44B, except top.

N

Solid Gold,

Enameled. $2.00.

Solid Gold.

Enameled. 91.76.

1

Th<

, new 1

Ho .1 B

Solid Ool'l, Kimuieled

top for ..tiKrHVlng,

»3.00.

Solid Gold. Enameled
bottom plate for en-

graving, $1.75.

In

I (no furl

1 . 11. CAVPBBaULf

243 B'oudwuy, R - "" New York.
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CUSHIONS.

The English papers are straining their intel-

lects in an amusing attempt to look around a

corner—by which we mean that their acute and
infinitesmal figuring on the precise proportion

of pneumatic, cushion, and solid tyres which

will be used next year smacks of absurdity.

We would not prophesy, but we are of the

opinion that our transatlantic "guessers" are

wrong in their carefully calculated proportions.

We take the hollow-tyre idea to be a great ad-

vancement in cycle construction, and the cushion

tyre, now generally admitted to be a good
thing, should almost entirely replace the solid

tyre. At the present time the press allows the

cushion from ten to twenty-five per cent, of the

output of 1890. We readily give it eighty per

cent., with the other twenty divided on solid

and pneumatic-tyred wheels.

All views of the future demand for cushion

tyres should be qualified by the statement that

the cushion has not yet been properly tried

against the solid tyre on asphalt or high-grade

macadam ; that the effect on it of puncture or

cutting are not yet known, and as to its wear-

ing qualities, we have as yet no definite knowl-

edge.

The writer took his cushion over an old famil-

iar forty mile route on Sunday last. It was the

first time he had tried the hollow tyre over a

home course, and he is more than ever con-

vinced that the cushion will come into general

use. We also think it would be to the advan-

tage of makers to pet and encourage the cushion

idea. As the safety brought new blood into

the market, so the cushion will bring in a fresh

supply of purchasers—nervous, sedentary men,

who would not be benefited, but rather harmed,

by a ride on a solid-tyred wheel over the average

American road.

OUR esteemed contemporary the Hartford

Cyclist, in its October issue, takes excep-

tion to our objection to the quarter mile record

of 32 3-5S. which the Racing Board has credited

to Mr. E. C. Anthony. The record was made
at the Hartford tournament, and at the time we
commented on it as follows

:

QUARTER MILE BICYCLE, OPEN, IN HEATS.

FIRST HEAT.

i. A. B. Rich, N. Y. A. C, New York ; time, 35 1-5S.

2. H. A. Githens, Chicago ; time, 35 2-5S.

3. W. I. Wilhelm, Reading.
4. N. H. Van Sicklen, Chicago.
5. S. W. Merrihew, A. C. S. N., Philadelphia.
6. W. Van Wagoner, Newport.

SECOND HEAT.

1. E. C. Anthony, M. A. C, Taunton ; time, 32 3-5S.
2. W. S. Campbell, N. Y. A. C, New York ; time, 33 1-5S.

3. L. L. Clarke, N. Y. A. C, New York.

Despite the fact that there was a strong wind blow-
ing at the backs of the riders this time seems phenom-
enally fast. It is worthy of note that when this race
was about to start a boy came into the judges' stand
with refreshments for the officials. The confusion
created by his entrance and the handing round of re-
freshments momentarily caused the timers to relapse
that admirable precision which they displayed
throughout the afternoon. It is the personal belief of
the writer that they were not ready when the pistol
was fired, and they got the report rather than the flash.
The difference in timing between the report and the
flash, the men being about a quarter of a mile away,
would be about 1 1-5 seconds. Our opinion is further
carried out by the fact that a gentleman in the judges'
stand, in whose timing ability we have implicit re-
liance, times this heat in exactly 1 1-3 seconds more than
the official time, or 33 4-5 seconds. Another circum-
stance to be considered is the fact that Anthony fin-

ished third and Campbell fourth, in the final heat,
which was ridden in the comparatively slow time of

35 2-5 seconds. In this heat Lumsden kicked off a
pedal and dropped out.

FINAL HEAT.

1. A. B. Rich, N. Y. A. C, New York ; time, 35 2-5S.
2. H. A. Githens, Chicago ; time, 35 3-5S.

3. E. C. Anthony, M. A. C, Taunton.
4. W. S. Campbell, N. Y. A. C, New York.
5. L. L. Clarke, N. Y. A. C, New York.

The writer was the only press man who was
permitted to have a writing table in the judges'

stand. He is indebted to the Hartford people

for this and for other courtesies, and among the

men who projected the Hartford meet he has

many personal friends. But, at the same time,

we propose to watch the sport as closely in the

future as we have for the past five years, and

neither personal friendship nor newspaper bad-

inage will prevent us from rejecting what ap-

pears to us, all circumstances being carefully

weighed, as a spurious record.

Says the Cyclist:
'

' Messrs. Parker, Stuart

and Goff are too well known here. They are

experts, and have had no little 'experience in

timing races." As a matter of fact, no one who
has followed athletics ever places absolute faith

in a timer, no matter who he may be. Only a

few weeks since one of the N. C. U. timekeepers,

a man who receives a guinea every time he

clocks a record, was out of the way several sec-

onds. At the Canadian championship games,

held two weeks ago, the most perfect electrical

timing apparatus invented up to date caught

one heat of the hundred yard dash in 10.54,

while three experts caught it in 10 1-5.

Messrs. Parker and Stuart, of course, claim

that they caught the flash, not the report, but

the writer stakes his reputation on the state-

ment that, when the Anthony heat of the quarter

mile was started, confusion was stamped on the

faces of those gentlemen. The gentleman who
timed for The Wheel was invited into the

judges' stand, and his experience out-measures

that of any of the timers named by the Cyclist.

It might be further stated that the Hartford

timekeepers did not even know the rules pro-

vided for the case when their three watches dis-

agreed. The Wheel will never credit Hie An-

thony record however much it would like to.

We believe other cycling papers support our

opinion of this matter.

A HALF MILE in im. 8 1-5S. on a balloon

tyre! The Wheel's prediction that 2.15

is the mark seems likely to be realized. Our
opinion that Mecredy's 2.2f

and that Jones' 2.20 3-5

being justified.

THE warmest spot in

Tuesday evening next"'

room of the Syracuse Club, when the club will

convene to hear the defence and pass judgment on
"The Four." The members of the organization

are properly indignant that anything has occurred

to discredit their sport and their club. It is to

be argued against the men that they were fully

alive to the gravity of the step which they took,

and that, for personal profit, they used the club's

name and credit for the solicitation of prizes and

patronage. Their previous characters should not

be lost sight of ; their previous good work for the

club should be considered, and all charges

against them should be proved beyond a shadow
of doubt. The club will find it the best plan to

hush up the matter as quickly as possible, and

should it be impossible to finish the business

on Tuesday next, it would be by far the wisest

plan to pass the affair into the hands of a com-

mittee, who will promptly sift the charges and
recommend the suspension or expulsion of the

guilty parties.

A DEBATE ON THE USE OF CLAY
IN ROADS.

Considerable dissatisfaction has been expressed by
citizens of Elizabeth, N. J., over the use of clay as a
material in the various Union County macadam roads.
At a recent meeting of the Board of Freeholders, a
number of prominent residents of the city expressed
their views on the subject and a petition was read,
which, in substance, stated that the petitioners had
been advised by competent authorities, and had good
reason to believe, that the manner in which some of
the work is being done on the roads, more particularly
in respect to the putting of a layer of clayey earth
between the upper and lower part of the stone super-
structure, is likely to prove highly injurious to the
permanency of the improvement, and they requested
the board to take into consideration the matter, and
to employ such means as may be proper and advan-
tageous to the immediate and future interests of the
people of the county, on whom the expense will fall.

In reply to the many denunciations made against
the use of clay, Mr. West, the chairman, said he
thought the petitioners did not understand how the
clay is used and why. He explained at some length
that the only use made of it was to spread over the
telford foundation a thin layer, not exceeding two
inches, of heavy clay for the purpose of forming a
band or cushion for the first overlying course of
macadam. They found last year that the stone dust
they used worked to the bottom of the foundation,
and there was nothing to bind the telford and ma-
cadam. The thin layer of clay beneath the first course
of macadam interlocks it with the foundation, and
when rolled down it clinches and holds together,
making the pavement firm.
Mr. West further stated that the use of clay is

something over and above anything and everything
called for in the original contracts, and does not in any
degree lessen the quantity or quality of stone used.
The contractor is required to furnish" so many inches
of stone in such and such courses without regard to

clay and entirely independent of it.

Mr. West contended that such use of clay has tin-

sanction of eminent road builders, and that it is in

perfect conformity with the theory of Mr. Macadam,
whose idea was that there is no cushion in the world
so good as the earth itself. His idea was, to exclude
the water is to get a perfect road.
He said that it was not front the standpoint of

economy that the clay was used. That was not the
reason, although it is'true that the roads this year are
being built for as per cent, u-ss than those oi last

year. The roads last year cost (t.ia per foot. This
year the average cost' is 8; cents. Mr. Bergen said
that Mr. West seemed to misapprehend the position

of the petitioners. No one insisted that a telford road
could be made out t*f ordinary stone, at least without
.1 little clay for a binder, but the place lor the binder
is on the top and not in the middle of the structure.
Putting mud over the first course of stone, .is the
board is nowii.mi.i;, would have precisely the effect

which Mr. West desired to BVOld, A little tough,
blue, sticky clay might have the effect of amalgamat-
ing with the courses of stone and prevent the screen-
ings from the top sifting through 10 the bottom, but
that is not what the contractors are doing. The
petition was Bnall] placed on file.

ClUb-hOUSeS in the New England States arc tew and
tar between, the majority of the cycling organii ati<

apparently being satisfied w Ith -i room or two. 1

peculiar fact that Boston, the birthplace of Ann;
Cycling, cannot boast .'I even one club-house, and ha 9
but .\ single cycling organisation,
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THE RACE PATH.

FIXTURES.

«

TOBBR.
Century Wheeln

iuuI Championship Meeting of the A A
it Washington, I). C.

K.i M the Tioga A- C ground*, Phila-
hia.

Tournament at Denver, CoL
k County. Md . Hair.

irk Avenue
men. Entries close Oct n, with 11.

Market Street, Philadelphia,
rnament at Birmingham, Ala. Address
d Hart, Plorenci
nJ annual 13 mile Handicap Road l<

Wilmington Wheel Club.
Vlneland, N .1.

XoVKMBEK
tin.- Columbia Cyders, Brotherhood

Park, Philadelphia.
Harlem Wheelmen's Road Ra • - Entries

Kind's County Wheelmen's 15 mile Road Race,
the Atalanta Wheel-

men, Newark
the Palisade Wheel-

men. Irvington-Milburn course.
Manhattan Bicycle Club's Road Rat •

Riverside Wheelmen's club road ra

.am Wheelmen's club races, Kin^sbridge
coarse.

A REMARKABLE STRING OF
RECORDS.

THE LATEST BATCH OF RECORDS.

The English cracks continue to hammer at the

! table, and with grand results, the figures being

I all around. The old scythe-bearer has been

pletely knocked out, and seems less capable of

than in the earlier daj

DEM I KICI CLE KM "K!>».

On -
1 on the Paddington

W. Crump and P. W. Sclulteina-Beduin
: one hour's trial on a tandem tricycle.

to twelve miles they demolished all previous
rds. but shortly alter Koin^r the

•h mile the tyre of their wheel became loosened
and they were compelled to retire Their times were

l-RKVl-ii 9 PREVIOt -

BEST.
Milt 3. M a M. s.

•

(.30 4-5...

II • ...33 2-5.... 33.18 4-5
• 15.35 4-5- ••

M. S.

.18.33-5
•.-..33 1-5 31.3 2-5

• Denote-, record.

K a i.i safety to beat the fifty mile
il thirty-three miles. Mistime at

^ 58m. 30a.

•11 i. 1 tBDI H SAI lis RE( OBD,

tin the same day B. K. Williams and B. 1 G
-. tr..m one-qunrter to

one mile, a

pr 1 \ i-m vioi a

on
was

•

• ><•

BEST,
M. S.

K. flying. .*o.]7 4-5 0.38 i-$

Jones' Hair Mils Beeord.
.ir«e entry

r the mile hand
. turninK " nal attempt

Ig with his
.

• hunt, he put in one
k, gaining

winning with the
arkmnan had harder work

i«h the

flying

4--

5--

6..

7--

8..

10.

.

11. .

13. .

4..

15.

•

16..

17..

18..
1 1..

TO. .

27..

28..

29..

30..

3»-

i.i-

We have been playing upon the Word "remarka-

ble" nil this Pall, to properly characterize the per-

formances ol Windle, Jones, Mecredy, Leitch, Pai

Laurie, Osmond, Berlo nnd others, and thl

• tame as applied to Jones' latest burst, a half

mile in mi. 8 i-vs.. and to Parsons' grand sixty mile

flight, of which we present details.

Psuwons 1 Hatch of World's Bafetj Records.

On Thursday, September . 11 Par* as, who 1

lv placed an hour record of .:- miles - to his

credit, started at Paddington to create new n
up to fifty miles. A slight breeze was blowing at the
time. Parsons, being paced for sixty miles, 1

lished new world's safety records from twenty-three
miles to the finish, lie used a pneumatic-tyred " Ref-
eree." Table of times :

DURA I !"N 01 PRRVIOI B

riMEa mm 1
best.

Ml B. H M.S. M - MM S, H"l DER.
2.51 3-5 2.51 3-5 3.203-5 I

5-144-5 2.531-5 4-59J-S '

8.391-5 2.442-5 7-30I-5 '

11.264-5 2.475-5 10.18 3-s. ... '

14094-5 2.43 13-54 2-5 "
2.45 15-543-5 Parsons
2.462-5 18.37

32.272-5 2.461-5 21.303-5

35.173-5 3.50 24.012-5

28.173-5 3.00 1-5 26.414-5

31 '2 i-5 2.543-5 29.264-5

33-53 3-5 2.412-5 32-13 3-5

36.38 2.442-5 34562-5
39-22 2-5 2.44 2-5 37.36 4-5

42.074-5 3.45 2-5 40.182-5

4S-o° 3.521-5 43.022-5

47-47 »-47 45-42 2-5

50.30 3-5 3.43 3-s 48.23 4-5

53-i6 4-5 2.462-5 51.07 2-5
'•

56.053-5 2.484-5 53.45 ---5

58-55 3-5 »• So 56.291-5
.--• 1.01.41 3-5 2.46 59.061-5

? ( 1.04.30 4-5. 2.48 1-5 1.05.30 i-s S
24. . . . 1.07. 15 1-5* 2.45 2-5 1.08.28 I-s S

5 1. 10.05*- ' '"5 1. ii..-'' '.-5 Stroud
1.12.542-5* 2.49 1.14.354-5

. . 1. is. Si 1-5* 2-5 6 4-5 1.17.48 4-5 1

..1.18.46 1-5* 2.55

. . 1.31.46 p5* t-oo 2-5

..1.34.433-5* 3.57

..1. 27.41 3-5* 3.57 4-5

..1.30.43 *
J.(

47 2-s* 1-04 .--5 1.36.48 4-5 Adams
'..48 4-5* 3.01 2-5 1.40.00 1-5 Ede

-5 4i- 1 Stroud
42-5' i-5* 2.50 1.4*

17- • • • 45-53 4-5* 3-°2 3"5 '• 1

|8.... 1.48.54 "-5* 3-<»>-5 i-5*-5i 2-5 !

39 i-5'-55 3-5* 3-°i »-5 >>5S ?.
trOU

.

40....1 . -2.59 1-58.35 1-5 Mi

41 1.58.07 3-5* 3.1a 4-5 3.01.38 15 Stroud
S59 2-5* 2.52 2.04.

41. • .2-03-55 ' 5 3-S 3.08.01 1-5

44 3.06.54 2-5* 2.59 3-5 3.11.08 1-5

45. .2.09.522-5*. 2.58 21;
4<> 2.12.482-5*... .2.56 2.17.

. .1.20.57 4-5 Stroud

. . 1.24. 10 2-5

..1.27.05 2-5 "
Howe
Stroud

2 4-5 2.31.06 2-5

.18.592-5* 3.081-5. llsley

..2.22.10 4-5* 3.11 2-5..

..3.35.2'
'

15 3-5- •

..2.28.36 3-5* 3.10 1-5

20 4-5

2.27.0* . Stroud
2.39.55 '-5- • Mecredy

. j 1 mill
1'

1255 "

AN ANALYSIS OF JONES' RECORD
RIDE.

•1 t^ and comments in the press which
have already appeared are -ill defective la dealing
with the marvelous Bve mile ride by |..nes, and
for Wheeling coming to the rescue, he would no)

received credit for several interesting reo
,-// rout,-. Two records in his mile ha\
been let slide Wheeling now puts these in their prop.

I II ING START KECOKl'^.
INS-

TANCE. TIME. Kll'i II \C\ HATI

,W, c. pones. ..Paddington
*'. '-44

1 -•.."> ...
" ...

"
... II

,.4.581-5...

The flvintf mile was made from the finish of thl

quarter to c, ; the two miles up to it Is

worthy of note that the only fl\

records made from a dead stand are the quarter, half,

three-quarters and two miles. We would very much
like to see |ones go for a flying mile hcisprett)
to knock at least two seconds ,.|T his starting mil.

-1; but, under favorable conditions, we would
not be surprised to sec .111. i;s accomplished. The
following table is lar and away the most perfect that

has been published of this phenomenal ride :

9 3-5

55----
I

57...
58

I
'

n in 1 hour .

1 hours

• Denotes world

Parsons now holds world's re. ..i.is from

1 held i>y W 1 K napp, « >•• tlmi «

\.-« Tmiiii-iii Trie 1. 1. Beeorda,

l)ir ' at the t u

sixth « > rump and P Scheltema-Beduin,
rnoun

. within the houi mile 111 snt 48s.,

,..« n by Ho- table

PREVI

57 1-5

4 >

'

I

I >

II' 'I 01

.in

Crum]

r.idUkr

- 7 ^ - - Z

- z- - a

Mil is.
1 AL

Time.
--

: =- r - -XX

m. s. M v M -.

39 3-5
1.1-

39 3-5 3. 3h

39 1-5 4 5

151 32 1-5 3.<>

2.38 1 5 2.2^ 2.i>

307 4-5 2.2S 2.38

3-4J 37
424 1-5 3.3,

2 4-59 3-5 2.31

38 i-S a.31

1 3-5 a- 35 4-5

6-59 3-5

7-38 1-5 38 3-53 3.38

815 3-5 2-37 45
8.56 1-5 2.36 2-5 40 3-5

9-37 4-S 3.38 1-5 4' 3-5
- 3-5 4° 4-5

4'. 2-5

4
1 11.39 «-5

12.18 3-s 2.4 39 2-5

5 . ... i»-54 3-5 a- 35

The above shows very clearly the total times and
the time of each completed flying mile. Ti

uinn shows the varyp viflg,

the maximum living at the rate of a mile in

miles an hour), ami the minimum
a botch in pacing at .'- miles, by which hi

thro m, 51

Wheeling;
I ;

. • hour.

The entries for the two mile bicycle lace at t:

\ 1 games al Washington to-mi
w ii rist, 1. Bai t>er, 1' S Brown, C \ 1 .

w w
,

-.
1 . W. B. Hallock. O. v

: \ i . \ a Zimmerman, N.J \ > .
l< 1

J. J. Ivers, W. Murphy. C Murphv, I' II I
>.,. \v

Van Wagoner, W

The prim
ward

I
. Wm. 1> lla.lv;. 1. and

and 1

known in Omaha. .1-.
••

'

I [aramond 1

on s ^ \ C.'S TWO CVCURO EVENTS
. lllb.

Smith in I

winning on

Mil 1 < mi'iv \io W. V 1 II

Tut 1
•

1 MILE SAFETY—Ho V . 1

in.

with

. nit v until tin

A t v- in nl

ib tu

II 111 Athletl.
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THE BOSTON ROAD RACE.

The Boston Athletic Association's annual
t wenty-five mile handicap road race was run on
Saturday last, and proved a great success, not-

withstanding a heavy and muddy road. The
race was made interesting by Van Wagoner's
fast time,making the twenty-five miles in ih. 26m.

55s. ,• but did not upset Kluge'stime of ih. 26m.
40s. made in June on the New Rochelle course.

There were forty-five starters in the race, Van
Wagoner and Zimmerman, of the New Jersey
Athletic Club, being the only scratch men, and
the others having handicaps ranging from \yz
to 10 minutes. The course was from the
athletic club house on Exeter Street, over the

mill dam, around Chestnut Hill Reservoir,

through the Newtons to Wellesley and return.

The affair had been extensively advertised
for months, and when 2.30 o'clock, the hour for

starting, came, a gathering of 1,000 persons
stood in front of the Boston Athletic Associa-
tion house on Exeter Street to witness the send-
off.

After much hard work on the part of H. G.
Otis, clerk of the course, the men who had
dressed in the B. A. A. club-house were aligned
in the street, and having been ordered in posi-

tion by Starter H. S. Cornish, and given
instructions by the referee, the limit men (all

allowed 10 minutes' start on the scratch men),
were given the word at 2.41.

The race was exciting after the men had been
gone 15 minutes, as the scratch men began to

cut down the leaders one by one until they got
well up to the front.

At the twelve and a half mile mark the
leaders passed in the following order: Hanlon,
Taylor, McDuffee, Taylor, Clark, Swan, Deane,
Clough, Scott, Whitten, Matthews and Hanks.

Several of the contestants met with slight

accidents on the return trip, and the men crossed
the finish m the following order. The time of

the first twelve men only was taken, as but ten
prizes were awarded.

Actual Time.
Position, Name and Handicap. h.m.s.

1. G. P. Taylor, iom 1-33-58

2. A. W. Porter, 7m. 1.31-15

3. W. Van Wagoner, scratch 1-26-55

4. W. H. Haradon, 8m 1-37-38

5. F. E. Swan, 7m 1.38.03

6. E. J. Clark, 7m 1.38.06

7. O. B. Hawes, 6m 1.39.25

8. C. S. Merrill, 6m 1-39-58

g. M. Scott, 4m 1-38.15

io. H. C. Tyler, 8m 1.42.26

11. P. M. Dampman, t.
1/2 1-36-34

12. T. J. Hall, Jr., ij/2m ' 1-36-39

13. E. A. McDuffee, iom.
14. M. I. Deane, 7m.
15. J. W. Robertson, 4m.
16. T. L. Connelly, 7m.
17. Q. A. K. Pressey, s%m -

18. C. H. Weld, 6m.
ig. J. Keltie, 7m.
20. H. E. Ackerman, 5m.
21. A. A. Zimmerman, scratch.
22. A. W. Swan, 3m.
23. H. D. Hutchins, 7m.
24. C. E. Whitten, 7m. '

25. C. H. Taylor, 7m.
26. E. La Croix, 7>^m.
27. W. W. Matthews, iom.
28. W. Bentley, iom.
29. H. S. Wiegand, 8m.
30. T. I. Kern, 5m.
31. W. E. Sanborn, iom.
32. F. Marriott, 7^m.
33. H. G. Batchelder, 8m.
34. S. A. Searle, iom.

When Van Wagoner finished, his friends

lifted him off the machine and carried him
around on their shoulders and held him there

until Chairman Peck photographed him. Mont
Scott broke down on the return trip, but bor-

rowed a wheel from a boy and ran in ahead of

a close rival.

There were in all ten prizes awarded. The
first and second were handsome silver cups,

presented by the B. A. A., and the other eight

prizes, consisting of useful articles for wheel-
men, were given by well-known business
houses.
The arrangements were perfect, and reflect

much credit on the B. A. A.

The Hartford Wheel Club held their annual century
run September 28. Fifteen rode the 100 miles in the
ten hours out. The entire party covered the distance
in the limit.

The Crescent Wheelmen, of Cincinnati, held a
twenty mile race for the club championship at Oakley
trotting track on Sunday of last week. The result
was: Roth, first; Alsup, second; As/.man, third;

A ROAD RACE IN MICHIGAN.

The greatest bicycling event that has ever
taken place in Detroit or vicinity was the De-
troit Wheelmen's annual road race from Pontiac
to Detroit on Saturday last. Twenty-six of the
thirty-two men entered started, and the record
for the twenty-six miles separating Pontiac and
Detroit of im. 47s. was beaten by twelve men.
A special train on the Detroit, Grand Haven &
Milwaukee Railroad carried the wheelmen and
a large number of spectators to the starting
point. The sensational event was the perform-
ance of young Flinn, who, while given a start
of eight minutes, beat the scratch men on even
terms, and won the medal for the fastest time
over the distance. It was Flinn' s first race, and
seems to point to the fact that in him the club
has a promising flyer.

Flinn received the fastest time medal, and the
other prizes went to the riders who came next
in order. The time in which each rider covered
the distance and the number of minutes handi-
cap accorded each, and also the order in which
they finished, is shown in the following table

:

Handicap. Time.
W. H. Flinn 8 minutes i-33K
A.F.Allen .-.io " 1.39
H.O.Dickinson 7 " 1-36^2"

L. F. Lafferty ioj^ " t-\°%
Gale Jackson 10 " 1.41
Gus M. Jones Scratch 1.33K
Burton Hulett Scratch 1.34
Chas. Jones $J4 minutes 1-39%
H. D. Osborn Scratch 1.34%
W. H. Morton n minutes 1.46K
J. H. Kelsey 5 " 1.42K
C. F. Wolverton 12 " i-59%
William Watson 11 " i-49/i
J.H.Brady 13 " 1.52
A. E. Sutphin 9 " 1.48%
Fred Eckliff 8% "

1.51K
Wm. Marks 5 " 1.47K
S. G. Mackay 15 '' 2.00
B. J. Holcomb .9 " i-54K
W.J.Ward 6 " 1.49K
T.W.Ward 7 " 1.50^
E. J. Burrell 13 " 2.23
W. Bennett 14 " 2.06

J, E. Hibbard 6 " 1.49

Fourteen prizes were offered, which were Sis-

tributed at the club-house in the evening.

THE NORTH ROAD'S HUNDRED
MILE RACE.

Rabe, fourth. Time, ih. 16m. 53 4-5

The North Road Club's (England) last big
event for this season occurred September 20

—

the 100 mile open road race. The course was
in good condition, and a strong breeze helped
the men along on the outward journey, so that
eight men beat the fifty mile safety record, not-

withstanding that they rode forty-five miles
against the wind. On the return but fifteen

out of thirty-five starters reached the finishing

point. Besides gold medals for first man in on
each type of machine, various time medals were
given.
The men were- started in batches with inter-

vals of five minutes between each, tricyclists

being sent off first, then tandem riders, next
ordinaryists, and safeties last. The pace among
the safety men after the first half mile was
something terrific. Sixteen miles were ridden
in 32m., and 40^ miles in 2h. This soon
brought them up with the tricyclists, who did

19 miles in 61m., and felt very satisfied with
themselves.

P. C. Wilson made the first fifty miles in 2I1.

32m. 35s., the previous best time being 2I1. 3Sm.
3s. The men who were able to make headway
against the wind and finish arrived in the fol-

lowing order:

h. m. s.

1. E. Dangerfield, safety 6.10.47ft

2. A. F. llsley, safety 6.28.10

3. J. E. L. Bates, safety 6.32.25

4. P. C. Twentyman, safety 7-18.25

5. R. J. llsley, ordinary "
7.26. job

6. F. T. Bidlake, tricycle 7.35.27c

7. W. Ward, tricycle 7-38-32
8. W. |. A. Butterneld, safety 7-56.05

9. B. H. Kirby, safety .7.59.38
10. C. Clarkson, ordinary 8.26.33

11. G. W. Pryer, safety 8.28.35

12. H. F. Clarkson, safety 8.33.40

13. A. R. Salsbury, ordinary 8.34.38

14. A. R. Child, tricycle 8.43.35

15. R. J. Atkinson, ordinary 8.52.10

a Fastest safety, b Fastest ordinary. (' Fastest tri-

cycle time.

The Buffalo Ramblers have withdrawn their chal-
lenge for a 100 mile road race. It was open i"i '

month, but no club ventured to take up the gauntlet.

THE WHITE PLAINS RACES.

The bicycle tournament that was announced
to take place at the Westchester County Fair,

White Plains, on Saturday of last week, was
rather a peculiar combination in the racing line.

Horse races, foot races and wheel races were
all sandwiched in between each other and at
one time the spectators could readily imagine
that they were witnessing a performance on the
Barnum three-ring circus order. The rain of
Friday caused all the trotting events for that
day to be postponed until Saturday after-noon,

the time allotted for the wheel races and as a
consequence a general air of confusion prevailed.

Jockeys were permitted the use of the track
while the wheelmen were working for su-

premacy, and at times the spectators managed
to get upon the course despite the loud-mouthed
and rural looking policemen. The accommoda-
tions for the cyclists were very meagre. The
track was rutty and somewhat heavy and the
riders were compelled to hug the outer rail. De
Groff, of Poughkeepsie, rode two commendable
races, capturing first place in each instance.

In the tandem event a protest was entered
against Valentine and Sturges, the former
having been entered to ride with Class. The
event, however, was won by Schoffer and Wells,
by a pretty spurt. The officials were : Referee,
R. L. Calkins. Judges, F. P. Prial, A. M.
Sweet, J. Wright. Timers, Geo. Class, John
L. Kirk. Scorer, F. Taylor. Starter, S. D.
See. Clerk of course, R. H. Hoey. The result

follows

:

One Mile Novice, Ordinary—E. H. Sturges, W. C.
W., first; F. H. Howland, M. B. C, second. Time,
3m. 32 1-2S.

One Mile Safety, Open—A. DeGroff, Poughkeep-
sie, first ; Henry Boerum, K. C. W., second. Time,
3m. 454-5S.

One Mile Ordinary, Championship Westchester
Co.—E. Valentine, first ; Chas. Burnham, second.
Time, 3m. 32s.

Two Mile Tandem Open—J. W. Schoefer, B. B. C.
and W. E. Wells, K. C. W., first ; W. E. Findley and
G. M. Nisbett, N. Y. B. C, second. Time, 7m. 7 1-5S.

One Mile Ordinary, 3.10 Class—W. E. Wells, R.
C. W., first; W. C Hydecker, N. Y. B. C, second.
Time, 3m. 23s.

Two Mile Safety, Handicap—A. DeGroff, Pough-
keepsie, 200 yards, first; E. A. Powers, B. C, 200 yards,
second ; Geo. M. Nisbett, 160 yards, third. Time,
6m. ss 2-5S.

Half Mile Ordinary, Open—Clarence Lersner,
N. J. A. C, first; J. W. Schoefer, B. B. C, second ; W.
H. Wells, K. C. W., third. Time, im. 30s.

Five Mile Open, Championship Westchester Co.—
E. Valentine, first. Time, 19m. 15s. All other starters
dropped out before the finish.

One Mile Ordinary, Handicap—C. L. Lersner, N.

J. A. C, 100 yards, first
; J. W. Hall, 150 yards, second.

Time, 2m. 57s.

THE CANADIAN ROAD RACE.

The much talked of fifty mile road race be-
tween teams from the Toronto and Wanderers'
Bicycle Clubs took place on the Kingston road,

from Norway Hill to Highland Creek and return

twice, September 27. At 2 p. m. the men were
started, a large crowd of spectators being on
hand. Nasmith took the lead from the start,

and four Toronto men made the first turn before
any of the Wanderers came in sight. On the

first return trip, however, the Wanderers
secured better positions, but the Torontos got

in their work toward the finish, riding strong
and steady, and gained sixteen points over their

opponents. The race was well contested from
start to finish, the positions of the various con-

testants, in most instances, changing contin-

ually. The following table shows the result

:

To- Was-
RONTOS. DERERS. DIME

Nasmith 30
McClelland 10

Robins re 2.59
Wilson 17 2.59}$
Hurndall 10 3.01

Hunter — 15 <.o<>

Darby — 14

Gerrie — i.s

Miln i2

Whatmough n j.n
Bulley 10

Poster —
Brimer —
Doll
Harstone 6

Bert Brown — 5
Pisk Johnson 4
Shaw —
i :handler a
West 1

113 o-

Majority tor forontoa, 10.
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BROOKLYN BICYCLE CLUBS ROAD
RACE.

The Brooklyn Bicycle Club's ten mile road
a two-and-a-half mile stretch

nn the new country road between Westfield and
Panwood, N. J.. <>n Saturday afternoon last

The road was in elegant shape, and. consider-

ing the wind, the times were creditable. The
wheelmen made their headquarters at Gale's

club-house, and by 5 o'clock a large number of

spectators had assembled to witness the event.

the Westfield Cyclers entertained

the Brooklynites at the club-house in a most
liberal manner. Quimby, who won the race.

.1 complete surprise, making twenty-three
ids better time than Coningsby. The latter

rode too slow for the first five miles. Gold and
silver medals were the prizes. The timers were

ibbins, B. ft C. ; G. G. Teller,

\V K. Fuller. B. ft C. The result

C. P. Quimby, 2 1 . minutes, first ; time,

34m. 19 2-5S. E. A. McLean. 3'. minutes.

md; time. 37m. 13s. Fred Coningsby,
tch, third; time. 34m. 43s M. A. Robinson

and C. F. Rahwing dropped out at five miles.

RACING ON THE LANCASTER PIKE.

The Philadelphia Cycle and Field Club held

their first field day at the club's country house
on the Lancaster Pike at Ardmore on Saturday

The club, which is less than a year old,

mposed entirely of members of the Phila-

delphia Bicycle Club, and the affair of Saturday,
which is the first of the kind given by the club,

proved so popular among members and guests
that it will be repeated annually.
The club grounds do not contain a track, so

the cycling events on the programme were run
lid off on the puce, and the time

mad' .nsiderably slower than would
otherwise have been the case on account of a

hill in the last quarter.

The bicycle events resulted as follows:

it \ mii 1 M Fogg, first ; H. K Lewis,
m. js. Six

Om Miiv Tandem Tan mont and Derby-

shir. nut anil Watt, second. Time, 4m,

Mils Safi 1 • 11 K. Lewis, first; I. M I

I'tlTS.

A ROAD RACE IN THE RAIN.

Tli- Men's Cycle League, of Newark,
held their first series of road races on the

Central Avetr < >range. Tuesday after-

noon of this week. A drizzling rain was falling

were coated with mud and slime.

There were three events to l>e decided which
follows

PlVI Mill s. « \ I • II I I". Harris, tirst. tun.
third,

1 Miit Hardii kP \ 11 Scudder, Jr., im., first,

1 • . • tch, third, tunc J4in.

utth.

.RTXR-MIU Mow Wonbv K I I >. • ker

In 1

: nni< for 1
, who

was n n-tyrrd sa

THE EAST ORANGE CYCLERS-
ROAD RACE.

1 the C< '

run m t!

\

but quick!

ink PTumi
third 1 m

STILL MORE ROAD RECORDS.

The t yctist reports the following mad r.

P 1 Wilson rt.de tidy mile* on an
"Ivel" tricycle in _h. 44m. .is, beating record by
5m. 44s.

k I. Bde, N. k. C, ».'.. and C W.
Schafer, B. R. C., together beat fifty mi
record by fifty-four seconds on "Ormonde
arranging dead-heat in ih. ^Sm
September is G. k. White, M. R. < snley,

rode : .1
• Referee tricycle in oh. 4..111

and 164 miles in 11 hi. urs, thus beating Hidlake's 100
and A. 1'. Isley'l IS hours at one K"

All the above rides were done on machines fitted
with pneumatic tyres. J. Rowley and H. Arnold,
both members of the N. R. C. C. and Stanley, accom-
panied White from start to finish on a cushion-tyred
"Olympia" tandem, and although outside tandem
record at 100 miles, their distance of 164 miles in 1.

hours ranks as best on record for the double tricycle.
1' C. Wilson, Bath Road, etc., rode

fifty miles on a "Whippet" safety in .:

from Hitchin to Water Newton, and back 10 Norman
Cross.

A NEW RECORD FOR COREY HILL.

A. 1'. Benson, formerly captain of the Dor-
chester Bicycle Club and now a member of the

Newton Club, announced his intention of trying
to lower the record for climbing Corey Hill,

Boston, on Sunday last. By ten o'clock a
crowd of cyclists gathered at the foot of the hill

to witness the attempt. The time made by
Geo. Webber, May. [886, was 3m. 16 2-;s.

Benson, however, crossed the walk at the foot

of the hill at exactly 10.10:42 o'clock, and
reached the summit at 10.13:42, being but
three minutes climbing the hill.

LAURIE SAILS FOR HOME.

H. \'.. Laurie sailed for England on Wednesday
morning of this week. It had been his intention to
remain two weeks longer in this country, but a letter
informing him that his wife was not in excellent
health determined him to get home as quickly as
possible.
"Laurie and his companion, K. |. Willis, both mem-
bers of the Ormonde Cycle Co., have been in this
country about four months. Laurie was born at
Worcester, England, and is twenty years of age.
In August, 1S8S, when but eighteen vears of age. he
cut the record three several times, and made an inter-
national reputation by riding over twenty-one miles
within the hour.
Last year he was among the tip-toppers in England,

and this year it was a case ol nip and tuck between
himself, l.eitch and Jones. Before the racing -•

was fairly under way, however, lie tailed for this
country, t'poii his arrival here the heat and climate
sadly affected him. and it was some « re he

.. any s..i i ,.| si ...

At Hartford, Where he trained tor the tournaments,
he got j n i,, hue condition. ( )n ODS occasion he is

reported to have ridden a private trial in .111

public mile in .111. :< . - - , and alsi
five miles in 1 : . Cutting b is lust previous

mas.
At Rochester he won the' mile from Smith and

riding a remarkably last last quarter, re-
1 Ii als.. ro.le a half

inside, .t 1111 1 I, At this meet he t.."k a severe cold,
wim h was Intensified by the cold weather at Nla|

1 in tortn while
.^ in America, though he rode In im .4-58 at

1 1artford, and In
11 made by Laurie on tin

he met was most dlVI I
' lb I

bad
feeling by hit persistent effort to use the
tyre, which he .lit with him all OVI
country, His... snt is that, bad he been able

line ; tin- general im-
on, however, was thai he fell himself una
with our men, and so called !•• ins aid the arti-

: the pile ti 11

I.e. man

link', not upon generalship, but upon
1 out ..t himself on tin- lasi quai

•• know that hi

upon him so much that !

should ha •

counti 1 many thing* that a
mean
that 1 : t in him
that In* youth
should -unt.

whi. h slow a man

.smith and Murphy V

frvlngton

The re-
suit wa« Whiti

( ytding for Woman.

Let conservatives say what they will, the girl who
atlonafly must ultimately

win tl I

"horror" over the bicycle girl, for instance, says the
Detroit 1 1 te /'> ess, but let it be known . med,

and reformers, whose shibboleth is

tn's emancipation, that thai
tain the tin: 1 l..r

her, and through her, in the coming generations tor
the whole kingdom of womanhood There is no
question that her immediate gain is Krc.it.
You -

i in her strong-lunged enjoyment of
open air exercise ; in her growing litheness. her
wholesome appetite and her enlarged views of life.

She has somewhat to inspire her conversation better
than the hitherto all important question whether it

shall be "cut bias" or have "passementerie trim-
mings."
There Isthe glitter of honest pleasure in her eye

J

the glow of healthy and swiftly coursing blood in her
a rinx in her voice, and ii hearty love of lite and

nature in her whole demeanor toward the world anil
its duties and responsibilities.
To conquer the bicycle is 11.. task of an hour. It

asks courage, firm purpose, persistency, self-re!..
It develops the body, feeds the brain, steadies the
nerves, and (let us say it with becoming modesty) it

multiplies the personal charms of the bicycle gili,
All these things are surely worth the Struggle One
must make to Kain them.
A costume for cycling is a polonaise in gray tw

or navy blue scr^c
; it is fastened on the left side with

bone buttons; three rows ..t mohair braid round the
hem in front of the skirt; the sailor's collar is in twilled
cotton; singlet in white flannel, peaked cap to m
leather belt.

" The season is arriving when the club- room will take
the plane of the highway or cindi '.he centre
ol cycling interests and when, instead of racing and
running, the wheelmen may be thinking and building
In that direction there is an abundain e of work tor the
Rhode Island cyclists. " savs the Providence Join
" In this State they have two ^rcit acting needs, which
Krow more apparent every year, and 1

racing track and decent roads. It has been currently
reported that the Rhode Island Wheelmen
already taken sonic action towards the building
racetrack. Among other fabnlous stories in en.
tion is one to the effect that the Cable Railway Com-
pany has offered the club a piece ol property at the
end of its line whereon '... construct a ti.n k 'file only
foundation lor such a report is .

prominent members of the club thai CuinK
might be possible. Tiie matter is becoming the
ject of conversation for the members whenever they

-ether, hut then owing the
Winter to slip by ami finding, when the next racing
season is on hand, that everything has ended in 1

At the next meeting of the Rhode Island Ys

sub-committee will be appointed especially to considei
the matter. It is not believed that the K 1. Wheelmen
are in a position to carry out the scheme alone, but 11

oposed that the grounds shall be laid a
enefit to other athleti s, and that their

co-operation in the work can be asked A corporation
would then be formed to control the pro]

general idea is that the track should on,
ot three laps, and that the ground which it surrounds
should be Utilised lor tennis courts an
fields. It must be within ea both
by steam and horse cars."

1 ill- Dim ER CYCLISTS' UNIOM
Much good w. id from the Denver

Cyclists Union, which was recent!;
nen from the various clul I 1

Hopkii the ball rolling by talking up among
his friends the 1 • structing a truck on s

grounds n. I he cable was
Itnmi ted upon, and a meeting ol wheelmen

from which spi non.
Mr. Hopkins wi ly mutually and unani-
1111.11

1

1

.-nt of" thi

1 'st promi-
nent wheelmen was formed.
The men: the Union ii I of wheel-

men, sportsmen, .mil man.
that much
and encoui

than

An I'M client :

11 in-

ln pn.es w

II is I >l

'

that it will

'

tenant, Norman raylor ; Bugler, l.a-.<

I

1 |. W.Jari
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of "Bropefyo" Busters.

The National Reveille, official organ of The
Sons of Veterans, U. S. A. •

Advertising Department, Chas. A. Higgins, Manager.

Chicago, 111., Sept. 30th, 1890.

White Cycle Co., Westboro', Mass.

Gentlemen :—When in quest of a bicycle, I

stumbled on the " BRONCHO," and as I was ignorant

of the comparative value of machines, I chose the

" BRONCHO " on account of its beauty and simplicity.

Upon purchase, I hired an expressman to take it to the

Humboldt Park, and in exactly one hour, although I

HAD NEVER MOUNTED A BICYCLE IN MY
LIFE, I was riding all round the Park, and finally rode

home, two miles; and the third time I took it out, rode

down town, four miles. If any one tells you the

"BRONCHO " is hard to learn to mount and ride, ask

them to write to me.
Respectfully,

Chas. A. Higgins.

Binghamton, N. Y., Sept. 29th, 1890.

Have just received the Wheel (Light Roadster),

and it is a "Dandy"; it is all I expected and more. I de-

cided on the Light Roadster for several reasons. I

shall want to do some racing in the Spring, and want a

light wheel; also I anticipated that the new wheel would

be a great improvement over the old, and wished to in-

troduce it here, as one had never been shown here. The
new wheel is a BEAUTY, and if the boys are not taken

with it, I shall be greatly mistaken. Thanking you for

your courtesy, I am, yours very truly,

F. S. Cox.

New Brunswick, N. J., Sept. 29th, 1890.

M. V. Livingston, Westboro', Mass.

Dear Sir:—"BRONCHO" received, also electros,

catalogue and Skookum oil. "BRONCHO" 514 has

been the admiration of every one who has seen it Have

just come in from a short ride. I like the machine bet-

ter every time I use it. The wheel makes so little noise

that one of my friends who was standing at the side of

the road as I went by, exclaimed :
'.' Why, how still that

goes, I can't hear it from here." He was about 8 feet

away at the time. I have had a great many inquiries as

to where "BRONCHO" can be purchased, and have

already heard two or three express their desire to own

and ride a " B N. C. L. R. S. B." Everybody who sees

me riding says :
" That's a new kind, isn't it ? " etc., etc.

The machine is thoroughly satisfactory, strong, well-

built, neat and compact, easy running, noiseless, a good

hill climber and coaster. Hoping that you may have a

large and steadily increasing sale for "BRONCHOS,"
I am, yours truly,

[signed] W. W. Cook.

Box 449, Binghamton, N. V.

I took a ride of 45 miles on " BRONCHO," in

company with a 54-inch gear chain safety, whose

rider is as good, and better, than I on the road, but he

was willing to admit that I could out-climb and out-ride

him all around, and especially on " cobbly " roads.

L. H. Pott i.K.

/T\. I/. IJuii^stoi? <?yele /T\f^. <?o.

BUSINESS OFFICES :

245 Qolumbus five., Boston, /T\a55-

FACTORY AX

U/estboro*. /T\ass., U. 8.
f\.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

Thi
estitnati

with having won prises amount-
ing in value to .£3.000.

K r a twenty
- .uth.

Chinaman
.1 bicycle.

Thcki\- elmen will bold eption
at their club-h. r 15.

The ordinary still main- pularity il

:iJ ami the Australian

The second half <>i the U N vcm-
ber 1, during which the du«

Af
sen'. the Ohio 1 >

The ynaker City Wheelmen, (if Philadelphia, move
into new quarti :d Street this week.

The Independent Cyclers, of Louisville, have dc-

ne their clu until Spring.

The ' ard have accepted Antho-
for the quarter mile ordinary.

The Kings Countv Wheelmen have several runs
r. including two moonlight trips.

The Milwaukee Wheelmen held a grand lantern
.elmen being in

line.

era! membi Milwaukee Club will shortly
make an attempt to lower the twenty-five mile

i >n. ' heeling reports
a and heir to J. S. I >> a:.

• London W."

rts are being ;:

- men ami other-
ire.

The Medford Cycle Club will hold the first of a
. iven .luring the year,

in the Ope: I r 17.

iken in the ra • s t.. be run
lally in th>

ween II. 11 ketl

Hull ex:
tritb thein

A white .:»r i\.
I e worn on the

members ol the South End Wheelmen capable
n twenty minul

Th- • meet
lr events I and R

f] all the fir

The Union Countv Wheelmen ha . d their

n, in order not to be
Lh the Union County Kambli

ual. while riding rapidly
DO was

sly injured her.

1 Incinnati,

•ig wheelmen within the city

mittee wh furnish
tmu- Winter
monl

Thi
vi 11 be
% riters

I..

1 a well In

has twen n
' that

I

I of Ci

I^ast year the Rhode Island Division expends I

". fighting 1 the
comn ippointed for tb.it

ted that the i^.oil work will be con-
tinued.

Th<
still in the ascendant. wheelmen ha\i
admit) te recent split, and about twent\
more applications will be acted upon at the next
meeting.

The Portland (Me.) Wheel Club is another cycling
itation that is deeply interested in prodi:

minstrel entertainment. "Burnt cork' entertain-
ments appear to be all the rage at present in many
quart.

The Lincoln, Neb.. Wheel Club has been St

with a membership of tweiitv-tive. The officer*
President, C. K. Kichtcr

j
Vice-President, 11. E. Wheel-

er: Secretary-Treasurer, M. Sullivan ; Captain, Frank
Van Horn.

The revised constitution of the Boston Bicycle Club
tat any member tailing to attend the annual run

of the club will be fined $5. The affair comes off Oc-
tober 11, and much amusement is expected to result
from the clause.

era! months ago the foreign cycling press men
were discussing the probabilities 01 a revival of the
ordinary. To-day the favorite theme is : "Is thi

inary Doomed r" The whirligig of time does bring
about strange things.

The Riverside Wheelmen will hold their club
over the Kingsbridgc course November 4 at 3 p. m.
The following events will be contested : One mile
novice; two mile handicap; one mile scratch; five

mile club championship.

A Iks Moines paper says that Kowe and Barr, the
Untincntai tourists, we; refused permission to

billiards in a hall in that town because tin

prietOI took them for " niggers." They have become
greatly tanned by exposure.

At a meeting ol the Bedford Cy • Club, I

L. G. Hoppe, Treasurer, was elect ' Captain, and W.
Fletcher, Financial Secretary, i place o( s. B.
Wur/.lcr, resigned. The two net ifficers are hard

and earnest workers in the ''s interest.

If there's anything in a name. W cling. W. Va..
Shouli al town for cyclists, yet' the sport there

•ng remained in a state of Inactivity. Efforts
have recently been made to awaken the riders, and

: renewed life are beginning to be shown.

A new club, the Ivy Wheelmen, has jus; 'wen formed
in West Philadelphia. The oil tes dent,

1 Smedley ; Captain, William Anderson ; S
tary-Treasurer, Wesley Blithe; First Lieutenant, Ed-
ward Connelly; Second Lieutenant. Nathan Smedley.

The West End Bicycle Club, of Rochester, will hold
prion during October every Friday night.
tournament will also be inaugurated .\ .

auxiliary : cided upon as a necessity, and
lady rulers will be tendered the free use of the r
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BUFFALO.

The most conservative, self-contained club in this

city is unquestionably the Buffalo. The members
appear to have a little more ambition than Bill Nye
and not quite so much as the authors of "The Quick
or the Dead." While the local press is teeming, as it

were, with the doings of the Ramblers, the Zigzags,
the Pressmen, the Roamers, the Doctors, the Wander-
ers, and the other local clubs, it is a most unusual
thing to find a single line anent the College Street
club. I suppose the fact is that it is the "tony" and
" brown stone front " club, the members of which are
too high up to be touched by the press, and too in-

different of public opinion to care a pve-Adam-ite cuss
whether anything is said about them or not. Indeed,
one official of the club told me some time ago that
they "didn't want anything in the newspapers." I

didn't, at the time, mention to the said official that the
very fact of trying to keep facts from the press meant
that such would be sure to be published, but such is

true. All this is said in no spirit of opposition to the
club—no, not by any means. Sir? Its membership
has been drawn from the elite of the local bicycling
world ; there are in it riders tried and true, "and a
jovial, jolly, hail-fellow-well-met spirit ever seems to

hang around the club house. But yet there is some-
thing wanted—perhaps it's enterprise. I am sure it

isn't ability. There is this, however, to be said, that
whatever the club takes hold of it generally carries
through to a successful issue. There is a lot of velvet
on its hand, but it has plenty of steel within the glove.
The club is happily booming in every respect. Its
membership limit was reached long ago, and there is

a nice little list of applicants ready to be acted on
should any member take it into his head to resign in

the ordinary way, or do it peremptorily by crossing
Jordan with a rush. I am led to understand that the
winter programme will be far more elaborate than
heretofore—but there will be no more prize fights.

Last year two were given under the auspices of the
club, and were of the usual orthodox, knock-out, two-
ounce glove contest character. The first one was
between Charley Marks, the local light weight cham-
pion and Tom Cavanaugh, a new arrival in this city,

and the second one brought Reddy Strauss, an Israel-
itish pug, and the self-same Cavanaugh. If my
memory serves me rightly, the purses offered were
$50—little enough, in all conscience. The first fight
ended in a knock-out, but the beaten man won on a
foul, and the second fight was declared a draw after
about thirty rounds had been fought. All this, I sup-
pose, is "new news " to the general bicycling world,
but it's true, and the "tony" club of Buffalo made
money out of the venture. The entertainments for
this winter are to be strictly social, and reception,
musical and other committees have been appointed.

It might be mentioned here that the club, in addition
to having the neatest and best furnished club house
at this end of the State, has a gymnasium which would
be a credit to many a city. It is three years or more
since I have visited the athletic portion of the building,
and even then it was a credit to the club. I am told
that considerable additions have been made since that
time. If the club would only make themselves known
more, promote a few races, make a record, nobody
would grumble, but, you see, they are the Buffalo
Club, and fail to show up enough for "this yere prog-
gressuv city."

Whatever else may be said of the lady riders of this
city, nobody can accuse them of backwardness in
coming forward when they are wanted to show up on
behalf of Buffalo. You will remember that quite a
number of them joined the great procession at the L.

A. W. meeting at the Falls, and they were not wanting
at Buffalo on the occasion of the lantern parade. Our
local bicyclers are all there when called for. As they
are growing in enterprise and bravery, so they are in
number. Two or three years ago a lady on a wheel
was a decided rarity in the city. Now we have dozens
—hundreds. Of course, in this respect, we claim to do
better than any city in the Union, the reason being
that we do not present them with streets lined with
bumpy stones to ride over, but with seventy-five miles
of asphalted streets that are a credit to one of the most
progressive cities in America. Then there is, the
youth—the youth of Buffalo, that might be an escort
to queens. I am trying to get, if possible, mileage
records of the ladies. They will be worth printing,
and will, I think, astonish somebody. I suppose the
honors will rest between Mesdames Bender, Rummel
and Chase, but this I will verify at an early date.

The membership ot the Press Cycling Club has had
another bound upwards. The roll now contains
seventy-one active, and I do not know how many
honorary members. I know, as a matter of fact, that
between fifty and sixty applications are in the hands
of one of the executive officers, who is waiting for an
opportunity to present the same for consideration.
Most or all the local clubs have abandoned their
weekly club runs, and some have given up wheeling
altogether for the season. Not so with the " Ink-
slingers." They have had four runs since my last
letter, and will have held two business meetings
before this is printed. President George W. Schooley,
of the News, is a real hustler, with a beaming eye for
business, and with a keen appreciation of what is best
for his club. It is intended that the Winter shall be as
busy as the Summer. A series of social evenings will
be held, and the boys will be banded tightly together.
There is one good thing about the club and its man-
agement. It is not only sanguine, but practical. In
the not-too-far-off future to be contemplated, the
powers that be have an idea of building a club house.
(The Ramblers had a chance of doing so a short time
ago, and threw it to the winds.) The Executive have
now a scheme in preparation which will, I know,
materialize at an early date. I have before intimated
that there is a possibility that the Press Club will add
an athletic section to its already strong membership.
If it does, and I think it would be wise in so doing,
there are many local athletes who would flock to its

banner, There is a need of another athletic club in

this city. We have hundreds of athletes here who are
unattached, and would find a resting place with the
P. B. C. In the meantime, and all time, we are going
to keep the wheel agoing.

Athletics, just now, appear to be going up like a
rocket in Buffalo. It's all athletics. On Saturday,

October n, the Salford Harriers and the Manhattan
A. C. of New York City, give a joint meeting, and the
whole country around here proposes to turn out to see
them, and to give them a hearty welcome. The cycling
clubs are doing their utmost to make a great day of
it. An influential committee, comprising many gen-
tlemen of Buffalo, has been formed to give the visitors
a royal welcome. The foreigners and Gothamites will
be taken to the Falls—(your humble servant will be
one of the party)—and feted. I understand that the
International and Niagara Falls Wheelmen will be
requested to turn out to meet the party. October ri

will, indeed, be a great day here—especially if the
weather be fine—and the local wheelmen will take
some credit for it.

D. H. Lewis, of the Ramblers, has not gone to
Europe. The local and cycling press have announced
that he would visit the old country. They were in
error. Still, the authority was "Dai" himself. It is

certain that he purchased his ticket and should have
sailed ten days ago, but for some reason not yet
explained he decided to give up the trip. We should
ha . e missed "Dai" had he gone. He is one of the
Ramblers' "big four," and has a local record to be
proud of. He is one of the pluckiest riders in Buffalo
—not a particularly fast man, but for long distance he
has no equal at this end of the State. Until recently
he was First Lieutenant of the Buffalos, but for some
reason resigned and cast in his lot with the Hustlers.
Rumor has it that he will be associated with a big
bicycle concern next year. He has many friends who
will wish him all success in his new venture.

I cannot send you a report of the Ramblers' meeting
this week. It will not be held until after this letter is

dispatched. As I have previously intimated, there is

likely to be a lively time at the gathering, and I shall,

no doubt, be able to send you a few interesting facts
in my next communication.

Buffalo gets a quota of bicycle thieves The other
day a wheel was stolen from a lady on the east side of
the city and the thief vas happily caught. There is a
wheel at No. 1 station now waiting for an owner. The
police recovered it two weeks ago.

.

The athletic civ , of the city are alive to the fact
that bicycling wi nave to find a place on their pro-
gramme next y r, and an effort is being made to
secure a few fly s to wear the various colors of the
organization. * understand that Charles E. Gates,
our champion il climber, will sport the white and
cherry of the affalo Athletic Club. It is also likely
that George Vv. Eberhart, who has an enviable record
as a local flyer, will ride for the "three-legged club."
If the cycling clubs of Buffalo had not iii a measure
antagonized the athletic clubs by the "date juggle,"
there woulr' unquestionably have been races for the
wheels on e programme of October n. I am of an
opinion *X the clubs somewhat regret the date
changing business, and will, without reserve, promise
not to do it again.

The Wanderers Bicycle Club is unquestionably one of
the sturdiest and healthiest in the city. It has
162 active members, 162 honorary members, and
62 non-resident members. The boys are very much
alive and pushing, and everything points to the fact
that the Wanderers is one of the coming clubs in this
district. I am told by one of the officials that they
will make the Winter season a real "howler," and
socials and receptions will be as common as chestnut
burrs in Autumn. These boys deserve every success.
So far they have not made much of a splurge, but I

hear from people who are likely to know that this
season has been but a sort of " apprenticeship on the
wheel," so to speak, and that next season several of
them will try their luck on the racing trrck.

The latest in Buffalo is the " Unattached Wheelmen "

—whatever that may mean. One thing I know and
that is, that they are hustlers from the start. While
many of the clubs in Buffalo have given up runs for
the season, the "Unattached" keep up their excur-
sions in a style worthy of a club old in age and
matured in wisdom.

I have just learned that the athletic clubs of the city,

profiting by the suggestion made in The Wheel as to
a city alliance of cycling clubs, have decided to form a
city league of athletic clubs—of those under the
banner of the A. A. U. Harlow C. Palmer, President
of the Bell Telephone Co., and Charles J. Griffiths, of
the News, have been appointed as a committee to
formulate a plan to be submitted at an early meeting
of club representatives. Mamef.

ROCHESTER.

SAN FRANCISCO.

M. L. Bridgman, the well-known representative of
Gormully & Jeffery, has been in this city for the past
two weeks. He enjoyed a ride through the park last
Sunday with Mr. Curran, of the Jersey City Athletic
Club.
Chief Consul Hill has announced his committees as

follows : Racing Board—T. H. Doane, G. S. Drake,
and Al. Col. Tourin Board—W. M. Meeker, H. W.
Burmester and J. M. Miller. Rights and Privileges
G. H. Strong, Edwin Mohrig and A. E. Wright
The Bay City Wheelmen are now an Incorporated

body according to the laws of this State.
Fdwin Mohrig will leave here about November 1 to

visit the different bicycle factories.
Owen Morgan and L. Harris, our Welch visitors,

will ride at the games of the Olympic Club on
October 25. From their training spins it is said to be
quite possible that they will upset Klwell's mile
record of am. 48s. They will ride Mr. Harris'
pneumatic-tyred Ormonde.
The pneumatic has excited much curiosity amongst

the local riders, and the general remark is that no
one can appreciate its si/.e until they see il. The lyre
resembles the white canvas life preservers seen on
ferry boats more than anything else. I' \i ikuknia.

The Seventh Regiment games will be held at tin

Regimental Armory <>u December 6,

At the last regular meeting of the Lake View
Wheelmen, the following officers were elected : Presi-
dent, Charles M. Beattie ; Vice-President, Fred K.
Shedd ; Secretary, Henry F. Marks ; Financial Secre-
tary, Joe. H. Brown ; Treasurer, Charles A. Ellwood

;

Captain, Fred D. Morgan ; First Lieutenant, Frank M.
Crouch

; Second Lieutenant, Marsden B. Fox ; Color
Bearer, Louis M. Beattie ; Bugler, Frank C. Moyer

;

Executive Board, Chas. M. Beattie, Henry F. Marks,
ex-officio ; T. E. McKelvey, G. V. Southard, Marsden
B. Fox, Frank M. Crouch, Frank N. Kimball. The
new board of officers will tender their club-mates a
supper in another week. About seventy uniformed
members turned otit for a club run Friday night,
October 10.

From Water to St. Paul Street is a short thorough-
fare called Ely Street. It is about thirty-five yards
long, rises about twenty feet from the base to its
summit, and is a hard hill to climb on a bicycle, but a
number of wheelmen will try to climb it against time
Friday afternoon for useful prizes. Among the entries
for the contest are C. I. Conolly, F. F. Kammer,
Robert Thomson, C. J. Iven, Edward Servis, F. T.
Servis, Wm. M. Conolly, Emmett Schenck, Wm. Tur-
pin, John Graham and others.

Officers for the occasion are : Referee and Starter,
R. A. Punett. Judges, W. R. Sanders and C. C.
Beshan. Scorers, E. J. Tripp and Gordon Mont-
gomery. Timers. F. H. Bettys and W. E. Williams.
The Ladies' Auxiliary of the Lake View Wheelmen

is probably one of the largest in the State. It is with
considerable pride that your correspondent is able to
announce the fact that the members are composed of
some of the leading society belles of the city, who
with their gentlemen friends will enjoy a series of
full dress parties during the Winter.
Geo. L. Estes, a well-known bicyclist and athlete of

the West End Bicycle Club and Manhattan Athletic,
of New York, ran at the Cricket Club games in Chicago
Saturday. He won first in the 220-yard dash, second
in the 100 yard dash, and third in the quarter-mile
run.
Frank M. Crouch, for the past two years cashier of

the Eastman Company, has resigned his position, and
after a vacation of three months, will enter the employ
of a large furniture house in this city under the man-
agement of C. A. Rockwell, ex-President of the Lake
View Wheelmen. Before leaving the office Mr.
Crouch was presented with an elegant diamond ring
by his associates. His vacation will be spent in a
cycle tour to Detroit accompanied by Charles Elwood,
of the Lake Views.
The wide-awake representatives of the West End

Bicycle have inaugurated a pool tournament to begin
in their rooms Friday evening, October 17. They will
also hold a number of socials during the Winter
months for the purpose of keeping the members better
united, and to infuse interest in non-club members
who ride wheels, but apparently do not fully realize
the advantage of belonging to a club, and who
certainly do not appreciate the strength of organiza-
tion until they become a member of such. At a recent
meeting of the club a new constitution and by-laws
was adopted which abolishes all standing committees
except the Executive Board. According to the new
constitution four memberships are named, viz.: Asso-
ciate, active, honorary and life. An applicant must
be an associate three months before he is elected to
active membership, if at all. Zo.

SYRACUSE.

Capt. Kirkpatrick, of the Business Men's Club,
Newark, N. J., has been spending a few days in the
city introducing his patent brake lock and supporter
for safeties. On Sunday he had a twentv mile run
with four of the club members and proved himself a
rider as well as a gentleman.
The latest addition to the club house is a cat which

has been duly named "Jessie," and on which "Mac"
keeps a fatherly eye. It is to be hoped that now, with
so many family cares, he will not go Rome— ing away
so often during the month.
That handsome clock which Messrs. Penn, Yalev

and Benjamin won in the twenty-five mile road race,
adorns the mantle of the front parlor, and is ad mi red
by all. By the way those cigars of Frank's were very
good and the club hopes soon to smoke their best
wishes to the other " Blacksmith," and also "Central
Park."

A challenge was received last week from the Utica
club for a road race from fifteen to thirty-five miles.
to be held between four married men from each club.
The Syracuse men, however, will not be in it, as out-
racers have decided that they cannot get "hitched"
satisfactorily, in time to accept the challenge. It will
have to be declined. Awfully sorry, Crosby, but look
out for them next year!

Dr. Chase, T. Rautenberg ami P. Gaylord were
elected active members at the meeting held October
6. This brings the membership up to about 130.

The club meeting on Monday night was largely
attended. After considerable debate the meeting
resolved itself into a committee ot (he whole, A sub-
committee presented charges which were the facts
contained in my last letter in brief. The four members
denied the charges and the meeting adjourned until
Tuesday next.

flu- five mile race for the championship of the Mary-
land Bicycle Club, of Baltimore, was run September
.'7. The event was won by W. B, (.'list

I'll, follow Ing is the list of events to be run at the
Yiucland Wheelmen's meet, November 17, subject to
change: One mile ordinary, novice, open; one mile
safety, novice, open; one mile safety, open, scratch:
"He mile ordinal j , club team (three men), open : three
mile safety, open, ban. heap ; half mile ordinary . open,
scratch; one mile ordinary, open, handicap : one mile
ordinary, Yiucland Club chain, half mile
safety, open, scratch ; Ave mile open, ordinary, h
cap. Attempts ma\ also be made to lowel
records.
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CHICAGO.

After hanging fire for a couple of months it now
looks as if we'll have our Associated Cycling Club's
organization after all. At any rate, the meeting in the
Grand Pacific Hotel on the ist inst. gave the move-
ment a good start, and there is every reason why the
organization should go through swimmingly. The
meeting of the ist was attended by representatives
of five clubs, as follows: Chicago Club, Barrett;
Illinois, - Street and Jones; Washington, Conkling,
White and Sternfeldt; Douglas, J. C. and C. H.
Wachter, Norden, Langdon and Relihen ; Lincoln,
Gerould, Erwin, Hochkirk, Templeton, Harrington,
Herrick, Brewster, Newman. Morris, Pound and
Betts. R. G. Betts, of the Lincolns, was made tem-
porary chairman, and A. J. Street, secretary. After
thoroughly discussing the matter and declaring it the
sense of the meeting that such an organization should
be entered into, a committee drafted the following
prospectus, which was adopted and ordered sent to

each of the clubs entered, supplemented with a request
to appoint three delegates to attend the meeting for

permanent organization, the date of which was left

with the chair :

OBJECT.

The object of the organization shall be to secure
harmonious and concerted action in all matters of

general interest to wheelmen in Chicago and vicinity;
particularly in such matters as municipal legislation,
improvements of streets and roads, the prevention of

the theft of wheels, to spread a knowledge of the
rights, duties and privileges of wheelmen, to promote
road and track racing, to foster fraternal club inter-
course, and, as far as possible, to aid the State and
National organizations of the L. A. W.

MEMBERSHIP.
It memberships shall be composed of the clubs of

Chicago and immediate vicinity, who shall be repre-
sented by a number of delegates to be decided upon
at the time of permanent organization.

DUES.

The expenses of the organization will be nominal
and will be borne by the clubs composing it.

Van Sicklen has had more hard luck, but this time
he had companions in misery. One day last week,
Messrs. Van Sicklen, Barrett and Aiken, accompanied
by Mrs. Van Sicklen and Mrs. Aiken, had occasion to
visit the little surbtirb of Austin. The streets not
being particularly good, and their being no law to the
contrary, the entire party rode on the sidewalks. In
endeavoring to pass a testy old couple who refused to
"budge when politely requested, one of the ladies was
forced off into the ditch, and Van, being immediately
behind, ran into the couple; and then maybe the latter
weren't wrathy. The he-male, a big, strapping
Irishman, who was possessed of one of those unstead-
iers slangily termed a jag, seized Van and prepared
to wipe up some of Chicago's precious real estate with
him. Van protested and caught one of his hands,
when old Rumsoak made a motion as if to draw a pop.
Barrett, however, took a hand just then, and being a
crack wrestler, dropped the old fellow before he could
get his hand under his coat tail. Then they proceeded
to go through the old duck's pockets to find his gun,
while Mrs. Rumsoak implored them " not to hurt Pat,
he's drunk." Failing to find a weapon, Pat was per-
mitted to rise. Then he fairly boiled over, and heaping
dire vengeance on the " robbers who rolled him about
on the pe-rairie," he flashed a policeman's star on
them. The wheelmen at once gave in and were
marched off to a " dungeon cell," where they remained
for nearly an hour, the ladies not being molested.
When the case was tried, the three were fined $3 each,
for "disorderly conduct." The Township Board also
went into session and passed the following resolution,
effective October m :

" No person or persons shall ride a bicycle or
similar vehicle in or upon any of the streets or other
public places in the town of Cicero without the special
consent of the Board of Trustees of said town, with-
out complying with the following rules : To go up
roadways only, to go not more than two abreast, and
keeping as close together as possible, and keeping on
the right-hand side of the roadway; to use extreme
caution in keeping out of the way or horses and foot
passengers; to announce their approach by ringing a
bell, and to always carry a signal light at nigjht.

"Any person or persons who shall violate any or
either of the provisions of this ordinance shall upon
conviction pay a fine of not less than one dollar ($1)
nor more than ten dollars ($10) for each and every
offence. The police of the town of Cicero shall have
the power to arrest on sight any person or persons
found in the act of violating any of the provisions of
this ordinance."
The end, however, is not yet. There is likely to be

an officer dismissed from the force, and a suit for
damages against the township.

The text of Alderman Roth's lamp ordinance, which
is at present with the Judiciary Committee of the City
Council, is as follows : That every person using a
bicycle, tricycle or velocipede in any of the streets,
alleys, or public places of this city during the night
time shall have a lighted lamp, with glass front and
sides, fastened conspicuously upon the front part
thereof in such a manner that the light may be dis
tinctly seen at a distance of at least 200 feet, and every
pet son failing so to do shall be subject to a fine of not
less than $2 nor more than f 10 for each offence.

The Lincoln Cycling Club's live miles—or 11101c
properly speaking, four and thece-quarter miles road
race was run over the Edgewater course on the 4th
inst. and proved a scorcher. Neither Bray nor
Spooner Started, the latter remaining out to give his
"dark horse" a show, so they say. Seven ol 1 lie

club's "next best" men started': l<\ J. McVoy, 1''. 1C.

Cronse, i'\ |. McMahon, I
1'. K. McDonald, |. K. Pollock,

11. c. Baine and A. W. Harris. Harrisand McDonald
were never in it, but lor four miles the oilier made a
good race of it, McMan, for a sick man, set ling a lung-
teai ing clip until the spurt came, when he .lied aWRJ
Pollock, Spooiu-i 's "horse," won all out by ten yards,
('rouse .-iikI Mi-Voy had a hard light for second place,
('rouse, who is great on seconds, getting it bv a lengl h,

Baine fourth, McMahon fifth, McDonald end Harris
dead heat for last place. Time, 14m. 58^3,, splendid

for any sort of day, but more so over such heavy,
slippery roads, and on such a dark, drizzly day as
was Saturday.

A meeting of the Division Board of Officers was
held in this city on Monday last. The principal busi-
ness transacted so far as known being the election of
delegates to the National Assembly, and the adoption
of a road improvement bill for introduction into the
next Legislature. One might have thought this a
secret session of the board, so little was known of it.

Englewood has another club, the Eagle Cycling
Club. G. A. Davis is its President, and F. L. Jones,
Secretary.

The ten mile race at Parkside on Saturday, for the
track Contractors' Cup, was won by Geo. K. Barrett,
in 29m. 42 2-5S., H. A. Githens, second; H. R. Winship,
third. J^umsden, Van Sicklen and Denison, also
started but did not finish. The time being outside of

record, the cup remains with its donors, but medals
go to first and second. The x-ace was run on a heavy
track and in the midst of a cold, chilling drjzzle.

A bowling league is amongst the Winter's pos-
sibilities.

Lumsden has been made manager of the Chicago
Club's indoor baseball team.

The Lincoln Club is hatching out a building scheme.

A cafe, with seating accommodations for 160, and at
which either breakfast or dinner can be served, is a
feature of the Illinois club's new quarters, and it is

proving a paying venture, too.

F. W. Gerould, President of the Lincoln's and
manager of the Spaldings' Chicago store, leaves next
week for a combined business and pleasure trip to
the Pacific coast. He will be absent until December.
Douglas Club reception, November 10, at Apollo

Hall, is a fixture.

On Saturday next (nth) the Lake View Club holds its

third race for the McConnell medal.

The Lincolns' "Grand Annual Smoker" has been
fixed for October 25. A magic lantern exhibtion, a
lecture by Prof. Erwin, entitled " Do You Ever Get
Tired?" and a recitation, "The Canary Bird's Dream,"
by Birdie Brewster, are on the cards.

Bettsy B.

MINNEAPOLIS.

A year ago at this time people would have opened
their eyes in amazement to see a feminine bicyclist on
the street, says a writer in the Minneapolis Tribune,
who has been watching the sport's advancement.
Vague rumors that such a practice was in vogue
among the Eastern women reached our ears, but we
did not pay much attention to the report, simply rest-
ing assured that if the "craze "were to strike us it

would strike hard in due time. Nor were our predic-
tions unfulfilled. It came, it saw, it conquered

;

whether it has come to stay or not remains to be seen.
It is no unusual sight now to meet half a dozen lady
cyclists in the course of a morning's stroll. Mounted
aloft, attired in a suit of blue, and guiding with no
apparent difficulty her ship of state, the rider skims
along like a bird. Maintaining a position similar to
that of the stoned "soaring vulture," she holds herself
erect, never turning her head to right or left, intent
only on the road before her, oblivious of the pedes-
trian, who stalks along on the same two feet accorded
him at the beginning of his history. We are not quite
accustomed to it yet ; at least we look askance at the
woman on wheels, and wonder if she enjoys it as
much as she seems to, and the question enters our
minds, What first prompted her to adopt this mode of
locomotion ?

"How many lessons does a lady usually take?" was
asked a teacher in the riding school.

" From six to ten hours' work is generally sufficient,
taken an hour or so at a time. This lady, for instance,
is a stranger here, and wishing to take her wheel home
with her, has devoted herself assiduously for the past
two days. It is a mistaken idea that a rider of four
years' practice rides just so much better than one of
as many months'. The art is easily learned. The
mount is very simple. Place the treadles so that the
right one will be directly beneath the foot, make a
revolution of the wheel and with a light spring the
seat is gained, with the left foot resting naturally on
its proper tread. The single turns of the treadle re-
volves the wheel so that the seat is brought forward,
and in the twinkling of an eye the seemingly difficult
feat is performed."

Speaking of the bicycle business, a prominent dealer
recently said :

" Our trade is vastly on the increase, with about 160
lady bicyclers now, against three of last fall. We
have patrons at Sioux Falls, Aberdeen, Duluth and
West Superior, so you see it is not a local pastime.
One man writes me from Chicago that in a family of
five of his acquaintance, each possesses a 'safety. In
Washington, D. C, a line of several hundred was seen
in procession, and thus it is all over the country. The
ladies like it. They say it is the nearest approach to
flying they may ever attain in this world. The exer-
cise is attended with no discomfort, and the machines
arc light, requiring no care.

" The cost of a machine? It isn't much, when you
consider its durability. The first purchase necessi-
tates an outlay of $135 for a first-class article. On
good, firm roads, a tyre will last about as long s die
wheel; in this city, where the paving blocks often
present sharp edges, a rubber tyre may get slivered
and worn after three years' use, but an expense of $5
once in three years is not a great item.
"As to the uniform, it is a matter of taste. Of course,

a loose-fitting garment with a skirt not loo lull, is best
suited to the purpose. There is some agitation of the
divided skirt question, but as yet the ladies do not
adopt thai fashion kindly. After it prevails generally
in the East they will undoubtedly assume it here."

The bicycle school in Minneapolis is a large hall .•

feet in length and ss feel wide, and is .1 favorite place
for the ladies to ride before venturing upon the street.

The tuition fee is merely nominal
; $5 is all thai is re-

quired, with a rebate on purchase. To those who do
not buy, but rent, :i charge "I another Jj is made, the
whole $10 then going toward the purchase when that
takes place. Kilt *' cents is asked lor a I1.1II .lav's 1 i.le.

and you can see it is a pleasure accessible to every
one. " I would like to have you see some of our most
enthusiastic riders," said an attendant, the other day.
"They would soon convince you there is no sport like
it. It embodies all the poetry of motion, gives excel-
lent play to the muscles, and produces an exhilaration
that, never experienced, cannot be appreciated. Here
is a list of names it might interest you to look over,
and ask any lady mentioned here" what she thinks
about it, and I'll wager ten to one she'll tell you to try
it yourself and then answer your own question."
Miss Emma G. Merrill, Miss Nellie Breesee, Miss

Grace Hayes, Miss Julittee Guild, Miss May Jackson,
Miss Bird Lucy, Miss Blanche Hodge, Miss Ada M.
Cramer, Misses Aulda and Edna Isaac, Miss Lilian
E. Ingram, Miss Blanche Wright, Miss Louisa Hauke,
Mrs. W. B. Worrell, Mrs. Florence Lewis, Mrs. A. H.
Brackett, Mrs. E. C. Gage, and many others, were
among the names I saw. All honor to the lady
bicyclist; may she enjoy every run, and may she
induce many to follow suit ; if we do not do like-
wise it is because we are not built that way.

PHILADELPHIA.

The inter-club race meet of the Park Avenue and
Quaker City Clubs is planned on a larger scale than
any of the previous meets held here this season. The
programme is made up to attract fast men, and the
prizes will be well worth riding for. The members of
both organizations are working enthusiastically for
the success of the same, and given fair weather this is

positivel3r assured. Enough tickets have already
been sold to much more than pay all expenses.

The Columbia Cyclers' meet has been postponed to
November 1 in order not to conflict with other pro-
proposed arrangements by other clubs.

Members of the South End Wheelmen capable of
riding five miles on the road in twenty minutes or
better will hereafter be designated by a white star
on the cap. The South End has a number of riders
with scorching proclivities, and with the addition of a
distinctive mark as an incentive the number will prob-
ably be increased.

On Saturday the Philadelphia Bicycle Club held
their "Field Day" at their Ardmore country house.
The programme was a varied one, consisting of bicy-
cle races, athletic sports and lawn tennis, the contest-
ants consisting of members only.

Sunday was a pleasant day, and club runs were well
attended. The Century went to Trenton, being met
at Bristol by the Mercer County Wheelmen and escort-
ed to Trenton by that club. The Columbia Cyclers
had a large delegation to Chester ; the South End and
Park Avenue were at Morristown, and the Mount
Vernon Wheelmen at Penn Lynn. The time is ap-
proaching when indoor amusements, however, will
attract our principal attention, and the various clubs
are taking time by the forelock and appointing com-
mittees to look after this now very important and con-
stantly increasing feature of Philadelphia club life.

The Quaker cycler does not, in the Winter season
" Put up his bike
In vasalene, anti-rust and the like,"

by any means. He uses it all the year round—or at
any rate a large percentage of them do ; but from
Thanksgiving Day till Easter Sunday even the most
enthusiastic are willing to have an occasional indoor
entei'tainment.

From the little birds that are flying around I gather
the information that this season will see entertain-
ments on a scale that two or three years ago would
not have been thought of by a bicycle club. Dances,
balls, musicales, euchre parties, banquets, stag rack-
ets and athletic entertainments are all being mapped
out, one might think, recklessly. Did not the success
of last year's social season give promise of increased
interest this year? And the credit for starting all this
is due to the good old Philadelphia Club, who set the
example and proved that some things could be done
as well as others.
No club has as yet announced a complete programme,

but the opening" events include the theatre parties of
the Mount Vernon Wheelmen at the Chestnut Street
Theatre on November 21 ; the Oxford Wheelmen at
the same place on the 22d ; the South End at the South
Broad on November 14, and the Century on December
2. The Park Avenue will give a subscription ball on
November 24, and the Columbia Cyclers have already
commenced their informal dances.

A bicycle club has been formed by a number of
wheelmen in the First Regiment, our foremost mili-
tary organization. Imagine the sensation this club
would create in a parade should they ride with the
same precision as when marching and wear as corre-
spondingly handsome suits as in their dress parades.

It is said that a certain prominent member of a cer-
tain prominent club now camps out on a certain race
track where he is training lor coming events.

Paul Berwyn.

ELIZABETH.

The Elizabeth Wheelmen held their first meeting in

their newly remodeled club-house on Tuesday even-
ing of this week, and elected four new members. The
club is now the largest League club in the State, and
having over seventy members, is entitled to two
representatives in Hie State Hoard o( Officers. Mr.
Aug. T". Bellinger was elected to iiii the place 01

second representative.

Arrangements for the formal opening of the house
\\ ere discussed, and an elaborate programme laid out.
On Friday evening ol next week .1 reception will be
given from 8.30 to to o'clock, when the house will be
open to inspection, music will i>e furnished by an
orchestra ol fifteen pieces, and there will be some
short a.l dresses. Cards of invitation have been issued,
and they will be eagerlj sought lor.

(in Saturday evening, the 18th. the grand bicycle
I. intern parade will take place, and it is sale to predict
thai it will be a big one it the night is clear. In>

I ions have been issued 10 thirty-three clubs, and as
the E. \Y. nave a good name .is entertainers, there
will doubtless be a Targe response, Tin- parade will
start at 8. 10, and the route will be announced latei
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TRADE NOTES.
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Among tile latest cullers in the hievele inanu-
11.1 Ma
mcern

will shortly place a new wheel on the market.
We have been unable to learn any of tin details

of the new wheel, but the linn has promised to

furnish us with cuts and specifications at an
early date. The superintendent of the work is

Mr. Pulton. The firm has already received a

lareje order from Missis. A. \V. Gump & Co

STOVER BICYCLE MFG. CO.'S

PROSPECTUS, 1801.

Replying to an Inquiry, the Stover Bicycle Company
furnish us with the following information :

Tile Stover Company will build only one new
machine next year, though important changes will be
made in the present mounts. The compaii'.
place on the market, early in the Spring of
4.. inch ladies' spring-frame safety, built for
only. The company state that it will be the best that
money and brains can produce.
The Paragon will be lightened Somewhat, and the

innovations will be tangent spokes and forged hubs.
The Iroquoil will also be improved in detail, though
its general characteristics will remain the same.
The company is working on a new saddle, of which

they expect great things, and they will also import
any desirable specialties they run across.
The company adds:
" We have enlarged our plant very greatly, and arc-

doing our best to get ready for the next year trade
We have an eye on the cushion tyre and will be n
to put it out as soon as we see that it is a si:

which it certainly is not at present. Beyond I

few things, we can only say that we have all we can
do to keep up with the demand for our machines, and
can not spend much time or space to the fads thai
arising."

Club papers are all the go in England. Among the
many that we have recently received is the Anerley

four-page paper, printed by means of

a type-written process, and edited by "Free Lance.*'

The (iermantown Wheelmen have a membership of
twentv-six, and have bright pre the future.

The Offlcei Kupci'tus, President ; J.
liar-

graves, Vi . I. McGowen Secretary
Oliver. Treasurer; P. L. kauschcr, Captain; H. Rich-
ards and William Hohson. Lieutenants.

the Park
October

Pneumatics will be permitted full swing at

Avenue Quaker City race meet. Philadelphia,

All race promoters are anxious to have the I

Wilhelm match take place at the meet under their im-
ntrol. The Wilmington Wheel Club are In

uring tli> "f the much-desired
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Miss Maggie Kirkwood, "i Maplew I, Mas.
Cently rode 116 miles in twelve hours.
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One week from Sunday a run will be called 1..

Prospect l'ark. which ry member's duty to
ilk; t.. obtain the annual club

KictUl : 1 loin our club-
oiis. ipute, but

Intrinsically ire a never-chai .

memory of the men wh.. come and go in club hie,
leaving' behind their faces 1.. urge mutely our kindly
remembrance.
W< 1, the ten mile race has been run. and OUI

Officers breathe once again. The result was a sur;
and one of the men I named as a winner did not do
credit to my predictions. The men who went out to
view the racewere royally entertained by the West-
field Wheelmen, who, with Dr. Kinch ne is

synonymous with hospitality) at their head, had pro-
cured the use of a club-house belonging to a near-bj
social club, and at the conclusion of the race all hands

. lied with refreshments. And just to think
of it ; Ouimby ran off with the first prize, and Ma.
our coming nd medal to his large
collection. (Remember Sheffield's fate and keep them
in the sate deposit vault. Mat I Coningsby, who
started scratch, was looked upon as haVII .

lark'e call on the race, felt throughout as though he
was racing with himself; he plugged along with no
one to pace him. and to this fact his poor showing
mav be laid. Kred is one of those hard-luck riders ; he
really has it in him, but some unfortunate happening
always trips him up. His good nature has not been
impaired, however, ami where others would let loose
unmentionable language, I' red well, he sin

We have commenced our practice lor the bowling
season. The new all. \ and no doubt
will suit the visitors I am afraid too well, to ..111

sorrow. Jf we have our usual luck, however, we shall
not complain, as it is a much more valuable trophy 111

our eyes to win our competitors' hearts than a pal
prize. By-the-by, the proprietor of our alleys is ..

"lames Dandy" ; he welcomed us with a " M..-
the noise you want to boys. 1 like it ; but don't tear up
the alleys." 1 don't know as we need much hi

making that same noise, as we seem to be rally
capable of filling the bill, but nevertheless when you
comedown all you other fellows to do us. chip in

your mite to swell the chorus.

Cole anil Mel vin, our modern Damon and Pythias,
took the pleasant Highland Mills trip on Saturday
and Sunday last, and had the usual merry-go-round
Club-mate Hall metes out to all who come his

Mr. C. A. Dutcher has been appointed a committee
of one, or minister plenipotentiary from the tru
to investigate the charge against ('resident Potter ot

having received a white flannel suit foi sundry
parent recently, and present a report

embodying tin- advice that he be declared a pi

sional. A 1 01

w i-iiis.. rON CYCU CLUB NOTB&

The Washington Cycling Club gave a highly enjoy -

able literary and musical entertainment Thun
( ictober j. The Rev. Dr. \\

and the .Kolian Quartette and Bugler K. W. McGifli-
vrav entertained them with some tine mils
tiolls. The • nt

Six ..t the Waahingtona completed the century run
from Kockford on Sunday of last w< rsvl ot

•.v ere . ompelled
to st. iv there all night on account ot the 1..

road lacilil

H. Brown, one ol the Washing!.
•.- removed to Klkhart. Ind . and will attend

Ann Arbor University. He will continue. "

wear the red Star.

11b pa|K-r is one "i tii. possibilities that the
Washingtons are talkin.

•
. \\ ashing'

tons on their runs this \ eat is i.joo.

Ni SI month the Saturday night lunches will

Upon the mcinl"

A •-; nil will pro
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W si '• \ Han

Smith ; Third
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I
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TO CYCLE THE LAKE AND RIVER.

Attempts are being made in Ireland to improve the
water-cycle. In the green and snakeless island are a
number of " noble " lakes and rivers on which a water-
cycle could be used with pleasure. Listen to this
sketchlet from the Irish Cyclist :

"The delight of a 'tour' on such a lake as Lough
Erne, for instance, can more easily be imagined than
described. It measures some forty or fifty miles in
length, and its fair bosom is studded with gloriously-
wooded islands, carpeted with fragrant bilberry and
sweet-smelling heather, where one could lie by the
hour intoxicated with the beauties of earth, air and
water, and still not feel that the time was wasted.
How delighted to rush down the river-like reaches
with the swift current, or to paddle around the islands,
or along the wooded shores, or strike out boldly across
the nine miles of water where the lake is broadest

;

and should the wind be high, to wrestle with the fierce
little waves, and dash into and through them and over
them defiantly. Yes, it would be nice ; and for the
fisherman, too, such a craft would be most suitable,
for he would need no boatman to furnish the propel-
ling power while he plied the gentle craft, but he
could 'paddle his own canoe,' and play the biggest
fish in the lake without assistance. By means of the
canals and the river Shannon, vast tracts of water
would be open to Dubliners, and altogether there
could hardly be a more pleasing prospect to a man
who had a little spare time at his disposal."

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
25 Words 35 cents.

Two Insertions 40 "

New York Bicycle Company, Nos. 4 and 6 East 60th
Street, N. Y. New and Second-Hand Machines. Choice
assortment. Prices reasonable. Wheels to rent. Cycling
Accessories of all kinds. List of Bargains and Sundries
free upon application. Old mounts takon In part pay-
ment for New-

BRAND NEW IRWELL, uncrated. List, $ioo. Ex-
cellent value. 30 in. wheel. Best offer over $75

takes it. D. H. Burkholder, Lititz, Pa. 10-10

FOR SALE—No. 1 Coventry Rival Safety. With
lamp and stand, complete, cost $90.00. Scarcely

used at all, and good as new. Price, complete, $60.00
cash. J. M. Markoe, 332 Dean Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

EAGLE FOR SALE—52 in., full nickeled, '90 pattern,
little used. Lakin cyclometer, bell and wrench.

$85.00. Sent C. O. D. on receipt of $5.00. P. F. J., Box
523, Newton Centre, Mass. 10-10

FOR SALE.—Safety bicycle, hardly used : practical-
ly new. F. H. C., P. O. Box 444, N. Y. City.

FOR SALE—52 in. Eagle with cyclometer. Cost $143.
Good as new. $100. Iroquois Safety, $90. Rover

Safety, good as new, $100. J. J. Young, Braceville, 111.

10-10

WANTED—A 50 in. Eagle Bicycle. Will exchange
an Ordinary Bicycle, any size, or second-hand

Safety for same. G. A. Litchhult, 352 Lenox Avenue,
New York. t. f. c.

"p*0R SALE—Premier Tandem, nearly new, with
A bell, lamp and cyclometer. Bargain. G. W. Cliffe,

36 W. Johnson Street, G'n., Philadelphia, Pa. 10-10

FOR SALE—Columbia Ladies' Safety, 1890 make.
-* Ridden under 150 miles and in good condition.
Best offer over $go takes it. Address, "Safety," care
Carrier 20, Memphis, Tenn. 10-10

$ T
- - Ladies' and Gents' Columbia Safeties, as good
OO as new, for $100 each. They were bought

July 1, 1890, and used at the beach this Summer. Safe-
ties in A 1 condition, less a few scratches on enamel
and nickel. Will send C. O. D. to any one that will
guarantee express charges. Address Wilson, 6 Han-
over St., Boston, Mass. 10-17-c

T^XCHANGE-Lefever hammerlerss, 12 ga. 7 lb. 15 oz.
*-* In perfect condition. Used but a few times.
Cost $140.00. For Columbia Safety, '90 pattern, in
first-class condition. Chas. Stein, Meadville, Pa. 10-3

POR SALE—One Columbia Tandem Tricycle, nearly
1 new, $140. One Columbia Tandem Safety, first-
class condition, $135, or in trade for a single Safety
and cash. J. W. Bate, 324 Flatbush Ave., Brooklyn,
N. Y. t. t c!

"POR SALE—An 1889 Columbia Light Roadster
* Safety, in perfect condition. Price $90.00. Ad-
dress, W. L. F., Letter Box 461, Equitable Building,
New York. 10-10

"p'OR SALE—A Broncho Safety, almost new
;
price,

L $95.00. Address, A. Rieder, 23 Smith St., Brooklyn,
N. Y. IO-io

"POR SALE CHEAP—Safety. All ball bearings,
•*- good as new, ridden less than 100 miles, must sell.

$75.00 bargain. Wm. Baurch, P. O. Box 205, Farming-
dale, L. I., N. Y. 10-10

T OST—At Niagara Falls Meet : one white enameled
-L-' pin of Manhattan Athletic Club, also small bicy-
cle bugle. Finder will please notify this office. 10-3

" GALES 99

Ball Bearings to Both Wheels,

Pedals and Crank Shaft,

Hollow Steel Tubing, $75
SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES,

302 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

Jlpe Catest apd Best

!

The Barkman " BB " Luggage Carrier.
J^ fjorjpanjil Saftty.

PATENT APPLIED FOH.

Carrier with bundle.

All Forged Steel, Light, Compact, Handsome
and servceable.
Will carry more lug age than any car-

rier in the market.
Adapted to all Diamond Frame Safeties,

carrying the weight direct on the back-
bone, over the rear wheel, and not on 'lie

mud guard.

fvjoKpA^eiL.- ^fetv-

A High Grade Machine for Young

Men and Boys.

ALL PARTS INTERCHANGEABLE.

Carrier(topview). Carrier without bundle.

Price, Handsomely Nickled, - $2 oo

THE TRADE SUPPLIED.

A. C. SPALDINC & BROS.
Chicaqo. 241 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. Philadelphia

Price $40, Complete.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.
MAKERS.

Chicaqo. New York. Philadelphia. I 243 Broadway, ».».«

WATCH CHAIN BAR.
Pat. April 15, 1890.

Solid Gold, - $5.50.
I
Gold Filled, 1.25.

No. 119.

Gold Filled Watch Charm
Parts all work, $2.50.

No. 144A.

League Pin, Solid

Gold, $3.50.

No. 144B.

League Pin, Solid Gold
with top for letter-

ing, $5.00.

No. 144C.

Same as 144B, except
top.

No. 144D. No. 144E.

Same as 1 44B, except tor.

No. 140.

Solid Gold,

Enameled, $2.00.

No. 196.

Solid Gold,

Enamaled, $1.76.

No. 140B.

Solid Gold, Enameled
top for engraving,
$3.00.

No. 199.

Solid Gold, Enameled
bottom plate for en-

graving, $1.75.

in ordering Le»£'uo Pins or Pad. vs whi'h all have
stone in center of wheel, state whether you want
Garnet] Rul.y, Sapphire or Emerald Doublet. Use
number o£ article wanted (no further description

necessary). Will quote special price for 144 pins

wiiii genuine di L.MOND or other stones.

F. H. CA9U»HKL,L,,

New York.
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PATENTS
Procured in the United

and 1-

Countries. Trade-
in.irks, designs,

yrignta.
1. wnii model, photograph, 01 'ketch, and 1

Send

will let yii 11 know whether you
All Information free

.mil oopyi

W. E. AUUHINBAUGH,
Baltic Building, Waahington, 1) C

BUY A CYCLE
Where you can get It the cheapest. We have a number of bargains In second-hand and Job Lot wheels at prices which cannot be
duplicated. Send tor latest list and see what we have to offer. Brand new 48 In. Champions, practically latest pattern, at #65.00. other
bargains equally good. ALL MAKES, NEW WHEELS supplied at lowest price. Catalogue, second-hand and bargain list free.

ROUSE, HAZARD * CO., 13 C STREET, PEORIA, ILL.

< FOUR LEADERS t>

5INQER 22 ROYdL 5INQER, PdRdQON ^2 IR0QUOI5.
G, A. LITCHHULT, Agent,

No. 352 LENOX AVENUE, 2STE"W YOR.X.

CATALOGUE FREE. SECOND-HAND WHEELS-

SAVE MONEY . SAVE MONEY. 1 890 American Rambler, gocd as new. * 09.OO
uirom yoi uiv Victor Safety 1 889 Pattern, like new lOO.OO

wnw^-.r^w w^ 'rvnPWDlTrn 1890 Ladles' Rambler, good aa new 99.00BICYCLE Or TYPEWRITER, Ideal Rambler, almost pass for new. 48.00
30 Inch Men's 8afety, balls to both wheels, new 60.00

Send to A. W. GUMP & CO., Dayton, Ohio, for Prices. *> I

I

nc
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;
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/
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a11 around'T °°°o
28 Inch Ladles' Safety, balls to rear wheel, new 40.00

Ni-w Bii reduced price* anJ 400 tecond-hand one*. 24 Inch Boy's Safety, new 20.00

QUI and T> pewrltem tnUt-n In exchanxe. Jon lotH nought. We carry 700 blcycleM In siork.Illi whs

2 7VYIN. 20
AT PADDINGTON RECREATION GROUNDS, London, Sept.

9th, \V. C. Jones, with ('.. Pembroke Coleman (N C l ' i to re-

cord the time, broke the World's Track Record for One Mile in the

marvelous time of 2.20 3-5, on a

REFEREE SAFETV.

BRETZ. CURTIS & CO.,

i 111 Kl.l I

M. 5. 4QENT5. PMILrtbELP'rlld, VA.

FULL PANTS.
(Patented.)

8x8.

Heavy Rib.

I mprnved

double sr.it,

strap

No. SMI. Ilcuv) ltlh.

.„'' — Ball Pi-
AlhUie.. t.ymiia.u. tell u« tlut n .

Jni1 "»"•' »-ll«la. t..ry tut*.

Ltt trtry Sporttman try thtm.
KNEE PANTS.

il'jlrnierf )

810. Heavy Rib.

apt
<m I |-*kei

KNEE TIGHTS.

('.itemed.)

842.

Heavy Rib.

Improved .1. .utile teal

< V I I ION. . „ 1

Improvement on Panta, Tlghu, Si>,

SuppOrtei l.i. Li i. ., . 11 1 n s. i,lr. I in ilnse cut*.

11 .\ < Pal hcc. 3d,

'89, anil »r..i«,v« all UnM selling

1
. Infringing on Umm pt—m

i.i /i.iiih, ..ur pmltnl in.ii ik an 1.

and partial aiUlng ihtm wfti bi held

I tlir law.

HOI MBS I
|"«, «Wl . aBBBBBBBy V

monts manufaoturJTby ' HOLMES & CO., 109 Kingston St., Boston, Mass
UWMIt fc-k'I* .V VI a • I < i IV i ATM f af II I IX--I [SI ) ^. i ami' POM I ATALOOI i
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PNEUMATIC TYRE PATENTS IN
DISPUTE.

The latest important development in the

English trade is the discovery of a pneumatic-

tyre patent, filed by R. W. Thompson, of the

County of Middlesex, on December 10, 1845.

The patent papers are entitled "An improve-

ment in carriage wheels, which is also appli-

cable to other rolling bodies." The papers then

go on to describe "A hollow belt, composed

of some air and water-tight material, such

as caoutchouc, or gutta-percha, and inflating

it with air, whereby the wheels will in every

part of their revolution present a cushion of

air to the ground, or rail, or track on which

they run."

This patent, should it be proved valid, will

conflict with the later patentee, Mr. John Boyd

Dunlop, of Belfast, who filed his papers in July,

1888. Specifications of both patents will be

published in The Wheel next week.

THE TARIFF.

There seems to exist a deal of misunderstand-

ing among the importing trade as to the precise

status of bicycles, and the tariff on them, as

provided by the McKinley bill. A representa-

tive of The Wheel interviewed a prominent

New York shipper, and learned that the status

of the bicycle has been clearly defined in Down-

ing's Shippers' Guide, which contains a copy of

the McKinley bill, as well as a list of every arti

cle imported into this country. The tariff on

bicycles and bicycle parts, is stated to be 45

per cent., an advance of 10 percent, from the

old rate 011 bicycles, and an advance of more

than that on the parts.

This rate is provided for in clause 131)0!' the

Tariff bill, which reads: " Forgings of iron

and steel, or forged iron and steel combined, of

whatever shape, or in whatever stage of manufac-

ture, not specially provided for in this act, 2 3-10

cents per pound. Provided that no forgings of

iron and steel, or forgings of iron and steel com-
bined, by whatever process made, shall pay a

less rate of duty than 45 per cent, ad valorem."

Up to the passage of the McKinley bill, bicy-

cles were rated along with carriages, and the

duty was fixed at 35 per cent. Under the clause

just quoted, however, the status of the bicycle

is clearly defined. It is placed in the list of

steel and iron goods, and is therefore subject

to the 45 per cent. duty. It is rumored that the

importing trade of this country will make an

organized effort to have the tariff on bicycles

reduced 10 per cent., by placing it at the old

figure. It is also rumored that shippers are

paying this extra 10 per cent, under protest.

We believe this last rumor to be without foun

dation.

CYCLING AT THE CAPITAL.

Washington is a veritable object lesson of

what smooth pavements will do for cycling in a
city. Wheels are seen everywhere and are
ridden by almost everybody. In the morning
the storekeeper and business man rides to his

shop or office ; the schoolboy swiftly glides on
his way to school, and the man of business
travels about the city with ease and comfort.
At noon hundreds of toilers repair to their homes
for their mid-day meal upon . their bicycles
instead of patronizing the street car, and un-
doubtedly they gain health and appetite by so

doing. In the afternoon and evening the
streets at times are alive with cyclers, and lady
riders abound by the score. Except after dark,
when the club members are out, very few riders

wear knickerbockers. Men ride in everyday
clothes, and their cutaway coats flying from
behind the saddle appears rather ludicrous. A
Wheel representative in the city last week
observed a man with a high silk hat and Prince
Albert coat pedaling along serenely, unnoticed
by the pedestrians, and unconscious of his

peculiar appearance. In this city such a sight

would cause a decided commotion. Butchers
and grocerymen deliver their goods by means
of cumbersome tricycles which have large
baskets strapped in front and in the rear.

Many letter carriers make their rounds on
wheels, and in short the wheel is one of the
chief means of transportation. And all this is

due to the fact that very nearly all the streets

are paved with asphalt. The seemingly reck-
lessness with which the cyclists glide noise-

lessly in an out among the ether vehicles and
pedestrians crossing , the streets strikes a
stranger with amazement, and although some
rather close shaves repeatedly occur, serious

accidents are few and far between. No one
seems to resent the brushing of his clothes

by a passing wheelman when crossing a thor-

oughfare. Another matter that appears curious

to a stranger in the city is the negligence of

those who ride to their places of business, for,

with peculiar indifference, they leave their

wheels remaining outside upon the street, in

many cases in positions where they cannot be
seen from the window. In front of half the
stores on every block one will see a wheel
leaning against a tree or post by the gutter,

or else against a window frame or in a door-

way. And very few of them are chained.

Washington, from appearances, doesn't possess
its quota of bicycle thieves. Verily, the wheel
is a great institution at the Capital.

EXPELLED FROM THE CLUB.

An endeavor is being made at Taunton, Mass., to
raise money by subscription for the construction of a
half mile cinder path in the new park of the Y. M.
C. A.

C. H. Smith's Detroit to Niagara Falls tour was so
very successful that " Luggage-carrier " has promise
of future greatness as a conductor of tours. Next
year Mr. Smith will take a party lo Europe, and, if

this is a success, lie proposes in iSo.| to take a party "I"

twelve people around the world, doing i,8oo miles in

Europe, t,8oo in India, aoo in Siam, roo in Java, loo ill

Borneo, 100 in China, 100 in fapan, 50 in the Sandwich
Islands, and 650 in the United Slalcs, a total "I al'..ul

5,000 miles.

A long and important meeting was held at the
Syracuse Cycling Club's house on Tuesday
evening of this week. The session was a spe-
cial one, called for the purpose of substantiating
the charges against the four members who con-
ducted the recent "record-breaking" meet,
Vice-Consul Charles W. Wood, Clarence W.
Wood, G. Howard Avery and Fred L. Brigham.
The five charges as heretofore published were
brought up and discussed in detail, and the four
gentlemen accused were finally expelled by a
vote of 46 to 7. They appeared at the meeting
armed with affidavits in answer to the charges
made against them, but when a motion was
made that they should not be accepted they
asked to be excused and left the room. Should
the action of the local club be approved, Chas.
W. Wood's office will have a vacancy. There
is considerable comment on the course taken by
the club, but the opinion almost general is that
the expulsions were deserved. In the ranks of

the club the sentiment was nearly unanimous to

impose the extreme penalty, and thus vindicate
the honor of the club.

THE NEW YORK-RIVERSIDE
ROAD RACE.

Editor of The Wheel:
Dear Sir—Having heard that the Citizens'

Bicycle Club, through Captain King, object to

the words " Championship of New York City "

being used m the challenge of the Riverside
Wheelmen, which has been accepted by us, I

beg to say that, if it is perfectly agreeable to the
Riverside Wheelmen, the New York Bicycle
Club will be glad to meet the Citizens' Bicycle
Club in a team race, at the same time and place,

and under the same conditions, as arranged by
the Riverside Wheelmen and N. Y. B. C. for

their road race.

Hoping to hear from Captain King soon,

Yours very truly,

George M. Nisbett,
Captain New York Bicycle Club.

i£i
«

THE ROAD RACE AT WILMINGTON.

The Wilmington Wheel Club's second annual
twenty-five mile handicap road race will start

at Hazel Dell Park on Saturday, October 25, at

3.15 p. m., and the finish will be made at the
same point. One mile will be run on the track

at the start and two and one-quarter at the
finish. Nearly fifteen miles of the course is a

good shell road, and excellent sidepaths pre-

dominate throughout the remainder of _ the
route. The handicapping will be done by
Messrs. F. P. ' Prial, Geo. E. Gideon, and a

member of the Wilmington Wheel Club, and a

time limit of ten minutes will be placed on the

race. Besides five bicycles, as described last

week, twenty other prizes will be offered. The
officials will be: Referee, F. P. Prial. Judges,
E. F. LeCato, Maryland B. C. ; Frank Nelms,
Pennsylvania B. C. ; W. F. Kurtz, W. W. C,

Chief Scorer, H. Crowther, Pennsylvania B. C.

Starter, John A. Green, Century Wheelmen.
Indications point to an exciting contest. Van
Wagoner, West, Hazelton, Pampnian, Seeds.

McDaniel, Kluge, Mont. Scott, Tom Hall.

Murphy and many others being expected to

enter. The race is open to solid-tyred wheels
only. Entries close October 20, with S. Wall is

Merrihew, Chairman, 1009 Market Street, Wil-

mington, Del. Fee, $2.

The Manhattan Bicycle Club's first monthly recep-
tion will occur Friday evening, October .-4.

We republish from the Hi. News* photo of 11. Par-
sons. Parsons is nineteen years old, and holds all

pneumatic records from si\ to sixty miles, lie has
ridden -.•.• miles 6ao yards in the hour, .p miles 1,180

yards in two hours, and 60 miles 1,955 yards in three
hours,

Messrs. i.ueas, of Birmingham, have brought out .1

most useful little idea in the shape o\ a lubricator, ol

the usual sprint; cap. split up the sides, bul instead ol

coming oil, the cap is attached to Its nelghboi
ucai concealed puce oi wire fitting in the interior 01

the latter, This little article should bi verj popular.
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FIXTURES.

rOBBR.

iB. Race Meet of the Quaker City and Park Avenue
Wheelmen.

ini.ua Wheelmen, Altooaa, Pa.
rournament .it Birmingham, Ala. Address

li Mart. Ploren< • i i
•

ip Road Race of
the Wilmington Wheel Club.

Rai ea st Vineland, N. J.

NOVKMUKR.
i. Races of the Columbia Cyclers, Brotherhood

I'ark, Philadel)
, llu.ls..n County Wheelmen's Road k.;

vintftun-Milburn coo
4. Harlem Wheelmen's Ro.nl Races, Entries

4. Kind's County Wheelmen's _; mile Road Race.
t . Ten Mile ko.nl R Atalanta Wheel-

men, Newark-
re mile kn.ni Race of the Palisade Wheel-
men. Irvinjjton Milburn course.

4 Manhattan Bicycle Club's Road Races, Einga-
t>r 1. 1 v;«- 1 ourse.

4. R ' heelmen's clnb road races,
itham Wheelmen's club races, KinnsbriilKe

ill" mile bicycle race at 47th Regi-
ment Games, Brooklyn.

8.—Two mile bicycle Regiment Games
at the Armory.

the Pint Regiment Sports,
Philadelphia.

THE RACE AT THE A. A. U.

MEETING.

Outside nf the record-breaking events at the
A A [£a annual games at Washington <>n

Saturday last, nothing caused mure interest or
excitement than the two mile bicycle race. The
>lay was perfect for radii"; purposes, and the
quarter-mile track was in good condition,
although the turns were somewhat severe.

nderable surprise was manifested by the
i at Zimmerman's defeat by tin

Murphy lx>ys. and the absence <>t Windl.
much deplored. In the first heat II. H. Il.i!

lock. M A t
. was permitted to lead for the

first five laps, when \V. K. Crist forged ahead
ed the procession. For six laps the riders

fed themselves at a pace hardly sufficient
lo warm their blood. On the last lap C. M

phy quickened the pace and took the lead,

holding it to the finish closely pursued by Crist

and IU-rlo. The second heat was run in much
ame manner, I'. S. Brown. ('. A. <.'., lead-

iny; until the fast men started in to race at the
lap. While coming around into the turn

on the ho Tuttlcs wheel struck W. I".

ph/s trailing wheel, and the Chicago man
tall, but was not injured to

Van Wagoner was unable to

side in time to avoid the fallen

and fell headlong over him and struck
ail with gi ti|Kin his

badly shaken up. lb- wa carried
ling room bul on around

enth lap W. F Murpfa
Jing, held the lead until the finish,

«ely.
the final

men remaining bunched with

irting

the lion • man ap-
If to the utmo '. and

the from • ins

: his lirol

iiird.
1

., .

M

THE WOONSOCKET RACES.

A high wind prevented any fast times ln-iny;

made at the races of the Woonsocket (R. I.)

Wheelmen Association on Saturday last. The
meet was inaugurated with a view to stimulate
the flagging interest of the local wheelmen, and
the affair proved B success, several hundred
spectators and numerous wheelmen being in

attendance.
The afternoon's programme included eleven

events, one of which was a ten mile safety race,

in which the two favorites were alone to com-
pete. A $25 £<>\d niedal was to o;u to the

winner, besides which a large amount of money
was said to be staked on the result. The
proved utterly unworthy of the interest centered
upon it. Bight of the miles were ridden at an av-

speed of about four minutes each, Hackett
leading, and Scott within an inch or two of his

rear wheel. It was evident that Scott was
worrying his opponent, and the pace was
simply play to him, for while Hackett was
giving evidence of l>cino; more distressed as

each lap was covered. Scott was as calm and
cool as if on a parade. About eight and three-

quarter miles had been run in this manner,
when Scott suddenly doubled over his machine
and shot in in less time than it takes to write

about fifty yards ahead of the Woonsocket
man. This lead he continued to increase-

slowly until at the finish the distance between
the two amounted to nearly one-fourth of a

mile.

Hardly had the winner been rubbed down
than he was on his wheel again and carrying
off the first prize in a one mile open, ordinary.

It was thought that B. P. Hedge, of Foxboro,
might give him some trouble in that event, but
he won easily. Immediately after this Scott

entered and captured easily the one mile open
safety race. In this II. E. Mabbett. ol I'aw-

tucket. followed him up pluckily. and Hackett
took third position. The one mile tandem race
also fell to Scott and his brother, but he nar-

rowly escaped letting Hedge capture from him
a half-mile dash for the championship of the

track.

A special exhibition of lady riders was given
to determine the most graceful rider. The
ladies riding were Mrs. Beauregard, Mrs. Sims,
Mrs. Pavkis, Misses Sarah Bcllon. Florence
Gfeen, and Miss Hathaway. The judge's

awarded the palm to Miss Florence Green.
The officers of the day wire Starter,

an. Judj.
an, Eugi

tell Timekeeper, II.
J. Whittaker. The

committee responsible for the arrangements
was Thomas A Hackett, William II. Miller,

Edward K. Darling, Daniel I'. Mulvey, William
O. Hackett, Jessie Deacon, William Redfern
and George W, Brown.
The following are the summarii

Mn 1 \ P. H. An
lenue, Ri si

. c Tl. Wientgi ond
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- w I 1 \ 'I M..i.t

; homes Ha< Itett, w

ad .
1 . w

Brown, Woonsocket, tlur.i Timi
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third. Tin
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. skill,

Vrttuu P " .--I man, P

WAPPINGERS' LAST RACE OF THE
SEASON.

T. P.

McCarthy. Referee, Joseph Goodman. Judges,
Henry t ampbcll, Stephen Magowan, Eugene

The Wappingers Wheel Club, oi Wappingers
Palls, X. V., wound up a very successful cycling
season on Saturday, October 11, with an inter-

esting and closely contested ten mile handicap
road race. The course was from Wappingers
Palls to Kast Mills and return. Twenty-three
riders started and twenty-one finished! The

Committee, consisting of Daniel Walker,
A. M. Roy and Edward Casheh, received many
deserved compliments for their completl
rangements and the very satisfactory manner
in which the race was conducted.

The riders finished as follows:

lUM'ii u\ Time,
M -

1 . .
.1'. (iorinx 9 mimit, -

1. B. Gardner ? 38.48
i [. Caa en 5!

4....E. CaSben Scratch
5....K. Stuart 5 minutes

1 I . .miner 4 " 41

7....B. 1". Clapp g
1 llowurlli (-

S. O'Connell 4 " 4 1 4-j

I'.. Brown 4

11 W. Baxter i--
"

47. 1

W. Caahen 7

' 1 .'
. 7

"
41,

\ Lister 1

!'. Muck ley 1

i< . . |. Prench
17 C. Scofield
18.....M. Karrell 4 -

.

19 I. Wix.m :

H. Gurney I
" >".

,C, Winne t>

..B. Marlor* Scratch
V. Woo.iiiciii* 1 minutes

• Did not finish.

The first twelve men to linish won the following

First, one cyclometer : second. Mackintosh ; third,
silver shaving set; fourth, bicycle shoes ; fifth, collar
and cuff box; sixth, gold sleeve buttons; seventh.
meerschaum pipe; eighth, dressing case; ninth, en-
graved cards anil plate . tenth, subscription to ( hi .'«-

iilt ; eleventh, box cigars; twelfth, gents' wallet

The special prise, a stopwatch, given for tin

time made, was won by Edward
The consolation prise for the last man in. a pair ot

Marlor anil Woodfield will probably draw
cuts for.

The race officials were : Referee, W. K Roy : I

at turn, W. K. Wythe and Geo. Williamson ; Judges it

I Mi (aim. I Halliwell, t'has. Pogg and II a
Walker; Timekeepers, Joseph

Sanders and A. M Roy

THE TIOGA FALL RACE MEET.

Several hundred spectators witnessed the

under the auspices of the Tioga Athletic

Association at Westmoreland on Saturday last

The track was in excellent condition, and the

weather as line as could lie desired for cycling.

The centre of the enclosure waa stacked with
the wheels of the visitors and the benches wife
crowded, a large proportion of the spectators

being ladies. The interest centered chiefly hi

the two raCM in which Taxis and I la/elton met
The latter was defeatetl in both events A
summary follows
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DENVER.

THE CYCLISTS' UNION TOURNAMENT.
Unpropitious weather caused a postponement of the

first day s races of the Denver Cyclist' Union, which
were billed for Saturday, the nth inst., until the next
day, Sunday, and the second day's programme was
laid over until Sunday, the iqth inst. The races
began promptly at 2 p. m., with the wind blowing- a
gale, and the thermometer so far down in the lower
notches as to make an overcoat and other heating
apparatuses (in a liquid form) articles around which
much envy lurked.
Notwithstanding all these obstacles, a fair-sized

crowd witnessed the contests, which were so ably
managed as to cause but a slight intermission between
the races. By 4.30 every event was disposed of, to the
intense delight of the spectators, who had sat for over
two hours shivering in the cold.
The quarter-mile track was in good condition,

although not yet perfect, as a slight roughness is

to be seen at places around its course. Much hard
work has been spent on it, and by the time the bell is

tapped for next Sunday's races it will be as near
perfect as a week's close attention can make it.

Fast time was impossible owing to the stiff wind
that whistled around the first half of the course ;

but
the way the dust was chased down the homestretch
by the lightning spurts of the riders was a caution,
and the close bunching made accidents hard to avoid.
Yet nothing of this sort occurred to mar the sport,
and the only element lacking to make the tournament
thoroughly enjoyable was pleasant weather.
The fact that Jack Prince, the professional cham-

pion, would compete in the races added much to the
interest of the occasion ; but Prince was either out of
form or taking it easy for a secret purpose, for " Our
Bob "—Gerwing by name—had an easy victim in the
champion from the East in every event in which they
came together. We have another "Bob"—Biegel by
name—who has also "bobbed" around close to the
little wheels of the two afore-mentioned champions,
and was at no time in any event entirely out of the
race. In fact, it looked at one time as if he would
cut Prince out on the home spurt of one of the races.
The Denver cyclists are feeling jubilant over the

result of the first day's meet, and next Sunday hope
to introduce a programme of a more novel nature, as
some trick-riding by either Kennedy or Hopkins will
probably be sandwiched in between some of the less
interesting events.
Much credit is due President Hopkins for his efficient

management, Vice-President Hartwell for his able
assistance in everything that was of good to the
tournament, J. L. Blackadore for his reliability as
starter, and Don Davisson for his promptness as
clerk of the course in getting the men to the scratch.
The officers of the day were : Judges, Frank H.

Wright, Fred Wurtzebach, W. E. Perkins. Referee,
C. W. Foster. Clerk of the Course, Don Davisson.
Assistant Clerk, Ollie Davisson. Umpires, A. H
Brown, J. A. McGuire. Scorers, E. S. Hartwell, F. E.
Messier. Handicappers, M. E. Harris, J. C. Epeneter,
C. C. Hopkins. Starter, J. L. Blackadore. Timers,
Capt. J. T. Smith, Frank Hughes, H. T. Collins.
Assistant Managers, Sidney Eastwood, James Duggan,
Austin Banks.
Following is a summary of events :

One Mile Novice— Six entries. Butcher, first

;

Bleck, second. Time, 3m. 22s?

One-half Mile Professional—Three entries.
Gerwing, first ; Prince, second ; Biegel, third.

Biegel, although only taking third, did some won-
derful riding in this event, and surprised his friends
in even keeping up to Gerwing and Prince. Time,
im. 36 3-5S.

One-half Mile Safety, Novice—Three entries.
Davies, first ; Belden, second ; Worth, third.
For the first lap Davies allowed Belden to set' the

pace, and on the second easily drew out and won in
im. 37s.

Two Mile Amateur, 6.30 Class—Five entries.
Butcher, first ; Sylvester, second. Time, 7m. 35s.

One Mile Professional, First Heat—Three
entries. Gerwing, first ; Prince, second ; Biegel, third.
Time, 3m. 22s.
Prince led until the last lap, when Gerwing pushed

to the front and won by two feet in a grand struggle.

Quarter-mile, Boys Under 18—Seven entries. H.
Block, first ; Walter Banks, second.
A foul was claimed by Malahy in this event, but the

judges did not see fit to allow it.

One Mile Safety, Amateur, 3.20 Class—Two
entries. Belden, first ; Davies, second. Time, 3m. 46s.

Two Mile Amateur, Lap—Seven entries. Butcher,
first ; Sylvester, second.
This race was a very excising one, being for the $25

cup offered by the Pope Mfg. Co. Butcher won as he
pleased. A foul was claimed by G. E. Hannan, but
not allowed.

One Mile Professional, Second Heat—Gerwing,
first ; Prince, second ; Biegel, third. Time, 3111. 32 2-5S.

Hiegel started off at a spurt and did a foolish thing
in setting pace for the first lap and a half, after which
Gerwing pulled out, followed by Prince, in which
order they finished.

Two Mile Professional, Lap—Gerwing, first;

Biegel, second.

Quarter-mile boys' Safety—Only two youths
showed up for this race, Charlie Taft and Tommy
Linton. Taft ran completely away from his little

competitor, winning in 58 2-5S.

One Mile Safety, Professional—Hopkins, first;

Rotart, second. Time, 3m. 22 2-5S.

Hopkins set a good pace in- this event, which was
followed by Rotart up to the last lap, when "Hop"
gave a spurt that showed clearly his superior ability,

winning by a quarter of a lap.

Next Sunday it is proposed to make the banner day
ol I he two, as extra arrangements arc being made to

that cud. A grand illuminated parade (which was
spoiled last week by the weather) will be held Satur-
day night, and as the entry sheets are to be left open
until Friday evening, many move contestants will be
brought forth. Major.

A RACE MEET CIRCUIT FOR NEW
YORK STATE.

Chief Consul Bull is in town for a several days'

stay. The Chief Consul, during his visit has
spent considerable time in secret session with
Mr. Potter, discussing a winter campaign of

highway improvement—with Mr. A. B. Barkman
who is about to commence work on the finest

and most elaborate State road book ever com-
piled—and with Mr. W. H. De Graaf, chairman
of the State Racing Board.
The scheme which Mr. Bull has conceived is

a most attractive one—a race meet circuit for

New York State. The circuit is to commence
in May and finish in October. It will be man-
aged by the State Racing Board ; dates will be
assigned clubs, and the clubs will take all the

profit. None but League clubs will be assigned
dates. The object is to boom legitimate racing,

which Mr. Bull believes will boom cycling, and
rightly, we think. The circuit is not yet a posi-

tive fixture. Details will be published later.

The Winnipeg Bicycle Club held a series of

races at their annual sports in Dufferin Park
October 4, in the presence of about 1,000 spec-
tators. They resulted as follows:

One Mile Ordinary, Novice—A. Dykes, first;

C. N. Page, second. Time, 3m. 53s.

One Mile Safety, Club Championship—A. Logan.
, first; E. Clarke, second. Time, 3m. 50 2-5S.

One Mile Ordinary, Club Championship—F.
Povah, first; A. W. Clarke, second; A. S. Lawson,
third. Time, 3m. 30 2-5S.

One Mile Ordinary, Provincial Championship—
J. McCullough, first; R. R. McFarlane, second; F.
Povah, third. Time, 3m. 25j^s.

Half Mile Safety, Handicap—A. Dogan, first;

E. Clarke, second. Time, im. 53 1-5S.

Two Mile Ordinary, Handicap—A. Dykes, first!

J. McCullough, second. Time, 7m. igs.

One Mile Safety, Handicap—A. Logan, first;

E. Clarke, second. Time, 3m. 53s.

Five Mile, Open—J. McCullough, first; R. R. Mc-
Farlane, second. Time, 19m. 24s.

THE VINELAND RACE MEET.

The Vineland Wheelmen will begin their

races on Monday, October 27, at 2.30 p. m. If

all the conditions are favorable, it is expected
that some attempts at record breaking will be
added to the list of events. The half-mile track is

being put in prime condition, and good time
should be made. Two or more prizes will be
offered in each event. Those who arrive on
Sunday or before will be able to enjoy a spin

over some of the surrounding country roads,

conducted by local wheelmen. Entries close

October 20, with C. Percy Keighley, Secretary,

n N. Fourth Street, Philadelphia. Entrance
fee 50 cents, which will be returned to all

starters. The events are : .

One mile ordinary, novice ; one mile safety, novice
;

one mile safety, open ; one mile ordinary, club team,
three men, open ; three mile safety, handicap ; half-

mile ordinary, open ; one mile ordinary, handicap
;

one mile ordinary, club championship ; half-mile
safety, open ; five mile ordinary, handicap.

A MANITOBA RACE MEET.

A RACE MEET FOR ALTOONA.

The third annual race meet of the Juniata
Wheelmen will be held at the Driving Park,

Altoona, Pa., Wednesday, October 22. Head-
quarters will be established at the Logan House.
The programme for the day's sport is as fol-

lows: 8.30 a. m., business meeting; 9.30 a. m.,

address of welcome ; 10 a. m., visit to the Penn-
sylvania Railroad shops; 1.30 p. m., photo-

graph; 1.45 p. m., hill-climbing contest on Thir-

teenth Street; 2 p. m., parade through the

principle streets to the race track; 3 p. m.,

races. An entertainment will be given in the

evening. The list of events is as follows: I Calf

mile novice; one mile city championship; half

mile safety, handicap; half mile boys' ; half mile

ordinary, handicap, open ; two mile champion-
ship of Juniata Valley. Entrance Ice, 50 cents.

Entries close with A. B. Norton, Altoona, Pa.,

October 15.

On Election Day the Hudson County Wheelmen will

hold a series of races on the Irvington-Milburn Course.
The events are : Five mile handicap

;
one mile novice ;

two mile handicap.

FLYING SPOKES.

The committee having the recent Buffalo tourna
ment in charge report a deficiency of $375.

H. A. Bamberger, of Chicago, has been declared a
professional for violating certain League rules.

The five mile road race of the Wissahicken Wheel-
men has been postponed until Thanksgiving Day.

A $150 trophy is offered as a prize in the five mile
race to be ridden at the county fair at Eureka, Cal.

The Bay City Wheelmen, of San Francisco, intend
to hold another twenty-five mile road race on Thanks-
giving Day.

The races to have occurred at Norfolk, October 6

and 7, at the Virginia Division meet, were postponed
until October 20 on account of rain.

The 100 mile bicycle road record was beaten on Sep-
tember 22 by T. A. Edge, the time being 6h. ram. 8s.

The time at fifty miles was 2h. 45m.

Herbert Synyer, the English crack, and second only
to Osmond on the ordinary, recently sustained a fall

which will keep him in bed for at least a month.

Wilhelm would like to have the match race between
himself and Taxis take place at Pottstown. The lat-

ter is attending college, and is only able to race on
Saturdays.

At the fair at California, Mo., September 19, a one
mile bicycle race was inaugurated which attracted
much interest among the rural assemblage on account
of its novelty.

The riders at Meadville, Pa., who rode in the recent
race which was not handicapped by the official handi-
capper, have all been suspended from the race track
until November 1.

At the Binghamton Wheel Club's recent race over
a nineteen mile course, N. B. Earle, scratch, won first

place and the time medal in ih. 24m.; H. Merrill, 3m.,
was second ; W. D. Brewster, 3m., third.

A two mile bicycle race at Brotherhood Park,
St. Louis, September 29, resulted as follows : Richard
Hurck, scratch, first ; G. E. Tivy, 35 yards, second

;

John Hurck, 35 yards, third. Time, 6m. 38 1-5S.

The Barre (Vt.) Bicycle Club held a road race to
Montpelier and return, thirteen miles, October 2.

The result was : F. W. Sherburne, scratch, first ; F. C.

Curley, scratch, second ; E. J. Clark, 2m., third. Time,
63m. 20s.

The Danbury Wheel Club held a road race over a

nine and a half mile course recently. The result was :

P. D. Grath, scratch, first, time 47m. 50s.; F. B. Dalton,
scratch, second ; F. Knapp, 5111., third ; W. F. Taylor,
3m., fourth.

Windle, the American champion, is reported to have
ridden a half mile on an ordinary in in. 10 4-5S. Os-
mond never beat im. 13 4-5S., and yet we would back
Osmond against the American.—Irish Cyclist.

You may have the opportunity next year.

Elegant gold watches are to be awarded to the first

and second man in the one and a half mile bicycle race

at the Forty-seventh Regiment Athletic Association's
games November!;. Entries close November 1, with
Sergeant E. L. linlav, P. O. Box 271 1, N. V. The
armory is situated at Marcy Avenue and Hey ward
Streets, Brooklyn.

At the fair at Milton, l'a., October >, a bicycle race
was among the many attractions, which caused more
excitement and interest than any of the other events.

The race was a one mile, best three in five heats. The
final result was: Bert Galbraith, Milton Wheelmen,
1,1,1; |. W. Meixcll, l.ewisburg Wheelmen, 1, 1, ; ;

A. I'. Wagner, VVilliamsport Wheelmen. ;, , . , \\ I'

Updegrafl, W. W., 9, 1, 1, Times, ;m. ;
s., ;

ui

3111. 36s.

The Scottish Cyclist has the impertinence to ->.i\ that

Windle's half mile must needs be "corroborated " be
lore it will be received on the other side of the " Her
ring Pond," and this in spite of the fact that a remark
able record recently credited to Parsons was U
hx iii Pembroke Coleman in the dark, the v.

holder reading his timepiece with the aid of a dark
lantern. 11 will never be known whether Pai

really went ,;// around the Paddington track In

wonderful hour ride, or whether he cut across fii

the dark and kept making little circles around. Pern,

Coleman and his dark lantern,
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OWEN VON RODENSTEIN.

On ;. Mr. Herbert S. Owen, of the

ital Cycle- Club, was

united in marriage wit! ia Yon Roden-
Dr. Von Rodenstein,

New York. The nuptials were performed

in accordance with the Roman Catholic

ritual at the home of the bride's mother, and

afterward in a with Methodist customs

at the residence of Mr. Owen's brother-in-law,

Mr. Keim, editor of the Washington Star. The
party left Washington immediately after the

wedding reception, and sailed from New York

.•id on Saturday, being ••sent oft" by

Mr. George R. Bidwell. who met Mr. and Mrs

( wen on their arrival in this city. The bride,

who has resided in Washington for sec

a petite and clever girl, and has been

widely known among American ladies who ride

by her pen name • he."

• all bachelordom console itself with fresh

us; let it drown its anguish with cocktails

and tremt dt mtntlu: for a chieftain hath fallen,

hit in mortal part. Long hath the arro

the little fellow fallen pointless at his feet, but

now he has succumbed and has forsaken the

stony, early a. m. paths of bacherlordom, and

henceforth 'will he swim in the smoother seas

of domesticity.
There is no figure in our cycling world of

more historic interest than that of •Bert"

( »wen. latterly better known in the trade than

in the general world of cycling, and con

tively unknown to the newer generation ol

wheelmen.
Mr. Owen came into the game long lx-fore

our time, and is a pioneer of the pioneers, a

Daniel Boone, and very Boonelike—not

dike—in characteristics. In company with

mel Pope and
J.

S. Dean he attended the

H.irrowgate meet, in 1S70 we think, and this

the first party of American cyclists who
visited England. 'Mr. Owen has repeatedly

visited England since that time, and has many
friends abroad.

He was the father of cycling in the city ot

Washington, nurturing and pushing the sport

in every way. We are not certain when he

ted in the bicycle business, but UP to the

- he had l'ndisputed sway in Washing-

ton, and had the local a. ' all the wheels

B the mark
His headquarters on Fourteenth Street was

the headquarters of cycling for several years.

. which he named the '• Cycleries, ' was
•able-down collection of sheds with a

rd sheltered by a tent Like the peach

the orchard, Bert's holdings grew, until of

late yean his place was the most unique cycling

in the world: not only unique in itself-,

but under the old sheds were neaped many pat-

terns of machines and many a 'lead idea found

burial there. Recently all this old stufl

appearance of the " Cycleries," the

ally during the

ompany commi

me of business that tin

fill the

md t
' modern

0.1 man
tl birth, but

'

and with
idence

knowl-

bun
D his evei He

Wells

.oiid his skill at riding. Mr. t >wen had and

deal and theoretical knowledge of the

sjxirt from the standpoint of the well

as that of the rider. He has a natural

towards improvement and innovation, and this

characteristic has often served him to good pur-

when new things came on the market. As

a sample of this, he was a believer in the la

\ . also in light wheels, and he was the first

dealer to l>e able to largely supply the demand
in lwith c.i

Bert < >wen is now but little more than thirty,

and his life has spanned the history of the sport

in this country. He has a remarkable faculty

for making friends; is sociable, with a keen

of honor; progressive, original, quick and

accurate in judgment, and is the one man of

whom we have never heard one unkind word.
TlTNAM.

THE ELWELL BERMUDA TOUR.

Messrs. Elwell and Higgins, who have pro-

moted several European and other tours, and

who are widely known as able and judicious

managers, have perfected arrangements for a

trip awheel through Bermuda, from January 3q

to February 14. The cost of the trip from New
York to Xew York will be $100. The Bermuda
Islands are located in mid-ocean, about seven

hundred miles from the nearest point on the

mainland (Charleston, S. C.i. on the othei

of the Cull' Stream. They are of coral forma-

tion, and are in the highest latitude in which

coral insects build in the form of rocks. The
islands are about one hundred in number, but

the great majority of them are very small. The
three principal islands arc connected by bridges

and causeways, and their combined length is

about twenty-seven miles, with an average

width of about three miles. On the northern

side they are hedged in by a remarkable coral-

line reel', extending in a semi-circle from island

to island, forming a bay of about twenty-five

miles in length. The water in this bay is of the

most beautiful color imaginable, and dotted

with a great number of beautiful islands.

The mainland, as we will call the three prin-

cipal islands, resembles nothing so much as an

immense semi-tropical park, intersected through-

out by excellent roads, and to the cycler fresh

from the dirt and sand of the United States,

they seem all that heart could desire. While

hardly equalling the magnificent highways of

Europe, they are remarkable in that there is no

sand or dee])' dirt, the surface being of limestone.

Rain does not affect them, as the limestone is

[xirous and quickly absorbs aU moisture. Thirty

minutes is sufficient to dry the roads after the

heaviest rain-storm; they are well graded, and
lead one through the most delightful scenery.

This is what Mark Twain says 01 them in his

"Notes of an Idle Excursion':

rmuda roads are made by cutting down
lid while

where ;i lull (ntrudei luell .01.1 smoothing off thi

11 IS .1 Mil.

The grain "f the coral is coarse and porus

ind thithei

.. unfolding pretty su

billowy ma ! " "oat out

fr.nn behind <iist.mi ,
1 1 W «• the pink 1

1 llighl and stilli

nst the skv ..11 remote hi

glimpses ..1 shining .
in. nt

lothci tutu
. inland

nil iii-.ii it you will not stn) 111 it
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tin- is; ii around v. .11; presently the road
rut. shut in by perpendicular

thirty or forty feet hlg"hi and by and bj •

,n,i you may look do
fathom or two through the transparent waters
watch thi.- diamond-like Hash and play of the lik'iu

upon the rocks and sands on thr bottom until you
i| vi. u are so constituted . 'a.- i»

get tin

Among the many beautiful runs may be men-

tioned the ride to the quaint old city ..

George's, whose narrow - balconied

houses, and an occasional palm tree give it a

decidedly oriental aspect. Here a good busi-

ness is done in repairing vessels forced to put in

for such service alter a brush with old < •> •

also, ate extensive barracks tilled with

the famous Grenadier Guards, the crack regi-

ment of England lately sent here. Great stores

of powder, shot and shell are kept on Arsenal

Island, close to the town.

A botanical garden full of rare trees and
shrubs should not be slighted, nor the old

church built over two hundred years and doing

good service still.

St . is about twelve miles from Hamil-

ton, and the road leads alone the shore of the

I
Harrington Sound, and over a magnifi-

cent causeway that connects the two islands.

On the way may be visited several interesting

caves which are illuminated with line effect

Another run is to Ireland Island, where are

the machine shops and great dry dock —likewise

more red-coated defenders of Great Britain.

Gibbs Hill Light is well worth visiting, as the

view from the top is beautiful beyond de»

tion. The roads are numerous, and one can

always return by a different way fn.ni which he

came. Altogether there are about one hundred

and fifty miles of riding on the islands.

The party will make the Princess Hotel, in

the city of Hamilton, their headquarters, which

is conducted by an American on the American

plan, and will compare favorably with our lead-

ing summer hotels. Special provisions will be

made for lady riders on the tour.

THE WHEELMEN'S
LEAGUE.

BOWLING

The delegates from the various cycling clubs

in the Bowling League met at Hamblin's Hotel,

this city, Thursday evening of last week to

make arrangements for the coming season A
new board of officers were selected as follows

President. Ceo. M Nisbett, N. V. B. C Vice-

lent, I".- F. Miller, A. W ! B.

Raymond, B. B
Applications for membership ived

from the Manhattan. Harlem and Riverside

Wheelmen. The fijst two having first applied

. lectod, and the third laid over for tin

As thi '< igue membership is lin

en clubs, it was impossible to admit the

applicant The entry of the U
Athletic Club bicycle team was tabled, which

virtually means a, as the club does not

within the by-law requirements as a bi-

tjon.
' Thi untj Wheel-

men have announced their intention of with

drawing from the League this year, although

agnation hail 1 ived at the tin

the meeting. The Riverside Wheelmen will till

this

A motion' w« impelling

all clubs to roll on regulation alleys, and al

dirioi made to the by-laws making it

..I tluir

thii 1 A long discussion • 1
the

limit

ai number of ten to tiv. It

.

\v r l Idridgi of the Hudson County
. appoint* •': t" mak< up the tour-

II be
! I I

'

iphy committe*
.1 an

the high

out of tl •
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THE TRADE.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

A NEW CONCERN IN GOTHAM.

LList ol bicycle patents reported especially for

The Wheel, by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Patent
Lawyer, Washington, D. C]

No. 437,820. Bicycle. F. E. Peck, East Warehara,
Mass. Filed June 30, 1890. Serial No. 357,191.

No. 437,827. Bicycle. F. White, Worcester, Mass.,
assignor to the White Cycle Co., Portland, Me. Filed
February 4, 1890. Serial No. 339,198.

No. 438,124. Bicycle. G. T. Warwick, Springfield,
Mass., assignor to Warwick Cycle Co. Filed Febru-
ary 21, 1890. Serial No. 300,744.

No. 438,273. Tricycle. A. E. Miller, Sprague, Wash-
ington. Filed March 27, 1890. Serial No. 345,526.

No. 438,551. Bicycle. E. G. Latta, Friendship, N. Y.
Filed January 22, 1890. Serial No. 337,741.

MARTIN RUDY SUED.

Martin. Rudy, who has been in the bicycle

business in Lancaster, Pa., for a long while,

was arrested on Monday of this week by a
United States Commissioner. It was done at

the instance of Frank R. Taylor, of Mount Ver-
non, N. Y., who charged him with using the

mails for a fraudulent purpose.
The facts of the case are as follows: Last

May, Taylor advertised in a cycling journal the

sale of a Columbia high wheel, and in response
Rudy wrote to him and endeavored to strike a
bargain. After considerable correspondence
Taylor agreed to give his wheel and $30, for

which he was to receive a Broncho machine in

exchange, and promptly forwarded both the

money and the wheel. After waiting tor a
reasonable time and not hearing from Rudy,
although the check had been promptly cashed,

Taylor visited Lancaster and had an interview
with him.
Rudy tried to smooth things over by telling

the visitor he had no Bronchos on hand, and
agreed to telegraph at once to ascertain why the
manufacturers had not shipped the bicycle, as
per order. At a later hour Rudy showed Tay-
lor a telegram purporting to come from the

manufacturers. Taylor had his wits about him,
and at once perceived that the telegram had
been written on a sending blank, which is quite

different from a receiving blank. This caused
Taylor to become suspicious, and, believing it

to be a forgery, he then left the dealer and con-
sulted counsel, bringing suit afterwards as

stated.

At the hearing Rudy was compelled to admit
that the telegram was a forgery, and it was con-
sidered as good evidence that he had endeav-
ored to defraud Taylor. The Commissioners
decided that a case had been made out, and
held Rudy under $1,000 bail for trial before the
United States Court.

WITHDRAWAL OF A. B. RICH FROM
THE BANKER AND CAMPBELL CO.

Arrangements were perfected this week for

the withdrawal of A. B. Rich from the Banker
& Campbell Co. , Mr. Rich's stock having been
purchased by Mr. Neil Campbell.
The Banker & Campbell Co. succeeded the

firm of A. C. Banker & Co. this Spring. The
members of the concern were A. C. Banker,
Neil Campbell, A. B. Rich and W. S. Campbell.
The firm have done an excellent business this

year in upper Broadway, near the principal

entrance to Central Park. This place has been
twice enlarged by the addition of two other
stores. The firm were sole importers of the
" Ormonde" wheels, in which they have done a
large business. They have also done an
enormous renting business.

The style of the concern remains the same.
The agency for the " Ormonde" has been given
up and contracts have been placed with the
Rockaway Mfg. Co., of Rockaway N. J., for

the manufacture of several styles of high-grade
wheels, which will be ready for the season
of 1891.

1'. J. Berlo, " Pete " Berld, tin- safety crack, lias been
engaged by the Lozier & Yost Mfg. Co. to build rac-
ing safeties. Berlo is an unusually clever machinist,
and was very obliging to the boys on the racing cir-
cuit, helping them out of many a little difficulty.

The newest concern to embark in the trade

in New York is styled Aquilla B. -Rich & Co.,

the Co. being Mr. W. B. Troy, who has been
the mentor of Campbell and Rich, during the

past season.
This firm will open a store on November 1st,

on either Broadway er Eighth Avenue, as near
the riding district as possible. A large order
has been placed with the Ormonde Cycle Co.,

and an effort will be made to be in such shape
that all orders can be promptly filled, once the

season opens. This firm have all territory

East of Chicago, and they are ready to treat

with agents. They will make a specialty of

two types, weighing thirty-four and forty-two
pounds, actual weight. They will supply solid,

pneumatic and cushion tyres, making a specialty

of the latter.

TRADE ITEMS.

Edwin Oliver is manager for H. A. Lozier & Co.

" Griff" is traveling in Massachusetts this week for
"G. & J."

Messrs. Lozier & Yost sailed on Saturday last, on
the Germanic.

The asphalt pavement on Eighth Avenue is now
laid very nearly to 23d street.

The attention of the trade is called to the advertise-
ment of the Ormonde Cycle Co.

The "Referee" holds all the world's safety records
up to sixty miles except the standing quarter.

A German concern, Messrs. Kirschner & Bernhardt,
sends us samples of wooden grips for handle-bars.

* C. H. Smith, writing from Ann Arbor, Mich., reports
large sales of pneumatics for the Sweeting Cycle Co.

Mr. L. H. Johnson, of Orange, who will shortly sail
for Europe, goes on business instead of for his health.

Another plume in the headgear of the Referee peo-
ple—Bretz, Curtis & Co.—is Jones' half mile in im.
8 4-5S-

The Union Company announce, in this week's
Wheel, that they will shortly publish cuts of their
new wheels.

The attention of riders and of the trade is called to
the special announcement of Rouse, Hazard & Co., in
this week's WHEEL.

The Manhattan Bicycle Club will have a run around
the Oranges on the coming Sunday, and will leave the
club-house at 8.30 a. m.

A pneumatic-tyred safety in the show-window of
Merwin, Hulbert & Co., 26 West Twenty-third Street,
is attracting much attention from passers-by.

Messrs. Rouse, Hazard & Co. announce special fig-
ures on Light Champions, Champions, Speedwells, and
other lines; also on a variety of popular sundries.

Stillman G. Whittaker and Frank A. Von Moschi-
zisker will open bicycle headquarters at Brotherhood
Park, Philadelphia, and utilize the track for a School.

"Arthur " Preyer, representing H. A. Lozier & Co.,
will spend a month in New York. As soon as his 1891
samples are received he will do the Eastern territory
for his firm.

The two mile bicycle race at the sports of the
Amherst College Athletic Association, Oct. 15, resulted
as follows: Bagg, first; Paul, second; Hallock, third.
Time, 6m. 40s.

Mr. John Harriott, the Boston jeweler, is making a
specialty of handsome League pins of fine gold plate,
with garnet or ruby stone setting. The pins are
advertised in our columns.

A number of riders took part in a handicap race at
the recent high school sports, Philadelphia, that was
not officially handicapped, and the matter has been
reported to the Racing Board.

At the games of the Twenty-third Regiment N. (i.

S. N. Y., at the Armory, Saturdaj', November 8, a two
mile bicycle race will be run. Entries close with C. C.
Ureene, P. O. Box 76, New York. Fee, 50 cents.

The Quaker City Wheelmen's new club-house at

1400 Oxford street, Philadelphia, was formally opened
on Thursday evening of this week. A large atten-
dance from various city clubs were entertained.

The Wheel was first in the field with an extended
criticism of the cushion tyre based upon a thorough
trial of the same. Our note on the cushion is being
republished in cycling columns all over the country.

A. S. Phelps, who has purchased the property of the
Jolict Wheel Co., has obtained a license to organize a
new company, entitled the Jolict Cycle Co., but no
steps have been taken in thai direction up to the
present time.

Messrs. Schumacher & Schooler, although doing but
a local business, are satisfied with their season ol 1890,

They placed over "" Victors in Brooklyn, and also
marked a large number of Lovell Diamonds, In Maj
there was such a demand for the latter wheel that

they were unable to supply it, and many orders were
lost.

The plant of the Joliet Wheel Co. has been bought
by Mr. A. S. Phelps, who is organizing a new com-
pany to continue the business. Mr. Phelps expects to

have the business under waysome time in November.

It seems a trifle strange that, so far as we have seen,
Singer is about the only maker who is fitting band-
brakes to pneumatic-tyred machines. It must be evi-
dent to the veriest tyro that a brake applied to the air
tyre direct is more likely to cause damage, whilst be-
ing less effective than one applied to the rear wheel
hub.

—

Scottish Cyclist.

A fortnight since we spoke of the propensity of the .

cushion tyre to cutting under pressure only. We
could not see that rounding the edges of the rim
would prevent the destruction of the tyre. Our opin-
ion has been verified by the experience of a leading
maker. After using a cushion tyre for some time he
dissected it, and found that under compression it had
begun to cut on the inside.

—

Scottish Cyclist.

A crowd of people may be found at almost any time
of the day in front of Merwin, Hulbert & Co.'s store
in 23d street, inspecting the pneumatic-tyred safety
on exhibition there. George M. Hendee writes us
that on Sunday morning, October 19, he will have the
pneumatic at the Harlem Wheelmen's club-house,
where any rider may try it between nine and twelve
o'clock.

Mr. L. Bridgman, traveling for " G. & J.," writes us
a pleasant note from the Pacific Slope. Mr. Bridgman
was a valued employee in the credit department of
Sweetser, Pembroke & Co., the great New York dry-
goods house, and, at the same time. President of the
Kings County Wheelmen. Mr. Gormully, who is al-

ways prospecting for good men, ran across " Bridgy,"
engaged him, and he is proving a most valuable man,
so we are told.

We suggest to some of our enterprising manufac-
turers the names of "Hindoo," "Parole" or "Fox-
hall." "Hindoo" was the best three-year-old of his s

year, and probably of his day ;
" Parole " ran for sev-

eral years, and even in his old age he could always be
counted upon to get there. " Foxhall " gave consider-
able prestige to American breeding by scampering
away with the Derby and St. Leger, and we believe,
the Grand Prix de Paris, all within the one year.

L. B. Graves reports a fairly good season for this
year, with a promising outlook for 1891. Mr. Graves
started this year in the Capital City, but found it diffi-

cult to make much of an impression against the other
dealers, there being several concerns in Washington
which handled their patrons carefully and courteously.
Mr. Graves had therefore somewhat of an uphill strug-
gle, but he has already built up a steady and increas-
ing trade. His principle line is the " G. & J." wheels.

We note that Singer & Co. are abreast of the times,
as we are informed that they now have on exhibition
at their warerooms, 6 and 8 Berkeley street, Boston,
the "Singer" and "Royal Singer" safeties furnished
with pneumatic tyres, as well as the "Singer" safety
with cushioned tyres. The fact that this new depart-
ure in cycling is receiving recognition by makers of
high grade goods, insures the pneumatic and
cushioned tyre experiment a fair trial with standard
materials.

It is reported that Mont. Holbein, England's premier
scorcher of 1890, will again get after the old man with
the scythe, mounted on a pneumatic Whippet—Monta-
gue on the pneumatic, not the old man, who is too
fast without artificial aid—recently made a fifty
mile record on a cushion-tyred Whippet, which has
since been twice beaten, the record now standing
at 2h. 32m. 35s., to the credit of P. C. Wilson, on a
cushioned Whippet. On a pneumatic Holbein should
stop the watch at 2I1. 15m. The Whippet patents are
owned by the Overman Wheel Co. The wheel is held
in high repute in England.

At least one-half of the improvement in the times
over those of last year is due to the introduction of
the pneumatic tyre, which may fairly be said to mark
a new epoch in cycling history. What will be the di-
rection in which improvement will next take place is

hard to say, but we fancy we can perceive a neglected
point which, when attention is given it, as it doubtless
will be ere long, may prove of considerable import-
ance, and brings us yet sooner to the time when the
mile will be done in" two minutes, twenty-five miles
within the hour, and too miles in five hours, which we
take to be the present heights of cycling ambition.

—

The Cyclist.

Mr. D. L. Whittier, proprietor of the Steel Pulley
and Machine Works, zi Indi m ip. lis writes us further
information of the new wheel which is shortly to be
marketed by this company, of which notice was made
in THE WHEEL of last week. The machine is of high
grade, and has circular spring forks. It has ball bear-
ings all around, tangent spokes, and will weigh titty

pounds. The linn feel very positive that their model
IS about right, and are making up the first lot. The
frame is to be of steel instead of the usual hollow tubes.
and it will be much lighter in appearance, ll is not to be
made of aluminum bronze, as has been reported; all

the castings, however, will be made oi that material,
which has greater tensile strength Ihan any other
metal.
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NEWARK.

A gay and glorious time was experienced by the
President, Vice-President, Treasurer, Secretary and
two plebeian members of the Atalanta Wheelmen at

Washington last week. They left Newark Thursday
night to witness the games of the A. A. U., to see the
sights of the Capital and to distribute a little of their

superfluous cash among the Washingtonians, and
they achieved their laudable desires in every instance.
They called on the President, and very thoughtfully
left their glowing cigars upon his spotless white stoop
while within his doors, but unfortunately the Chief
Magistrate was out- of town. No doubt he will be
overwhelmed with grief upon his return to learn of

his distinguished callers. The party paraded through
all the public buildings and the Capitol, and attracted
much attention, especially in the Treasury, where the
tall hat of the Treasurer fell to the floor with a dull

thud when he learned of the many millions of dollars
within the building. Being the treasurer of a cycling
club the sudden realization of the vast wealth around
him was beyond his belief, having always labored
under the delusion that money was an extremely
scarce commodity. The party returned to this city

well pleased with their trip, although the Treasurer
deeply lamented the collapse of his erstwhile glossy
high hat. It had been unable to withstand the great
pressure brought to bear upon it, and was a complete
wreck.
The billiard and pool tournament of the Atalanta

Wheelmen is in the hands of E. F. Miller, familiarly
known as " Shorty,"' who is a billiard sharp of the first

water, and under his able management the affair will

undoubtededly prove a success. He has received some
points from H. E. Raymond, of the Brooklyn Bicycle
Club, during the week, and is now busily engaged in

securing entries. A desirable souvenir will be given
to the best man in each tourney.

The Business Men's Cycling League had a rather
unpleasant day for their first road race last week, but
the affair was successful, nevertheless. Scudder, who
came in last in the Atalanta's recent ten mile race,
braced up and secured two prizes in the five mile
event. Beals was mounted upon his cushioned-tyred
wheel, on which he recently rode through the wet and
crowded business streets of New York without acci-
dent, but he was unable to overhaul Scudder, who had
one minute start.

The indications for a new club-house for the Atalan-
tas are daily growing brighter. The committee hav-
ing the matter in charge have a house under consider-
ation that will answer all purposes most admirably.
For pecuniary reasons there is some hesitation before
striking a bargain. The house, if secured, would be
an immense boom for the club, and in the opinion of
many it would be advisable to secure the place, even
if it becomes necessary to issue bonds in order to
do so.

Eight men upon a team in the Bowling League is

not so bad as five, but the Atalantas would have been
pleased to have entered ten again. The trophy won
last year is closely guarded by the President of the
club, as it is thought unwise to permit it to remain in
the club-house nnless it is chained to the foundations.
The house was robbed some time ago, and since then
valuable articles within its portals have been few and
far between. The club entered a team of five men in
the Y. M. C. A. tournament for a set of balls last week,
but the boys played in poor form and were unable to
cope with some of the stronger city clubs, although
they made, by no means, the lowest score.

Treasurer A. H. Scudder, Jr., of the A. W.'s, depart-
ed for Brooklyn this week to engage in a new business,
having retired from the bicycle trade, and will resign
his position at the next meeting, although he will not
retire from active membership He has been a most
efficient officer and worker, and possesses hosts of
friends, who all wish him success and prosperity in his
new undertaking.

The games of the Atalantas will take place at the
Belleville Avenue Rink November 21, and although
the programme has not been definitely decided upon,
the list of events will include a one mile ordinary, one
mile safety, half mile slow race, a ride and run con-
test, and a tug-of-war between various cycling clubs.
Many other events will be added.

Howard A. Smith & Co. will depart from their pres-
ent quarters at the corner of Broad and Bridge Streets,
Oraton Hall, so long the cyclers' rendezvous, on the
first of next month. The firm will locate at 5x8 Broad
Street, on the block below. They also expect to estab-
lish a riding school at Montclair.

Both the Atalanta Wheelmen and the Business Men's
Cycling League will participate in the Elizabeth
Wheelmen's lantern parade on the coming Saturday
evening. The former club will meet at Lincoln Park
at 7 p. m.

The colored youths of Newark who possess wheels,
or are able to occasionally borrow them, have organ-
ized a club to be known as the Eagle Bicycle Club.
The members sport mahogany, pink and green rib-
bons on the handle-bar of their machines. The officers
are : President, J. C. Diggs

; Secretary, C. W. Camp-
bell ; Treasurer, James A. Jackson; Captain, J. C.
Diggs.

There has been considerable talk over the asphalt
paving question in this city recently, and although
the money question has long been settled, very little
progress has been made. According to a local paper,

•it lias been claimed on one side that asphalt was ex-
travagant and costly to maintain, while its advocates
declare that there is nothing like it for health,
comfort and permanent value. One side claims that
the asphalt "pavement contractors are shrewd lobby-
ists who have bigprofits at stake, and expect to reap
largely from the contracts in Newark, while the other
Side asserts that Newark is under the control of a
granite pavement ring which is endeavoring to shut
ml all other pavements.
The Business Men's Cycling League is urging the

use of asphalt, and one of its members said recently:
" An inspection ofpetitions for paving reveals thai

many of those for asphalt are signed by our leading
and progressive citizens, It is worth the trouble to
find out what asphalt pavement is, why it succeeds,

and what are its advantages—something which few
have attempted to do. A pavement which covers
eighty miles of the streets of the capital
of this country, Washington; which is the principal
pavement of Berlin; which is found on the finest

streets of Paris, London, Vienna, also in all other
European capitals and large cities; which covers 107

miles of the streets of Buffalo as reported by the
American IV/ieeJman's Annual; which covers many
miles of streets in San Francisco,- New Orleans,
Omaha, Kansas City, Chicago, Columbus, Albany,
Rochester, Toronto, Montreal—certainly this class of
pavement cannot be condemned at a glance. The
Business Directory of the United States says that
there are twelve companies mining and importing
asphalt, and fourteen companies, separate and distinct,

laying asphalt pavements in this country. The total

miles of asphalt in daily use in this country from the
above annual, is about 480 miles, representing an in-

vestment of $24,000,000. New York City laid last year
and this twenty-one miles, a large amount of it being
over stone blocks." SPARK.

PHILADELPHIA.

A pleasant afternoon and a track in fine condition
aided to make the Fall meet of the Tioga Athletic
Association an interesting affair. The contestants
were almost entirely local men, and in most events
evenly enough matched to make exciting finishes.

The principal interest centred in the three State
championships, in which Taxis and Hazelton were en-
tered. The former is now riding in greatly improved
form, and crossed the tape a winner each time. Some
four hundred spectacors, nearly half of whom were
ladies, were on the grounds. The results of the dif-

ferent events will be found elsewhere.

Captain C. W. Dalsen, the popular and efficient road
officer of the Century Wheelmen, has followed the ex-
ample set by so many prominent wheelmen and gone
into the cycle business, taking the agency for the
Swift machines, and locating at the south-east corner
of Mervine and Oxford Streets.

There are rumors that one or more of the importers
of English safeties will shortly go into the manufac-
turing business, owing to the increase of duty under

the McKinley Bill.

A large list of entries has been received for the joint
meeting of the Park Avenue and Quaker City Wheel-
men, to be held next Saturday afternoon on the track
at the Philadelphia Ball Park, and the meeting prom-
ises to be a very successful one. The last three miles
of the twenty-five mile handicap road race, which
starts at Paoli, will be run on the track, and Van Wag-
oner will start from scratch. The entries are: F. B.
Marriott, S. E. W.; B. F. McDaniel, W. W. C; C. A.
Elliott, S. E. W.; F. B. Elliott, W. W. C; J. A. Wells,
C. W.; W. M. Harradon, Springfield; J. J. Potter, Cam-
den W.; C. R. Hoopes, West Chester; C. A. Dimon, S.

E. W.; William Van Wagoner, N. Y. A. C; W. C.
Seeds, W. W. C; F. M. Dampman, W. W. C; H. R.
Hoopes, West Chester; S. H. Crawford, R. W.; W.J.
Greer, S. E. W.; J. B. Pierson, V. W.; J. L. Lodge, E. 0.
Roe, C. C; S. W. Merrihew, A. C. S. N.; W. F. West,
C. W.; W. B. Riegel, Reading.
The other events to be contested are as follows: One

mile safety, novice; quarter mile ordinary, State
championship; one mile safety, Q. C. W. champion-
ship; one mile ordinary, club team; one mile safety,
P. A. W. championship; half mile, State championship;
one mile ordinary, handicap; two mile ordinary, lap;

one mile tandem, State championship; half mile safety,

3.30 class; one hundred yard slow race; one mile ordin-
ary, State championship; one mile safety, handicap;
quarter mile safety, open; one mile ordinary, open;
one mile ordinary, P. A. W. championship. Among
those who will compete are: W. W. Taxis, J. R. Hazel-
ton, V. J. Kelly, W. F. Murphy, C. M. Murphy, W. G.
Class, S. Merrihew, J. H. Draper, F. H. Tuttle, B. F.
McDaniel, Wm. Van Wagoner and J. H. Garrigues.

Paul Berwyn.

DETROIT.

And, as I said before," Detroit is to have the national
meet in 1891. Why shouldn't it? Detroit is centrally
located, is the Banner City of the West, and has one
of the most active and enterprising clubs in America,
the Detroit Wheelmen. It has asphaltum pavements,
beautiful parks, the Detroit River, and two League
hotels capable of accommodating from three to four
thousand at any time. Besides that, it is the home of
"Griff" and "Luggage Carrier" Smith. A meet here
is bound to be a success ; everybody that has been in

Detroit will say so.

As shown by the treasurer's report at the last meet-
ing of the Detroit Wheelmen, we now have a member-
ship of 134, an increase of an even hundred over last
year. This marvelous growth is largely due to the
activity of the officers, especially to the untiring
efforts of our President, Mr. A. H. Griffith.
Our Vice-President, Mr. Robert Medbury, has "gone

and done it." Last week, without any warning what-
ever, he went off and got married to one of the most
amiable young ladies of Detroit society, Miss Minnie
Davey. Chances are that an ad. will shortly appear
in the local papers stating that a Star is for sale or
that a tandem is wanted at once.
Since the road race it has been the ambition of

several of our boys to lower the record of ih. jij^ni.

made by Flinn. Four of them were to try it last
Sunday morning, but a hard rain through the night
prevented any record breaking. Osborn will make
another attempt next Sunday, and chances are that
he'll lower it at least three minutes. The billiard
table has arrived at last, and is the joy of the club
billiard sharp.
The marriage of Mr. Herbert J. Owen and Miss Yon

Rodenslein was certainly a great surprise in wheeling
circles. Bert was supposed to be proofagainst Cupid's
arrows, but 1 suppose that "Love some day will come
to all."
One thing that is needed badly in Detroit is an

indoor track or riding school, and il is to be hoped
thai a live concern like tin' Michigan Cycle Company
will soon " lake a drop to themselves" and nni one

of the old skating rinks, not alone for the benefit of

the Detroit public, but for their own good as well.

Electioneering has commenced for the coming
annual election in January, and probably the strong-
est man on the ticket is Billy Metzger for Captain.
He is one of the oldest riders in the city, active and
well liked by everybody, and ought to be unanimously
elected.

ST. LOUIS.

Few American cities have as much fine granite pav-
ing as has St. Louis, yet it has always been a great
objection to those who want to ride to and from their
offices awheel, on account of its roughness. If the
pneumatic-ryred wheel proves to possess the merits
claimed, it will cover itself with glory and become the
business man's pet, and will boom the sport among
the substantial men of the town. The unevenness of
the granite, though an impediment to the solid tyre, is

yet so slight as to be of no consequence to the pneu-
matic.

We have grand coasting here between the " drinks '

'

on the asphalt. It, however, gets five good drenchings
per day, so the wheelman has every inducement
offered to help the street sweeping department. By
the time he has practiced the acrobatic act a few times
his trousers are able to stand without assistance.

The feminine heart is very susceptible here to the
sight of a safety, but it is not very safe to go to see
your "best" one awheel, as on arrival you may be
presentable, but the chances are that you will not.
The sprinkling department has been prayed to and
prayed for, but no improvements are noticeable. The
drivers have not sense enough to " come in out of the
rain," but sprinkle awav when the elements are doing
it for them. Future Great.

The Fleetwing Outing Club is waking up once more,
and its members are again showing activity. Their
old captain, Bert Blackman, is back in the city per-
manently, occupying his old position with the Geo. D.
Barnard Stationery Co. J. H. Child is also again in

the city.

There were many strange wheelmen in town last
week, during the Fair, from Cincinnati, Carthage, Mo.,
and other points.

Influence is being brought to bear on Charles Green
to make his Royal Domineering Highness step down
and out from the presidency of the Fair Grounds
Association. He has never been in love with wheel-
men—or anything else, to my knowledge, but his
money. If a change is made we hope that a Presi-
dent will be elected who will give wheelmen the free-
dom of the beautiful park drives.

The Missouris' run last Sunday was to Indian Cove,
and the Cycling Club's to St. Charles. Being a beauti-
ful, warm day, both trips were well attended, and
many other runs were taken by twos and threes..

The proper caper at the county fairs seems to be to
give a bicycle race. It gives the local idol a chance to
win—sometimes; but oftenerto be surprised by a non-
resident pot-hunter.

ORANGE.

The Orange Wheelmen recently issued a challenge
to the East Orange Cyclers to a five mile team road
race, over the Central Avenue course, the prize to
consist of four medals, not to cost less than $35, and
the East Orange riders have accepted it. The teams
are to consist of four men each, and the race is to take
place in two week's time ; the exact date, however,
has not been decided upon. Both clubs are getting
into shape, and on Saturday of this week a trial event
will take place for the purpose of ascertaining who
will go on the teams. The Orange Wheelmen team
will be picked from Coffin, Gross, Williams, Horton,
Racey, Knight, Beals and Oakes. The trial race will
take place at 5 p. m., and all who have a desire for a
place on the team will participate.

The Orange Wheelmen have accepted the invitation
to take part in the Elizabeth Wheelmen's lantern
parade, on Saturday night. Wheelman.

LOUISIANA CYCLING CLUB'S ROAD
RACE.

This event, postponed from the 5th inst., was run on
the 12th. The course, ten miles, was in splendid con
dition, and although the scratch men rode bravely,
the generous handicaps allotted the untried material
allowed two limit men to romp home winners. Little
Frederic, who finished first, rode a noteworthy race.
He is a young '1111 and a good rider, but gives great
promise, his victory being won after a bad collision
with a wagon, in which he was considerably bruised
and shaken up. The following is the result of the
race :

Actual
Handicap. Time.

M. S.

1 K. J. Frederic 8m. 4«.ij
a R. Labarre 8m. i;..|

3 R. McKenzie sm. 10s,

4 h. W. t'ason Scratch
5....R. O. Belts
6.... W. C. Grivol
7.. ..II. K. Poster ;in. 50S, 41.16
S K. 1). Frederic Scratch ; ,

0. . .
.T. Adams 7m. (<S |

ia....G. K. Renaud 8111. , : ,

11 W. M. Httthorn Scratch
1 ..ILL. Cary
13 W. |. Salter -m.
" \. H. Harris* tin, 508.

o..,,D. Kemmer* <

m

Cary was given to seconds, and Grivot, Frederic,
Hawthorne and Betts 10 seconds, but they all refused
it and started from scratch, Bettsi B
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COMMENTS ON CURRENT TOPICS.

Would it Dot Ik.- ;is well for t lie- League to

es of routes and roads over which
stable records might be made? The present

e highly unsatisfactory. A
nple chum records for touring from one

city <>r point to another, when the probability is

that the distance traversed by the different
clain ij be in no two cases alike. Por

ice. Checkley claims a record for time in

wheeling from New York to Ch • does
er. Checkley accomplished the

journey in less time than Van, but not the dis-

Van told me a short time ago that his
»rd would stand for some time to come, vet

that is, it the same route be traversed that he-

wheeled over. At the western end of the
they have a too mile course—or to be

iile course between Erie ami Buf-
everybody is willing to accept a time

ma le over it. There is no variation in the dis-

tance. Now if the League scheduled roads,

routes, and possible calling places, record-- for

certain tours would Ik.- accepted and chronicled
e made over a mile track. This

plan has been adopted in England by the Road
:ation. Of coarse country roads

and routes are vastly different there to what
they are here, but a League committee properly
appointed would reduce the work of preparing

tie of routes over which road records might
Ik- made to a minimum in a short time—anvwav
by ii' To my friends who are likely

to --eross the pond," I would recommend a trip

from Liverpool to Edinburgh. The scenery is

exquisite, and the loads not difficult until the

bordi Bed. By the way. the R. R. A.
ite to their list a week or so ago.

• • • • •

The well-informed article on the pneumatic
tyre which appeared in Tin: Wnu i a few weeks

has been quite a topic of conversation in

ing circles. It was as well timed as in-

form! •uilly, there were thousands of

riders who knew absolutely nothing of what is

sometimes referred to as • the balloon." The
writer of the article gave an intelligent explana-
tion of the new invention, and it has been copied
in hundreds of pa|>ers in America. Among a

the new tyre craze is rampant. It

leumatic tyre anil little else with them.
and resolutions are daily made to purchase. I

am inclined to think that a little reflection will

stop the deal. Has the question of endurance
decided yet ? I think not. This will have-

to be found out before many of us will feel

inch' irow down a couple of hundred
dollars «>r more for what we only to-day n

supposing it gets
pair, who will "fix it!'" This complaint
made daily in London. '1

l*>h; id their wheels all the way
to Dublin to l>e repaired. [I tible that

lie may br able to

it " patching " is not

want
invei ) advertising I

' Lice from tin- Euro
id very much imp:

nig completed by a gentleman who at

what the principle
in Ik- learned is that it will

" kn t of lx>th the cushion and

• • • •

>nally

uphill

\ill it be

the

might inili

I

i

siouals have their "dig of it," and let them.
say I.

* # » # #

I understand that a new cycle company is in

course of formation in London. Several manu-
facturers will throw their stock, good will,

patents, etc., together and form a gigantic
International Cycling Co. A quotation has
already Ik-c-ii obtained from the English Stock
Exchange—which means that the capital called
for is at 1 OO—and I believe stock will

be for sale on this side of the water.
* # # # *

Have you ever thought to what extent the
amateurs will be bossed if the A. A. I', and
the L. A. \v. join issue on the matter of amateur
standing and expense paying i This will Ik-

especially the case in the State of New York.
New York and that part of New Jersey north

of Trenton will form the Metropolitan District

under Mr. Mill's plan of reorganization. The
Union has a total of about 90 clubs and nearly
100.wxi individual members. Fifty-nine of these
clubs are in the district I have just mentioned,
and if the amateurs residing therein are to I>e

looked after both by the I'mon and the League,
why, it will be a case of as many masters as
men. Nobody will Ik: able to make a break.

I am an advocate of sticking as closely to the
amateur definition and rules as any man living,

but I certainly do not hold with that class of
people who advocate that amateurs shall have-

no expenses, hotel bills, or indeed any recogni-
tion whatever beyond glory and prizes. Cut
away from them all the privileges they now
enjoy, and what will be the result ? Why, simply
this: They will join the professional ranks.

The amateur records of to-day arc quite good
enough to be scheduled in the same table with
the professionals, and that is just where they
will go if they are hounded to it by hard and
fast rules. 1 am perhaps hetrodox enough to

say that I do not entirely disagree with a man
accepting a retainer from a manufacturer to

ride a certain class of wheel. Of course, as this

kind of thing is strictly tabooed in amateur
circles, I should be the last man on this side of the

iordan to advocate it. The practice probably
rcaks the letter and the spirit of amateur law,

but I fail myself to see just where the harm or

immorality comes in. This sentiment will

probably "bring the rocks about my ears," but

at the same time I shall stick to my opinion.
We have got to take care of our livers, and the

moment we attempt to put a hedge about them
all they have to do is to make a breakaway. It

has been done time and lime again, and history

in this respect is Ixmnil to repeat itself. ,\s I

said in my last week's letter we— that is the
arc not watching their interests as we

should. They are even now giving us the cold

shoulder, and the athletic clubs arc getting the

honor and benefit of their prowess. The ques-

tion has got to be handled carefully, but it has
to be handled all the same.

» » • * *

The big splurge with which the West enh
the circuit this year did not exactly materialize.

The men from "the unbounded came down this

way with the pronounced idea that their capa-

bility ial to their intention of wiping the

with the Eastern crew ; but somehow <>r

other it didn't happen You will remember
-Ms as well a-- a: I la: tford the

tgo men made up pools so big that they
illy staggered the boys at whom they threw

; } Why. that

the Eastern men took 79 Aral nd 50
thirds, while tin Western brethren only wa
towards the setting sun with rads,

and 11 thirds. Add this discomfiture to the

or their sup; it all the

way from )ij, .»k. behind them some-
when tnd you will be able to

judge somewhat of the feelings of the 1-

men. w. the email being
I >idn 1 the Waterloo bugle sound -

And didn't the athletic club do a I

ibably th<

1' with defeat and
t will probably be valui

* • • ' • •

!!• 'it would

1 It

t the

a of incidents a series extending over long
J.nk Keen, honest Jack Keen, the

man who earned wheeling from the sphere of
laborious trundling on the old wooden veloci-

pede into the era of something like reasonable
Speed on the "Spider," as it was then called.

Jack always got a rouser. If he Won the race
the cheers that greeted him were frantic; if he-

lost, they wen less so. He alwa\s
had an enviable reputation, and one which lie-

sustained until his career of usefulness, so far
as the racing track was concerned, ended. 1

can almost picture that brave old smile of his

as he skirted the track at the Aquarium, in the
European Babylon, or tied along the Aylestoiie
grounds or the Molineux track, and can see in

my mind's eye the gracefulness with which he
dolled his little skull cap m recognition to the
plaudits bestowed upon him by the fair ones as

lie passed the ladies' grand stand. Yes. Jack
was honest Jack, and a universal favorite 1

knew Keen well, and rate him as a prince- of
good fellows, always looking out for the good
of others and ofttime forgetting himself. Lon-
don was his hunting ground, but Wolverhamp-
ton was where he preferred to vegetate. What
a grand thing it would Ik- if our professionals
of to-day bore such characters. We are in the
habit of calling them " fake-s" and " cut-throats."
Yes, the school of Keen is dead, and while we
are by no means justified, is drastically sweep-
ing from the plains of honesty every profession-

al, yet we certainly have good grounds to con-
demn them for much that they are guilty of.

N11.

JOHN RUSKIN.

There was a man came whose name was John John
Ruskin. He brought a message <>i beauty.; lie- was a
Child of nature-, ami DO man read the- v;reat panoi

quite s,. well as lie-.

ming an old man. his love- of nature :

great, and he spurned and abhorred all tin- artificial
aids which man calls to his use- to annihilate time,
distance-, and discomfort.
One- day, being the-n ve-ry old, he saw a bicycle,

which froze- him, and then sent he- forth a tir.e

cold and biting us the- chill which swept him at si^ht
: i-i-i wheel.

The-n came- the- hawks of the- cycling press an-
hungered tor paragraphic food, and they would s

Ruskin and rent him, and indeed much ink did
they spill, but Raskin, sailing along in a broader orbit,
heard then not, nor knew he- of then exist, nee.
There is not a man on the cycling press who [squali-

Bed to get within hailing distance oi John Ruskin.
now an old man, and reported to have passed beyong
that scarcely perceptible trace-line which di>
genius from insanity, or. in the case of old nun. from
pitiful and pleading imbecility.
We with Ruskin, m

tiu-m " which It-evident
fact lint he-cause he is .1 genius. The t:"'!'- have
touched him, and he is privileged to indulge his

hobbies and bis crochets without disturbs
any rate without eensure.
Tm er walks hand in hand «

tricity ami idlosyncracy. The world qu
1 the warp, bul is astonished or delighted into

forgetiaJneas.
world lakes a bound onward whenever a new

- appears,whether the essence msterialises in the
aigni oi an Alexander, the mellifluous wisdom

marvelous limning* and color-
ing! of a Rembrandt, the wonder-work ol an Bdison,

bird-flight ms ol a Patti.
Thi rid progress is the attain-

ment of a nighei 1 1 ulture.
and he who makes an epo< h in the ipil Itual and n

ter than he who
- the elements his servants, who imprisons a

sunbeam and ms who grasps the
lightning and In. Is it talk

! old Ruskin! I.et him talk, and gibber, ami
Dd splutt. must

I 111. -I I rain- I . . I limit.

Hall imore
and V "I H.

,\ 11 \ n 1 team
'ill n

urn..

I

1 will be

'

it only makci - who

Ing up with lh<
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LINCOLN, NEB.

J. A. Drain, who recently surprised the so-called
invincibles of the Omaha Wheel Club by his pretty
riding and good handling of the Eagle, has decided
to locate in Port Townsend, Wash., and starts for his
new home on the 8th. It is owing largely to his efforts

that the Lincoln Wheelmen have not degenerated to a
club of safety riders. Now, don't smile and say, " You
fellows are behind the times," for we are not ; on the
contrary, we are equal to, if not ahead of, the East-
erners in the class of wheels ridden. In fact, I think
that the Western wheelmen, as a class, ride a better
quality of wheels than those of the East, and are higher
up in a knowledge of the many different wheels and
wheel devices. This is not egotistical at all ; our
statements are plain facts, and are vouched for by
Eastern men who have seen a good deal of Western
wheelmen.
While you "way-back" Eastern riders have been

taking your now famous Detroit-Niagara and Boston-
Niagara tours, a few members of the L. W. C. have
been enjoying themselves in Southern Wisconsin
among the good roads and numerous lakes of that
region. The incidents of this trip will be long remem-
bered by the lucky (not big) four who participated
They witnessed the great handicap road race of the
Milwaukee "Wheelmen from Waukesha to Milwaukee,
in which Terry Andrae made such good time, beating
Tuttle, of Chicago, by eight minutes. When Tuttle
crossed the tape, the Bearings' correspondent, not very
loyally, yelled, "Pretty good for Chicago, any way!
But in the evening, when the prizes were awarded and
the banquet was in full swing, Tuttle redeemed him-
self nobly, and came in a winner by a big majority.

- There was one disappointment that was keenly felt

by the Milwaukee boys on hearing of it (I don't know
whether we felt it or not). That was that the boys
could not get our club singer to give utterance to a
song before a Milwaukee audience. He positively
refused to sing even after the young ladies added
their entreaties. He has promised, however, to prac-
tice this Winter so as to be in trim by next Summer,
so beware, Milwaukee wheelmen !

Waukesha County, Wis., has numberless lakes and
good roads, and last, but not least, fine cattle. One of
these animals was met one day by the Western plains-
men who, not being used to herding cattle on wheels,
did not know how to act. The bovine hesitated a mo-
ment, only one, and made a break for the head man.
He passed and avoided going into the lake at the side
of the road by about a foot. The second man, our
songster, was "not so fortunate. He made for the op-
posite side of the road, and the animal did likewise

;

but an intervening haycock spoiled everything, and
our daring Eagle rider raised his little wheel, more
by instinct than anything else. It glanced from the
side and our wheelman landed on top out of danger.
It took the combined efforts of two men to pull that
animal away from the place. The Twins, No. i.

"Bettsy B." arrived in New Orleans on Thursday of
last week. He was met at the depot by a large dele-
gation from the Louisiana Cycling Club, and was
given a rousing reception. A smoker will be held in
his honor before he returns to Chicago.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
35 Words 35 cents.
Two Insertions 40 "

New Tork Bicycle Company, Nos. 4 and 6 East 60th
Street, N. Y. New and Second-Hand Machines. Choice
assortment. Prices reasonable. Wheels to rent. Cycling
Accessories of all kinds, list of Bargains and Sundries
free upon application. OM mounts takon in part pay-
ment for New.

FOR SALE.—Safety bicycle, hardly used : practical-
ly new. F. H. C., P. O. Box 444, N. Y. City.

WANTED—A 50 in. Eagle Bicycle. Will exchange
an Ordinary Bicycle, any size, or second-hand

Safety for same. G. A. Litchhult, 352 Lenox Avenue,
New York. t. f. c.

$ T
- - Ladies' and Gents' Columbia Safeties, as good
35 as new, for $100 each. They were bought

July 1, 1890, and used at the beach this Summer. Safe-
ties in Ai condition, less a few scratches on enamel
and nickel. Will send C. O. D. to any one that will
guarantee express charges. Address Wilson, 6 Han-
over St., Boston, Mass. 10-17-c
COR SALE—One Columbia Tandem Tricycle, nearly
* new, $140. One Columbia Tandem Safety, first-

class condition, $135, or in trade for a single Safety
and cash. J. W. Bate, 324 Flatbush Ave., Brooklyn,
N. Y. t. f. c.

FOR SALE—Ladies' or Gentlemen's Safety, (con-
vertible), brand new, $90. Address, Rare Chance,

care "Wheel." 10-17

$ Tru-. —Latest Broncho Safety, NEW, never un-
I (J(J. crated. Remit $5 for express, will send

C. O. D. tor balance on approval. Haradon & Son,
Springfield, Mass. t. f. c.

FOR SALE—Columbia L. R. Ordinary, in good con-
dition, not riden more than 5 miles; $100 will buy

it. Arthur L. Cummings, care of Van Wagoner,
Newport, R. I. ' 10-17

FOR SALE—46 inch Facile Bicycle. Balls to both
wheels and crank bearings. Machine in fine

condition. Price $25.00. Address, Box 55, Brandt,
Ohio. 10-25

POR SALE—52 inch English Rudge, High Wheel.
* Used but six months. Cost $120.00; $5 cyclometer
thrown in. $40.00 if sold at once. Fredric Amack,
Troy, Ohio. 10-17

ARMONDE RACING SAFETY
;
quite new ; weight" 21 lbs.; strong and pretty machine ; will sacrifice

for $100. O. T. Morgan, 513 Stanyan St., San Francisco,
Cal. 10-24

"POR SALE—Victor Safety Bicycle, 1890 pattern.
*- Good as new. Sell for $90. Good reason for sell-

ing. R. H. Miller, Bellevue, O. 10-25

"POR SALE—A beautiful Safety Bicycle. The
-* Gazelle, recently imported. High grade. Bar-
gain. Wm. H. Lorn, 541 West 23d St. 10-24

$_ . - —Springfield Roadster, not used 5 miles, good
' ' J 1 as new, in exchange for a 48 or a 50 Eagle

in good condition, Box 27, Lititz, Pa. 10-17

WANTED—a few

HIGH WHEELS
in exchange for new SAFETIES.

Address,

White Cycle Co., Trenton, N. J. n- 7-c

Jtye Catest apd Best

!

The Barkman " BB" Luggage Carrier.
Jl?<?

j^IoQpar^il Saftty.

PATENT APPLIED FOK.

Carrier with bundle.

All Forged Steel, Light, Compact, Handsome
and Serviceable.
Will carry more lug age than any car-

fQ I, I »QJ rier in the market.
^*i Vr* Adapted to all Diamond Frame Safeties,

carrying the weight direct on the back-
bone, over the rear wheel, and not on the
mud guard.

Carrier (top view). Carrier without bundle.

Price, Handsomely Nickled, - - $2 OO

THE TRADE SUPPLIED.

A. C. SPALDING & BROS.
Cmicaoo. 241 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, Phiwdelphiv

./S)0NPAf\eiL; ^AfETy-

A High Grade Machine for Young

Men and Boys.

all parts interchangeable.

Price $40, Complete.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.
MAKERS.

Chicaoo. New York. Philadelphia.

CLUB PIN BICYCLE "TANDLE.
Patented

Gold Filled Letters & F ,r~ a,°ny initials, $1 .50

No. 119.

Gold Billed "Watch Charm
Parts all work, $2.50.

No. 144A.

League Pin, Solid

Gold, $3.50.

No. 144B.

League Pin, Solid Gold
with top for letter-

ing, $5.00.

No. 144C.

Same as 144B, except
top.

No. 144D. No. 144E.

Same as 144B, except top.

No. 140.

Solid Gold,

Enameled, $2.00.

No. 196.

Solid Gold,

Enameled, $1.75.

No. 140B.

Solid Gold, Enameled
top for engraving,

$3.00.

No. 199.

Solid Gold, Enameled
bottom plate for en-

graving, $1.75.

in ordering League Pins or Badges which all have
stone in center of wheel, state whether you want
Garnet, Rahy, Sapphire or Emerald Doublet. Use
numbed of article wanted (no further description

necessary), Will quote special price for 144 pins

V\ uli GENUINE di imond or othei sti

P. n. t ym nil ;i.i.,

943 Brnndwav. Koum j-,. Nam/ York.
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GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

ioagh the < ither chilly hers,
i in* tine ruling. The 1 1 R

Their
or the

built rx; them, and
whrD nslu-il it will bi tin thi-

the «.ity ha
in|(l) donations of money

furniture: very* Dearlv two hundred
in this manner. The candidates

In the coming Si >n each pul
lollar bill, and hare the nerve t<> say that the

- don't count.

The V C W. Club enjoyed their last moonlight run
evening.

The G. B ! race

this month, anil a good deal of Interest is man
in ,i. a all confident of winning now that

the club.

lent T. 1 Torrence, ol the <; K. H. i

murt U ts k«K-nburK'. of Princeton,

III. With the COld weather comes the usual number
,,, m nong the boys. It is rumored that ex-

step off.

The Warren Bcharf Asphalt Company are pushing
the work on the first asphalt street laid in the city.

irence Smith, of "Smith tour" fame.

.1 two raThe <;. R. Junior Club will gr
the Plainfield road next Saturday.

uj ogtammi hire of thi

Hnroi itwithstanding the fact this i^ ]>

Look out for our tournament following the National
meet next

J
Ml/A.

FRESNO, CAL.

\\'< have not had much in the way ol racing in

10 since the warm weather set in, but tO-da
started the ball rolling with a mile and a hall mile
contest. <_>. I Treat won the mile event, with A.
Smith second.
Tho first-class wheels are all represented here, and

s the rivalry between the agents. The ladies'

safety has appeared, and we have six lady riders.

The following were elected officers of tlie l'aln

Wheelmen at the regular election in August I'

dent, I.. S. Chittinden ; Vice-President. (.'. 11. Tripp ;

Captain, A C. Banta ; l-'irst Lieutenant, O. J. Treat ,

Secretary-Treasurer, W. W. Stocker.

W. \V Stocker has recently returned from a trip to

San DiegO and other towns, and reports that wheeling
. 1 1 1 v on the increase. The first of the Fall runs

of the IV 1.. W. took place on Sunday, October *, to

Merced and return, a distance of 100 miles
favorite short run of the boys is to M.ulera ami return,

round trip f rty-five miles. We have discovered a

lirst-class restaurant, and always have a good dinner,
and the return trip is made in short order.
A I Banta is talking of buying a tandem safety,

and the rumor is that there will shortly be a wedding.
In Hutchinson is talking about running a mill

with a mud turtle, race to take place as BOOB as turtle

can be found. Kasin. i.

»r^

< Ine of tin- handsome*! puis on

the market, l'ine y,old

garnet or ruby stone setting,

onlj '.her

frati li charm or pin, and yom
initials on I

JOHN HARRIOTT,
:S Winter St., II -ton. »im.

O .V 1^ ED® ^9

Ball Bearings to Both Wheels,

Pedals and Crank Shaft,

Hollow Steel Tubing, $75
SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES,

302 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

TME CA¥*FORO

Patent Combination Spring & Hammock Saddle.

ltuill on hygienic ami •x-U-nliHc principle*.

kbsolutelj removes all rear wheel rtferattoB.

Adjustable to riders of rilHVrcnl welglits.

Special design for ladies. Men's and ladies', S4J.OO ; youths', sl..lO.

The Garford Mfg. Co., Elyria, 0.

•< FOUR LEADERS \>

5INQER ^ ROYdL 5INQER, PdRdQON ^£ IROQUOIS
CATALOGUE FREE-

G. A. LITCHHULT, Agent,

no. 35e lenox avenue, ne-w yor,k.

SECOND-HAND WHEELS-

SAVE MONEY - SAVE MONEY. 1800 American Ham bier, gocd a* new. « OO.OO
Victor Safety 1889 Pattern, like now lOO.OO

,_.___» rrirnr>nrDT'nr>D 1800 Ladles' Rambler, good ae new. 89.00HK lil.l. Or rYPKlfVK.ITIt,IC, Ideal Rambler, almost pass for new. 48.00
30 Inch Men's (Safety, balls to both wheels, new 60.00

Send to A. W. GUMP & CO., Dayton, Ohio, for Prices. ™
\
nch

h
^en's J^Hf btu?,

a11 Bround - nt"A ,H,( •<,

28 Inch Ladles Safety, balls to rear wheel, new 4O.0O
Dd-hand ..ins 24 Inch Boy's Safety, new 20.00

lllmlm. OmM iintl T> p«-«rll*T» tiiktii In ixclniiiKO. Jol> lots l>ou K lit. >\t- carry 700 lilniliN In Htock.

FULL PANTS.
d'aiented.)

828.

Heavy Rib.

Improved

double sr.ii.

strap Mid

pot kct.

He. «•*»!. ii«-a\> it iii.

Lit inrjr Sporttman try Vim
KIKE PANTS.

>ie«1.)

8to. Heavy Rib
|01| T

Athi(>ti<- and Qymnaajui
inonts manufucturod by

M.Mi -^1 AMI

KNEE TIGHTS.

ucd.)

842.

Heavy Rib.

Improved doubts seal

skcl.

< \ 1 1 i«>N enl I

I ifhls, Supporters ani

1 these cuts.

• 11 .'. ' . Pal I»cc. 3d,

linst selling

eraicnts infringing on 11

1 t'n/rfmgf

u% llirin «lll Ik- held

|l<i|
'

HOLMES & CO.. 109 Kingston St., Boston, Mass
1- I IW «. ATA l.i >'
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*tA VETERAN'S VERDICT.*

Seneca Falls, JST.. Y. } July 21, 1890.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.,

CHICAGO.

Gentlemen :

Jit last am a Rambler rider" myself,

having effected an exchange of my * * * * for* art

1890 Rambler. JLs a rider of ten years' e^peri-

ence, I pronounce it, in my opinion, the best all-

around road machine ever built. This is honest.

JSTo cards. ~¥ours truly,

H. <P. TTSHliJR.
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THE NEW LEVER SAFETY.
T890 MACWIWES NOW READY FOR TME MARKET.

ri'< perfection of Simplicity ami Economy of Power. Mo Chain. \» Gears. Immense Power and Speed,
Variable Stroke. Only Two Set* Revolving Bcuriim* in place of Five, ai nraally used in Borer type*

&HN3Z> FOR CA.TALOGUI3.

H. B. Smith Machine Co., Smithville, New Jersey.

The Ormonde Cycles are now imported by the

following firms :

Messrs. ROUSE, HAZARD S CO., peoria, ill,

\\ ho will supply the trade \\ est <>( Chicago.

si:ni> for terms.

PCIND

Aquilla B. Rich & Co,, 1750 Broadway, New York.

\\ ho arc n<>\\ prepared to give terms to the trade

1 1st <>| ( !hicacfo.

The Orhonde Cycle Co., London, Enqmnd.
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A RECORD BROKEK
!

A. P. Benson climbed Corey Hill, Oct. 5th, on a Singer Safety,

geared to 57 in , regular 1890 stock wheel. Time, 3 minutes.

PREVIOUS RECORD, 3m. 16 2 5s.

Note.—October 20, 1889, Mr. Benson climbed Corey Hill six

times in succession, without a dismount, on a Singer Safety, geared to

57 in., regular stock 1889 wheel. This is also record for geared up

bicycles.

Grade of Corey Hill—Total length, 2300 ft. Height, 199 ft.

Average, 1 ft. in 11.41. Horizontal length from Prospect St., 1464.3

ft. Height, 129.3 ft- Average rise, 1 ft. in 11.32 ft. On the last 158

ft. the average rise is 1 ft. in 7.85 ft. For the next 470 ft., lower

down, the rise is 1 ft. in 7.87 ft.

£M- m $&
•?!«• BUY THE BEST. •

SINGER St C07VTPKNY,
N2 6 2!B 6 BERKELEY STREET, BOSTON", MASS.

Most all tlie Prices

Won on ROveRS at the Chicago

Tournament 19th $p 30th.

TEN ROVER RIDERS LANDED WINNERS IN TEN SAFETY EVENTS.

OUR Diamond Frame Semi-Racers are

suitable for medium-weight riders on

the road. Weight, all on, 39 pounds

Strips for speeding to 29 pounds. Geared

to 60 inch. Hollow Rims and Tangent

Spokes. Fully guaranteed, and all parts

interchangeable. The grandest safety in

any market. Price, $135.00. Get our cat-

alogue covering five styles of Rovers.

THE JDHN WILKIHSON COMPANY, Sole Importers,

2T1 STHTE STREET, CHICHCO, ILL.
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• CUSHIONED • TYRES.
We are prepared to make immediate shipments of our

DIAMOND FRAME

Fitted with these Celebrated Tyres, at only $5.00 additional cost.

ORDER AT ONCE TO AVOID DELAY.

Did you notice that the same man and same machine won the PEORIA HILL CLIMBING
CONTEST that won at St. Louis? Yes, Richard Hurck, in 1 minute 4 1-5 seconds, on

the NEW RAPID LADIES' SAFETY, a stock machine, but geared up to 56.

THE CLARK CYCLE CO.,

• # B/JLTiriORE, f\D. • '/!>? •

n %

* *

UNION CYCLE MFG. CO.

Western Branch, CHAS. F. STOKES MFG. CO., Chicago, 111. OFFICE AT FACTORY, HIGHLANDYILLE, MASS.
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The " QUADRANT " CUSHION TYRE SAFETY is here.

PERFECTION AT LAST.

We are now prepared to supply at short notice, in addition to our ordinary lines,

No. 17 SAFETIES ^ted with CUSHION TYRES.

The latter, in combination with the "QUADRANT" SUSPENSION SPRING, gives the

most luxurious riding over the roughest roads, and the extra cost is only trifling.

THE IDEAL SAFETY.

Apply to THE STRONG & GREEN CYCLE CO, 707 Arch Street, Philadelphia,

OR TO THE MANUFACTURERS

THE QUADRANT TRICYCLE CO., BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.

SEND FOR SAMPLE OF SAFETY BICYCLE LAMPS IMPORTED BY

THE RELIANCE, - $3.50

In'fl ri

THE GUIDE. - - $2.50 THE ARLINGTON, $6.00

THE UNIQUE, - - $6.00 THE RIVAL, - - $2.00
THE BEACON, - "Tl $5.00

R. L COLEMAN & CO., 40 Park Place, New York City.
I.IKICKAI. DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.

Also Sole Agents for the Eastern, Middle and Southern States
for the well-known

SAFETY BICYCLES,
RIAB-E BY WESTERN WHEEL WORKS, OF CHICAGO.

PRICES, $35, $50, $60, $75, $90 and $115.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
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Warwick pcRrEcrioN ctcleS,

Fine Mechanism.

Honest Work.

Elegant Finish.

Dust-proof Bearings.

Tangent Spokes.

Interchangeable.

For Ladies.

Guaranteed.

Graceful Outline.

Perfect Fitting.

Finest Stock.

Ball Steering.

Hollow Rims.

Convertable.

For Men.

NO CAST METAL.

Warwick Perfection Cycles are Built On Honor.

WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO, SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

THE SCHUMACHER S SCHOEFER CYCLE CO., Ltd.,

1171 BEDFORD AVE., near Putnam, BROOKLYN, N. Y,

DEALERS IN ALL MAKES OF BICYCLES.
WHEELS RENTED, STORED A^ISTO REPAIRED.

( Mir Riding School (150 x 100) is now open, Lighted l>v Electric Light, and under the
persona] supervision ol Prof. Louis People. On Sept. 2is1 we will open a suite of Ladies'
Rooms "ii tin- second floor of our premises.

"They have always been at dagger-drawing,

And one another clapper-clawing."

And the} .ire .-it it yet However, thai has nothing to do with

the PARAGON; it has no records, excepl those that prove

thai 11 is .'i strong, comfortable and finery finished machine,

and we doubt it even it could go from New York to San

1 with ,'i loose spoke.
I'ARA(.( )N.

STOVEft BICYOLB MFG. CO.,
SEND FOR CATALOCUE. PREEPORT, II.I-.
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Agents will be sure to want the |

Giant Safety Bicycles

for 1 89 1.
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Our organization is already

under way. Write for

terms at once.
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They will comprise bicycles for

Boys, Girls, Ladies and

Gentlemen.
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H. A. Lozier & Co., Cleveland, 0.

Controlling the entire output of the

LOZIER & YOST BICYCLE MFG. CO.

In cycle rig he steps with pride,

His " Ordinary!' by his side
;

Before it gets to be too late

He purposes to try his fate,

And thinks the eyes of Sally Burton
Are looking from behind the curtain.

On this, his first, and only ride,

His heart beat wildly 'gainst his side,

Although he's something of a boast
He thinks he soon will take a coast

;

With one glad bound he mounts the wheel,
When all his senses seem to' reel.

He wobbles, turns, puts on the brake,
His every nerve begins to shake

;

A wild, uncertain, black sensation,
And all is dark and desolation,

At such a fall we draw the curtain,

A fall of pride, and death uncertain.

The morning sun has risen high,
The tardy milkman passeth by,
When suddenly around the corner
With all the fleetness of a Fawn,
Or Light Gazelle comes Felix Brown,
The very swellest man in town.

Who lives to learn, this fable teaches
A moral to all thinking creatures

:

Before you try to learn to ride

Send for a circular to

5. No more Miss Sally's eyes look down,
All laughing on poor Felix Brown.
The tardy milkman at the pump
Sees Felix in his final jump

;

He little knows the tragic end,
Which faithfully hath now been penned,

6> But laughs, as Felix, sad and sore,

By back streets limping to his door,

Is somewhat indisposed ; but soon
His fiery soul defies this gloom

—

At second-hand his wheel he'll sell

And buy a " Safety" with a bell !

j. Ah ! happy thought ! once more with pride,

His pneumatic-tire "Safety " by his side,

He steps into the village street.

With such success his efforts meet,
That Sally Burton, beaming down,
Makes glad the heart of Felix Brown.

MERWIN, HULBERT & CO.,

9ierft Arcade:

Call and sec the Pneumatic-Tire Safety

at above address.

No. jjO WEST -23d STREET.
NEW YORK.
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WELL ! WELL ! WELL 1

So llie Eagle Wins Everylhjng

In the 25 Mile Roucl Race at Philadelphia.

'iiimninnffliHiiawfgmnBBiBiwaiT

First, Second, Third, Fourth # Fifth Places.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiftiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii mHMi

19 Starters, Seven of them ride Eagles, and Five Eagles take

the First Five Places at the Finish.

W. C. SEEDS, First, Eagle.

WI. VAU WAGONER, Second, Eagle.

F. M. DAMPMA1T, Third, Eagle.

F. B. ELLIOTT, Fourth, Eagle.

E. 0. HOE, Fifth, Eagle.

IT'S NO USE, GENTLEMEN,

'fSME &E1S f3$ERE E¥EM¥ Wmi.

The Ercle Bicycle Mrnufrcturinc Co.,

CflTflLOQUE TREE. STflnrORb, CONN,
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PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY MORNING.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates.

Subscription Pric?,

foreign Subscriptions,

Single Copies, -

$1.00 a year

10s. a year

5 Gents

Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS CO.

Copy should be received by Tuesday morning.

Late Copy received until Wednesday morning.

Changes for Advertisements must be received by

Tuesday morning to insure insertion.

Special Advertising Hatter received until Thurs-

day noon.

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION.

F. P. PRIAL,

Editor and Proprietor,

P. O. Box 444, 243 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its con-

tents and give us their patronage, and as far as

is convenient, aid in circulating the journal,

and extend its influence in the cause which it

so faithfully serves. Subscription price, $1 per

year.

THE Cyclist of October 15 publishes a leader

on the McKinley bill. The Cyclist might

well have passed this matter in silence. It

starts with the mis-statement that the bill raises

the tariff on wheels to fifty per cent.—the rate

is forty-five per cent.—wonders what American

makers will do and whether importers will be

hurt, and concludes with a nasty dab at Ameri-

can wheels.

.For the information of the Cyclist and the

English trade we make the following points.

The tariff laws of this country do not change

with the seasons, as the Cyclist hints; neither

are they juggled about, up and down, Japanese

fashion.

The protection of American industries is the

rock on which both parties of the country have

split, the Democrats inclining to a reduction of

the tariff to the lowest possible rate, the Repub-

licans inclining to the extreme of protection.

Only the historian of several decades hence

will be able to determine which party held the

correct view.

The present tariff bill, which raises the duty

on bicycles, tubing, parts, and upon all manu-

factured iron or steel articles, or combinations

of both, to forty-five per cent., was the result

of a struggle between the best public intellects

of the country, the result of a most exhaustive

investigation of the various industries of the

country, after which the tariff was fixed to pro-

tect them. The tariff was not raised to "pour

a few more dollars intothe American Govern-

ment," which already finds its surplus burden-

some, but it was in accordance with the princi-

ple of "protection," which the chief men of the

Republican party think is the salvation of the

country.

The effect of the new tariff laws on the Amer-

ican cycle trade will not be noticeable to the

people. They will not be asked to pay more
money for their wheels, by either importer or

maker. The importer will lose an additional

ten per cent, on each wheel, amounting all the

way from three to six dollars, a sum which will

amount to considerable in the aggregate, yet

it is not material enough to stop the importation

of wheels into this country.

It is true that the best English makers can

take all the orders they can fill, and that they

have many desirable markets other than Amer-
ica, yet none promises such good things for the

future, and we feel certain that many of them

will offer an increased discount to the trade,

which will at least partially offset the increased

duty.

So far as we know, not a single importer has

either decided to go out of the business, raise

prices, or reduce sub-agents' discounts. Two
concerns have announced their intention of

manufacturing wheels on the lines of their im-

portations, but the reason given in both cases is

that it is impossible for the parent houses to fill

import orders in good season. And despite the

surmises of the Cyclist, no American maker has

yet decided to raise his figures to '

' McKinley

Prices," to "pile in the dollars while they can."

The American trade is much more settled and

infinitely more respectable than the Cyclist can

possibly conceive of, and no attempt will be

made to squeeze the public. The McKinley bill

caused some temporary private perturbation in

the cycle trade, but it scarcely created a ripple

among the riders.

AIR TYRE PATENTS.

As stated exclusively in last week's Wheel,

the English trade has been much excited over

the discovery of a patent, filed in 1845, by W- R.

Thompson, of Middlesex, which appears to

cover the principle of the air, hollow, cushion or

pneumatic tyre.

The opinion of the legal experts who have

been consulted is that the principle of either the

cushion or pneumatic tyre cannot be patented,

as the patent filed by W. R. Thompson in 1845

expired by limitation in 1859, and that the pat-

ent papers obtained by Mr. Dunlop in 1888, and

now owned and operated by the Pneumatic

Tyre Co. , are invalid.

The official organ of the Pneumatic Company,

the Irish Cyclist, states that the existence of the

earlier patent was well known to Mr. Dunlop.

It practically admits that the principle is value-

less, and that the value of the present pneu-

matic tyre lies principally in its details of con-

struction, the method of inflation, etc., etc., and

that the Pneumatic Company own not one, but

several patents.

At any rate, the principle being open, it is

more than probable that other companies will

manufacture pneumatics. Had the Pneumatic

Company a valid claim to the air tyre principle,

they could easily beat all competitors, but ad-

mitting that the inflation principle cannot be

patented, it will indeed be difficult to make a

good case, based only on claims for detailed im-

provements. It is probable that the Pneumatic

Company knew of the existence of the Thomp.

son patent, and it is for that reason, most likely,

that all bids for territorial agencies were refused.

To many riders, as well as a number of those in the

trade, the announcement in Sport and Play last week

that the principle of using compressed air lor a tyre

had 1)i-imi claimed in an expired patent of 18.15, caused

quite a flutter of excitement, ami we shall doubtless

see much absurdity written on the subject in the

cycling and semi-cycling- papers in the next week or

two. The matter, however, is nothing new to us, or,

we believe, to the Pneumatic Tyre Co., the inventor
of the tyre, or the principal members of the trade.

The pneumatic tyre patent has always been clearly

understood by all who have known anything about it

to depend for its validity, not upon the use of com-
pressed air, but upon certain details of its construc-

tion, and it is quite open to anyone to make a com-
pressed air tyre if they can make a successful tyre of

it in any other way.

In writing of the tyre, we have all along treated it

from this point of view, and have in all cases spoken
of it rather as a type than as an individual construc-

tion, for we have the certainty before us that event-

ually there will be several varieties of it on the

market for the purchaser to select from. To those

who think, however, that the present high price of the

tyre is caused by a high royalty, we may explain that

this is not so, but that the cost of the rubber used in

the tyre rules the price, and that it cannot be very
materially rednced in price unless radically altered

in construction.

—

The Cyclist.

THE CYCLIST ON THE McKINLEY
BILL.

* * * * Amongst the new regulations we
understand that provisions are made whereby
the duty is charged, not only upon the value of

the machine itself, but upon the invoice, which
includes, as a rule, a charge for crate and pack-
ing, a ruse which will run a few more dollars

into the coffers of the American government
and out of the pockets of the users of English
machines in the States. Just how the Ameri-
can cycle manufacturers will act under the new
conditions of trade is an important matter, and
their decision is looked forward to with consid-

erable interest. Will they make hay whilst the
sun shines, raise their lists to " McKinley
prices," and so increase their profits while the

tariff remains in force, or continue to sell at

rates current under the old regime, with a view
to underselling and so destroying the trade of

the importers? Some, we understand, are in

favor of the latter course, though we should say
their wisest course would be to adopt the former
plan and pile in the dollars whilst they can, for

the demand with them, just as it is with us, is

already far beyond their means of supply, and
a difference in price of 10 per cent, or even 15

per cent, will not by any means succeed in

"knocking out" the English machines. -Al-

though American manufacturers have now
reached a very high point of perfection in the

mechanical finish and construction of their ma-
chines, they are still behind the leading English
houses in that happy combination of lightness

with strength, and that indefinable "some-
thing" which go to make the perfect cycle a

thing of beauty and a joy forever.— Th c Cyclist.

HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT NOTES.

We publish some interesting items on high-

way improvement from a private letter received

from Mr. W. M. P. Bowen, of Providence;
"Although I am unable to give another

Winter to remaining officially on the R. I.

Highway Committee, I am glad to help in any
way possible. So, I have arranged to have the

tyre matter come before our Providence City
Council soon, and our City Highway Committee
are to make a very small trial of asphalt.

"Mr. Alfred Stone, President of the Com-
mercial Club, is printing a thousand copies of

his address delivered last Winter before the

Brown University Historical and Economical
Association. Our Division will probably con-

tribute to the expense.
"Prof. J. W. Jenks writes me from Bloom-

ington, Indiana", that he intends to push a

road bill before the Legislature next Winter;
he has the promised assistance of some news-
papers and some members.
"It is possible that our R. I. Division will

do something next January at our General
Assembly."

A cloud of dusi was recently observed inovim; at a

pa ".:: an hour" along the North Road o< I

land. An investigation ol tiu- affair discovered twen-
pneumatic safet] riders, Conning a sort oi nucleus

oi the dust cloud
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A BRILLIANT PARADE AT ELIZA-
BETH.

The completion of the alte: 1 liza-

beth Wheelmen's club-house oi

in that city on
>D be-

memorable by the Hern par-

beld in New
J( >n Friday even-

ing Uie h formally opened by an invi-

The Struct

rated with Chinese lanti

other embellishments, and made brilliant by
By half-past eight o'clock the

building was well rilled with the I
this

club, who were shown throughout the h

and the cosy home of the wheelmen was much
admired, while a did its si

I entertaining the guests. The he.

.ed throughout in hardwood. On the lower
i j i, where the boys ex-

•.o have many a pleasant dance during the

winter evenings. This ed for a wheel-
-. meeting, billiard,

r and wash rooms. The house is lighted

throughout by electricity. Rooms are fur-

nish' of the club, and the

upper part of the front door is divided into

two . els, on one of which is the club
id on the other the L. A. W. badge

and the this being the League
number of the club.

about nine o'clock President George C.
ell called the assemblage to order, and

made a brief address of welcome. Here:
briefly and happily to what the club had
done, and expressed encouragement for its

future su Mr. McBride spoke of the
manifest modesty of the club, its modest origin,

modi in road-making, and the
modi hey had Mute and

- and winning trophies. IK
a litt chflarating beauties

I all present to become
•id members of the club. Dr.

ike of the L. A. W., the
W., and the prog:
f the club's success in

'.her cities, and
highly in I lative to ridii

high wheels. Mr. Hastings, the founder or the
club, was called t Id in an interesting
manner how the club wt ed.

Zimmerman -emblage,
and was introduced by l>r. Brown as the cham-

. ever, made i

ply - After the close of the
id found

on Saturday cven-
v a breath of wind
irious clu

:i position along the cu
in die vicinity

ith curiou

through which the
tin- tin

ire the
1 their ste< ds at the

mile trip through the

.

with ie number

on the

Captain Gilbert had the attendance of

four hundred wheelmen pron. veil in the
ihile. but in many instances the

number attending was far in excess to this list.

A Win i atative count
The clubs that participated «

Elizabeth Wheelmen, oo: Plainbeld Bicycle

Club, 25; Hudson County Wheelmen, 25; (

. 15; Passaic W a W.,

35; Harlem W., 2?; Westfield W., 15; Flem-
:i Bicycle CI. ast Orange Cyclers,

ooklyn B, rgen
W., 15: Rutherford W., 12. Union

wark Business Men's 1

N Y Bicyoe Club, 10; Rockland
wheelmen, 3; Roselle Rambl Man-

hattan Bicycle Club, 3; Riverside W..
son W., 5; Irvington W.

, 5; Caldwell W., 6;

Orange W., 30; Pamrapo W
returning to the club-house the visitors

were treated to refreshments, while the orches-

tra endeavored to make itself heard above the

babble of voices and yells of the various chilis.

The quarters of the club were almost inadequate
for the occasion, and the wheelmen were packed
in the lower room so tightly that a shove at

any point vib it were, through the

entire assemblage, and the scene that followed
was one only Been at a large gathering of

., -limbed and healthy wheelmen.
The managers were at a loss as to how to

the lunch for awhile, but the problem was
finally solved by distributing it from the stair-

way, and a wild and tumultuous struggle ensued
in the universal desire to be among the first

1. In time, however, everyone was helped
indwiches, coffee, cake, a pipe and tobacco,

the room had become somewhat thinned
out, dancing was indulged by the riders. By

clock the visitors had all departed, and
the din the silence could almost be felt.

The Elizabeth Wheelmen engineered the affair

from start to finish without a break, andda
much credit. As hosts they gained the .

will of all the clubs present, who will undoubt-
edly hold the Elizabeth Club in high esteem.

The aids who assisted Capt. Gilbert wen
C. Pennell, L, B. Bennett, W. F. Acker and E.

M. Bain.

THE NEW-YORK RIVERSIDE TEAM
ROAD RACE.

THE ROAD RACES AT MEMPHIS.

On Thursday afternoon [6, the

th of the series of ten mile handicap
was run on the Poplar Boulevai
handicaps were as follows: fulius W,

Wood, scratch; W. II. Whitehead, 34s.; T.
J.

; J.
\V. Sawyer, 3m. v.

did not start, he feeling indisposed. White-
head took the lead from the start and finished

first, establishing a new time for thi

The routi I is quite hilly, but at the
time the road was in superb condition and

the weather most propitious tor " record-1

in^. 1
such. It

is th time made in the S 1 any
..s follows: w. 1 1. White-

head 1. n 1 I

I W Sawyer,
3m., third, time .

\v growing cxeitin.

of ti

Whitehead, the latter winning the only tw

he has taken part in. He will m
though he will l>c

Lti h in the ii' I will

to " hump" I- thchandi-

that will no doubt

tition,

will walk
iy with the 1:

I
I ,

V. third. W, A v.

t u

\V II W • W II

•

Th- ne misunderstanding, the term
"championship" was applied I

event during the early in 1 the
New York and Riverside Clubs, and the p

iween ti.

known as a team road race for the champ
ship of New York City, whereas it v

matter of fact, simply a private match r.u

tween the New York and Riverside CI

The. Citizens Club, through Captain Krug,
signified their desire of wish
and objected to the New York and R
Clubs running a close 1 event for the chain;
ship of the city Explanations were r

the alleged claim of championship was w
out, but the "Cits" still hankered :

and were mildly persistent in their 1

have their team represented.
The Ri\

one of the conditions of their match with the

New York Club, to the effect that .my member
representing a club must be a member of that
club at least three months p the date
of the race. The New York Club would not

agree to waive this clause, and on excellent
grounds.

If the clause were removed, it vvoul

the • Cits" to ente
some fast men on the members who have but
recently come to them from the New Y
l'p to date the pro-: that the N
and Riversides will have a rattling good match
race, and that the Citizens will be I the

three months' claim.

I ROM ' Ml UN MM. I. I I

0(

To the Editor ok The Whim
Dtur Sir—My letter which ;

in your
i~- an

oversight on the part of the -

Kindly mention in your next that the Ii

the date of Octoberjd I a-k this that I

may not be misundersl have
transpired which make the appearance of that

communication at such a late day rather Id

. truly yours,
\

N Y. Bic)

WILMINGTON WHEEL CLUBS
TWENTY-FIVE MILE HANDI-

CAP ROAD RACE.

alk «

•

t >\er twenty-five men have the

twenty-five mile road race which
at Wilmington to-morrow. Thestartwill

ning a mill "Us will I

1 1 ( in the return, ;

r th

the s|

the 1

1

including live wheels. The han . will

be d

and a

with a lii

B. C 1

W I" Kurtz, W. W
1 1. Crowtl John

A 1

i

Dtury W

w
M |i

i..n V

< lo h«ve In. club become
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AN ELECTRIC TRICYCLE.

The Practical Engineer of recent date deals

with the matter of electric tricycle motors
in the following terms:

ELECTRIC TRICYCLES.

A few weeks ago some experiments were made at

Asnieres, near Paris, with an electric tricycle. The
machine was of large dimensions, and was fitted with
an electric motor, supplied with current from a new
type of primary battery, invented by M. Million. The
battery, which was composed of nine cells, was con-
tained in a box carried underneath the saddle, and
the current furnished by it was led by insulated con-
ductors to a small motor, fixed in suitable bearings,
behind the two front wheels. By means of suitable
gearing, arranged on its shaft, and connected with
the axle of the two driving wheels, the motor caused
the latter to rotate. At the side of the tricyclist's

seat were arranged two switches, by means of which
the direction of rotation of the motor could be changed,
and also by which some of the cells could be cut out
of circuit, according to the speed required. The
brake employed was of the ordinary hand type, and
an incandescent lamp, energized from the same
battery, was carried in front of the tricycle. The in-

ventor claims that his battery is cheap, that it will

develop great power, and that the nine cells used on
the machine in question contained sufficient energy
to propel it a distance of 43 miles (?) on an ordinary
road, and at a moderate speed, for a total expenditure
of 3s. 3d. No pedals were fitted to this tricycle, in
order to show that it was propelled by electricity, but
in ordinary manufacture pedals would be attached in
order to assist in mounting inclines. The above
tricycle has, it is claimed, ascended a gradient of 12

per cent, in 325 yards, close to the River Seine, at a
speed of three and a half miles an hour.
M. Million is not the only inventor who has en-

deavored to show what electricity as a motive power
for tricycles can accomplish. Many persons have
tried to do this by the use of primary batteries, but
they have signally failed, owing to the small power
obtained from them. Other individuals have em-
ployed accumulators or secondary batteries, but their
efforts were also unsuccessful, in consequence of the
accummulators requiring to be recnarged, thus
necessitating the use of a dyn imo or a number of
batteries, because of their excessive weight, and also
because of the accumulators containing only sufficient
electrical energy to propel the tricycle for a short
distance. A Lyons contemporary, from which the
above facts were obtained, fully concludes that the
Million primary battery has solved the problem of
electric traction generally; but we do not for one
moment believe that the claims put forward for, and
the so-called results obtained with, the above tricycle
have any foundation in fact. Primary batteries are
legion—good, bad and indifferent—and those already
in existence contain every imaginable material and
liquid for producing an electric current. The low
voltage obtainable from each cell—two volts—the
small output of current, the high cost of renewing the
plates, and the number of batteries required, preclude
the possibility of employing primary batteries for
any motive power purposes other than those for
working models. The idea of a primary battery,
consisting of nine cells, being capable of propelling a
tricycle and rider 43 miles, is absurd ; this could not
possibly be accomplished with the best primary
battery extant. The disadvantages of accumulators
have already been enumerated. It will be evident
that a commercially successful electric tricycle is at
present beyond the range of possibility, and such a
scheme is as far from realization as it was years ago.

In spite of the warning utterances above
mentioned, a syndicate was recently formed
for the purpose of starting a limited liability

company, to be known as the Vaughan-Sherrin
Electrical Engineering Company, with tem-
porary offices at the Henry Rifled Barrel Works,
48 Eagle Road, London, N. ; vide the Times of

the 17th ult.

:

THE SHERRIN ELECTRICAL GENERATOR.
A new form of electrical generator and motor has

been invented by Mr. J. Vaughan-Sherrin, by means
of which the propulsion of boats, tricycles and bath
chairs is affected without accumulators. The gener-
ator is a two-fluid primary battery, in which the
anodes are of zinc and the cathodes ot carbon specially
prepared. The depolarizing liquid is a special com-
position which can be produced at a low cost ; the
zinc elements are immersed in plain water. The net
cost of electric energy is estimated at from 9d. to zod.

per Board of Trade unit. The motor is a modified
two-pole Gramme machine, having the field magnets
constructed in a special manner. It can be driven in

either direction with equal efficiency, and is remark-
ably free from sparking at the commutator. It is very
light, a one horse power motor weighing only 62 lbs.

and it is well under control, being easily started,
stopped and reversed. It has been tested by Pro-
fessor Sylvanus P. Thompson, and a half horse power
motor was found to give an efficiency of 65 per cent.

It is stated that there is an entire absence of danger
to those who are working the apparatus, as there is

no chance of receiving a shock. We recently wit-
nessed some trials with a tricycle, a bath chair and a
30ft. boat fitted with the Sherrin system. The trials

took place at the offices of the Sherrin Electric
Generator Company, 48 Eagle Wharf Road, London,
and were very successful, as demonstrating the
capabilities of both the generator and the motor.

Attracted by the notice of the formation of

this new company, we, a few days since, paid a

hurried visit to the address in question, with a

view to inspecting the inventions referred to.

The Vaughan-Sherrin appliances comprise a

positive battery of from six to eighteen cells at

option, slung upon a spring frame and weigh-
ing roughly, in the latter size, about 120 lbs.

gross, and a motor which it is claimed is more
compact and more powerful for its weight than
anything hitherto devised—the claims made to

originality by the company being practically

limited to the superior nature of the generating
fluid employed in the batteries, and to a great
reduction in weight upon that rendered neces-
sary by previous methods. The electric motor
we saw in use was applied to both boats and
tricycles. In the case of the former the battery
consisted of twelve cells (which were afterwards
removed and attached to the tricycle), and it

sufficed to propel a fairly heavy boat on still

water at about five miles an hour. The same
battery when applied to a Coventry chair

tricycle, produced practically similar result upon
a level road, though a maximum of six or seven
miles is asserted to be possible. With an
additional set of six cells to the battery, when
applied to a carrier tricycle (in which machine
it occupied the whole of the space usually
occupied by the load carried), a speed of seven
to eight miles was easily obtained. In the
latter case, however, the motive power will not
suffice to drive the .machine up a steep hill,

though the makers assure us if speed be sacri-

ficed to power—as in the Coventry chair—hills

of one in eight can be ascended at a slow gait.

The experiments made were hast)'' and crude,
but given the careful working out of the appli-

cation of the motor to machines of the Coventry
chair variety, we are honestly of opinion that

the invalid and the valetudinarian possessed of

the needful "filthy lucre" may shortly count
upon being able to secure a tricycle of the
Coventry chair variety capable of transporting
him, without exertion, at any rate upon moder-
ately good and level surfaces, at six miles an
hour. The road-scorcher—apart from all

question of delighting in the exhilarating speed
born of his personal exertion—will not, how-
ever, be tempted to invest in electricity just yet,

for even an average rider could "lose" the
electrically-propelled cycle at present, while the
perfect pedaler could "make rings round it."

It would, of course, be unfair to pass judgment
upon the invention in its present crude condition,

but for the benefit of those who may anticipate

some difficulty under the Locomotives Act, we
may say that pedals will be fitted to all

machines, at any rate until the law is amended.
— C. T. C. Gazette.

BRETZ, CURTIS & CO.'S PLANS
FOR 1891.

In reply to a communication from The Wheel,
Bretz, Curtis & Co., of Philadelphia, sole American
agents for the Referee cycles and local ag'ents for a
large line of other wheels, inform us that they w ;

ll be
in position next season to turn out either a cushion or
a pneumatic tyre fitted to Referees. Their cushion
tyre will be something entirely new, being distinctly
different from the one now in vogue and will be much
lighter, and it is thought can be made for less money
than any other similar tyre on the market. A large ship-
ment of pneumatics is expected daily, but such is the
demand for them that they have all been sold in ad-
vance, and in some cases paid for, to insure first choice.
The firm next season expect to manufacture wheels to

some extent, but will do so in unison with the Referee
manufacturers, who will be behind with their orders
for a year to come. The improvements on the Referee
of 1891 will be many, and some of them will cause con-
siderable surprise ; the wheel will be "in it," both as
to quality and quantity. The firm has just appointed
Geo. R. Bidwell as agent for the territory in eastern
New York State for 1891, and Mr. Bretz is now making
a circuit of the country establishing new and re-estab-
lishing old agencies. The tariff is now 45 per cent.,

but agents will have a higher discount, and more ma-
chines will be sold next year than ever before.

The Irish Cyclist pays this tribute to Singer & Co.,

to which we might add that the business of the firm in

America is carried out in the same spirit which seems
to characterize the parent concern :

" Now, if there is one maker in the world who caters
for the general public, it is Singer, and if there is one
maker in the world who has been pre-eminently suc-
cessful, it is Singer, lie has never sought the aid of

racing men, or road scorchers, to exploit his wares,
but has relied on good material and good workman-
ship to make his name famous. He builds no feather-
weights, and consequently has got the name, among
the London Pressmen anil scorchers, "1 building cum-
brous, heavy machines ;

but perhaps ii might surprise
these gentlemen to know that Singer builds some of

the lightest full roadster safeties solid-tyred and
pneumatic that conn- to Ireland. Over this side we
know something oi the weights of machines, Alight
roadster has a short life and a merry one, for nothing
but the strongest will stand. The average weight, wt

should say, of Irish roadster;, Is fifty pounds, and
Messrs. Singer have staunch mounts on the market
scaling well under forty-five pounds, and if the arm
decline to build semi-racers tor sand-papered roads
that is no reason they should be sneered at."

The Trade in Newark.

The store at the corner of Broad and Bridge Streets,
Newark, will take on a rather peculiar and unnatural
appearance after November 1, when Howard A. Smith
& (Jo. depart for their new quarters at 518 Broad Street,
on the block below. Ever since 1880, when Zacharias
and Smith started in business, Oraton Hall, as the
building is locally called, has been the headquarters
for the wheelmen of Northern New Jersey, and it is
the place where the old-timers once did congregate in
large numbers. When the store was first thrown open
to the public, the old straight handle-barred Harvard,
Columbia, and eighty-pound Star, were in vogue, and
were the machines par excellence. The evolution of
the wheel since then has been something remarkable.
A glance at the firm's stock at the present time shows
a full line of cycles, all built on graceful lines, skill-
fully finished and pleasing to the eye. The Columbia,
Gormully & Jeffery wheels, Hartford, Irwell, Sylph,
and hundreds of other wheels, both new and second-
hand, are constantly in stock. The firm deals largely
in sundries, many articles being of home manufacture,
and the trade is scattered all over the country. The
Newark Horn has been one of the specialties of the
firm this past season, and over 3,000 have been sold.
The new store measures 85x26 feet, being considerably
larger than their present quarters. A commodious
repair shop has been built in the rear, the machinery
in which will be run by an electric engine. The yard
in connection with the building will be made into a
large cinder track, where riding will be taught. Mr.
Smith has had the upper stories of the building entirely
renovated and fitted up in the most approved style for
dwelling purposes. He says that the trade during the
past season is record, the business for a year having
never before been equalled. Next season the firm will
handle the Irwell cushion-tyred and pneumatic wheels.
Various new specialties will also be introduced.

The firm of E. Alsdorf & Co., at 12 Academy Street,
have done a large local trade during the season. They
are agents tor the Warwick, Union, Quadrant, Bron-
cho, Little Giant, Rudge, and several other makes.
Their business in juvenile cycles has been remarkably
large. They now have cushion-tyred Quadrants for
sale, and will handle pneumatics next season. The
firm have also a large local trade in sundries.

L. H. Johnson, the popular Orange cycle importer,
has two agencies in Newark for the Premier and Cat-
ford wheels. L. N. Thorne handles both patterns, and
a line of sundries, as does also J. S. Holmes, Jr., in
connection with his jewelry store.

The King patent bicycle support and brake lock is

manufactured in Newark by the Benfield & Milne
Mfg. Co. It is a new article on the market, but as it

can be carried along without any difficulty and plays
an important part to the comfort of safety riders, it

uhould meet with a large sale.

W. L. Fish, of saddle fame, has a shop at 69 Roseville
Avenue. He will soon have a new and lighter pattern
saddle upon the market, which will undoubtedly meet
with the same public approval as has all his previous
designs.

An English concern have named their new safety the
"Eagle."

The Ivel Cycle Co. are having a special rim rolled to
their own design to prevent the cutting of cushion
tyres.

The attention of the trade is called to the Acme
Brake Grip advertised by S. R. Whitwell, of Great
Barrington, Mass.

Bicycling News publishes a long "par." on the cy-
cling building which Mr. T. Henry Sweeting is to

build on North Broad Street, Philadelphia.

The Birmingham (Eng.) man who invented a tyre
consisting of a series of inflated rubber balls incased
in a rubber tubing is not getting much credit for his

device in this country, as the paragraph is going the
rounds of the press as the idea of a Binghamton (N.

Y.) inventor.

Mr. E. H. Corson, publisher of the Cycling Courier
at East Rochester, N. H., has entered into partnership
with E. B. Robinson for the purpose of conducting
a wholesale and retail bicycle business throughout
New Hampshire, the firm being Corson & Robinson,
with E. H. Corson as manager. There are five hundred
wheels in Rochester.

Mecredy, editor of the Irish Cyclist, who race
won a hundred mile road race, states that owing to

the fact that he used rat-trap pedals, he was complete-
ly "done up" at the end of fifty miles, and suffered

much from vibration. He advises the use of ru

pedals on the road, no matter with what kind of tyro

the wheel may be shod.

The most amusing thing in our exchanges of this

week is the claim of our esteemed contemporary, the
H'or/J, as the special prophet of the dwarl bicycle.

When the safety was first revived we printed a thou-

sand wordson the subject to ev< 1

it appeared
in the Bi, World. Our pages of reports of past Stan-

lev Shows, and the republication from the English
papi 1 s oi all that appeared on the safety, are matters
of history, and that is what made THE Willi 1 the

leading trade paper, The best paper ever written on
the dwarf was from the pen oi Mr. 1-. U. Porter, and
it was written especially tor Tin- Whei i Che best

symposium on the "dwarf," its i.u 1.1 ' 89 as com-
pared with the trike and ordinary, tho sire of the front

and rear wheels, position oi handle-bars, s 1,

was gathered in Mr. Shipto 1

•

it was reproduci dlt fHi WHEEL, I hough it ocevi

reil tj pe [*HE WHEB1 was as
inn. h in fi "in tnpet Itors in tin da;

safety was resurrected and Introduced as it is In

these davs oi an tyres, when ii has publl
in. liter relevant to pneumatic and BUS than
any other oyoling paper, either at home, or ah
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FIXTURES. Th( i of the meet were the ridin]

the mile and quarter mile, and the

ridii •• and rlaselbm In the
J "bK -

Davis rode from scratch in the

lent time, considering ti twnpo-

the path, of 2.5a, W. F. Mnrphy finish-

ing second on a solid tyre in 2.14 4-?. Ti

Showed excellent form and WOO several events.

Kellcy also rode in several races with consider-

ed has become quite a favorite in

idelphia. Haxelton seemed entirely out of

form, but when called upon he maintained his

reputation by running away from Kellcy in the

mile ordinary n
The officials of the road race were as follows

Referee and Starter, A B. Barkman, Brooklyn
Bicycle Club. Timers. \V. M. Perrett. L. Bar-

siig'lia and W. A. Richwine, of Philadelphia.

The track officials were Referee, S. A.

Boyle, Chief Consul of Pennsylvania fudges,

George 1). Gideon, Pa. B.C.; A. H. MacOwen.
Pa B. C. and F. P. Prial, X. Y. B.

.'. heel Club.

BMBBK
Brotherhood

arse.
linen's Road K Kntries

Race,
ants Wheel-

men, New
Wheel-

men, Ire

's club races, Kingsbridge

.f the Union Co. Roadsters, R

< -Ten Mile Ron f the Orange Wheelmen.
It. Vernon Wheel-

men.
ilf mile bicycle race at 471)1 Regi-

'.rn.iklyn.

at .-jJ Regiment Games

at the First Regiment Sports,
iiia.

11. Indoor Races and Games of the Atalanta Wheel-
men, Newark.

JANUARY.
b. 14.—El well's Bermuda Tour.

THE PHILADELPHIA RACE MEET.
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; .. I. Win 1 leusen, P. A. W'.. •
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strated the tact that it would have been much fi

I the raciiu neu-
inning of : Van

1 pneumatic wl
The ti

•e on this
: ners. Murphy

though he a

the first quarter, and then hun.
wheel until the home stretch, when the latter out-
sprinted him home. The time, considering thi

cumstances, was very fast The prise was a Wai
presented by the Warwick I

Manufactures' I

ONI Mil ! Ml Championshii
• s in this V 1 Keliv. 1. R

and W. W : the half mile T.
I it nip and tuck all the way I

I Iil>e, runnlni heat in

Iy by fifty

Timers. F. Xelnis. Pa. B. C. ; \\ . \ an in ^
Deusen, T. C. C. ; A. G. McGlathery, C. W.;

ge Curtis, Philadelphia B. C, and A. B

Among the several meets held in Philadelphia

this season none have been more successful from

odpoint than the first annual inter-

elub race meet of the Quaker City Wheelmen
Park Avenue Wheelmen, which was held

.it the Philadelphia baseball

lay afternoon last. The park is

id Huntingdon Streets, and
and open stands. The

i hard-rolled path of clay, presenting a

but somewhat sticky.

ter a few events have been run

it. 'It lacks twenty-five or thirty ya

luarteT-mile, and this fact made the

,luti, ith onerous and un]

lifferent starting points

:arter, half, mile, and two mi

most propitious, the day being
1 warm for an October day. The

•lit two thousand.
"fusion at the

division of

which was started at Paolj at

twenty-five miles.
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et station

when they arrived, although
what by the

ontrary to

e the

the path, and no one knew their

tiled from
irther tin

e in a '!

knowing

,

tm.

on, bra.

ian, Brooklyn Bicycle Club. Starter.

John A Green. Clerk of the Course. A. P.

Bracher. Pa. B. C. Assistants, W. Y. Smith.

M. Y. W. ; W. 1. McCarty, Pa B. C, and I).

L. Wiltburger, C. W. ]. S. Kuen, Ir.. A. C
S. X.. and L. Barsuglia, A. C. S. X, added
much to the pleasure of the spectators try an-

nouncing the results of each event. The follow-

ing is a summary of the ra

ONB Mile SAFETY, Novices, Trial HEATS, First

and second in each heat to ride in final- First H
rlesZ. Bahl, Q. C W\: j. E, J. Parker, 1>. A. W.j
P. Homer, Jr., P. A W'.: time,

Heat: i, W. C, Schmidt. O. W.j I, R. 1 Wilson, Mt.

Carmel, I'a.; j. A. Watson. S. K. W.J time, im
Final Heat: i. W. C Schmidt, O. W.j .-. R. J. Wilson.

rmel, Pa.; time, im. ios. The prize w.
I

Diamond Frame Safetv, presented by B. K. Tryoii,

Jr.. ft I

One-Qi irtbr Mile Bicycle, state Champion-
ship I. V. J.

Kellv. P. A. W'.; time. «6. i. I. Van
Deusen. P. A. W.J time. 43 j-ss. ). W. W. Taxi-. .\

ti, in ti rowded into the

and received a bad tall, though be sustained no
18 Injury. The referee ordered the race run over
with the following result : 1. Taxis; time, 44s.

J. Kelly ; time, 44 4-5S. 3. Van Deusen.

Om mi -iK Ci iv Wheelmen
CHAMPIONSHIP.- i. James Artinan ; 2. J. A. Stuhr; 3.

11 F. Stanton. Time.

ONE Milk ORDINARY Team Race X V A
points; P. A. W., 41 points. The chilis were repre-

I bv the following teams. The men finis;

follow! over thi A. w\, . ,

W. P, Murphy, N V
M. Murphy, N V points ;*. V. J. Kelly, P. A

1 Van Deusen. P. A W , 1

|
poll

'

w .
1. •

. points w. P. Murpl
three laps, and

I

last lap. Murp
was somewlial ol a surprise, but

• iphia

an beat him on a last lap ipi int.

1 the corners at top »pi I

Dg in mm m t.ian he was in tin-

Mu 1 bi< v. 1 k. Pare avi m > Whi i i mi n

Championship H. Gill, Jr.: time, «n. t;a a.

11 B Vaniclverj time, 3m. 30s. i ft. W. Bl

in NDRi d Yards Bi<

lien oil. The priie «
rial laundry, presented by the <> ffldry.

Mil 1 Hi. \. 1 1 . H UfDIi \r 1 V. 1 Kellv. P A
I Van I >ells. n, P. A W

M. Murphv, N. V A I Mur-
I

"
lidt, < I W 1 line.

ind 1 M and

II M I Mil 1 Miiiv. 8TATI CH IMPIONSHIP
1. w. w. I. R

I . was a mi
til. k all I

II

il a sprill'

(INI Ml \KI IK Mil 1 - Kill'.
... W. F. Murphv; . P, H. Garrigues

j 4- W.G.I
Time, 41s. 1 .is pneumatic tyre, w

The pri.- ' ch, present
Philadelphia Itrm.

One Mujb Safety, Park Avenue Wheelmen Club
Championship i. B. r. Parker; . H, n. Park.:
W. 15. Devlin. Time. in

1 im Mile ORDINARY, OPEN -This k-off

for C. M. Murphy, the time beinc,

RACING OVER THE ORANGE COURSE.

The second ? mile road race of the- Bast I 'range

ers was held Saturday last over th<

Wheelmen's course in an attempt I

that club's record on their own route. I'ring.

of the E. 0. C, had previously ma-
in 17m. >#s. on the E. 0. C. i Satur-

day he rode five miles in 17:11. t;(>s. on the I >. W",

course. The 0. W. record is 18m. 33s. The
result of the race was as follows Boehl, un
i;s. . first, time 20111. -

second, time 2001. JS. ; I'ring, scratch, third.

time 17m. 56s.; Plummer, im. irth,

time 19m. i-s
. Schoch, im. 15s., fifth, time

K)iu. j.)S. The first prize was a gold b\
ntcd by President Porter, and

the second prize wa en by the

club.

On November 1, the b ween the

lubs will come oil on the Central Avi

course at 4 ]>. m. The ( ). \V. team will prob-

ably be G .shall am
ana the E l ' C t< am, Pring, Hi

Brock, and Wheeler. The prizes win be four

gold medals and a silk banner. Each club

depo - >tli Dr. Gray to be used for the

TWO NEW RECORDS.
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1 1 w
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and I 1. the

tandem tricycle. The
miles south In on a sti

T A de the hundred mill

nid the tricycle riders rode the distant
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The London i
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*>tfUICS0R © SAFETY9
a/*

UHITAN WANTS BUT LITTLE HERE BELOW," but you will find it pretty generally

true that he wants all he can get, and often more. He certainly wants the

best thing when he buys a bicycle. The men who buy bicycles are growing to

appreciate more and more that it PAYS to buy THE BEST. It is this appreciation more than

anything else that makes the big demand for VICTORS. We have always believed it would

pay to MAKE the best, and the success of the VICTORS is the justification of our belief.

V_

ASK VICTOR RIDERS.

Overmai? OJty^I Co.,
j

BOSTON. WASHINGTON.

Office ar>d pa<;tory, Qtyieopee palls, /T\a55.
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N.B. REMOVAL N.B.

On and after Monday. OCTOBER 13th, 1890, address,

H. V. Livingston Cycle Manufacturing Co., 245 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.

( )n .-ill matters appertaining to

A(Mo:r( kh,

PURCHASE OF MACHINES,

stf\ • CATALOGUES, ETC.I
Wheels needing repairs must be sent to the FACTORY at WESTBORO", MASS.

Notification of shipment, with number of machine, must be sent to BOSTON OFFICE.

"BRONCHO,"

trial m a

own, we will lake the liberty "i

>l M.I I A ! 1 for >>ur I

ihution

M.i

CHO i vi- the wheel a thorough
Delawan and Nfoi l

•>H In

know wli.ii .1 relief it m in hill-climbing

when it lefl I In

found ii" ind thai foi .ill around i

HO
: , nearly all.

• Richmond, Staten Island.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

Richmond, Ind., has two large clubs and one League
member.

J. B. Dunlop, the pneumatic tyre inventor, is at work
on a new eushion'tyre.

Thomas Stevens is traveling in Russia in the interest

of the New York World.

The Referee safety has been awarded a gold medal
at the Edinburgh Exhibition.

The Camden Wheelmen are arranging for a lantern

parade, to take place early next month.

The Hudson County Wheelmen have a moonlight
run to Staten Island on their schedule for to-night.

Cramford, of the Referee Wheelmen, Philadelphia,

is ga ; ning much local fame as a fancy and trick rider.

The Philadelphia clubs will run to Ardmore October
29, where a supper will be served at a church festival.

W. W. Taxis attracted much«attention in Philadel-
phia last week by riding around the city on a cushion-
tyred ordinary.

F. Hesse, who won fame under the N. J. A. C. colors,

is a member of the newly-organized Bank Clerk's
Athletic Association.

The athletes at Princeton are becoming interested
in the wheel, and cycling races are likely to become a
fixture in the college sports.

The Park Avenue and Century clubs of Philadelphia
are making arrangements for toot-ball games, and
teams are being organized.

The Toledo Cycling Club have issued $5,000 worth
of bonds, and intend to build a commodious club-
house upon their own ground.

The Iroquois Athletic Club, of Buffalo, has added a
bicycle section, and in the future will introduce cy-
cling events on its programme.

Hartford has a lady consul in the person of Miss
Margaret A. Martin, of the Ladies' Club, who was
appointed by Chief Consul Dean.

The various regiment athletic associations of Phila
delpnia are taking much interest in cycling, and many
members are becoming fast riders.

The wheelmen of Baltimore deplore the fact that
they have very meagre facilities for the encourage-
ment of racing among the local talent.

The Century Wheelmen's first sociable of the season
occurred on Wednesday evening of last week. The
club will have a theatre party December 2. ^
Several members of the Chattanooga Rovers made

a century on Sunday of last week, riding in nine
hours and a half, including stops for meals.

The twelve-hour ordinary English road record has
been raised eight and > ne-half miles, J. F. Walsh
having ridden 164 miles in that time on October 9.

Mr. Frank R. Taylor, .of 316 South Fourth Avenue,
Mount Vernon, N. Y., is anxious to communicate with
cyclists who have done business with Martin Rudy.

The Harrisburg Wheel Club are talking of inaugu-
rating a road race during the coming month for the
local championship. The club now has a membership
of 65.

The first run of a bicycle club in this country was
made March 9, 1878, by the Boston Bicycle Club,
which attracted much attention and newspaper com-
ment.

A feature of the games of the Y. M. C. A. at Phila-
delphia on Saturday last was the exhibition of bicycle
riding by six young ladies under the direction of Geo.
S. Hart.

Pauline Hall, who has a fondness for the bicycle, ap-
peared in Buffalo this week, and several of the cycling
clubs attended her performance in a body on Monday-
evening.

Rain has beeh decidedly scarce in the vicinity of
San Francisco of late, and the roads are therefore so
dusty that riding is attended with considerable dis-
comfort.

The Colt Bicycle Club, of Hartford, now occupies
the old quarters of the defunct Press Club. The club
has made rapid strides since its organization last
January.

If the track is in good condition at the Vineland
races, October 27, attempts will be made to lower
the tandem records for two and three miles, by the
Murphy brothers.

Westfield, N. J,, has very nearly thirty ladies who
take delight in tricycle and bicycle riding. The new
macadam roads have boomed cycling in that neigh-
borhood wonderfully.

The Manhattan lantern, with a detachable reflector,
is a new article put on the market by Schoverling,
Daly and Gales. The attention of the "trade is called
to their advertisement.

G. L. Morris, of Morris, Wilson & Co., manufacturers
of the Referee, arrived in this country on Tuesday of
this week. Mr. Morris spent but a day in the city, and
then went no one knows where.

Tricycles have been introduced into the parcels post
system in Paris. Nearly five hundred machines have
been purchased, and rack man has a district which it

takes him thirty minutes to get round.

Tie very latest yarn of a bursting tvre is rather
hard to swallow. It is said thai a certain pneumatic
was bitten by a duok, and the 1 vie i idiately burst,
killing the fowl upon the spot. Irish Cyclist.

Tandkm SAFETV RECORDS. On October 10 J. GBrowne and W. M. Crosble, on a cushion-tyred tan-
dem safety, made mw road records at fifty miles
2h. 4am. 38, —and at too miles—Gh. 25m. 39s.

The Rhode Island Wheelmen have rescinded their
rule prohibiting the members from sleeping at the
club-house over night. At the last meeting of the
club George S. Phillips was elected Recording Secre-
tary.

Ernest C. Rowe, the transcontinental tourist, reached
San Francisco on Tuesday of this week. He left New
Haven August 14, and, with the exception of 700 miles
through a rough country, rode the entire distance
awheel.

At the annual Fall games of the Princeton Track
Athletic Association, on Saturday last, a two mile
bicycle race was run, which resulted as follows :

Binkerhoff, scratch, first ; Stearns, scratch, second.
Time 7m. 3J4S.

The lady riders of Cincinnati are discussing the
advisability of starting a club. The city contains
many ladies who ride wheels, and the organization
would tend greatly toward the elevation 'of the sport
among them.

A rider from Franklin, N. J., was arrested in Bloom-
field on Saturday last for sidewalk riding. He was
taken before Justice Hall, who permitted him to de-
part after warning him never to ride on the walks in

the town again.

Lexington and Madison Avenues, this city, have
both been paved with asphalt, and when Eighth
Avenue is completed, those residing below Fifty-
ninth Street will have abundant facilities for reaching
the park and drives.

At the Fall sports of the Manual Training School
Athletic Association at Philadelphia, October 17, two
bicycle races were run. The one mile ordinary was
won by Johnson in 3m. 46 4-5S., and the satety by
Graham in 3m. 33 2-5S.

The Gotham Wheelmen expect to occupy their new
club-house, situated at Eighty-fifth Street and Fiftn
Avenue, about November 1. The club is desirous of
increasing their membership, and the initiation fee
will be suspended for three months.

A series of rules have been issued by the Park
Bo.rd, of Baltimore, which refer alike to bicycles and
vehicles drawn by horses. Wheelmen have no cause
ror complaint when they are classed equally with
those wno ride on other kinds of road vehicles.

The London Penny Illustrated Paper of October 4,
publishes a portrait of Thomas G. Allen, Jr., and W.
Li. Sachtleben, both students of the Washington Uni-
versity, who have been touring in Great Britain since
June 1. Both riders are shown on "pneumatics."

W. H. Kirkpatrick, of the Business Men's Cycle
League, S. M. Levenworth, F. M. Crouch and Chas. A.
Elwood, who left Newark for Detroit over two weeks
ago, have reached their destination. The party rode
to Niagara Falls and then took the Canadian route.

Nasmith, of the Toronto Bicycle Club, has issued
a challenge to any amateur bicycle rider in Cana-
da for a race on the Kingston road, any distance
from 30 to 170 miles. The race is to be for the cham-
pionship of Canada and a gold medal, and is to take
place during this month.

The fifteen members of the Hartford Ladies' Cycle
Club are reported to be full of animation at present.
The club holds semi-weekly runs in which the entire
club participates and hillock-climbing contests, and
ten yard scorches are weekly enjoyed. The club is
also reported to be proficient in walking up hill.

One of the most enthusiastic cyclists in the Oranges
is Mr. A. R. Robertson, of South Orange. Mr. Robert-
son, is a lawyer about fifty years of age, yet he takes
great pleasure out of his wheel, often riding sixty
miles of an afternoon. At present his mount is a
cushion-tyred Quadrant, with which he is much
pleased.

The newly formed concern of Aquilla B. Rich &
Co. have leased the store 1790 Broadway, on the
corner of Fifty-eighth Street. The advantage of the
corner store is that it has an entrance on Fiftyr-eighth
Street, which will be used for renting purposes. The
Broadway side of the store will be reserved for a
salesroom.

On October n H. V. Burns, of the Leicester C. C,
reduced the Irish fifty-mile road record from 3I1. 5m.
24s. to 2I1. 59m. 3'4 i-ss. Burns' mount was a light pneu-
matic safety, and the trial was made over an up-and-
down-hill course in Phoenix Park, Dublin. Twenty
miles were covered in ih. 6m. 30s.; twenty-five miles,
ih. 20m. 45s.

FAST WORK ON ENGLISH ROADS.
The Polytechnic Cycle Club's handicap road race,

decided on October n, brought out Leitch, Parsons
and Edwards, who made some remarkably fast time.
The course was twenty miles—ten miles straightaway
and return. The fastest times were : Leitch, 60m. 20s!;
Parsons, 60m. 20 1-5S.; Edwards, 60m. 20 2-5S. These
three men were mounted on pneumatic safeties.

The Entertainment Committee of the Ramblers' Hi-
cycle Club have prepared a long, and what will un-
doubtedly prove an interestin ^ schedule of amusement
for the Winter months. On Thanksgiving day the
club will participate in a hare and hound chase. A
pool tournament, a minstrel show, a whist tournament,
a large theatre party, smokers, musicals, receptions,
progressive euchre games, etc., will all tend to add
enjoyment to those belonging to the organization.

Secretary Robertson, of the Morrisania Wheelmen,
has |ust returned from a trip through New York State
to Niagara Falls. From the time of leaving New York
until he reached C'nnnndaigua Robertson was on his
wheel for eight days, the distance being |6o miles.
While taking an easy pace all through his trip, good
progl ess was made ami the tour enjoyed. Alter leaving
lanandnigua the roads were well-nigh impassable,
owing to recent rains, the rider being compelled to
push his wheel twelve miles one day. The roads were
I01 the most part, all found to be in fairly goodshape
with the exception of an occasional bad stretch.

Apropos of dress—the Parisian cycling woman is

getting rather startlingly advanced in her views. She
started a little while ago with an adaptation of the
English shooting dress, but now she has discarded
even the apology for a skirt, and appears in plain and
unadorned Norfolk jacket and knickerbockers. No
doubt the effect, as far as she herself is concerned, is

comfortable, but it has not exactly that result as far
as spectators are concerned.

The Union County Roadsters, of Elizabeth, Linden,
and Rahway, N. J., will hold a series of bicycle races
and athletic games on the Rahway Athletic Associa-
tion grounds, November 4. Among the events will
be a one mile novice, ordinary, club ; one mile novice,
safety, club; one mile ordinary, open; one mile
safety, open ; two mile championship of Union Co.
The prizes will be gold and silver medals. Entries
close November 1, with C. S. Lippincott, 500 Maple
Avenue, Elizabeth, N. J.

The Thomas Inflating Tyre Co. is the name of a
Philadelphia corporation, whose office is at 633 Market
Street. The company controls a tyre which was in-
vented by Mr. Thomas before the pneumatic tyre was
put on the market in England. We heard of this tyre
last Winter, and made every effort at the time to find
Mr. Thomas, and publish the details of his tyre in The
Wheel, but we were iwiable to meet him. The popu-
larity of air tyres has probably shown him the value
of his device, and hence the formation of the company.
We are told that they have informed the manufactur-
ers, by circular, that they control the air tyre patents,
and makers are warned against infringing on them.

The Chicago Cycling Club's four mile road race, on
Saturday last, was run over a heavy course, and the
weather was stormy. The entries were : Van Sicklen,
Barrett, Lumsden, Winship, Githens and C. Thorne.
From the start Lumsden kept well in the lead, until he
took a severe header. Then Winship took the pace
and won in 18m. 30s. Lumsden remounted after his
fall, and secured second place, G. Barrett finishing
third, and W. Van Sicklen fourth. Winship also won
the time medal. In view of the result of the contest,
Messrs. Barrett and Van Sicklen challenged the win-
ners to another race, to take place on November 4. the
distance to be five miles, which was accepted by Win-
ship and Lumsden.

Reading, the Omaha soldier-bicyrclist, has issued
the following challenge : I challenge any bicycle
rider in the world to ride any of the following bicycle
races: Eieht hours a day for six days, for $1,000 or
mcra ; twe lve hours a day for six days, §1,000 or more.
The gate receipts to be divided among the various
charitable institutions pro rata, as may be agreed
upon on signing articles. I do not wish to acquire
anv notoriety by two or three weeks' unnecessary
talk, but mean business. This challenge is open to all

and I should be pleased to hear, in particular, from
the so-called champion, John S. Prince, or any of his
friends. The above race to take place in Omaha in
the Coliseum building at any date satisfactory to our
many champions.

The Lancaster "Fraud," who was exposed in THE
Wheel in the early part of this year—and which ex-
posure, by the way, gave warning to many cyclists
who were about to bevictimized by him—is at last in
the clutches of the law. The "Fraud " is a short, slen-
der, cadaverous, darkish man, with a black mustache
and an insinuating manner. He hasn't a cent, not he,
and you might levy and sue, and wave the red flag at
him until doomsday, but you couldn't squeeze a copper
out of him. But, please note ; his wife is reported to
ovvn thirty thousand dollars' worth of property. The
Fraud has been arrested for using the United States
mails for purposes of fraud. To convict him, it must
be proved that he used the mails in a general way to
secure victims. Already no less than nineteen victims
have been found by the prosecution.

The riders in and around Chicago must be of a
melancholy disposition, or else the roads are ex-
tremely bad, for their appearance is described in a
Chicago paper as follows : "Did you ever notice the
expression on the face of a bicycle rider? It is any-
thing but happy. He or she looks as if life had bin
one object, and that was to keep from breaking his or
her neck. The eyes are glued to the track, the lips are
brought together in a firm, .determined line, the
features all have a set, strained look that are in perfect
sympathy with the rigid back, that has the appearance
of having caught the balance in some miraculous way,
and a variation of an inch would mean destruction to
action and bones. I wonder what the real charm is of
bicycle riding'? Is the fascination in not goingover
the edge of the tumble, or is the sens ition one of spin-
ning lightly and freely through the air? If the latter,
how many years of practice does it take to get over
that unhappy, agonized expression?" If the writer of
the above should visit some of the roads haunted by
the Eastern riders, the description would be eomplct ely
reversed in tenor.

With the opening of next season will begin the reign
of the pneumatic tvre in this country. Us record ^n
the racing tracks during the past season has ah,
demonstrated that additional speed can be obtained
by its use, and there is no question as to the extra
comfort to be found by using it for road riding. With
the possibility of procuring these new machines at
$ii',., and perhaps less, their growing popularity is in-
sured, and the local dealers have already pi iced their
orders so that they may be prepared to meet the ex-
pected demand, says the Pro vide nee. Journal. Cushion-
tyred machines have also been ordered, but they
will probably not be as popular, for although slight l\

cheaper than the pneumatic, they do not possess the
advantages of speed and comfort to a relative extent.
There are .\\ present bm two pneumatic tyres and one
cushion in the city, so their supei oritj over the ordi-
nary lyre is not generally known from experience.
Those win, have been fortunate enough to beg, borrow
or steal one for an hOUl 0] 1 v\ 0, declare til ll

nary tvre compares with the new inventions as w<
the Jolting riding 01 ,1 box car compares with the
motion of a Pullman gill edge, vestibule train,
the advent of these new tyres will disapp iar the diffi-

culties Of Winter riding, and the wheeling 9 BSOn will
know no limit within the twelve months
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HERE, THERE AND THEREABOUTS.

" Then one halloo, boys ! one loud, cheering halloo !

To the swiftest of coursers, the gallant, the true !

For the sportsman unborn shall the memory bless

Of the horse of the highwayman, bonny Black Bess."

In the days of my boyhood, when life yet lay

before me, had you asked me whether I would
prefer being the President of the United States

or the rider of Black Bess, I am very much
afraid that I should have chosen the latter.

Wherever the English language is read, wher-

ever men love deeds of daring and performances

of skill and speed, there will always be found

admirers of that old English highwayman, Dick
Turpin, and his famous mare Black Bess. Over
one hundred and fifty years have gone since

Turpin and his gallant brute rode their famous
journey from London to York; poets have sung
of it, artists have painted, and authors have
written of it, till to-day finds it so enwreathed
with poetry, painting and prose that it has be-

come immortal. I have not now the data of this

event near me, but if I recall the circumstances

correctly, they were about as follows: Dick
Turpin, pursued by a celebrated thief-catcher

named Patterson, in a spirit of bravado, rode

his mare Black Bess in one night from London
to York, a distance, by the roads he traveled, of

something over 150 miles, and accomplished by
the gallant animal and her plucky rider in some-
thing less than twelve hours. Some idea of the

magnitude of this performance may be gathered
from the fact that the pursuers used no less than

twenty horses in the chase, and still were dis-

tanced by the robber's gallant Bess; added to

this, especially when one attempts from to-day

to appreciate the greatness of the performance,
must be taken into consideration the probable

condition of roadways in those days. These cer-

tainly must have been of the most wretched de-

scription, since the " York stage" required four

days to make the same trip that Turpin did in

less than twelve hours. Now, there must exist

an exact description of the route that Turpin
and Black Bess used in their performance, and
what I would like to see in this day of record-

destroying is some English road rider take the

same course that Turpin did, so that we may
see just how much we have improved in the

150 years that have gone by. We have had
wheelmen follow in the footsteps of the Canter-
bury pilgrims, of the celebrated flying coach to

Brighton, and, in fact, in every and all historical

and famous performances that man, aided by the

horse, has ever accomplished, and yet here re-

mains the most romantic and the most famous
one of all untouched and untried.

" Let the lover his mistress' beauty rehearse,
And laud her attractions in languishing verse

;

Be it mine in rude strains, but with truth to express,
The love that I bear to this bonny Black Bess."

riding a unicycle—or a '

' monocycle," as our Irish

friends call it—over five miles of cobble stones,

and then appearing later on upon the stage!

Not a very cheerful picture, I think.

Irish wheelmen are discussing the question of

whether tea, lemons or lemon verbena leaves

are the best for nourishment and thirst-destroy-

ing qualities. One hardly expects from an
Irishman any discussion on such a point ; usually,

over here, they seem to leave all of these out

and confine the argument to beer and whiskey.

The Irish Cyclist, under the heading of '

' Cork
Discord," says: "All cyclists should muster to-

gether (query—why muster together?) and try and
heal the breaches as soon as possible." Sounds
funny when you read it aloud, don't it? Seems
more like a matter for tailors than cyclists.

"What's in a name?" ask you. Why, more,
almost, than in anything else I know of. Have
we not always been taught to regard with fear

and trembling the misfortune of the poor canine,

whose only crime seems to have been in being
"given a bad name." Take, for instance, a
wheel; all other things being equal, will not the
purchaser take the one whose name pleases him
the most? Of course he will ; and why shouldn't

he? I don't know which I should do to-morrow
if I was a manufacturer: choose an excellent

name and try and build a wheel to suit it, or

build a good wheel and try and find a suitable

name for it. Yes, indeed, there is a great deal

in a name. I know a famous brand of ladies'

wheel, the name of which, I am sure, had done
more to find it favor among the fair sex than
all of its many other good qualities have ever

done.

What a nuisance it is to have some one ask
you to loan them your wheel? A man might
almost as soon ask you to lend him your tooth-

brush ; but, as a rule, the wheel borrower never
sees it in this light.

What a great, glorious old boom this pneu-
matic tyre business is going to be for the manu-
facturer and dealer ! and how the craze is going
to bring to the surface an unusually large crop

of the crank inventor who is always going to

revolutionize wheel construction! Patents are

already out for pneumatic handles and saddles,

and I have no doubt that the near future will

show us something "pneu" in the way of

pedals, bearings, brakes, foot-rests, steps, etc.,

all based upon the theory that air is an awfully-

good thing in cycle construction. True, the

raw material don't cost much, and when made
up brings a good price.

pens before her lovely eyes, should not pass
such a matter lightly by. In France, we are
informed, the fashion requires that ladies' cy-

cling costumes should be long—so long, in fact,

that in many cases they actually drag upon the

ground ; while in England they have been grad-
ually shortened until they cannot now possibly

reach the chain, and yet we are told that the

coming season will see them much shorter still.

Now, what is to be done? Shall we, as usual,

attempt to follow trans-Atlantic fashions when
they are so widely separate, or shall we just go
right along in a good, sensible sort of Amer-
ican way? Think carefully over it, ladies, and
when you decide which it shall be my pen is at

your service, as I know your decision will be
correct.

I see every now and then an inquiry from
some rider as to the best means of keeping him-
self from becoming saddle-sore, and in reply he
usually gets a lot of remedies covering every-

thing from using a pillow to riding on a boxing
glove. Really we are getting too luxurious in

these days of cycling. I wonder what some of

these riders who complain of the lack of ease

and comfort in the modern saddle would have
said in the days gone by if they had to ride one
of those old-time saddles of Lamplugh &
Brown, consisting of a ham-shaped iron plate

covered with pig-skin, between which was
placed about as much hair as you usually see

ornamenting the heads of the gentlemen who
occupy the orchestra chairs in a theatre where
there is a ballet performance? In those days a
man who took a twenty-five mile ride knew he
had been cycling : nobody had to tell him of it,

he knew it himself; and he found it was just as

pleasant to sleep on his face and eat his meals
off the mantelpiece as it was to do so in the way
he had been used to doing before he went
riding. It is a fact that I have seen riders in

those days prepare for work in the Spring by
laying upon their faces and having a friend rub
in a heavy dose of tannin where it would do the

most good.

I never envied the individual who thought
that an easy way to make money was to become
a professional trick rider, and then in spangles,

lights and gaslight nightly show how easy it is

to climb all over a wheel without breaking your
neck in doing so. I am less inclined t<> think so

than ever when I sec that in Ireland the riders

not only have to perform at the theatre in the

evening, but are expected to make a street pa-

rade during the day as well. Imagine a man

In the foreign papers, especially the Irish

ones, I see many advertisements for cycling-

patronage of hotels that read as follows: "Bona

fide travelers attended to on Sunday. Best of

brandy, beer, ale, gin, etc., always on hand."
I understand the last part of the advertisement,
because, despite the fact of my being a Spanish
hidalgo, as my name betokens, there is yet

a strain of the blood of Irish kings in the dark-

blue Castilian fluid that courses through my
veins ; but I am blessed if I know why the Irish

hotel keepers preface their advertisements with
a demand that partakers of fluids must be "bona

fide travelers."

The ' 'cut-out-the-enclosed-ballot-and-vote-for-

the-most-popular" scheme is,being used in Eng-
land in the cycling papers. It's an awfully good
idea for the papers; it causes more of them lo

be sold, since each manufacturer takes care thai

enough of his admirers vote for Lis wheel to

keep it I'rom being too far down on the list when
the result is reached. Blackmail! did you say?
Certainly not! Journalism!

What is one going to do, if she be a woman,
and tWO such celebrated arbiters of fashion as

England and Prance disagree as to what is good
form in dress? I am sine it becomes a very

serious matter tor the wheelwoman to decide
upon, and we, who place the product of our

The Bi. News says :

'

' We read of three more
' globe-trotters ' on their way from America,
who proposed starting with $500 apiece, and
expect to do their trip and return with money
still in hand." I have not heard of these indi-

viduals, but I suppose it is so. Once landed in

England, all they will have to do is to get the
English investor to form a joint stock company
for the purpose of mining gold in New Jersey,

curing buffalo meat in the wilds of Central Park,

or running a bicycle riding academy in Alaska
for the purpose of teaching the ladies there how-

to ride a bicycle, and from any of these sources

enough revenue can be at once derived, with
but little delay and trouble, to enable them to

go on their "trot" undisturbed by any worri-

ment of what it may cost them, and they can
not only return with their own "money in

hand," but have stored away in their pockets a

few pounds sterling besides. I can recommend
to the Bi. News any of the foregoing as equal-

ing in every respect many other investments
made by the English in America.

Don Salambo.

AN ENGLISH ESSAY ON THE
CYCLIST.

The Cyclist.—The term cyclist is taken from
the words sick list, owing to the number of them
constantly in the hospitals through accident.

The try cycle is the kind you try, and the buy-

cycle is the kind you purchase when you've had
a try. The pneumatic tyre is round the wheel,

the rheumatic tyre is all over the body. There
are forks and spoon brakes on cycles for the

same reason that there is a knife board on an
omnibus. Some riders of cycles break their

records, others smash their machines; some
hang over the bar of their bicycles, others hang-

around the .bar of a roadside public. It is

difficult to ride a cycle straight because the

wheels go round. It is even more difficult

with a bicycle, because the machine itself is

inclined to go ix>und. If you wish to learn to

ride a bicycle you must try and get on ; if you
do not fall off in your riding you will keep your

seat, though you leave it on the machine. If

your machine squeaks you will find a little oil

can make it all right. You can hire the low
bicycles, though you can't lower the high ones.

It is not usual to sit on the road behind the

back wheel of a safety, but as near to it as pos-

sible is the style usually affected. By resting

the chin on the handle-bar and sitting over the

back wheel the rider's appearance suggests a

monkey on a stick to children, and to the gen-

eral public a hump-backed baboon from the

Zoological Gardens out for a holiday. Cycles
are used as carriers, conveying poultry, fish, etc.

—in fact, anything, from a dead sheep to a live

ass; after dark they carry lights. It is as well

to have cotton waste and a spanner in your wal-

let, except when you ride out with your girl on

a tandem; then you use your arm as a spanner,
and she supplies the waist.— Pick-Mt-Up.

The Onondaga Cycling Club has organized al Syra-
cuse, N Y., wiiii .1 charter membership ol t".

three The officers are: President, E, 1.. Lancaster;
Vice-President, 1 1 Pord B ding and Co
sponding Secretary, R, E. Rose; [Yeasurer, William
[oel; Captain, William J. Kuntzsh; Buglers, R. E
Rose .md William I

Tin- wheelmen of AJlentown, Saston, Bethlehem and
and Catasauq.ua participated in .1 lantern parade at

the former place Octobei 10. which was viewed i-n

throngs of spectators, \\w\- the parade ;< pyroti

display took place, and 1 he riders were entertain'
11 -ins of cue local club.
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A A 0. clubs of the city.

The Ramblers I their programs
the Winter. It

dubs by It Here it is :

the gym-
nasium. Address, • Musi I

J Kan ireaking and fei igth, by In-
structor M. H. Brunner. Wrestling, boxing (

a ju
fun," etc.

mber ;. i len pipe."
and instrumental music. Sweet eider and

wiener "sissiges." A jolly time—with usual a

lories.

ember if., Sunday—Foxchase. Over the fields
and far away Two very lively foxes; every member
should be a "hound" on this Medal to
winner. Start from Park bout-house, 8.30 a. m.

niber aj, Thanksgivii and hound 1

One hour's duration. Handsome badfre to winner.
Meet at club-rooms 9 a. 111. "The Snow-flake Mystery;
or. Who's Siie Tof" will positively take place; gath-
ering at Park boat-house 1 p. m. Something elegant

ler." Be in it

!

December 4, Thursday -Ramblers' dancing n
tion. Concert Hall. Dancing at a p. m. See our com-
mittee for invitations. Tickets (limited), $1 I

mber 17, Wednesday Progressive euchre party.
Commences at 8.30 p. m. sharp. Several prizes. Con-
cludes with an "afterpiece" of sauerkraut and "sich,"
and other delicacies.

This committee will, in due time, arrange a pool
tournament, a minstrel show under the auspii
the Ramblers' Glee Club, a whist tournament, a large
theatre party, smokers, musicals, etc., which will de-
pend greatly upon the interest manifested by the
members in the affairs above announced.

The Press Cycling Club, as well as having a fine
array of talent in the way of wheeling and atbli
have not a lew good gunners. President Scl;

Secretary Dorr and Mr. Callahan are the devi
nday last they took a trip down the I

and brought back a bag of game, which, if not par-
ticularly heavy, was select. Kben P. Dorr would, if

aid, spend one-half of his time in pulling the
trigger.

Some time ago, as 1 advised you, there was a lot of

r-wow" going about regarding the advisability
of forming an alliance of city clubs. The suggestion
was taken up for about a week, and then fell as Bat as
ditch water. The apathy on some questions n

in this city is positively sickening. Here wears I

ing of being the first city in the State in wheeling
matters, we crow over the fact that we have twenty-
live clubs and eighty-live miles of smooth asphalt, and
yet when we want to go in for organization we haven't
nrit enough to tackle the question. (Hit on such half-
hcartcdiicss ! It is the old ultra-conservative spirit
again. The College Slreet boys are simply (way in

the background, the ZigsagS not yet Strong on their
liter their recent trouncing, and the Ramblers

IV preparing for the Winter season. I

combined with what must he admitted as true,
that the athletic clubs have been making the | >a

nid the wheeling clubs have been looking on in
• fling like awe. may Bi

but it is there, all the same. Why in heavens name
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A TIRESOME BRIDE.

WITH APOLOGIES TO THE AUTHOR OF "FLITTING

ABOUT ON EACH LEAFY TREE."

Roving about on the axle tree,

How happy a cyclist's life must be !

Spinning along so gay and free,

A regular " merry-go-round " is he,

A cyclist's life is the life for me !

Rising in time to race the sun,
By eight his forty miles are done,
And a bit of rest is fairly won.
Ah ! now for the eggs and the buttered bun,
With the dainty and scrumptious Sally Lun,
For a cyclist's appetite yields to none,
After a jolly morning run.
If such is a cyclist I'll be one !

Yet still there are those who the wheel deride,
And say the shield has a shady side,

And the road has none when you're fairly fried
And you miss the prize for which you tried,

Or you trust in vain some treacherous guide,
And take wrong turns when roads divide,
Or you get abuse when a horse has shied,
Or a frightened child has shrilly cried,
Or a dog run over has nearly died

;

While the weeping misses a bobby spied,
Who on your tracks has promptly hied,
With a hue and cry both far and wide,
You'll hardly like such a noisy ride,
Like a dog with kettle to tail fast tied,

In fact, 'twill hardly be denied,
That I speak the truth ; and haven't lied,

If I said that a cycle's a tiresome bride.
—OUTSIDER, in Auxley Club Gazette.

TWO WAYS OF SECURING A BI-

CYCLE.

Willie Goodman is a twelve-year-old boy living at
Longmeadow, Mass., and Jimmy Mulchy, of Avondale,
N. J., is about the same age. But a short time since
each of these youngsters became possessed with a
deep-seated and passionate desire to become the own-
er of a bicycle, and they secretly determined to grati-
fy the longings of their heart. As both of the would-
be riders were sons of horny-fisted tillers of the soil,

and as money was not an article very lavishly distrib-
uted among them by their respective sires, they were
at a loss as to how to solve the financial question that
hovered before them. Young Goodman, however, was
of a practical nature, and determined to construct his
own mount. He therefore gathered together all the
suitable material that could be found on the farm and
began his task. For the first wheel he used one that
once did honorable service on an old worn-out car-
riage. For forks and a backbone he used hickory in
its natural form bent to suit his purpose. A wheel
from a discarded baby-carriage served for a trailing
wheel, and with the aid of the village blacksmith
pedals were attached. A rounded board was nailed
to the backbone for a saddle, and now Master Good-
man pedals around the farm until he drops from ex-
haustion, and all the neighbors will tell j

rou that he is

a clever boy.
But Jimmy Mulchy was not "built that way." He

decided that he must have a machine with rubber
tyres and all the other modern improvements, and
concluded that if he couldn't earn the money he could
at least secure a loan. Jimmy therefore " borrowed "

$35 from his father last week without that gentleman's
knowledge or consent, walked to Newark, and with
the money secured the object of his dreams, and high-
ly elated started for home on the much-coveted wheel.
His paternal parent had, in the meantime, discovered
the loss of his hard-earned cash, and suspecting where
it had gone, started for Newark and notified the po-
lice. On his return he overtook his dutiful son busily
engaged in breaking in his purchase. The irate
father dragged the lad from the saddle, and the air
was immediately rent with doleful and ear-splitting
sounds. The wheel was returned to the dealer and
the money replaced, and now all the neighbors predict
that Jimmy will some day be hanged or electrocution-
ized. The moral of these two tales can be found in
almost any Sunday-school book ; it is hardly necessary
to repeat it here.

A Crusade Against Wheelmen.

The Mayor and village fathers of the venerable
town of Norwich, Conn., are vigorously endeavoring
to exterminate the twenty-five riders of bicycles that
reside in that borough. Some one on a high wheel
ran into one of the town's ancient inhabitants recently,
and a bad smash-up was the result ; in fact, it was
several minutes before the important personage could
be sorted from the wreck. In a day or two the Mayor
issued an ordinance prohibiting sidewalk riding and
the use of the Yantic Cemetery roads. A notice was
also issued that owners of bicycles, tricycles, veloci-
pedes, and other self-propelling vehicles should make
a note of the fact that such property was taxable, and
should be accounted for at the Assessor's office. The
last notice, however, is incongruous. The vehicles
mentioned are not self-propelling, and, moreover, it

might appear that any one not "owning" a wheel is
at liberty to ride a borrowed one with impunity. The
wheelman arc very indignant, and threaten to retaliate
by causing a city by-law to be enforced which forbids
baby carriages and wheelbarrows on the sidewalks,
One impartial citizen, who is not a wheelman, avers
that not long ago lie was run over by a baby carriage
—a fourteen pound infant was in it ami was knocked
down and considerably injured. Now the mothers
are up in arms against the proposition to proscribe
baby carriages, for usually every pleasant afternoon
thirty-five or forty baby carriages have been WOnl
to caracole up and down the slim anil rickety main
street sidewalk in this old town. Where the crusade
of exclusion will end only the ken of prophecy may
discern.

A ROUTE FROM PHILADELPHIA
TO NIAGARA FALLS.

Charles Sulzner, of the Century Wheelmen, and A.
S. Keyser, of Rising Sun, Pa., rode from Philadelphia
to the recent Niagara meet awheel. They have sent
us an exhaustive account of their trip, which we have
been compelled to summarize, owing to lack of space.
The two riders left the Quaker City August 14 by
the old York road, passing through Willow Grove,
Horshamville, Doylestown, Plumstead, Kintersville
and Kiegelsville. Then they followed the Delaware
River over fair roads, skirting the mountains to
Easton, from which place the roads were sandy all the
way to Richmond, where supper was served. They
then proceeded on through Portland to the Water Gap,
where a halt was made for the night, having ridden
eighty miles on their first days' outing. The scenery
the next day along the route to Bushkill is described
as grand, and the famous shale road through Ding-
man's Ferry and Milford to Port Jervis proved to be
the best stretch of road on the entire trip. Forty-five
miles was the second day's mileage. The third day's
start was made from Port Jervis, and the road to Spar-
rowbush was found to be very poor, and so the tow-
path along the Erie Canal was taken to Laxawaxen,
where the road was again resorted to. It proved
almost impassable, however, and at Sparrowbush the
Erie railroad track was followed. This had to be
abandoned after a mile or so, owing to the use of
cracked stone as ballast instead of gravel. The road
was then resorted to again, and walking was the order
of the day, as the route led over a mountain. Nar-
rowsburg was reached by dark, and the cyclometer
showed thirty-seven miles. Owing to the miserable
condition of the roads it was found necessary to take
the train to Susquehanna the next day, and, as rain
was falling when they reached that town, the riders
were compelled to remain there over night. The next
morning an early start was made for Great Bend, over
a good but somewhat muddy road. From the latter
place to Binghamton satisfactory riding was experi-
enced, notwithstanding the rain of the previous day.
Piloted by a member of the Binghamton Wheel Club,
Owego was reached by dark. Thursday's mileage
was forty-eight miles. The next day, August 19, good
roads were encountered, and Barton and Waverly
were quickly passed. Rain began falling at the latter
place, which caused exceedingly difficult riding over
the clayish road. Elmira was reached at 2 p. m., and
the stormy weather caused the day's riding to termi-
nate ; distance, 36 miles.
The clay road to Horseheads the next morning was

very heavy, but that town was reached in time for
dinner. The route in the afternoon led through Mill-
port and Havana, over a good shale road, and Wat-
kins Glen was reached at 4 o'clock, where the night
was passed. Mileage, twenty-four miles. On leaving
the Glen, the east side of Seneca Lake was taken,
northward, toward Geneva. Rain, however, caused
difficult riding over the ordinarily hard clay road, but
Lodi was reached for dinner. Through Willard and
Kendall difficult pedaling was experienced, and near
the latter town a halt for the night was made at a farm-
house, owing to the rain ; twenty-eight miles for the
day's journey. At the start, the next day, riding was
found impossible, and the entire distance to Geneva
was made mostly on foot. From Geneva to Canan-
daigua the gravel pike proved fair riding, and the
night was spent in the latter town, with thirty-two
miles for the day's run. The next day an early start
was made, and East Bloomfield was reached for break-
fast. From there to Batavia is the old "stage road,"
six and one-half rods wide, the centre of which is

piked with gravel, and it affords very fair riding
throughout its entire length, about fifty miles. It
passes through Lima, Avon, Caledonia and Le Roy.
The stop the next night was made at Corfu, sixty-five
miles from Canandaigua.
From Corfu, westward, the roads were fair and

nearly level, and fast riding was possible. Crittenden
and Bowmansville were soon passed, and Buffalo
reached long before noon. From Buffalo the Niagara
River was followed, passing through Tonawanda and
La Salle, and the two wheelmen arrived at the Falls
before 4 o'clock, with a day's mileage of forty-nine
miles to their credit. This made the total distance
covered since leaving Philadelphia, 447 miles. The
time consumed was ten and three-quarter days. Actual
riding time, about nine days, much time having been
lost by rainy weather.

The Route from Detroit to Niagara.

The route traversed by the Smith tourists from
Detroit to Niagara is as follows : Crossing to Windsor,
the party rode thirty-five miles the first day, stopping
for the night at Leamington. Perfect roads continued
on the second day, and Ridgetown was reached for
the night after a fifty miles ride. On the third day
thirty-five miles were ridden, and the roads were
smooth as a billiard table. St. Thomas was the head-
quarters at the end of the day's journey. The fourth
night was spent at Woodstock. The route after leav-
ing that town was rather hilly, but Guclpli was
reached on schedule time. The next day's riding led
through a picturesque region, and the night was
passed at Brampton. On the sixtli day Toronto was
reached in the morning. From this city a steamer
was taken to Lewiston, and the distance from there to
the Falls is but ten miles. The hospitality of the Cana-
dians has been praised to the echo, and one of the
tourists states that there is not a road nog among
them. The roads on this route arc all excellent, and
the trip is commended to all wheelmen when looking
for a touring ground.

Bicycling News very wisely is devoting considerable
space to the exchange ol ideas on the safety tor ladies,
and is publishing a number of letters on the subject.
It would be better Hum all the letters/.'/. News could
publish if " Psyche," who is at present abroad) would
fide down the Ripley Road some Sunday afternoon.
A sight of her would oe a liberal education in the art

of riding as well as a lesson in costume.

THE SPEED OF THE TROTTER AND
THE CYCLIST COMPARED.

Mr. Frederick Bonner, son of the great horse-
man, Robert Bonner, has been interviewed a
second time on cycle-speed, from the horse-
man's standpoint. Mr. Bonner thinks that the
great reduction of the bicycle records has di-

rected the attention of many horsemen to the
sport.
• Mr. Bonner seems unusually well up on the
cycling side of the question, and his knowledge
of trotting makes his comments on the compar-
ative speed of the horse and the cycle of unusual
interest and value.

Mr. Bonner is of the opinion that it will be
many years before the bicycle will touch Maud
S.'s time for a half mile, in rm. 2s. The pneu-
matic record for the half is im. 8 1-5S. This
was made in a handicap, and from a standing
start, and is certainly equal to im. 7s. We feel

certain that Maud S.'s half will be shaved to
one minute before the snows of '91, and we are
equally certain that a pneumatic tandem can be
driven a half mile, flying start, in the same
time.

From the Sun of October 17 we republish the
interview with Mr. Bonner

:

Mr. Frederick Bonner, son of Robert Bonner, and
one of the best authorities in the country on the trot-
ting horse, was seen last evening and informed con-
cerning the half mile bicycle record of 1.08 1-5 recently
made at Paddington, England, from a standing start
by W. C. Jones. He expressed considerable surprise
at the time made, and asked numerous questions re-
garding the pneumatic-tyred wheel ridden by Jones.
He then stated that horsemen would be intensely in-
terested in the progress of bicycle racing next season.

" If I were to generalize," Mr. Bonner said, " I would
say that a bicycle racer has one cardinal advantage
over a trotter, inasmuch as he in a race directs himself
and can use his head, whereas a horse is directed by
its driver, and often unwittingly puts its will in oppo-
sition to the driver's. Take Sunol, for instance. She
' rushes ' her driver the first quarter, and tries to go at
least a second and a half faster in that quarter than
she should; if the driver lets her have her way she be-
comes winded and has to 'quit ' during the last quar-
ter or three-eighths, and, if she doesn't have her way,
she is handicapped. Thus she goes without headwork,
while a bicycle racer can receive advice.

" The introduction of this pneumatic tyre is, of
course, a big factor in bicycling, and I shall watch the
bicycling times next summer. As a horseman I am
interested in comparing bicycling with trotting. Bi-
cycling is in its infancy, and I can see no reason why
it should not progress in something like the general
lines which trotting has followed. Within forty years
the advance in horse racing has been almost a revolu-
tion. A whole science of training has been evolved
in that time, sulkies reconstructed and then lightened,
toe-weights introduced, and all that sort of thing.
Bicycle racing is practically only eleven years old, as
it started in England in 1879. Within six years the mile
bicycle record has been brought from 2.39 down to
2.202-5. This year it has been brought from 2.294-5
down to that latter figure, owing, as you say, to the
introduction of the 'balloon' tyre. Reasoning in a
general way from analogy, I am inclined to believe
that startling improvements will be made either in
racing wheels or in niceties of training. As a loyal
horseman, however, young man, I do not think that
the bicycle will, in my time, ever come within foghorn
distance of Maud S.'s 2.08-%. I think that, on the other
hand, the time is not two years away when the flying
quarter mile on the bicycle will be at least as fast as
the world's trotting record, 30^ seconds, for that dis-
tance. This may be rank heresy, coming from me, as
Maud S. made that record. Still it goes, as the Eng-
lish rider, Laurie, made a flying quarter at Rochester
in 30 2-5 seconds, and at Hartford in 31 seconds.
"I hardly think that the bicycle will for many years

come near Maud S.'s 1.02 for the half mile. Between
the quarter-mile and three miles the horse has the
better of it. Above three miles I think the steel wheel
will before long be ahead and remain ahead.
" As for the pneumatic tyre, I think that some horse-

man will experiment with it and see if its application
to the sulky would help a trotting horse. At first

blush, I don't think it can be made' to help trotting.
It helps a bicycler by doing away with the vibration
in his wheel, and so giving him full opportunity to
concentrate his nervous energy, the main requisite in
racing, upon the nervous knack of rapid pedaling. A
little less vibration, I am disposed just now to think,
would not to any measurable extent help a trotter."

An enterprising manager has leased Mechanic's Pa-
vilion for six months, which he will utilize as a bicycle
school in conjunction with a skating rink. Wheels
will be rented for an hour or for a day. The Bay 1 1! \

Wheelmen will try and arrange with the lessee for the
holding of a six nights' tournament, open to all 1.. A.
W. amateurs, to be conducted under their auspices
Several races will take place each evening, and very
handsome and costly prizes will be presented to 1 he
winners.

One of the most important of English road rao
the Hath Road club's lii 1 \ mile handicap event, which
was decided on October |. The starters numbered
forty-one, and of this lot w. J. A. ButterReld, on .1

tricycle, |6 minutes start, won in ;h. 14m. 18s As is

the ease with most road races, the handicapping
proved unsatisfactory, (here being intervals ol sin
minutes between the lii si and second men. C \

Smith, pneumatic safety, ..rat eh, finished sccom I,

ing in h. i|in. los .; i' bangerfleld, pneumatic safety,
scratch, luiished third, throe seconds later,
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ENGLISH TRADE NOTES.

The pneumatic-tyred ordinary has made its appear-
n London.

thopea (Limited) la the name of a new company
torn <>n the business of The Midland (. ycle

rhamptim. The registered capitalist
in £\ shu:

The pneumatic tyre is greatly improved by thi

in blowing up obtained bv using the invention of a
Mr. James Mecredv, of Dafkey, Ireland. The idea is

itself. It consists of .1 brass tube, which
runs in inch into the valve (a little noasle

:cs long on the inside ot the r:;

urcd. The other end is secured by a screw
r-tigbt, and to Inflate the tyre tl

ind the end of the Innator screwed on
The difficulty experienced in keeping

the end of the inllator in the mouth of the nozzle
(which is flexiblei is thus surmounted, and at the same
time dust and grit cannot get into the valvt

I the valve leak, the screw top will prevent the
: ig.

Havel! A I • ventry, turn out a
•.did mount known as "The Reform," weight all

on. forty pounds. The frame is of the diamond pat-
tern, wfth sine, iv, ami the steering centre
and handles are well brought back.

The trade is getting slack in Coventry, and makers
there are busy stock-taking.

nn's patent wire-woven tyre was on view at

n on Saturday. The chief point of construc-
tion to bv noted is that the tyre is a skeleton tube of
tine braided steel wire, covered with a skin of canvas

: ubber. The tyre is patented, and the inventor
- that it will, when perfected, .\011s verrons.

The St George Engineering Co. announce that they
will tit pneumatic tyres to then I

charge of £s •'"" trl<-' lw" wheels. They tit cushion
ifl their safeties and tricycles .it an extra
C\ and £4.10 respectively, and any of their

in be so fitted without structural
• Ion at a charge of £+ each.

The 1 Wilson & Co., report
bin business in this country in cushioned-tyred
machines Americans also seem to like this machine.

• firm have still large orders on hand for the

•tingham, tool manu-
facturers, announce that they will now cater more

iallv for t.*ils required by cycle manufacturers,
and as the head of trie firm has had many years'

ience in the trade, no doubt a large business will

Birmingham, intimate that as
pneui ushion tvres will in future be used on
the n I the higher class makes, and conse-

required to counteract the
now ready

gned fittings, chains, bail
I ball centre-steering heads, with the fore-

I up the ;.f. oiit-

b share. The call is requiri •! in 1 011-

pment ot it

lend cannot I 1

founding the business
xt year a subscription dividend Isan-

The trade in Wolverhampton is just easing off now,
tute nearly tin- who;

ashion-tyred mac bines,
veil as

id ami mo
' bring-

.rt that ••) their

;n thi*

Mushing, of the Centaur I ntrv.
who lias been in the Si me time makinf
nections for his firm, has just returne • ry.

The partnership in the Royal Mail Cycle >

Birmingham, has been dissolved. Thomas K
one of the partner - |ve and pay all

John Marston is fairly busy with his "Sunbeam"
wheels, and reports cushion tyres to be the favorites.

Mr. Kot •
• K , late manager for Messrs. (1

Townsend A to, Kedditch, has established hinis.
a manufacturer of all kinds of cycle-making machin-
ery and b

Another company for the manufacture of cycle
been started in Coventry, under the name of' tin
tor Cycle Co., Limited, with a registered capital of
.£>.•"•

The "Demon I'rivi are selling ex-
tremely well on the continent, more especially in
Holland, while these machines have won over eighty
prises in that country ti

Mr H. M I'.ishley, of Sheffield, a well-known cycle
agent, while looking through some old tvres recently.
which were all seventeen years old, unearthed one of
the cushion variety 1 inch in diameter with 5-1(1 hole
right through it. and a core of soft cotton running
through this. I! nch tyre in
an old rim, which is practically a cushion tvre. with a
\ inch thick steel running through it.

Mr I. Vaugban Sherrin has invented a new form of
electrical generator and motor, by means of which
bicycles and bath chairs are propelled without accum-
ulators. The generator (a a two-fluid primary battery
in which the anodes are of zinc and the

n specially prepared. The depolarizing liquid
is .1 special composition which can be produced at .1

low cost ; the zinc elements are immersed irl plain
The motor is a modified two-pole Gramme

machine, and weighs sixty-two pounds for one horse-
power, and is easily driven in either direction and

ontrolled, stopped, started and reversed. There
is an entire absence of danger either from accident or
from a shock to the worker. Trials which BUCCeS
ly proved the capabilities of both generator and
motor applied to a tricycle have been made at the

- oi the Sherrin Electric Generator Co., ^ Eagle
Wharf Road, London.

The Marion Patent Wheel St Tyre Co., of Birming-
ham, have brought out a new invention in the shape
of a patent stud cushion tyre. The wheel is encircled
with studs, each very close to the other, hen> II

danger of slipping and tvre-stripping is impossible,
though, to our minds, high speed in any kind of ball-
tyre is hardly likely. The tyre, however, is certainlv
a good anti-vibrator.

The statutory meeting of the Irish Cycle Co. (Lim-
ited) was held in Dublin last week, when a considera-
ble increase 011 the business was reported in compar-
ison with the receipts last vcar of the cycle firms this
Company has taken over. The meeting being a purely
formal line, held in accordance with an act of Parlia-
ment, no further business was done.

In reference to the wordy war over the use a
which has raged in the Elizabeth, N. I . papers,
lalti

I
It We are to build our telford
Ognised laws of road building .1

down by the great highway engineers, then the
holders ai- Censured for allowing that
clause to slip into tins year's contracts permitting a

..uiiy clay' to be laid on top of the founda-
tion to 'bind ' it to the macadam above, Mr. Po]
quoted the authorities on this fully, and
they are so much a matt. .1 knowled

i construi 1

1

argument. They have given the contractors an inch,
ie manner of their kind, thi

ell. as those who have watched the construction of the
;• road within and just beyond the

Hv the contract thi
to 'bind '

1 rank nonsense) with a two- inch
only in many pis

four or live inches In depth, but the common dir'
• n thrown on. I

no poll) les In tl i
> nio-

only lor ti:

tten
"

A !

II.

..11 Monde
Ind a

'un will hold a ten mile club
hand srrison-Centre street
course on the afternoon of November < Cold medals
will b.- awarded t.. the tirst man and to the one mak-
ing the best time, and a silver medal will be given to
the rider gaining second pi.

A directory of all the cycling clubs m Philadelphia
would undoubtedly contain a larger list of wheel
organizations than could be shown by any other citv.
Clubs spring up like weed ountry road in
the Quaker City, but how many wither and fade away
with the season's departt be a dark

The latest advent for cycling honors
the rather peculiar title of Time Wheelmen, but it is

not probable that the members are banded together
for tin- purpose of still further worrying the scythe-

The emblem of the club is an houi |

within a wheel. Following are the officers: President,
H. A 1 .un; Vice-President, w. 11. Wyatt; Secretary,
J. A. Winter; Tn Wagner; Captain, II A
Cain.

A Buffalo newspaper man who was recently in
ngton, while on a tour awheel, d< ling

life in the city as follows : "Washington has been
called the Mecca of American wheelmen, but an in-
spection would certainlv make Buffalo the true ;
disc, lor our mil. bait and the quality of the
same both rank higher. Possibly there are also more

ts in Buffalo than there. At least Washington
cannot lay claim to twenty-five clubs. Surely every-

in the capital rides the silent steed, from li

la tor sand department beadsdown to the colored clam
diggers and poor whites. Pennsylvania Avenue is .1

constant, whizzing procession of' wheels, and mostly
of the safety type. At dusk the bovs turned out in
v;reat force, and from Capitol Hill to the Potom
seemed verily a world on wheels. Washin.
sex, 1 ched to the sport, and many a lady
clerk in the various public offil I

her " bike." The authorities have framed ordina
that n.. cyclist may with impunity disregard l-'or in
stance, the use of a signal lamp* at night is insisted
upon, and signal whistles or bells must be sounded at
each crossing. Buffalo 1 .111 boast of a few good 1

leading into the country, whereas Washing!
some admirable " runs." A particular favorite is one
up the line of the old canal to a picturesque spot called

lohn. Another nice trip that should be taken
is the smooth run to Arlington National cemeter\
the long bridge into "old Virginny." The
made of a red gravel that is smooth and hard, and
takes the tvre with a gentle yielding t :n to
asphalt. Vou pass Port Myer, climb a lather it

hill and descend a gentle grade into the old hoi.
the L. nsecrateo as a last resting plai

Arlington, Mt. Vernon and Soldiers'
Home are the most charm and
all are readily rei :'' life among Washington
wheelmen
several elaborate club-housi nger in tin

desiring information about the various rout"
interior can get such at the handsome home of the
Capiti I tub, on Fifteenth Street, near the

• v A road book that is unique, and
backed up by road maps ot even the Dis-
trict of Columbia and iinn just
the knowledge desired.

TO THE TRADE.

HrlNHflTTflM : LANTERN,
IX till llllltW Hilliilor.

$a.E5.

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES,
809 liroinl iidii. Si if Yorh.

< FOUR LEADERS
5INQER ^ ROTflL 5INQER, PdRflQON ™ IR0QUOI5.

CATALOGUE FREE.
G. A. LITCHHULT, Agent,

No. 3E58 LiElMOX: A.VH3NT_TH3, *sTH3"W YORK.
SECOND-HAND WHEELS.

REDUCED PRICES ON SECOND-HAND WMEEL5.
I'roui now 011 during the Winter we oiler spt tial ml Ktluttd prii<s on our sccontl-liaud Mock ;

-him i- large and 1KiiipU It , and >on tan hu> almost sslftj whrel wanted at prices that will HiirprlHC
ton. Also jptClsUl hai-gain* in hraud ihw high i»radc joh lot inachi m*. Special har^aln llHt free.

R0U5E, HAZARD 6r CO., 13 Q STREET, PRORId, ILL
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FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.

25 Words 35 cents.

Two Insertions 40 "

New York Bicycle Company, Nos. 4 and 6 East 60th
Street, N. Y. New and Second-Hand Machines. Choice
assortment. Prices reasonable. Wheels to rent. Cycling
Accessories of all kinds. List of Bargains and Sundries
free upon application. 0)<3 mounts takon in part pay-
ment for New.

WANTED—A 50 in. Eagle Bicycle. Will exchange
an Ordinary Bicycle, any size, or second-hand

Safety for same. G. A. Litchhult, 352 Lenox Avenue,
New York. t. f. c.

FOR SALE—One Columbia Tandem Tricycle, nearly
new, $140. One Columbia Tandem Safety, first-

class condition, $135, or in trade for a single Safety
and cash. J. W. Bate, 324 Flatbush Ave., Brooklyn,
N. Y. t. f. c.

$
—Latest Broncho Safety, NEW, never un-

1 OO. crated. Remit $5 for express, will send
C. O. D. tor balance on approval. Haradon & Son,
Springfield, Mass. t. f. c.

FOR SALE—46 inch Facile Bicycle. Balls to both
wheels and crank bearings. Machine in fine

condition. Price $25.00. Address, Box 55, Brandt,
Ohio. 10-24

ORMONDE RACING SAFETY
;
quite new ; weight

21 lbs.; strong and pretty machine ; will sacrifice

for $100. O. T. Morgan, 513 Stanyan St., San Francisco,
Cal. 10-24

FOR SALE—Victor Safety Bicycle, 1890 pattern.
Good as new. Sell for $90. Good reason for sell-

ing. R. H. Miller, Bellevue, O. 10-24

FOR SALE—A beautiful Safety Bicycle. The
Gazelle, recently imported. High grade. Bar-

gain. Wm. H. Lorn, 541 West 23d St. 10-24

_ New Model Hall Type-Writer to Exchange for

_ O a Hickory or other good Safety. Samuel E.

Seaber, Lititz, Pa. 10-24
$5

"POR SALE.—Safety bicycle, hardly used
;
practical-

L ly new. F. H. C., P. O. Box 444, N. Y. City.

^GENTS WANTED
To sell our set of Original Stereoscopic Views

of the

LEAGUE MEET

At Niagara Falls, 1890. A specialty.

GRIFFITH & GRIFFITH, 1608 South 16th Street,
Philadeldhia, Pa.

TVTEW WHEELS AT HALF PRICE—Having pur-
-^ chased a job lot of Columbia Victor and New
Mail Ordinaries, we will clear them out at the lowest
figures touched yet. Here are samples : 52 in. Expert
Columbia, new, $65 ; 50 in. New Mail, new, $65,; 52 in.

Swift, new, $65 ; 50 in. Victor Jr., all but wheels
nickled, new, $50. Here's some nearly new : 48 in.

Victor, $40; 48 in. Expert, $40 ; 52 in. Victor, $35 ; 52 in.

Royal Mail, $30; 50 in. Royal Mail, $22.50. Install-
ments—Renting—Repairing. Shipped for inspection
on receipt of $5. KNIGHT CYCLE CO., 207 N. 10th
Street, St. Louis, Mo.

VX/"ANTED—a few

HIGH WHEELS

in exchange for new SAFETIES.

Address,

White Cycle Co., Trenton, N. J. 11-7-c

WANTED—Position as traveling salesman for relia-

ble bicycle firm or house handling sundries.
Address E. M. Mooar, 229 South Division Street, Grand
Rapids, Mich. 10-31

TO THE TRADE—Closing out sundries. Will sell

black enamel and Sweeting Co.'s imported silicon
enamel at $3 dozen. N. D. Safford, Kingston, Pa. 10-24

FOR SALE on easy terms, a '90 Columbia safety,
geared to 57, in perfect condition. For particu-

lars address Room 69, Everson Block, Syracuse, N. Y.
t-f

WHEELMEN !

Are you in it ? if so, use the Acme Brake Grip,
and rest your Wheel at any point without danger of

falling. Leather-lined and nickel-plated ; only 50 cents.

Address,

S. R. WHITWELL, Gt. Barrington, Mass.

I*. A. W. 4637.

Jl?e Catest apd Best

!

The Barkman " BB" Luggage Carrier.
J^ jNlo^par^il Safety.

PATENT APPLIED FOi*.

Carrier with bundle.

All Forged Steel, Light, Compact, Handsome
and srrvceable.
Will carry more luggage than any car-

rier in the market.
Adapted to all Diamond Frame Safeties,

carrying the weight direct on the back-
bone, over the rear wheel, and not on *V,e

mud guard.

• f^ONpAi^eiu.- ^AFETy-

A High Grade Machine for Young

Men and Boys.

ALL PARTS INTERCHANGEABLE.

Carrier(topview). Carrier without bundle.

Price, Handsomely Nickled, - - $2 OO

THE TRADE SUPPLIED.

A. C. SPALDINC & BROS.
Chicago. 241 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. Philadelphia

Price $40, Complete.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.

Solid Gold,

WATCH CHAIN BAB.
Pat, April 15, 1890.

- $5.50.
I
Gold Filled, 1.25.

Chicago.

MAKERS.

New York. Philadelphia.

No. 119.

Gold Filled Watch Charm
Parts all work, $2.50.

No. 144A.

League Pin, Solid

Gold, $3.50.

No. 144B.

League Pin, Solid Gold
with top for letter-

ing, $5.00.

No. 144C.

Same as 144B, except
top.

No. 144D. No. 144E.

Same as 144B, except tor.

No. 140.

Solid Gold,

Enameled, $2.00.

No. 196.

Solid Gold,

Enameled, $1.76.

No. 140B.

Solid Gold, Enameled
top for engraving,
$3.00.

No. 199.

Solid Gold, Enameled
bottom plate for en-

graving, $1.76.

In ordering League Pins or Badges which nil have
stone in cencer of wheel) state whether you want
Garnet, Ruby, Sapphire or Emerald Doublet. Use
NUMitKR of article wanted (no further description

necessary). Will quote special price for 144 pins

with GENUINK DIAMOND or other stones.

F. H. (imnnxi,,

243 Broadway, Koom a S , New York.
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SAVE MONEY. SAVE MONEY.

BICYCLE or TYPEWRITER,
Send to A. W. GUMP & CO., Dayton, Ohio, for Prices.

'.-ham! ones.

McarClCSi BbU .m<l T> pewrltera laki'ii in oxclian j£f. Job lots Immi^IiI

18DO American Rambler, procd as new. $ OO.OO
Victor Suuty 1889 Pattern, like new lOO.OO
1800 Indies' Rambler, i^ood as new. 09.00
Ideal Rambler, almost pass for new. 48.00
30 Inch Men's Safety, balls to both wheels, new 60.00
30 Inch Men's Safety, balls all around, new GO.OO
23 Inch Ladles' Safety, balls to rear wheel, new 4O.0O
24 Inch Boy's Safety, new

.

... 20.00

We carry 700 bicycles In slock.

2 7V\IN. 20
AT PADDINGTON RECREATION GROUNDS. London. Sept.

9th, W. C. Jones, with G. Pembroke Coleman |N C. U ) to re-

cord the time, broke ihe Worlds Track Record for One Mile in the

marvelous time of 2.20 3-5, on a

R E

F

EgEE_SAFETT

.

BRETZ. CURTIS & CO.,

IHi: REFEkKE.
M. 5. dQENTS. VtULAbELVttlA, VA.

THE DART SAFETIES.
High grade in every respect Balls all around

(including head).

PRICE, $135.00.

SMITH'S WHEELERIES,
< n mm. tin, uunooa,

001 II St., X. If. (or. iMh and B Sis., N. ».,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Send for Catalogue. AGENTS WANTED.

N*Ct fAT.

..

FULL PANTS.
(Patented.)

828.

Heavy Rib.

Improve,!

(loul)lc se.it,

strap Mid

No. §84. ill n\) itii.

Let ererj Sportima
. ....

KHKE PANTS.

8io. Heavy Rib.

n< >i v 1

<kel.

u
"! LSSSSSS"^ HOLMES & CO.. 109 Kingston St.. Boston. Mass

-.1 NDtTAMP i < >w i 4TALOOl I
•

.

KNEE TIGHTS.

Patented.)

842.

Heavy Rib.

Improved doobV

.lil.l |»« krt.

< II I I.N . r,| f

1 in 1
t. j..rtcr. an,

Suppi -,c<l in tlie^e cuu.

II .\ ( . Pal Ore. jd,

'89, anil wr ,i.ii,.. all ,lraler» ayiiii.l «-llin(f

inneni. infringing tpn thr»e pMMM t >.ir

nitnlt, ami partiei M-lling them Kill l>c held

reapoiuil'lr lo tlir oxienl ,i Ok law
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rw\f tt« 1 ttt -t a genuine txiampn I »v actual tests over bo per ce

I hP VI Pl Of Wl*Pf1Pn STRONGER than the strongest wrench of its cl;

X H^ * 1V/LVJ. VV ItUtll. heretofore in the market. Nickel plated. Price $i.

Overman Wheel Co., Makers, Chicopee Falls. Mass.

INDISPENSABLE TO AEE CYCLE RIDERS.

THE * KING * PATENT * BICYCLE * SUPPORT

BPt^KZE look:
CAN BE ADJUSTED TO ANY MACHINE IN TEN MINUTES.

The best and only reliable way to stand or support a bicycle, whether on road or at home. It forms part

of the machine, and you always have it with you. Manufactured and sold by Benfield & Milne Mfg Co.

Factory Newark, N. J. Office : 87 Fulton Street, N. Y. City. Or can be obtained from any prominent dealer.

Price, Complete, $2.50.

BUT COOPS AND PRICES
TELL THE TALE.TALK IS CHEAP,

I Have the Largest Line of Best Wheels at the Cheapest Prices.

SEND FOR SECOND-HAND LIST AND CATALOGUE.

COLUMBIA, HARTFORD AND CLUB.
REPAIRS.

I have put in steam power and an enameling oven, enlarged my shop and increased my force of

workmen. Send your wheels to me; I can repair them as they should be repaired. Wheels stored

and rented. All parts and sundries for sale.

CHAS. SCHWALBACH, Prospect Park Plaza, Brooklyn.

RADWAY'S
READY RELIEF

The great CONQUEROR of PAIN. Applied exter-
nally, instantly relieves Sprains, Bruises, Back-
ache, Pain in the Chest or Sides, Headache, Tooth-
ache or any other external pain. CONGESTIONS,
INFLAMMATIONS,Rheumatism, Neuralgia,Lumba-
go, Sciatica, Pains in the Small of the Back, etc.

FOR INTERNAL PAINS,
Cramps, Spasms, Sour Stomach, Nausea, Vom-
iting, Heartburn, DIARRHEA, Colic, Flatulency,
Fainting Spells. Internally, half to a teaspoon-
full in naif a tumbler of water 50c. a bottle

All Druggists.

A^ COLOGNE SPIRIT,
SPIRITS OF TURPENTINE, ROSIN, ETC.

James A. Webb & Son, 165 Pearl St. , New York.

ip r88$

BINARIES,

CYCLE DEALERS
LOOK OUT FOR OUR

" Newport " Boys' Safety,
STEEL TUBE FRAME,

CONE BEARINGS, TANGENT SPOKES,

E. & W. VAN WAGONER,
Wheel Builders, Dealers & Repairers.

NEWPORT, R. I.

PATENTS
Procured in the United
States and Foreign
Countries. Trade-
marks, designs, labels
and copyrights. Send

description, with model, photograph, or sketch, and I

will let you know whether you can obtain a patent.
All information free.

W. E. AUGHINBAUGH,
Baltic Building, Washington, D. C.

to the t:fi.a-:d:i3.

GET OUR PRICES ON

BICYCLE BELLS
Before placing your Orders.

We can furnish you the

best in the market at better

prices than can be had from

any other house in America.

THE JOHN WILKINSON COMPANY,
271 STATE STREET, CHICAGO.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE.

Send for Catalogue of the

ST. LOUIS WHEEL CO.
Complete list of everything needed by wheelmen at lowest

possible prices. Second-hand Ord'naries taken in

exchange for Safeties. We need you in

our business, so don't fail 10 write

ST. LOUIS WHEEL CO.,
311 N. 14th street, St. Louis, Mo.

THE BILLINGS & SPENCER CO,
Hartford, Conn., U. S. A.

Manufacturers of the Wheelman's Favorite, Billings'
Patent Bicycle Wrenches, 4 and 5 inches long
when closed. Well and favorably known on two continents.

Drop forged of bar steel and finished in a thorough man.
ner and case hardened. Small in size but giants in strength.
Warranted a first-class tool in every respect For sale by all

cycle inanufacturersand dealers. Address, aao Laurence St

COMPLETE BALL BEARINGS
FOR THE MILLION.

You can buy Ball Bearings cheaper than you can make
plain ones. Write for particulars.

NIAGARA MACHINE CO., Buffalo, N. T.

CYCLE HEADQUARTERS.
Largest Stock and Greatest Variety in the City.

Agents for the Victor. Beferee, Eagle, Broncho,
Hickory, Vulcan and Strong. All kinds of second-

hand wheels. Base Ball, Athletic and Lawn Tennis

Goods.

Chas. Hanauer, 258 Walnut St., Cincinnati, 0.

/J fid-Winter gunla <fniir

tn Ijfirmiiria.

For Programme Address :

F. A. ELWELL, 152 Pearl St., Portland, Me.

One of the handsomest pins on

the market. Fine gold plate,

garnet or ruby stone setting,

only $i.oo each. For either

watch charm or pin, and your

initials on back.

JOHN HARRIOTT,
3 Winter St., B ston, Mass.

TllEATRES.
"DIJOU THEATRE, Broadway, near 30th St., N. Y.
J-*

J. Wesley Rosenquest, Sole Manager.

IN
Russell's Comedians

'THE CITY DIRECTORY."
Matinees Wed. and Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.

BROADWAY THEATRE, Cor. 41st St., N. Y.
Frank W. Sanger, Manager.

Miss Agnes Huntington and Company,
in "PAUL JONES."

Matinee Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.

HAMMERSTINE'S OPERA HOUSE,
125th St. and 7th Ave., N. Y.

GRAND ENGLISH OPERA SEASON.
Matinee Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.15.

MADISON SQUARE THEATRE, New York,
A. M. Palmer, Manager. 24th St., nr. Broadway,

Mr. Richard Mansfield,
IN " BEAU BRUMMELL."

Matinee Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.30.

MINER'S PEOPLES' THEATRE, New York.

OLIVER BYRON IN " THE PLUNGER."
Matinee Wed. and Sat. at 2. Evenings at S.

St.,

k.
TVJ EW PARK THEATRE, Broadway and 35th S
i-

'

New Yor
Evans and Hoey,

IN "A PARLOR MATCH."
Matinees Sat. at 2. Evenings at S

PROCTOR'S TWENTY-THIRD ST. THEATRE,
1 Proctor and Turner, Proprietors and Managers.

CHAS. Frohman's Co. IN
"MEN AND WOMEN ."

Matinees Wed. and Sat. at 2.15. Evenings <>

STANDARD THEATRE, 33d St. and 6th Ave.. N. Y.O
J. M. Hill, Manager,

II 11 EN DAUVRAY,
in "THE WHIRLWIND."

Matinee Sat, at .•. Evenings .u B.

I INION SQUARE THEATRE, New York.
^'

|. m. Hill, Manager
Neil Burgess,

"THE COUN iv PAIR."
Matinee Sat. at 2. Kvoiiiti; sat
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Pneumatic o Tires

IN STOCK.
We are rvu- prepared u> deliver at once the

celebrated Pneumatic-tire "Special Irwell"

tv. Prict -

This is the wheel which created such

:\ at the I. A. W. meet at Niagara, and

pronounced by over 400 of the leading bi-

a " the easiest running wheel

Ball bearings thronghout, in-

cluding pedals. Fitted with the Garford saddle.

in stamps for a photograph.

Sole lulled si.iu-s Importer*.

The Sweeting Cycle Co.

839 Arch St., 1 IO 1 Ox'ord St.. I ph i lftde , Dhl»
2127 to 2145 No Broad St.. |

Philadelphia.

(T was hard work because *i»

> ^ CH*.IN WAS DIKTy.

""*»<? <T «t»"l

CWrf a -

3ooo ' C

r**
vorTtHD rm1

Lt..i Rock.A**.

HINTS ON CYCLING
By A. B. Barkman, Tour-Master L.A.W.

LEARNING, TRAINING, RACING. TOURING.
The most concise and complete little volume

ever written.

75 PaSes > tlotk cover. Price, postpaid
,
jo cents.

1 11 1 w ii 1 1 I .. P. O. It., v I I I.

HARLEM BICYCLE CD.,

310 LENOX AVENUE, NEW YORK.

Agents for VICTORS, and all other Cycles.

Bicycles, Tricycles ^Velocipedes.

Repairing a Specialty.

Renting, Storing, Lockers, Etc

JOHN WOOn, Proprietor.

IMPROVED i
1

. INCH ACHE WRENCH,

I OB PCM I KI \M» It I « i < I I ISE.

THE STRONGESTAND BEST.

Ma-cle of Best Quality Steel.

The Slides of our Wrenches arc thoroughly hardened.

WolRlit, OS o*.

Awarded llr.i I'rlir M.J.I at tkr I'.rl. I M,.-llt...

Nickele.1 ud Bright

!icd.

Every Wrench

Warranted.

'tut sale bv all evele manufacturers and dealers.

CAPITOL MFC. CO.,
I < IIH \<.l>. Ill

Weldless Steel Tubes,
COLD DRAWN,
"i 11 INSIDE AND of rSIDK,

IFOIR, CYCLES.
In.

i
. by

JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO.,

4 Fletcher Street, NEW YORK.

Kingston Knitting Co.
Arllntlc Athletic

Suite.

Manuf.uturcrsforthe

Tears and Clubs. The

most desirable line ol

Athletic Goods made

for Hi ' snUM

Ball, Bi

Bathing and Sr n iw

- ui the i- \ W
and Gray MixtUT)

ali the popular colors

at very reasonable

prices.

Correspondence so

licitcd.

Send for Catalogue.

Kingston Knitting Co.,

17 Kineston St., Near Summer St.

BOSTON, .TIASS.

HOLMES & CO.,
MANI HACTURHRS OV

^tenrnwxa&$.\

THE
Largest Can

! II K

MARKET
Full 8««.,

With Brush,

50c.
Best Discounts

to Dealers.

Brush attached
to Cork.

Can't get hard.

Put up in Gallon
Cans for Dealers
and Repairers.

THE NUBIAN IRON ENAMEL CO.,
CHICAGO.

M. V. Office, 77 Warren St.

SENT FREE ON RECEIPT OF OOc.

WESTERN WHEEL WORKS,
Manufacturers of all kinds of

Bicycles, Safeties,etc.

CHICAGO : 495 to 505 Wells Street.

NEW YORK: 35 Barclay St.: 40 Park Place.

(F.*ery vrheelman and sportsman will give these garments
ln> approval when he cumin.

IS ilirv are made

Btcfele, (•)iiiiiii>iiiin, \iiii«'ii« and
I.ikII, «• I nion I ii<l«r-<..ir.ii«'iit*.

Send Stamp for Catalogue,

i 09 Kingston St., Boston, Mass.

PATENTED

MARCH28J

MARCH2X18**1

r. The
Mi. \V Ml I 1 AM' I'VCLINO

Pries, 7.-. .ml.. If nrdrrcd wile ..b« Hi lion. HO reel*.

GET YOUR BICYCLE
3R0WN BR0S.*"mFG.

A

C0.. CHICAGO,
LAJtl MR SHOP IM I HI Wl

The Barber Asphalt Paving Company,
BI

I

...pe sod A.

So. 1 Brosdwsj. RM lOTl
l,r Droit llBlldlss. Wa.hlnirton. II. t.

ELiniRA, N. Y.

'!,^,;::.:vr SAFETIES & SUNDRIES

niuii- KiMiii t.. ..mm hidihh.

"PERFECT POCKET OILER."

PERFECT POCKET OILER

I ..r IK
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Erie Knitting Mill,

ERIE, IP A.,

Manufacture the best Bicycle Suit

ever offered to Wheelmen.

Send for Samples and Prices.

Baltimore and Ohio R. R.

COMPLETE SERVICE OF

Fast Express Trains
BETWEEN

NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA,
BALTIMORE,

WASHINGTON,
CINCINNATI, CHICAGO

and ST. LOUIS.
Pullman's Cars on all Trains.

OFFICES :

New York—21, 261, 415, 1140 Broadway and
Station foot of Liberty Street.

Boston—2ir Washington Street.

Philadelphia—833 Chestnut Street and Station

24th and !hestnut Street.

GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS
ARE THE MOST
» • PERFECT

EACHAM
HIGH-GRADE

DIAMOND FRAME
S-A-IFZETIT.

List Price,

$115.00
Selling Price,

$77.65
Remit by Fost-Olflce

Money Order.

WILL SUSTAIN A PERSON WEIGHING S25 LBS.

BY REMOVING TOP CROSS"BAR, CAN BE RIDDEN BV A LADY.

E. C. MEACHAM ARMS CO.
ST£V '*'

Ball Bearings to Both Wheels.

Both Pedals and Crank Shaft.

Ball Bearings to Head.

Hollow Steel Tubing.

COMBINATION WHEEL
FOR EITHER

GENTLEMAN OR LADY.

The Wheel and Cycling Trade Review.
F. P. PRIAL, Editor and Proprietor.

243 Broadway, New York. P. 0. Box 444.

ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR.

Herewith I hand you %i.oo in payment for one years

subscription, to begin with the issue of.

Name :

Address.

Town or City

County State

Raisbeck Electrotype Company
? NOS. 24 k 26 YANDEWATER STREET,

Between Frankfort and Pearl Streets, fourth Building above
the Bridge,

Telephone, Nassau 245. NEW YORK.

Stereotyping at short notice. Binder's Stamps and Em-
bossing Plates in extra hard metal. Nickel and Sf.ee!

Facing. Plates mounted on wood or metal.

Tricycle Wanted
in exchange for 1890 Ladies' or Gentle-

men's Bicycle, new, high grade
;

describe tricycle. For partic-

ulars address.

HOLLAND & HAVENER,
WORCESTER, MASS.

S6*

Ask your local dealer for

Cycle-
Chain*> f* m

REGISTERED.
Graphite.

-^t^^^g^vff^- O T Vj

Safety Bicycle or Tricycle CHAIN.

Send 25 Cents for Sample Can.

GRAPHITE, P. 0. Box 1202, New York, N. Y.

WE CLAIM THE PROUD DISTINCTION

Of being the only Cycle House in

WASHINGTON, U. C. , that does NOT
claim the "BEST" Safety in existence.

Our "RAMBLERS" are good as can be
turned out at present date, and high grade in

all particulars. You may not have noticed
it, BUT they have the SMALL WHEEL
IN FRONT.

L. B. GRAVES * CO.,
1325 Fourteenth St., North West.
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Columbia Lijjlil Roadsfer Saiely.

GRACEFUL

^
SIMPLE.

DURABLE.
STRONG.

There is no lime of the year so pleasant as the presenl season m which to ride

—

when the air is cool, and ripened nature i> at her lust. It you have not already secured

your wheel, n<>u i-> tin- time to buy, and enjoy it through the Fall and Indian Summer.

A Full Line nf High Grade Wheels.

!»<> I»
UKANCH UOUHK8

13 Warren Htreet. NEW YORK.
UOl Wabaan Avenue. OHICAOO

Factory. HAKTrOBD. CONN.

M I" Ci

Illustrated Catalogue Free.

00.,
77 FKANKUN STREET,

BOSTON, MASS.

• Khltob »T , K. T.
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243 B'WAV,

n. y.

PUBLISHED EVERT FRIDAY MORNING.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates.

Subscription Price,

Foreign Subscriptions, -

Single Copies,

$1.00 a year

- 10s. a year

5 Oents

Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS CO.

Copy should be received by Tuesday morning.

Late Copy received until Wednesday morning.

Changes for Advertisements must be rereived by

Tuesday morning to insure insertion.

Special Advertising Matter received until Thurs-

day noon.

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION.

F. P. PRIAL,

Editor and Proprietor,

P. O. Box 444, 243 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its con-
tents and give us their patronage, and as far as
is convenient, aid in circulating the journal,

a.id extend its influence in the cause which it

so faithfully serves. Subscription price, $1 per
year.

" The Wheel continues to be by far the best bicycle
paper in the world. This is the candid opinion of one
who has not been slow to point out its faults in the
past." From Mr. John C. Wetmore, editor and pub-
lisher of Town Tattle, of Elizabeth, N. J.

AT a meeting of Mr. Dunn's Cabinet, held in

New York several days since, there was a
general exchange of ideas on League work, the

principal topic being the prosecution of the work
of highway improvement.

The most practical and sweeping suggestion

appears to have been to the effect that the

League should organize and establish a highway

improvement bureau, to be in charge of a compe-

tent man, who could progress the work of high-

way improvement by the dissemination of high-

way improvement literature ; by circular letters

and through the newspapers ; who would be

able to interview and address town, city and

county officials, Boards of Trade, and organiza-

tions having an interest in the improvement

of the highways, and most important of all,

who would be capable of planning and pushing

highway improvement legislation.

The suggestion appears to have had as much
effect on the Cabinet as water is said to have on

the back of the proverbial befeathered and

fcfewebbed biped. The Cabinet seemed to be of

the opinion that the present excellent work of

the League in spreading the highway improve-

ment idea should be continued on the same lines

as in the past.

A glance over the history of the League and

the history of its work, and a realization of its

present strength, inclines us to the belief that

the organization is really capable <>f better

things than many of its workers and managers

seem to think for. Passing with a word of

praise over the legislative and transportation

work, and the many minor but important bene-

fits and advantages it has sscuretl to cyclists in

the past, and coming right up to the highway

improvement question, it does seem as though

the League is working at it in a half-hearted

way.

It is now readily admitted, and indeed, all

classes who use the highways have a fairly

decent conception of the absolute necessity as

well as the advantages of improved pavements

and roads. The educational work has been

generously carried on by the League and other

organizations, but the time has come when no

further progress can be made by working at a

distance, by launching thousands of tracts at

the heads of a defenseless public.

The people to interest in the question are

those who have the designation, the plan-

ning, and the construction of the roadways

in their charge, the Roadmasters, Boards

of Freeholders, Town Councilmen, Boards of

Aldermen, County Supervisors, Corporation

Engineers, Mayors, and in fact all the people

who go to make up town, city and State

governing bodies and Legislatures. These

people cannot be reached by literature ; it makes
no new impression upon them, for, generally

speaking, they know the advantages of good

roads as well as any member of the League's

National Highway Improvement Committee

can. They are affected by direct work, by the

demands of their people, and these demands
are usually the result of public clamor or pri-

vate or personal interest, o.r compulsory legisla-

tion.

It is to inaugurate work of this kind that a

highway improvement bureau is needed. The
League has worked at this question in a second-

ary, stand-off kind of way, a good thing in the

way of preliminary seed sowing, but not likely

to produce practical results. Its membership

gathers strength from year to year ; its strong

box should also show a healthy growth, and

the time seems quite ripe for the inauguration

of a practical campaign.

The establishment of a highway improvement

bureau means a liberal expenditure of money, for

the man who should be selected as the head of

such a bureau should be so valuable that his ser-

vices would be worth money to himself and to the

League. The organization has money to spend,

and when it falls short, the cycling trade, which

has a keen conception of the commercial value

of ridable pavements and roads, will be glad to

contribute generously to the cause.

Nothing is more necessary to the enjoyment

of cycling than good roads, and the failure of

the League Executive to start a campaign of

practical work would seem to indicate a de-

ficiency in judgment and courage on their part,

and certain it is that the expectations raised at

their election will fail to be realized.

AS a general thing it is impolitic for a trade

journal to venture political comment,

since, with many men, their interest in their

sport is subordinate to the principles of their

politics, and the one is often sacrificed to the

other.

But cyclists are usually capable of judging

for themselves, and it seems to us not improper

to point the way to an investigation of the

status of Mr. Grant and Mr. Scott, that they

may judge whether the election of the one or

the other as Mayor of New York City will fa-

vorably or unfavorably affect the interests of

metropolitan wheelmen.

The supporters of Mr. Grant urge that he is

pledged to city improvements, street pave

tents and roads, among Others, and they point

with pride to the many streets that have been
asphalted during his mayoralty. Certain it is

that Messrs. Grant and Gilroy have been alive

to the value of asphalt as a street pavement

;

whether further improvement depends 011 Mr.

Grant's re-election is a matter worthy of the

inquiry of any of our readers who will have the

privilege of casting a vote for either Mr. Grant
or Mr. Scott.

As for Mr. Scott, he has been unable to show
what stand he would probably take on the ques-

tion of public improvements, since matters of

this kind have not in the past come within his

jurisdiction. The only episode in his career

which vitally concerns cyclists is his entangle-

ment with the Liberty Bill, introduced by Mr.
Cantor in 1889. The bill, as many readers of

this paper know, provided for statutory recog

nition of the rights of cyclists, classing cycles

with pleasure vehicles. The prime object of

this measure was to throw open Central Park to

cyclists, and to make it illegal for town, city

and corporation officials in New York State to

pass obnoxious and unfair ordinances for the

regulation of cycle riding.

When this bill came up, Mr. Scott, appearing

for the Department of Parks of New York City,

bitterly opposed it. Mr. Scott has since stated

that he was acting under instructions, which he
was, as a matter of course, but the persona

\

remarks he made stamped him as one of the

many public officials who are unreasonably preju-

diced against our sport and who never let pass

either a public or private chance to deal us a

blow. Of course, Mr. Scott's remarks are pre-

served in the public prints, and our statement is

not one of theory, but of fact.

As we premised, cycling, not politics, is our

sphere. But a word, of comment on a cam-
paign which may either help or hurt us is not

out of the way. We point out the facts, pro and
con, and simply ask cyclists to " pause and
consider" before they vote.

FOR the first cycling season in its history

New York City is about to endure the

throes of the first stages of the asphalt era. By
which we mean that the asphalting of Madison
and Eighth Avenues, and other less important

arteries of travel in the city,- cyclists are no
longer compelled to confine their riding to the

parks and boulevards, but may now ride in the

crowded thoroughfares of the city.

In the past they have had but little use for

lamps and still less for bells. But the open-

ing of this new riding district will compel all

cyclists who have a proper regard for their own
comfort and safety, and for the rights and well-

being of pedestrians, to tit their wheels with

lamps and bells.

Already accidents have occurred on the ave-

nues, and there is a rapidly growing prejudice

against cyclists which will react against the de.

votees of the sport, who will receive, 111 exchange
for their disregard and carelessness, the jeer of

the corner tough, the extended stick of the

small boy, the close shave and crowding of the

driver, and like favors which we are accustomed
to expect at the hands of the great unwashed.

THE daily papers report the death of a

gentleman, aged fifty lour, the imme-
diate cause of which appears to be over exertion

caused by his attempts to learn to ride a safety

bycycle; Accidents of this kind are obviously

regretable, But it seems that they must occur

from time to time to point out the folly and the

penalty of flying in the face of axtumatic
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1 hot July sun and a sufficient

quantity of iced v. a him his qui

Hi rides hard 11, then bathes, whence

:i|>s and perhaps \ man de-

art <>f liis life- tn busii

p with the whirl fur thirty \

then financially competent but phy-

ly incompetent, his nerves out of tune,

hi- muscles suit, his lu:i. . ted, the heart

weak Then he K"es in fur a spurt, too quickly

and with tiHi much enthusiasm, and something

breaks, and his race is won. I this kind

-.id, and we, whose duty it is to s

information, cannot too often pick them up as

illustrations from which the heedless, the head-

strong, and the ignorant may draw lessons,

CYCLES TO BE CARRIED FREE ON
THE FRISCO LINE.

FIXTURES.

Cyclists will be pleased to learn that an order

ieen issued by the officials of the " F
Line." the St. Louis ami San Francisco Railway

and in accordance with the same, <.

will, n. the future, be carried free over the road.

This concession is due to the efforts of the

Transportation Committee, L. A. \\\, W M.

ter, chairman.
The ordei follows

Si. Li 1 i i>, < Ictober 1 5.

I tgemen, i

/-.

Rule N gemen, in Rule
Book t March 1. ]ss,

(i is hereby
amended to read as follows, viz.

lies, tfuns
aid who present same prop

irried
1 Kivinx notice tliut

sk i.nly, ;iml under no
checked."

iunl<

THE LEAGUES WORK OF HIGHWAY
IMPROVEMENT.

Mi ter has sent letters to prom-
inent wheelmen all over the country asking for

photographic views of bad roads. The Con-

or the letter is as folio,'

n •• Iropi ..v. hi. nt ..1 High-
ui important bi

in all

untry
.11, ami the

people

We

ml muddy

I'

•

NOVEMBER.
mliia Cyclers, Hrothi-rlHH.il

Park, Philadelphia.
1 Hudson County Wheelmen's Road

Kahway course.
4 Harlem Wheelmen's Ri Kingabridge

t . Kind's County Wheelmen's .<, mile Road Kan-.
Springfield-Ell irse.

Ai.ii.mia Wheel-
men, Newark. Irvington-Milburn course.

4. Five mile Road Race of the Palisade Wheel-
men, Washington Avenue course, Newark.

t Manhattan Bicycle Clan's Road Rao
leers-Broadway com

4. Riverside Wheelmen's club n Kin>js-
bridge cou
otham Wheelmen's club races, Kingabridge
eoui
ames of the Union Co. Roadsters, K

4 Ten Mile Road Race of the Orange Wheelmen.
Harrison-Centre Street course.

4. Five Mile Roail Race of the Mt. Vernon Wheel-
men.

• ,.- ami a half mile bicycle race at 47th Regi-
ment Games, Brooklyn.

8.—Two mile bicycle race at 1 ;il Regiment Games
at the Armory.

8.—New York-Riverside team road race, Elisabeth-
Railway course.

8.—Harvard University Cycling Association Race
Meet, Cambridge', Mass.
ycle races at the First Regiment Sports.

Philadelphia.
It.—Indoor Races andGames of the A t a Ian t a Wheel-

men, Newark.
iandicap Road Race of the Rhode

Island Wheelmen, Providence

DECEMBER,
2-5.—Fair of the Harlem Wheelmen, at the hall of

: l.irlem ( )pera House.
16. Races at the games of the isth Regiment Ath-

letic Club, N. Y , at the Armory, fad St. and
\ve.

Peb.

JANUARY.
ElweU'8 Bermuda Tour.

11. r n

;!: r,

1. M

THE ROAD AND TRACK RACES AT
WILMINGTON.

Inclement weather and muddy roads did not
decrease the interest manifested in the Wil-
mington Wheel Club's 2? mile load race and
the other events on Saturday last, although the

unfavorable conditions caused slow times. A
fair sized crowd of spectators assembled at

I Dell Park to witness the start and finish

of the road race and the scries of track events
that were added to the programme, in order to

pleasantly pass away the time while the 2s mile
riders were on the load. The road race began
at 3.15 p. m., with twenty-one starters. Owing
to the previous day's rain the roads for the

greater portion of the distance were cowied
with mini and the riders wire compelled to take
to the side paths. Frequently it was necessary
to dismount and wadfl through the mire and
water. Al one poinl it was necessary for the

riders to push their wheels along a railroad

track for a '

s of a mile, the road being covered
with water Several riders gave up in disgust

eturned to the park. The com
New Castle, thciuo to (luthrie's road at the
outskirts of Wilmington, to New Castle and

in- grounds. A large, numbi
people witnessed th< -<\y,

;
the road.

Ai lour minutes aftei Van w
and Pearson came on to the track lor the last

nil' A ing a mile Van
and Seeds drew away from Pearson, and. rid-

ing al full spied fol one lap, the former finished

Time, fb. 54

Tin- men, upon arriving at tin- track, looked
like the sin vi

. 1 Spring's century run,

ibliged in many
1

push
k mud which

and

Lighl I

rOI lllllllv .

v
. Co

• I Mcll

\ (i ••
1 .

I

sey shirt, breeches and lu.se, by Holmes & (

breeches, by Erie Knitting Milli

d saddle, by Garford ' tic

man's Garford saddle, by Garford M
addle, by Bret/. Curtis &

Themes arrived in the following ore

mi riME.
II Ms

1. w. Van Wag; , \ ,

Vt

). 1. H. Pearson, V v.' . minutes
4. Fred B. Elliott, W. W. C, j minutes

.ink M. Dampman, W u 1 . minuti
,mk Chew, \ W , ., 111 i 11 nt—

7- C. A. Elliott, W. w c. B min •

8. 1. S. Lodge, V. W., 9 minute*...
1 O. Roe, ( C, ; minuti a

|. R. Hasleton, C W., . minuti -

W. M Hanidon. Springfield, Mass . . min
B. Prank McDaniel, W. W, C .

- minutes .1.08.30

is. m. Taunton, Mass , '• min
Draper, P. A. W., ( minutes

^. W. A. C, ' minuti
C a Dimon, s E. W., io minutes
T. J. Hall, Jr., N. Y. A C , 5 minuti -

John Betunnger, K. c. W., <• minutes
W 1 W.; V I. Kelly, 1" A W., and W. II

Wells, K. C. W., did not finish.

I III I k M K RAC1 S.

About 500 people shivered through the nine
events at the Hazel Dell track while the
riders were away. The course was soft and
muddy, and the time made was tl slow,

A seme of excellent prizes were offered, and
the entries were mostly local riders. A sum-
mary follows

Ore milk Mo> u i irdell,

Wilmington, first; J. K. Ainsworth, Rock ford, Del.,
second. Time, 4!

HalfMiu Safety, Boys ii L. Bissell, Wilming.
ton, lirst; F\ I I'yle. Wilmington, second. 1

Half Mile Ordinary, i i Hanley,
Wilmington, Bi ddletown, Del.,
second. Time, in

1 im -Mil 1 Class—C. P Merrill,
first; Blwood l.ayiield, Wilmington, second. Time,

00 Yards Slow Race, ordinary S i> W
W. W. CM lirst; H. I Bowden, Wilmingti
Time. 2111. 16s.

ONE Mil i su Merrill. W v

first; II. I.. I'ylc. W. W C , second. Tin

One Mile Novice, Ordinary H. J. Bowden, Wil-
mington, lirst; Harry Donalson, W. W I s,c. .ml.
Time. 111

HalfMileRidi ind Run, ordinary /. ii

land, W. W. C, first; II I Bowden, rime,

one Mni Safety, Handk u>, ci.ui hi
is, in si . Harry 1 1 .is.

'/.. II l.atUuid, scratch, third. Time. 4111.
(

The officers of the daj
th.r, l>. B. C. ludges, 11 's Wiegand, K 1 V. II U
Priest, Speedwi II B C ;

P I. Kmi.. w \V (

Charles M W. c
; Millard I ;

mington: W. M R \\ Wilmingti
lohn W Clerk of Coin 81 Hows

w w 1

iiam I'ledelick, \\ \\ 1

RECENT ENGLISH ROAD RECORDS.

On October g 1 P Walsh, on a 58-inch

nary, rode H't miles in twelve hours, adding
• miles to the record. < >n ' I the

fifty miles, 100 miles and twelve Ii

ds for tandem safeties were all ha
reduced b\

J.
•

', || Browne and W M I

bie, of the North Road t C Ridii

"Raleigh" cushion tyre. the\

minutes nil i!

their time being ah. jJin.

time was reduced by =i» minutes, nadir..

and t lit- .

hours' recoid, In ai it b miles

with two minutes to span-, the total disl

beinj No p
ployed, and the ride v and

111 s.illli

1 100 miles.

and tiH.k their

NEW ROAD RECORDS.

• hundred mil<

ith, resulti ilishing I

A11111 nan oids K 1 1 I

1 di

1 |tn loo miles hi 7I1

I In

i.\ I \l Dampman, in 1887, \h

lOO miles, ;h

pro
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THE VIRGINIA DIVISION RACES.

The races of the Virginia Division, under the
auspices of the Norfolk Cycle Club at Norfolk,

which were postponed October 6 and 7, owing
to inclement weather, took place October 20

and 21 at the Gymnasium Park track. A large
and enthusiastic crowd was present on both
days, the grand stand being crowded with
ladies and deep interest was manifested in the
results of the various contests. Many of the
races proved exceeding close and the excite-

ment at times was great, and the spectators

were well pleased with the two days' sport.

There was a little hitch in starting on the first

day owing to several of the officials not ap-
pearing upon the scene of action, but owing to

the good work of Ira B. White, the affair was
afterwards managed in a most satisfactory

manner. A summary of the races follow:

FIRST DAY.

One Mile Novice—T. A. Williams, Jr., first; J. W.
Boggs, second.

One Mile Safety, Open—A. A. O'Neill, first; C.
W. O'Neill, second.

One Mile Club—Boggs, first; Burruss, second.

One Mile Safety, Handicap—a. a. O'Neill,
scratch, first; G. W. 'Lawrence, 20s., second.
One Mile Safety, 3.30 Class—C. W. O'Neill, first;

G. R. Paul, second.
Half Mile Safety, Open—C. W. O'Neill, first; A.

A. O'Neill, second.
One Mile Ordinary, Boys—E. L. Dasheill, first;

T. A. Williams, Jr., second.
Three Mile State Championship—A. A. O'Neill,

first; J. H. Downing, second; C. W. O'Neill, third.

This event created unbounded enthusiasm.
As the riders came in on the fourteenth lap and
entering the fifteenth and last lap every spec-

tator on the grounds was in a great state of

excitement, as this lap would decide the question
of who would be the winner of the contest. At
the first turn after crossing the starting point
the men were seen to dive down over the
handle bars of their machines and pump their

pedals in a style that made the audience go wild
wijh excitement. Every person stood up. Hats
were waved and the crowd yelled like so many
schoolboys. The men were all bunched and it

was impossible to see who was leading. Turn-
ing the second corner, however, A. A. O'Neill
was seen to leave the two other men inch by inch
and crossing the tape about fifteen feet ahead
of Downing.

second day.
One Mile Novice, Safety—B. G. Simmons, first;

J. S. Moore, second. Time, 3m. 21s.

One Mile Ordinary, Open—A. A. O'Neill, first;

C. W. O'Neill, second. Time, 3m. i6J^s.

One Mile Safety, Club Championship—W. B.
Burruss, first; G. W. Lawrence, second. Time, 3m.
33^s.

One Mile Ordinary, Handicap—A. A. O'Neill, 9s.

first; J. W. Boggs, ns. second. Time, 3m. 22s.

One Mile Safety, 3.30 Class—R. G. Simmons, first;

C. W. Lawrence, second. Time, 3m. 27s.

One Mile Safety, State Championship—A. A.
O'Neill, first; C. W. O'Neill, second. Time, 3m. 41s.

Half Mile Ordinary, Open—L. Mayo, first
;
John

Downing, second. Time, im. 37s.

One Mile Ordinary, State Championship—
A. A. O'Neill, first; C. W. O'Neill, second; J. H.
Downing, third. Time, 3m. 35KS. A. A. O'Neill won
by an inch.

Handsome medals and various useful articles

were given as prizes. The officials were :

Judges, Ballard Morris, Washington
; J. B.

Deistel, Old Point; Referee, A. K. Schapp,
Richmond ; Starter, W. W. White, Portsmouth

;

Timers, G. R. Paul, Samuel Phoebus; Scorer,

J. W. Boggs ; Clerk of Course, Ira B. White.

THE VINELAND RACES.

HARVARD'S RACE MEET.

The amateur race meet of the Harvard
University Cycling Association, open to colleges,

schools, and the B. A. A., will be held Novem-
ber 8, on Holmes Field, Cambridge, Mass.
Two medals, struck from special dies, will be
given in each event. In the interscholastic race,

a silver cup, presented by the Interscholastic
Cycling Association, will be contested. Entries
close November 1, with F. L. Wadsworth, Jr.,

1 •; Wadsworth House, Cambridge, Mass. Pec,

50 cents. Following is the list of events to he
run under League rules: Half-mile safety,

novice, open to Harvard only; one mile ordi-

nary, handicap, open ; half-mile safety, handi-
cap, open

; one-quarter mile ordinary, handicap,
open; one mile safety, scratch, interscholastic,

open In all preparatory schools; two mile ordi-

nary, scratch, intercollegiate : one mile safety,

handicap, inten ollegiate,

The Fall meeting of the Vineland Wheelmen,
at the trotting track, on Saturday last, furnished
some good sport. The wind blew a perfect
gale down the homestretch, making fast time
impossible, although the track was in fair con-
dition. For this reason the Murphy brothers
made no attempt on the tandem records.
There was a large list of entries for the dif-

ferent events, but the disagreeable weather
caused many fast men to remain at home. In
the half-mile open event the finish between
Murphy and Van Wagoner was very close, and
the decision of the officials in giving the race to
Van Wagoner caused some dissatisfaction. In
the one mile safety Murphy's machine broke
down 100 yards from the start.

The prettiest race of the day was the one mile
team race. The best work of the day was ac-
complished by S. W. Seeds and J. B. Pearson.
Three prizes were awarded in each contest.

The club offered a neat prize for the man taking
the worst header, which was cleverly captured
by C. W. Pearson.
A summary of the race is as follows

:

One Mile Ordinary, Novice—H. S. Painter, T. C.
C, first; W. C. Hendee, V. W., second; H. F. Higgins,
V. W., third. Time, 3m. 33 1-5S.

One Mile Safety, Novice—G. Gillette, V. W., first;

J. H. Hirst, V. W., second; C. P. Heighly, V. W.,
third. Time, 3m. 43s.

One Mile Safety, Open—W. C. Seeds, W. W. C,
first; I. Van Deusen, P. A. W., second. Time, 3m. 18s.

There were only two men who finished in this race.

One Mile Ordinary, Team Race—Won by the
Park Avenue Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, with V. J.
Kelley, I. Van Deusen, and J. H. Draper. New York
Athletic Club second, with W. Van Wagoner, C. W.
Murphy and W. F. Class. Time, 3m. 15 1-5S.

Three Mile Safety, Handicap—W. C. Seeds, W.
W. C-, 200 yards, first ; C. W. Pearson, V. W., 300 yards,
second; J. B. Pearson, V. W., 225 yards, third. Time,
9m. 15 3-5S. W. F. Murphy started in this race, but
dropped out at the mile, although gaining on his men,
who had big handicaps.

Half Mile Ordinary, Open—W. Van Wagoner,
N. Y. A. C, first; W. F. Murphy, N. Y. A. C. second;
C. L. Lersner, N. J. A. C, third. Time, im. 28s.

One Mile Ordinary, Handicap—H. S. Painter, T.
C. C, 150 yards, first; F. S. Chew, V. W., 140 yards,
second; W. Van Wagoner, N. Y. A. C, 50 yards, third.
Time, 3m.
One Mile, Vineland Wheelmen Championship—

J. B. Pearson, first; C. W. Pearson, second. Time,
3m. 37s.

Half Mile Safety, Open—J. Donnelly, O. W.,
first; W. C. Seeds, W. W. C, second; C. W. Dalsen, C.
W., third. Time, im. 33S'.

Five Mile Ordinary, Handicap—J. B. Pearson, V.
W., 350 yards, first; F. S. Chew, V. W., 475 yards, sec-
ond; C. W. Pearson, V. W., 400 yards, third. Time,
16m. 24s. Out of half a dozen starters only three men
finished.

Three Mile Tandem Safety, Handicap—V. J.
Kelly and J. H. Draper, P. A. W., 200 yards, first; W.
Van Wagoner and W. C. Seeds, W. W. C, 100 yards,
second. Time, 9m. 54s.

A MODEL RACE PATH.

Bicycling News publishes a few details of the
Torquay track, one of the most popular paths
in England.

" The Torquay track is situated in a hollow
adjoining the Torquay Railway Station, is quite
sheltered from all winds, and is the safest in

the country. There have been eight meetings
held without a single fall occurring. It is four
laps to the mile. Surface, the finest limestone
chippings. It rolls very smooth, and is drained
by 100 drains on inside. Water is laid on all

round track on inside, with eight- stopcocks.

Two straights of 75 yards and 90 yards, ends
perfect circles. Banking 3 feet 6 inches, run-
ning 20 feet into the straights. Banking is

carried the same all round ends. Straights are
banded 9 inches to drain well. Track measures
one-quarter mile one foot from inside edge,
width, 20 feet; finishing straight, 24 feet, widen-
ing to 26 feet at run in corner. Fenced with
single 2,14 inch iron pipe passed through posis

4 inch by 6 inch, and screwed firmly together
with two movable pipes for entrances at each
end of finishing straight. Dressing room fitted

with five fixed basins, hooks, etc'. , extra room
also under stand; accommodation for 50 men.
Admission at two entrances, dd. and is., by
turnstiles; stand, is., 2S., and 4s. extra; car-

riages, 2S. 6d. ;
occupants, is. each. Stand

seats 800 people. Training fee, 3d, a day. 10s.

6d. season. This gives holder entry to .ill meet
ings free throughout the year. Movable baths
always in dressing rooms

THE MEET AT ALTOONA, PA.

The Juniata Wheelmen's third annual race
meet was held at the Driving Park, Altoona,
Pa., October 22. Dame Nature dealt kindly
with the wheelmen, the day set aside for the
sport being the only one for a week or more
having a clear sky. The early trains brought
in many visiting wheelmen' from all points
throughout the Juniata Valley. Headquarters
were established at the Logan House, where
about 100 wheelmen, including a number of
ladies, assembled in the east parlor and the
Reception Committee registered them and dis-
tributed the badges. At 9.30 a. m. the Rev.
A. W. Spooner, of the Second Presbyterian
Church, who is an enthusiastic wheelman,
delivered an address of welcome, in which he
enumerated the many moral and physical
advantages in the use of cycles. He was re-
sponded to by Mr. Hugh Lindsey, President of
the Juniata Wheelmen Association, who pointed
out many ways in which the L. A. W. was'
advancing in the good work of road improve-
ments.

D. S. Drake, Secretary, read a letter from
Chief Consul Samuel A. Boyle, regretting his
inability to be present, but urging the wheel-
men to join the national organization for the
many benefits derived therefrom.
A brief business meeting followed in which a

number of new members were secured for the
L. A. W., after which the members were es-
corted through the Pennsylvania Railroad
machine shops, the largest in the United States.
At 1.30 p. m. the cyclers assembled in the

Hotel Park and were photographed by F. H.
Foltz, of Bedford, the first man to purchase a
bicycle in the Juniata Valley. At 2 p. m. the
street parade was formed, which was ably
marshaled by W. Byrd Page. Over 1 50 cyclers
participated in the procession, the line of march
covering ten miles over new asphalt streets.
In the ranks were a number of ladies, and they
handled their cycles as well as any of the
sterner sex, many of them riding the entire
distance to the race track.

There was a good attendance at the races,
and the events warmly contested, there being
considerable anxiety as to the championship of
the Juniata Wheelmen, which includes on its

membership roll all wheelmen in six counties of
the Juniata Valley.

The racing events of last year being closely
contested, this season's contest had been looked
forward to from that time to this for the final

test of valor.

The results were as follows :

Half-mile Novice—W. B. Simpson, Huntingdon,
first; E. M. Newall, Huntingdon, second. Time,

Half-mile Boys—Howard Kessler, Altoona, first;
David Lockey, Altoona, second. Time, 2.27.

Half-mile Ordinary Handicap—J. A. Johnson;
15s., first

; J. E. Patterson, scratch, second. Time,
2.12.

Two-mile Championship Juniata Valley—This
event was contested in two heats, first with safeties,
then with ordinaries. Best time in the safety, W. R.
Simpson, Huntingdon, 8m. 57s. Best time, ordinaries,
L. B. Baldwin, Huntingdon, 8m. 39s. J. E. Patterson,
who received all the honors during the past years,
following close behind.
The championship was awarded to L. B. Baldwin,

of Huntingdon.

During the afternoon, W. Byrd Page, of
Altoona, a champion high jumper, gave an
exhibition, clearing five feet and eleven inches.

In the evening the Altoona Cyclers ban-
qnetted their visitors at the Opera House
restaurant.

Everything passed off in an admirable man-
ner, and the Altoona wheelmen are to be
congratulated on the success of the meet.

lll'N I INGDON,

A NEW ROAD RECORD.

At Now Orleans on Sunday last, R. G.Betts
attacked the twenty live and fifty mile safety

road records, making the distances in ill. 3am.
11s.. ami ill, r.Mii. 40s.. respectively. The best

time for twenty-five miles is ih. join. 40s. made
li\ Kluge. Betts' time for fifty miles stands as

record. A high wind was blowing, and he was
assisted In six pacemakers.

The 1 wo mill' bicycle race at the Fall games ol the
Cornell Oniversitj athletic Association resulted .is

[ollowsi W. I>. Osgood, '.1
. tirst ; K. 1> \K iVunoU,

\i.|, second. Time, ;in
1
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A RELAY RECORD FROM NEW YORK
TO TARRYTOWN, AND RETURN.

A NEW "CLASSIC" RECORD.

A iiiitu be New York
•n New York to Tarrytown, and

n. <>n Sunday -r riders, usinj

StabUsh a relay re

• •i' which we give th<

Th ranch, Thayer and
Hanson, of the Citizens Club. The mount

lumbia Light Roai Noble
and the Boulevard, at •, 08, and

lied the Hetty House, at Yonkers, at 10 14.

the distance l>einij about fifteen miles, and the

net tune. th. 5111. Here he was met by Thayer,
who took the machine, and rode to the Franklin

any town, a distance of ten miles, the

net time being 53m. Thayer then deli

the machine to French, who rode it back to the
if the long hill below Yonkers, a distance-

id one-half miles, in 48m., arriv-

ing there at 11 55, Hanson then took the

machine and : and the Boule-
vard, a distance of fifteen miles, in 56m.,

ing at 12:51, making the total time 3I1. 4 -,111.

The route up was, up the Boulevard to

ide, through 123d si

iulevard, to Washington Bridge, to Ridge
\ venue, to Kingsbridge,

thence via Broadway to Yonkers and Tarry-
town. This roundabout journey was taken in

ivoid the Kingsbridge road, which is

idition for at least a mile this side of

•.en Duyvil. The return journey was
made over the same route.

The roads were rather muddy, and there was
a sweeping breeze blowing against the riders

on the first half of the journey. The net time

he if]> journey was lb. 59m., and for the

return journey ih. 44m.

R. J. MECREDY.

• vi v PRIX vi 1 unit.

Although Mccrcdy's record of 2m. 21.

iwed under by Jones, a deal of in-

- to his late English visit,

on which he not only showed his own ability,

but he simply created a panic among the Eng-
lish safety man. and was the first man to dcin-

of the pneumatic
We publish below extracts from .•

•ii Mi Mecredy, beuev-
.1 sketch of his career this year will lie

, of Till- Whki 1

ime at my

mi- 1. ... mm li

on the

1 with
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late years, says Tkt StottSMOM, a .

deal has been heard of bicycle rides round the
world, but, aa a feat of endurance and -

combined, the great performance just accom-
plished by the young Russian. Lieut. Martos,
ranks second to none. What is more, he has
performed the feat without the aid of all the
improvements which of late have helped to

many new records on the cyling path
His machine was not fitted with the famous
pneumatic or cushion tyre, but witli a pretty
ancient solid one. the bicycle on which he rode
over two thousand miles in the extraordinarily
short time of thirty-two days being an old one.

Rudge's manufacture, and weighing close on
sixty pounds. Lieut. Marios arrived in the

metropolis about four on Monday afternoon
from Paris, which city he left a couple of days
previously ( >n Tuesday afternoon he made a

call at this office, while later a Sportsman
reporter had a short chat with him at the Hotel
Metropolis, and was able to glean some most
interesting details respecting the lieutenant's

cycling journey. Setting out from his native

land the roads for a good way were excellent,

and he made rapid progress at the outset of the
trip. Passing through the Fatherland, how-
ever, his career was not one of all milk and
honey, for, unfortunately, the muzzling order is

not in force in that part of the world. The dogs,
which roam at their own sweet will, seemed,
too, about the time of Lieut, Martos' visit to

the land of sauerkraut, to have been without
food for some little period, and accordingly
two of them at different times seized on ins

calves as likely to afford a good meal. To this

the Russian naturally took objection, and the
result was the death of one canine in (lerfeld.

and another in Witten. Imtli receiving the
'happy dispatch" with a knife. The unhos-

pitalityof the dogs, however, was amply atoned
for by the populace, in whose praise he s]>caks

very highly, lb received excellent treatment
in Germany, although good sleeping accommo-
dation was difficult to procure, most of the l>cds

having a superabundance of hard mattn
and very little or no clothing. He met with a

great reception in the little town of Vervius, in

Germany, where a banquet was given in his

honor by the Mayor, who hail himself been in

Russia Here his first mishap occurred, a-- his

bicycle now began to show Signs Of wear, but
fortunately the mishap was not a serious one,

and after a few repairs to the recalcitrant ma-
chine he was able to proceed on his way. Con-
tinuing his journey Lieutenant Martos arrived
m Pans on Saturday last, where on all sides he
had hearts Congratulations. He was received
by the Russian Ambassador, and subsequently
he had an audience of M I ><• 1'n vcinet. the
Minisi. 1 of War. who showed much interest in

the feat, and complimented Martos highly on
his great achievement In Paris he found 1

grains ami cables awaiting him by the si

the enterprising Yankee snowman, as usual.

being well to the fore when there is any
stroke of business to '" done From Cnii

and New York tame offers for his machini
which another gentleman volunteered t"

him / 500, but to all tin proposals
turned an indignant refusal. Exactly .1

month had elniised from the time hi

when in- reachea Paris, and two 1

• i.d in tin to London, to whu h he
bj the Dieppe-Newhaven route. Th<

n at the 'l

nil- ..i the Royal Military Exhibition,
'

lb

mammy, ill London \>

and then y,omc, on In- bicycle right through
Engl

otland, including I'.dm

burv,h and < . () 1 he will

It fol home by

ightl)' built, fair : Mini;

1 the Ini;

AN ACTIVE DAY FOR WHEELMEN.

Tuesday, November 4th, Election Day, will be
a da . . ity with the cycHi

< York and vicinity. With a h -w

ptionn, ever) club has a run upon
its schedule for the holiday, and if Sergeant
Dunn and the other weather sharps treat the
cyclist half-way decent, the roads will fairly

swarm with riders, and it will be a memo'
day ot s)>ort in wheeling circles The ii

for the New York clubs will l>c Broadwaj
tween Kingsbridge and Yonkers. where the
cracks .il several clubs will pedal for suprcii

The Riverside Wheelmen will leave their club
house about in a ill. for the course, and those
not going awheel will repair to the
conflict on a tally-ho. Their club events to Ik

decided are t >ne mile novice. 1111b

scratch; two mill safety, handicap, and
mile championship. The racing begins at 1

1

o'clock. The Harlem Wheelmen will hold a

ten mile club championship for a handsome
silver cup, presented by Mr II Boese, and a
tw.) mile novice in the morning. After a big
dinner the ten mile club championship will take
place. The Manhattan Club- have two
the card for the day, a live mile handicap and a
ten mile club championship, E. J. Keai
E. Clemens, J. D. Conner and V. h Pelin have

training actively for the latter event, and
much interest is centered in it. The Gotham
Wheelmen, a club that has made rapid strides

to the fore of late, are also on the list •

series of races on the Kingsbridge course. The
fast men will find honors through the mile ordin-

ary, mile safety, two mile mixed, or the live mile
club championship. The Brooklyn Bicycle
Club enjoyed their Pall race three weeks
and will, therefore, be content to lie olllool

on Tuesday. They will have a run to Yonkers
for dinner, and will then take in tin

the other clubs.

On the recently macadamized county road
between Springfield and Elizabeth, N

J.,
the

Kill's County Wheelmen will hold their annual
twenty-live mile handicap road ran The
course is as smooth as a billiard tabic and a

trifle hilly, so that good time should Ik- made.
The Hudson County Wheelmen will Ii

their club house in Jersei City, 1 m.
for Staten Island and will ride to TottenviUe
They will then cross the sound to Perth An
and train to. Railway, for the': the

noon, on the Elizabeth -Rahwaj
Their events are a live and two mile handicap,
and a mile nov Tin Palisade Wheel-
men having decided not the Irvingl

Milburn course, will train to Avondale \ I

and hold their five mile handicap
Washington Avenue. ark and
Passaic,an exceptionally fine si adam
road The course is somewhat marred,
ever, by a railroad I he club will

in's Hotel
few minutes walk of the Avondale station.

a large number of the club's

on hand 1 >n tin

Irvington-Milbum coui m-, which is nov
m its former good condition, the

Wheelmen ot will hole
( >n

men wil

hand
1

• men will

hand:' 1 he only I

the day will be at Rah-
I'nioilCo Roadsters will hold tl

the Athletii
• •vents vvii:

one mile safety, o|>en; two mile championship
1

I to

d the ni;

ailed

in tin

KMI'I

I
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HERE, THERE AND THEREABOUTS.

I see that the Eagle Bicycle Club, of Newark,
composed of colored riders, have selected for

their club colors mahogany, pink and green,

a tri-color that starts off well enough in the

first named of its colors, but does not finish

equally strong with the remaining two. If I

might be allowed to offer a suggestion I would
propose that the club decline to accept their

present colors, and choose the more appropriate

ones of black and tan.

When a prize fighter wins a few unimportant
"scraps," or is defeated in some equally im-
portant ones, his admirers in honor of the first,

or in condolence for the last state of affairs, at

once induce him to open a gin-mill. These are,

I think, the correct ethics of the prize-ring, and
have been so for years. Racing men now seem
to have taken a similar line of action, and after

a season or two of pot hunting, come to the

conclusion that their fame will bring them
fortune if they but put their names over the

doorway of a cycling establishment. Perhaps
it will, if they sell good wheels and attend
strictly to business, but not otherwise.

The gift of forecasting events is a rare ac-

complishment in these days, and when it exists,

is rarely found among the students of our col-

leges, yet the following lines printed thirteen

years ago in the Harvard Lampoon, when the

very idea of women riding bicycles would have
been thought preposterous, is in the light of

events to day very nearly a fulfilled prophecy :

" You have here Miss De Glace on a bicycle,
Most frequently calm as an icicle;
But on wheels of thin steel
She will ride like the de'il

O, this latter nineteenth is a nice cycle !

"

Talking with George M. Hendee, the other
day, enabled me to gain his ideas upon a few
points of current cycling discussion. The
ordinary, he says, whether solid-tyred or other-

wise, is no longer in the race for speed with the
balloonized safety. Jones, he thinks, is a better

man than the cycling press seem inclined to

rate him, and he does not think that any more
than a fair share of credit should be given the
wheel he rides, for his recent wonderful per-
formances. Hendee declares that no American
rider can expect to go to England and beat the
better class of racing men there, unless he is

prepared to spend at least two years there
studying track methods, etc.

An old Scotch book gives as a sovereign
remedy for the sprains or strains often result-

ing from the rough athletic pastimes of the
Scots, the following peculiar embrocation :

"Take a fat suckling mastiff whelp, flay and
bowel him, stuff the body full of black and
grey snails, roast a reasonable time, and baste
with oil of spikenard, saffron, cinnamon and
honey ; annoint with the dripping, working it

well into the injured part." Perhaps this valu-

able remedy might prove of benefit to the ach-
ing limbs and sore muscles of some of our
scorchers.

When Mr. Luscomb was nominated for re-

election last year, it was given out by the oppo-
sition as the strongest point against him, that

the L. A. W. had lost membership in Brooklyn,
Mr. Luscomb's home, and hence, that any
candidate who could not boom the organization
in the city he resided in, could not be expected
to do so in more remote sections ; since, if his

fellow townsmen did not support him in his

endeavors for League advancement, others

certainly would not. I do not propose to either

advocate or discountenance this line of argu-
ment, but 1 would like to sec what was con-
sidered as good sauce for the goose be also

adopted as a proper condiment for the gander.
Now if the reports of the daily and cycling press

are to be accepted as authentic, then there is no
place in America to-day where there is as much
open and determined opposition to the L. A. VV.

as there is in Buffalo, and yel 1 sec that your
correspondent from there wants to nominate
Chiet Consul W. S. Bull for the League Presi-

dency. I don't sec how, witli the precedent
established in Mr. Luscomb's case, thai such a
thing could be seriously thought of, but as time
works many wonders, pertiaps whal was one

year ago a crime is to-day a virtue, and what
defeated Mr. Luscomb may serve to elect Mr.
Bull. May be.

Some one has said that '

' an honest lawyer is

the noblest work of man." Perhaps he is, but
I feel certain that the English racing man who
recently retained one of them to secure his rein-

statement to amateurship, is not as much an
admirer of this kind of " noblest, work " as he
was. It appears that the lawyer in making his

plea for the reinstatement, said that his client,

by being barred from amateur races, "suffered
great pecuniary loss." Undoubtedly the lawyer
told but the truth, yet it injured his client more
than it benefitted him, in fact, the defense and
the prosecution both claimed the same thing,
the expelling body alleging that the racer rode
for profit in amateur events, and the prosecution
advancing the same statement as the grounds
for their demand for a coat of whitewash.

There used to exist in London a club of

cyclers, every officer and member of which had
to assume the name of one of the characters in
" Pickwick Papers," the President always tak-

ing that of Mr. Pickwick. It was a peculiar
idea, and one that admitted of a great deal of

amusement being derived from it, and I am
sorry that I cannot even recall its name, though
I am of the opinion that it was the London
Bicycle Club.

G. E. JOHNSON,
A Popular Louisville Cyclist.

Here's a new idea for those who are anxious
to copy our English cousins. The Rover
Bicycle Club have recently held their annual
"pot-hat run." "Pot hat," my unanglicized
reader must know, is English for a high silk

hat, and under the conditions of the Rover's
run, every member of that club must once a
year, upon a certain day, don one of these, and
with his clubmates go upon a run, after which
the annual " leg of mutton supper," is partaken
of. Of course it may be said that this is a some-
what childish and nonsensical way for a club to

celebrate their annual gathering, but that's just

what makes it so awfully English; their ideas

of humor are always of the most peculiar nature,

but still that don't always keep Americans from
copying them.

Your article, last week, on Mr. Bonner's
opinions upon the probability of the cycle event-
ually beating the trotting horse, recalls to me
a proposition that agitated us years ago, and
that was, whether races should be with flying

or standing start. For man)- days we fought
over that point, until finally the present system
of a standing start was adopted, though the

first races held in this country were all oi them
from a Hying start. I agree with " Faed," the

well-known English writer, that in certain cases

the start should be allying one. The aim now
of all crack racing men is to. sweep away the

last vestige of the trotter's supremacy, and to

do this, it is but fair that the wheelmen should
be asked to make his record in the same way
that the trotter does, that is, without the dis-

advantage of starting from a stand still. I

hope in the near future to see this attempt made,
as I am a firm believer that the wheel will then
eventually defeat the trotter at every distance.

A friend of mine, much addicted to slang,
was explaining to an acquaintance how he
learned to ride a bicycle, and this is the way he
gave the information: "Well, I just kept getting
on, going a little way, and then falling off, un-
til all at once I just ' tumbled ' to the whole
thing, see?" I don't think that he intended
any play upon the words, and that's what made
it so amusing to me when I overheard the con
versation. Don Salamho.

LOUISVILLE.

A FRIEND AT COURT.

Local cycling interests in Louisville, and in

fact all over the State, owe much to the efforts

of Mr. G. E. Johnson, of the Courier-Journal, for

many a good word relative to the sport through
the excellent medium of the paper he represents
so faithfully. Of small physique, his weight
being but 115 pounds, his height 5 feet 6 inches,
he would not be selected on first acquaintance
as one best suited to fulfill the arduous position

as night telegraph editor of a great daily, and
yet that position he has held for several years,
and with the exception of several weeks of ill-

ness, he has been in attendance at his " den " on
the sixth floor of the C.-J. building, up to his

ears in waste papers with the telegraph sound-
ers clicking the news of the world as if they took a
fiendish delight in their own racket.

Mr. Johnson is thirty-one years of age, a
man of family, and one who never forgets a
friend. He shows his remembrance by actions
rather than by words. His start was secured
in an. obscure country printing office eighteen
years ago. Shortly afterward he went to the
Courier-Journal composing rooms, and from the
case to his present position advancement has
been steady. His engagement with the paper
dates back nearly seventeen years, ten years of

which have been on the editorial staff. His
modesty always asserts itself, and he never
cares to put himself forward merely for the
prominence it secures him, but work to be done
finds him ready and willing.

Every Sunday finds his cycling corner well
filled with the local cycling news, and of such
a character that it is of interest to the general
public as well as to cyclers. In this way he has
been of untold benefit to the sport. No rider is

more deservedly popular among local wheel-
men.
At the organization of the Louisville Cycle

Club in 1888, he was elected Vice President
without opposition; in January, 1S89, he was
re-elected without opposition, and again in

1890. At the Danville meet, June 10, i8S(). he
was nominated for Secretary-Treasurer of the
Kentucky Division, L. A. W. , and elected
unanimously, and again at the Richmond meet
July 12, 1890. Active in club affairs and in the
League, he wields a power of certain and posi-

tive benefit to all cycling institutions. He has
been a cycler for the last live years and has
found it of much benefit. Nor is his riding all

for pleasure ; hundreds of people who use the

elevator every twenty-four hours, notice his

little forty pound safety among a number of

other wheels in the corridor of the Courier-

Journal Building. lie uses it constantly to and
from the office, White Hi ri.ey.

The Sporting Goods Gazette says that it is peall)
surprising to note the growth of the bicycle industry in

this country. Now ulcus are brought out each day and
patented. New companies are forming in all parts ot

the country to manufacture wheels. The principal
dealers in sporting goods are engaged in selling them
and the whole population becoming interested in

their daily use to such an extent that cities ever)
whei'e are improving theii roadways in deference to

tlic popular clamor tor better pavements. Physicians
arc adopting them as a means for visiting their
patients and recommend their sensible and rational
use for adultS ol hot ll sexes

At some sports held ai i;r.i., Germany, September
18, Karl Finder, Wanderers Club, won the mile bi<

race in mi, 13 \i the same sports, Max Rhnigh,
I'.n ycle Club Wien. won a mile race in nn I

riu German record is m ,.
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The Kettrer, thi < which was a |udge at the
Hartford meeting, endorses our position on the quar-
ter mile ordinary record. This paper agrees with us
that the record credited to Anthony a I Hartford should

and.

Barsiinlia is an awkward name to carry about with
1 ttu owner of this name is a smart, sharp-

featured Philadelphia wheelman who jumped in and
proved himself a first-class "announcer" at thi

Philadelphia meet

Fred Foster, of the Toronto Wanderers, one of thu
most popular Canadian riders, was married t Ictober 7.

The club turned out at the wedding in full uniform,
occupying the centre of the church, and the ushers
were chosen from the club members

The members of the Louisville Cycle Club are en-
joying a series of smokers which are at present verv
popular with the club and are always well attended.
A nop will be given on Thanksgiving Day, and a per-
simmon run will be enjoyed on Sunda\

Julius Glueck, of Philadelphia, has filed a claim
against Bardslcy & Hirtwcll for $10,000 dam
tilueck claims that while riding a bicycle he was run
down by one ol the firm's wagons, wrecking his
machine and severely injuring himself.

It is estimated that there are 800 bicycles ridden in
and around San Jose, CaL The pastime is found to

be a good substitute for the skating and sleighing ex-
periences of those living in colder climates, and the
sport is indulged in by the young and old.

The Illinois Cycling Club have secured the entire
lower Boor of the Chicago Grand Opera House foi
November 1. where Francis Wilson is playing the
"Merry Monarch.'' The seats will be sold to mem-
bers ,.t' other clubs, and a tfreat t j m< . j s anticipated.

Atalanta Wheelmen, of Newark, will hold a
- of indoor games November 11. Among the

open events will be a one mile safety handicap and a
half mile safety novice. Entries close November 14.

Gold, silver and bronze medals are offered as pi

The Century Wheelmen have Issued a neat hand-
book containing their charter, constitution, by-laws,
list oi members., various rules, a table of local dis-

tances, ami other interesting information The
gmaker City Wheelmen have al80 issued a mileage
00k.

The Brooklyn Bicycle Club on Sunday, Noveml
will run to Perth Amboy via Staten Island, and will
return by the way of Railway, Elizabeth and Newark
On November B they will attend the I went v-third
Regiment games in a body, and on Sunday, Novem-

the dub photograph will be taken in Pro

The Chicago Clubs are greatly interested in in-door
base ball, ami the various clubs have formed teams
for this Winter's series of games, It is played much

one as out-door base ball, but the ball is about
a loot in diameter, and is tilled with hair, while the
bat is a thin, long and strong pole, A large hall is a

lary adjunct for the game

The new house of the Illinois Club, of Chicago, is .1

model in its line It contains, besides the usual apart-
ments, a billiard room, with six tables, a bowling
alley, gymnasium, library, bath and wheel rooms.
four card rooms, and > 1 ire ["he bouse, however, is

juate to meet the Krcat demand made for mem-
bership, anil a limit will havi

Philadelphia rideis have been greatly annoyed of

late by small boys throwing various missiles at them
while out riding, and they havi- determined to break
up the habit On Sunday last tin- threw
wagon spokes at a wheelman, upsetting and
Injuring him. Tin- culprits were subsequent!

' for malicious mischief, and will have a bearing
this wi

Whei e is 1 . 1, 1 auery a nu
iking who read in oui 1 his

•
' from England, Mr, Morris, or a young man

'

Brooklyn on Tin
week last, made an engagement to .

Wednesday with the captain of a prominent Brooklyn
1 lub, but lie never turned up. Waail
it a pretender I

isitions oi those finishing in thi

bury Wheel Club's re. en I nine and .< halt mil.- handi-
I 1 W Swift, and

1 minute, hrst. tlmi
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I

- A W n
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\ port. R. 1.

one of the most pleasing featui liladelphia
leet is the

[
ithu-

»tS all.! 1
I I

ite combined meet quiti oris
closely watched and penciled every event ( 1, caaion-
ally a winning man would be beckoned «m-i !

group and rewarded with congratulation and ma
merry smile and quip and gibe At the present time
the Kelley stock so.us above pur, though then
steady den . . ins under

tent The fair maids of Philadelphia
seem I gotten 1

1

• uiarkabl,
formances at Roches- ,. Buffalo and S
disc.

I III- II \K1 EM WHEBL.MKH'8 > UK.
The Harlem Wheelmen intend to hold a .

from December -• to „ ifyo, and for that purpose
engaged the large hall of the Harlem Opera H
The fair is to be in aid of the Harlem Dispensary, a
most worthy institution, and one in which all Harlem-
itcs ale deeply interested, to say nothing ot outsiders
The committee of the " Harlems " and the trustees ol
the Dispensary have put their hi and it

is probable that the affair will be something that will
eclipse anything vet produced in this line, (hie note-
worthy feature will be the fact that in no case will
exorbitant rates 04 Charged, and this certainlv
new departure.

A very hi inn ol Washington's own and
only colored ladies alighted from a street car the other
evening and meandered toward the sidewalk at ..

lanx" 1 an exchange. She had got to within
about ten feet of the curb, when suddenly there was 1

black thud on the sidewalk and "Am
trate on the sidewalk, all tangled tip - been
struck by a safety bicycle. The young mat:
proached to inquire whether the accident W8
when she said: " Whar's dat Bible of mine
No damage, chile, dis tune, but de nex' time you
spasm me an' de Gospi illy among
gemmen darl be trouble 'bout dis nioiiki .

on Whi nnah li.is to done cone up •

tol to tell about it.'

As I'm Win m ol October 17 was sent to press wi
learned of the discovery of the Thompson an
patent, made a short note of the s

same and promised further information for our
of October 94. No other cycling or semi-cycling papet
of tin -r thereabouts made anv
note oi this patent, though a knowledge of the -

interest to some membei
vital importance to others. Taking a hint from 1 HI
Wheels note, the cycling and semY-cycllnf
the date of October .,. or thereabouts, made mi

led comments and re-pul
foreign papers, but it remained for I 111 Will

I

II the matter on both sides and present the
kernel of the affair in an ediloi .

patents, which was published in our issue of tin

When it becomes a quest mil and
|

verame. Tin Win m is never found wanting.

A Providence wheelman who witnessed thi

live mil. road race .it Philadelphia two weeks ago,
it was 1 in greatest " man-
agement was concerned. "Some of the racing n

he furthei states, " were even obligei I their
wheels and pay toll, and tin n after li

they had to climb a mountain, cross t

si bf y stop once or t w 1 Ming to let

trains pass When t
'

the track was. upon which thi finish, on
account of 1

I ! not
know when they had finished Alter tin raci was
it was found that Van Wagoni t and Seeds had ImiiIi

,t lap too much, and Elliott had ridden 1

i ot the men have finil

on tor his man was to ^o up and
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NEW ORLEANS.

A HUNDRED MILE ROAD RACE.

If there is anything slow about the Louisiana Cy-
cling Club it has yet to be developed. On the Monday
following the ten mile handicap, Benton Cason, seem-
ingly seeking further honors, suggested a hundred
mile race. He was seconded by a couple more of the
boys and C. H. Fenner, chairman of the club's Racing
Board, being speedily enlisted, inside of four hours
the race was decided upon, set for October 19, fiva

prizes and ten entries obtained, and the first hundred
mile race ever .run in the South at once made a
great "go."
Of the ten entries six put in an appearance at the

time of starting, as follows : B. W. Cason, Jr., E. D.
Frederic, C. H, Fenner, R. G. Betts, Ed. Newman and
F. M. Cook. W. C. Grivot, one of the delinquents,
made his appearance later, but after completing twen-
ty miles, and having failed to make up anything, he
retired.
The start was made promptly at 7:30 a. m., Betts at

once taking the lead, which he maintained for fifteen

miles, when Fenner, Frederic and Cason in turn took
up the running. Newman was taken sick at five miles
and Cook quit at the twenty-fourth dead beaten. At
twenty-five miles Cason and Betts, who had been
holding back with the other two, Frederic having had
a nasty side fall in turning, commenced to draw away;
crossing the twenty-five mile mark Betts led by 11

seconds in th. 39m. 36s. At the fortieth mile Cason
was quite groggy, and had difficulty in holding the
pace, and in making a turn two miles further on,
through sheer weakness, he ran into Betts' rear wheel
and fell, slightly bruising his knee and breaking the
handle of his wheel. Betts dismounted and waited
until Cason secured a new mount. About the forty-
fifth mile they lapped the other pair, when Cason, who
had been steadily growing weaker, parted company
with Betts and took up with Frederic and Fenner, who
were riding an easier pace. Betts thereafter steadily
increased his lead, completing his fifty miles in 3h.

20m. 35s. ; seventy-five miles in 5I1. 14m. 43s., and at
eighty miles he lapped Cason, and again lapped Fred-
eric and Fenner. At ninety miles Betts was six miles
ahead, but maintaining his pace for a Southern record
he finished the hundred miles in 7I1. 8m. 37 2-5S., Cason
then being over seven miles behind, and the other two
nearly fourteen. The following are the times as
taken :

25 Miles. *so Miles. *7s Miles. *ioo Miles.
Betts I-39-36 3- 2°-35 5-14-43 7-°8-37 2"5

Cason 1-39-47 3-22-45 5- 29-°7 7-42-45 3-5
Frederic 8.08.033-5
Fenner 8.08.04

Records.
Fenner and Frederic had a fine brush for third place,

the latter getting it by a pretty bit of spurting.
The officers of the event were as follows ; Referee,

Wm. W. Crane
; Judge, E. M. Graham ; Timer and

.Starter, M. O. Spring; Clerk of Course, L. J. Fred-
eric, Jr.; Checkers, P. R. Keagey, J. P. F. Pflug, C. M.
Pflug, G. K. Renaud, L. A. Dodge, H. F. Foster and A.
(iuillotte.
The course was an asphalt one, 4.70 miles (survey-

or's measurement) to the lap, but the pavement was
full of sharp, nasty holes, which fairly jolted every
nerve in one's body when ran upon. The day was
beautiful overhead, but a stiff, contrary wind pre-
vailed throughout the race and made things interest-
ing for the riders.

On the same day, 19th, the Arlington Bicycle Club
held its first road race, ten miles. There were but
four starters, and they finished in the following order :

Lee Bartels, first
; J. G. Posey, second ; Ed. Nathan,

third ; H. W. Nathan, fourth. Time, 56m. The last half
of the course was in poor condition and some little
walking was indulged in. Posey looked like a winner
at the start, but did not hold out.

It is not unlikely that a consolidation of the New
Orleans and Arlington Bicycle Clubs will shortly be
effected. Overtures have been made, and the matter
is now in the hands of suitable committees from
both clubs.

Harry Hodgson tells me that there will be a road
improvement plank in next year's political platform
in this State. He claims to know whereof he speaks.
There will also likely be held a road convention early
in '91. Harry H. is the same Harry, but he is casting
longing eyes to an L. A. W. vice-presidency this time.

Joe. Exnicios, one of the Louisiana's latest and
most valued recruits, leaves this week to take up his
residence in Washington, having secured a lucrative
position in the War Department.
Bob Slusser, of the L. C. C, and Jeff Herndon, of

Clarksville, Tenn., will probably race a-tandem next
season. Guillotte is anxious to double with Slusser,
but

The Louisiana Club will publish a road book of New
Orleans and vicinity, including the " Across-the-
Lake " district (in Mississippi), early next season.
Fairchild and Slausser are compiling it.

J. N. Teunisson, Summit's (Miss.), energetic pedal
pusher, has been in the city for several days—and his
application will go up for a non-resident membership
in the L. C. C, as a result. Mr. Hill, representing
D. Snitjer, of St. Louis, has also been here for several
days.

Wm. H. Renaud, the vice-president of the L. C. C,
is confined to his home with a complication of
diseases, including rheumatism of the knee. Poor
Hilly has had a tough siege of it during his two
months' illness, and is now but a shadow of his
former self—and he was pretty thin even then—but
none arc- more anxiously awaiting his recovery than
his mates in the L. C. C.

A five mile road race will probably be a fixture for
Thanksgiving Day. Hodgson has offered a silver
cup, but tile details have yet to be arranged.

BETTSY B.

DENVER.

The Cyclist has great hopes of the cushion as applied
to the ordinary a representative of tin- CycNai, who
recently tried a cushioned high wheel, having been
nun h taken with it.

THE cyclists' union's second day's races.

The second series of races of the Denver Cyclists'
Union were held on Sunday, October 19, and the
various events were witnessed by about 1,500 enthusi-
asts of the sport. It was a beautiful day, and but for
the fact that the track is not as yet in perfect shape,
much better time would have been made. Jack
Prince was on the grounds taking a deep interest in

every race. Prince, by the way, is thinking of locat-
ing in Denver, and if he does he would lend valuable
assistance, even if he is a professional. Hannan
rode in good form, winning two firsts, one on his
cushion-tyred wheel, which was much admired at the
track. He is highly elated over the future of the
cushion, and thinks it is the coming tyre. Gerwing
rode an exhibition mile for the Sports Afield medal,
offered for the fastest time made during the tourna-
ment for a mile. He won it by making the mile in

2.46^. Gerwing also rode a fast mile in 2.39 4-5, break-
ing the Colorado record of 2.42K for that distance,
held for two years by Sid Eastwood.
Our track is yet comparatively rough, and there-

fore " comparisons are odious." But with a track like
the Peoria, Gerwing should make an excellent show-
ing—under 2.30 I am sure.
C. C. Hopkins, our popular and efficient President,

has been reinstated by the League, and rode in the
amateur events last Sunday for the first time. He
should enjoy the success of this tournament more
than any one else, as he has worked much harder for
its welfare.
A grand lantern parade, headed by a six-horse

band-wagon, marched through the principal streets
on Saturday eve, the 18th. About 100 wheels were in

line. Ed. Hartwell took the prize for best decorated
wheel.
This tournament has been an unbounded success,

far surpassing the expectations of its instigators. As
an initial tournament, gotten up in such a hurry and
so late in the season, it certainly is a good starter,
and will be remembered by many as a great affair.

Following is a summary of the events :

Quarter-mile Ordinary— Hannan, first ; W-
Banks, second. Time, 42j^s.

One Mile Safety, Handicap—Hopkins, scratch,
first ; Davis, 100 yards, second ; Belden, 100 yards,
third. Time, 2m. 53s.

This was the finest race of the day, and elicited
much applause. Hopkins rode all out, and finished with
a rattling spurt.

Exhibition Mile—Gerwing rode an exhibition
mile for the Sports Afield time medal, winning it in
2m. 46J<s.

One Mile Boys' Handicap—Block, first; McVean,
second. Time, 3m. 3 3-5S.

One Mile Professional, Safety, Handicap—
Kennedy, scratch, first \ Croll, scratch, second. Time,
3m.
EXTRA Race—For professionals who had applied

for reinstatement. This was an even race, Block and
Sutton exchanging chances for first place until the
homestretch was reached, when Sutton fell behind,
allowing Block to win ; Shaw, second ; Sutton, third.
Time, 3m. 4-5S.

Three Mile Professional, Handicap—Gerwing,
first ; Rotart, second ; Biegel, third. Time, 9m. 33 2-5S.

In this event Biegel and Rotart were spurting for
first place on the last lap when the latter ran in front
o& Biegel, causing him to lose his pedals and also
second place, but for some unknown reason he entered
no protest, and the race was allowed to stand as run.

Two MILE Safety—Hannan rode his cushion tyre
in this race, winning easily; Davis, second; Belden,
third. Time, 6m. 43 3-5S.

Two Mile Handicap—Butcher, scratch, first;

Sylvester, 60 yards, second ; Lyons, 70 yards, third.
Time, 6m. 15s.

Three-quarter Mile Obstacle—Belden, first;

White, second. Time, 3m. 30s.

Geo. Kennedy, when he had the race won, jumped
on his wheel in the last lap, instead of running,
thereby disqualifying himself.

One-half Mile Consolation—George Kennedy,
first ; Allen, second. Time, im. 31s.

One-half Mile Boys' Safety—This was a spirited
little race, Tommy Kelly taking the lead until his tyre
came off, when he had to give it up, allowing George
Smith to pass him and take first place ; B. Banks,
second. Time, im. 40s.

Jack Prince likes Denver and will probably remain
here until he and Gerwing can come to some arrange-
ment about a race.
Gerwing and Kennedy have been refused reinstate-

ment to the League, their application having been
handed in some time ago.
The capital stock of the Denver Cyclists' Union is

fast filling up, being now almost to the top notch—
$1,000.
The lantern parade on October 18, was witnessed

by thousands ; the only set-back was when the
Salvation Army joined it, causing laughter from the
crowds of spectators. The Major.

The leading Philadelphia riders are endeavoring to
form an organization to be known as the "Cyclers'
Union of Philadelphia," the object of which will be to
advance and popularize the sport in that city. Many
of these wheelmen are in favor of organizing a stock
company for the building of attack. Others advocate
the formation of an athletic club, to be located in the
central part of the cicy, to which only members of
wheeling clubs shall be eligible as active members, or
else the erection of a large, well equipped out-of-town
club house, situated in the vicinity of Ardmore, for
the accommodation of members desiring to take short
runs to points where meals may be procured and
where general out-of-door sports may be indulged in.

Five new members of the Time Wheelmen, of Phila-
delphia, were elected at the second meeting of the
club, The total membership is now twenty-five.
John A. Wimer was appointed First Lieutenant and
Ernest Probst, Second Lieutenant.

ROCHESTER.

Tuesday, November 4, Election Day, a road race is
announced to take place in which only local riders
will participate. The race will be over the Charlotte
course, a distance of fourteen miles, and will be run
during the afternoon, and a dozen excellent prizes
will be offered. There is a well-kept cinder path
along the route to Charlotte, but in order to avoid
any accident from opposite going wheelmen, it has
been deemed best to run the contest in the road where
there is abundance of room to pass each other. The
handicapping will be done by the official handi capper.
The race was promulgated by C. J. Iven, who con-
templates to make this the first one of an annual
fixture to be contested each year hereafter by the
best riders in the country. The event this year was
inaugurated at almost a moment's conception, so
sufficient time has not been had to secure very costly
prizes. Next year, however, the matter will be left
in the hands of the Wheelmen's League, and this
announcement alone will insure the bicycling world
that the road race will be the premier one of the
season.

Several members of the Ramblers Bicycle Club had
intended to make a trip to Buffalo and return by
wheel on Sunday last, but the inclement weather
prevented them. They will start next Sunday from
the toll-gate on West Avenue at 4.30 a. m., and it is
expected that some of the riders will reach the same
place on the return between 7 and 8 p. m. The whole
distance will be about 150 miles. This feat has only
been accomplished once by a party who started at 7
a. m. and arrived at 3 a. m. next morning.
Bicycle stealing is evidently becoming fashionable

here. Half a dozen wheels have been stolen lately.
A few days since Frederick Heberger was arrested
charged with stealing a bicycle valued at $ioo from
Charles J. Conolly. The wheel was recovered, and
Heberger was held for the Grand Jury. Tuesday
afternoon another wheel was stolen, this time from J.
T. Clark. 'Hardly a night passes that some police-
man does not bring in a bicycle left in an out-of-the-
way place by a careless wheelman or a careful thief
who intended to return and carry off his booty.

Tuesday evening last, the rooms of that popular
organization, the Lake View Wheelmen, were beauti-
fied by the presence of the Woman's Auxiliary, a
recent"and most acceptable addition to the club. The
members of the auxiliary formerly constituted the
members of the Pathfinders Bicycle Club, and on the
evening above mentioned they went to their new
home and met for the first time the gentlemen mem-
bers of the Lake Views. The wheelwomen were
welcomed by C. A. Rockwell, who made a few choice
and appropriate remarks.
For a month past arrangements have been in prog-

ress for the consolidation of the Genessee Bicycle
Club and the Crescent Cycle Club, and Tuesday night
it was decided that the two clubs should unite under
the name of the former club. The committees who
brought about the above result were: Crescent, F. C.
Robinson, William M. Williams, C. R. Webster,
William J. Burtis, A. F. Nisbet; Genessee, G. S. Mont-
gomery, M. F. Shafer, F. H. Cross, W. M. Barry and
Robert Thomson. Both clubs belong to the League,
and by their amalgamation they will be one of' the
largest League clubs in the union. The Genessees are
the oldest active bicycle organization in the city,
having been organized" April 3, '83. They are also the
oldest league club in Western New York. It is pro-
posed to have a woman's auxiliary in the club, and
for a few months more, probably only through the
winter, the present quarters of the Genessees will be
retained. Then there is a possibility of a handsome
club house being built.

Frank Crouch, Charles Elwood and D. Leavenworth
members of the Lake View Wheelmen, returned
Saturday from Detroit. Before leaving Rochester,
their contemplations would have filled a book of "How-
to Enjoy a Cycling Tour," but their bright anticipa-
tions met with a catastrophe after a day out on their
expedition. Upon leaving here the weather was
agreeable, and Batavia was made the first day. The
following day matters were different. It rained hard
during the night, leaving the roads in a deplorable
condition. Despite this fact, however, the boys
wheeled to Buffalo, where they were well entertained
by the Bisons. The next day they proceeded on their
journey, in rain and through mud, and not until they
reached a point west of Erie did thev abandon their
elaborately laid plans of riding bv wheel to Detroit.
They were finally compelled to ta"ke a train in order
to reach their destination. They do not speak favor-
ably of the hospitality of the Detroit bovs, and say
they have abundance to learn before they" undertake
to entertain the wheelmen at the '91 meet.
At a recent meeting of the Lake View Wheelmen,

the following amendment to the constitution was
made :

" He shall have charge of all moneys belonging to
the organization and shall disburse same upon orders
issued by Secretary of Executive Committee, pursu-
ant to a resolution passed at a meeting of said Com-
mittee." " He" is intended for the treasurer.

The bicycle belonging to A. It. Rogers, which was
stolen from beside the Commercial National Hank on
the 20th of May last, has been recovered. It was
found in Bergen, and brought back to this citv In-
Detective Burns on last Friday.

Tuesday the Rochester Cycle Manufacturing Com-
pany was incorporated with a capital stock of .S.-.v-m.
The directors of the company have elected these
officers: President, Wm. W. Ken field; Secretary, 11.

K. White; Treasurer, Prank Wells, The compam
will turn out a wheel with a spring fork which will
astonish the world. ZOB,

The Eastburn Academy Wheelmen, of Philadelphia,
has been organized, witii thirty members, and their
headquarters are at No. 700 North Broad street. The
officers are; President, 1. P. Lyon; Secretary and
Treasurer's, E, Ash; Captain, 11. P Fry; First 1

tenant, 1). Fell ; Second Lieutenant, S. \

Messrs. Hiiinian, Herbert .v Cooper are pushing
('ashman and Dennison's ollei 111 England.
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Saturday
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TheBusii ntend
to ho; rhanksgiving 1
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Mi 1> Kirkwood, father ol Miss Maggie Kirkwood,
town this week

A number oi the Riverside Wheelmen will attend
the club races, Election 1 lay, on a tally-ho coach, leav-
ing the club-house at 10 a in

A pneumatic-tyred ordinary built for I*. | Osmond
nay now i„- seiiiat Messrs Humbert Co.* London
depot The machil rich, and si

The Crescent Cyclers, of Philadelphia, have changed
the name of their club to the Northwest Wheelmen. 111

order to avoid confusion of nami

The lantern parade of the Camden Wheelmen has
indefinitely postponed, owing to the lateness "t

A series '-i smokers, pool and card tournaments,
musicales, theatre parties, etc.. will be inaugurated
during the Winter months by the Albany Wheelmen.

The Defiance Bicycle Club was organised] recently
at Defiance, 0., with (.'has. E. Slocum, President, and
Fred'k 1.. Hay. Mayor of the city, Yicc-l'rcsidcni.

The Holyoke Bicycle Club's five mile handicap road
took place October 10. and resulted as follows

:

-
. tirst ; Marks. 4m, jog., second : Onttcrson.

h, third. Time, .4111

The Missouri Bicycle Club has experienced a most
remarkable boom recently, having admitted over fifty

new members in two months A lantern slide enter-
tainment will be given by the club Novembi

1) M and S. W. Rogers, of Milbury, Mass, who
started from Plymouth Rock April 18 for Portland.
Oregon, and arrived at their destination October 1.

••I home « ictober 14.

The Kmc.s County Wheelmen will have a paper
on Thanksgiving Day. To-day the club will

run to Elizabeth, to inspect the course chosen for their
n Election I >ay.

A'meeting ot the members ofthe California Division
will be held Saturday, November 1. Sunday a run
will be taken through Golden Gate Park and the
Presido Reservation.

Be mile handicap race will be anion* the events
of the annual fall sports of the University ol Pennsyl-
vania, which are to take place on Monday next.
M.-ms raxis, ' oastes, Kellner and Roscfl have
entered

The Citizens Club will hold a club run to Larcnmont
on Election Day A live mile club handicap will be
held over the l.archmont course, after which the
members will ride to Tracers Island, where dinner
will be served

K. 11 Corson, of Rochester, V II , who recently
entered in partnership with K. If. Robinson, will
locate in Portland, Maine. Undei the name of Corson
,v Robinson, they will conduct a retail cycling estab-
lishment and a repair BhoD.

The Kiuks County Wheelmen will have a run to
the Elisabeth-Springfield course on the coming
Sunday, over which their twenty-live mile race will
take place on Election Day On Thanksgiving Day
a papei • hase will be Indulged in. starting at B a. m.

Germantown Wheelmen have elected thl

lowing new officer! President, s. Rupertos: Vice-
rent, J. Hargrea 1 1; Secretary, 1 McGowan;

i 1 . Captain, !•' 1.. kaiischer; Lieu-
tenant-, II Richards and W Eiobaon,

Montclair Wheelmen on Saturday last held a
five mile handicap road race which resulted as follows :

: 1, k stone, .•'
, minutes, tirst - Arthur Thompson,

: . II II Stult/., thud uUteS.
The .lub will bold anothei race on Election Da]
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;i rule

dinner, by th.
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I ge type-writer bUSini
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preparations for a club road race, to taki
vember 1. l'ive handsome gold medals will
as prizes, and it is expected that there will

ten en 1

RAI l\.. ix i.kax.,1

The East Orange Cyclers held another live mile

race on the Central Avenue course on Saturday
The starters were Hydecker and Pring
Plummer and Schocb, im. 15s.; Keigei
trey, »m. <..s.; Proehl, lit was: Proehl,
first ; Pieger, second

, Pring, third. Time.

The papers report the death, on Octobel
Daniel W. DiSOSWay, 8 retired merchant,
four. Mr. I- lied suddenly,- line.

and " the immedii f bis death issupposi
have been over-exertion, caused by trying
new safe! e." We regret the death of this
tleman. since it will, in a more or less nai
give cycling a black .

The man Janford Law-ton. of Springfield,
Mass , and Miss Bessie Homans, of the sami
celebi

.

•

• Mr. Law toi

prominent in the cycling circles of hie
and has filled office on national committees and on

. itional Executive Commit:.. . 1. \ v

acted . ond vice-president during
1880-00. Mr. Law-ton has had but a secondary int.

in cycling for the p. is- .men-
tion' being fully occupied by some mill
which Ii-
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11 that HicltOI
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offend in that respect Later on, ii appeared thai
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vania town. HappenitiK to run a. i.-ss some S
Simon, he innocently took Simple Simon's wa.l and
s|K-nt a goodly part of it on "ile 'be fore In- was
tu red.
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BUFFALO.

The Ramblers just now more than deserve their

sobriquet, the "Hustlers." They are making things
howl, and are taking just as many big strides to the

front in athletics as they have in past years in wheel-
ing. They have the distinguishing honor to-day of

holding afl the local records worthy of calling records
in road racing and mileages, and they, too, have a
name that will never die among the boys for being the

most social club in the district. But they have had to

fight for it. Other clubs have run them hard, and
they have come out at the top of the heap. Some time
ago a certain section of them were called the "sweet
gang" by a writer in the Bi. World, and the name
stuck to them and carried with it a sort of reflection

for some time. They have lived it down, and now
stand as the premier club of the city—that is, in the

way of sociability and records. But they have made
another mark. As my last letter said, the Hustlers
wanted to start a team in the cross-country run for the
News trophv and the championship of the city. They
were denied the privilege until their team joined an
A. A. U. club. The team went under the Iroquois
banner and started, and finished second in all the runs
up to date. On points they have bested the Buffalo
Athletic Club, with its 650 members, and the Seventy-
fourth Regiment A. A., with 250 members, and have
made the running such as many a big athletic club in

this or any other city might be proud.

Last Thursday's run was the hardest of the season.
It was after paper trail, and extended over nearly nine
miles of rough country. Heath, who started in the
previous race, was sick, and D. H. Lewis—another
Rambler—took his place, and certainly did not finish

last. He did not have a minute's training, but had
grit enough to toe the scratch and show some of the
weak-kneed members of the athletic clubs that wheel-
men knew how to sprint, as well as display running
ability enough to carry them through a long race.

Second medals will go to members of the Ramblers—
that is, to the cycling section of the Iroquois, which
is entirely composed of men enlisted from the "Hus-
tlers."

Another note for the Ramblers. There will be high
jinks at the Main Street club-rooms on Wednesday.
The occasion is the reopening of the gymnasium, and
Instructor Brunner will give exhibitions in feats of

strength, and, I think, will astonish a few of the
natives. There will be wrestling and singing, gym-
nasium exercises, and whistling, shouting bees and
love songs, and general congratulations and good-
fellowship.

As has been previously stated, the Press Cycling
Club have_an idea of joining the A. A. U. They have
distinctly objected to associate with the League—that
is, as a body. Many of the members of the club wear
the League button, of course. I do myself, and it is
likely that many more will send a dollar to Boston.
This is right. But why many of those whose names
are on the P. C. C. books want to sail under colors is

because they are anxious to participate in games and
events held under the auspices of League clubs. Quite
a number of prizes given here for competition are
given with the express understanding that only A. A.
U. members shall enter the lists. The P. C. C. have a
score or so of splendid athletes, who are simply de-
barred from local competitions. There are marks-
men, boxers, runners and jumpers.

A funny thing came out in the Courier the other
day. Its effect was this : " Oh, it would be absurd for
the P. C. C. to join the union ; they haven't got a
gymnasium." This is enough to make any one laugh.
What has a gymnasium to do with joining the union ?

If the club think they want a gymnasium, or two or
three, they have money enough and brains enough to
get them. Well, if it would be absurd for the P. C. C.
to join the union because it hasn't got a gymnasium,
would it be absurd for the Ramblers to join because
it has ? In the meantime the officials of the P. C. C.
are following the example set by the Ramblers, and
are circulating memorials which are being extensively
signed, and which in effect pray that the active mem-
bers of the club will agree to an athletic section being
added. One thing I am certain of, and that is, the
League was never more popular than it is in Buffalo
at the present time, and I am equally sure that this
is due not only to the League as it is generally under-
stood, but to the ardent advocacy of it by Chief Consul
Bull and League Attorney Walter Jenkins. There is

every probability that the membership of the League
will go up in this section of the country—indeed it is

bound to. But League clubs will not multiply here.
Circumstances are peculiar in Buffalo. There is an
athletic boom in this city such as is not to be found in
any city of the union, and wheelmen,while being w eel-
men, ask to be allowed to compete in and be recog-
nized as partakers in these events. In addition to all

this, the athletic clubs are taking up wheeling and
hoisting their fixtures under the union banner. You
can scarcely imagine the condition of affairs here.
All the prizes are given for A. A. U. clubs.

Nearly every club in the city has done its quota of
century runs, but individual members don't appear
to be satisfied. Century making this year does
not appear to be anything like it was last year. Our
records were made in 1889. Several of the boys of the
P. C. C. and the R. B. C. will essay the run once again,
and' although they will have to "sail " through puddles
and swamps, they will do it.

Among the local dealers who have sprung into won-
derful popularity during the past few years is genial
"Billy " Schack—don't call him " Will," he would be
offended. His "trade " was first very much a private
one; then he opened up on Mohawk Street; subse-
quently on Main Street, and then he moved higher up,
and has one of the finest emporiums in the city. Billy
is no end of an enthusiast and racer. He came within
an ace of beating Gassier, of Niagara Falls, last year,
and has since then ridden in local races with agreater
or lesser degree pf success. Asamatterof fact, Milly,
Bunker Lewis and Billy are our onlv racing men since
Johnson and Stendis, our tandem men, have retired
from the track. It is rumored that Schack is making
a little fortune in his line, and both he and his beauti-

,
ful and recently acquired wife are "gems of local
society." There is not a wheelman in the city but
what has a good word for " Billy."

Speaking of wives, one of the grandest weddings that
has ever taken place in this locality was celebrated
on Wednesday last at West Seneca, a little village
four miles away. The occasion was the "tying
together " by law of ex-Captain Eddie Dietzer, of the
Ramblers, and Miss Gertrude L. Lyman. All the
principal wheelmen in the city were present, and I

was a guest. A special train left the W. N. Y. & P.
station, and landed the guests at Woodlawn villa.

You may take it that The Wheel was represented,
and that the elite of local society "was in the field."

Of course. It was the grandest affair of the kind that
has happened in this district for some time. Eddie
Dietzer was captain of the Ramblers last year, and
the club prospered muchly under his administration,
and the membership went up and up. Indeed, the
Ramblers were practically " made " by Eddie and his
capable officers. The boys all say "Good luck to the
ex-captain and his wife," who is a wheelwoman.
Another marriage—this time Floyd Green, of the

Zigzags. On November 5 he will join, hands with
Miss Dolly Welsh, a charming young lady and a belle.

Swallow-tail coats and white ties are now all the
rage here. Wheels have been housed, and patent
leather shoes brought out. The Zigzags, the P. C. C,
the Buffalos, the Ramblers, and other clubs are
hustling along to outvie each other in seeing who
can make the best showing. The Zigzags should do
well, as they have about recovered from the shock
which threatened to strand them completely, and the
"low bridge" gang has been entirely disposed of.

The Buffalos, as a rule, make a big showing, but it is

generally too exclusive to be enjoyable. The Ram-
blers are sure of a whirl, and the Press men promise
to astonish the natives.

The Hustlers will have a theatre party on Wednes-
day night to see Gillette's "World on Wheels."
About sixty of the bovs promise to turn out.

Mamef.

PHILADELPHIA.

A large and magnificent cat has been "let out " of
its bag, and at present is the principal topic of discus-
sion amongst the cyclists of this city. A scheme was
set on foot by wheelmen of more or less prominence
which did not meet with the approval of the govern-
ing powers of several of the more prominent clubs,
and consequently died a natural death, and unless
some of Brown-Sequard's elixir can resuscitate its

present lifeless condition it will remain so. The
humorous part of the affair was that nothing was to
be known of the matter outside of the select few, and
especially was it requested that THE WHEEL'S corre-
spondent should hear nothing of it, yet it has been
public property for a week. The subject is hardly
worth while discussing further. It is sufficient to say
that the present friendly feeling which exists between
the different clubs would not permit of the considera-
tion of matters concerning all in which some of the
more important ones were not invited to participate

;

that the majority of club men are satisfied with the
present manner in which the Associated Cycling Clubs
are conducted, and will stand by that body, which is

an organization in which they have implicit faith.

Jack Hazelton, the Century Wheelmen's racer, was
this week notified by the L. A. W. Racing Board that
charges of professionalism had been made against
him for receiving money and expenses from his
employers, the Strong & Green Cycle Co. This fact
both Mr. Hazelton and the firm have denied in writing
to the chairman of the Racing Board. Mr. Hazelton
has not been suspended or expelled, and unless the
charges can be proved, the Board will take no action
in the matter, and he will retain his amateur standing
as at present.

The Fall sports of the Columbia Cyclers on Satur-
day next will wind up the already drawn-out track
season. The programme consists of athletic sports
as well as bicycle races. The entries for the latter are
as follows

:

Half-mile Safety, Handicap—D. R. Perkinpine,
Jr., O. W.; John Draper, A. C. S. N.; H. P. Birchall,
Col. Cyclers; W. W. Taxis, A. C. S. N.; F. H. Garri-
gues, C. W.: J. R. Hazleton, C. W .; C. W. Dalsen,
C. W • B. F. McDaniels, W. W. C; C. A. Dimon, S. E.
W.; Harvey E. Mole, C. C; I. Van Deusen, P. A. W.,
and W. C. Seeds, W. A. C.
One Mile Ordinary, Handicap—D. R. Perkinpine,

O. W^ J. H. Draper, A. C. S. N.; V. J. Kellv, P. A. W.;
J. B. Fontaine, C. C; W. W. Taxis, A. C. S. N.; J. R.
Hazleton, C. W-; B. F. McDaniels, W. W. C.j I. Van
Deusen, P. A. W.; W. C. Seeds, W. A. C, and Joseph
Polter, Camden W.
Five Mile Safety, Scratch—D. R. Perkinpine,

Jr., O. W.; John Draper, A. C. S. N.; W. W. Taxis,
A. C. S. N.; J. R. Hazleton, O. W.; C. W. Dalsen, C. W.;
B. T. McDaniels, W. W. C; W. C. Seeds, W. A. C,
and J. C. Donnelly, Oxford W.
One Mile Safety (for boys under 16)—H. Lindlay

Crowther, W. W. Owens, Harry E. Stager and J. N.
Dalsen.

One Mile Columbia Cyclers Championship—J. B.
Fontaine, H. Bilyew, T. E. Fitzgerald, H. P. Birchall
and Lewis Oilman.
One Mile Safety, Novice, Scratch—H. P. Bueh-

holz, C. C; Bert Galbraith, C. C; Charles W. McCue,
Jr., Charles Z. Babl, Q. C. W.: J. A. Besselierere,
Eagle Wheelmen; Harvey E. Mole, C. C.

One Mile Safety, Handicap—D. R. Perkinpine,
Jr., O. W.; John H. Draper, A. C. S. N.; V.J. Kellev.
P. A. W.; H. P. Birchall, C. C; W.W. Taxis, A.C.S. M.;
F. H. Garrigues. C. W.j J. R. Hazleton, C. W.; C. W.
Dalsen, C. W.j B. F. McDaniels, W. \V. C.J C. A. Di-
mon, S. E. W.; I. Van Deusen, P. A. W., and ]: C.
Donnelly, O. W.
On Monday evening the ball of the Park Avenue

Wheelmen was held at Broad and Columbia Avenue.
About- 125 persons were present, including prominent
members of the Park Avenue, (Junker fit v, font in v

and Columbia clubs.

Twenty Republican members oi the Century Wheel-
men have an election bet of a supper with an equal
number of their Democratic brethren, tin- Losers to

foot the expense of the feed.

J. J. Bradley has resigned as delegate to the A. C. C.
from the South End Wheelmen.
The Philadelphia Sunday Press will shortly publish

a complete history of the Philadelphia bicycle clubs.

The Oxford Wheelmen have never made much noise
about their racing men, yet the results of the last few
meets have shown that they have riders of ability.
Perkinpine and Schmidt have been riding in good
shape, and Donnelly's defeat of Murphy and Seeds at

Vineland from scratch was strictly on its merits.

The following, clipped from the Philadelphia Times,
may well be added to the collection of articles on
cycling written by those who know nothing about it

:

" One or two of the new ' Sociables, ' as the double tri-

cycles are called, have made their appearance in the
Park. They cannot be run by one. The gentleman
sits to the left of the lady, who is necessary to preserve
the equilibrium, but does not have to do any of the
work. The riders can see each other's faces and carry
on a conversation. The machine is so constructed
that the skirts of the lady are protected from injury."

Kirk Brown has returned from his trip abroad, and
is better prepared than ever to talk pneumatic tyres.

Harvey E. Mole, one of the founders of the Columbia
Cyclers, has applied for membership in the Century
Wheelmen. Paul Berwyn.

DENVER.

From a private letter we learn that cycling is soon
bound to boom in Denver, in consequence of the track
recently completed, which has been most carefun-
prepared, and gives promise of becoming fast. More
ladies are at present taking to the wheel than usual,
although the public has not as yet become thoroughlv
educated upon the subject, and occasionally a crank
comes to the surface with a rather severe criticism in
the newspapers, which temporarily checks the pro-
nounced tendency of the ladies toward cycling. The
day is close at hand, however, when the wheel will
have a firm hold in Denver, and in the Spring a tour-
nament will be given that will be a credit to the city.

At present the Denver Cyclists' Union is composed of
two factions, the Social Wheel Club and Denver Ram-
blers. The former are in favor of the L. A. W., while
the majority of the latter discountenance it. It is con-
fidently expected, however, that this difficulty will be
overcome, and that, with the advent of the Spring, the
association will- be able to furnish some excellent
attractions.

HIGHLANDVILLE, MASS., ITEMS.

Since the Union Company's factory was started
here, there is a great deal of interest taken in cycle
riding, a remarkably large proportion of the riders
being ladies. The factory is situated near a beautiful
pond. When the officers of the company want a little

excitement they run into Boston ; when they want a
bit of chaff they just call up Sterling Elliott on the
telephone, and the wires between Unionville and
Hickory twinkle for a few minutes.

President McCune, of the Union Cycle Mfg. Co., is

highly elated with the result of the severe tests given
their No. 12 and No. 13 machines, specifications of
which are promised within a few days.

McCune, of the Union Cycle Mfg. Co., says it makes
him feel ten years younger when riding a wheel.
Mac's a great young man.
Charles F. Stokes, of Chicago, is on his way East.

The Union Cycle Mfg. Co. will run their factory to
its fullest capacity all through the Winter months."

Treasurer Measure is well satisfied with the business
done by his company the past season, and looks con-
fidently to a healthyincrease in 1891.

K. C. W. Saunterings.

From the scarcity of names booked for our annual
road race, I should judge that things are not what they
used to be. Even those who have entered their names
for this event are not certain whether to start or not,
Bedford and Charles Murphy, and several others,
claiming prior engagements ; but as the racing man
very frequently changes his mind, perhaps we will
have an exciting contest after all. The road officers
have issued the following circular :

"As the Irvington-Milburn course is not in shape for
road racing, the annual twenty-five mile race. Election
Day, will take place on the Elizabeth-Springfield road
—a five mile stretch of excellent surface, the slight
grades affording an opportunity for fast time. Race
to take place at 11 a. m.
Up to date seven prizes have been donated, amongst

others, a gold watch by McDonald,
Bensinger reports having had a line time at Wil-

mington, and can now be seen at almost any time at
the club-house scraping oil' mud from his clothes and
wheel.

Bowling has commenced in real earnest, and Car-
ruther's is the scene ot battle. This reminds me thai
the busy-bodies are very much concerned about our
staying out of the League, Phe "not wanted clause

"

is about correct, and from the captain down all arc
shedding copious tears and bemoaning their sad fate
genet ally.

The entertainment committee have sele< ted Novem.
be! 1

1
tortile fust even! Oi the season. Vocal and in-

strumental music and reading will be the attract
.ni.i a large gathering is expected.

Cold weather and electioneering go hand in hand.
Ih. best antidote for- resignation is nomination.

Sain it K 1 B

Hie Brete>Curtis Mfg Co was on Monday granted
.1 charter at Harristurg for the manufacture and sale
of bicycles, with .1 1 apfi il stock oi $50,000.

1 he Pennsylvania Bicycle Club will give a race
" 1

' next Spring, and has already begun to work on
the same.
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NEWARK. GRAND RAPIDS.

At a reo meeting o inta Wheel-
men the clab ununim<
dwelling house at No. 50 Clinton st for their future
home mi to many that the
club's present quarters were not conducive to the
futun on, ami much general

1 and con-
struction of the present house. The movement is

therefore well timed, and when installed in this cen-
trally located house, which will afford the members
all the advantaj ation, a marked
increase in membership is confidently expected. In
the new quarters there will be wheel rooms and lock-

rooms, billiard and
;

smoking r ns, bath rooms, rooms for the ofl

sleeping apartments, etc. The house will be illumin-
ated ' - and two open grate fires will
add to Its attractions in cold weather. When the few
necessary alterations are made and the furnishing is

completed the club will unquestionably
1

most complete and comfortable house of any cycling
organization in the State. This departure was .

in Thi Wheel several months ago, and it is

with pleasure that 1 note the realitv of that pen pict-
ure.
On Election Day. Nov. 4, the scratch race for l'n si-

dent Drabble's medal comes off, and from the present
outlook tlnre will be a large field of starters. The
Irvington-Milburn course will be utilized.
Although the Atlantas promised twenty-five men tor

the Elizabeth Wheelmen's recent parade', the club par-
ited with nearly fifty men in fine who had a highly

enjoyable time. Tile Business Men's Cycle 1.'

turned out in large numbers. Among the many
finely decorated wheels, probably none surpassed the
unique and intricate design of embellishment as dis-
played by the wheel of C. 11. Harris, of the latter club.
Mckean, ol the A. W.'s, also sported an elaborately
trimmed wheel.

md unprecedented size, in this State,
parade at Elizabeth, exemplifies the tact that

upon tne macadam of the Oranges, with cycling ill its

Ht healthy condition in that section, a joint club
lantern parade could be engineered that would pi

bly be a "record." Tin season is much too far ad-
1. however, to risk the venture, as suitable

nights are few and far between.

A party of Newark wheelmen who were in I'hiladel-

Ehia on a recent Sunday, stopped at the Colonnade
lor dinner, simply because it was the League
and they were League members. They enj

a tine dinner, but were vrreatly surprised when tiles-

were told the price was $1.50. Although they applied
they were politely informed that they

did not hold at a single meal. If this should be the
d rule in vogue I- A- W. membership would be

of little use in this direction, as wheelmen as B

tarry at a hotel for a week. The Colonnad
League headquarters, is a delusion and a s:

The Harlem Wheelmen who attended the Elisabeth
parade slopped at the club-house of the Atalanta

men Sunday morning, (jet. to, anil listened to the
music of ram up. .n the r....i for several hours. Among

n the party were E. E. Pollock, "Pop" DeGraff,
" Kicker " MoTrisOn and Jack Wright. SPARK.

whole blocks of asphalt,
not much, but we have t tion of knowing
that our continued howling '

and that it is but a starter
lor 11:

Will the Detrt londenta please let up on
"dear old (iriff. Met/. Smith," and company } We all
know they are jolly good fellows, and deserve 1.

credit lor the work they have done, but we think thev
would prefer less publicity ami would relish a

the "old " part.

lav and helped the
very gloomy afternoon away in ^.

lie is chuck lull of go. and card tricks. "He
ting out a new carrier, and will probably have

the Grand Rape e them

The (i. K. R C. will add lunch tables and a cigar
stand to the many features ol their new house, which,
by the wav, is very eosv and handsomely furnished,

be noped that the members will now
interest in their club.

The V. C. W. Club havt rented rooms at the corner
of Sixth and Broadway, on the « ind will be
plea- siting wheelmen at any time.

ldcntsall over the country have occupied
considerable space in the various whi
tling the idea of carrying club colors on the handle
bars of machines. Let me s.iy to them that nearly all
the clubs in this State desire and request the men

ry them, and I believe there is hardly a rider
imply. They are proud to thus show

their allegiance to their club.

The Grand Rapids Cycle Co. have gotten out a
sample of their iS.,i wheel. Many important cha
have been made, and it will, no' doubt, find n .

mark

GAZELLE * SAFETIES.

fohn Harrison, who has been Deputy-Lieutenant
for the County of Stafford, England, for ei(

and a m • .r twenty-' evi-
dently has .in enormous "pull" in his own district
While out driving, reel ml v. he met a man on a bl

! vclisl
w.is .1 st iii.i,,. 1 11 . ,,ur authority for tl;.

.-. tion. and • our!
leputy-lieutenani
'Hit than a mall. The

Ltedly interrupted hi -

. and
finally, when the magi

li .a. it ion t" some local

tins m. mlng
..lit; "I'll see him d d first ' PUty-

1 commits
inly fined one guinea

and nine shillini the most unprovoked and

Having moved from Washington, 1> <

• •in- commodious new factory wi
pared t«i till all orders promptly. Ladies' and
Gent's I >rop Frame Gazelle, 28 inch \\>

and Girl's Drop Frame Gazelle, 24 an<

inch wheels, s;-. Boy's Straight Fn
i inch whi - All light, tubular
ne machines with adjustable cone

bearings. Liberal discounts b

CRAWFORD & CO.,
HA(;i.K>iTO\V>, >II).

S6COND-HHND WHeeLS.
A number of second-hand safeties very cheap—to clear out *t<>ek RENTING REPAIRING

AMKI.IN' n st-.ek. Whi ed at redui during the winl

- I T TTfrTrUTT r IS? \ mm Ivemne K--~ Vr

XME GARFOIVO

Patent Combination Spring & Hammock Saddle.

ituiit on hygienic mill sdenUllc principle*.

\ifoini«i) reaores rail rear nrheel vibration.

tdjnatnblc 10 rlden of different vretgnta,

lesign foi ladiei Men's and lad us . stt.OO ; , mths', si. ."SO.

The Garford Mfg. Co., Elyria, O.
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THE BOWLING SCHEDULE.

The Wheelmen's Bowling League schedule has been
prepared by W. E. Eldridge, of the Hudson County
Wheelmen, after considerable difficulty, owing to the
fact that the majority of the clubs have only one night
in the week on which they can roll. It is as follows

:

Nov. 17—Hudson County Wheelmen vs. Harlem
Wheelmen, at Jersey City.
Nov. 17—New York Bicycle Club vs. Atalanta Wheel-

men, at New York.
Nov. 21—Brooklyn Bicycle Club vs. Riverside

Wheelmen, at Brooklyn.
Nov. 24—Riverside Wheelmen vs. Hudson County

Wheelmen, at New York.
Nov. 28—Harlem Wheelmen vs. Atalanta Wheel-

men, at New York.
Nov. 28—Brooklyn Bicycle Club vs. Manhattan Bi-

cycle Club, at Brooklyn.
Dec. 4—Atalanta Wheelmen vs. Riverside Wheel-

men, at Newark.
Dec. 4—Manhattan Bicycle Club vs. New York Bi-

cycle Club, at New York.
Dec. 5—Harlem Wheelmen vs. Brooklyn Bicycle

Club, at New York.
Dec. 8—New York Bicycle Club vs. Harlem Wheel-

men, at New York.
Dec. 8—Hudson County Wheelmen vs. Manhattan

Bicycle Club, at Jersey City.
Dec. 8—Riverside Wheelmen vs. Brooklyn Bicycle

Club, at New York.
Dec. 15—Hudson County Wheelmen vs. New York

Bicycle Club, at Jersey City.
Dec. 15—Riverside Wheelmen vs. Harlem Wheel-

men, at New York.
Dec. 18—Manhattan Bicycle Club vs. Atalanta

Wheelmen, at New York.
Dec. 22—Riverside Wheelmen vs. Manhattan Bicy-

cle Club, at New York.
Dec. 22—New York Bicycle Club vs. Hudson^County

Wheelmen, at New York.
Dec. 26—Brooklyn Bicycle Club vs. Atalanta Wheel-

men, at Brooklyn.
Dec. 29—Hudson County Wheelmen vs.* Brooklyn

Bicycle Club, at Jersey City.

Jan. 2—Harlem Wheelmen vs. New York Bicycle
Club, at New York.
Jan. 5—Hudson County Wheelmen vs. Riverside

Wheelmen, at Jersey City.
Jan. 8—Atalanta Wheelmen vs. Brooklyn Bicycle

Club, at Newark.
Ian. 9—Harlem Wheelmen vs. Manhattan Bicycle

Club, at New York.

Van. i2-New York Bicycle Club vs. Riverside
neelmen, at New York.
Jan. 15 Manhattan Bicycle Club vs. Brooklyn Bicy-

cle Cluli, at New York.
Jan. c5 Atalanta Wheelmen vs. Hudson County

VWieelrnen, al Newark.
Jan. 16 Harlem Wheelmen vs. Riverside Wheel

men, at New Vork.
Jan. in Riverside Wheelmen vs. Atalanta Wheel-

men, al New York.
Jan. aa—Manhattan Bicycle Club vs. Harlem Wheel-

men, at New York,

Wh

Jan. 23—Brooklyn Bicycle Club vs. New York Bicy-
cle Club, at Brooklyn.
Jan. 29—Atalanta Wheelmen vs. New York Bicycle

Club, at Newark.
Jan. 29—Manhattan Bicycle Club vs. Hudson County

Wheelmen, at New York.
Feb. 2—New York Bicycle Club vs. Manhattan Bi-

cycle Club, at New York.
Feb. 5—Atalanta Wheelmen vs. Harlem Wheelmen,

at Newark.
Feb. 6—Brooklyn Bicycle Club vs. Hudson County

Wheelmen, at Brooklyn.
Feb. 9—Riverside Wheelmen vs. New York Bicycle

Club, at New York.
Feb. 9—Hudson County Wheelmen vs, Atalanta

Wheelmen, at Jersey City.
Feb. 13—Brooklyn Bicycle Club vs. Harlem Wheel-

men, at Brooklyn.
Feb. 16—New York Bicycle Club vs. Brooklyn Bicy-

cle Club, at New York.
Feb. 19—Atalanta Wheelmen vs. Manhattan Bicycle

Club, at Newark.
Feb. 20—Harlem Wheelmen vs. Hudson County

Wheelmen, at New York.
Feb. 26—Manhattan Bicycle Club vs. Riverside

Wheelmen, at New York.

SOME FACTS AND FIGURES ABOUT
THE LATE DEFECTION FROM

THE NEW YORK CLUB.

Editor of the Wheel :

I am not a believer in the advisability of airing club
difficulties in the columns of the public press; in fact,

it has always been my endeavor to keep such
matters out of print, but other correspondents of the
wheeling papers do not seem to agree with me in this
idea, and have in consequence seen fit to place before
the public an incorrect statement of an affair which
my personal knowledge enables me to correct, and for
once I appear in the unpleasant role of a public dis-
cusser of what is purely a club affair.

A New York correspondent, writing of the recent
resignations from the New York Bicycle Club, claims
that this organization is being forced to " battle with
visionary enemies," and that these "visionary
enemies" circulated "rumors of a large defection,"
but that only "six men have resigned," and " that is

the extent of the large defection." I do not know
where the writer got his information, but as he must
be certain of it, since he indulges in italics to empha-
size it, I would like to present another set of figures
for his and the public's perusal, of which I am as
equally certain of being correct as is the correspond-
ent above quoted.
During the months of September and October

twenty-seven members have resigned from the New
York Club to my knowledge ; of this number fifteen
have joined the Citizen's Club, and the remainder
have ceased to belong to any wheel club. To meet
the idea that this loss of membership is to be attrib-
uted to a " certain clique," I would like to call atten-
tion to the fact that of the twenty-seven members
resigning nine were members prior to its combining
with the Ixion Club, five of them belonged to the
latter organization, and the remaining thirteen became
members of the consolidated club after the amalga-
mation had taken place. This, I think, settles any
claim of an Ixion clique being the cause of a great
number of these resignations.
Now, as the correspondent whom I have quoted

very truthfully remarks, "bicycle clubs frequently
suffer from untruthful, nefarious reports," I have felt

it my duty on behalf of the Ixion Club, of which I was
an organizer, and of fair play to all concerned, to give
the figures as above ; these are accurate, I think, and
if the public must have details as to numbers, etc., of
every club defection, I am a believer in giving them
the best and most correct ones obtainable; hence this
trespass upon your kindness and space.

FRANK A. EGAN.

YORK TO LONDON.

On Thursday, October 23d, T. A. Edge rode from
York to London, a distance of 197 miles m 14^ hours.
The course between these two cities is not the usual
sand-papered stretch over which Englishmen make
records, but varies all the way from thick black mud
and granite-paved streets to the good macadam. Be-
tween Grantham and Stanford, 21 miles, there are just
21 hills. 33 miles of the entire course are in first-class
condition, while the last four miles of the journey
were over London pavements, much of which being
of wood in bad condition. The starting point was
from the York Post Office, and the finishing point at

the Grand Post Office in London. The time was 14I1.

33m., or ah. 19m. better than the previous record. The
first 34^ miles were ridden in 2I1. 22m., and 52 miles in

3b. 25m. 169 miles were ridden in iah. The last 28

miles were ridden in 2I1. 33m. Edge used a pneumatic
safety.

THE EAGLE ROCK HILL RECORD.

Fred Coningsby had a letter in the Sun of Nov. 6,

denying the statement sent out that A. P. Benson, of

Dorhester, Mass., lowered the Eagle Rock Hill record,
Oct. 23, and states that on Sept. 23, 1888, he climbed
the hill in 6m. 41s. We find by referring to our files,

that at the New Jersey Division Meet, Sept. 22, 1888,

a hill climbing contest took place on Eagle Rock
which was won by Coningsby in 7m. 41s. II he
climbed the hill in the time first mentioned, it was not

official and did not go on record. As we staled last

week, Greenwood's record of 7111. 37 2-5S. still holds.
On Nov. 1 1, 1888, Will. Van Wagoner, it was claimed,
climbed the hill in <>m. 47s., but the time was not

accepted.

Two Chicago Wheelmen who have just returned
from a European tour state that, they saw titty safeties

to one ordinary.

THE ELWELL TOUR.

As will be seen by reference to our advertising
columns, Messrs. Elwell and Higgins are out with
circulars outlining both their European and Bermuda
tours. Any rider of the wheel who contemplates a
Winter or Summer outing should send and see what
they have to offer. We can imagine nothing pleasanter
than the sudden transition from Winter to Summer,
from snow and slush to hard coral roads, afforded by
the Bermuda tour. This tour is particularly adapted
to lady riders, and it is hoped many will avail them-
selves of the opportunity. Quite a number are
already booked.
Their European tours are too well known to need

extended comment. It is enough to say they afford
the acme of enjoyment to be derived from the wheel.
Their circular is illustrated and very attractive. It
should be sent for by all having a trip abroad in view,
as they offer inducements not obtainable by individual
wheelmen. They are veterans at the business and^
thoroughly know the ropes. The Elwell tours are,:,

invariably successful. The number of participants
in both tours is limited.

Timing by Electricity!

The electrical device for timing is described as fol-
lows: Electrical apparatus designating the time, and
by which fractions can be computed, is at the finish of
all races under a small cover built purposely for it.

Wires run to the various starts, and the starter at-
taches his pistol to these wires as the occasion requires.
The flash acts against a diaphragm and starts a cir-
cuit. The strain on the tape as the winner passes the
post stops the circuit, and the time is easily computed
on a revolving disk which has been marked plainly
in ink while the race .was in progress. In every case
the electrical timing made the race slower than the
other officials, sometimes almost imperceptibly and
other times quite markedly. We are of the opinion
that there are two main reasons why the electrical
apparatus used on Saturday should make the time
longer than even expert timers would. The first is

that the flash of the pistol is instantaneously felt by
the apparatus, while a human being must first see the
flash and then start his watch. It is quite possible
that there is some one-hundredths parts of a second
delay on the part of the human being, and that his
watch being started later than the electrical apparatus
will show faster time. The second reason is that the
electrical apparatus is not stopped until the winner is

a few inches past the finish, for the thread stretched
across the track, being about twenty feet long, will
stand some inches of deflection from a straight line
before it exerts pressure enough on the apparatus to
break connection between the two surfaces. This
connection spoken of can be broken by a very slight
pressure, but our opinion is that unless the thread is

pulled very tightly, almost so as to break connection
with its own tension, that a runner can deflect it any-
where from three to six inches before it acts on the
apparatus. If this is so (but the reader must not infer
that it is actually so), the electrical apparatus always
times a race a few inches over the regular distance.
An expert time-keeper can stop his watch the very
instant a runner touches the tape, and it is quite prob-
able that many who enjoy reputations of good timers
often stop their watches when the runner is some
inches before the tape. For these reasons it can be
seen that the tendency of the electrical apparatus used
at these games is to make the time just a trifle slower
than by the ordinary way, but there can be no ques-
tion about its being more correct than that made by
human beings, and probably with a little more experi-
menting it can be arranged so that it will be univer-
sally adopted.

—

Turf, Field and Farm.

Hints to Lady Hitlers.

A lady rider of Washington, who evidently knows
whereof she speaks, has written the following " Hints
to Lady Cyclists," which a Washington paper has
published :

Wear long skirts. Wear short underskirts. The
habit skirt should be three yards wide. Arrange the
fullness on the right side carefully before mounting.
The riding dress should be made of flannel cloth or
corduroy. Dark colors are pretty looking and less
conspicuous. Blouse waists should only be worn on
wheels by little girls.

Always in town ride with short cranks and use the
ankle motion. No lady can afford to sacrifice grace
for a slight advantage in power. Better ride three
squares and look well than three miles looking
otherwise. The toes should be kept on the pedals,
and the knees almost turned in touching each other.
The mount from the curbstone is the quietest and

easiest, but, of course, will not do for all occasions.
As soon as the mount is made with a low saddle the

saddle should be raised. Riding high not only looks
infinitely better, but uses the proper muscles and is

much better for the health. Very tall ladies should
have a saddle post made to order, extra length.
The handlebar should he low, on a level with the

saddle, so that the arms can be held nearly straight.
The rider should, of course, always sit pertectl]

erect. There is as much difference among lady riders
as among men. Ladies have only to watch some ol

the awful motions made by some of the other sex to

realize vividly how little a ski it could conceal them if

made by their sisters.

If ladies would learn the management of the wheels
at the schools and practise every clear night alter
dark for a month, or until they had accomplished all

of the above requirements for grace, etc., we should
be spared many of the awful spectacles we see upon
the streets, and there would be much less objection
to bicycling for ladies than al present.
As was said before, there is nothing more graceful

than a graceful woman riding gracefully, and there
is, also, nothing much worse to look upon than a

woman inline awkwardlv, with low Saddle, lone,

cranks, narrow short skirt, etc. No matter how skill

fully she manages the wheel, it cannot make \\\^ for a

1. .1.1 .1 ppea 1 ance

PnetimatiC-tyred wheels are being used in I

delphia quite extensively.
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NOVEMBER.
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at tie
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Harvard U
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n Race

Regiment Sports,
Philadelphia.

the Wheelmen's Bowling

.1. It Gamesof the Atalanta Wheel-
men, Newark. Kntrii ivember 14.

11 mile Handicap K"a>l Kan- of the Rhode
1 Wheelmen, Providence,

Bile team rait- of tin- North End Wheel-
men, Philadelphia.

DECEMBER.
1 .ii r •< the Harlem Wheelmen, at the hall of
the Harlem Opera Hi

1 Rat es .1: thi the nth Regiment Ath-
letic Club, N. Y, at the Arm"!

\ve. Bntl Deeember '. with
New York.

JANUARY.
• Manhattan Bicycle Club's annual ball at the

Lenox Lyceum.
14. Bl well's Bermuda Tonr.

THE BIRMINGHAM TOURNAMENT.

it Birming-
held Oct . were entirely si:

till, although on account of rains the track was heavy.
but t . reatly enjoyed by the crowd judging

irded the wheelmen.
* Ing is the result of the ra< •

FIRM DAY.

Frank Hell. Columbus, Bl

K Rol ond.

MM mi irter Mile, Opeh w. t. Robertson, first;

J H. Polhill, second.

, Halt Mile, Ordinary Club J. k Berger,
Looi Hart, >•• ond.

nvi MILE, mirh W T Robertson, first; T B
md.

Kik-i Mile Heat, Alabama sun Champion-
-mi- l k Berger, hrst; Loui Hart, second.

Two Mile Handii ip, i- Yards Limit w. t.
first . r r Rol nil.

u 1 I \ . II VNDll Kt W. 1 . Rob*
Robertson, second.

THREE QUARTER MILE, PLYING STAR1 W. T.
I E Robertson, ><> ond.

OND 1 • \

N

.. in much better condition, anil the
Intel

• ihu MlLI DASH W T. Robertson, first;

ni: I B Robertson, third. Time,
llll

'-.I Halt mile, Ridi \m> h< • W 1 Robertson,
nnd. Timi

W. T Robertson, iir-,t; Prank
third. 'I'n

HIP Loui Hart, first;

I K I nd. Time, 4m.

P on Wheei William T. Robertson won by
gainst 1 1 R

in in Two Miii Handicap William T. Ri
H Polhill, j •• car.K, I 1: Robe

I II Polhill. g<

ind Polhill.

a T, K..I,,

I'linn

riiiRD dai

nd
'

• *m
I

'

1

.

I k

THE RACES AT RAHWAY, N. J.

Although a strong and cold wind was blow-
ing on Tuesday afternoon of this week, Elec-

tion Day, a large crowd gathered at the'athletic

grounds at Railway to witness the games of

tin- Union County Roadsters, Tlic events were
all run off in a must satisfactory manner, but
the athletic games were unsanctioned by the
A. A U., and trouble is likely to follow. The
wheel races resulted as follows:

(ink .Mni- Ordinary, Novice Win. Mali, c. c. k..

first; k. I". Calhoun, (J, C. k , second. Time. ;in. 41',*-

ONI Mill SAFI 1
.

. Cl l 1; lie. Chumar. first; W.
C. Arts, second. Time, sm

Ori Mile Ordinary, Open C i- Lessner, N. 1.

nrst ; W C. Heydecker, N". Y B. C, second.
Time. ;in. ,

1 ink Mni Safety. Open h C. Wheeler, B. 1

first; C. I. LeSSner, N. J. A. C, second. Tune, 30

Two Mile Ordinary. County Championship s
B Bowan, K. W., tirst; A. K. Calkins, second. Time,
7m. 106.

Two Mile Safety, County Championship h. j.

Bauer, C. C. k.. lirst; S. B. Kowman, second. Time

The officials were: Referee. George C. 1'ennell. K.
W. Starter. H. C. Wilson. I'. C. k. fudges, Dr. C. B.
Holmes. U. C. k ; W. II StaulTer, A. "P. W., and K. S.

Coyne, B, A C Timers, C. M. l'crrineack. I. G
Borgmeyer, U. C. k.; I. L. Bauer, k. W. Clerks. I. I..

•
. V. C. R.; C. A. Gundaker, I". C. k ; W. I.

Browne, k. A. C.

WILHELMS RIDE AGAINST TIME.

On Sunday last W. I. Wilhelm, of Reading,
Pa., rode against time over the twenty-one
mile course on the pike between Myerstown
and Reading in ih. 3)jm. At the road race of the

Peon Wheelmen, September 20, \Y. Van Wag-
oner lowered the twenty-one record mile of the
course to ih. 7111., which fact caused Wilhelm
to exert himself to the utmost on this occasion
in order to lower the Rhode Island champion's
time.

The start was made at 7:30 a. m. from Myers-
town with John R. Phillippi as starter, and four
timers were stationed at each end of the course.

The road was in a better condition than it

was on September 20, but there was not a breath
it stirring, while when Van Wagoner's

record was made there was a strong wind on
the backs of the riders. The track was as
smooth as a floor in some places, and there
Wilhelm let himself out and did work that

counted. Just below Robesonia was a lot of
loose stones which he failed to sir in lime, and
before he could recover his balance he was sent

(lying over the machine on his back. lb- was
not hurt, and jumping on his machine again, he

in to make tracks for the tape at Reading.
which he crossed at B.33^, amid the applause
of his friends. He was entirely fagged out and
dropped over into the arms of friends, and was
Conveyed to his home in a coupe, followed by
Ins admin
Wilhelm made the first nine miles in :Mn., a

}.o6 Kr ait. and his average speed for the mile
was tin. 1 v7s. He States thai this will be Ins

and he will in the future devote himself
to his business exclusively. His lime for the
distance will go on record, as outside of this

course no regulai twenty-one mile record has
Bed.

" Violet Lome," of tin- I

h isk 1 v.

.

" the
I .md both

1 rank high, wh
if lemon 01 the leaves ol the lemon •.

RECORD-BREAKING ON ENGLISH
ROADS.

Messrs. S. P. Edge and
J. K. 1.. Kates,

mounted on a tandem tricycle, made an attempt
on October 18 to lower the too mile record. The
course was a straightaway hundred mile
stretch. The men were paced from start to

finish, and completed the hundred miles in ;h.

torn. ;, is. . almost one hour better than the prev-
ious record. The fifty miles were ridden in 2I1.

29s. 45s.. almost three minutes faster than the
safety record; but, unfortunately, the men were
not officially timed at the half distance In the
first hour 21 ', miles were cow
On the same afternoon, Mr. T. A Edge, on a

safety, who started with the tandem riders, left

the riders at sixty-nine miles, and. pushing
ahead, rode 100 miles in ;h. 27m 38s., about
twenty-seven minutes better than the previous
record.

KINGS COUNTY WHEELMEN'S AN-
NUAL HANDICAP ROAD RACE,

ELECTION DAY.

A cold, blustering day greeted the K. C. W.

party of forty, who journeyed Jciscywards to

inaugurate the lirst twenty-five mile road

upon the Elizabeth-Springfield course, the Irv-

ington-MQburn course having undergone the

usual Fall repairs, rendering it unsuitable.

The atmospheric conditions were opposed to

record breaking, the situation of the course,

subject to the full force of the wind, which

swept through the cut-out hills, rendered such a

feat impossible. The arrangements for the

racing men were imperfect, the R. R. Co, re-

fusing to stop at Elisabeth to deliver wheels,

necessitating a ride of eight miles from Rail-

way. The surface of the road was in tine con-

dition, excepting at the Springfield end. for

one-eighth of a mile, where it was necessary to

take the side path to avoid obstructions in the

mad. The start was scheduled f«>r ti o'clock,

but il was 1; ;., before the lirst man was

st.uted, and during the long wait, lires were

lighted in the woods, and fingers and feet

warmed, while the " blocks" of twenty in '.

farm wagons went by, to the ]*>lls. Scratch-
man Murphy dropped out at fifteen miles, all

hopes <>f catching his men in the wind being
futile. Mi Lean, the winner, rode a well-judged

.md finished strongly, having gained two
places on the last lap. The riding of T 1

Hall is worthy of s]>ccial comment, his tin-,

the lirst five miles, i(.m. 27^8., being remark-
able fa-t His time, for 20 miles, ih. tini.

was well within his previous Decoration L>aj

time, and he would have undoubtedly finished

within ih. 30m, but for catching a cramp In

Slimier the club think they have matt rial which
will Ik- heard from later, his inline; for fifl

miles having been cm client. lie held

place for two laps, and made the second fastest

time for ten miles AltOgethei tin K C W
may be congratulated upon I their

and considi ring the condition of the
1-.. who made no special preparations for

the event, the times made were excellent

TABLE OF NET TIMES AND ORDER OF FINISH.
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ELECTION DAY ON THE KINGS-
BRIDGE COURSE.

Broadway, from Kingsbridge to Yonkers, was
thronged with wheelmen on Tuesday, Nov. 4,

Election Day, from 9 o'clock in the morning until

dark, and it is estimated that close to 2000 cyclists

were on the road. The Harlem, Riverside,

Manhattan and Gotham clubs all engineered
races on the course, and a large number of un-
attached wheelmen and members of other clubs

were on hand to witness the contest. Besides

the cyclist fully a thousand other spectators

gathered along the macadam road. The
course was in a generally fair condition except-

ing several spots which were covered with
loose stones. A strong and cold wind made it

rather unpleasant for both the spectators and
racing men. The results of the four club's races

are given below.

the harlem's races.

The Harlem Wheelmen's races were started

at 11 o'clock with the ten mile championship
and the two mile novice, after which the mem-
bers rode to Yonkers for dinner, returning in

time to witness the races of the other clubs.

Later on they held their ten mile handicap race.

The officials were: Referee, T. A. Raisbeck.

Judges, E. C. Pollock and E. G. Rough.
Timers, W. H. DeGraaf, J. P. Haight, P. C.

Shaffer. Starter and Clerk of Course, Frank
N. Lord. Following is the result

:

Two Mile Novice—T. M. Macy, first, time 8m.
39 3-5S.; G. W. Burt, second, time 9m. 25^.; M. A.
Smith, third ; G. M. Wright, fourth.

Ten Mile Championship—R. B. Morrison, first;

time 49m. 7S.; F. D. Olmsted, second.
Ten Mile Handicap—T. M. Macy, 4m., first, time

45m. ios.; C. W. Osborne, 4m., second, time 48m. 12-5S.;
R. B. Morrison, scratch, third, time ih. 2m. 15s.; L. C.
Smith, 6m., fourth, time ih. 3m. 30s.

THE MANHATTAN BICYCLE CLUB'S RACE.

Nearly one thousand wheelmen were at the starting
point when the Manhattan Bicycle Club's ten mile
championship and five mile handicap races were
started. In the championship race E. J. Keane
romped away from the other competitors, winning
easily. The surprise in this race was the defeat of
C. E. Clemens, the club's crack racer, by J. D.
Conner.
In the five mile handicap there were ten starters,

nine of whom finished. In this race A. L. Banker,
starting from scratch and riding a pneumatic tyred
wheel, attempted to make a record for five miles, but
after going a mile and a half the sharp stones with
which the road was covered, punctured the tyre, al-
lowing the air to escape, and the tyre assumed the ap-
pearance of a collapsed balloon. He finished the race
on it, however.
In the ten mile championship race, E. J. Keane the

winner, and F. H. Howland, the second man, both
beat the previous ten mile record for this course,
which was 42 minutes 13 seconds, held by George M.
Nisbett, of the New York Bicycle Club. Keane's
time was 40 minutes 34 seconds, and Howland's 41
minutes.
The officials were : Referee, P. G. Keane. Judges,

J. H. Clairmont, G. T. Stern, J. A. Keil, F. H. Camp-
bell, H. J. Fowler and F. L. Washburne. Timers, A.
Shire, M. Metzger and D. H. Thistle. Starter J. H.
Ford. Clerks of course, J. J. Byrne, J. Scheuer and
L. Glasel. A summary of the races follows:

Ten Mile Championship—E. J. Keane, first, time,
40m. 34s.; F. H. Howland, second, in 41m.; J. D. Con-
ner, third: C. E. Clemens, fourth; W. J. Monahan,
fifth.

Five Mile Handicap—J. D. Conner, 2m. 15s., first,

net time, 20m. 35s.; W. J. Monahan, 2m. 15s., second,
net time, 21m. 5s. ; F. H. Howland, im. 45s., third, net
time, aim. 8s.

ten mile club championship.

Handicap. Net Time-.
Pos. Name. Min. Sec. Min. Sec

1 J.D.Conner 2 15 20 35
2 W. J. Monahan...

2

15 21 05
3 F. H. Howland.. . 1 45 21 09
4 R. L. McFarland..3 30 23 17

5 C.E.Clemens 1 30 21 51
6 W. H. Pedersen...2 15 23 55
7 A. L. Banker scratch 20 45
8 G. G. Betts 3 30 not taken
9 W. K. Kubin 1 30 " "

THE RIVERSIDE WHEELMEN'S RACES.

The Riverside Wheelmen made a grand
showing with their races. All the members
were out, many with their mothers, sisters or
wives, who were seated on a tally-ho which was
1I1 awn by six noble steeds, and from their point
of vantage they cheered on to victory their re-

spective favorites. Streamers of the club's
colors floated from the stage, and a large banner
bearing the word " Riverside" was attached to
the rear of the tally-ho. The races of the club
were five in number, and they were run off

without the annoying delays generally attend-
ing affairs of this kind. This is all the more
noteworthy on account of the number of other

clubs utilizing the course at the same time.

After the races the club was heartily cheered
as it started for home by all the other wheel-
men present. Following is a list of the officials

and the result of the races: Referee, R. F.

Macy
; Judges, E. DeR. Boughton, H. C. Voor-

his, A. C. Burr, R. C. Alexander and E. W.
Stitt; Starter, L. H. Johnson; Official Timer,
F. H. Campbell; Assistant Timers, J. F. Fitch
and W. E. Christian; Clerks of Course, J. A.
King, J. J. Benner, W. T. Knight, H. Robinson
and E. G. Muller.

One Mile Novice—W. Cook, first, time, 3m. 50s.;

H. L. V. Warner, second. Prize, gold medal, present-
ed by President F. M. Cossitt.

One Mile Scratch—A. E. Stilger, first, time, 3m.
35s.; J. W. Judge, second ; E. A. Powers, third. Prizes,
gold medal to first ; smoking set, presented by L. H.
Johnson, to second.

Two Mile Handicap—J. W. Judge, scratch, first,

time, 7m. 21s.; A. E. Stilger, scratch, second, time, 7m.
21 2-5S. The prizes were gold medal to first; silver
medal to second.

Five Mile Club Championship—A. E. Stilger, first,

time, 19m. 38s.; J. W. Judge, second, time, 19m. 38 3-5S.;

E. A. Powers, third, time, 20m. 23s.; F. M. Cossitt,
fourth, time, 20m. 47s.; T. Ward, fifth, 21m. 27s.

The one mile consolation race was won by J. O.
Miller.

THE GOTHAM WHEELMEN'S EVENTS.

The first club races of that newly organized but
enterprising club, the Gotham Wheelmen, also

came in for a share of the spectators' interest.

Owing to the lateness of the hour and the bad
condition of the road in places the five mile
event was postponed. Their other races re-

sulted as follows :

One-mile Novice Race—George C. Smith, first

;

Time, 3m. 30s. ; Oscar Tschirky, second ; Dan Levy,
third.

Two-mile Open—George C. Smith, first. Time,
8m. ios. ; Oscar Tschirky, second ; Dan Levy, third.

ROAD RACE AT COLUMBIA, PA.

The Columbia Wheelmen held a seven mile
handicap road race on Election Day which was
well contested, and although the course was
rough and hilly, the men made good time. Two
of the scratch men, Smith and Oberlin, sustained
falls which somewhat marred the race, as
Smith's wheel was disabled so badly that he was
compelled to drop out, and Oberlin, on account
of his header, was unable to catch the limit

men. The result follows: Wm. Winter, 2m.,
first, time 28m. 53s. ; Dawson Fornwalt, scratch,

second, time 27.n1 34s.
; John Lintnor, 2m.,

time 29m. 58s. ; Harry Witmor, 2m., fourth, time
30m. 27s.; Geo. Harm, 2m., fifth, time 30m.
33s.; Jesse Shenk, 2m., sixth, time 30m. 38s.;

Chas. Yohn, 2m., seventh, time 31m. 38s.
;

Oberlin, scratch, time 30m. 18s. ; Mart Smith,
scratch, and John McLaughlin, scratch, did not
finish.

THE BRIDGEPORT ROAD RACE.

There were but eleven starters in the Bridge-
port Wheel Club's fifteen mile handicap road
race which was run October 27, although
twenty-five entries had been received. The
course traversed was an eight mile straight-

away stretch in the direction of Danbury and
return. The route is decidedly hilly and over a
common country road. The finish was made at

the track at Seaside Park, where four laps were
ridden, and over a thousand spectators gathered
to witness the wind up. There was a strong
headwind, and the course was exceedingly
muddy, so that but seven men finished. All
along the road the country people gathered in

throngs and endeavored to encourage the riders

to greater exertions by their cheering remarks.
The first prize was a solid silver cup. The
result was as follows: S. N. Lockwood, ih. 12m.
36s. ; E. E. Soule, ih. 15m. 50s. ; C. W. Ellison,

ih. 18m. 47s. ; G. R. Fryer, ih. 10m. 47s. ; T.
H. Tomlinson, ih. 20m. 2s. ; H. J. Lebing, ih.

22m. 5s. ; H. R. Horr, ih. 37m. 30s.

A former resident of Dallas, Tex., says that the
roads in that neighborhood are in good condition dur-
ing the dry season, which prevails for eight months,
As there is generally a continuous wind from the
South, it is common for cyclists to attach a sail to the
rearof their safeties when traveling toward the North,
and enjoy a long "coast" on level ground.

Prof. Kramm, of Willlamsport, Pa., <>n a bicycle,
recently beat the trotting horse Echo Boy tn a halt
mile race at BloomsDurg, Pa, He made the distance
in im. 22 s.

MEMBERS OF THE CITIZENS CLUB
RACE OVER THE LARCHMONT

COURSE.

The members of the Citizens Club enjoyed
the holiday of Tuesday last in good fashion.
About twenty-five members of the club rode to
Travers Island, stopping on their way to Larch-
mont to contest a five mile handicap road race.
After dining at Travers Island the members
had an enjoyable run home. The result of the
road race was as follows :

First, Francis Thayer, scratch, time, 17m.
44s. ; second, H. G. Noble, scratch, time, 18m.
us. ; third, W. F. Pendleton, scratch, time,
1 8m. 27s. ; fourth, G. W. French, scratch, time,
18m. 40s. ; fifth, J. H. Hanson, scratch, time,
1 8m. 47s.; sixth, A. L. Paynter, im. handicap;
seventh, I. M. Shaw, im. handicap. The
course was a two and one-half mile stretch on
the Larchmont pike. It was quite hilly, one of

the hills being almost a mile long with the wind
against the riders on the up grade. The time,
under the circumstances, was fairly good.
At a late meeting of the Citizens Club, the

subject of establishing a club race for a chal-
lenge cup was broached, and the proposition
was taken up in such good shape that the
details of a fifteen mile handicap, open to

club members only, will shortly be announced.
The prize will be a $250 challenge cup, to be
won three times before becoming the property
of the winner. In each race, medals will be
given to the first and second men. Further
details of this race will be arranged before the
Spring, when the first race will be held.

French has the largest mileage of any of the
club members, having ridden nearly 6,000 miles
to date.

ROAD RACE AT MEMPHIS, TENN.

The eight series of the ten mile handicap
road race was run on the Poplar boulevard on
Thursday, Oct. 30. The roads were quite
heavy with dust, and a strong head wind was
blowing, hence the former record of 37m. 16s.

could not be touched, and the race lay with the
man with the best pair of lungs. The starters

were as follows:

W. H. Whitehead, scratch
; Julius H. Wood,

im. 31s. handicap; T. J. Deupree, jr., 2m.
handicap. At 4:45 p. m. Deupree was started;
twenty-nine minutes later Wood took after him,
and at 4:47 Whitehead started. He soon over-
took Wood and lay on the trail of Deupree for

the entire distance, coming in just eleven
seconds after Deupree. Wood was completely
distanced, he evidently being out of trim. The
actual times of the three contestants were as
follows

:

First, T. J. Deupree, Jr., 2m. handicap, 39m.
45s. ; second, W. H. Whitehead, scratch, 38m.
6s.; Julius W. Wood, im. 31s. handicap, 45m.
38s.

The contest, lies with the above contestants.
Whitehead and Wood having won two races
each, and Deupree one race. Your correspond-
ent was in hopes that a good day would have
helped the boys out, and give them a chance to

make good time, but with a heavy dusty road
and a cold head wind they labored under great
disadvantage. It is to be hoped that the next
series will be blessed with good clear weather,
and good roads, and then may the best man
win.

A ROAD RACE AT YORK, PA.

The York Bicycle Club held a twenty-one mile
road race over the York and Wrightsville turn-
pike on Thursday afternoon of last week, which
created much local enthusiasm. Three of the
contestants rode safeties, and the remaining two
were mounted on high wheels. It was the
general opinion of those interested in the affair

that the men on ordinaries would secure the
first honors, but the result proved just the
opposite, as follows: Divnning first, time ill.

L'j'.m.
; Levergood, ih. -.'.(in. ; Wilt, ill. 26m ;

Beck, ih. 29m.; Swart/., ih. 3oj£m.

1). |. Canary, the famous trick rider, rode down the
full length of the Capitol steps of the southeast wing
on Wednesday, October -, mounted on a \ !

safety, The feat was witnessed i>\ man} prominent
Washington wheelmen,
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NEW YORK BICYCLE CLUB.

The N' le Club held a must en»

moker at their club-house on Saturday
.-. Ikmmv( crowded with

men, the club and The pro-

ime of amusement consisted of vocal and
instrumental music ami recitations, all of which

of much hiy;!; than is asually pro-

vided at club smokers. Among the gentlemen
who contributed t<> the entertainment «>t' the

the following Messrs luinn.

Schilling, Cooper and Cameron, a quartette,

•-.itv< several selections in splendid style. Mr.

Dunn, who possesses a rich tenor voice,

red the boys with a Dumber of solos.

These gentlemen were introduced l>y Mr.

Cooper, a member of the club Professor Em-
i. accompanied on the piano i>y Mr. Halsey,

played several banjo selections, and in company
with Mr. De Goiconria played a banjo duet.

I )e Goicouria also essayed a solo, which
was well received. One of the features of the

evening's entertainment were the recitations,

b «ti: ind comic, of Mr. Kemp, one of the

olilest and most respected members of the club.

The popular chairman of the House Committee,
Mr. \Vatkins, sang two solos in splendid style.

The accompanist of the evening was Mr. Tift,

ol the club, who quite surprised the boys by his

musical talent. Refreshments were served,

and altogether the evening was most enjoyably
spent.

On Election Daj Messrs. Nisl>ett and Find-

lev, on a tandem bicycle, rode from Tarrytown
ifty-ninth Street and the Boulevard in ih.

which is the fastest time in which the-

se has ever lie-en ridden. The route was
i Broadway to Kingsbridge, over the rail-

tion, Sedgwick Avenue, Rid^e Avenue,
Washington Bridge, Boulevard and Riverside,

the course being at least twenty-five ami a half

miles. The men rode from Tarrytown to the

Kingsbridge railroad station, a distance of

about sixteen miles, in ih. 4111. The wind was
directly against the riders all the way. other-

they would have made much better lime.

We aie asked to announce that Miss Prances
Shriver, aged nine months, now rides a 51-inch
ordinary. " A fond papa" thinks this is about

•rd.

THE ROCHESTER ROAD RACE.

RECENT ROAD RACES AT ORANGE. NOTES OF THE RACE PATH.

T'n 1 mile handicap road race from
tster. N. V.. to Charlotte and return, on

great success, although
Through Charlotte

the mud was s., deep thai th(

to dismount and push their wheels for

• if a mile I Respite the chilly ami
ithi red t..

ami finish, and scores of people
witnessed tin- race all along thi- road.

imptly at i o'clock the ra tarted mi
id Phelps Avenues.

unit mei i\ live minutes wei
N 1 I Raymond, Wm.

cur. ami Robert H In the
1

I Conolly,
! : II. Smil 1 minute

Scrvis, C I

am, and William Conolly,
folio A M..

.vim were nenl off two
I

llill and down the

re the
turning

;
I Iven had pa

UK the finish Wm.
\| 1 ntiolh •

a ill bo

:! I

The much-talkedol live milt- team race be-

tween the Orange Wheelmen and the Fast

Orange Cyclers took place on the Centre-
Harrison Street course on Saturday afternoon
last, and resulted in the championship trophy
being secured by the former club. This ends
for a time the controversy over the respective
merits of the racing men of the two clubs. The
race was hotly contested from the start, and it

attracted main- spectators at the finishing point
The Orange team was J.

1». Racey, PaulGrosch,
George 11. Coffin, and Charles I hall.

The East Orange team was Prank Brock, Fred.

Pring, H. C. Wheeler, and C. W. Ileydecker.

The following table shows the order in which
the men finished, the time and the points scored

Name. Time, i>k\m;k B. Orange.
If, s

Grosch 8

Coggeshall 7

Wheeler... 8

Coffin 17.42 5

I'rintf 1744 4

• kur 3
18.30 2

Brock 20.10 1

Brock broke his saddle while among those- in

the van and thereby lost his position Grosch'S
last riding was somewhat of a surprise, ash was
hardly expected that he would secure first place

among the cream of the racing talent of the

two clubs. The officials were: Referee. J.

Warren Smith; Starter, Carrington Hening;
fudges for Orange, [ohn Long, T, N. Gray,
"I". R. M. Knowles. For Bast Orange, L. II.

Porter, [. W. Gilmour, and Fred Taylor.

The East Orange Cyclers held a series of

road races on Election Day over the Central
Avenue course. The results are as follows

Pive Mu.i Handicap John B. Clark. 4m., first;

John Wheeler, second. Tune, rami 56a. Six starters.

Two Miii 11 wiiii \i- W r Heydecker, scratch,
tii st : Pred Taylor, second, Time, 7m
Oni \I111 Handii ip H. C. Wheeler, scratch, first

;

W C Heydecker, second. Time, am. 528. Pour
start-

Balp-mili Handicap 11 C. Wheeler, scratch,
tirst ; \V. C. Heydecker, second. Time, mi. -.<*. Knur

ti rs.

Over the same course in the morning the

Orange Wheelmen held a ten mile handicap
road race with sixteen starters. Four prises

were offered for the four men in first, besides a

time prize. The men arrived in the following
order W. K. Baldwin, 3m. handicap, time 40m.
is Paul Grosch, scratch, lime 57111. 1 is.

;
C. T.

cshall. scratch, time .57111. 15s.; George
Payne, jnv time 11m. e.s

. Arthur Tannas,
tin., time )om ~'is. ; Fred Stone, 3m., time
(ini

; A. Williams, 2m., time Jim, 25s., all

actual riding time.

A ROAD RACE AT HARRISBURG.

The Harrisburg Wheel Club held a live mile
load I. ne oil Saturday last. The COUrSI

and a strong head wind was blowing.
Tin- start was made at RockviUe, eight men
Coming to the tape The result was as follows

irsi, time Jim. is ; Pry, second,
time 23m. 1 1 I' Nelson, third, time 23m.

A Trippstcin. fourth, time I

on, fifth, time 24111. is Olewine, sixth.

time --in
1 nth, time 25m. 6a A

iwd witnessed the finish. Five gold

Wit I. tn two W •

11. 1 the whi
'i the

H c who inding

• in public non-

purloining
1 . 1 1 V

union rni.

mile

.-.Sfni/."

i.i->i »

Stl

A one tiiii- .-, amuDjj the eventsol the
Montclair Athleti s on Election

hich. resulted as follows : I 1 > Racey, Aral
m Mit. in i! s, , ond. Timi

Century Wheelmen and Pari Avenue Wl
men, of Philadelphia, have decided t>. foot-
ball team, and to inaugural imp-
ionahip <>f the cycling clubs of thi

The two mile '

P, W Davis, scratch, first; raylor, 1 ond;
1 [awes, 100 yards, third. 1 1

incited much enthusiasm among the g|

The uru- mile handicap bicycle race at thi

the Athletii Association of the University • •! Pennsyl-
vania, on Monday ol tins week, resulted as folli

\\ W. r.i x is. scratch, first; G M, 1 trda,
second; K. s. K. liner. 1 . yards, third. Time, m

A match race between Herbert Smith, ol Patchogue,
I. 1 , and Oliver Yarrington, <>f Sayville, will tx- run
at tin- North Patchogue Driving Park Thanksgiving
Day. A fas trophy is t.. be paid f«.r by tin- :

and as both men are very evenly matched, mucn.inter-
eat is centered In the 1

The Brooklyn Ramblers held a ten mile
I
Ilsabeth-Springficld course Election

Day, starting at 10.0'clock, with seven men. Thi
suit was: K Miller, .• mil
» it-.. rv; t- Pedler, 4 minutes, second; tin w
Holland, 4 minutes, third; time, 41m s A
awarded ti> the tirst three men.

A large crowd of wheelmen gathered at the starting
point >m the [rvington-Milburn <

ilk. 11. to witness len milr race ol the Ata
lanta Wheelmen for the President's medal, t>ut owing
to iln- high wind the required six stai uts did not •

to scratch, although thi een about ten enti
The race was th< tponed indefinite

Laurie, Interviewed by a repn pi the St-
cyc/iiu that (ism..ml could smother
Windle. After clocking Windle in .111 i-$a.. Laurie
told the writer that it any man could make Osmond
ride tin- rail- ol liis life that Windle was thai man
Laurie sn-s that tin- rarified atmosphere ..t tin- Si

affected liis physical condition Perhaps it is also true
that the heavier atmosphei - his
mental vision

it is certainly regretable that the amateur ordinary
champion 1 should not have put tin- mile
record where it could not have been beaten tin-
son. That Osmond is .

well assured. Anyway, we hope W. windle will .

over for nexl year's championships. We should like
to see the final contain Osmond, Synyer, Letrr and
Wiadle. />';.vi/.'. \

At the Twenty-third K. . mea, t.. be held
to-m. rday) evening, at their armory, <

moiit Avenue, Brooklyn, a two mile bicycle handicap
will lie coir which the follow
been allotted: (' M Murphy, scratch; H. S. Wii
and L. A. S 11 Is I I". Borland
Krank K.i. I W | I I M
Field. B B ' and A M Knighi

irds

ciiir esteemed contemporary, tin- k'jJ/akr-H*
..I 1 Ictotx 1 1. . ..lit.mis a numbei of hu
tions, also a d.-al ..i reading " :

c.1.-.in tin following n.

in. International s|x.rts held
IS) I., hi won tl,.

in ,111 1 s . 1 he .list. hi. • I..-H
1

miles

At some sports held .it 1 Ml.n
i Hess, ol Mannheim, won the

At some sport
Arenhold won a mill
Sponholi Ih-iioj second, in

nhold won • miles,

I the loll-

estal.l.

eolltln

tin- ricli

toll. «

run W

1 pleasing i-

1

11 tin n. the
ii.i simpl)

• three hiu
I

Wl I WlM.lt

I.

I

I
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BUFFALO.

The monthly meeting of the Ramblers will occur on
Tuesday, and it is expected to be one of the old-
timers—full of debate, spirit and fire. The agenda is

all of a routine character, with the exception of the
athletic and Union questions, which have to be de-
cided. There is a splendid future before the Hustlers.
As a cycling club they lead the combined wheeling
organizations of the city, and it also contains many
good athletes.

I notice that a few of the amateur ink-slingers who
write for the Western cycling press are willing enough
to go to any length in absurd argument and bar-room
adjectives to show that progress means ruin, but I am
not inclined to think their influence or that of the
papers they represent will prevail much against honest
go-aheadedness. It certainly won't in Buffalo.

The series of runs for the News trophy and the cross-
country championship of the city of Buffalo is over,
and the wheelmen come in for second honors, as they
heartily deserve. Second place to them is almost as
good as first, as it was well-known after the first race
that the championship was bound to go to the Iroquois
A. C. But the wheelmen's team defeated by 14 points
out of 102 the Buffalo A. C, which has a membership
of over 600 to pick men from. The scores stand: Iro-
quois, 230; wheelmen, 102; Buffalo A. C, 88.

Four more members were added to the membership
roll of the Press Cycling Club at their monthly meet-
ing on Friday. These bring the list up to about
ninety, with every prospect of the century being
passed by Friday next, when a special meeting of the
club is to be held. The dues of the club have been
fixed at $4 per year, and the initiation fee at $2. There
was a very lively discussion at the last meeting as to
whether or not the club should join the A. A. U. Of
course there were two sides to the question, and advo-
cates of the pro and con were present in full force.
President G. W. Schooley vacated the chair, and in-
troduced a motion to the effect that the P. C. C. join
the Union. There was a warm discussion, during
which the chronic kickers—those who kick to live and
will kick to die—objected to everything, whether it

was for or against the question. But it was practically
settled before the meeting was called, as the A. A. U.
men had circulated a petition asking the heads of the
club to take the step, and the petition had been signed
by nearly every member of the club. The result was
that the vote went "Union " unanimously.
The Press Cycling Club have decided either to pur-

chase or rent a cottage to use as a club-house. It will
be situated on the West Side, and is likely to be on
West Avenue. A gymnasium is to be laid down at
once, so that the boys will have all the opportunity
they need to train for the competitions that their recent
action has made them eligible to enter. Until com-
plete arrangements are made the Seventy-fourth
Regiment A. A. and the Iroquois A. C. have offered
the privileges of their club-houses and gymnasiums.
The marriage bell still tinkles within the hearing of

the wheelmen of the city. The latest to take the
plunge is A. G. Batchelder, of the Courier, who was on
Tuesday united in holy bonds to Miss Nella A.
McCray. Mr. Batchelder is a member of the Ram-
blers, and many a bumper was quaffed by the boys in
honor of the event. It has not yet been stated whether
or not the Hustler's glee club will call at 375 Maryland
Street, but it is thought highly probable that Mr. B.
and his fair bride will be serenaded at an earlv date.

Dr. Ida C. Bender, who is one of the most enthusiastic
wheelwomen in the city, opened her house to the
Women's Wheel and Athletic Club for the celebration
of Hallowe'en, on Friday night. The chestnuts popped
and merry cheer went round, but I am not sure that
any of the company threw the thimbleful of salt over
their left shoulder at 12 o'clock, in the hope that they
would dream of "the only one" during the night.
There was a large company present at the celebration.

The Ramblers well kept up their time-honored repu-
tation of doing nothing by halves at the entertainment
given by them on Wednesday night. The occasion
was the reopening of the club's gymnasium, which
has been recently remodeled and improved. Several
additions have been made to it, and it is rated now as
one of the best in the city. Nearly two hundred
wheelmen and friends congregated at the pretty club
rooms on Main Street to do honor to an enjoyable pro-
gramme prepared by the entertainment committee.
The programme was opened with an acceptable harp
solo performed by Sig. P. S. Leie, who was encored.
Joseph J. Kane read a most interesting paper on
"Muscular Development." A three-round boxing
exhibition between W. C. Hughson and B. I. Crooker
followed. Instructor M. H. Brunner gave a splendid
exhibition on the parallel bars, and feats of strength
in the way of breaking stones with his fist.

It is pretty well known here that the Buffalo Bicycle
Club is more of a social than a wheeling club,, and
nothing extraordinary in the way of mileage records
or path victories is ever expected from the College
Street boys. But it has within its membership some
of the best riders in this district, and, from what I

learn, these are getting heartily sick of the "twiddle
thumb" business which has been for years identified
with the B. B. C. There is no scope given to them to
show what they can do. One or two of the members
have already left and joined other clubs—notably D.
H. Lewis. This feeling of unrest is made more pro-
nounced by the fact that the athletic clubs are now
going in hot and strong for wheeling, and propose
giving in-door and out-door meetings. Milly, I hear,
will join the Buffalo Athletic Club, and Brinker, the
champion rider of the B. K. C, will, I understand,
sport the cardinal and white colors.

Have you noticed how the wheeling press is re-
ferring to Buffalo as one of the finest, or perhaps the
finest, asphalted cities in the world ? In this respect
it is the real mecca of wheelmen. But we haven't yet
done. At the present time we boast of eighty-five
miles of asphalt, and we have eleven miles under con-
struction, and contracts out for thirty miles more.
How does this compare with Washington, I). C. ?

Every dealer in wheels in this city report that their
sales have been greater this year than ever before:
also that the wheels bespoke for 1891 are of an unusual

number. Messrs. Bowen, Schack, Doll, the Standard
Cycling Co., and others, report as being up to their
eyes in business.

Now that the Press Bicycle Club has joined the
Amateur Athletic Union, the Ramblers, Buffalos and
Zigzags should follow suit.

The Buffalo Bicycle Club is likely to resign from
the L. A. W. at the annual meeting in April. The boys
say the club gets nothing for what it pays, and it

would be cheaper for the members to join individually
at $1 a head.

The above two items, taken from the Express, shows
very clearly what the local feeling in some quarters
is with regard to the League. The idea seems to be
to drop club membership and go in for individual
membership. The League will, of course, keep a foot-
hold here, but the idea of being forced into the League
by the fact of joining a bicycle club is what appears
to be obnoxious to many.
The Zigzags are now on the warpath for the Winter

season, and are holding special meetings with a view
of making a record even greater than heretofore. The
club has settled down into a happy condition. The
turmoil which threatened to disband the club is over.
The membership is on the increase, and affairs appear
to be booming. The management have recently fitted
out the rooms with a pool table, etc., and they expect
to add a piano shortly.

There is talk of calling together a joint representa-
tive meeting of all the athletic and cycling clubs, with
a view of acquiring an expensive piece of ground for
the purpose of laying out a wheeling track and athletic
ground. The bicycle clubs have ignominiously failed
in their attempt to do anything. If all the clubs in the
city take hold of the matter success is ensured.

• Mamef.

CHICAGO.

One can say with more than the usual amount of
assurance that Chicago will have its Associated
Cycling Clubs. The clubs took up the matter right
heartily, and have responded handsomely to the call
for delegates. At this writing these are the clubs and
delegates who will represent them at the meeting for
permanent organization, which will likely be held
during next week

:

Chicago Cycling Club—S. A. Miles. L. B. Sherman,
and M. A. Hosgood. Illinois Cycling Club—T. L.
Sloan, A. J. Street, and W. A. Davis. Lincoln Cycling
Club—Wm. Herrick, J. M. Erwin, and R. G. Betts.
Washington Cycling Club—L. W. Conkling, B. B.
Ayres, and Frank Barrow. Douglas Cycling Club—
C. H. Wachter, J. C. Wachter, and A. W. Miller.
Aeolus Cycling Club—J. A. Erickson, R. H. Ehret, and
A. W. Roth. Oak Park Cycling Club—C. A. Sturte-
vant, C.E. Fox, and A. T. Merrick. Englewood Cy-
cling Club—H. A. Stoddard, F. H. Gere, and R. Rees.
Lakeview Cycling Club—LeRoy Cram, E. C. Wescott,
and E. L. Ward. Vikings Bicycle Club—Carl Diet-
rich, F. A. Kern, and H. Behrens.
The formal opening of the Illinois Cycling Club's

new home, 1068 Washington Boulevard, occurred
October 31, and proved quite a swell affair. On the
following evening, the I. C. C. gave a mammoth six
hundred-seat theatre party, with Francis Wilson in
the "Merry Monarch" as the attraction. Wilson, by
the by, is a member of the Illinois Club.

"The presence of yourself and ladies is most
cordially desired at a reception tendered the wheel-
men of the North Side, Tuesday evening, November
11, 1890, Lincoln Park Congregational Church, corner
Garfield Avenue and Mohawk Street, at 8 o'clock," is

a neatly engraved invitation which most of the North
Siders have received during the past week.
At the next meeting of the Lincoln Club, the follow-

ing concerning life membership is to be acted upon

:

" Any active member, having continuously paid the
annual dues for the period of twenty years shall
thereby possess a certificate of Life Membership, and
shall be exempt thereafter from the payment of all

dues.
"Also, any active member, having been a member

for the period of two years, shall be entitled at any
time to Life Membership upon the payment of $200.
"Also, any person not a member, and wishing to

become a Life member, may be entitled to the same
upon the payment of -$250.
" Provided that, in the instance of all applications

to Life Memberships, the usual seven days notice of
same, and an affirmative vote of two-thirds of the
members voting shall be required."

The incorporation during the past week of two new
bicycle manufacturing concerns, one of them a
million-dollar affair, with Geo. R. Bidwell in interest,
bodes well for next season. These are the new
comers : The C. H. Dunham Mascotte Cycle Co., capi-
tal stock, $1,000,000. Incorporators, Chas. H. Dunham,
Chas. Faxwell, and Geo. R. Bidwell.
Northwestern Bicycle Co., capital stock, $15,000.

Incorporators, Wm. R. Walpole, John State, and Wm,
E. King.

R. B. Short won the Lincoln's mileage medal with a
total of 5,160 miles for the season ending October 15.

The Warwick Co. will have a branch house here
next season, with Kennedy Childe in charge.

Both the Lincoln and Aeolus Clubs are maturing
building plans and now the Oak Parks are also inclin-
ing that way.

It will be pretty much all indoor baseball with the
leading clubs this winter. Last year the Lincolns had
things very much their own way, but so tar this

season they have been taking rather unwillingly soup
of a very stringy and decided vermicelli variety,
while the Chicago Club's team is sweeping all before
it. BETTSY B.

Willie Windle will use a pneumatic safety i"i- road
work. He writes us to bring our cushion up to Mill-
bury and scorch him on the hills in that neighborhood.
Needless to say we have declined.

SAN FRANCISCO.

October has been by far the most pleasant month of
the year in this part of the country. The riders have
taken advantage of this fact and have enjoved them-
selves hugely. The roads are in excellent condition,
and the Summer winds having ceased, riding is a gen-
uine pleasure.

E. C. Rowe, the transcontinental tourist, arrived in
this city some days since. He took the train from
Ogden, which accounts for his rapid trip. Saturday
he rode to the Lick Observatory, at Mt. Hamilton, and
he has planned a trip to the Yosemite.

A special meeting of the California Division Leagne
members has been called for next Saturday evening.
On the following day the members will ride through
the park and the Presidia.

Owing to a recent ruling of the Commissioners of
Golden Gate Park, all cyclists must now carry a
lantern. Many riders have been stopped by the
officers and informed of the rule, and also that they
must get out of the park by the most direct road.

Cycle stealing will probably languish in this State
now that " Prof. W. R. Browne, Bicyclist, London,
England," as his card reads, is serving time for his
criminal act. He stole a safety and was caught by J.
J. Zimmer, a well-known local repairer. Zimmer's
evidence convicted him, and he was sentenced
to two years at Folsom State Prison. Zimmer received
$20 reward for Browne's arrest, and another $20 for
his conviction, from the owner of the wheel. Browne
created something of a stir in cycling circles last year
by his ride to Denver. He claimed so many things
that Mr. Hillier, of Bicycling News, looked up his record,
and came to the conclusion that he was a fraud.

W. G. Davis, the well-known local racing man, was
married at Stockton last week. Davis was, without
doubt, the most graceful rider ever seen on a Cali-
fornia path, and in his day had but one master, and
t
hat one was F. D. Elwell.

J.
F. Ives, the best safety man of the vear, and

winner of the mile safety championship, will be mar-
ried this month. He will do some racing next vear,
and will probably be ready to defend his title to the
championship.

The attempt of O. T. Morgan and T. H. Harris to
lower the coast records at the Olympic Club's invita-
tion field day proved a failure. The riders were far
from fit, and did not do themselves justice. The day
was perfect for record-breaking or racing. There was
not a breath of air to set the numerous flags about the
grounds in motion, and the rings of smoke from a
locomotive outside the grounds floated skyward with-
out losing their shape. The air was soft and balmy.
The track, six laps to the mile, as fast as a cinder track
can be made for cycling. Morgan first had a shot at
the mile, and the best he could do was to tie the previ-
ous record. He went well for the half, and succeeded
in making a fairly good record for that distance,
there being no previous record. His time for each
lap, taken especially for THE Wheel, was as fol-
lows: 30^s., 5754s., irh. 25 3-5S., im. 55 1-5S., 2m. 26 1-5S.,
2m. 59^s. His second lap, in 27s., and his third, in 28s.,
were both excellent performances, and had he ridden
the second half at the same rate, which riders of pneu-
matics invariably do, he would have been inside
El well's ordinary record. As it was, he died away,
and took 33s. for his last lap. He rode without pace-
makers. Harris then came out for a try at Shockley's
two mile record, but failed by twenty seconds; his
fastest lap, a sixth of a mile, was his second, in 2g l/2 &-,
while his last occupied 37s. His first half mile was
im, 32s.; his first mile,- 3m. 12s., and the full distance
6m. 45s. Both riders used a pneumatic-tyred Ormonde,
weighing thirty-seven pounds. The tyre was proba-
bly a detriment instead of an advantage, however, as
they had to slow up at each corner in order to round
the curve without falling As the time is slow at
starting, and as it practically meant a stop at each
corner, they might have done better on their racing
safeties with solid tyres. Later in the afternoon a one
mile handicap was run off. R. W. Turner, mounted
on a Rambler safety, geared to forty-six inches, had
175 yards start. Morgan and Harris were scratch.
Turner won somewhat easily, Morgan second by
twenty yards, Harris third. "Time, 2m. 59' s s- The
path is only fifteen feet wide. The inner curb is of
wood and about eight inches high. This makes the
inside as dangerous as the outside, and cycle racing
can never be made popular on the course. G. D.
Baird, at one time editor of the Cyclist and Athlete,
walked an exhibition half mile. California.

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

"Griff," as he is everywhere known, President of
the Detroit Bicvcle Club, divided his time last Sunday
among the different clubs in town. Mr. Griffith
naturally favors Detroit as the stamping ground tor
the next annual League meet. If the City of the
Straits contains many such workers as lie, you may
be sure Detroit will have the meet in 1891.

Prof. D. J. Canary showed a large audience at Gem
Kink last week how he performs tricks on the safety,

A dark horse appeared in the Bridgeport Wheel
Club's first annual road race in the person of S. N.
i.oekwood, who easily defeated F, E. Souie, scratch.
Although no fast time was made, the race was very
interesting to those who braved the oold October
blasts.

It is rumored that the Connecticut Wheelmen's Polo
League is to be revived, 1 trust there will be less ol

the Bickering that characterised last yeai 's 1 1 ague.

Last Sunday as a day oi online, could not be beaten.
Cycles were t'o bo met with on any road and at any-
time. Surely November is starting in at an
pace. ROl \n :
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SYRACUSE.

I lit \NNl.\l. K

i >n evening, Uli ast month, any
. the club-house of the S /cling

would know something of great importan
and. Red tire was burning, t>clls ringing, horns
being blown, ami all oi the fifty-six present talk-

I rirst. The
.• the president was to

Hi d" that night and the part] i tting
in lit: to do the naughty deed. At the

•-. Judd twenty mounted their
er thirty-six took to the tally-ho and

priv.r hand, and a star: was
The run through the city was very pleasant.

the line laves were seen at thl

windows, and manv kind things wen
rth on tfieir "deadly" mission. Oi

•. the tally-ho with its reJ fire, operated I

eft behind, and the wheelmen y the
lent and captain, took the plan! :i mile

run. A tull moon WU just up and the night just right
heeling. Those that took the four-wheeled vehi-

1 half thvir lives, as the two wheelers had a
time on the road and will not soon forget that
A splendid pace was set, SO that in one hour

from the time of leaving the club-house Parker's
Hotel was reached. Twenty-five minutes later the

if the party pulled up', and after all had been
"put out" and the horses "put in" the excitement

'.. and for three hours Cicero howled and was
Six wheelmen can "

place. When supper was announced luck-step was
formed by the captain, and headed by our noble pres-
ident the party proceeded to lay to waste the supper
which was making the table groan. On each plate

found a button-hole "posy" and a souvenir in the
made ot three pieces of ribbon coin-

s' the club on the black was the word
the purple had " Memorial Run," and

the i" A splendid sup-
only a cyclist knows how :•'. and

amid the pop of corks and the smoke of fifty odd
.ip'se. Tl

When quiet had been re-
eat little speech, thanked thl

md all for their kindness in being present, etc.,
itid wound up by saying that it was his pleasant

. presentation to one who had always
been on hand when wanted, who had planned the

alW a v s

ib matters before his own. He referred t.

ket showed how much his
pprcciated. The president com

pleasure in pre-
i with the accompanying gold watch,

I that when he looked at its face he would
think of t: round the table and remember

When thi

the matter with He's all riK'ht."
wen- finished, Mr ludd

.:i a neat lit Bob I hanked the
•cat kindn i with

, and assured them that be

given.
h from it-.

k, and as he read it hi

ind way he .

ire that tin

what
i the

i and

Annual K

what

• . but

then, amid the shouts of the younger membci I

red fire of Mac, the r

• ie i rockery side show oi
Thurwacbter, the O'Connor impersonation of Vales,
the pillow BghU 'ather noisy but pies
couple of hours were spent.

• trip home was "full" of many funny things.
ind at 1:30 a. m. all were sleeping

ileep of the just, having done as they intended
before starting to do iris. 1 time, "kill" the

> will not soon forget October 28, '90.

PHILADELPHIA.

ST. LOUIS.

The first fall games of the Columbia Cyders were
given at Porepaugh Park on Saturday afternool
in the presence of about 400 persons, nearly half of
whom were lad-
The programme consisted largely of athletic sports,

esulting as follows

Mii.i Safety, Novice Harry p. Birchall, c.
C'., first, in i minutes 4 s seconds; Pert tialbralth, C.
C\, was second.

OKI Mill > \| ETV, HANDK v
W., 1 ... yards, lirst; 1 H. Draper, A. C. S. N
second; P. P. Mi Daniel, W. \V third.
Time.

Kile Ordinary, Handicap V. J. Kelly, P. a.
IS, first; W C. Seeds. W . ards,

second, and W. \V Taxis, A C s. \ third.
Time, ;in.

One M111 Safety, Columbia Cyclers Cham-
pionship I.B.Fitzgerald; first; H. Bilyeu, second.
Time. jm. ,

One Mni Safety, >"k boys Under Sixteen
Yi \Ks w. W Owens, first: H. Lindley Crouther,

id. Time, 4111. 1-5S.

Half Mile Sac e rY, Handicap p. H. Oarriguea, C
yards, first; J. Van Dusen, I'. A. W.,40 yards,

second, and W. C. Seeds, 20 yards, third. Time, im.

I'm. Mil E SAI 1 1 ^ W. W. Taxis. A. C\ S. N., first

b\ tw : \irds V-. ; &j«j •. '•;•. V c sl'joCj
The day was cold and the track soft. The pneu-

and cushion tires were numerous and with one
exception the riders of them won their events hi

down. In the live mile. TaxiSi 'ii his light racer proved
UCh for Seeds who was mounted on a " Pall-

The editor of the Spirit ot the limes in the last
arnal takes \V. W. Taxis to task for

attending a local race meet instead of the Champion-
ship (lames of the A. A. I '.. at Washington, both
being held on Oct 11. That gentleman, however, is
somewhat mixed up in his dates, as he seems
laboring under the impression that the meet in ques-
tion was given by the P. A. W. o. C. W., whii
really held a week later. The remarks on the prize
question furnish "food for thought," but
tainly had a reasonable excuse tor remaining home
from tin- Washington games.
The daily papers have lately given considerable

to an unfortunate cycling occurrence. An
gentleman was knocked down by an unattached

al quarter ot the city and died
from - oi tin- iall. The testimony at the

er's inquest show,.! that the rider of the wheel
tim who, however, did nol

ig out oi the way in time t>> avoid thi

ontinued for further inv<
tlon.

The annual road race ot tin. Mount Vernon Wheel
men will be held on Thanksgiving Day. It will be a

and a targe numb.
the North

End Wheelmen will also in- run off on this day and
iv a 1 hnlh

rmantown dubs. On Sui
the South Bad

over tin- I'ti fi mile
the " white siar " now worn bv the club's best men.
Pour of thi

within the reqo
SOU. I I.. lUiS I lo-

ll of the clubs have held or
shortly will bold tip which q
handsome sum

I pro-

P M I P.I H

•;. Kreidler and
I have com-Pl their trill awheel from Terre Halite. In

hiladelphia. They report having had a great time,
and secured what thev we iproved health.
Al Hitch inf . . and looks so flesh)
and well that he isciiicnt Mr the sport

.

The tourists had been running foot r.i tiler,

and took this trip to 1
• .mil build up for next

summer's training, Thej were pulled down pretty
thin when they left, but ex Jh air and coiin-

ird has built them up.

1 HI- LOI lslAN \ 1 KIP.

Thirty-tw and their whee lasagt
on the "Lous. Line" for Louisiana, Mo., Sat
evening. October .5, and through the sniokv gliMini in
their the shuttle ,.i cards and the un-
dulating musical waves ot Annie Rooney." R.
ing the Palmer House, the staid ones went to bed and

ileep by the footfalls of thi

ing in the halls. A scanty breakfast, and then
we ti ind-papered roads. 1

been very dry for several weeks, and the n
sandy Bowling Green was reached while the people
wercat church, after a hard rule Some trick riding

•ne for the delectation of the natives, and then
we rode to the McCormick Stock Farm and scorched
around the half mile track. The cold, raw wind blew
strong from the northeast and made it a hard pull
back to Louisiana tor dinner. In the afternoon some
rode to C'larksvillc, of 'S7 League meet fame In the
evening the bovs took poss the hotel

1

and resurrected the -
. 1 for

ading puri
away in the dining-room and a smo ugu-
rated, in the midst of which
daacil reintroduced. In all then

1 clers present from Hannibal. Quint
ville and R A theatrical com;
down with the Quincy boys and sei

to quarrel with them. They also put u] Imer,
and probably thought they did not e. v.ten-
tion and that the boys made too much noia
1 1 p. m. the manager's w ife passed through the ha
her room. The boys in the next room suppi
some of their ci tattooing.
flew in a ra^e and screamed lor the landlord and her
husband so loudly that the bovs in all the other I

got up, supposing tin fire. Her big, burly
and soon arrived and tried to break inl

where the two cyclers were who had done the shout-
ing. A 1 ailed, and the '

to dress and consider themselves undi
being held some time, his tneatrica
cumbed to the explanations ot the ri

off, but not until the boys had
culprits being .

good that the man
pure spite and

Meantime a number .d the 1

of the pinnacle and built .1

in-can, pla;
li^ht, and returned to the hotel in lim.

ovc referred to Al -

lot of wheelmen rode into the St. Pou
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A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

LList of bicycle patents reported especially for The
Wheel, by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Patent Lawyer,
Washington, D. C]

439,770. Bicycle passenger car. E. M. Boynton, West
Newbur}', Mass. Filed March 5, 1890. Serial No.
342,689.

439,779. Bicycle pedal bar. M. Hoyt, Jamaica, N. Y.
Filed May 12, 1890. Serial No. 351,415.

439,879. Bicycle support. W. H. H. King, Newark,
N. J. Filed July 7, 1890. Serial No. 358,072.

439,915. Tricycle. I. A. Weston, Syracuse, N. Y.
Filed February 2, 1890. Serial No. 262,799.

439,992. Bicycle. W. E. Wood and Chas. E. Burnap,
Chicago, 111. Filed November n, 1889. Serial No.
329.959-

AN INTERVIEW WITH MR. DUNLOP
OF THE PNEUMATIC TYRE CO.

A representative of The Wheelman, the new
Irish cycling paper, recently interviewed Mr.
Dunlop, the inventor of the Improved Pneu-
matic Tyre, which is creating such a sensation
abroad. We republish the most important
portions of the interview

:

'

' At the outset I may say that Mr. Dunlop is

a man of means, and in no way dependent on
the success of his cycling inventions, which he
merely works out in his leisure moments, and
principally for the pure love of the thing,
As I did not trouble with a note-book, the

following details of our conversation are written
from memory:

—

" I suppose, Mr. Dunlop, you have heard of
the old patent for an air tyre which is creating
a lot of excitement in some of the English
cycling papers?"

" Oh, yes ; I heard of Thompson's old patent
several months ago, but was quite unaware of
it at the time I patented my own invention.
Thompson's patent, however, differs very
materially from my own, and as far as I can
understand, was a complete failure. Now, my
tyre depends for its success on several distinct
contrivances, each of which is patented separ-
ately, and each of which I think necessary for
a successful tyre of this sort. For instance,
the air valve is a most important part of the
patent, and cannot be infringed. Then the
method of fastening the tyre to the rim is also
patented. I don't think the present discovery-
will affect my tyre, which has forced its way to
the front simply on its own merits."

" Will the pneumatic tyres be improved for
next season ?

"

" Yes ;" they will be very much improved in

several particulars, and the danger of punctur-
ing will be very slight, indeed."

" I hear that you are bringing out a new tyre
which is likely to beat the united endeavors of
the whole of the English and foreign inventors
and manufacturers?"

" Well," said Mr. Dunlop, smiling, "seeing
that about 300 new patents for tyres have been
taken out lately, I will have a pretty hard job
to beat them all. I would, however, rather
see some of them than hear about them. My
new tyre, which is of the cushion variety, will,

I think, be a success. It is of the usual appear-
ance, and only differs from the usual sort in

two particulars. In the first place it is superior
in pace, and in the second I believe I have
solved the cutting difficulty ; I have patented
my improvements on the cushion tyre ; also a
special rim for same. Here is a notification re
tyre and rim which I have just received from
the Patent Office. I may say that I have tested
my new cushion tyre against one of the leading
manufacturer's in England, and found it dis-

tinctly superior in speed. When riders were
changed, or the different tyres allowed to run
down hill, a similar result was obtained."

" ' Good, for Ireland!" says I; 'and now Mr.
1 hinlop what do you think will be the fastest
machines on the roads next season ?"

"My new spring frame, which you have
tried yourself and praised so highly, will be
out in a few weeks. Fitted with pneumatic
tyres, the spring-framed machines will make
the worst roads feel simply like a racing track

;

and nothing at present going will be able to
live with them. Even fitted with my new
cushion tyre, these spring frames will be faster
on the roads than pneumatics are at present,
and without the slightest danger of cutting or
bursting."

" Will these new machines be expensive?"

" Oh, no ; they will be within the reach of
everyone

; and fitted with solid tyres they are
almost as fast and comfortable as pneumatics."

'

' Do you thing there is any further room for
improvements on the safety ?

"

" Oh, there is considerable room for improve-
ments in some parts of the safety. For
instance, there is a great loss of power in chains
as at present constructed."

" Do you think we will see a mile done on a
bicycle in 2 min. ?"

'

' Well, hardly ; but it can be brought down
to the present trotting record of 2m. 8s.

Trotters generally do their record on half mile
or mile tracks, which is a distinct advantage to

the trotters, of several seconds in the mile."
"Do you experiment much in working out

your ideas ?

"

'

' No, I never experiment any. I simply
work out my ideas, and they generally come
right."

" I am glad to hear that you don't intend to

let the glory of improved cycles depart from
Ireland."

"Well, I don't like to boast, but I think I

may safely say that we are quite prepared to

hold our own with the English inventors, and
are far from being done with yet."
"And now in conclusion, Mr. Dunlop, I have

often lost races by a yard or so. Do you
think you could invent me any little thing which
would make me thirty yards faster in the mile ?"

"Well, I'll think the matter over, and you
can see me before the racing season com-
mences."

THE ECLIPSE SAFETY BICYCLE.

We are in receipt of the catalogue of the Steel Pulley
and Machine Works, of Indianapolis, Ind., whose new
mount, the Eclipse, was exclusively illustrated in last
week's WHEEL. We quote from the firm's catalogue,
as it is but fair to give their opinion of their new mount:
"Front and rear wheels thirty inch; tangent spokes;

% tyres; best Para rubber; balls all over, including
head; seat rod is of new design, and so constructed
that the tension can be changed for smooth or rough
roads, or to suit the weight of rider; spring fork can
also be changed and made as rigid as desired by
adjusting the coasters; wheel geared to 54 inches;
price, $100.

" The manufacturers of the Eclipse have been
making high class machinery for years, and have
worked the various kinds of steel. We offer to wheel-
men a bicycle that has not got a weld in it. Every part
part of the frame is guaranteed to stand a strain of
80,000 pounds. Instead of cast rings and drop-forgings,
we use aluminum bronze.
"The Eclipse has a novel spring fork without a

joint, which can be made more or less rigid, as de-
sired. The seat also is adjustable, with changeable
tension."
The firm announce that they are in the business as a

permanent thing, and have built their wheel not for a
catchpenny trade, but to establish a reputation and a
permanent and growing business.

A New Water Cycle.

A German inventor has constructed a water cycle
that is claimed to be a success in every particular. It

is formed of two long cylinders attached to each other
by braces much in the same way as a catamaran. In
the centre is a wheel with paddles affixed, over which
the rider sits as on a bicycle, and it is propelled by
pedals in the same manner. The rudder is managed
by the handle-bars. Iron, steel, brass and wood are
used in the construction of the machine, and it weighs
about 156 pounds. It can move in any direction at a
very good rate of speed, carrying, if desired, another
person besides the driver, his weight being about 136
pounds. The machine can be taken apart for trans-
portation, and by loosening or tightening four screws
the parts can be shifted so as to be horizontal. Its
movement is smooth and regular, there being no un-
even oscillations. To the flagstaff, which holds the
rudder in a horizontal position, a sail can be attached,
thus increasing the speed four or five times. The rider
can use the two oars, shown resting on the forks, in
pushing the machine off the sand banks without dis-
mounting. Trials of the water cycle have been made
in the neighborhood of Olmutz which have been re-
markably successful. In one of these trials a distance
of more than a quarter of a mile was covered in four
minutes up stream, and in two and a half minutes
down stream. The numerous turns were made with
perfect safety.

The Philadelphia Mercury says that a wooden safety
with pneumatic tyres appeared on the streets of that
city last week. In appearance it resembles the old-
fashioned velocipede, and weighs about forty-four
pounds. It is made with roller bearings, except the
pedals, which have ball bearings. The chain, though
strong, is very light, being about one-third the weight
of an ordinary safety chain. The tyre is larger than
any cushion tyre seen here so far. It is nearly as
large as the pneumatic tyres. It is 1 verv light-run-
ning wheel, and as it is strong and not liable to get
out of order, it will meet a demand for a good, cheap
wheel that can be ridden about the wretchedly-paved
streets of Ihil l lelphi 1 with .omfort It will fc'i

:•.-. 1-,

for the market early in the Spring, ami will retail for
about one-third the price of cushion-ty red wheels. A.
(i. Powell is the inventor.

The annual smoker at H. T. Hearsoy s bicycle Store,
Indianapolis, October as, was attended by about •,,.

wheelmen,

THE POSITION OF THE SADDLE.

A few weeks since we spoke of the great importance
of adequate adjustment both in " set " and position of
the saddle, and we again revert to the subject of the
saddle with the hope that in sketching out their
new designs for next season makers will give the
matter due consideration. Some twelve months
since we spoke strongly against the injury which we
foresaw would be done to the sport by the tendency
which then began to manifest itself of following in
the roadster machine the lines of the racer, and
giving the saddle a permanent and unalterable back-
ward position. Makers to whom we spoke about it

acknowledged they were doing wrongly in so build-
ing machines, but excused themselves on the ground
that their London agents asked lor machines so
built, and would have no other, and as makers have
to make what the public want, and not only what
they consider right, they very naturafly gave way to
the request, and supplied machines built as desired.
The result to-day is seen in the fearful and wonder-

ful positions assumed perforce by numberless riders
both around London and elsewhere, whose very atti-
tudes are in themselves enough to frighten any young
man with an eye to his appearance off cycling, and to
inspire parents and medical men with a fresh aversion
to the sport. When we see young fellows riding
through our streets with sterns in the air and poked
out behind, backs almost horizontal to the roadway,
and necks bent sharply upwards to enable them to see
their way, whilst by reason of the lowness of their
handle-bars, and the consequent weight thrown on
the hands, they rise their shoulders up in a great
hump, we are apt to wonder what attraction there can
be in a sport which causes the human form divine to
assume such an ungainly shape, and which looks so
uncomfortable and uninviting. As we have said be-
fore, this ungainly and awkward position comes from
copying the racing machine too closely. It is an
error into which the trade and the public have fallen
before—vide the short crank ana close build of
the ordinary—and if persisted in will either pave
the way for some entirely new type of machine, or
form the subject of a "revolution in cycle construc-
tion " at some not far distant date. There is no doubt
that a fairly backward position is better suited for the
racing man than the fully vertical one, but that fact
does not make it any the more suitable a position for
the steady road riders, who, we take it, form the bulk
of the customers of the trade. The cases of the two
classes of riders are totally different, and require a
totally different build of machine. Your average road
tourist is quite satisfied if he can travel from eight to
twelve or thirteen miles per hour as an average pace,
and in the great majority of cases the former rate of
progression is more usually adopted than the latter,

.

whilst your racing man or road scorcher is just the
reverse. With him twelve miles an hour is a crawl,
and he is not satisfied unless he is getting as near an
eighteen or twenty miles pace out of his machine as
possible, and is always straining his muscles and
exercising his wind in the attempt to improve his
pace. In the one case we have the untrained or only
partially trained man who finds the value at every
hill which the possession of weight gives him as he
brings it to bear on the pedals ; in the other we have
the more or less perfectly trained athlete, whose
muscles are not affected by a continued exercise upon
them, whose feet move too rapidly to permit him to
use to advantage what weight he may be possessed of,
and who wants plenty of room between seat and
handle-bars to give full play to his arms in steering in
whatever position his exertions may compel him to
assume. Again, the country which the average
cyclist traverses is so different from the favorite
haunts of the scorcher that here again the cases are
not parallel. If not on the path—where, of course, it

is a dead level—the genus scorcher mostlv affects
those roads, like the Great North Road, where the
surface is better than that of many paths, and where
the hills are few and far between, and rarely of a
really formidable character. In the one case", with
the weight placed between the wheels as it is when
the position is vertical, the weight has to be raised but
half the height when passing over numerous ineqali-
ties of the surface which would be the case were the
rider sitting on the top of his wheel-centre, and on the
frequent acclivities the throwing of the weight on the
pedals takes the place of that pure muscular force
which would have to be exerted were the rider sitting
further away from his work. On the other hand the
smooth, comparatively level surfaces which the
scorcher frequents, give him next to no inequalities
of surface to surmount, and as he travels at speed lie

gets a purchase on his seat and drives away, the
muscles of his hips and thighs getting inured to the
call made upon them, and he feels 'himself able to
"drive ahead " from morn to dewy eve, his muscular
powers being brought to their greatest perfection.
When he comes to a hill, he drives up it by sheer
muscular force, and the muscles having been trained
to act in one particular direction, he complains 11 you
put him on a vertically placed saddle that he can' do
no good upon it. On the other hand, to place the un-
trained road rider on the backward scat is to put him
in misery, and tire him out in a few miles. So far it

is, up to a certain point, a matter of habit, but u> sup-
pose that either directly over the work or right over
the back wheel is the correct position tor all classes
of riders and all classes of work is absurd, and tht
ion- we make our plea for perfect adjustability on the
machines which arc made for stock purposes,' and not
to the orders of any special riders. And we would
ask any thinking maker from whom the bulk of his
orders come : Do the majority of his machines go into
the hands of scorchers or ot the average every-day
cyclists? Also, who pays the most ior then machines
the steady road riders or the racing men? In other

words, on which side is the maker's bread best
buttered! Let eaoh firm answer the querj tccording
to its own experience, and act accordingly. We ki
pretty well what the answer will be ni ninety nine
cases out of a hundred. We are, however, full} con
viuced that in main cases the position which man}
racing men occupy is much farther back than the
any occasion for, That it is not impossible to ti

fast m any other position is shown b} tin- splendid
performances of R, I Wecred} ^s we particular!}
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

Mr. A Churchili, of the Alliance Cycle Works, i,

High Road, Streatham, London, S W
make American connections. Mr,

Churchill manul ineof br.i Framed
liaroond-framed it various weights and

The Knight Cycle < SI Louis, have a page in

THI Wnt hi which will be of inter
y. le riders The company an-

noim -.lid-hand wheels at "sacrifice"

The Hanker * Campbell Co. will use a cushion
vn design on their new wheels. The

i 1 ot having one hole through the centre, is

perforated by seven small holes, running laterally
around the tyre. Their cushions will be of two

ind i
1

, inches. Samples are being shown at their
\ ork and Brooklyn st<

1 Elmer Pratt, representing the "<• ft .1 "Company,
He will travel in Michigan until Nov-

ember ao, alter which he will go South.

R. G. Belts is back at his desk at the "G. ft J
til to New Orleans, which

he pronounces the 'happiest time of his HI

,i | he age of ;8, of Mr.
William II •. neat Coventry, who pa
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the concern of IhtTe A Son, publish

1 hr i vtting Sews, and a number of other
publu atlons.
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It is 1 uii-. Formed In

London io contest the pneumal Hillier's
enemies lumoi that he i.s the leading spirit 111 this

syndl

It is generally admitted among those who have
tried the hollow-tyred wheels, that they are much

tally steered than the solid tyre.

ire, whose ride from York to London
i 111 onothei column, is nearly years

His pneumatic tyre burst on the journey, and
mpelled to use his pacemakers machines

Thos. II B, V.iiney.ot San PranCisOO, has taken the
Gormully & Jeffery agency for California

This is reported an "off " year with the trade on the
.st.

At a recent meeting of the Hagerslown Bicycle
Club the following offii lected for the ensuing

President, frank S. Heard; Vice-President,
Norman H Scott, [r.; Secretary, I. Edward Beck;
Treasurer, Wm. B. Iviug; Captain. George 1

Lieutenant. Hairy Kecher; Surgeon, Dr. K A V.

ham; Bugler, Bert Schieldneck; Directors. R. at
Hays, Harry B. Irvin, C. P. Martin and W. s. Ham-
mond:.

The Century Wheelmen, under Captain Dalsen.held
a century run from Harrisburg to Philadelphia on
Saturday last, via Lebanon. Myerstown. Reading,
Patterson and NorristOwn. Wheelmen from (•ther
clubs also participated.

A member of the Oxford Wheelmen, of Philadelphia,
ed a bad fall recently anil was severely in-

jured by the maliciousness . ,f ., small boy, 'who
thrust a stick between one of the wheels of his
mount.

The mile and a hall bicycle race at the games of the
Porty-Seventh Regiment Athletic Association resulted
as follows; I. A. Schoefer, B. A C ., cards, first;

|. W. Jndge, K W , ;•; yards, second. Time. 4m

The Ramblers. Bicycle Club, of Buffalo, unanimous-
ly decided to join the A. A I', at a meeting on Tues-
day evening of this week

The Hudson County Wheelmen held a one mile
novice race on the Kli/.abeth-Rahwav < -nurse. Election
Day. which was won by Geo. Stcffens. W llewsen

ond.

it is s.ud that macadamised roads, such as are
constructed in Lynn with broken st..ne and steam
roller, cost ti. pel square yard, while paving with
granite blocks costs only $1.00 per yard more. If that

the paving must be the much cheaper method In

the long run. / vim Item.
I'or a much traveled city street, granite may be

• helper in a mercenary sense. But should not the
great wear and tear on vehicles, the constant roar of
the wheels, and the jarring and vibration ,,n those
riding be taken into consideration ' Repairs on a
wagon constantly driven on stone paving is not a

small 11. 111 before the vehicle becomes unlit for
further use Outside of crowded city thoroughf.in s

macadam will pay in the end.

The Wlssahlckon Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, have
challenged the Germantown Wheelmen to a live mile
team race on Thanksgiving Day

Tin- Detroit Wheelmen held a stag concert Thai
evening of this week, and from the programme - ut

us it is evident that the club possesses many mem-
who are well versed in mu

ai the Columbia College games on Saturday last,

the two mil,- handicap bicycle race resulti
follow I

• Knap '...•. scratch, Aral : w <
Douglas, '

. . s. 1.1 1. h. second, ruin-, ji

Stanley C. C. will shortly hold a sessional which
the lyre question will be disi ussed
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ENGLISH TRADE NOTES.

The I'neumat extending their field
us. and will shortly open a depot in London

ior the repairing and Fixing •! to
p.HlS I . liable
mounts, tin- Raglan safeties, manufactured
Coopei .v BednelL. Limited. Coventry.

lie- young but enterprising firm i>i Pull;
have just received all ol del lor " I'.u ,ele s.ilel les

M: Lisle, oi Sharrotl ft Lisle, ••! Wolverhampton,
has just returned from an extended tour m Scotland,
where several good agents ha. ured, and

mention numerous substantial ordci

-

.; s."

A l'aine, manufacturer ••! "Demi • s has
als.. been visiting his Scottish agents, and r,

business very satisfactory for nest y.

We hear good reports of the new cushion tyre ,.i Mr
I B. Dunlop, of the Pneumatic Tyre Co., which

I

10 have more life in it than the other Vartel

The pneumatic ordinary made by Messrs, Rumber
sinond is a $9 inch, and weighs thirty-three

pounds,

Messrs. I, & H. Brookes relate the experience ol a
cyclist with one of their machines fitted with the
lightest pneumatic tyres. The cyclist ran into a stone
wall with the result that the wheels were knocked
into a very fancy pattern, the tyres being folded
inwards with sharp angles. On proceeding to put the
machine to rights. M.ssis Brookes were astonished
to find that the repairs required were only trirling.

The rear wheel was as firm as if newly Inflated,
and the steering wheel had lost very little ..

credit to makers of machines and tyres

Messrs i.miev ,v Biggs are finding a ready and
large Bale for Cliatel I all hi ad. which
they manufacture.

The Success Cycle Co. place the handles on then
new machines as far back as within two and one-hall
inches of the crank axle, a much more comfortable
position for the rider than with the distance on their
old type, viz, four inc:

Tini • Rndge machines ami
68,000 Singers in use at the present moment, n
seining an enormous sum ol monev £*,500,000 would

.r off the mark.

;s Perry, "f Birmingham, are adding Ian
to their machinery in order t. • insure prompt del
• •I orders next season

The " Weston " wh. sstui

se.is,.n so much so that Mr. D 1. Weston has decided
t flew works, in which lie will shortly commence

manufacturing.

M.ssts. Stanley ft Goodwin, of the " Ixion " works.
Southampton, intend doing a big tub next

lave taken ning then
; workshops and will turn it in:

factory They are now engaged in overhauling tneir
patterns for next season.

The Herald Cvcle Co , of Coventry, have beer
nearly the victims of a gang of swindlers hailing
London ami Glasgow In < .1. h , ase i< fei enci whl< h

appeal P*n;
wish to warn manufacturers against this,

and will be hatipy to give information cotneiini .

modui Operandi to those in the trade.

; ownsi nd Bros .
••! Coventry, are just

Dieting an addition to then premises in the shapi
Fitting shop som. The , ..mi

just had plana pass. ,1 101 still further extensions
pnsii workshop, show looms, and a three-

iv. which, when completed, will ;.

entitle the ed rxtclls

sarctj. Comfort and Spend.
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SOME RANDOM NOTES ON RACING.

When the present racing season opened, it gave
promise of being the greatest since 1885-86, both of

which were big years in cycle racing.
It has fully carried out the promise of greatness,

both in the quality and quantity of racing, and also in

the matter of new records.
But now that the smoke of battle has cleared away,

the question seems to arise and suggest itself to some
people : How can the men who have been racing in dif-

ferent parts of the country during the year afford to
devote so much of their time to the sport? The big
athletic clubs are mentioned, and some people go so
far as to say that amateur champions are bartered for
in the open market just as a desirable trainer or in-

structor might be.
The old fight over the makers' amateur seems likely

to be revived, only this time it is the athletic club
amateur who is apparently at the bottom of the trouble.
There should be some way to settle this question,

which seems to be a financial one, so that the sport
may not suffer.
Apparently the public enjoys seeing the men ride,

the riders enjoy the sport, the race-promoting clubs
make some money by the racing, and who will say
that any one is injured by the fact of the riders having
their expenses liberally provided for by clubs that can
afford the expense ?

The Thorne family, of Chicago, is mentioned as
being able to challenge the world to a team race.
There is a family named Du Cros (pronounced with
the last letter silent), whose address is Dublin, Ireland,
who would, without doubt, be prepared to enter such
a team race. There are five brothers, Nathan, Alfred,
Harvey, Will and Fred. They come, I think, from a
family of gymnasts, which probably accounts for their
wonderful ability in all branches of athletics. The list

of championships won by them is something startling,
while it would require a good-sized book to record all

their wins in cycle racing and general athletics.
Arthur held the half mile world's record recently, and
Harvey has a record of im. 14s. for the half, made at
Ball's Bridge, Dublin, which is not nearly so fast as
Paddington, the Irish mile record being 2m. 34 1-5S.,

held by Mecredy, as against his 2m. 26s. at the London
path. It is safe to say that no family in the racing
world at present could defeat these boys on any type
of machine and for any distance. For a family of three
brothers, probably the Rowe's, of Peterboro', England,
could hold their own. J. W. and M. F. are sterling
riders, and, with their young brother John, would
prove quite formidable. Then there are the two
Osmonds, Fred, and Ernest, and Osmond senior, who
would probably be willing to race just for the good of
the sport, as he is a real good sportsman. The Illston
family could have made a good showing at one time,
but they could not do much now. The racing instinct
seems "to run in the blood like wooden legs."

"The first time I saw R. J. Mecredy," said an old
English racing man to me recently, " was at the Har-
rowgate Camp, in 1884. In the five mile cup race he
had as opponents Hine, the greatest rider Scotland has
ever produced, and Sanders Sellers, the Creston crack.
Mecredy, who then seemed an old man (he must be
now nearly thirty-five), rode a heavy ordinary road-
ster, and set quite a hot pace. He lacked finish, how-
ever, and was nearly a lap to the bad when Hine
crossed the tape. At that time he was the last man to
be picked out of a crowd as the future holder of the
one mile record. His success can be traced to his
almost continuous practice, as he rides whenever he
has an opportunity, and has in that manner developed
the muscles used in cycling, and which no other form
of exercise will develope . California should easily
produce a champion of the world, as men can ride at
all seasons of the year here with pleasure, owing to
the long dry season."

A person who knows says that owing to some differ-
ence in the air a man can do something like seven sec-
onds better in the mile in this country than in England,
and cites the case of an English rider to prove his
assertion. The rider in question rode a trial in Eng-
land, doing 2m. 41s., a great performance at the time,
and started within a few days for this country. After
being here two days he had another trial, and did
2m. 34s.

In writing of marvelous times it might be well to
mention the fact that in the twenty mile professional
championship, as long ago as 1884, Fred Wood did the
last mile in 2m. 30s. dead. Howell took him along the
entire mile, thinking he could run him off his legs, but
Wood left him half way through the last lap and beat
him handily. The time was correctly taken, as some
bets were made that the last mile would be ridden bet-
ter than 2m. 34s.

The following table of records should interest
cyclists, showing, as it does, how near the head of the
list their favorite sport stands:

t-<

vZSZ

OSS
0*

One-
Half
Mile.

Three-
Quarters

Mile.

One
Mile.

s. M. S. M. S. M. s.

Railroad train 50'A
Salvator

(running horse) 23K 47M Ml« '35'A
Maud S.

(trotting horse) 3*'A 1.04^ i-35'A 2.08X
W. C. Jones

(safety bicycle)
W. Windle

36 3-5 1. 11 2-5 1.46 1-5 2.20 3-5

(ordinary bicycle) 38 4-5 1. 12 4-5 1.492-5 2-25 3-5
E. B. Turner

(tricycle) 2 -37 3"S
W. (,. deorge

(running) 4-"KW. Perkins
(walking) 6.2;,

In cycle racing, competitors invariably go from a
standing start, while in horse racing the flying start
is always used. The flying start is considered, by
cyclists, to be worth three or four seconds in a mile.
In W. C. Jones' record mile his first quarter occupied
36 3-5S., while his time for a single flying quarter is

31 4-5S., or 4 4-5S. faster, and being at the rate of a mile
in 2m. 7 1-5S. From the above table will be seen that
the bicycle records are gradually approaching the
trotting" horse standard. There is no doubt but that
next year, at this time, the bicycle record will stand
at 2m. 15s., and perhaps lower.

The pneumatic tyre could easily be applied to a
trotting sulky, and should be an important factor in
placing the mile record a notch lower than it is now.
Having completely upset the bicycle record tables, it

should have the same effect on those of the trotting
horse. CALIFORNIA.
San Francisco, Oct. 25.

BROOKLYN BICYCLE CLUB.

"How often have I blest the coming day,
When toil remitting lent its turn to play."

—Goldsmith.
Let me paint for you a picture, ye bowlers of sister

clubs across the water. On Mount Hermon's snowy
peak stands alone a drooping figure ; he moans aloud
and hugging close his coat, surveys the scene so des-
olate which all surrounds him; but this is not the en-
tire sum and substance of his misery. A storm is

brewing, not alone in the brest of the lonely pilgrim,
but above, below and all around him ; the lightning
with its ever-changing fancv, sends each flash twist-
ing and turning across the darkening heavens, form-
ing always the letters of one word—schedule, schedule,
schedule ! Oh ! that I could wield the brush, such
would be my masterpiece, with Eldridge for my pil-
grim. That was just the situation, as several of the
New York Clubs, regardless of the work Mr. Eldridge
has had to accomplish in arranging and promulgating
the schedule of the Wheelmen's League, delayed
sending their date. I can see brother E. with hands
outstretched, forsaken by all, pleading with voice and
pen for information. Alas! cares multiply with age
(you are a year older, Eldridge). Take heart; you must
not expect apples to grow on pear trees, nor to find a
ten acre lot under a postage stamp. It was ever thus.
If you volunteer your services for other people's
pleasure, they forsake you, forsooth. This is written
for your benefit, my friend, and if a single line serves
to salve your wounded feelings, I am well repaid.
However, the schedule is completed, and the task

which tries the soul and exhausts the patience of man
is laid aside until another year rolls around. But the
kickers are yet to be heard from. I use that term in
all good fellowship, as never yet was a perfect thing
accomplished, at any rate, where there are so many
to please, and it can hardly be expected that this
schedule will escape common fate. As a first blow,
the Harlems send word that there first list of dates
given as a guide were incorrect, and a new list is fur-
nished too late—the work is completed and they
must rely upon the clubs whom their mistake effects
to help them out. Two of the clashing dates are with
this club and one with the Manhattans.

Sunday was a perfect day, and a number of our rid-
ers went over the Staten Island-Perth Amboy trip. It
is always enjoyable, more so, perhaps, at this time of
year, and this run was no exception. It braces a man
up to ride these days, and all should take advantage
of them.

Lewis carried off the prize for best a-»erage in the
bowling club last month. The boys are not doing as
well as they might, but by the time the matches begin
they will pull themselves together and fight for each
inch of our pleasure ground.

The House Committee have issued their November
circular, which details a stag reception for the twelfth,
and speaks in pleasant anticipation of the visit of the
Riverside and Manhattan Clubs. This will open our
social season, and if the past is any indication of the
future, we shall impress all who come our way with a
desire to repeat their visit.

The most efficient committee headed by B. M. Cole
are hard at work on the annnal dinner. The Claren-
don Hotel will be the scene of the festivities, and our
twelfth anniversary will be celebrated in a fitting
manner.

On Election Day the crowd went to Yonkers. The
day opened most unpromising as regards the weather
outlook, but, contrary to its usual custom on this day,
it cleared up beautifully. By the by, did you ever
stop to consider how sanguine wheelmen are, as a
rnle, in respect to weather changes? They will start
out in the face of the most threatening outlook, always
believing that it will clear up to their advantage; but
it does not always happen so, as I know to my cost.
But it did this time, and a successful trip was the re-
sult. The party returned in high spirits, and then
went out to take in the bonfires. Atol.

There were 15,000 spectators at the drill ami evolu-
tions of the military cyclists during the Royal Military
Exhibition, London, October n.

The Alameda Bicycle Club, of San Francisco, are
making active preparations lor a grand ball, which is

to be held November 26. The membership of (he club
has grown rapidly since moving into its new quarters,
and it is confidently expected that within a year the
club will be able to build a house of its own.

The Twelfth Regiment Athletic flub will hold their
annual games at the armory, Sixty-second Street and
Ninth Avenue, on the evening of December 16. Among
the events will lie a two mile handicap bicycle race ami
a half mile novice. Entries close 1 >ecember tfwithChas.

J. Leach, 1'. i). Box |aoi,N. V. Fee 50 cents, Hand
some silver and k • •' ' ' medals will be given to first ami
SSI oml iii each event.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

It seems as if they were having an epidemic of fairs
in Los Angeles. The Orphans' Fair, Sixth District
Agricultural Fair, Womens' Relief Corps Fair, Chrys-
anthenum Fair. Brave men and fair women, glorious
climate and fair weather. This reminds me that as I

rode up the street to-day, beneath an immense pictor-
ial theatre advertisement I noticed the stock phrase,
"magnificent street parade every day about noon,
weather permitting." This is a useless phrase for this
section as our rains rarely begin until after Novem-
ber 1, and then we have an occasional wet day until
about Christmas.
The W. R. C. Fair just closed has been giving enter-

tainments differing each evening. The wheelmen
were the attraction Saturday night. Following is the
programme : Grand entrance, polo ; fancy riding, Star
and Victor Safety; comic act, Chinaman and Irishman,
concluded with a race; brother act on Star; fancy rid-
ing, ordinary. P. L. Able was Lord High Executioner.
The hall was crowded, but the entertainment was
hardly up to the standard. In the first place the floor
is a waxed and polished dancing floor, and so slippery
that the wheels could be controlled only with the
greatest difficulty. In the polo game brakes were al-
most useless and collisions constant. Kinney, "The
Midget," failed to accomplish one of his best acts, and
the same was true of Chalfaut in his star feats. Ledru
Kinney is a marvel in his way, being a very small
chap, but perfect master of the ordinary.

Will Stuart, as "John," did his act so well, aided by
the dialect, balloon pants and queue, that not until he
undressed on the floor and came out in tights, was it

possible to convince many that it was not a veritable
Chinaman that they had seen. He is certainly inimit-
able.

Phil Percival returned to town, from a business
trip, long enough to take part in the polo match.
H. B. Varney, of San Francisco, was with us on

Tuesday. He is trying to introduce the Warwick.
We hope he will succeed, as this is the only high grade
American wheel not represented here.

Will Noble, a staunch defender of the G. O. O., tried
to cut a corner too fine and attempting at the same
moment to tip his hat to some ladies, he made what
might be called a flying dismount. He says that he
was flung at least fifteen feet and struck the ground
with every inch of his body. . The wheel was not
hurt but its rider was laid up several days. He is
badly bruised and has a sprained knee. He has lost
none of his love for the high wheel, however.
C. E. Gale has been away to the mountains on a

short vacation. He intends to soon take a more ex-
tended trip, lasting over several months. It would not
be suspected from appearances that he was an invalid,
but his physician and a few intimate friends have
agreed that he needs a little more of the Crescenta
and Sierra Madre climate, etc.

The entertainment Saturday night was the first of
a series which the wheelmen propose to inaugurate.
A smoker is the next thing on the programme.
Our lady riders are increasing in number day bv

day, and so the world jogs on " and all goes merry as
a bicycle bell." BlLDAD.

ELIZABETH.

The Elizabeth Wheelmen visited the Pamrapo Wheel-
men on Wednesday evening of this week, and after
being shown around their club-house a bowling match
was inaugurated. Although the boys were out of
practice, and new to the alleys of the Pamrapos, they
bowled an exceedingly good game. Their total score
was 1,039 against 1,380 of their opponents. Al. Kent,
of the E. W., was the high man of his team with 174,
and Burke, of the Pamrapos, led with 180.

On Wednesday night of next week the E. W. will
participate in the entertainment to be given bv the
Bergen County Wheelmen at Ridgefieldr The boys
are requested to meet at the club-house in time to
take the 7:07 train on the Central railroad. Captain
Gilbert also desires all who contemplate going to
wear uniform coat and hat.

The new pool table secured by the E. W. is being
placed in position, and will be ready for use on Satur-
day night of this week.
On Tuesday, November 18, the E. W. will hold an

entertainment in the club house. A limited number
of tickets have been issued. The attraction will be
Waring, the magician.

The tug-of-war team has procured its practice
board and will begin work at once.

The E. W. are the proud holders of the two mile
championship of Union County.
The wheelmen of Elizabeth are no longer obliged

to steer for the Newark Boulevard when' they star)
out for a ride, as the newly-macadamized county
roads open a tine riding district in several directions.

When our transatlantic cousins do a thing at all
they do it thoroughly and bv leaps and bounds. Col-
onel Albert Pope started the idea of good roads in
America, and already we find the Boston //,/ .//</ .u\\ o
eating the founding of an inst ructorship in road engi-
neering, alluding to the dying need of scientific in-
st ruction and general public education on lb c subject.
Through the activity of Colonel Tope this sentiment
has already found practical expression, and in more
than one State organized effort promises to make itsell
felt in legislation that shall bring about the much-
needed reform In road building. Finally, the action
which, under his Initiative, the Institute of Technology
has just tai.ru toward the establishment of instruction
in a branch of engineering new to America will enable
those communities which desire to build first-class
roads to go about the work Intelligently without the
waste of effort th.it now s,. often Is attendant upon
even the most earnest attempts ftt good load construe
tion, WltttltHg,
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Editor Schaft, of the Chambersbttrg
Ige on Satin

noon. He intended visitit M. A.
K K . and when lie found the afternoon train had lett

the st.it ion about one minute be lore he arrived th. •

(nrnped on his wheel and made for the nearest station

along the road, which is Pont Mill, and arrived there
'•re the train, after making a lively

runofsix miles. Waynesboro (Pa.) A'.

i III PARI >< < H \St ON WHI I I 5.

ire and hound chase on bicycles is a pleasing
diversion that is gaining much popularity, and one
that should become a prime favorite with wheelmen
during cool weather. The Maryland Division held

such a chase on Election Day. and it was a great suc-
I'ur the benefit of any person desiring to :n-

augurate a run ol this sort we publish the following
Instructions, as employed by the Maryland chase pro-
moters: The hares will be cut loose promptl]
p. m One pack of hounds will follow at .. .;, another

and another at lis. Cushion or pneumatic-
tyred wheels will be handieaped at the start. The
hares will tie given a destination where they must

I'he leading hare reaching this destination
witnout being fairly captured will receive a prise of

a silver medal of no great value, but sufficiently large
suitable inseription. The hound fairly captur-

ing the leading hare before he reaches his destination
will receive the prize in lieu of the hare. The route
will be not less than twenty miles nor more than
thirty. The hares may run by roads, paths and across
unfenced fields and commons, but must not go over
fences, through private property, or cross a stream
by any other means than a bridge. The hares must
plainly mark their route by dropping numerous small
pieces of paper, as follows: When approaching a mad
•r path where it is intended to turn, a small handful
ol paper must be dropped as a warning, and when
making the turn a line ol Ihe paper must be dropped
around the turn to show the direction taken. No
paper is to be dropped on the road where the course
is Straight. Marks must be made when turning on a

path the same as on a road. Where commons or un-
tenced fields are crossed, a continuous line of paper
must be dropped. Any failure of a hare to plainly
mark his route in the manner directed will cause him
I., forfeit the prise, even if he keeps clear of the
hounds Any failure of a hound to follow the exact
route marked by the hare will cause him to forfeit the
prize, even if he captures the hare. Protests will be
decided and the prize awarded by the Chief Consul;
but the cyclers are admonished to remember that it is

all for full, frolic and sport, where good-nature should
prevail, and no frivolous protests be made

1, old Cyclist ' Still hammering at that quarter
mile record!' Well, the Cyclist and the Racing Hoard
have accepted the record, but the cycling world has
not. Oil, yes' We shall be at Hartford next year,
should the fates not will otherwise.

The evolution of the prize in bicycle racing in this
country has been decidedly interesting Prom the
regulation medal to a lottery ticket, an accident or
life insurance policy, wine, a dress suit, a

I cigars, a dosen shirts, a pan ol troo
veal's latindrying, is a wonderful stride forward At
Rochester this week there were offered ten Turkish

tickets, a veai's subscription t" a daily news.
. and a toii ol coal. Now if some enterprising

Club or manager would only otter a house and lot.

what a happy life the racing man could lead '

The members of the Road Improvement Committee
of tin- Rhode Island Division who served last year
have refui nd term of office. Chief Consul

is having difficulty in finding capable and will-

Ingsu

A masquerade party will be the attraction at the
Columbia Cyclers' club-house. Philadelphia, on
Thanksgiving i

The North End Wheelmen, ol Philadelphia, will
hold a 1. .ii

K.i. Ii team will . onsisi nt foul men.

Mill
.

mlttee President, Captaii w i

- Woods
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Club will '
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A no- mill
i Hi, ..n was run at Wichita, Kan., Oct

Millison led lor four miles, when Hen',
ahead. At the finish Millison spurted to the front and
won I. rime, igtn

Mayor Grant will soon ap|
.-ens to look into the met its

It is understood that General E I. Vieli
a plan t..i th.- driveway and the othei improvi mi nta
contemplated, whi.h will !« laid before tin i onrmia-
sii.ni rs.

Riding on Buffalo's asphalt streets Is n. •

It all times. A, . or. line to tin- Yews, a ridi

ccntly got himself into an unpleasant pn
being compelled to voluntarily take a header, foi

that paper, "he had tn do it or kill a child." Mis
in "I the alternative is to be comment

The opening of a cyclists' club-In.. Bdon,
took place on the evening of October
being signalised by a dinner, which was attend,
forty men, among whom were many c-.

been prominently connected with the sport, both in

the past ami present. The occasion was ol spi

importance from the fact that this is the only
llOUSe 111 England devoted to the exclusive u-
cyclists, the American club-house idea being entirely
unknown abroad. Among those present were Colonel
Savilc. who acted as chairman; Robert Todd, Chi
B. I. lies. Jo. I'cnnell ami Lacy Millier. The id.

the club originated with W. ) Harvey. At pn
the membership roll numbers 435. The general hi

warming of the club took place "ii I >• I

smoking concert was given, which was attended by
" everybody who is anybody" la the London wheel
world.

it may be Interesting to know,
care taken by the manufacturer, that it the

.. torus, no less than three thorough
inspections are made, in addition toother niinol
with a view to embodying only the verv best mat<
ami workmanship in the finished machine and I

ing it as near as possible to perfection
inspection is made ol the material brought into the
factory. Anything found here that is faulty or
defective in tile least, or that is not rigidly up to the
standard, set purposely high, is thrown aside, not to

lie used in any was. The second inspection is

fully made by a skilled inspector and a numl
assistants, when each part, large or small, thai .

into the finished machine, is carefully overlook.
set- that it conforms in eve- lard.

before if is allowed to be used. The sligh-
111 workmanship or finish insures its being thrown out

st inspection is made of the finished machine,
part must be properly placed and all listed.

and every bit of nickel or enamel must be nnht It

is aln to add that the manufacturers ale
the I'ope Manufacturing Co., and the product the
famous "Columl
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HERE, THERE AND THEREABOUTS.

Whenever the average editor feels in need of

copy, he usually sits himself down and pens an
article on the discovery of a new process for ex-

tracting aluminum, and then goes on to picture

how this newly discovered process is going to

revolutionize the world in a thousand different

directions. The cycling editor or one of his

correspondents sees the article and pounces
upon it as gospel truth, and produces a series of

items upon the ten-pound roadster of the future,

&c, ad libitum. Nothing tangible, of course,

ever results, and the thing is forgotten until

some hard-up writer resurrects the story, and
then the whole proceeding is gone over with
again. Now, to me the novelty of the whole
affair has vanished, and I want to put a good
big nail in the coffin of this metal story, and see

if that won't keep it in its grave in the future.

I recently inspected the works of the largest

consumers of this metal in America, and learned
a few facts from them that I think almost settles

the whole affair, at least as far as I go. Having
read how the metal was being produced at any
price from fifteen cents to one dollar and a half

per pound, I was indeed astonished to learn

from these manufacturers that they, the largest

purchasers of it, could not get the pure metal
for less than four dollars and a half per pound.
They had heard of all the cheap productions
that I had, and more, too ; but when it came to

facts, the price was as I have stated. Further
inquiry developed the information that at pres-

ent the handling of the metal was both difficult

and unsatisfactory, and would remain so until

such time as it had cheapened in value enough
to admit of experiments on an extended scale

being made with it. The manufacturers could
see no future for it in the construction of bi-

cycles, unless in some of the minor finishings

thereof, and steel would, they thought, always
retain its supremacy where it was now employed
—at least, as far as aluminum was concerned.
Now, these are facts from a shrewd New Eng-
land manufacturer, and, I hope that they may
prove a quietus to this jack-o'-lantern, light-as-a-

feather metel—so far, at least, as it concerns
cycling. We have already enough foolish ideas
connected with wheel construction without tack-

ing on any more.*****
"You are not in the race with me," said the

Brain to the Legs, in a racing dispute. " Well,
where do I come in?" said the Heart. "You
two don't know what you're talking about. You
may get a little advantage over me sometimes,
but in the long run I am sure to beat;" and the
dispute ceased.*****
To me the outward appearances of men, as a

rule, betoken their mental qualifications. Take,
for example, the face and form of Ingersoll.

Could any one expect from them any other than
the broad and liberal ideas that have made their

owner famous? The narrow-faced visage of the
temperance crank shows clearly to me what I

am to expect before he promulgates his total

abstinence theory. And so through life does
the outward appearance of people and things
often outline their innermost qualities. Carry
ing this theory into journalism causes me to

note the difference in the make-up of the Ameri-
can and the English wheel papers, and there

again does the idea prove itself to be a correct

one. Compare the broad columns of the Ameri-
can paper with the narrow ones of the English
one, and see if it does not seem natural to you
that the former's ideas should be broader and
more liberal than the latter's. Whether it seems
to or not matters little, since the fact remains
that the free and bold make-up of one is fol-

lowed by the same line of thought, while the
narrow and contracted columns of the other are
but fitting frames for the same nature of ideas.*****
Among the curiosities shown to visitors at the

factory where the Waterbury watch is made is

one of that make that Tom Stevens carried
round the world with him. What a story that
"clock" would tell could it but speak!

* • * ' # *

Did you ever stop to think what would be the
value of a horse that could do a mile in 2.20, and
for three consecutive hours could reel off miles
at an average of better than a three-minute gait?
Of course, you have not; but such an animal
would be worth his weight in gold. And yet a

bicycle that can do all of this and more is called

by the unthinking "a toy." Bah

!

*****
La Revue du Sport Velococipedique, which i^

French for the Cycling Review, has cut itsel*

loose in a recent issue with the usual French type
of caricature, aimed this time at the pneumatic
tyre. The artist shows a balloon-tyred safety,

the inflation of which is being performed by
means of an enormous pair of bellows. When
this has been completed, the next view shows
the unfortunate rider of the wheel as the central

figure in an explosion, which is the result of the
bursting of the pneumatic. Of course, all of

this is very funny from a French point of view,
but it seems to me that they had better turn aud
go with the tide in this instead of trying to ridi-

cule the air-cushion idea. By the by, why
don't they cut short the last part of their lengthy
title, and write it Veloco-p-d-q? It would save
time and space, and would give to it an addi-

tional emphasis in the eyes of Americans.*****
Young Freshleigh is purchasing his first racing

suit, and after selecting a particularly giddy one,

as most novices do, asks the dealer: "Will this

fade?" '

' No indeed," replies the shopman ; "we
warrant all of those to be fast colors." Fresh-
leigh at once buys a half dozen suits, to the as-

tonishment of the establishment.

the cycling trading concern died in consequence
of inanition.

Should any of my readers desire a good, all-

round wheel, capable of going any place, either

on land or water, I would call their attention to

the Scout, a wheel designed, as it name implies,

for the rough usage of military cycling. At a
public trial of the machine recently, the rider

put it to the following tests: Riding to the cen-
tre of a bridge crossing a canal he dismounted,
and in a few seconds inflated an air cushion ex-

tending from the handle-bars to the saddle, and
then tossed the wheel into the water, diving in

after it. Swimming ashore and towing the
wheel with him, he allowed the air to escape
from the cushion, mounted, and in succession

rode across a marshy meadow, through a patch
of woods, across ditches and plowed fields, over
the ties of a railroad track, up the side of a forty-

foot embankment, and, for a finish, through a
series of gravel pits, completing four and one-
half miles of this delightful kind of cycling in

thirty-one and a half minutes. An automatic
seat action is what the inventor claims to be the
secret of the machine's ability to be ridden any-
where. The seat pillar and pedals are isolated

from the backbone, while a mechanical arrange-
ment governs the steering. We may in conse-
quence of all this now expect to see a cycling
cross-country association formed, the members
of which will indulge in cross-country cycle

racing, while Englishmen and our own dear
Anglomaniacs will henceforth be able to chase
the festive fox to his death without depending,
as heretofore, upon the aid of a horse. Great,

indeed, are the possibilities of cycling, and a

fool alone would attempty to put any limit upon
them for the future. Don Salambo.

CLARENCE SMITH,
A Popular Detroit Wheelman.

Is it not strange that the only way the horse
contributes to the comfort of the cycle is by
donating his hide to make shoes of for the
wheelmen, while the bicycle in turn contributes
to the horse the metal it is constructed of to. sup-
ply him with shoes.*****
The most overworked man just now on the

staff of a wheel paper is the tyre editor, and at

the rate so-called improvements upon them are
being invented, it looks as though he would
have plenty to do during the coming Winter.*****

The Irish Cyclist's Kilkenny correspondent is

"The Owl." I wonder if this can be the bird of

like name who once flapped his wings through-
out the wheeldom of America?

"Home rule" is the popular political cry of

the day, and now it seems as though cycling
politics were going to have a dose of it. The
Irish members of the C. T. C. are claiming that

they do not receive enough benefit from their

membership in the English association because
of lack of proper native representation upon the

governing board of the C. T. C. Their position

reminds me that the same cause, as much as
anything else, made the attempt at transplant-

ing the C. T. C. in America a failure. Wheel-
men here soon tired of shipping their money to

England for the purpose of wearing a badge
that had been pirated from the L. A. W., and

CLARENCE H. SMITH.

Clarence H. Smith, or " Luggage Carrier
Smith," as he is familiarly known among a large
circle of wheelmen, was born at Gouveneur,
St. Lawrence Co., New York, January 17, 1856.

He developed an interest in mechanics at an
early age, and in 1869—when but thirteen years
old—had an attack of the "velocipede fever,''

which was epidemic that y^ear, and soon became
a very expert rider. He and an older brother
were the happy possessors of a velocipede,

which was, for those days, a very high-grade
machine.
After one season's experience with the bone

shaker, Mr. Smith, then only fourteen years of

age, started out to make his fortune, and during
the next seven years following, with true
Bohemian instincts, he divided his time between
sailing on the Lakes, railroad news agent, hotel

clerk, selling "Life of Barnum" with P. T.'s

big circus, and photography.
In 1876 Mr. Smith married a young lady in

Syracuse, N. Y. , and then invented and manu-
factured the folding sewing table now so com-
monly used. This occupied his attention for

about a year, when he went to New York City

as a photographer in Jordan's old gallery, cor-

ner of Greenwich and Barclay Streets. Less
than a year in this position satisfied him, and
becoming uneasy he went on the road for a
year and then "hove to" in Detroit, which is

still his residence.
He had a relapse of the bicycle fever in April,

1 88 1, and bought a 50-inch Standard Columbia,
The first time he mounted it he rode a mile
without a fall, and inside or two weeks had
made a twenty mile ride in two hours, which in

those days was a remarkable feat. In the next
month he rode from Howell, Mich., to Detroit,

a distance of fifty-two miles, in 5I1. 18m. In

August, after four mouths riding, he attended
the races at Ovid in that State, and entering
six races out of ten, took the first prize in each,
also a prize for fancy riding.

Mr. Smith in 18S3 was a member of the

Chicago tour—so called—which wheeled from
Detroit to Buffalo, and out of the fifty wheel
men in the party was one of the six who rode
the entire distance. For two days he rode with

one arm in a sling on account of a sprained
shoulder received in a bad fall. During tin-

Summer following he rode from Detroit to Chi
cinnati and return, a distance of 500 miles.

Becoming very proficient in fancy riding, he
resigned his membership in the L. A. \V. in
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exhibitions in dty in tl

In nnicycle riding he of tin.- fii

irmon tbi path. In i8E

'. in the League, and opened a bicycle
- ate agency f<>r

ally ami leffery wheels. Fur several

y controlled the wheel busi-

in Michigan. Bicycle matters in the

ed with heart

s, during the

Winter of 1887-88, sent him through the 5

Texas, Mis-

Kentucky, and Arkansas. While <>n

this trip he made several long jaunts awheel,
and

another—nearly all by wheel—from Corpus
El Paso, Texas. From the latter

he t<«.k a shunt trip into Mexico, and
showed the wondering ssibili-

f the silent s
-

.<

ibably few wheelmen, if any. in Ann
ridden in as many States as Lugj
er, and that the experience thus gained

dally fitted him for a successful tour-

shown l>y his recent trip from Detroit

a Palls in charge of a partyoJ seventy-

five happy wheelmen. Several of his proteges

on this trip were so well pleased with their

experience that they have persuaded him to

ii/c a European tour in [891, for which six

booked, three being ladies.

In August last. Mr. Smith accepted a position

with the Sweeting Cycle Co., 01 Philadelphia,

as their traveling agent, and is now on the war-

path selling safeties with the pneumatic, rheu-

matic, automatic, or balloon tyre (he says you

can have your choil

Although for several years doing no fast or

riding he has taken in more than thirty

insisting of gold medals, silver-

wlry. etc. July 24th is a

kind of red-letter day with him, as that day
chosen in several successive years on

'1 to make century runs by daylight, and
•:i he and a fellow wheelman rode

•ties between sunrise and sunset.

That the sufa ' tch was and is an

enthusiast in League affairs and cycling ini.

videnced by the handsome dia-

le pin presented to him by the

Michigan State Division, anil which now occupies
"ii on his vest-pattern.

1 Ishkosh,
viiik' meml s President,

hi, \V. I'. Plndi
''• Jay
i
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FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
: ". W..1.I- •,'.-| r. nl-

Two Insertion! 40 ••

FOR SAI le, hardly tical-
ly new. l\ II. i . ,,,. N. «

>fw Turk Itlrjrlr Company, 1*01. 4 anit 6 Ka»t 60th
Strrrt. N. V. >m mill ^> niiiil-lliinil Marhlnrs. Cknlce
a^.irim .,(. I'rl.-cs rf»MUi>-lj|. . Mil il.iurcut. (')rlluic

irii-s of all kinds, i Ut nf lianral<.« and Su' drl •

free upon nppllratlcu. Ob! mount* tak.n In part p»».
mtst lor Xio>.

H'OR SAI ombia Tandem Tricj
new, - Columbia Tandem S

condition, >i is, or in tradi

and cash. I. \\ .
Klutbush Ave.. Brooklyn,

t. r. c

$_^ Latest Hruncim Safety, NEW, never nu-
I ( " >. crated. Remit $> for express, will

ance on approval. RaraeTon & Sun,
Springfield, Mass t. f. e.

NEW WHEELS AT HALF PRICE Having pur-
sed B Jul) lot Of Columbia Victor ami New-

Mail Ordinaries, we will clear them out at the lowest
figures touched yet. Here are samples : 5s in. Expert
Columbia, new. - New Mail, new, •

Swiit. new, I in. Victor Jr., all tint H
nickled, m 'nearly new :

in. Victor, >;; ; $* in.

Royal Mail, I30J 50 in. Royal Mail, $22.50. Install-

ments Renting Repairing £ inspection
KNIGHT t JK 1.1 - N loth

Street, St. LOUIS, Mo.

F'OR SALIC on easy tern I olumbia sa

geared to 57, in perfect condition. For particu-
lars address Room 60, Bverson Block, Syracuse. \. V.

t-l

For SALE Cheap, or Exchange, for safe!

ball-bearing Tricycle, shop worn, also bargains
in safeties an. I second-hand ordinaries. M A Wood-
bury, Bradford, Pa 11-7

a~A/~> hues a new all-ball, all-steel -

pOO Never used. Rival, imported. J. G. Z.. Lititz,

Pa. 11-7

FOR SAI.K- 50 inch Eagle, full nickel, good as new.
ridden but 50 miles, 99a, Must - ount oi

business. Address, George W. Duryea, Farmingdale,
I. I. 11-14

FOR salic CHEAP—Columbia Light Roadster.
1889 wheel perfect order. For particu-

lars inquire o( F Thayi II Street, New-
York. 11- 14

1X7ANTED To correspond with Intelligent wheel-
•* men who wish i uetbing about invest-
ments. We loan money for Eastern Investors at six
and seven per cent on improved farms in Centra] and

Kansas. We don't do business in Western Kan-
rences throughout the Eastern Si

Write for particulars. THE PROVIDENT TRUST
CO., McPherson, Kan.

Iter, nearly new $ 7S-oo
1 condition

nearly new
Swift ad ItIon 85.00
Ivel Tandem Safety Bicyi • mdition...
Humber Tandem Tricycle, good condition.
Buffalo Tl nts, nearly new-

Will take other machines
and sei ond-ban

WHITE CYCLE CO., fn nton, N, I .1-7

GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS
ARE THE MOST

• PERFECT

The Wheel and Cycling Trade Review.
F. P 1'KIAL, Editor and Proprietor.

243 Broadway, New York. P. 0. Box 444.

ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR.

Herewith I hand you $/.<>" m payment /<>><>>;

i
i i

Nn

<ut\

WATCH CHAIN BAR.
• <o.

Soil-1 Gold. - *6.60. 1 Gold Filled. 1.26

1 1 ..

Gold Killed Watch Charm
Parts all work, S2.50.

N i.hA

League Pin, 8olld

Oold, *3.fiO.

No. t4«B.

League Pin, Solid Gold

with top for letter-

ing, $5.00

M|C

Same as 1 44B. except

top.

.,1) U4E

Same an 144B, except top.

Solid Gold,

Enameled, $2.00

i§r
Ni

Solid Gold, Enameled
top for ewrravlnB.

•3.00.

Solid Gold,

Enameled, •1.76.

^iivv . ~4$S?

Solid Gold, Enameled
bottom plate for «n-

irraving, •1.76.

b all have
want
Uaa

further daw riptlon

•for 144 pin»

i

I\ II. CAItllMlKLL,

243 Broadway, R-.m . New York.
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The New York Sun says editorially that France de-
sires the wheel for naval as well as military service.

Four years ago, at the mobilization o£ a French army
corps, cyclists carried messages to and from head-
quarters with such rapidity as to receive a regular
organization in the military establishment of France;
and Russia is now following that example. The
wheelmen wear loose artillery jackets and canvas
trousers, and may have, for rain, a rubber cloak with
a hood: their despatches are carried in a leather wal-
let, and the weapon is a revolver. But while all this

is easy to understand, and also that bicycles or tri-

cycles are allowed at the option of the riders, the
former having the superiority in speed and the latter

in stability, it may not be quite so clear how the cycle
is of avail for the sailor. The explanation is that it is

not intended for use on shipboard, but for landing
parties, and even then mainly for scouting and recon-
noissances. It must be said that this is going to ex-
tremes in the anxiety to use the new appliance, and
that the occasions when it would be of value could
hardly pay for the trouble of taking care of the
machine. The uses of the wheel in army manoeuvres
are apparent, but naval cyclists seem to be as super-
fluous as horse marines.

J. B. Watkins, a wealthy banker and large land
owner of Lawrence, Kan., has ordered an engine and
several cars from the Boynton Bicycle Railway Co.,

to be used in connection with the Kansas City, Wat-
kins and Gulf Railroad. The railroad is a standard
gauge, but the bicycle trains will not interfere with
the use of ordinary locomotives and cars on the same
line. The only addition to an ordinary standard
gauge railroad necessary to fit it for the use of bicycle
trains is the overhead structure, which is a straight
beam, along which the wheels on the top of the bicycle
cars play to prevent the cars toppling over. Mr. Wat-
kins will begin the erection of this superstructure at
once, and the order for the bicycle engine and cars
will be filled before March.

Speaking of S. F. Edge, a noted English road rider,

who is suffering from tootache -and neuralgia,
Wheeling remarks that those troubles are sure signs
of being "too much trained down."

ELWELL * BICYCLE * TOURS.
Bermuda: Jan. 29th—Feb. 14th.
Europe: June, July, August.

State which circular is desired,

F. A. ELWELL, 152 Pearl St., Portland, Me.

TO THE TRADE.

mdNMTTdN i LANTERN,
Detachable Reflector.

*Q. 35. Send for Discounts.

SGHOVERLING, DALY & GALES,
302 Broadway, Neiv York.

GAZELLE * SAFETIES.

Having moved from Washington, D. C, to

our commodious new factory we are now pre-

pared to fill all orders promptly. Ladies' and
Gent's Drop Frame Gazelle, 28 inch wheels, $50.

Boy's and Girl's Drop Frame Gazelle, 24 and 26

inch wheels, $35.
" Boy's Straight Frame

Gazelle, 24 inch wheels, $32. All light, tubular
steel frame machines with adjustable cone
bearings. Liberal discounts to agents.

CRAWFORD & CO.,
HAGERSTOWN, BID.

SeCOND^HKND WHeGLS.
Great bargains in ordinaries of any sizes. A number of second-hand safeties very cheap—to clear out stock. RENTING, REPAIRING

AND ENAMELING. All Singer and Stover parts in stock. Wheels stored at reduced rates during the winter.

G. A. LITCHHULr, 352 Lenox Avenue, New York.

WINTER BARGAINS IF BICYCLES.
To keep trade moving during1 the dull season, we offer special prices and exceptionally easy installment plan terms ; many of our cus-

tomers find that it pays them to order during the winter, even although they do not expect to use the machine until spring. Any machine
reserved 30 days for $5.00 and for $2.00 per month thereafter, all payments to apply on price if taken. Send for special bargain list telling
how we do it.

ROUSE, HAZARD 6r CO., 13 Q STREET, PEORM, ILL.

SAVE MONEY.
BEFORE YOU BUY

SAVE MONEY.

BICYCLE or TYPEWRITER,
Send to A. W. GUMP & CO., Dayton, Ohio, for Prices.'

New Bicycles at reduced prices and 400 second-hand ones.

Bicycles, Guns and Typewriters taken in exchange. Job lots bought

1890 American Rambler, good as new $ 09.00
Victor Safety—1889 Pattern, like new 100.00
1890 Ladies' Rambler, good as new. 99.00
Ideal Rambler, almost pass for new. 48.00
30 Inch Men's Safety, balls to both wheels, new &0.00
30 Inch Men's Safety, balls all around, new 60.00
28 Inch Ladies' Safety, balls to rear wheel, new 40.00
24 Inch Boy's Safety, new 20.00

We carry 700 bicycles in stock.

THE DRRT SAFETIES.
High grade in every respect. Balls all around

(including head).

PRICE, $135.00.

SMITH'S WHEELERIES,
LVII.1NG III IV K, s w.Ksitoon,

921 H St., N. \\ t Cor. 9th and E Sts., N. W.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Send for Catalogue. AGENTS WANTED.
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BOTTOn PRICES (\1 Ld5T !

LOOK dT THE PRICES !

A Job Lot bought low, so we can sell them cheap.

1 tCHES M \KI

It Electric Safel - -s.oo $10

•

10

. JO.OO

•lumbia.

• •lumbia.

. i ax

.

40.00

48 Otto Special. 40.00

50 40-00

val.

45.00

90.00

48 Youth's Premier, 50.00

ilnm. 100.00

Marboro Trike, 100.00

Racing Trike, 1^0.00

K '! R 140.00

w K "7-SO

: Expert, 110.00

;>ert.

. Expert. '27-50

ih,

H

R .-idster.

>1 Expert.

,' Rival,

1. i<

lr

- vlft.

110.00

'tail.

I. K

BtARlN'.-

cone

parallel

balls to whl

ball

halls to wheels

jo new

iv

U

"

•arly new balls to wl;

50 '80 miik.- full ball

sa new balls to front wheel*

60 " full balls

FINISH NICKEL E N IMEI 1 IKKs. Mi'Kl" KIMs BARS 11 INDUS SADDLE

enamel none fair

good

fair

fair

(fOOd

good

fair

fair

(rood

direct ent d Topped

droppeil

pear suspension

cen. spring

suspension

enamel & nickel fair spade "

nickel A: enamel fail

good

• \v horn

spriny:

naloa

spring

poor fair fair dropped nsion

Rood 0. h •

enamel tuir

lair

fair

fair

sprinn

ooka

nukle & enamel

goad

fair

10...,!

tangam

hoi;

racinK

enamel

lull ball nickle * enamel

none

fair

poor

-

fair

Rood

fair

fair

resceni straight

lollou sprinn

•
s\lh]

spring

-

tangent hollow

scent

din

taageni nollots

on spring

siispi

—

Further particulars if iranted Wheels hipped foi examination on receipt of S5.00. balance & O. D 01 00 time U

red -
re jjood. We put them in good order, and the) may be returned ii noi .is represented.

KNIGHT CYCLE CO.,
207 IN. IOth Street. St. Louis. TKo.
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243 B'WAf,
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1»UBLI6IIE1> EVERY PRIWAY MORNING.

Entered at the Post Office at second, class rates.

Subscription Price,

Foreign Subscriptions,

Single Copies,

$1.00 a year

10s. a year

5 dents

Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS CO.

Copy should be received by Tuesday morning.

Late Copy received until Wednesday morning.

Changes for Advertisements must be received by

Tuesday morning to insure insertion.

Special Advertising Matter received until Thurs-

day noon.

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION.

F. P. PRIAL,

Editor and Proprietor,

P. O. Box 444, 243 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its con-
tents and give us their patronage, and as far as
is convenient, aid in circulating the journal,

and extend its influence in the cause which it

so faithfully serves. Subscription price, $1 per
year. ">

After reading your paper since last Spring, I can
safely say that it surpasses any other cycling paper
now published.

W. H. Keller,
Stamford, Conn.

Your paper shows constant and rapid growth in all

that makes such a paper desirable.
Walter S. Jenkins,

Buffalo Bicycle Club.

BENSON'S RIDE ON EAGLE ROCK.

Mr. A. P. Benson, of Dorchester, sends us the fol-

lowing letter regarding his recent trials on Eagle

Rock

:

In yoitr note regarding my riding at Eagle Rock,
on Oct. 26th, you state that I took my own time.
True enough ; but why could you not have also
stated that Messrs. Wilson and Hallaway timed me
for the first climb in 8m. 43s., for this was also true.
The second time there was no timer at the foot of the
hill, and I had to take my own time, which I could do
easily, as my watch was tied to my arm. I do not
claim to have beaten Greenwood's time (which was
made on a specially built wheel), but claim the record
for an ordinary stock wheel, as I rode the regular
Singer safety, geared to 57 inches, which is a much
higher gear than the wheel used by Coningsby, and
you must know what a difference gear makes in hill-

work. You give the time of Greenwood as 7m. 37s.,

while the Bicycle World gives it in one place as '7m.

34 4-5S., and 7m. 37 4-5S. in another. Will you kindly
inform me who timed Greenwood and whether his
record is proved beyond doubt ?

Yours truly,
Arthur P. Benson.

Waltham, Mass.

Greenwood's match with John A. Wells was to have

taken place on July 27th, but Wells being unable to

get to the starting-point, Greenwood made a trial up

the Rock in 8m. 2s. On the next day (Sunday) he

made a trial in time reported as 7111. 37s. The referee

was E. R. Collins, who, in response to an inquiry,

writes that he has no recollection who the timers

were or how the trial was timed ; but he believes thai

the announces" result was correct. Mr. Benson's

trial was made under many difficulties, and, consider*

ing thai no time-trial was ever made on a 57-inch-

geared safel v, his time of 8m. 4 is. was mosl creditable.

The statement made in The Wheel o£ October |i,

that Mr. Benson timed himself, was not strictly ,

as the 6m. |
;S. trial was timed and witnessed by

several members of the Hudson County Wheelmen.

NEW YORK BICYCLE CLUB vs. RIVER-
SIDE WHEELMEN.

A hack that from all outward appearances had seen
its best days was drawn up alongside the smooth mac-
adam road extending from Elizabeth to Rahway, a
short distance beyond the Elizabeth city line, on Sat-
urday afternoon last at about four o'clock. Several
other vehicles were also in the neighborhood, and two
score or so of wheelmen were impatiently standing
around, all waiting for the much-talked-of five mile
challenge team race between the New York Bicycle
Club and the Riverside Wheelmen fo take place.
Blustering northwest " zephyrs" possessing unusual
energy, as well as decided chilling qualities,were sport-
ing among the leafless branches of the nearby trees,
causing the dust to keep almost constantly on the
move as well as the spectators. Although the New
York Club was promptly on hand, the Riverside
Wheelmen's entire team did not appear until some
time after the appointed hour, and it was 4.20 before
the men won their positions. They were grouped in
three lines, four in the first two rows and two in the
rear, the ordinaries being placed in the van. At the
start Messrs. Judge snd Stilger, R. W., and Heydecker
and Findley, N. Y. B. C, took the lead, with the rest
of the men close behind. The positions remained
about the same until the turning point was reached,
two and a half miles from the line. Then Stilger let
himself out, closely followed by Horton, who had lost
a few seconds at the start in order to avoid running
into a pusher-off, and they ran a hot and pretty race
until the line was crossed. Judge was right in the
wake, and the others of the competitors were not far
behind. The finish was as follows, the Riversides
winning by nine points:

TIME. R. W. N. Y. B. C.

Stilger 17-15 10 o
Horton 17.16 o 9
Judge 17-24 8 o
Bird 18.16 o 7
Powers 18.28 6 o
Cossitt 18.43 5 °
Nisbett 19-07 o 4
Ward 19.10 3 o
Findley 19. 11 o 2

Heydecker o 1

32 23

W. C. Heydecker was a long while putting in an ap-
pearance, but he finally arrived in a rather dilapi-
dated condition with a broken wheel. He claimed a
foul against F. M. Cossitt, who, he said, had caused him
to fall. Cossitt denied the charge, and the scorers at
the point said that they did not witness the mishap.
Nevertheless Heydecker maintained that it occurred,
saying that Cossitt unintentionally crowded him from
the path. The referee then awarded the race to the
Riversides by a score of 27 to 23, Cossitt's five points
being forfeited. A handsome silk banner was the
trophy. The officials were: Referee, Waldo F. Fuller,
B. B. C. Timers, F. Fieger, E. O. C; W. McFadden,
N. Y. B. C, and F. Cleveland, N. Y. B. C. Judges, E. J.
Shriver, N. Y. B. C, and W. J. Masterson, B. B. C.
Scorers, H. L. Warner, R. W., and W. Good, N. Y. B. C.

RACING AT HARVARD.

The annual fall race meet of the Harvard Uni-
versity Association, at Holmes' Field, Cam-
bridge, on Saturday last, was not productive of

any exciting contests or enthusiasm among the

spectators. By some mistake the half mile

novice race was placed fifth on the programme,
instead of first, as is usually the case at bicycle

tournaments, and before the event was reached
C. T. R. Bates, who had entered, ceased to be
a novice, having won second prize in the half

mile safety handicap. He was, consequently,

debarred from riding in the novice contest.

The summary of the day's work is as follows:

Quarter Mile Safety—H. F. Howe, Yale A. A.,

first; T. Barrow, H. U. C. A., second; K. Brown, H. U.
C. A., third?. Time. 38 2-5S.

Half Mile Safety Handicap—F. L. Olmstead, Jr.,

H. U. C. A., 80 yards, first; C. T. R. Bates, Harvard,
150 yards, second; R. H. Davis, Harvard, scratch,
third. Time, im. 19 1-5S

Two Mile Ordinary—C. F. Taylor, Harvard, first;

Philip Davis, Harvard, second. Time 6m. 46 3-5S.

One Mile Safety, for Members of Inter-
scholastic Cycling Association—C. S. Pierce, Rox-
bury Latin ^School, first; T. R. Kimball, Roxbury
Latin, second; J. S. Adams, Roxbury Latin, third.

Time, 3m. 25 3-5S.

Half Mile Safety, for Harvard Novices- C. T.
Keller, '94, first; R. McAllister, '94, second; G. W.
Tower, '94 third. Time, im. 34 3-5S.

One Mile Ordinary, Handicap, Open—O. B.

Hawes, 50 yards, first; T. Barlon, 75 yards, second;
Philip Davis, scratch, third. Time, 2m. 56 2-5S.

COREY HILL RECORD BROKEN.

On Saturday last Peter J. Berlo climbed
Corey Hill, the steepest incline in the vicinity

of Boston, in 2111. 2Ss. He spurted up tin- first

half of the ascent, and finished his ride in an
almost exhausted condition. Berlo beat his

former record by 34s., and also A. 1'. Benson's
record, which was 3111.

FIXTURES.

NOVEMBER.
15.—Bicycle races at the First Regiment Sports,

Philadelphia.
17.—Opening games of the Wheelmen's Bowling

League.
19.—Gotham Wheelmen's house-warming.
21.—Indoor Races and Games of the Atalanta Wheel-

men, Newark.
26.—Lantern parade at Trenton, N. J.
27.—Ten mile Handicap Road Race of the Rhode

Island Wheelmen, Providence.
27.—Five mile team race of the North End Wheel-

men, Philadelphia.
27.—Handicap road race at New Orleans.
27.—Road race of the Park Avenue Wheelmen,

Philadelphia.
27.—Club races of the Oxford Wheelmen, Philadel-

phia.
27.—Races at the Inter-State Fair track, Trenton.

Address, J. C. Tattersall, Secretary, Trenton,
N.J.

27.—Paper chase and ten mile match race of the
Quaker City Wheelmen.

DECEMBER.
2-5.—Fair of the Harlem Wheelmen, at the hall of

the Harlem Opera House.
16.—Races at the games of the 12th Regiment Ath-

letio Club, N. Y., at the Armory, 62d St. and
9th Ave. Entries close December 6, with
Chas. J. Leach, P. O. Box 3201, New York.

JANUARY.
16.—Manhattan Bicycle Club's annual ball at the

Lenox Lyceum.
29-Feb. 14.—Elwell's Bermuda '

BICYCLE ST

One of the handiest things for*
bicycle, if he can ride. It is so r
horse to get away with, and being quite""
as the average animal, it affords a temptation to
those who have no scruples against taking other peo-
ple's property. Many instances of stealing bicycles
and the manner of their recovery could be recounted.
Several interesting tales are published below from
the Buffalo Times

:

Edward A. Kingston, the druggist at Cold Spring,
lost his wheel one day last Summer and started out to
find it. Presuming that the thief would not keep it in
Buffalo he concluded that it must be in some of the
western New York villages. Procuring another
wheel he began the search, leisurely visiting one vil-
lage and then another. It was a long hunt, but at
last he found the missing roadster at Dunkirk, having
ridden 1,300 miles before discovering the machine.
The thief had sold it to an innocent party.
A thief giving his residence as Buffalo, but whose

identity is not yet revealed, is languishing in the Will
County jail at Joliet, 111. The other day when Col.
Fred Bennitt, a lawyer of that town, came out of his
office his bicycle was gone. The country roads were
bad, and as no thief would dare to keep the stolen
wheel in that city he concluded that the wheel and
thief were probably on their way to Chicago. He
learned at the Alton depot that a wheel had been put
in the baggage car of the in-going train. A telegram
to the railroad detective brought about the capture of
the thief at Twenty-third Street, Chicago, when he
went to claim the stolen property, and the return of
the wheel to the owner. As Col. Bennitt " did " Buf-
falo on his wheel last summer, perhaps the Buffalo
youth who attempted to get away with it took a fancy
to it that time.
The first precinct police recovered the other day a

safety from a thief about half an hour after he had
stolen it from its owner, a Commercial Street barber.
But the thief is at large.. He dropped the machine
when he saw the officer. It sometimes occurs that the
rogues are not masters of their stolen steeds. Detec-
tive Kilroy, walking on Niagara Street one evening
saw a tough character with a "bike." On seeing the
captain he tried to mount but made such a bungling
effort that the officer suspected and arrested him.
The police say that quite a number of complaints

have lately been received. Dealers, who rent wheels
are of course constantly subject to risk. W. (!.

Schack of Main Street has lost three or four by
rogues who rented his property and neglected to re-
turn it. As wheels are in one sense to be regarded as
horses, might not the Western manner of dealing with
horse thieves have a good effect on a few cycle
thieves? When arrested they can be charged with
grand larceny and held for trial in the higher courts,
for standard "bikes" cost $135. About the only way
in which the police can identify stolen wheels is In

the number cast into them and recorded by maker
and dealer. But the police could hardly stop everj
cyclist to ask his number, Generally they spot the
thief by his guilty actions, or else find the wheel de-
serted in some part the city. One of the thieves
who worked Mr. Schack is' said to lie wanted in

Rochester for the same offense.

Chief Consul Mott has sent out a recruiting circular
letter to wheelmen urging them, in the earnest, Mott
fashion, to join the League. Alter presenting eighteen
tangible reasons win c\ . lists should join the 1.. A. \\ ..

Maryland's Chief Consul writes as follows: "Some
who are not members take advantage of the coi
sions gained by the League in hotel rates, transports
lion of wheels by rail, etc., but 1 am sure you would
not want to do so, and that you will, after thinking the
matter over, help us and yoursell bj joining, anil be
come justly entitled to all the benefits to be derived
from such a course. The good fellowship among
members is proverbial. They are a warm-hearted,
generous, w hole souled set »( nun and women, made
so i>y cultivating the finest God ri\ 1 n attributes,
developing them by the healthiest of o\. .

bodj and mind, in the purest ol air."
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Taking all in all, wheeling matters are sailing along
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fore them. M \ Ml I
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•ii all the present indications it looks as though
the indoor games of the Atalanta Wheelmen on Nuveiii-

,. will be a success, numerous entries having
been received during the past week, and the work of

all the various committees lias been performed in a

generally satisfactorily manner. The affair has been
widely advertised in the newspapers and by the aid

Sters in store windows and street cars, and a

large attendance is almost assured. It is expected
that the representatives from all the nearby cycling
clubs will be in attendance, and that some of them
will enter a team in the tug-of-war. Owing to the
sharp turns of the track, it was impossible to give as
much prominence to wheel races as the club at first

intended. A military band will discourse music dur-
ing the evening, and the managers intend to do away
with the long waits between the events that usually
occur.

Ten new members were elected at the last meeting
of the Business Men's Cycling League, pushing the
membership past the century mark, although the

club is but six months old. It has been decided to

re permanent and commodious quarters, ami
icussed this week. The membership

of the club is scattered throughout the B

Many of the members Of the Atalanta Wheelmen who
were on the bowling team last year have not taken
much interest in the weekly practice games so tar this

in, but there :s reason to hope that they will bi-

ll the alleys again when the regular schedule
Many new members are taking an act-

ive interest in the sport, including A. C. Ha/en, Jr.,

Columbia College athlete, who pro;

a valuable addition to the !

The new house ol the Atalantas, . linton
•. is being painted, decorated and overhauled
ally. The pool and billiard tables will be

partition having been re-

tnoved, so that the parlor and reception room will

iarily be on the second tloor. The club has re-let

rters and will occupy the new house
by the end of this month.
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II 1 1 CENTURY KIN.

The Harrisburg-Philadelphia century run of Sun-
.1 was a del ub

I
. the short

.i! which the affair was inaugurated anil the
in- all that

could ids in line condition,
withstanding the unpleasant outlook of the previous
day thirty-nine Philadelphians went up b\ train to
start on the run. Headquarters were at the Lochiel
Hotel, and the boys gol away promptly at - a. in .

a light lunch had been hastily dispatched. Consider-
able time was lost in getting out of the city, o\\ ing to

the darkness and want ol a guide acquainted with the
locality, and the lirst few miles were ridden OVi

poor road, and consequently Lebanon, twent)
miles out. was reached at 7. ,s. an hour behind s.

ule time. A stop was made here for lire. iki. 1st. Alter
leaving • the party became somewhat strung
out, and finally became divided into two divis
The II bed Reading a half hour latl

I'ottstow n at 1. 10 p. m.. where dinner was served
other detatchment arrived considerably later. Prom
this point no attempt was made to keep to the schedule.
the object being rather to get as many over the entire
route as possible. The finish was made at the club-
house of the Century Wheelmen a littll 111 ,

the following having completed the entire .list.nice.

es: Captain C W. Dalsen, First Lieutenant W.
L. Degn, Geo. M. Schell, C -

- .ant. The... M. [ones, W. 1.. Speier. all of the
Centurv Wheelmen; Louis Wagner and l'rank Carri-
gtics. of the Oxford Wheelmen ; E. (). Roe. Columbia
Cyclei Silver and G. A. Bilyeu, 1'. A. W.; A. B.

Tomlinson and l. D. Castor, Prankford Bicycle Club;
K |. L. Kavan. North End Wheelmen; Ii S. Ranch.
Quaker City Wheelmen; B. M. Chile. Brvn Mawr
Wheelmen; W. L Welch, Wissahicken Wheelmen;
anil B. I. Lockhard. unattached. The balance of the

party dropped out at different points along the 1

.1 giving up on account ol broken maci
Welch, of the Wissahicken, broke the frame of his

wheel, but hired a carriage and drove back to M

another rider had given up the ghost .
borrowed Ins

machine, and succeeded in catching the party , although
: over two hours by the accident. Speier and

Sulzner, of the Centurv Wheelmen. limbed the grade
leading up to Chestnut Hill. A large parte ol club
members met the party at this point and escorted
them home.
A parte from the I'ark Avenue Wheelmen will at-

tempt the run on November 16, starting at 1 a. m. in

order to allow time for the run.

In addition to the different club 1.

nounced for Thanksgiving Day. may be added the

handicap road 1 I'ark Avenue Wheelmen
and club 1. Oxford Wheelmen, whicl

ily be given on a track, as th. 1
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.1 as many different clubs. Would it not

plan for the officers of the different
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of one race the opportunity of seeing the Otl
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

Wagner, of the Oxford Wheelmen, Philadelphia,
put in a bid last week for the club century medal of-
fered to the members making the highest mileage in

ten consecutive hours. He covered 108% miles in 8h.

53m. actual riding time.

The Bay City Wheelmen, of San Francisco, will
occupy their present quarters through the Winter,
after which they will be able to move into their new
club-house. The club will hold a series of races on
Thanksgiving Day, if suitable grounds can be
secured.

In the special issue of The Wheel of August 22, we
published a cut of E. C. Anthony, the Taunton crack.
The picture has since been reproduced on a smaller
scale in many a leading newspaper and the "patent
insides," but it has been distorted to such an extent in
going the rounds of the press that the features of the
racing man have become completely changed. Even
his wheel has felt the wear and tear, for the pedals in
the latest reproductions have sunk several inches in
proportion nearer to the ground, and the driving
wheel is gradually assuming the form of an oval.
His batch of medals, however, still cling to his
breast.

The Women's Wheel Club, of Buffalo, have elected
the following officers : President, Dr. Ida Bender ; Vice-
President, Mrs. Wm. Bloomer ; Secretary, Miss Anna-
bel Crandall ; Treasurer, Miss Louise M. Lapery

;

Club Committee, Mrs. F. W. Kendall, Dr. Ida Bender,
Mrs. Wm. Bloomer, Miss Annabel Crandall and Miss
Louise M. Lapery.

The Harlem Wheelmen entertained 137 cyclists at
their "stag racket" on Saturday evening last, the
Riverside and Manhattan clubs being particularly
well represented. The programme included a sleight-
of-hand performance by Prof. Guinsburg ; bugle se-
lections, humorous readings, banjo playing, dramatic
selections and juggling. W. H. Putney was chairman
of the entertainment committee.

At the recent annual meeting of the Danbury Wheel
Club, which now has a membership of forty, the re-
sult of a year's growth showed a most gratifying
increase in both membership and finances. Within
the last year the club has moved into new and com-
modious quarters, added billiard and pool tables, and
conducted several successful entertainments and
sociables. The club has also held a lantern parade,
and inaugurated a road race. The club's first so-
ciable of the present season occurred Nov. 5, when
fifty couples thoroughly enjoyed themselves at the
club's quarters.

The Zigzag Bicycle Club, of Buffalo, will celebrate
Thanksgiving Day by holding a hare and hound
chase.

The Connecticut Division has contributed $25
toward the expense of printing one thousand copies
of Mr. Alfred Stone's address entitled, " Good Roads :

How they can be had in Rhode Island." They will
be distributed throughout the State.

The Apollo Cycling Club, of Omaha, Neb., will hold
an indoor tournament Nov. 22 .A 100 mile race will be
made a feature.

Great preparations are being made for the handicap
race at New Orleans on Thanksgiving Day, which is

to be run under the charge of the League officials. A
special train will be run on the railroad adjacent to
the course, so that Spectators can witness both the
start and finish. Eight desirable prizes will be
offered.

There will be a series of road races run on the shell
road from New Orleans to West End, during 1891, for
a prize of a handsome silver cup donated by the citi-
zens of New Orleans, costing $250. It will have to be
won three times to become the personal property of
the winner. A silver medal will also be awarded to
the winner of each race.

Captain Graham, of the Louisiana Cycling Club, has
issued a bulletin for November that will furnish much
amusement and pleasure for the members.

A smoker will be held at the club-house of the Hud-
son County Wheelmen Nov. 22. The committee hav-
ing the affair in charge are working with great se-
crecy, and it is said that the form of entertainment
that is being devised is something entirely new, and
that it will greatly surprise the club's members when
it takes place.

A new pool table was placed in the club-house of the
Elizabeth Wheelmen last week, and every evening
since this innovation the club quarters have been over-
crowded with members, all eager to give the table a
trial. Another one will shortly be secured.

The Arlington Wheelmen, of Washington, are en-
deavoring to secure the co-operation of the citizens of
the city for the building of suitable athletic grounds
and a track.

The gold medals to be given to the winners of the
bicycle events in the Atalanta Wheelmen's games
November 21 are unusually handsome trophies, and
they will well repay the successful contestants for
competing.

" Colonel "
J. A. Clairmont, President of the Manhat-

tan Bicycle Club, who is to be married on November
19th, will give a farewell "stag " racket to the club
members on the evening of the 15th.

One of the popular members of the Citizens' Club is
Mr. J. S. Wood, dubbed by his clubmates the "author-
wheelman." Mr. Wood is a Yale '74 man, is a good
man at an oar or before the tennis nets, but prefers
wheeling to any other sport. He contributed a story
to Scrt'oner's for August, which is highly spoken of.
Mr. Wood is bright, modest, witty and a good wheel-
man, and tin- Cits feel proud of him.

The Brooklyn Club members will enjoy their annual
club dinner at tin- Clarendon on Monday evening

Mr. J. M. Andreini, of the New York Club, who gets
much pleasure with wheel and camera, sends us sev-
eral fine views of pretty spots well known to all New
York riders.

One of the prettiest local riding points is to Hugue-
not Lake near New Rochelle. The lake is reached by
riding along the main street of Mount Vernon, cross-
ing the New Haven Railroad tracks to the old White
Plains road. A half mile along' this road there are
two forks, but the rider must keep to the right, pass-
ing along a rather bad stretch to Pelhamville and to
Huguenot Park. The lake is reached by a quarter
mile ride along a side path through the trees. It is a
most beautiful spot.

La Veloce Sport publishes two letters from Messrs.
Allen and Sachtleben, two St. Louis riders who are
traveling around the world on safeties. The editor of
La Veloce Sport, M. Rosseau Geghert Martin, showed
the two tourists considerable courtesy while they
were in Bordeaux, and they have written him a letter
from Marseilles thanking him for his kindness to
them.

Great preparations are being made to make the
house-warming of the Gotham Wheelmen's new club-
house a grand success. Mr. Al Borenstein has se-
lected a good company to present a two-act comedy
in the parlors of the club, on Nov. 19, the scenes for
which are now being painted. Owing to the limited
space, it will be impossible to invite other clubs,
but the Gothams will tender their brother clubs a
grand reception at no late day.

At the last meeting fifteen new members were
elected and twelve applications handed over to the
membership committee. This is good work, and they
are to be congratulated at the" headway they are
making. The Saturday evening stag parties will be
a feature of the club, and talent has been engaged to
give the boys a royal time during the winter months.
All wheelmen are invited to visit their new quarters.

The run of the Gotham Wheelmen on Sunday last
was much enjoyed, twenty-five membeis participat-
ing. The run for the coming Sunday will be to
Orange, and it is expected that every member in the
club will turn out.

The Long Island Wheelmen will give a dinner at the
Clarendon Hotel, Nov. 22, the occasion being the
eighth anniversary of the club.

A match race between W. Holland and W. Russell,
for a diamond pin, will be run at Newport, R. I.,

Nov. 17.

Wm. Van Wagoner will shortly leave Newport for
Philadelphia, where he intends to embark in the cycle
business, similar to that which he has carried on in
the former place.

The Lynn Wheel Club's first assembly of the season
was held on the evening of Nov. 7, and a big success
was scored by the club.

At a convention of clergymen in New Hampshire
recently, a newly ordained minister was charged to
take care of his health, and was advised by some of
the reverened gentlemen present to secure a bicycle
at the first opportunity.

The lady riders of Cincinnati formed an organiza-
tion to be known as the Queen Cycle Club, on Novem-
ber 1, which will become a League club.

Frank M. Bell, Loui Hart, J. B. Berger, Wrh. T. and
S. E. Robinson have all been temporarily suspended
from the track for violating certain racing rules at
the recent Birmingham (Ala.) meet.

,

George Hart, the popular Philadelphia cyclist has
applied to the Racing Board for reinstatement as an
amateur.

George Schant, of the Century Wheelmen, covered
167 miles in .24 hours on Sunday last, in competition
for the club trophy.

Chief Consul Mott's series of Division runs are
meeting with great success. He is making arrange-
ments for a large turnout on the run from Baltimore
to Philadelphia, on Thanksgiving Day.

The two mile bicycle race at the indoor games of
the Twenty-third Regiment, Brooklyn, on Saturday
evening last resulted as follows : L. A. Schoefer, P. A.
C. 60 yds, first; F. Steinberg, P. A. C, 90 yds., sec-
ond; C. M. Murphy, N. Y. A. C, scratch, third.
Time, 6m. 59s.

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company will in the
future check bicycles, subject to a limit of 100 pounds,
under the same conditions as relate to trunks, etc., if

the owners are traveling without other baggage.

C. C. Hopkins, the popular Denver racing man, woh
was recently reinstated as an amateur, has again been
declared a professional. He competed in a profes-
sional race at Denver before the notice of his rein-
statement reached him.

It is reported that Jacob Bauer, of Louisville, Ky.,
will start next May for a tour round the world.

The Long Island Wheelmen will hold open house
every Saturday evening during the Winter to all
wheelmen.

Geo. C. Smith, of the Gotham Wheelmen, will en-
deavor to break the one-mile record over the tCings-
bridge course Thanksgiving Dav. lie is training
hard for the event, and is confident that he can
accomplish the leal.

The Eagle Bicycle Manufacturing Company publish
an interesting letter from F. E. Weaver, the trans-
continental traveler. In his Journey Erom ocean to
ocean Mr. Weaver used an Eagle, Which he took
Mm., nidi ;,,„,, null's, sonic ol" it the POUgheSt in the
country. The Eagle Company are pleased with the
testimonial which he gives their wheel.

When Mr. Gladstone recently spoke at Dalkeith, the
Edinburgh evening papers made great efforts to
" beat " each other. The JVezvs, by using a corps of
cyclists to rush the stenographic notes from Dalkeith
to its printing office, eight miles from where the
speech was delivered, published the earliest and most
complete reports. The notes were despatched every
few minutes. The copy was rushed over the eight
miles in thirty-three minutes.

We have never noted Wlieeting flounder so badly as
in its editorial on " The Great Loafing Gospel and Its
Disciple." The argument, the assertion, the diction
and contradiction are all that of a befuddled school-
boy, of a dark man caught robbing a hen-roost. For
many moons Wheeling has set itself up as the cham-
pion of the "go all the way system," as opposed to the
"loafing system." Being forced into a corner by Dr.
E. B. Turner, who has studied the question, and who
shortly proposes to present some interesting figures
and deductions as to the value of pacemakers, Wheel-
ing falls from ics high estate, speaks of the Doctor's
age in most puerile fashion, and winds up with a child-
ish proposition. Avaunt, McCandlish I Get thee to
Cornwall

!

BicyclingNews takes a column to assert that Parsons,
in his one hour ride on the Paddington track, did not
ride around Pern Coleman and his dark lantern, the
timer having used a lantern to read his watch. Too
bad that Hillier must take everything so seriously.

A nicely engraved card informs us that Raymond
& Potter, well known to many cyclists, have run up
their curtains at 245 Flatbush Avenue, Brooklyn, and
are quite ready to buy and sell real estate, loan money,
etc. A curious story attaches to Raymond's first busi-
ness venture. For several years he was with a large
New York dry goods house, and on the day he started
in business the leading traveler for the house perished
in the Syracuse fire, and the position that Raymond
had waited for was offered to him, but too late. On
the day he left business, the employees of the house
presented him with a Tiffany scarf-pin in token of
good fellowship and good will.

Hartford has four cycling clubs, with a combined
membership of 350. They are all League clubs.

Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Stall, of Boston, will shortly sail
for England, on an extended trip awheel.

The Quaker City Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, will
hold a paper chase on Thanksgiving Day. A ten mile
match race between Messrs. Vaux and Bahl will also
be run.

The Bergen County Wheelmen, of Ridgefield, N. J.,
held a concert and dramatic entertainment on Wednes-
day evening of this week.

Handsome gold and silver medals will be given to
the first and second man in the two mile handicap
bicycle race at the games of the Twelfth Regiment
A. A., on December 16.

J. R. Hazelton, of the Century Wheelmen, has gone
out of training, and will not appear on the track again
this season.

Tuttle, the Chicago racing man, denies the story
recently circulated that he was not well received
when in New York, and says that he was never better
treated.

The Bretz & Curtis Manufacturing Company an-
nounce that they are ready to talk to agents for 1891.

Messrs. A. W. Gump & Co., of Dayton, Ohio, are a
most pushing firm. In their space this week they ad -

vertise their bicycles and typewriters.

THE PLEASURES OF TOURING AWHEEL.

A writer in the Hartford Cyclist, who graphically
compares touring in Europe awheel and by the usual
means of transportation, says: When the railroad
traveler's tour is ended, and he returns to his native
town, he has but a confused idea of cities, railroads,
church spires, pictures and statues, palaces and mu-
seums so mixed up as to be difficult to separate and
assign to their proper places. How different with the
free and roving bicyclist, as he rolls swiftly and easily
over the smooth, broad highways of Europe, inde-
pendent of railroads, boats, diligences, tourist agents
and guides, and free from the perplexities of time
tables and mystifying railroad connections, visiting
the cities only to see the few important buildings that
ought not to be neglected

; his delight is in the open
air, with the smiling country around about him anil
the blue sky arching over him, drinking in health
with every breath of pure air and strength with every
revolution of the pedals. Passing through regions Ear
from the contaminating influence of the railroads, he
views scenes that the ordinary tourist knows nothing
of, sees the people in their native dress, at work in t lie

fields or in their homes, and has opportunities for
watching the observance of celebrations and customs
that have been handed down from generation to gen-
eration as far back as the mind of man runneth.
Stopping at quaint cottages on the way lor a drink ol

water or a lunch of bread and milk, he is always sure
of having, with his host or hostess, a pleasant chat,
full of interest ami quiet enjoyment, while evei j 1

in .1 he meets along his route is always ready 'to ask
and reply to questions or even enter into lengthy
conversation, lie visits villages and small towns,
where the advent of a stranger is a rarity, tarrying at
neat and picturesque inns, where the warmth of his
reception and the attention bestowed upon this
stranger from a foreign shore, w ho has honored the
little hostelrie with his presence, is very apt to mag-
nifj the ideas he previously entertained of his own
importance.
And then the charming views ever spread before

his delighted ge 1 rin- broad, undulating fields,
thickly starred with bright tlow crs, the gently rounded
hills and soft slopes, the narrow valleys, tigntlj com-
pressed bet ween mountain ranges, the forest of

trees and parks of wondrous boaui\ Ol verdure, the
streams and lakes oi pellucid water, and waterfalls
and cascades of dashing spray, the Loft} mountain
lops aiu\ snow clad peaks are all exposed to sight, as
he rides swift ly along.
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IMPORTANT PATENT ACTION.
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llumber, which look place before Mr
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ng was an anticipation of the plaintiff's patent.

In spite of what had since occurred in the Court of

Appeal, he did not see how the plaintiff was to gl

hind that decision of fact. His Lordship did in

either how that was to be got over, but would hear
the arguments of the other side. The Attorney-

1 that when the time came he should sub-
mit that, whatever was the decision of Mr. I

North in the case of liown and Humber, it was no
pel in this action.—Bicycling .W-cs.

The IL11 Ii ling cushion tv

Wemblej f cheaply
listed win .

Mi out .1 very light

and n. ghing under thirty-five pounds,
and whii h they

-is Laiuplugh & Brown are bringing oul
ng which, lor comfort ami

promise to beat all existing patterns Into nothing

Pre] - nley Show,
which will entative one, notwithstand-
ing thi larger firms.

ENGLISH TRADE NOTES.

We hear that experiments will be made for the pur-
: substituting a leathern band for the chain on

tricycles and safeties.

The works of Mr. Harry James, of Birmingham, are
being put into shape and preparations being made for

next Season's trade. Mr. lames believes in the Maxim
rim and teres (balls of india-rubber studded round
the rim) and will tit a quantity of his machines there-

with, and a still larger number with the best quality
of cushion tyres turned out by Messrs Bates, ol Lei-

cester.

Mi sst-s w. A. Lloyd & Co., of Birmingham, who do
a large trade in sundries and parts, have found that

their increased trade has made their present premises
in Weaman Street too small for them, so they are now
removing to Lionel Street, Snow Hill, where they will

have larger premises and a more extensive plant of

machinery.

The record has been closed in an action in Kdin-
burgh by Messrs. S. & B. (iorton. Coventry, against

Govan, sole partner of the Barlsdon Cycle Co..

Edinburgh, for /1S4 for machines supplied in March.
April and Mav, 1890. Defender avers that the goods
were defective in quality, and that the supply was

ed and interfered with his business. He pleads
that pursuers having entered into a special agreement
with him, and having violated that agreement and
thereby caused him serious loss, he is entitled to set

Lgainst the present demand. Pursuers, in reply,

deny that there was any spei lal agreement.

Mr. P. W. Rosser, of Romford, is prepared to sup-
ply the trade with his patent chain adjuster in large

Tin- idea is very simple, and its USC in-

sures the wheel being always set evenly between the
forks am. in proper track with the machine.

A Son, of lamp fame, are addir..

ely to their works in Birmingham.

fohn Harrison. <>f Birmingham, the bell, lamp
ami saddle manufacturer, has had so

works during tin pasl season that he has taken
buildings which contained a theatre, dancing

ins present workshops, and is

fitting them up in the most complete manner ami
is much work .1

.

Mi Rollanson, Ol Coventry, has invented a tyre
•

.

1 hole running through it length-
' v Mat

.11 from the

Manufacl iren who nt cushion tyres will find the
following lessrs. W. 4 A

ilar and price-list.

Hrakn The bi 1 on the
undei

Id only toin h thi
•

' when tin

I

I

1 st cutting by the rim.

Mr. R. L. Coleman, the general Eastern agl
Western Wheel Work! :..r mem-
bership in the Citizens' Club.

Chicopee will be greatly benefited by the starting

up of the bicycle manufactory of the Lamb Knitting
Machine Company, as they' will employ abonl
hands. Practical Mechanic and Electri

Messrs. Aquila B R notify us I

have received their fust shipment of cushion-!
Ormondes, which they now have at their tti : A
number of riders have tried them, and have made
favorable reports.

The Warwick Cycle U re much pi.

their Warw by the United
Post Office authorities for ma The

company writes us as follows: "it is with some.'.' .

ion that we inform you that I

States Post Office has placed a contract wit

supplv ot wheels demanded by the requirement
the service. We feel that this actum on the part ot the

Postmaster-General marks an epoch in t

adoption of the cycle as an adjunct to commen e. .111.

1

will doubtless extend the range of the cycling trade.

opening, as it-will, the eves ol many to th.

uses oi tlie wheel, whilst feeling some degn
pride at the selection of our wheel, we think the 11

generally is to be congratulated upon this evidei:

official recognition.''

MAKI RS PAYING BACH OTHER COHPUMI
The presentation ot banners and eolol

prominent place in American club life, and it would
seem as ii it were likely to be imported to England.

ng ago Mi 11. S. Owen, oi Washington, sen)

a pair ol very handsome banners to the R03
Hid within the last lew days a banni
id at the works ol M nan and II.

wood, at Coventry. It is a beautiful work.
. nd in gold

letters: "To Warman and H
men, from the Sweeting Cycle Co.. Philadelphia
A." The other side consists ol the Stars and SI

in colored silk, with "Hail Columbia" and " Rule
Britannia " in gold letters. The banner, which is

largely ornamented with gold cord and
attached to a handsome stand surmounted by the
American Eagle. It will in future be carried on all

ton Cycling Club. ( 'ribbed

the Bicycling News.

I HI Nl w RAPID s \l 1
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with di 1. 11 liable 1 1 auks, l ,.u ford
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• hem, and testimonia
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BANKER & CAMPBELL
TYRE.

CO.'S NEW

Messrs. Banker & Campbell Co. , Limited, of

No. 1786 Broadway, New York City, have ap-

plied for a patent on a " Webb " or " Cushion
"

tyre, cuts and descriptions of which are shown.

Figure 1 repre-

sents a cross sec-

tion of the tyre

showing the web-
bing or spokes of

rubber which sup-
port the outer walls
of the tyre, and as

the holes formed
by the webbing
are not inflated

with air, it will be
a matter of no con-
sequence whatever

Figure i. how often or how
deep the tyre becomes cut.

Figure 2 represents a transverse section of

the tyre, showing the webbing and the holes as

they run through it. The tyres will be made
endless and in two sizes, iX and \)i inches in

diameter, and will weigh about the same as ^
and 1 inch solid tyres respectively, and add but

a very few pounds to the weight of any ma-
chine.

Figure 2.

Ever since the '

' McKinley Bill " was proposed,

the above firm have been busily engaged in per-

fecting arrangements for building a Light Road-
ster safety weighing thirty-six pounds, and can
now promise American riders who want Amer-
ican Light safeties that their wants will be met
in their new machine.

A NEW PHILADELPHIA CONCERN.

Mr. A. G. Powell, the old-time Philadelphia

racing man and agent, writes us that his firm,

David Pettit & Co. , manufacturers of builders'

iron work, etc. , are working on a safety for the

'91 market.

THE LENGTH OF CRANKS.

Editor of the Wheel:
Responding to the inquiry of "54 Gear" in a late

issue, I should advise shorter cranks. I cannot at-

tempt to lay down a rule governing the relation of
cranks to gearing, but give my own experience of four
years on a chain safety, riding about 330 days in each
year. My machines have varied in weight from fifty-

one pounds (my first safety) to thirty-four pounds (my
present mount), and in gearing from fitty to sixty
inches, and in cranks from four and three-quarters
to seven inches. My weight is 135 pounds; height, 5ft.

8in., and inside leg measure, 31111. 1 have done my
best, fastest and hardest riding on a machine geared
to fifty-seven, having cranks adjusted from live to six
inches, using six inch throw only on bad, loose roads,
or in sections of the country where "they have SO
much land they have to pile it up in great heaps"
called hills. Gearing lower than, say, fifty-six tires

me, owing to the rapid pedaling required to " keep up
willi the procession;" and while, of course, a long
crank means greater leverage and power, it increases
the knee motion lo such an?extent as to "kill" me in a
jew miles. With fifty-seven inch gear and live inch
crank (my favorite rig), I have pulled hills easily that
I always tailed on when riding 1; •ji.Jv-lvvo inch ordin-
ary with pedals full out, or >. eight inch Star
with power traps on. L. A. W. 6343.

DYRE'S PNEUMATIC WHISTLE.

To the Editor of The Wheel:

Sir—Since the issue of your paper bearing date of September 26, i8qo, in which you noticed my improved
signal for bicycles, consisting of a pneumatic whistle, I am in receipt of numerous letters of inquiry relating
thereto.

United States and foreign letters patent having been granted me (the former under date of the 28th ult.),

I am now in a position to give the public a more general description of the invention, and, with this object in
view, beg the assistance of your valuable columns.

Reference being had to the above illustration: A represents an air chamber or cylinder; B a whistle or
other wind instrument; C an elastic diaphragm; D a dependent bracket; E a friction wheel, and F a plunger-
rod reciprocated by an eccentric pin on said wheel.

The device, which is entirely automatic in its operation, maybe attached to the bicycle in any approved
manner, provided it is so arranged that the friction wheel can be brought and held in contact with one wheel
of the bicycle, at will of the rider. The form of attachment above shown has been found in practice a com-
pact and satisfactory one, though, if desired, this could be advantageously modified by utilizing the ordinary
brake-lever.

In this arrangement of parts, it is obvious that a movement of the lever on handle-bar causes wheel E
to engage in frictional contact with the periphery of the front wheel of bicycle. The former then revolves at
a rate of speed proportionate to its size, reciprocating plunger-rod F, and vibrating diaphragm C—as shown
in dotted lines—expelling air from the cylinder A, in a rapid succession of blasts, through a whistle or other
wind instrument B, thus rendering a prompt and vigorous signal, remarkably effective as a warning to pedes-
trians, and at the same time rather pleasing to the ear than otherwise.

The elastic diaphragm is retained firmly in position by a ring encircling end of the cylinder, and hence
can be readily and cheaply replaced in event of breakage, which, however, is not likely to occur, owing to
thickness of the stock used. While the whistle may be provided with a movable circumferential ring (as
shown), adjustment of which increases or decreases the air outlet, and varies the pitch accordingly.

Among the advantages of the device will be noticed the following: 1st, It is a signal with which each
passing newsboy cannot amuse himself while the bicycle is at rest. 2d, It recommends itself for club use by
rendering a call that may be peculiar to a club. 3d, A signal located at the head of the machine, where the
least vibration occurs. 4th, One that never tires; and 5th, One that can be manufactured and placed upon the
market at the price of a bell.

The principle involved is also admirably adapted for use as a cheap toy, employing a tin can for a
cyclinder, secured to a rod having journaled at its lower end a wooden wheel for children to roll in contact
with the ground. WM. E. Dvre.

SPRING FRAME SAFETY-

INVENTED BY DUNLOP, the Perfector of the Pneumatic Pyre,
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- Maine I.. Ward, of Mishawaka, Ind., is prob-
!v bicycle agent in the country, and a

correspondent ofTHE WHEEL says that she is not only

pert ruler but a bright girl.

IT, the old-time star rider, who had one
of the most remarkable sprints ever seen on the

American path, baa been residing at South Bend,
i the past two years. Until recently be was

5l udebaker Wagon Co., but several weeks ago
he embarked in business on bis own account asa prac-

and bicycle repairer. It is reported

eat favorite not only among the

gentlemen, but among the lady riders, and that it was
:i uncommon occurrence to see him with a Stoat
.• between his teeth, the other end of \vhi

i| some young
el. In thi> way Charlie very frequently towed

the girls up hills which they otherwise would have
ilk. lie lias sold Star bicycles to all the

..thin fifteen miles of South Mend, the ma-
chines being of the old coffee-mill style.

The Cycling and Athletic Building is now running
iltbough the building has not yet been

form I. The building is crowded with vis-

ire surprised at the comfort
. ided lor the patrons of the building.

, ymnaaium is much frequented, and l>r S

reports that the lockers are being rapidly taken. The
:n is the most complete in New \ ork City.

numerous attendants, the baths and dress-
enient, and altogether it is the

we have seen for taking
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Surel

HERE THERE AND THEREABOUTS. The voices of the air are- singing to you.

The earth seems far away and little; and the

clouds, so close above your head, are 1 not hers.

Now has come the season ol the year when
a]1(1 u slIvK.]

1 your arms to them." "How
we must expect to see the- put-your-machine-

))uct
,-. an<j bow fond of cycling she must

away-for-winter item, in the columns of the-
llavc.

j )CL. n
• sav VOUi No, not at all; don't

wheel papers. Of curse almost everybody
terjeve sne ever saw a woman's bicycle in her

knows that cycling has become a regular all-
litc. 1)Ul ,i,.u ( j, )nl binder her from gushing—

thc-year-round sport, but then. it W(H1 i (
i nave llsc ,i the same gush on a hoi

was not so considered, and the paragrapher not- b()at or any other subject just as well Women
ingthat fact, has gone on in the same strain uketodo this thing and I alwaj
each recurring year, when the season is

, m( , -^ t ,KMn a cnanoe when I can. Am I

reached, perfectly oblivious >>t the fact that the. prejudiced because of the " be a sister to you
statement has ceased to be either novel or

truthful In almost every portion of the

United States riding is continued during the

Winter months nearly as much as it is during

an
that
cease to make its annual appearance in the

future.

verdict?" Oh. no, I don't think I am.

\ short time since some Brooklyn school

vTf\hTother seasons of the year, and I hope commissioners objected[to Tennyson's "Launch-

it this autumnattic item will in consequence ing of the Ship, on the grounds ol its being

immoral. These gentlemen ought t<> move to

Newark, so they could join the church there

that has recently censured its pastor, who, be-

cause they did not pay him enough for any
vehicle, was forced to use a bicycle in ord<

complete his labors for his congregation's wel-

fare. It is a question with me whether the

souls of such people are not so very small as to

almost make the job of trying to save them

hardly worth the labor uf it.

I saw a sc; of tights recently which were in-

tended for the forthcoming 'production of a

spectacular play, which I am sure would have

tilled the souls' of the cycling ballet brigade

with envy. The suit was of black, covering

the body from the neck to the heels, and upon

it was outlined in white an exact representa-

tion of a skeleton, each bone appearing upon

the tights where nature had placed a real one

in the form of the wearer. As long as wheel-

men feel that they must dress themselves in

these skin-ticjht costumes, why not adopt some-

thing like this, and try and make their ap-

pearance more Startling than it already is?

True, the majority of the tight-wearing platoon

don't need any artificial skeleton in their make-

up, as they are usually of that build that makes
nature dispense with art, in making them

hideous, but still just think how envious Un-

balance of them would be when they met the

tirst wearer of one of these suits.

II. C Jewett & Co. an going to enclose a

half mile trotting track on their stock farm, s,,

that they may use it for work during bad

weather." It will lie lighted by 300 windows,

and will require 650,000 shingles to roof it.

lust think what a grand indoor race meet could

be run Off on such a track, if it could be secured

by wheelmen for that purpose.

I really think that when a "scorcher''

reachcslieaveii.il' he don't go instead to the

place more fitted from its heating capacity for

the residence of a scorcher, that he Will be met

by some of his same ilk, at tile gate, with -

glad you've come, old fellow. We've

found a nice road round the corner where you

can do your eighteen miles an hour, just' as

easy as rolling off a log. Come round and try

it, won't your And all of the celestial singing

and harp-playing isn't a-going to prevent him

from accepting the invitation, either.

inny things

MO STOVER 11

"

. O,

• III., who

. will

*ill have

There is something so beautifully calm and

restful about the riding of the methodical in-

dividual who indulges in cycling from purely

practical or hygienic motives. It u

from that fretful haste, that vehement striving,

which is the bane of nineteenth century life, lb

is not for straining himself to pass eveiy other

rider on the mad. If another wheelman over-

takes him and passes him, it does not annoy

him; as a matter of fact, they all do overtake

him and pass him all those that are going his

way This would trouble and irritate some

people; but the sublime equanimity of the

methodical rider under the ordeal affords us a

in against ambition and uppish-

When I was a young rider. I used to listen to

the tales of adventure' on road and path as nar-

rated by my elders in cycling, and take them

in, and "swallow them, and digest every word

of them, and then come back for more; but

the new generation do not seem to have the

faith of the old times. I took a new rider up

to Tanvtown with me oiu

.

ason, and

plied him with the customary stretchers about

the wonderful things I had done all the way

up. I gave him all of the regular ones -the

time-honored lies that have done duty up that

road with wheelmen for years past—and added

no less that six original ones that 1 had in-

vented for myself, includii illy quite

likely story, founded, to a certain extent, on an

all but true episode, which had actually hap-

pened in a modified degree some years ago to a

friend of mine a Story that a mere child could

have believed without injuring itself much.

Ami that young man just mocked at them all.

and wanted mc to repeat the feats then and

there, and to bet me ten to one that I could not.

and I was to., disgusted at his lack of faith in

my predecessors and myself, to take him up.

Plain, prai i: riding ot th,

the-wheel-around ordei is nol a very difficult

i>ut it tal I deal ol
p

»le when riding

h lull of p Is ill the park.

When I ask.d a Vassal College girl to

Btions while riding a bil

submitted the following to me. and 1
have

putting it in punt. DOW thai
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wome
ishing wind

• rnt l'

•
' the

pjodding, puny thina

on U| I her In. ot \'

at one with hi limbs grow li

How the average farmer i a wheel-

man! 1 remember once, while enjoyini

coast down a long incline among the Berkshire

Hills, how I made a sharp turn in the v.v\ and
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ST. LOUIS.

On the trip from Indianapolis to Philadelphia Al
Hitchings, who was one of the party, says that they
struck roads by the score where walking was plenty
good enough for them. Some of them were full of

large boulders. At other times they were stopped by
rain and mud. In crossing the Alleghenies they rode
and walked about 150 miles without seeing scarcely a
house. They had many ups and downs, but enjoyed
themselves greatly and gained in weight and health.

As many other cities are forming cycling associa-
tions of the clubs I don't see why it could not be done
in this city. Much local advantage could be gained,
rights secured and interest kept up just as the Nation-
al body does it for the country at large. Working
together and meeting frequently, a fraternal feeling
could be maintained that is impossible at long range,
where the weekly paper is the principal reminder of

membership. It would also be a great help to the
track association, for they could be on the lookout for

permanent grounds when the present track is no long-
er available. If they could abate the sprinkling nuis-
ance every rider with any heart in him would join

out of pure gratitude. From all sides we hear of the
sidewalk fiend, and we have him here—not the careful
rider, for he could safely ride on unfrequented walks
with little danger to pedestrians—but the irrepressible
"kid" on a borrowed wheel, who is as much tickled

with it as his first pair of pants, and by reckless riding
he injures the entire fraternity.

Speaking of racing circuits, why not have a Nation-
al Board that will arrange them all so that the dates
would not clash, and so the riders could participate
with as little travel as possible? Many more would
have gone to Buffalo if the dates had been wisely
selected. And again, why not let the amateur ques-
tion rest until the athletic associations are tired of the
expense system? for their support has made fine races
possible throughout the country, and that's what peo-
ple want to see. If you want to give local men a
chance put in plenty of local events.

Could we not have some particulars from Detroit as
to the track, and whether a two mile walk is neces-
sary to reach it?

Bonner, of horse racing fame, says they may try
pneumatic tyres to accelerate speed with sulkies.
Why don't they use ball bearings also ?

The first cushion tyre safety was sold here lately,

and the purchaser is much pleased with it. The miles
of granite blocks will make this a great "cushion"
town. It is said that pneumatic wheels will not slip

on wet pavements. If so, they -are what we want.
Of course they will be covered with mud, but then we
can have comfort in down-town riding, after all.

Future Great.

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

In spite of the disdainful remarks regarding the
safety, and the oft-expressed determination of many
lovers of the high wheel never to abandon it, they are
rapidly deserting and joining the ranks of what they
were once wont to term "scrap-iron riders." This
transformation in many instances is the result of some
serious accident—a broken limb or a bad sprain, it

may be—and the old feeling of security does not re-
turn. Truly, one does not love to give in beaten, but
often "discretion is the better part of valor."

As the years go by, one's interest in cycling is apt
to wane, and particularly does this feeling grow on
apace during the Fall and Winter. Right here is

where membership in some organization devoted to
the interests of wheeling is desirable. Many wheel-
men there are who would lose all interest in the wheel
and wheel matters during the season of cold weather
but for the pleasant associations and renewed enthusi-
asm which club life alone affords. By all means join
some good bicycle club.

The many road races that have been run in this city
the past season have brought out several promising
riders, and that such contests are popular is evinced
by the fact that each event has had a large number of
entries, and they have been witnessed by hundreds.
Indeed, until Bridgeport can offer a better track than
that at Seaside Park, road racing will necessarily take
the place of contests on the path.

The proposed city ordinance in reference to com-
pelling cyclists to carry a lighted lantern at night
still hangs fire. It is now in the hands of the Ordin-
ance Committee, and whether or no they will pass
favorably on it remains to be seen. On good author-
ity it is stated that but for the apparent carelessness
of some rider in running into one of the City Fathers
at a dark crossing such a resolution would never have
emanated.

Wednesday night several members of the Bridge-
port Wheel Club wheeled to Minor Smith's, where they
partook of a supper served in the best style the place
affords. Whether this supper was the outcome of the
election on Tuesday is not generally known.

On Election Day Sam Sterling gave an exhibition of
fancy riding before the polling booth in the Fourth
Ward. The large crowd were not too preoccupied to
liberally applaud his wonderful gyrations.

The Bicycle Polo League, at their meeting in New
Haven on last Sunday afternoon, elected the follow-
ing officers: Frank Thompson, New Haven, Presi-
dent; H. King, Bridgeport, Vice-President: I''. Sonic,
Bridgeport, Secretary; C. Bartlett, New Haven, Treas-
urer. It is their intention to have but one team in a
city. Roland.

The Orange Wheelmen are discussing plans Eor the
erection of a club-house. The club has been incor-
porated, and although ii has been in existence but sis
months a membership of seventy-four lias already
been attained, and through its enterprise road racing
lias received a great impetus in the Orange distil. I.

STAMFORD.

The time draws near when the wheel must be
housed for the Winter, and its riders, to keep in good
trim for next season, have no better opportunity for
doing so than the one offered by the Y. M. C. A. at
their gymnasium. Mr. Manning, its instructor, is

well up in his business, and has grown very popular
amongst the boys.

Our Town Fathers have placed sign-boards at the
different cross-roads within a number of miles of here.
This will be appreciated, not only by the wheelmen,
but by the public in general.

Russell Morgan, our strongest rider, met with a
painful, though not serious accident one day last
week. He took a header and landed all in a heap.
His side was badly bruised, and one hand received a
bad strain, swelling to twice its usual size. He says
he is sick of his ordinary now. Even the best suffer
sometimes.

In a run of nine miles west from Stamford, a cycler
probably encounters more hills than in any other di-
rection within the same radius. At the top of most of
these hills some person has painted such mottoes as
these: "How is it with your soul?" "Repent, or go
to ," and many others of like character. Is it any
wonder, then, the boys make their trips east when
such things as these stare them in the face as they are
about to coast a hill, especially the rider of an ordin-
ary ?

Some four weeks ago Geo. C. Kirk and W. H. Keeler
made a run from Stamford to 125th Street, New York,
in four hours. The distance is given in the road books
as forty-two miles, but I think there must be some
mistake about this. Since their first trip they have
again been over the same ground in three hours and a
half. This is considered as very good time, as the
riders are not what can be classed as road riders, and
several times the wind blew so hard as to make prog-
ress difficult.

There is one thing that appears very strange here,
and that is, Why does not Stamford have a regular
organized club? This question is asked almost every
day. There seems to be no one to answer it, or to go
ahead and "get up fire." Stamford possesses the ma-
terial for as good a club as there is in this end of the
State. There are, at the lowest estimation, 150 riders
of the "silent steed" in the town. In the business
portion of the city the roads are macadamized, hard
and very smooth, while the surrounding country has
some of the finest bits of scenery to be seen anywhere
in the State. With these, and a* great many other ad-
vantages, Stamford has not christened its first bicycle
club since the old one was disbanded. Wake up, boys,
and lend a helping hand.

The fair sex have been slow in taking to the bicycle
as a means of conveyance, pleasure, or recreation.
They are all apparently waiting for some one to start
the movement, but as the season closes we look with
pride upon those who have braved the remarks and
disdainful looks of those who are always discouraging
advancement in any form. Among those who have
been brought before us most frequent are Miss May
Munson, who seems to be as much at home on her
wheel as her father; Miss Edith Scofield, who is often
seen doing her shopping upon her safety, promises
to make a very strong rider, and Miss Nellie Weed
may be seen occasionally revolving the pedals of her
safety. With such leaders as "these to follow, we hope
to see a strong rank of young lady riders in the
Spring.

FALL RIVER, MASS.

A bicycle recently stolen from W. C. Tanner was
found in Pawtucket, R. I., last week by a detective,
and it was returned to the owner.
The first .annual banquet of the Ramblers will be

held on November 17 at the Mellen House. The com-
mittee making arrangements for the affair consists of
Messrs. Charles S. Westgate, Frank H. Borden and
Charles C. Kershaw.
The owners of the North End grounds are construct-

ing a five-lap cinder track which promises to become
fast. If completed in time, a series of races will be
run this Fall.

The marriage of Charles C. Kershaw, first lieutenant
of the Ramblers, to Miss Cora Belden, of Somerset,
took place on November 4, and congratulations from
the members have been showered upon him.

The Fall River Cycle Club has now a membership of
forty-three, and among them can be found several fast
riders. They were the recipients, last week, of an
elegant French clock, presented to them by the Over-
man Wheel Co.

Next Spring a half mile trotting track is to be built
about three miles from the centre of this city. A deal
of interest is being manifested in it by the local cycling
clubs, and next Summer a fine tournament will no
doubt be held.

Cycling has an upward tendency, despite the bad
roads in and around the city. The Ramblers have
now a membership of twenty-three, and include in the
roll the names ot the best riders in the city. They
were very successful during the past season in win-
ning medals al various race meets.

The Globe Bicycle Club, which was started in the
early spring, has taken a back seat. Trouble in finan-
cial matters is the principal cause. Captain Wilcox,
their strongest rider, has left it and joined the Pali
River Cycle Club.

>/./c///, the Chicago humorous paper, has a cartoon in

a recent issue on the "Modern Athletic Drama," in
which ii represents John s. Prince, the professional
racing man, as Romeo, riding off with Juliet, who is

setting on the fear of the wheel, and it "says: "Who
would net give a dollar to see John S. Prince or Billy
Rowe as Romeo, carry Juliet oil at .1 1,30 clip on his
bicycle ; especially if it 'be advertised that 11 was the
same wheel on which a record was broken, or Dick
Howell was beaten ?"

ROCHESTER.

Tuesday evening the Lake View Wheelmen tendered
the Ladies' Auxiliary of the club a reception at the
club house, corner of Lake and Phelps avenues. The
affair was thoroughly enjoyable, and the evening
handsomely spent by all. Some amused themselves
in being taught the art of pool and billiard playing,
while others enjoyed card playing. Caterer Isaac
Teal furnished an excellent supper and Dr. F. H.
Sawers delivered an address of welcome. Miss Min-
nie Weed, president of the auxiliary, presented on
behalf of her club a pretty basket which will hereafter
contain the numerous Kodak views which the Lake
Views possess. A minstrel show and a billard and
pool tournament is being promoted by this club.

Last August C. J. Connolly reported to the police
station that a man giving the name of Daniel Shattuck
had stolen a bicycle from him, valued at $80. The
property was found in Wheeler & Wilson's pawn shop,
where Shattuck had secured an advance of it. Sep-
tember 3d Chief of Detectives Hayden received a
letter from Superintendent of Police Morin of Buffalo,
stating that a man giving the name of Shattuck and
his home as in Rochester had stolen a bicycle there.
This wheel was found in Dunkirk, where Shattuck
had sold it, and that will probably be the last wheel he
will steal—for many months, at least. Tuesday he
was arrested, and will be held for the grand jury.

The second road race to Charlotte, which was to
have taken place Tuesday, was postponed until
Friday.

PALISADE WHEELMEN.

The Palisade Wheelmen held a five mile road race
on Election Day over the Washington Avenue course
at Avondale, N. J., and a great success was scored by
the club. A large crowd of wheelmen, including club
members and visitors, gathered at the starting point
long before the hour set for the race. The condition
of the road was perfect, but it was impossible to make
fast time owing to railroad and street car tracks
which crossed the course. At 3 p. m. six men came
to scratch, four of whom were mounted on ordinaries.
At the start Lutchen took the lead, closely followed by
Grasshoff, which position was held throughout the
race. The riders of the ordinaries were obliged to
slow up materially at the track crossings. The men
finished in the following order: 1, E. Lutchen, time,
19m. 25s.; 2, A. Grasshoff, time, mm. 35s.; 3, J. Schlen-
dorfj 4, J. Grouls; 5, A. Weise; 6, H. Beekman. The
officials were: Referee, H. Pickenbach. Starter, A.
Sigmund. Timers, C. Rollfs and- W. Lair. Judges,
R. Bailey and D. McClellan. The first two men re-
ceived handsome gold medals.
In the evening a smoker was held at the club quar-

ters, and a song composed especially for the occasion
by Messrs. Pickenbach and Grasshoff was well re-
ceived. The prizes were presented by the President,
after which singing and story-telling were indulged
in until a late hour. Palisade.

Dogs are as great a nuisance to the cyclist as the
infamous condition of the roads. It is a common
occurrence for the safety of both machine and driver
to be placed in jeopardy by a barking cur, that dash-
ing out unexpectedly from barn-yard or door shade,
snaps at the cyclist's limbs and persists in attempting
a backward race with the front wheel. Many riders
bear marks of cuts and fractures, as memorials of
collisions caused by the canine inability to bark and
simultaneously dodge the wheel's progress, says the
Providence/<w;-«<?/. Now that ladies have found the
sport of wheeling congenial, this nuisance becomes
more objectionable and dangerous. In France, small
clips have been fixed to the handles of bicycles for
the purpose of holding small switches with which the
ubiquitous puppy may be scared. Although this is

doubtless a legal mode of prevention, it is decidedly
comical, certainly not satisfactory and not unattended
with danger. Some of the R. I. wheelmen appear to
have adopted a more vigorous remedy, for having re-
peatedly and unsuccessfully requested owners of ob-
noxious canines to keep them under restraint, the
animals have finally been discovered lifeless, with a
suspicious bullet wound in their heads. Such pro-
ceedings, of course, can only be excused on the
ground of self-defence, and in the majority of cases
such a plea could truly be made.

In reference to the recent editorial in the Spirit oj
tlw fhiies, in which the prizes offered at a Philadel-
phia race meet were ridiculed, and Taxis held up as
an example of a pot-hunter, George 1). Gideon has
written as follows to Chairman Davol: "In the lii st

place, Taxis is to-day the nearest racing crack in the
country to my idea of pure amateurism. It is true that
his expenses are sometimes paid by the A. C. S. V. oi
which he is a member, but he frequently pays his own
expenses. He is in the University of"Pennsylvania,
and declined to go to Washington because going would
compel him to miss some of the lectures there. The
prizes were not only nothing of the kind mentioned bv
the Spirit, but were. 1 believe, medals The Part
Avenue-Quaker City Wheelmen's meet was held .1

wed, aftei the A. A. r. championships, and it was
there that Taxis won the dress suit and laundrying,
which were all offered in open competition, were com-
peted lor by some oi ihe New Yorkers, and were.
moreover, prizes donated to the dubs to help along
the meeting bv men who are members of the clubs
named, They were queer pri.es, to be sure. Inn 1

could not see anything in the rules to warrant me In
objecting to them. As a matter of fact. 1 believe th.it

all prizes of this sort tend to degenerate the sport. 1

think we should linnl prizes to cups, medals an,

I

ell y, with a value limit oi $50. I think, too, that wheel-
men Should be allowed to have their b.u e t I .1 vel ing
expenses onl\ paid, and then only by cycling clubs on
permission."
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s Laurie in his Wheeling interview: "I wi
companied by Mr. K. J. Willis." Wrong, Mr. 1

Mr ]'..
J Willis was accompanied by you. Mr. Willis

was financier and director-general of your trip. show-
ing you such attention as only a true Iriend could
show Willis made by far the best impression a
denial, cultivated, conservative fellow, unlike yourself:
not given to self-glorification, self-laudation, and un-
limited bleating and blurting and bloody-thundering.

Nine bachelors Otly raced nine mar-
ried cyclists of the same town, ten miles on the road,
and wire thoroughly beaten, the Benedicts winning
by an aggr. . m. and 44s.

At such a strange result as this
All wives may stand agii.

For it would seem that married men—
Not bachelors ai e " fast"

// ish Cyclist.

The Bergen founty Wheelmen held a most interest-
ing entertainment at' Pairview Hall. Ridgefield, N. I .

on Wednesday evening of this week. The tirst part of
the programme was devoted to musical selections by
the Bergen County Wheelmen band, and recitations
ami banio solos by the inimitable Will Lyle. the star
of the Hudson County Wheelmen's minstrel troupe.
The performance closed with the " trial scene " from
Dickens' " Pickwick Papers," by the club members.

A county road convention was held at Florence,
liber -.and various plans wen- discussed

for the improvement of the present system, which is a
miserable failure, and imposes great hardship on the
poor tenants. A committee was appointed to draw up
a bill to be presented to the next Legislature as an
amendment to the Constitution regulating the work-
ing on the roads and granting the privilege of impos-
ing a special tax ol 1,, cents on $,,., lor keeping up the
public roads.

A I ANTERN PARADE ANN RACKS AT rRENTON.
On Thanksgiving Eve, November .-i>, a lantern

parade will be given at Trenton. N. |.. under the
auspices of the Mercer County Wheelmen. All the
clubs from the surrounding cities and towns are in-
vited to participate, and they will be cordially re-
ceived. A scries of races will be run on the track at
the Inter-State Fair grounds on Thanksgiving after-
noon, and those desiring to enter should address
Tattcrsail. Secretary, Trenton. N. J.

The Monthly Sanitary Record^ the official organ of
the Ohio State Hoard of Health, opens its October
number with a paper on "Cycling as an Exen
A favorable view of the sport is taken, and the writer
shows a fair knowledge ol his theme. The article con-
cludes as follows: "Cycling, regularly and intelli-
gently followed, we believe to be the best form •

yet introduced, and we trust that ;

will more generally study its advantages to that class
of patients who are ill because they do not earn their
bread by the sweat ol the brow."

A NEW 1 M'll s- ,m H.
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1 Friday evening of last week, at the residence
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nil an instructorshin in
scientific rond building, and Mr Ovi
toward the promotion oi ntion are highly
spoken of by the Fall Mall
a contrast is this to the action of six makers in one
English cycling papei and eight in another. «
only contributions to the
iiouncenients that on their machines

D, not only the records, but the spirit of tin
of the land ! It is all very well for the cycling pa
in editorials to crj down road racing. But ii they
were to refuse bo publish tin- records
the advertisements of manufacturers for whom they
are made, the evil would die an mm il unnatural
death."

A Bit \< 1 ^ 1 1111 1 < u T 1 RED.
John Lackey, a Din r-old youth, who

served a live years' 1 onfinement in the Reform School,
entered Snow's : ablishmcnt, Miniu-a;
on Monday evening of last week, and end"
sell a $m- wheel for $65, Mr. Snow asked Lackey
where he came to be the |

machine, and he replied that he hail bought 11 in St.

Paul for $1 is, but being unable to ride he would be
glad to sell it cheap. When > ; ; was offered al:

i. Mr. Snow, whose suspicions had been aro
had the lad arrested. Sanders subsequently idei.

the wheel as the one stolen from him. Lackey there-
upon told the old story of meeting "anuder boy." who
had the bicvele and who had asked him to try and
sell it for him. His case will come up before the
grand jury, and he will pi .-urn at thi

formatory for a few yens.

American Times, Says Laurie in his Wkeeli*
terview: "No, they don't seem to have any ofl

timers, and, as a rule, three watches (which 111.

the manufacturer's, trainer's and another -

enough to claim record on. Intermediate times
rule, are not worth a cent. A man raisi - ..

rider passes the mark, ami another watch
"up" to the timers, who are perhaps .1 <i'

mile from the record point, and they stop their
watches. I reckon one and a half seconds margin lor
that sort of record will do." Poor, pettish Laurie ! tin
most irritable, if not the fastest, man of his v. ai \\ I

have official timers, but thl I honor, not for

a guinea. The intermediate Mag fable is a :

fallacy We shall know what to do with Mr. Laurie
should he come over next year. He was •

too well over here. The New York Athletic flub
paid him more money than he had probably ever
handled before, and he rode prosperity to the devil.
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BROOKLYN.

THE MORALS OF CLUB LIFE.

We are what we are. Nothing, if not much. Great
only because we seem great ; all is superficial. Be-
lieve so little in yourself that you cannot be dismayed
at your own shortcomings.
Thus I preface, Mr. Editor, much that I have felt

and much that through your courtesy I want to say
in this letter. To a correspondent is given that privi-

lege of digesting the ulterior things that affect a club's

success or non-success and of spreading them before
the public. It is a grievous fact that men who write
continually gradually grow into a state of egotism,
for which possibly they are not to blame. But very
few correspondents realize the responsibility which
rests upon them. The words, disruption, dissatisfac-

tion, splits and so on come readiest from their pens,
and thev are apt to color with their own bitterness of
spirit that which should be pleasant reading. But
enough.

I am timidly approaching my subject and dread to

take it in hand. I am pointing no moral to any one
club. We all need one ; we are none of us free from
fault. Two things which militate against the growth
and prosperity of a club are drink and cliques. Cliques
are a specie of class prejudices, hurtful in the extreme ;

a sort of religious worship adopted by one set to the
detriment of all other members of a club. I am very
democratic in my views, possibly because my re-

ligion is so, and cannot see any cause yet ex-
isting for the exclusiveness which so many claim
with pride. After all, what is exclusiveness? A
rattle-snake is exclusive, so is a mud turtle for
that matter ; they are continually drawing in, but
one must look out when they expand, for their
very exclusiveness is hurtful when you come in

direct contact with it. From what do these cliques
spring, and can we avoid them ? That is a question
most valuable for the writers to discuss. Elections
are the most prolific breeders. And why? Is a man
less a man if he be defeated for office? Is that any
reason why he should gather his friends about him
and shut the avenues of entrance to his friendship?
We must deem such a man of specifically small ten-
dencies; yet it is so, and in it we have the nucleus of a
clique. Now, wherein lies our remedy. Can we revo-
lutionize human nature? Hardly. Therefore heroic
measures alone are left us. These men who form
their own magic circle, who represent the chilling
breath on enthusiasm, should leave that club, and the
members should feel that they had conferred a favor
by so doing ; both sides would feel happier, in both
cases the results would be beneficial.

I feel like a preacher in an empty church whose
spirit moved him at the wrong time; I don't know as I

have a congregation or not. We have often sat in our
club-houses and been disgusted by the entrance of
some member under the influence of liquor. His re-
mark will be in most cases inelegant, his conduct
worse, and the patient, regular-paying member must
put up with this sort of thing or else leave the house,
perchance never to return. We never can tell how
much harm a drunken man does do in club life or else-
where. When a club runs a bar there is a manifold
increase in the enactment of these scenes, but it is

present in every large body of men in a more or less
degree. Young men learn quickly what older ones
have forgotten, and its seeming newness puffs them
up with pride. It is, therefore, not wise for us to be-
lieve that they will not as easily forget and change
their ways. Oftentimes in the muddiest pools a vein
of pure gold is found, and then we believe the pool
has only been riled up and will soon assume its usual
clearness ; nevertheless the presence of a bar is a con-
stant temptation to the j'ounger blood. To keep them
from it—well, one might as well gag a man and bid
him. speak with his eyes. It can't be done. Eyes are
expressive, but they fail to fill the duties of the vocal
organs.
Now, what is to be done with this class of member-

ship? Don't tell me you have neither. If so, you are
a heavenly body, and applications for membership
should be written on the" milky way. Shall we expel
them, or open a reformation department and sound
the loud timbrel and distribute blue ribbons—which
shall it be ? Let us have free discussion, brother
scribes, and from your generous pens donate some
service to the cause of amelioration of these two
species of evils. We do not want spotless purity, nor
could we get it, as I said before. I launch this gentle
tirade adrift very much like the message in the bottle
atsea; perchance it may reach fertile soil or (as will
probably be the case) sink out of sight, and a couple
of my life's best hours gone for naught.

The following from the Eagle should have notice.
It is to be regretted that any call by the police depart-
ment should have been made necessary :

Brooklyn, November 6, 1890.

General Orders No. 17 —Complaint has been re-
ceived here in relation to the use of tricycles and bicy-
cles on the sidewalks in violation of chapter 3, article

7, section 10, of the ordinances. You will, therefore,
direct the attention of members of your command to
the enforcement of the ordinance referred to. By
order of the commissioner, P. Campbell,

Superintendent of Police.

The ordinance above referred to says that bicyclists
and tricyclists must carry a light at night under pen-
alty of $2 fine, and must not ride on the sidewalk at
any time under a penalty of a fine of $5.

The club picture was a glorious success, that is, in
point of numbers and general turnout. But how
many of the old faces there were missing ! There are
so many new ones now that it makes an old-timer feel
in the sear and yellow leaf every time he turns out.
Ah, well ! new blood makes life, and we have got to
live.

We bowl the Kings County an invitation game on
December 3, and on the 19th they comedown our way.
In case of each club having a game, the deciding one
will be played on an allev to be selected later.

Ann,,

LOUISVILLE.

Mrs. W. E. Smith, of Washington, I). C, is spending
a month's holiday in Chicago. Mrs. Smith is known
to the cycling press by her pen name of " Pioneer."

As a mode of rapid transit, the bicycle has taken a
permanent place in this city, says the CourierJournal.
The wheel has become almost as necessary to the
suburban resident as the electric or slower mule car.
The application o^f what was until lately regarded
merely as a toy for the overgrown boy or an expensive
luxury, fit only for the athletic dude who desired to
risk life and limb for a little notoriety, has only be-
come possible with the advent of the safety, and the
simultaneous advent of good streets. Two years ago
the high wheel was the fashion, and when one met half
a dozen riders in a day it was subject for comment.
To-day it is hardly possible to walk along any of the
good streets without being passed by from one to a
dozen of these silent steel steeds, and it is no uncom-
mon sight to meet from twenty to fifty old and young
riders together in the early evening, enjoying a recrea-
tive spin on the asphalt.

Ten years ago this summer the first bicycle ever
seen in Louisville was imported from England by Mr.
Owen Thomas. It was a wonderful contrivance, con-
structed of burnished steel, with solid backbone and
forks, and weighed in the neighborhood of seventy
pounds. When the daring owner ventured out on his
queer vehicle, he was followed by hundreds of boys
and men, who regarded him somewhat in the same
light as that in which the parachute jumper. is looked
upon to-day. But Mr. Thomas did not break his neck.
He moved along so easily and so gracefully that other
venturesome young men became interested, and next
season there were nearly a score of bicycles in the
city. Among the old-time riders were Charlie and
Clarence Jenkins, "Jack" Allison, Horace Beddo,
Owen Lawson, Henry Schimpler, Charles Monsch,
Percy Bettison, Herman Rave, Will and John Francke,
and later Stanley Huber, Oath Woodruff, Dan Moran,
Clarence Johnston, Prince Wells and Ben Humphrey.
For three or four years this little band of pioneers
struggled on, taking their runs on Sunday, and enjoy-
ing a sport and pleasure which no one not a wheelman
can ever experience. The number of riders slowly
but surely increased, until last year there were 300
wheels in Louisville. There had been several tourna-
ments or race meets in the city, and, though it may
not be generally known to the present generation of
riders, several world's records for fast wheelmen were
made on the track here. Charlie Jenkins, in 1882,

made a world's amateur record for a mile in 3m. 8s.

He also did a quarter in 43s., and this w s tied by
Prince Wells and Hendee. Two years later, Acy
Dolph reduced the world's amateur record to 2m. 50s.,

on the old Exhibition track. Then Jack Prince, for
several years the champion, made a mile here in 2m.
41s. Prince was the first man to do twenty miles in
less than an hour and twenty minutes, his time on the
Exposition track being ih. im. Prince also did five
miles in 17m. on the Pair Ground trotting track here.

But it was not until the latter part of last year that
the bicycle was recognized as a practical mode of con-
veyance, as stated above. The introduction of the
safety started a boom, and the utility of the wheel was
at once appreciated by older men who would never
have dared mount one of the high machines. The re-
sult of this boom is now apparent. There are in the
city 500 men riders, and probably as many more young-
sters who get a great deal of fun out of their bikes.
In addition to these, the ladies must not be overlooked.
There are to-day in Louisville fifteen ladies who can
and do ride bicycles, and they avow that it is the
grandest sport in the world; and there are fifteen hun-
dred ladies who would ride if they had wheels.

There are now in this city two clubs of wheelmen

—

the Louisville Cycle Club, with a membership of fifty,

with handsomely furnished club-rooms at 716 Second
Street, and the Independent Cyclers, with a member-
ship nearly as large, with headquarters at Third and
Main. Dr. H. B. Tileston is President of the Louisville
Club. Among the members of this organization are
physicians, artists, commercial travelers, journalists,
and business men. Will E. Castle is President of the
Independent Cyclers, the membership of the club
being almost exclusively young business men from
Main Street.

Louisville to-day, as in the past, has a number of men
among her wheelmen who can go a mile in something
like three minutes. At the late meeting of the Ken-
tucky Division, at Richmond, A. J. Lamb .Captain of
the Louisville Cycle Club, won the State safety cham-
pionship from a large field, and he now wears a hand-
some gold medal to commemorate his splendid vic-
tory. Mr. Lamb is an enthusiastic wheelman, and he
received his first lesson two years ago on the Third
Street asphalt.

Ed Herget, a member of the Louisville Cycle Club,
proudly wears the title of champion of Louisville,
which he earned on the Fourth of July by a hard race.
Mr. Herget is the physical ideal of a racing man, and
the Louisville Club is building high hopes on him for
next year.

Ed Wathey, the physical counterpart of Mr. Herget,
with the addition of a few pounds of adipose, is also a
rider with speed in his handsomely developed legs.
He won a medal at the Fourth of July meeting with-
out half trying.

Thomas Jefferis can come nearer making a wheel fly
than any other light-weight rider in the city. He has
won one first and three second prizes, and followed
Captain Lamb under the string at Richmond in the
State championship. He is a versatile wheelman,
being able to get speed out of any style bicycle.

Prince Wells, until recently a champion professional
trick rider, rightly claims Louisville as his home. He
has lately joined the ranks of amateurs, and expects
to push some of the racing men next season. As a
professional, Prince has done a mile in 2111. 45s, His
amateur record has not been established,

In addition to these, Jacob Bauer, August Rapke,
Bobert Fearey, George and Phil Laib, Oath Woodruff,
Charles and Flory Crush, and halt a dozen others
might be named as speedy.

What Louisville lias needed sorely in tin- past lias
been a track for training purposes. There has been
absolutely no place where a man who might want to

develop speed could go and build himself up by prac-
tice. Lately, however, this want has been supplied,
and now the Bicycle Track Association has laid off a
quarter-mile course at Wilder's Park which will
answer all the requirements. The track is to be built
up with cinders; to be twenty-five feet wide, with
banked corners.

BALTIMORE.

A rainy day brings reflections, and, as a rule, gloomy
ones, to the writer. So he, in self-defence, is going to
put in a little time writing to Friend Prial, telling him
something of the recent doings and future plans and
prospects of the cyclists in Baltimore, and thereby
accomplish two objects with one effort.

The first is to drive away the gloomy ideas, reflected,
probably, by the black clouds of the past twenty-four
hours; and the second is to let the editor of our bright-
est cySling journal know we are in the land of the liv-
ing, and at the same time give him such little bits of
news in our cycling world as may be of interest. Of
these, however, he must be the judge; and if he finds
any that are likely to interest his readers, he will
know just what to do with them.
The observer of recent events cannot fail to notice

the amount of good influence that can be exerted by a
Chief Consul who has won the utmost respect and con-
fidence of every member of his Division through sheer
ability and devotion to duty that is remarkable. We
all know that our Chief Consul is much thought of and
respected by wheelmen all over the country; but it is

the respect of those in his own Division and in his
own city, with whom he is frequently thrown in con-
tact, that furnishes the best evidence of his worth as a
League officer. The writer was much impressed with
his control of our members on the first of the series of
Division runs recently inaugurated. Returning from
Sparrow Point, over miles of the most perfect shell
road, there was a great desire to scorch on the part of
many of the boys; and while nearly every one of our
crack road riders hovered as close around and behind
his back wheel as possible, not one would break the
ranks and go in front. The result was that the entire
party was brought through in perfect good order, .

without the usual detachment of stragglers incident
to such large runs. The next one will be given on
Thanksgiving Day, when a number of the Pennsyl-
vania Division will be over to see us.

The Hagerstown Club, which is no w so well known,
has already commenced plans for a big two-days
meet for next summer (July 4), having secured the Fair
grounds, which were used for that purpose at the '89

annual meet. They will offer such inducements as, it

is hoped, will bring together most of the best ama-
teurs.

We are suffering in Baltimore for track facilities,
and although a special committee from the Division
was appointed for this and similar matters several
months ago, they have as yet offered no plans or sug-
gestions to the public looking to the satisfactory ac-
complishment of the purpose. It is to be hoped they
do not intend letting the matter slumber through the
winter months, and Mr. Mott should prod them with
his stick, which he keeps handy for such committee-
men.
Among our clubs a healthy state of affairs exists,

although many ask, "What is the Baltimore Club
doing?"

The Centaur and Chesapeake Clubs have each been
benefited by the healthy rivalry existing between
them concerning the relative racing abilities of certain
members, as both clubs are composed principally of
younger riders who take so much interest in such
matters.

The Maryland Club continues to hold its own very
handsomely, and its Country Club, inaugurated the
past season, proved to be a decided success. A party
of sixteen Philadelphia Club boys were their guests
on the 1st and 2d inst.

Social events have either already commenced, or are
being planned by all our clubs;" and, undoubtedly,
proper work in this direction tends to bring them
through the Winter with a gain instead of decrease in
the membership lists.

A certificate of incorporation has just been filed by
the "Bicycle and Supplv Co.," and among the incor-
porators are James B. Reed, E. D. Loane, Jr., and
Henry Pierson. Rumor says they intend to handle
the "Broncho" and start a cycling paper, but such is

not yet known to be a fact.

Seed was sown in good soil when, two years ago,
about eighty dollars was collected from the wheelmen
who went to Halstead's that day to repair a bad place
in Pimlico road, because it ultimately resulted in get-
ting the City Council sufficiently interested to appro-
priate $6,000 last Spring, which put this road in splen-
did condition to the city limits, and now the county
authorities are going to" extend the work about two
miles further. To those who observe closely, our
League work can be distinctly traced in all these mat-
ters, although policy sometimes compels us to keep it

in the background.
'

None of our local cycle dealers is very busy, and in
my opinion most riders are watching "with" interest
what is to be done in tyres. Both the pneumatic and
cushion are being used here with splendid results, but
the choice of nearly all riders will undoubtedly be Eoi
the cushion tyre next year. The agitation of the sub-
ject, however, will do much to prevent sales until
nearly ail the makers have announced their 1891 pat
terns Chesapeake

Says Laurie in his Whttlittg interview: "1 never got
acclimatized, and got worse every day." Liurie was
in condition |ust one week while he was here. After
Septembei 1 lie never attempted to (vain, but gral
his every whim, and a wnunsu a! fellow he is

In Ireland it is Illegal to use doe, s i'oi tractive pur-
poses, and a number of wheelmen and wheelwomen
who have used dogs lor towing purposes in going U] •

hill have made themselves liable to punishment-
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SAN FRANCISCO.

The run through the Presidio.,
on S ember ;, wns alter.

e twenty more
d the main party and went through the park on

a run of tl. I
ting on the

previous evening, vei »t known riders
• tion was somewhat

weak, the Club, with thirteen mem-
bers, having the largest attendance. The route taken
was out Golden Gate Avenue to Devisaduo S

then the riders had a merry chase up nnd down hill

until a point was reached overlooking the Hay and
\ halt w as calli ip of a long

hill, and the riders started, a few at a time, for a

A Stead Kept up after the bottom of
the hill was reached, nnd all the splendid drives were
ridden over. The party then rode OS to Port Point,
and walked to the top "of t 111 which a

view could be had of the ocean, bay and sur-
rounding points of interest. After a short

nade for the park, and the large party of riders
were soon spinning over the smooth roads to the

A lunch had been arranged at the pavilion on
•o which the hungry riders did full 11

The run was dismissed at the bea.li. A gentleman
Craig, a recent arrival from Glasgow, was an

inter) ipant in the run. He lias the broad
nt of the people of his country, and proved

II a good rider.

A A BaiT arrived here on Sunday, having taken
the train from Ogden. CALIFORNIA.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

DENVER

•ring and Prince came together again on Sunday,
lecide their relative abilities, with the

result that, although Prince made a good race, he was
no mat.- for OUr Colorado Champion, Theattendance

.ins Park was about 700, and the weather
all that could be wished on an Autumn day. The race

d into three heats—one-half mile, a mile
and a half, and three miles.
At the tap of the bell for the first heat both men came

it.h amid loud applause < 01 wing lost this heat
by s.-tting the pace, an.l waiting too long to spurt on

nth, although he was in it until the home-
ed. Gerwing afterward said hi

me unaccountable way, in the final

spurt in this heat, and that his head was in a whirl
when he crossed the tape. Time, ira.

mile-and-a-lialf heat was easily won by Gerwing
in the slow time of 4m. 48s. Prince was five feet be-
hind at the tape.
The third and decisive heat was a grand struggle, in

which Gerwing once more scored a victors- winning
the race and a $500 purse. POT two and a half miles it

was a waiting race, each man reserving his strength
e end, and Gerwing setting th. |q the

two previous heats. The Englishman (Prince) could
not be pushed ahead, and it is alone due to his trailing

. that he gave our Coloradoan such a close race
did. The final heat was, as before stated, a close
When two and a half miles had been run t ere

rein lining but one more half to finish tne race Prince
1 his famous long spurt, by which he thought to

down Gerwing, Por a quarter of a mile thev rode as
d ridden before, and this was continued on

the last quarter, breast and breast. The homestretch
It was certainly

.1 performance ever witnessed by an
Gerwing held the pole; his mi.

twitch, his body hugged the wheel mi
mi bj a tremendous drive he shotover the tape
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A Tip to Racing Men.—H. A. Robertshaw, oJ

Halifax, having found a recipe for removing "cindei
rash," is thoughtful enough to write to us in ordei
that other racing men, who should be unfortunatt
enough to scrape themselves when falling, may havi
the benefit of his experience. This is his recipe
"First sponge well with soap and water, then soak it

fresh-aired water sufficient cotton wool to cover thi

cuts
;
place over that a piece of rubber dam (a pieci

of which you will be able to get from your dentist)

or if not obtainable, any kind of very thin rubber wil

do—over which place two or three thicknesses o
flannel in the form of a bandage ; let the rubber com.
well over the cotton ; change this every two or thre>

hours, and put on a fresh piece of cotton until everj
trace has gone."

—

Scottish Cyclist.

The Providence Journal has not a high opinion of

indoor baseball, from which the Chicago clubs de-
rive much pleasure, as will be seen from the following:
"For Chicago bicyclists, wheeling is to have but littlt

charm this Winter. Their machines will be given ovei
to injurious dust and corroding rust, for they havt
gone daft over a game conceived by the captain of ont
of that city's boat clubs. It is called indoor baseball,
but it is not the game of the diamond field and bleach-
ing boards. It is like the outdoor game, however, in

all essential features, except in the size of balls and
bats and the kind of bases. To play, it is necessary tc

have a large hall, on the floor of which a diamond is

chalked out. Square canvas Dags, filled with sand,
are used as first, second, and third bases. The home
plate is merely chalked. The bat is of the regulation
length, but only a little larger around than an ordi-
nary brown stick. The ball is six inches in diameter,
and" is filled with' air. The enthusiasts of this sport
predict for it a rapid growth in popular favor. It is to
be hoped, however, that their predictions will prove
incorrect. Any sport that will keep a man in a close,
warm room, when he might be enjoying exercise on
his wheel, and inhaling draughts of pure frost-nipped
air, should be deprecated. Besides, equally as much
pleasure and physical exercise can be obtained from a
game of bean bags, at much less cost."

TO THE TRADE.

The Illinois Club's theatre party to Francis Wilson
in Chicago, last week, was attended by over 400 mem-
bers and friends of the club. Wilson is a member of

the Illinois.

fFOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
J5 Words 25 cents.

Two Insertions 40 "

n/INIWTTflN t LANTERN,
Detachable Reflector.

«2 35. Send for Discounts.

schoverlingT1aly"& gales,
302 Broadway, New Tork.

FOR SALE.—Safety bicycle, hardly used : practical-
ly new. F. H. C, P. O. Box 444, N. Y. City.

New Tork Bicycle Company, Nos 4 and 6 East 60th
Street, N. Y. New and Si-cood-Kand machines. Choice
assortment. Prices reasoupbl.-. Vhelsiorent. Cycling
Accessories of all kiuds, 1 1st of Bargains and Sn-dri s

free upon application. OM mounts takjn in part pay-
ment for New.

vi OW'S your chance. Have you a sailing or pad-
^ dling canoe to exchange for a good Star Bicycle.

Vddress Geo. H. Smith, 224 Mt. Zoar St., Elmira, N. Y.
11-14

t r BUYS a 48-inch Special Star, almost new ;
all

P45 hollow; ball bearings; cost $132.50; perfect

:ondition. R. Mitchell, 153 Lexington Avenue, New
^ork. "-I4

fTOR SALE—Tandem Bicycle (Lightning); con-
" vertible to single -perfect order. A. G. Powell,

219 Callowhill Street, Philadelphia, Pa.'Q 12-5

PTOR SALE—Universal Safety, for ladies or young
F men ; used as a sample only

;
price, $35 ;

Special

itar, ball and roller bearings, changeable power,
wo-third nickeled, shopworn; price, $100; will ship

J. O. D. Robert B. Gedye, La Salle, 111. 12-5

WANTED—AVictor loop-frame tricycle and Spring-
field Roadster with tangent wheels, or Special

Star
;
give machine number. Box 726, New Haven, Ct.

11-14

POR SALE—One Columbia Tandem Tricycle, nearly
r new, $140. One Columbia Tandem Safety, first-

class condition, $135, or in trade for a single Safety
*nd cash. J. W. Bate, 324 Flatbush Ave., Brooklyn,
N. Y. t. f. c.

> T/_,_ —Latest Broncho Safety, NEW, never un-
4>1UU. crated. Remit $5 for express, will send
C. O. D. tor balance on approval. Haradon & Son,
Springfield, Mass. t. f. c.

NEW WHEELS AT HALF PRICE—Having pur-
chased a job lot of Columbia Victor and New

Mail Ordinaries, we will clear them out at the lowest
figures touched yet. Here are samples : 52 in. Expert
Columbia, new, $65 ; 50 in. New Mail, new, $65 ; 52 in.

Swift, new, $65 ; 50 in. Victor Jr., all but wheels
nickled, new, $50. Here's some nearly new: 48 in.

Victor, $40; 48 in. Expert, $40 ; 52 in. Victor, $35 ; 52 in.

Royal Mail, $30; 50 in. Royal Mail, $22.50. Install-
ments—Renting—Repairing. Shipped for inspection
on receipt of $5. KNIGHT CYCLE CO., 207 N. 10th

Street, St. Louis, Mo.

FOR SALE on easy terms, a '90 Columbia safety,
geared to 57, in perfect condition. For particu-

lars address, Room 69, Everson Block, Syracuse, N. Y.

FOR SALE—50 inch Eagle, full nickel, good as new,
ridde.i but 50 miles, $go. Must sell on account of

business. Address, George W. Duryea, Farmingdale,
L. I. 11-14

L7OR SALE CHEAP—Columbia Light Roadster,
L 1889 wheel, size 53, in perfect order. For particu-
lars inquire of F. Thayer, 123 West 55th Street, New
York. 11-14

GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS
ARE THE MOST
» • PERFECT.

The Wheel and Cycling Trade Review.
F. P. PRIAL, Editor and Proprietor.

243 Broadway, New York. P. 0. Box 444.

ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR.

Herewith I hand you %i.oo in payment for one year s

subscription, to begin with the issue of.

Name

Address

Town or City

County State

•CLUB PIN BIG* CLE HANDLE.
Patented.

Gold Filled Letters & Bar Pin, any Initials, $1.50

No. 119.

Gold Filled Watch Charm
Parts all work, $2.50.

No. 144A.

League Pin, Solid

Gold, $3.50.

No. 144B.

League Pin, Solid Gold

with top for letter-

ing, $5.00.

No. 144C.

Same as 144B, except

top.

No. 144D. No. 144E.

Same as 144B, except top.

No. 140.

Solid Gold,

Enameled, $2.00

No. 196.

Solid Gold,

Enameled, $1.76.

140B.

Solid Gold, Enameled
top for engraving,

$3.00.

No. 199.

Solid Gold, Enameled
bottom plate for en-

graving, $1.75.

In ordering League Pins or Badges which all have

stono in cencer of wheel, state whether you want

Garnet, Rut y, Sapphire or Emerald Doublet Use

number of article wanted (no further description

necessary). Will quote special price Eor 144 P'ns

with GENUINE DIAMOND or Other stones.

F. II. CAMPBELL,

243 Broadway, R°»m "s- New York.
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' We publish a letter from Mr E I Sliriver, in which
he speaks .t m-

•tvle co*ts the maker n lot of mom
have

I have come
out at I the horn but for the remark-

sales At have
:i the good, old > 11 ipprgoi-

Mr. Sh river's let ti '. erqaalrded
pointers on tall wheels, for n

mile of country road has he covered on a " bin wheel
with a little one behind."

The Rhode Island Wheelmen expect to have a .

time on Thanksgiving nit»ht. The committee having
theer -it in charge are using everv effort to
make it a grand success, and thev have notified every
member to be on hand, with a friend, " if he w

time, a good laugh, and also to fill up on
things at the expense of the club." It is hoped by
each member bringing a friend that the memb.
of the club will be increased the:

^GRAVES & GREEN.-©

IMIllWi
A SPECIALTX

302 WASHINGTON ST. B0ST0N.MASS.

The rumor that the Crescent Cycle Club and the
heater* had amalgam- t-

*rge brick house for club qua:

"After dinner, rest awhile," Is an old maxim that
men should heed more than thev do. Alter

[I [ also well to
Indulge in a brief rest, win - and
better prepares them for the IjisW.

"THE DART"
THE LEAIER OF

ALL COMBINATION

SAFETIES.

SMITHS WHEEL MFG. CO.,

Manufaolurere,
Importers txncl

General Cycle Dealers.

Dart's, Psycho's,

Victors.
BOYS' and CIRLS
* SHF6TIGS.*-

WHEELERIES, CYCLING

RINK & OFFICE,
$135.00 ..V^ ')\V\/ 921 HST..N.W.,

*GENTS WANTED^^^^£^ ^Washington, D, C.
Kxperlence of Twenty Years in Cycle Construction. Palenleen and

Pioneers of the Ladies' Safety.

IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEND TO

*» » A. W. GUMP & CO., Dayton, Ohio, ** -» <*

FOR PRICES ON TYPEWRITERS AND BICYCLES. TYPEWRITERS RENTED.
BICYCLES. TYPEWRITERS AND GUNS TAKEN IN EXCHANCE.

SeCOND-HHND WHOeL-S.
Great bargains in ordinaries of any sizes. A number of second-hand safeties very cheap— to clear out stock. RENTING. REPAIRING

A NT> ENAMELING All Singer and Stover parts in stock. Wheels stored at reduced rates during the winter.

G. A. LITCHHULT, 352 Lenox Avenue, New York.

TME GARFORD

Patent Combination Spring & Hammock Saddle.

Ituill on liyiflrnie and M-iciilific principle*.

Vboolnlcl) remote* nil rear wheel vibration.

adjustable to riders of different weights

Special design for ladies. Men's and ladies'. s<».00 ; youths', sl.aO.

The Garford Mfg. Co., Elyria, O.

The Eclipse.
siioiik and Iluniblt'. The I umIcmI Hldluu

M.ichlne on tin- Markel. Aluminum Bronte,
liiMtcad of Htcel t I.imp-. Hull n< .hImk all

Around, l'.ICKinit MprliiK fork and Adjuatuhlc
Haddlc. Built lor tlic far-ofT future aa
nell hi the prcKcut. Tlie Wheel that

capture* tlic rider, t.o.xl Agent* 'wanted lu

all I'noccuplt-d Territory. tleud for Cata-
loicue. I*rlce, fti.oo.

Steel Pulley & Machine Works,

SOLE MAKERS,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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TWO MORE VETERANS HEARD FROM.

Dunkirk, N. Y., July 31st, 1890.
Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen :—About two weeks ago I disposed of my * * * * safety and got a Light Rambler. I have been

much pleased with the new wheel, which is certainly remarkable for ease of propulsion, but is especially admirable for its steering,

which very closely approaches that of the best ordinary. I find with the RAMBLER a return to the old feeling of certainty and

unconscious steering which was a great charm of the old ordinary, and on the whole am delighted with the Light Rambler.

My wife and I rode forty miles in one day on our RAMBLERS a day or two after I got mine, without fatigue, in spite of the

fact that the day was a very hot one and the roads unusually difficult on account of deep dust.

Yours truly,

GEO. E. BLACKHAM.

Sanford, Maine, November 3d, 1890.
Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen :—I take the liberty to address to you this unsolicited testimonial, hoping to convey in a measure, my appre-

ciation of the sterling features of your standard RAMBLER.
I have been a cycler nine years, and in that time have tested many different wheels. My touring experience has been confined to

New England—eastern Maine and northern New Hampshire claiming the greater part of my attention. Two seasons in succession I

have made extended tours in the White Mountains on a standard RAMBLER, and I desire to state positively that I have yet to see

the wheel which can give so complete satisfaction in that cycle-trying-country. It is a steady steerer, easy runner, excellent hill

climber, splendid coaster, and the spring frame makes riding a luxury—as much ahead of a rigid frame or spring fork machine as

a fine buggy is ahead of a lumber wagon. I never experienced solid comfort on the road until I got a RAMBLER.

Very respectfully,

CYRUS BATCHELDER, Vice-Consul Maine Division, L. A. W.
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THE NEW LEVER SAFETY.
T890 MACHINES NOW READY KOR TWE MARKET.

The perfection of Simplicity and Et-onoiii) of Power. .\o (hain. No Gean. Iniiiioiixo 1'oucr niwl spi < <|

VuriubU- Stroke. Only Two *cl» Revolving Itf-arin^o ill iiliiri' of Eire, n* usually need in Borer type.

S333\rx> pon cataijOgue.

H. B. Smith Machine Co., Smithville, New Jersey

flRWKK PERFECTION CYCLES,

Fine Mechanism.

Honest Work.

Elegant Finish.

Dust-proof Bearings.

Tangent Spokes.

Interchangeable.

For Ladies.

Guaranteed.

Graceful Outline.

Perfect Fitting.

Finest Stock.

Ball Steering.

Hollow Rirm.

Cmivortable.

For Men.

NO CAST METAL.

Warwick Perfection Qtcle5 are Built On Honor.

WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO., SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
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fcU-N'-I-O-N*
The ANTI-VIBRATORY features of the Union No. 12 and No. 13 Wheels are

bound to make them LEADERS for the '91 Season.

Just what all riders have

been asking for, a

Practical Spring

Frame.

The Union No. 12 and No.

13 Bicycles have the

most Selling

Points.

Price, #135.00.

Weight, 45 lbs.

Agents will do well to

secure territory.

Correspondence * * *

* * * Solicited.

UNION CYCLE MFG. CO.,
* HIGHLANDVILLK, MASS.

WESTERN HOUSE, Chas. F. Stokes Mfg. Co., 293 & 295 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111.

I*

Most all the Prizes

Won on ROveRS at the Chicago

Tournament 19th $p 20th.

TEN ROVER RIDERS LANDED WINNERS IN TEN SAFETY EYENTS.

OUR Diamond Frame Semi-Racers are

suitable for medium-weight riders on

the road. Weight, all on, 39 pounds

Strips for speeding to 29 pounds. Geared

to 60 inch. Hollow Rims and Tangent

Spokes. Fully guaranteed, and all parts

interchangeable. The grandest safety in

any market. Price, $135.00. Get our cat-

alogue covering five styles of Rovers.

THE JOHN WILKINSON COMPANY, Sole Impm-tos,

2T1 STHTE STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.
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* CUSHIONED • TYRES.
We are prep, red to make immediate shipments of our

DIAMOND FRAME

Fitted with these Celebrated Tyres, at only $5.00 additional cost.

ORDER AT ONCE TO AVOID DELAY.

Did you notice that the same man and same machine won the PEORIA HILL CLIMBING
CONTEST that won at St. Louis? Yes, Richard Hurck, in 1 minute 4 1-5 seconds, on

the NEW RAPID LADIES' SAFETY, a stock machine, but geared up to 56.

THE CLARK CYCLE CO.,

'-I? • • BALTIMORE, HD. • •

E3 C » »

Now the leading machines of England and

America. We are ready to talk agencies for 1891.

_-/

Bretz & Curtis Manufacturing Co.

-» MANUFACTURING IMPORTERS, #-

PHILADELPHIA, • - U. S. A.

'•Worship the strong ones, the

briik, thr

(he strong tmtt sta\ with ft

— /

Ail nations, all ages, and all

people worship >t>ength of mind

ami limb, and there r an

exercise that developes the muscular

system like i\ cling.

PARAGON.

STOVER BICYCLE MFG. CO.,
SEND FOR CATALOCUE. KRI'ICPORT, 1 1. 1..
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IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEND TO

^ ^ ^ A. W. GUMP & CO., Dayton, Ohio, *f
'*« -W

FOR PRICES ON TYPEWRITERS AND BICYCLES. TYPEWRITERS RENTED.
BICYCLES, TYPEWRITERS AND GUNS TAKEN IN EXCHANCE.

SeCOND^HMND MHOGLS.
Great bargains in ordinaries of any sizes. A number of second-hand safeties very cheap—to clear out stock. RENTING, REPAIRING

AND ENAMELING. All Singer and Stover parts in stock. Wheels stored at reduced rates during the winter.

G. A. LITCHHULr, 352 Lenox Avenue, Nev/ York.

The Eclipse
Strong: and Durable. Tlie Easiest Riding

Machine on the Market. Aluminum Bronze,
instead of Steel Clamps, Ball Bearing all
Around, EiegantSpfing Forkand Adjustable
Saddle. Built lor the far-off future as
well as the present. The Wheel that
captures the rider. Good Agents wanted in
all Unoccupied Territory. Send for Cata-
logue. Price, $100.

Steel Pulley & Machine Works,

SOLE MAKERS,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

SEND FOR SAMPLE OF SAFETY BICYCLE LAMPS IMPORTED BY

TME RELIANCE, - $3.50

THE UNIQUE, - $6.00

THE ARLINGTON, $6.00

THE RIVAL, - - $2.00
THE BEACON, - ~ $5.00

R. L. COLEMAN & CO, 40 Park Place, New York City.
I.IBERAI, DISCOUNT TO TH1C XHABH.

Also Sole Agents for the Eastern, Middle and Southern States
for the well-known

SAFETY BICYCLES
MADK UY WESTERN WHEEL WORKS, OF CHICAGO.

PRICES, $35, $50, $60, $75, $90 and $115.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. ~—
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• .BRONCHO."
viM^KLK^S, IM(A ( INLKHtt, -f * -:- * 4- -!- +

* * I.UMIT IJDA U^Tf'TU «Al''KTV IHCVCf.K,

LONG DISTANCES ON WHEELS.
From "Washington Post," \

i n, 1890.

Sunday five memberM 0/ the Columbia and one of the Capitol Bicycle Clubs rode to Lresbury,
in., ait old riders, namely, Messrs. McDznlels, Newman, Brown, Howstine, Blunt and Mount.

'/' ir road is tin- worst in this section, and on arririntj at Lersbura all but Mount derided to

tome home by train, but he GAMELY MOUNTED his "BRONCHO" and returned home b,/

the pike, COVERING 1HE ABOVE DISTANCE EASILY.

N. B. REMOVAL
On and after MONDAY, OCTOBER 13th, 1 address,

N. P.

M. V. Livingston Cycle Manufacturing Co., 245 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass,

ALL MATTERS APPERTAINING

ADVERTISING PURCHASI OF MACHINES REPAIRS CATALOGUES

\\ heele needing Repair* .mi^t be m-• to the Fa< tors ..i Wenthoro, \i.,^->.

Notification • •! Shipment, «nii Number nl Machine must be eenf t- i t. .^i. .. . < >n (

1,1 •*' -•»«• Columlnae Avenue, Boston, Man*., foi book "i Testimonial i ettera, m..w readj
• 1

—«• t r i I .i il i. .1 i .

KAN* •'
lot 1'nrii. -uhirK regarding iu

'nnnfH*...
, Norn, Dakota, Boutb Dakota, Nebranl

' vomlng, ' Idabo, Oregon, I'tali, Arlzunn, Novad*. ( fellfornlu M
T9UM, Lou!"l»n» and MlMlf
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The celebrated bolte spring fork

Generally regarded as the most practical device of its kind, will

be used on all

Jh?e (Jiai?t 5afety
Bieyeles for 1891, * j.'' *'-

And is but one of the many novel features which will make them,

as during the past season,

THE * SLICKEST * SELLERS * IN * THE * MARKET.
Dealers will do well to correspond with us at an early date. Our organization is

fast assuming completion.

—= CATALOGUE OK APPLICATION. ===i

H. n. LOZIER St GO., CLEMELHND, O.

4- 4- 4- -#

CONTROLLINQ THE ENTIRE OUTPUT OF THE LOZIER & TOST PKTCLE rt'FQ CO.

H H RS.
rnrr\

H
m

JSTOW IS THE TIME TO ^LACE ORDERS EOR THE

Q^ristma5 Jrad^.

Sk. M'k £lk $& $&W «?»*• W -W

MERWXXT, HULBERT <& CO,

26 West 23d Street, NEW YORK CITY.
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Across the Continent !

T HI EAGLE
IS THE WHEEL FOR TOURING AS WELL AS

FOR RACING.

Wp Mr. F. E. Weaver Says of the Wheel that Carried Him Ftp Sea to Sea.

New Bedford, Mass, October 17th, 1

THE EAGLE BICYCLE MFG. I 0., Stamford, Conn.

Sirs .'—Having lately finished my trans-continental tour—New Haven to San Francisco— 1 write, in justice to the

wheel, and also to give yon some idea as to what my 48-inch Eagle has been through, and how well it stood the tremendous

strain. My total mileage on the trip was 3, Haven to San Francisco, and the wheel's season mileage will . te to

5,500. This was made over probably the roughest roads ever traversed by a wheel in this country. The rough mountain r<

of 1 lanies, Rockies aui] Sierras being crossed in succession. As a wheel for hilly and mountainous work. ; the

• has no equal, while on any road it is the equal, if not the superior, of any.

ombincd with perfect simplicity ami strength, make it the only wheel lor long-distance tOUril

The position ol rider is, contrary to souk- wheelmen's opinions, comfortable and easy, and then, being din

the pedals, one 1 . and the wheel will not slip in climbing wet or sandy grades.

Us strength was . to me, it making the exceedingly rough trip without the loss of a spoke.

iit break, easily repaired at a neighboring blacksmith shop, was the sum total of repairs.

The mount by 'lie pedal I found ti t and best, scarcely any room at all being repined in whii

iplish it.

tself is, thai after this test my future mount will be an Eagle, and should advise this and no

Oth< f"r a lik'- tour.

Yours respect full v,

1 E. w 1 w BR,

l

THE U J
D

) J
RYCLE MK n (

J

\ I
" \ U K .1 I I Ul I STAM l-( >KM ), O INN,
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PUBLISHED EVERY FRIBAV MORNING.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates.

Subscription Pries,

Foreign Subscriptions,

Single Oopies,

$1.00 a year

10s. a year

5 Oents

Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS CO.

Copy should be received by Tuesday morning.

Late Copy received until Wednesday morning.

Changes for Advertisements must be received by

Tuesday morning to insure insertion.

Special Advertising Matter received until Thurs-

day noon.

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION.

F. P. PRIAL,

Editor and Proprietor,

P. O. Box 444, 243 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its con-
tents and give us their patronage, and as far as
is convenient, aid in circulating the journal,

and extend its influence in the cause which it

so faithfully serves. Subscription price, $1 per
year. >

WE hold The Wheel one day in order to

publish some interesting information

and illustrations bearing on the tyre question,

which the mails brought us on Thursday noon.

We feel certain that the matter published, as

well as the illustrations, will be of value to the

trade and of great interest to riders.

The English trade and the English cycling

public are very much excited over the tyre

question. The riders are anxious to know
what to buy, the makers quite as anxious to

know what to sell. All the straws are closely

watched, that makers may get some pointer as

to the fashion for 1891, so that they may come as

nearly as possible to the demand in making up
their stock of solids, cushions, and pneumatics.

On this side we are equally interested. Our
makers have turned very much of their atten-

tion on the tyre question, and it is probable

that all will make up both cushion and solid-

tyred wheels. The pneumatic tyred wheels

have not been taken into the account by makers,

but importers will be ready to supply them.

The American trade has less information than

the English on which to form an estimate of

the probable proportionate demand for cushions,

pneumatic and solid tyres, as few of our riders

have seen hollow-tyred wheels, much less given

them trial.

We republish elsewhere complete reports of

the tyre discussion, recently held under the

auspices of the Stanley Club. This discussion

brought out the latest ideas in hollow tyres,

and the opinions of prominent riders of the

same. We also publish the foreign cycling

press comments on the Stanley Show's meeting.

We have not time in this issue to find out the

salient points of this tyre convention, as the re-

sults only came to hand just before press time.

The C. T. C. Gazette has collected and pub-

lished the opinions of riders on hollow-tyred

wheels. The palm is awarded the pneumatic as

the speediest and easiest tyre, but the general

deduction was that the pneumatics were much
given to side-slipping, and that the ordinary

spoon brake cuts the rubber. Of brakes on
pneumatic-tyred wheels the Cyclist has the fol-

lowing to say :

'
' The pneumatic-tyred machines

should possess a powerful rear band brake."

IN The Wheel of October 31 we discussed the

possibility and advisability cTf the establish-

ment by the L. A. W. of a highway improve-

ment bureau. We outlined the past history

and present condition, strength and resources

of the League, and made the point that the

time was ripe fox the inauguration of a prac-

tical highway improvement campaign, to be en-

gineered from a League highway improvement

bureau, commanded by a competent salaried

official.

This plan, so far as we can judge from the

men who shoulder the League's work, has met
with enthusiastic commendation and indorse-

ment. There are some men who think that the

League Executive should at once take steps to

establish such a bureau as has been suggested,

while others, who are not yet ready to form

conclusions on the question, think that the ways
and means of the scheme are worthy of most
serious consideration.

We publish in our news columns a communi-
cation from Mr. Arthur Allen Dean which may
be read with both pleasure and instruction.

This gentleman is the more fitted to write of

highway improvement work, because he has

been in the field and has accomplished much
good in a general way, not to catalogue any
specific benefits and improvements in Con-

necticut which have resulted largely from his

work.

TWO BICYCLE THIEVES CAPTURED.

On Wednesday morning- of last week two young
men entered the bicycle establishment of A. K. & C. E.
Schapp, Richmond, Va., and offered to sell two safety
machines which they had with them for $30 apiece.
The extremely low price asked led the senior member
of the firm, Mr. A. K. Schaap, to suspect that some-
thing was wrong. Recognizing from some peculiari-
ties of the machine that they came from Washington,
Mr. Schaap notified the police, and, taking the num-
bers of the wheels, telegraphed to that city. In the
evening he received a reply stating that they had been
stolen from Messrs. Geo. S. Atwater & Co., of that
city. An appointment had been made with the men at
a certain hotel, and at the time agreed upon Mr. Schaap
and several policemen were promptly on hand. The
two thieves cautiously appeared upon the scene in
time, and were arrested after some difficulty, both
men attempting to use their revolvers. The young
men, who are respectively eighteen and twenty years
of age, say they hired the bicycles in Washington,
and had no idea of stealing them until after they had
crossed over the Long Bridge into Virginia. They
state that they left that city Monday, and rode all the
way to Richmond, 116 miles, following the railroad.

THE DISCOVERY OF AN IMPOSTER.

Some time since we announced that an Englishman
introduced himself to Captain W. F. Murphy as Mr.
G. L. Morris, of Morris, Wilson & Co., makers of the
Referee cycles. Morris failed to keep an engagement
made for the day after his first appearance on the
scene. Nothing was heard of him, and, considering
other circumstances which attended his brief visit,

we suspected that the man who introduced himself as
Morris was an imposter. We penned a paragraph
which we felt would bring us some additional infor-
mation, and the result is a paragraph from the Scottish
Cyclist proving that the man was not Morris. The
paragraph is as follows

:

"G. L. Morris is not in America. THE WHEEL gave
us the information ; and now we are tired of going
abroad for home news. Morris has been a constant
auditor in the Law Courts for the past fortnight He
wondei-s if some ' haythen' is impersonating him there,
to the 'haythen's' pecuniary advantage."

Brick pavement has proved to be a great success in
several West Virginia towns. There is a street in

Charlestown that has been paved for seventeen years
with this material and it is still in good condition.

FIXTURES.

NOVEMBER.
26.—Gotham Wheelmen's house-warming.
26.—Lantern parade at Trenton, N. J.
27.—Ten mile Handicap Road Race of the Rhode

Island Wheelmen, Providence.
27.—Five mile team race of the North End Wheel-

men, Philadelphia.
27.—Handicap road race at New Orleans.
27.—Road race of the Park Avenue Wheelmen,

Philadelphia.
27.—Club races of the Oxford Wheelmen, Philadel-

phia.
27.—Races at the Inter-State Fair track, Trenton.

Address, J. C. Tattersall, Secretary, Trenton,
N. J. j-e-«"S5S

27.—Paper chase and ten mile match race of the
Quaker City Wheelnrfen. *

[\J_t.
DECEMBER.

, .

2-5.—Fair of the HarlemuVheelmen, a6-tni tt^Jjl-af,
the Harlem Opera HpKae.

11-13.—Bicycle Races at the Staten Island A. C, Mid-
Winter Meeting, Madison Square Garden.
Entries close December 4, with F. W. Tans-
sen, 241 and 243 Broadway, N/i! . I'm (ju.

'*
16.—Races at the games of the 12th Regiment Ath-

letic Club, N. Y., at the Armory, 62d St. and
9th Ave. Entries close December 6, with
Chas. J. Leach, P. O. Box 3201, New York.

JANUARY.
16.—Manhattan Bicycle Club's annual ball at the

Lenox Lyceum.
23-31.—The Stanley Show, London.

29-Feb. 14.—Elwell's Bermuda Tour.

A ROAD RACE AT HARVARD.

The Harvard University Cycling Association
held a ten mile handicap road race on Saturday
last, on the Chestnut Hill course. The follow-
ing men started: R. H. Davis, '91 ; G. F. Tay-
lor, '92; W. B. Greenleaf, '92; scratch. O. B.
Hawes, '93, 2m. ; Philip Davis, '93, 2m. 20s.

;

Barron, '91, 3m. ; F. S. Olmstead, '95, 3m. 30s.

;

P. H. Hockstadter, '93, 5m. 30s. C. T. Keller,

•94; F. S. Pratt, '94; C. T. R. Bates, '92, 6m.
15s. B. N. Simpson, '93, 7m. ; B. C. DeWolf,
'93, 7m. 20s. ; G. W. Tower, '94; R. Macallister,

'94, 8m. ; C. R: Detrick, '91, 8m. The race
was won by Pratt, Macallister second. The
scratch men were unable to overcome their

handicaps.

TWO OF COLORADO'S FAST MEN.

Shorts Afield has the following to say about two of
Denver's most prominent racing men: "C.C.Hop-
kins is the President of the Denver Cyclists' Union,
and to him alone is due the credit of organizing this
association a couple of months ago. He is a friend of
cycling and an able advocate of the rights of its de-
votees, and as a manager has shown himself—by his
able guidance of the tournament just ended—to be
possessed of good executive ability. He first rode a
wheel in 1882, but it was not until 1884 that he became
expert. 'Hop,' by which name he is generally
known, held the Colorado championship record of
3m. 8s. for a mile in 1885, and in the same year won
the Wyoming championship, riding against H. G.
Kennedy, George Hannan and others. The first prize
in this latter race was a §150 wheel. In 1S85 he re-
signed from the L. A. W. and went on the Eastern
circuit, giving fancy riding exhibitions. Mr. Hopkins
still holds' the world's unicycle record for the greatest
number of miles in an hour— 12 n-16—made on the
old Exposition track in this city. He broke the Col-
orado safety record last Sunday at Sportsman's Park
—making it in 2m. 53s. Like many other bright fel-

lows, Mr. Hopkins is a follower of the 'art preseva-
tive '—that is to say, a printer. He is a pleasant com-
panion wherever you meet him—afield, a wheel or
afloat.

" Robert Gerwing is known to all Western wheelmen,
and therefore needs but little introduction. His rec-
ord for the mile is 2m. 39 4-5S., which he made last
week at Sportsman's Park. He is the acknowledged
champion of Colorado—either on the road or on the
track—having been the first man in each of the last
two road races between the Denver Ramblers and
Social Wheel Club. He is unmarried, is also a printer
by trade, and is as modest as he is good-hearted

—

which is saying lots. He has been nick named ' Our
Bob' by his fellow club-mates, and in the club-rooms
'Bob' is always a synonym for Gerwing.

INDOOR RACING AT PHILADELPHIA.

The Annual Games of the First Regiment
Athletic Association, at Philadelphia, on Satur-

day last, were held at their armory in the pres-

ence of a large crowd of spectators. The two
wheel races resulted as follows:

One MILE Safety, Hanhicai' Joseph C. Donnelly,
Oxford Wheelmen, 33 yards, first'; F. H. Garrignes,
Century Wheelmen, 30 yards, second. Time, an.

3S »-S8.

'

Two Mile ordinary, Handicap Sternberg
yards, first; Kelly, A. C. S. N.,*second. Time, cm. 51s.

Percy Furnivall has been appointed un official time-
keeper of the N. C. U.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

The Plainfield Bicycle Club has made appl:
<or membership to thi

Apneuu "n exhibition at

the Swen telphia.

The Milwaukee Wheelnn I an Indoor
base-ball league that has just I anised in that

The Cycling clubs of Louisville are beginning to
mak.- tor the ne\t Kentucky Division

ntinental tourist, left

forma November j for a two weeks' tour through
Indian Territory.

•>ed from the position ol Chairman of the National
! Privileges Committee.

The Woman's Wheel and Athletic Club, of Buffalo,
have taken up ind one afternoon Ol

The Business Men's Cycling L<
x

- wark, have
r on the paving question,

a copy ol which has been sent to each Alderman.

work and severe exercise do not, ac-
er, and he

li lers that men in training shoul iding.

A series of indoor races will be held by the Apollo
Cycling Club, of Or. Among the
events will be a 100 mile race for the State champion-
ship.

The Charlestown Rovers will turn out in full force
t Wilson in the "Merry Monarch" on

Thanksgiving Eve, when he appears at a Boston

A nobleman was seen out on a safety last week in

>n with a lady's shoulder i si skin pro-
tecting his shoulders. He was a careful man
Wkeet

Railroad is now in successful
operation at Coney Island. It easily attains .1

of a mile in forty seconds, and runs so nicely that
there is no shaking.

The Harrisburg Wheel Club gave an entertainment
and 1 1 lie club ia

lering the question ol holding another road race
on Thanksgiving Day.

Mr engraving firm
recn, well-known for their cycling

work, is a wheelman, and quite a scorcher, too. He
rides an American Rambler.

One of the hardest working in- lason
•v Wheelmen. I I, was buried on Sun.

The club members at-
tended the funeral in a body.

Terrv A: ukee, known as "The Fly-
ic twenty-live mile

I the figures at
portunity.

II W. II ngt..n afc.

the loss ot fcty, the number of which
Mr. High.mi will be thankful for informa-
may help vet the whi

>ng or-

rcet.

n to th

The

Th' active pro-
tiu ;r minstrel enter-

•img oi 1
> \ dance

will be held after I

Club.
are in

race irdnv
night emoV nglv popu-
lar.

a, are
"iirna-

1 ntries
ing in

rapidly.

Th'
road •

kept
cuav A*m
grounds.

-

their gym 1

embers will be
,

•ruber

led with the

irreapondent in an exchange says that the i

•ig Club, of Buffalo, is the first cycling organiza-
tion in this country to apply for membership in the

LUta Wheelmen, of Newark, were
admitted to that body eight or nine months ago.

Harvey L. Wheelock and Harry H Anus, two
s., wheelmen, coasted Walnut Street

Hill in that city, last week, with folded hands. The
hill is exceedingly steep, and it is considered a 11.

that th< shed the leat without accident.

o, are
and a

ind will he

Prof. Wm. D. Marx, a Philadelphia electrician, says
that he is wiliihg tO stake his reputation Bl
tried expert on his ability to construct an electri)
motor that would take a train of cars from the City Ol
Bicycle Clubs to New York in thirty-six minir
speed of 150 miles per hour.

The Louisiana Cycling Club held a hare and hound
chase on November 9. R. W. Slusser anil I.. J. Fred-
eric were the hares, while a do/.en or so of the mem-
bers made up the pack. Slusser succeeded in ki 1

clear, but Frederic was overhauled by M. U. Spring.
one of the hounds, after a brisk chase.

There is considerable talk in Louisville of putting
down sheet asphalt on the new cycling track, so that
races can be run in wet as well as dry weather. In

of a collision or fall, however, the result of
striking on so hard a surlace would undoubtedly
prove a serious matter to the racing men.

The Chief Consul of the Missouri Dfvision is anx-
ious to see the membership roll contain 500 names,
and is working hard to achieve his desire. The Con-
necticut Division has forged ahead rapidly of late,
and Is only excelled in point of membership bv New
York, Pennsylvania and Illinois Divisions.

Sunday last was most enjoyably spent by hundreds
of wheelmen in this vicinity, "the weather being almost
as balmy as Spring, and the prominent boule.
presented a lively appearance. All the macadam
roads were in excellent condition, but the ordinary
dirt roads were somewhat heavy from recent rain.

The Manhattan Bicycle Club held their regular
monthly meeting on Monday evening of this week,
and considerable routine business was trans
The pool tournament will open on Saturday evening,
and valuable prizes will be offered to the three men
winning the greatest number of games in these)

An "icecycle" has been patented in the United
and Canada that, it is thought, will hn>

extensive sale, especially in the latter country. It

p.u takes somewhat of the appearance of a tricvclc.
there being two runners in front, and the power is

secured from u rear driving wheel, from the tv

which protrude small spikes.

We are gratified by the receipt of a photo of Bob
n's dog " Rip." Rip is a high-strain young

bulldog, and is the concen; ular
and nervous energv II' (hibited to
friends who visit the Chevalier •>' in

"

With a nasal inflection ami the accent on the "dan."
as the French have it.

The Rhode Island Wheelmen have appointed a com-
mittee to arrange for a l-illard and pool tournament

have their customer]
War s Bve run. and fancy costumes will be worn
by the pai tu ip.mts tins year, asa novelty. The fli

monthly n I the club-
house on Monday evening of this week.

A member ol the Looisi ng Club, win, is

about

.0 Inn.- was SSI ured by President Castle, who
in a very appropriate llttll

1 manner that
bine will be transported t

Mar Si

I si in Newark has inven-
ting .

i

'

- lul-

ling of thi new
It

w 1 1 h a 1 1 thi

< .tig membership, tin

it th

ten mi

< at the urtiiif

The challenge of the Arlington Wheelmen, of V.

'.or a team road
ed by the latter iiub, on the

ground that having just moved Into new quarters
and having on hand a smoker and a hop. they will
find it imp. Ive any attention to racing this
Pall. They state, however, that in the Spring they
will be ready to meet the Arlington men.

niing to ;i cartoon in Judge, "thoa
. hie! must help people out of it."

l'heri ler on a high wheel takes a header by
running over a dog, and injures not only himself but

tiling wheel, he should catch the dog, fasten him
to the forks of the inachim 'l el the
canine to do the work attached to the OfHce of the little
wheel. At least a cartoonist on that paper holds
opinion.

At the recent annual meeting of the Hartford Wheel
Club the following officers were .

• -President, P. C. Burnhan
;n< Secretary, P. K Hastings

; Treasurer. I.. A I

financial Secretary, A. 11. Schumacher; 1

l-'iist 1.1, utenant, E. C. V Se< ond
v Tilton; C rer, F R. Board.

nan; Bugler. C. A. Worthington.

On the evening) ber 11, 12 and 13, the Staten
Island Athletic Club will hold a mid-win)
meet:: son Square Garden, the programme

: various athletic sports and .

eluding tu - A three mile ham
event is set down for the first evening (Thursday), and

mile handicap tor Friday night. Elegant .4
old, silver and bronze die medals will be pre-

sented to the t: : and third man in
event. Entries nber 4 with F. W fai

S aiding & Bros., 141 an
New York. Fntrance fee, $1.00.

The second annual banquet of the 1 Ram-
was held on Monday evening

Besides the twenty-live 111.

guests were en'.' and lor an hour and a half
a substantial repast was discus
speeches were made by President Edwin P
Captain W. A. Nichols. Secretary Richard B. Deane,

rer Walter K Dow. and George W. lYnnmian.
The Ramblers are on the t'

.-. ell-appointed rooms for their he ^. and
they have exercised .1 good influi ncc m the
wheeling in and around Pall River.

The Arlington Wheelmen, of Washington, ha.
cided to undertake anew ente: which the
. -operation of the business men of that city and the
public in general, as ••.

ns and athletic clubs, w ill I

. ol ground on the lim
car lines on which t. track, tennis courts.
loot ball and lacrosse grounds, bow
bull field and all matters pertain

Arlingtons are very entl
1 . and seven of the members (the n

now being twenty-liv.
$115 for this end. with the rest of the mem!

; 1. and it is thought that tlu club will
at leai
mitteea to attend to the matter, and meml .

authorized to ask subscriptions. The Arlington*
their enterprise will appeal to I

.•mil generosity of the public, li .
si 1 ured. there will be a bid from Washington for the

meet ot tin- L, a. w.

Wheelmen are not the only .. the
pernicious habit of I

1 it hi v pa\
endangering their own boi

rdmg to the Pr.'\ , . nj/
Broad -

iiient. But then

: t the
1

trotting ti.

Wheelmen
the pu

ned, an. 1

.

other? Th-

' driving.

Tin
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THE TYRE CONVENTION.

DISCUSSION OF HOLLOW TUBES UNDER THE AUSPICES
OF THE STANLEY CLUB.

A large number of cyclists met at Wortley
Hall, London, on November 6th, to discuss the
question of tyres and kindred subjects. The
discussion brought out a number of opinions,

statements of new devices, etc., which was of

much interest to the audience, and which we
feel will be of interest to readers of The Wheel.
For the sake of publishing a most complete re-

port, we republish from the Cyclist an admirable
and exhaustive story of the meeting, with illus-

trations from the Irish Cyclist:

The chairman then called upon Mr. Bidlake to open
the discussion. Mr. Bidlake explained that as there
was no representative present from the Pneumatic
Tyre Company he had taken upon himself to describe
the invention. The form of the pneumatic tyre nine
months ago was practically unknown, but now they
were so familiar with its appearance that its outward
form needed no description. Although the outward
appearance of the tyre was simple enough, it was its

interior economy which presented the appearance of
a most interesting anatomical exhibition. The inner-
most tube was the great feature of the tyre. All other
parts, viz., the canvas and the covering, were merely
accessories to hold the tyre in its place, or to take the
wear of the road and protect the delicate inner organ-
ization. This inner tube was filled with compressed
air, which ran round the rim, and the wheel was thus
insulated by a column of very elastic material. Mr.
Bidlake exhibited the various sections and parts of a

B-

THE PNEUMATIC TYRE.

pneumatic-tyred wheel, and proceeded in detail to
show their uses and objects. He maintained that
when the pneumatic tyre behaved itself properly
there was no device that was so conducive to comfort
on bad roads and high speed on good ones ; but as
at present made this outer covering appeared to be
too weak at the sides. There was a tendency for the
tyre to roll from side to side in the rim owing to this
cause. If they could get a tyre less tapered and with
more substance under the rim, there would be less of
that side-slip in the tyre.

The second point was that the rubber solution with
which the canvas was saturated was affected by oil,
which gradually dissolved it, and created soft places
in the casing which held the inner tube, the inner
tube then bulged, and produced a wart. These warts
increased in size, and ultimately led to a burst. This
could be got rid of by using stronger canvas.- In a
letter which he had received from Mr. Mecredy, the
latter said that in future the casing around the inner
tube of the pneumatic would be sewn, so that it could
not possibly burst through the tyre slipping away
from the solution, and thus the rubber solution would
not be the only means of making the joint. Mr. Bid-
lake explained that de could not give full details as
to the various improvements which were contem-
plated in the pneumatic tyre, as they were being pat-
ented, but to make the tyre a success some device
would have to be found to do away with the bursting.
As regards the valve, it was admitted that the pres-

ent pattern was not satisfactory, but a new form of
valve was being experimented upon, and no doubt
the details would shortly be made public. It had
been clearly proved that the pneumatic tyre would

not yet proved itself to be reliable. Cushion tyres
certainly did not come up to the pneumatic, but they
were in many respects undoubtedly reliable. He
had seen cushions which had been badly cut, but the
reason for this was that they had been fitted into too
small a rim. A properly fitted cushion tyre would
outwear a solid one, and after hundreds of miles wear
would, to all appearances, be as good as new. In
conclusion, Mr. Bidlake exhibited a cushion-tyred
"Ripley," which had covered some 1,500 miles, and
which, to all appearances, was quite uncut and free

THE AIR VALVE.

put a second-rate man on a level with a first-class
rider on a solid tyre. Although it was most comfort-
able, and reduced the vibration to a minimum, it had

RUDGE CUSHIONS.

from damage. His advice to cyclists was to borrow
a pneumatic whenever they had the opportunity, but
to have cushion tyres fitted to their own machines.

Mr. Boothroyd (of Messrs. Ellis & Comany, Limited)
said he fully appreciated the public spirit which had
animated the Stanley C. C. in convening the present
meeting. He thought it was a fine thing for them-
selves, for the trade and for everybody. He thought
the matter really resolved itself into a question of

pneumatic vs. cushion tyres. He did not think there
was a great deal of difference between them. In his

opinion the cushion tyre was a much greater advance
upon the solid tyre than the pneumatic was upon the
cushion.

As regards vibration, he thought a good-sized, well-

designed cushion tyre with a large enough hole, but
not too large, was almost equal to the pneumatic, and
was free from that unpleasant action which the pneu-
matic had upon a holey road, which caused the rider
to be thrown about a good deal. The cushion tyre
was not quite so fast as the pneumatic, but it was
capable of great improvement upon simple lines. He

MAXIM RUBBER STUDS IN HOLLOW RIM.

ventured to say the pneumatic tyre was a badly-de-
signed tyre as it stood at present, but was capable of

immense improvement. When the pneumatic was
fitted with a better valve, and when the inner tube
was more efficiently protected by the canvas, it

would be a very good tyre, and it was high time that
that was done. If the Pneumatic Company would
not improve it in the direction he had suggested,
other people very soon could, and would do so.

The pneumatic would always have a drawback,
viz., its liability to accident from contact with sharp
articles upon the road, or intentional damage by a pin
or other instrument, and that risk he did not think
they would be able to avoid no matter what improve-
ments might be made. It had been suggested that a
fine sheet steel lining should be used by way of pro-
tection, but he did not think that would answer. The
idea had got abroad that in cycling matters we must
wait for perfection. Cycle construction, however,
was always advancing, and they would never get to
the end of it. He wished to remove what he thought
was a prevalent misunderstanding, viz., that a cush-
ion tyre depended upon its " air " for its elasticity :

but it did not matter a fig, for whether they pierced
cushion tyres full of holes and cuts they would still

have the same amount of elasticity. His firm had
put on a good many cushion tyres with wire, under
Hookham's system, and instead of their being any
compressed air inside the tyre there was, in fact, a
partial vacuum. Bad rubber had been used for
cushioned tyres, but it would not stand the strain.

A point which seemed to have been lost sight of
in the construction of the cushion tyres was that
the hole had been made sometimes too large, whereas
it should be properly proportioned to the rider's
weight. The shape of the hole might possibly be im-
proved. He thought that an oval hole would be an
improvement, while an egg-shaped hole would be
better still, the bottom of the egg being at the bot-
tom of the tyre. His own belief was that the hole
should be eccentric. As regards the rim they
should see that it had a good depth. If made and
fitted properly, a cushion tyre ought to cut much less
than a solid tyre, as it would be able to slide down
into its hole. In conclusion, Mr. Boothroyd exhibit-
ed two specimens of wheels shod with cushion tyres,
one of the ordinary description and the other in

which the tyre was cut through at intervals of about
two inches, and then put against one another, with
intervening rubber washers, and cemented in the
ordinary way. For this latter device lie claimed a
greater amount of " bounce " or resiliency, than could

be obtained from the ordinary cushion tyre ; in fact,
he said it "jumped" almost like a pneumatic tyre,
and he thought it was worthy of attention.

The North British Rubber Company's representative
(Mr. Hawks) next addressed the meeting, and pro-
ceeded, with the aid of diagrams, to explain the merits
of several inventions by Mr. Bartlett, which he hoped
would be in a complete state by the time the Stanley
show was held. The new description of tyre was
termed the " Clincher. " He said the whole idea hinged
on the bringing in of the outer sides of the rim. Mr.
Bartlett had tried to produce a cushion tyre, and had
hit upon the same idea as Mr. Shipton, viz., that the
only portion of a cushion tyre which was brought into
play was practically the part which came into contact
with the ground, and Mr. Bartlett had been aiming to
remove this objection. In one pattern of the "Clincher"
rim the rolled part was brought round to prevent any
possibility of the tyre leaving the rim. Another pat-
tern had been designed with a view to military re-
quirements, where indestructibility rather than speed
was desired. Mr. Bartlett had also produced a pneu-
matic tyre in which -the tube could be inflated to 100
lbs. to the square inch, the bursting strain being a
trifle over 300 lbs., so there was little fear of an actual
burst. As this pneumatic tyre was the product of the
last ten days, it was naturally in a somewhat embry-
onic stage, but he would hope to submit it in a perfect
state at the Stanley show.

BARTLETT'S PATENTS.

Mr. Lukin, of the Maxim Patent Wheel and Tyre
Company, then read a short paper on the patent stud
tyre, the' vital principal of which was, that instead of
being in one piece it was in many, a tyre for a 30-inch
wheel consisting of 104 separate studs. The studs
could not possibly come out, and no cement was re-
quired, while they were easily replaced, and had so
much independent motion that they readily give way
to any obstruction, thus avoiding cutting and injury.
It was impossible to ride them out of their places.
If, however, any stud was cut or damaged it could be
easily replaced in" a few minutes. Each stud had so
much independent motion on the wheel that on meet-
ing any obstruction it ran around it, so to speak—in
fact, dodged it. Under a second patent the studs were
now made hollow, and of much larger size, the object
being to obtain as far as possible the best results of
the pneumatic.

Mr. James Warwick (the Warwick Patent Tyre and
Grip Rim Co., Bolton) exhibited a diagram of an en-
larged cushion tyre and rim, which consisted of a U-
shaped rim with the top edges rolled inwards and
fitted into grooves moulded in the tyre, thus forming
what he termed a "tyre grip" which needed no ce-
ment. With respect to cushion tyres, he thought there
was a grand future before them," and that the experi-
ments now being made would result in such improve-
ments as to make them quite as elastic as a pneumatic
tyre. He thought the diameter of the tyre, the size
and shape of the hole, and the quality of the rubber
were points for serious consideration. His impression
was that they ought to use, if not the very best rub-
ber, at least very goop rubber in all eases.

Mr. A. F. Ilsley read a short descriptive paper on
some new tyres which were just being introduced by
Messrs. Morris, Wilson ct Co., the makers ofthe "Ref-
eree." He spoke first of the "Referee" new solid
tyre and hollow rim, which consisted of an arch
oi solid ruober with the sides held in the sockets or
grooves in the sides of the rim. This tyre, though
solid, embraced the principle and good points o( the
present cushion tyre, to which it was calculated to be
superior. It was extremely Simple and also very
light. It could not Cut, and was different from the
cushion tyre now in common use. Inasmuch as it

would not flatten oat when being ridden upon the
road, the hollow space being so\orv low down from
the surface,And the rubber in the Iwo hollows at each
side of the rim supporting the top of the tyre, and
therefore, to a large degree, the open space caused
the tj re to be very spring v, and to have that amount
of life which is necessary to comfort and speed, Of
this life the present en si 11 on 1

J
re was entirely devoid.

Mr. Ilsley went on to explain the merits of an easily-
detachable pneumatic tyre, also invented bj Messrs.
Morris, Wilson & Co., and which somewhat resembled
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the pneumatic tvre invented bv Mr. I B. Dunlop in

buck-

inner tul
ibber .nr tube

1
Itont canvas

RKKEREE BALI- VALVE fOR P.VI

COW eing inflated these were placed upon
the rim. 1 uble tube was a thick

le in one piece, the two edges la-
wn or braided with

Ground th< cring
'.her. and inside the

rubber similar
d in the present pneumatic tyre, except

that it was slightly thicker at the summit, thus nuili-

,il in shape. This double
led to a little beyond the edges Of the rim.

The edges of the tyre were laced firmly together with
and then it was ready for infla-

tion by means of the " Referee " valve. An ordinary
influtor was used, and the air pumped into the tyre

<h the opening, leading up to a rubber ball,
which was uplifted by the pressure of air which p
through into the tyre'. Directly the current of air had
passed, the rubber ba .1 back into its proper
position over the tube on to the rubber cushion by

rubber bands stretched in opposite
directions from r the ball. Should the
ball or rubber mother air-tight
stopper of rubber was placed just inside the cap of
the valve over the air tube. These two Stoppers rcn-

I the valve thoroughly air-tight. Should it be
for the tyri iken t'> pieces, the air

I be'allowe wing the cap of
and taking out the rubber stepper and in-

serting a
;

In the nir tube, and raising
the rubber ball. In the event of punctures, broken
spokes, or if for any reason the tyre should have to

r repair, the outer cover simply
Dd taken off, and then the

inner '• vital " part of the tyre could be operated upon.
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in which t In-

had been the case up till i imply prove
the records which had been made and the <

anyone could make for himself by comparing the
I, cushion and pneumi

He had had the il riding thl
tyre which came to this country, and be then formed

i hlch he had not bad
since. He had had also the pies
the very first cushion tyres which
machines He forgot the exact month, but II

when a Coventry manufacturer told
him' that he' had something new- which he thought

quite .is good as a pneumatic The manu-
facturer asked him to trv it. He did so, but felt

d to tell him that, although he eonsidi
at improvement on the ordinary solid tvre, vet

he did not consider it equal to the pneumatic. The
pneumatic! ley knew, their disad-
vantages, as they were liable to burst and to leak.
With regard to the cushion tyres, when they were

brought out many rushed to the conclusion that they
The cushion was not perfect then,

neither was it perfect now, any more than a pneui
was. but it had been improved since the tirsl -

mens were brought out. The chief features of the
two tyres he might explain roughly in the following

REFEREE CUSHION AM)
HOLLOW RIM.

TACAGM'S HOLLOW TYRE
AM) DOUBLE RIM.

manner : The pneumatic tyre depended for its "life"
and value upon the great compressibility of air, and
the thinner the covering which could be put >

pneumatic tvre the better so far as that point was
concerned, although, in consequence of the possibili-
ties of cutting, ami so on, they were obliged to make .*

fairly thick covering. If they could use the little in

ner tube alone (but of course they could not) the tyre
would be very much more lively than it was at present
The whole feature of the success of the tyre was simply
this: that as soon as it'met an obstacle, instead of the
whole wheel having to go over it, so lon^
stade was not too large, the tyre simply gave way,
and the obstacle sank in, and the solid portion of the
machine the rim was nut raised at all. That was
just the secret of the success of the pneumatic tyre,
which, as he had said, depended upon the compres-
sibility of the air, and on its having the whole length
of the tube to compress in. < >i course, if I

were toe. large for the tyre to perlorm the operation
just mentioned, the machine itself and the rider
would, ot I, but when that happened,
by reason of the compression ol the air, S certain
amount of force would be stored up. so
and this was again given OUt in a similar manner as
an india-rubber ball would act if pressed in, and. oi

course, tins rebounding action was advantageous in
ting propulsion. He need scarcely point OUt to

them that when rubber was wet it could be inon
easily cut in that state than when it was dry, and so
the liability ol the cutting of cushion tyres wai
much nan when the] len in wet

ior some time, and he was the
first to publicly point them out, and he bad I

cnts

,i wii k bad
ic might tell him thi

Mr wai n
makii rith clips on the rim I n, and

vii with a BTOOVe, where it met the rim, I!.-

point, and thai tyre was
' Ion at the hands ol

He thought M
show.

was a:

>!iape,
and ti. ne in

on. With the cu .-.rse.

he amount
obtained from it depended on l Ity of the
rubber, and In which

the cushion tyre was distinctly in
1 tvre, it ttJnctly in

pneumatic. With Mi
Boothroyd

m thought that the. walls of rubber W
the sections would inevitably deal

a good deal of the natural elasticity of the uncut
Ml S lid he had tried the "pimple"

[the Maxim Stud tvre). His trial had not 1.

long one, but he D 1 to say that he did not
. er in it any very great advance upon the -

but that might be due to the smallnesa of the
rubber "pimples" employed. It had been sug-

I that the detects of the pneuin.
liability to Dd leakage in I The
liability tol indoubtedly dui I

* uich
had been pointed out, and which he took .

'.ami he also explained the method of joining
1 with the rubber solution. If the latter,

however, should go wrong a rupture of the tube
tube would insist on blowing

out to n larger diameter at that point. It was gener-
ally conceded that the principle of applying an air
cushl. el was known ' ol the
pneumatic patent, and it was pn v one

keanairtyi as they did not infringe
the method of fixing the tyre to the rim, and did not

tie Pneumat
1 to him more than once that if, instead ol using a

ic in two halves depending upon an
or the durabilityof the join;

woven pipe Were employed, the difficulty would 1

\s fo the valve.they v.

ent valve was un
inflation, but he had heard that the Pneumatic Company
were about to adopt the invention of a gentleman in

nh of England, by which anyone would be able
;ning

of the valve, and thus effect the needful pumping more
easily than hithi regard to the new "Raf-

pneumatic tyre, n appeared to him that there
would be a tendency for the canvas tube, which was

on the wheel, to roll about on the rim. As to

ilipping, there was no question that it did slip,

and the reason was that the pneumatic tyre, by n
• ruction, refused to have anything to do

with the sui which it was traveling. 1

d to him that when pei the putting
eather band round the tyn si the

charm of the pneumatic consisted -n its extreme i

st all points, and I t be pre-
. at all COStl Directly a leathern band w.,s

round a pneumatic tyre the power of the latter
up" the • .-.pon the road

ceased.
Mr. R. K. Phillips said that by reason of his profes-

rtain
extent, and that perha

many of the thm.
ing it woin : it-burning

led the principles of the pneumatic and the
tyres, thi iplaii

Mt Stiirnicy and Mr. Shipton that he need not
anything about that bran. He quite

i with Mr. Shipton in thinkini few
who had l
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task before them. They had tailed to see. in a i

many cases, that a ru although el
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*»*UICS©R ® SAFETY8
***

UHJ|AN WANTS BUT LITTLE HERE BELOW," but you will find it pretty generally

true that he wants all he can get, and often more. He certainly wants the

best thing when he buys a bicycle. The men who buy bicycles are growing to

appreciate more and more that it PAYS to buy THE BEST. It is this appreciation more than

anything else that makes the big demand for VICTORS. We have always believed it would

pay to MAKE the best, and the success of the VICTORS is the justification of our belief.

ASK VICTOR RIDERS.
r~ "N

Overmai? Ojl^l Co.,

BOSTON. WASHINGTON.

Office ar;d pac;tory, Qfyieopee palls, /T)a55.
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THE CAPITOL MANUFACTURING
CO.S TWO NEW DEVICES.

Thi tanofacturing C<
their new bicycle wrench i rew-driver.
The lonpujr nave been compe i new
wrench on trie D ' frequent calls lor a
wrench cheaper than their well-known Acme. The
new style . It '.s made
of the best material in every particular, .mil the com-
pany expect that it will supply a long-felt want for a

. 1 pocket wrench. The length of this

wrench is , inces, while
theopenin. nches, taking in the largest nut
on anv bicvele made. The screw-driver is made

especially for the bicvele trade, and is extremely
light in weight, as can be seen by the cut. It is made
of the best quality of cast steel, fs all in one piece, and

lapted !'>r the OSes ol bicycle riders.
:ie handle being japanned with

the best quality of baking japan. The shank Is

well polished, and the points are thoroughly tempered
and • ith of these litttle devices which we
illustrate are being put out anions the trade, and arc-

now being sold by all bicy The company
is prepared to quote figures to agents,

SPECIFICATIONS OF THE NEW
UNION SAFETIES.

rsTRUCTtOH OF TMK UNION NO. 13 SAFETY.
Twenty-eight inch front and rear wheels; rubber

•im, 5-8 inch to front, 3-4 inch to
rear; hollow runs, tangent spokes, .. to front, 36 to
rear. I and attached to rim
ble nipple: taining; ball bearing
all a: ir; double loop main

iront fork of weldleas steel tubing fitted
with semi-tubular steel non-vibratory auxiliary forks
and spring nch ball bearing
and ball s oldie;

37 inch tubular : rought well back
and adjustable for height; ladli adjustable
cran'i nch throw
wheel adjustable plun
lantern holder, gnai and chain;
dress guard of ample slse to r and chain;

bag, wrcni h. hi, <.
pounds; g> ., enamel with nickel tips.

Can ' 'h cushion tyres when desired.

. 01 tiik 1 irrrr,
Thirty inch front and r.

hol-
low r

ipple;
dust

;
.ill around.

adjustable
.« steel tu

'tubular st

and a
cranks, keyed to axl<-

adjusti
trrn I.

with cu»hion lyrrn wh'

GEORGE BIDWELL'S
STORE.

CHICAGO

h he

and in mmi cam In M>vera:

THE CYCLING AND ATHLETIC
BUILDING INTRODUCED.

The Cycling and Athletic Building in Kilty-ninth
Streel I and materialised through the emer-

ge Hid well, was introduced
to the public by prow last night The reception
took the form of a press entertainment and inspection
of the building.
The C and A. Building, as many readers of THE

Wheel know, is designed to afford to the publican
thee. .1 private athletic club, without the

: the latter, but with all the impedi-
menta necessary for indulging athletic taste. There
[ a ruling hall, a gymnasium, bowling alleys, reading,
smoking, and lounging rooms, and on the ground
floor Mr. Hid weli's cycle salesroom, the whole con-
trived, finished and fitted up with much comfort and
elegance.

It is this building which the members of the press
inspected on Thursday night. The entire building
was "dressed in its best suit of clothes," that is, it

was spick and span from the polished knob on the big
front door - shades of • Pinafore !"— to the tip top of the
flagstaff. The gas jets flickered as if they knew it

was a special occasion.
Messrs. Bidwell and Savage were on hand to enter-

tain their guests, and the comfort of the latter WS
looked alter by Messrs. l.oucks and l'eoli, and even
their efforts were supplemented by the services
brigade of employees, who, under the generalship of

the immaculate " Walter," were in the several parts
of the building at once, and took care of your hat,
your coat, and passed about smoking material with
engaging and unobstrusive courtesy. A very well
trained corps, to be sure.
Into this building there had gathered by 10 o'clock

an aggregation of literary intellect such as one could
scarcely meet in a journey from pole to pole. Fine-

phrase, that ! There were young sprigs of journalism,
dapper, sharp-featured young men, mature, well-
round, well-informed looking men, not to forget one-

old gentleman, who had a penchant for boxing and a
strong resemblance to Evolution Darwin.
The guests had a thorough inspection of the build-

ing. They took a turn in the bowling alleys,

lounged in the smoking rooms, handled the cue, or
listened to the music.

In the way of formal entertainment, there wen
eral fencing and boxing bouts; afterwards, a half hour
was spent in consoling the inner man—one scarcely
likes to apply the term " refreshments " to so dainty a

lunch; chowder and beer are so far apart from -

and champagne water. While the coffee was being
Sipped and the Havana puffed, Mr. Rice, of the

lard Theatre, and one cute, comical violin and
banjo man, Mr. Daly, entertained with recitation, song
and storv.
Among those present whom I knew were Messrs B S.

Brewer, G. D. Chamberlain and George T. Warwick.
of the Warwick Cycle Co; Mr. Will R Pitman. Mr.
C. A. Sheehan, representing the Bearings: Mr. W. H
Curtis, spirit oj tlu- Times: Walter uasterson, the

the AM; Mr. Malcolm W. Pol
'Turf. Mr. Peters, New York Bicvele Club; Allan
Porman, TheJournalist, and P. P. I'rial, Tin WHI i i

WARWICK CYCLE CO.

Mr. George R. Bidwellhas been elected a din
of this company. The company are making three
stvles for 1891, details of which will soon be made
public. Tbey have had cushion tyres fitted to War-
Wicks during' the past three months, and many riders
in Springfield have tested them. The company will

tit cushions on some of their 1891 wheels.
The Warwick people feel that their

nearly per'' ble, Tin • i

ire used, and not onl] w material
thoroughly Inspei ted. but e.o h piece is inspei ted snd
gauged by the Inspector, the superintendent, and the
workman. These three examinations are made after
each

;
that one piece will often be Inspi
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The Kanawh-.
Cbarlsstown, W. Va , for the manufacture of bi

PHILADELPHIA.

< >n S Park Avenue
Wheelmen attempted the ride from Han

! tlllK at 1 a. ill. : '"nil.
The first hall ol the ti

and it was not until Reading was j. : the
be said I lir of

irty rode the entire .' snell, Van Deu-
Sen, Simons and Silvers, coming in via ConshOCken
Hill and finishing at 1 :i the
road nine and one-half hours and ridden nH I

Century runs « made thi ly bv
Koen id Dimon, of the South End V
men. between Philadelphia and Coatesvllle, and B

Columbia Cyclers, who made two round trips
to l'.ioli, and finished up 11 | miles on the asphalt.

W. D. Supplee, ex-captain of the I'cnnsyh
cle club an
men, was married at St. Asoph's Church, Baltimore,
on Wednesday evening last.

The bicycle races at the fourth annual games of the
First Regiment A. A., resulted as follows:

One miii Safety, Handicap Joseph C. Donnelly,
I Wheelmen, .-,

yards, first ; P. H. Garrij
Century Wheelmen, jo yards, second. Time.

Two Mile Ordinary, Handicap Sternberg, »o
yards, first; Vincent J. Kelly, A ( ond.
Time, 6m. 51 3-5S.

Van Wagoner, McDaniels and Merrihew will shortly
open a store in Philadelphia for the sale of the I

and other machines. ijch they
fed the agency. The location,.! tlu- new house

at present will probably be somewhere in the vicinity
of Broad and South Sticets Dalsen will have the up-
town agency for both machines.
Nominations for officers Of the Pennsylvania BI

Club for iSqi, to l the llexl
club, are as follows: President,

- A. H. Ma. 0w< 11. W. IV >-. n. |r.; I

urer, J. B. Young; Secretary, Lee R McKinstry; As-
sistant Secretary, W. S. Harper: Captail
Laingj Directors', thirty to be eh ome,
R. E. Hammer, Clarence Baker. D, W. Gross, Frank
Det weiler.

J. B. Fontaine, Jr., of the Column
has quite a:: collection of photographs which
he has taken of prominent wheelmen the pasl season.
The set includes both of the Murpiiys. Van Wagoner,
Dampman. Seeds. Draper. Kelly. II.. .ami
a number of other prominent local men.

II tandem teams, including Taxis ,cinl Zimmer-
man in several different poses, taken the day of their
attack on the five mile record.

At the regular meeting of the Ass 'ling
Clubs held on Tu 'ing, commute,
pointed to confer with the managers

Turnpike Co. in regard to the matter of re-
surfacing that road as published in I'll K Wl
time since ; to continue thi

pavement on Broad Street
ability of holding exhibition in the Spring
after the plan ol ow. It is •

say that no resolutions were presented in

the building of a race track.

Whitakei wing
characteristic letter will explain :

On Boards S
iber 1 1, 189

Columbia Cyclers, l'lutjJ<i;
Di \i< BOYS: The slop sailed on Wednesday, "and

1 was in it." ' s trulv,
Si II I M \N !, Willi IKIH.

The Mt. Vernon Wheelmen h.c
mit lady n

Kelly has joined the athletic club • lkill

navy.
aker

City Wheelmen.

of the Winter season in the Century Wheelmen.
Tin •
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SHOULD THE LEAGUE ESTABLISH
A HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT

BUREAU?

My Dear Wheel:—In answering the question

of the advisability of establishing a highway
improvement bureau, as outlined in The Wheel
of October 31, the possibility is suggested that

the League does not understand itself.

In the first ecstacy at having found a new
'•aim," the highway improvement cap was
thrown so high that when it came down the
boys had cooled off and found that the sport

presented more attractions to them than the
serious work of making the '.' wilderness blossom
as the rose," by influencing the construction of

perfect roads " throughout our broad domain."
But men whose opinions come of more than

twice as many years on the wheel as I have
known, believe that the League has outgrown
its early diversions and must find some new
occupation, else it would soon die of ennui.

Possibly the League is in this condition ; and a
society without a purpose would be very much
like Hendrick Hudson's Goed Crow, which was
of such sleepy proportions that it didn't sail in

any particular direction at all,

And so the League ' l proclaimed it upon the

housetop and shouted at the gate of the city"

that it had a new "aim," which was nothing
less than '

' to procure an improvement in the

condition of the public roads and highways."
Happy are we, however, to add that this shout-

ing has not been " all to no purpose." Here we
are, sobered to a realization that we are in for

it. The glamour has vanished. The work is

irksome and a bore; but the "condition con-

fronts" us just the same, and must be met
squarely.

I believe the time is rapidly approaching
when the League, in demanding a valuable
man's time, must be willing to pay him for it.

The cycling enthusiasm which diove the
machinery of 1880 can not be carried at such a
pressure as the present broad work demands.
Only a comparatively few available men in the
League to-day are executively capable. The
sport attracts, and, at the same time, diverts

from intelligent activity in the less pleasant de-

partments of League work. In a very great
degree it is the sport which is swelling our ranks
to over 17,000 ; so that we are getting the dollars

to further our road improvements from the
aiders who are living on the to-day of those
dollars in what the League gives them in races,

general excitement and protection of rights.

To furnish this sport and excitement is a legiti-

mate function of the League ; but the Constitu-
tional convention of 1890 builded larger than
this, and opened avenues for operations which
must demand the very best talent procurable
with the means at hand.
The Fall convention adopted an article which

provides :

'

' The names of all persons who are
not eligible for membership in the League of

American Wheelmen, but who will formally in-

dorse and support its policy, aims and objects in

the line of improvement of the highways, shall

be recorded in a book kept for that purpose.
All contributions received from such persons
shall be placed in the treasury as a separate
fund, and be used only in the promotion of the
work of securing improvement in the high-
ways."

I have it on good authority, that there is

awaiting this fund $1,000, on condition that the
League raise $10,000. Some one is in earnest.

Is the League? I hardly think we can presume
to ask the present committee to take charge of
this task, when it is already over its ears in

work. Hardly can one get intensely interested

in this project without realizing how far short
of our vision's mark the feeble shaft drops, or
how inadequate the time of your average
worker to the work at hand.

I would not be read an adverse critic of the
League's policy in anything here written, but
as one who has been out in this early skirmish-
ing, I cannot refrain from remarking the early
death on the roads improvement field of those
whom the gods must have loved so very, very
dearly.

If the League wants to lead in this, its

rational work, I can see no reason why it should
any longer sec-saw on the planks of its Niagara
platform. Again, roads improvement legisla-

tion, we are forced to acknowledge, must be

enacted by men who are pledged for it. This
means politics. This means a hew policy—

a

directed and concerted action, so that we be
not reduced to the contempt of ourselves nor
others.

Yes, bring on your bureau ! There is many a
nook in the League' s garret where it will fit. Fill

one of the drawers with tracts and books ; these
are good. Cram another with appeals, exhorta-
tions or addresses to city councils, boards of well-
being and societies for the prevention of pro-
fanity and sloth. Jam in stiff arguments before
committees of the assembled legislatures, and
forget not a record book of the politician's vote
on roads improvement measures. On another
drawer put a strong lock. Keep here the
book of those who wish to be identified with us,

and not only this book but their cash. There
is a little box on top of our bureau, a sort of

"house-on-deck." Ah! put in this $2,000, more
or less, and let "its sweet smile haunt" the man
(not the "still" man) who shall give all his

time and energies to the dispensation of the
contents of the other three draws.
And above all, let us have to our bureau a

mirror, not a crooked, distorted image-thrower,
nor yet a concave to flatten us with a round
face and big pomposity; but a glass straight

and true, that we may see ourselves as we are
—as others see us ; for we are the salt of the
earth,but not all the salt.

Arthur Allen Dean,
Chief Consul of Connecticut.

THE BOWLING LEAGUE.

The opening games in the Wheelmen's Bowl-
ing League tournament took place on Monday
evening of this week, and in each contest the
teams competing rolled a close and exciting
game. The ones playing on the home
alleys scored the victories. The Atalanta team,
the champions of two seasons, were defeated at

the hands of the New York Bicycle Club by 28
pins at Bidwell's alley in New York, and the
Hudson County Wheelmen overcame the Har-
lems by 7 pins at the alleys of the former club
in Jersey City. The members of the New York
Club's team rolled a generally fair game, while
the Atalanta men, with three exceptions,, were
in poor form, particularly Edwards, Halsey and
Terbell, who usually score 170 or more. The
Hudson County and Harlem teams made a much
lower score than did the bowlers at the New
York game, the highest individul score being
155. The games were rolled in less time than
formerly, owing to the new systsm of having
eight men on a team, and it gave satisfaction.

Much enthusiasm prevailed, although the cheer-
ing was not so boisterous as it will be later on,

and from the present outlook the League will

have another prosperous season. The scores
follow

:

at new york.
Atalanta Wheelmen.N. Y. Bicycle Club.

s. ' s. b. Scr.
Odell 1

Rossire o
Schaeffer i

Heydecker ..4
Charlotte 3
Stott 3
Nisbett 3
Findley o.

E. M. Halsey..i 3
Terbell 1 2

Hazen 2 2
Struck 4 1

Peal 4 4
Millar 4 4
C.G. Halsey ..1 3
Edwards o 4

Scr.
127
118
126

156
180

178
i34
126

Total 1173 Total 1145

Umpire, H. G. Hornfeck, A. W.; Scorers, H. E. Lan-
sing, N. Y. B. C; Samuel Drabble, A. W.

AT JERSEY CITY, NOVEMBER 17.

Hudson Co. Wheelmen.
Score.

Christian 155
Burnham 131
Earl 149
Huson 146
Cordner 112

Tuthill 124
Korth 139
Eldridge 125

Harlem Wheelmen.
Score.

Boise 141
Braden 146
Kidde 141
Putney 117
Macy 142
Bryan 107
Shaffer 138
Emanual 142

Total 1081 Total 1074

Umpire, H. J. Orfner. Scorers, Messrs. Hopkins and
Collins.

The games played and others to be played
during November, are as follows:

Nov. 17—Hudson County vs. Harlem: H. C. W., 1081;
Harlem, 1074.
Nov. 17- N. Y. B. C. vs. Atalanta: N. Y. B. C, "73;

A. W., 1,45-

Nov. 21 Brooklyn vs. Riverside.
Nov.?) Riverside VS. Hudson County.
Nov. .'8 Harlem vs. Atalanta.
Nov. 28 Brooklyn vs. Manhattan.

BROOKLYN BICYCLE CLUB.

As I was strolling up one of our principal streets, a
short time ago, I saw one of my fellow members stand-
ing in front of an enterprising clothing concern's win-
dow and intently gazing at a display of greenbacks
arranged to form a sentence indicative of the business.
His gaze was so intent, indeed, that one would have
almost thought that he expected to draw the money
through the plate glass windows. Presently he heaved
a sigh and exclaimed, under his breath, " Gosh !

" and
plunging his hands to the very inmost depths of his
pockets, turned longingly away and wandered home-
wards. What was new yesterday is old to-day; to
keep pace with progress one must put his brains
through the wringer of time and squeeze out new
ideas. Thus it happens that the intellect of the afore-
said member was momentarily paralized by the
unusual sight.

We have held our opening "stag," and it-passes
down to history as another success. The house was
jammed—no other word expresses it. Parlors, hall
and stairs were all utilized to accommodate the guests.
A programme of unusual excellence was provided. J.
W. Shultz, our always-willing-to-oblige member,
waved his hands over the keyboard once or twice, set-
tled down to business and captured the house. H. A.
Koehn brought forth his violin, tightened the bow
with a determined air, and tied another knot in the
heart strings of our visitors. Andruss appealed to the
serious side with recitations, while Daly burst the
tear-bags of pleasure and set the ribs to cracking with
funny stories and songs. The banjos and guitars,
manipulated by Moore, Marsters and White, twanged
away until four new tunes finally satisfied the boys'
greed. Pink lemonade touched up the sombre
shadows with bright living colors, and informally the
visitors were seduced into letting themselves loose,
and many a good laugh was had. The street lamps
were playing hide and seek with the daylight when
the last man remembered he had a home.

Mr. B. M. Cole and L. M. Bailey, upon whose shoul-
ders rested entirely the labors connected with the
annual dinner, went to their homes early Monday
morning feeling that they had nothing to regret. It
was a success in every way. Fifty men turned out

—

more than you usually get to a club dinner. The
tables, formed in a square, were made beautiful by
the various devices which came from the chef's hands,
made to specially commemorate the occasion, the
largest piece being a huge cake of sugar surmounted
by a cupid on an ordinary bicycle. This was taken to
the club-house afterwards. Special souvenirs were
served with the Roman punch—a rooster on a wheel
crowing over our twelfth anniversary. The menu
was printed in gold on celluloid. Take it all in all,

too much cannot be said in praise of the arrangements.
The usual number of speeches were listened to. Spel-
man gave us points on new brooms; McCahill sur-
prised the talent by reciting, in an amusing manner,
several new and interesting anecdotes; and Rahming
—well, he spent his time counting the bottles. Every-
body had a good time, the new members were out in
force, and another anniversary has been put appro-
priately to sleep. Atol.

INDOOR RACES AT NEWARK.

The bicycle races at the indoor games of the
Atalanta Wheelmen, held on Friday evening,
November 21, created much enthusiasm and
added greatly to the success of the evening.
The final heat of the one mile handicap safety
event was particularly exciting, the fight for
first place between Frank Brock and H. Snyder,
the trick-rider, of Brooklyn, being hot from start

to finish, the men repeatedly passing each other.
Brock won by a length. The corners were ex-
tremely sharp and falls were numerous, but no
one was injured. The results follow:

One Lap Slow, Ordinary, Scratch, Club—Won
by W. P. Beardsley ; L. A. Struck, second. Time,
3m. 7 1-5S.

Half Mile Safety, Scratch, Novice, Open—
Final heat—George M. Brinkerhoff, P. C. T. A. A.,
first; A. D. Tompkins, R. W., second ; George W. De
Brown, R. W., third. Time, 2m. 12 4-5S.

One Mile Safety Handicap—Final heat—Frank
Brock, A. W., 60 yards, first; H. Snvder, 50 vards,
Brooklyn. Time, 4m. 7s. V. G. Kelly, A. C. "S. N.,
who was scratch, rode a cushion-tyred wheel, but it

slipped repeatedly on the turns, otherwise he would
have easily secured a place.

Half Mile Safety Handicap, Club—S. R. Prid-
ham, 30 yards, first ; F. Brock, scratch, second. Time,
2m. 5s.

The Cycling and Athletic Building will be
"house-warmed" on Tuesday, December 9,

when a reception will be given in the afternoon
and evening. Messrs. Bidwcll & Savage in-

tend to make the occasion a notable one. A
number of prominent cyclists will bo invited to

the reception.

An unusually long and excellent programme Ins
been arranged by the Seventh Regiment Athletic As-
sociation for their games on the evening of December
cih. Among the events arc a mile bicycle race,
scratch, open to those who have never won' a prise at

any regimental games, ami a two tnile handicap.

The report that the Vinclaiul Wheelmen lost at

t'.ieir second race meet a large portion of the m
gained through their first one is denied.
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THE PAGE STEEL WHEEL CO.

While visiting Toledo recently, a representa-
tive ot The Wheel noticed an advertisement of

the Rjcard Wheel Co., which led him to the dia-

ry "1 a concern which few bicycle rulers in

this country have ever heard ot Traveling
over to Cherry Street, which is on the outskirts
of Toledo, a ramshackle frame building was

ivered. " It was but one story high, and in

the last stage of dilapidation. This was the

factory of the company, and it was packed with
machinery from the front to the rear door.

Next to this old building was a new brick struc-

ture, five stoiies high and fifty feet wide, finished

in the most modern fashion.

While inspecting this building, the writer met
a representative of the Ricard Co. On the first

floor was a safety weighing at least seventy
pounds, which the writer rode around the empty
floor of the building. The company's repre-

Led that they had marketed 200
wheels among western wheelmen ; also that they
were about to leave the small building next
door and move into the newer structure.

On the various floors was noted new machin-
ery which had not yet been put up. Later in-

quiries developed the fact that the Ricard Wheel
Co. have gone out of existence, and that the

Page Wheel Co. have taken over the business,

and will go into the manufacture of bicycles in

a large way, with the idea of selling the 1891

market.
This company will manufacture all steel, drop-

frame safeties, with ball and cone bearings.

Models have already been made for two styles,

viz. : a twenty-four inch forty pound wheel,
price $40, and a thirty-inch forty-five pound
safety, price $</>. The company expect to

turn out thirty wheels a day and to be
able to deliver goods in January. The capital

stock of the company is $50,000, and the officers

are as follows President, IV Meilink, of the

Meilink Furniture Co. ; Vice-President, John
Streicher; Treasurer, W. H. Cray, of Cray &
Rood; Secretary and General Manager, 1. S.

Page.

DAVID PETTIT & CO.'S NEW
SAFETY.

we exclusively announced that

David I'ettit & Co., a Philadelphia manufactur-
ing concern, would place a new safety on the

market for [89I, of which we have further <le-

The machine was designed by A '.

ell, an old-time Philadelphia racing man,
who writi

"It is to be a hickory wheel safety, and the

new bearings run easier than any bearings I

have ever run in my ten year*, experieni

all kinds of mounts. It will be finished in

black enamel, and weigh, with one-inch solid

pounds, and sell !'"! too The wheel
will also be fitted with i{ inch cushion tyres

and l>e listed at $65. The frame is of .1

p. We • ">d things of this wheel,

whkh will Ik: a strong and serviceable mount.'

ENGLISH TRADE NOTES.
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Mr. II. sills, of the well-known plating and enamel-
ing compan , died early th is week, He
u.is.i well-known figure in the cycle trade, and re-
spected by all.

I B. Minahani. the manufacturer of the V
-. been compelled by increase of bill

to remove to larger premiai --,,,,w hhi, Birm-
ingham.

The Birmingham Cycle Fittings, at Lombard and
Bradford streets, in that town, belonging to George
Butler, has been turned into a limited company with

:.il ot £10,000 in £1 shares.

Messrs. KobabeA Kuphal, of Birmingham, are the
agents in tins country for the patentee of a brake-
regulator and wheel-lock, the object being to enable
a rider to apply his brake in a more easy and conven-
ient manner than at present provided for. The appa-
ratus can be screwed on the right arm of the steering
rod of any bicycle, immediately beneath the handle.
In the casing enclosing the spring mechanism are
slots in which a rack can move to and fro. The latter
connects the brake-lever with the arm of the steering-
rod alter the manner of a hinge. A spring, forming
part of the apparatus, presses the rack against a hook
or catch and holds it lirmly in position. The rack is

drawn in the casing when the brake lever is actuated,
and is automatically locked in the desired position.
The brake is removed when the rack is .!

: ,-.. when the latter is disconnected from the catch.
A further object of the patent is to prevent machines
being stolen. For this purpose the brake is applied
upon the wheel to the fullest extent, and locked in

such a position by a locking-device which cam
tampered with, the latter being set in action by press-
ure upon a small pin. The locking-device is opened
by means of a kev, which remains in the rider's pos-

n. It is made of the best steel, and all exposed
parts of the apparatus are nicely nickeled and pol-
ished.

A cycle factory on a large scale will shortly be
started in Plymouth by W. H. Kitto, the inventor of
the foot-brake bearing'the same name.

A very neat and effective contrivance for prevent-
ing slackening and rattling of mudguards
has been patented by a Mr. M'Quiston, of Ayr, Scot-
land. It is very cheap, easily fixed, and is certainly
an article which cyclists will be glad to know of.

Dunlop's new spring frame is rather peculiar in

construction - the tubes leading from the driving-
wheel axle to scat pillar being conspicuous by their
absence. The handle-bars are separate Irom the front
Wheel forks, but joined thereto by two tlat coil springs
leading from the steering centres to a short dummy
steering pillar attached to the front forks. A spoon
brake is fitted in a very simple manner, contrary to
usual custom when this system is adopted.

Prom Sheffield we hear of a novelty in gongs intro-
duced bv Messrs. Rayser & Glossop, which partakes
Of an attachment fitted t<> the plunger rod of a front-
wheel brake in such a way that when the brake lever
is partially raised a milled wheel is brought into con-

\1tl1 the tyre, and makes the hammer strike the
gong furiously until the lever be released. By an
ingenious ai rangoment of pivots the gong is silenced

11 as tile brake spoon actually touches the tyre,
so that the bell does not ring when the brake is lull

on. Its drawback Is its weight, and its good point is

its effectiveness and ease in application.

ITS. Trigwcll .V Co., Ol ltristoii, London, are DOW
selling a safely ot good design and manufacture,
which prom IS good a name as the linn's
well-known " Regent " ordinary, which has won many

London, having won more than
100 prizes on it.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

The Times of India reports that military cycling is

gaining a foothold in the Empire,
It is estimated that ..... extra workmen will be re-

quired by the Coventry cycling trade in t&ot.

A detailed report of the proceedings in the case of
Bown vs. Centaur Cycle Co, is published in the 1

• : November 5, pages 1051-1052.

C II Met/ and John McDowell, who have done
.1 rvice 'or the Union Cycle people on the road

during the isoo season, are on the go again, both de-
termined to do even better the coining season.

The Treasurer of the Union Cycle Manufacturing
Company will leave Boston for" Europe Saturday,
lanuary 10, on business connected with the nffa

mpany. He will be absent not more than thirty
days.

The Pope Manufacturing Company are always
ready to meet the requirements ol wheelmen, and
have now placed on the market their Columbia Light
Roadster Safety with 1 ', inch cushion tyre, so that the
new tyre may be thoroughly tested bv "all who are in-

ted in if.

The factory of the Union Cycle Manufacturing
Company, at Highlandville, is so" pleasantly located,

prone to ask if it was not originally
intended for a convalescent home, but when once in-
side, the idea of its being anything else but a bicycle
factory is soon dispel'

Oneof our advertisers, Mr. 1'. II. Bernavs, of Little
Rock Ark., who handles the Cycle Brush Tool, a little

article that has become wonderfully popular with all
riders of the safely type of machines, was recently
presented to the readers of Printers' Ink, of this city,
as an example of unique advertising. The series of
grotesque but attractive little cuts running in our col-
umns have drawn considerable attention. Printers'
Ink clipped one of these from our pages and repro-
duced it in their collection of novel advertisements.

Henry G. Priest, representing the Quadrant Tricycle
Co.. who has been in this country almost four months,
will sail for England on November 39. Mr. Priest

mulcted arrangements with the Strong & Green
that they will be able to push the Quadrant in

astern half of the country. Valuable western
connections have also been made by the Quadrant
Co. for the taking care of the western half of the
country. Mr. Priest was in New York on Tuesday
evening, and will be at Boston until Saturday. We
had the pleasure of a long chat with him, and Im-
mensely enjoyed a sketch of his experiences in the
far " wild and woolly."

Mr. S. B. Bowman, the well-known Elisabeth cyclist
who represented the New lei scy Athletic Club o"n the
path during 1889 and 1890, has been added to the stall

of the bicycle department ol Si hover ling, 1 1..

Galea Mr. Bowman's connection with this house will
in no way affect the plans of the concern of Zimmer-
man & Bowman, which were recently outlined in I

columns. Mr. Whymper, managi rofJS &D '» b
department, is now on the road appointing agents
throughout New York State He will also visit Wash-
ington and Philadelphia before his return, and alto-
gether he will take in about twenty cities, This con-
cern will be in the trade in a larger wav next year,
and have found it necessary to find Mr. Whymper an
assistant.

There are two curiosities in the bicycle line at the
Mechanics' Pair, Boston, according to the Boston
Globe, that have attracted much attention. One is a
skeleton mounted on a hickory machine, whose wheels
revolve, thus giving the skeleton a verv lifelike
motion. The skeleton is that ol a man whose body

and Moating in the river 5 w the
Paris, it was thought to be .. case ol suicide,

ami as the bodv was not identified alter Iving in the
morgue for some time it was turned over to a skele-

Ist, who prepared the boms and shipped them to
-, It was mounted in its present form by

Sterling Elliott, ot Newton, the object being to

II reel height ol saddle, I" give proper amount of
ankle motion. The other 1 r I Clumsy Wooden
bicycle, made by Arthur leans,.- and ridden
by nim at the National Wheelmen's Convention in St

:n 1887. He was then thirteen years old. and
nly such machines as had passed b]

father's house. The p- I blocks of
wood, and the backbone is urved timl
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HERE, THERE AND THEREABOUTS.

The new invention for the road
Will old Time's fancy tickle

;

Instead of mowing- hours by scythe,
He'll mow them now bicycle.

A friend of mine sends me a copy of Har-
vard Crimson, dated April 7, 1S7S, with the

above verses in, which plainly show that at that

time even the learning of Harvard College had
not taught its budding poets how to pronounce
bicycle, other than though it were spelled " buy-
sickle."

While dealing with cycling poetry, here are

some lines after the Mother Goose style of

poetry, which I think the "goose" who carries

a child on a wheel should cut out and paste in

His hat:

Bicycle, bicycle, on the wheel top,
When you go up hill 'tis easy to stop

;

When you go down hill 'tis easy to fall,

Down comes bicycle, baby and" all.

A colored man was asked what kind of a
bicycle his master rode, and gave the informa-
tion that it was a safety, by saying, "It's just

one of dose kind dat you ride on and look into

cellar windows wid."

I wonder how many riders there are to-day

who can recall the old-time baggage carrier

when it was in the shape of an unshapely can-

vas bag wound round the axle, inside of the

gpi >kes of the front wheel ? Not many, I am
sure.

A lady writes me that she wishes to protest

against unkind critics of women riders, apply-
ing to them such terms as "wary wobblers,"
"go it graceful" and "timid toddlers.'' She
thinks such names " real mean," and so do I.

It often happens that the so-called "steed of

steel," having no bit of his own to chafe, con-

tents himself with chafing a bit of the rider

instead.

It is an awfully hard thing to come across

anything that is really new. During the racing
season just finished, reams of paper—and no
one knows how many gross of pens—have been
destroyed in condemning the waiting tactics of

our racing men. The strongest point the

fault-finders tried to make was that this is a
latter-day idea, that the old time racing men
never showed such practices, and a lot more of

that sort of argument. The. idea of laying
back in racing for a finishing spurt is almost as

old as the sport itself. Nearly twelve years
ago I had an interview with Jack Keen, the
trainer of Cortis and Keith-Falconer, who was
himself a racing man of rare judgment and
speed, and this was his opinion of affairs at

that early period of the cycling history: "You
should never start off at your best speed unless
it is a short race. A man must use judgment
as to when it is best to spurt, and should
always remember that spurting in a race of any
distance will tell at the finish and make him
come in slow. It don't pay to ride harder than
you have to." Now, these words of "Honest
Jack's" are, in a rude way, the exact formula of

those of the racing men of the present, so that
the loafing idea is almost as old as the racing
one.

1 knew a girl once who was ,o'ne of the kind
the papers call " tailor made." She had lived

abroad a great deal, and was, I think, slightly

inclined to look down upon everything in this

country very much as the English do, of whom
she was a great admirer and imitator. As a
matter of course, her clothes were all made
abroad, and hence the title of "tailor made"
girl was early attached to her. Among her
other English ideas was that it was the bounden
duty of everybody to mount a horse and go
galloping across country at the risk of life and
limb to see forly or fifty big dogs tear apart
one poor little fox. But as foxes are scarce
here, she contented herself with Following a loi

of pool- deluded dogs, who couldn't tell the
difference between the scent of a fox and that
of a hag of aniseed. The result of all this was
that my young lady had several had falls, one
of which h 11 tiei for several weeks in bed with
a broken collar bone. After this accident

which she laid to the fact that her riding-

habit caught in the saddle in her fall, and kept
her from getting free from the horse—she had
made for herself one of those sateen English
habits, which are warranted to remove all such
dangers by becoming detached from the wearer
in event of any accident. Knowing her fond-
ness for out-of-door exercise, I induced her to
take up cycling, by telling her that the sport
was intensely English, and had only been im-
ported over here within a few years. Very
few lessons were needed to make her a fairly

good rider, and I was to take her out on her
first road ride through the Park. When she
appeared, she wore the riding habit above
mentioned, and it certainly did look very
"fetching," though I was a little dubious con^
cerning it being just the best costume for a
cycling expedition. I even ventured to hint at
this, but was at once silenced by being in-

formed that it was exactly what she wanted.
We started. Everything went lovely, and I

soon forgot any misgivings I had about her
costume. We were coming down an easy
grade in the road, and I was slightly in ad-
vance, when I heard a scream, followed by a
fall, and at once dismounted and started back
to find out what the matter was, when a voice
from the shadow requested me to remain where
I was. There I stood and waited. In about
ten minutes' time the young lady joined me,
covered with dust and not looking as happy as
when we had started. She did not offer very
many explanations, and I did not ask very
many questions ; the dust on her clothing, the
scream and the noise of a falling body told an old,

old story to me, but I have never been able to

find out why she forbid me coming back to her
aid when she fell. I wonder if that patent
habit of hers caught in the chain and then did
what its makers claimed it would. Who knows?

To those who contemplate taking cycling
tours from any points outside of the large cities,

I would say, take your own wheel—unless, of

course, you can take some one else's without
any possible danger of being found out. The
wheels that, as a rule, are to let in the
smaller places are very good wheels. They
are fairly strong, and so long as they are
handled with- care, they rarely fall to pieces.

There is a place on them to sit upon, and they
are complete with all- the necessary appur-
tences—or nearly all—to enable you to ride

them and steer them. But they are not orna-
mental. The wheel you hire in a small place
has usually seen better days ; it is not the sort

of wheel on -which you can flash about and give
yourself airs. The hired village wheel very
soon puts a'stop to any nonsense of that sort on
the part of the rider. That is its chief, one
may say its only, recommendation. The man
on such a wheel is modest and retiring. He
likes to keep on the shady side of the road,
underneath the trees, and to do most of his

riding early in the morning or late at night,

when there are not many people on the
road to look at him. When the man on a back-
country hired wheel sees any one he knows, he
dismounts and hides behind a tree till they are
out of sight. I was among a party one Sum-
mer who were going to take a few days' tour.

I, having no wheel or my own, hired one of
these village ones. None of us had ever
seen the hired village wheel before, so we did
not know what it was when we did see it. 1

had written for a wheel, a nice light roadster,
and when we went down to the hardware store

and I gave my name, the proprietor said: " Oh,
yes; you're the party that wrote for a light

roadster. It's all right. Jim, fetch out that

racer of mine." The boy went and reappeared
five minutes afterward, struggling with an
ante-diluvian lot of scrap-iron that looked as
though it had been recently dug out of some-
where, and dug out carelessly, so as to have
been unnecessarily damaged in the process.
My own idea, on first catching sight of the ob-

ject was, that it was a Roman relic of some
sort—relic of what 1 do not know, possiblj a

hoop-skirt. There was a museum in the vil-

lage, with a lot of Roman relies, and I didn't

know but what this was one of them thai bad
got strayed or stolen; but our serious young
man, who was a bit of a geologist, pooli poohed
my Roman relic theory, and said that il was
rleai- to the meanest intellect (in which eale-
gi ii \ In- seemed to bo grievet I that lie could not

35/

conscientiously include mine) that the thing
was the fossil of some sort of a six-syllabled
kind of an animal ; and he pointed out to us
various evidences proving it to be so, and to
have belonged to the pre-glacial period. To
settle the dispute, we appealed to the boy. We
told him not to be afraid, but to speak the plain
truth: Was it a fossil of a pre-Adamite animal,
or was it an early Roman hoop-skirt? The boy
said it was a bicycle. YVe thought this a very
funny answer on the part of the boy, but when
he persisted in keeping up the joke, as we
thought, too long, we became vexed with him.
" Come, come, my boy," I said, sharply; "don't
let us have any more nonsense. You take
that lot of old hoop-iron home again and bring
me a bicycle." The proprietor himself came up
then, and assured us, on his word as a practi-
cal man, that the thing really was a bicycle

;

was, in fact, the bicyle, the "light roadster"
selected for me to ride on our tour. I grumbled
a good deal. I thought he might, at least, have
put a coat of stove polish or blacking on it

—

had something done to distinguish it from a
hoop-skirt ; but he could not see any fault in it.

He even seemed offended at my remarks. He
said he had picked it out as the best wheel in

all of his stock, and he thought I might have
been more grateful. He said it had been in
use, just as it now stood (or rather, as it now
hung together), for the last ten years to his

knowledge, and nobody had complained of it

before, and he did not see why we should be
the first to begin. I argued no more. I

fastened the so-called bicycle together with
some bits of wire and pieces of string, said my
prayers, mounted and wobbled off. He charged
me $5 for the loan of the remnant for two days,
and I could have bought the thing out and out
at any junk shop for 50c. Since then I use my
own wheel, or I don't ride.

Don S S.LAMBO.

Bicycle Thieves at Washington.

Cycle stealing in Washington is carried on to a
rather extensive degree, on account of the enormous
number of wheels in use in that city. The machines
are very indiscreetly left standing in front of a Store
or a house for hours at a time, and they, of course,
offer a big temptation to unscrupulous individuals.
There has been an unusual number of bicycle thefts
reported at the police headquarters of late.
A look through the "general complain! book" will

immediately reveal the fact that it is best to chain a
wheel when it is left in the street. The bicycle
thieves commenced their operations early in April,
the record shows an increase in their business all
through the Summer months.
The Washington Post recently published a long list

of stolen wheels, from which we quote as follows :

"As recently as August 15 C. W. Messner, a grace-
ful rider, was robbed of his favorite ' bi.' while stand-
ing almost by its side in front of the Metropolitan
Bank on Fifteenth Street. The same day Ed. Lough-
ran, 713 Fourteenth Street, left his wheel in front of
the house and it silently stole away. A few days
later John Cremer glided up to the Capitol on a
new wheel, which he did not find when he returned
after a few minutes' stay. A few days ago GoldstJor-
ough, Reh & Co. hired a machine to a nice-looking-
young man, who has not yet returned. I. T. Parsons
enjoyed a morning ride not long since, leaving his
wheel in front of the house on his return. It was
stolen. H. F. Hinman also missed his safety from in
front -of his door, and it has not since been returned.
John Donaldson went to the Centre Market for a
roast on October 10, riding a hew safety, which he re-
clined against a post while he talked with the butch" 1

He walked home. Dr. C. A. Davidson used to 1

bicycle before a thief stole it from his front yard.
New he walks. Dr. M. A. Cudlip dismounted from
his wheel at the corner of Twelfth and F Streets,
northwest, a few days ago, and while he was writing
a prescription a thief glided awav on his mount. Last
week James Tumblcty went to Albaugh's Theatre on
a bicycle, and a thief rode off on his w eel. Gei
W'hitwell left his safety in his front yard about three
weeks ago, and the police arc looking Eor it. J. A.
Watson, who was laying' up carfare by riding down
town t'rom his home" on an elegant safety, has been
taking the car since Wed tiesda

J
. and a desi

his wheel is on I lie big boolt at In ters. 11. H.
1 1 igham is also afoot since j estei da} .

"ii at count ol a

bicycle larceny, Thus the record 'runs for moi
warning all wl de bicycles ^f the present
1 liieves."

rhe Soraerville (Mass.) Cycle Club opened their new
quarters on Wednesday evening of last week,
soniatives 1 1 ill the neai bj club wen attend-
ance, and an orchestra, mad, ol club members, en-
livened the festivities. A repast was served du
the evi lling I'lto club is on the second il

building, and the main 1 00m is !
;
o feet, and contains

billiard and pool labK s. The I e is a parlor connected
with the room contai
sories, Thei 1 ira also d ressinj uul toil 1 111

on 1
1 1 0101, i flool 1 w I:,', 'I 1. ill bi 11 well adapt -

ed to the uses oi the club. The e the
officers 1

'1 .si, i,ni , w. I. Emerson : 1 C 1*.

Cubberlj . Vice-President and first Lieutenant, K. S,

Causland, Jr.; Second 1 i< t'. A. t'ollins ;

Buja ler, I. S, Cartwt ight ;
1 :-, r \i. March

;

rrens I '. A. bibbev
;

1 M, Ken liecordifi I 1 Uu 1 1
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BUFFALO.

From what I can learn it is not likely that the Buffalo
Bicycle Club will sever their connection from the
League. I mentioned the fact last week that a resolu-
tion had been carried 39 to 5 in favor of giving the
natioual body "the shunt," but as the resolution
means an alteration to the by-laws if not to the con-
stitution, it will be necessary to bring the question up
again at the next meeting and carry it by a three-
fourths majority. This is certainly not likely to be
done—and 1 hope it won't. I suppose it will be admit-
ted that it would be a peculiar individual who would
be satisfied with every minor detail in such a large
organization as the L. A. W., but he would be equally
peculiar who says that the League has not and is not
doing great work for wheelmen. And the future pro-
gramme must commend itself to all. I therefore ask
the members of the Buffalo Bicycle Club to continue
their membership. Apart from the financial question
there is nothing to consider, and that needs, I take it,

little consideration.
The question wants to be put this way : Nobody will,

nobody does doubt but that the League has done won-
ders in the way of giving to wheelmen privileges it

would be impossible to get from or through any other
channel. Buffalo is the home of the Chief Consul of
New York State, and from Buffalo emanates a League
influence which is regarded with respect the country
o'er. In addition to this, the Buffalo Bicycle Club is

looked upon as a regular old stand-by of the League

—

then don't give the honor up. Join the A. A. U. by all

means if you will, but that don't mean giving up mem-
bership in the L. A. W.

I see that Lewis has decided to run for the captaincy
of the Hustlers. In my last letter I referred to him
only as a candidate for first lieutenantcy honors.
Since I wrote you before his aspirations and judgment
have led him to aim for the premier position. Klipfel
and Stendts will run for the second place, and no two
better men could be found. I think myself, after dili-

gent inquiries into the real state of affairs, that Lewis
and Kane will make the best show at the polls. Both
are good—very good—men, and the club will do well
to think well on the situation and future of the club
before dropping their vote into the box. The coming
year may be expected to be one of the most propitious
and successful in the history of the Ramblers. They
will put racers and road men on the path, and lots of
honors may be with confidence looked for. A careful
selection of officers is highly desirable, and I am will-
ing to believe that the best of judgment will be exer-
cised in their selection.

By the way, it would be right for me to explain here
that the reason- why Mr. Broughton resigned from the
BuffaloS is because he contemplates leaving the city.

1 say tli its for the reason that resignations, especially
of such influential members, sometimes convey a
wrong impression. Business pressure induced Mr.
Tillinghast to hand in his docket.

W. S. Jenkins, the local League attorney, is just now
very materially seconding Chief Consul W. S. Bull's
efforts to force the League to the front. As you have
already printed in your columns, there is a strong
A. A. Xj. feeling here, and there appears to be an im-
pression abroad that in order to join the Union a club
must necessarily resign from the League. To remove
the impression Mr. Jenkins has been writing several
long letters to the local press, which has about put
matters right.

The athletic events which are scheduled for Decem-
ber 6 at the Arsenal here, promise to be more than an
ordinary success. There are included in the pro-
gramme two wheeling events, a five and a ten mile
race, open only to safeties. The entries will be unus-
ually large. The Ramblers will send Kane, Lewis,
Crooks, Glendenning and Spitzmiller ; the Press Cy-
cling Club will enter Penseyers and Callahan (perhaps
Fox and Strong, too), and it is said that Milley and
Brinker will strive for honors for the College Street
organization. The Zigzags will, of course, send a
few men into the lists. The race should be a scorcher,
and I am inclined to think that the winners will be
found in the ranks of the Press Cycling Club or the
Ramblers. The track on which the race will be run
is ten or, at most, eleven laps to the mile.

The Hustlers have lost a couple of rattling good
members in Eugene Voght and W. C. Nachtrieb, who
have left the city for the purpose of taking positions
in Rapids City, Neb. They belong to just that class
of boys that will contribute to the success of any club,
and if tears are not shed at their departure there will
be many a wish for their return.

Thanksgiving Day will be a big one for events here.
The wheeling clubs will go in for the orthodox hare
and hounds chase, and foot-ball and cross country
1 unning will find aplace on the local programme. The
Ramblers are anxious to meet the Buffalos in a battle
with either the leathern sphere or oval ; that is, either
Rugby <>r Association Rules. If an agreement is

made, I say, without the slightest hesitation, that the
Ramblers will come out on top of the heap.

The latest addition to the membership of the Press
Cycling Club is Senator John Langbien. Twenty
other members have been added to the roll, and it is

expected that before a month has passed the member-
ship will have reached higher than any in Buffalo. It

certainly will if a few of the local clubs with but lim-
ited membership come into the fold, as indicated in

the last issue of The Wheel. By the way, I men-
tioned that it would not be surprising to hear of the
Doctors' Wheel Club amalgamating with the inksling-
el s, I find now that it is not likely, as the Doctors are
a League club and the P. C. C. is not. The physicians
ale not apt to forget this, and will, I think, object
to sink their individuality in the Pressmen's ranks.

MAMEF.

.Many American cyclists—we refer now to men of
aye and cultivation will be highly amused to learn
Ilia I I lie cut ire British cycling press are of the opinion
I hat as soon as an American sights an Englishman he
scowls and mutters something about "derned British-
er." We want to assure our pen-brethren abroad that
this phrase has lor many years been relegated to the
1
1.,

1 1
.0111 and maple-syrup districts of New England.

II is not even heard any longer on the variety stage,
nm jast home of the ".chestnut."

NEW ORLEANS.

The Louisiana Bicycle Club gave a musicale and
"danzette" in honor of their comrade, R. G. Betts,
when on his recent visit here, which was a com-
plete success. Surrounded by a bevy of some of New
Orleans' fairest, "our Ritchie " gave himself up to the
intoxicating mazes of the waltz, mayhap slightly for-
getful of his near approaching departure. We tried
to make his leaving "hard to bear." We succeeded,
if we are to judge by the husky tones of his ;

but
I should not give him away. We wish him all success.
May he come down oftener and stay longer.

The consolidation of the A. B. C. and N. O. B. C. is

still in statu quo. The question in arbitration is the
change of name and domicile. Consolidation has
agitated the N. O. B. C. since the earliest days of the
L. C. C. It seems to be a sort of fever which revives
itself at the advent of every new cycling club. Since
the L. C. C. have assumed such colossal proportions
they have ceased their importunities to them, and have
seized with avidity upon the A. B. C, a rising young
club, which, in the few short months of its existence,
gives fair promise of lining up for second place, it

having a larger membership than the N. O. B. C, and
also a larger number of active wheelmen. In my
opinion, let the Aldingtons stick to themselves; there
is nothing to be gained by consolidation, and it only
shows a point of weakness, which they have no reason
to feel.

The racing spirit which has materialized so vjvidly
in the past two months, seems to hold its own, and will

not evaporate into nothingness so rapidly as hereto-
fore. There was a time when the N. O. B. C. or the
L. C. C. would give a race, and the fire of enthusiasm
would burn fiercely for a day, but like unto a piece of
paper, ere the last spark expires the wind has whisked
its ashes to the compass.

But it is not so now. Illustrative of the fact that
friendly rivalry is the life of any sport, we have the
Arlingtons, the Y. M. G. B. C, the N. O- B. C, and L.

C. C, all of which clubs have several races on the pro-
gramme, to take place within the next sixty days.
We also have a Thanksgiving road race, given under
the management of the League, any wheelman in the
city being eligible to entry.

Sunday, November q, the Arlingtons held their ten
mile road race over the St. Charles, Washington and
West End course, as did also the N. O. B. C, for the
Hill cup. The results of the two races were as follows:

N. O. B. C.—C. H. Fenner, 2m. 30s., first; time, 36m.
38s. C. Guillotte, scratch, second; time, 39m. 2s. J.
Gove, 4m., did not finish, and G. Stephenson did not
start.

Arlingtons.—J. H. Hill, first; time, 44m. 22s. J.
Posey, second; time, 45m. 38s. Lee Bartels, third.

J. Denegre, fourth; E. Lagan, fifth; S. De Grevy, sixth'

The L. C. C. claim possession of the long distance
records made by Mr. Betts in this city last month, as
the record was made here, and under their manage-
ment; but I guess they will have to divide with the L.

C. C. of Chicago.

A series of quarter mile dashes are being arranged
for a handsome gold goblet. We have no fast quarter
record in Louisiana.

There is also a movement on foot for the citizens'
cup races, which will take place very shortly. There
will be a series of about twelve races, handicap, and
the winner of each race will receive a medal, and a
point for the cup. There will be other fine prizes for
time, etc.

T. H. Hill is a young, rider, straddles a fifty-six inch
wheel, and will make things hum for some of the flyers
this Spring. He just romped away, and won hands off

in a recent event.

At last we are to have a model athletic ground.
Will speak more thereof next week. Grevy.

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

On Thanksgiving Day the Bridgeport Wheel Club
will hold a hill climbing contest on the Greenfield
Hill, open to club members only. In addition, they
offer a gold medal to any resident wheelman who
will climb "Volt " Hill the greatest number of times,
the limit to be ten minutes for the round trip.

Ten members of the Rovers, of New Haven, wheeled
to this city on Sunday last. Mr. Larom, of the New
Haven Bicycle Club, started with them, but his fast
pace caused him to leave the main body behind. He
made the run in ih. 41m. This establishes a local rec-
ord.

A new pool table has been placed in the rooms of
the Rambling Wheelmen on Main Street. Their
policy of buying nothing that they are unable to pay
for is a good one, and gives them a first-class stand-
ing with whoever they come in contact.

Twenty members of the Rambling Wheelmen went
on a 'bus ride to Nichols Farms on Wednesday even-
ing of last week and enjoyed dancing until a late
hour.

The Bridgeport Wheel Club's polo team will hold a
practice game every Wednesday night. They have
secured the services of McPherson, the best halfback
in New England, and expect to sweep everything be-
fore them.

It is with regret that we learn of the death of Fred-
erick A. Tritton at Chicago on the 4U1 inst. Mr. Tril-
ton, who formerly resided in Bridgeport, was an
active member of the Rambling Wheelmen. His
many friends refer to him as a young man of excel-
lent character, and his kind, unselfish disposition, en-
deared him to all. Roland.

The Quaker City Wheelmen, organized for the pur-
pose of advancing and promoting the general inti

of cycling and sociability among its members, last
week filed application in the Common Pleas for a

charter. The officers are: President, II. P. Stanton;
Vice-President, II. 11. Wood-row: Secretary, W, S.

Rauch ; Treasurer, A. 11. Vaux ; Captain, fames Art-
man.

LOUISVILLE.

A. J. Lamb's resignation as captain of the Louis-
villes was received with regret, and E. A. Herget was
elected to fill the vacancy at the last meeting, thus
leaving vacant the second lieutenantcy. Carl Nefler,
the handsomest man in the club, was the successful
candidate for that office. He immediately wanted to
start for a run to the camp meeting which closed last
Summer, but Captain Herget decided that camp meet-
ings were not ripe and persimmons were.

On Thanksgiving Eve the club-house of the Louis-
villes will be the scene of "revelry by night," as the
club has turned the house over to the dance commit-
tee for that night, and only ticket holders will be ad-
mitted. The tickets were limited in number, and all

were taken three weeks before the date for the hop.

On Thanksgiving morning Jacob Bauer and Thos.
Jefferis will combat for local supremacy over a ten
mile course on the Shelbyville pike near this city. It

is about even up between them for track honors, and
this rivalry has led to the present contest.

On Thanksgiving evening, if indeed the several capa-
cities of the Louisvilles and Independents permit, they
will indulge in short runs about the city, and at night
the Independents' pool tournament will attract the
interest of both clubs.

The committees from the two clubs to agitate the
next year's State meet have been trying to secure a
meeting, and will probably do so this week. They
want to make the meet a "howler,'' and think a flying
start in making arrangements, appointment of com-
mittees, etc., very desirable.

Our race track did not go with the recent assign-
ment of the lessee of Wilder's Park, but it is believed
to be now even more securely placed at our disposal
than before.

It is probable that open races will be the rule at the
Spring meeting outside the State and club champion-
ships. These open races will bar none but non-
Leaguers. It will be a chance for the North, South,
East and West. Frank Bell, the Southern flyer, will
have a chance at Jeff Herndon, of Clarksville, Tenn.,
who scooped all the fruit in the championships at New
Orleans and at Memphis. Will and Tom Robertson,
of Washington, will no doubt give Bell the chance
to wipe out that Birmingham score, and local lights
will contest the ability of the visitors to carry off all

the honors. Messrs. Humphreys and Sauer, of the
Independents, and Johnston and Lawson, of the Louis-
villes, is the committee at work on the matter. They
hope to hear from Chief Consul Lamb shortly regard-
ing appointment of permanent committees.

A letter from Loui Hart says he has brought suit
against the Alabama State Fair for the amount tied
up by the Columbus, Ga., boys, and for the amount of
Harry Gordon's expenses.

George Laib has been heard from several times on
his business trip South. Quite a number of cyclers
are representing mercantile lines on the road this
year. Harry Gordon is a knight of the grip, and Loui
Hart goes out the first of January from this city..

Ladies' night continues popular at the L. C. C. The
smokers attract attention also, and are enjoyed.

The I. C. pool tournament is of considerable inter-
est. President Castle is sure winner. So is Phil Laib,
and—and—all the rest.

The "gym" committee reports progress, and the
Louisvilles will soon be nicely arranged in that de-
partment. Another billiard table is talked of.

White Burley.

SAN FRANCISCO.

The compositors made a hash of a recent letter of
mine when they misspelled such well-known names
as Huie, Arthur Du Cros, Preston, etc.

The first ball of the Alameda Bicycle Club was held
on Wednesday evening, at Harmony Hall, Alameda.
The affair was a success in every particular, and re-
flects great credit upon the different committees hav-
ing it in charge. The members of the club wore
their uniforms, and looked quite comfortable and
Well. A pleasant incident of the evening was the
round of applause bestowed on Jesse Ives, the captain
of the club, on his arrival. It testified to his great
popularity.

The Stockton Club claims to have the largest mem-
bership of any club in the State. This is rather sur-
prising, as Stockton boasts of but a few miles of ride-
able country, which places wheelmen at a disad-
vantage.

A. W. Barr visited Haywards, the California Ripley,
last Sunday, as the guest of the San Francisco Bicycle
Club. The' roads were in fine order, and Mr. Barr en-
joyed the ride greatly. Mr. and Airs. Norval Robin-
son were also down the road on their tandem safety.
Mrs. Robinson is enthusiastic over cycling and is a
splendid rider. The weather was perfect, and seems to

be making amends now for the bad weather of the
early part of the year.

So this is reported as an off year lor the trade on
this coast. Had the persons interested attended the
League run last week thev might have had an inkling
as to the cause of this "offness." It is an interesting
story.

The paragraph in this paper regarding Birdie Mun-
ger recalls to mind the remark of a trie 11 d of Mil tiger's,

who told me that he would rather tour with him than
with any other rider he knew, and he is acquainted
with many, lie said that Munger was without doubt
hitler known by the country people than any other
rider, and (hat, owing to his genial nature, there
ueiii. 1 be no danger of missing any meals on the way,
Munger Seems to occupy the same place here that I-'.

s. 1" Buck} "1 Buckingham occupies in England that
ei "champion shoutist." California.

The Denver Ramblers intend to repair and enlarge
their present quarters before iheWiuiei sets in, the
club having rapidly Increased in memhei ship <>i I
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fr\i "XT' J. ttt -4 A eenulne triumph I By actual tests over 80 per cent.

I MP VlfTOT" Wl"PtIfh STRONGER than the stroneest wrench of its class111V * lvlvl »» iVUtlli heretofore in the market. Nickel plated. Price $1.00.

Overman Wheel Co., Makers, Chicopee Falls. Mass. —

INDISPENSABLE TO AUL, CYCLE RIDERS.

THE * KING * PATENT * BICYCLE * SUPPORT

AND

BRAKE look:
CAN BE ADJUSTED TO ANY MACHINE IN TEN MINUTES.

The best and only reliable way to stand or support a bicycle, whether on road or at home. It forms part
of the machine, and you always have it with you. Manufactured and sold by Benfield & Milne Mfg Co.

Factory : Newark, N. J. Office : 87 Fulton Street, N. Y. City. Or can be obtained from any prominent dealer.

Price, Complete, $2.50.

BUT COOPS AND PRICES
TELL THE TALE.TALK IS CHEAP,

' I. Have the Largest Line of Best Wheels at the Cheapest Prices.

SEND FOR SECOND-HAND LIST AND CATALOGUE.

COLUMBIA, HARTFORD AND CLUB.
REPAIRS.

I have put in steam power and an enameling oven, enlarged my shop and increased my force of

workmen. Send your wheels to me; I can repair them as they should be repaired. Wheels stored

and rented. All parts and sundries for sale.

CHAS. SCHWALBACH, Prospect Park Plaza, Brooklyn.

RADWAY'S
READY RELIEF

The great CONQUEROR of PAIN. Applied exter-
nally, instantly relieves Sprains, Bruises, Back-
ache, Pain in the Chest or Sides, Headache, Tooth-
ache or any other external pain. CONGESTIONS,
INFLAMMATIONS, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Lumba-
go, Sciatica, Pains in the Small of the Back, etc.

FOR INTERNAL PAINS,
Cramps, Spasms, Sour Stomach, Nausea, Vom-
iting, Heartburn, DIARRHOEA, Colic, Flatulency,
Fainting Spells. Internally, half to a teaspoon-
full in half a tumbler of water 50c. a bottle
All Druggists.

"WEBB'S

^COLOGNE SPIRIT,
SPIRITS OF TURPENTINE, ROSIN, ETC.

James A. Webb & Son. 165 Pearl St. , Hew York,

CYCLE DEALERS
LOOK OUT FOR OUR

" Newport " Boys' Safety,
STEEL TUBE FRAME,

CONE BEARINGS, TANGENT SPOKES,

E. & W. VAN WAGONER,
Wheel Builders, Dealers & Repairers.

NEWPORT, R. I.

PATENTS
Procured in the United
States and Foreign
Countries. Trade-
marks, designs, labels
and copyrights. Send

description, with model, photograph, or sketch, and I

will let you know whether you can obtain a patent.
All information free.

W. E. AUGHINBAUGH,
Baltic Building, Washington, D. C.

TO TSi: TRADE,
GET OUR PRICES ON

BICYCLE BELLS
Before placing four Orders,

We can furnish you the

best in the market at better

prices than can be had from

any other house in America.

THE JOHN WILKINSON COMPANY,
271 STATE STREET, CHICAGO.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE.

Send for Catalogue of the

ST. LOUIS WHEEL CO.
Complete list of everything needed by wheelmen at lowest

possible prices. Second-hand Ordinaries taken in

exchange for Safeties. We need you in

our business, so don't fail to write

ST. LOUIS WHEEL. CO.,
811 N. 14th street, St. Louis, Mo.

THE BILLINGS k SPENCER CO,
Hartford, Conn., U. S. A.

Manufacturers of the Wheelman's Favorite, BtlllilgM'
Patent Bicycle Wrenches, 4 and 5 inches long
whenclosed. Welland favorably knownontwocontinents.

Drop forged of bar steel and finished in a thorough man-
ner and case hardened. Small in sizebutgiantsinstrength.
Warranted a first-class tool in every respect. Forsalebyall
cycle manufacturersand dealers. Address. 330 Laurence St

GAZELLE * SAFETIES.

Having moved from Washington, D. C. , to

our commodious new factory we are now pre-
pared to fill all orders promptly. Ladies' and
Gent's Drop Frame Gazelle, 28 inch wheels, $50.
Boy's and Girl's Drop Frame Gazelle, 24 and 26
inch wheels, $35. Boy's Straight Frame
Gazelle, 24 inch wheels, $32. All light, tubular
steel frame machines with adjustable cone
bearings. Liberal discounts to agents.

CRAWFORD & CO.,
HAGERSTOWN, KID.

COMPLETE BALL BEARINGS
FOR THE MILLION.

You can buy Ball Bearings cheaper than you can make
plain ones. Write for particulars.

NIAGARA MACHINE CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

TflEATRES.
"DIJOU THEATRE, Broadway, near 30th St., N. Y.
-1-'

J. Wesley Rosenquest, Sole Manager.

HOYT'S "A TEXAS STEER."
Matinees Wed. and Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.

BROADWAY THEATRE, Cor. 41st St., N. Y.
Frank W. Sanger, Manager.

J. CHEEVER GOODWIN IN "PIPPINS."
Matinee Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.

MADISON SQUARE THEATRE, New York,
A. M. Palmer, Manager. 24th St., nr. Broadway,

"A PAIR OF SPECTACLES."
Matinee Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.30.

A/TINER'S PEOPLES' THEATRE, New York.

M. B. CURTIS.
Matinee Wed. and Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.

NEW PARK. THEATRE, Broadway and 35th St.,

New York.
"THE INSPECTOR."

Matinees Sat. at 2. Evenings .it 8.

PROCTOR'S TWENTY-THIRD ST. THEATRE,
i Proctor and Turner, Proprietors and Managers.

Chas. Frou man's CO. IN

"MEN AND WOMEN."
Matinees Wed. and Sat. at 2.15. Evenings at 8.15.

STANDARD THEATRE, 13d St. and 6th Ave., N. Y.
*J

J, M. Hill, Manager.
"CLEMENCEATJ CASE."

Matinee Sat. at a. Evenings at 8.

TTNION SQUARE THEATRE, Now York.U
J. M. Hill. Manager.

Neil Burgess,
"the county fair."

Matinee Sat. at 1 Evenings at S.i.s.
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Pneumatic* Tires to the trade.

IX STOCK.
We are now prepared to deliver at once the

celebrated Pneumatic-tire -Six.-i.iul Irwell"

- 50.

This is the wheel which created such a sen-

d at the L. A. W. meet at Niagara, and

pronounced byover4ooof the leading bi-

cyclists <>f America " the <.-u^;i St running wheel

we ever rode." Hall lR.-ariny;s throughout, in-

cluding pedals, Pitted with the C.arford saddle.

Send 15 cents in stamps for a photograph.

Sole I' tilled iiair- importers,

The Sweeting Cycle Co.

63G Arch St,, 1404 Oxford St., I nwi.H.inhi.
21 27 to 2145 No Broad St.. [

Philadelphia.

T w&s fiard work 6crou>« m*

A- MAIN WAS DIRT/.
I

[S '{(MS,

T/SL 0»l •»€*

^,,», lv -c, a,

Owl • -

3ooo
tta— IM Ihl

>0 -^w-

LlTt.r RofK^AlX

IMPROVED t\ INCH ACME WRENCH,

FOB l«'< ' I IKD l!l< Vfl.K USX,

/7/A STA0NGES1 .1 VD BEST.

Made of Best Quality Steel.

The Slide* of our Wrenches arc thoroughly hardened.

W.IkI.i. 8 •/.

Awsrdrd Klr.t I'rlir Haial mi il.. Park I tsasMsm

NVkrlrd and llilifht

Evory Wrench
Warranted.

Tor sale by all evele mam;- <-rs.

CAPITOL MFC. CO.,
".I'll (MM tGOi HI

Weldless Steel Tubes,
COLD DRAWN.

H INSIDE and -

1

FOR CYCLES.
Imp 1 kept in slock by

JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO.,
4 Fletcher Street, NEW YORK.

nANHdTTdr* x LANTERN,
Detachable Reflector.

SS.S5. Send for Discounts.

SCHOVERLING,"dTlT & GALES,
SOU Broadway. Veto York,

Kingston Knitting Co.
Artistic Athletic

Suits.

Manufacturers for the

Trade and Clubs. The
desirable line of

Athletic Goods

[or Hi

Bathing and Si

s in the I. A \\

and (ira y M 1x11:1

all the popular I

at very reasonable

prices.

Correspondence so

licited.

Send for Catalogue.

Kingston Knitting Co.,

•7 Ktneston St., Near Summer St

HOSTON, TIASS.

HOLMES & CO.,

VI., No. 13.

THE

%I0&%1>
*B>,,

1

!8D||s
i )

lii.n.BAlLS ET
.

[

r

HAND-RAILS -LV .i

ABoruisTicfiN^cKx'
'urriull NO' IX, J*,

»e garments

Bicycle, <•) iniiiioiiuii. athletic ami
IsKllCH* I iiion I imI» r-<.iiiiiunl».

; Stamp (or Ca

1 09 Kingston St., Boston, Mass.

The Barber Asphalt Paving Company,
and Urfr«t rompsny in thr I res, r>4«

-

I

V., 1 Itruadn ») . > • n larl

U I".,, I latllaUlfi M».hln(Clon. | I.

Tl«N*->^T rWTWlLLN5]>-!

NUBIAN -^COM

Largest Can

OM THE

MARKET
Full 8

.

With Brush,

50c.
Best Discounts
to Dealers.

Mrush attached
to Cork.

Can't get hard.

Put up in Gallon
Cms for Dealers
and Repairers.

THE NUBIAN IRON ENAMEL CO.,
CHICAGO.

N. Y. Offlce, 77 Warren SI.

SENT FREE ON RECEIPT OF OOc.

WESTERN WHEEL WORKS,
Manufacturers of all kinds of

Bicycles, Safeties,etc.

CHICAGO : 495 to 505 Wells Street.

NEW YORK: 35 Barclay St.: 40 Park Place.

Prist

PATENTED

MARCH28.I8

MARCH 23. Iteii

Ttia \Vii**l ahd 1

ir ,,r.l, n .1 nllh .ill... rl
i lion, (10 . rnla.

CET YOUR BICYCLE
HHMKII

3R0WN BROS. MFG. CO.. CHICAGO,
L.AI.' UR IHOf IN I UK WKS1.

ELVIRA, N. Y.

WZ-JSV SAFETIES & SUNDRIES

sTatniJ tasra n '.hod Biotas.

"PERFECT POCKET OILER.''
1

litis*
iNI IIAI

'
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Erie Knitting Mill,

ERIE, JPA.,

Manufacture the best Bicycle Suit

ever offered to Wheelmen.

Send for Samples and Prices.

Baltimore and Ohio R. R.

COMPLETE SERVICE OF

Fast Express Trains
BETWEEN

NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA,
BALTIMORE,

WASHINGTON,
CINCINNATI, CHICAGO

and ST. LOUIS.
Pullman's Cars on all Trains.

OFFICES

:

New York—21, 261, 415, 1140 Broadway and
Station foot of Liberty Street.

Boston—2ir'Washington Street.

Philadelphia—833 Chestnut Street and Station

24th and ' Ihestnut Street.

GILLOH'S STEEL PENS
ARE THE MOST
» • PERFECT.

"THE DART"
THE LEADER OF

ALL COMBINATION

SAFETIES.

SMITH'S WHEEL MFG. CO.,

Man.u.fa.ot/u.rers,

Importers a,n.ci

General Cycle Dealers.

Dart's, Psycho's,

Victors.
BOYS' and GIRLS'
» SHFGTieS.*

IHEELERIES, CYCLING

RINK & OFFICE,
Cat- Sbido.uu ^^AAm/AVVjv^!,

. 921 H St. N.W.
I

AGENTS WANTED^^^^^^^^Washingto'n,D, C.

Experience of Twenty Years in Cycle Construction. Patentees and
Pioneers of the Ladles' Safety.

Jfpe tatest ai?d Best

!

The Barkman "BB" Luggage Carrier.
J^ J\Ioi)pan?il Safety.

PATENT APPLIED FOR.

Carrier with bundle.

All Forged Steel, Light, Compact, Handsome
and Serviceable.
Will carry more lug age than any car-

rier in the market.
Adapted to all Diamond Frame Safeties,

carrying- the weight direct on the back-
bone, over the rear wheel, and not on the
mud guard.

*^r^.'^^e,» f* '7
>€PPg§pf*- Yt/
T3 ^•^WWBSr* /4n£^v

*ia&l$tPJlib^

Q@M&£lra»7f fes3*053^£^£^3S'

W$<SfP'' '

' '' ' ilK»>Jl \/' \l
">

J ^AFETy-

A High Grade Machine for Young

Men and Boys.

ALL PARTS INTERCHANGEABLE.

Carrier (top view). Carrier without buudle.

Price, Handsomely Nickled, - - $2 OO

THE TRADE SUPPLIED.

A. C. SPALDING & BROS.
Chicaoo. 241 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. PmiADELPkv

Price $40, Complete.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.

Chicago.

makers.

New York. Philadelphia.

Raisbeck Electrotype Company
^ NOS. 24 & 26 YANDEWATER STREET,

Between Frankfort and Pearl Streets, fourth Building above
the Bridge,

Telephone, Nassau 245. NEW TOKK.

Stereotyping at short notice. Binder's Stamps and Em-
bossing Plates in extra hard metal. Nickel and Steel

Facing. Plates mounted on wood or metal.

For Sale Cheap.
One Ivel Ladies' Safety, 32 inch front, 30

inch rear wheels, balls to both wheels,

tyres and finish practically perfect.

Cost, $135.00. Price now,

$75.00.

HOLLAND & HAVENER,
•WORCESTER., MASS.

H. E. RAYMOND. I. B. POTTER.

RAYMOND & POTTER,

REAL + ESTATE,
245 Flatbush Aye, Brooklyn, ]ST. Y.

CYCLE HEADQUARTERS.
Largest Stock and Greatest Variety in the City.
Agents for the Victor. Beferee, Eagle, Broncho,
Hickory, Vulcan and Strong. All kinds of second-
hand wheels. Base Ball, Athletic and Lawn Tennis
Goods.

Chas, Hanauer, 258 Walnut St., Cincinnati, 0.

HOW DO THESE STRIKE YOU ?

*

COVENTRY RIVAL, Ladies' Safety ; entirely
new, at $85.00.

DA.RT, Combination Safety ; excellent con-
dition, at $75.00.

CRAWFORD Safety ; 30 inch wheels, balls all
over, at $45.00.

COLUMBIA TANDEM Safety ; 57 inch gear,
equal to new every way, $125.00.

Condition and Quality Guaranteed.

L. B. Graves & Co.,

1325 Fourteenth St., N. W., Washington, D. C.

OrFICE^LOON^ BAR FIXtBBk

^GK£0OLeR5
NEW. YORK CHIcAg

Cincinnati,; 5T.Lo:
AND ALL P^f N C'l PA L C I T

I
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I^IOHT ROADSTER
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'/,>» '/|C '/i\- TIP '/!<• ^,C- -/ii- SAFETY.

1890. $135.

CUSHION . TIRES Vlfr

"Columbia wheels stand every test,

I >lumbia makers do their best,

Columbia works are manifest,

O ilumbia riders tell the rest."

IB8D Columbia Safeties, with Cushion Tires, $135.

THIS PRICE IS NO PRECEDENT BY WHICH WE WILL BE BOUND FOR I8Q1.

POPE MFG. CO.,
BRANCH HOU8B8:

Ifl W»rr»n Htrwot, NEW YORK.
391 Wtbuh Armut, - CHICAGO.

Factory. IIAKTKORD. CONN.

turn or !iii<ui UM.+ ilu |Ri

77 FRANKLIN STREET,

BOSTON, MASS.
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PCBLISHED EVERY FRI1IAT MORNING.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates.

Subscription Pric?,

foreign Subscriptions,

Single Copies,

$1,00 a year

10s. a year

5 Gents

Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS CO.

Copy should be received by Tuesday morning.

Late Copy received uutil Wednesday morning.

Changes for Advertisements must be re-eived by

Tuesday morning to insure insertion.

Special Advertising Matter received until Thurs-

day noon.

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION.

F. P. PRIAL,

Editor and Proprietor,

'P. O. Box 444, 243 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its con-
tents and give us their patronage, and as far as

is convenient, aid in circulating the journal,

and extend its influence in the cause which it

so faithfully serves. Subscription price, $1 per
year. 9 '*

THE announcement that the 'Racing Board

has suspended a number of prominent

Taring men, pending an investigation of their

.amateur status, will be received with regret In

some quarters and with considerable satisfac

tion in others-.

The men suspended are, with one exception,

•charged with receiving their expenses while in

training, which is a direct violation of the rules

of the A. A. U. and of the L. A. W. The rule

violated was the result of the conference of last

Winter, in which it was agreed by both the

L. A. W. Board and A. A. U. that the actual

traveling expenses of a competitor might be

paid.

The effect of the suspension goes into effect

at once. None of the men will be permitted to

compete in races held under A. A. U. or L. A.

W. rules until the status of the suspended men
is investigated.

The investigation of the status of the men
suspended will devolve on the Racing Board.

The A. A. U. will be passive in the matter.

The latter body recognize the League rules,

.and are therefore committed to any rulings the

Board may make. It is quite true that the

Union can refuse to recognize the action of the

Racing Board, but we believe, from private in-

formation obtained, that the A. A. U. Board

will tacitly accept the decision of the Racing

Board.

Pending the investigation, any man who
•competes against any of the suspended men
will forfeit his amateur standing.

.Muscatine, Iowa, has about forty riders, two of
whom are ladies. The town has one club, the Bend
City Wheelmen, who have comfortable quarters on
the main business street. The indications for the ad-
vancement of the sport are bright.

An attempt is being made by several prominent
Chicago wheelmen to establish a bowling league in

thai city.

BOWN VS. THE CENTAUR CYCLE

COMPANY.

A LEGAL VICTORY FOR THE
LATTER—THE CASE

APPEALED.

This most important case has been decided in

favor of the Centaur Cycle Company. The proceed-
ings commenced early in November and lasted near-
ly two weeks.
The plaintiff was Mr. William Bown, of Summer

Lane, England, manufacturer of the well-known
^Eolus ball bearing, who sought to obtain an injunc-
tion against the Centaur Cycle Company restraining
them from using the ball bearing.
The plaintiff set forth that letters patent covering

the .SSolus ball-bearing were granted to Joseph
Hughes on September 17, 1877, and that these papers
had been assigned to him.
The defendants denied the infringement,and claimed

that the patent is bad for want of novelty, and that it

does not form proper subject matter for a patent. In
particular they state that the letters patent were an-
ticipated by a machine manufactured by Messrs.
Humber, Marriott & Cooper in 1877, and supplied by
them to Thomas Harrison Lambert in June or July,
1877, a short time before the letters patent were issued,
and that Mr. Lambert used the machine at some sports
held in 1877 at the Goose Fair, Nottingham. The
company also alleged that there was still another an-
ticipatory machine called the Edlin bicycle.
The defendants occupied three days, during which

they presented many witnesses to support their alle-

gations in regard to the Lambert bicycle. The plaint-
iffs then followed in rebuttal, and a deal of expert
testimony was advanced to prove that the bearings
on the Lambert bicycle were not adjustable. It was
also claimed that the bearings on the Lambert bicycle
had been altered by a machinist so as to anticipate
the Bown bearing. The testimony as to the nature
of the bearings on the Lambert bicycle, and whether
said bearings had been altered after the granting of
the Bown patent, lasted several days, a summary of
w.:ich we shall soon republish.

The Decision.

After consideration, a decision was given in favor
of the Centaur Cycle Company.

An Appeal Taken.

Immediately after the decision the case was ap-
pealed by Bown, who claims that it is an extraordi-
nary case, and who 'feels confident of victory in a
higher court.
The Overman Wheel Co., who own the American

rights of the Bown patents, and who are, of course,
greatly interested in the case, write us that they take
the same view as do the Bown people. They claim
that the case is a most complicated one, and they are
confident that a. thorough sifting of the question in a
higher court will result in a victory for the Bown
Company.
Although Mr. Bown was granted a ball-bearing

patent in September, 1877, it was not until 1883 that he
was compelled to go into litigation to protect himself
from infringement or alleged infringement. In that
year he engaged in a suit with Humber, Marriott &
Cooper, who were making a bearing similar to Bown's.
The defendants claimed that they had made a bearing
in June, 1877, three months before the Bown patent
was granted. Notwithstanding this claim on the part
of Humber & Co., the case was compromised, Hum-
ber agreeing to manufacture under a license.
In 1884. the American patents were sold to the

Overman Wheel Company, and yielded them not
only good returns in the way of royalties, but gave
them considerable advantage 'in the litigations in

which they engaged or were engaged.
Within the past few seasons so large a number of

English makers were manufacturing bearings similar
to Bown's in many respects that a final judgment on
the validity of the Bown patents was necessary, hence
the suit against the Centaur Cycle Company. The
effect of the decision on the trade cannot be learned
at this time.

SUSPENDED FROM THE PATH.

The following men have been suspended
from the race path pending an investigation of

their amateur status

;

F. F. Ives, W. D. Banker,
E. C. Anthony, W. F. Gassier,

P. J. Berlo, W. F. Murphy,
W. F. West, C. M. Murphy,
W. Van Wagoner, ' H. H. Tuttle,

A. B. Rich, W. G. Class,

W. S. Campbell, C. E. Kluge,
Hoyland Smith.

West is accused of selling a prize, the others

are accused of having their expenses paid while

in training. It is to be noted that it is permissi-

ble for a man to accept actual traveling ex-

penses to a competition, but not to accept

expenses while in training.

First in the Field.

At the Fall meeting of the Hartford Wheel
Club, held on November 11, it was voted to

hold the 1 891.tournament on September S and 9,

FIXTURES.

DECEMBER.
2-5.—Fair of the Harlem Wheelmen, at the hall of

the Harlem Opera House.
6.—Bicycle Races at the games of the Seventh

Regiment Athletic Association.
ti-13.—Bicycle Races at the Staten Island A. C, Mid-

Winter Meeting, Madison Square Garden.
Entries close December 4, with F. W. Jans-
sen, 241 and 243 Broadway, N. Y. Fee $1.

16.—Races at the games of the 12th Regiment Ath-
letic Club, N. Y., at the Armory, 62d St. and
9th Ave. Entries close December 6, with
Chas. J. Leach, P. O. Box 3201, New York.

22.—Minstrel Entertainment of the Queens Co.
Wheelmen at the Jamaica Opera House.

JANUARY.
16.—Manhattan Bicycle Club's annual ball at the

Lenox Lyceum.
23-31.—The Stanley Show, London.

29-Feb. 14.—Elwell's Bermuda Tour.

June 1.—Elwell's European Tour. Departure from New
York.

REMARKABLE RIDE FROM TARRY-
TOWN TO NEW YORK.

Fired with the accounts of 'the speed of the
riders of Gotham, two Brooklynites came over
among us on Sunday last—to wit, John Ben-
singer and Harry Hall, of the Kings County
Wheelmen—and made a record from Tarrytown
to New York that will stand, at least until the
buds do ope again.
The pair were mounted on an Ivel tandem,

weight sixty pounds, geared to sixty-six inches,

and with racing saddles. The object of the
tandemonites was to establish a new record
from Tarrytown to New York. The time they
set themselves to beat was ih. 59m. 54s., which
was made by Messrs. Findley and Nisbett on
Election Day.
The day was . raw and cold, but with plenty

of life to it. The men started from in front of

the Franklin House at 10.30. At the start there

was a flurry of snow-flashes, but the sun soon
came out. The record breakers plugged along
North Broadway, pedaling up and down the
hilly course without a dismount ; in fact, from
the start to the finish there was but one dis-

mount made, and this was caused by the drop-
ping of an extra chain the men had with them.
Down Peabody hill the boys lost their pedals,

and the machine being brakeless, it came along
like mad. As the road turns at right angles it

was a bad predicament, but the pedals were
caught in the nick of time and the machine was
turned without accident. Two novices would
have jumped through the window of the store
which faces the hill ; but Bensinger and Hall are
skillful riders.

After leaving Broadway the men ci ossed over
at Kings Bridge and came dswn Sedgwick,
Ridge, Macomb's Dam Bridge, Seventh Avenue
and the Park to Fifty-ninth Street and Eighth
Avenue, arriving there at 12.04.10 4-5, the net
time being ih. 34m. 10 4-5S. The time to the
Getty House at Yonkers was forty-one minutes,
and from the Getty House, distance almost fif-

teen miles, fifty-three minutes ten and four-fifth

seconds.
The roads were not in good shape, Seventh

Avenue being in very bad condition. The wind
helped the riders at times. When Messrs.
Findley and Nisbett rode, the wind was against
them all the way. The timer was I. S. Bowdish,
who started the men, took a train down five

minutes later, and arrived at Fifty-ninth Street

five minutes before the riders were sighted.

The time was also checked by the proprietor of

the Franklin House, and by Messrs. Neil Camp-
bell and A. C. Banker.
At the writer's request, to prevent any dis-

cussion of the record, Mr. Bowdish cheerfully

furnished the following affidavit:

State, City and county of New York, ss. :

Isaac S. Bowdish, being duly sworn, saith : That be
was time-keeper of the trial ride of "tandem bicy-
cle" from Franklin House, Tarrytown, to Fifty-ninth
Street and Eighth Avenue, New York City, on tin-

November, 1890. That the time made by Messrs, fonn
Bensinger, of the Kings County Wheelmen, and H. I.

Hall, Jr., of the New Jersey Athletic Club, was
hour thirty-four minutes ten and four-fifth seconds

Isaac S. BOWDISH,
Sworn to before me this sith day I

o£ November, A. D, 1890, 1

Witness niv hand and official seal,

Henry C. Banks, Notary Public,

I
Seal.] mi Broadway, New York Cil

1

V. A. Klwell is preparing a book which will be
entitled "Wheeling Through Foreign Lands." to be
published during the Winter. It will be illustrated

By A. G. Collins
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RACING AT ATLANTIC CITY.

tic City Wheelmen inl

wrinkle in wheel racing on the
rhanksgiving Day by holding a

se laid out on the
d walks with which that city abounds.

Notwithstanding the chilly atmosphere, a
concourse of sj along the walk
in the vicinity of South Carolina Aven
witness the various events. It was 4 o'clock

re the first race was started. A summary
of the events follow:

ONI MM
Kntru- K. Hewitt, J. Hackney, w. F. Smith and' I..

D Alger. Smith, Brat; Hewitt,

Ore mm k Safei -.

Dusen, J. H. Draper. V. J. Kellev, I. K. Hazelton, W
F.Green and

J.
C. Donnelly. Hazelton, first; v. J

Kelley, A. C a N
. second.

Half Mile Championship Entries: W 1 smith,
I.. D. Alger and K. Hewitt. Smith, first; Hewitt,
second.

dm: miu Ordinary, Scratch Entries: 1. H.
Draper, V. |. Kelley anil J. k. Hazleton. Hazleton,
first; Kelley, second.

One Kile Tandem -Walk-over for Draper and
Kelley.

ONi- Mn. i Safety, Handicap Seven starters, v
J. Kelley, scratch, first, J. t". Donnelly.

:: I. II. Di ards, third. Referee,' I. 11.

, C W.j Clerk of the Course, Wn. Perrett

THE ASBURY PARK RACES.

The first series of races held under the
auspices of the Asbury Park League of Wheel-
men were witnessed by a thousand persons on

Thanksgiving Day afternoon. The course

selected was over a newly-macadamized road.

which proved an admirable substitute for a

track. A. A. Zimmerman was referee. The
results follow.

Half Mile Club- fohn N. Burtis, first; Arthur
Hope, second ; W. II. (ones, third.

re were thirteen starters in this event, and the
men were sent off in two heats, consisting 01 six and
seven riders respectively.

Half Mile Ordinary, Open Pred Prick, Red
Bank A. C., first

; John Parker, Freehold Cyclers.

HalfMili Safety, Open Pred Prick, first; Benj.
1'.. rd, Red li.ink, second.

Q\ \kiik Mill. I'll 1; Arthur Hope, firsl

A. Smock, second ; W. W. Letson, third; |> 1

noil, fourth; John Hurtis, fifth.

Oold and silver medals were awarded j>
1

WHEEL GOSSIP.
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"HUICSOR © SAFETY8
***

UHITAN WANTS BUT LITTLE HERE BELOW," but you will find it pretty generally

true that he wants all he can get, and often more. He certainly, wants the

best thing when he buys a bic}^cle. The men avIio buy bicycles are growing to

appreciate more and more that it PAYS to buy THE BEST. It is this appreciation more than

anything else that makes the big demand for VICTORS. We have always believed it would

pay to MAKE the best, and the success of the VICTORS is the justification of our belief.

ASK VICTOR RIDERS.

Overmai? OJty^l Co.,

/

BOSTON, WASI I INGT( )X

Office ar>d pa(;tory, (T?ieopee palls, /T\a5$.
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ENGLISH TRADE NOTES.
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CHICAGO.

L. M. Richardson, of the Jno. Wilkinson Co., returned
from abroad on Tuesday last. He found the trade in

England very much at sea on the tyre question. None
of the makers are able to prove satisfactorily just

how the demand will run next season, and are in a

state of uncertainty as to what to build. Mr. Richard-
son placed orders for cushion-tyred Rovers to the ex-
tent of some 40 per cent., and will import but an insig-
nificant number of pneumatics. Asked for his opinion
of the outcome of the present tyre craze, Mr. R., while
not setting himself up as a prophet, would not be sur-
prised did it eventually result in the general adoption
of a slightly larger solid tyre than that now in use.

Personally, I can't enthuse worth a cent over the cush-
ion, and daily contact with wheelmen only serves to
strengthen the opinion that the cycling public has an
exaggerated opinion of the innovation, and expects
entirely too much of it. What will be the result?
Yours, truly, is out of the Wiggins' business, but it

looks to him as if after the public has had a taste of
the tyre and found it not up to expectations, that a
reaction in favor of solids will set in. My trial test

of a cushioned safety rather disappointed" me, for I,

too, had probably expected too much of it. On the
asphalt and good macadam its adhesion quite sur-
prised me, and the extra tax on the muscles was felt

very appreciably, it mattered not how slow the pace
;

in fact, seven miles on the cushion wearied me more
than seventeen on a solid. It was a positive relief to
get back to a solid-tyred machine. The cushion I

found greatly improved the steadiness of steering and
one's ability to ride "hands off," and in going over
street-car tracks its advantage was also apparent, but
its hindrance to easy running was too much for me.
In coasting, the solid repeatedly ran away from the
cushion. In going through sand the cushion also had
an advantage, but did not "skim" over it near so
much as I had expected, and it required some old-
fashioned plugging to pull through. Possibly one
trial does not render me competent to pass an opinion
for or against, and I do not. Simply record this for
what it may be worth. For my own use take your
cushions, safeties and all, and give me a good old ordi-
nary every time.

The Associated Cycling Clubs of Chicago is now
almost an accomplished fact. The called meeting
was attended by appointed delegates from the Chica-
go, Illinois, Lincoln, Washington, Douglas, Oak Park,
--Eolus, Englewood, Lake View aud Viking Clubs, all
of whom voted favorably for permanent organization.
T. L. Sloan, of the Illinois, was made chairman, and
S. A. Miles, of the Chicagos, secretary. A constitu-
tional committee of five, composed of Messrs. Sloan,
Miles, Erwin, of the Lincolns; Wachter, of the Doug-
las, and Conkling, of the Washingtons, was elected,
and 'will report at a meeting on December 4. This
was really all the business transacted, though much
time was spent in hair-splitting and in suggestions to
the constitutional committee. It was practically de-
cided that the organization should be called the Asso-
ciated Cycling Clubs of Chicago.
On Sunday last (23d) Geo. Jenkinson, a westside

wheelman, ran into a youngster, Geo. Munger by
name, and broke one of the latter's legs. Jenkinson
was arrested and locked up on a charge ot criminal
carelessness.

The Garfield Cycling Club has been organized and
incorporated.

F. Ed. Spooner is a papa now. Boy.
Lumsden, Van Sicklen and Barrett are all on the

Chicago Cycling Club's recently organized football
team.

What with football, bowling and indoor baseball
teams, and gymnasium classes, it doesn't look as
though social affairs are to be uppermost this Winter.

Bettsy b.

MEMPHIS, TENN.

THE RECENT ROAD RACE.
The ninth race in the series of ten mile handicap

races occurred Friday afternoon, November 21. The
starters and handicaps were as follows : W. H. White-
head, scratch

;
Julius W. Wood, im. 30s.; T. J. Deu-

pree, Jr., 2m. Exactly at 4.15 Deupree started and
was followed by Wood at 4.15^, and Wood was fol-
lowed by Whitehead at 4.17. The latter is undoubted-
ly the strongest road rider among us, as he is of heavy
build and very muscular. His time in this race is
announced to be the best that has been made in the
State for ten miles.

The race was the most closely contested of any in
the series. Whitehead steadily gained on both Wood
and Deupree, but was unab'le to overtake them.
However, he was right behind them at the finish,
coming in eleven seconds in the rear of Deupree and
only one second behind Wood. The actual time of
each of the contestants follow : First, T. J. Deupree,
Jr., 38m. 30s ; second, Julius W. Wood, 37m. 10s.; third,
W. H. Whitehead, 36m. 41s. Whitehead's time beats
the former record tor this course and the State rec-
ord, so far as can be ascertained, by one minute and
fifty seconds.

No public notice was given of the running of the
race, consequently only those who were "one among
them" knew anything about the affair until after it
had occurred. Your correspondent also understands
that a "fine, large supper " was given after the race.
The contest was undoubtedly for "blood," and was
highly interesting.

The result oi the scries now lies between the three
contestants who were in this race, as each of them
has now won two events, and the next contest will
certainly determine the prize winner, The medalI lor in 1888, and the man that wins it now
has got lo ride at a lively pace.

[ffs said that there will be one or more races decided
on Thanksgiving Day, but the plans have not as pi I

ecided upon, n is understood that Win. Wood
liai offeri 6 a fine gold medal to the best man in a mile

ati ii 1 .11 '.

STAMFORD, CONN.

State Secretary De Blois was in town one day last

week, and we are sorry not to have seen him, for we
would like to have congratulated him in person for
the untiring efforts he has displayed in putting Con-
necticut fourth in the League. With a few more
workers like him it would not be long before we could
look around the corner and see Massachusetts but a
short distance ahead.

Have you ever seen a game of polo on bicycles ? No !

Well, then you have missed one of the most interest-
ing and exciting sports of the times. It may be played
by doubles or singles, as in tennis, and is governed
very much by the same rules as when played on roller
skates. We think Stamford can justly claim the lead-
ers in this novel pastime in no less persons than L. B.
Gaylor and C. E. Gaylor.

Van Wagoner spent last Tuesday in this town, and
in the evening witnessed "The Midnight Alarm" at
the opera house in company with Messrs. Walsh and
Keeler. We hardly knew Van in his high hat.

Detroit seems to be doing lots of shouting for the
next League meet. It strikes us, and a great many
others of the Eastern wheelmen with whom we have
conversed on the subject, that Philadelphia is the
proper place for this great body to meet and talk over
Niagara and the past. Are you with us?

What is all this we hear about a wheel club to be
started in Stamford? Is it true, or are we dreaming?
The Fall games of the High School Athletic Club

were held at Woodside Park on Friday, November 7.

The attendance was large, and most of the school
children wore their class colors, yellow and black.
The one mile bicycle race was won by John Curtis,
time not taken.

An item in the Athlete, by Stamson, stating that the
Eagle Company's new factory was to be on the corner
of Meadow Street and Railroad Avenue, is all wrong,
but is about as near right as it is possible for him to
get it. They have, however, purchased a piece of
land on Garden Street, and already there are signs of
a factory, and it is expected that January i, 1891, will
see the building completed.

It must have been a glimpse in the dark that Stam-
son caught of Van Wagoner, when this noted road
rider spent an afternoon in town, and we think he
must have green ideas (as usual) in regard to an
athlete.

The roads have been in excellent condition the last
week, and as yet we know of no wheels having been
"housed." Archie Hall.

NEW ORLEANS.

As the day draws near for the Thanksgiving road
race, the entries begin to come in very fast, and it

promises to be one of the largest affairs of the kind
ever held in the South. The entries now number
some sixty odd, and we have still six days left in
which to receive more. The course is to be from
Claiborhe and Canal Streets to West End, a distance
of about five miles. It is a shell road and is in excel-
lent condition. The record for the course will un-
doubtedly be broken. After the race lunch will be
served at Astredo's, after which everyone will return
to the city to demolish a Thanksgiving dinner.
The following is a list of the main prizes : First,

solid silver cup, donated by H. H. Hodgson ; second,
silver medal, by E. C. Fenner ; third, Satsuma um-
brella stand, by F. B. Born. Fastest time, gold
medal, by J. M. Sherrouse. There are about fifteen
other prizes, giving the first twenty men each a prize.
The following is a partial list of the entries : S. W.
Cason, C. H. Fenner, R. M. Nolan, E. Nathan, L. J.
Frederic, W. C. Grivot, T. Adams, W. Delahousaye,
Gus Harris, T. J. Tully, W. J. Salter, Ed. Newman,
F. M. Cook, H. W. Palfrey, J. J. Woulfe, A. C. Peir-
pont, F. B. Born, Bob Wood, B. Lichtenstein, W. H.
Optenmeyer, M. S. Graham, H. E. Grice, J. H. Hill.

The New Orleans Bicycle Club have given up their
club-house preparatory to making other arrange-
ments for a better place. They will undoubtedly
follow in the footsteps of the Louisianas and build a
house of their own. At a recent meeting of the
Louisianas, it was unanimonsly decided to tender the
privileges of their club-house to the N. O. B. C. until
they are finally settled.

Frank Mehlig, of St. Louis, who beat Guillotte in
the five mile championship in 1889 (owing, by the way,
to the breaking of Guillotte's saddle) and who was so
sadly beaten by Guillotte in a match race resulting
therefrom, is again among us, and intends to go into
the Thanksgiving race and "do" the crowd! We have
twenty-five men here now that can beat Mehlig at any
distance.
»
The Louisianas are making big preparations for an

excursion to Algiers, La. GREW.

The three boys who were arrested in Philadelphia
recently for causing a wheelman to receive a severe
fall by placing an obstacle in his path, from the effects
of which he was rendered unconscious and confined
to his house for a week, were brought up for trial last
week. The wheelman, however, declined to prosecute
the lads, as their parents had made good all pecuniary
losses. Judge Thayer called the l>o V s before him and
said that they were fortunate in that such a disposi-
tion had been made of their case; that he had been
informed that wheelmen, while riding in that vicinity,
had for sonic time past been interfered with in 'a
similar manner and he wanted to warn these
lads and others, through them, that the indulgence in
such practices must stop, otherwise very serious con-
sequences to those engaged in them would follow.
The ferreting oui oi the bows to whose carelessness
the accident was due was accomplished bj Chiei Con-
sul Samuel A. Boyle, who, upon being informed "i the
occurrenci put deti ct i\ on the 1 1 e, with
iii' ret

I fuilt; pari let • e pprehi tided
within '

SOME PLEASANT RUNS AND ROADS
IN NEW JERSEY.

There is probably no route in New Jersey better
known to wheelmen, or one that has seen a greater
amount of travel, than the gravel and cinder path ex-
tending along the road leading from South Orange to
the foot of the long hill on the Irvington-Milburn
course, locally known as Valley Street. In the early
days of cycling this was about the only means of rid-
ing with any degree of pleasure, from South Orange
Avenue to the Springfield Road, and consequently it

was well patronized. When racing became popular
on the Irvington-Milburn course, hundreds of wheel-
men reached the starting point by means of this path,
and it was always in favor with those out for a short
run, and on Sundays scores of riders passed over it.

During the past Summer, however, the road has been
macadamized from end to end, so that of late the
path has been neglected, and those living along the
road now take their daily walks without the accus-
tomed look of fear upon their faces, for the wheelmen
ruled this path for so many years that the pedestrians
had become accustomed to hastilj' jumping out of their
way and keeping on the alert for their approach.

The run from Newark to Morristown has for a long-
time been a favorite trip with the wheelmen of the
former place and Jersey City, but until recently it has
been identified with an extended walk through a
stretch of road several inches deep with sand, a mile
or so beyond Milburn, and a laborious climb up the
long, stony and steep hill at Summit—obstacles that
have often discouraged many from undertaking the
run. Recently, however, these bugbears have become
conspicuous by their absence, so to speak, the mile
of sandy road having received a heavy coating-of
macadam, that has changed the stretch from a wheel-
men's "slough of despond " to a perfect paradise in
comparison, which is certain to suit even the members
of Pennsylvania Bicycle Club when they undertake
the trip again. A road that crosses the Summit Hill
very obliquely has also been macadamized, so that
a wheelman can now make the entire trip without a
dismount, if he so desires. The roads beyond Summit,
when not macadamized, consist of gravel and clay
rolled to almost the hardness of telford, and at the
present time they are in unusually good condition. A
hard gravel side path, varying from three to six feet
in width, extends almost the entire distance along
this route beyond Summit, but its indiscriminate use
by reckless riders caused the townspeople in Madison
and Chatham to rise up in their might several months
ago, and placards were posted on the trees which an-
nounced to the public that any one riding a bicj'cle
on the paths would be liable to a fine of five dollars.
This about put a stop to the practice, and the discreet
wheelmen now confine themselves to the road.

A trip that is a particular favorite with the Hudson
County Wheelmen is the run to Boonton, but it is
slightly out of the macadam road district. The Bloom-
field Avenue turnpike is followed until Pine Brook is
reached, where the macadam pike is left behind and
a hard gravel road is taken, leading through the town
of Parsippany and a picturesque as well as undulating
country. Boonton is in the neighborhood of twenty-
six miles from Newark. The return trip via Mountain
View and Little Falls takes the rider through an en-
tirely different section of country, slightly mountain-
ous, and permits the rider to indulge in many exhila-
rating coasts. Pompton is another run in the same
direction that puts in a big bid for popularity, about
twenty-three miles from Newark. The trip can be
made in an enjoyable manner by taking Bloomfield
Avenue to Verona and then by turning to the right,
the road being of hard gravel, and is usually in excel-
cellent condition. The return journey can be made
over "sandpaper " macadam roads passing through
Paterson and Passaic, and the jaunt possesses manv
charms for those fond of rural scenes.

During the past Summer Union County has spent
thousands of dollars in road improvements, and it the
weather remains open for a month or so longer the
greater portion of the work will be completed. It
will be possible then to start at Elizabeth and ride to
Rahway, and from there to Plainfield, where the road
that is now being operated upon can be followed to
Springfield. From here the rider can return over a
direct road to Elizabeth or ride to Milburn, from
which point the entire Orange district is accessible.
Plainfield can also be reached by a direct road from
Elizabeth. All these roads are newly macadamized,
except in one or two instances where the work has
not as yet been completed. As the Union County
roads join many of those of Essex County, and as the
Passaic County roads in many instances connect
with those of Essex County, which includes the
Orange district, it will be seen that the mileage ot
macadam roads here interlaced and leading off in all
directions, like the arms of an octopus, is numerically
very strong. There is probably no other area ot

equal size in this country that can show as many
miles of macadam roads. SPARK.

THE WHEEL RACES AT MADISON SQUARE GARDEN.

An unusually large number of entries have already
been received lor the bicycle events that are
decided at the games of tin- Staten Island Athli
Club during their three davs mid-winter meeting at
Madison Square Garden. The track is of clay and is
well adapted lor wheel races, being about ten laps to
the mile. On Thursday evening. December 11, athree
mile handicap ordinary race will be tile attraction
for the cycling world and a two mile safety ha,;,
will be run on Friday evening. Elegant , -carat
gold, silver ai\k] bronze die medals will be award<
the first, second aud third man 111 each event,
are now on exhibition in the windows of \ 1". S

1 Hid
, 1 Broadway. An entrant

Ol -1 per man foi nt is charged, and i 1

day, 1 >ecembi
1 of A. G. Sp
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• in America was the stretch of the

National Pike'' between Hagerstown and
•ugh. a distance of twenty-six miles.

.1! that the first home of macadam-
this country should eventually

•.he number of cycles il

surely, if wheeling ever should desire

patron saint. Ltai one who,
tl standpoint at least, would come

1 tilling the position than MacAdam,
made famous through

jystem of road building he taught.

A notice in Tin Winn that wheelmen in

ave made themselves liable t<> punish-
using dogs to tow them up steep

me the fact that at l'hiladel-

luring the Centennial, there was ex-

hibited, along with the tirst bicycles ever shown
in A 1 vehicle somewhat similar to a

tric> ;>t that the driving wheels were
I broader: inside of them was fixed a

• -. id-mill arrangement, by walking on

which two dog-, produced sufficient power to

drive the machine and its rider at a fairly

•he asphalt walks. I have never seen

ice. and I imagine that thi

nine cycle motors was not a

an Cyclists Union, in Australia.

ncial known as the 'Colour Steward.''

who- amine the starters in all

that there is no color in their

kinks in their hair. 111 other words, to

olored pusson " compet-
paign argument is

through this fact happening in

'ii Alabama.

UttUV things one can find in an old

the following, clipped from
the l'ebruar\ ^ an

wire of the amusement
Mr. I .veil,

who the club, and when he

- liehind. Last night 1

1 riding, but did the follow-
Riding without vising the

ding
removing

the

nding
':- of time,

lie all the time;
tig the i"

iving the machini ition;

and propelling the
omentum and the weight of

ig on the left side •! the

and profiling

whi<
liehind like an inl

think of it ' When
proper*

I

high

-

shakers," but whicl r on used to forbid

ding, the police claiming that the term
in the old law applying equally

:n On April 26, after a public hearing,

the Board of Aldermen granted the petition,

anil wheelmen were allowed the same us

Other vehicles. '1

though, have yet another " feather in their

cap," a-- Mr. I. B. Potter, who framed and
1 the New York State Liberty Hill, v

the time he won this great battle for wheelmen's
rights, president of tins club. It was no easy
tight that enabled this energetic organization to

win their tirst skirmish with the horsemen, as

will be seen from the following extract from an
editorial in the Brooklyn Eagle, printed during
the time the wheelmen were struggling for

recognition and right " There is no doubt that

the bicycle mania is a positive nuisance in some
localities, which ought not to be tolerated at any
hour of the day or night; but it is difficult to tell

why a man should not have the same right to

ride in a two-wheeled vehicle, with himself for

horse, mule, or ass. as the case may be. as his

neighbor has to propel a wheelbarrow or drive a

carriage. // is to the last degree improbable that the

existin ill be more permanent than its pi ede-

While it lasts, however, we can see no
11 for denying to the enthusiasts permis-

sion to exhibit themselves, if their extraordinary
lunacy be confined within the limits of what is

due to less exhilarated citizens." The italics in

the foregoing are mine, to call attention to the

prophesy made regarding the future of cycling
ten years ago. 1 wonder what that paper thinks
of tile stability of wheeling to-day?

At a recent dinner given by the Coaching
Club, the banqueting table was set in exact
representation of a gigantic wheel, an idea that

is worthy of copying by any cycling club seek-

ing an artistic novelty at its annual dinner.

A witty Irishman dubbed the pneumatic tyre

the "lungs of the bicycle." Accepting it as
such, there is a wide field for some cycling Dr.
Koch to discover a cure or preventive of their

destruction, as the German one is said to have
done in the case of the human lun.

Liverpool, Eng., has :;n miles of the best

paved streets in the world, and it costs less than
1(140, ocx> per year to keep the whole lot of them
in perfect repair. I am not in favor of the
fashionable trick of in everything trying to copy
the English, but in this case it would indeed be

a laudable acquisition on the part of the street

departments of most of our American citii

they became thoroughly English.

A; last there has been found a community
which appreciates and encourages "

m," and though it is in a far-distant and
frigid climate, still, as it is the om 1 the

which has any kindly feeling towi
animals. I would most certainly advise all

of the great number of them in this country to

at once emigrate and take up a resideno
Zenkov, Russia I ouncilof this place

had lately submitted to them a proposition to

allow hogs to run about lice in the Btl

limed that by so doing it " would
ibute tov. icss of the StP

and at the same | I
the

animals the expcti Thus it

will Ik- seen that this Ki.

nough to admit of our bein

ingly gent -
.
in

tli.it tin- 1 vi ling portion

OUld not
; I lies if the

whole lot <if these animals mign
To .iii\ •

mens ot these, no question

the thorough breed v • md while the

to apply to

the q them that 0U1 do
ig his

tat us hope that thl

pplied with a full

pliment 01

ind for tl
1 buna-

tpply then

;iis, who has I

lofty one of terrestlal things, and
unicyde in which, lie modestly thi::'

rider can. without much exertion, do his

miles an hour. He thus describes his new
chine: "It is seventeen feet in circumfei
and has a tyre one foot wide. Tl
stands in the centre, ami by moving
up and down on pedals turns a small wl
which revolves the larger one at the same time.
As every revolution of the smaller wheel i

the larger, it will readily be seen that tl

goes a distance of seventeen feet even revolu-
tion." of course it is unnecessary to saj

it will not be advisable for wheelmen to

and see the success of this invention b<

purchasing their next season's mounts. The
result can easily be foreseen. A similar wheel
was invented, built and experimented with a
dozen years ago in England, and from the num-
ber of them in use lo-dav any rider can easily

judge how very successful they must have
been.

Iften have I had lengthy word lights with
wheelmen who claimed the League was run in

the interest of different cycling manul
that they really governed its policy; that

official bulletin (the onlj
from the L. A. W.) was but 'an advert
medium of these concerns,' etc. I never "

. e it. but now. loath as I am, I belivf
of tl: ould talk me into

Thus wails a Denver correspondent in a W
em wheel paper, at the end of a compl
against the L. A. W. for declaring that fift

Denver wheelmen had lost their amateur st.

ing by racing against pr 1 tv What
a lot of tommy-rot all of this rubbish is ' The
manufacturers don't control the L A. W. and
don't want to. In many ways it would be
ter for the L. A. W. if they did. as we n

then see a little bit more business and les-

tape in its methods; but granting that this

Western Solomon is correct, why should the
manufacturers be so down on Denver; Win
should they not do everything to make friet

not enemies, of wheelmen" Let this c\ 1

sage figure this out What the L A. W
needs more than anything 1

class in cycling, or a kindergarten for cot

knowledge, where all such individual
foregoing could be given a few hundred

j

lining to
| of that time

routine might not have supplied thi

the brains that nature foi

I < \ SlIAMI
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thai the «
and In

The 1
. R B. C open»d tl

attended, hi I that no 11

of the event until the morning
upon
turn I \

thirtj '<•'! durfni
handsomel
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

A good Fall trade is reported at New Orleans, and
there are a large number of new riders seen upon the
streets.

A number of Harvard students are already making
arrangements for a tour awheel through France next
Summer.

A bicycle race will be one of the events at the indoor
games of the Third Regiment, Philadelphia, Saturday
evening, November 29.

A mile safety race will be among the events at the
indoor games of Company D, Twenty-third Regiment,
Brooklyn, November 29.

B. Frank McDaniel, of the Wilmington Wheel Club,
is reported to have ridden eight miles over a hilly
country road in 29m. 10s.

Hill climbing contests are said to be exceedingly
popular at Wilmington, Del., as the city affords
great facilities for practice.

Several members of the Ullie Ackerstrom Comedy
Company, who are fond of wheeling, carry their safe-
ties with them when on the road.

The Century Wheelmen intend to hold a light-
weight wrestling tournament, for members only,
during the latter part of December.

The Burlington (N. J.) Wheelmen have recently
moved into new quarters, located at 322 Stacey Street,
where they are now comfortably settled.

Hare and hound chases awheel were revived all

over the country on Thanksgiving Day, and much
amusement was derived from the game.

The Louisville Cycle Club held a hop and a recep-
tion on Thanksgiving Eve, and entertained a large
number of its friends until an early hour.

The Mt. Vernon Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, have
now over ninety members. At the last meeting of
the club the entrance fee was raised to $5.

The Ideal Banjo Club will amuse the members of
the Missouri Bicycle Club at their next regular enter-
tainment, to be held on the evening of December 11.

The St. Louis Cycling Club will hold an entertain-
ment at one of the city's theatres on December 16. A
minstrel performance will be the principal attrac-
tion.

B. Taylor Bruce, of the firm of Rankin & Bruce,
bicycle dealers at Providence, R. I., was married last
week to Miss Ella Cunningham, who is a devotee of
the wheel.

The Veterans' Corps is a new departure with the
Maryland Bicycle Club, of Baltimore. It is composed
of those who have been members of the club for five

years or more.

Bert Harding, the fast rider of St. Louis, will make
the rounds of the large tournaments next season,
with a pneumatic wheel, and it is thought that he will
do much better work- than ever before.

The Elizabeth Wheelmen had a run to Central Park
and Kingsbridge on Thanksgiving Day. Many of the
members of the Union County Roadsters attended the
football game at Brooklyn in uniform.

Louis Shimmel, of the Detroit Wheelmen, owns a
safety which is stamped No. 19,793. When he joined
the League, a few months ago, by a curious coinci-
dence he was allotted the identical number of his
wheel.

Twenty-four Democratic members of the Century
Wheelmen were entertained at dinner by twenty-four
Republican members of that club on Tuesday night
of last week. The occasion was the result of an elec-
tion bet.

A well-attended smoker was held at the club-house
of the Century Wheelmen on Monday evening of this
week, and an informal dance was given on Tuesday
night. The club is considering the advisability of ap-
plying for membership to the A. A. U.

The Mt. Vernon Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, held
their first dance of the season on Thursday evening of
last week, the wheel room of their club-house being
utilized for a ball room. About December 20 the club
will hold a "cider and doughnut party."

We acknowledge the receipt of an invitation from
the New Bedford Cycle Club to their third annual ball
on Tuesday evening, December 9. The affair is under
the management of Dr. J. E. Pease, F. L. Wing, C. F.
Spooner, J. L. Coggeshalf and C. A. Damon.

Juvenile riders who take delight in racing up and
down the sidewalks of certain Harlem streets, are the
source of many complaints from pedestrians and resi-

dents. Several children have recently been knocked
down and injured by these reckless riders.

A hare and hound chase was the attraction of
Thanksgiving Day for the Cambridgeport Cycle Club.
Shedd on a safety and Crocker on an ordinary were
the hares, and were allowed two minutes' start over
the hounds. The chase continued for two hours.

Members of the New York Bicycle Club, and cyclists
who have met him, will be pleased to learn that
"Charlie" Dunn, at one time treasurer of the club,
has been appointed manager ot the Niagara Hotel,
Buffalo, N. Y. Wheelmen traveling to that city will
secure special attention at his hands.

The Columbus Safety Cycle Club are already mak-
ing preparations for the Ohio Division meet next
season, and a guarantee fund has been subscribed to
cover the expense. The club is also prospecting for a
track, and if land can be secured free one will be
built.

The Oak Park (111.) Cycling Club have made arrange-
ments to occupy the League Hotel at that place as a
club-house, and have organized a $20,000 stock com-
pany, $6,000 of which sum has been subscribed. There
is a possibility of their having a track ready for next
season.

The Treasury Department has decided that bicycles
cannot be regarded as personal effects, and in cases
where they are regarded as household effects they are
entitled to free entry only when they have been in
use for a year. This decision reverses previous
rulings.

The Sunday runs of the Louisiana Cycling Club are
exceedingly popular with the members of that organ-
ization, and the weekly trips to various places of in-
terest are productive of a great amount of enjoyment.
The club also hold a run every Wednesday to Car-
rollton.

All the New Orleans fast riders were entered in the
Thanksgiving Day road race at that city, and an un-
usually large list of entries were received. Besides
the ten prizes to the men in among the first, an oyster
dinner is to be served to the last man who finishes, as
a consolation prize.

W. W. Windle attended the opening of the Bay City
Bicycle Club's new house at Worcester, Mass., last
week, and entertained the crowd by his proficiency
in blowing harmonious chords on a harmonica. The
club's new quarters were thronged with visitors until
long after midnight.

A paragraph going the rounds of the press says that
E. J. Keeler, a well-known bicyclist, rode over a trestle
over a mile and a half in length at Birmingham, Conn.,
on November 17, on a safety bicycle, the wheels of the
machine running on the ties of the trestle and the ties

being nearly a foot apart.

At a dime museum in Minneapolis this week four
"female bicyclists" have been wearily pedaling on
wheels attached to a home training attachment in a
race for miles, as measured by an "electric cyclome-
ter." The device registers the distance automatically
where the audience can see it.

The Manhattan Bicycle Club's house was thronged
with members and their lady friends on Friday even-
ing of last week and the interior presented a very at-

tractive appearance. The parlors were handsomely
decorated, and were used for dancing. The occasion
was the club's regular monthly reception.

"One year's personal laundry," presented by the
Oxford Laundry, is the latest prize in a cycle race.
Needless to say the race took place in America.

—

Irish
Cyclist.
Too bad the race did not take place in Ireland.

Now, if Mecreedy had only won the race—but never
mind.

About a week before Thanksgiving Day Captain
Gilbert, of the Elizabeth Wheelmen, received a chal-
lenge from the Union County Roadsters for a team
road race. Captain Gilbert, however, was forced to
decline the offer, as it was an utter impossibility for
him to get a team into proper condition within the
time specified.

Indianapolis recently put in a bid for the honor of
possessing the first Chinaman cyclist in this country.
The Providence Journal, however, disputes the truth
of the claim, and says that on May 27, 1889, Moy
Mon, a Chinaman, rode a bicycle along the streets
of Providence, which fact was commented upon in the
local papers of that date.

The first paper chase of the season at St. Louis took
place on Thanksgiving Day, under the management
of the Missouri Bicycle Club, over the roads in Forest
Park, and a distance of about ten miles was covered.
The hares were R. M. Milford and Will Cox, with
Captain Jordan acting as master of the pack and
Lieutenant Laing as whipper.

The prospects for a three-lap track at St. Louis are
very bright. The St. Louis Athletic Club have leased
the Brotherhood Park, where the course is to be built,
with the assistance of the Driving Club. It is expected
that the wheelmen will also extend their co-operation
in the scheme, and if it proves successful St. Louis
will witness a big tournament next year.

A bicycle buggy, invented by C. J. Hamlin, attracted
much attention at the horse show recently held in
New York. The wheels were of the bicycle pattern,
fully six feet high, and with the horse between the
wheels. The framework of the wagon was of light
but tough hickory. The rider was seated eight feet
from the ground. The vehicle looked awkward, and
there appears to be no merit to the notion.

"Griff" was entertained by the wheel club at Whit-
insville, Mass., on Monday evening of last week. The
entertainment began with a musical programme
followed by a season of social intercourse and a light
repast. After the cigars and beer passed around,
Griff was formally introduced by the president of the
club, and he thereupon cited many pleasing reminis-
cences of his travels, etc. Speeches were also made
by various prominent members of the local club.

Several prizes were offered by the University of
Pennsylvania, some time ago, for the best essays on
the "Maintenance of Public Roads." They were
awarded as follows: First prize—H. Irwin, C. E.,
Canada Pacific Railroad, Montreal, Can. ; second
prize— D. H. Berger, M. D., North Wales, Pa. ; third
prize—James B. Olcott, South Manchester, Ct. Hon-
orable mention, without reference to order—E. Satter-
thwart, Jenkintown, Pa.: Charles Funchard, Phila-
delphia, Pa. ; George B. Fleece, C. E., Memphis, Tenn.

;

Frank Cawley, B. S., Swarthmore College, Pa. ; P. F.
McKenzie, C. E., Philadelphia, Pa.

Eighteen hounds chased three hares over the Orange
roads on Thanksgiving Day, and attracted much at-
tention. The pack and the hares were all members of
the Orange Wheelmen, and the sport was greatly en-
joyed. J. D. Racey had the honor of catching the
hares three miles from the starting point, and re-
ceived a sold medal.

" There is an indescribable something about an ordi-
dinary that is lacking in a safety, and which can never
be acquired by any addition or improvement," says a
writer in a contemporary, who takes up the cudgel in
behalf of the high wheel. "It is the same thing that
makes the equestrian prefer his cob to a seat in the
coach ; the same thing that makes the true sailor pre-
fer the. tidy sloop with its attendant dangers to a
steam yacht ; the same thing that makes the hunter
prefer to shoot at game rather than glass balls ; or the
fishermen prefer hooking the gamey trout or bass to
dragging his fish out with a seine—in short, the differ-
ence between a true sportsman and a would-be."

A masquerade party was given at Snow's Bicycle
School, Minneapolis, on Friday evening of last week.
Over thirty people appeared in fancy costumes on
their wheels, and about half of the number were
ladies. The leaders of the bicycle parade were John
W. Taylor and L. F. Korns. One feature of the en-
tertainment was an exhibition of fancy and trick
cycling by eleven of the riders, both ladies and gen-
tlemen. The cyclists unmasked at about ten o'clock,
and, after riding a little longer, the floor was cleared
for a dance, participated in by the maskers and others
to whom invitations had been sent. The whole affair
went off very smoothly, and was a decided success.

Captain Day, of the Hudson County Wheelmen, is
the proud possessor of a "step-ladder" of mileage
medals, which he has well earned by pedaling over
seven thousand miles of ground, but while out for a
short ride recently the much-prized ornament was
lost, greatly to his distress. With perseverance wor-
thy of praise, however, he immediately searched
carefully along the route he had traversed, and at
last spied the trophy uninjured reposing in the centre
of one of Jersey City's ill-paved streets, not far from
the club-house. That it was not run over by a ve-
hicle or discovered by a pedestrian is considered re-
markable.

There is nothing more bracing than a quiet spin
over a frozen road when the air is cold and sharp. It
is only at such times that some of the so-called roads
in this city are in a condition to be ridden over. But
the Winter rider must be careful, alike of himself and
his wheel. Chills must be most carefully guarded
against and overheating avoided. The chilly feeling
produced by the keen air may to some extent be over-
come by throwing the shoulders back and repeatedly
filling the lungs to their utmost extent. When the
lungs are completely filled the breath should be held
for about ten seconds and then expelled through the
mouth. A repetition of this exercise several times
will cause the chilly sensation to disappear, and a
feeling of warmth will pervade the entire body, in-
cluding hands and feet.

The colored cyclist is not an agreeable addition to
the ranks, in the eyes of the cycling editor of a St.
Louis journal, where, by his disgraceful actions, he
was held up in a decidedly unsavory light not long
ago. Our contemporary says : "Commenting on an
article which recently appeared in this column re-
garding some of our colored cyclists, Wheeling, a
prominent English weekly, welcomes ' Sambo ' into
the cosmopolitan army of cyclists. How things do
look when seen through English spectacles ! One
trip to St. Louis and a view of our Ethiopians on
parade, would, I think, convince our e. c. that ' Sambo

'

is not the desirable element that is wanted in cycling,
at least not in a city where the color is so strictly
drawn as in St. Louis. In New Jersey an 'Ebony'
club has recently been formed, and the Eastern
cycling press has been discussing its officers, club
colors, etc. What next, I wonder?"

In cycling through Kentucky one is almost without
intermission going either up or down hill, says a
writer in an exchange. It is probably advisable to
ride a safety rather than a high wheel. The long
" coasts " are delighful. One places his feet on the
rubber rests and lets himself go whirling round the
windings of a hill half conscious of the beauty of the
flying scene, his wheel made highly sensitive by
speed, jolting on the slightest fragment of stone ; and
the thrilling sensation lasts for several minutes on
some of the long hills. Some of the coasts are over a
full mile long, and many are from a third to half a
mile in extent. Some long inclines are gentle and
absolutely smooth, allowing a more leisurely passage.
The coasts are nearly always followed by clirabs
which make one desire to get off his machine and
think awhile, but these are forgotten when the next
decline is reached. To fully enjoy a tour among
these hills it is advisable to give it plenty of time.
The country is full of delightful loafing places.

Holbein, England's twenty-four hour champion, has
expressed himself unmistakably as to the value of
anti-vibrators as speed increasers. Last year ho rode
a rigid-framed machine and established a record of
324 miles, in addition to other longdistance records.
This year he rode a heavier machine fitted with anti-
vibrators, and although he says he had little idea o£
bettering his previous record, he did ;;o'_. miles. As
a proof of the value of the anti-vibrator devices, be
cites that not only was ho loss distressed .liter this
performance, but ho was able to secure a refresh-
ing night's sleep, something he had never boon
able to do after his record rules on the rigid frame,
His opinion on the tyro question is also Interesting.
He finds that cushions and pneumatics absorb the
small vibration, but pronounces them useless on
"wavy " roads or holes, for it is there that tile spring
frame comes in. He thinks that the ideal safety
must have not only cushion tyres, but a spring frame
as well.
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NEWARK.

The athletic anil bicyi U d.inla
Whrclmcn, on I I week, the result

rich was announced in the last issue of THE
WllEE L, pi Ute result
of thi the neigh-
borhi .cms,
and •

than an affair of the kind in
this city. - very enth
tic. There was a brief delay in getting the starters

what pro
.:Tair, but otherwise no bitch a liable.

u»'i::. t that the entire floor of the rink had
been thoroughly waxed tor dancing pur;

lerable difficulty
was experienced in the bicycle races, as the whi
the ct clipped repeatedly when rounding the
turns, but no riders were injured. V. J. Kelly, of the

Philadelphia, the scratch man, was on hand
with - -tyred machine, and a protest was
ente:- M in the mile handicap event, but
he was permitted to ride it. Kelly's wheel, however,
slipped and threw him to the floor half a dozen times,
much more frequently than did the machines shod
with hard tyres, out he pluckily remounted after each

and continued in the race. Hut for this unfor-
tunate circumstance he would have undoubtedly
overcome his handicap and secured a position. The

da in every instance were of an unusually pretty
. :i and well executed, and they nave great

i\. The Atalanta tug-of-war team pulled against
the Seventh Regiment team of Company P., and were.

defeated. II. Snyder, of Brooklyn, «
hand to give an exhibition of trick riding, but the
event was unavoidably omitted. He rode a neck-and-
neck race with Frank' Brock, of the A. W., for a mile,

which created unbounded enthusiasm, but was dc-
1 by a length. The rink was tastefully decor-

ated ana the strains from a brass band added to the
success of the evening. Although about $500 are
ntcev ret the expenses of the Karnes, the
club calculate to realize over $100 on the venture. All

the New Jersey wheel clubs in the vicinity of this city
were represented at the rink.

The Atalanta bowlers did not add much lustre to

their name at the first match game ot the season with
the New York Bicycle Club. Men who in practice
games roll a high score, put up figures that would
hardly become a tyro 111 the business. Onl(
marked improvement is shown, the club will flnd a

place with those at the tail-end this season. Edwards,
the captain ot the team, has been entered in an indi-

vidual match tournament now in progress in thll

and has made some very creditable u ores So tar.

There are rumors flying around town that Newark
will M re retail bicycle establish-
ment* next season. One is to the effect that the store

at the Cornel of Broad and Budge Streets, recently
led by Howard H smith & c o>< is to be opened

with a large supply o 1DCWCOI
eral prominent •linen are also considering
the advisability of going into the bnsini

Although the second story of the Atalanta's new
house Is rurnisl osiderable delay
has been experienced in completing the repair

alterations in the other apartments New and
paper has been adde.! Hard and pool rooms
on the first floor, but the ceiling is yet to be tint'

the !'. It is also intended to have the front

of the house repainted, and several other necessary
alterations still remain to be made.

The Business Men's Cycling League intended to

raise the dues from .} cents per month to $1, in

t a house, but a motion to this effect at thi
• n from the unprogl •

The club held a run
Thanksgiving Hay, and in order to

;urn-out it was publlcally anno
that it would be a "slow run." mem-
bers claim that the statement was entirely nnni
aary, as It is generally known that the trips of the club

much exer-
tion in order to hold his own with the riders.

nsiderabls . ndnlged in

by many of the A W. over tin- 1

Was annou week, and the
that he is a "pot-hunter "

in disguise. It

diiimmi 'ring in the sp.

the club's races
and it possibly I

tied the club lust prior to tha

place in the rate witl

ally 1

that aa he

him •

• e has

tl lira-
...though I road

the result I

ment raj that it M for the ,

lights •

.itch.

The A W.'S Should have (alien into line and in-

augui
giving 1 lay. They is at
their command, and such an affair would undou
ly have been a mark. ng in-

novation to the memtx Spark.

BROOKLYN BICYCLE CLUB.

The bowling team of the Riverside Wheelmen are
not as yet ill shape, therefore we take no unusual
credit to ourselves for having beaten them in the
recent match at our alleys. It was their :

and they were easy prey.' When we meet the stronger
teams the conditions will be reversed and \\

an uphill tight. Everything went off pleasantly, and
the new plan of having eight men on a team enabled

finish the gami liable hour, and per-
mitted us to entertain our visitors without hurry at

the club-house afterwards Next week we shall
probably be chopped into mincemeat by the K
County's bowling team, as we go to their club-house
to play an invitation game on Wednesday evening.

On December 1.. we will hold our next Stag. The
whist and pool tournaments will open on December

-.. Both of these series of games are to be pla\ 1

tlie continuous plan this year, points, not gan
count. On December 23, two days before Christmas,
a ladies' reception will take place in the form of a
cotillion, and will be made to conform with I

of the year. The committee feel that their
this month will be taxed to the utmost, and will wel-
come January 1st and the New Year with a sigh of re-
lief.

There seems to be a feeling abroad that the Harlem
Wheelmen have a strong chance in the bowling
league this season. Their first game on strange alleys
showed an even lot of bowlers, "every man making a
good sen-, save one, and that indical
task is before the club who have hopes of defeating
them on their own all. A n u..

MANHATTAN BICYCLE CLUB.

Board of Trustees attended the weddil
President J. A. Clairmonte to Miss Marie I.. Sm
White Plains on November 19, and report an . mova-
ble evening. They were met at the station by car-
riages and driven to the house of the bride, where the
ceremony was performed. Alter the festivities the
entire party, including the president and Ins
took a tram for New York, on board of which a llash-

light photograph was taken by Dr. Bird. The couple
left the next day for a two weeks' trip to Niagara, A

.m marble clock and four mantel ornaments
were presented by the club to the president, wi(
wishes.

The regular monthly reception of the club on Friday
evening of last week was another enjoyable affair.

The Harlems were represented on this occasion by
Miss Sadie B, Fields and sister, and Otto Emanuel.
Another flash-light photograph was taken by Dr. Bird
during the evening.

HeSSI s I'. J. and I'. (1. Keane participated in .1

country run over the Bronx River course on Thanks
giving I lay.

The Manhattans expect a largl
Hall on Dei the amateur minstrel
performan lub.

QUEENS COUNTY WHEELMEN.

Although nothing of importani ared in the
1 .ruing the o f . W. for some time, we have

On August .•.,, is.,., our articles of incorporation
....

under the laws of the rk.

our membership roll now contains tl

the question ol a club luent-
. ussed during the ;

At

:i the pur
situated at Richmond Hill It is at the 11111.;

from
the 11. 1 1 ontinuation ot Pulti

I y n , t

. 1 h

1

and we would I

GOTHAM WHEELMEN.

w m

BUFFALO.

.nil will be held in the Arsenal
1 with the joint athletic

mi nl A A. all. I ho-
\ I ' nan .m ordinal .

..lie ol th.

.try. and is ten
1 two wheeling event

iimit-

n usually done in such ev.
is not

i that there will be any real danger.
Entries are numerous, and from nearly all the
wheeling and athletic clubs.

Prom * conversation 1 had with Chief Consul w. s
Hull the other day. I learn that the road improvement

I forward in 1

lordlnary degree of vim. Mr. Bui
souvenir will have direct bearing on
will take the shape printed In
half ti I quality 1 n ial work

or roads illustr.it. -.1

wagon sunk nearly to the axles in the mud and a
ously pushing his w I

the
sloughs, commonly called roads. On the right hand

: the plate is pictured roads as they sh.ur,
with 1 - •• tooting

In merry trim, enjoying the new order ot
thing- n the tWO uted
engraving of a League button. auti-
fully "framed" .- n and "111 Al-

ier, it is the prettiest thing of the kind I

vst 1 judge s... Mom the proof which
Mr. Bull was kin,! X inc.

As I indicate, 1 in 1

not appear to bi

Buffalo Bicycle Club will s

the L. A. W. The anti-League vote
corded at the last meeting of the club, and which was
duly reported in THE Will

cicd. I feel Safe ill sayiin ond the pi

nothing will be d stating tl

A s
; but the membei

a, t as they like, and will not be deterred fi

any line of policy : ', simply
writer 400 or 500 mil. • itrong ad-
jectives by way of condemning what the
not.

Perhaps it would be making a point of interest here
... niblcrs have not left I and.

so lar as can be learned, do not intend
meeting held by the " Hustleis," a ill.

to tin
Lgue matters stand for tin

r>j/« i/uo, the gigant it the matti
standing. 1 am no prophet, and have littli

the future.

1 cannot help, even in face of the penaltj
charged with harping oil one string, but 1,

igCluband its pronounce. 1

lore, towards t! 1

rung in the laddei . I

done. Not a week passes but that men
good Ided. The men

and
1 am warranted 111 saving that tin

sition- ttancc into th.

hands of the members which wl.
vthing in the city,

club s

much I

W. School. t the head
alwaj • He tells me I

il which In- .

which will somewhat asl
1 Id.

•11 not at

Still, TlIK Will 1

II that th.

taken
:s. Buffalo will I It is a'

-

that the club wil
namenl next season.

The . ier quiet
la. km.

> as pleas,

ing pli

M \vii 1

1

,st was

llent sp-

as a I M.i

;. the road is acknowledged by alL The scnt|. I and arc confining their riding to the parks.

s about
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WASHINGTON, D. C.

"When the present League badges were adopted by
the L. A. W., it was, as I understand it, the intention o£

that body to confine their use as much as possible to

League members. In seeming opposition to this

effort, they are now being bought and sold in a most
indiscriminate manner and are even being effered as
prizes in races where it is well known that many of

the contestants do not belong to the League. During
the two years that my name has been on the rolls, I

have derived almost endless benefit from the connec-
tion, and it but follows that I should value the privi-

leges accordingly. 1 cannot see why the insignia of

the League, with its attendant advantages, should be
any more the property of the public than some cher-
ished club emblem. Were I to see the emblem of my
club pinned to the coat of one who I knew was not a
member, I should feel it my duty to secure it, and I

am sufficient of an enthusiast in everything pertain-
ing to League matters to wish that more attention
were paid to this point by those in control.

It has become pretty generally understood that Dan
Canary, by his performance of several weeks ago in

riding down the Capitol steps on a safety, was entitled

to claim the record for that particular feat. Methinks
"Our Danny " is a little out of date. No less, and
considerably more than a year ago, in fact on July 4,

1889, Rex Smith, in the presence of several witnesses,
did that same thing on a safety, which, as far as I can
see, makes Canary's a duplicate performance.

On November 23, two members of the Arlington
Wheelmen lowered the record of ih. mm., made by
L. M. Kruger last month from Uniontown Bridge to
Marlboro, Md., sixteen miles. William R. Mackrille,
riding a sixty-gear safety, made the distance in ih.

jm., which breaks the record by seven minutes. D.
L. Sandoe also rode inside of the record, making it in
ih. 9m. 45s. Guy E. Mitchell rode the distance in
ih. 12m. Timers, E. C. Bowen and H. V. King.

In this connection, or rather disconnected way of
mine, I would like, also, to make some mention of the
excellent time made by Mackrille, of the Arlingtons,
on the 16th inst. The ride was from Martinsburg, W.
Va., to Frederick, Md., and the distance of forty-four
miles was completed in exactly four hours. When it

is taken into consideration that the route (viaHagers-
town) necessitated ferriage across the Potomac at

Williamsport and the crossing of two mountair.
ranges, the fact will become apparent that he was
obliged to keep up a very heavy pace. One hour and
twenty-eight minutes was sufficient time in which to
cover "the distance between Martinsburg and Hagers-
town, and two hours and thirty-two minutes was con-
sumed between Hagerstownand Frederick, including
a twenty-minute stop for a ten-cent dinner. The re-
cord of 3'n. between Hagerstown and Frederick
has stood for a considerable time, and when lowered
to 2h. 50m. three weeks ago, it was considered quite
an achievement. The time made by Mackrille, how-
ever, shows that it will still bear considerable prun-
ing.

The handicap and rules to govern the Arlington
road race from Frederick to Washington, which takes
place on Thanksgiving Day, were arranged last
S-turday night, and are as follows: William T.
Robertson, William R. Mackrille and Guy E.
Mitchell, scratch; E. C. Bowen, 30m.; T. Rob-
ertson and D. L. Sandoe, 35m.; H. V. King
and F. P. Libby, 50m., and B. Morris, 60m. The
course has not yet been accurately measured, but is

known to be in the immediate neighborhood of sixty
miles. The scratch men are to leave Frederick at
11.30 o'clock, and will probably make the run in four
and a half hours, finishing at Fourteenth and Bound-
ary Streets, N. W., Washington. Pneumatic tyres
have been barred and no pacers are to be allowed.
Any weight or style of wheel, with the above excep-
tion, may be ridden, and changes can be made on the
road if desired. Red Cap.

They—the scribes of the British cycling press—are
having a lively time with us on the other side. Wheeling
cries shame on us and calls us a " young man." And
Shipton—not a son of Mother Shipton, since this Ship-
ton is entirely without honor in his own country—you
remember Justice Wells, E. R. S.—charges us with
hypocrisy. Time was when that sort of thing would
have cast us into an " outer darkness " of despair and
indignation, but now we take it in a complimentary
sense. The scribes of the cycling press—may the
craftsmen forgive us—are too much like so many
Jacks-in-boxes, swinging in a circle. Occasionally,
one of theJackmen gets an idea—up pops the lid and
out pops Jack into the arena. But scarcely has he
posed and extended himself for declaration, than out
pop all the other Jacks-in-boxes and whack the man
with the idea over the head—whereupon he jumps
back to his box instahter, with a gurgle of agony and
indignation if he is th.in-skinned—with a chuckle of
amusement if he is hide-bound, like the alligator.

ST. LOUIS.

The old storywas repeated the other night when W.
A. Todd was married to Miss Tivy. Of course the
cyclers with their knickerbocks were at the wedding
with a smile. Mr. Todd used to be president of the
cycling club and a patron of their racing teams. Miss
Tivy is a sister of Geo. E. Tivy, one of our best known
riders.

Sunday last was clear and cool, with a bright sun
that was attractive enough to invite almost everyone
out for a walk or ride. The cycling club's paper chase
was on the tapis, and at 9.40 a. m. the hares, Tivy and
Millford, started. The pack were handicapped, and
the last one was not released until ten minutes after
the hares had started. The course was taken through
the park, then east, then north and over Union Avenue
to Easton Avenue. Here the hounds lost the trail and
went half way to St. Charles before their mistake was
discovered. The trail was finally found, the course
leading south along Hadramont Avenue to Olive
Street road, then to the Bonhomme road and back to
the starting point by the Clayton road, making the
distance covered nearly twenty-five miles, and much
of it very hard riding. A rough route was taken pur-
posely, it is said, to kill off the light-weight safeties
ridden by soine of the hounds. The paper was dropped
so deceptively at the turns that the chase proved a
guessing match, consequently the hares arrived about
one hour before the pack.

The Married Men's Club took their weekly persim-
mon run on the same day, and returned with their
baskets well filled. An easy pace was set in order to
preserve the persimmons from bruising. I would
suggest in all good faith that these trips would be
just the kind to take on a tandem and thus make a
"family" party.

All old riders remember with admiration the Ram-
blers, who disbanded in 1887. When anything was to
be done the club did it as one man with spartan-like
perseverance. They once concluded to give a race
meet and did so, though some of the members had to
go down in their pockets to the tune of $400 apiece.
They called a century run at another time in Decem-
ber, and out of a small membership put sixteen men
on the road. One broke his wheel at the start, but all
the rest finished, although the wind blew so hard that
they were obliged to pedal down Solomon's Hill. The
feeling of good fellowship betwen the members
seemed to pervade everything like the scent of roses
in a garden, and their mantle appears to have fallen
upon the St. Louis Cycling Club of to-day. With one
accord this club sticks together, enlisting the same
admiration as did the " Old Guard " of history. They
cause non-cyclers to beget a permanent inte'rest in
cycling that single-handed would be an impossibility.
Whether it is a run to De Soto, a foot-ball game or a
hare and hounds chase, they are on hand with an en-
thusiasm that brooks all failure. If in after-life they
take hold of business with the same firm grasp, their
individual success must be assured. They are now
looking for another club-house, and they have the
well wishes of cyclers at large that the right place
may be found.
On December 18 they will give one of the most elab-

orate entertainments ever attempted by any club of
their size. They have secured the services of the
Marquette Club, our best burnt cork representatives,
who will elaborate with typical songs, etc., full of
double-edged chestnuts " made over " for this season's
trade, which will be enough to make Sterling Elliot's
safety skeleton smile great luscious smiles. Follow-
ing this will be a select dance, at which the boys were
never known to go to sleep. As this will be a splendid
advertisement for cycling, all should feel it their duty
to help make the affair a success, and take all the tick-
ets that they can possibly dispose of.

Future Great.

An article in an exchange on good roads says,
among other things : "The dirt roads of our country
are older, of more importance and of greater value
than the railroads, they contribute more to the welfare
and happiness of our people

;
yet we go on year after

year farming out our highways to those who show
the greatest ability (?) in getting through the year
with the smallest expenditure of money, under the
impression that it is economy and thrift to do so. The
money that is spent in putting poor material on our
roads and then hauling it off again when it becomes
mud, will more than pay the interest on the cost of
properly constructed roads. No town or city can
make better investments than by putting money into
scientific road building. We believe that any largely
travelled highway can be put in permanently good
condition, and kept so, and a sufficient sum of money
saved each year, as the difference between maintain-
ing such a road and the expense of doing it the old
way, to not only pay a fair interest on the cost of the
improved road, but to establish a sinking fund that
will in a comparatively few years wipe out the first
cost."

Riding in the streets of St. Louis has been greatly
injured by excessive sprinkling of late, and the nui-
sance has materially affected the Fall trade. The
asphalt pavements are watered to such an over-
abundant extent that they become so slippery that
riding upon them is only accomplished at the risk of
dangerous falls. On the subject the Spectator says :

"When the fact is taken into consideration that there;
are at least $80,000 invested in cycles in this city,

which immense amount now lies idle because the
wheels cannot be used in going to and from business.
I think it is high time that something ought to be
done to alter this condition of affairs. A meeting
should be held and a committee be appointed to call

on the proper authorities with a request to abate the
nuisance. It is well known that rival sprinkling con-
tractors are mainly responsible for the evil, and Sup-
erintendent Brown should make it his duty to look
into the matter."

A CHANCE TO MAKE MONEY.

I bought one of Griffith's machines for plating with
gold, silver or nickel, and it works to perfection. No
sooner did people hear of it than I had more spoons,
knives, forks and jewelry than I could plate in a
month. The first week I cleared $31.30, the first

month $167.85, and I think by July first I will have
$1,000 cash, and give my farm considerable attention,
too. My daughter made $27.40 in four days. Any
person can get one of these machines by sending $3
to W. H. Griffith & Co., Zanesville, Ohio, or can obtain
circulars by addressing them. You can learn to use
the machine in one hour. As this is my first ltfeky
streak, I give my experience, hoping others may be
benefited as much as I have been. Yours truly,

M. O. Morehead.

ELWELL * BICYCLE * TOURS.
Bermuda; Jan. 29th—Feb. 14th.

Europe: June, July, August.

State which circular is desired,

F. A. ELIELL, 152 Pearl St., Portland, Me.

HINTS ON CYCLING
By A. B. Barkman, Tour-Master L.A.W.

LEARNING, TRAINING, RACING, TOURING.
The most concise and complete little volume

ever written.

75 Paies > doth cover. Price, postpaid, jo cents.

THE WHEEL, P. O. Box 444.

TO THE TRADE.

ndNHdTTdN i LANTERN,
Detachable Reflector.

$2.25. Send for Discounts.

SCHOVERLlNGTlALf & GALES,
302 Broadway, Netv York.

TME GARFORD

Patent Combination Spring & Hammock Saddle.

Built on hygienic and scientific principles.

Absolutely removes nil rear wheel vibration.

Adjustable to riders of different weights.

Special design for ladies. Men's and ladies', <M».00 ; youths', $4.50.

The Garford Mfg. Co., Elyria, O.
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FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
M Words zr, e«nta
I'« • ln~.M » 40 ••

CLUB PIN BICYCLE HANDLE.
Pan Died.

Cold Pilled Letters At Bar Pin, any Initials, $1.50

Gold Killed Watch Charm
Parte all work, $2.50.

No. .44A.

League Pin, Solid

Gold, $3.50.

, 4 B.

League Pin, Solid Gold
with top for letter-

ing, •5.00

Same aa 1 44B, except
top.

No. .,,!>. Na 144&

Same as 144B, except top.

14a

Solid Gold,

Enameled. •a.OO.

No. 196.

Solid Gold,

Enameled, $1.76.

Solid Gold,

top for 1

$3.00.

io>

Solid Gold, Enameled
bottom pinto for en-

graving, $1.76.

In ordering l^agnr !''"» "r IUdgr» whl< h nil have
Mate wl . want

IV
iK 0< art:, !> want«-.| m.. further or»< rlptton

ksary). Will 'j .« plna

with OEM i

1 . 11. CAMPBELL!

243 Broadway, k-t. New York.

Haw Tork Blrjrlo Company, So«. 4 and 6 East 60th
Mrrrt, a. I. Hew aid Kt-rnad-lland Machines. Choice
aaaortment. I'rlre- rrannorblr. Wheel* to rent, (jrllnir
ArcemorleNofall kind*. I lit of Barjrali.i and Sondrl.»
free upon application. Old mount* lakjn In part pay-
ment lor New.

One-liiill Interi'Nl In n flr»t-clRMM i»i-

cycle stock company for Hale, lull
particular* on application to «J., care
of '• The Wheel," P. O. Hox 444, P*. V.
117ANTED Ordinaries, safeties, and tandem safe-
• • ties; p.iv casta, but only If decided bargains, or

will exchange any other type of wheel Knight I

Co., 307 N. iotta St., St. Loots, Mo.

A BARGAIN—Special Star, 48 inch, for $50; halls;
hollow all over ; latest pattern. Address " Blos-

som," aoo Clinton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

FOR SALE. Safety bicycle, hardly used
;
practical-

ly new. F. H. C., P. O. Box 444,"N. Y. City.

FOR SALE—Tandem Bicycle (Lightning): con-
vertible to single ; perfect order. A. G. I

lowhiU Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 12-5

FOR SALE—Universal Safety, for ladies or young
men : used as a sample only

;
price, $15 ; S

star, ball and roller bearings, changeable power,
two-third nickeled, shop worn

;
price, $100; will ship

C. O. 1). Robert B. Gedyc, La Salle, 111. 12-5

COR SALE-One Columbia Tandem Tricycle, nearly
1 new, $140. One Columbia Tandem Safety, first-

class condition, $135, or in trade for a single Safety
and cash. 1. W. Bate, 334 Flatbush Ave., Brooklyn,
N Y
IVOR SALE on easy terms, a '00 Columbia safety,
t geared to 57, in perfect condition. For particu-
lars address Room 69, Everson Block, Syracuse, N. V

t-f

W'AN'TF.n TO LXCHANGB Tw., Safeties, ..r
Safety and high wheel for Tandem

53-inch Eagle. 1 tfcEwen, McBride Block
Elgin, 111.

V 1
w WHEELS AT HALF PRICE—Having nur-

ob lot of Columbia Victor and I

We will clear them out at the ]
figures touched vet Here are samples: 5.
Columbia, 1 - In. New Mall,
Swilt, new, |6c; 50 in. Victor |r., all but «
nickled, new. f Here's soma nearly n<
Victoi ha. vi. tor. $35 ;

Royal Mail •

ments Renting Repairing. Shipped foi inspection
on receipt of t s . KNIt.HT CYCLE CO., 1 - \ 10th
Street. St. Louis. Mo.

^ joHM-

CURS,
Badces and Pins-

QWiisIter St.
° BO^TOISl

EACHAM
HIGH-GRADE

DIAMOND FRAME
SAFETY.

Ball Bi-aringx to Both Wink

Ruth IVdals and Crank Shaft.

Ball Hearings to H>ad.

Hollow Sti-el Tuhing.

coxiiutioi win Li,

IUK LITHLK
I.HIIMII OK UDT.

List Price,

SI35.00
Selling Price,

S75.00
11 mit 1.) Psei OBtt

••] Order.

WILL SUSTAIN A PERSON WEIOHIN 3 325 LBS.

BY REMOVING TOP CROSS BAR. CAN BE RIOOEN BY A LADY.

E, G. MEACHAM ARMS GO.
ST. LOUIS,

MO

The Wheel and Cycling Trade Review.
F. P. PRIAL, Editor and Proprietor.

243 Broadway, New York. P. 0. Box 444.

ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR.

Herewith I hand you %i.oo m payment for mm year

s

subscription, to begin with the issue of

Name

Address

Town or City

County Stair
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THREE RAMBLERS.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.,

MAKERS OK " AMERICAN CYCI.KS,'

222 to 228 N. Franlclin St.,

CHICAGO, II. I..

178 Columbua Avenue,
BOSTON, MASS.
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THE NEW LEVER SAFETY.
f890 MACMINES NOW READY FOR TME MARKET.

The perfection of Simplicity and Eeonomy of Power. \«> Chain. Xo dicarn. Immense Power and Speed.
\ariahlt- Stroke. Only Two *et» Revolving Rearing in plaee of Five, a* ii«nally n>.c«l in Hour type.

SEPJI) r-On CATALOGUE.

H. B. Smith Machine Co., Smithville, New Jersey,

• BUILT ••• ON ••• HONOR +

Ml Will:

PERFECTION £ CYCLES
»

HADE OF THE FINEST AM) BEST KATERIAL.

ABSOLUTELY INTERCHANGEABLE AND GUARANTEED.

OUR WHEELS HAVE JUST BEEN PURCHASED B1

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
POF 1-1 IN THE P0STA1 SERVIC1 \'l WASHINGTON.

Ding but 1 av< maintained th.it riders of lilt. 11 GRADE WHEELS are entitled to the best that

money can buy, and wc m the first used nothing but fine Steel fofgings. We understand thai next season the older

makers of high % II follow our example and adopt fofgings instead of malleable iron and steel castings. They have

been a trifle slow in their reform, hut we shall welcome them to the fold. In the meantime, we feel we have not labored in vain

WHEELS SUPPLIED WITH SOLID OR CUSHION TIRES.

WARWICK CYCLE HFQ. CO., SPRINQFIELD, HdSS.
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The ANTI-VIBRATORY features of the Union No. 12 and No. 13 Wheels are

bound to make them LEADERS for the '91 Season.

Just what all riders have

been asking for, a

Practical Spring

Frame.

The Union No. 12 and No.

13 Bicycles have the

most Selling

Points.

Price, $135.00.

Weight, 45 lbs.

Agents will do well to

secure territory.

Correspondence * * *

* * * Solicited.

UNION CYCLE MFG. CO.
7F HIGHLANDVILLE, MASS.

iniiiingiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiininiiiiiiininuiiiiii

WESTERN HOUSE, Chas. F. Stokes Mfg. Co., 293 & 295 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111.

PASTE TH IS IN YOUR. HAT
For easy reference, and do not hesitate to acknowledge that the ROVER

is a winner.

Following are some of the Prizes taken by ROVER LIGHT ROADSTER riders (who
bought their machines and paid their own expenses) in competition with racing machines
during 1890.

-i^-
^^T

Chicago, June 2d to 7th,

St Louis, July 12th,

Chicago, July 19th, .

Chicago, August 2d,

Rochester, August 24th,

Providence, August 30th,

Hartford, September 1 st,

Peoria, 111., September 12th and 13th,

Chicago, 111., September 19th and 20th,

Freeport, 111., September 26th,

Miscellaneous,

7

4

3

2

5

10

5

7

Total, 47
We are now in a position to talk business for next season, having just closed arrangements for one of the finest lines of light

safety bicycles ever produced. We shall handle six styles of ROVERS which will possess every desirable detail known to the bicycle
trade, including Pneumatic and Cushion Tires, Hollow Rims, Tangent Spokes, and Ball Heads. The trade wdl find it to their

advantage to get our quotations on Bells, Lamps, &c, &c, before placing their orders. Competent Agents wanted everywhere.

THE JOHN WILKINSON CO.,
SOLE IMPORTERS, 269 and 271 STATE ST., CHICAGO.
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* CUSHIONED * TYRES,
We are pre

t
ired to make immediate shipments of our

DIAMOND FRAME

Fitted with these Celebrated Tyres, at only $5.00 additional cost.

ORDER AX ONCE TO AVOID DELAY.

Did you notice that the same man and same machine won the PEORIA HILL CLIMBING
CONTEST that won at St. Louis? Yes, Richard Hurck, in 1 minute 4 1-5 seconds, on

the NEW RAPID LADIES' SAFETY, a stock machine, but geared up to 56.

THE CLARK CYCLE CO.,

* ^* • BALTIMORE, Hb. v,5

" When I see a merchant overpolite to his customers, begging them to taste a little brandy, and

throwing half his goods on the counter, thinks I, That man has an a:: to grind."

:s. Mi::

PARAGON. IROQUOIS.

<Bewafe of too m to sell. (Beware of . good" When you b-.

l'\K\GON or an IROQI OIS you ire getting can

worl
1

Stover Bicycle Mfg. Co.,

SEND FOI' I W'ALOCil I FREEPORT, ILL.
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IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEND TO

^ -s*. ^ A. W. GUMP & CO., Dayton, Ohio, ^ ^ ^
FOR PRICES ON TYPEWRITERS AND BICYCLES. TYPEWRITERS RENTED.

BICYCLES. TYPEWRITERS AND GUNS TAKEN IN EXCHANCE.

SeCOND^HHND wHeei^s.
Great bargains in ordinaries of any sizes. A number of second-hand safeties very cheap—to clear out stock. RENTING, REPAIRING

AND ENAMELING. All Singer and Stover parts in stock. Wheels stored at reduced rates during the winter.

G. A. LITCHHUL1", 352 Lenox Avenue, Hew York.

B C C ! !

Now the leading machines of England and

America. We are ready to talk agencies for 1891.

k )

THE REFEREE.

Bretz & Curtis Manufacturing Co.

^ MANUFACTURING IMPORTERS,^

PHILADELPHIA, - - - U. S. A.

THE
GALE5

THE GALES SAFETY.
SPECIFICHTIONS.

30-inch wheels, geared to 54 ; Ball Bearings all around,
including Pedals; Model, '90 Fish Saddle; all steel
Tubings and steel drop forgings ; weight, all on, 45 lbs.

Model '91, Diamond Frame, $85.00.

SOLE AGENTS:

5ef?ouerli9<2, Daly9Qales
302 BROADWAY and S4 BITAXE ST.

LIVE AGENTS WANTED.

The Eclipse.
Strong and Durable. The Easiest Riding

Machine on the Market. Aluminum Bronze,
instead of Steel Clamps, Ball Hearing all

Around, Elegant Spring Fork and Adjustable
Saddle. Built for the far-ofT future as
well as the present. The Wheel that
captures the rider. Good Ageuts wanted in
all Unoccupied Territory. Send for Cata-
logue. Price, $100.

Steel Pulley & Machine Works,

SOLE MAKERS,

INDIANAPOLIS, USD,
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BRONCHO."
* * LIGHT ROADSTER SAFETY BICYCLE<:>

7fc

w . H. Squibi \ Co., Imki [nsurancj Vgf.nct, 87 Colons Street,

Mi k 1 1 • i n
, Conn., August <>t h. 1S90.

White Cycli Co., Wcstboro', Mass.

n.KMi n :—You asked me to write you how I liked "BRONCHO " on my trip through the mountains, and I would

Bay that I enjoyed riding it very much. It was all new to me, and on the third day I had the pleasure of making the eight

mile coast down Ml Washington to the Glen House. 1 think this is rather trying to a jvluel. as well as to a rider, foi eight

miles of friction, the brake strapped down as tight as possible, to make the wheel go at about the right speed, and jum|

over gutters, which occur about every fifty feet, requires some management. I had no trouble, however, in making the des<

and would advise any who wants a little ex< i lenient to try it on a " BRONCHI I."

of my companions, who rode the "Eagle," got down all right, but the Ordinary man did most of his on his

walking. The ride from the Glen over to Jefferson was superb, also from then- to Bethlehem, and down the Franconia notch

We rode most of the way from Portland, via the Eastern side of the White M tains, to Jefferson, er, down the

gewasset Valley to the Weirs on Lake Winnipiseogee, 240 miles in all. The wheel stood the trip very well.

Yours truly,

ied) w li SQ1 iki

N. B.

•»

REMOVAL
HENCEFORWARD ADDRESS

N. P.

»

H. V. Livingston Cycle Manufacturing Co., 245 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.,

ALL MA II I RS AITl.K I AINIW. TO

AGENcil-s ADVERTISING, PURCHASE OF MACHINES, REPAIRS, I MM.OGUES. J

Wneele needing R< palm mual be Bent t>> tiic i*not«>r,> m wv^i 1 .. .1 . ,. \1mmh,

Notification >! Shipment, witii Number ol Machlm muei be iwni to Howton cmi.

e> n'l i<
, lumbui Avenue, Boston, f>to— . for 1 > •< tk .1 reatimonial Lettera, now readj

I i->l 1 1 I .1 it 1

I'lrww TBI <B At CO.. 137 Wabanh Am- GttfMgO, III., (or piirllruliu <| regarding Iff* lowing l.-nli(,i\. vl/.

liwliiiiiii. ill',. .ota, Iowa. North Dale* t, Indian
,. N«w M. i-hlrnfton. MuIm. Oregon, l'tah, An. ftd», < nlHornlii, MlMMourl, Arkiu

Texaa, Louisiana and Mlantn>
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THE CELEBRATED BOLTE SPRING FORK

Generally regarded as the most practical device of its kind, will

be used on all

# Jh?e Qiapt 5afety Bieyees for 1891, *
j4 •>.<• a*

'C *p

And is but one of the many novel features which will make them,

as during the past season,

THE * SLICKEST * SELLERS * IN * THE * MARKET.
Dealers will do well to correspond with us at an early date. Our organization is

fast assuming completion.

CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION. ^^
H. PL. LOZIER St CO., CLEiZELHND, O.

4- 4- -# 4 4-

CONTROLLING* THE ENTIRE OMTFMT OF THE LOZIER & YOST PKTQLE M'F'Q QO.

H H H
1\ "r^-v

JVOTT 2x9 OTZS7 TIME TO <PLJlCE ORDERS FOR THE

Q7risl:ma5 Jrad^.

* •

MERWI1T, HULBERT A CO.

26 West 23d Street, NEW YORK CITY.
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A FEW OPINIONS ON THE

We call attention to the following testimonials, xr // ich speak, for
themseZ'Vi They are from men. who have been there, and w/k>

"know what they are talking aboixt.

Honey Brook, Pa., November 7th, 1890.

amford, Conn.

\ :— The Eagle Bicycle, like the best man
who rides it, is a " Freak." After the first trial I gave it

up as a failure, but a second attempt went better, and I

now am thoroughly in love with it. My wheel stood learn-

ing to ride and about one thousand miles of scorching over

a worn-out pike without any repairs or attention except

cleaning and grease, and I am satisfied it is the fastest road

wheel I ever sat on.

Very truly,

I RANK M. DAMPMAN

Brooklyn, N Y . November 17th, 1890.

Stamford, Conn.

eed my wheel last July, and I

am| have this opportunity to express myself in

rd to the " I \side from its safety qualities, I

recommend it as being the best wheel made for all-round

rider-* ; combinm . durability, and, above all, ease of

running, which makes riding a pleasure instead of labor.

F ha riding the >' Ordinary " some years and used

ly all the best make of wheels, and must say that I have

than the Kagle. I advise al! my
JOOn as they < an, then they will (

|

ruling -v. I remain.

truly yours,

THOS. I II \l I .. |r.

Wilmington, Del., November 1st, 1S90.

Eac.i 1 Bicycli Mi' I , Stamford, Conn.

Gen 111 mi. n :— After my one season's trial, 1 find

the '' Bird " to be the best all-round wheel on the market,

and for long-distance riding the Eagle has no equal. 1

have used various mak^s of wheels and made records on

our roads, said records being considered good at the time :

but since I have had my Eagle I have broken my own anil

all previous local records from 1 to 100 miles, and with

proper training 1 think the Eagle will show itself as

superior on the track, as it has heretofore on the road.

Wishing you a successful season of 1891, I remain.

Very truly yours,

w. 1 SEEDS.

Washington, I). < . November 13th, 1890.

Tin E \'i 1 Bi< \< 1 1 Mi Stamford, Conn.

Dear Sirs :—The Eagle wheel that I have been

riding for the last four months is very much nearer mv
idea of what a wheel should be than any I have ever

ridden before, and 1 have ridden no less than live high

grade wheels. 1 find it to be exceedingly satisfactory on

the road and also a splendid track wheel ; in fait, it h.

many attractions for me that I do not thmk anything

would tempt me to give n up. unless il would 1 1 tl.< d<

t.> have a lighter wheel Ol the same kind foi the !• , I |

am.
\ ery truly,

i Ri m < r< nit i \

THE EAGLE BICYCLE MFG. J V >
•J

(
', I t , I ! , >,///, /•'/ STAMF<Ht li. COW.
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BorMoYGiiN©':
PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY MORNING.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates.

Subscription Price,

foreign Subscriptions, -

Single Copies,

$1.00 a year

- 10s. a year

5 Cents

Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS CO.

Copy should be received by Tuesday morning.

Late Copy received until Wednesday morning:.

Changes for Advertisements must be re eived by

Tuesday morning to insure insertion.

Special Advertising Matter received until Thurs-

day noon.

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION.

F. P. PRIAL,

Editor and Proprietor,

P. O. Box 444, 243 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its con-
tents and give us their patronage, and as far as

is convenient, aid in circulating the journal,

and extend its influence in the cause which it

so faithfully serves. Subscription price, $1 per
year.

THE BOWLING LEAGUE.

The members of the teams belonging to the
seven clubs which form the Wheelmen's Bowl-
ing League continue to roll the balls swiftly

down the alleys, with an expectant look on
their faces and to smile contentedly when their

clubmates gave full vent to their lung- power
over a strike or skillful play. The interest in

the tournament becomes warmer as the age of

the League increases, and already prognostica-
tions are being made by the enthusiastic mem-
bers of the teams as to the result of the contest.

At the present time three clubs are tie for first

place. The highest score up to date was made
by the Atalanta team, 1,335, 4nd Terbelt also
of that club, has the honor of making the largest
individual score, 233. The results of the games
played since the last issue of The Wheel follow

:

On Friday evening, November 28, the Harlem
Wheelmen's team met the Atalanta's bowlers
on the former club's alleys at Mott Haven. Up
to the ninth frame the Atalanta team held the
lead, but on the '

' wind-up " the Harlems, by a
repetition of strikes and spares, succeeded in

tieing the score. The extra frame that was
immediately rolled resulted in the Atalantas
favor by 23 pins. The score:

Harlem Wheelmen.

Boese i

Belmer 2 1

Braden 2 5
Macy 2 1

Mainhart..3 3
Kittle 2 2

Shafer 3 4
Emanuel ..3 o

nth
s. b. .Scr. Fr.
1 8 125 143

7 132 141

3 155 I 7 I

7 132 I 4 I

4 141 Ifi!

6 126 135

3 156 174

7 121 131

Atalanta Wheelmen.
nth

s. s. b. Scr. Fr.

5 13s 154G. Miller.. .1

Struck o
Thorne o
E. Millar... 1

Hazen 2

E. Halsey. .3

Peal 1

Edwards . .2

116 125

98 118

145 164
140 149
'54 172

'55 174
145 162

Totals 1088 1 195

FRAMES.

Totals 1088 1218

A. W... 94 213 330 444 549*640 757 869 991 1088 1218

H. W 93 202 307 418 501 605 711 816 921 1088 1195

Umpire, C. E. Fraser ; Scorers, E. M. Halsey and
Wm. Patterson.

On Thursday evening of this week the River-

side Wheelmen's team was scheduled to bowl
against the Atalantas at Newark. Although

but six of the Riverside men materialized, the
game was rolled and resulted as follows

:

Atalanta.

G. Miller 4
Terbell 7
Hornfeek 2

Berry 3
E. Millar 4
E. Halsey 3
C. Halsey 2

Peal 2

s. s. b. Scr.

175

233
156

144
169

'53
170

!35

Riverside.
s. s.

Fitch 3 4
Driggs 2 1

Burr 3 3
Doncourt 2 2

Boug-hton 3 2

Robinson 1 3

Scr.
156
no
r 55
118
121

*33

Total 1335 Total 793

Umpire, L. N. Thorne ; scorers, A. T. Rummell, W.
V. Belknap.

The New York Bicycle Club defeated the
Manhattan Club on the same evening at Bid-
well's alleys. The score:

Manhattan.
Score.

Ford 153
Post 185
Connor 118

E. Newgass 102
McFarland 116

W. Newgass 131
Pelen 109
Brogan 128

Total 1042

N. Y. Bicycle Club.
Score.'

Odell 142
Rossire 133
Schaeffer 156
Heydecker 131
Cleveland 127
Stott 151
Nisbett 133
Findley 176

Total .1149

The standing of the clubs up to date is as
follows: Hudson County Wheelmen, won 2, lost

o; Brooklyn Bicycle Club, won 2, lost o; New
York Bicycle Club, won 2, lost o; Atalanta
Wheelmen, won 2, lost 1 ; Harlem Wheelmen,
won o, lost 2 ; Manhattan Bicycle Club, won o,

lost 2; Riverside Wheelmen, won o, lost 3.

The results of the games that have been
played are as follows:

Nov. 17—Hudson County vs. Harlem. Result, H. C.
W., 1081 ; Harlem, 1074.
Nov. 17—N. Y. B. C. vs. Atalanta. Result, N. Y. B.

C, 1173 ; A. W., 1145.
Nov. 21—Brooklyn B. C. vs. Riverside W. Result,

B. B. C, 1138; R. W., 879.

Nov. 24—Riverside W. vs. Hudson Co. W. Result,
H. C. W., 1084 ; R. W., 989.
Nov. 28—Harlem vs. Atalanta. Result, A. W., 1218

;

H. W., 1195 (eleven frames.)
Nov. 28—Brooklyn vs. Manhattan. B. B. C, 1092

;

M. B. C, 940,
Dec. 4—Atalanta vs. Riverside. A. W., 1335 ; R. W.,

793-
Dec. 4—Manhattan vs. New York. Result, N. Y. B.

C, 1149; M. B. C, 1042.

The following games are scheduled for De-
cember:

Dec. 5—Harlem Wheelmen vs. Brooklyn Bicycle
Club, at New York.
Dec. 8—New York Bicycle Club vs. Harlem Wheel-

men, at New York.
Dec. 8—Hudson County Wheelmen vs. Manhattan

Bicycle Club, at Jersey City.
Dec. 8—Riverside Wheelmen vs. Brooklyn Bicycle

Club, at New York.
Dec. 15—Hudson County Wheelmen vs. New York

Bicycle Club, at Jersey City'.

Dec. 15—Riverside Wheelmen vs. Harlem Wheel-
men, at New York.
Dec. 18—Manhattan Bicycle Club vs. Atalanta

Wheelmen, at New York.
Dec. 22—Riverside Wheelmen vs. Manhattan Bicy-

cle Club, at New York.
Dec. 22—New York Bicycle Club vs. Hudson County

Wheelmen, at New York.
Dec. 26—Brooklyn Bicycle Club vs. Atalanta Wheel-

men, at Brooklyn.
Dec. 29—Hudson County Wheelmen vs. Brooklyn

Bicycle Club, at Jersey City.

THE HARLEM WHEELMEN'S FAIR.

To-night will witness the close of the Harlem
Wheelmen's very successful fair at Hammer-
stein's Opera House Hall, One Hundred and
Twenty-fifth Street, for the benefit of the Har-
lem Dispensary. The fair was formally opened
on Tuesday evening by the Rev. Dr. Bitting,

who spoke the words of welcome and explained
its object. Hundreds of wheelmen and citizens

have visited the fair during its progress, and
have been extremely liberal with their patron-

age. The various novelties and catch-penny

devices afforded much amusement, besides

reaping a rich reward for the managers. The
arrangements for conducting the bazaar were
entirely satisfactory to those who attended.

In the balcony or upper hall were Located the

art gallery, refreshment tables and the race

course. The latter is an automatic arrangement
whereby a prize is awarded to the one who
guesses the color of tin- winning horse. Tile

privilege of a guess is secured for a considera-

tion. In the main hall, on the floor below, were

situated the many handsomely-draped booths,
and almost everything could be purchased from
a paper of pins to a bicycle. An artistically-

decorated candy booth in the centre of the room
enjoyed a rushing business on each evening.
It was under the charge of the Misses Raisbeck,
Sheehan, Stevenson and De Graaf. The gro-
cery booth and the booths where sporting goods,
flowers, fancy work and soda water were dis-

pensed were also well patronized. On one side

of the room were located the various voting
stands, where for a slight charge it was possible
to cast a ballot for the "most popular" lady,

club captain, doctor, oarsman, etc. The rivalry

that was caused among the factions of some of

the " most popular" candidates afforded a great
amount of amusement. The bagatelle board
or "bicycola" was also a prominent attraction,

as four bicycles were offered to the persons
making the four highest scores.

Many of the wheel clubs of this vicinity at-

tended the fair in a body, and the pockets of

the cyclists were in a rather depleted condition
when they retired to their homes. An orches-
tra was in attendance each evening. The fair

was conducted by a committee of eleven ladies

and six gentlemen, and the entire membership
of the club also worked indefatigably for its

success.

When the voting stands were closed, on
Thursday night, the results were as follows:

Most popular club, Gotham Wheelmen, 135
votes; lady, Miss Agnes Scofield, 200 votes-
Miss A. Raisbeck was a close second; captain,

B. Wiener, Gotham Wheelmen ; doctor, Walter
H. Dade; dentist, W. E. Birdall; L. A. W.
wheelman, Leslie C. Smith, H. W.—Charles
Wendehock, close second; druggist,- C. A,
Marsh.

THE MATCH ROAD RACE AT LOUIS-
VILLE.

The ten mile road race to decide the respect-

ive merits of Thomas Jefferis and Jacob Bauer,
at Louisville, on Thanksgiving" Day, was wit-

nessed by a large and expectant throng of

wheelmen.
The two men started at 10.36, Jefferis' mount

being a safety geared to fifty-seven inches,

while Bauer rode an ordinary weighing forty-

one and a half pounds. For the first half mile
or so the pace was leisurely, the men staying
side by side. Then Jefferis slowly pulled ahead,
and when two miles had been covered Bauer
was several yards in the rear. Jefferis reached
the turn, five miles, in twenty-three minutes,
Bauer being one minute behind. Jefferis then
let himself out and put on a scorching pace,
making the five miles back in nineteen and a

half minutes—less than a four minute gait—
doing the ten miles in forty-two and a half min-
utes, and justly earning the title of champion
of Kentucky for the distance. Bauer reached
the starting point in forty-four and a half min-
utes.

The victorious rider is a brother of Howard
Jefferis, who last Fall established a twenty-foui
hour road record for Kentucky by riding 1 54 l

^

miles. Bauer took his defeat good-naturedly,
admitting Jefferis' supremacy. The race had
been the principal topic of conversation in local

circles for a month past.

HEROIC TREATMENT.

While out riding on Lancaster Pike on.Sundaj las*.,

Mr. and Mrs. Kirk Brown wore met by a drag con
taining four young men. Mrs. Brown was riding a
short distance behind her husband whenthedrag tn<J

its occupants passed her. One of the ''chappies''
took it into his nead to insult the lady. Whereupon did
Kirk travel all over Philadelphia for two days until

lie located the fellow who had played too free with
his tongue. He happened to tic a young man of re-
spectable family note, they always fall back on their

.1 MlllicS.

At noon on Wednesday last, Kirk took occasion to

call on the youth and demanded an apology, but the
|iol ;,-, 1.. 1111. r fus. d in In 11. htv I . 1;. hi v I aslu 1. and
the charge ol insult being denied, Kirk gave him the
retort fisticus, whereupon the youth made a sudden
change oi base from the steps of his office into the
gutter.
And varj well done 13 wo. This class of youth is

found in even village that dots the plain or snuggles
at the foot of the hillside.

Messrs. 11. A. 1 win Oliver and G. M
don are in town. A bio, deal has boon made with
Messrs. Keefe an. I B< cannon, who have boon appoint-
ed gi nei tl

'• 1' Eastern Now STork i
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CHARLIE EISENBRANDT.

DIED AT BALTIMORE, NOVEMBER 17, 1890.

the thunderbolt (rum out
. the news that

rief but sharp attack

New
a< the

I Ith him. And 01

oaer at the tearful uncertain! 1 the
life — oh, so pri. iy. alike inscrul

: initial and
enter . sueh

prominent in cycling
life in both i,l State. He did yeoman work
for the Baltimore • four

lively identified with the sport in the
tltimore. li md two children.

WHEEL GOSSIP.

• nt meeting of the Bit Vernon Wheelmen.
Iphia, the question of admitting lady riders

- iecided in the negative.

The first cushion-tyred wheel seen in Denver was
K. llaiiiian on the second day

of the recent tournament in that city.

In to the hic.h wheel. "Ariel" s
" The writer has been aste.ul>
; old ordinary ' against mncb criticism

and ridicule, bat aln of the timi
m every quartet Ick against

requent adjustments of parts required on the
ier with the ii.

compared with the
: the high wheel; and from none

ore pronounced than from I

the advent of the '
.

knew what it w terabouttl
bain, the r 11 id guard, or the vil

if front wheels, to say nothing of the
ll and surface which the

:n an ordinary run le, the
;••; there are thousands of men
lid still lie OUtside the pale were

W machine;
but for thoi beat nigh with the enthu-

lUrage tails not.
anil w inted by the slight element

yet we maintamth.it a properly-built
a mount as rider ever ci

when carefully and controllingly ridden), which adds
ovment tor ti.<

iry ' still ha All extt.
will it be with the sal

Arthur A. Zimmerman i. the many prizes
won by him in tl in which he has com-

orne House, Manas-
quair. Th< t . . lie val

n during thi

iortment ol

ntion. They
are a -

medals, two sat

fruit

umbrella and hat rack lied whisk
m.

and will

r this

1 the

th the morniiK
afterr.

lentiful in
Club, and
mem 1 Whitney,

1

Itney,
1. inner, first violin ; M F

In ; II. t>

II. I. Kcmlo. viola ;
!'. P

S 1 D. Bi Iman, trom-
W. II. II th A_ W. Mayo, man-

The Ami lampion of
s, and full

s them. It

ble attention was paid I

improvement at the Chicago conven-
tion. Every carriage man should make this subject

t his darling hobbies. Here is a chance for him
si his cruml I upon the •

will return to him, not attcr very many days, fulf-
il is a fact not .. civil-

..: most of the roads of the count-
uon that precludes the general use of fim
-.. Many of the back country high'

rivers of mud in wet weather, and "clouds of dust in
dry. The country hills make picturesque waterfalls
durir.

, with their rivulets falling
in romant - over the rocks an
that form the foundation of our road-beds. Hut util-

rt and general prosperity should not be
10 picturesqueness. The country is in

urgent need. ami. in some eases, in c,reat d
ue must take up this problem

ish it to a settlement. The carriage men
country are the natural champions of this great
movement. It is time for Organized, persistent, de-
termined effort <'ii their part As Boon as ti

fully awakened and organized, they will do their
duty, and the work will be accomplished."

THE I. 'No ISLAND WHEELMEN DINE.

The Long Island Wheelmen held their eighth an-
nual dinner in the Clarendon Hotel, Brooklyn, oil
Saturday. \ which was attended
fifty members. An excellent menu was prepared, and
it was after eleven o'clock before President l.uscomb
announce. I the toasts, responding himse:
Club Phe Streets," the
Hon. fohnP. Adams; "Old Members sident

Meet," Captain Dill.

her ; "The Ordinary," Carl C.
Alden

j
"i John L. Shephard. The din-

ner was under the management of the following com-
mittee: C. M. Nichols, chairman; (). B. Parker. W.

immoni. <;. B. Starrett I. I,. Shephard, O. S
WiUdigg, P. E. Bi

A " 'dinars- " rider is (',. H. Batten, an old-
time Edinburgh University rider, who says: "

I never
took t gee, the value oi the ordinary
to me is that I can go along with a bag in one band, an
umbrella under my arm, and reading a hook or

|

held in the other hi

1 great that the inhabitants can-
not tell off the "so iv on their ten

And certain
it is that the inhabit;,-
much riven to pointing out this, that and the

Dique
thing ot its kin worthy ol

two the 1

fty-ninth Si
^ an imp.

named. Its dining room • utiful
iient in which -.-

ind r. adit,.
-

and 11,

for two

11 handli

SYRACUSE.

nksgivinK Day was a busv one for thi
ib, and also one that will n.

'

tten in
some time
The first event on the programme was a hare and

iptain [udd
ind W. II. [ohnson. A start wasmade

from Card's II,'- Valley," where the I

. Were let! , m. the I

started. Bach of the three had a larc.'

hi: to the
in sicht ol the whole tini.

after a run of from one and a i hours, the
- were not captured. :

one hour and forty minutes those thr,
down into ravin,

barn over fences, in the open fields
through tin t nine mil.

The hares wen though they
seven minutes start, and had lift,

er to can five minuti
the first hound. ' Only four of the twelve "doc.s " fin-

1 hie, Peck, Donovan and I. fohn-
Bon. The others, when a short distance from the
hotel, left the trail and cut across lots.

ral had dinner at the club-house, and at ( p. m.
some twentv-five or thirty of the members lined up,
and headed by the buglers, the party march)
Star Hark to witness I name between the
Athletics and the University Club. The "Ind

and several different college clubs,
and for an hour or so it was one continuous veil and
shout. Thi ntion
by the clou d paper tbev had in I

tinually. The " Indians had all "their war hat
etc., with them, and whooped it up in K'

nty-five memt'i per at the
:sant hour or s.

p. m., when the command " line up " was again
(

and thirty-six answered thi
made 'midst red light, etc.. for the (irand, when
H.C.Dan.; n reserved that the boys might
see the "County Pair." In a box were the club's

namely, t\\r Lake View Wheeln
ter. and scattered all over the house . I

the wheelmen present wou
not far from seventy-five, Each one wore his unl

and
when le on with a lartfe bunch -

black ami purple ribbon on her
hardly keep their -.eats. In a prom

'.: and, taking 11

a large pumpkin, in the top ot which was a bun
I Ith our col,

Qted with a lar^'e Moral wheel, I the
handle-bars club colors were hanging.
The evening proved a mosl torywind-U|

. an I all went home thoroughl)
At a meeting of the Syracuse Club, held on thi

three mem I !. This 1

members, therefore thej will no
otive in thi

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

The Bridgeport Wheel Club's hill-climbii
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"HUIC50R © SAFETY9
*«*

UH(|AN WANTS BUT LITTLE HERE BELOW," but you will find it pretty generally

true that he wants all he can get, and often more. He certainly wants the

best thing when he buys a bicycle. The men who buy bicycles are growing to

appreciate more and more that it PAYS to buy THE BEST. It is this appreciation more than

anything else that makes the big demand for VICTORS. We have always believed it would

pay to MAKE the best, and the success of the VICTORS is the justification of our belief.

ASK VICTOR RIDERS.

©vermai? OJl^I Co.,

BOSTON. WASHINGTON.

Office apd pa<;tory, Q?ieopee palls, /T\a55.
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WAITING VS. PACEMAKING.

The Cyclist has begun a series of articles on
'

' The Physiology of ' Waiting ' and ' Pacemak-
ing ' in Speed Competitions," having especial

reference to cycle racing, by Dr. E. B. Turner.
After a brief apology for the frequent use of the

names of present-day riders, which he hopes
they will excuse when they consider how much
more " telling" an illustration is when invested
with life and interest drawn from an actual

occurrence, Dr. Turner proceeds as follows:

We think that everyone who is interested in the sub-
ject will agree that the weak spot in cycle racing,
from a spectator's point of view, is "loafing." Now,
"loafing" and " waiting " are often confounded, but,
although " loafing " is the direct and natural offshoot
of "waiting," there is a vast difference between a
"waiting" race and a " loafing " race. A " waiting "

race may be ridden in the fastest time on record, a
"loafing" race may attain the unenviable notoriety of
occupying the longest.
And yet it is the same cause that makes one and the

same man "wait" behind pacemakers, at a gait of 21

miles in the hour, to win one race, and " loaf " with
his confreres a mile in 3m. 30s. to win another; and that
cause is the crux of the whole question, and it may be
briefly stated as follows : Given two men of equal
calibre, properly trained, and racing on a fair course,
on best and best machines, it is impossible (bar falls

and similar accidents) for one of them to lead, make
fast running, and win the race. And if A and B repre-
sent the two riders presumed above, and they ride two
races (on each occasion being in the same form), A
making the pace in the first race, and B in the second,
each will win one race, the one in which he waited,
and the easier the track, the lighter and better the
machines ridden, and the faster the time of the race,
the longer the distance he will win by. These facts
are well known and appreciated by every race rider
of the present day, and consequently in a scratch race
no one who has a chance to win will deliberately throw
that chance away by giving a lead and shelter to his
opponents.
The result of this is that the axiom, " The better the

men the slower the pace," is an unfortunate reality in

all scratch races in which heats are a necessity to
eliminate the inferior performers. Such races are
"loafed." no man daring to lead at any pace, well
knowing that if he does he will assuredly finish last.

In contests where the distance of the race, or the size
of the track permits of all the competitors, good, bad,
and indifferent, being started in one heat, this does
not so much obtain, as the slower riders often lead lap
and lap alternately at a fast pace, while those who
have a chance of winning "wait" behind them and
take a lead and shelter without exhausting themselves
until the time for the final effort. Doubtless, this sec-
ond kind of struggle may appear more interesting to
the many, but the fine judgment and skill brought into
play when " Greek meets Greek," appeals strongly to
the few whose palates are somewhat satiated by many
years' racing, and therefore are inclined to pardon the
toast of 3m. 30s. for the caviare that a fine finish be-
tween, say, Jones and Mecredy would provide to
garnish it. But we are not writing now as an advo-
cate for either style, and in our humble opinion, of all

the fine races we saw this past season, the two finest
were—the one a typical "waiting," the other a typical
" loafing " race. We refer in the first case to the fifty

miles safety championship, in which the winner,
Mecredy, "waited " until 130 yards from home, the
pace being made a "cracker" for him from the start,
by the men who had no chance to win; and, in the sec-
ond case, to the mile ordinary vs. safety match, in
which there was no one to make the running (as any
one of the four riders might have won), and conse-
qnently, for three-quarters of a mile, there was a slow
"loaf," terminated by a desperate "sprint," in which,
after a display of consummate judgment, Osmond and
Synyer landed home the winners.
We stated above, as an example, that of two equal

men the pacemaker always finishes second. We wish
now to come to facts and point out that the
men need not be equal but that one may be about 50
yards in a mile superior to another, and yet if they
start off a mark and he lead and make fast pace, he
certainly will be beaten in the run in. This may
appear improbable to cyclists who do not themselves
race, and incredible to men who are foot racers only,
but we have seen it happen in races often, and in
practice times without number.
Perhaps the meeting of F. P. Wood and F. J. Os-

mond on scratch in the mile bicycle handicap at the
Stanley meeting last May is the best example that
occursnow. In that race Osmond made every yard
of the running, and Wood hung on to his back wheel
and beat him in the run in by inches. The time was
2m. 33 1-5S., four or five seconds faster than Wood had
ever ridden a mile before. The result was a surprise
to the men training on the same path, even making
allowance for the great advantage of a lead, as Wood
was known not to be in his best form, and Osmond
was going exceedingly well. The next time they
met Osmond conceded 35 yards, and having Synyer
to take him up to his men, got through a large field
and won by a length in 2m. 31 4-5S., Wood being sec-
ond.
The riding of Harvey Du Cros and Mecredy on

July 9 proves the same thing. They met, both on
scratch, in the second round, Du Cros led at a mod-
erate pace (40s.) for the first quarter, and Mecredy at
a fast pace for the last three-quarters, and Du Cros
just finished first in 2m. 32s. The first two in each
heat started in the final, and perhaps Mecredy might
have got home first had it been necessary. Anyhow,
they followed the same tactics in the final, and after a
desperate race Mecredy won by six inches. Thus Du
Cros showed 2m, 32s. form, and Mecredy a lew days
afterwards, 2m. 26 3-5S., or about sixty yards faster,
and yet, making the pace for three-fourths of a mile
only, he is beaten once, and in the final only just wins
by inches from the inferior rider,
Now, before passing to consider what wc hold to be

the cause of these remarkable phenomena, we should

like to draw our readers' attention to the way in
^hich foot racing differs in this way from cycle
racing. Suppose we take a fine still evening, and
allow two men, equally speedy, A and B we will call
them, to run a mile each separately by himself against
the watch, and both of them, fully run out, accom-
plish the same time, say 4m. 30s.; and then another
evening, under the same conditions, set them to race
against each other. A making the running and fin-

ishing his mile in 4m. 30s., B will be able to wait on
him, and spurting in the last 100 yards, beat him by
about six yards, and get home in 4m. 29s.; and if the
conditions be reversed, and B, on another occasion,
make the pace, and do 4m. 30s., A then will win, and
do 4m. 29s. Thus we may conclude that in running a
lead from a pacemaker is worth one second, or six
yards. If a mile be walked under the same con-
ditions a pacemaker is worth less than that, and, in-
deed, I am not sure that the advantage of the two or
three yards that a man has in hand by taking the lead
is not worth more than the shelter.
In bicycle racing, however, as we have shown, it is

worth from fifty to sixty yards, and, as we shall
point out later on, in tricycle racing even more.
Now the practical outcome of these facts is this—that
if A can run a mile in 4m. 30s., and B in 4m. 35s. (we
say 4m. 35s. merely to render the comparison with
cycling more obvious, 4m. 32s. would apply equally),
and they meet in a scratch race, A may safely lead,
and make the running at his best pace, with the cer-
tainty that, even if his opponent be faster on the
sprint than himself, he will run him out, and win
by about twenty-five yards. On the other hand, A can
ride a bicycle in 2m. 30s., and B in 2m. 35s., each by
himself. If A lead B a mile in 2m. 30S., he is beaten in
the run in, therefore A and B ride at the rate of a mile
in 3m. 30s., keeping all their energies unexhausted for
the final sprint, while C and D, walking a mile race,
frequently struggle for the lead the whole way.
In cycle racing on the road, as on the path, of two

equal men the " waiter " wins, but the advantages of
a lead are not nearly so great. It is possible in a race
on the road for one man to break up and leave an-
other much more nearly his equal, and who in a path
competition would be able to "hang on " and beat him
at the finish. After many experiments we have come
to the conclusion that the following rule may be form-
ulated : That the faster the pace that can be at-
tained in a speed competition, and the less the physi-
cal exertion involved in attaining such pace, the
greater the advantages of " waiting," and vice versa.
We hope to be able to show sound reason for this
later on.
We have used a mile as the unit of comparison in

the above instances, but we wish it to be clearly un-
derstood that the same rule applies to all distances in
proportion. The longer the race the greater the ad-
vantage of waiting, the shorter the less, until you
come to the very limited distance that a man can
compass at his top speed, when a lead is of no advant-
age whatever. Eighteen years ago, on leaving school,
we used to train all through the Summer, and com-
peted in a good many races during the years we were
reading for our degrees. Our best distances were
from 880 yards upwards, and being more of a stayer
than a sprinter, we never once waited in a race,
whether a scratch race or a handicap, but always ran
to win, if possible, by forcing the pace. These tactics
were fairly successful, and we frequently succeeded
in "running out the sprint" of a more speedy opponent
and getting home by sheer stamina.
In 1885 we commenced to race on a tricycle, and

though we were told much about the advantages of
waiting we did not believe in them, and thought we
could do the same on wheels as we could on our feet.

But in this respect we soon found the two sports
had nothing in common, and we were forced to the
same conclusion that Osmond and R. H. English came
to, namely, that "breaking up" was no good, and
that to win, or do well, against your peers you must
either wait behind your pacemakers or travel with
them at such a slow pace that you may be perfectly
fresh on commencing your final spurt. It was with
great reluctance we had to agree with this, as all our
racing life of more than twenty years our idea of a
race was to lead from start to finish, and we did not
like to take in new ideas in our old age.
The cause of this was a puzzle. We could not con-

vince ourselves that the shelter from the wind was
the only factor, and for the last three years we have
been hard at work on the subject, and have made
some hundreds of experiments on ourselves and
others, to try and elucidate the mystery, and have
extended our observations to running, walking, and
other exercises. The results obtained we have fre-
quently had checked by professional analysts, and,
together with the conclusions drawn, have submitted
them to some of the most eminent physiologists and
scientists in the world. In this series of articles we
hope to be able to give a more or less rational explana-
tion of the physiological causes which compel cycling
cracks, who wish to win scratch races, to "wait" or
" loaf," and, if space permit, to offer a few suggestions
to racing men and race-giving clubs how they may
best cope with the evil.

(To be continued?)

One of the fastest racing men in Australia is 6 feet .\

inches in height. He rides a special sixty-five inch
ordinary, which attracts much attention.

The race meet of the Melbourne Bicycle Club, to be
held during November, December and January, is at-

tracting the attention of the Australian racing men at

present. About 260 entries for the various events have
been received.

The Sports' Protective Association is the name of an
organization recently formed in New Zealand for the
purpose of preventing objectionable members of an
athletic or bicycle Club becoming attached to any
other club of the same kind.

The Mount Vernon Wheelmen, of Philadelphia,
held their annual live mile handicap road race on
Thanksi.. r. mil 1)-i> ] t Detwill'. r s. . ured first

place and H. , Kickotts' second. D. Crcighton and J.
k. Osborne made the best time They covered the
distance in 18m. 30s.

FIXTURES.

DECEMBER.
11-13.—Bicycle Races at the Staten Island A. C., Mid-

Winter Meeting, Madison Square Garden.
Entries close December 4, with F. W. Jans
sen, 241 and 243 Broadway, N. Y. Fee $1.

16.—Races at the games of the 12th Regiment Ath-
letic Club, N. Y., at the Armory, 62d St. and
9th Ave. Entries close December 6, with
Chas. J. Leach, P. O. Box 3201, New York.

22.—Minstrel Entertainment of the Queens Co.
Wheelmen at the Jamaica Opera House.

JANUARY.
16.—Manhattan Bicycle Club's annual ball at the

Lenox Lyceum.
23-31.—The Stanley Show, London.

29-Feb. 14.—El well's Bermuda Tour.

June 1.—Elwell's European Tour. Departure from New
York.

TRACK RACES IN MISSISSIPPI.

The Pike County Wheelmen, of Summit,
Miss., held their first series of races on Tues-
day of last week and scored a big success. B.

W. Cason and E. D. Frederic, of New Orleans,
attended the affair and secured the lion's share
of the prizes. The events resulted as follows :

One Mile Novice—Won by Moyne. Time, 3m. 53s.

Half Mile Safety—Won by Moyne in 2m. 4s.

One Mile Championship of the South—The
entries were B. W. Cason and E. D. Frederic, of New
Orleans, and Joe Teunnison, of Summit. Cason won
easily in 3m. 15s.

Two Hundred Yards Slow—Won by Cason; Fred-
eric second. Cason's time was 4m. 2s.

Six Hundred and Forty Yards Safety—Won
by St. Clair in im. 20s.

The heat race, best two out of three, half mile, was
won by Cason, who won two heats in successon. His
time for the first heat was im. 30s. and for the second
im. 37s.

The consolation race was won by J. N. Teunnison in
im. 23s. He had a walk-over.

The North End Wheelmen's road race over the five-
mile Bala course, on Thanksgiving Day, resulted as
follows: Reeser, first; Kayon, second; Gibson, third;
McDowell, fourth; Cubberly, fifth. Time, 20m. 40s.

The two mile bicycle race at the indoor games of
the Third Regiment Athletic Association, held at
Philadelphia on Saturday evening, November 29, re-
sulted as follows: Samuel Crawford, R. W., first; V.
J. Kelly, A. C. S. N., second. Time, 6m. 57s.

Wheel racing is booming in the South. The great
amount of local interest manifested in the recent
road races at New Orleans and Memphis, Tenn., and
track events at Birmingham, Ala., and Summit, Miss.,
all tend to illustrate the fact that the sport is gaining
a sure foothold in "Dixie."

The Rutherford (N. J.) Wheelmen held a five mile
road race on Thanksgiving Day morning for the club
$25 championship medal. The result was : Geo. S. W.
Brown, first; R. R. Leeds, second; A. S. Jackson,
third

; J. T. Holden, fourth. Time, 23m. 35 1-5S.

"There is skill and knack in pacemaking, as well as
in racing, when properly done," says an exchange.
" If there are to be pacemakers at each quarter they
should all be faster men at that distance than the
rider against time, so as not to retard him. The ob-
ject of the pacemaker is to help the rider on, and slow
men, either in time or judgment, should not act. With
attention to this feature the races against time next
year should lower the mile record two or three sec-
onds."

The two mile handicap safety race at the games of
Company D, Twenty-third Regiment, Brooklvn, on
Saturday evening last, resulted in a succession of
falls by all the contestants. Some of the riders took
several tumbles, but no one was injured. Charley
Murphy, owing to the suspension placed upon him by
the L. A. W. arid A. A. U., did not compete, but in-

stead rode an exhibition one mile on a safety. The
final' heat resulted as follows: H. B. Skidmorc, Bed-
ford C. C, 135 yards, first ; A. H. Hilmsteads. Brook-
lyn, 125 yards, second ;

(i. L. Douglass, Jr., Bedford
C. C., third. Time, 7111. 47 3-5S,

Tl
Wh

he live mile handicap road race of the Park Avenue
eelmen, Philadelphia, on Thanksgiving Day, re-

sulted as follows : Horace l.iuton, 1111. ;,.s., first
; llcnrv

Roberts, jm., second; Walter Beatty, mi. 15s., third.
The best actual time was iSm. 34s., made by Isaac
Van Deusen.

Charles Miller and Edward Youse, of the Penn
Wheelmen, Reading, rode a five mile match race on
the Harrisburg Pike Thanksgiving Day, which was
won by the latter in 14m, 32s.

Although W, 1. w iiiieim, of Reading, Pa., announced
his intention of abandoning the race path not long
ago, he has not given up racing against time, as was
Shown by his successful attack on the Lancaster Pike
Pftoli Fifty-second .Street record on Friday afternoon
ol last week. The statl was made from Paoii a!

p. in., and I he old tree, which marks the finish ol the
course, was passed at 1.13.24, making the nei lime
,iiiii..vis. The length of the course is about sixteen
miles, and the best previous record was made by Van
Wagoner, who covered the distance in 4,111. 5 S
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ON ORDINARIES.

A - •:: answer turneth away wrath. we

told, and therefore it may in.- as well not to re-

tort with •'you're another'' to the gentle eor-

mdent whose opinion you quote, to the

effect that we who stick to the ordinary are in

the I). F. class, but rather to reason with him.
it is too late now to reopen the dis-

on that raged when safeties were first in-

troduced, on its original basis; hut

there are a few points then talked about that

have even yet not altogether been settled.

Possibly our rampant safety advocate has not

ridden, as I have, since l88l, and so does not

know about the several generations of wheel-
men so well; but if lie has picked this point up
even by tradition, did he ever wonder why it

cavs the older riders that he will find

mounted on high wheels? Why nearly all the

men who are addicted to give and take touring
ride high wheels' and why the newer element,
who, until they have become learned in the
sport, generally take what the dealers
upon them, are mostly devotees of the safety?
< >r did it ever occur to our friend why the
makers and dealers are so urgent in their ad-

acy of the safety?
I do not mean to imply that there are

riders who have come down from their loftier

perch, but as a rule these will be found to be
either park riders, who don't care or haven't
time to go often away from sand-papered

-. or they hers, whose chief pleas-

ure is in fast riding on selected thorough'
But the great majority of buyers are tile new
men, so large a percentage falling out of the
ranks before they have become really ac-

climated; anil these new men cannot possibly
distinguish for themselves and must rely on
what is told them by sellers ot machines. And
that a seller should recommend the safety is

always assured, for the plainest of business
as. They are easier to teach on, because,

although really no safer, there is less confidence 1

required at trie outset. They are cheaper to

make, because there do not have to be an in-

finite number of sizes, ami for the same 1

ire l>etter stock to carry.

These are good reasons wily we should pre-

fer to sell them ; but no reason at all why we
ild not buy them, and on that

the last has by no means been said for

irdinary. We need not go into the prac-

tical or dilate upon the dif-

ng as if one were living through
the air by vir: ending one's own physi-

ower, rather than driving along a machine
which is distinctly a part of us; though to some

gument so strong that wi

were the till. 1 inctioii of the ordi-

ve would no longer find

ing. N'or need we dwell Upon
m hill-climbing in favor of the
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places. It cannot l>e recklessly driven every-

where and anywhere at top speed, and so far it

iducive to accidents by collision or to

interference with the rights of others. It is

therefore not s<> well adapted to the man who
the purely athletic side of the

sport and less for the mental recreation which
may accompany it; and what it gives is not

sential to the other class, far separated
from the scorcher, which confines its wheeling

few staple and perfectly built roadways; but

let us hope that the smaller, perhaps, but fully

as ardent eias*, for whom I speak, will never
die out wholly, and that they will always find

makers to cater to their tastes with the "
.

old ordinary." EDWARD J.
Smki

ENGLISH TRADE NOTES.

Mr. G. 1'. Mills, once a maker of cycles himself, lias

taken service with the Raleigh Cycle Co., of Notting-
ham.

It is laid that many of the cycle manufacturers
who signed the bond binding themselves not to ex-
hibit at the Stanley Show of 1891 under a penalty of
£500, now regret the step they took.

The premises of the London Cycle Manufacturing
re burned down last week, but the company

intimate that their works will soon be in full swing
a^ain.

The new combination saddle and spring for safety
bicycles which is now sold by Messrs. Camplugh &
Brown, Is a most comfortable article. In addition to

the ordinary spring, we find an extra one underneath
the saddle, attached to the steering pillar, from which
a connecting rod extends to the peak of the saddle,
an arrangement which tfives the greatest comfort,
combined with the benefit of admitting of adjust-
ment to suit different weights. These advantages
should outweigh the ungainly appearance and 1

weight of the saddle.

Still another new tyre, and this time a most elabor-
ate piece of workmanship. Messrs. Haskins.V Brown,
of the Perfect Cycle Works, London, intend placing
on the market what is called a ball tyre. It consists
of a number of rubber balls about the size of a small

. which are packed inside a perfectly air-tight
hollow tyre. The inventor claims that the puncturing
difficulty will be thus got over, as should any accident
of this kind occur a new ball can be placed inside the
tyre and the damaged one taken out. Time will
show whether the thing will be a suo 1 'lure.

Mr. H. I. Doughty, of Camberwell, London, has
made a very substantial improvement in the construc-
tion heels. The spokes are fixed in pairs

ly opposite one another, each pair being screwed
In at different angles, with a space of a quarter of an

between 1 d hole. Many good tiling*

will result from this idea, notably greater Strength
and rigidity, lighter spokes can be used and thi

vantages ol a hollow run can be utilized.

Mr. w. Cooti Reynolds announces that he has great-
ly improved his "Sprite lern. The
Improved 1 can now be obtained In any
quantity, larger facilities for manufacturing being
now at his disposal.

Jones, Venn a Co., of the Round Ton
Works, Coventry, have now nearly completed their

new works and the additions to the old premises, in

the shape of a new plating plant, etc. The company
ant ground

nine the works, so that exti made
;t difficult y at any tin or the

" Viking
" mdon and

pending.

lave now their
and all their it ,1 pat-

iow on view thi 111 w deals; n

the old ones, good as they

ley Show prospei ins which has iust been
prill lie half

.r, and thai
. will lie I 1

• minis'

Illustrative of thi ipment ol I

the well-known rubber manufacturer,
Mr I

I. I

• there last

rmlngbam, the mak<
plant

irn out |«

• k».

'her new 1 formed, the
Limited, which will take over the

busin ik'cr. The capital is £10,-
000, in t

Measrs. Wm. Olossop and C. A. Bradford
appointed tl ' the business of Redman &
maki I

The- ,1] kinds of sfei
cycle manufacturers in Sheffield. It di

strange that In Sheffield, where so much of the raw
material is produced, no one should have taken up
the manufacture 1

The bus '

i. iters an!
Coventry, will be carried on as heretofore by tfa

editors of the late proprietor, Mr. Henry Sill.

An extraordinary meeting of the shareholdi
Taunton. 1 klmard l.anc ,v t .... Limited. Birmingham
and London, iron and steel tube manufacturers and
contractors for military and naval ordnance, was held
In Birmingham on Novembi sider a pr.

;

for winding up. It was explained that there had
been constant d nonu the dire.

. to the resignation ol Mr. Powell Will
M. P., the chairman, and other directors. The
ness din intf the past year had resulted in a lo

nearly ,£10,000, and the company was una!
their liabilities without realization. It trans;
that Mr. Taunton, the principal vender, had an a<

out-of-pocki in selling the
the Taunton family, who held about two-!

of the shares, beine; the greatest losers. The audit-
ors submitted a statement Bhowing that as a «oinn
concern tin Med an approximate
plus of .£78,000, after paying the ordinar}
and debenture holders. It was decided to wind up
the concern, and a liquidate pointed, with a
committee of shareholders, to prepare a sc he!
re-construction to be submitted at a future meeting.

The new pneumatic tyre designed and patent!
Mr. Bartlett, the manager of the North British 1

Edinburgh, has been sn
successfully withstood, a strain
square inch, although the ordinary inflation is bul
pounds to the Square inch. The abovc-nienti
gentleman's band-covered pneumat;
comes the damaging of this variety of tyre
brakes.

The South Bnd Wheelmen's Club House on 1

Street, Philadelphia, was handsoineh
brilliantly illuminated on Saturday evenii
week, the occasion being the fourth a:

celebration. Silver medals were pi.

members who made century runs during
the followingmen receiving the trophies C. A U
Prank Roentg, Wm. Strien, II. I.. Hi
and W |. Greer. Prank Koenig recel
ter presented by Captain Dimon
attended .very club run during the year, and II. I.

rn was presented with a banc! ,1 for
the highest individual mileage. An orchi
attendance and supi
To-night (Friday) is " ladies night " and a

on will be held.

The Pool distributed turkeys
their employees for Thanksgiving Day.

The John P, Lovell Arms Co. will shortly
important annoum ements in regard to then

iie firm ol

tly returned from Europe with Mr. I

serenaded at his

Ing 01 - d club, manv .•

1 which are emplO]
enjoying several selections, which \

Mr Yosl
and in a lew WI words tl

their kind effort! and invited them into the hi

where they passed an hour very pleasantly.

In . •lumn will be I

in a la

he only live one in I

Junior, a -4-inch machine
$3J.

Mr. II. in

Mi I

1

Intend v;oing int" the business in a lut
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MORE CUSHION TYRES.

From BicyclingNews we republish some more speci-

mens of hollow tyres, and these, with the cuts

and speciacations published in the issues of Novem-
ber 21 and 28, and will give riders and the trade an idea

of all the important patterns of cushion tyres shown
at the Stanley Club's recent discussion.
Among the new tyres illustrated in this issue is the

" Torsion " tyre, which was exhibited and described
at the recent discussion by Mr. F. J. J. Glynn. The
inventor does not rely on or employ compressed air to

give it a non-vibrating and resilient property, but the

Torsion spring of braided steel wire, which it is

claimed receives, distributes and absorbs the shock
throughout the whole circuit of the tyre when passing
over an obstruction. The wire used is plated to pre-

vent rust, and is of an exceptionally strong and
springy nature of itself, and its strength and spring
is increased to a manifold degree by the process of

braiding and crimping which it undergoes before be-

ing used as a tyre. The Torsion spring which this

process creates causes each wire to twist individually
and not to bend, which elongates it sufficiently when
pressure is used to answer all the purposes that are
required of it and no more. It will ride over small
obstructions, and when the pressure is taken off it

will rapidly recover its normal condition. By the
tyre slightly elongating instead of "spewing," "jut-
ting," or "bulging," it is anticipated that the thin
rubber casing which covers the wire, so as to prevent
the mud and dirt from getting into the meshes of it,

will not be cut or injured by the rim, but although it

will "bank" when a side pressure is brought into
play, it will not cut. The weight of the tyre will be
very little, in fact lighter than any tyre the same size

yet employed. The diameter of the tyre from side to

side can be made any size desired, from i% inches to
18 inches if necessary. The rim will be specially
made to suit this tyre, which will be gripped by it

(the rim), besides being cemented to it, as in the ordi-
nary way. Makers will be supplied with the tyre
only, the same as the solid, so that they can place it

on the wheel themselves, as no special means of fixing
at present is deemed unnecessary, as it can be cement-
ed and "sprung " on like a solid or ordinary cushion
tyre.

Dr. Batten writes BicyclingNews as follows concern-
ing the tyre which he has protected, and of which an
illustration was published in our last issue: "In my
opinion the resiliency or ' torsional elasticity ' of hard
steel wire comes next to the elasticity of a gas. I
therefore arrange 'piano' or other hard steel wires
or bands in such a way, as in long spirals, that a tube
is formed by them ; so that on pressure being applied,
as by a stone, to the circumference of this tube or
tyre, it twists the wires in their long axes and indents
the tyre, which, however, immediately regains its

original form on the pressure being removed. A tyre
so constructed can go over small obstacles without
raising the wheel or its rider at all, just as a pneumatic
does. This tyre can be used alone or in combination
with rubber, canvas, leather, or other suitable mate-
rial, as in combination with cushioned tyres, enabling
the rubber to be made thinner, and therefore lighter,
and whole tyre more resilient ; in combination with
pneumatic tyre, as, for instance, surrounding and
protecting the inner inflated tube, while at the same
time it diminishes but slightly the resiliency of the
tyre, which is due to the compressed air. It is this

combination which will, I think, be found most usefulAny number or thicknesses of wire may be used. The
wires may be given an additional resiliency by tem-
pei rag them, or by using wire which has been wound
round in a spiral of small diameter and then pulled
put as straight as possible before arranging in theong spirals. By using these wires the tyre may also
be fastened to the rim in a very strong and easy man-
ner. I would do away with valves in pneumatic tyres
altogether, and use suitable stopcocks instead, having
the valves only in the force pump."

_

Mr. Thomas Weir, of Dublin, also writes of his tyre :

I beg to bring under your notice a new tyre which I

have just taken out a patent for, and which has given
great satisfaction to all who have ridden on it. I may

"^MR H<<™ 1 *««„

Morris Wilson & Co. " Referee,'

'

Easily Detachable Pheumatic
Tyre.

mention it has been examined by a Coventry gentle-
man who was in Dublin, and he expressed himself in
high terms about it.' My invention first of all secures
a perfect suspension wheel, or, in other words, the
rim of wheel does not receive the shock of concussion
at the point nearest the road, the vibration being dis-
tributed round the outer section of the tyre ; secondly,
the invention overcomes the possibility of the rim
cutting the rubber ; and thirdly, it is fastened on
without cement, in a most secure manner, and makes
a very fast running wheel. I am getting a few new
tyres made up ; when finished I hope to visit England,
and shall be very pleased to exhibit it and explain it

more fully. An advantage of this tyre is that it can
be put on to the machines in present use."
Mr. L. S. Haskins, member of an English firm, has

invented a novel tyre, consisting of a hollow tube
comprised of india rubber, j-16 of an inch in thickness,
and filled with hollow india-rubber balls, i'/i inches
in diameter. A 24-inch rim will contain fifty-four
balls.

Tlie Centaur Cycle Company's American
Agents.

We have a long letter from Mr. Mushing, manager
of the Centaur Cycle Company, who spent several
weeks in this country last Summer. Mr. Mushing
writes that he was hospitably treated while over here,
and that he enjoyed his visit very much. In the way
of business, he has established two agencies, between
whom he has divided the country. The Western
agent is the Michigan Cycle Company, of Detroit,
Mich., and the Eastern agent is Brewster Brothers,
of Unadilla, N. Y. The Centaur Cycle Company is

one of the oldest firms in the business, having com-
menced in 1876, and their reputation abroad is an en-
viable one. We hope the company will be able to
find a good market in this country.

An unusual amount of interest is being centered in
the two wheel races to be held at the Staten Island
Athletic Club's games, on December 11 and iS, at
Madison Square Garden. A safe clay track is the
chief attraction, and both ordinary and safety riders
are provided for. The two events have already
attracted a large entry list, and promise good sport.

I rind that tlie advertisement in THE
"WHEEL, reaches a very extended line of riders.

P. H. BERNAYS,
Little Koch, Ark.

Oshorne & Alexander's Removal.
The well-known and far Western firm of Osborne &

Alexander have removed from their old quarters to a
handsome new building on the corner of Fremont
and Market Streets, San Francisco. The concern has
had this removal in view for the last few years, owing
to the remarkable increase in their business, which
made their old quarters very much crowded.
The first floor of the new building is devoted to the

show-room and to the offices of Manager T. S. Cob-
den. The stock is kept in the basement, and on the
third floor is a riding school. The building contains
two hydraulic elevators—one for passengers and one
for freight. The concern has represented the Pope
Manufacturing Co. for the last twelve years, and at
present controls Columbia for California, Oregon,
Nevada and Washington.

We have examined with interest the first annual
report of the Pneumatic Tyre and Booth Cycle
Agency, Limited, which is the style of the concern
which placed the pneumatic tyre on the market.
Among the directors are Harvey Du Cros and R.J.
Mecredy, the well-known Irish racing men, and J. B.
Dunlop, the inventor of the improved pneumatic.
The annual meeting of the company was held at Dub-
lin on November 27. The revenue account shows a
net profit of ,£2,660, and the directors recommend a
dividend of eight per cent, per annum, which will
leave a sum of ^1,036 in the treasury. The capital of
the company is £22,500, of which ^18,685 has been paid
in. Of course the business of the Booth Cycle Agency
is responsible for any profits shown, as no doubt the
concern sank money in launching the pneumatic
tyre.

The John Wilkinson Company have a list of prizes
won this season by Rover Light Roadsters. The total
number of wins is forty-seven. The company state
that they will handle six styles of Rovers for 1891,
which will possess every desirable detail known to
the bicycle trade, including pneumatic and cushion
tyres, hollow rims, tangent spokes and ball heads.
They are also, ready to quote the trade good prices on
lamps and bells.

The Stover Bicycle Company head their advertise-
ment this week with a commercial axiom, from which
our readers may learn a valuable lesson.

Our front page this week contains an interesting
engraving from the Gormully & Jeffery Company,
entitled "Three Ramblers."

Letters have been issued to the trade announcing the
transfer of the plant of the St. George's Engineering
Co. to Mr. C. A. Palmer, who has managed the busi-
ness for the past six years. This firm are makers of
the well-known New Rapid cycles, and during Mr.
Palmer's administration the credit and business of the
firm have been vastly increased. The business has
been carried on the past six years by Mrs. C. Corn-
forth, wife of the proprietor, deceased.

Trade in Buffalo has been excellent in 1890, yet the
dealers expect still better business next year.

THE WARWICK DIAMOND.

The Warwick Cycle Manufacturing Co. have already well under way their three types for 1891, of
which they expect that their new cushion Diamond will be very popular.

This machine has 28-inch driving wheel geared to 56 inch, with 30-inQh steering wheel, 13 tangent
spokes to each wheel, fitted to the Warwick hollow rim, ', cushion tyres o( special construction, aust-prooi
ball bearings, $14 to 6J^ inch crank, extra long handle-bar and Warwick improved saddle. The Stock from
which this wheel is constructed is cold-drawn weldless steel tubing for all hollow pails. The solid parts are
machined from drop forgings of selected steel, and In no part, however small, is cast metal used

I

machine is strictly interchangeable, each process from the rough forging is made to gauge, and guaranteed
not to vary 1-1000 of an inch when finished. The Warwick Co. give special attention to critical inspection,
The total weight of this machine, the tyres alone weighing lbs., is

|
lbs. with usual fittings. Phis It! ' chine,

the Warwick Co. think, will be the lightest high-grade safety for regular road service built in America, and
will be sold with a guarantee. The Warwick t'o.'s two other additions to their line ol u lu 19IS w ill be illus-
trated in a later edition of this paper.
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HERE, THERE AND THEREABOUTS.

fourth feur was a wheel which turned and
turni

Will.
An.

1

n on the binding tire,

ncd both fire and music .is it whirled."

Tli Edwin Arnold of the "troublous
dreams'

1 which perplexed King Suddhodana,
and when I read the verses I am almost con-

vinced that the king must have been oul

bicycle lantern parade with some <>t' the boys
ana partaken of some sort ut' food thai

him the nightmare, thus causing him to see
wheel visions.

In the "Light of Asia" the following lines

r, which, with but a slight change in punc-
tuation, become almost prophetic, and makes it

difficult to believe that Sir Edwin Arnold was
not himself a wheelman and an admirer of the

., oe

:

" The wheel that turned with nave of burning gold
Vu that most precious Wheel of perfect It. A. \v..

Which he shall turn in sight of all the world."

Were there DO good in the world we could
never thoroughly detest the bad; if there exist-

ed not black, white would be to our eyes, per-

haps, far different from what it is. We must
have contrasts to appreciate all things in life,

and where they exist not we must even conjure
them up in our minds st> that imaginary oppo-
sites may enable us to judge of the things we

illy possesa The wheelman of to-day,

who lias entered cycling since it has perfect
machines, luxurious club-houses and legal right
to every road and path throughout the land to

offer him, can never thoroughly appreciate his

fortunate position because he has got the hard-
ships and discomforts of the past to teach him
the blessings <>f these comforts. As an exam-

am trying to illustrate, who of the
riders of to-day can appreciate the beauty of

the properly clad clubman, mounted upon a
well-kept, modern wheel, all of his equipments
lx;ing of the most unobtrusive kind, attracting

ittention from the onlooker except in admi-
ration of his good taste, unless he can bring
to mind such an example as the following to aid

him by the contrast it affords. ( >n M
at Lafayette, Ind.. on the occasion of the first

trade convention there, the Lafayette Courier
thus describes the appearance of the local wheel
club: "The members were attired in their new
uniforms, and presented a novel, not to Bay
unique appearance. The suits consist of blue
knee breeches, pink stockings, short jackets

edged with silver bullion fringe, white shirts

with broad, turned-down collars. On the back
of the coat the monogram L. B. C. embroid-
ered m letter and a half long. High

rn, and around the brim
a long white veil was wrapped." In future let

my readers think <>f such a picture as this when
they see the modestly-clad wheelman of the

nt. and let them then thank their lucky
- that they are enabled to ride to day simply

uch a sturdy infant that
our of such a display as tin

angle it.

If that man is a benefactor who makes two
bladl 0W where but one >; lew be-

lie should come in fur a share of praise

who teaches a man to go twelve miles as easily

and as quickly as he previously went four.
" Time is money." and whatever of it is saved

much cash. As the wheel serves its

purpose in this direction, it may be regarded as

a good savings institution, and such as have
their money invested therein may sleep the
sleep of perfect health undisturlx-d by banks
that break and cashiers that to Canada feel in-

clined to ski]). Riding a wheel affords in itself

a pleasurable excitement, which is what most
men drink liquor for, and it leaves no sting be-
hind. It takes us out into the pure air, into

Clod's light and sunshine, and braces our lungs
with the very breath of heaven. It stimulates
us to save money which might otherwise be
spent foolishly, that we may invest it in a wheel
which is a source of health and pleasure as well
as of utility. It is an inducement to all who
work in close apartments to spend more time in

the open air, and furnishes a means of health-
ful, invigorating and. at the same lime, pleas-

ant exercise, such as nothing else can possibly
afford.

Some Latin

—

Stick transit gloria bicycli.

The "prophetic soul" of Hamlet must have
looked far into the future and there beheld a
bicycle when he said. " Here's a fine revolution,"

and again when exclaiming, " In form and mov-
ing how express and admirable!"

k Bidwell has. of lal

lent of th( ! anil

t -prandial ftp

:ig banquet. I had the pi

lire ig t-i him bring i- ome
ling, with the

"As the
e of 1 oils on. is

ily < ontinue, bring
l>oth new and old. thi

Very

this

MS, I

nformed by Mr Bidwell that he. lil

right.

Some time since, in these notes, I had occa-
sion to remark upon the advisabilty of choosing
satisfactory names for the various maki
wheels. Here is an example of a manufacturer
who seems to have really gone out of his way
to select a name thai can in no way benefit the
sale of his wheels, and will, I think, do really

an injury toward the disposal of them. A Cov-
entry maker has adopted the title of the " Rou-
lette Cycle Co Think how very embarrassing
it would be for one to be on his way to buy one
of these machines, and to be stopped by some
friend and asked where he was going, and have
to reply that he was just going round the corner
to purchase a " Roulette wheel." What a lot of
explanation it would take to convince the friend

that you were not going to set up a miniature
Monte Carlo, and were even then going to pur-
chase the furniture for it. I do hope that the

Coventry concern carry out the fitness of things
by painting their wheels "red and black," as it

would be a pity for them to stop half-way in the
affair.

1

I

How very refreshing it is to read in the Cyilist

that there is one Englishman in the world who
has conn- to America and been intelligent enough
to write back home that this is not the worst
and most ignorant country on the face of the

globe! The name of this paragon is Mr. Ben-
jamin Eiinchcliff, and he is now a resident of

Sedalia, Mo. Previously to coming i<> this coun-
try. Mr. Ilinchcliff was a well-known racing
crack of Derby, Eng. To the gentleman I

tend my most cordial greetings, though hi

Stranger to me. and I wish to assure him that

his freedom from insular prejudice and mis-

mentS of such individual-- as the Laurie
type will not fail to win from American wheel-
men the appreciation v. all times will-

ing t .'111,111 when he casts his lot

with them, and to prove to him that his good
opinions of them are not en.

I ' !v had occasion
I to the

that the memory <>f John Loudoun M.i-

has upon every wheelman and 1-

od roadways throughout the world, and I

•hat the following clipping from the

.1 knowli
thed fo wheelmen, in the

il of ri<h:

M I'luni.

1 he human

breaking out, established for himself .1 lucrative buai-
iriies. The termina-

tion ol hostilities in favor "i the oolonista found him
nearly penniless, and he returned to

I •un-
cty yean an appointment aa survey-

or of the Hi 11 i 111 the chance to put into
effect an idea he had matured of 'met. ill.

with a bed of ' fragments of stone granite, whinsp.ne
[dykestuff] or basalt none of which should t

large to pass through an iron ring two ami a half inch-
liameter.' The result ! Macadam's demonstra-

tion was that Parliament voted him £1.000, thai i

land and France have roads, that Civilization itself

me to be measured by facilities for transporta-
tion, and that America remains as yet without real
roads enough to speak

While bicycles, it cannot lx^ denied, are cer-

tainly revolvers, yet it is not strange that they
avoid cart-rid^es and never go off themselves.

How things change! only a few yean ago
it was an effort on the part of the manufac-
turers to get purchasers for their wheels, now
the effort is to get wheels for the purchasers.

When I see some of the attempts at improve-
ments in bicycles that inventors have induced
capitalists to invest their money in the manu-
facture of, I am reminded of the experience of

Jim Johnson, as depicted in the following face-

tious lii

" Old Jim Johnson and his son Sam
Built 'eni a ship in the shape of a clam ;

They got her afloat, but in turning her round,
The sons of lummoxes run her aground."

Don s u ambo.

A GLIMPSE AT OUR GERMAN EX-
CHANGES.

Public lectures on wheeling matters are given
in different cities in Germany. Dr. Sachs, <»f

Dresden, a short time ago opened his series of
lectures in that city, beginning with "The
I >anger of Wheehn
The following ad. is contained in the

number of a German daily: "Marriage—

A

young lady of culture and pleasing appearance,
whop' issessesa disposable fortune of [50,000 M.,
wishes to make the acquaintance of a tine wheel-
man -a champion, if possible— marriage being
the object. Address and photo must be remit-
ted under RaJfahrer 40. to the advertising bu-
reau of the I )resd 11. .ten. Discretion a
matter of course."

j
A good chance for that

Baltimore racing man.—Ed,
]

A manufacturer of umbrellas, of Wurzhurg.
Bavaria, has turned out an umbrella which is

said to have some merits. When not in use it

is fastened to the handle-bar by little straps.

The wheelmen's organization of Duxlach,
Baden, counts an,

the famous field-marshal General Helmuts.,
Count of Moltke. IK was elected into that
association at his last— ninety-first—birthday,
and has accepted the membership bestowed
upon him.

The I hitch Sporiblad reports that a gnat exhi-
bition of sporting goods will be held next Spring
at Scheveningen, the famous Holland seaside

The well-known French scorcher. Dubois, met
with a serious accident lately. While crossing
Rue du Quatre-Septembre he was run over by
a carriage and his leg injt A EL

THE CITIZENS CLUB AND THE
NEW YORK ATHLETIC CLUB.

Nl >\ I- Mil I

I have noticed in the daily ment
to the . iTect that the Citizens Bk yele Club has
applied lor admission to the New York Athletic
Club. As the it has no foundation in

would it W asking to,, much to have it

contradicted iu your columns.
Yours truly.

John C. Cmi, k.

long Iltlle been ham-
uli To

1 in innun

little
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,
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CHICAGO.

Thanksgiving Day was quite generally observed by
the local clubs. The Chicagos had a football match
with the S. S. Illinois Social Club in the afternoon,
and were defeated by a score of 24 to o. Lumsden,
Van Sicklen, Barrett, Bliss, Becker, Cameron, Tobey,
Perkins and T. and H. Fake composed the Chicago's
team. They played without much science and proved
easy marks for their opponents, amongst whom were
several old-time football men. Bliss and Becker were
the only men who secured mention in the next day's
papers—Bliss by reason of having done a bit of bril-

liant playing, and Becker because of having been
disabled. In the evening the C. C. C. had a turkey
raffle and the attendant jollity.

The Lincoln Club, to the number of 83, sat for a pho-
tograph in the morning, and in the evening gave a
dance.
The Washington Club gave a dinner, while the

.^Eolus boys did likewise.
A hare and hound chase, followed by a "spread,"

made up the Douglas Club's programme. In the
chase no paper was used, the object being to reach a
given point (Washington Heights) by the quickest
route possible. Four hounds arrived ahead of the
hares.
The Lake Views had a paper chase afoot. The

hounds succeeded in losing themselves, and reached
home in a half-frozen condition nearly two hours after

the hares.

The Chicago Cycling Club has challenged the S. S.

Illinois Social Club to another game at football, stip-
' ulating that none but members of the respective clubs
shall compose the teams.

C. F. Stokes Manufacturing Company has contracted
with the Indiana Bicycle Company for 5,000 wheels—
one-half the latter concern's output. This is probably
the largest order ever placed.

A. Featherstone will have a new wheel on the mar-
ket next season, and will branch out in the cycle
business extensively.

Brown Bros. Manufacturing Company,* whose repair
advertisement is carried in The Wheel, have an-
nounced their ability to fit cushion tyres to any make
of wheel.

W. J. ("Senator") Morgan is to "open up" a cycle
establishment in this city early in the Spring.

A german and two card parties are Douglas Club
fixtures for next month.
The Chicago Club is at work on a new road book.

Both Frank and James McDonald have resigned
from the Lincoln Club. Frank has been manager of

the L. C. C.'s indoor ball team, and in that capacity
has walked a path not strewn wholly with roses, but
he declares his resignation is not due to any baseball
differences, but to his assuming the duties of a com-
mercial traveler. However—but no matter.

President Gerould, of the Lincolns, is home again
after a two months' visit to the Pacific coast.

On January 14 the Chicago Club gives an entertain-
ment and concert at Rosalie Hall. It is the intention
to make it a very swell affair.

A funny(!) man says that the reason the Chicagos lost
the Thanksgiving Day football game was due to their
having a couple of Fakes on the team.

Herrick, of the Lincolns, is laying the wires for a
monster turkey eat and jollification for New Years
Eve. BETTSY B.

The Washington Cycling Club have a pool tourna-
ment in progress now. There are thirty contestants,
and playing every night.

W. A. Davis, the Illinois Division Chief Consul, will
undoubtedly receive the entire vote of his club for
secretary for next year.

The Englewood Cycling Club gave a half-german at
their club-house on Tuesday evening, December 2.

Two new tracks, both good ones, will be built in
Chicago the coming Spring. Both will consist of three
laps.

At the Chicago Cycling Club's turkey raffle, on
Thanksgiving Eve, 600 tickets at ten cents each were
sold, and much excitement was the result. Two hun-
dred and fifty members and friends were present. A
musical entertainment followed.

The Garfield Cycling Club is the latest club to form
in Chicago, with twenty charter members, and quar-
ters at 497 W. Van Buren Street. They are starting
well.

The Vikings Cycling Club, of Chicago, is a club pro-
moted to aid the interests of the wheel amongst the
Scandinavians.

NEW ORLEANS.

THE ROAD RACE.

LOUISVILLE.

THE L. C. C. HOP.

No better patronized affair, nor one in which the
popularity of the Louisville Cycle Club was better
illustrated, has ever taken place than the Thaksgiving
Eve dance in the gymnasium annex to the club-house.
Beauty was in great profusion and equally entertain-
ing, while gallantry was the rule. Seventy-five couples,
the full limit of the number of tickets, were present,
and the club added to its fair reputation another en-
tertainment to which it may refer with pride. Exactly
ten sets of the lanciers were represented on the
floor at one time, testing the capacity of the dance
floor, while the other couples were—well—probably
making all arrangements for the following Sunday.
Quite a number of the I. C's. were present. Credit
must be given to Messrs. W. E. Rapp and F. A. Crush,
as committee from the club with power to act, for the
perfect arrangement of detail. These gentlemen re-
ceived much valuable instruction on decoration from
the Misses Lucas, all of which was certainly appre-
ciated by the participants, for the arrangement was
never more artistic.

IEFFERIS WINS.

A large delegation, despite the revelry of the previ-
ous evening, went to St. Mathews to see the road race
on Thanksgiving morning between Tom Jefferis and
Jacob Bauer. Both men seemed equally matched, and
there was much speculation as to the relative merits
of the two contestants. They started at 9.36, and at
the five mile turn Jefferis led. The positions were
never changed, it being an easy finish in 42% minutes
for the ten miles.

There are twenty clubs in Chicago, and their joint
membership is 1,800.

The Chicago Clubs are designated as follows : The
Chicagos by a white star on a black hook down cap
or vice versa; the Lincolns by crossbars of red and
white on a black cap, or red and black on a white cap

;

the Illinois have a gold diamond on a cardinal
diamond worn on a black cap ; the Englewoods have
white star on a navy blue cap ; the Lakeviews a
cherry-colored maltese cross on a black cap. These
are all club colors of the wearers.

The Oak Park Cycling Club, of Chicago, are busy
preparing a burlesque entitled "Dreams," which they
expect, with the aid of some outside talent, to be first-

class.

The Associated Cycling Clubs is a certainty, and
now the question arises as to the advisability ofelect-
ing representatives at the annual election. Many
advocate this idea.

Betts and a score or more of bis associates were
found bowling at a hall near the Lincoln club-house
recently. Betts seems determined to have his club
go into the Bowling League that will probably be
formed in the near future and expects the bowlers
to do better work than does the club's team in the
Chicago Indoor Baseball League.

The good old ordinary holds its own in one club in
this city. Seventy-five per cent, of the Lincolns
in the Thanksgiving group were mounted on high
wheels, and they made a much prettier picture than
they would have done had they been on dwarfs.

Bob Garden accompanied by Col. Pope, started
Tuesday for a Western and Southern trip ending at
New York.

The Oak Park Cycling Club, of Chicago, has an
auxiliary membership of thirty-two ladies, and the
ICnglewoods number forty. The Oak Parks now num-
ber 100 members, having doubled their membership
in six months.

A feature of the Lincoln Cycling Club's house is the
frames full of cabinet photos of the members. Nearly
half of the 200 members are represented. In later
years these pictures will be looked back to with in-
terest.

The Illinois Cycling Club's bowling alley has been
the meansof developing much unknown talent. There
arc many good players in the club.

The -<Eolus Cycling Club held a pool tournament
Saturday, November 21, C. P. Doese was the winner,
with A. W. Roth a close second.

THE I. C.'s POOL TOURNAMENT.
This event, Thanksgiving night, brought out sixteen

contestants. There were three prizes for first, second
and third, and one for the most difficult shot of the
evening. Tom Jefferis again landed a first, and Pres-
ident Castle a second prize. Mansfield took third.

The prettiest play of the evening was a very long cut
shot, nearly the length of the table and from a posi-
tion near the cushion. It was won by the loser of the
first game, and it will, no doubt, prove a consolation
for the loss of that game to Mr. Dolfinger. The sup-
per that subsequently followed was an interesting
feature, and in every way a credit to the I. Cs. Pre-
sentation of prizes followed, and Jefferis received a
ring and a club badge. Castle took the walking cane
and Mansfield the scarf pin. Dolfinger received a
watch charm.

Chief Consul Lamb has appointed the chairmen of

the different committees for the Kentucky State meet
in 1891. Each chairman will appoint the committee
to act under him. The chairmen are : Reception, Benj.
Humphreys; Entertainment, Will Castle ; Parades,
Runs and Tours, Ed. Herget; Invitation and Pro-
gramme, Orville Lawson ; Track and Races, Prince
Wells ; Prizes, M. J. Fleck ; Press and Transportation,
G. E. Johnson. These chairmen will constitute the
Executive or Managing Committee.

No, "Red Cap," you are in error. It was the last

day at Birmingham that Bell made 1.24 for the half.

Benj. Humphrey's cycling notes in the Sunday Com-
mercial are a great improvement over previous pub-
lications.

Lou. Keck, one of the old Indiana tourists who posed
as "Charity," spent several days here Thanksgiving
week.
Charlie Crush has about regained his former

strength. He took an active interest in the hop.

Prince Wells has been unable to be in attendance at
his agency for a number of days, but expects to be
out soon. Sickness was the trouble.

Louisville and vicinity may be classed as a Winter
resort, if certain conditions continue to exist. For
three Winters no skating has been afforded, and
cycles were in active use at all times.

It is about decided to allow non-League members
all the privileges at the '91 State meet, except in entries
to races.

Mr. Fred. Patee, of the Peoria Bicycle Club, is in
Louisville for a short stay.

The boys say there was a dim light in the parlor.
The "capting" says the boys are wrong. But the
boys are in the majority, just the same.

Clarence Johnston will soon leave for pastures new.
He goes to Missouri, where he expects to locate.

White Burlby.

The great Thanksgiving Day handicap road race
was an interesting contest, although out of the orig-
inal entry list of fifty only twenty-six started, and of
the twenty-six starters exactly a score finished.

On the arrival of the 4 p. m. train bound for West
End the limit men were started, and then it was not
long before the entire procession was in motion. As
the scratch men mounted their wheels the train pulled
out and went flying for the finish.

Cason, scratch, immediately took pace and rapidly
passed all the men in the procession, only a few being
able to keep near him after he passed over the bridge.
Grivot held his little wheel for about a mile from the
finish, when the pace grew too hot and he had to be
satisfied to try for third place. Cason then had only
Palfrey, with 2m. 30s. start, to catch, who was making
fast time for the finish. Nevertheless, about a half
mile from the line Cason caught and passed him, and
won first place by about ten yards.
The course extended from Claiborne Street to West

End, a distance of $% miles, the greater portion of the
route being a hard shell road. The moving grand
stand was a success, the train keeping abreast of the
riders for the entire distance. The following was the
order of the finish :

Handicap.
Carson Scratch
Palfrey 2.30

Grivot 20
Delahoussaye 2.30

Born 20

E. Frederic 20

Hathorn 30
Mehlig Scratch
Pilcher 20

Christy 30

J. Frederic 30
Opdenmeyer 1.15

Grice 3.00

Dodge 2.15

Salter 2. 15
Godberry 2.15

Foster 30
Nathan 1.15

Terry 3.00

Ivor 1. 15

The others did not finish.

Astredo set up Thanksgiving punch for the weary
wheelmen, and then Referee Harry Hodgson present-
ed the prizes. Cason won the Hodgson cup and gold
medal for the fastest time ; Palfrey won the silver
medal ; Grivot, the riding suit ; Delahoussaye, the
brass umbrella stand ; Born, the silk umbrella ; E.
Frederic, the gold scarf pin; Hathorn, the piece of
statuary ; Mehlig, the smoking stand ; Pilcher, the
terra cotta tobacco jar, and Christy, the brass ink-
stand.
The following were the officers of the race : Referee,

H. H. Hodgson ; Clerk of Course, C. M. Fairchild
;

Starter, E. A. Shields ; Timekeepers, A. M. Hill, Pla-
cide Reynes, L. E. Tyler

; Judges, R. P. Randall, E.
M. Graham, J. M. Gore, C. P. Chapman, W. W. Crane.

NOTES.

ME OF Actual
INISH. Time.
21.19 21.19
21.23 23-38
21.40 22.00
22.26 24.26

22.32% 22.52%
23.12 23-32
23.17 23-47
24.02% 24.02%
24.14 24-34
24-25^2 24-55^
24.28 24.58
24.29% 25-44%
24.32 27.32
•25.01% 27.31%
25.06 26.36

25-15 27-45
25-35 26.05
25-51 27-51
28.04 31.04
28.10 28.55

The handicap was not intended to debar the scratch
men entirely, and Cason, by hard riding, succeeded
in landing winner. Cason is not yet eighteen years
old, and if he nurses his strength will be a factor in
League events next year.

A great many gentlemen have begun to take an in-
terest in the wheel contests, and $165 has already been
subscribed towards a $250 cup, which is intended to be
put up as a road race prize next year. It will have to
be won three times to become permanent property.

Tom Anderson, of Newcastle, England, was entered
for the race, but did not get here from Havana in time.
Perhaps it is best for the home riders that he did not,
as he is said to have covered five miles in a little over
15 minutes.

Slusser grew sick at the half-way house and dis-
mounted from his wheel.

Mehlig, of St. Louis, was badly beaten. He says
that he thought Slusser was the only man to fear.
Several novices beat his time by a minute.

The Crescent City Cycling Club was organized here
on Tuesday night, with J. H. Hill, President ; E. Fred-
eric, Vice-President ; B. W. Cason, Secretary and
Treasurer

;
Jeff Frederic, Captain. Colors, black,

orange and gold.

PEORIA.

A new ordinance has recently been put into effect in

San Francisco which compels wheelmen Co carry
lighted lumps when riding through the streets or parks
alter dark.

The rivalry between Bachelder, the second man in

the Peoria hill-climbing contest during the tourna-
ment, and Bert Myers, the local champion, who did
not contend in that event during the tournament,
culminated on Thanksgiving Day in a public contest
on State Street hill. Myers won very handily by one
second.

The Peoria Bicycle Club has just perfected arrange-
ments tor an elegant new club-house in the heart of
the city, on one of the best riding streets in town.
The house will be newly fitted and furnished from
top to toe, and will contain reception parlors, smoking
room, card room, billiard room, wheel room, etc. No
expense will be spared to make it the most perfect
cycle club-house in the West.
Mr, Fred, Patee, Vice-Consul for Illinois, left IVorta

on Thanksgiving Day tor an extended trip throughout
I lie West and South", in the interest of the Ormonde
wheel.

There is considerable Strife e\isting among the
members of the Keystone Bicycle Club, of Pittsburgh,
over the endeavor of the majority of the club's con-
stituency to defeat their fellow- member, C. F, Seidell,
in the last State election, M.iu\ ol the prominent
members composing the minority have publish
circular disclaiming ail connection with the action.
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ing a nu-i 11 Wheelmen, while
riding on one of the princil
confr • iree rapidly driven lumber wagons.
from winch foul t barely niana.

I he fifth wheelman
knocked down by the horses of the rear wagon, but
fortunate!. to extricate himself from his
peril. n without injury further than a few
bruises Hut the wheel 1 Well, to say the least, I pity
the next person who makes an attempt to ride it, for
such an entangled mass ot rims, spokes and pedals 1

hope never to have t.. pussle my brain with again.
There was no excuse whatever for the driv.
offer; tor it was evident to all who saw the occurrence
that they were racing their horses and making an en-

pasa one another. Indeed, if Sandoe had
been allowed to have his wish, they would have been
put to the necessity to invent an excuse. 1'rompt action
in this matter by the League and its representatives

ire justice for the injured party is now solicited.

The matter can . .idc to illustrate the benefit
and help that the League can be to its members when
an opportunity is afforded.

If the result of the Columbia Cycle Club's enter-
tainment and hop, held last Tuesday evening.

. to the members of that club as the enter-
tainment was to those who attended, then I doubt not
but that congratulations have been exchanged and
the customary red paint spilled with alarming fre-
quence. Both the vocal and instrumental mils:

ently rendered, the Pastime Musical Club's little

"Say So being particularly enjoyed. Mr. Charles
W. st. a club member, also sang several to;

among which he gave one entitled " He's Not In It."

The closing stan/.a was received with much applause
by the Columbia, and is given below with a slight ad-
dition made bv the Arlingtons :

The Columbia Cycle Club had a road
I

And were in it.

The Arlington Wheelmen gave them a good chase,
in it.

But alas, on the home stretch,
1 low hard cruel fate;

The Arlington's "point" came in too late.

And now tor lost laurels 1 think they will v.

I'or they're not in it.

The Arli: I for another r..

Meaning to win it.

The Columbias refused, with very poor gi
To go in it.

The] use lack of time, lack of cash
;

ltis thought ti - .11 is not to be rash,
I.est their lingering laurels they lose with a crash.

They aren't in it.

The Arli; held on Thanksgiving I (ay,
and run on the sixtv-mile Frederick Washi:

won by D. I.. Sandoe in 4I1. <;Rm., with a
handi k of .old weal
an inopportune tunc except for Sandoe. and deterred

1 many who had entered from coming to scratch.
time is record for the course, and is some-

thing like thirty-two minutes better than the best pre-
!. It. .wen. Robertson and Mackrilh

started, the two latter being scratch men. Kol>.
broke his wheel when some three miles from Kreder-

it pluckily stuck t.. u ,md eventually caught
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DENVER.

Pine weather has ed lure in the what-used-
i . c. and with it considerable

le riding. The Thanksgiving turkey has been
ted, and yet riding goes on in the Queen
though Winter wasan unknown quantity.

A macadamised boulevard, running along the P
River to Lit I

>• •

been voted on by our County Commissionei -

all that remains* for the furthcr.i;

the farmers ami property owners along the pr..,

route to donate the land for the right of way. It will

probably go through.

C. C Hopkins, President of the DcllVc
Onion, has been placed in a verv improper ligi.

fore the L. A. W. Rai me. Hoard, and an a

due from - Mr. Hopkins has b.

gentlemen worthy the name of a wheelman, and his
presence in any body elevates the company in which
lie associal

The track at Sportsman's Hark has been alio*
much needed rest since the tournament. Although
the improvements for that occasion helped inatei
to make it faster, preparations will lie made before the
Spring tournament comes off to vastly improve its

surf..

Jack Hrince, the old time professional, still lit

here. Jack is just now involved in a crcat s.

and one which will add considerable interest to Den-
ver wheeling circles. Enamored by I

numerous and growing opportunities, he is consider-
ing a plan to build an immense coliseum building
(something on the style of the one at Omaha) in .

1: would, of cor. .rate from
the Denver Cyclists' Union, and as it would be
for other sports beside wheeling, the structure would
fill a "long-felt want."
Among the various journals i Will I I

which have crept to the top notch in the past year "in
Denver paper, St S mention Its

cycling department is bright and original,
get-up neat, and its advertising columns well patron-
ized.
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GOTHAM WHEELMEN.
THE HOUSE WARMING.

It was a gay and festive party of wheelmen, with
and without their best girls, that gathered in the new
club-house of the Gotham Wheelmen, at No. 2 East
Eighty-fifth Street, on Wednesday evening of last

week. The club had hesitated for some time in their

choice of a future home, but it was finally concluded
that this house would suit them, both in style, com-
fort and convenience of situation ; therefore it was
secured. It is located just at the eastern end of one of

the two streets that cut through Central Park, and
near one of the principal entrances to that paradise
of ramblers, equestrians and cyclists. It is a

three story dwelling of the architecture of forty years
ago, and was doubtless chosen because, in addition to

advantages of location, it suggests to passers-by
rather a country villa than a city mansion.
The entertainment commenced early, with a full

house at the start. The programme was an attractive

one, and was well carried out. Part I. consisted of an
address by Pres. C. S. Wilson

;
presentation of colors,

by Miss E. Bornstein ; song, selected, by Miss Ada
Dannenberg

;
presentation of medals, Mr. Dan. Levy

;

song, selected, by Mr. Harry Carno, and an overture,
by Prof. Chas. G. Newman. Then followed an ani-

mated rendering of the piece, "Chiselling." The
characters were rendered in a way that called forth
frequent bursts of laughter and applause, and made
the dramatic part of the evening one of the principal
attractions. The lovers of the drama having been
provided for, a collation was served in " Room No. 2,

Second Floor," by Tucker, and many a bottle was un-
corked and the success of the Gotham Wheelmen fre-

quently drank. Dancing was next in order, and was
kept up for some hours. It was, however, too crowded
for easy dancing, so the waltzes and lanciers were in-

terspersed with songs and recitations. In the latter

art Mr. Emil C. Cameron excelled, and was repeatedly
called to the front to entertain the company. Wm. F.

Smith, Jr., Al. Bornstein, M. Friedman, Murray Lopez,
Wm. Lord and Walter Palmer were the Committee of
Arrangements.

NOTES.
At the regular meeting, Wednesday evening of last

week, four new members were elected and the resig-
nation of Wm. F. Smith, Jr., Vice-President, accepted.
Eight applications for membership were referred to

the membership committee. Thus the good work
goes on.
This Saturday week the club will give a smoker

for the first time since its organization. Many good
things will be provided for the evening's entertain-
ment.

KINGS COUNTY WHEELMEN.
The billiard tournament is about at an end. When

the irreproachable Wiegand has beaten Bensinger,
the score will be about as follows: Wiegand in first
place, with no games lost ; Arthur Smith, one lost, an
easy second ; while Miles and Bensinger, who have
each lost three games, are tie for third place The
play off that is necessary to decide third and fourth
positions will close this pleasant though lengthy con-
test with the cue.
There is more than the usual activity among the

bowlers. . Nellis is high score man, having rolled 210
in the last tournament game, which was played at
Carruthers' alleys, where the Kings County team
hope to make a much better showing than they did
last year.
Idleness is no part of the entertainment commit-

tee's programme. A ladies' reception and a pro-
gressive euchre party are already among the events
of the p a it, and now we are promised a stag on Dec. 16.

The euchre party was a great success—twenty-six
starters and twenty-four to finish in a scratch event is

good, even for K. C. W. boys. Charles I. Long, the
conservative, won the solid silver match box for first,

though Jack Bedford, the "Indian," wanted to add it

to his collection. The four other prizes were taken
by Siebert, McLean, Tonkin and Jones, in the order
named. Treasurer Jack Long, not to be outdone by
any of their ilk, held the winning card for the booby
prize, a handsome bisque parlor ornament.
The stag on the 16th inst. promises to be a banner

event. With Will Lyle as the star performer, we will
be there, and will let those who are not know what a
good time they could have had.
Club election is still away off, but nevertheless it is

the all-absorbing subject of conversation. Who shall
be president and who captain is being thoroughly
sifted, and very thoroughly also. It is thought that
the doings of some of our friends on the eve of Thanks-
giving, and the good time promised for New Years,
will all have weight for or against somebody's chances.
That the gentleman who suspended the house rules
for the time being will be asked to hand in his resig-
nation as a special committeeman is almost a cer-
tainty. What effect this will have on that very active
man's presidential honors remains to be seen, but the
present indications point to a chill, chill Winter.
The members of the Robbers' Association are in

high clover, and loudly cry for the scalps of the gay
offenders.
Thursday evening promises to be one of the liveli-

est on record. What will be the outcome is hard to
predict, but if anything can be made out of the jum-
ble you may hear of it in my next. Ram Lal.

BROOKLYN BICYCLE CLUB.
We now have two games to our credit in the

Bowling League, having defeated the Manhattans on
Friday evening of last week. Both teams rolled a
weak game, but theirs happened to be the weaker.
We mustnow get down to business and see what can
be done to bring the Brooklyns a trifle nearer to the
front place than we secured last season.
By some oversight I omitted the usual and expected

Thanksgiving paragraph from my last letter, but
possibly it is just as well. We are none the less
thankful that our club has prospered during the year.
On Thursday evening a number of the members

will visit the Harlem's fair to inspect the wonders
that this energetic club have prepared to gladden the
hearts of their visitors. The boys will smile irre-
sistibly at the young ladies, and do penance therefore
by purchasing all those little things that a man places
on his mantlepiece, and wonders in after years how
he ever came to buy them. Popularity is to be largely
on sale ; votes for almost everything one can think of
will be indulged in. We know all about this sort of
thing, gained through our experience at the Hudson
County's fair, when a chair was the object of our
attention. The "so near and yet so farness" of it

has quite put us out of humor with voting machines.
We had a sympathetic snowstorm on Wednesday.

It was the date of our bowling game with the K. C.
W., and was quite in order. Later in the evening,
as our defeat became more and more certain, the rain
poured in torrents, making altogether a bad night to
go home in, so we stayed and stayed and enjoyed our
selves immensely. The match was a most friendly
one, even if the K. C. W. did start off with a frame
that contained but one break. It was so well done
that all hands cheered, and from that time on every-
body cheered each other until we forgot it was a
match game. Marion would persist in absenting him-
self occasionally to look after things above stairs,
and was always surprised that his turn had gone
by when he returned. The umpire had a snap. The
insults heaped upon him made no difference; he
went on his merry way, calling spares for strikes,
etc. Long may he wave. Every now and then the
building would tremble, and we knew that Schwal-
bach was emphasizing his remarks to Murphy three
floors above, where in one corner of the locker room
he was blasting him with the dynamite of his opini< n
on the professional question. Charley is a good
fellow; so is Murphy, and they are, of course, both
right ; that is all there is to it. We had a pleasant
evening with our hosts, and there should be more visit
ing between the clubs. ATOL.

THE JUNIOR

24-in. SAFETY
(DROP FRAME)

BALL BEARINGS
ALL OVER.
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A+BIG+CHRISMAS+BARGAIN.

The same Junior the boys have been riding ever since safeties were

made. It has always sold for $50.00. We sell it for $35.00 in our store, and

that is rock bottom. If you cannot come and get one we will crate it and deliver

it to any express or freight depot in the city for 75c. extra This is a big

chance. Send in your order now, and have it shipped Christmas week. We
will send it C. O. D. on receipt of $5.00 rue money.

Ktfit/ Dnnujxi ^n ,406 PENN sQuar eM DnUWrl UU., Ltd., Philadelphia
THE ORMONDE,

SOLID, CUSHION or PNEUMATIC TIRES, always in the lead. The Ormonde won the largest percentage of races during the year of 1890 of any machine on the
race path. Take the starters in any of the great tournaments you are familiar with, Montreal, Providence, Hartford, Niagara, Chicago, Rochester, Philadelphia or
Peoria ; notice the mounts of the racing men, and then note the proportion of the races won by the riders of the famous " Ormonde." How does it compare with the
others ?

RHCES AztfON ON ORMONDE CYCLES, 1890.
MONTREAL, Canada, August 30th. NIAGARA FALLS, July 12th.

l/2 Mile Open Qrdinary. First, L. L. Clark. % mile Ordinarv. First, W. S. Campbell.
1 " " " " A. B. Rich. • % " " " W. S. Campbell.
5 " " " " A. B. Rich.
Same day made the three mile Canada record in the s mile race.

PROVIDENCE, R. I., Augustroth.
1 Mile Open Safety. H. E. Laurie.
2 " " " Handicap, from scratch. H. E. Laurie, beating two

two other scratch men.
HARTFORD, Conn., September 1st and 2d.

1 Mile Open Safety. H. E. Laurie.
5 " " " Lap Race. H. E. Laurie.
Same day lowered American Safety Record from 2m 36 4-5S., to 2m. 32 2-5S.
1 Mile Team Race, N. Y. A. C. vs. Chicago (the only Ormonde in the race)

;

A. B. Rich, first.

X Mile Open Ordinary. A. B. Rich.
NIAGARA FALLS, August 27th. L. A. W. Meet.

•4 Mile Open Safety. H. E. Laurie.
V*

'" " " W. F. Gassier.
H. E. Laurie, second to Gassier.

1 Mile 3 min. Class, Safety. E. J. Willis.
1 " L. A. W. Championship was won by W. D. Hanker on Ormonde.

ENGLISH RECORDS.
The Ormonde Safety on solid tyre in England holds the World's record,

from : to 10 min. (H. E. Laurie).
AMERICAN RECORDS.

The Ormonde holds American records from 1 to 5 miles ; time, 13m. 99 8-58.
H. E. Laurie.

CHICAGO, 111., Sept. 19th and sol h.

1 Mile Handicap, Safety. E. [. Willis, first.

1 " " "
F. Fanning, third.

1
" " (from scratqh) H. E. Laurie, fourth.

(The only three Ormondes in the race.)
••• " " Safely. E. |. Willis, lirst.

2
" " " F. Fanning, second,

Laurie did not start ; the only two Ormondes in the race.

W. S. Campbell.
% " Open, Safety. W. S. Gassier, in which he broke the ', mile Safety

record; time, 35m. 4-4S. Record still.

1 " " " W. D. Banker, with Gassier second.
At above meeting Ormondes won everything, Ordinarv and Safety,

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
1 Mile, Open, Safety, Solid Tyre. H. E. Laurie, first ; last quarter 30 i-js.,

fastest time ever done in competition.
FIFTY MILE ROAD RECORD,

Two men broke the 50 mile road record in England in ah. 37m., but have
just been beaten.

PHILADELPHIA, Pa., Sept. 5thand6th.
% Mile Safety, Open. E. J. Willis.
2 " " Handicap. H. E. Laurie, from scratch.
1 " "3 min. class. E. |. Willis.

PEORIA, 111., Sept. lath ami 13th, i.stliand 10th.

1 Mile Safety Invitation Race, in which all the best riders in the Country
were invited on all kinds of Safeties. II. E. Laurie, lirst.

1 Mile Ordinary Bicycle. A. B, Rich, Hi si

4 " American Record, nm, u 1-531 A. B. Rich.
5 " World's Record, 1 a". 51 »-SS, A. B. Rich.
1 " Safety Record, itn, .7 i-ss. II. Laurie.

Do you want a good, reliable, handsome, symmetrical and easy running
wheel for next year's trade? If so, vou cannot do better than to open a corre-
spondence with the largest bicycle dealers in America at once.

ROUSE, HAZARD & CO.,
MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS,

Sole Importers of the "
1 >i mondi

England States, New York,
West Virginia,

foi the. l tiited si. He.-., except Now
Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan, Virginia and
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ELWELL * BICYCLE * TOURS.
Bermuda: Jan. zoth—Feb. 14th.
Enropet June, July, An([u»t.

which circular is desired,

F. A. ELWELL. 152 Pearl St., Portland, He.

Baltimore and Ohio R. R.

[PLETE 5ERVICE OF

Fast Express Trains

NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA,
BALTIMORE,

WASHINGTON,
CINCINNATI, CHICAGO

and ST. LOUIS.
Pullman's Cars on all Trains.

OFFICES:
New York— 21. 261, 4'5. 114" Broadway and

Siiiion foot <>f Liberty Street

Boston— 211 Washington Street.

Philadelphia—833 Chestnut Street and Station

24th and 'hestnut Street.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE. WANTS.
I .". \> O , ,

I WO Ins
a « 1 nis

in

Hew tork Blerele (ompaaj. Ho*. 4 aad 6 Ka*t 60th
Strrrt, N. \. Heir and Seeond-Hand Maehlnes. Cholee
aNsnrlmi.it. Prices reasnnMilr. Hhreln In rent, (jrllnit
Arcrwtorlrs of nil kinds. I 1st of Banralt.s and Sundrl 11

free upon application OM mounts tak.n In part pay-
meat lor Sew-

Onc-liall interest in a first-class i>i-

e>cle slink company for Hale. 1 nil

p.11 in iiI.hs on application to Q., care
of'The Wheel," t*. O. Box 444, ?*. Y.

$__ REWARD will be paid for the return of Co-
st's pattern 1 and

e conviction of the thief. Dr. K. B. Willai
Clinton Ave., Huffa lo. NY. \i 5
11/ ANTED Ordina • .nd tandem
' ' lies ; pay cash, but only if decided bargains, or
will exchange any other type of wheel. Knight Cycle

Ih St., St. I.ouis, Mo.

A BARGAIN Special Star, 48 inch, for $50; balls;
hollow all over; latest pattern " BlOS-

rooklyn, N. V.

b"nK SALE Sail i •• bicycle, hardly used : practical-
ly new. P. H. ( K444.M. Y •

POK SALE Tandem Bicycle (Lightning): con-
* vertible to single

;
perfect order. A G Powell,

lowhill Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
1,'oR SALE Universal Safety, for ladies or young
' men: ased as a sample only

;
prl - Special

Star, ball and roller bearings, changeable |

two-third nickeled, shopworn
;
price, Bioo; will ship

1). Robert B. Gedye, La Salle, 111.

1. ( >K SALE one Columbia Tandem Tricycle.m
* new, $140. One Columbia Tandem Safety, tirst

class condition, $135, or in trade for a single Safety
and cash. |. \\ 1 I'latbush Ave , Hrooklvri,
NY. II.
l.'iiK SALE on easy tern Safety,
1 geared to 57, in perfect condition. Por particu-
lars address Room '

., Bveron Block. Syracuse, N y.
t-t

\- i:\v WHEELS AT HALF PRICE Having par-^
! .1 job lot of Columbia Victor ana New

Mail Ordinaries, we will clear them out at the lowest
figures touched yet. Mete are samples: 53 in. Expert
Columbia, new, $65 ; 50 in. New Mail, new, $65

;

Swift, new, $05; 50 in. Victor Jr., all but wheels
nickled, new, I50. Here's some "nearly new: 4 h in.

Victor, $40 ; 48 in. Expert, $40 ; 11 in. Victor, $15 ; js in.

Royal Mail, $30; 50 in. Royal Mail, $n.~
meats- Renting Repairing.' Shipped for inspection
on receipt of is. KNIGHT I Vi IK CO., .-7 N. roth
Street, St. I.ouis, Mo.

AGENCY FOR SALE.
Tlie only cycle agency In a hooiulng
town of 35,000, willi miles of good
piiM'ineiilN, wood and asphalt. Oui>
iiKi'iiC) in fifty miles. Hole control of
Victor, Star, luigle, Premier, and otlier
wheels lor region. Htock of new and
seeoiid-hantl wheels and sundries
closed out for cash. Mcmo\al from
town cause for sale. A suan for right
p. 11 ts . lash talks. Address K., care
The V*-lieel, I*. O. Iiox 444, New York.

SAFETI ES
FRO

T
n
o
$
i?3°5 oo AGKXTS"™"-.™"*

WRITS I'nR OUH >i.\v wi' nicom).
IIAMI RED1 CED I'RIt i: LIS I

DECEMBER 1 LBARANCB SALE.
MUSI BE SOLD,

onimun poi » $one

WHITE CYCLE CO . Trenton. N. J.

peoplc^'5 (Sypeu/riter.

• machine made. Territory given to
parties. Address,

WHITE CYCLE CO , Trenton. N, J.

WATCH CHAIN BAR.

I'..' ^JO.

Solid Gold, - $5.60.
I
Gold Filled. - 1.26.

1 1 .

Gold Filled Watch Charm
Parta all work, $2.50.

N... , 4<A.

League Pin, Solid

Gold, $3.50.

14H.

League Pin, Solid Gold

with top for letter-

ing, $5.00.

Same as 1 44 B, except

tor-

:.!> Ha 144B

Same as 144B, except tor.

The Wheel and Cycling Trade Review.
F. P PRIAL, Editor and Proprietor.

243 Broadway, New York. P. 0. Box 444.

ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR.

Herewith I hand

y

•> in payment for one years

iption, /<> begin ;>•/'/// flu issue

. I

mly State

Solid Gold,

Knumeled, $2.00.

HP9^
i iold, Enameled

top for engraving,

*:t.oO.

Solid Gold.

Enameled, $1.75.

A
r"

Solid Gold. Knameled
bottom plute for en-

graving, $1.75.

| n i eh all have

Of whr. ; want

i k ol ar

I

Willi] for 14

.

1. 11. CAHPBRLL!

743 Broadway, Kswm .j. New York.
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n\t tti ttt < A eenaine triumph! By actual tests over No per ce

I MP V 10101* WfPflPh STRONGER than the strongest wrench of its cl;
J. XiV * 1VW1 HHtUWl! heretofore in the market Nickel plated. Price Ji.

Overman Wheel Co., Makers, Chicopee Falls. Mass.

INDISPENSABLE TO Alt CYCLE RIDERS.

THE * KING * PATENT * BICYCLE * SUPPORT

BIR^KEI OK
CAN BE ADJUSTED TO ANY MACHINE IN TEN MINUTES.

The best and only reliable way to stand or support a bicycle, whether on road or at home. It forms part
of the machine, and you always have it with you. Manufactured and sold by Benfield & Milne Mfg Co.
Factory : Newark, N. J. Office : 87 Fulton Street, N. Y. City. Or can be obtained from any prominent dealer.

Price, Complete, J2.50.

BUT COOPS AND PRICES
TELL THE TALE.TALK IS CHEAP,

I Have the Largest Line of Best Wheels at the Cheapest Prices.

SEND FOR SECOND-HAND LIST AND CATALOGUE.

COLUMBIA, HARTFORD AND CLUB.
REPAIRS.

I have put in steam power and an enameling oven, enlarged my shop and increased my force of

workmen. Send your wheels to me; I can repair them as they should be repaired. Wheels stored

and rented. All parts and sundries for sale.

CHAS. SCHWALBACH, Prospect Park Plaza, Brooklyn.

RADWAY'S
READY RELIEF

The great CONQUEROR of PAIN. Applied exter-
nally, instantly relieves Sprains, Bruises, Back-
ache, Pain in the Chest or Sides, Headache, Tooth-
ache or any other external pain. CONGESTIONS,
INFLAMMATIONS,Rheumatism, Neuralgia,Lumba-
go, Sciatica, Pains in the Small of the Back, etc.

FOR INTERNAL PAINS,
Cramps, Spasms, Sour Stomach, Nausea, Vom-
iting, Heartburn, DIARRHEA, Colic, Flatulency,
Fainting Spells. Internally, half to a teaspoon-
full in half a tumbler of water 50c. a bottle
All Druggists.

axd COLOGNE SPIRIT,
SPIRITS OP TURPENTINE, ROSIN, ETC.

James A. Webb & Son. 165 Pearl St. , New Yon.

CYCLE DEALERS
LOOKOUT FOR OUR

" Newport " Boys' Safety,
STEEL TUBE FRAME,

CONE BEARINGS, TANGENT SPOKES,

E. & W. VAN WAGONER,
Wheel Builders, Dealers & Repairers.

NEWPORT, R. I.

PATENTS
Procured in the United
States and Foreign
Countries. Trade-
marks, designs, labels
and copyrights. Send

description, with model, photograph, or sketch, and I

will let you know whether you can obtain a patent.
All information free.

W. E. AUGHINBATJGH,
Baltic Building, Washington, D. C.

=1*0 TZZS TRA.X)E.
GET OUR PRICES ON

BICYCLE BELLS
Before placing four Orders,

We can furnish you the

best in the market at better

prices than can be had from

any other house in America.

THE JOHN WILKINSON COMPANY,
271 STATE STREET, CHICAGO.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE.

Send for Catalogue of the

ST. LOUIS WHEEL CO.
Complete list of everything needed by wheelmen at lowest

possible prices. Second-hand Ordinaries taken in

exchange for Safeties. We need you in

our business, so don't fail 10 write.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL CO.,
311 N. 14th street, St. Louis. Mo.

THE BILLINGS k SPENCER CO.,

Hartford, Conn., U. S. A.
Manufacturers of the Wheelman's Favorite, Hllllngn'
Patent Bicycle Wrenches, 4 and 5 inches long
when closed. Well and favorably known on t wo continents.

Drop forged of bar steel and finished in a thorough man-
ner and case hardened. Small in sizebut giants in strength.
Warranted a first-class tool in every respect. Forsalebyall
cycle manufacturersand dealers. Address. 310 Laurence St

GA2ELLE * SAFETIES,

Having moved from Washington, D. C, to

our commodious new factory we are now pre-
pared to fill all orders promptly. Ladies' and
Gent's Drop Frame Gazelle, 28 inch wheels, $50.
Boy's and Girl's Drop Frame Gazelle, 24 and 26
inch wheels, $35. Boy's Straight Frame
Gazelle, 24 inch wheels, $32. All light, tubular
steel frame machines with adjustable cone
bearings. Liberal discounts to agents.

CRAWFORD & CO.,
HAGERSTOWN, M».

COMPLETE BALL BEARINGS
FOR THE MILLION.

You can buy Ball Bearings cheaper than you can make
plain ones. Write for particulars.

NIAGARA MACHINE CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

TllEATRES.

T3IJOU THEATRE, Broadway, near 30th St., N. Y.U
J. Wesley Rosenquest, Sole Manager.

HOYT'S "A TEXAS STEER."

Matinees Wed. and Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.

TJROADWAY THEATRE, Cor. 41st St., N. Y.
-L* Frank W. Sanger, Manager.

J. CHEEVER GOODWIN IN "PIPPINS."
Matinee Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.

pASINO, 39th Street and Broadway.^ "POOR JONATHAN."
Matinee Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.15.

A/TADISON SQUARE THEATRE, New York.
ivJ

- A. M. Palmer, Manager. 24th St., nr. Broadway,
"A PAIR OF SPECTACLES."

Matinee Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.30.

JOINER'S PEOPLES' THEATRE, New York.

CORA TANNER.
Matinee Wed. and Sat. at 2. Evenings at g

VfEW PARK THEATRE, Broadway and 35th St.,
i>! New York.

"THE INSPECTOR."
Matinees Sat. at a. Evenings at 8.

DROCTOR'S TWENTY-THIRD ST. THEATRE,
* Proctor and Turner, Proprietors and Managers.
CHA3. PROHMAN'S CO, in "MEN AND WOMEN "

Matinees Wed, and Sat at .f.15. Evenings

STANDARD THEATRE. 13d St and ftb Ave, N. Y.
v '

I. M. Hill, Manai 1

Maurice Barrymors in "RECKLESS TEMPLE."
fylatinee Sat. at . Evenings at s.
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Pneumatic • Tires

IN STOCK.
We are now prepared to deliver at once the

celebrated Pneumatic-tire "Special Irwell"

v. Price, $150.

This is the wheel which created such a sen-

sation at the L. A. W. meet al Niagara, and

was pronounced by over 400 of the leading bi-

cyclists of America " the easiest running wheel

we ever rode." Ball bearings throughout, in-

cluding pedals. Fitted with the Garford saddle.

Send 15 cents in stamps for a photograph.

Sole trilled Slate* Importer*),

The Sweetipg Cycle Co.

639 Arch St., 1 104 Oxford St., I

2127 to 2146 No Broad St.. |

Philadelphia,

Brie kni Mini; Mill,

I. R I K, PA.,

Manufacture the best Bicycle Suit

ever offered to Wheelmen.

Send for Samples and Prices.

tmOVEDf. INCH ACHE WRENCH,

1 OB !•<>< KM \M> l!l( Mil I SB,

Till STRONGESTAND BEST.

2wla.cl© of Best Quality Steel.

The Slides of our Wrenches »re thoroughly hardened.

Vi-IkIiI. r- •"

Awarded Vlr.t I'rlir Medal al lar I'.rl. I .p-lllo..

Nickelrd Bud I'.ntrhl

PlnttMd.

Every Wrench
Wnrranted.

Dafacturert and .:«-jlera.

CAPITOL MFC. CO,
i i i - - I ( ll K \«.u, II. I..

Weldless Steel Tubes,
COLD DRAWN,

SMOOTH INSIDI AND O! I SIDE,

FOTl CYCLES.
Imported and kept in

JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO.,
4 Fletcher Street, NEW YORK.

THE
Largest Can

iHK

MARKET
Full* ox.,

With Brush,

50c.
Best Discounts

to Dealers.

Brush attached
to Cork.

Can't get hard.

WRiTt M WtrfSiF't** * ~y

Put up in Gallon
Cans for Dealers
and Repairers.

Kingston Knitting Co.
Artistic \ilil. il.

Suit*.

Manufacturers for the

Trade and Cll'Bs. The
most desirable line of

Athletic Goods made
for BlCYCL&,Gd(MN

Basb Ball, Boaiim

Bathing and Sp ktim

Outfits in the I . A W
and Gray Mixtures an.

all the popular c Ion

al very reasonable

prices.

Correspondence so

licitcd.

Send for Catalogue.

Kingston Knitting Co.,

ij Kineston St., Near Summer St.

BOSTON, MAsx.

HOLMES & CO.,

THE NUBIAN IRON ENAMEL CO.,
CHICAGO.

\. Y. OIIW « . 77 Warren St.

SENT FREE ON RECEIPT OF GOc.

WESTERN WHEEL WORKS,
Manufacturers of all kinds of

Bicycles, Safeties,etc.

CHICAGO : 495 to 505 Wells Street.

NEW YORK: 35 Barclay St. ; 40 Park Place.

ahPATENTED
I MARCH 28.18

M MARCH 23.188,
\

' '• Tha
It AND OVd-tWO

. wniolir.. n .' - will |rr

lu« -« j
-j r..v.il « ' • IOC*UM MOVLOI

If arc made .

Bicycle, Iffywtiwi, athlcdc ami
l.it<ll<-«' IiiIoii I iMl4-r-<;iiriii<iilo.

Srn.l Si.imp (or ("at.il«>Kiie.

i 09 Kingston St., Boston, Mass.

The Barber Asphalt Paving Company,

in ii ymrtthan all oftw ..«rna
com Inn-

So. I Hroadnai . KM t*t%

U I'rolt HuM.iinc. H..hln»t.in, l>. (.

7 III W I

raM'i "an
I'rl... T.. . rnt». Ifordrml wll h «nl>~ rli tlon. 60 rcala.

CET YOUR BICYCLE
3R0WN BR0S."mF6'/c0., CHICAGO,

I.ARIiKST KI'.IAIR Sll.iP IN I UK W>

i II iv. V. »«Tr

IT. Walr

ELiVlIRA, N. Y.

:.yr- SAFETIES -SUNDRIES

nilllh llivtll. in Ill Klllt UK.

PERFECT POCKET OILER."

i'M II'

. ...... , i.
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GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS
ARE THE MOST
* • PERFECT.

EACHAM
HIGH-OMDE

DIAMOND FRAME
SAFETT.

List Price,

SI35.00
Selling Price,

S75.00
Rjmit by Post Office

Money Order.

Ball Bearings to Both Wheels.

Both Pedals and Crank Shaft.

Ball Bearings to Head.

Hollow Steel Tubing.

COMBINATION WHEEL
FOR EITHER

GENTLEMAN OR LADY.

WILL SUSTAIN A PERSON WEIGHING 225 LBS.

BY REMOVING TOP CROSS-BAR, CAN BE RIDDEN BY A LADY.

E. C. MEACHAM ARMS GO.
ST. LOUIS,

MO.

"THE DART"
THE LEADER OF

ALL COMBINATION

SAFETIES.

SMITH'S WHEEL MFG. CO.,

J£a,n.u.fa.ot'u.r*@r,s,

Importers and
aeneral Cycle Dealers.

Dart's, Psycho's,

Victors.
BOYS' and GIRLS'
» SHFSTieS*

IHEELERIES, CYCLING

RINK k OFFICE,

921 H St., N.W.,
Washington, D, C.

Experience of Twenty Years In Cycle Construction. Patentees and
Pioneers of the ladles' Safety.

Jfye Catest apd Best

!

The Barkman " BB" Luggage Carrier.

F^ jNjoQpar^il Safety.

PATENT APPLIED FCV.

Carrier with bundle.

All Forged Steel, Light, Compact, Handsome
and Serviceable.
Will carry more lug: age than any car-

rier in the market.
Adapted to all Diamond Frame Safeties,

carrying the weight direct on the back-
bone, over the rear wheel, and not on the
mud guard.

* •f'-IONpAF^IL.- ^AFETy

A High Grade Machine for Young

Men and Boys.

ALL PARTS INTERCHANGEABLE.

Canier(top view). Carrier without bundle.

Price, Handsomely Nickled, - - $2 00

the trade supplied.

A. C. SPALDING & BROS.
Cmicaqo. 241 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. Philadelphia

Price $40, Complete.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.

Chicago.

makers.

New York. Philadelphia.

Raisbeck Electrotype Company
- Ms. 24 & 26 YAMEWATER STREET,

Between Frankfort and Pearl Streets, fourth Building above
the Bridge,

Telephone, Nassau 245. NEW YORK.

Stereotyping at short notice. Binder's Stamps and Em-
bossing Plates in extra hard metal. Nickel and Steel
Facing. Plates mounted on wood or metal.

For Sale Cheap.
One Ivel Ladies' Safety, 32 inch front, 30

inch rear wheels, balls to both wheels,

tyres and finish practically perfect.

Cost, $135.00. Price now,

$75.00.

HOLLAND & HAVENER,
WORCESTER, MASS.

H. E. RAYMOND. I. B. POTTER.

RAYMOND 5 POTTER,

REAL*ESTATE,
245 Klatbush Aye, Brooklyn, ~N. Y.

HINTS ON CYCLING
By A. B. Barkman, Tour-Master L.A.W.

LEARNING, TRAINING, RACING, TOURING.
The most concise and complete little volume

ever written.

75 Pages, doth cover. Price, postpaid, 30 cents.

THE WHEEL, P. O. Box 444.

HOW DO THESE STRIKE YOU ?

COVENTRY RIVAL, 'Ladies' Safety ; entirely
new, at $85.00.

DART, Combination Safety ; excellent con-
dition, at $75.00.

CRAWFORD Safety ; 30 inch wheels, balls all
over, at $45.00.

COLUMBIA TANDEM Safety ; 57 inch gear,
equal to new every way, $125.00.

Condition and Quality Guaranteed.

L B. Graves & Co.,

1325 Fourteenth St., N. W., Washington. D. C.

c.v^yOrk^TpSTcAGO '; r- j

^liUN C,l N|.N AT i-y?^ST,'LO U1S,
ln^AJfl D Alt PS INC, I PA.L ClTIf-S ^
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ALUJAYS SHE (JESS.
o- o- o o- •:<>:- o o o -0:- -:«»:- -o- o o -:»• o> -:o:- -:<»:- -:o:- •:<>:• :<>:• -:<»:- -:o:- -;^:- -:<:- •:«:•

+ + + + +

OfJLrTflSBeST.
o -:o:- -:o> -:o:- -:<»:- -:o:- -:o: -:«>:- -;o:- -:o:- «>: :o: -:o;- -;<»:- -;^c- -:^> -:o:- -:*:- •:«:• •:*;• -:«>:-

COLUMBIA LIGHT ROADSTER
—7====^Z== — T

SAFETY, CUSHION TIRES.

1 8 3D Columhia Safeties, with Cushion Tires, $135.00.

POPE MFG. CO.,
MKAN(-H HOU8K8:

arren Htrnat. NEW YOKK
901 WtbMb Avmue, • niCAGO

Factory. HARTFOBD, OONN.

77 FRANKLIN STREET,

BOSTON, MASS.
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PUBLISHED EVEET FRIDAY MORNING.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates.

Subscription Price,

Foreign Subscriptions,

Single Copies,

$1.00 a year

10s. a year

5 Cents

Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS CO.

Copy should be received by Tuesday morning.

Late Copy received until Wednesday morning.

Changes for Advertisements must be received by

Tuesday morning to insure insertion.

Special Advertising Matter received until Thurs-

day noon.

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION.

F. P. PRIAL,

Editor and Proprietor,

P. O. Box 444, 243 Broadway,

NEW YORK.
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THE Racing Board's suspension of nearly a

score of prominent racing men continues

to be a sensation—principally in New York,

however, where the athletic reporters, who
write on space, are making as much of the mat-

ter as possible. Said athletic reporters seem
most anxious to work up a " fight" between the

Amateur Athletic Union and the L. A. W.
Racing Board, and to accomplish their desire

they have done the "interview" to the death,

publishing rumor, charge and counter-charge,

and no end of rot.

Of the suspended racing men, some are de-

fiant, others expectant, and still others hopeful.

One clever man has placed his case in the hands

of an attorney; another has confessed that he

has accepted the "filthy" for living expenses

;

another argues by the hour that the Racing

Board's action is illegal ; still others hope that

the A. A. U. will don red paint and feathers

and " smash the Board into smithereens." At
the same time, quite a number of the men ex-

pect to be professionalized, but they feel confident

of reinstatement when the Spring cometh.

"They've got to reinstate us," they say.

"Who'll do their racing next year?"

There were two sensational developments

of the week among the mass of stuff which has

appeared in the New York papers. The first

was the publication in the Herald of an inter-

view with "a prominent racing man, who did

not care to have his name known," who stated

that the suspensions were brought about by the

manipulation of a prominent concern, three of

whose agents were members of the Racing

Board; that said concern was piqued because

the riders had stopped using their machines,

because they had found wheels that were bet-

ter and faster; also that said concern ran a

meet annually at Hartford, and that a percent-

age of the profits was paid to the Hartford

Wheel Club for the use of its name. All of

which is balderdash.

The second development was a discussion

and partial investigation of the alleged attempt

to "fix" the race at the A. A. U. championship

meeting held at Washington in October. A
history of the statement and of the investiga-

tion is appended

:

Mr. Davol's Letter to Mr. Sullivan, of the A. A. IT.

"Some time ago an article appeared in the Chicago
Bearings accusing two riders of agreeing to sell the

two mile A. A. U. championship race on Oct. n. As I

do not take the Bearings, I did not see the article until

it was sent to me by one of the Board. I immediately

wrote to Mr. Barrett, the editor, who replied by giving

his authority for such a statement. He says :
' On F.

H. Tuttle's return from the East he stated in our pres-

ence (Barrett and Van Sicklen) that he (Tuttle) had
been told by W. F. Murphy that he (Murphy) had
fixed with Zimmerman and Berlo for them to throw
the two mile race at Washington, so that the N. Y. A.

C. could win the points represented by the first and
second place ; but that the President of the N. Y. A. C.

would not allow them the money.' The sum to be

paid was $75.

"Please inform me if you do not think this worthy
of investigation. I am working as rapidly as possible

on these cases, but our country is large and men will

not reply immediately."

A Sun Reporter's Bout with Mr. Schuyler,
of the N. T. A. C.

A Sun reporter submitted Mr. Davol's letter to Presi-

dent Walter Schuyler, of the New York A. C. Mr.

Schuyler was at first averse to talking on the subject,

and appeared perturbed that the story was to be made
public, but finally said:

" Well, if you are going to publish that letter, the

truth might as well be told. I was made such an offer

on the morning of the champiohship meeting at Wash-
ington by Mr. Murphy, but the price to be paid was

$150. Mr. Murphy came to me and said that Berlo and

another rider—I am not certain it was Zimmerman

—

would let the New York wheelmen win first and sec-

ond places in the bicycle race for $150. You may be

sure I did not consider the offer for a moment, but told

Murphy that, though the New York A. C. was willing

to expend thousands in a legitimate manner, they

would never descend to buy a race, and that I would

not give him one dollar for such a purpose if he could

assure me first and second place in every event on the

championship programme. I told the affair to my
confreres on the Board of Governors, and we had

Murphy before us. We talked about making the mat-

ter public, but as Berlo was a Manhattan man, we
thought publicity would be attributed to club feeling,

and as Murphy did not relish making a statement on

account of it injuring him with wheelmen, we let the

matter drop. I am sorry we did now. If you go to

Murphy he will inform you how the affair came about.

Tell him I said to tell you all about it."

The Sun Reporter Interviews Mr. Murphy.

"Billy" Murphy was found at home, and readily

consented to an interview when he heard Mr. Schuy-

ler's message. The champion rider told his story in

a straightforward manner, and a gentle cross-exam-

ination did not bring out any material points of con-

tradiction.

"To start from the beginning," said lie, "I met a

professional runner at Washington to whom I had

been introduced in Philadelphia. I do not know him

by any other name than ' Sandy.' He is a stout, well-

built fellow, with a light moustache, and looks like a

Swede. He is very much like Mr. Bidwell, the bicycle

manufacturer, in appearance, though of course not so

stout, being trained dawn. He came to me, and after

we had talked awhile about the meeting, he asked :

" ' How would your club like to take first and second

in the bicycle race?'
" I told him that would be very nice and help us in

our points."
" 'Well,' said he, 'lean fix it for you. Zimmerman

and Berlo will guarantee not to finish better than

third and fourth for $150—$75 apiece. Do you think

the old man [meaning Schuyler] would pay dial ?'

"I told him I did not know, but would ask Mr.

Schuyler. Then I asked him :
' Have you soon Zimmy

and Berlo about this?'

"'Yes,' he said, 'that's all fixed. You go and see

Schuyler.'
"1 met Valentine, who has charge of our bieyele

team, and told him of the offer first. He said lie would

see Schuyler. Then I stood on the sidewalk oppOl lt9

the Riggs House and waited until Mr. Schuyler came
over. He asked me whether it was true, and I repeat-
ed what 'Sandy' had told me. Mr. Schuyler thought
a moment, and then said : 'No ; much as I would like

to see you boys win, and although the club needs the
points badly, I cannot consider any such proposition. I

would not give a dollar to be assured the race by such
means.'

"I then met 'Sandy,' and told him what Mr. Schuy-
ler had said. He left me and I have not seen him
since. Going over on the boat I met Zimmerman, and
laughingly said

:

" 'I hear you're trying to sell the race, Zimmy.'
" He thought I was joking and said ' Yes,' but when

I told him about ' Sandy's ' offer he was very indig-
nant. I met Berlo on the track, and he said he did not
know anything about it. It was a good thing for
' Sandy ' that he did not show up. I could hardly be-
lieve that Berlo and ' Zimmy ' would do such a thing,

and that's why I asked ' Sandy ' if he had seen them
about it.

" I don't believe either of the men would 'throw' a

race, and the professional must have been trying to

make a stake. In my opinion Zimmerman and Berlo
are two of the most honest riders in the country."

Murphy added that he had told Mr. Schuyler he
would do his best for the club, and try and win any
way. He and his brother came in first and second. It

is a curious affair throughout, and it was somewhat
unfortunate that Zimmerman and Berlo finished third

and fourth. A vigorous search for the mysterious
" Sandy " would be in order.

Of course, the publication of these charges

and the general discussion which is taking

place in the columns of the daily papers will

hurt cycling a great deal, and mark it down
with the majority of the public, who have no
vital interest in the matter, but who will merely

get an impression that cyclists are brawling

among themselves and with the A. A. U.

Our sympathies are, of course,with the Board,

though among the suspended racing men we
have many friends, for whom we are heartily

sorry. We hope the Racing Board will have

the courage to fight to the bitter end and prove

that its rules were ntfade^-not to be Drok^irWt
to be obeyed. § ,-.. . , _ _ , „ _

Del, 15 1890

THE whirligig of time is a most curious thing

and well worth the w^fcefetHfE^tes-changes

are quite as rapid as a wheel-o' -fortune, quite

as astonishing as ledgerdemain. A pleasure be-

comes a pain, a Lazarus becomes a Croesus, the

sage turns out a charlatan, and the knave a

judge. The whirligig teaches that those who
wait will own the earth ; that patience is a form

of genius.

For behold ! the fellows who twelve months

since were set by the ears because we were

whooping things up for Mr. Albert Mott, are

now cutting up literary monkey-shines to parade

his merit, to engage his favor.

It has been our good fortune to know the

Field Marshal intimately—to know that he is

broad-minded, sympathetic, able, enthusiastic

and incorruptibly honest.

Twelve months ago the scribes wanted to

know "Who is Mott?" but now they seem to

have discovered the inner man—no, on second

thought, they have not discovered anything

—

the cycling world has discovered him, and

Penny-Liner follows in the wake.

The Queens Cycling Club of Cincinnati, a new ladies

organization, has adopted the following clause as the
object of the club: The promotion of cycling as a

useful and beneficial exercise for women ; tor social
enjoyment of its members, toward which end club
tnei i ingS, runs, tours ami excursions shall be planned
and executed ; to awaken the public mind to the
necessity of the times, that out-door recreations
are essential to the health and development of our
American women

;
and, finally, to create a favorable

sentiment toward cycling as 1 pastime in keei
with the spirit of the twentieth century, which is

dawning upon us.

The New Castle (O.) Bicycle Club disbanded re-

cently, .ui.i $t.6o 1 1 maining in the treasury was given
to a charitable society.
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THE BOWLING LEAGUE.

the only marked feature

nt the games played in the Wheelmen's Bowl-
le during the present week. The po-
the old clubs in the League remain

• the same, as they are at present all bowl-
ame. It is already quite ap-

U tliat tile clubs that entered the League
this season will be "out of it" so far as the

tropfa concerned, but there will be an
interesting light among them to secure as high

. on the list at the close of the tourna-

menl ble. A summary of the games
d since the last issue of Tin WhBBL, and

other information in relation to the contest

Tbi played between the

iuband the Manhattan Bicy-

Brooklyn, November 28, is as fol-

BRi Mann \ i i an.
b. Scr.

l'.roe;an : a 7 119

Connor .

.

1 1

1

. .-7 111 Washburnc ... 1

'. \ .-. . ..-.s. . . 1 .•

HI
I -J 7, IK.

E.N 1 7 114118 97

il

On Monday, December B, tin- Manhattans
.m<l met the Hudson County

Wheelmen on the hitter's alleys, but as they

^ht with them but five bowlers the II C,

. iency by tendering
of their nun. The

•'m, much one-sided to be of inter-

with a I' "lis. were
following is the result:

Mi :

.

I

1

-

M \MI VI I in
h. a.

>nd I I

.

a

1

... 1 1 7

1 81

7 «4

1

1 1
•

1

1 >n the the Brook-
lyn Bicycle Club added another victory to their

list by defeating the Riverside Wheelmen at

the alleys of the latter club. The Riversides
made a higher score than has marked their pre-

vious match events, and Houghton rolled an
unusually brilliant game. The score follows:

HKOOKI vn U. C. Kivi 1

Matthews 4 •-• 4 160 Miller o 3 7 no
Boughton s 1 4 188

Quimoy . . Doncourl 010 91
Allen.. 4 1 5 137 Driggs 117

3 6 126 pitch 4 1 S 141

Mead '4 j 7 "4
1 3 6 118 Burr 1 4 5 137

Lewis 3 a $ .5 3 155

:.il [I .! 1063

B. B. C y8 sui 314 436 574 679 794 883 977 1062
R. \V 111 .14 joi 413 04 985 1130

Umpire, Mr. Van Buren : I". Raymond, H.
Poster.

The standing of the clubs to date is as fol-

lows:
'erage

Won. Lust. Play. 5< ore.

H. C. Wheelmen, o 9 1084 1081^-)

Brooklyn li. I o 9 1138 u»
New York B.C.... 309 1173
Atalanta Wh'lmen a 1 9 1335 n&j'o
Harlem Wh'lmen. 039 1088 io63*j

Manhattan B. C... o 3 9 104a
RiversideWh'lmen o 4 s 1062

The men having an individual average of 150

Or over are as follows:
Games

Name. Club. Played. Average.
Terbell A. \V a

Millar, E. F \. \V 3 164
Pindley N" Y. B. C 3
Quimby B. B. C 3
Eldridge H. C. W a

Miller, G A. W a 155
Pea) A. W 3
("coke B. B. C a

Halsey, C A. W a 15a

Mainhardt 11. \V a 150

Post M. B. C a

The results of the games that have been
played are as follows:

Hudson County vs. Harlem. Result, 11 C
1 , Harlen
>7 N. v. I'.. C. vs. Atalanta V B.

('., 11-,; A \\\, 1 145.

Brooklyn B. ('. vs. Riverside \V. Result.
It. It. ( ., , ,

; ; K \V .

Nov .( Riverside w. vs. Hudson Co. W. Result,
III. U'., 1084; K. W., 989.

Harlem vs. Atalanta, Result, A. W., iai8;
11 \v.
Ho I tnhattan. Result, B. :

1 Atalanta vs. Riverside. Result, A. \v .

K. W
, Manhattan va New York. I Y. B

1. Club vs. Harlem Wheel-
men. Result. X. Y. it. ('.'. 11 ; II. W.,

iintv Wheelmen vs. Manhattan
R< »ult, II ( W

men vs it. it. C. Result.

The following games are scheduled for l k

oi Wheelmen vs. Brooklyn it:

w York.
n County Wheelmen va New York

•

Harlem w
men, at New York.

.!ant:i

1 ounty

klyn

Th<- game nun
and

• mber 12.

nil

• iii 1)1* .

THE NEW APOSTLE OF HONESTY
AND FAIR DEALING.

The men who know the Cycling of other days, tin-

men who ar. iik' not of to-day, but of three,
four anJ ti .

• would no into hysterical!

they only could read the stuiT which one Senator Pop-
gun is marketing on an unsuspecting cycling public

through the columns of a Western contemporary.
The Senator writes from a platform of elevated

morality, Pccksniflian in flavor, however. He
pr.iu-s of " wild Western breesinees," sneers at the

m Cycling pt our good old contem-
porary, the Bicycling World; preaches morals, prates

ol 11 eyas an ideal editor—poor Hoi
art was broken through his political ambition-

ill tell the Bast what it wants, and
States that I iuld revert- the nanus ol ll.ir-

Weston, Baasett, Gilman and Dean, any one ol

whom would cross the Street to avoid Senator Popgun.
We have a strong suspicion that Popgun intends to

open a retail store in Chicago, and that his sweet*
letter is a piece of kid-gloved diplomacy to

introduce himself to the cyclists of that city. Or per-

haps it is the first step of the Senator to re-introduce

himself into cycling life, in which effort we shall help

him along and make him known to the newer de\

of the sport.

The Senator is a Welshman, bright, voluble, sharp,

tricky, full of resource, well-developed .is to ni

a past master in the science of fakery and hippodrome,
none too scrupulous, a soldier of fortune, an anti-

American in England, in America nkee,
- the Chicago line B Westerner, on this side

an Easterner—altogether, a most adaptable, here-and-
Ufred Jingle sort of man.

We first met Popgun si\ We thought
him loud, but honest. Within six years he has trav-

God'S earth in search of the hi

penny—no, of the penny, without the honest. He has
made a black mark on the history of Amei
racing. He never could ride much, but he .

think hard and could fi>curi -o his men rode,

while he made the contracts, engineered the deals,

played chess with them, and made hom dona]

racing an impossibility in Amer
His career in England was like a string of black

pearls, lion of <in- While th< • -

!y damned America with faint praise, but went
further and marked us all as fools and ir.u:

of those Clean-CUl inn. is, .. m which the S. DatOT

adept item cycling press abased
on the fact that we republished from Wketting the

1 in who h hi denoum 1, and
em up to ridicule before the English people;

and since that day the Senator, from the wilds of the

Pacific slope, has hurled venomous darts Si

whicl OSt BH armor ol

'

It k 'lius puncture the Popgun
bubble. W< Should bl glad to envelop him in the

nity and •

ruptibillty wn him with the .

1 of Immortalii him the \

ol modesty and I

hail him ae But 1

(or the S

e whl

not thrive on li»{ht and truth.

D the

«th, of thi

nunil •

rtof out • •

l such frauds as 'opgun ; tho

in thl mmingled
With "1 atlem;

reel

. we nil know him lor a dead duck, so

iwn,

ll.ollt

! the

ntiary

.in

1

id rods

nit
11. 1,
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"HUIC50R ® SAFETYK«

UHITAN WANTS BUT LITTLE HERE BELOW," but you will find it pretty generally

true that he wants all he can get, and often more. He certainly wants the

best thing when he buys a bicycle. The men who buy bicycles are growing to

appreciate more and more that it PAYS to buy THE BEST. It is this appreciation more than

anything else that makes the big demand for VICTORS. We have always believed it would

pay to MAKE the best, and the success of the VICTORS is the justification of our belief.

ASK VICTOR RIDERS.

Overmai? 2JUl^I Co.,

BOSTON. WASHINGTON.

Office ar?d pa^tory, Qtyieopee palls, /T\a55.
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THE PHYSIOLOGY QF "WAITING 1

AND "PACEMAKING" IN SPEED
COMPETITIONS.

HAY BCIAL REFERENCE TO CYCLE
RACING.

:\KK, K. K

ARTK

llli I ink MOTOR

tshere-
ited very briefly.
:'sc an interest In

•. nnd would lis- It up more fully,

it, in place of reading the
which are

ould study a smaller
Kclusively

if the International S

nterestlng researches
ubject. We read it in

testion, and acknowl-
• ur indebtedness to it for many

.uin^ upon, the
cement.)

In It will
be necessary, bi the experi-
menU irncd on f..r the last three

. count of the physio]
pans which pro-

vements of the human frame.
: ncd in the first instance arc the

with r I the muscles; in

i, in which the impulsi
i action is engendered, and

and nerves by which that impulse is

c ultimate muscular elements. With-
: he bones we are

lindrical tubes, coin-
earthy material, and partly of

r, having their I and
cpanded ends ai i

• (or gristle), and arc vari-
i tit on,- with another, and they

. til. rons ban. Is I ailed liga-
another, tie

"joint." There
kind pcrmittin.

einent, which movement is resu-
lt by the shape of thi

the formation of the joint.

ie thigh bone is shaped like
sponding si

in thi ning what is called a "ball and
ie hip joint can be m

On the other hand, the bones which
- very little

! forwards,
- muscles by

. the move-

and term h end
i of very

holds

'vt or

N' i w

and by

n the

ink

nerve fibres. There is a small
r lyinn in the centre of it. which

it function
I is otT numerous nerve

trunks, which, breaking up into smaller branch,
distributed to the whole of the bod > them,

conveying sen m the
n, and others, called motor

nerves, stimuli, or commands, from the brain to the
muscles, causing them to contract and do their ap-
pointed work. The whole nervous system, consisting

lin, spinal cord and nerves, may well bl

e telegraph system of England, i entral
office In London as the brain. The great trunk lines
may represent the spinal cord, giving off innum.
small branches, which are distributed all over the
kingdom till every little village and hamlet is in direct
communication with the great centre. Hut if the wires

iy town or village be cut the communica-
So in the human body. II a nerve

ered every muscle supplied by it is paralysed
B from the brain. No effort of' will can produce

a Single contr ction
J

the part is practically dead.
Perhaps some gentleman who reads these lines may
have ridden some fifty miles or so on a saddle which

<il on the sciatic nerve of one of his legs, A
squeezed nerve loses its power for a short time, ami
on dismounting he may have wondered why he could
hardly feel the foot on the affected side, and why his
leu refused to support him. The reason is given

The pressure on the nerve had impaired its

conducting power, and until that power return,
brain, cut off from the lower limb, was powerless
either to feel or direct. In one respect, however, the
spinal cord and nerves differ from the electric
These simply convey the message from one part to
another, and deliver it unchanged ; they oannol
to it or take from it in any decree whatever. The re-

hes of Printer, however, tend to show that when
a nerve n Stimulus from the brain it has the
power of augmenting that stimulus, so that it is more
intense when it reaches the muscle than when it was
first generated, so a moderate i >| will may

a very energetic contraction of the at!

muscles. If this be so, it will tend to explain the great
increase ••' power in a trained man an increase which
cannot always be accounted for by mere muscular
development, l-'or it would be only fair to anticipate
that this "reinforcing " function of the motor nerves
should, like every other function of the working

as, be augmented by the necessary practice in
training, until in a man in raciog condition a
paratively slight effort of will would produce ai

:ikr ly energetic contraction of the muscular
concerned.

It will now l.c necessary to Consider as shortly as
siologyof these organs, and the i

of their exercise upon the general economy, as v.

ecial Changes produced when exercise is pushed
to competition, and a state verging ( "i exhaustion in-
duced. To do this in a thorough manner, and to
specify tile exhaustive experiments conducted by in-
numerable observers, upon which the modern phy-

this subject is based, would fill many vol-
umes of in, Cyclist, so this article must consist, more

Ml of accepted facts, with just
sufficient explanation to make them
who have not received a physiological training.
No movement whatever can take place without the

production of heat The human body is a machine
D by heat, and that heat is generated by the com-

bustion of its own tissues, .i constant
tion between the amount of heat used and the work

. but in the human frame, as in all m.u nines, the
work accomplished is not equal to the amount o

tided. The surplus is, so to say, wasted, and heats
the mucin: runs the temperature of I

during e • Muscular I

.tin- heat of the contracting no

and a warmed muscle contracts mi
fully than a cold one. Ilni"' B man going to try a
flying quarter on a bl i two or thn

sufficient to warm without fatiguing nil
and r< broken on hot d I than cold.
Hut the heat must not

condition : tion. If It

tore
liar work i an raise t

1 '.it i hie with III

It ns up the bram and
on much resembling that in sun-

bile working is mu< h
i ii blood than w
ularly li»'

In the

| Pat I in Win
I

CHICAGO.

I UK LOUIS
Down in N ii Interesting little

•

ring on the banks of the muddj ;>i. in
.isi.ina. there is a bicycle dub the
Ig Club by name. It is a pretty live

orgon its home, a $
a quartette, and is withal com:

of the jolli. : fellows it is
;

meet. The housi . the plan-
beauty, the hat rack ditto, but the quartette is quite

the ordinary run not as n ..utv, how-
ever, but it is the most willing aggregation ot

(note this) that one will con a fourteen
States. It has a record ot never having b<

to sinv; twice. Hut that makes no difference,
the time it does not even
floats together and warbli
matter what the occasion. If one talks even remo
of songs or singing, and it should r<

Leader (irivot, he just crooks a linger or r.c

and the other three members of the quartetl
line up and gratuitously g : 'icinii
as is singing, and n bi fori they finish one's soul

with a recounts! of

" There is snow on the roof and window t

There is snow in the valley once again, '

may 1 never again cat fruit-cake or peanuts. This
snowy son. with the

Why, I do OOt
there are no valleys within 1.50 miles ol New

Orleans, or because snow on tin

is an unknown quantity ; in the same line of reasoning
that Willow Street is so nanu
no willows in the neighborhood, or
being so called when the nearest a tiling

is a "royal flush," or something
any rate the boys never fail to sine; it,

Perhaps if they but knew how much fun thi

the trodden snow is in tl i

walks; knew how nice it is to keep the inuscl
onstantly t< nsioned to tak<

ward and then slip three bio kward, and occasionally
to have the feet shoot from under with startling
denness. they wouldn't sinn that sough I

often. What has all this to do with cycling? Well,
we've had considerable of "the beautiful" here in

IgO during the past ten days, and w
glance out ol the window the sight ot "snon on the

.ml window pane" recalls that quartette, and
like Mark Twain's "Punch, brothers, punch,"
constantly recurring in my brain, and in sclf-d. :

I have to work it olT on some oil'

will serve another illustration : that the bi

iiitf had its inning, the icicle is now at the '

of Chicago is progn wly. The name was
formally adopted at the meeting on Thun

I, and after two hours and a hs
with the constitution ami by-laws, the mi
journed until Thursday ol this week, when

ted that the balance ot the by-law
through with and offli Ptod,
the constitution and by-laws provide
two vice-presidents, .irer.
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proving the Anson of indoor ball, for a great good
kicker is Caldwell, and he usually gains his point, too.

Frank McVoy is manager, and "under the new man-
agement" George Stamm resumed his duties as

scorer. And my! but wasn't that Lincoln-Harvard
game quiet and orderly? Bettsy B.

The Lincoln Cycling Club have taken under their

protecting wing Roy Koenert, one of the greatest
unicycle riders this country has ever produced.
Koenert has not felt the need of a saddle, back-bone
or trailing wheel for two years, and does considerable
touring as well as all his city riding on a unicycle.

His position is easy and graceful, standing erect on
the pedal with his' handle bars perpendicular. He
rides with or without hands, and rightly declares that
he doesn't need handle bars or front forks. He has
ridden a mile on his unicycle in 3m. 10s. on the road, and
out lately finished twenty-eight miles on the road
without a dismount in three hours and one-half. He
is now laying plans to ride from New York to Chicago,
next June, on one wheel. He recently rode down a
flight of eighteen steep stone steps at the Standard
Club in this city. I rode fourteen miles with this

young man on the road last week, and I think him a

most wonderful rider in all respects. He will ride
for the records next Spring, and his chances for suc-
cess are good. His mount is from the side, the pedal
mount, or else from a stand still. He is but eighteen
years of age and has ridden a bicycle for eleven years

;

is about six feet in height and wonderfully strong.

With Bettsy B. I say long life to the good old ordi-
nary, but I am with him only that far ; for my opinion
is that the cushion tyre should be a part of that same
g. o. o. I predict a great boom for the ordinary fitted

with these tyres, and a return of many of the old
riders to it, on account of the absorption of the vibra-
tion by the new device. With a saddle of a length of

say fifteen inches, there is no more danger of a bad
fall than on a safety, for the leverage power to lift

the back-bone, little wheel and rider must be very
great. Let me make a comparison. A drunken man
falls. Does he break any bones? No ;

because he has
not the power to make himself rigid. A wheelman
takes a header, and very seldom breaks any bones.
Why ? Because he is not given time to stiffen his
muscles, and consequently falls like a rag. How few
wheelmen do we hear of who hurt themselves, beyond
an abrasion of the skin, in a fall ? Very few.

"Yes, I have just received word that wheels have
advanced seventy per cent.," said a prominent dealer
of this city. "This move, together with the increased
duty on materials, will cause an immense increase on
wneels of all descriptions."
Picking up one of our daily papers and, as is my

habit, scanning along the centre of the columns, the
above met my eye. Hastily turning to the heading I

read the following :
" Only the rich may ride. Enor-

mous advance in prices by the wheel trust." Can it

be possible, I think, and my pulse throbs wildly ; I

tremble for the sport. Who will ride wheels at a
a price of $230? Surely, that newspaper man is right.
" Only the rich may ride." I think of McKinley, poor
man, what hot words and everlasting benedictions
will pour down on his benighted head from the wheel-
ing fraternity. Hold on, though ! I read farther, this
means carriage and wagon wheels. Ah, yes ! the
wheel sport is all right ; so much ahead in fact, for
there will be fewer vehicles on the road and less
bother in picking one's way. My pulse is normal,
and I feel better. The crisis is over. McKinley has
enough to bear from the importers ; but they are the
losers, not the riders. What care we who are in the
carriages, rich or poor, we are all right.

" Have you seen this morning's papers?" was numer-
ously asked in this city last Saturday. " Is it possible ?

You don't mean that the Racing Board had the back-
bone (some said nerve) to fire all those fellows?" was
the general comment on hearing the news of the sus-
pensions.
One of our safety riders, who managed to capture

quite a lot of third prizes this year, remarked : "It's a
good thing. I hope they will be kept out altogether,
then I'll be in it next season."
N. H. Van Sicklen said: "The suspension is all

right ; they will be on the path next season, however.
Some poor fellow will be made an awful example of
and the rest will be back next season." "If these
suspensions go," said still another, "Chicago will
have all the fastest amateurs in America."
"Those fellows should go," said the "queen of

safety riders," "for did they not charge up on their
expense account a dollar for ironing a silk hat, and
there wasn't a silk hat in the crowd

;
and how about

one of them bragging that he cleared fifteen dollars
every week over and above actual expenses?"
The universal opinion seemed to be that expulsion

was all right. It was unexpected, however, and racing
men met each other with a silent " shake " and
thoughts unexpressed.

Ex-Captain Harris, of the Lincolns, a jollier and
more popular man you never met, has an addition to
his family. It is a girl.

O. W. Richardson, a seventeen year old member of
the Chicago Club, has patented a cushion tyre which
is said to be a dandy.
The Douglas Club members have nominated the

following l?Pree Trade" ticket. Their election oc-
curs in January. For President, J. C. Wachter; Vice-
President, ('has. Kopf; Treasurer", Jno. Siman ; Finan-
cial Secretary, J. G. Loebstcin ; Secretary, T. S.

Gifford
;
Captain, O. C. H. Rellihan. This ticket is

receiving the support of a large number of the club
members.

The three mile handicap ordinary race a I I he games
of the Staten Island A. I'., on Thursday evening of
this week resulted as follows : Firs! Ileal won by A.
Stellger, R. W., 175 yards; F. Steinberg, 1'. A. ('., 90
yards, second; II. S. Wierand, K. C. W, 150 yards,
third; and II. ('. Shinier, K. ('. W., 259 yards, fourth.
Time, 14m. is. Second heal won by 11. Snyder,
Brooklyn, N. Y., 350 yards ; C. Luersner, N. J. A. c,
30 yards, second, and J. W. Judge, R, W., 17" yards,
third, Time, i 1 in . vs. Pinal heat won by Shinier,
Stellger second and fudge third. Time, 1 1 1 1 1 - |l ii-ss.

The (rack was poor.

THE SEVENTH REGIMENT A. A.'S

RACES.

It is estimated that 5,000 people witnessed
the indoor games of the Seventh Regiment A.

A., at their armory, on Saturday evening last,

and the two bicycle events came in for a large

share of the spectators' applause. W. C.

Barker's time in the two mile race beat the

armory record. A summary follows

:

One Mile Safety, Scratch—John J. Byrne, Com-
pany H, scratch, first; J. G. Barker, Jr., Company B,

second; C. O. Woodhouse, Company F, third. Time,
3m. 43 4-5S-

Two Mile Handicap—W. C. Barker, Company F,

scratch, first; W. D. Edwards, Company D, 100 yards,
second; D. N. Cole, Company -D, 100 yards, third.

Time, 6m. 45 4-5S.

A NEW AMERICAN SAFETY,
METEOR."

THE

The Banker & Campbell Company have named their
new safety "The Meteor." The Meteor will be manu-
factured in two styles, one for ladies, weighing thirty-
seven pounds, and one for gentlemen, weighing forty
pounds, both these weights covering cushion tyres.
All Meteors will be manufactured with cushion tyres
unless specially ordered otherwise. Representatives
of the companv are constantly at the factory, and they
report things "in such good shape that they will be
ready in ample time for the season of 1891.

SAN FRANCISCO.

Col. Pope, of Boston, is registered at the Palace
Hotel.

W. S. Maltby, the well-known trick rider, arrived
on Saturday, November 29, from Honolulu, where
he has spent nearly two months visiting relations.
He has an engagement at the big skating rink here
for this week, and then goes to Portland, Oregon,
and through that part of the country on a two weeks'
trip. He will come back to this city for a return en-
gagement at the rink. Maltby will stay for about
five or six weeks, and will be open for engagements.
He expects to retire from professional riding soon,
and his present intention is to settle down in Honolulu.
He reports Fred. Rollinson as being in South America
riding as one of the Stark family of bicyclists. Maltby
has grown stouter since he left this country, and no
longer has that boyish appearance for which he was
noted. He has a budding mustache, which he expects
to sacrifice when he does his ballet girl act again.

December 3 we had the first rain of the season, and
unless too much falls the roads should be in fine con-
dition for riding, as the dust has been extremely
prominent for a long time.

Edwin Mohrig, the local dealer, has returned from
his visit to the East. He did not go beyond Illinois,

as he had previously inspected the big factories of the
extreme East.

The Alameda Bicycle Club had its first hare and
hound chase last week. The hares, Hebbard and
Foster, were too fast for the hounds, and were not
caught. The club has arranged another chase to take
place when the streets are dry again, and the hares
will not be given so long a start.-

A. G. Steele, of Santa Cruz, who made such a pleas-
ant impression on the riders he met at the League
meet, is visiting friends here and renewing old
acquaintances. CALIFORNIA.

BROOKLYN BICYCLE CLUB.

The Park Avenue Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, will
hold a smoker on December 16. Medals have been
voted to Messrs. Bunnell, Silver, Van Dusen, Simmons
and Billyen, who made a century run from Harrisburg
to Philadelphia on November 16. A pool tournament
is also to be inaugurated during the present month.

The Buffalo Ramblers have adopted a new pattern
jersey shirt, the front of which will be entirely cov-
ered with the emblem of the club, artistically de-
signed. D. H. Lewis originated the idea.

The Louisville Cycle Club will probably raise the
initiation fee to $10 at the next meeting of the club.
The completion of a well-equipped gymnasium and
the other features that will be added in the near future
renders this step advisable.

Charles S. Davol, Chairman of the Racing Commit-
tee, has resigned his position as Chief Consul of the
Rhode Island Division in order to be able to devote all

his official time to investigating the charges against
the suspended racing men. His successor is George
L. Cook, president of the Rhode Island Wheelmen,
who has selected James L. Spiers, of Providence, as
Vice-Consul. One of the first matters Clliel Consul
Cook will have under consideration is the appoint ment
of a committee on road improvement. He intends to
give it his immediate attention, and hopes to find
members willing to undertake the work. The light
cannot be so vigorous this year, because the deter-
mined battle of last season made large inroads on the
resources, and retrenchment must be the order of the
day. Nevertheless, care will be tali en thai the interest
created by last year's a.gitat inn is not allowed to wane.

The Norfolk County Wheelmen is the name of a new
organizat ion formed at Hyde Park, Mass., with thirty-
five members. Pleasant rooms have been secured and
neatly furnished, The officers are: President, Charles
Brown: Vice President, Prank Rogers; Treasurer, C.
it. Tail; Secretary, Harry Heydecker: Executive
Committee, Henry Andrews, August Norling and
William Waddell

We came very near meeting defeat at the River-
side's alleys on Tuesday nignt of this week. It was
the best game so far, if excitement had anything to
do with it, rolled this season by our club. We started
for the game with thirteen in the party. At the end
of the first frame we led by thirteen points; at the end
of the second frame we held the same lead; at the
third they reversed things and showed us their heels
with thirteen to the good, and from there on to the
eighth they steadily increased their lead to ninety-five
pins. Then the fun began. Desperation nerved the
arms of our team, and the look of confidence that over-
spread the countenances of the Riversides faded until
anxiety took its place. We fairly howled the game
our way. Strike for Matthews, cheer; Bailey a
double-header; "Now we are off;" Quimby failed,
just a little to one side- Allen came next, with a
double-header, and the boys became wild and you
couldn't hear yourself think. Corby got a strike, and
Mead followed with another and a spare. Cook made
a spare, and Lewis finished the frame and game with
two strikes. Oh! what a wind up. The chestnuts
were pulled out of the fire in great shape, and the
Riversides ! Well, they had been trying their best to
keep their balls in the middle of the alleys, but it was
no go; the gutters caught most of them, and the lead
of ninety-five was turned about to sixty-eight in our
favor.

Cheers were in order all around, and then the Brook-
lyns went to the New York Club's house to learn the
outcome of their game with the Harlems, but they had
not returned.

There were six clubs bowling on Monday night,
leaving only one at rest, and the results of the night's
work still leaves the Hudson, New York and Brooklyn
teams tie for first place.

Our pool tournament opens on next Wednesday
night. A new ivory cue ball has been purchased, and
the cues have been retipped and straightened. The
table, also, has been recovered, and everything is

ready for the fray. We anticipate a lively contest;
the best talent of the club is entered, and may the best
man win.

The stag on Wednesday night was a grand success.
W. J. McCahill, of the club, distinguished himself as
a humorist. Darby at the bat scored an immediate
success, even if he was struck out. A novelty was
presented in Mr. Ned Bennet, who played on the bones
and gave a finished imitation of various every day
sounds, the best being the noise of a pile driver. A
ventriloquist occupied some time with the inevitable
Irish and colored boy. The usual crowd was in at-
tendance, and they settled down comfortably in the
parlors afterwards to listen to the appendix given by
the club talent. ATOL.

SYRACUSE.

All' the b&d effects of the Hare and Hounds chase
are now over and "Doc " has discontinued taking the
cars to travel the short three blocks to his home.

The "Indians " at their last war dance elected four
members. There is one thing, however, that they
should not do and that is, send names to the League
for membership of persons who are not wheelmen.
Of course it is all very well for them to try and get as
many representatives as they can in the League, but
they should remember what article III says and not
go quite so fast. Your correspondent had a case
brought before his notice a few days ago of a name
published in the Bulletin by the Onondago Club. The
gentleman is not a wheelman nor has he any intention
of purchasing a wheel. How does this and article III
hitch?

In the Bulletin of last week, "Setagec" of Buffalo
trots out the name of Vice-Consul Wood and berates
the Syracuse Cycling Club for the action they took
regarding the late "Fake" races. The best thing
" Setagec " can do before he says any more is to study
the history of this club, and to get one thing above all
others firmly fixed in his mind, and that is that the
Syracuse Club can run its own "shooting match"
without his assistance.

Mr. Allen Calkins of the Elizabeth, N. J., Wheelmen,
called on the S. C. C.'s a few evenings ago.

The annual election next month promises to be a
hot time for the Syracuse Club. There are two slates
going the rounds now and both parties are working
hard for their men. One thing is certain and that is,

we all want to see Bob captain again.

The Scottish Cyclist, which we read with pleasure
each week, is the only British paper to take a fair
view of the "form" of American riders. Says the
Cyclist of our safety men : "in asserting that, pneu-
matically mounted, several trans-Atlantic safetyists
v. ill -1 : f 1 th-: mill next y. 11 l.aun. says I'l'ial

is talking 'through his hat.' 'We would not care to
State this, however, any more than we would eare to
State it will not be done here next year. We are
inclined to place the American safetyists on a higher
level than Mr. Laurie seems inclined to do." We still

set the pneumatic mark for 1891 at

The Hay City Wheelmen, of San Francisco, arc pre-
paring several maps of the roads in the vicinity of that
city for the exclusive use of the members o( the club.
The} will he twelve feet sepia re. and wi II contain an
almost inexliauslahle amount of road information.

The wheelmen ^<i San Francisco have hailed with
delight the news that the roads from Oakland to San
lose are 10 he watered regularly, The great accumu-
lation of dust on the highways is one oi the few un-
pleasant leat 111 es of California road riding.

The Lynn Wheel Club will si. ill a handle. ip pool
tournament on the evening of December 1

contestant Is to plaj threi
1

irnes with each of the
other competitors, A gold medal will bi tv ird 1

the one winning the greatest numbei ol
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KINGS COUNTY WHEELMEN.
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The funeral services will be announced later.
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sr monthly meeting Ol the Atalanta
Wheelmen, on Monday evening ol List week, A. N.

i.iry in pis
W. II. Murdoch, who was forced to r< - OUnt

-.ncss. and 1. N. ThOI IS S iiicm-
: of Trustees. The alterations and

I are now very nearly
completed and it is expected that the billiard and

iblcs will be ready for use on Saturday of this
week. The billiard tournament, which was postponed

• aim of the clubs change ol quarters, will not
be inaugurated until after the holidays. Th.
also talk of Starting a whist tournament, as many ol

the members have recently become ardently attached
to that game. It has been decided to make •

Saturday evening a general social and assembling
night and arrangements are being made for the
sci \ Ing of refreshments.

Howling still continues to attract the attention of
many of the A. W.'s. and at the Thursday evening
practice games thirty or more of the members usually
appear at Montgomery's alleys. The club is ol the
opinion that the . male at the ^ame with
the Riverside Wheelmen on Thursday evening of last

week, will stand at the top notch for some time to
come, unless the other clubs roll in much better form
than they have been doing. Terbeii I 133,
made at this game, lacks but one of being the hi.

individual score rolled by any of the club's members
this season, Edwards having previously caused .• ;4

pins to fall at a practice game.

A paragraph appeared in this column two .

ago concerning toe Business Hen's Cycle League, in

which it was stated that the vote to raise the dues
from ;; cents per month to $1.00, in order to secure
permanent quart, is, w.is lost by the action of the
unprogressive element. S. H. I'razer, the president
of the club, has written to Till W Mill, that he objects
to the word "unprogressive" in the sentence, but for
what reason he does not stale, lie is also perturbed
over the account of the trip of his club to I'lainlicld on
Thanksgiving day. It was announced in the local

papers to be a " slow run," and it was stated in this
column that the advertisement of the fact was un-
necessary, as the journeys ol the club were generally
understood to be of that Chai acter. In order to dispel
this belief, Mr. l-'razcr writes that his club is ready to
participate in a contest of •'muscle and wind

I

miles against any club in Ess I V I. .
single

or in teams." "And then," adds Mi l'r.i/er. " muscle,
not words, will prove to the public who is slow and
unprogressive .' Here is a chance for the Orange
clubs and the other Newark organization.

And apropos "f road racing, it would bean excellent
scheme for one of the Orange or Newark clubs to in-

augurate a relay race to Morristown, between the
high wheel devotees and the safclyites, if possible,

hat the trip can be made without a dismount,
the affair would undoubtedly prove Interesting.

live OT si\ men could be utilized vci

torily for the relays, and the victors should be awarded
a dinner, it would a) tor the pro-
prietor of the Mansion House at Morristown to offer
11 bottle of wine to the wheelman reaching the hostel rv
first, after the close of the present year, a pn
that is extensively followed in other places. The
hotel in question has . atronage from wheel-
men, and the scheme would be to the benefit of the
proprietor.

A member of the Atalanta Wheelmen, who is fond of

pulling on a rope for five minutes .it stretch, is

inaugurate a tug of war tournament be-
, the varii clubs In the vicinity of

. .met hi ng on the plan of the bowling I

.

Although he has met with stern rebuff at the
of the racing committee, he still cherishes his little

scheme and thinks it would prove successful.

Amu T. Dodd, of the Atalanta Wheelmen and .1

member ol the committee on Rules and Regulations,
I. A. w ,

has returned from an extenalvetrip thi
the \\ Spark,
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DENVER.

The Joint Rim l1 Club run came off Sun-
., and will be remembered for a long

time to come as one of the most 1 and inter-
estiiik; events oi the Season. Some one was cruel
enough to say that I them-
selves Well, although it was a very " owd,
it certainly was .1 Rambler day, as the latter club
turned out twenty-four members on the run to the

•elve. Not bad, by any means. Now the
Social boys intend to reciprocate, and are gathi
forces for another " irent with the t

turned. Kor the information of outsiders, it is only
prop. that the run was to Brigton, tv,

miles from Denver, where a real, genuine, old-l
ioned dinner was partaken of. Captains Gerwing and
Brown had • verything, ami are due much
credit for the uniform order kept during the run
especially the tine appearance the thirl \ -si \ pre-,
as they rode four abreast into Brighton.

Jack I'M! i is receiving
support, and he says there is hardly any doubl
what the structure will be built. It IS I

with the finest indoor bit
j

a th.- country,
ami will have a seating capacity for i8,..-. pel

The bicycle thief is abroad once more Bailey
Hullinger, of the Ramblers, having lost his 54-inch
Victor. It was left standing in front of b
Twenty-third and l.orimer Sire
'The Ramblers are now cosily and comfortably

quartered at their old r. I ..inner Street,
where old friends are invited to vail. An election
of officers of this club was held last Thui-
night and resulted as follow! -K II B
Secretary, |. A. McCuirc: Treasurer, W, B Perkins;
Captain, A. V. Stauffer.

Colonel Pope was a welcome visitor to our ,

week ago, while on his waj He
enjoyed the company of Jack Prince (who is, bv the
way, an old-time ami intimate acquaintai
Colonel's) while here, and was greatly impressed with
our cycling advatita.

in a late issue ol TH! Wiuii.l notice your Cali-
fornia correspondent mentions the an
quent conviction of one W. R. Browne alias "Pi

,. 1 lor stealing a bicycle in

uns here in remote Denver have a faint recoil,
.11 a man of the above name, who came into Denver
with quite a splurge about a year
bicycle school, and blustered about in , liner
preparatory to making things "num. He I

high-geared safety on which he would be
ride against any crack extant,

|

power in his legs, and was then on a "circuit of the
globe'' awheel. Mr. Hr.. wile's hue while
here may be all true, but if it now transpires that he
is a bicycle thief, they go dreadfully against him.

Our line weather still continues, and up to da:
have not had as much as an inch of snow at a time,
and the thermometer has been away
Neither of the clubs have missed any Sunday I

and tilings go on in true Southern fashion— wit:
exception of the latter section's habits of 11

Many speculations are rife concerning the result of
R . c. whll 1:

the championship honors, it being tin
• be Ramblers winnin.

ami the Socials the second. The cu; tine
workmanship

well worth the trouble ol "going,
PKDAI 1 ;

ELIZABETH.
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Thanksgiving Day is us: • Up a
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J. K. STARLEY ON THE CUSHION
TYRE.

Before the matter goes too far, I think it is quite
advisable that some distinct expressions of opinion
should be given on the question of the cushion. For
my own part I consider it absolutely necessary to

bear in mind that to be effective it must be very elas-
tic, and if it is very elastic it will not bear the weight
of the rider, and, as a consequence, becomes a flattened
out mass of rubber. A cavity in a tyre, with air at a
neutral pressure, offers absolutely no resistance, and
therefore the whole weight of the rider comes upon
the rubber. If the rubber is as flexible as it should be
it is not able to stand the weight of the rider or any-
thing like it, so that the object aimed at, i. e., greater
elasticity, is not obtained. Some are trying a stiffer

kind of rubber that will withstand the weight of the
rider, but in this they reduce the elasticity, thus neu-
tralizing by a disadvantage the advantage they seek
to obtain.

It might also be worth while to consider whether a
larger diameter does not offer a greater mark for
obstacles met with which would set up a tendency to
press down on one or the other side of the tyre, and
bring a great deal of lateral pressure on the spokes
that would gradually tend to make the wheel become
loose.
My own impression is that the outcome of this mat-

ter will be a greater demand for larger solid tyres,
and, I think, if made of best quality flexible rubber,
they will prove the best in the end.

I should be glad if riders of practical experience
would send either direct to me, or through the medium
of your columns, their experience of these tyres. We
have just received one back from a client that has
only been out three weeks, and that has split all

round. I am strongly of the opinion that these tyres
must be made with a smaller hole through them, if

they are to maintain the shape they are made in, espe-
cially on the back wheel of a safety bicycle. From
my experience of rubber, I don't think, even if the
best quality be adhered to, and it would be suicidal to
use any other, that it would be at all possible for any
one to guarantee, or to hope, that these hollow tyres
will prove anything like so substantial as the solid
tyre, so that the risks are much greater than when an
ordinary tyre is used.
Broadly speaking, I am glad the tyre question is

receiving the attention it is, as I believe great good
will result from it, as it will no doubt lead to a desire
for larger solid tyres generally. I also believe that
in principle the pneumatic tyre is almost perfection,
although in practice it may long leave a great deal to
be desired, and, it may be, will never become an
unqualified success.-^/. K. Starley in the Cyclist.
[As an English maker of high reputation, Mr. Star-

ley's opinion is valuable.

—

Ed.]

THE OVERMAN WHEEL CO. WILL
MANUFACTURE FOUR MEDIUM

GRADE SAFETIES.

The Overman Wheel Co. have made a contract with
the Lamb Knitting Machine Co., of Chicopee Falls, to
make up to their order four types of safety bicycles.
These machines are to be of medium grade and will
not rank along with the Victors which are made in
the Overman Wheel Co.'s own factory. The Overman
Wheel Co. have been compelled to have these wheels
made outside of their own factory, for many reasons.
Among others, they hold that it is impossible to make
high grade and lower grade wheels in the same
factory without a great deal of inconvenience.
Details of the four new safety bicycles will shortly be
published.

SINGER CYCLES IN AMERICA.

Messrs. Singer & Co. have published a neat little

advertising pamphlet. On the front page is shown a
picture of their Boston store, which is finely located
at 6 and 8 Berkeley Street, and which is not only well
arranged, but kept as clean as a whistle, under the
vigilant eye of Mr. Ross. The pamphlet bears the
dates 1876-1891, and also the title "The Largest Cycle
Manufactory in the World," this phrase referring, of
course, to the Company's plant at Coventry. From
the pamphlet we extract the following paragraph.
Our cycles have been in the market since 1876. In

that year they were handled by Mr. T. W. Lawton, of
Baltimore, Md., and were exhibited at the Centennial
Exposition at Philadelphia. May 28, 1877, was the date
of the arrival of the first bicycle at the port of Boston

;

it was a Singer "Royal Challenge," imported for his
own use by Mr. A. D. Chandler, of Boston. This
wheel is now owned, and has been frequently exhibit-
ed, by the Pope Mfg. Co. The latter firm was the
first Boston House to handle Singer goods ; later,
Messrs. Stoddard, Lovering & Co. took our agency

;

they were succeeded by Messrs. W. B. Everett & Co.,
and they in turn by the present American Branch of
Singer & Co., at 6 and 8 Berkeley Street, Boston.
Singer wheels and "high grade wheels" are synony-
mous terms, and the reputation we have attained we
expect to maintain, simply by continuing to supply
cycles that will be satisfactory to the purchaser and a
credit to ourselves.

A Washington cycle dealer estimates that there are
a thousand lady riders in that city, of which number
probably eight hundred learned to ride during the
past season. He regards the increase as natural ami as
the result of the education of the masses by daily ex-
perience, and also the victory of common sense over
prudery and bashfulness. Of course, not all of this
number of ladies own wheels, but they have .ill

learned and do ride at times on rented wheels. The
sale of ladies' bicycles increases very rapidly, and
now there is one sold to three of the other kind. A
great many ladies who draw salaries from the Gov-
ernment are buying them and using them instead of
street cars.

The Columbia Cycle Calendar.
By far the most valuable business callendar for 1891,

and entirely unique in design, is the Columbia Cycle
Calendar and stand, issued by the Pope Mfg. Co., of
Boston, Mass. The calendar is in the form of a pad
containing 366 leaves, each $% x 2% inches, each leaf
containing blank for memoranda, and as the leaves
are only fastened at the upper end, any leaf can be
exposed, no stub being left when the leaves are torn
off. The pad rests upon a stand, containing pen rack
and pencil holder, and made of stained wood, mount-
ed with raised letters in brass, thus forming an or-
namental paper weight. The day of the week and
the day of the year, together with the number of the
days to come, are given, and each slip bears a short
paragraph pertaining to cycling and kindred subjects.
These paragraphs have been carefully collated from
leading publications and prominent writers, the lar-
ger number having been specially written for this
purpose. Although this is the sixth issue of the Cal-
endar, all the matter is fresh and new, comprising
notable events in cycling, opinions of physicians and
clergymen, hints about road making, and numerous
other topics.

The Pneumatic Tyre Co. will open an agency in
London on January 1. After that date English riders
of pneumatics can have them repaired at the London
branch. In the past it was necessary to send a dam-
aged machine to Dublin.

The London B. C. held its sixteenth annual dinner
at the Holborn Restaurant on November 27.

It is reported that the Garford Manufacturing Co.
intend to place a cheaper saddle on the market next
year, in addition to their present high grade saddle.
The new saddle will have the spring enameled instead
of nickeled.

Messrs. William Read & Sons have been appointed
agents for New England for the Little Giant.

H. A. Lozier & Co. have great faith in a new patent
of pneumatic tyre in which the metal is woven into
the rubber, guarding it from puncture. It is claimed
that this tyre cannot be punctured, and that it has no
lateral spread, yet at the same time it is as springy as
the ordinary pneumatics.

The "ladies' safety starter" is among the novelties
in cycling sundries across the water. By means of
this device a rider can make a standing start without
difficulty by placing one foot on the floor and the
other on the pedal, when taking the saddle. After a
gentle shove the saddle will spring automatically into
position.

Chief Consul Mott, of the Maryland Division, has
already ridden a cushion-tyred safety over sixteen
hundred miles. He is firmly convinced that the device
is one of the most practical improvements that cycling
has yet seen, and predicts that it will be the means of
adding a larger percentage of growth to wheeling than
did the first appearance of the safety.

Several factories are making preparations for the
substitution of cushion tyres to safeties fitted with the
usual hard rubber tyre. On machines having wide
forks the change can be made, although it involves
the expense of a new rim, also the shortening and re-
threading of the spokes. The change will cost about
$25.

The Overman Wheel Co. will establish a branch
house at Denver on January 1. This will give the
company branch stores at Boston, Washington and
Denver, and the last-named will be fitted up in the
style for which the Victor stores are noted.

Messrs. Marriott & Cooper, the English firm, are
furnishing guarantees with their cushion-tyred
wheels. They have faith that their tyres will not cut
from the inside.

Messrs. Campbell & Co., of Providence, R. I., are
constructing a 42-inch ordinary fitted with all the lat-

est improvements. It is said to be the first machine
of its kind ever made in Providence, having the
majority of the parts constructed and put together in
that city.

Wheeling, in a recent issue, editorially advises its

readers to buy cushion-tyred wheels.

Messrs. Hillman, Hubert & Cooper have named their
latest safety the "Koh-i-noor," a name we suggested
in January last to Mr. Ives Johnson, of Worcester, for
the wheel now known as the Lowell Diamond Frame.
' Prince Wells, the well-known Louisville cyclist,
said to a reporter recently :

" Last season there were
not more than twelve female bicycle riders in Louis-
ville, but next year they will number a hundred or
more. A movement is on foot fo form a club and
build a club-house out on Third Street."

P. H. Bernays leaves Little Rock, Ark., on January
1, to take up his residence in San Francisco.

Bernays' cycle brush tool will next year be sent out
with every machine by one of the manufacturers.

Safety, Comfort and Speed.
These great requisites are fully met on the Royal

Blue Line operated between New York, Philadelphia,
Baltimore and Washington, by the Jersey Central,
Reading and B. and O. The road is double tracked
its entire length, laid with heavy steel rails' on rock
ballast, and the Coach, Parlor and Sleeping Car equip-
ment is the finest ever built. All trains arc vestibulcd,
heated by steam and lighted by Pintsch gas. Station
foot of Liberty Street.

The Royal Blue Line
Is a superb, double track, steel highway between New
York, Philadelphia, Baltimore ami Washington via

Jersey Central, Reading and B. and 0, Railroads, All
the trains are equipped with brand new vest ibulcd
Day Coaches and Buffet Parlor Cars, the finest ever
constructed by the Pullman Company, The fastest

trains between New York and Washington run via

this route. Station foot of Liberty Street.

ENGLISH TRADE NOTES.

Harry S. Roberts, of Stony Stratford, now fits pneu-
matics to any of his machines, and has now ready for
the market a very fine safety, fitted with best quality
of cushion tyres, at the low price of $56.

The Lion Cycle Company have been tor some time
anxious to show their machines to better advantage
than they are able to do at their works. They have
now secured large premises in Broad Street, Birming-
ham, just opposite their factory, where they will keep
a big supply of all their machines, fitted with the latest
improvements.

In the Chancery Division, before Mr. Justice North,
Mr. Cozens Hardy, Q. C, on behalf of Mr. Simpson, of
the Ixion Machinists Company, applied for an order
directing the Controller to proceed with the registra-
tion of a mark by the applicant as a trade-mark for
bicycles. Mr. Hardy said the applicant, on the sug-
gestion of his solicitor, prepared a mark of "Ixion"
upon a wheel, and applied to have it registered as a
trade-mark. The Controller refused the application
on the ground that there was already upon the regis-
ter a mark somewhat similar, and that one might be
mistaken for the other. This refusal was upheld by
the Humber Company, for whom Mr. Higgins, Q. O,
and Mr. Davis appeared. After the evidence had been
fully gone into, Mr. Justice North said, on carefully
considering all the circumstances of the case, he was
of opinion that there was such a dissimilarity in the
two marks that they.were not calculated to deceive
anyone into taking the one for the other, and, there-
fore, he felt bound to give his judgment in favor of
the applicant. Under these circumstances his order
would be that the Controller proceeds with the regis-
tration of the mark. Mr. Justice Kay refused to
grant any costs, though he admitted it was in the dis-
cretion of the court to do so.

Messrs. J. K. Starley & Co., Limited, will fit Mr. H.
Carter's patent oil-tight chain lubricators to all their
machines in future. This lubricator greatly prevents
the wearing of the chain or chain wheel.

The Manchester Cycle Co., Limited, has greatly in-
creased its standing as a cycle manufacturing firm,
and so great have been their orders this year that they
have had to take larger works situated closer to those
of Crossley Bros, (gas engine manufacturers) and Sir
Joseph Whitworth & Co., capable of turning out 300
finished machines per week.

Messrs. Rickard & Dods, makers of the Westminster
safety, announce that to supply the great want for
good safeties at a reasonable price they will shortly
place on the market a nicely-finished all ball-bearing
machine, strong and reliable in every way, at $48 only,
or $56 with cushion tyres.

Messrs. T. Clarke & Co., Manchester, are adding
very extensively to their workshops and plant, and
can now finish a bicycle from the rough ready for
sale, nickeling, polishing, enameling, etc., being done
on the premises. Messrs. Clarke will exhibit at the
Stanley show.

The Tandemon Cycle Co., of London, have secured
an export order for 700 safeties. 200 tricycles and 100
ordinaries, all second-hand machines.

The Union Works Co., of Southampton, will manu-
facture Southard's patent detachable cranks in large
quantities, as without doubt this is one of the strong-
est and lightest cranks on the market and much in
demand.

The firm of W. T. Turner & Co., cycle manufactur-
ers, London, will henceforth be known as Turner,
Lloyd & Co., R. A. Lloyd, of the Catford Club, a well-
known wheelman and "record breaker, having joined
the firm, which will manufacture the "Pelican"
wheels.

An arrangement has been come to between the
Pneumatic Tyre Co. and the manufacturers of the
"Referee," Morris Wilson & Co., regarding the pro-
duction of the latter company's pneumatic and cush-
ion tyres. Wheeling believes; the latter tyre (cushion)
anticipates Mr. Dunlop's latest idea.

New Company.—Messsrs. Geo. Townsend & Co.,
Limited, has been registered to carry on the business
of the same name as cycle and needle manufacturers
at Redditch. The capital is ,640,000, in 8,000 shares of

£5 each. The number of directors shall be not less
than two or more than five. Qualification ^250, except
first directors.

The new tyre invented by Girling (cycle agent)
and Bingham, of Brighton, is not a hollow rubber,
but is very deeply grooved after the style of a double-
barreled gun. It is fixed to the rim with wire which
runs round the rubber in the groove, tin mooting
the road surface the rubber, of course, spreads out to
right and left. This tyre is claimed to have the elas-
ticity of the pneumatic, but, unlike the latter, is not
liable to cut or puncture.

Mr. P, Hueklebridge, of Chelsea, Loudon, uses on
all his ma eh i nes a tvie protector Consisting of a p
of rounded metal, covering the edges oi the runs in

such a way as to prevent very materially the cutting
of cushion tyres.

The Pilot Cycle Co., of Maidenhead, are laying
down extra plant and enlarging their premises in ex-
pectation of large orders for "1'ilots" in 1891.

Finest Trains Ever ltuilt.

The finest trains ever constructed are in dally
servici between New York, Philadelphia^ Baltimore
and Washington via lersev Central, Reading ami B.

& I). All the ears are vestibulcd, heated by steam
and lighted by gas, and each ear is provided with a
smoking compartment, a convenience that will bi

predated by [overs of the weed. Station tool ,>l 1 it'

61 I y Street.
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HERE, THERE AND THEREABOUTS.

" Only in Spring the treacherous fruit is green;
Only in Winter on our heads the icicle

Drops, when quick thaws have warmed the air too
keen

;

False is the Autumn water's treacherous sheen—
Thou hast all seasons for thine own, O Bicycle '."

This beautiful "pome" was found grasped
in the hand of a mummy lately discovered in

Egypt by a friend of mine who was traveling

there as an artist ; that is, he was being paid by
a prominent manufacturer to paint signs upon
the pyramids advising everyone to ride a certain

make of wheel. The papyrus upon which this

gem of verse was written looks to me as though
it was nothing but common brown wrapping
paper, and what makes me, more than anything
else, doubt the authenticity of the whole thing,

is the legend at the end of the verse which says:

"I used 's bicycles, they are the best."

Either my "artist" friend or that mummy, it

seems to me, is trying to work me for a free ad.

in this column, and as my acquaintance with
the Egyptian "back number" is not a very
close one, and I am well aware of the peculiari-

ties of the "artist," I am decidedly of the opin-

ion that both the mummy and myself have been
the victims of a swindler in this matter, but,

however, I send you the verses, and you can
do with them what you like.

" I like your column in The Wheel," said a
friend of mine recently. " Why don't you get
all of your notes bound and issue them as a
bicyclopsedia?" When I informed him that this

attempt at humor was first indulged in by Adam
in his earliest boyhood, he became offended,

and now he don't speak to me.

" Each on his narrow seat of porcine hide,
The gay forefathers of the future ride."

A returning tourist, who has been riding
through England, says that it is almost an im-
possibility to secure from the average rustics

over there any information as to roads, direc-

tion or distances even, regarding localities where
they have lived all their lives. He declares that
they find their own way to and from home by
the employment of what we call instinct in ani-

mals. He gives me the following as a fair

example of what replies a traveler usually gets
when he asks a yokel for information:
Wheelman— " I say, my lad, where does this

road go to?"

Rustic— '

' It goos nowheres
;
just stands wheer

'tis."

Wheelman—"Yes; but where shall I get to

if I go down it?"

Rustic—"To the fur eend if ye goo fur

anuff."
Wheelman rides on, showering the choicest

blessings upon the intelligent countryman,
though, strange to say, there lingers in the cool

Summer air an odor not unlike sulphur while
these blessings fall from his lips.

It is step by step one reaches Rome, not by a
single leap. It is in cycling very much as it is

in life, it is the improvement of the little things
that has made it so near perfect. The princi-

ples of both life and wheeling remain to-day
almost identical with what they were at their

inception, but by the constant adding to and
perfecting the small accessories of both has the
perfection of each been arrived at. I remember
well when the first machines were imported that
they were equipped with what our English
cousins delight in calling "spanners." Now, in

about fifty per cent, of cases these destroyers of

man's good temper were found to fail to fit some
important nut on the wheel, and when it worked
loose at a point where it was use that " spanner"
or walk, I have often thought how funny it

would have been to see that "spanner" sinking
down through the earth, as it surely would have
had to do to reach the place it was condemned
to by the irate wheelman. Now a monkey-
wrench—what a name that is—makes the old
failures of the "spanner" impossible, and the
rider finds one less excuse to negatively bless

the wheel manufacturer.

named Keith, having resurrected some of that
State's old blue-laws for use in the case, which
happened in November, 1879. An appeal was
taken to the Superior Court by the wheelmen,
and the decision of the " mudhead" was at once
reversed.

We all dislike being criticised ; that is, being
faulted. We enjoy praise and commendation,
but blame and condemnation hurt us in a
tender spot. But if we are sure that our work
is good, true and useful, we should brave the
comments of Mrs. Grundy and go ahead, de-
spite the scorn and contempt of the unknowing
and unseeing. New truths, like cycling, are
seldom welcome, especially when they destroy
darling delusions. We cling to cherished con-
victions, and hate to give them up ; so we must
have a good deal of charity for those who find

fault with what we deem our best and most
valuable work. As an old Scotchman, who
many years ago endeavored to inculcate learn-

ing in me by means of a peach-tree sprout,

used to remark, "It is the best apple-tree that
is clubbed the most, the tallest tree that is the
most shaken by the wind, and that

It's the man who does the best,
Who gets more kicks than all the rest."

At the end of the Riverside Drive, which by
many is declared to be the finest public drive-

way in the world, stands the Hotel Claremont,
well known to every frequenter of the River-
side as a house of entertainment where prices

are as high as the cliff the building stands upon

;

but aside from the fact regarding the Clare-

mont, how many of the patrons of it are aware
that it was once a royal residence? Very few,
I am afraid, and yet a king once lived there.

Prior to the war of 1812 the Viscount Courtenay,
aftewards Earl of Devon, resided in it, but upon
the breaking out of the war returned to Eng-
land, and the British Minister became his suc-

cessor. When Napoleon the First met his down-
fall, his brother Joseph, ex-King of Spain, flee-

ing to America for safety, sought refuge in

Claremont and long resided there. The house
was originally built by a Dr. Post for a private
residence early in the present century, and was
by him named '

' Claremont. " In its long history

many famous people have been harbored with-
in its hospitable walls ; but few of the frequent-
ers of to-day know it otherwise than a place
where a drink and something to eat can be had
by all willing to pay exhorbitantly for same.

The first criminal prosecution against wheel-
men in this country was the arrest and fining

of live members of the Brockton Bicycle Club
for Sunday riding, a Massachusetts judge,

When the Chicago Club was organized, Sep-
tember i, 1879, they adopted one of the most
elaborate badges and mottos I have ever seen.

It was a jet diamond with gold garter, on which
appeared the motto, " Pedibus curremus alatis"

in black letters, the whole mounted upon a
wheel with three winged feet. Of course it was
to be expected that, as a Chicago institution,

some reference would be made to the feet that
have made the city famous ; but it does seem to

me that they might have omitted that "gold"
part of the badge on which the motto was in-

scribed.

An old English paper refers to wheelmen as
" wheelipeds."

In these days of luxurious quarters for wheel-
men, it is a fact to be deplored that as a result

of having others to look after and care for their

wheels that many riders know virtually nothing
about their machines. Every rider should un-

derstand perfectly about the structure of his

particular mount, and should be able to take it

apart and put it together again, as well as to

adjust the parts so that all will run perfectly

without rattle or shake. A good wheel is worthy
of the best care, and will repay the the rider

tenfold. By a little knowledge, easily obtained,

a wheelman may be able to extract himself from
dilemmas which would otherwise spoil his sport

and perhaps leave him stranded many miles

from home.

The English wheel papers, just now, are
taking up a great deal of their valuable space
with discussions, learned and otherwise, upon
the prevalency in this country of the baneful
chewing-gum habit among wheelmen and
women. Of course, in this, like many other
things, one must seek outside of home for the

news of what is being done in it; strangers,
and those removed from the scene of action,
always know so much more about one's affairs

than the actor of them ever does. It has cer-

tainly been a bit of painful news to me to learn
from England that we over here are so badly
afflicted as they declaie us to be, but it is equal-
ly wonderful to think that some of those know-
it-all correspondents about this country and the
failings and peculiarities of its wheelmen, have
not hit upon some of our real instead of fancied
peculiarities. Why has it not been noted that
in the dining-rooms of all of our prominent
wheel clubs that the Welsh rabbits there served
are invariably made from the rubber tyres of

defunct bicycles moistened with lubricating oil?

Or why have these critics of our natural and
national ignoranee failed to recount the fact of

the rider who was ordered by his physician to
take iron pills to build up his strength and sys-
tem, and who forthwith emptied the contents
of the bearing-boxes of his wheel down his
throat and then complained to the astonished
physician that he did not think the remedy was
doing him any great amount of good? These,
while equally as true as this chewing-gum
allegement, would indeed be worthy of report-
ing as evidences of the ignorance and degener-
acy of our riders here, but the other item is not
worth one-half the lying about it that has been
indulged in by English press men. Over here
any writer who could not work up a better
'

' fake " than this tutti-frutti one would be minus
his position at once, and could not, even with
such a proof of incapability, find employment
as a " circulation swearer" upon even the most
defunct of journals. Rather than see John
Bull filled up with such a lot of mush, I will

undertake to supply him with a good strong
dose of the failings, follies and faults of Amer-
ican riders, which, while containing equally as
much fact as his dose does, will, at the same
time, have a great deal more readable fiction in
it. Here is an excellent chance for an English
syndicate to get a real good investment. It

could easily be floated if its prospectus was
labeled '

' Syndicate for the Supply of Success-
ful Cycling Slanders, Unlimited."

Exhibited in London is an arrangement by
which two safeties can be coupled together by
bars about four feet apart, and upon a bamboo
frame occupying this space a small Maxim gun
can be mounted. Of course this is one of the
foolish ideas emanating from the brain of the
inventor crank seeking to take advantage of the
favorable notice the cycle has received from
the army authorities, but I am much afraid that
the wheeman is never going to be a great suc-
cess in war as an artilleryman, and this invent-
or is not going to make a fortune out of his idea
unless he reads this item and adopts my ideas,
for which I will make no charge when I consid-
er the good that will come to cycling through
them. Leave the gun and the coupling just as
it is, only some sort of a light hamper must be
built over the weapon so that at first glance it

will look like it was an innocent package being
carried home by the riders. The object of this

disguise is to make the whole affair an alluring
bait to the "road hog." Further, electrical im-
provements must be made to discharge the gun
whenever the riders of the wheels are over-
thrown, then let it be ridden upon sonic road
frequented by the "hog," and the result can
easily be foreseen. Seeing a strange and rather
cumbersome cycle approaching, he will, true
to his hoggish instincts, not fail to run it down.
The wheelmen will then make the usual effort

to save their wheel and selves, but without suc-

cess; the triumphant terror of the road lands
upon the machine with wheel and hoof, there is

an explosion, and a ten-pound chunk ol lead
lands in the neighborhood of the six-ounce dia-

mond upon his breast, and he has gone to join

the only good "road hogs" the dead ones.
No jury composed of self-respecting or intelli-

gent human beings could bring in a verdi<
anything else but "justifiable hogieide " in such
case, and after a few more similar experiences
the remaining road monopolists might be in-

duced t<> allow some one else a small portion of
the highways; if they did not the medicine
could be again and again administered until
the cure was effected. 1 hope that the inventor
of this new engine of war will take kind
the ideas 1 have here outlined, because
does 1 am going to apply for the agency in this
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:ry. feeling certain that there is .1 small
fortune- in handling such an effective persuader

lis would be.

d that the road to a man's
through his stomach; in other w

the easiest way to win him is t. . feed him well
and then the game is won. English ride-

lirni believers in this theory, and it is pro;

that as a mark of the rider's appreciation of the
. work that the Ripley Road menders had

done upon the celebrated road scored to " The
•.hat a banquet t>e given them by the

wheelmen. Now, here sensible inno-

n ; it follows out the brazen rule of "do
unto others as they do unto you." and since the

menders have enabled thousands of wheel-
men to enjoy their dinners after a ride over the

illy kept Ripley Road, it is but just that

the wheelmen let their benefactors enjoy their

dinner at the expense of the riders. I hope to

see the plan carried out to a successful issue.

I >• '\ S U AHBO.

WHEEL GOSSIP.

Tin k, near Philadelphia, is to be widened
tha carve*, banked before next season's races.

It is announced that a six-day bicycle race took
place at Grant Island, Xeb., commencing 00 Dc-cem-

Kellv and Draper, on a tandem, covered five miles on
the Montgomery Avenue course, Philadelphia, in

recently.

.1 Charles H. Bemenderfer, of
n, Ind., have both been declared professionals

ui I lavol.

:n the bi-weekly progn
• - tournament of the Yonkers Bicycle Clu

. I Marsden, jr.

The new club-house of the Canton, Ohio, Bicycle
tiiy opened on December . by a house

wrftming and a banquet.

Bth, on December 8, of
. inville, III., due to his becoming

overheated from bicycle riding.

•nen are making great prepara-
tion for a reception to be held on January 14. Over

D hundred invitations will be Issued.

Twenty members of the Soinerville Cycle Club have
entered the whist tournament recently inaugurated.
The club will hoi 11 Decembi

• -i 11 red an
I will Introduce indoor tennis
annnal ball Decembei

nen Inti OUTagC
Join the New Vor ..

club has a membership

Th. the Tioga Ath-
• nturv Wheelmi

. for the (prmer club by a

road
The prise to be

awnr oner is .1
' and u

N , 1 v,

.;t..n. I) «'.. has
where she

-asant cy

The Una;
'

Ailman

1 ooms
ek with a musii

cutra and a

The fast riders of •

start
•ition for the hampagne, »•> ha

On :

t fie-

ri, lib. of Omaha, held ti

annua! tournament • mile
road race for the championship ol the State wa
by J. K. Martin . A number of track events
were held in the evening

The Hartford Wheel Club, Colt's Bicycle Club and
the Columbia Cycle Club, all ol Hartford, partici-
pated in a joint rifle tournament on Thanksgiving
Day, The two Brat-named clubs scored
each and the latter club 252 points.

3 • n men started in the Rhode Island Wheelmen's
twelve mile handicap road race on Thanksgiving
Day. The times made were as folio.

17s"; Hutchins, 51m. <•..: Woodley, 51m. j$s.; Rogers,
. Wooley, ;;m . - •.

, Barker, i im. 59s.

The New Orleans cyclists are anxiously awaiting
the arrival of a i ush;..ned-tyred safety which has
been ordered bv Harry H. Hodgson, It will be the
first machine fitted with the new tyre in the city,

when it arrives, and will receive marked attention
from the wheelmen.

The Ladies' National Bicycle Club, of Rochl
N. V.. held an enjoyable reception on Monday even-
ing of this week, the attendance numbering about
400, including representatives from the various other
wheel clubs of the city. An admirable programme of
vocal and instrumental music was rendered.

A. G. Powell, a veteran Philadelphia wheelman, and
the designer of a new hickory safety, tested the
merits of his invention recently by riding from Darby
to Newark, m miles, in ten hours. He is of the opin-
ion that any one in proper condition can easily cover
the distance over the- same route in nine hours.

The Wakefield i.Mass. 1 Bicycle Club held their min-
strel entertainment on Friday evening of last week,
and the affair proved highly successful. Twenty
members took active part in the burnt cork produc-
tion, and they were assisted by various musical clubs.
Dancing was indulged in after the entertainment.

On Sunday. December bi, the Harlem Wheelmen
will attend divine service at the Mt. Morris Baptist
Church. The Rev. Dr. W. C. Bitting sent the club a
special invitation, which was duly accepted. They
will leave the club-house at 10 a. m. and march down
to the church in a body, where the centre aisle
will be reserved for their use.

The Postorla (Ohio) Bicycle Club issued an unusually
pretty and artistic announcement card for their
"ladies' night" entertainment on December ;. An
orchestra was in attendance and many choio -

tions were rendered during the evening. A supper
was served at 11 p. m. The club has about thirty
names on the membership roll.

The Pennsylvania Bicycle Club held their annual
election of officers on Thursday of last week, which
resulted as follows: President, A T. Braihcr; Vice-

lent, W. H Street; Treasurer. I, B. Young;
McKinstry; Assistant Secretary, w.

s Harper; Captain, George T. Laing. Addli
irs: D, \v Baker and Prank

Detwiler.

The sum of $i7j has already been subscribed to-

wards the s.v Citizens' Cup by the- New Orleans
townspeople interested in Cycling. A series ot handi-
cap] rill be run for the cup, -and the win-
ner ol each race will receive a gold medal and ins
name and time- will be engraved '!! the trophy. It

will remain in li 11 until he meets with de-
feat at the hands of one of the othei contestants.

A paragraph In an exchange reads : "The ever in-
mand lor wheels and the Large number of

new riders being daily added to the number of wheel-
in. n sc 111 upon the streets of about every . Hy and
town in the country, proves that bicycling is fa

coming the ni"st popular of outdoor diversions
among the lof people. It is estimated that

are a quarter of a million
of wheelmen In the United states.

W. S. Mallby writes ns lr..tn Bai " on
ilier 4th. Mr. Maltby arrive. I in San

..n \'..\.-n Iteamer Australia. Hi-

writes that he had a n ..ml ton r 111 Ans:
and that he spent two months pleasantly st the

dan islands. At the present tin Ing a
m.mi I

i
' tvlllon in

s.ui I 1 finishing.
ment, Ifi Mall by will . om<

mgementa I thibitions during the
Winter iub entertainn

il the Hai lem w
which tool n .is |. .Mows A

-itist,

1 the mo

I L01
b aptain, to

r to the most popular.
•

lar la

most popul an was ».

:hr hitherto

ill no .

in Wheelmen at a i
•

an amendment to their by nnual
' in h t.. January. Thi

in on
dally to give the n. • imple time to become
thoroughly accustomed to their various dn:

Our Stamford, I indent writes: Sound
Beach has the I It is but a small ti

ride from Stamford, through it to l<:\

back by the pi the town ha.
inywhere within

- ne distance from here. They s im-
proving them wherever they fit

whenever a e yclc-r has any friend stopping with
him you may be sure- that the first opportunity 1

is given a turn over these fine
is the home of the now famous ** Solitary Club." and
much credit is due it for the untiring

roads, well ni.n Noro-
'arien and even Stamford cope after this ener-

getic little township.

The active membership roll of the Plaintield Bil
Club contains the names ot an unusually large num-
ber ot prominent men of local lam. them
may be named M I Alexan.:
poration Counsc 1, ex-City Judge Wm,
M. Stillman, Borough Counsel Charli
Mayor of the Borough Dr. |. H Cooley, Councilmen
.1 I. Jenkins acid Townsend Rushmore, and Council-
man-elect Ernest K Ackerman. 1

offered for bodily exercise bv the addition of the
gymnasium are availed ol by the members in large-
numbers, and the situation of the club-house within
a half-minute's walk of the North Avent

makes it particularly convenient lor
who ride to the- train in the mornil . their
wheels in during their absence in the city.

The police in certain parts of Bnglaj
severe in enforcing the ordinances which
tiding after dark without lights and on
Cyclists whose lights have been extinguis
sudden jar or blast ot wind have
although they have- pointed to the glowing wick
proof of its momentary extinguishment wit
Riders returning late at night "from a long journey,
having burned all their oil, are :

wheelman recently resorted to a footpath lor tu
yards or so, in order lei avoid a mas-
Hint atones placed in the road for repi
pounced upon by a blue-coated guardian, and in I

the next day was compelled to pay the fine.

riders Of this country can congratitla-
being tree from the presence of such hard-hearted
and vexatious police officiS

The \ agai .. I
..--: 's . ; enth

Governor Hill's plan for S
sprinkle the State- with "cheap Del liti-

cians." Referring to tins the- Ken luster
marks: " The condition ot the count!
dalously bad, am
they will not be any better until a b<

supervision is invented for them and .

I q lUld take care of the:
wish to interfere with them. Bl :.'t. They
do not put work enough on them, and what work

not intelligent!
plied. Of course tei have- the State un
ol .my of the count ry

t to be I

to grumble: but in this, as in other parti,
agricultural community |s

seeing where its true il I

.red along all the much-lauded macadam
roads of England are well kept
frequently
found where tricycli

joy their chops, steaks and • irimmi:
vitinK I

about a I

along the roads, and in the
they abound in
furnished, and all the wan:
teously and promptly attel OUn-

winsj no .loui.t -

.
•

by the highways, such institutions are un-
known. Ti

ish inn, attending .

mand for liquid
1 midday 11

cunt! s his
commendation.

A two-column illusl
•1 was published in th.

I
i '., and. UI

lion

a great •
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THE MILITARY CYCLIST.

THE WOUNDED SCOUT—A TALE OF THE NEXT WAR.
The cycling scout to the war has gone,
Behind a hedge you'll find him,

A magazine gun he has girded on,
And a tool-bag slung behind him;

" Spotted mouse," cried the warrior bold,
" I hear some martial drumming,

" I'd like to stay, but 1 must away,
" For it might be the foeman coming."

The cyclist fell !—but the foeman's ball
Did not bring his proud. soul under

—

In fact, he never was hit at all,

Though he swore he was, like thunder;
But a hen—illstarred—in the front mud-guard,
Effected the transaction,

And the scar on his brow he alludes to now
As "a scratch I got in action." —Irish Cyclist.

The Cyclist for December publishes a sketch and
portrait of "Charlie " Huntington, of Hartford. Few
cyclists have had the opportunity to meet Mr. Hunt-
ington, as he never came into the "madding crowd,"
except at the annual Hartford race meets. Mr. Hunt-
ington was Chief Consul of Connecticut, and carried
that division in his vest pocket, much as " Davy " Post
does to-day. He had a great knowledge of the sport,

and at times his "views" found expression through
the Springfield Union, American Wheelman and the
Wheelmen's Gazette, when that paper was under the
management of Mr. Ducker. For the past two years
Mr. Huntington has been tied up with insurance or
banking, or something of that sort, and the cycling
world has known him not. For a small city HartfoTd
is renowned in a cycling way—with its great bicycle
factory, with its cycling paper, its great annual
meets, and also because it has given to cycling, politi-

cally speaking, Terry, Post and Huntington.

Ground has been purchased by the New Orleans
Bicycle Club, on which there will be erected a club-
house, complete in all its appointments. •

"To wheelmen accustomed to our rough, bumpy
and rutty roads, the highways of England are a reve-
lation of surprising delight," says a writer in the
Hartford Cyclist, who recently enjoyed a European
tour. " Smooth, well drained, macadamized roads,
properly made in the beginning, and kept constantly
in the best of repair, lead on from town to town with-
out £variation in quality, so that cycling becomes a
dream of motion without labor, of pleasure without
exertion. Take, for instance, the Great North Road,
the connecting link between London and Edinburgh,
the road over which in olden times the royal mail
coaches bowled merrily along between the two great
cities, completing the round trip in about a week. In
those days it was the most famous road in the king-
dom, and all pains were taken to keep it perfect. But
although its ancient glory has departed with the in-
coming steam horse and outgoing of the stage coach,
still it is wisely kept in excellent condition, and is now
a good example of the fine roads of England. The
roadway proper is about thirty feet wide, smooth and
hard as concrete, bordered on either side by green-
sward, twenty feet in width, and separated from the
neighboring fields by green hedges. Hills are cut
through and valleys are bridged over, so that the
grades are so light and well arranged as to make the
rise scarcely perceptible ; while in descending, the
smoothness of the road makes only a very slight
downward slope necessary for delightful coasting.
All along the road men are met with who are repair-
ing any damaged spots they can find, or trimming
the lawn-like sward and hedges, or picking up any
loose stones. Every mile is marked by a three-sided
iron mile post, showing the distance to LondSn and
also to the nearest important place in either direction.
Over such a road one can pedal at ten miles an hour
without fatigue, and, free from all care about his
wheel and anxiety about the road, can drink in the
pleasures of air and sky, or field and forest."

The Arlington Bicycle Club, ot New Orleans, will
hold their first "grand soiree dansante " on Friday
evening, December 12. A competent committee has
charge of the affair and it will undoubtedly prove a
success.

Christmas Presents.

EVERY BOY AND GIRl. WANTS A

TYPEWRITER,
The Typewriter is a teacher of Spelling and

Punctuation .

Useful, Durable, Instructive. Handsomely finish-
ed in Nickel-plate and Gilt, with solid Metal Type.
Price $15.00 complete, securely packed. We will sell
100 at $10.00 each until December 15th. Let us have
your order early before they are all sold.

5TdNMRD CYCLE CO.,
588 MAIN ST., BUFFALO, N. T.

Write for descriptive circulars of Christmas Bicycles
and Typewriters.

Please mention this paper.

IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEND TO

****** A. W. GUMP & CO., Dayton, Ohio, ******
FOR PRICES ON TYPEWRITERS AND BICYCLES. TYPEWRITERS RENTED.

BICYCLES, TYPEWRITERS AND GUNS TAKEN IN EXCHANCE.

THE JUNIOR

24-in. SAFETY
(DROP FRAME)

BALL BEARINGS
ALL OVER.

$35

A * BIG CHRISTMAS • BARGAIN.
. * e

uj a c

CO ft*
12 a a

-

CO rti

J«

'il

bt

Sm
U
ft

«

The same Junior the boys have been riding ever since safeties were

made. It has always sold for $50.00. We sell it for $35.00 in our store, and

that is rock bottom. If you cannot come and get one we will crate it and deliver

it to any express or freight depot in the city for 75c extra. This is a big

chance. Send in your order now, and have it shipped Christmas week. We
will send it C. O. D. on receipt of $5.00 rue money.

Kirk Brown Co., ltd., pTil1delpm
are

IR.

The Best is the Cheapest.
Is the Eclipse the Best ? Why not ?

It is built of material that is guaranteed to stand a

tensile strain of 80,000 pounds to tiik square inch.

The mechanism is the best that first-class tools and good
workmen can produce. It is a cycle that will last

for years, and will not cost its price every few years
for repairs. It is one of the easiest riding machines
made. It is noiselesstend made so as not ro rattle.

It is honestly built. Elegant spring fork and adjustable

saddle. Seethe Eclipse before buying. Price $ioo
Send for catalogue. Good agents wanted for al]

unoccupied territory.

Steel Pulley & Machine Works,

PATENTEES & SOLE MAKERS,

i\iu 1 \ i/o/.i.s. ; \ />.
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FRANK TRAYER,
•v^ The Largest Manufai Inrrr in

Ikt I nlted state* of

Ribbon Badges
FOR BALLS AND

PICNICS.

19 LEXINGTON AYENUE,

NEW YORK.
- nd Stamp for Illustrated

^ JoHn*-

-w HARfv°TT
*

*"*
terjEtais

CURS,
Badces and Pins-

Q Winter St.
° BO^TOISl
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T
n
o
$
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WRITS I"K NEK IND IBCONB*
iiimi i IS I ISS

BARANCE >.\

ALL WHEELS MUST BE SOLD.
ORDIS IBM * I OB * »<»m.

WfHTF. CYCLE >
. Trenton. N.J

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
I H orda -.'.-, .ruts

I ,. .. I Dftrl ICMM 40

AGENCY FOR SALE.
'i"ii«.- only cycle an;enc> in a booming
lOWa ol .i5,ooo, with nilleH of Kood
p.iM-iiirnis, wood and asphalt. Only
axencj in lifty miles. Mole control of
Victor, Star, lanle, Premier, and otlicr
whei'Klor region. Mtock of new and
second-band wheeiH and sundries
closed out for tush. Kcmovai rrom
K>«ii tans, for Hale. A sua rii K h|
parly, (ash talks. Address K., care
TfeC Wheel, I». O. Ilox 444, New vork.
Hew York Bleyrle Company, Hon. 4 and 6 Kait 60th

Mrret. S. I. Hen and St-rond-lland Msrhlurs. ('hole*
ussorinH.it. Prlrrs reasnnr ble. Wheel* to rent, (yrllns
trr.-ssorlrs.irall kinds. I lit of Rarsali.ii and >u»dn s
free upon application. OM mounts tak.-n In part n»y.
meat for Sew-

One-hall Interest In a lirst-elass t>i-

cycle Ntock company for sale, lull
particulars on application to «;.. care
of"The Wheel," f*. O. Box 444, KJ. V.
U'AM in Ordinaries, safeties, and tanden
' * ties ; pay as:;, but only if decided bargains, or

will exchange any other type of wheel. Knight Cycle
Co., 207 N. loth St., St. Louis. Mo.

F*OR SALE. Safety bicycle, hardly used: practical-
ly new. P. ft C., P. D. Box 444, N. v 1

COR SALE One Columbia Tandem Trlcycle,nearly
1 new, $140. One Columbia Tandem Safety, first-

< lass condition, $135, or in trade for a single Safety
and cash. J. \V. Hate, 124 Flatbush Ave., Hrooklvri,
N. Y. t. f. c

\i.\v WHEELS AT HALF PRICE—Having pur-
k' aaed a job lot of Columbia Victor and New
Mail Ordinaries, we will clear them out at the 1

figures touched yet. Here are samples : 5.. in. Expert
Columbia, new, $65; 50 in. New Mail, new, I65; 5a in.

Swift, new, $65; 50 in. Victor Jr., all but v.

nickled, new, $50. Here's some nearly new : 48 in.
Victor, $40 ; 48 in. Expert, $40 ; 52 in. Victor, $35 ; 52 in.

Royal Mail, $30; 50 in. Royal Mail, $2*.

5

ments Renting Repairing. Shipped for inspection
on receipt of $ 5 . KNIGHT CYCLE CO., 207 N. 10th
Street. St. I.ouis, Mo.

DARGAINS 1 in. Rudge, good order, $4..; 54 in.
1' star, tair condition, $ao; 51 in. Centaur, new.

. in. Centaur. $30. Acldrcs-. <; A. I.itchhult.
nox Avenue, New York. t. f. c

C • IV bicycle for sale for $ amberlin.
mea Building, City.

SolH Gold,

WATCH CHAIN BAR.

1 15, i8'<o.

- $5.50.
I

Gold Pilled, 1.25.

ELWELL * BICYCLE * TOURS.
Bermuda: Jan. aoth—Feb. 14th.
lCurope: June. July, August.

State which circular is desired,

F. A. ELWELL, 152 Pearl St., Portland, Me.

\ (

T T/

V

T TsJ CAN MAKE MONEYJ\Kj I *.\ 1 O H,Sellln,the

peopl^'5 Sypeiunter.

a midline made. Territory given la
ess,

WHITE CYCLE CO., Trenton. N. J.

The Wheel and Cycling Trade Review.
F. P. PKIAL. Editor and Proprietor.

243 Broadway, New York. P. 0. Box 444.

ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR.

Herewith I hand you %i.oo in payment for one v*

'; the i

. \ddi

Stntr

NO. |

j
Gold Filled Watch Charm
Parts all work, $2.50.

14A.

League Pin, Solid

Gold, *3.50.

No. 144B.

League Pin, Solid Gold

with top for letter-

ing, $5.00.

Same as 1 44B, except
top.

;|I> N

Same as 144B. except top.

Solid Gold,

.ineled, $2.00.

Solid Gold.

Enameled, $1 .75.

Solid Gold. Enameled
top tor engraving,

•3.00.

Solid Gold, Enameled
bottom plate for en-

gravlng, $1.75.

In

want

R

l K id HI'

Will i|

with

l\ li. CAMPBRIX)

2*3 Broadway, ' New York.
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PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY MORNING.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates.

Subscription Price,

Foreign Subscriptions, -

Single Copies, -

$1.00 a year

10s. a year

5 Cents

Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS €0.

Copy should be received by Tuesday morning.

Late Copy received until Wednesday morning.

Changes for Advertisements must be received by

Tuesday morning to insure insertion.

Special Advertising Matter received until Thurs-

day noon.

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION.

F. P. PRIAL,

Editor and Proprietor,

P. O. Box 444, 243 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its con-

tents and give us their patronage, and as far as

is convenient, aid in circulating the journal
aiid extend its influence in the cause which il

so faithfully serves. Subscription price, $1 per
year.

WE note among our new subscribers an
unusually large number of bicycle

agents. We believe that the trade has so

broadened that dealers find it necessary to keep

some cycling paper on file to follow all the

moves, and to keep the advertisements and
addresses of dealers before them. Time was
when the trade could be told off on one's

fingers, but happily this is no longer the case.

THE SUSPENSIONS.

The Board of Managers of the Amateur Ath-

letic meeting will be held to-night in New York.

At the meeting Chairman Davol and other

League officials will be present. The question

of the suspensions will be carefully considered,

and we may expect some important develop-

ments.

It is quite probable that William B. Curtis, of

the NewYork Athletic Club, will be present and
press a resolution which will provide that the

A. A. U. ignore all L. A. W. rulings and estab-

lish its own laws. It is certain that some mem-
bers of the A. A. U. Board will support Mr.

Curtis' proposition, but is improbable that any
such extreme measure will be adopted.

From conversations with members of the

A. A. U. Board we are inclined to think that

the outcome of the meeting will be the rein-

statement of the suspended men and the

adoption of some ironclad legislation which

will either legalize, limit or abolish the expense

payment system.

Leno V. Curtis, alias Nathaniel Sykes, convicted
November 12 of the larceny of a bicycle from John T.
Parsons, was sentenced to one year and one day in
the Albany Penitentiary last week. Gen. Carrington,
his counsel, stated that an application for pardon had
been prepared, and it was. signed by all the jurors
and a number of others,

THE BOWLING LEAGUE.

Four games have been played in the Wheel-
men's Bowling League since the last issue of

The Wheel, with the result that the Brooklyn

Bicycle Club, Hudson County Wheelmen and
Atalanta Wheelmen are now all tie for second

place, while the New York Bicycle Club holds

its own at the head of the list. The club has

not as yet lost a game. The Harlem Wheel-
mem have had two games placed to their credit

during the week, while the Manhattan Bicycle

Club and Riverside Wheelmen still have their

first game to win, this being their first season

in the League. None of the recent games that

have been played produced much excitement,

for in each instance the winning teams far out-

played their opponents. The scores made by
the majority of men on the various teams still

remains below 1 50. The results of the games
played during the week follow.

On Friday, December r2, the Brooklyn Bicy-
cle Club met with their first defeat, the game
being played with the Harlem Wheelmen at the
latter' s alleys. The score:

Harlem.
s. s. b. Scr.

Emanuel 1

Kittle 1

Mainhardt 2

Lord o
Macy ...2
Braden 2

Shaffer 1

Boise o

162

125
129

"3

156

6

7
8

5

4
7 118
8 106

Brooklyn.
s. s. b. Scr.

Matthews 1 3 6 129
Cooke 1

Quimby 3
Allen 1

Cosey 1

Mead 1

Bailey 1

Lewis 1

Total 1027Total 1040

FRAMES.
Brooklyn B. C. . . .133 244 346 461 553 652 741 840 919 1027
Harlem W 104 207 303 420 531 631 730 842 933 1040

Umpire, C. E. Fraser : Scorers, T. A. Ridabock, C.
W. Coe.

The New York Bicycle Club rolled a game
with the Hudson County Wheelmen on Monday
of this week, December 15, at the alleys of the
Jerseymen, and scored another victory for
themselves without the least difficulty. The
score

:

Hudson Co. Wheelmen.
s. s. b. Scr.

Christian 2 4 4 143
Edick o 3 7
Huson 1 1 8

Burnham o 6 4
Cordner 1 3 6

Robertson 1 2 7
Earl 4 2 4
Tuthill 2 3 5

119
112

135
126
123
166
142

N. Y. Bicycle Club.
s. s. b. Scr.

Odell 1 s 4
Rossire 1 6 3
Schaeffer 2 3 5
Heydecker 2 5 3
Charlotte o 3 7
Nisbett 3 5 2
Stott 2 3 5
Findley 5 3 2

Total 1226Total 1066

FRAMES.
H. C. W 119 239 358 435 539 658 742 858 938 1066
N. Y. B. C 134 271 415 528 635 766 876 1001 1121 1226

Umpire, Mr. Orfeur ; Scorers, C. F. Hopkins and H.
E.. Lansing.

On the same evening, December 15, the
Riverside Wheelmen lost their fifth consecutive
championship game, this one being played on
their own alleys, the Harlem Wheelmen defeat-
ing them by a large margin. The score

:

Harlem.
s. s.

Emanuel 1 1

Kittle 2 1

Mainhardt 1 6
Belmer 2 4
Macy 4 2

Braden 3 4
Shaffer 3 5
Boise o 4

b. Scr.
8 106

121

147
146
170
163
168

127

RIVERSIDE.
S. S. b

Miller 1 3 6
Driggs 2 o 8
Boughton 4
Allen o
Bargebuhr 1

Fitch o
Burr 2

Cossitt ..2

Scr.
no
IOI

147
"3
98
141

140

139

Total 1148 Total

FRAMES.
Harlem W 108 244 311 428 557 677 789 900 1013 1148
Riverside W 91 192 302 402 498 584 686 782 871 989

Umpire, S. W. Van Buren ; Scorers, R. S. Mason and
W. W. Bradley.

The stentorian voice of Umpire Emanuel, of

the Harlem Wheelmen, resounded throughout
Bidwell's bowling apartment on Thursday even
irig, December 18, when he announced to tin-

spectators the result of each ball sent rolling

down the alleys in the game between the Man-
hattan Bicycle Club and Atalanta Wheelmen.
With two or three exceptions the members of

the two teams bowled in poor form, hut never
theless the game was iu the hands of the New
arkers from the first frame. The score

;

Atalanta wheelmen.
s. s. b. Scr.

Miller o 5 5 130
Terbell 4 4 2 177
Hornfeck 5 3
Berry o 4
Struck o 2
E.Millar 3 1

E. Halsey o 6

Edwards 1 3

118

Total 11

Manhattan B. C.
s. s. b. Scr.

W. Newgass. . .2

Pederson 1

Pelin o
Connor 1

Post I

McFarland o
E. Newgass . . . 1

E. Keane 1

144
109

99
"3

93
132
109

Total 937
FRAMES.

A. W 95 195 295 400 520 649 755 859 988 noi
M. B. C 86 183 272 357 458 538 660 742 840 937
Umpire, Otto Emanuel ; Scorers, S. DeYough, E. M.

Halsey.

The standing of the clubs to date is as fol-

lows:
To Highest Average

Won. Lost. Play. Score. Score.
New York B. C 408 1226 1164
Atalanta Wh'lmen 318 1335 1167^
Brooklyn B. C 318 1138 1096
Hudson Co. W 318 1084 1077^
Harlem Wh'lmen. 237 1148 1075 4-5
Manhattan B. C... o 4 8 1042 943K
RiversideWh'lmen 057 1062 942 2-5

The results of the games that have been
played are as follows

:

Nov. 17—Hudson County vs. Harlem. Result, H. C.
W., 1081 ; Harlem, 1074.

Nov. 17—N. Y. B. C. vs. Atalanta. Result, N. Y. B.
C, 1173; A. W., H45.
Nov. 21—Brooklvn B. C. vs. Riverside W. Result,

B. B. C, 1138 ; R. W., 879.
Nov. 24—Riverside W. vs. Hudson Co. W. Result,

H. C. W., 1084; R. W., 989.
Nov. 28—Harlem vs. Atalanta. Result, A. W., 1218

;

H. W., 1195 (eleven frames.)
Nov. 28—Brooklyn vs. Manhattan. Result, B. B. C,

1092 ; M. B. C, 940.
Dec. 4—Atalanta vs. Riverside. Result, A. W., 1331;

:

R. W., 793.
Dec. 4—Manhattan vs. New York. Result, N. Y. B.

C, 1149; M. B. C, 1042.
Dec. 8—New York Bicycle Club vs. Harlem Wheel-

men. Result, N. Y. B. C, 1108 ; H. W., 1029.
Dec. 8—Hudson County Wheelmen vs. Manhattan

B. C. Result, H. C. W., 1080; M. B. C, 855.
Dec. 8—Riverside Wheelmen vs. B. B. C. Result,

B. B. C, 1130; R. W„ 1062.

Dec. 12—Harlem Wheelmen vs. Brooklyn Bicycle
Club. Result, H. W., 1040; B. B. C, 1027.
Dec. 15—Hudson County Wheelmen vs. New York

Bicycle Club. Result, N.. Y. B. C, 1226; H. C. W., 1066.

Dec. 15—Riverside Wheelmen vs. Harlem Wheel-
men. Result, H. W., 1148; R. W., 989.
Dec. 18—Manhattan Bicycle Club vs. Atalanta

Wheelmen. Result, A. W., noi ; M. B. C, 937.

Wh

The following games are scheduled for De-
cember and January

:

Dec. 22—Riverside Wheelmen vs. Manhattan Bicy-
cle Club, at New York.
Dec. 26—Brooklyn Bicycle Club vs. Atalanta Wheel-

men, at Brooklyn.
Dec. 29—Hudson County Wheelmen vs. Brooklyn

Bicycle Club, at Tersey City.
Jan. 2—Harlem Wheelmen vs. New York Bicycle

Club, at New York.
Jan. 5—Hudson County Wheelmen vs. Riverside

Wheelmen, at Jersey City.
Jan. 8—Atalanta Wheelmen vs. Brooklyn Bicycle

Club, at Newark.
Jan. 9—Harlem Wheelmen vs. Manhattan Bicycle

Club, at New York.
Jan. 12—New York Bicycle Club vs. Riverside

Wheelmen, at New York.
Jan. 15—Manhattan Bicycle Club vs. Brooklyn Bicy-

cle Club, at New York.
Jan. 15—Atalanta Wheelmen vs. Hudson County

Wheelmen, at Newark.
Jan. 16—Harlem Wheelmen vs. Riverside Wheel-

men, at New York.
Jan. 19—Riverside Wheelmen vs. Atalanta Wheel-

men, at New York.
an. 19—New York Bicycle Club vs. Hudson County
heelmen, at New York. •

Jan. 22—Manhattan Bicycle Club vs. Harlem Wheel-
men, at New York.
Jan. 23—Brooklyn Bicycle Club vs. New York Bicy-

cle Club, at Brooklyn.
Jan. 29—Atalanta Wheelmen vs. NewYork Bicycle

Club, at Newark.
Jan. 29—Manhattan Bicycle Club vs. Hudson County

Wheelmen, at New York'.

The game that was scheduled for December
22 between the New York Bicycle Club and the
Hudson County Wheelmen, has been postponed
until January 19.

Our suggestion that some of the Philadelphia chili

correspondents "brace up " appears to have bad some
effect. Two Philadelphia cyclists, public cycling men
in their way, tell us that the better ami older classes
of cyclists heartily agree that tin- weekly outpi
the Quaker citizens and citizencsses who-write with
case, is diluted, puerile ami nauseating though there
are others who charge us with hy per-nicntal develop-
ment ami charge us in the same breath with talent
ami loquacity, We dropped the pei>Mc of suggestion
in Philadelphia's peltieid and placid pool with the
best of intentions. We had no desire toshak.
the Public Building, nor to rip up the asphalt on
North Broad Street We are certain that someday
the correspondents of our expanding contempo
will regard with red ami painful feelings the
11 Tommy Rol " they now so much admire, We rattier

enjoyed the good "Flyer's" bree
s

Bare up *

word to Margery. Truly was red the favorite color
of Rembrandt and fasso? It is also a favorite tin
the undergraduate and the Chinese l.iiin,i ,

1
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NEWARK

The billiard and pool room of the Atalanta Wheel-
men's new house was thrown open on M < ning

k, and the
club throughout. The department in question is fin-

ished . llle club i

; well-apt*
the recent removal > >f the

club I tuts, the tables have been out of use
month or more, and then now most

difrU in opportunity to cultivate
the ivory balls As soon as the

.-. the postponed
.rnaments will be inaugurated.

The club has recently clothed their colored janitor in

a blue uniform with Kilt stripes
which he is justly proud. The house has been re-

painted without and within, and as soon as the fur-

nishing is entirely completed, the A. \V. will p
an abode in which they can secure a great variety of
cornf'

Washington is not the only city that can boast of
having I':. utters delivered by a carrier on
wheels, for one of Newark's postmen is the possessor
of a safety, and expedites the delivery of the mails by
the use of his machine in the fulfillment of his duty.
The route of this particular carrier begins several
miles distant from the general post office, and so, in-

. .11 walking t.> the beginning of his route and
D alter he has none his rounds, he mounts

his wheel and merrily bowls along the granite-paved
•. s until he reaches the first house in his district.

Here he leaves his machine until he has climbed all

the stoops and descended all the basements necessary
in connection with his business, when he returns and

back to the post office on his safety. As the car-
rier is ob!:. BT his route four times each day,
the bicycle not only saves him shoe leather and weari-

itly facilitates good service at his
hands. H apes on his way all those people
who consider a carrier a walking post-office, with full

facilities for the selling of stamps, registering letters,

a mailing department, and a never-failing inquiry
bure> I. He is the object of much envy to all

the other postmen on the route.

* that the Brooklyn and Hudson County bowl-
ing contingents have both lost a game, they are in

ime posit: ill tie for second
The Newark howlers only chance for first

I the New York Club when they
visit this citv. If neither clnb looses a game before
that time (January -'' tt,t- event will be one of the

Interesting games in the .series, as it will cause
for first place between them should the Atalantas

win the game.
L'pon the culmination of this plan the Atalantas

are placing all their faith, and if they roll the balls as
well in the match games yet to come as they have
been doing in practice, their hopes will undoubtedly
be re. I be game played with the Riversides

lonnced m some of the
won by default, the Riversides

having but six men present, and the game played
during the evening, in which the clul
called a friendly mat mis not the . .is,-, now-

The club awaited the arrival of the two miss-
ing New Yorkers until 9.15, and nothing was said by

r club in r to throwing up the game,
although the Riversides averred at the start that their
chances for v: Had the game
been a friendly one the Newark clnb would not have
played eight men to six.

lay Inst was an unusually fine day for wheeling
atth: ids in the Orange

was sharp,
bright, and the only

strong
the ride:

owed awny their mounts for the Winter took
and appeared

on t
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ana was largely att-

Buffalo riders may obtain THE Wheel from F. E.

, . West Huron Street, Buffalo, N Y

! on Sunday week by a two-foot
• snow, which, of course, put wheeling out of the

question.

^respondent writes us: '• Memphis seems to be
nothing but dust, negroesand cotton. The streets arc-

in a horrible condition."

The ASSOC i.ited Cycling Clubs of Philadelphia have
in contemplation the holding of an exhibition early in

189a on the plan of the Stanley show of London.

The New York State Division Meet Committee have-
finally wound up the business connected with the
meet.' It is reported that the net profits are $950.

The Baltimore Cycle Club's house has recently been
renovated and fitted throughout with incandescent
electric lights. The club will keep open house on
Christmas Day.

The Bay City Wheelmen, of San Francisco, have de-
cided to hold a series of club road races during next
season, one or two each month. The club has also
adopted a new uniform.

We met Thomas Stevens in the Park on Sunday
King his constitutional. Mr. Stevens is busily

at work on his new book, describing his fourteen
hundred horseback rides across Russia.

The Louisville Cycle Club's dance, reception and
banquet on the evening of December 29, is to be lim-
ited in attendance to members of the club. It will be
the first exclusive affair that the club has held.

The Century Wheelmen intend to give a minstrel
performance during January, in the wheelroom o!

their club-house. A reception will be held after the
entertainment. The club will keep open house on
New Year's Day.

The New York Athletic Club have agreed to adopt
the Citizens' uniform as their club bicycle uniform.
The Citizens' badge will also be adopted, with the
addition of the winged toot, which has so long been
the emblem of the New York Athletic Club.

The interior of the New York Bicycle Club's house
was decorated with the best productions of the hot
house on Thursday evening of this week, and greatly
resembled a well-tilled conservatory. The 0CCJ
was the first winter reception of the club, and the
house was thronged until a late hour by the members
and their invited guests.

On December 6 the Alameda Bicycle Club held a
paper chase, about fifteen members forming the pack.
The two hares led the hounds a long chase, and suc-

d in reaching the starting point without being
captured, In the evening the wheelmen enjoyed a

illy prepared dinner. The club has been invited
to attend in a body the performance of trick-rider
Multby at the Olympian rink.

The Cluster Co, Wheelmen, of West Chester, Pa .

are endeavoring to have some of the roads running
into their town macadamised, ami have appointed a
Committee Of three t" Confer With the Road Improve-
ment Committees of the Hoard 1 he wheel-
men illy desirous of having the road run-
ning from West Chester to Bcrwyn improved in order

ire an outlet to Philadelphia over good roads.

The Riverside Wheelmen intend to hold a reception
on New Year's l-'.vc. The following nominations have

made for the annual election which takes place
on January . : President, R. !•'. Mar
dent, J. I". Pitch; Secretary, II Robinson ; Treasurer,
L. H. John I D, I". A. Powers; First l.iculen-

B. Stilger; Second Lieutenant, J. W. Judge;
Third Lieutenant, w. Barker.

WhtettMg evident!]
entitled "Shame. Mr. Prial." in which it brought UStO
task tor OUt statement that the English cycling jour-

'

We had nothing further to
with nun who know havt

I our original statement In ignoring Whtti
; be editors of t

the truth of the old axiom that "It is better •

I than to be igno:
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1. k C. w . io yards, time,
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nd . II H Skid in
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that Wirgund, wlm hud 11

I use a
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ar» also Supplied with vai

'•Have you been suspended?" seems to be the most
popular question nowadays among amateurs.- Bicy-
cling World. Not so; but rather, "I wonder why I

was not suspended ?"
i

On the Casino Plaza in the Park on Sunday after-
noon last two nincompoops did much to hurt the
sp.irt. At the Casino, wheelmen and horsemen most
do congregate, and the horsemen were amused and

Ition the nincompoops made of

M Ives. They were on ordinaries. They touched
linger points and made circles ; they locked arms and
made circles ; more curves to show off to the crowd ;

more idiotic meanderings up and down, here and
there and yonder. They had the sublime conceit to
fancy they were skillful and edifying, whereas they
were asinine and idiotic. They wore caps and bangs;
their faces were vacuous, their manners altogether
light-waiated and silly-billyish. Will ler of
THE WHEEL show them this paragraph?

h»v<

"
I "'I 11

not yet been made public.
>f the 1

FILINGS.

Mr. R. Philip Gormully, who has been spending a
week in the Last, kit New York for Chicago on Friday
morning.

J. R. Hasleton has decided to leave Philadelphia and
go to New Orleans to open a branch house of the
strong & Green <

The .Scottish Cyclist is of the opinion that American
inventors are niuch better treated and protected in

the matter of patents than are Englishmen.

The Schwalbach Cycle Co. are conducting a bean-
guessing contest for a boy's or girl's Junior Safely.
The CO -.citing a deal of interest In Brooklyn.

At a meeting of the Society of Cyclists, held in Lon-
don on December ./. a new spring frame safety was
shown by the Quadrant Tricycle Co., of which much
is expected.

A manufacturer of umbrellas in Bavaria has Invent-
ed a sunshade or umbrella for bicycles. It is attached
to the handle-bar by means of straps in such a manner
as not to inconvenience the rider.

Prince Wells is working on a new device in the tyre
line, which he claims will have all the advantages and
none of the weaknesses of the cushion tyre. It will
have a coil wire through the centre.

Fire in the basement of A. G. Spalding ,v Bros' store
I'll Market Street. Philadelphia, last week did several
thousand dollars damage to the building and gi

The loss was greatest in the bicycle department

The A. P. Ricard Manufacturing Co., which
formerly located at Toledo, Ohio, and which made a
number of cheap safeties, has been removed to Mar-
shall, Mich., and will branch out a bit more in the
wheel line next \ 1

The people of Sanduskv, Ohio, have only become lu-

ted in cycling during; I erthe-
tere are between forty and fifty wheelmen in

that city. The prill Dl is Nir. P I.. Yan
Alstyne," proprietor of the Barney Hardware Store.

The directors of Humber A- Co., Limited, have I

a statement for the buslnes mber
1 i.. 1

.

[he < oin-
pany will this year pay a dividend of 4 per cent., in-
stead of the usual g per cent. The reduction of divi-
dend is caused by the fact that the
manager recentlv abscon it of

j£j,386.

11 \ Losier&Co bave engaged Clarence Smith to
sell "Giants " for them through Michigan and Illii

Clan 1 that the firm ha to give him
time to conduct his European tour. The tourists will
sail for that country on July .-.,. iS.yi will

small touring party from Buffs
alls through Canada, some time during the

next riding season.

I Elmer Pratt, who is traveling for the Qormully &
Jeffery Co., writes us from Richmond, Kent
Alter leaving Bowlir.
moth Cave and other point

in the blue grass pikes, will
as tine a riding conn:
are made of tin,

1 1 avel they
The hills lit'

furnish coasts to be remembt

The majority : thi ridi rs In k- ntm ky an- still rid-
ing 01

Up to the safety. As
beard of them, and 1!

do not kill

ignorance that is at < tiling As
a number ol nt to
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*«UICS©R © SAFETY K<*

UHITAN WANTS BUT LITTLE HERE BELOW," but you will find it pretty generally

true that he wants all he can get, and often more. He certainly wants the

best thing when he buys a bicycle. The men who buy bicycles are growing to

appreciate more and more that it PAYS to buy THE BEST. It is this appreciation more than

anything else that makes the big demand for VICTORS. We have always believed it would

pay to MAKE the best, and the success of the VICTORS is the justification of our belief.

ASK VICTOR RIDERS.

©vermai? UJty^l Co.,

BOSTON. WASHINGTON.

Office ar)d pac;tory, Q?ieopee palls, (T)a55.
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but the II through.

Public-spirited citizens J., re-

cently helJ n public meeting and put in Operation
ilions which will ultimately give improved

cir town.

The Denver Ramblers have elected the folio

r the next term of office: President, R. II

.-. | a. Mi i luin . rreasurer, W. B.

iptain, A. V. Stauffer.

Our char the Baron Mun-
: cycling " ave caught the

of the people on the other side, and the English •

men have stuck it on their pen-points.

rmal talks on Sunday
last at the the club- le Detroit Wheelmen.

.rst subject " The "talks"
will be continued on i I I ;;.

The Ho •>' Wheelmen intend to pur
ll-appointed house, centrally lo

next season, and the .n list that ha»
started is meeting with gratify i:..

The Manhattan Bicycle Club have issued a handy
little thirty-page pamphlet which contains the i

tutio; rules of the club, as well as
and mem

The first athletic entertainment of theColuml
Iphia, was held on Monday even
sing, wrestling and music gained the

nun in attendance.

The Columbia
high! " their fair which was

initiation. It [a

The Riv. •.. have an-
nounced their

. I. and it

Willis "lb which ir right.

Th- IB athletic entertain-
ment in thi

amuse-
ment.

The Ansonia «.'>>nn. > Wheel Club were enterl
'

rmer club inti r

id will hol

week.

Th- ption
of t

last « ' IllTant
Id in the town, and

i if |ulv

At •

-

hav.

Those who

• ijf. • ri

rjranise

Aseventv inong the events

C. A. Wilton
t and Ha ond. The final

was won by II. ,:

it Vernon Wheelmen md dough-
nut party," on Thurs
great. . represent from
man-. i-r Philadelphia cln veral
sparring matches and pool tournaments were indulged
in.

At the last meeting of the Rhode Islend Wheelmen
icial entertainment on the
In New Y. hould

the weather pro Iub run will be held.
Many of the participants will appear in fancy COS-

The Kings County Wheelmen held their regular
monthly stag entertainment on Tuesday even
this week. Wrestling, boxing and sparring by mem-
bersand outside talent won the plana I owd,
and were the most attractive part of the evening's
programme.

" A prouder bov than Ernest A. Allan, the winner of
the bicycle at Naomi ur, does not exist in

Washington," says Va* Sunday Herald of that city.

The bicycle in question was a half-nickeled Ideal
Rambler, valued at $98, from the warerooms of L. B.

Graves >v I

The sensation imparted to a rider over a smooth
road when covered with two or three inches 01 soft,

yielding snow is similar to the exhilaration experi-
by the iirst ride on a cushion-tyred wheel

slipping occurs to a greater extent with a safety than
with a high wheel.

The first two games played in the Brooklyn Bli

Club rnainent, on Wednesday evening of
this week, were won by Messrs Raymond and Corby
and Messrs I Skinner. The pool tournament
was also opened on the same cvenii:. I ullcr

d both W. P. Brown and J. W. SchoelTer.

The Toronto Bicycle Club's three handicap road
i during the past season for ten, twenty and

thirty miles, resulted as follows: N'oswith, 10 points;
Robins. 15 points ; Miln. 13 points. The T. B. C. Snow
Show Club has been organized for the Winter. A
concert will be given by the T. B. C. Glee Club early
in 1892.

.11 act of the last Pennsylvania Legislature
county inn I

to sniiervi.se the con-
struction of roads. Lafayette College baa

oi instruction on the sub
from each county, to cover two months' time, and to

be under thi rs in the civil engineer-
ing department.

The Milford (Mass. 1 Wheel Club has elected the fol-

lowing officers for the coining year : President, Waldo
B. Whiting; Vice-President, Pred L. Quig)
tarv, Austin W. Rob. ner, Clinton I.. Bar-
nard

;
Captain. Arthur W. Vant ; First Lieutenant,

Wells lv Lackey ; Second Lieutenant, Prank 11. Car-
terj Bugler, Charles R. Dan

Bird, of the N'ew York Club, is up tor membership
in the New York Athletic Club. Although he
men. inly last Summer, he was on the club's

the club's bowling team,
and is naturally so athletic that he will be heard

training at Travera Island, which is li men-
tion.

aid Howell, the well-known English |"

ll rider, has been acquitted •
1 which li' some Um<

It but tell iniiiiit • cturnlng a
not guilty. Notwithstanding hi

whh h nicality, the affair 1 •

ling but honor on Kngi

Th' more than

up niosl ol their spin e in d
I ill Win

tribute to Tin-. Wheel thai ami

ka up a sin.

and billiard tournam

I

H

A H \

'

:id around St. Louis
has tx Continuous rains during

nd during
turner the long continued drought caused the

• si knee-deep with dust. The
Pall, howe 1 propitious feign of

ppre-
n. The Winter season promises

At the annual meeting of the Pennsvlvan
Club, held last week. \tend the
privileges of the club-hon Tibuting mem-
bership, which will be divided ir' tuor

1 tie former
-. .11 be

admitl v bile the latter
will pay full dins No [nil rged
in either ..im. The dub is in sound finai

dition.

" What better condition can wheelmen fin. I I. >r rid-

ing than these cold, crisp ,s an
tnge. "The air is sharp and bracing, tilling the

lungs and clearing the blood, and Un-
it tingling through the veins until the rider ffl

with heat. There is a feeling of buoy.: 1 by
a ride on a cold day that is entirely lacking in warm
weather. Tnen, too, : : free from

ays like these, wh. ally appreciated
by the wheelmen."

The Corinthian Athletic Club and Company 1'.

Forty-seventh Regiment, will hold a b< - luetic
games at the armory. I ley wood and Han J Avenues,
Brooklyn, B. 1>., on Monday evening, January s.

Among the events is a two mile handicap bli

A handsome gold watch will be given to the first man
and a diamond seal I pin to the second. El

'

mber .-7 with Lieut. W. P. 11. Tupper, Con
1
•', Forty-seventh Regiment Armory, Brooklyn, P. I>

s. Dancing will follow the games.

1 respondent writes: "The Oxford Wheelmen,
.it Philadelphia, will keep open house on New \

Day for its members and friends. In the evening
will be a smoker, an informal reception and

dancing. Wrestling, spnrring and other athletic
sports will also be in order, alter which a supper will

i ead. During the balance of the season the club
will hold dances, 'ciderand doughnut' parties, lunch-
es and other gatherings. The wrestling tournament
is still attracting attention, but seems mint
for the participants."

At the annual meeting of the A. C. S. N . last week.
M. W. Phillips t an.! H. W
McMillan, captain. 1 the number of p
won bv each member of the club during the year is

headed bv W. W. taxis, who captured
onds and , thirds. Prank M. Dampman lias second

with i.- firs- nd John II. I Iran
third in line wit 1

U
venth in the list, and V. J. Kelly is next, with
and . - .11 vis. The club SO res a tot. 1 1 of 908

.. .;; 01 winch were made by these abov.

The bicycle n le part to the
mint of the hunter in time, if he wtl
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riders A LouisviUi with

litforwardncss how
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, lucky bird Willi his • with
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1 the bird, ami the gunner
went into a diti h Howi

and picking up the pheasant
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OVERMAN-SPALDING, 1891. KEEFE AND BECANNON, 1891.

THE OVERMAN WHEEL CO.

The Overman Wheel Co., with its' magnificent

plant and offices at Chicopee Falls, and its distribut-

ing- offices at Boston, Washington, Denver and ban

Francisco, and with a line of wheels second to none

ever offered to the public by an American manufac-

turer stand in a splendid position with regard to the

comin^ season. About this time last year the Com-
pany came out with an announcement that their stand-

ard Victor had been improved, but this year they

have not contented themselves with the improve-

ment of a single machine, but have at once jumped
forward and made up several types of safeties.

The Victors for 1891 will be made in six styles.

There will of course be the standard Victor of 1890,

improved ; it will have the usual spring fork, with a

solid front tyre and a cushion rear tyre, which should

make a remarkable easy mount. The company is

also making up lines of diamond framed, drop framed

and straight framed wheels, with either spring or

stiff forks, and with either cushion or solid tyres, or

a combination of both. The machines will also vary

in weight, and there will be light, medium, and full

roadster wheels; but the company will guarantee

even their lightest wheels to go anywhere.
With this splendid line of wheels outlined above, of

which we shall shortly publish more information, the

company should be able to make larger sales in 1891

than in any previous year in its history.

THE CREDENDAS.

The company are also having built to their special

order two new wheels, medium grade safeties, which

thev have named "Credenda." The Credenda will

be made with 30-inch wheels and diamond frame for

gentlemen and with 28-inch wheels and drop frame

for ladies The Credenda will be fitted with cushion

tvres and are stiff forked. They will weigh about

A pounds. They are built of Credenda steel

tubing and of steel throughout. The company say

of them "We believe our Credendas to be the best

medium grade wheel ever placed on the American
market. They will be listed under $100.

A. G. SPALDING & BR.OS.

Since this well-known sporting goods firm became
special selling agents for the Overman Wheel Co.

they have grown into an important position in the

bicycle trade, and each year they have marketed an

increased number of wheels. With their thousands

of sporting goods agents all over the country, their

machinery for selling bicycles is hardly to be realized,

as almost any sporting goods agent can carry a line

of wheels and make a profit out ot them.

The company has three splendid stores located

respectively in New York, Chicago and Phila-

delphia Its eminent position is largely due to

the energy and enterprise of A. B. Barkman, of the

New York house. Several months ago Mr. A. G.

Spalding was elected Vice-President of the Overman
Wheel Co., and since that time arrangements have

been under way to still further combine the pro-

ductive powers and the selling powers of the com-
panies The result is a combination between the two
concerns, by which the Spaldings are appointed

special selling agents in New York, New Jersey,

Pennsylvania, Delaware, Wisconsin, Illinois, Min-

nesota Iowa and Missouri. The Eastern States will

be handled by the New York and Philadelphia houses,

and the Western States by the Chicago house. In the

territory mentioned the company are exclusive

Victor agents, and they are ready to appoint good

agents for Victor andXredenda wheels.

The company have also made to their own special

order a line of Nonpareils, which made a great repu-

tation among the juvenile safeties of last year. The
Nonpareil is made in two styles : one with ball bear-

ings listed at $50, and the other with cone bearings,

listed at $40. Mr. Barkman informs us that these two
wheels have been greatly improved for next season.

The company are all ready to quote rates. on Non-
pareils throughout the United States.

In addition to the Nonpareils, the Spaldings have a

specialty in the Nonpareil bicycle lamp, which they

have had made to their order to supply a demand for

the highest grade lamps. The Nonpareil lamps are

made in five styles: No. 1, enameled, with nickel

trimmings, at $6, or full nickeled on solid

brass $7 50. No. 2. enameled, with nickel trim-

mings, $5; full nickeled on solid brass, $6.50.

No 3 enameled, with nickel trimmings, $5.50; full

nickeled on solid brass, $7 ; No. 4, enameled, with

nickel trimmings, $5; full nickeled on solid brass,

$6 to- No. 5, enameled, with nickel trimmings, $4; full

nickel on solid brass, $5.50. The lamps are made of

heavy block tin lap-seamed and riveted, all the nick-

eled parts being solid brass, and the full nickeled

lamps made of brass throughout. They are fitted

with full beveled front glass, red side glass, patent

spring back or stiff back as desired, safety lamp-well

with improved burner and detachable reflector, and
with great illuminating power.
Other specialties which the Spaldings will handle

next year are the miniature lamps for boys' and

vouths' machines, enameled with nickel trimmings,

Messrs. Keefe and Becannon, whose sporting-goods
store at 157 Broadway gives every evidence of life

and an increasing trade, have made trade connections
which will lift their bicycle department into one of

the most important branches of their business.

The company have been appointed agents for Messrs.

H. A. Lozier & Co. for Eastern New York State, in-

cluding Oswego, Onondaga, Cortlandt and Broome
Counties. This agency will enable them to supply
agents in their territory with a desirable line of high-

grade juvenile and medium-grade adult wheels, as

follows : ''Little Giants" at $35.00 and $40.00 ;
Ladies'

" Giant Safety," with drop frame, spring forks to both

front and rear wheel, all ball bearings, including head,

weight 44 pounds, price $75.00; the "Giant No. 4," a

48-pound diamond-frame wheel, all ball bearings, dia-

mond frame with front spring fork, price $85.00.

THE K. AND B. WHEELS.

The firm have also had made to their own order two
styles of safeties, which they will push all over the

United States. They have named them the "K. and
B " Diamond and " K. and B." Comet. The Diamond
is a diamond-frame wheel, balls all over, of weldless

steel tubing, 30-inch wheels, weight 42 pounds, finished

in enamel and nickel
;
price, $90.00.

The "K. and B." Comet is a diamond-frame wheel,

same style as the Referee frame, 28-inch rear, 30-inch

front wheels, direct spokes, i^-inch cushion tyres,

weldless steel tubing and drop forgings, finished in

enamel and nickel, with tubing finely striped in red

and gold
;
price, $115.00, with guarantee of one year.

The company are also sole agents for the Eastern

and Middle States for the well-known Raglan Safe-

ties, manufactured at Coventry by Messrs. Taylor,

Cooper & Bednall, Ltd. The Raglans are in six styles

—a boy's diamond frame, a diamond-framed wheel
for men, a drop-framed wheel for ladies, a cushion-

tyred diamond frame, and a cushion-tyred drop
frame, and a pneumatic-tyred diamond frame. All

these Raglans are fitted with Garford saddles unless

otherwise ordered. -

.

The company are sole agents for Raglans in New
York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, West Virginia,

Maryland, Delaware, Connecticut, Rhode Island,

Vermont, New Hampshire and Maine. Mr. George
S. Macdonald, manager of the bicycle department,
will go on the road for the firm immediately after the

holidays.

AN IMPROVED PNEUMATIC TYRE.

ion tyre, and may be so stocked by the cycle manu-
facturer.

"2. It can be fitted to an ordinary U rim by
ordinary methods. Cement can be dispensed with,
though I think it is desirable to use it.

"3. It is light. The one I now have weighs consid-
ably less than a cushion tyre of same outside diameter.
A larger one would weigh proportionately less.

"4. It is as cheap as a cushion of similar size, since

the saving in weight will about cover the cost of fitting

the inflating tube, etc.

"
5. It is remarkably easy to repair, and does not

even need to be detached from the rim for this

purpose.
" 6. The rubber is not stretched, the tyre being by

preference just the size of the rim. The air, moreover,
can be let out in a moment, and the strain on the walls
thereby relieved when not in use.

"
7. It can be fitted to existing cushion rims.

"8. In case of damage beyond the power of the rider
to repair, the tyre can be taken off at once and sent to

the maker.
"9. A very great advantage and assistance in re-

pairing is that by inflating and passing through water
the exact location of a puncture can be determined at

once, since the air comes out where the wound is,

which is very often not the case with the present
pneumatic."

price $3; the Spalding lamps, designed for boys' safe-

ties or small ordinaries, and attachable to hub or

head, price $2.50 japanned, nickeled, $3.50; also the

boys' swing-back headlamp, made especially tor

boys' safeties, price $2 ; the Barkman " B. B.' luggage

carrier, a newly patented invention of A. H. Barkman,
which, it is claimed, will carry more luggage than

any other carrier on the market, carrying luggage

direct on the back-bone and not on the mud-guanl,
price $2. A little sundry that might be mentioned in

this connection is the Victor wrench, made by the

Overman Wheel Co., price $2.

The latest outcome of the revolution in the con-

struction of tyres, is the simultaneous invention of a

tyre on the principle of the pneumatic and a means of

readily repairing the same. Mr. I. W. Boothroyd, of

" Facile " fame, is the inventor of the new tyre, which
is the topic of the hour in England, and it is generally

considered that it will meet all the requirements of

the pneumatic, and overcome the puncturing difficul-

ty in addition. Briefly, the new invention is a modi-
fication of the pneumatic, in which the inner air tube,

the canvas lining and the outer rubber covering are

built up and vulcanized together. While the Booth-
royd tyre in construction is much like a pneumatic,
yet it differes in the fact that all the three interior

parts are made like one, being continuous and solid.

A section of the new device resembles a cushion tyre

with a rather large eccentric hole. The ring of can-

vas is discernable around this hole, embedded in the

rubber, and outside the canvas is the thicker rubber.

The tyre can proportionately be made as large in cir-

cumference as the pneumatic, and the canvas hose of

this tyre will be obviously stronger than the built-up

wall of the pneumatic.
_

But its chief merit lies in the simplicity with which
it may be repaired when punctured. To mend a

puncture in a pneumatic requires over a half hour's

time, but a Boothrovd tyre can be put into immediate
good order by simply squirting a few drops of a pre-

pared solution into the hole in the tyre by means of a

small syringe. Of course the usual difficulty will be

experienced in ascertaining the exact location of the

puncture. The solution which so quickly heals an

orifice in the tyre is of a thick, viscid character, and
when forced into the tyre by the syringe forms a bead

or button, and as it spreads all around the puncture

and becomes hard in a few minutes, causing the tyre

to become as new, its value will be readily discerned.

The solution is of no use to a pneumatic, for after the

air escapes from one of these tyres the orifice could

be flooded with it without doing the slightest good.

Mr. Boothroyd's inflated tyre is open to all, and can

be made by any manufacturer, for all that the invent-

or asks is the credit for the discovery, and therefore

his tyre will be a boon to those who want an inflated

tyre at a reasonable price. By many it is not thought

that this tyre will affect the pneumatic or cushion to

any extent, while others are of the opinion that it will

be'the standard tyre for 1891. In cost it will be but

little higher than the cushion. The two chief points

for commendation are that if it is cut it can still be

ridden, and when cut it can be repaired in a very brief

interval. If all that is claimed for it proves correct,

1 he Boothroyd tyre will undoubtedly be widely adopt

ed by manufacturers in this county as well as Eng-

Mr. Boothroyd writes to the Cyclist about his inven-

tion as follows: . , ,

The tyres I have experimented with so tar resem
[•( I inarv cushion in si/.e and outside a ppe:"-

lameter, but with '.,' in. hole. Th
ck where the tvre meets the g I

OU

l-i6ln; next rim. One very great advantage

The Union Cycle Mfg. Co. have issued a little

pocket pamphlet announcing their Union safeties for

1891, which have been illustrated and described in

this paper. The type of wheels manufactured by
this Company are the Union No. 9,

" a staunch road-
ster for all-round riding," this is a cross framed,
strongly braced wheel ; Union No. 10, a drop framed
wheel with a detachable stave bar, making the wheel
serviceable for either ladies or gentlemen, this wheel
is listed at $115; Union No. 12, this is a high-grade
spring framed wheel, and is listed at $135 ; Union No.

13, this is also a high-grade spring frame wheel, and
is the counterpart of No. 12, except that it has a drop
frame and is made specially for ladies. The company
will fit cushion tyres to order. The Union No. 13

weighs 40 pounds, and the No. 12, 44 pounds.

Messrs. Robert Bonner's Sons have sent out a unique
and permanent advertisement of their great paper,
the New York Ledger, in the form of a substantial and
imposing glass inkstand.

Messrs. Wright & Ditson, the Boston sporting-goods
dealers, have decided to add a bicycle department to

their business. The new departure will be opened in

March.

D J. Canary, the trick and fancy rider, will take

charge of the Denver, Col., branch store ol the Over-

man Wheel Company.

The Official Bowlers' Guide, issued by Wright &
Ditson, Boston, contains a vast amount oi matter ol

interest to all lovers of the game, and the instructions

and rules are ol especial value In lla.se who are not

expert* in the sport. It is fully illustrated.

ean ordinary cushion in si/.e and outside appearance,

ing i',i in. diameter, lull with ', in. hole. 'I he walls

,,.,,,. 1 1 1
1, li when (lie tvre meets the ground and

,6 ext rim. One very great advantage ol this

size, which would, however, not applj i" ' larger one,

is that even with the air out ot il
I

S an 1
CCelli 1"

cushion tyre, and might be ridden for a hundre< es,

1 issary, before repairing a cut. For average
1. nglish roads, 1 should think this si e would be

enough. Wheninflated.it has wonderful re iliencj

Hut, of course, the tvre ean lie made am desired

Probabl) l# in. with . in. hole would be .1 yet v uselul

" The following are the ehiei advantages ol 1 he tyre

", Il ean I"' 111. md sold bv rubber man iiluel 11 ivi •.

complete in itself just like an ordinary solid or cuah-

Mr. Frederick Jenkins has issued a very handsome
pamphlet, desenping some New Rochelle property
which he is developing. This pretty little town on
the Sound has become quite prominent of late as a

home for desirable suburban residences, and any of

our readers who are thinking of establishing homes
out of town should communicate with Mr. Jenkins,
61-65 Park Row, New York.

We can hardly understand why the Irish Cyclist

continues to retain the advertisements of English
makers. This paper, whose editor has stock in the

Pneumatic Tyre Co., has attacked everything tooth

and nail which seemed likely to infringe upon or

affect the interests of either the pneumatic tyre or

Dunlop's spring-frame wheel. The latest example is

contained in the issue of December 10, in which is

found a three-column editorial attacking the new
Boothroyd tyre and cracking up the Dunlop tyre.

D. Snitjer, the St. Louis dealer, who handles Victors

and Columbias, has done excellent trade for 1890. In

the same city the St. Louis Wheel Co., of which
Percy Stone is manager, have sold a number of high-

grade wheels. The Knight Cycle Co. are also well

pleased with their trade of this year.

Art. Taylor, who will have charge of Bidwell's

Chicago store, arrived in New York on Wednesday
of last week. Mr. Taylor remained in Gotham several

days.

Mr. E. W. Pope was a visitor to Gotham on Wednes-
day of last week.

The Cycling Athletic Building is now in full swing
Of course everybody knows that the building is

situated at Fifty-ninth Street and Eighth Avenue.
that it is the handsomest of its kind in the city, and
that it is devoted to cycling and athletics, Mr. Bidwell
being the head of the cycling, and Dr. Savage of the

athletic department. To those who do not cycle, one
cannot point out too stronglv the necessity of ex-

el eise, and a few evenings spent at the gymnasium
during the Winter will set a man up in wonderful
shape'. It is especially valuable for men who live

their lives out in offices, or in other sedentary occu-

pations, A number of cyclists have already joined

the "gym," and the building is becoming quite a
place to meet one's friends. V isitors are shown every
courtesy.

An English concern reports an order for a thousand
wheels, which are to be sent to Central America.

Harvey On Cros will soon come over to us from the

Emei ild Isle to boom Dunlop's pneumatic tyro in

America.

The Scottish Cyclist of December -, republishes a cut

md description of the Banker & Campbell Co. 'a cush-

ion tyre.

Mr. L. B. Whymper, who is traveling in Tennessee
i,n,, [nten ti ol Schoverling, Daly & Gales, has ap-

pointed the Eollowing agencies Eoi "Gales whi
Milwaukee. Wis., A. W. Knose, , ,

• \\ 1
seonsiu SJ

st boms Mo., si. bonis Wheel Co.; Memphis, lenn.,

Frank Schuman, Mr. Whymper write; .ales

wheel is taking very well. 1 am meeting a number ot

bioyole drummers. The woods are full of thein.
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ENGLISH TRADE NOTES.
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;iital jCj.ooj in £

The Acme Safety introduce : Whiteley *
It ha»

'bout requiring
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new
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upon the rim. and by means
of a second flap with eyelet holes firmly laced to the
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It firms are said to have appli.

pare to exhibit their manufactures at the appri

iDK Stanley show.

Starley Bros. itered the name
"black Prince' 1 their bicycles,

tricycles and safeties.

-srs. Lucas & Son now sell a very good cement
for mending tyres in handy tins. It is appropriately

termed ••Culire."

The Parisian manager for the Coventry Machi

Co.. Ltd., who was in Coventry rts a very

good vear in Paris, and next season a still !

vpected.

Mr P Baxter, of Birmingham, has just moved into

l ftrR , :

. in Bath Street, where lie will tin. I

work for too hands, who in turn will have plenty ol

work, as Mr. Baxter has some good export orders on

hand.

\ -I.-..! . Istcr safety, with cushion I
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:avorablc ' exhibited

at the Plymoul Exhibition at the end o

month.
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THE COMMON-SENSE BICYCLE.

Tyre

ib. \. ><n Blekorj Wheel Manufactured bj i>a\i.i r< tut a. 0on o( Philadelphia.
Ill Street, Philadelpb new hickory safety

recently noticed in Tin: WHEEL, ha\
Bicycle." Prom the letter we extract information which will be 1 ers.

The pri et we make it of the best material money can buy. Its pi in altiesare:
Cheapness, ligi^ I strength, durability, simplicil n riding.

\Vi hickory, 1..

in this country. They have steel rims with adjustment for any possible shrr
itches. Sprocket wheel is supported iii the most rigid manner poi

the outs iring at pleasure, ut disturbing hub on 1

a is new, ol light-weight di

instead ol on Bides of teeth as is usual, and i ave the It

and central in hub, the chain is run further in towa litre than with the «
. only one inch from centre of driving wheel, making it almost practically central driving.

The crank shaft is attached directly to forks that SU] r chain te::

Instead of moving the driving wh< insuring line with it

The cranks a: row. Wheel and crank shaft bear-
e hardened steel rollers, very simple ami neatly fitted, and easier running than it is possible for any

ball-bearing to ball, as usual.
The frame is I" pattern, suitable for cither Bex, and is very strong, being : ible tubes tele-

Dg centres are cone, air.. Ine drawn through them strikes
ground at point of conl running.

Handles have a backwar idjustment Saddle .ttern

with front and back adjustment, and f: es vertical adjustment. Finish, black enamel. Actual
weight. 40 pounds. Price, with i-inch solid tyres, $60; price, with IX -inch cushion t\

H. A. LOZIER & CO.'S "GIANT No. 4."
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We present the cut er&Co.'s
! No. 4," b diamond - frame, spring -fra

. which they will place on the market next

1 at the low figure of $85.

The specifications of the wheel are as follows

:

Thirty-inch, who nubs, ball-

bean sckbone, hollow

tube handle-bar. rear br.. curings all

Deluding the 1 1 S'fing (" T "

Lndsomely finished in < the usual

nickel trimmim >S$.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.
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FIXTURES.

DECEMBER.
22.—Minstrel Entertainment of the Queens Co.

Wheelmen at the Jamaica Opera House.

JANUARY.
5.—Two Mile Race at the games of the Corinthian

Athletic Club, and Company P, Forty-seventh
Regiment, at the Armory, Heywood and
Marcy Avenues, Brooklyn. Entries close
December 27, with Lieutenant W. F. H.
Tupper.

14.—Palisade Wheelmen's first reception and ball.

16.—Manhattan Bicycle Club's annual ball at the
Lenox Lyceum.

23-31.—The Stanley Show, London.
29-Feb. 14.—Elwell's Bermuda Tour.

JUNE.
1.—Elwell's European Tour. Departure from New

York.
26-27.—Kentucky Division meet.

SEPTEMBER.
8-9.—Tournament at Hartford, Conn.

AT THE TWELFTH REGIMENT
GAMES.

A two mile ordinary handicap was decided at the
Twelfth Regiment armory, New York city, on Tues-
day last, with the following result: First heat—Won
by S. G. Hopper, Bedford Cycle Club, 140 yards; A. E.

Stilger, Riverside Wheelmen, 50 yards, second. Time,
6m. 37 2-5S. Second heat—Won by J. W. Judge, River-
side Wheelmen, 90 yards; A. R. Waller, Columbia
Bicycle Club, 130 yards, second. Time, 6m. 33 2-5S.

Final heat—Won by J. W. Judge, with A. E. Stilger
second. Time, 6m. 34 1-5S.

In the final heat Judge led all the way, with Hopper
in close pursuit. On the last half mile Stilger made a
splendid spurt and worked his wheel into second
place. In the last lap Hopper, who was riding a splen-
did third, attempted to push himself in between
Stilger and Judge, with the result that both he and
Stilger collided. Both seized their wheels, but Hop-
per rode over the tape first. Hopper claimed a foul,

but as he had clearly precipitated the fall by trying
to ride on the inside of Stilger the audience hissed
him, and all the spectators near him threw their pro-
grammes at him, making a most ludicrous scene.

THE PHYSIOLOGY QF "WAITING"
AND "PACEMAKING" IN SPEED

COMPETITIONS.

HAVING ESPECIAL REFERENCE TO CYCLE
RACING.

BY E. B. TURNER, F. R. C. S., ENG.

ARTICLE III.

The heat, then, which is so absolutely necessary for

the carrying on of every vital process, has its source
in various combustions which take place within the
body. These chemical combinations, which are called
combustions, cause the evolution of heat in a manner
which is more akin to that in which heat is produced
by the mixing of strong sulphuric acid with water
than that in which it is evolved, accompanied by
smoke and flame, by rubbing a safety match on the
prepared surface of its box. They may affect the
food just absorbed, or the actual tissue elements of
the body itself. Certain substances used as food are
digested, and the digested products at once taken up
into the blood, there to undergo chemical change,
evolving heat, and then to be at once expelled from
the body without ever becoming an actual portion of

the organism. On the other hand, however, if a man
fast, as in the cases of Jacques and Succi, the heat
necessary for the maintenance of life is still kept up
for a time, and the waste substances excreted are
found, on examination, to be the same as in the former
case. These men had no food, and therefore the heat
necessary for their existence must have arisen from
the combustion of their own bodies. But if the actual
organs essential to life were always burnt up when-
ever either the supply of food was short, or the amount
of work done, requiring heat force, exceeded the
quantity of fuel material available in the blood, the
machine would quickly perish. Nature, therefore,
lays by a portion of the daily food as a reserve store
on which she may draw in case of necessity. This
reserve consists for the most part of fat, but there are
other substances as well (such as "inosit," a sort of
sugar found in the muscles) which play the same part
when called on. This is the way in which a man com-
mencing training reduces the "superfluous flesh"
which has accumulated during a period of partial in-

activity, because the food then ingested has exceeded
the amount required as fuel. The hard work at the
commencement of his preparation calls for more coals
than his food can furnish, and so the store of fat laid

by against a rainy day is consumed, while his muscu-
lar system and essential life organs remain unim-
paired. The same thing is noticed in animals that hy-
bernate. They go to sleep at the commencement of
Winter, fat and well-liking, and awake "lean and
hungry " in Spring. The automatic movements of the
heart and muscles of respiration, which are necessary
to life, and so continue during their long sleep, have
caused the combustion of their reserve supply of fuel.

But if the fast be prolonged or the exercise pushed
and continued with an insufficient supply of food, the
reserves will disappear, and then the life-organs
themselves will be attacked and the organism perish

—starved, like the horse whose daily allowance was
reduced to one straw.
Nothing is lost in this world. If a piece of wood be

burnt it is changed in chemical composition, and vari-
ous waste products are left, mainly carbon and car-
bonic acid gas. What then becomes of those living
tissues which are burnt up and changed in the human
furnace? They are eliminated from the body in their
changed form as speedily as may be. They consist be-
fore use, for the most part, of fats and sugars, non-ni-
trogenous substances, as well as nitrogenous material
derived from combustion of a certain portion of the
muscular tissue itself. Formerly it was doubtful wheth-
er muscle did or did not burn itself up during contrac-
tion, or whether it obtained its energy solely from the
combustion of the fats and sugars, but the later ex-
periments of Liebig and Lagrange on the excretion
after exercise of urea and uric acid (the substances
into which burnt-up nitrogenous matter is converted
tor the purpose of elimination) seem to settle this ques-
tion in the affirmative, and in several hundred experi-
ments which we have made for the purposes of this
paper we have found the excretion of both urea and
uric acid in direct proportion to the amount of work
done. These substances, then, both nitrogenous and
non-nitrogenous, undergo a chemical change to do
their appointed work, and that change is mostly, but
not always a combination with oxygen gas, or oxida-
tion. Part of the substances combine with a large
quantity of oxygen, and are completely oxidized

;

part with a less quantity, and are incompletely oxi-
dized. Water and carbonic acid are the results of
complete oxidation of the hydro-carbons or non-
nitrogenous matters, and numerous other substances,
with which we need not trouble now, and resultant
from their incomplete oxidation. Urea is the result
of the complete, and uric acid of the incomplete ox-
idation or combustion of the nitrogenous material.
These are only a few of the chemical compounds
resulting from combustion, and are given as types.
Of the rest, phosphoric acid is perhaps the most
important, and lactic acid is also of interest to us.
These " waste products " after combustion are at once
absorbed into the blood, and so, during and after
exercise, the whole system is fully charged with
materials foreign to its own composition. All these
waste products are poisonous, and if present in suffi-

cient quantity will destroy life. Therefore, there are
various organs part of whose function is to get rid of
them as quickly as possible. Of these organs, the
four chief are the lungs, the kidneys, the intestine,
and the skin. The lungs dispose of the carbonic acid,
the kidneys of the urea, the skin of the lactic acid,
etc. The substances mentioned above are the princi-
pal excretions of each of these organs, but by no
means the only ones. We shall mention others as we
proceed. It is absolutely essential to life that the
action of these excretory organs proceed smoothly.
If their function be abrogated death speedily ensues.
Hang a man by the neck and the lungs cannot get rid
of the carbonic acid which is being constantly formed
in the body, and death from asphyxia rapidly takes
place. A little boy was stripped and covered with
gold leaf all over to represent a golden image in some
procession abroad. He was dead before it was over,
poisoned by the waste matters which should have
been excreted by the skin. The kidneys dispose of a
very large amount of waste material, and Bright's
disease, in which the working power of the organs is

gradually destroyed, slays its thousands.
From the tacts we have above set forth, we may

conclude that to produce muscular action it is neces-
sary that there should be heat. That heat is gen-
erated in the living body by the combustion or oxida-
tion of various living tissues, as well as food products
absorbed into the blood—that these substances are
changed by combustion into poisonous materials with
which the system is saturated, and which for the
well-being of the general economy must be excreted
as soon as possible by various organs adapted for that
purpose.
Before passing to consider the important parts the

brain and nervous system play in the production of
muscular movements, it will be well to consider briefly
the phenomena of fatigue, and the conditions induced
by muscular work which make it impossible for a
man to carry his exertions beyond a certain point.

If a muscle be stimulated by an electric current it

contracts, but if the stimulus be frequently repeated
it Ceases to have any effect on the muscular fibre. If,

then, the power of the current be increased, contrac-
tion again takes place, and again after a time its ex-
citing power is exhausted, until at last the mrscle re-
fuses to respond to any current, however powerful.
The muscle is then said to be fatigued. It is not pos-
sible for the stimulus of the will thus to exhaust a
muscle. The pain produced after atime compels rest,
and the organ recovers. But when the will has done
its utmost, the muscle is not absolutely fatigued. It

will still respond to a galvanic shock. The explana-
tion of this phenomenon is as follows. The cause is

two-fold—local in the muscle itself, and remote in the
brain. The pain in the muscle is caused by the press-
ure on the innumerable minute sensory nerves, which
pass through the muscular substance in all directions.
These small nerve ends are twisted and pressed on
by the hardened and contracted fibres of the working
muscle, and at the same time these microscopical
fibres themselves are subject to considerable friction.
But in addition to this the power of the muscle is

impaired in another way. As we showed above,
every contracting muscle is heated, and this heating
is caused by the combustion or oxidation of various
substances, which are entirely changed in their com-
position by such combustion, and form in the muscle
substance itself new products. If these waste products
are not formed in great quantity they are carried
away by the circulating blood stream, in due course
eliminated, and the muscle can go on doing its work.
But if that work be continued too long, or be increased
in intensity, then their production exceeds the power
of removal, and accumulating in the muscle, they
destroy its power of contraction for a time. The
remote cause in the brain is that, as the muscle be-
oomes more painful from its rubbings and twistings,
and more sluggish from its imbibition of lactic acid
and other waste material, it requires an increasingly
energetic stimulus from the nerve centres to keep il

up to its work. This stimulus is originated by a
molecular disturbance of the gray matter of the

brain, and that disturbance, when pushed beyond
ordinary limits, gives rise to a sensation of pain, and
the brain itself becomes fatigued. Thus the fatigued
muscle and the fatigued brain act and re-act on each
other, until the exhausting cause is removed and the
labor rested from. But in all men the brain is ex-
hausted long before the muscle fibres refuse to con-
tract. Football players may know this well. A team
has been unfortunate, and had points scored against
them in the early part of the game ; they are demor-
alized ; the labor of the scrimmages seems excessive,
and the "backs" have lost their dash; the men are
played out and wearied. Suddenly, by a lucky acci-
dent, a chance of saving the game is seen. In a
moment they are different men, their dash returns, all

signs of fatigue disappear by magic, and the nervous
system, recuperated by the tonic of hope, calls vigor-
ously on the muscles, which had appeared, but were
not in reality, worn out.— The Cyclist.

(To be continued.)

[Parts I. and II. were published in the issues of
December 5 and 12 respectively.

—

Ed."|

ELWELL'S MID-WINTER TOUR.

"No, ne'er did the wave in its element steep
An island of lovelier charms

;

It blooms in the giant embrace of the deep
Like Hebe in Hercules' arms.

The blush of yon bowers is light to the eye,
And their melody balm to the ear;

But the fiery planet of day is too nigh,
And the snow-spirit never comes here."

So sang Tom Moore many years ago, during his so-
journ in the lovely Bermuda Islands. True it is that
frost never comes to these favored islands

; and while
we are shivering with the cold and plowing through
snow-drifts, Bermuda sits upon her coral reefs under
a tropical sun, breathing forth spicy odors of cedar,
of roses and jassamine.

"All day the wind breathes low with mellower tone,
Through every hollow cave and alley lone."

If more of our American wheelmen knew of this
little earthly paradise that lies off our eastern coast,
only about seven hundred miles, or three days' sail
from New York, we are confident that the Elwell
cycle partv, which starts on the 29th of January, would
need a special steamer to carry all who would rush to
buy an excursion ticket, crate their wheels, and set
forth on one of the most enjoyable trips that it is pos-
sible for a wheelman to take. For be it known that
these beautiful islands are traversed from end to end
by some of the most charming roads that ever de-
lighted the heart of a rider of the wheel. These roads
are formed by cutting down to the white coral bed,
and then the surface is smoothed, and has, indeed, al-
most a polished look. They wind and curve in the de-
lightfulest way, unfolding pretty surprises at every
turn : billowy masses of oleander that seem to float
out behind distant projection, like the pink cloud-
banks of sunset ; sudden plunges among cottages and
gardens, life and activity, followed by as sudden
plunges into the sombre twilight and stillness of the
woods ; flitting visions of white fortresses and beacon
towers

;
glimpses of shining green sea, caught for a

moment through open headlands ; then another turn
lays bare the full sweep of the inland ocean, enriched
with its bars of soft color, and graced with wandering
sails. The road is everything that it ought to be. It
is bordered with palm and other tropical trees, and
strange plants and flowers; it is shady and pleasant,
or sunny and still pleasant. There is enough of vari-
ety. Now you are on a hill-top, with the ocean and
the islands spread around you ; next the road winds
through a deep cut surrounded by a perpendicular
wall thirty or forty feet high, and by and by your way
is along the sea edge, and you may look down a
fathom or two through the transparent waters, and
" watch the diamond-like flash and play of the light
•upon the rocks and sands on the bottom.'

It is to all this, and much more that is strange and
interesting, that the participants in the mid-Winter
cycle tour are bound when, with closely buttoned
ulsters, they go on board the Trinidad bound for the
Summer seas. Without doubt this trip offers more to
the cycler than any other spot within twice its dis-
tance. The whole island is like an immense park, and
in Winter is full of fortunate individuals who have fled
from the States to escape the Winter months. Every
amusement is in full swing. Lawn tennis, running,
sailing and wheeling are being pursued by their
devotees. An additional attraction in Bermuda this
Winter is the presence of the Grenadier Guards, the
crack English regiment, whose band is one of the
finest, and gives open-air concerts in Victoria Park
during the Winter season.
There are two fine hotels on the islands, and at one

of these, the Princess, the Elwell party will remain
during their stay, making runs to all points of inter-
est, and also a sail among the beautiful islands of the
harbor.
This is an ideal trip for lady riders, and already sev-

eral are booked for the tour. Mr. Elwell will pay
every attention to their comfort, and give them reason
to remember the tour as a unique and delightful ex-
perience. iyy£
This trip will take one from home but throe weeks,

and cost about $100. It is doubtful if in any other \v.i\

the expenditure of so little time and money Can give
so genuine a taste of a foreign atmosphere, or so good
a view of the contrasts which tropical life and hal>us
prosent to our own, and afford withal an opportunity
tor a series of cycle runs amid scenes of enchanting
loveliness at a time of year when our own roads are
buried deep beneath snow and ice.

Much more could be written anent this ocean outing,
but space forbids, ami all who"\vouhl like 10 become
one of the fortunate party should address, for fuller
information, Mr. Elwell.

Charles S. Davis, Chief Consul of Kansas, has be
come the sole proprietor and editor of the Junction
City i'ii/'iiiit\ succeeding his father, John Davis, who
was recently elected to Congress. Mr. Davis has
assoeiated with his Father in the publication of the
paper since 1875.
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HERE, THERE AND THEREABOUTS.

. 1 travelling at all—no locomotion—
notion-

ins, no tricycling,
table feel in any member,

.ember!"

This attempt to imitate Ton Hood, in a
cycling way, has but only come to hand, my
kind correspondent having delayed sending it

to me until the month to which it appropriately
belonged was gone, but I thought it too good
to keep for another year— until November again
rolled round—and the facts set forth in the

verse being equally true of December, I con-
cluded to print them.

" I regret I was not able to ride over to see

you the other evening, as I promised, but the

truth was, I cut my ear when shaving, and was
unable, in consequence, to ride," said one
"white" liar to another of his own ilk, upon
meeting him. " Don't mention it," replied the

other; •' it is jnst as well you did not come, as I

found, after 1 invited you, that I had to go out
on that evening, and 1 would have written you
only an aching corn on my off foot prevented
me." And after they parted each thought how
absurd the excuse was that the other had ottered

for making an engagement that neither wanted
to keep.

He had taken a young lady he thought very

much of to see one of those •head-working"
racing tournaments, and had only induced her

to go after a great deal of persuasion and glow-

ing pictures of the excitement of wheel racing.

The next evening when he called upon her at

her home, the fair one looked anything but
well, and jokingly he said, " You look as though
von had had some terrible dream." "Yes,"
she answered, "I have; I dreamt I went to

tier one of those dreadful bicycle tourna-

ments, and I am quite overcome by the idea of

such a thing. Would you please hand me that

smelling bottle 7 Thanks, very much!" He-

did not stay long after this, and he don't blame
the girl for never wanting again to see one of

those funeral processions on bicycles.

The " snake story" in a recent issue of Tin
WHEEL, al>out the rider who ran over a black-

snake, which partly coiled round the rear wheel
and lashed the rider's legs with its tail, reminds
me of a somewhat similar experience I once had.

I was riding a wheel equipped with a pneumatic
tyre, which, strange to Bay, had become punc-
tured, ami. therefore, useless Ruling had, in

1 to be a pleasure, but the

of getting home kept me in the saddle.

It w proceeding cautiously,

when all of asuddeo my machine shot ahead as

though the tyre had never been damaged, or a

new one had taken tl N'"l knowing
what had happened, I nevertheless was thank-

ful t' nething make getting home an
r matter than it had been When I dis-

mounted at the clubi 1 the

machine into the well lighted wheel r<>om, what
why, nothing hut one >>f

tlie v fitted to the

wheel lik' end of his tail in his

p him from slipping off the f(

I had lust run over thai he lay straight

out on the road, and out of pure pervi nrity "ii

: ing to his being a very ai < ommo-
ptile, 1 know not which, he-

me all the way home. How ninth

stranger truth is than fiction. This is the truth,

and I label it, to you won't t

such.

Tl.'

man. but now, I think, n r> London
He > m a I

nings

a nn unil I string,

< ame
.

seem lik'

II. :

ring it all. is

vidual. Upon my mantel is a club picture of
the old Ixion Bicycle Club, and as I pen these
lines I look at the pictured face there shown of

Herring. Brainy and brilliant was Herring
but erratic.

One of those learned individuals who make
it their one object in life to disprove and destroy
all of the cherished legends and romanoi
every age, has discovered that the name " Man-
hattan " is cot an Indian word, but some sort

of a Spanish one, signifying "the place ol

drunkenness." While this may clear away the
mystery of why the name was ever bestowed
upon a particularly palatable cocktail, I have
an idea that among the strong supporters of

Indian origin of the name, rather than of the

Spanish one, will be found the memlitrs of the

energetic wheel club who have adopted the

name of " Manhattan." It would be expecting
too much of them to do otherwise, as the result

would be that their club name translated would
mean no less than that their club-house was the

training school for an inebriate asylum, which
decidedly it is not.

The most amusing tricycle race I can ever
remember of having witnessed was a two mile
championship one at the annual games of the

Star Collegiate Association, held at the
I

Grounds, some seven or eight years ago. I ;

some reason that I cannot now recall, the cham-
pionship went to the college winning this event,

and. as is usual with college men, the partisans

it h of the universities loudly proclaimed the

absolute certainty of their champion having an
easy win. The truth of the whole matter was.

that the entire field of starters was a very ordi-

nary one and I cannot now recollect the names
of any of them except those of C. C. Reed and
Roland G. Rood, who were the representatives

of Columbia College. Rood was a member of

my bicycle club, and had great faith in my
ability to give him a good start, so I presently

found myself upon the track holding up a 58-

inch Vale roadster, upon the top of which was
perched Rood's six-foot-two anatomy; around
me were a lot of howling college lads, each try-

ing to out-" rah " some other college "rahci."
and each of those acting as starters anxious to

get their man off the mark well in front. When
the gun popped I gave Rood a push that told,

and promptly rolled over into the infield, to

avoid the second line of starters. I did not do
this any too quickly, cither, as a crash Bod a

lot of groaning and swearing convinced me.
When I could look round to discover what it

was, upon the track lay a mass of men and
wheels, composed of every other entry in the

race but Rood, who was making the best of his

good luck and was nearly a half a lap away.
By their own and their friends' exertions the

other contestants were soon mounted and sent

the living Rood. Xow, prior to the race,

it had been figured out that the surest way for

Columbia • to win the event, was to train

Rood to do the first mile, a distance he particu-

larly liked, and could ride from end to end at a

gait not pleasant for most people to keep up
with, while Reed was to lay well back in tin

bunch and let Rood make all of the running to

kill off as many of the contestants he could, and
then he v ie through and finish th.

mainder up 111 the last mile. Well. Rood rod<

like mad for the mile, and the field not knowing
he intended only doing that much of the

and owin. their handicap from falling,

went after him like a lot of demons At the

end of thi Reed, riding well in hand,

ed him and won the event The peculiar

thing about tl" ail but one of

it the beginning, thus giv-

ing one man virtually half a lap handicap in a

it was this rat e that after?

rules to in- so amended that

in siniila:

and now
:k of mm h D

I ever kn- « 1
' father u

.11 w m a

lid him in doing so. glad!)
1. el the

'

him ll

read the old g<

. I'fisvd tin-

It was seldom that Charlli

him. tor as soon

as he saw his man was going too fast for him
to win, he hail a neat little trick of leaning over
just a bit too far and taking a header, which
always looked a great deal more dangerous than

ly was; then his father had the sting of
his son's defeat deadened by his anxiety as to

the possibility of his being injured. It was a
desperate remedy, but I gUBSS of the two it was
the least annoying to the father after he be-
came used to seeing his son's proficiency at it.

Will R. Pitman and L. H. Johnson are, I

think, entitled, in the order named, to the honor
of being the two riders who have for the long-
est time, in this country, remained active U

of the cycle. Pitman won the first amateur
race ever run in America, at Lynn, Mass., on
July 4, p;\ while Johnson, a year later, won
the first amateur championship, a two mile
event, held under the auspices of the N. A A
A. A., in the record time of 7111. 22s. Both of
these gentlemen were naturally riders for some-

time prior to the dates quoted, and both of them
have ever since then constantly ridden the vari-

ous forms of cycles that fashion and the manu-
facturers have produced. The honor of being
the first man to ride a bicycle in this country
has always been awarded to Alfred D. Chand-
ler, a Boston lawyer, and the date is given as

July, 1S77. I know that the woods are full of

individuals who claim to have ridden at the
Centennial upon the wheels exhibited there,

hut these cases are hard to authenticate. I re-

member quite well the exhibit and the exhibit-

or, and as I now recall the latter, he was an
Englishman who could not ride himself, and he
would not, in any event, be liable to lend the
clumsy old "Aricls," that comprised his exhibit,

to beginners to practice upon, so 1 think that

honor belongs fairly enough to Mr. Chandler.

"The Sports' Protective Association" is a

new departure in New Zealand. The idea is

an old one in New York. 1 Lie we call the
Police Department by the same name, because
Dr. Crosby states that they levy blackmail upon
the "sports," giving them in return therefor

"protection." Is it not strange, when you stop

and think of it, how advanced a nation we are
when compared with other count! •

There once was a "road-hog" of so pure a
breed that he swore he never would live in a
community where bicycles were allowed to

exist. At the start he found it easy to induce
the fat-headed law makers of his village to pass
prohibitory legislation against wheelmen, but

the riders fought for their rights and won, and
soon a number of them passed him each time
he went out driving, and he moved far out on
the plains to get away from the sight of the

hated bicycle; but even there the trans-conti-

nental tourist upon a wheel followed bin

one day he told his wife that he was going away
for a snort time to find sonic place to live where
there was no wheelmen. Long years was he gone
and naught was heard of him, but still his faithful

wife watched and waited for him. One day a
ml. travel-stained individual knockedat the

door, and lo! it was the missing " road-hi

Silently he sat himself down, and nothing
plied to the inquiries of his wife as to his <hs-

v of a land where cycling existed not.

Finally breaking his silence, said hi

have i roamed, from pole r in ocean
in, but it is always the same, when

human beings who are civilised live and roads
are tit for traffic, everywhere have those 'buy*
sickels' penetrated. It's no use, Martha, we
can't find any place to move to and get away
from them, and we will ha\ • and

to then '' And h< did, and to-day

as child e. but a i

.1 of which is. "don't kick

bri< ks."

" That's mighty bad whiskey," remarked the
• he had taken

a lib rink that inel

hears. " You're wrong there, pardner,"
onel, "there ain't 110 such thing

, all whiskey is good, only somei
than another." way with

.
•

,

than wheel is better than none,

and .1. I all.

I AM BO.
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THE MASSACHUSETTS DIVISION IN
TROUBLE.

A very lively meeting of the Board of Officers of the
Massachusetts Division was held at the Clarendon
Hotel, Boston, on Friday evening last, and cycling
politics, which for a long time have been exceedingly
quiet in Massachusetts, received a sudden shock, and
one that will probably be felt for some time to come.
There were twenty-two of the twenty-five members
of the board present, and the session continued for

over three hours, Chief Consul Emery presiding.
The subject of debate was the legality of the annual

meeting held in September. This meeting was called
in accordance with custom, but for some reason four
or five of the twenty-three members of the board
failed to receive notice of the meeting in time to

attend. At this meeting delegates to the National
Convention were elected. In view of this fact a reso-
lution declaring the September meeting illegal was
made, and it was finally adopted after a wordy war.
It was declared by some that this action was taken
because it had been discovered that the majority of
delegates elected in September were opposed to the
candidacy of Chief Consul Emery for the presidency
and first vice-presidency. After the resolution had
been passed the Chief Consul was asked to select the
ten delegates, but he stated that he preferred the
board to decide by ballot. This was done, and re-

sulted in the election of C. G. Wells, G. F. Keheward,
I. E. Moulthrop, in the places of W. G. Kendall, H. W.
Robinson and J. B. Seward.
After half an hour's talk, Dr. Emery came down to

the statement that, as his time was limited, he found
it impossible to give the proper time and considera-
tion to the affairs of his office as State Chief Consul
and First Vice-President of the national body, so he
wanted it understood that if he ran as candidate for
first vice-president he would be unable to retain his
office in Massachusetts. He desired an expression of
opinion of the board as to which office he should retain.
Representative Wells, of Roxbury, produced a writ-

ten resolution to the effect that it is the semiment of

the Board of Officers that the division cannot lose its

present Chief Consul. This was adopted.
Dr. Emery appeared to be satisfied, and replied that

he would not be a candidate for the first vice-presi-
dency of the national body.
Then the question of paying the expenses of the

delegates came up for consideration, and this was
opposed by the Emery men. Their claim was that if

the traveling expenses of the delegates was paid by
the division it would cause a great depletion in the
division's treasury, and for that reason it was decided
not to allow the traveling expenses of the delegates.
The total sum which, had not the board declared

otherwise, would have been paid to the delegates was
$168.

An Emery man now moved that the salary of the
Chief Consul be increased from $1,000 to $2,000. It

was Mr. Pierce that made this motion, and its presen-
tation caused Mr. Dean to inquire if the allowance of
such a sum would prevent the division from issuing a
road book. He then said good night to the delegates
and retired in disgust.
Dr. Emery had figured on that, and found that the

additional sum could be allowed him without inter-
fering with any plans in relation to a road book.
This practically caused a dissolution of the meeting,

and the Emery men retired victorious and their oppo-
nents despondent, but vowing vengeance.
When the result of the evening's work became

known to the wheelmen at large, much surprise was
manifested. The three men who were dropped from
the list of delegates agreed to test the legality of the
annual meeting by appealing to the National Board
of Officers. The result of the fight will probably
be felt in the next division election. The following
statement was printed in the Boston papers as coming
from a well-known wheelman :

"The meeting of the Board of Officers and their
actions of last Friday evening were both ill-timed, ill-

managed and decidedly wrong in more senses than
one.
" Wrong, in the first place, because it was a meeting

of the friends of Mr. Emery, who are in nowise repre-
senting the wheelmen at large, and in setting aside
the decision of a previous meeting of a majority of
the Board of Officers, which went through the chan-
nels prescribed by the by-laws of the division, and
were unanimous in their election of the first set of
delegates.

"In the second place it was wrong because they did
a great injustice to at least three gentlemen whose
services the division can ill-afford to do without, and
who have in times past expended their time, money
and interest in placing Massachusetts where she now
stands in the League of American Wheelmen

;
gentle-

men whose honesty and integrity cannot be doubted,
and who have served the division in various capaci-
ties even longer than the present Chief Consul of the
State.

" They keenly feel the action of tlie Board of Officers
in deposing them from the position of delegates. I

am willing to prophesy that they will not discontinue
the fight until they have deposed Chief Consul Emery
from his present position at the head of the Massa-
chusetts division. Dr. Emery will probably claim
that he withdrew as a candidate for the first vice-
presidency at the request of men representing the
wheelmen of the State, when in reality it was his per-
sonal friends that decided the question for him, for at
that meeting, as you know, were many men who have
not attended a previous meeting during the present
year, and who came in from the backwoods to help
their leader secure a victory over his antagonists, the
delegates opposed to him. They succeeded, but no
credit can rest on such a victory. Dr. Emory's oppo-
nents are now more bitter than ever, and they will
undoubtedly nominate a wheelmen to run for the
Chief Consul in opposition to him."
Dr. Emery stated, when interviewed, that he was

perfectly satisfied with the delegates chosen at the
first meeting, and could not account for their being
dropped from the list unless some of those who had
voted for them at the first meeting had changed their
minds.

ANNUAL DINNER OF THE ROVER
CYCLING CLUB.

The Rover Cycling Club, of Charlestown, Mass.,
celebrated their fifth anniversary on Tuesday evening
of this week by a banquet held in the dining-hall of
Young's Hotel. Including the invited guests seventy-
five gentlemen were present, and for three hours they
were seated at the long V-shaped table busily en-
gaged in gastronomical exercises amid a continual
flow of mirth, wit and good-fellowship. After every
one had satisfied the inner man, President Grew called
for order and spoke of the early history of the club,
now the representative wheeling organization of
Massachusetts. Secretary Frank W. Libby then read
his annual report. At the opening of the last riding
season the club offered prizes to the two men attend-
ing the largest number of runs during the season, and
this was supplemented by another from Willie Atwell,
who contributed a cyclometer to the third gentleman.
During the season Captain Robinson participated in
26 runs, A. W. Robinson in 22, Mr. E. H. Norris in 21,

and Mr. Eugene Lewis in 15. As Capiain Robinson
would not enter into competition for the prizes, they
fall to the other gentlemen in the order of mention.
In the pool tournament Mr. Herbert Huntress won

the first prize, a box of cigars ; Mr. Lewis won the
second, a League pin, and Mr. Norris the third. After
presenting these prizes, President Grew read a letter
of regret from President Dunn, of the national body,
who could not be present.
In the absence of Chief Consul Emery, Vice-Consul

Robinson spoke for the Massachusetts Division, urging
every one to stand by the Division and see it through
its present trouble. In responding to the toast, " The
Press," Secretary-Treasurer Howard took occasion
to state his position in the present difficulty. He said
the charge was made that the annual business meet-
ing of the Division was illegal, on account of the
notices not being issued five days in advance of the
day on which the meeting was called. The day on
which the Chief Consul of the State sent out his notice
for this meeting was one day later than required by
the constitution of the League, and he failed to see
how he could be held accountable for the tardiness
in the distribution of the notices, and, therefore, failed
to see why the annual business meeting of the Divis-
ion could be declared illegal. There would be a re-
count, and that might show a vast difference. This
was the only reference made to the Division trouble
throughout the entire evening.
Secretary-Treasurer Abbott Bassett read his annual

poem, which created considerable merriment, as it

was full of laughable allusions at the expense of the
members of the club.
Councilman-elect J. S. Dean said he was exceedingly

sorry to see the decline of cycling in Massachusetts,
but was delighted with the masterly manner in which
the Rovers endeavor to elevate the declining interest.
He thought it a great pity that Boston, the cradle of
American cycling, should so far forget itself as to lose
its hold on cycling. In concluding he said : "There is

no club in Massachusetts, excepting the Rovers Cycle
Club of Charlestown that can fitly represent the
cycling interest in the State."
Speeches were also made by J. B. Seward, J. C. Ker-

rison, of the Boston Herald., and Capt. W. G. Kendall,
of the Boston Bicycle Club.
During the evening the Rovers' banjo and guitar

trio gave some excellent music, the club quartette
rendered some excellent singing, and J. H. Ellis en-
tertained the gathering by imitations of prominent
actors.

Meeting of the New Jersey Division Officers.

The board of officers of the New Jersey Division
met at the club-house of the Elizabeth Wheelmen on
Wednesday evening of last week, Chief Consul Dr. G.
Carleton Brown presiding. The report of Secretary-
Treasurer George C. Pennell showed that the Division
was in an excellent condition, the membership having
increased from 814 in July of this year to 1,006 in No-
vember, and the treasury has a balance of $417.77.
The committee on the constitution and by-laws,
Messrs. Pennell, Bennett and Thomair, have finished
their work, and the constitution was adopted. It will
shortly be published. Since the annual meeting, on
May 30, the following clubs have joined the League:
Bergen County Wheelmen, with fifty members; Mont-
clair Wheelmen, fifteen, and the Asbury Park Wheel-
men, with forty. The Vineland, Atlantic City, Mercer
County Wheelmen of Trenton, and Business Men's
Cycle League of Newark are about ready to join.
There are now forty-one League clubs in the State
against thirty-three on May 30.

Road Rights of Wheelmen.

D. L. Sandoe, of the Arlington Bicycle Club, Wash-
ington, who was run down by two lumber wagons on
November 26, sustaining injuries both to himself and
to his bicycle, as narrated in the last issue of THE
Wheel, has entered a suit for $1,000 damages against
the owner of the vehicles, a prominent lumber mer-
chant. The suit has been brought in Sandoe's behalf
by the District Division of the League through its

attorney, E. B. Hay. The officials of the Division de-
clare that they are determined to put a stop to the
careless driving of men on wagons and other vehicles
whereby the majority of the bicycle accidents occur.
George S. Atwater, the Chief Consul of the Division,
has been instrumental in bringing the case before the
court.

George M. Nisbett, captain of the New York Club,
who knows a thing or two about wheels, lias, after
thorough experimentation, become a convert to the
cushion-tyre idea. Nisbett was at first loath to admit
any supremacy for the cushion tyro, but frequent
trials have convinced him that he experiences less
fatigue from a cushion than from a sol id-l vied wheel.

Mrs. Elizabeth Robbtns Pennell, authoress of " a
Canterbury Pilgrimage," also of other books ami
sketches, which her husband, |o. Pennell, has illus-

trated, is playing in t in- Shaftesbury Theatre, London.
It is said that Mrs. Pennell is a brilliant actress.

GOTHAM WHEELMEN.

The superb weather of Sunday last was the means
of inducing a large number of the members to par-
ticipate in the run to Van Cortland Park. Many
brought their skates with them and enjoyed the after-
noon on the ice. Those who were so unfortunate as
to forget them made a trip to Yonkers.

The run for Sunday next will be to Orange. Capt.
Weiner will endeavor to have every man in the club
accompany him on this particular run. Should the
weather permit, a good many will undoubtedly turn
out and thus make this the best attended run of the
year.

The smoker last Saturday evening was greatly en-
joyed. The programme was well carried out, and
adds another feather to the cap of this young but
enterprising club.

Lyric Hall will undoubtedly be chosen as the place
to hold the first annual ball of the club. The reports
of the committees will be heard at the next meeting,
and arrangements perfected for this occasion.

Sunday last a wheelman riding an ordinary fell

from his machine and was carried home in a carriage.
He refused to give his name, but the letters "G. W."
on his uniform make the club inclined to feel that it

was one of their number who was hurt. No informa-
tion can be obtained regarding the matter.

GRAND RAPIDS.

Nature has put on her winter mantle here and we
are now obliged to seek the seclusion of the club
room.
The V. C. W. started the social ball rolling by giv-

ing a smoker at their rooms Thursday evening. Dec. 4.

It was a most enjoyable affair, and a very pleasant
evening was spent smoking V. C. W. cigars (a brand
named after the club), and listening to choice selec-
tions on the piano, guitar, violin and banjo, by
Messrs. Gilchrist, Wheeler, Dean, Rasch and Harder.
The G. R. Cycle Co. held their annual meeting on

Tuesday evening, and selected the following officers :

President, C. S. Hartman ; Vice-President, A. B.
Richmond"; Secretary and Treasurer, L. R. Wilmarth.
They have placed their Western agency with Thos.
Kane & Co., Chicago, and will increase their output
of low priced wheels, besides getting out a few high-
grade machines. They have applications in for a
patent on a cushion tyre which can be placed on any
afet}' and which they will use on their wheels next
eason.

It is rumored that we are to have another factory
here, which will turn out a Hickory safety.

The G. R. B. C. have made Thursday evening ladies'
night at the club-house.

"Judge," of Detroit, has evidently accepted my
notes concerning himself and his club in a cross-grain
manner, judging from his allusions to me in his cor-
respondence. In my first article I merely wished to
"roast" him a little for his constant use of "dear
old " when alluding to some of his club-mates, and my
second article he entirely misconstrued. I did not
say that his club was on the point of disbanding, but
stated that the members were losing interest. This
was given to me by a member of his club. I have no
intention of "flinging mud," as he calls it, as I have
the highest regard for him and his organization.
Many of my most pleasant cycling hours have been
spent with him and his club-mates, and to all those
who desire a good time with a "crowd of jolly good
fellows," I say visit Detroit in 'gi.

MlZA.

Speaking to some of my cycling friends regarding
the contributions to the cycling press, I found that
there was a great diversity of opinion as to who was
really the prince of correspondents. Among the
pencil pushers who have become prominent may be
mentioned " Hawkshaw " (Frank Egan), of New
York ; "Toney," of Boston; "Ariel " (Hy. Crowther),
of Philadelphia, and one or two others on the staff of
the Bicycling World and Bulletin. THE Wheel has a
number of good correspondents, but the stars are not
many. Among the contributors to the cycling press
who used to entertain the old-timers in by-gone years
were C. A. Hazlet, of Portsmouth, N. H., whose ac-
curately computed mileage tables and records of
century runs which were published over the nom de
plume of "Telzah," were the wonder of the times way
back in '83. Then there was C. E. Pratt, once the
editor of the Wheelman and now, I fear, dangerously
near " Quidproquo's" elbow, where articles 011

League subjects did much to build up that organiza-
tion in the early days. Our own "Phoenix " (L. J.

Berger) was undoubtedly one of the best correspond-
ents on the Bulletin staff during '86 and '87, anil his
notes were always bright and entertaining.
"Phoenix," during the 'S7 League meet in this city
performed the feat of willing it up for the AV
Gazette, Bulletin and Bicycling ll\ >//</, and each ac-
count was entirely different. This established
"Phoenix's" reputation as a versatile writer on cy-
cling subjects, Charlie Howard once had charge of
a tine cycling column in the Boston Globe, but it has
dwindled down to nothing. E, B. Paige's writings
are yet fresh in the minds of the cycling public as
among the best. C. R. Dodge, now residing in Wash-
ington, D. C, was a valued contributor to the Wheel-
man in tiu- early days, Fred [enkins, who edited
Tiii': WHEEL in '8a, was an able writer, and until the
Ducker-Jenkjns row, wielded a mighty pen in League
affairs. 1 now conic to our own Hicks, \V. V. Hicks,
who in his time did much for cycling in St, 1 ouis. and
bv degrees, brought the wheel column of the Past'
Dispatch up to the front ranks. Many of the older
riders will remember his writings and particularly
his account of "a Post-Dispatch reporter^ .

ride a distance Which II covered in a straight
would reach from St Louts to si, Petersburg." Hicks
made one bad break when in- boomed the municipal
sprinkling, ami ail the good he ever did has been
wiped out b\ this affliction.—St, Louis Spectator,
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In the CI this week.
was print. :n from the East in which was

rvr for one of our leading man-
other things it said '
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die with expulsion from the League should he d

their I
' three

mg Board, and that I

•r Wimlie had announced
>n to stop racing (or good. It k

the r. that prominent racing
men bad discarded the make of wheel to rid'

other I that this was their revenue. Now
there is probablv no truth in this, but some I

cropped remarks on this subject,

and the walls have ea

Van SicUra ,mJ Barrett have joined hands in an-
enterprise outside ot their paper, as 1 see by the

papers the incorporation ot the Van Sicklen and
tt Printing and Publishing Co.

The Douglas Club indoor team haa been organised
but a short time, vet in their first game, Thursday
evening, With the Garden Cities, they were forced by

n the ninth inning to play tenth, and it was
the other side who got the winning run.

H. J. Winn has patent papers now in Washington
. combination rat trap and rubber pedal and toe

clip. Winn is a member of the Illinois Cycling Club.

Billie Herrick has ordered a dinner for the Lincoln's
New Year's Eve, •' the-old-out-and-the-new-in " cele-

bration Two tables the full lengtn of the parlor will

ommoaation of members,
ever the genial Billie undertakes augurs well.

The .^olus Cycling Club's indoor team were del

by the Lincoln's Thursday evening by a score 01

The Lincoln* under their new management are doing
better work. P. |. McVoy is manager; 11. Tyler

Iwell, captain;* J. C. Harrington, secretary and
treasurer, and George C. Stamm. official scorer.

Frank McDonald, for some unexplained reason, re-

signed the management and from the club also
.1111:11 was elected, though he thrice declined.

The Lak ling Clnb have the racing fever
so seriously that they carry it into the Winter, but on
skates, however They will giv. .1 s. rieS of live races
on the North Pond in Lincoln Park on Christmas
morning. A one mile race for medal, live mile for a

ol tine skates, a one hundred yard dash, and two
Otnei I icing skates are being purchased and
training is taking place on the pond every day.

The presidency of the Associated Cycling Clubs is

a question now under discussion. I, M. Krwin re-

sign. i| the Lincoln representatives, and their
lent. Mr. Geroiild. was appointed during his ab-

. the chair to fill the \ Mr. Gerould
infer with the kavetiswoi.il

Athletic Club committee with regard to their track.

The vhlelic Clnb w< uld like the co-
lli, .n of the Line. ,1ns, but stipulate that the track

be not opened on Sunday. Tins will hardly warrant
the wheelmen Joining tins organization, for the only
time most of them hi . tra> k is on Sunday.

I their
n that condition, Mr. Qerould

will, however, act on the committee, and may be able
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The Victor Cycling Club is in a fair way to become
one of our local clubs. It will be composed entirely
of riders of that make of wheel.

The Garfield Cycling Club has grown from the
embers of the Ashland Cycling Club, which disbanded
some lim, mber ss they obtained a

charter. Their charter membership numbered twenty
They have elected no road oftl L but their
executive officers arc. I. G. Braun, President; J. L.
Auld, Vice-President; C. E. Anthony. E

Eugene Buehler. Treasurer. Theirs will be an I. A
W. club, and no member will be allowed on club runs
unless in full club uniform. Their club coloi
dark green, old gold and silver.

Coleman, the Eastern agent of the Western Wheel
Wotks, on the advent of his baby boy telegraphed to
his friends in the city as follows: "Machine just ar-
rived ; weight nine pounds, without saddle or ped

I'lKKN/l

RICHMOND, IND.

Have you ever been through Eastern Indiana
Well, when you come from Down Last n 1 ' from
Cleveland to Columbus, then down to Dayton, and
from thence over to Richmond, where you will strike
the old and well-known " National Road," on which
you can spin off fifteen to twenty miles per hour, and
have excellent roads on a bee line to the side of the
State, passing through Indianapolis and on to Terre
Haute. But you must not be in a hurry when you
pass here, for you will regret not taking in some of

our great old pikes round about Richmond.
"Richmond!" you may say. "Where is that?"

lust wait a minute, please, and 1 will tell vou. It is a
little town situated on and owned by (7) the Van Handle
Railroad ; is sixty-nine miles north from Cincinnati,
and seventy miles east from Indianapolis ; has 18,000

people scattered over four square miles. Two hun-
dred and fifty of these people ride cycles, over the besl
graded and cleanest streets of any town of the si/.e in

the Union. -Most of the wheelmen belong to one or
sometimes t>..th of the cycling clubs, the R. B. C.
and the Y. M. C. A. C C The latter club has a track
for racing at the Association Athletic Park, just

east of the town, and is an "all-the-year-round affair."
while the R. B. C. is for Summer use only, but .

and road runs along about Decoration Day.
The Association C. C. have regular monthly field days.
at which times races are open to all who are not pro-
fessionals. The L. A. W. rules arc not used here.

Everybody is looking for something great to happen
at the next Pall races to be given by the Wayne
County Driving Park Association, and it is hoped that
one or both ol the clubs will obtain the use of the
track and give a regular series of races during the

D, This track is one mile, the finest in the 51

and is said by Mr. Nelson, the owner of the great
record-breaking horse, to be the finest track, without

.lion, that he has ever seen. Planagen, Nvc. Mc-
Coy and McMcans are the home talent on the track,
and Robinson, Wright, Parrish and Detch are the
road riders.

'Two houses in the town will push the trade for all

that there is in it during the coming Season
Detch A: Sons and I". J. Parrish. Both are situated on
the main business street, and will carry a full line of

goods.

When you expeel to be passing through Richmond
favor us with a visit. Drop a note to either I' I Par-
rish or George Detch, Jr., and..
out to meet you who will show you around, and will
sec thai you have a better time than yon ever had be-
fore. Come any tune <>t the year, and remember that
the Pan Handle R. H. will check your wh. •

and our cow ordinance does not prohibit riding
on the sidewalk through the back sir. els as long as
you don't run over one ol the " bobbies " while he is

ir motto be, "On to Richmond,'
von ;ill summer, for yon can't

afford to miss it. Pi
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DOWN DANIELSONVILLE WAY.

Some scribe, lacking elegance of thought, Bays " He
who rides the G. O. O. is an ignoramus over whom the

the Evil One's curse hangs," Now isn't that :

And then our Mr. Shriver puts up the friendly shield,

and we hear the lierv darts of the wicked rattling

against it. The shield of mental equipoise, of com-
• use, of non-wheeling crankism. How sweet it

is that brothers dwell together in love !

There comes a lesson to me out of these differ,

of opinion. As a wheelman earnestly desiring all the

good possible for cycling, I look to each new wheel as

the means of bringing into the ranks those who
|

sibly might not have been attracted by any other

form of machine. My father rides beside me on a

safety. But for the safety I should not have the

pleasure of his company. He represents to me the

stability that cycling is attaining. We want every kind

.! wheel that will possibly make a new wheelman.

During five years of cyclopedestrianism out here in

"the brush "—" remote corner"— "so far away"
"hayseed district" 1 have labored to drive in'. . the

of all prospective wheelmen that there is no
" best " bicycle. And the bread has returned ! There
are twenty-five wheelmen in our town and six of them
agents bicycle agents ! There isn't one rider in the

whole region who ever thinks of saying his wheel is

Bicycle agents are so thick that some other

agent would be sure to hear. It really •'.

heart good to see the Eagle, the Victor, the Broncho,

,1 few "goats," some tall wheels, a Springfield Road-
ster, and perhaps a Star, go off for an afterno

jaunt, and never a word or look about mak.
wheels ; or be they high or low, or blamed or bias

Vou see, we are not quite so unsophisticated here in

1 taniclsonvillc as you thought. In the first place we
have learned broad ways of thinking concerning what
to ride, and have consequently been able to get our
wheels at "agents' pril

In the Spring four or live new agencies will blossom,

so that we shall have something like a do/en different

makes of wheels represented by as many men here in

our little town of six thousand people. And if tins

sentiment of good will toward men and wheel-

be sustained, we shall have every rider on a diffl

make of wheel and every rider an "agent

Can see. my dear friend of the crowded, chiiniicy-

potted, smoke-belching city, there are advantagl

living in a small place.

Not long since it v.

the Rhode Island Wheelmen's members, Mr. Win. H.
Place, ot Providence, lb ending the

Thanksgiving holidays at Brooklyn. Conn. Early in

the Summer, also, besojoumed there for awhile

I had heard such remark..

over rutand sod, betwi and Brooklyn,
thirty miles in three hours and fifteen minutes, that

quite as one is apt to wonder, " was
Alexander, pa •" s.

. I fell to wondering what kill'

a tins was who could so annihilate lulls.

.ml an almost primeval status generally,

illy ten miles an hour over this road. M\

Interview ii me with t; ial he had
"stuffing" the farmers and the wheelmen
DOre to see how much they would hold an

.11 amusement than to record himself with them
as an exponent •

; the plessantast and brightest chata on I..

work and general cycling that has , hail, ed me with

a hitherto stranger in many a .!
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BROOKLYN BICYCLE CLUB.

We have met our first defeat this season at the
hands of the Harlem Club. I hope it will not prove
the precursor of many more. It was one of those un-
satisfactory matches where the game was lost by so
narrow a margin as to make the entire team feel

guilty. Evidently, we spent all our energy in the
wind-up with the Riversides a week back, for we
could not repeat the performance, and where a strike
would have won the game we were pitiably weak.
There is no use feeling bad, however, even if it was
our mystical thirteen that defeated us. It is strange
how that number clings to the club. The force of a
large number of men to "root" was exemplified at

this game, the Harlems having encouragement on tap
for each man on their team.

The committee have called off the ladies' reception
for the 23d, as the date was too near Christmas to suit

the members. Some more agreeable night will be
set later on.

A committee has been appointed to confer with the
other clubs in the city and arrange for a monster thea-
tre-party in January. Mr. B. M. Cole and E. Melvin
will act for us. The former gentleman has a reputation
for these affairs which insures its success. The Park
Theatre will be selected, and our club-mate, W. L.

Sinn, the manager of that theatre, will do all in his
power to make it pleasant for the boys.

Our bowling team have accepted the challenge of

the Prospect Hill Bowling Club, and will play them
return games in January. They are very good
bowlers, and will give us all we can do to hold up our
end, but the good time entailed is the attraction.

The handicaps in the pool tournament have been
announced as follows : Scratch, Matthews, Hawley,
Skinner, Ackerson; 2 balls, Borland, Brown; 6 balls,

Fuller, Kirk, Stillwell, Rogers ; 8 balls, Schoefer, Jer-
vis; 10 balls, Jones, McLean; 14 balls, Vandergaw and
Brumley.
Mr. W. B. Curtis, a member of the New York Ath-

letic Club, handles the chairman of our Racing Board
without gloves in the Spirit of tlie Times. In his self-

opinionated article he arraigns the L. A. W., but more
particularly Davol, for the recent suspensions. I

think Davol can stand it, as such acrimonious attacks
are never hurtful, and it is well known to flaunt the
cause of wheelmen at Mr. Curtis is like shaking a red
flag at a bull. I speak of this in my letter because it

strikes me so forcibly. How useless it has all been,
the yoking of the L. A. W. with the A. A. U. ? If the
League had been firm last March and fought out the
fight then, all the present turmoil would have been
avoided. - Atol.

SAN FRANCISCO.

It has been announced that Col. Pope's visit to this
city is for recreation, but some of the local riders
affirm that important business in connection with the
local agency of his company caused his appearance in

this part of the country.

President White, of the Alameda Bicycle Club, is

authority for the statement that his club will hold a
twenty-five mile road race on the San Leandro tri-

angle on the morning of May 30 next. Should any
club in the vicinity of this city decide to hold track
races, this road race will be postponed until the first

holiday on which there will be no track events.

The Alameda Club members presented their cap-
tain, J. F. Ives, with a handsome oxidized silver piano
lamp on the occasion of his marriage, which took place
last week.

L. Devaney, the local representative of the Coventry
Machinists Company, has secured a five years renewal
of the lease on the premises occupied by his cyclery,
opposite Golden Gate Park. He will have his wheel-
room entirely remodeled and its capacity doubled,
besides other necessary changes. When the work is

finished the establishment will be entitled to the com-
pliment bestowed on it several years ago by Prince
Wells, when he said it was the most convenient and
best fitted bicycle salesroom that he had ever visited.

The controversy now going on regarding what the
prizes should consist of in bicycle racing is an inter-
esting one. There is one point that the persons favor-
ing medals for prizes overlook, and that is that were
they to see a man wearing a big show of medals they
would, without doubt, attack him fiercely for such a
boastful display; yet what use are medals to be put to
if they are not to be worn ? In some places all medals
are made expressly to be worn as a watch charm (an
excellent idea), and if the time ever comes when
medals, and nothing else, constitute the prizes, it will
be possible that some ot the racing men will be able
to sport a different charm every day in the year.

In a recent issue of the Bulletin appeared the appli-
cation of Leopold Pierson, of England, for member-
ship. This may mean that Mr. Pierson contemplates
a visit to this country, and should he do so riders
should extend him all the courtesies possible, as he is

a most popular man in his own country, and has been
a hard worker in the cause of cycling. He once drew
a most complimentary paragraph from W. McCand-
lish, the brilliant editor of Wheeling: among other
pleasant things he said, " We wish there were more
Leopold Piersons."

Money is said to be the root of all evil, and it may
truly be said that it is the foundation on which a
champion cyclist is built. At the present moment I

can think of but one champion, George Gatehouse,
who could afford to and did spend freely all the money
necessary to develop himself into a champion. The
majority of racing men cannot afford to spend the
money which training and traveling to race meetings
entails, and when they look about them for some man
or club who is perfectly willing to supply the neces-
sary sinewsof warthegrim spectreof professionalism
constantly stares them in the face. CALIFORNIA.

At a regular meeting of the Orange Wheelmen mi
December 5 it was decided to have the club incor
porated and also to issue 2,500 shares of slock at $1
per share. The money is to be used for the erection
of a new club-house on Park Avenue.

NEW ORLEANS.

Christmas is drawing near and the cycle trade is

increasing wonderfully. We now have two agents
for the cushion tyre with us, and the boys are very
much pleased with it, although they have not as yet
had a chance to test the new device on some of our
rough roads.

The Arlington Bicycle Club will give the first of
their series of hops at the Washington Artilen Hall,
on Friday evening, December 12. It promises to be a
successful affair, as the Arlingtons are hustlers and
never do things by halves.

The N. O. B. C. have purchased three fine lots in a
desirable locality, and the building committee have
submitted plans of a handsome structure with all the
latest attendants of a club-house. This move will
give the club a boom which will be grateful to the
hustling promoters of the enterprise.

The L. C. C. will very probably have a "Christmas
tree" the latter part of this month. They are away
up in the line of hosts, and when they open their doors
success is an assured fact.

A decided move will be made in a few days relative
to the new athletic grounds. The Southern Athletic
Club have gone into it with a vengeance, and report
very favorably on the prospective success of the
scheme.

Mr. Pattee, of Rouse, Hazard & Co., Peoria, 111., is

among us with a cuhion-tyred Ormonde, as is also
Mr. Crosswell, of the Strong & Green Cycle Co., Phil-
adelphia, who has a Quadrant fitted with cushion
tyres with him.
Mr. Frank Teller, of the Columbia Cycle Club,

Washington, D. C, who is on his way to Central
America, stopped over in this city for a few days re-
cently. He rides a 64-inch New Rapid, and attracts a
great deal of attention.

E. C. Fenner has an elegantly appointed workshop
now with nickeling vats capable of accommodating
any size of work, and all the necessary machinery for
the consummation of A No. 1 work. M. O. Spring is

at the head of this department.

One year ago there was not enough bicycle repair-
ing here to keep one man from starving, but now a
force of six men-have plenty of work six days of each
week.
Mr. R. P. Randall is agent here for the Hickory. In

my opinion the Hickory would be a great machine
with cushion or pneumatic tyres.

It is a mooted question whether the L. A. W. races
will be held in May or September. GREVY.

LOUISVILLE.

SYRACUSE.

The Syracuse Cycling Club are waiting very pa-
tiently for the meeting of the Membership Committee
of the L. A. W. to see what action they will take
regarding the "four" expelled by the club some time
ago. It seems as though it should be pretty near time
that some action was taken.

The "Indians" elected their "chiefs" on the even-
ing of the nth for the year 1891. They are as follows :

President, E. L. Lancaster ; Vice-President, G. R.
Wilson ; Recording Secretary, A. E. Rose ; Corre-
sponding Secretary, W. Rasman ; Financial Secre-
tary, W. Joel ; Treasurer, Jos. I. Ruhl ; Captain, S.

Chapman ; Executive Committee, W. Bex and C. W.
Phillips ; Representative to L. A. W., E. R. Emmons.
The "Indians" now have thirty-three members, and
have rooms in the Grand Opera House block.

At the last meeting of the Syracuse Club the com-
mittee having the revising of the constitution in hand
made their report, which, by the way, only lasted
about two hours and a half. Their report was adopt-,
ed with very few changes, and at the next meeting
the constitution will be in shape to publish.

A large number of the "boys" here are talking of
going to Rochester for New Year's Day.
Snow for the past week has put a stop to any wheel-

ing, and the prospects of a run on Christmas or even
New Year's Day are below par.

Wheelmen are, as a rule, not given very much to
Sunday-school. Of course we all know that the mar-
ried men go to Sunday-school and church also,, but in
ninety-nine cases out of a hundred the younger men
do not, as a rule, go. However, the S. C. Cs. have set
a good example, and every Sunday from 3 to 6 p. m.
will see from twenty-five to fifty of its members at
"school." If reports may be relied on, then the
lessons must be very interesting, for your correspond-
ent has known several to break off engagements to
attend these afternoon meetings.

PALISADE WHEELMEN.

On January 14, 1891, the Palisade Wheelmen will
give their first reception and ball, which, judging
from the number of invitations already issued, will
prove an enjoyable affair. Although wheeling is at
present not indulged in to any great extent, the P. Ws.
are not idle, for the time is being improved by believ-
ing their condition for the coming Spring. When the
snows of '91 have disappeared they will again be
ready to talk business in the way of riding, touring
and perhaps a little racing. At the last meeting of
the club there was admitted to membership a prom-
inent Boston racing man who has taken up his homo
in Jersey, and who will henceforth, with a few others,
endeavor to carry the club's colors on to victory.
In a few weeks the regular semi-annual election

takes place, and deep interest in the same is already
manifesting itself. The election tor Captain will be
especially interesting, as there are many claimants
for this honor. Luteheii is a decided favorite, while
Sigmund also stands a good el in nee. PALISADE

The Bicycle^ a former morithlj publication, has
been consolidate, I with Young Anioiioon, of West
Randolph, Vt.

On Saturday evening, December 13, a very sociable
crowd of cyclers and their friends assembled at the
L. C. C. rooms and enjoyed a quiet time, which was
somewhat spiced with vocal and instrumental selec-
tions, pool and athletic exhibitions, and the seductive
" draw " so well known in this State. Dr. Lucas and
W. E. Rapp gave piano selections, and Charles Grun-
wald played the violin ; cigars were also indulged in.

While the musicians were entertaining a delegation
in the parlors, the card and pool tables were well
patronized in the annex, and the gymnasium overhead
had its share of admirers. Mr. Ren Burgen showed
wonderful agility in tumbling and feats of strength.
Ed and Will Vernon did some high kicking, and
jumped the high rope at five feet. Boxing, fencing,
vaulting and the swinging rings made up their parts
of the programme in which Messrs. Edw. Herget,
Jacob Bauer, Edw. Mathey, Carl Neffler and Ren
Burgen excelled. It could not have been a more
pleasant evening, although the affair was not adver-
tised, and the entertainment will no doubt be repeated
every Saturday night.

The Independents will probably celebrate Christmas
with a burlesque on the time-honored Christmas tree.

The Louisvilles will celebrate the holiday season
with an "exclusive" club dance and banquet on the
29th. Tickets are limited to club members. This is

the first affair confined to club membership given
since its organization. Messrs. Mathey, Grunwald
and Chas. Crush have the matter in charge.

The League committees met last Sunday and form-
ally organized. Work has been actively commenced,
and each committee reports progress since the meet-
ing.

It is reported that the " King Pin " of the L. C. C.
was so enamored of a certain fair damsel as to play
an evening engagement of six nights and a Saturday
matinee; and later, it-is announced by some fiend in
human guise that he called for a short visit early one
morning. All of which accounts for the song, "In the
Morning," so much affected by members in the " King
Pin's " presence.

The departure of Mr. Clarence F. Johnston for
Aurora, Mo., leaves a vacancy his clubmates will find
trouble in filling. The best wishes of local cyclers
goes with him to his new home.
George Simpson, lately removed to Knoxville, Tenn.,

is spending a few days here among his old acquaint-
ances, who delight in his companionship. His popu-
larity is certainly deserved, for no more clever wheel-
man lives than "that same" George.

The Programme Committee for the State meet in
Louisville, June 26 and 27, reports progress that is

certainly encouraging. It will be issued early, as the
time of the committee is engaged in private enter-
prises that will not allow of delay of any great length
of time. The programme will be artistic and attractive.
An edition of 3,000 will be issued and distributed in
Kentucky and adjoining States.

ST. LOUIS.

For six weeks we have been enjoying ideal riding
weather here, but now there is two or three inches of
snow on the ground. This prevented the game of
foot ball between the two clubs that was arranged
through a challenge from the Missouris. Rugby
rules to govern. The Cycling Club accepted it, but
demanded the good old kicking style, which form is

much better known among the boys of both clubs.
This weather will give them time to arrange a
schedule of games on some satisfactory plan.

Alex. Lewis' " defi " that O. L. Rule did not make
the Manchester-to-the-pump course in 59m. 7s. was
promptly accepted by W. A. Todd, of the Cycling
Club, and he offered to wager $100 that Rule rode the
distance in the time stated. Todd evidently knows "a.

good thing when he see it. Lewis takes the ground
that there was not enough proof of the time of start-
ing and that that is the only point he questions. A
good way to settle the matter would be to have a
trial between these two superb road riders. Of
course the time should be set when the St. Louis legis-
lators are " before the bar " in some of the saloons,
with their wagons left in the way and their horses
freezing in the cold, otherwise they might see the
race and fix up another Warner-take-off-vou-hat-to
the-Mills bill.

At a meeting held at the Missouri Club's house on
Saturday night, Dec. 6, a resolution was adopted asking
the "powers that be " not to sprinkle with water the
asphalt on Pine or Locust Streets before 9 a, 111. nor
after 3.30 p. m., so that cyclers could ride to and from
their business. Messrs. Holm, Paterson, Brown and
Stewart were appointed to confer with the liverymen
and others interested in the movement. It is asking
so little of the commissioner that it is confidently
hoped that the petition will be favorably received.
There is probably nothing that, will boom cycling
more in this city, especially among Hie businessmen,
than the discontinuation of street sprinkling. Every-
one but those living on the streets in question seem to
want the change, and they object principally because
they see no difference between dampness sufficient to
keep the dust from flying ami a sea of mud.
The Cycling Club are working like Trojans for

their entertainment on the i8tk. They are just the
fellows to have all the .11 rangonienls made in good
season, which is half I he bat lie. It will be a first class
affair,

The Missouri club is still booming in membership.
They took a citj ri u Sunday of tins week for the
edification of the small boys along the route.

Kl it RE GREA r.

A team road race took place between the cil\
college boys at Jacksonville, ill., o\i Phanksi >

1 '.'\
.

i'ti. citj team were viol >us, scoring tlui

points to their opponent's ei(
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The Star Bicycle" Club, of Buffalo, has consolidated
with the Wanderers Club.

ALL ABOUT BERMUDA
And tin- Blwell Bicycle Tour

to th.it l>c-. mi I ful spot next

February.

Address, F. A, ELWELL, Portland, Me.

IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEND TO

— — A. W. GUMP & CO., Dayton, Ohio, -» *» **

FOR PRICES ON TYPEWRITERS AND BICYCLES. TYPEWRITERS RENTED.
BICYCLES. TYPEWRITERS AND CUNS TAKEN IN EXCHANCE.

die,

• * • •

it?

CENTS 40 POUNDS.LADIES 37 POUNDS.

WEBB-CUSIIION TYRES ON ALL.
SOLID TYRES TO ORDER ONLY.

Send for Catalogue, also description of Cushion Tyres.

BANKER Sl CAMPBELL CO., Ltd.,

1786-8 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Factory, ROCKAWAY, HEW JERSEY. Branch House, 1311 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, H. Y.

THE JUNIOR

24-in. SAFETY
DiiOP FRAME)

BALL BEARINGS
AM. OVI.R.

$35

1 A* BIG o CHRISTMAS* BARGAIN.
. « e .

Ul s -
3 S n
«« a* The same Jimior the boys have been riding ever since safeties were
CO — *

"IS made. It has always sold for §50.00. We sell it for ^35.00 in our store, and
-'

SB that is rock bottom. If you cannot come and get one we will crate it and deliver

it to any express or freight depot in the city for 75c extra This is a big

chance. Send iii your order now. arid have it shipped Christmas week. We
will send it CO. D. on receipt of $5.00 rue money.
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1406 PENN SQUARE
JD.. PHILADELPHIA.
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so faithfully serves. Subscription price, $1 per
year.

THE WHEEL is away ahead of anything of
its kind in this country, in size as well as in
matter. Bright and Newsy.

CHARLES F. GARFIELD,
Rochester, N. Y.

Your paper increases in interest every year.

D. H. SMITH, Holyoke, Mass.

I do not hesitate to say that The Wheel is the
paper of America. L. P. Thayer,

West Randolph, Vt.

AT the meeting of the Amateur Athletic

Union Board, the detailed report of which

appears in our news columns, it was formally

voted that a joint L. A. W.-A. A. U. expense-

payment resolution had been adopted last Feb-

ruary and that it was operative. One or two

—

perhaps more of the members of the A. A. U.

Board were in the mood to ignore this joint

resolution, ignore the L. A. W. Racing Board

as the proper body to control cycling, and have

the Athletic Union set up a code of bicycle legis-

lation on its own account. Happily, the foolish

members of the Board were in a microscopic

minority.

The Board further voted that after May,

1891, no club could give and no athlete could

accept, under penalty of suspension, any prize

valued at more than thirty dollars, and such

prize must be a medal or similar trophy. The
Board also passed a resolution under which no

athletes will be liable to suspension without at

least a preliminary hearing. It was also voted

to appoint a committee, which will meet a sim-

ilar committee of the L. A. W. on January 3,

when the questions of the suspensions and
future legislation will be discussed.

The trade of this great Western city has grown
enormously, and it remained for The Wheel to

send a courier with a note book around the

Windy City and publish not a bird's-eye view,

but an accurate and comprehensive idea of

what the established Chicago concerns have
done, are doing or intend to do, and all about

the new concerns, which are legion.

THE last issue of the year 1890. And what
a momentous year it has been. The

knowledge of the sport spreading as rapidly as

a rabbit plague, new roads and ridable pave-

ments being laid in many cities, in many sec-

tions ; a most successful year with the trade,

marked by a few failures, unimportant in a

general sense and quite shadowed and wiped
out by a condition of '

' unprecedented prosper-

ity;" the greatest racing season since 1885, the

mile record reduced, the ordinary practically

retired by the victorious safety, the hollow tyre.

Ah ! how much do we owe to '90

!

THE CITIZENS BICYCLE CLUB TO
CONSOLIDATE WITH THE NEW

YORK ATHLETIC CLUB.

THE attention of the trade is called to our

Chicago trade article, published in the

news columns of this week's Wheel. Manu-

facturers, agents and riders will want to read it.

At the regular monthly meeting of the Citi-

zens Bicycle Club, held at their house on Mon-
day of last week, there was a specially large
gathering of members. The important busi-

ness of the evening was the consideration of

a proposition from the New York Athletic Club,
which organization was represented at the
meeting by Dr. Hammond. The proposition
made by the athletic club is in outline as
follows:" That the Citizens Club consolidate

with the New York Club. That as soon as the
consolidation is effected, the members of the
Citizens' Club shall become active members of

the New York Athletic Club. That the present
club-house of the Citizens Club shall be main-
tained for three years after the consolidation,

and that it shall be open to the members of the
athletic club, as the Athletic Club building will

be open to the members of the Citizens Club.

At the end of three years the present club-

house is to be given up.
While the Citizens Club members will enjoy

the full privileges of the Athletic Club, they
cannot at once be elected on. account of the

athletic club's constitution, but they will be
elected in the order of their priority as members
of the Citizens Club, and at the end of three

years the entire club will be elected members of

the New York Athletic Club. It is also ex-

pected that before this period expires the
athletic club will have a new building, in which
ample accommodations will be made for wheel-
men.
The club elected the Board, of Trustees as a

a committee to arrange, perfect, and carry into

execution such plan of amalgamation of the

two clubs as they may deem advisable.

In referring to the improvement of county roads, the
Newark Journal says editorially: "Within the last

eighteen months Union County has laid and macadam-
ized with rock ballast thirty-eight miles of roadways,
at a cost of $300,000. The results of this work have
been so satisfactory that farmers and rural residents
who were opposed to issuing bonds for the work are
so well converted that they are putting in their de-
mands for the improvement of lateral roads. For
every dollar spent on the roadways property has ap-
preciated at least $5 worth. The main objection to

rural residence in this State has been the wretched
condition of the roads. Essex County has not shared
in this reproach, because years ago it adopted a sys-
tem of road improvement that has attracted thousands
of population from New York, and added millions to

the taxable valuation. When it becomes known that

the roads in Union and Passaic and Bergen Counties
are well built, and can be driven over in comfort ami
safety, there will be a demand for villa sites and coun-
try houses. The effect on the markets will not be less

marked. Newark has a splendid market, lor the
reason that the farmers have solid roads to drive over,
and there is no wear and tear on horses and wagons

Newspaper jokes at the best are, as a rule, in
fetched and overdrawn, and the alleged witticisms
referring to cycling subjects are no exceptions to

this slate of affairs. For instance, wherein lies the

humor of the following paragraph, from a Western
paper: "Bicycles made of aluminum an- said to bo

unbreakable. Enterprising dealers should offer a

scalp or skull of the same metal as a premium with

each machine sold." How many Instances can bo

eitod where a person has Injured Ins scalpor skull

through riding a bicycle ?

MASSACHUSETTS' CHIEF CONSUL
RESIGNS.

The outcome of the recent squabble among the offi-

cers of the Massachusetts Division is the resignation
of Dr. W. H. Emery as Chief Consul of that Division
and as Vice-President of the L. A. W. The unfortu-
nate controversy at the Board of Officers' meeting a
week from last Friday placed Mr. Emery in such an-
tagonistic relations with the most prominent League
officials that to have worked harmoniously with them
in the future would have been impossible.
Recognizing this fact, and still having the best in-

terests of the L. A. W. at heart, he felt willing to sacri-
fice his position for the good of the cause. Besides, it

is understood that the professional duties of Mr.
Emery have increased to such an extent of late that it

would not be possible for him to give the same atten-
tion to the duties of the Chief Consul's office that he
had in the past.
The news of his resignation was received with sur-

prise by the majority of the Boston wheelmen, for
Mr. Emery has been a popular, hard-working official
and an enthusiastic worker for the League. He was,
in short, one of the most efficient Chief Consuls that
the Division has ever had. •

Arthur W. Robinson, the present Vice-Consul, will
succeed Mr. Emery as Chief Consul. Mr. Robinson
has for several years been prominent in local cycling
circles. He was one of the founders, and successively
captain and president of the Rovers Cycle Club of
Charlestown, the most active and representative
wheeling organization in this part of New England.
He is universally popular, and his past record as a

cyclist is proof positive that the Massachusetts State
Division will be made to flourish under his adminis-
tration.

AMERICAN TOURISTS ABROAD.

In recent issues of The Wheel mention has been
made of the trip around the world which two St. Louis
wheelmen by the name of Thos. Allen, Jr., and W. L.
Sachtleben have, undertaken. By this time, we pre-
sume, they are riding their cushion-tyred safeties
somewhere near Constantinople, and considering
what a hard job they will have to fight off the horde
of savage dogs for which the capital of the Mussul-
mans is characteristic, their position will not be en-
vied by everyone. Our countrymen have written the
following letter to the French cycling paper, La Veloce
Sport

:

" ROME, November 27, 1800.

"Dear Friends :—Since our last letter, dated from
Geneva, we have ridden more than 600 miles through
sunny Italy. Besides other important cities, we have
been at Milan, Brercia, Verona, Padua, Venice, Bo-
logne, Florence and Rome. Now is not the best time
in the year to travel through northern Italy, and we
had to struggle many a time against the storms let

loose from the slopes of the Alps and Appenines.
From Milan to Venice the road stretches along the
foot of the mountains through the flat lands of the
river Po. Although not very hilly, it is picturesque
nevertheless, for the mountains rise abruptly to the
left of the travelers, and their snow-covered tops con-
trast strangely with the green valley below. A flat

road is not the ideal of a wheelman, however, and we
found this to be so from experience. Our arrival
awheel in Venice, the famous city of the canals, has
excited a great deal of curiosity. This was especially
noticable on the second day,' when we went round
with our machines in one of the gondolas and sailed
round "Canale Grande." It was probably the first

time that the silent steed figured in such a picture.
From Venice to Bologne the road continues flat, but
from the last city to Florence we had to climb the
highest hills in all our trip. In coasting we had to use
the greatest care, as we have no breaks on our ma-
chines.
" We rested two days in Florence, then, on Novem-

ber 21, left for Rome, but not before some bad mishap
had befallen us. We were riding happily along
through one of the streets when we were suddenly
arrested and conducted to a police-station. There we
were fined for having ridden through one of the streets
prohibited to cyclers. We then had a three days'
spin through the sterile mountains and plains of the
"Campagne" of Rome, until we crossed the Tiber on
"II Ponte Malle" and entered the capital of the classic

world. We intend to stay in Rome about two weeks,
and then proceed to Constantinople. We don't know
as yet in what direction we shall go there. Probably
by Naples, Brinsidi and Greece.

" We hope you will soon hear from us again. Mean-
while, we are, etc.,

"Signed, "Titos. G. Allen, TR-,
" William L. Sachtleben."

Harlem Wheelmen.
James Haight has recently returned from his wed-

ding trip. On Thursday last, ho was "At home;"
likewise his better half. ' A number of the boys called

to see how Jim looked at home, and the verdict was
entirely to his credit, but ii is thought that he will

have to be " at home " considerably more than here-
tofore.

Harry Moore, No. 1, of the Harlems, is thinking \ erj

seriously of trying his luck on the matrimonial sea.

l.asl Sunday forty of the llaiiems attended
service at the Mi

. Morris Baptist Church in a body.

The proprlel 1 the franklin House at Tarry-
town, Mr. Samuel T. Bennett, Will, as usual, give a

bottle ol champagne to the ftrsl New Nork wheelman
to arrive at the Franklin House on January 1. 1891.

The Start is to be made not earlier than la w ni, De-
cember 11, and not above One Hundjeth and Tenth
Street, New York city. The trial is confined to New
York wheelmen only. Messrs. ll.msou an. I Pendle-
ton will start for the bottle j atso a number of otlier

clubmen. It is expected thai the Riverside's man,
Stilger, will make an effort to capture the champagne
this year,
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VICTOR * SAFETY.

''VICTORS spend less time in the repair shop than any other

make of machines."
,

ONE of the reasons why a Victor is best for you to buy.

MORE—plenty of them—on application.

OVERn/lN WHEEL CO.,

MAKERS OF

VICTOR BICYCLES,

Office ai}d Factory, Qtyieopee Falls, (T)ass.

BOSTON. WdSHINQTON.
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er the management of Mr. I* ML Richard-
floor above (40x140) is used entirely as a

ridinK d is the finest in this city.
Mr. Richardson lias but recently returned from

id, where he has placed with 1. K. Starley
an immense order for Rover safeties, which this firm

.eraliy introduced last season. Said Mr. Rich-
ardson: "Mr. C. S. Merrill, of the Wilmington Wheel
Club, formerly with the Coventry Ma

:i the load tor the Jho. Wilkinson Co. Our
thirty-six pound Rovers we have ordered with the

in these proportions: 65 per eent. cushion, 35 per
cent pneumatic, and 10 per eent. solid. Pi
Rovers will be handled by US, including the lady's
wheel, which will Weigh fro'ui *S to 4 ,

, pounds, and the
road wheels weighing from .14 to 4S pounds. Allot
the latter 1 have ordered 40 per eent. cushion,
Cent, pneumatic, and the balance solid. All 1

wheels ordered will have pneumatic teres. I will also
supply a few pneumatic tyre racing tandems," con-
tinued Mr. Richardson.

" We are the general Western agents for tin
ford Manufacturing Co., and will handle as a line >^i

cheap and medium safeties the Western Wheel
Works' St. Nicholas and Giant wheels. We will not
catalogue any ordinaries, but will alwayi have in

I full line of high wheels, solid teres onlv.
"We are also manufacturers of bells, and will in-

troduce a new double-gong bell next season, besides
currying a full line of bicycle sundri.

I He 'MAS KANE I

Thos. Kane & Co. are at present located on thi
ond Boor of their building at 1 47 and 130 Wabash
Avenue, but on January 1 will occupy the first floor.
This will be elegantly fitted up as mi for
bicycles, steam yachts, boats, 1 allocs, and an exten-
sive line of cam. 1
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The • rner Lake and
llalsted Streets, have but recently determined to
build wheels, and no information could be gain,
to style of wheel nor the number they expected to
manufacture. Their plant is a large one, much
larger than any of the other manufactories of low-
grade machines.

WIS, |.K\ 1 -.. 1 I

Western I son Street. A
sign in the window asking their friends to wail for
them, and a report that Mr. Perguson had gone East
was the only information that could be gained here.
Mr. PergUSOn, however, in a personal conversation

line since, stated that lie should handle the
comin - all the wheels oil the market that w el •

-

open to him, and that he should take a trip ICast
before Spring to secure an agency for an English
wheel, lie will also carry a line of wheels to rent.

CHIC v.." in VCLE CO.

The Chicago Bicycle Co . at 441 Carroll Avenue.
The manage) n, but would divulge no infor-
mation other than that they would manufai tare

-. call them the " Worth," and that they Would
differ very materially from last eel. "Full

said he " 1 will give you later on." I

am preparing a wheel for a photograph, and would
rather you would say nothing at all. Will have a
dandy, and don't you forget that. The spring fork
may break, but then there's the bumpers, and you
can ride the wheel just the me again arid I

will tell you all the fa,

NEW ERA BICYCLE CO.

Mr. Edwards, of the New Bra Bicycle Manufactur-
ing Co., was found with his sleeves up working on a
model. Said he :

"
1 have nothing to say about our

wheel; no, nothing. We are working, that's all. How
many wheels will we turn out Why, young man.
that's what I'd like to know. do over to our store,

st Lake Street and judge for vourself. " Samples
of next year's wheel wi The lady's whi

similar to last year's New Bra, but is lighter.
The diamond frame is a very handsome wheel of high
grade throughout lv n the hubs
and like parts, and th. tubing through-

with a spring at hub ol front wheel
similar pattern to the Columbia ami fitted with
Edwards saddli

A feature of this wheel is the si/.c of thi

wheels, and also the style of ti.. lien at the
head describes two lines to eitl I ntral
gearing, thus placing the driving wheel inside the
frame, and preventing binding of the bearings.
Cushion tyres will be it of their machines.
They estimate their product for the coming sc.is

one thousand wh.
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rear hub. When a rider mounts the wheel the frame
drops to as far as his weight carries it, just the same
as it he or she got into a light phaeton, and the wheel
rides exactly like one, too. A peculiar spring on the
handles takes up all the vibration there."
Mr. Goodrich has secured patents on a wheel for

safeties which is one of the best things The Wheel
correspondent ever came across. The spokes are
headed at both ends, and a nipple adjusts them at
about four inches from the hub. A slug is put in the
rim with a head projecting through the rim with a
small hole through which the upper part of the spoke
is passed and the lower end is passed through the hub
to the head. The nipple is right and left threaded at
the two ends. The beauty of this is that a ten-year-
old boy can take out and put in a spoke in five min-
utes, and a tourist need never go with a broken
spoke ; he can carry them along on the wheel. A 200-

pound man jumped on the wheel while lying flat be-
tween two supports, in your correspondent's presence,
and it did dot budge.
Mr. Goodrich has been working on these two for the

last two years, and now has a number of capitalists
behind him who will build a factory of six stories in

height, 75x150 feet, where they expect to turn out one
thousand wheels for the Spring trade. [They will
hardly be able to do this. In the bicycle business
'make haste slowly."

—

Ed.]

BROWN BROS. MFG. CO.

Brown Bros., Clinton and Jackson Streets, have a
large manufactory, but have but twenty men on
wheels. They handle a large amount of material, and
have manufactured a great many sample wheels for
inventors.
Said Mr. Brown: "We shall make four styles of

wheels, and we shall make these all first-class. To
crawl before we walk is our motto. We have already
a good reputation, and our object is to keep it and add
to it. Our wheel will be strictly first-class in every
way, of the finest material obtainable, and in four
patterns. Ladies' tangent spokes, hollow rims, cush-
ion or solid tyres, at $100 with solid tyres

; $15 extra
for cushion. Gents' diamond-frame, fifty-one pounds
in weight, $100. This has tangent spokes and hollow
rims, and fitted with cushion tyres will list at $115.
Ladies' combination at $100, and a T-frame wheel
at $90. ' Greyhound ' will be the name of our leader,"
said he, "and they will all be highly guaranteed. No
malleable iron ; all high-priced material and finished
first-class."

W. E. ELLIOTT'S ROLLER BEARING.

W. -E. Elliott, Room 501, Springer Building, is the
inventor of a roller bearing which, he claims, sur-
passes all the ball-bearings ever made. These are
absolutely anti-friction, and need never be oiled. On
a wheel ridden 1,800 miles, a New Mail safety, the
emory marks on the bearing collars have not been
worn off, so light does it run. This wheel has been
used for rough road work. He will have manufac-
tured for him by the Ames Mfg. Co. 200 wheels for the
Spring trade. These will be the wheel ot a prominent
maker fitted with his roller bearings all through.
This bearing consists of six rollers flat at the ends

and grooved in the centre and kept from running
against each other by six small wire rollers or pins
which roll in grooves on both of the bearing collars.
So easy do these run that a 157-pound fly wheel in

his office fitted with roller bearings is started and
kept in rapid motion with nothing more than No. 60
white cotton thread as the band, and a 450-pound
wheel is kept a humming by a piece of wrapping
twine connected to the machinery above.

KENWOOD MFG. CO.

At the Kenwood Manufacturing Co., 253 South
Canal Street, Mr. Frank Douglas was seen : "We shall
have our store at 255 Fifty-seventh Street, near
Jackson Park, next season, as we have this year, and
shall have a complete repair shop there. We also
shall have wheels to rent. A down-town location ?

Well, yes, if our plans do not miscarry, we will have
a large down-town store on Wabash Avenue. Geo.
R. Bidwell & Co. will also carry a full line of our
wheels, as they do in New York.
"Our wheels will be in four styles; these are now

well-known, so that no description is necessary.
About weight, our men's 30-inch wheels, spring fork,
will weigh 45 pounds. Our drop frame wheel for
light men and ladies will weigh 43 pounds. Then we
shall have a drop frame with 28-inch wheels, weight
39 pounds, and a similar wheel weighing but 35
pounds.

" We will fit cushion tyres to all our wheels, the
best absolutely the market affords. These wheels,
are all high grade and thoroughly first-class. We
have nearly one hundred men at work now, and our
force is being increased every day.

" All we can do is to make what we can and always
keep up the quality. We are in this business to stay
and shall always make good wheels and only such."

THE NORTHWESTERN BICYCLE CO.

Northwestern Bicycle Mfg. Co. is the name of a
recently organized company, composed of Ames &
Frost, for years manufacturers of wire bed springs
and folding beds, a firm with a large representation
for thorough and reliable work. This firm purchased
the plant of the defunct Smalley & Knott Mfg. Co.,
and continued their work. They have added two
stories to their factory, 130x62 feet, and are using
these for their wheel manufactory.
Mr. Frost, when seen at his office, 302 Wabash Ave-

nue, said: "Our factory is now at Blackhawk and
Cherry Streets, but we shall move from there and
open on a larger scale. We will only manufacture a
line of high grade wheels, and none but those we can
point to with pride as our manufacture. Our wheels
will be the Singer pattern, two styles, made of English
weldless steel tubing and 'mitis' aluminum metal
castings. You cannot break that any more than you
can lead, and it's as tough as can be.

"The workmanship will be of the best throughout,
and we will probably build close on to 1,500 wheels
this season.
"We have but twenty men at work :it present 011

twostylesof wheels, a 30-inch tangent spoke hollow
rim and a 28-inch ladies'. No matter whether we
make money or lose money, those wheels will be of
the best in the market. We shall place these with
some large cycle store of this city."

PARKHURST & WILKINSON.
Parkhurst & Wilkinson, 148 and 150 Kinzie Street,

are Western agents for the Hartford Rubber Co.'s
rubber tyres and handles, and importers of bicycle
materials in larger quantities than any firm in the
United States. They import two feet of tubing to any
other firm's one. While The Wheel's representative
waited for the arrival of Mr. Roger McMullin, the
manager of that department, orders were laid on his
desk from a half dozen of our largest Western manu-
facturers of cycles.
Mr. McMullin, when asked for information, said :

" We have never made any fuss nor feather about our
business, because we have had all the business we
could attend to. We carry tubing of all kinds in

stock, are manufacturers of forgings, carry rim steel,
crescent and hollow, solid handle bar steel, mud
guard and mud guard steel ; are manufacturers and
importers of lamps

;
carry in stock saddles (the Hart

is our latest), steel balls ; are importers of English
driving chain, spoke wire, rubber handles; spokes,
tangent pattern, always in stock ; London's gutta
percha, wrenches, oilers, etc.
" Our trade is principally in Ohio and west of that

State, although we ship some goods to New England,
New York and Pennsylvania. Our trade is wholly
with the manufacturers of wheels, having no retail
department, and only handle lines in a large whole-
sale way.
"Among our largest customers might be noted the

Western Wheel Works, St. Nicholas, Gormully & Jef-
fery, Stover, Brown Bros., Kenwood, Indiana Bicycle
Mfg. Co., Featherstone Chicago Bicycle Co., North-
western Bicycle Co., Iver, Johnson & Co., of Worces-
ter, Mass. ; R. L. Coleman & Co., New York ; Strong
& Green Cycle Co., Philadelphia."
Mr. McMullin has just returned from England,

where he has. been for three months purchasing
goods.

THE JENNEY & GORHAM GUN CO.

The Jenney & Gorham Gun Co., 102 Madison Street.
G. Harvey Jenney was seen. " We are the local
agents for the New Mail, but are not prepared to
state just what our intentions are for the coming
season.' We will, however, handle the New Mail,
Chicago, Courier and Wanderer, gents' and boys'
machines, and the New Mail, Gypsy and Cricket,
ladies' and misses' machines.
'"We have completed arrangements with a promi-

nent English house to handle their celebrated wheel
in this city. Our bicycle department will be located
on the third floor (the entire width of two buildings),
and a large repair shop will be added. We have sadly
needed one for the last year.
"Can I tell you anything of the next season's line

of New Mails? Well, yes, I have seen pictures of
next year's wheels. Mr. Jno. Read has just been
here, and he states that Wm. Read & Sons will be
abreast of the late improvements next season. The
New Mail ladies' wheel will weigh but forty-two
pounds and be fitted with cushion tyres ; the New
Mail safety will be an improvement even over last

vear's wheel, and will be fitted with cushion tyres at
|r35. Another wheel of Wm. Read & Sons will be a
diamond frame, in fact exactly the same as last year's
wheel without the spring head, and at the-low price
of $100.

>' We will carry a full line of sundries," continued
Mr.- Jenney, "and will make a specialty of an elegant
line of cheviot and melton bicycle suits. We will

also make any or all suits to order. We are Chicago
agents for Holmes & Co., and shall push their goods.
The bicycle department will probably be under the
charge of young Mr. Jenney himself."

M. M. OLMSTEIN.
Max M. Olmstein, 113 South Clark Street, was seen.

" Yes," said he, "-I am going to handle a line of wheels
this season, but cannot state to-day what wheel. I

have a good location, and shall fit up my basement as
a salesroom and gun and bicycle repair shop. Say
that I will handle a full line of cheap and medium
grade wheels and sundries. I shall go East before
the first of the month, and will then secure the agency
for some good wheel ; 113 South Clark Street is be-
tween Madison and Washington, and the location
should be one of advantage for the wheel business."

HIBBARD, SPENCER, BARTLETT & CO.

Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co., Lake and Wabash
Avenue. Capt. Brown, manager of the sporting de-
partment, when seen said : "Come in in a week or
ten days and we can tell you all about what we are
going to do. Whether we will handle the Western
wheel works' wheels I am not prepared to state, but
probably shall. I can tell you nothing about the New
Mail, nor of the territory we will have ; but you had
better see Mr. Barlett."
Mr. Bartlett was seen, but declared that he was not

quite ready to talk to the readers of The Wheel.
THORSEN & CASSADY.

Thorsen & Cassady, Co Wabash Avenue, have a well-
located store in the business district. Mr. Thorsen
said :

" As you know, we did not come into the wheel
business until very late last season, but yet we did a
good business. We sold all the wheels we could get,
and I think we got even more than our share. This
season we.have started already, as you can see by an
inspection of our basement. We have purchased a

large line of boys' wheels, 26 in. and 24 in., and are
selling them away down for the Christmas trade,
"We will handle the Lovell diamond safety at $85

for solid tyres and $100 for the cushion ; also a full line

of medium-grade wheels of h'eathei'stone's manufac-
ture. We supply largely the jobbing trade through
the West, and shall continue to make a specialty of
this line of the business."

1IORTON, GILMORE, Me \\ III 1AMS x CO,
Horton, Gilmore, McWilliains & Co., 172, 174 and 170

Lake Street. Their bicycle department was found on
the second floor ot their building, and is under charge
of Mr. Lamed, a genial and mosl obliging gentleman,
Their trade is largely wholesale and jobbing, over a

vast expanse of territory ; in fact, it covers the whole
United states.
Said Mr. Lamed : "We shall discard the whole of

our old line, ami handle almost exclusively the
Cyclone ol A. |. Peatherstone's manufacture. This
includes eleven styles, a description Of which I will
give you.

"No. 1.—Diamond frame, Cre denda steel tubings,
socket ball-bearing head, hollow rims, 30-inch wheels,
tangent spokes, 52 pounds weight

; $125.00.

"No. 2.—Same, with crescent rim and direct spokes

;

$110.00.
"No. 3.—Ladies', convertible, 28-inch whe els, hollow

rims, tangent spokes
; $115.00.

" No. 4.—Same, with crescent rims and direct spok es;

$100.00.
"No. 5.—Rudge diamond frame, ball-bearing socket

head and cushion tyres ; 135.00.
" No. 6.—Ladies' convertible, same- as No. 4, with

cushion tyres
;
$125.00.

" No. 7.—Same as No. 5, with pneumatic tyres; $150.00.

"No. 8.—26-inch wheels, convertible, steel frame, all

ball
; $50.00.

"No. 9.—Same, cone bearing, $40.00.
"No. 10.—22-inch steel frame, cone bearing, enamel

and nickel finish
;
$25.00.

"No. 11.—Same as No. 10, tinned instead of nickel;
$18.00.

"We shall also handle the Coventry Rival tandem,"
continued Mr. Larned, "which, with cushion tyres
and socket ball-bearing head, will list at $200.00. On
these wheels, Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4, will be fitted the
Eureka anti-vibrators at no extra charge ;

while Nos.
8, 9. 10 and n will be fitted with high-grade important
lamps at no charge. Nos. 1 and 3 are fitted with the
finest rear brake ever placed on a wheel. The chain
adjustment on Nos. 2, 4, 5, 6 and 7 is one of exceptional
merit, loosening both nuts of rear wheels ; the chain
is tightened by means of two little screws, and always
in line. The grand finale to this line is one of the
finest ball-bearing adjustments ever patented. No
bolts, no screws, no wrench or screw-driver is needed,
and when once adjusted positively cannot be
budged the smallest fraction of an inch." I saw
all this, and it's so. This firm will carry a complete
line of all sundries on the market, including Snell's
lamps and bicycle horns. They also do considerable
business in parts, such as pedals, saddles, tubing,
rims, etc. Their catalogue will be one of the finest
and most complete of the season.

MONTGOMERY, WARD & CO.

Montgomery, Ward & Co., 111, 112, 113, 114 Michigan
Avenue. Manager W. C. Thorne said: "We will
handle the Gales diamond safeties, with both solid
and cushion tyres, for which we have the exclusive
territory and adjacent territory. The Lovell diamond
will also be handled by us, with cushion or solid tyres.
We shall also handle, and have secured the agency
for a line of English wheels, but are not prepared to
make the announcement yet of the make. These will
be fitted with the cushion and solid tyres, and will
range in price from $75 to $100. Higher in price than
this we shall not go. Our line will include a full as-
sortment ot medium-grade and cheap wheels. This
is the only line which we can handle with our trade,
which is mainly in the country."

WHITE & WILLS.

White & Wills, 224 State Street, corner Quincy, have
but recently placed an order with Mr. Kyle for Buck-
ingham & Adams, of Birmingham, Eng., and having
handled no wheels before this, are newcomers to the
wheeling trade. They will carry besides these a full

line of medium and cheap grade safeties and sundries.

A. J. STREET CYCLE CO.

The A. J.
Street Cycle Co., a newly organized firm

of this city, is composed of A. J. Street, L. A. W.
Fourth District handicapper, and Harry Winn, both
of the Illinois Cycling Club. They are at present
located at 599 West Madison Street, but will move
into down-town quarters March 1st. Their leading
wheel is the " Referee," and their territory the States
of Illinois and Wisconsin.
They have ordered the major portion of these

wheels with solid tyres, but will be ready to supply
cushion and pneumatics at short order.
A full line of medium and cheap grade wheels will

be carried, and sundries.

A. FEATHERSTONE.
A. Featherstone, Clark, Sixteenth and Butterfield

Streets. This factory of four floors and basement is

now in the throes of the Christmas trade. They are
the largest manufacturers of baby carriages, rocking
horses, sleds, velocipedes, etc., in this country. Over
18,000 baby carriages were turned out of the" factory
last season. At the present time they are refusing
orders for Christmas goods and working nights to
complete one order. " All this will be over in a week "

said the manager, " and then we shall pitch into the
bicycle business.
A trip through their factory revealed a busy scene.

Four hundred men hard at it and more being added,
twelve every day.
This building is n ^ feet on Clark and Butterfield

and 1 vs on Sixteenth Street, and here they will turn
out 14,000 wheels this season.
Orders for 3,000 wheels arc already in, and a repre-

sentative is now in the East with a fail line of samples,
so that they could not be seen. Said Mr. Feather-
stone: "We have as finely a constructed wheel as it

is possible for human hands to make. Our wheels
will not break; we know it, for we have tried them :

ii remains now 10 be found out by riders.
" Our material is all of the finest. We nave a num-

ber oi first-class patents, and more to come. Our
force will be increased shortly to 600 hands, and we
shall try to keep up with orders. You have a descrip-
tion of the wheels from Horton Gilmore I All right.

Just tell Till': WHEEL'S readers that we warrant our
wheels and will always make good our guarantee."

POPE MFG. CO.

Pope Ml'g. Co., .n Wabash Avenue. Mr. Jov was
seen, luii could make no statement, "Mr. Garden
and Mr. Pope are in the West, and bv writing to the
Boston office you can fmd out what j ou want to know.
One thing is certain, we shall be al the head,. is we
always are."
Their repair shop is presided over by John Thiele,

patentee ol the saddle named after him, which he is

fitting to all Columbia ordinaries sent out 03
companj from this store. He has now perfected a

safety saddle similar to the ordinary saddle, and he
w ill manufacture this saddle in large lois next season,
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rdinary saddle is lilted to u large majority of

.-. of this city. John has six repairers under him
in the shop.
This firm handle typewriters on a large scale, IU

a '. Spa] ' .. nK not having
returned from the East, nothing can be said ol m-

Whi m . M Blake:

•but when Mr. Spalding returns we can tell )

i it. Our i
ndries

to the hit ,r ' 1 ' 'ini1 we arc

unp:- nnounce our line of cheap and medium
r the reason that we know not what

[Hull par'. the line of wheels to be handled

in iS-ji at the Spalding Chi. Vork and
res will be found in Till. WllKKl. ot

Ed.]

WBSTUUI WllKKl. WORKS.

The immensity of the plant ot the Western Wheel
Wort Wells Street, has to be

fully appreciated. Here they have nine

buil: 60x300, &.>.\

ries, sample and
stock " r, the foreman, escorted THI
Win > :ident through the factory.

hundred employees were found at work on
,nd fifty more will i>e placed at work

lay morning. The foreman said that bai
.. were all replaced by b:

in their factory. Thev have contracted for material

for 15,000 wheels, and will positively turn out that

number.
They do all their own work, having nothing done

: their to.. Is they make themselves,

my employees their tool room is a busy

Hui rames were in process ol making, ana
your correspondent followed the making ot the

wheels from the rough to the finished wheel, and can

say candidlv that better work than is being turned

out by this company cannot be placed in medium-

Wheels for Spring shipment Sdy being
I the ename'. and drying ro..;:.s wen- tilled.

by gas. and the gas bill of

:111s (mo per month. Their nickel-

in fact, everythingis don.- by

then 1 their plant is a huge one. Their
II be handled the com ink' teaaon by Hil

gpen Rouse, Hazard ft Co , A. W.
dump, Simmons Hardware Co., an 1 K. I.. Cole-

, .rk. who are the Eastern branch.

They will make their wheels either diamond frame
tor gents or drop frame for ladies, and will make no

imbination wheels, as they hold that

the wheel is sold with the bar in, and that in most
cases when once taken out is always kept out. Their
material all through is the finest ttie market affords.

Th«ir Rush safety is fitted with cushion tyres, and
;il has their ."-inch been in

the • • trade, thai 'or all th(

already in ordered one thousand
• machine.

ws:
Rush. 10-lncb wheels, tan. diamond frame

.•el tubing,
pounds, all on, list $100; with

imond fr.i

• ibing. drop forgings,

nch wheels, all ball
,: seller la

T»
boys from

•
. most

Old at ti.
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i
5 '

.; s, list

cd in materials and workman-

The M
\

it« will in..

. ex-

it un

9 t'o. inform Ol

Pred 1' vking an extended Southern trip

in their interest, is meeting with Battering I

Mr. I.. 1'. Thaver, Randolph, Vt., writes

thnt he has discontinued The Bicycle. Mr. Thayer has

taken the editorship of The YOMHg .I'll, in .111
.
a WOBl

Randolph paper.

a S Bom ion. has patented and assigned
to the Overman Wh. How tyre,

which contains an air pump to be automatically
operated by motion derived from the inward displace-

ment ot the tyre under pressure.

I. R. Snow, of Minneapolis, has received a die.

$100 from the Hope life. Co. tor capturing and having
convicted a bicycle thief in that city. They arc

iing so numerous that some vigorous meal
adopted to thin them out. Mr. Snow pro

to ..Ifcr this same money as a reward for the caj

of the thief and the recovery of any high-grade safety

bicycle that may be stolen from his customers.

M- August Larsen informs US that the attention of

. :i makers, both in England and on the contin-

ent, has been attracted to the product of the " Mitis "

Wrought Iron Casting Co. The product of this con-

cern is being used in cycles by a number of makers
where strength is the desideratum. The American
patent for this metal, in which there is an element of

aluminum, was sold in this country two or three

years ago, but we have no knowledge that it is being
manufactured here.

. that this country possesses a sufficient number
of cycle manufacturers and dealers to insui

success of an exhibition of wheels and cycling
|

on the order of the Stanley Show, London, efforts

should be made to secure space for such an exhibit at

the World's Fair. Krinii present indications the trade
will be augmented by a large number of firms before
the fair is prepared to receive goods, but even with
its present constituency an imposing and valuable
display could be made.

The "Majestic,'' which arrived in New York on
Thursday, December 10, brought home Messrs. W. H
[obnson, of the Indiana Bicycle Co., and s. 1..

Whittaker, who have been in England for several
making trade arrangements for next year,

The " M.l I
I
ought over Mess;

Sanders, representing William liown, the Birming-
ham maker, and Harvey Du Cros. the well-

known Irish safety cr.uk. wh over In the
interest ..I the Pneumatic Tyre Co. Mr. Sanders has
three cushion-tvred wheels with him. He will visit

all the principal cities and appoint agents.

A correspondent writes :
" Louisville is full ot I'

ion meet, and the committee appointed to take charge
of the same is an excellent otic. The boys tin. a

good quarter mile clav track, situated about two
miles out of town, with a first-class road leading right

to th. ling is on the boom here. The prin-
cipal agent is Pi im e Wells, who is doing s Hue busi-

ness KH.ris Bros., who handle the Victor,
shortly move further uptown. They ':
with their trade for iK.>., and look forward with hope

Hubcr A- Allison, who handle the Columbia,
will, it is rumored, dissolve partnership on January 1.

int. ivls to move to Detroit The clubs the

Independent Cyclers and the Louisville Cycling Club
;n a prosperous condition. The membci

wideawake, and very pleasant boys to meet. The
luthorities are having asphalt laid on many of

the streets, which will make a big boom for the local

Mr August Larsen recently arrived In this country
for the purpose "f showing a line ot wheels

1 and prices to the principal American ej

Mi. Larsen will beat the Everett Hon - k,un-
:i, lav evening, when he will lea\ n He

OH 8 at

Belgium, and also in Birmingham, Bnglan
i^lish

Belmont Road, Birmingham. This
; llmg a numb, I

« hich

one tin- lea ling styles: Improved diamond
• spoke wheel, with -inch rub-

.le ball bearings to both w
,s steel tubing ;

iamond-frame safe! nond-
frame safety. No -. oi lower grade than the w
previously mention.
which is a medium grade, and listed at <

.

N
iamond fri

• dlamond-frami
N

A : I ill Will I I had a Ion.

with M
, Itown Mr S

I

.

in,l whistled shl

III ll:

Birmingham , Sllllman 1

.

Hrpworth.

1 IVItlg

Mr
York,

of the

Mr. I B U lay.

P 11 Sercombe, ol Milwaukee,
trip.

Mr. W. B. Trov, of Aquila B R tailed for

England on v eek,

Mr. R. Philip Gormully intends t<> visit Pittsburgh,
ngton, Baltimore and Detroit tiefore he returns

to Chli

A. W. Kriese, who conducted a gun and cycle
• Milwaukee. Wis , made an assignment

week to Peter Van Nechten, Jr.

The Smith Wheel Manufacturing 1

dolled the id< Qg Washington tor Aurora, III.,

and will remain at the Capital permanently.

The newly organized club of Hrynmawr. Pa., the
in of their new house

last week, and entertained a large number of their

friends

Tile St. Paul Cycle Club have recently moved into

new quarter! at the corner of Robert and Smith
Streets. Wheeling is reported to be extremely quiet in

that city.

The Velocity Manufacturing Co. is the name
orporadon at Chicago, which will put two

types 1 on the market early next Summer,
icels will be known as the Phaeton.

Mr. Pattison. of the Pope Manufacturing I

trates the popularity of the s ting thai the

saleofordi: nipared with low machine
1889 was as one in five, and in is ,. as one in ten.

One of the machines which Messrs Wright
Ditson. of Boston, will handle when I their

live bicycle department next Spring, is an all-

around ball bearing safety which will retail at $75.

The road from Wilmington to N

improved through subscriptions from the Wilinin.
Wheel Club and residents of the t v.

enterprise of the club in agitating the movement
be commended.

One of the members of the last Elwell
tour is a member ot the 1 men,

I'., . and is about to il

of illusl < clubs new quarters, in

ore Building, on Market Street.

Art. Taylor, who has been in New York for the
two weeks, left for Ins home in Toledi
morning. Art. will go to Chicago about
will take possession of the new Bidwell Sti

uary 15, and will spend a month in fitting it up.

W. 1. Wilhelm, of Reading. Pa., who was .111

recently for assault on the charge
deliberately ran into him, and who
felt the hardness ol : id his

rged when it came before the Grand Jury
'.eek, and the prosecutor had to pay I

The Referee Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, elected the
follow :s for the ensuing \ 1

President, O. Lallv ; Vice-President, I S 1

• .. Btelnmi I

. I, Stafford ; 1

c. Linton: Second Lieutenant, I 1. B
I I'arrell.

and Athletic Building to the public on I

•11 lour in the afternoon until nearly mid-
night a number ol ladies and gentlemen inspected the

beautiful building which the proprli
orougnout the 1

.111. and alt ; leas-

ant timi

lan . for the the

. ot Chi. .,,. Mi
was a

prominent club man. In 1

•

ub spprecisted bin
time he hS .'.ion.

:lar man.

-1,0 lor I Nil I.

regular Star machine will not I

much that
.:ular

tch satisf.. 1 not

nch

Burns.

n in tin: upon
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MEETING OF THE AMATEUR ATH-

LETIC UNION.

THE ACTION OF THE RACING BOARD ENDORSED.—

A

CONFERENCE MEETING ARRANGED.

The Board of Managers of the Amateur Athletic
Union held a meeting on Friday evening, December
ig, at which the principal business was the discussion
of the action of the Racing Board in suspending a
score of riders who were members of A. A. U. clubs.
Considerable discussion was expended on the question
as to whether there ever had been, or had not been, a
joint resolution adopted by the A. A. U. and L. A. W.
Racing Board which prohibited cyclists and athletes
from receiving anything but their necessary traveling
expenses when engaged in competition for their clubs.
As such resolution had undoubtedly been passed last
Winter, the Board could not do otherwise than
recognize it. An attempt was then made to have the
resolution rescinded, but this proposition was, after a
long discussion, voted down. The Board then ap-
pointed a conference committee representing the
A. A. U., who will meet a committee from the L. A. W.
Racing Board on January 3, at the Lawyer's Club,
where the present situation and future legislation
will be discussed. The Union representatives will be
W. B. Curtis, C. P. Mathewson, J. Harder, W. H.
McMillan and G. W. Carr. The committee from the
League are C. S. Davol, J. R. Dunn, Charles S.
Luscomb, Abbot Bassett and George R. Bidwell.
It was resolved that hereafter no athlete shall be
disqualified or suspended until charges have been
presented to him and he has had at least a preliminary
examination thereon.
Mr. Mathewson offered the following resolution,

which was referred to the Banks, Bailey & Biddle
Committee :

Resolved—That after May 1, 1891, no club in this
Union shall give, and no athlete shall receive any
prize for excellence in competition except medals or
like emblems, appropriately inscribed, and no such
medal or emblem shall be of greater intrinsic value
than $30. And that any club violating this rule shall
be liable to suspension or expulsion, and any athlete
so violating shall thereby cease to be an amateur.

SAN FRANCISCO.

At the Olympian Skating Rink, on Monday evening
last W. S. Maltby, the well-known trick rider, ap-
peared in a new role, that of a racing man. He rode
a mile against A. N. Ridgeley, the skater, and was
beaten by three feet. He could have easily beaten
the skater had he known when the last lap commenced,
but the run was over'when he thought there was one
lap to go. He gave his usual finished exhibition be-
fore the race, which did not help him, as it tired him
considerably. Just after he crossed the tape in the
race, a wire that was stretched across the track broke
and caught him under the chin. Luckily it was loose
at one end, and only left a deep red mark around his
neck, whereas had it been fastened at both ends it

would have brought him over, and perhaps bodily
injured him.
Maltby is very proud of a new dress he has for his

character of Mile. Emellius. It is a complete suit ot
black, of the Nadjy type. He grows enthusiastic
when telling how he has reduced the size of his waist
one inch, and enlarged his—but there ! I am revealing
secrets that I should hold as personal.
A bright, pleasant character is Maltby, and it is

hard to believe that he is a professional, or one of the
"push," as he says they are called in Australia.

In a recent lecture before the members of the Olym-
pic Athletic Club, G. D. Baird spoke of three things
connected with training that might interest racing
novices. First, the muscles should be soft and flexi-
ble, and not hard and bunchy ; some athletes think
the harder they make their muscles the better they
are. Second, that when racing a man should breathe
any way he can, and not try to get all his breath
through the nose, which is the proper way when one
is in repose, but not when exerting one's self to the
utmost. His third point was that hand rubbing
or massage should be considered a luxurv and not a
necessity. In some cases it is difficult to secure a
perfect rubbing, but the budding racing man need
not fret over that, as if he gets the proper amount
of practice he will come out all right. California.

BROOKLYN BICYCLE CLUB.

The game with the Kings County Wheelmen on
Friday night last resulted in a victory for our team,
but the scores were miserably poor on both sides.
They held the game until the eight frame, when we
pulled out of the rut and won by twenty-seven pins.

On Christmas Eve a slight impromptu "razzle-
dazzle " took place at the club-house, at which
time the smashing of the candy centre-piece which
adorned the table at the club-house dinner, occurred.
As was expected, many fights took place to decide
who should receive the choice bits. The meeting then
adjourned until New Year's Eve, when, headed by
Captain Fuller, the old year will be disposed of on
wheels. With the appropriate tooting of horns and
other accessories so necessary to fittingly celebrate
the departure of the dying year.
In the meantime no games will be played in the

whist or pool tournaments, but after January 1 they
will go on their merry way with coffee and sandwiches
served each Wednesday night as an accompaniment.
Jones has returned to us from a long drawn out

Summer vacation, and the songs which he sang lasl
season until we were ear-worn ami heart-sick, have
been jumbled together to make a catchy medley.
P.11I they are old. Oh, Jones, what an inglorious end
to your long absence ! We had looked for something
new at least. ATOL.

'

LOUISVILLE.

Charles Grunwald, Jr., artist for the CourierJournal,
will illustrate the Kentucky Division meet pro-
gramme, to be published early in the year.

W. G. Crush, H. C. Preusser, W. G. Frank, H. C.
McCorkhill and L. G. Bergen are names posted for
membership on the L. C. C. bulletin board.

President Castle, of the I. Cs., will arrange an elab-
orate programme for the visitors next June. The en-
tertainment could not have been placed in the hands
of a more competent committee. Benj. Humphreys
will have about twenty-five assistants on the recep-
tion committee, and every one will aid in making the
visitors feel at home.

It is with regret that news of Mr. Stanley Huber's
departure is learned. He goes to Detroit to engage
in mercantile life, while "Uncle Jack" Allison and
Phil Allison will continue under the firm name of
G. M. Allison and Co.

MAMMOTH CAVE TAVERN.
Nine of every ten tourists awheel to Louisville ex-

pect to reach Mammoth Cave on their machines, but
they invariably find it necessary to abandon their
wheels in Louisville, as only a small part of the
distance is rideable, the country about the Cave being
in extraordinary contrast with that about Louisville
and in the blue grass to the east of this city. After
the meet in June the entertainment committee will
probably make arrangements to run a reduced rate
excursion to the Cave and back, and if necessary a
special train will be chartered. Mr. W. E. Castle in-
vites correspondence on the subject.

It will not be a money-making affair, but one in
which the benefits of reduction and railroad acom-
modation will be evenly distributed among the
participants on the co-operative plan. So much for
organization.

CLUB POLITICS.

Much speculation is indulged in regarding the com-
ing election of the Louisvilles on January 5. Dr. H.
B. Tileston has been president ever since its organi-
zation in 1888, and his clear, good sense and excellent
judgment has served the club well in more instances
than one. Whether or not he will again be a candi-
date is not known, as he does .not seek the office. Mr.
T. J. Jackson's name has been mentioned. Being a
man of dignity as well as good judgment, the selec-
tion would not be a bad one. A good presiding officer
might be found in Mr. G. M. Allison, but the fact that
he is engaged in the wheel business has decided him
against holding any office in the club. As vice-presi-
dent, some one, either W. L. Verhoeff or Jackson
(unless the latter is chosen president), will succeed
G. E. Johnson. Mr. Johnson can have the office and
the honor that goes with it if he wants it, or, in fact,
any office that he desires ; but his time is considerably
engaged with his private affairs and in the Division
work, and it is really an imposition to expect so much
of him. His enthusiasm needs no office to keep it

alive. He is now secretary-treasurer of the Ken-
tucky Division, vice-president L. C. C, and a mem-
ber of the house committee and the gymnasium
committee of the club. Will Rapp no longer thirsts
for the glory that goes with the office of secretary,
and will decline a nomination, although he will prob-
ably be mentioned. A good man for the place is Lee
Hammersley. Flory Crush will not be a candidate
for treasurer, and Shannon's name is mentioned as
his successor. Edw. Herget will not allow his name
to go up again as captain, and in that case Edw.
Mathey will no doubt succeed him. Will Rapp, Chas.
Crush or Louis Crush would probably serve as first

lieutenant, and Nefler will be re-elected second
lieutenant if he wants it. Grunwald will bugle. As
members of the house committee, Edw. Mathey,
Chas. Crush and Phil. Allison would be a strong, ac-
tive combination. And so it goes. All these specu-
lations may hit the mark or all may miss, so unde-
cided are the many opinions ; nevertheless, there will
be no dissension on accounts of the way any of the
elections may go, so perfect is the existing harmony
in the club.

The new cushion Ormonde is the center of at-
traction at Prince Well's establishment. It is the first

cushion tyre in the city. The new Singer tandem
has been tried on the boulevard by Mr. Wells and
Miss Rosina Hense, and receives its share of at-
tention.

Messrs. Jefferis Bros, will remove to their new loca-
tion at Third and Walnut, about the first of the year.
Howard is holding things down, while Tom is off for
a visit to his people in Wilmington, Delaware.

Mr. Whymper, representing Messrs. Schoverling
Daly & Gales, and Mr. Entworth, with Lozier & Yost
Mfg. Co., were visitors during the week.

Visitors to Louisville should remember that the
latch strings of two cycle clubs hang outside. The
Louisville Cycle Club is at 617 Second Street, near the
corner of Chestnut, and the Independent Cyclers are
on Main Street, just above Third Street, up stairs.

The poet laureate of the Kentucky Division engages
in a mid-winter reverie to this effect

:

The Kentucky Division will have a big meet,
Next June.

And all who attend are promised a treat,
Next June.

'Tis a state of good fellows and exhilaration,
They'll take no excuse and no explanation,
If you don't make arrangements to take your vacation.

Next June—26 and 27.

White BlJRLEY.

New Jersey Wheelmen are urging Dr. (1. Carleton
Brown, Chief Consul of the Division, to enter the field

as a candidate for the Vice-Presidency of the League.

A new club has been formed at Meehanicsvillc, Pa.,

with twenty members. The officers are : President,
Frank Griffiths ; Secretary, Edward Bernardo ;

Treas-
urer, Harry Kan fetter.

The Crescent Cycle Club will hold a reception on
New Year's Eve at their club-house, al [14 Savannah
Street, Rochester, N. V. We beg to acknowledge ;i

crescent moon invitation card.

ST. LOUIS.

It looks rather odd that Hoyland Smith should be
suspended and H. E. Laurie permitted to go free,
when Smith so magnanimously gave his fairly earned
first prize to Laurie, who accepted it as one having
perfect right to it. Laurie plaj'ed the part of a spoiled
child here. He got all he could and cried for
more.
Dr. E. B. Turner's essays on racing are very inter-

esting. He is as clear and terse a writer as he is a
scientific and sterling racer.

L. W. Frost, who has lived iu this city two years,
returned to Boston this week with his family to stay.
He is a good rider and a jolly, sociable companion, and
his many friends will miss him.
The Cycling Club did themselves proud at their

entertainment and hop Thursday night. Cyclers
being a small part of the community, caused it to be a
big undertaking, but the club worked with a vim
that would make anything go—and it went—and went
right. The night could not have been more pro-
pitious. There were one hundred and fifty couples
present, and nearly five hundred tickets sold in all.

The minstrels did their best, their chorus and quar-
tette singing being particularly good. The first part
wound up with a good old Southern breakdown,which
is as catching as small-pox. At eleven o'clock their
able orchestra struck up a waltz and the floor was
soon covered with those who are fond of the dance.
Everything went off without a hitch, and the party
broke up at two o'clock, a. m. The club made con-
siderable money on the venture, and showed our solid
citizens what a cycling club can do. A few Missouri
men talk of going to De Soto, and some others to
Pacific, on Christmas. The rest will play foot-ball and
are getting in good shape under Capt. Will Nichols.
The Cycling Club and the M. A. A. C. will play
foot-ball also at the Track Association grounds. The
phenominally fine weather still continues, and trade
and riding is consequently good. The second Mo's
pool contest is on again. The Christmas trade has
been very large. Future Great.

MANHATTAN BICYCLE CLUB.
The pool tournament of the Manhattan Bicycle

Club is progressing merrily, and has produced much
amusement for the members. On December 22 the
standing of the contestants was as follows : J. R. Post,
Jr., won 5, lost o, to play 13 ; C. J. Austin, won 4, lost o,

to play 14 ; A. Hahn, won 5, lost 1, to play 12 ; A. Car-
doza, won 3, lost 1, to play 14; W. H. Pederson, won 6,

lost 3, to play 9 ; J. Keil, won 2, lost 1, to play 15 ; E.
Allen, won 2, lost 3, to play 13 ; M. Goldman, won 2,

lost 3, to play 13 ; M. Levy, won 3, lost 3, to play 12
;

R. L. McFarland, won 5, lost 7, to play 6; F. L. Wash-
burne, won 2, lost 4, to play 12

; W. Learning, won 2,
lost 4, to play 12 ; L. Elkins, won 2, lost 5, to play n
J. D. Connor, won 1, lost 3, to play 14 ; V. Pelin, won 1,

lost 3, to play 14 ; J. Schener, won 2, lost 6, to play 10

;

G. Stem, won o, lost 4, to play 14 ; G. Betts, won o, lost
6, to play 12 ; D. C. Newton, won o, lost 6, to play 12.

The new officers of the Chesapeake Bicycle Club, of
Baltimore, are : Jas. B. Reed, President ; Wm. G.
Speed, Vice-President; H. W. Pierson, Secretary;
S. H. Greist, Treasurer; and J. D. Wheeler, C. F.
Abbott, Isaac Ellinger, Wm. J. Unverzagt, Executive
Committee.

At a special meeting of the Gotham Wheelmen held
on Wednesday evening of this week, a new set of by-
laws and house rules were adopted. W. F. Smith was
elected secretary and Robert Brunjes, vice-presi-
dent.

Mr. P. H. Bernays, of Little Rock, Arkansas, and
proprietor of the cycle brush tool, has left Little Rock
to take charge of the Overman Wheel Company's
San Francisco store.

Nine members of the Bedford Cycling Club in
Brooklyn enjoyed a moonlight and daylight club run
to Sing Sing, N. Y., on Christmas Eve and on Christ-
mas Day.
Mr. C. S. Merrill, recently with the Coventrv Ma

chinists' Co., is now traveling for the John Wilkinson
Co., of Chicago. Mr. Merrill left Chicago on Decem-
ber 22 for a trip East.

President Bunnell, of the Park Avenue Wheelmen,
Philadelphia, is thinking of organizing a party for a
European trip awheel next Summer.

The fifth anniversary of the Keystone Bicycle Club,
of Pittsburg, was appropriately ce'lebrated oh Monday
evening last.

PALISADE WHEELMEN.
The semi-annual election of the Palisade Wheelmen

was held this week, and resulted as follows: Presi-
dent, Harry E. Pickenbach ; Vice-President, John H.
Grouls

; Secretary-Treasurer, Albert W. Grasshoff;
Captain, Alex. Siegnuind ; First Lieutenant, ]ohu
Schlendorf- Second Lieutenant, Rowland B. Bailey;
Bugler, C. Rollfs. The vote for captain was exceed-
ingly close, Messrs. Siegmund and I.utjean each re-
ceiving an equal number of votes on the first ballot.
Siegmund was elected on the second ballot by .1

majority of one.

J. R, Hazelton, Philadelphia's favorite racing man,
will start lor New Orleans, to engage in the cycle
business, early in January.

The Roamers Bicycle Club held a special meeting
on Tuesday of this week and adopted a new constitu-
tion. On Tuesday of next week the Club will decide
the question of forming .1 ladies' annex.

An interesting event in the cycling; history of Eng
laud was I he celebration ol the I went v- first bn thd.'ix

of the Pickwick Bicycle Club .11 the London tavern
mi December 6, Cycling has not been in vogue for 1

sufficient length oi time in this country to admit 01
any club honoring its "majority," and it will be .1

11 11 in be i- of years before .m\ oi the active clubs of the
present day have the pleasure of making merry o\ 1

the occasion,
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HERE, THERE AND THEREABOUTS.
" Perhaps in this selected spot are laid

Some legs once regnant of bicycle wire,
Hands that the rod of riding may have swayed,
And waked to parody the rotal lyre."

Frank W. Weston penned these lines over ten years
ago and gave them to me. For any one then to have
told me that Frank would within the five years that
followed give up and forsake the wheel, would have
been equivalent, in my eyes, to a self confession on
the part of the informant of his eligibility to a lunatic
asylum. Yet so it came to pass, the truest lover that
cycling ever saw, the greatest enthusiast that ever
mounted a wheel, has forsaken it, and wheeling knows
"Papa" Weston no longer, save in the hearts of the
"old-timers," who love him for what he was.

Patient—"The cycling you prescribed for me as a
remedy for insomnia has cured me entirely."
Doctor (in surprise)—"Did it? Well, I believe I'll

try it myself. I can't get rid of mine."

"Liza," said Farmer Bullhead, " I knew that we
hadn't no sense sending John to the city to learn that
bicycle business. I just heard him talking to young
Wheeler trying to sell him one of the pesky things,
and he said all there was about it was he had dropped
forging to steal tubing for every buysickle he had in

the shop."

"Uncle Eke, I'se got a sure cure for 'de rehumatiz,"
said one of the younger generation of colored individu-"
als to an antiquated, " before-the-war " old man of the
same color. "Go on 'way from me, chile: 'tain't no
good trying to fool 'de ole man. I'se had it nigh on
twenty years now, andnothing ain't cured me. What's
'dis remedy, anyhow?" "Wind, Uncle Eke, nothing
but jess blow wind on it, 'dat's all." "Now, chile,

youse know better 'dan 'dat. How you get 'dat fool-
ish idea in yer head?" " Young Mars' Jim he says so,

and he's done been to college and know a lot, he do.
He juss was talking to his fren' from 'de North 'bout
dere bysickels, and he done tole him any time any-
thing goes wrong wid it because it got rheumatic
tired, 'dat you only had to pump 'de wind in hit again
and it was all right. 'Dat's what he said, and he's
been to college in 'de North and knows a heap, he
does."

What a pity that B. L. Fargeon did not wait until to-
day to write his celebrated novel, " Griff." Now that
cycling correspondents seem to feel it their bounden
duty to get " Grif " in every second line of their work,
just think what a lot of free advertising Mr. Fargeon
lost by being "too previous."

A shrewd dealer is advertising "Christmas novelties
without end," and is showing to those who inquire for
them the several new styles of tyres he has. He says
that to the inventing of tyres there is no end, that
there is no end to them after they are manufactured,
and an end of them only when they are worn out.

I had the pleasure recently of being a guest at a
little private dinner given to some club friends of the
host prior to his departure on a wheel tour through
Southern France. Expense had not been spared to
make the affair .a success, and among the other novel-
ties in the way of table decoration indulged in was
the oddity of the menu. It was a delicately flavored
wafer made in the shape of the L. A. W. badge, on
which the courses were printed in a delicious ink made
out of pistachio-tinted sugar. Some of the guests
took them home in their pockets as a souvenir of the
event.

"I understand you've bought a bicycle to get rid of
the dyspepsia?" "Yes." "You are not troubled any
more then, I suppose ?" " Only by the bicycle."

A Western correspondent opens a few chestnut-burs
regarding former racing men, and among the other
interesting matter he thus gives the reader is an ac-
count of the first race Edwin Oliver ever competed in.

This was in a contest against George Moore, an Eng-
lish racing man possessed of much speed in the days
in which he rode. The affair was a race only so far as
Ned was concerned, for when Moore got ready to come
away Oliver "wasn't in it." This was, as before
stated, Edwin's first appearance on a race track as a
competitor. Now I will tell you about his last one.
He never had but two, and the last " was enough for
him." Ernest Thompson (at present a crack tennis
player, but at that time the fastest local rider in or
around New York) and Pitman had been training for
some races they had been entered for upon the old
Polo grounds, and they induced Oliver to take part in
a " scrub " race. Nothing loth, the sweet warbler with
the whiskers was given a quarter of a mile start in a
two mile race, and off they went. Oliver was no
" head-worker " like the present generation of racing
men, but was a firm believer in the " get thai- " theory
of riding as hard and as fast as you can from the
start, and the devil take the hindmost. For a mile the
wind soughing through his hirsute beautifiers sounded
like an TEolian harp.and Victory seemed already
reaching forth to place her laurel wreath upon his
sweated brow, when Nature,conquering Glory, caused
Oliver to falter. A lap more and he had all lie wanted
0! it. Making the upper turn with the "Old Vet" close
behind, Ned concluded that the most amusing part of
racing was in looking on and shouting at the contest-
ants to "go on," so he concluded to get off and let

" Pit " and Thompson do the going-on part of it. He
wasn't an experienced racing man, and he thought
1 In- grass on the infield a good enough place to rest
from his labors, so he turned his wheel towards It.

Si thing happened. I don't know to this day what
it was, ami 1 don'1 believe that anyone else does, but
the next thing 1 saw, the whiskers of the melodious
warbler had been ground in the cinders of the track
and I he i i' owner had sera in bled up upon all tours pre-
paratory lo making his retreat, "Pit," who, riding
close behind, had viewed the accident too late lo avoid
the i" li.nl Oliver, struck him fairly amidships,

and then added himself and wheel to the general
wreck. We rushed forward and dragged men and
machines apart, and as Oliver found breath he faintly
murmured, "My back is broken. My God! I'm killed."
Well, we thought he was; but you know how mistaken
we must have been when you see that same breezy
Oliver to-day. His second racing experience con-
vinced him that he didn't need any more of them to
make him happy, and that's how it happens that the
West has to-day a "hustler," while the East lost a
record-breaker.

I asked a member of a well-known wheel club the
other day why it was that, supporting the L. A. W. as
strongly as it did, that the club did not become a
League one, and in reply he narrated a peculiar
circumstance in regard to the matter. When the fight
was going on over the Liberty bill, and after months
of work it had reached the hands of the Governor, and
its fate depended upon his signing it, the promoters of
the bill called upon Governor Hill and promised, in
the name of the wheelmen that they represented, that
as he treated them so they in their turn would treat
him, and the bill was signed and became a law. Now,
time went on, as it always does, and the signer of the
Liberty bill became a candidate for re-election ; he
sent for the gentlemen who had promised him that as
he dealt with wheelmen so should he be dealt with by
them, and reminded them of their promise. No hon-
orable men could have done differently from what
they did. They laid the case before the wheelmen
and asked them to support the man who had supported
them. A most fair proposition. In the ranks of the
prominent club I refer to was a young and ambitious
politician, who sought fame and glory under the ban-
ners of the opposite candidate, and when he saw the
circular submitting the case to the unprejudiced
wheelmen he became exceedingly wroth, and raved
not a little. He resigned from the L. A. W., though he
remained a member of the club, of which every other
member in it supported the League. This forced the
club to either stand by the member or by the L. A. W.,
and foolishly, I think, they chose the former, and
ceased to be a League club. Since then the case has
altered not; the junior politician remains a member,
and the club, because he will not join, cannot become
a League organization. Singular case, isn't it ? This
is not a "ghost story," but a plain statement of facts,

and as the club is one of the most formidable ones, not
only in New York, but in America, it can easily be
discovered if I am not narrating the truth in the fore-
going.

I heard some riders complaining about the strict-

ness of the amateur law, and how it each year became
more and more onerous. As is usual with most kick-
ers, they did not know whereof they spoke, as to the
contrary, the amateur law has, if anything, grown
broader and more comprehensive each time it has
been amended or added to. Take the original English
law wherein an amateur had to be a rider who was
not, nor who never had been, engaged in any trade or
business. Now, there was something like an over-
strict definition. Perhaps my reader will say that
while this may be true in regards to England, that no
attempt was ever made to foist the same kind of a
law upon us over here ; if so, what do they think of
the amendment offered by "Long Joe" Pennell, now
of England, but at that time of Philadelphia. At the
first annual meet of the L. A. W., in 1880, he presented
the following as expressing the sentiment of his
State and himself: "That we do not consider any
manufacturer, dealer, agent, teacher, or any person
who may be connected in any manner with bicycling
as a business or profession, to be an amateur." Of
course Joseph did not carry the amendment, because
A. S. Parsons and Charles E. Pratt had too much good
sense and logic to allow any such idiotic idea to be-
come one of the first official acts of the League, but if

it had not been for those two able members, wheelmeu
of to-day might have had some just cause of complaint
against an overstrict amateur law.

I am not a lover of the sidewalk fiend, as any one
who reads may learn, but really che other day I

saw three amateurs at it on Broadway who, while
they scattered pedestrians right and left, caused
me considerable amusement. A district messenger
boy had evidently been entrusted with a safety for
delivery, and he had started to push the machine
along the sidewalk, but it was no easy job, as he and
bicycles were evidently not on intimate terms, and the
wheel was resenting the fact in every way possible.
Meeting one of his comrades he induced him to take
hold of the opposite handle and things went easier,
but still the wheel persisted in trying to lay down, or
to run into every old woman, or over every pet dog it

got near. The last I saw of the party was when a
third boy had been added who was pushing the wheel
from behind, and up Broadway they went, securing
far more room for themselves than most citizens ever
get upon its crowded sidewalks.

An automatic bicycle steerer has been invented
which at a slight cost can be added to any bicycle or
tricycle, enabling the rider to propel the wheel with-
out the employment of his hands in steering it. At
last the one remaining superiority of the carriage
over the cycle has been swept away, and henceforth
the buggy will not be entitled to rank as an equal
competitor with the wheel. The younger, and indeed
some of the older, riders of the bicycle have been
wont, on holiday and special occasions, to suddenly
develop an unexplainable desire for carriage riding ;

and, strange to say, the same kind of desire always
seemed to take possession of some young lady thc\
were acquainted with just at the same linn'. The
manufacturers have long sought to till this well-known
want for a dual conveyance, and in consequence tan-
dem tricycles and safeties and sociables without
number have been invented. But they have all failed
because one of the riders, and usually the wheelman,
had (o use his hands to steer with, and in a buggy he
did not have to do so li was loo much lo ask 1 1 i 1 1 1 lo

favor the cycle against the carriage, when he look
his own or some one else's best girl out lor a ride.
Now, though, it is different, much differenl ; the auto
matie steerer solves the problem, and on a tandem,

equipped with an automatic steerer, will those whose
souls have but a single thought and whose feet pedal
but as one, in the future ride. Thrice happy mortals
these. Would that I was young again, that I, too,
might enjoy this most glorious invention !

DON Salambo.

DANIELSONVILLE'S
ROADS.

SCRIBE ON

I have before me Scribner's Magazine for January,

1890, in which appears a very interesting paper on
"Water Storage in the West," treating of the great

storage basins of Arizona and California, and of the

demand which has caused their construction. I will

quote : "Until very recently the people of the United
States have not been much interested in this section,

from an agricultural standpoint. Up to this time

there has been an abundance of good land unoccupied
in the Mississippi Valley. The Far West has been the

land of mines and ranches—a desert terrible in its

vastness and barrenness. But nearly all the good
farming land of the Central Plain has now been taken
up. * * * They are at last, by necessity, forced to

turn to the arid region, hitherto unthought of as a

field for agriculture."

Mind you, it is for the farmer that we want this

land ; for all sorts and conditions of farmers, but
principally for the big farmers—farmers that plow
straightaway for a few hundred miles on their own
broad acres, and then turn round and drive back on
the harvester. We are going to feed the nations with
our corn and our wheat and our pork and with our
cattle. We can build the railroads over which to

yank the food to the markets of our country and to

the seaboard. Distance and freights on railways are

nothing in these days.

In the course of a very few years we expect the

geographical and topographical features of the great

untrodden, which dictate the commercial and manu-
facturing locations, will have asserted themselves.

We shall have more new cities of the newer West.
New thousands of farming acres between these cities.

And how shall we get from city to city ? More miles of

shining steel to the rising sun, to the setting sun ! More
miles of rails toward the north-wind, more toward
the south-wind! And to get to these rails? More
miles of dirt roads.

I have also before me The Manufacturer, January
'16, 1890, on which I haye been grinding since that date.

It came like a whole bucket of oil to calm the tempest
in my little roads improvement ink-pot, so that I have
written roads improvement copy in oil since. The
writer of the article in reference is Henry Carey
Baird. Here is his common sense dressed in my
words :

Between the Atlantic Ocean and the Mississippi

River we own close to a million square miles, or 640,-

000,000 acres of land, on which could be produced food

for 640,000,000 people ; but we find about one-tenth of

that number scattered over three times that area.

Every time a Horace Greely says "Go West," or the

times get hard, there is a dispersion of the people.

Thus, between 1875 and 1880, it was estimated that not
less than 2,000,000 of people fled from the east of the
" Father of Waters " to the west, to get upon the land
and avoid beggary and starvation. Now, all these
years of dispersion have not merely involved the

construction of thousands of miles of dirt roads in the

West, but have left us to scrub along the weary, mud-
besmeared plains ; crawl up and down ravines,

scratched over hills by the old turn-pike companies;
or to delight in the peculiar whistle of fine, dry, six-

inch-deep sand on our felloes and spokes, when, with
less of this scattering of the people, we could and
would, fifty years ago, have begun the construction
of stone roads. And yet to-day the farmers of Illinois

are mired with their loads of wheat or other crops
within sight of market or railroad; while in the

Dakotas, Montana, Washington, Oregon and . IrizOHa
which, but for certain economic "ifs," need not have
been settled for fifty years to come, thousands of

miles more of these dirt roads are needed. Says the

writer: "Can any one who is capable of giving
thought to the subject, when he sees how our people
have been dispersed oxer ;,,v>o,,x\> of square miles oi'

territory, be for an instant in doubt as to how and
nln I lbs is the land of dirt roads, and bad ones, too V
Here is something for the wheelman to think seri-

ously about. If he lives in any farming district ol

New England which appears to feel the heavy hand
ol this dispersion, and it he has dreamed a dream of

the fairies harnessed to a League emblem, rolling

and grading all the roads of the country in a single
night, this is a good time to raise the morning cur-
lain and pul a\va\ drea in-.

Hut there are signs ol promise, however, on which
n 111. iv be pleasant to think af another time. Is it so.

\i PHI \v\ \i K.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

nt meeting of the Somcrvillc Cycle Club,
t 1' M I e ausland was elected captain and president

Mr [o Pcnnell, the celebrated artist and cyclist,,

.red at the Everett Hotel, New York City,
un Saturday last.

Robert H. Scott has been appointed Seer-
Treasurer of the New Hampshire Division, vice
Frank P. Moulton. resigned,

ther six-day professional race is to be instituted
at Omaha, Neb. The riders will appear on the track
but three hours each day.

K H. Taylor, a Chattanooga, Tenn., wheelman, now
in Chicago, is reported to have coasted down Lookout
Mountains on a sixty-inch ordinary.

George D. Haird, at one time editor of The Cyclist
and Athlete, and well known in the world of athl
is at present residing in San Francisco.

Among the notables who are reported to frequently
bestride a wheel at Wasmngton, are the Hon. Henry
Cabot Lodge and the Hon. T. J. Campbell.

Very nearly $150,.;.. • will be expended by Minne-
apolis' next Spring tor cedar block pavement. It is

also intended to pave more streets with asphalt.

The Wolverine Cycle Club, of Ann Arbor, Mich.,
intends to bid for the 18^1 State meet. The town

• sacs a half-mile track and about 75 wheelmen.

The Missouri Bicycle Club opened their second pool
tournament of the season on Saturday last. The
prires are valuable and the entry list unusually large.

The Park Avenue Wheelmen, Philadelphia, held a
very smoker on Tuesday evening of last
week. The programme included music, recitations,
sparring and wrestling.

Colonel Pope will be taken care of when in New
Orleans by 11 H Hodgson. It la reported that the

Co. will establish a branch house in that
city.

Milwaukee wheelmen are greatly interested in

spring forks, and wheels having these devices affixed
in general use, owing to the rough and hilly

street

Twenty-five wheelmen at Circlevillc, Ohio.
..ted a club. I Presi-

dent, Rev. Henry Mitchell ; Treasurer, (j. K. Smith;
•.ary. H V

A delegation from the Cambridgeport Bicvcle Club
attended the annual ball of the wheelmen ol

week. The Cambridj
Club will hold a ball on January 33.

The Baltimore Cycle Club held open house at their
club-house in F.utaw Place on Christmas Day From

We beg .e ledge an invitation from
the entertainment commit)

I this week the South End Wheelmen
of Philadelphia, held a novel entertainmet. A Christ-
mas tree was loaded with presents which wen
tributed among the guests of the club.

Captain Dobbins, of the Camden Wheelmen, has
signatinn, whii h ha

:lar member of the same club,
has left f- th, where he will engage in the

linese.

The excessive sprinkling of the down-town thorough-

amo: ,

: kling the asphu '

Th- ,.-n entrii
lent, and thirteen foi I

moonlight runs
I mnaaium

The mcnilHTt of the North Knd Wheelmen, Phila-
delpl

|| sea-

Mi- km. in,

Vi illlamv >. 1 w . Ixima

.
Will hold

'

Vi

December »»

1 she was

H. A. Loiier 4 Co. have issued an advance circular
of th. ties for 1801. their regular cat.<

cing ready for distribution. It conti
.:i their various wheels, the I

ss. Hall-bearing Little Giant ami Little '.

Early in the year they will have ready the cu.shioii-

tyre Giant and the pneum ant. The Bolte
spring fork is used on all their wheels at present.

The Century Wheelmen intend to inaugiK
. of entertainments shortly, including mmstrcl

performances, amateur theatricals and mui
nal stage has been built, which can be taken

apart and packed away. A garden wing-
room scene, together with a handsome curtain, com-
plete an unusually neat amateur stage outfit.

The Missouri Bicycle Club, of St. Louis, gave an
unusually attractive musical and literary entertain-
ment on' Thursday of last week. The programme-
consisted of ten numbers, but the hearty encore after
each selection greatly lengthened the entertainment.
The Ideal Banjo Club secured the honors of the even-
ing, and were compelled to repeat their performance
Several times before the audience was satisfied.

The Hudson County Wheelmen's scheme for the
purchasing of a new club-house, is meeting with the
hearty co-operation of every member. Stock is being
sold at $10 per share, and is rapidly being taken up
bv those interested in the club's welfare. A two-
story addition is to be added to the three-story and
basement house that they intend to secure, and every
convenience will thus be attained for the members.

The managers of Proctor's Theatre recently com-
memorated the fiftieth performance of "Men and
Women" with an unique and beautiful souvenir. The
play which is booked at this theatre for the entire
season, is well worth seeing. Not only are the situ-

ations of great interest, but all the parts are played
by capable people, and the play has a moral which no
one should miss.

An exchange says : " Mark Twain and the Rev.
: U 11. Twitchell, who are enthusiastic bicycle

riders, were pedaling along side by side one day.
when the author of 'Roughing It' suddenly took a
'header.' Mr. Twitchell slowed up and was about
to dismount to aid his friend, when Mr. Clemens said :

'Don't stop. Joe; go right along. 1 think I'll stop
here awhile t.. sw

I

The Wheelmen Company have collected, and pub-
lished in a paper-covered volume, the bright sk.

which have been seen in the cycling columns ol

various papers signed by the name "Secretary."
tary was one of the best correspondents on the

cycling press, possessing not only real literary merit,
but a lively imagination and a keen Sense of humor.
and his volume of short stories will be heartily
enjoyed by cyclists.

Th. ' iunty Wheelmen, ol Trenton, N I
•

have ..wing officers lor the ensuing
rear C. H. Simmerman, President; Harry D. Leavitt,

I'resident; lames C. Tatt.-rsall,

HdYace B. Fine, Treasurer; Howard M. v.

lin; Whitman Arnold, First Lieutenant; William
Rlchti ' Llentenant; Executive Committee,
( H. Simmerman, H. I). Leavitt, H. E. Pine, Frank

r and Frank L. Biles.

At the recent annual election of the Buffalo Ram-
blers the following officel

ible electioneering ; President, W. M. Bloomer;
lent, ' w. ,\d.

m

.
. ( i

.

r it Gallagher; Attorney, R,
B. IL iptain, J. L I >ai I. H

.'. Volger, A. J. Russell. K. II Conner, W.
I W. Aidri.h, W. H. Brown, P. ML Rad-

isllffe, Jr.. and (.. <.. W.n • 1 will.

ims Athletic Club was permanently or-

al! legitimate athletic sports, and wheeling will
attention

lent, I a. Perkins; Vie President, P. Allsr
I reasurer, |. If. Miller;

h I I II..

m Wheelmen, I

of the ,. • lub.

Th. " rtainment
and hop on

in lightnin.
BeneVe and Lanfer, mui . and

ng by John II

lulged in.

A Louisville i " It will be mal •

surpi men, nol only
throughout

firm ..( Hi

.- when t)

I lii»

nd "

A i rly-lnformed correspondent of the Athlete
writes: "Many wheelmen, myself among them, are
thoroughly disgusted with the such

["HI Will 1 I and the Stint 0) the 1

purporting to bt , si taking
up a prise won by Mr. Taxis, of this city, and using
it as .m in - dander him most unjustly, and,

unkindly." THE Wl B no
way 'slandered " Mr. Taxis, or "taken up any " prire
w..n by him with tliat result, and the other journal
mentioned is by •

| cycling paper.

Wheeling ved many harsh criticisms front
illy press through the SI I ions and dress Ol light-

brained simpletons that unfortunately learn to
bicy. the most severe paragraphs of this
Sort is published In a contemporary, and originally
appeared in a Minneapolis local journal. I

follows: Almost every night a crowd can be found
irth Street in troiit of the Ideal restaurant, coin-
principally of those brainless youths who deem

It the noblest thing on earth to swathe their spindle
shanks in gay colored stockings, wear knee breeches
and a variegated cap, an.l There

c-y are not young men- missing links nightly
congregate, and when not creating an uproar, pass
their time in insulting ladies. They are a disgrace to
the human form which they bear."'

A Washington correspondent of a Southern paper
says': "I have yet to see a really pretty, rctined-look-
ing lady bestriding a bicycle. rally
sharp-faced, masculine-looking creatures, who affect
some characteristics of male attire. There is not a
great deal of difference, so far as women are con-
cerned, between riding a horse man fashion, and few
daring equestriennes have essayed to introduce the
latter innovation." That was undoubtedly written
by some sour-tempered female of uncertain age. who
could not bear to see one of her own s«x participate
in a pleasure which she, probably, is physically in-
capable of undertaking. The handsomest sight we
have witnessed in many years was a dozen young
ladies mounted on safety wheels, gracefully bowling
along a country road, and they were not "sharp-
faced, masculine-looking creatures" either. On the
contrary, the majority of them had wcll-rouneled
figures and a rich bloom of health in their cheeks that

a each turn of the pedals, Th.
nothing indecorous in the act of a lady ruling a b:

if she is a lady.—-Sporting < fte.

An exchange says, in narrating the several severe
tests to which a newly-designed put to m
order to exhibit its strong points and durability, that
a wheel expert mounted the machine and rode at the
to]> of his speed from one end of the rink in which the
exhibition was taking place- to the other, and without
any di I into the

nil ol the building. Theshocktli.it result!
reported to have been terrible, and for a short time-
there was | I streak ot legs, an
and i. ider and niacin- :. d t.-n or

I
in a conglomerate heap on the

floor. The wheel was Immi
I. Hind to have sustain. " and as
no mention is made of the result of the test to the
rider we suppose it is to be taken for granted that he
also was initial :

-
: an

injury to the manufacturers of the machine than an
advertisement of its merits, for no wheelmen of ex-

rould lulu- c ish. Even u a wheel
should wit! - h a blow.it would
inipos - a ithOUt br-

and men willing to take such -. and
far bet a

The wheelmen of New (
> Ighly ana

over a practical joke recently p. i Upon
Charlie Chapman ntol the P.
ing Co., which is related by thi •nth.

A Columbia sub
from Di '

hunt down the thief was •

who work. ' .ally in

'men

ing the theft. Chapman w .. lling
vs how bi bad had

led, had the number ail'! 00 of the
wheel, and said !

dollai
ing "ii a Columbia

! In in oil." and many like express

shook hand " Well < .

It was I-

up an
I liapman was all

ol the wheelmen is as
did that hundred dollars

Tl wrvf

> held theii
-, an

-nt. no oh

-
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•iry.
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Several of the members of the Outing Wheelmen,
Philadelphia, are extremely fond of pie, and so when
the weather interferes with racing awheel they insti-

tute pie-eating contests at their club-house. Each
man is permitted to select his favorite brand of pie,

and then, without a thought of indigestion, the con-
testants devour the pastry with rapidity that is in-

tensely ludicrous to behold. The man who eats his
pie in the' shortest space of time is declared the winner.
Those who are addicted to this form of competition,
or in other words, the "cracks," have pie-eating down
to a science, and the finishes on some occasions are so
close that the use of a stop-watch is required to ascer-
tain the winner.

Making Money Anywhere.

Having read Mr. Morehead's experience plating
with gold, silver and nickel, I sent for a plater and
have more work than I can do. It is surprising the
spoons, castors and jewelry that people want plated.
The first week I cleared $37.10, and in three weeks
$119.85, and my wife has made about as I have. By
addressing W. H. Griffith & Co., Zanesville, Ohio, you
can get circulars. A Plater only costs $3. You can
learn to use it in an hour. Can plate large or small
articles, and can make money anywhere.

A. J. JONSON.

ALL ABOUT BERMUDA
And the Elwell Bicycle Tour
to (hat beautiful spot next

February.

Address, F. A, ELWELL, Portland. Me.

IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEND TO

^ -*- ^ A. W. GUMP & CO., Dayton, Ohio, ** •** **

FOR PRICES ON TYPEWRITERS AND BICYCLES. TYPEWRITERS RENTED.
BICYCLES. TYPEWRITERS AND GUNS TAKEN IN EXCHANCE.

SI&W
* » * t

in*

CENTS 40 POUNDS.LADIES 37 POUNDS.

WEBB-CUSHION TYBES ON ALL.
SOLID TYBES TO OBDEB ONLY.

Send for Catalogue, also 'description of Cushion Tyres.

BANKER 8z CAMPBELL CO., Ltd.,

1786-8 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
Factory, ROCKAWAY, NEW JERSEY. Branch House, 1311 Bedford Aye., Brooklyn, H. Y.

THE JUNIOR

24-in. SAFETY
(DROP FRAME)

BALL BEARINGS
ALL OVER.

$35

8
a
«
s

^

. V 9
III B
3 * «
to a*
2g a

-

. . ^ u

A * BIG • CHRISTMAS BARGAIN.

H o

am
h
ft

The same Junior the boys have been riding ever since safeties were

made. It has always sold for $50.00. We sell it for $35.00 in our store, and

that is rock bottom. If you cannot come and get one we will crate it and deliver

it to any express or freight depot in the city for 75c. extra. This is a big

chance. Send in your order now, and have it shipped Christmas week. We
will send it C. 0. D. on receipt of $5.00 rue money.

Kttw Dnrvnrxi Pn l406 PENN squareM DnUWJN uU., Ltd., Philadelphia

THE KING
FOR STRENGTH.

A CYCLE THAT CAP
TIIRES THE RIDER
OKI FIRST TRIAL'

up '"-'

:wm^^^0^m^^mm^' .... ..,
^

•mv

"A mistake is not easily rectified." Do not

make a mistake, and purchase a bicycle, and then

when you have seen the ECLIPSE regret that

you did not get one of that make.

It is the Best Bicycle for the
Money on the Market.

The material, workmanship and finish is of the

best. Everything about the machine is strictly

first-class high grade. Elegant Spring Fork and

one of the best saddles that a rider ever sat on.

Built not only for the present but the far off

future.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. Price, $100.00,

Steel Pulley & Machine Works,
PATENTEES AND SOLE MAKERS,

INDIHNHPOLIS, IISLD.
Good Agents Wanted For All Unoccupied Territory.
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Christmas Presents.

1 >i:KY HOV A>»I> l.lin WANTS A

TYPEWRITER,
77i. lilfurl.r .« 1, Irar),. r ./ •>,.. II 1 11 ij ,1 11 ,1

I'mt el Motion

.

Useful, />uraNe, Instructive. Handsomely finish-
ed in Nickel-plate ami (Wit, with soli.) Metal
Price $15.00 complete, securely packed. We mill sell
100 at $10.00 each until Pecember -i^th. Let us have
your order early before they are all sold.

5TdNDdRD CYCLE CO.,

588 MAIN ST., BUFFALO, N. Y.

Write for descriptive circulars of Christmas Bicycles
and Typewriters.

Please mention this paper.

FRANK TRAYER,
The Larger! Manufacturer Id

the Halted States or

Ribbon Badges
FOR BALLS AND

PICNICS.

19 LEXINGTON AYENUE,

HEW YORK.
;> for I Hi-.

SAFETIES FRO
T
n
o
$
i?A°oo

WRITS POR OUR NEW AND SECOND.
MAMI> REDUCED PRICE LIS1 ISSUED
DECEMBER BARANI I

ALL WHEELS MUST BE SOLD.
ORBIRABlRfl TOR * -«(>V'.

WHITE CYCLE CO.. Trenton. N. J.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
'-•"• W »rds ar, cent*
TWO I llscl I Ions 40 '«

New Tork Bicycle Company, Ko«. 4 and 6 East »10th
Street. R. Y. Hew sad s. r.ni.1-11 a ml Machines. Choice
awiortmeut. Prices reasnnrble. Wheel* to rent. (jrllnir
Accessories of all kind*. I lit of Hanrali.s ami Sundries
free upon application. Old mounts tak.n In part par-
meat for Sew.
\\ \TKI> 1 am a first- nan and want a
•' position with some established bicycle house;
can furnish good reference. Address L. A. W., Box

111.

FoK SALE Brook's cyclometer, never
gong bell, 2>c; luggage carrier, 75c; Butcher
meter, never used, 10,000 mile pattern, $5.

Alfred K. Jenkins, West Boxford, M.iss.

\\ \ MKII One II rat-class bicjcle rrpni rer, one
trilling to Invest (ISO t<« |8ftO In the business

;

a iplendld opportunity t<> !i good man; i-orre-
pondenoe solicited. Address '-The win. 1."

Travelers » .wiled to sell bleyeltt OH coiiiinis

sion. tan be worked In willi ot her I ines. Ad-

dress •• I-"care The Wheel, Box 444, N. V. Oltj

1-3

WANTED-To exchange for $105 cash, or a Co-
lumbia Ladies' Safely in like order, a Catford

Premier Safety, new in September, 1800
;
good as new ;

open to other' offers of ladies' wheels. Addn
1'. <>.. Bos 444. N. Y. City.

ANDERSON'S SHORTHAND TYPEWRITER
** prints a word at one stroke. Machines rented.
Send for circulars and testimonials. E. T. Pierce,
Payette, Ohio.

THERE'S AN ODD MAN or two yet who has not
heard of our terrible cut in prices, and we're

after that man. We propose to quote him such
|

as will make his cycling enthusiasm (airly boil unless
it not froze up during the last blizzard. Get your
machine before the Spring rush, and while your

v talks loud. Kindly send postal and we'll mail
you price list and terms. Old mounts taken in

LDgefornew balance on time. Knight '

I
nth Street, St. Louis, Mo.

BIM8 ASM PORKS POR s.M.K.

l,0O0 88x8-4; 1,000 80x6-8, Warwick's best

hollow rim-. I.iiiiii pair \\ oldies- si, el hollow
.Mixed forks, 1 In. by 1, In. Immediate de-

livery, Address Rims, cure The Wheel, 848
Broadway, New York. t. f

IXTANTED—Ordinal i
s. and tsnden

' ' tics
; pay cash, but only if decided bargains, or

will exchange' any other type of wheel. Knight I

' \. i th St., St. Louis, Mo.

F'OR SALE Safety bicycle, hardly used : practical-
ly new in K.P.O Box 44* N. Y. I

BARGAINS 51 in. Rudge, good order, $40; 54 in.

Star, lair condition, $...; 5s in. Centaur, new,
$35; 48 in. Centaur, $90, Address, G. A. Litchhult,

•.ox Avenui . Hi w York. t. f. c

A H V NHFQ CAN MAKE MONEY
. \ n_i J **\ LA3 BrRelliagtts

people's Sypevuritcr.

Best I15.00 machine made,
parties. Address,

ry given to good

WHITE CYCLE CO., Trenton, N. J.

The Wheel and Cycling Trade Review.
F. P. PRIAL, Editor and Proprietor.

•; 243 Broadway, New York. P. 0. Box 444.

ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR.

Herewith I hand you $1.00 in payment for one years

subscription, to begin with h.

\me

. ht'.i) , .

iiy

niy State

Solid Gold,

WATCH CHAIN BAR.

Psl. \
J
.r il 15, 1890.

- $5.50.
I
Gold Filled. 1.25.

'Ssi»aV>

a. *Wi.ww> -^

N 1 i . No. 144A.

Gold Filled Watch Charm League Pin, Solid

Parte all work, $2.50. Gold, «3.60.

No, .44B.

League Pin, Solid Gold
with top for letter-

ing, 85.O0.

No .44C

Same as 1 44B, except
top.

144D. 144X1

Same as 144B, except top.

No, 140.

Solid Gold,

Enameled, 42.00.

N

Solid Gold.

Enameled, $1.75.

I
B.

I .old, Enameled
top for engravlntr.

•3.O0.

Solid Gold, Enameled
bottom plate for en-

graving, 41.76.

In c ague Pina or Badges which aii

Uae
1 K of nr'

>r\ 1. Will .jii.'. apex r 144 p'n*

r atones.

I . 11. CAMPBKUL,

243 Broadway, Room »v New York.
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PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY MORNING.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates.

Subscription Price,

foreign Subscriptions,

Single Copies,

$1.00 a year

10s. a year

5 Cents

Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS CO.

Copy should be received by Tuesday morning;.

Late Copy received until Wednesday morning.

Changes for Advertisements must be received by

Tuesday morning to insure insertion.

Special Advertising JIatier received until Thurs-

day noon.

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION.

F. P. PRIAL,

Editor and Proprietor,

P. O. Box 444, 243 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its con-
tents and give us their patronage, and as far as

is convenient, aid in circulating the journal,

and extend its influence in the cause which it

so faithfully serves. Subscription price, $1 per
year.

Is the Judicious Use of Cuss Words Profitable?
Radford, Va., Dec. 26, 1890.

F. P. Prial, Esq.
Received a copy of paper No. 17 sent me. You call

it "The Wheel and Cycling Trade Review " and
immediately underneath say " Not worth a dam."
Yet, in spite of the latter assertion, I wish to subscribe
for it. And, furthermore, as you are so frank about
the matter (I admire frankness), I send you another
subscriber also.
Hoping these few lines will find you enjoying the

same blessings, I am Fraternally yours,
W. W. Darnell.

IN Wheeling of December 17 appears a valu-

able editorial on the English cycling trade

for 1891, which we take the liberty of condens-

ing. It appears that the intended absence from

the Stanley Show of the large makers has

given a general all-round satisfaction. The
effect has been that retail agents, having no

inducement to wait for the show, have visited

the factories and salesrooms of the makers and

placed their orders. Many firms report that

their order books are fuller to-day than they

were a week after the Stanley Show. A minor

advantage of this is that the firms can better

tell where they stand, and they have more time

to get out their product than if they were com-

pelled to wait until the end of January.

On the other hand, the firms that have de-

cided to exhibit are pleased over the intended

absence of the leading makers, which will

make the competition less fierce and which will

magnify their exhibits. It is further pointed

out that the development in the making of

tyres will give the show an importance it other-

wise would not have had.

Speaking of the trade, Wheeling thinks that

nothing remarkable in the way of novel cycling-

mechanism has recommended itself to cycle

makers, the chief innovation being in the vari-

ous forms of hollow tyres.

Wheeling states that the Boothroyd tyre is

generally accepted as theoretically the best,

because it is the simplest and cheapest form of

tyre. The cushion tyre is to be the staple

manufacture for 1891, and fitted with any of

the late'st-impi-oved rims which have been

designed, it will not cut. In the making of

cushions, a great deal depends upon the rubber

merchants. Wheeling believes that but 25 per

cent, of the wheels made will have solid tyres.

B
1

ette on the Racing Board suspensions.

Bicycling News states that a bona fide amateur is

never seen on the American racing path. Bicycle

News also states that, as a matter of fact, there

are at the present time more genuine amateurs

on the English path than there ever have been

before. The facts of the case are that there are

hundreds of bona fide American amateurs, and

that English sport, both pedestrianism and

cycling, is well-nigh rotten. In this country

some men have had their traveling expenses

paid by the clubs, but they rode to win. On
the other side scores of the men are either re-

tained by makers at salaries, or are compelled

to make a good show on the path to retain

their positions with their concerns. Cases of

roping, riding in the interest of bookmakers,

and other forms and styles of juggling are of

frequent occurrence. We are rather ahead of

our English friends in the matter of amateur-

ism.

AT the conference committee meeting of the

A. A. U.-L. A. W., to be held in New
York on January 3, the expense-payment ques-

tion will be most carefully considered, and

legislation will be suggested which will place

the Athletic Union and the League of Ameri-

can Wheelmen on a common platform.

From the conversation of certain members of

the A. A. U. who will be present at the meet-

ing, it seems probable that a resolution will be

presented providing for the reinstatement of

the suspends, and recommending that the

L. A. W. Racing Rules and the A. A. U. Laws
of Athletics be changed, so that in future ath-

letes or cyclists ma}' accept from their clubs

actual necessary traveling expenses to champ-

ionship contests only.

AHAPPY NEW YEAR to all. Let us bang

the ball of good-will and wizard-winged

good-cheer, and send it whizzing around the

table; 'way down East to the snow-bound

towns of Maine ; 'way out West and far-West

;

'way down South and home again. A Happy
New Year to the men who write for The
Wheel, to those who read The Wheel to those

who make wheels, and those who buy and

sell them. Their faces all flit past in quick

procession as we pen these lines. To all our

old friends and new friends a Happy New Year.

W. H. DeGRAAF RESIGNS THE CHAIR-
MANSHIP OF THE DISTRICT

RACING BOARD.

Mr. W. H. De Graaf, of the Harlem Wheel-

men, has resigned as chairman of the Second

District Racing Board. It is understood that

the resignation has been accepted by Chairman

Davol.

Rumor, apparently well-grounded, has it

that Mr. De Graaf's resignation was din- to (he

fact that he was not named on the committee

which President Dunn appointed to confer with

the A. A. l T
. committee.

THE BOWLING LEAGUE.
The games played during the past few days

in the Wheelmen's Bowling League have re-

sulted in deciding the tie for second place, and
each club at present occupies a separate posi-
tion. The New York Club still stands at the
head of the list, and it is likely to maintain the
lead for several weeks to come, as it will not
meet any of the stronger teams until the latter

part of January. By defeating the Brooklyn
Club the Atalanta team has stepped into second
place. The Hudson County team which was,
in former years, one of the strongest in the
League, is not playing with quite its old time
vigor, while the Brooklyn Club has thus far
shown an improvement over the previous sea-
sons. What will prove the most interesting
games in the contest are still to be played, and
a safe prophesy of the result of the tournament
can hardly be made at present. The result of
the games played since the last issue of The
Wheel, and other information relating to the
tournament, follows.

At Brooklyn, on Friday evening, December-
26, the Atalanta Wheelmen defeated the Brook
lyn Bicycle Club by 59 pins. With two excep-
tions both clubs bowled in poor form, owing
probably to the inferior condition of the alleys.

A large crowd of wheelmen witnessed the gam*—^
and each strike or spare was greeted with loud^N
cheers. The score follows

:

ATALANTA WHEELMEN. I «
S. S. b. Scr.

Miller 3 1 6 i^c

Terbell 1 3 6
Hornfeck 1 4 5
Hazen 2 1 7

E. Millar 2 2 6

E. Halsey 7 1 3

Peal 1 2 7 116
Edwards 3 3 4 159

Brooklyn B. C.
s. s. b. Scr.

i39 : Maryiews.. .4 1 6 132
126 Quimby ...**. .2 2

137 Borland o
r 3

i2o| Allen 1'
3

133'Corby 2 o
202 Mead

Lewis 4 3
Bailey

3 7

' -J

Total 1073Total 1132
FRAMES.

Atalanta W 105 243 364 485 578 690 800 911 1022 1132
Brooklyn B. C...119 204 299 400 506 612 730 842 952 1073

Umpire, W. H. Meeter ; Scorers, C. W. Coe, E. M.
Halsey.

One of the most exciting and enjoyable games
that has been played this season took place on
Monday evening, December 29, at Jersey City.

The contestants were the Brooklyn Bicycle Club
and the Hudson County Wheelmen, and the
game was unusually close throughout, both
teams alternating in the lead. At the end of

the ninth frame the Brooklyn Club had the
advantage by one pin and the excitement ran
high. The Jersey team started off in great
form in the tenth frame, and they became
highly elated and confident of victory. The
Brooklyn team, however, pla}'ed well in the
wind-up, and secured the game by 27 pins.

Both clubs put up a creditable score. After the
game a collation was tendered the Brooklyn
Club, at which remarks were made by Messrs.
Raymond, Tuthill, Kluge, Mead, Huson and
Dr. Benedict. The score follows

:

Hudson Co. Wheelmen.
Scr.

Christian 149
Huson 144
Burnham 108
Cordner 159
Korth 160
Edick 156
Eldridge 135
Tuthill 15

Total 11,

Brooklyn B. C.
Scr.

Corby 116
Quimby 128
Allen 1

Coe 155
Mead 154
Meeteer 161

Lewis 1 1 i

Bailey 1S4

Total 11S0

Name.
Findley
Terbel!
Meeteer
Hornfeck
Earl
Bailey
Nisbett
Coe
E. Halsey...,
Ford "

W. Newgftss.
C. (i. Halsey.
Millar
1 teydecker. .

.

Eldridge
SI oil

Peal
Braden
Quimby
(,. Miller
Rossire
Mainhardt. . .

.

Christian
Schaeffer
Matthews...,
Tuthill
Lewis

Club.
.N Y. B. C.
A. W
B. B. C
A. W
H. C. \V....
I'.. B. C
,N. Y. H. C.
B. B. C
A. W
,M. B.C
M. \\. I".....

\ W
A. W
N. Y. B.C..
H. C. W...
N. Y. 1!. (.'..

A \\

.11. W
B. B. C
A. W
N. Y. B. C.
11. W
11. C. W...
N. Y. B. C.
B, B, i

-

11. C. W....
1'.. I', c

Games
Played.

•t

The highest individual standings are as fol-

lows:
Average
Score.

1*3.50

159-6"

i

155-75

M7

I
,,.

Ml --
144-33

Ml
I tl

M
M'

l>

Highest
Score.

191

-v..;

.

166
iS.|

182

155
10

153

'75

160

186

I5>

tio

1

101

1 ,1
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VICTOR * SAFETY,

Happy the Manufacturer who is able to make all lie can sell and sell

all lie can make I

Now please don't remark that the manufacturer who can neither make any nor sell any, can yet make all he can sell and

sell all he can make. He isn't in it.

We have been striving for years past to make as many Victor Bicycles as we could sell and never succeeded. We have

had pretty good success in making them, too.

The year '90 has seen marked advances in both ends of our business, the producing and the disposing. A splendid

addition to our factory gives us a plant that is unequalled anywhere. The placing of branch houses in Denver and San Francisco

gives us establishments of our own in Boston, Washington, Denver and San Francisco. Supplementing these are our special

agencies with Messrs A. G. Spalding & Bros., in New York, Chicago and Philadelphia, and our large list of regular agent s

scattered throughout the country. Looks as though we might be fixed to do business, doesn't it? And the goods?—We intend

to show you a line of bicycles for '91 that will simply make you weep—for joy if you're looking for the best thing, for remorse if

you have already bought something else.

Yours, up and coming,
OVERMAN WHEEL CO.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.
Office and Factory, Chicopee Falls, Mass.
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The first action for damages prosecuted by
Maryland Division resulted in a victory for

the wheelmen. A member of the Division was
down by a milk wagon, sustaining injuries

to himself and wheel. The court ordered the

pay the damagi

Thi aid have reinstated A. A.
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plished fact— Irish Cydist' If that is

Kerry, down Deny, we'll all be merry—away
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i i A. Litchbult has made arrangements with
Mr. W. I.. Ross to handle Sii

in 1891. Mr. I.itchhult has made the " Sin.
his leading line for two years. He will

handle the "Giant" wheels in Harlem for

Kecfe & Becai non.

f in'.

•f in-

We are wondering if The Athlete, which is

rapidly becoming the " personal column" of

Philadelphia columns, will publish "Gotham
by Gaslight," by Vincent J. Kelly and J. H.
Draper. Laura Jean Libbey's latest " yaller"
would not be in it for redness and racil

A Pointer fob Han Canary.—There is a
bicyclist now at McNally's National Theatre.
Lower Abbey Street, who claims to ride a bicy-

cle round a table at the rate of fifty miles per
hour. The table is spun in the opposite direc-

tion to that in which he is moving.

—

Irish Cyclist.

The Rochester Cycle Manufacturing Co. have
decided to call their new safety the Pee
The machine is a diamond framed wheel. The
gentlemen composing the company are H. K.

White, W. W. Kenfie'ld and P. F . Wells. The
company are at business at 10 and 12 <;•.

Street, Rochester, X. Y.

The St. Louis Wheel Co., of which Percy
Stone is general manager, will handle the fol-

lowing machines tor 1891: The Paragon and
Iroquois, made by the Stover Wheel (

ling Elliot's hickory safety; the Gales safety,

manufactured by Schoverung, Daly ft dales.

and the wheels of the Gendron Iron Wheel Co.

sundry department, of which this company
makes a specialty, will be largely increased, a
mini' lers having 1>ccn placed fo:

clips, lamps, bells. 1

Mr. ]:. K. Shipton, conductor of the ('. /'. C.
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NEW RAPID CYCLES, 1801.

We haw St l'.n-

m, a copj
'1 h< '

which many mi e might (

with benefit, being at one* simph h in

design and printing. The company have added
to their list of this year the Ncv No. 4

and No. 5, the lirstof which is a medii
and the second of which is

a high grade cushion-tyred d amor
1 1

pounds.
icing over the catalogue of the- company,
d they are strong on what we would call

sound business principles. They ad\
not to judge of their machines from the wi

cuts, but to call on an agent and see the actual

machine which the wood-cut is intended to rep-

resent They claim, xmd with som<
that some makers illustrate wretched mac!
with finely made wood-cuts The colli]

a strong guarantee with all their wheels. The
materials used in the New Rapid is cold-drawn
weldless steel tubing and steel stamp::

The wheels which are being marketed by the

St. Georgi - Engineering which, by the

way, Mr. C. A. Palmer, for seven years n .

if the company, is now sole proprietoi
as follows: Pive tj Mew Rapid on
ries as follows a 40-pound roadster, a a -pound
light roadster, a 33-pound semi-ra< und
racer and a special New Rapid which
medium grade ordinary. Tll< coi pa
their safeties.

" We have not altered our patents, as no im-
provements could be effected by doing -><>; but
with our increased facilities for manufai I

we have deemed it advisable to add one or two
other styles of machines in order t" se< ure the
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1
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when the safety bicycle was first introduced,

but if we are correct in our surmises, this will be
greater and more lasting than any previous
radical change the cycling world has witnessed
because the great objection to the safety lay in

its excessive vibration, and although many
mechanical ways for overcoming the difficulty

have been tried with more or less success, no
plan which has been devised would compare
with cushion tyres, excepting pneumatic tyres."

" At present they are an unknown quantity.

We do not know what the future will bring
forth in regard to them, nor can we or the
cycling public stop to wait and see. To do so

would mean suspending cycling generally for a

year or two. New ideas will and do crop up
weekly." Notwithstanding this opinion, the

company have fitted some of their wheels with
cushion tyres of various sizes, as they wish to

satisfy all demands.
'We summarize the various types of safeties

which are illustrated and described in detail in

the catalogue. No. 1, a 30-inch wheel, cross

frame, strongly braced safety, with 7-8 inch
tyres for both wheels, designed for specially

rough roads; listed at ^18 iSs. , with cushion
tyres £2 15s. extra. New Rapid Safety No. 3,

diamond frame wheel of high grade, listed at

^20, with cushion tyres £2 15s. extra, with
pneumatic tyres £5 extra. New Rapid Safety
No. 4, fitted with 26-inch rear wheel and 30-inch

front wheel, medium grade safety, listed a

£15, with the usual extra price for cushions.

New Rapid Safety No. 5, diamond framed light

roadster of the highest grade, weighing
stripped 39 lbs. , with everything on 39 lbs.

,

price ^23, with pneumatic tyres £2 extra. New
Rapid Ladies' Safety with detachable stay
rods, listed at ^20, and fitted with cushions at

usual extra price.

In addition to the safeties, the company are

making a tricycle and a number of sundries,

including the New Rapid Toe-Clip, the New
Rapid Saddle, and the Release Saddle, the last

having been on the market for three years, and
having met with great success. The agents of

this company in this country are the Clark
Cycle Co., of Baltimore.

FIXTURES.

JANUARY.
Two Mile Race at the games of the Corinthian
Athletic Club, and Company F, Forty-seventh
Regiment, at the Armory, Heywood and
Marcy Avenues, Brooklyn. Entries close

' December 27, with Lieutenant W. F. H.
Tupper.

Palisade Wheelmen's first reception and ball.

Manhattan Bicycle Club's annual ball at the
Lenox Lyceum.

The Stanley Show, London.
Theatre party of the Brooklyn clubs.

Fifth Annual Reception of the Harlem Wheel-
men at the Harlem Opera House Hall.

29-Feb. 14.—Elwell's Bermuda Tour.

JUNE.
1.—Elwell's European Tour. Departure from New

York.

Kentucky Division meet.

JULY.
Race meet of the Hagerstown Bicycle Club
and Maryland Division's annual meet,
Hagerstown.

Departure from New York ot Smith's European
Tour.

14.-

16.-

23-31.—

'

29.

29

26-27.'

29.—

8-0.

SEPTEMBER.
-Tournament at Hartford, Conn.

INDOOR RACES AT GRAND ISLAND, NEB.

The race at Grand Island, Neb., several weeks ago,
was a thirty-five mile event instead of a six days
contest, as previously announced, and was won by
Clark, of Hastings, in 2I1. 35m. On Christmas Day
another thirty-five mile race was held at the Exposi-
tion Building. The contestants were Curt A. Clarke,
of Hastings ; E. E. Mockett, of Lincoln, and Bert W.
Cole, Of Grand Island, and the contest was for a $100

lal and the State championship. The ran- caused
a great amount of local rivalry. The Lincoln man
announced that he would win the race or die in the
attempt, while the Grand Island representative said,
"I can and will bring the championship to Gran I

island." Neither of the men were able 1<> make goo 1

their promises, however. The track was seventeen
laps to the mile and Clark, of Hastings, proved to be
the victor. His time was 2I1. 16m.

Twenty-five or more cycle manufacturers and deal-
ers have expressed themselves in Eavor Hi 1 he pro-
posed, cycling exhibit which tbe Associated 1 ycltng
Clubs oi Philadelphia are agitating, and in all prob
ability the scheme will be carried out,

THE PHYSIOLOGY QF "WAITING"
AND "PACEMAKING" IN SPEED

COMPETITIONS.

HAVING ESPECIAL REFERENCE TO CYCLE
RACING.

BY E. B. TURNER, F. R. C. S., ENG.

ARTICLE IV.

The sensation of fatigue then appears to be mani-
fested rather in the brain than in the muscular system.
This is the case, and it can be shown that fatigue
supervenes much more slowly when muscular work
is done without the participation of the brain. For
instance, it is necessary tor existence that respiration
and the circulation of the blood should continue dur-
ing the whole of life. The muscular work necessary to
accomplish this is enormous, and any man attempting
an equivalent task, say in lifting weights, would be
exhausted in a very short time. But our hearts and
muscles of respiration go on unwearied for even a
hundred years. They are not under the control of
the will, and no fatigue is felt. The same law applies
to the ordinary movements of the body when the con-
traction of the voluntary muscles takes place without
the direct intervention of the will. A man walking,
absorbed in thought, will cover a given distance with
much less fatigvie than one who is continually worry-
ing how he shall get over the ground. A man hyp-
notized can stand with his arm extended for hours,
and when roused feels no fatigue. An exercise which
demands excessive attention is much more fatiguing
than one which, on account of continued practice, is

performed more or less unconseiousl}'. A novice
learning to balance himself on and steer a safety
bicycle would be more tired at the end of a ride of
one mile than an expert at the end of five. In the one
case the brain has to direct every movement ; in the
other the balance from that long habit is practically
automatic.
We may assume then, with reg'ard to the physiology

of fatigue, that as a muscle becomes exhausted it

requires a more energetic stimulus to cause it to con-
tract. That exhaustion in muscle is caused

—

(a) by
the friction and tearing of its ultimate elements

;
{b)

by the accumulation in its substance of various waste
products which have the property of impairing its

contractile power. That the brain in its turn becomes
wearied by the- excessive effort of stimulating a
fatigued muscle. That the sensation of fatigue is

felt in the brain sooner than in the muscle. That
"the muscular work being equal, the sensation of
fatigue is the more intense the more active the inter-
vention of the cerebral faculties demanded by the
exercise." (Lagrange.)
But in addition to these sensations of muscular and

cerebral fatigue, there is another and still more im-
portant agent which soon puts a term to the exertions
of man or animal, especially if these exertions be
directed to the production of speed, as in running or
cycle racing. This is "breathlessness." Nowbreath-
lessness is a general manifestation of fatigue

; those
described above are more or less local. One man
who attempts to keep his arm extended for some long
time is compelled to desist by a sense of local mus-
cular discomfort. Another who runs swiftly uphill
has to stop and "take breath." He is " winded " long
before the powerful muscles of his legs strike work.
Thus local muscular fatigue and breathlessness do
not entirely arise from the same causes. Some exer-
cises sooner produce the one, some the other, and
other things being equal, the amount of breathless-
ness depends on the force expended in a given time.
Breathlessness is a sensation of a want of air. The
chief function of the lungs is to supply oxygen to,

and carry off some of the impurities from, the venous
blood, which is returned to them from the whole
of the system. The arterial blood is driven by the
heart to every part of the body. It parts with its

oxygen to the tissues to promote the combustions
described above, and receives from them in return
the various waste products of those combustions,
as well as some not previously mentioned, namely,
carbonic acid gas and water. The blood thus
contaminated is called venous blood, and is not fit

to sustain life. It meets the air in the air-cells of
the lungs, and takes from it the oxygen it requires,
and gives up to it the carbonic acid and some of
the various other poisonous materials with which
it is impregnated. The air that leaves the lungs
during expiration is impure, containing these waste
products. Corbonic acid gas is the result ot' the com-
bustions of the sugars and fats in the body, and is,

therefoie, being continually produced. As long as it

is formed in normal quantity no inconvenience is felt,

but if from any cause the amount in the blood exceeds
that which can be promptly eliminated by the lungs,
a condition of carbonic acid poisoning is at once in-

duced, which, if relief be not very shortly afforded,
passes on to asphyxia and death. Now, the only way
in which this excess of poison can be disposed ot is by
deeper and more frequent respirations. As soon as
the quantity of carbonic acid in the system exceeds
the amount that can be eliminated i>\ breathini at

the normal rate, nature, in her care lor the organism,
lakes alarm, and makes an imperious call on the
respiratory muscles for more frequent and more ener-
getic work. This is "respiratory need," which, when

i ;erated, passes into the condition known as
breathlessness. Carbonic acid is formed in the sys-

j

tem in Hi iii ratio to the amount ol muscular work
performed. As we have bel shown, the combus-
tions of the sugar and fats arc necessary for the pro-
due em ol 1

1 0,1 1 a ud 111 11.sell la 1 em rgj file more heat
produced, and the more 111 11 sen la r work done, the more
I lie I .on.-aimed, ail. I 1 he I . ...il a, id 1.) ;;cl quit

of. The experiments ol Sanson show that in .fin hour
the quantitj oi carl icid pa ing I row 1 tie lungs
Is three is as much when the animal is running is

when it is at rest. During sleep tin smallest quantitj
i

i
i. i tiled. In i h. case oi i man in b given I line tin re

is discharged by respii at

0.35 grammes of carbonic acid during sleep.
0.60 " " " while sitting.
1.65 " " " " running.

(Lagrange.!
Thus, during exercise, the quantity of carbonic acid

exhaled by the lungs is increased, and not only by the
lungs, but also by the skin ; and, notwithstanding the
increased elimination, on the cessation of work there
is an abnormal quantity remaining in the system, and
tne arterial blood is darker than natural, more like
venous. As long as the increased action of the lung
is able to get rid of this excessive formation of car-
bonic acid the distress is bearable, and so the larger
the power of elimination possessed by the individual
the more work he is able to do. No two persons have
the same physical capacity of heart and lungs

; some
have more, some less ; those having more, when
"trained," make champions—those having less, limit
men—other physical circumstances being equal. But
be a man a champion or no, a time must come when,
if the exertion be pushed and prolonged, his elimina-
tion power is not equal to the demands made upon it.

Then the poison accumulates in his system. There is
urgent " respiratory need," and if the excessive exer-
tion be continued without rest he becomes asphyxi-
ated, and dies in exactly the same way in which he
would it he were in a coal mine full of "choke
damp " after an explosion. In man these phenomena
hardly ever pass to their legitimate end. However
"game" he be, nature is too strong, and he relaxes
his efforts before he is entirely overcome. But in
animals it has often happened. Many a horse (ridden
to death) has died, suffocated by the carbonic acid
formed in its own tissues as a result of its excessive
exertions under whip and spur. If a man be perform-
ing some exercise which causes such a quantity of
carbonic acid to be formed that the lungs can just
eliminate it, and any effort be superadded to this
work, which reduces the power of elimination by
diverting from their principal work any of the respir-
atory muscles, a condition of acute breathlessness is

at once produced. For instance, a man riding a bi-
cycle in a "race at such a speed that the formation and
exhalation ot carbonic acid are just balanced is called
on to spurt at the finish. Mo; I. men start and carry
on a final spurt by pulling hai d at the handle-bars of
their machines. Now, the 'ery effort of pulling
causes the mucles of the back and chest (which, by
elevating and depressing the ribs, draw the air into
and expel it from the lungs) to contract strongly, and
fix the ribs and shoulders, in order that the muscles of
the arms may have a fixed point to pull from. The
effect of this is that the breathing capacity is for the
time diminished, just as the extra muscular work in-
volved in "sprinting " makes an extra call upon it,

and in a very few hundred yards the rider is com-
pelled to ease. His blood is laden with carbonic acid.
his muscles, impaired in energy by the accumulation
in their substance of the waste products treated of
above, contract more sluggishly ; his brain, dulled by
the circulation through it of impure blood, is further
exhausted by having to impart a more energetic
stimulus to the fatigued and stiffening muscles, and
a general feeling of distress causes the relaxation of
his efforts. Anything that may cause " brain-worry "

during an exercise has a tendency to increase the
production of carbonic acid, and consequently causes
premature breathlessness. Lagrange states as a well-
known fact that men who are very "fit," and can
fence without exhaustion for a considerable time in
the fencing -school, very quickly become breathless
and exhausted in a duel, in which their movements
are more prudent, and the force expended is less, but—
their swords have sharp points.— The Cyclist.

(To be continued.)

[Parts I., II. and III. were published in The WHEEL
of December 5, 12 and 19.

—

Ed.

The U. S. Patent Office Commercial Gazette for De-
cember 16 contains the specifications of a luggage
carrier for bicycles, patented by A. B. Barkman.

Julius Wilcox, well-known in the cycling world
from two to six years ago, has an article on Photo-
graphic Plates in the American Amateur Photographer
for December.

The Bay City Wheelmen, of San Francisco, will hold
another road race on the San Leandro triangle on
Washington's Birthday, weather permitting, unless
the proposed tournament proves to be a reality.

John H. Hinncr, of Edgewater, and Theo. F. Mer-
Seles, of Jersey City, have been appointed representa-
tives from New Jersey, the St.de being entitled to the
two appointments through iiu rease of membership.

The new house o1 the Cantcn, O., Bicycle Club was
formally opened on Decembl i 3 with a reception and
a banquet. The club's new quarters were erected
from plans furnished by Architect Gray Tiklen. pres-
ident of the organization, and were handsome] \ . .

or. 1 led i
or I lie oe. as ion. A bo 11 1 250 friends of tile elub

enjoyed its hospita tity.

An unattached wheelman ot Alameda, Cat., while
enjoying his first ride on the ro.id, recently met with
a mishap which somewhat dampened his' ardor, a
careless driver of a horse .\\\^\ buggy ran into him and
knocked him oil' his machine, and although both
wheels oi I he carriage passed over his bodv.no seri-
ous injur} was sustained. The occupant of the vehi-
cle drove on rapidl) without stopping to ascertain
what damage had been done through his carelessness

Mr. 1. R. Snow, proprietot ol Snow's bicycle house,
01 Minneapolis, which makes 1 leader of the Warwick
lafety, writes as follows : "\V< are having inosi
feet weti h.r here, v 11 ii the mi rcury ranging from ;•

t.. ... a iove ero, w itli ill the streets are in the in.. si

perfect eoi We have a hum
ladv riders in Minneapolis, ind we are able to .

riding even .u Christmas, because our down Bast
friend iave appro d all the sli

bicvclo trade lias been fairlj ood Eor the holid
Safetj wheels are all the 1 1 in 1 his local it \ , a,-

.1.. .a. ... [in Id the past Summi
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ENGLISH TRADE NOTES.
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never exhibited befori tl the forth-
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JERSEY CITY.

Happy New Year !

Do you know Raymond, of the Brooklyns? Well,

he brought his eight pets over to our bowling alleys

last Monday night and put us to sleep. Look at the

score in another column. We were defeated by only

twenty-seven pins, but still it was twenty-seven, and
all on account of the way that that M. M. M. (Mean
Man Meteer) of the Brooklyns bunched his hits. But
defeat is sweet when received at the hands of the

Brooklyns (one bottle, please) ; but if we do not get

square with them in this World, we will in the

—

Pulitzer Building. We have forgiven them, and the

soft strains of that soul-stirring song-and-dance mel-

ody, "Should old acquaintance be forgot," still rings

in our ears.

That new club-house scheme of the Hudson County
Wheelmen has taken hold of the boys with both feet.

Before the middle of January every member of the

club will doubtless have chipped in his widow's chip,

and the building will be "ourn." The house warming
will take place about the time the riding season opens,

and then you will hear something from this sleeping

"volcano giavonna " (which is dago for " cemetery ")

that will agitate you. Later I will divulge in Prial's

column (I mean his newspaper column, not his spinal)

the way we do it, and what the building will look like

when the scenic artist, the pkimber artist and the

tonsorial artist will have presented their bills (and

long before they are paid). All improvements will

be contained in our new mausoleum ; lawn tennis

grounds and gooseberry bushes will adorn our 51 by
157 feet of real estate, and we will have something in

our cellar that will remind you of the Casino Theatre
Roof Garden. (No, Raymond, not beer !)

It is my unpleasant duty to announce that the an-

nual scramble for offices in the H. C. W. will take place

on the 8th prox. There are a flock of applicants for

each office (one in a flock), and the chances are that

an entirely new board of officers will have the affairs

of the club in hand next year. The trouble in this

club is that we can never get two men to run for the

same office, for fear the other fellow's feelings will be

lacerated. Peculiar, isn't it? But we have but one
clique, and that consists of the entire 103.

•Billy Eldridge (he of the twelve hour road record
fame) shakes the slush of the metropolis from his feet

on January 1, when he starts in the bicycle business

in Newark, N. J. Billy is a hustler from the word
"go," and I predict nis success. If he receives half

as many orders as he has received promises of sup-

port, he will retire in one year and spend the balance

of his life cutting coupons. Well, here's looking at

you, Billy. May you never get stuck a dollar.

I'm glad to see the booming Chief Consul Brown, of

New Jersey, is getting for the vice-presidency of the

League. His work in the New Jersey Division the

past year shows that he is able to handle an elephant.

When he took hold of the League affairs in this State

fifteen months ago, indications pointed to the wiping
out of the L. A. W. here, but he has brought the mem-
bership up to 1,008. He is the kind of a man that

•should succeed Dr. Emery.

Mr. Willcoxan Gibson Wilson, of the H. C. W., has
announced his intention of putting on the market this

year a bicycle saddle that will surprise even England;
it will be catalogued as the " Wilson Pneumatic Sad-

dle." Mr. W. says that it will be a sort of pouch in-

flated with air, and even when new will be as easy as

a five year old suspension saddle. He will begin the

manufacture of the article as soon as possible ; he has

already secured the air which is to be blown into the

pouch, and the rest of the machinery will be on hand
shortly.

. To wind up this letter in the same style as all the

Detroit correspondents do theirs, I suppose it would
be proper for me to say :

Old Sitting Bull is now a corpse,

That poor old son-of-a-gun
;

But we'll see you in Detroit, Mich.,

In eighteen ninety-one. COASTER.

Chief Consul Bull and thirteen other members of
the Buffalo Bicycle Club have resigned from that
organization, since it decided to leave the League.
The club is reported to be over-burdened with social
members.

Prince Wells has been appointed agent for the Gales
wheels by Schoverling, Daly & Gales.

The M. V. Livingston Cycle Mfg. Co. have built a
55-pound Broncho tandem for two memhers of the
New York Bicycle Club.

Says the niece of a prominent female novelist:
" Give me my skimming wheel, my natty blue riding
habit and jaunty cap, and give me ten minutes to
skip away, and I wouldn't change places with the
Queen of England sitting on her throne."

The Wheelmen's League of Rochester will endeavor
to secure the New York Division meet next season.

The number of riders in Leslie, Mich., is on
the increase. The most prominent rider at

present is Frank Farmer.

Dr. F, H. Spranger, who was formally one
of the most prominent riders in Detroit, has

again taken up cycling, and has applied to the

Detroit Wheelmen for membership. Detroit

men think think this is good news, as the

Doctor is a good fellow.

THE M. V. LIVINGSTON CYCLE MANUFACTURING CO.

On December 30 the M. V. Livingston Cycle

Manufacturing Co. acquired by purchase all the

property of the White Cycle Co., whtch includes

the factory at Westboro and all its appurte-

nances, as well as the patents owned by the

company. It is stated that the property was
paid for by an exchange of the stock of the

M. V. Livingston Cycle Co. The Livingston

Cycle Co. have, up to the present time, been

paying a rental to the White Cycle Co. for the

use of their plant and patents, and their pur-

chase will save them, it is stated, an annual

of $12,000.

^THE • SYLPHS
DURYEA'S LIGHT WEIGHT SPRING FRAME SAFETY.

Watch this space for cut of this machine, now perfected for 1891, and soon ready for the general market.

We are now ready to place agencies for the coming season and solicit correspondence from dealers looking for a strictly

high grade, light weight, combination safety of best American Manufacture, possessing distinctive features of merit and
peculiarly adapted for badly paved streets, poor roads or asphalt pavements alike. Cushion or solid tires, as desired, although
the Sylph with solid tires is pronounced by many to be " better than the cushion tire." Catalogue with full particulars soon
ready.

ROUSE-DURYEA CYCL,E CO.,
13 G STREET, PEOR1H, ILL.

JOBBING AND WHOLESALE PRICES OUTDONE !

BUY A SAFETY NOW AND SATE 33 and 1-3 PER CENT.

new- s^eetj-well, safeties $85.
Brand new ; never uncrated and perfect in every way. Warranted one year. Balls to both wheels, crank shaft and pedals ;

best seamless steel tubing and high grade all over. Fish saddle, bracket crank shaft bearings somewhat similar to the Ormonde,
and % and 7/8 inch tyres. THIS EXTREMELY LOW PRICE IS POSSIBLE only because of its happening that our Mr.
Rouse was on hand at the time and purchased the entire stock of the Springfield Bicycle Co., of the Assignee, lor spot cash,

getting them at less than actual cost to manufacture. These machines are late pattern wheels, modern, and have no objectionable
features whatever. We have been selling them at regular price, $i 15.00, all summer, and have found ready sale tor them. We
need room at this time, however, and have no insuperable objection to money at this season, hence have decided to make a price

to move the lot without delay. As the Springfield Bicycle Co., has been reorganized and is doing a successful business, parts

may be procured without difficulty as for any other high grade American made machine. We will sell at $85.00 on payments, if

desired, with no extra charge, and will take any second-hand wheel, safety or ordinary in trade. Also, a long hue o\ other bai

gains in job lot and second-hand machines. Catalogue and second-hand list free.

ROUSE, HAZARD & CO., 13 G Street, Peoria, III.
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" THE • ORMONDE." J*!.

LIGHT ! STRONG ! SER VICEJLBLE !

Cushion, Solid and Pneumatic Tyres.

^O-EISTTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.
If you Hue w* iVew Eiigland, New YorJc. New Jersey, Delaware, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, West

Virginia, District of Columbia, Ohio or Michigan, s^nd for Catalogue and Terms to

AQU1LA B. RICH & CO., 1790 Broadway, New York.

If your home is in any other Slate or Territory send to BOUSE, UAZAIID & CO., Peoria, 111.

FOR THE EAST : FOR THE "WEST :

Aquila B. Rich & Co., 1790 Broadway, N. Y. Rouse, Hazard & Co., Peoria, III.

SOLE UNITED STATES IMPORTERS

gtjk £lk *\u ~l 4^C"fe "1 «% •% £!&
•#«• •7ft" «?ft»

^/

U/e ar^

U/e ar^

SOLE AGENTS FOR

GIANT SAFETIES
FOR EASTERN NEW YORK.

MANUFACTURERS OF

TH e K. fc B. Diamond, $IOO.OO
Solid Tyre.

TH COMET CUSHION TYRE,
$115.00.

ft S

3
CQ o

It*-

KEEFE & BECANNON, &

No. 157 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY.
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M ycrl-ieal fiositioi? is the

JVIosfc ©Natural ar)d GraecFul

lined to perfection on the 1 iddle is almost directly over the pedals, and the
I up.

nned from a downward thrust than from one partly forward, and the weight of the rider is used
to propel Ur- machine.

:< ess of the Eagle in the races this year, and to it is largely due the remarkably easy running
from fatigue after long rides which is noted by so many Kagle rid<

tilized in each push on the pedals, and if he weighs 150 pounds he can put 150

Eagle can be driven up .1 »f one foot in twelve entirely by the weight of
Mir handl

Mse the pedals to the best advantage, as he can stand on them clear of the saddle
This itrol of the wheel whirli ran be obtained in no nth. ikes the

feeling of security and power which must be experiei e appreciated It

orappliai all the shock and vibration is taken up by 1 t the
tardly be improved upon.

which increase the pleasure of riding many fold, and it combines more 1

than proved by its' records during the past two B( lers'

d."

The Ergle Bicycle Mfg.

/•' STAMFORD, CONN.
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HERE, THERE AND THEREABOUTS.

Each day the papers report the discovery of new-
bacillus destroyers until one becomes almost con-
vinced that it is only a question of a short time now
until the bacillus of each and every disease will have
been discovered, and man will no longer be in fear of
any death except one from violence or old age. Per-
haps all of this will happen, and perhaps it won't, but
what I would like to see would be a lymph produced
that would forever destroy the bacilli of profession-
alism in cycling. Dr. Davol seems to have discovered
something of this kind, and the athletic world is as
anxiously awaiting the result of his "suspension"
lymph as the world at large is Dr. Koch's endeavors
to chase the agile bacillus to his den and there let

loose upon him the vengeful ptomaine and phagocyte.
I only hope that Davol may be as successful in his
efforts as Koch seems to have been.

A friend of mine, growing tired of the brick-and-
mortardom of the city, sought for a residence in the
quietude of one of the aristocratic suburban resorts,
and discovering at last a house that suited him, he
informed the care-taker, who had showed it to him,
that he would take it.

"Does yer own one of them buysickles, sor?"
"Yes, two of them. But what difference does that

make?"
"Then I'm sorry, sor, but I can't let yez the house."
" Why, my dear man, I keep them at my club in New

York."
"That makes no difference, sor, me orders is not to

take no tenant what owns a buysickle, because the
roads in Exclusive Park is closed agin them."
My friend still sticks to life amid the .brick and

mortar.

Somebody wants to know "what is the difference
between an amateur who sells his prizes and a pro-
fessional who rides for the cold cash in the first place ?"

Why, it is just the difference between an honest man
and a swindler. The man who frankly declares that
he races for money, and honestly races for it, is as
honest, as far as that is concerned, as any man in any
other walk of life ; but the amateur (?) who, while pre-
tending to race for honor and glory, really rides for
the value of the prize across the counter of the pawn-
shop, is no better than the meanest swindler that
steals for a living, as. he is really a professional with-
out any of the good qualities of one, since he fears to
come out openly and match himself man against man,
the best one to win, but prefers to disguise himself as
an amateur,and then by means of constant training and
racing reap a decided advantage over his competitors
in amateur events, who are, in most cases, unskilled
and untrained riders. As soon as one of these sharks
gets fast enough to defeat all of his fellow-sharks, it

is amusing to see them all combine and declare that
he is a professional, and they are therefore unwilling
to race against him for fear that they might become
contaminated. Sometimes over-anxiety to grab much
and too often, causes one of these "amateurs" to be
caught and expelled from the amateur ranks ; but
does he turn professional ? No, indeed ; that's too
honest for him, too hard work, too much "diamond
cut diamond;" he just ceases to race and looks for
something easier to make a living out of.

cycling, and a pleasant memory of the joys of it that
he has participated in. Verily, cycling once born in a
man is eternal, it never dies.

Now has come the season when the club man who,
during the remainder of the year, is rarely seen around
the club-house, or made much of when he is there, is

met by some member who greets him with every evi-
dence of the greatest delight, and impresses upon him
the fact that nothing but gloom has rested upon the
club for a long time because he has been absent there-
from. If the member be not an old one, he will be
somewhat astonished at the importance he has as-
sumed, unknown to himself, in a club where he is usu-
ally met with only the slightest of attentions ; but let

him not become unduly proud; the individual who so
urges him to come round is a candidate for an office,

or is the friend of some one who is, and for whose in-
terests he is working. After next month, when his
vote is no longer needed, the non-active club man will
be as little thought of and enthused over as he was
before. It happens every year in every club just at
this time and in this way, and the wise man says not
who he intends to vote for, but, remaining neutral,
shares in the sunshine of the favor of both sides, and
waxes fat upon the gratuitous fun, fizz and food the
candidates and their supporters force upon him.

'' K. & B." on a programme brings to the mind of the
reader visions of Carmencita, but when stamped upon
a bicycle one thinks of the good old days when there
was no brotherhood and no league, just plain, every-
day base-ball, and good base-ball, too.

What a variety of amusements the wheelman finds
to pass away the "off" season in Winter when riding
is an uncertain quantity? Take the wheel papers and
see how the amusements vary. In New York they
bowl much and dance some. Brooklyn dances, bowls
and plays whist. Boston sleeps, as far as cycling club
life is concerned. Connecticut plays polo. Buffalo
fights the L. A. W., and goes in for gymnasium work
and indoor athletics. Chicago plays indoor base-ball,
raffles and dances much. Philadelphia dances. New
Orleans races and talks club-house. Now Jersey
bowls, dances and gives club-house fairs. These are
a few of the many ways that the wheelman finds wait-
ing for him to keep him interested in his club, his
fellow-members and, consequently, the sport itself.

In every State, in every city, town and hamlet almost
of the country, is found a wheel club active in pro-
moting the best interests of the wheel and the pleas-
ure of its riders. It is this fact that has stamped
wheeling as a permanent success more than anything
else, and so long as it is supported and sustained by
such means as these, it is not possible for it to wane
in popularity. Once a wheelman always a wheelman,
is a truism, even though it is a stolen one. A man
may cease to ride, but he never ceases to be a friend
to the wheel and the wheelman ever afterward, no
matter where he may go or in what may engage
there will always remain in his heart a warm spot for

It is not often that two men can own a single safety,
both use it at any time they are at liberty to do so, and
yet neither of them ever conflict in his usage of it with
the convenience of the other; yet I know of a case
where two men have done so without ever once con-
flicting with each other's comfort. One of the owners
is one of Uncle Sam's watchdogs in the U. S. Sub-
Treasury; in other words, he is a night watchman
guarding the millions of dollars there stored three
hundred and sixty-five nights in the year; the other
half owner is employed on the elevated railroad for a
like number of days each year; so that, in consequence,
the only time Number One can ride is during the day
time, while the only riding time Number Two has is in
the evenings and nights. So for over two years now
this partnership has existed, and not once has any
clash come through each of the two owners desiring
to use the wheel at the same time. It isn't a bad
arrangement either, when you come to look at it.

A last year's wheel, if it was originally a good make
and has received even fair care and attention at the
hands of its owner, " gar maist as weel's the new " by
the addition of a new tyre and coat of enamel.

AN ESSAY ON CLUBS.

Some time ago I mentioned in these notes the exist-
ence of a bicycle club in London, each member of
which was given the name of some character in
Charles Dickens' Pickwick Papers upon his election
to membership, and ever afterwards he was known in

the club by that name. This was the case of every
member, except in the case of his election to the club
presidency, and then he changed his title for that of
"Mr. Pickwick," that honored name belonging always
to the office. The Pickwick Bicycle Club, for that is

the name of this peculiar club, has just celebrated its

twenty-first birthday, making for itself the record of
being the oldest bicycle club in the world. During
this long period it has had but five presidents, or Mr.
Pickwicks, and at the recent celebration four of these
were present, and the fifth telegraphed his regrets
that 10,000 miles of space between himself and the
club prevented his presence. What an example is

here of the beneficial results of the control and man-
agement of a club being retained in the hands of its

founders, or those influenced by them? The "new
blood," like new wine, needs age befo»e it can be
trusted ; to do otherwise is to but court disaster.
Read the history of the famous American wheel clubs
that have flourished so long as they were managed by
the older members, and died when the control passed
into the hands of those but lately elected. None can
Jove or govern an organization like those who give it

birth, or who, by long service as members in it, have
gained a knowledge of its needs and wants which
cannot be secured by any other means. Does any one
think that the fact that this, the oldest wheel club in
the world, has attained this high honor by other
methods? Certainly it hasn't. Had the Pickwick
Club changed its president last year, forced out the
old for the pleasure and pride of the new, would it

ever have survived twenty-one years of existence ? I

do not think it would, else why does there not exist a
club to-day that has followed this system of constant
change ? Better by far would it be for most clubs,
especially for bicycle ones, if elections took place but
once in five years, or if officers elected held office so
long as they properly fulfilled the duties thereof. This
may seem rather an extreme view of the case, but I

really believe that it is a better extreme than the
first act of a new member in a wheel club, if he is

energetic and a glib talker, is to set about to create a
name and following for himself ; the easiest and surest
way to do this is to stir up the new and young blood
in it against the " old fogies " who have built the club
up, and to whose conservatism is usually due its ex-
istence and prosperity. To do all this is easy ; it flat-

ters the pride of the newer and more easily influenced
members ; it is shown to them that they by their votes
hold the balance of power. Useless is it to argue with
them when this stage has been reached ; an unreason-
ing frenzy takes possession of them, and the glib-
spoken member and his adherents are swept into office
at the annual election on tidal waves of new voters,
that neither know nor care what they are doing, but
who rejoice only that the old have fallen and the new
have triumphed, inconoclasts without even the credit
that belongs to such. Once in power, the new party
set about producing the reforms they have advocated

;

nothing that exists is good, all must be like them-
selves—new. Vainly do the older members try to
dissuade the club from hasty and ill-advised action,
useless is it to point out that in the past it has been
tried and failed, to oppose is to aid in the adoption of
the policy of newness. What happens? The fizz all

dies out of this soda-watery reform, the boom col-
lapses, and but a wreck remains of what was once a
prosperous club of wheelmen, and it becomes but a
wrangling camp of factionalism. Finally the funeral
takes place, and it is unmourned for except by the
ones who really reared and loved it, but who were
helpless to preserve it because of the crime of being
"old members." This is not an overdrawn picture,
neither is it anything but a photograph of the birth,
death and disaster of any of the great clubs of America
whose names alone remain to-day. How can this In-

remedied ? The reply is simple. Put none but the
old and trusted on guard, turn new blood into old be-
fore you transfer to it the power of control ; do not try
to do this by any other than the natural means of
honored age, time is the only proper means of ageing.
Those who attempt to produce the effects of age in a
moment are either fools or knaves ; it cannot be done,
I once, after several years of study of this question,
evolved a plan by which this, the greatest cause oi

disaster to whorl clubs, could be avoided, and perhaps
it might not fall upon barren and stony'ground if '

presented (there. Let those organizing the club be
come what is known as "franchise members;" lei a
limit be set upon their numbers, say twentj five E01

an ordinary-sized club ; when this number is reached
all subsequenl members are elected to associate
memberships, which entitle them to everj privilege
but that of holding office, which shall be forevei cor

fined to the twenty-five franchise members, who will
always be the twenty-five who have for the longest
time remained active members. When one of the
twenty-five drops out, then the first member upon the
roll of associate members becomes entitled to the
vacancy. The franchise members pledge themselves
to never adopt any law or rule that shall not bind
themselves as well as* the associates ; the latter can
debate at meetings, vote for, nominate any one of the
franchise members for office, but cannot hold office
themselves nor influence the action of the club in any
way except through the majority vote of the franchise
voters. The result of all of this is that men prize their
memberships ; it is like the promotion by rank, a man
high up on either branch of members is encouraged
to stay there by the presence of those below him, and
the club is ever governed and officered by the oldest
of its members ; "young blood " has but to prove its
sincerity by serving its apprenticeship, and when it

becomes to the dignity of a franchise member it is fit

to govern, because it has learned first the lesson of
being itself governed. Let those who love their clubs,
and who -would preserve them, think of the above
plan, and see if it does not offer the remedy that is
claimed for it by DON Salambo.

A newspaper article in referring to the lady riders
seen in Prospect Park, Brooklyn, says : One young
lady who is often seen skimming, through the park is

Miss Florence Adams, of Eighth Avenue. "I couldn't
tell any one how I love to ride the bicycle," she said
to me recently, " and if a few days pass when I do not
get a chance to ride I feel as though I had missed a
great treat. What if I should lose or break my wheel ?

I would rather die than think of anything like that.
Many and many a happy hour I spend in bicycle rid-
ing." Miss Adams and her chum, Miss Edith Lyons,
of President Street, may be seen gliding along at a
pretty lively pace sometimes, especially when they
are trying their usual weekly race to see which has
progressed the most in a week's time. It is a very
interesting sight to see two such fair girls bending
toward their handles and putting as much vim into
their work as if the running of the race was a matter
of life or death to them. Miss Adams is generally
attired in a dark green habit, with shoulder cape and.
cap to match, while Miss Lyons may be recognized by'
her cheerful pink and white face, framed in a mass of
light curls, which are brought back and held together
in a mass at the back of her head. She wears a
checked skirt, with a sailor hat and blue jacket.
Among other prominent people of Brooklyn who in-
dulge in this health-giving exercise is Mrs. W. C. Bol-
ton, who is well known in the best society circles in
that city.

Isaac R. Johnson is reported to have said to a re-
porter :

" When I began riding on the old bone-shaker
there were only two other riders in this city. It was
a new thing here, and very few persons cared to risk
their necks on such a lumbering contrivance. That
was in 1874. In 1876 I rode my first bicycle, and in
1879 a hall of instruction was opened in the American
Institute Hall, and I began my work as a teacher.
The first bicycles were infinitely better than the old
bone-shakers with the cranks attached to the driving
wheel, the whole contrivance weighing between sixty
and eighty pounds. Improvement though it was, it

was not so perfect a machine as was turned out later
on, and it was not so particularly easy to ride. Still,

we had sixty wheels in the Institute, and in three
months' time we taught 600 persons how to ride. After
that season was over people began to see that there
was money in cycles, and William M. Wright started
another shop where wheels were rented, and the trad-
ing business grew rapidly. Among my pupils were
the late William Woodside, Mark Pendleton, the actor

;

Benjamin Sanford, the racing' man ; Frank Bgan, the
noted wheelman, and Thomas Hobbs, also well known
in wheel circles."

According to the St. Louis Post-Democraf, the mem-
bership roll of the Missouri Bicycle Club contains the
names of a large number of prominent men of local
fame. Among them may be named Judge Withrow,
of the Circuit Court ; A. C. Stewart, secretary of the
St. Louis Trust Company

; Profs. C. H. Stone and
J. H. Krall, of Washington University; W. M. Chau-
venet, the well known chemist, and C. A. Parker,
general freight agent of the Missouri Pacific. The
legal profession is represented by E. M. Pattison,
Will Brown, C. C. Allen and A. O. Rule.

An English physician of prominence, writing on
cycling, says: "Hitherto I have written as though
the advantage of bicycle riding was confined to the
male sex. I would not like this to be the impression
gleaned from my papers

;
on the contrary, I am of the

opinion that no exercise tor women has ever been dis-
covered that is to them so really useful. I shall re-
joice to see the time when this exercise shall be as
popular amongf girls and women as tennis and the
dance."

The pool tournament of the Missouri Bicycle Club,
of St. LouiSj has been postponed until after the holi-
days. It will be a continuous 50-ball handicap match,
and the entrance Eee money will lie used toward pur-
chasing' two handsome prizes.

DRAMATIC NOTE.

"Ship Ahoy," the Earcical, nautical opera, by Don-
nelly and Miller, now running at tile Standard Dhes
ire, is one of the brightest, merriest attractions of its
class that has roocnlly made its appearance upon the
metropolitan stage, II. Grattan Donnelly, the author
of " Natural Gas, " Later On," etc., has -infused un-
bounded merriment into his libretto, and Fred. Miller,
fr., the composer oi the music, may justly be prou
ins work in 1 ins instance, the music being lively, tune-
ful and 1 isontiallj adapted to its purpose. '"Ship
Ahoy" is 1 > in .1 prosperous voyage upon the golden
si a ol uci 1, and will pi ol is bly 1 cmainat the Stand-
ard lor so, oral months.
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DOWN DANIELSONVILLE WAY.

From Longfellow's Hyperion: But perhaps,
gentle reader, thou art one of those who think

the days of romance gone forever. Believe it

not! 6, believe it not! Thou hast at this

moment in thy heart as sweet a romance as

was ever written. Thou art not less a woman,
because thou dost not set aloft in a tower, with
a tassel-gentle on thy wrist. Thou art not less

a man, because thou wearest no hauberk, nor
mail-sark, and goest not on horseback after

foolish adventures. Every one has a romance
ill his own heart.

Beautiful, is it not? I learned it, long years
ago they seem to me now, in those golden
days of young manhood, when a pretty woman
directed our researches in English literature.

It is the business of the poet to weave into the

texture and pattern of words what we who sit

not in the tower, nor are buckled up in armor
to ride a panoplied charger, and squint through
a shutter in an iron pot, can feel, but cannot
oppress.
A young man for whom I used and do still

have a great deal of admiration, asked me if I

had ever written poetry. I would not care to

have him (nor you, dear reader, alas !) know to

the extent of how many stanzas I lied to him,
but I looked into the glowing West that even-
ing as we drifted down the river and uttered a
most far away "No." "But you probably
will," added he, "before you are married."
Now I believe there is many a young man sit-

ting in the club-hearth's mellow light this

Winter's evening, smoking the fragrant, or

croning in tete-a-tete—tales of the Summer
that is dead—tales of tours which halted
oftenest for that glass of cool milk at the farm
houses where were displayed shining rows of

milk pans, or perhaps a sleek cat, with a bright
ribbon about his neck, or more certain still, . a
hammock swinging from its late desertion, but
bearing a pretty hat and a book.

Yes, there is many a wheelman whose heart
is full of romance, not only at the Winter
fireside, but in the days of soft-aired early June
when fruit trees blossom and birds build nests,

in middle Summer, when his wheel presses the
mountain road in search of higher air, in the
glorious beginning of Autumn, when nature
seems for a few days to stand still and
breathe long and deep from the seasons' toil at

seed and stalk and leaf and final fruit, and all

the little locusts, katydids and crickets rosin

their fiddle bows to make music for the fancy
dress ball of the leaves, the dance of death for

them. It is pleasant to think all this, because of

the great number of romance-owners among
wheelmen; the majority seem to live under the

dust of the road instead of in the blossoming
fields and eye-resting hills.

Having ample faith in my text, I once turned
my imagination loose for the benefit of an
afternoon's companion. It was a most beauti-
ful day in early June, and our road led along a
river, till we had left our wheels to drink and
sit for a moment beside a spring whose overflow-
ing waters murmured and gargled along under
the new-born ferns and arching skunk's cabbage
leaves, here and there showing a crystal, where
glints of sunlight penetrated to its pebbly bed.

'

' Did you ever think, " I began, ' 'of the hundreds
of years that this spring has yielded just such
pure waters as we have drunk to-day?" Indian
maidens have looked at their fans in its mirror,
and the flowers about its margin were just as
blue then as they are to-day. And there is the
•river yonder, down whose sweep the warrior,
perhaps her lover, comes with skillful paddle
in his canoe of birch-bark. Possibly she picks
a few of the violets, unconscious of his com-
ing, yet hoping that he will—another Rachel at
the well. "Is not the river wonderful as we
know it to-day?" I begin, with a second breath.
" Yes, its a nice place, this!"—breaks in

my auditor. Just here all the poetry got
knocked out of me, and I have been wondering
ever since if it was my poorly-tuned lyre that
failed to awaken responses in his heart.

An idea: Some girls playfully tie a ribbon
lo the spokes of a young man's wheel. To
please them he gallantly allows the bit of
brightness to remain, and rides away down the
street to be accosted with "Hey! mister, can't

ycr tell when ycr wheel's goill' round 'thout
that rag outer ycr bisickle?" May it not he
that this is the way we appear to many when

we deck our wheels out like a colored whirl-a-
gig in a toy shop?
Here is a way of looking at the amateur

question : Here and there pops up a hand while
some pouting suspend exclaims, "'Taint me,
teacher!" " I can prove it." Well, why don't
you, then? Shove up copies of all your expense
bills, itemized in business form. Oh ! you
didn't think there was going to be any trouble,

and so didn't keep a journal of your ways?
Very soon we shall all know just where the
League is located with reference to the paying
of expenses. Henceforth it will be one of the
most simple matters in the world to keep a
record-clearing journal and a simple system of
receipts. Upon notification of suspension from
the Racing Board (if it comes as the late ones
have, when there was no racing to be done)
it will be only a little thing to sit down and
write very sweetly something like this

:

Dear Sir : I have the pleasure to receive your
official communication suspending; me from the
amateur path, and note the charges which you bring.
I have forwarded you, by Smith's Express, in a strong
iron box, my journal and the season's vouchers,
which amply answer your charges. I shall be pleased
to be at your service in matters of further inquiry
concerning the charges upon your early advices,

Yours for the L. A. W.,
H. E. ADWORK.

Or something like Mr. Windle's letter to the
Herald: "I have broken a rule of the L. A.
W., though unintentionally and unknowingly.
I do not deny that I have, and I am willing to
suffer." That's the stuff. The interpretation
of the League's amateur clause calls for noth-
ing but common sense. The trouble comes in
when men begin to bluster and declare that
they " don't care for the L. A. W." It is well
for such to remember that this is the very
charge preferred against them.

Auphnwalk.

The Question of Gearing,

A discussion on gearing and weight was re-

cently held at the Stanley Club house, at which
some interesting views were presented. The
general opinion clearly pointed to the fact that
for all-round purposes the gear upon a hollow-
tyred machine might, with advantage, be lower
than that upon a solid tyre. On first consider-
ation the opposite conclusion is jumped at by
most riders, who argue that increased facility

of propulsion should surely admit of higher
gearing. Experience and reflection, however,
show that while riding with the wind a high
gear is only slightly preferable, while under
reversed conditions and up hills its disadvan-
tages are too well known to need description.
In the past the objection to low gear with solid
tyres was the fact that rapid pedalling was ren-
dered difficult over indifferent road surfaces,
but now that, with hollow tyres, fast, accurate and
steady pedalling has become quite posible over
almost any road, this drawback to, say, a 57-inch
gear for tricycles, and a 60-inch for a light safety,
disappears. On the path, of course, gearing
can be suited to a rider's individual capabilities.

Clarence Smith, who is full of European
tour and Giant wheels, has gone to Iowa, in
which State he will travel for a month, repre-
senting H. A. Lozier & Co. He has already
received a number of applications for places
in his tour, the latest being from A. H.
Griffith, President of the Detroit Wheelmen.

Mr. John Harriott, the Boston medal-maker,
is much pleased over the receipt of the follow-
ing letter from Fortress Monroe, testifying to
the beauty and excellence of the sixteen gold
medals which Mr. Harriott made *up for the
races held at the National Soldiers' Home in
Virginia, on Thanksgiving Day:

Fortress Monroe, Virginia,
{

December, 1890. )

John Harriott, Esq.,
Manufacturing Jeweler, Boston :

Dear SIR The sixteen (16) gold medals made for
our races, Thanksgiving Day, at National Soldiers'
1 Ionic, Va., are more than satisfactory—designs, work-
manship, etc., "gorgeous." Cannot be excelled, if

equalled. \'<>u will undoubtedly gel all future-orders.
All concerned arc delighted. Siiu-crcl\ vours,

R. G. Simmons.

While the editor of the American Athlete \§

using up gray matter advertising The Wheel
to Philadelphia riders, the Scottish Cvdist is

pleading with him not to clip articles without
credit, and is leaching him who " DagOUet" is,

not to know whom argues one's .self unknown.

FLYING SPOKES.

President Bunnell, of the Park Avenue
Wheelmen, Philadelphia, has made eight cen-
tury runs during the past year. A number of
wheelmen have already signified their intention
of" accompanying him on his proposed European
tour next Spring.

Messrs. Sachtleben and Allen, the two Amer-
ican wheelmen who are making a round-the-
world tour, were recently entertained by the
cyclists of Naples, Italy.

A THEATRE PARTY AT BROOKLYN.

The members .of the various Brooklyn cycle
organizations have arranged for a theatre party
to be held at the Park Theatre, Thursday, Jan-
uary 29. The attraction will be "The Fakir,"
a play well suited to the requirements of a large
party of jolly wheelmen, and one that has been a
great success in other cities. The entire or-
chestra floor of the theatre has been reserved
for the cyclists, and preparations will be made
for a supper at the Clarendon Hotel after the
play, at which the comedians and a few prom-
inent Brooklyn officials will be entertained. All
unattached riders are invited to participate, and
those so desiring should communicate at once
with Mr. Bert M. Cole, 5S Prospect Place,
Brooklyn.

A new club has been formed at Newton,
Mass., which will be known as the Garden City
Wheelmen. Abbott Bassett is the president.

Cottage City, which has long been the favor-
ite resort of the Massachusetts wheelmen, will
probably be the site of a tri-State meet next
Summer, as it is proposed to have Connecticut
and Rhode Island join with Massachusetts in
the annual gathering.

On Friday evening, January 23, the Cam-
bridgeport Cycle Club will holdits third annual
fancy dress ball.

The high-wheel devotees of the Utica Cycling
Club bowled the riders of the safeties on De-
cember 18, the latter winning by twenty pins.
Entertainments under the auspices of this club
will be given'on January 1 and 15.

On December 19 the State Capital Wheel-
men of Concord, N. H., held their first annual
banquet at their new club-rooms. A number
of invited guests were entertained, including
State Consul F. A. McMasters.

A cycling paper will be started in London in
January, It will be entitled Cycling, and will
have a strong trade complexion.

The brightness and freshness of the Irish
Cyclist are tarnished by the efforts of its editor
to boom the Dunlop inventions, and his fre-
quent habit of exploiting his personal affairs in

the columns of his paper. Not long since we
were treated to an entire menu of the Mecredy
breakfast, dinner and supper. The latest
offence, see issue of December 17, is an account
of Mecredy' s juggling with a disabled tandem,
and of his remarkable ride to "the scalp."
Mecredy, we are told, is inordinately fond of
jam ; so we say—/«?« satis.

R. J. Mecredy apparently agrees with us that
the mile pneumatic 'safety record will be
notched down to 2,15 in 1891. We believed
this possible when we saw Laurie, out of sorts,
and on a cold, damp evening, at Peoria, ride in

2.27 1-5 on a pneumatic.

Osmond has tried his pneumatic ordinary.
and considers it very fast. If he can beat the
safety men's times he will stick to the ordinary
next season, but if not lie will lake to the
safely; for, as we opined months ago, Osmond
and the other cracks, who are not mere pot-
hunters, will ride the fastest type 01 machine
made. The fate of ordinary racing depends
on the issue. It is the grainiest description of
racing there is, and much as we personally pre-
fer the safety, it would be witli .1 certain
amount o( regret we would hail its loud col
lapse. Osmond will Iiaveall his work cut out,
however, tor the mile safety record uext season
will approach 2.15, and to beat this on a 59-inch
ordinary means tremendously fast pedalin
frit i Cvc/ist.
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I Tork Hii >il.- ( ami. anj. Hon. 4 and 6 Kast 00th
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Alfred P. lenkins, WeBl Mass.

\\ vsii n on. tkrmt-olaam bicycle repairer, one
willing to Invest $150 to $8ftO In the business

;

a splendid opportunity to it good man; corre-
spondent < lolloltod. Address '"The Wheel."

Travelers wanted to ->«! 1 bicycles on eonunls

-ion. Can )>' worked In with other lines. a<i-

ilrr.Mi l..'< are The Wheel, ltov III N. \ . (itj

THERE'S AN" >>1>1) MAX or two yet who has not
our terrible cut in prices, and we're

after that man. We quote him such prices
as will make bis cycling enthusiasm fairly boil unless

1 up during the last blizzard (Jet your
the Spring rush, and while your

y talks loud. Kindly send postal and we'll mail
list and terms. Old mounts taken in

>n time. Knight I

. 7 \. 1 Louis, Mo.
i;nis am> 1 iikks mil s.vi.k.

1,000 88x3-4) 1,000 80x5-8, Warwick's besl

hollow rim-. 1,000 pair weldlesi steel boUon
in,.. 1 forks, 1 in. bj IT in. Immediate de-

livery. Address Kim--, cars The Wheel
I :: , \. n 1 ork. 1 . 1

\ \ '; linaries, safe!

will 1 wheel. Knight (

le, hardly used
;
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1 EL C., P. N V. t ity.

BAR< der, $40; 54 in.

lion, $?o: 5a in. Centaur, new,
Centaur, > . Address, G. A. Litchhult,

\ W York. t. f. c

Smith's Bicycle Tour through Europe
England erland, Germany and

.Him, from July 2<ith tn October
I2tll, 1 891. Tidal est, (301

C. H. SMITH, 211 Putnam Ave., Detroit, Mich.

The Wheel and Cycling Trade Review.
\ L, Editor and Proprietor.

243 Broadway, New York. P. 0. Box 444.

ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR.

Herewith I n payment for one years
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Addi
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CLUB PIN BICYCLE HANDLE.

Gold Filled Letters & Bar Pin, any Initials, $1 .50

Gold Filled Watch Charm
Parts all work, $2.60.

44-\.

League Pin, Solid

Gold, $3.50.

\ . 144B.

League Pin, Solid Gold
with top for letter-

ing, $5.00.

44C

Same as 1 44B, except
top.

,1). . Ma 144E.

Same as 144B, except top.

140.

Solid Gold,

Enameled, $2.00.

w
N

Solid Gold.

Enameled, $1.75.

I

H.

Solid Gold, Enameled
top for engraving,

$3.00.

No. 199.

Solid Gold, Enameled
bottom plate for en-

graving, $1.75.

ring Lcsru. Badge* which all have

Use

V. • 144 pins

tor stones.

P, II. CIMIMIICLL,

243 Broadway, H - "> »s- New York.
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A dealer says: " When the cycling papers arrive

each week I ' blue pencil ' the items that are useful or

valuable to me. •

"I never 'blue pencil' THE WHEEL because

I would have to blue pencil the entire paper."

A rider says: " When the

it and throw it aside. When the -

-comes, I glance at

comes, I light a
cigarette and read the official news, perhaps.
"When THE WHEEL comes, I light my cigar

and settle down for a good comfortable smoke and a

solid read."

question was so thoroughly discussed that both
the members of the L. A. W. and of the A. A.
U. were brought together on a common plat-

form, which has not of course yet been made
public. We have also reason to believe that

Mr. Mathewson, representing the A. A. U.,

and Mr. Dunn, representing the League, were
delegated to make a final report, which is to be
submitted to a second meeting of" the confer-
ence committees, which is to be held in New
York on January 10. There is no question but
that a compromise has been arrived at, and
that the conditions of the compromise will be
the reinstatement of either all, or the majority,
of the suspended men, and the formulation of

new expense payment legislation, which will

either wipe out the present system or at least

permit athletes or cyclists to accept from their

clubs only their actual necessary traveling ex-

penses to championship competitions.

GOVERNOR HILL, in his annual message

to the New York State Legislature,

strongly recommends this year, as he did in

his message of last year, that some measures

be taken to improve the roads of the State.

With the Governor of this State so ready to

encourage highway improvement legislation,

we hope the State Division and the Highway
Improvement Association will bend all their

energies to the passage of the Richardson bill,

and if that is impossible, of some measure that

will at least start the ball rolling.

THE A. A. U.—L. A. W. CONFERENCE

The conference committees appointed by the

L. A. W. and the A. A. U. met 111 New York
on January 3. The League was represented by
Messes. Davol, Dunn, Luscomb, Bassett and
Bidwell, and the A. A. U. by Messrs. Mathew-
son, Curtis, McMillan and Carr. The first ses-

sion was held at the Lawyer's Club, commenc-
ing at two o'clock. At seven o'clock the com-
mittees adjourned to the Astor House, and were
in session until after twelve o'clock.

The members of the committees were pledged
to keep (he business of the sessions secret, and
so far as we have Learned, no member has been
guilty «>f breaking his pledge. We have reason
in believe, however, that the expense payment

NATIONAL ASSEMBLY MEETING.

The annual meeting of the National Assem-
bly, L. A. W„ will be held at Willard's Hotel,

Washington, on Monday, February 16.

A WINTER'S NIGHT RACE TO
TARRYTOWN.

The usually hard and smooth macadam road
leading from New York to Tarrytown, the
favorite run of the wheelmen of New York,
was covered with snow and ice to the depth of

several inches on New Year's Eve. Never-
theless, before the hour of midnight had arrived,

and announced the birth of the New Year a
large crowd of cyclists assembled at One
Hundred and Tenth Street for the purpose of

witnessing the annual chase to Tarrytown for

the bottle of wine generously donated by the
proprietor of the Franklin House to the first

wheelmen reaching his hostelry during the new
year
The Harlem Wheelmen, after making sad

havoc of the refreshments placed at the disposal

of the members . at their club-house marched
to the starting point in a body, and the New
York, Citizens and Riverside clubs were also

well represented, both among the spectators
and the competitors.
With the last breath of the old year, in the

neighborhood of twenty-five men mounted
their wheels, and then the anything but enjoy-
able ride began. The miserable condition of

the road, however, caused the majority of the
riders to drop out of the race by the time
Yonkers was reached, and those who withstood
the unfavorable conditions speedily became
greatly strung out. But one rider mounted on
a single machine was able to reach the destina-

nation, R. B. Morrison, of the Harlem Wheel-
men, who was seated on a safety the wheels of

which were wrapped with linen clothes to

enable the rider to maintain his equilibrium

through the snow. Even -with this protection

he sustained thirty or forty side falls. At
Dobbs Ferry, Messrs. Nisbett and Bird, of the
New York Bicycle Club, who were making the

trip on a tandem tricycle, followed the road
leading over the hill back of the village, while
Morrison, who was behind them, took to the
road leading through the village. By so doing
he secured the lead of the party, unknown to

himself as well as to his opponents, and arrived

at the Franklin House in^h. 20m. from the
time of starting. Nisbett and Findley made
the distance in 3I1, 35m., and Pendleton and
Hanson, of the Citizens Bicycle Club, who were
also mounted on a tandem tricycle, reached the
destination in 3I1. 48m. The foregoing were the
only ones who made the trip awheel. A heated
dispute arose over the awarding of the prize at

the hotel when the New York Bicycle Club men
arrived, as they claimed that the Harlem
man had resorted to some trickery in or-

der to secure the bottle, and his title to il

was firmly disputed. Matters, however, were
finally explained to their satisfaction, and they
shook hands with the victor. For four seasons
the wheel men of New York have engaged in a
contest for the bottle. The first year it was
won by Messrs. llalstead and DeCralV, of the

Harlem Wheelmen, while the New York Hi-

cycle Club had the honor of securing it for the
two succeeding years, the riders being Messrs.
Nisbett and Pendleton. This is the first year
that it has been won by the rider of a safety.

Morrison is one of the Harlem Wheelmen's
strongest riders, and arrived second in last
year's contest. Those who completed the trip

were covered with snow and ice, as were also
their machines. The Harlem Club intend to
have the bottle framed and placed in a con-
spicuous place in their club-house.

THE BOWLING LEAGUE.

The games played durir

Wheelmen's Bowling Leagr
general sliding about of the clubs in regard to

their standing. The New York Bicycle Club
have stepped down from first place and now
hold second position, but will, without doubt,
make a tie for the lead before the week is over.

The Brooklyn Bicycle Club has exchanged
places with the Hudson County Wheelmen, and
the Atalanta Wheelmen have ascended to the
head of the list. The games of the week cre-

ated an unusual amount of excitement, and a
deal of interest is manifested by the various
clubs in their teams. The result of the games
played during the week follow

:

The New York Bicycle Club met with their

first defeat at "Polly Hopkins'" alleys, Mott
Haven, on Friday evening, January 2, at the
hands of the Harlem Wheelmen, much to every
one's surprise. The game was close and ex-

citing, and the victorious team secured the
honors by but 17 pins. For the first time dur-
ing the season defeat was received in an ill-

mannered spirit, the New York 'Club's team
refusing to return the cheer of their opponents
at the close of the game or to partake of the
refreshments prepared for them. The score
follows

:

Harlem
s.

Braden 2

Mainhardt 1

Kittle 1

Macy 3
Lord... 3
Boise 1

Shaffer 2

Emanuel 5

3 6

N. Y. Bicycle Club.
s. b. Scr. I s. s. b. Scr.

161 Odell 1

126 Rossire 4
148 Schaeffer 3
134 Heydecker 4
155 Charlotte 1

122 Stott 2

122 Nisbett 2

169 Findley 5

6 136

3 170

7 120
6 129

5 126
2 ISO

Total 1137 Total 1120

Umpire, Chas. Fraser ; Scorer, Mr. Lasalle.

The Hudson County Wheelmen defeated the
Riverside Wheelmen at Jersey City on Monday
evening, January 5. The game from the start

was in favor of the Hudson Counties, and they
maintained the lead throughout the game,
winding up 74 pins ahead. The score follows:

Hudson Co. Wheelmen.
s. s. b. Scr.

Christian 2 3 5
Huson 3 2 5

Burnham 2 4 4
Cordner 1 4 5
Korth o 3 7
Edick 2 5 3
Eldridge 2 1 7

White 5 5 2

139 Cossitt 2

142 Fitch 8

154 Miller 2

139 Boughton 3
ii4lDoncourt 4
153 Robinson 2

112 Driggs 2

172BUIT 3

Riverside.
s. s. b. Scr.

126

147
"3
124
160
106
126

150

Total 1126I Total 1052

FRAMES.
H. C. W 117 230 370 483 586 710 821 923 102S 1126
Riverside W 87 193 300 419 571 685 791 873 962 1052

Umpire, H. Orfeur ; Scorers, C. F. Hopkins and R. F.
MacCoy.

A large number of members of the Brooklyn
Bicycle Club visited Newark on Thursday
evening, January 8, and were taken in camp
by the Atalanta Wheelmen to the tune of 22S

pins. The game rolled by the Atalantas was a
phenomenal one, as every man played in good
form and several frames were scored without .1

break. The club outplayed their previous
game on their own alleys, and placed the high
score made at that time 15 pins higher. After

the game the Brooklyn men were entertained

at tiie club-house of the Atalantas. The score

follows

:

atai.an 1 a wheelmen.
s. s. b. Scr.

Brooklyn b. c.
s. s. K

G.Miller 1 ; t6a
1

Quimby 9 1 a

Terbell 5 3 -- toi mines ; 4 .;

Hornfeck ......

5

1 1 Ackefson >

B. Millar 1 s 1 194!Hawkins 3 2 5
Peal i 1 6 1 ;> Mead
E. Halsey ; 1 ; 164 Meeteer ; s 4
('. 1 lalsi-v , ; 1 ,S Cook, . . 7 1

Edwards 1 4 a 177 Lewis 1

Dotal 1 :

.

Total.,

Scr.
118

160
11,

mo
llll

I
...

1 1
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The standing of the various dabs in the

League on January ) is ;is follow

Won. 1

5 1 1350

4

4

I

"53 1098 1-3

4

3 II48
11 10 *-j
1086

1 6 062 968

s 1043 95"

ta Wh'lmen

11C0. W. . ..

Brooklyn H
Harlem Wh'lmen.

IcWh'Imen
'.'..in B C...

The results of the games that have been
played are as follows:

Hudson County vs. Harlem. Result, H. C
! ; Harlem, 1074.

j n v B. I inta. Result. N. Y B.

C., 117 , ; A W., 1145.

Brooklyn B. C vs. Riverside W. Result*
It. It. C , n;- ; K. \V

, 879.
Nov r 4 Riverside W. vs. Hudson Co. W. Result.

H. C. W., 1084; R. W., 989.
Nov. 18 Harlem vs. Atalanta. Result, A. W., iai8;

II \V .

Brooklyn vs. Manhattan. Result, H. B. C,
iom ; M. II C, xo.

, Atalanta vs. Riverside. Result, A. W., 1335 j

R W
'.in vs. New York. Result. N. Y. B.C 114,; II. It. t'

New York Bicycle Club vs. Harlem Wheel-
ilt, N. Y. B. C, 110B ; H. \Y., 1039.

County Wheelmen vs. Manhattan
B C Result, H. C. W., i.*>; M. B. C, 855.

Dec 8 Riverside Wheelmen vs. B. B.

11 It. CM 113 ; R W., >o6j.

C. Result.

Harlem Wheelmen vs. Brooklyn Bicycle
Club. Result, H. W., 1040; B. B C 1027.

Hudson tountv Wheelmen vs. New York
11b. Result. N. V. B. ('., ias6j II. C W., 1066.

Wheelmen vs. Harlem Wheel-
men. Result, H. W., 1148; R. W., 089.

is Manhattan Bicycle Club vs. Atalant.i

Wheelmen. Result, A. W , iioi ; M. B. C, 137.

R Wheelmen vs. Manhattan Bicv-
lb. Result. R. V. B. C..981.

Brooklyn Bicycle Club vs. Atalanta Wheel-
men. Result, A. W.j 1111; B. B. C, 1073.

County Wheelmen vs. Brooklyn
B. B H.C. \Y., 115,.

|an. 1 Harlem Wheelmen vs New York Bicycle
Club. Result, H. W., n 17 : N Y B. C

Ian Hudson County Wheelmen vs. Riv,

men Result, H. C. W.. >..- : R W., 105a.

Jan. 8 Atalanta Wheelmen VS. Brooklyn Bicycle
Club. Result, A. W. , , B, B C, mw.

The following garni scheduled for

Janu.i

|.in » Harlem Wheelmen vs. Manhattan Bicycle
Club, si New York,

jar York Bicycle Club vs. Riv.

Ian. is Manl Brooklyn Bicv-
York.

1 Atalanta Wheelmen vs Hudson County
vark.

m Wheelmen vs. Riverside Wheel-
rk.

ide Wheelmen oil i Wheel-
rk.

i 1 ids.. n County

le Club v* Harlem Wheel-

GOVERNOR HILL ON COUNTRY
ROADS.

Ian Atalat
I. wnrk
Manhattan i Hudson < ounty

.

r will ha
column* 1

I renew my previous recommend. iti. ms with
|

ence to the improvement of country roads. While the
suggestions upon this subject made in my annual

year ac.o seemed to meet popular approval
very generally throughout the State, they were mis-

hended by some persons, who appeared to have
interred that the plan, as presented, involved I

sumption by the State of control over the highways
or the heavy bonding of counties for the construction
of new roads and Improvements.
No such implication was intended to be conveyed in

the recommendations. The plan suggested involved
merely the constuction at State expense and under
State supervision of two highways running trans-
versely through each county, intersecting in about the
middle of the county or at its principal place, and so
connected as to form a network of well built roads
through the State. It was not intended that tin -

should assume greater responsibility than this, but it

was believed that to this extent the matter of road
improvement was one of State importance add-
ing largely to the wealth and attractiveness of the
State, as it would, by hrintfintf agricultural lands
into easier and closer access to the towns, enhancing
tile value of rural property and attracting, especially
in the Summer months, large numbers ot Strang
the State. I am as much opposed as any one can be
to the assumption by the State of any unncc, a

powers or responsibilities, but the initiative
Krcat an undertaking as the systematic and scientific
improvement of our highways must be taken by the
State, or no genuine and general reform can be
accomplished. The best individual efforts must
necessarily be local and spasmodic.

CUPID HAS A BUSY TIME.

The archer comes up smiling, cocks his little eye,
and is ready for "new business "

For this time he has bagged " rare game."
We say "rare name." because that is the proper

term to suggest the scintillating bon VIVO*!/, the club
man, the man-about-town, who eludes at once the
vigilance and charms of the gentler sex.

But to our storv.
The first is Dr. N. Malon Beckwith, who on the after-

noon of December ;i was wed to Miss Ada Tavcnor.
The Doctor was anions the early cyclists in New

York. He is a member of the Citizens Club, the New
York Athletic Club and the Seventh Regiment, and is

prominently identified with the growth and life of all

three organizations. As President of the Lesgui
two years, 188,-87, he was the most prominent man in

American cycling life. Yery tall, very pleasant-look-
ing, with just a suggestion of Chesterfield in his man-
ner, the doctor is well-liked and respected by all who
know him.
We extend our warm congratulations.
The other victim is Mr A. B, Harkmati. whose mar-

riage with MiasWeygant, of Highland Mi:
announced for January 71.

•rablc
1

bout Ihi

At Amsterdam, Holland, on Januai .
: lono-

lihue. the young American sk.ltcr. won the half mile
championship in itn. .-,s.. and the two mile race in

1 in- time is int. i compared with
I g records. It seems almost impossible that a

man should be able to skate a half mile in 1.15.

The following members of the Wissalnckon Wheel-
men will receive ml leal unique di

having reported the following distant ea W. 1..

Welch. 6,631 miles ; 1 H.Welch, ,30s; Oliver Jones,
j W H Wundi

man,
'.585.

Mr. w, i: withdrawn ins resignation
airman of the local Rat ins Board. It is not true

that President Dunn appointed a Committee to wait
to IndUC e the withdrawal Hob d. Mi

ted w Ith resigning I

•

• n appointed on thi \ \ U, 1 \ W
He acted wil

v. we think, on the presumption that President
Dunn's < ommitti tuspension

nit. d to Mi DeUraal as a member of thai
But. in an I without

v men knew, that the Con-
legiS-

" hilly." like the fall 111*I'.illv. like the lair man
'. withdrew his 1

.

a Count) W
rk. it

. tail M
II \ Bet

1 11 made
i

1.; I > 1 1 n . 1

1

'

I M I , 1. Ill 11

ENGLISH TRADE NOTES.

s Pali \ I >., Warstone Cycle Works, Wol-
verhampton, who make the Warstone cycles, and
cycle fittings in general, are increasing their plant to
enable them to have a much greater output in 1891.

The West London Cycle Stores wil; i.irv.

11 business under the name of the Ormonde
Cycle Co., the proprietorship remaining ti

heretofore. The company will shortly enter into
larger premises in the city, owing to the expiring "f
their present lease In addition to this they intend
opening, early in 1891,8 depot in Lei r de-
livery during the next three months this firm
orders for • machines,

K. Stariey A- Co.'S Rovers should do well
in America the coming season. Arrangen
been made to supply the John Wilkinson Co. with half
a dozen different patterns of this machine, fittml with
every improvement that can be thougl

Hra, Marriott .V Co. have jug new " M.
safety on the market, cushion tyred, el

1 just rente.:
house for scoring second-hand and superflu

The guarantors and committee of the Stanley Show
dined together on December 1,. when Mr. K
Todd and Mr. Williamson received present. >

The London * Northwestern Railwa) Co. are build-
ing a warehouse at Coventry Station espei tally lor

handling the enormous numbers of machines that
have there daily. This lias been much needed for
years

;

Mr. John Keen will have the Kclips<
upon which the four miles impionshi|
won. on view al the Stanley Show. Ii has roller
inns, centre-steering and is fitted with i' -inch ho
rubbers. He wi 11 also exhibit h; tern, fitted
with the same type of tyre.

Messrs Plavell & Co . and Joins. Venn
Coventry, will show ten Reforms and eight Vil
respectively at the Stanley Show.

On the site of the old Bagle Works, Coventry, will
be built a new cycle factory for the new firm of I

Read A

Missis Baki I .V CO., the well-known cement manu-
facturers, o: Manchester, have introduced what will

supply a decided want, now mat cut tyi
much heard of, in the shape of a cement solution pre-
pared especially for this put;

The C.odiva 1 1 Coventi
changed in name to the Coventry and Mill

formerly a well-known company in Coventi

The newest thing in tyn >m Birmingham
and is a duplex arrangement. The one in t

hollow and on it is stretched an ordinars
and bv this arrangement a spring is

as a complete deadening of the shock. The wear, ol

ich Can '

al small cost. Another pattern hing
India-rubber across the felloe, formir

in which the solid tyre I

The partnership In the Coventry firm ol H
Ward A tobnson, of the Old (.

Hist beat ved by the retiral ol II C H-
The business will tx

d as previously.

Tin
known makers of the "Whippet," II

sale

It has been decided to admit all kinds ot mac h
strui tion for exhibit

ey show. Bntrii the nth of Janus

Rumor has it that I hi V « \

lering the
;

Manhattan Athletic Club, then
nmpli

prominent m< D
affirmed nor denied t

1 onsideratioti. 1 :

'.lined fol '

ition with

II A

Northi

Will \ lolO lb. < ol,.,,,

1
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'QT Victor Catalogue coming along after a little

' * while now. Lots of new things in it.

Interest you, sure. Send in you name.

OtfEtyT\/})\| U/^EEl^ QO.,

Chicopee Falls, Mass.

BOStOQ.

De9v<?r.

•BRANCHES

Sai} prapeiseo.

U/ast?ir;gt09.
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ALMOST READY

iVe will soon be able to announce in detail particulars of our

-!&>

LIQE OF SAFETIES
^Kr

o O O O # O » e ^> * v c, tt e ft # e ,
;

,

for the season of 1891. We feel confident that they will be the best made,

best looking and best selling medium price machine in the market. All

sizes above _•
|
inch will haw ball bearings throughout, and be made of steel

lulling and drop fnrjings. They will be fully guaranteed. Our prices will
m .

be low, and all ..-mts will l,c required to sell at list. Good ajenls wanted

BvervwhBPB. Wait for us, and our catalogue, which will be ready about

Januaq 20th. Snid for catalogue.

'' O O o o ;

.
:;. ?% ?% *"-. -"-- - *»-. :'"-. &. --. ^ *» *». *>«*

35 BARCLAY STREET, and 40 PARK PLACK, NEW YORK,

tfi tor rn, Middle and Southern Stat
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R. L. COLEMAN & CO.'S PROS-
PECTUS EOR 1891.

A representative of THE Wheel dropped into the
offices of Messrs. R. L. Coleman & Co., 35 Barclay-
Street, this city, a day or two or' ago, and found the
members of the firm enthusiastic over their line of

wheels for the coming season. Messrs. Coleman &
Co., as is generally known, are agents for the Eastern,
Middle and Southern States for the Western Wheel
Works, of Chicago, and market halt their output.
Our reporter was shown the following machines: A

new 26-inch wheel with diamond frame, light and
strong, made of steel tubing and drop forgings, having
balls to both wheels, crank shaft and pedals.
The Juno, a 28-inch wheel with drop frames, is made

of the best English steel tubing and drop forgings,
with ball bearings throughout, weighs 47 pounds, and
is truly a light, strong and beautiful machine.
The Crescent, a 30-inch wheel with diamond frame,

is made of the same material as above mentioned,
also with ball bearings, including head, the adjust-
ment of which is simple and perfect. This machine
weighs 48 pounds.
The Rush, another 30-inch machine with frame same

as last year, has all the above-mentioned improve-
ments with the addition of tangent spokes, and is

fitted either with solid or cushion tyres.
These four machines, with their other numerous im-

provements, including new and very comfortable sad-
dles, will be more fully described in the catalogue,
which will be ready soon.
Their well-known juvenile machines will remain

same as last year, with prices reduced.
The prices of all the machines will be reasonable,

the discounts liberal, and all agents will be required
to sell strictly at list prices. Agents will be fully pro-
tected and all goods guaranteed.
Messrs. Coleman & Co. are fortunate in representing

one of the largest and best equipped bicycle factories
in the United States, which is officered by enterprising
and intelligent men, who work in harmony with them
and carry out suggestions and improvements made
necessary by the rapid and radical changes contin-
ually taking place. No bicycle dealer can afford to
make his arrangements for this year before an exam-
ination of this line of wheels.
Mr. A. M. Scheffey, who has been connected with

the bicycle business either as dealer or salesman for
the last eight years, will have charge of the agents.
He is about to leave on a trip through Pennsylvania.

THE CLARK CYCLE CO. ASSIGN.

The Clark Cycle Co., of Baltimore, Md., American
agents for the New Rapid cycles and King of the Rl ad
lanterns, assigned on Saturday afternoon last. The
stock of the company was held by S. T. Clark, E. F.
Le Cato, Mr. Naglee and Albert Mott. Mr. Clark acted
as general manager, Mr. Le Cato as treasurer. Mr.
Mott held one share, and the largest owner was the
estate of the late Mr. Naglee, uncle of Mr. Clark.
The principal creditors are the St. George's Engi-

neering Company and the firm's bank, both of whom
are largely secured by Mr. Clark's father, who has
indorsed a lot of the firm's paper. It is not probable
that the business will be resumed.

A NEW SADDLE AND A NEW
CUSHION TYRE.

Mr. P. H. Sercombe, the enterprising and active
Milwaukee bicycle dealer, was in New York on
Thursday and Friday of this week. Mr. Sercombe
has come on an extended trip to place his new saddle
with some of the Eastern houses. The satidle, is

the invention of Mr. Bolte, inventor of the spring
fork which is used under royalty by H. A. Lozier
& Co. The name of the saddle is the Bolte
Spring Fork Saddle. It is adjustable for tilt back-
ward and forward, and the leather is also easily
tightened by a simple device. The saddle will
fit anv wheel. It will be noticed that the saddle is

practically suspended on a miniature Bolte Spring
Fork, which will certainly give it an easy motion. It

is the intention of Mr. Sercombe to sell agents indis-
criminately, and not to give out agencies. Mr. Ser-
combe claims that his saddle weighs one and a half
pounds less than any other saddle on the American
market. Its price is $5.

This dealer also claims to have a cushion tyre,
which, in the language of the country, "licks crea-
tion." During his Eastern visit Mr. Sercombe will
place an order for the manufacture of his new tyre
with some rubber house. At the present time the
Sercombe plant at Milwaukee is being extended, and
a number of men are at work making saddles. The
firm is in a position to fit Bolte spring forks to any
wheel at a price of $15. They will also be able to fit

their new cushion tyre to any solid-tyred wheel at a
rate of $15.

The Missouri Division has decided upon July 3, 4
and 5 as the date for the next annual meet, and Car-
thage will be the scene of the wheelmen's enjoyment.

Messrs. Holland & Havener, who are the principal
dealers in Worcester, Mass., are advertising their bi-

cycle hoist, which they claim is practicably indispens-
able in every repair shop. This firm are working on
a saddle which promises to "knock 'em all out."

A good paper is like a choice wine; it improves with

age. An old paper is like an old vine ;
its branches

hug the wall closely and are not to be swayed or up-

rooted ; its branches creep here, there and yonder, like

tenacles. THE Wheel is an old paper. Its influence

spreads all over the country. It is as healthy as a

century plant, but, unlike the century plant, it blooms

every week.

THE RECORD HIGH GRADE SAFETY.

The accompanying illustration represents the Record, the new and improved high grade safety manu-
factured by the St. Nicholas Mfg. Co., Nos. 784-794 West Madison Street, Chicago. The frame, of the diamond
shape pattern, is comparatively rigid, so that by removing the brace between the head and seat post the
machine can be made suitable for ladies' use, and is made of the very highest grade of imported, cold drawn,
weldless steel tubing. Nothing but the very best material is used in its construction throughout. The
manufacturers claim that there is nothing better employed in the highest price machines made, and that
none are put together in a more workmanlike manner.

The wheels are 30 inches in size, the front one fitted with %-inch tyres, and the rear with %-inch tyres.
The tyres are of the best Para rubber. The spokes are double tangent and nickeled to the tie, and are of
special drawn steel wire. The drive chain is of the solid steel link pattern, and the teeth of the sprocket
wheel are so cut that they fit perfectly.

The steering is direct with sloping steering post. The front forks are curved and have detachable
coasters ; they are of the best quality of seamless steel tube. Socket, ball bearing steering head, adjusta-
ble for wear.

The handle-bar is a one-piece steel tube, 28 inches long, bent back, and is detachable and adjustable.
Vulcanite handle grips of a large size. The brake is on the front wheel, and is a pull-up plunger spoon brake
and very powerful. The wheels, crank bearings, pedals and head are all fitted with adjustable ball bear-
ings; the ball races and adjusting cones in every bearing are steel, accurately fitted and case hardened.

The pedal rubbers are of a new design and present a flat bearing surface for the foot, making an
excellent pedal.

A new saddle spring is a feature of no little importance, imparting ease of motion to a rider, and it will
be appreciated by those desiring the greatest comfort in this particular. The wheel is finely enameled, with
usual bright parts nickeled on copper. Each machine is supplied with the usual sundries.

The wheel, when fitted with cushion tyres, has the frame made of extra width to accommodate the in-
creased size of the tyres and leave sufficient clearance. For cushion tyres a very shallow rim of a cold rolled
steel is used that renders them very stiff. Being shallow, they do not cut the tyres, which are fastened in
most securely. The rubber is of the very finest quality. The machine sells for fno; with cushion tyres, $125.

A "STANLEY SHOW" FOR PHILADELPHIA.

At a meeting of the Associated Cycling Club, of
Philadelphia, held on Tuesday of last week, it was
decided to hold the proposed cycle exhibition at
Horticultural Hall, March 2 to 7 inclusive, all the
leading manufacturers and dealers have pledged
their support. Messrs. Hare, Crowther and Fon-
taine were empowered to make all the necessary
arrangements, and the success of the undertaking is

almost assured. The idea not being to make money,
the charges for space will be based upon the estimated
expense, and it is thought will not exceed from $25 to

$35 Per single space, and the advantages to be derived
from the exhibition of the various novelties to the
large audiences which will undoubtedly be attracted
are so obvious that as an advertisement alone it will
be well worth the expenditure. Different attractions
are to be provided during the progress of the show,
and a prospectus will be issued as soon as possible,
giving the details.

Mr. T- B. McCune, of the Union Cycle Manufactur-
ing Co., made a flying trip to Philadelphia on Tuesday
of this week.

It is reported that the hickory safety which is being
made by David Pettit & Co., of Philadelphia, will be
a very fine wheel of its kind, nothing being spared to
get the best material and the finest workmanship.

Mr. H. B. Hart, the well-known Philadelphia cycling
dealer, and whose opinion is worthy of some consid-
eration, believes that there will be but little demand
for cushion tyres this year, and that the solid-tyred
wheel can only be retired by an improved pneumatic.

Mr. A. B. Barkman is traveling in the upper part of
New York State in the interest of A. G. Splalding &
Bros.

Messrs. William Read & Sons have placed their
New York City agency with Henry C. Squires, the old
established sporting goods dealer at 178 Broadway.

It is rumored that the Gormully & Jeffery Co. intend
to open an office.in Cincinnati.

L. B. Whymper reports that on his recent trip he
sold but one cushion to every twenty solid-tyred
wheels.

The H. B. Smith Machine Co., of Smithville, N. J.,
inform us that the Department of State at Washing-
ton has received, through the Consul Genera] at

Melbourne, a certificate of award for their exhibit of
Star bicycles at the International Centennial Expo-
sition held at Melbourne. The company have re-
ceived a certificate of the first order of merit and a
silver medal.

A peculiar but impotent argument was made at a
recent convention of music teachers in Philadelphia,
when a speaker said that it was to be deplored that
bicycle riding and other forms of amusement attracted
pupils from their musical studies. While the discreet
use of the piano pedal is to be commended, the bicycle
pedal offers greater attractions on a pleasant day and
it is not to be wondered at that it receives the prefer-
ence on many occasions. Still a time can be found
for everything, it is said, and musically inclined
owners of wheels should act judiciously and not vex
the stolid German professors who can see no use for
physical recreation.

At the meeting of the Board of Managers of the
A. A. U., on Saturday night last, the Buffalo Ramblers
were admitted to membership.

The President of the Garfield Cycling Club, of Chi-
cago, requests us to state that none of the members
of his club were at one time attached to the Ashland
Cycling Club, and that our Chicago correspondent
was misinformed when he wrote the statement an-
nouncing this as a fact.

The Missouri Bicycle Club, of St. Louis, engaged in
a football game on New Year's Day, and in the even-
ing a smoker was held. Twenty applications for
membership were acted upon at the last meeting of
the club, held on January 6. The pool tournament, in
which great interest is manifested, has been post-
poned until January 10, wheti the opening games will
be played.

The Pope Mfg. Co. have issued, in addition to the
memorandum calendar, another style, which is in-
tended for hanging on the wall. "It is circular in
shape—the representation of a revolving wheel, the
tyre, rim and scintillating spokes all being depicted,
with the calendar proper 111 the centre, occupying the
position of a hub. The intervening space between
the hub and the rim is covered by a handsome litho-
graph in a variety of colors, representing a party 01

wheelmen and wheelwomen descending a curving
hill, with accompanying picturesque scenery. The
riders and their wheels are delineated in an unusually
distinct and pleasing manner and the design is well
conceived. The calendar is in great demand, and is

an ornament to any office.

L. S. Copper, some two years ago proprietor of the
Cleveland Cycle Saddlery, is about to again com-
mence the manufacture of bicycle saddles.'

Mi. George MacDonald, cycling manager tor Keefe
& Becannon, made a living trip down East on Friday
and Saturday of last week. The Brm of K. <v H. have
secured the Eagle agency for eastern New York State.
Mr. MacDonald reports a pleasant visit to the Union
Cycles Co's. factory.
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- aiding & Bros have engaged
I. 1 Le Cato to manage their Chicago bicycle

business. Mr. Le Catenas for some time been
lurer of the Clark Cycle Co., and is well

known n>>t only in the atj timore but
throughout hi :id throughout the coun-
try, as he has attended all the prominent
national gathering. As the Spaldings will

have several States this year. Mr. Le Cato will

have an excellent chance to make his position

an important one.

,.\ IN \K\\ MKK CITY.

Mr. A. Moss Shirley, representing Messrs.
Jones, Venn & Co., Limited, manufacturei
the Viking cycles, of Coventry, England, has
opened a store a' . ht'h Avenue, near
Fifty-eighth St Mr. Shirley has been in

this country about six weeks, and is as yet un-
acquainted with the American trade. He ex-

pects to make an announcement in the columns
of Tiik WhKKI within a week or two.

J.
O. Blake, at one time Chief Consul of

Illinois, and for several years manager of

Spalding's Chicago bicycle department, has
made a change to the (iormully & JetTery Co.,

and will have charge of that concern's Chi
retail store, on Madison Street, succeeding Mr,
Horace BelL

An excellent business has been done in

.Nashville, Tenn., this year. One of the hust-

ling agents of the town is
J. C. Coombs, who

has two able assistants in John Petrie and F.

K. Whitman. The city is very hilly, and the
surrounding country is anything but level.

Mr. Ivl. Fisher handles the Colombia in Nash-
ville, and Mr. Coombs the Gormully & Jeffery
wheeU.

W. Bnsworth, representing H. A. Lozier
i., was in Nashville on December 30. Mr.

F.nsworth will travel to the Pacific coast for this

firm.

Almost all the male riders in Nashville use
sixty-inch gears, and the way they make their

wheels hum is a caution.

J. Elmer Pratt, representing the (Iormully &
JetTery Co., has just covered Tenni
Kansas and neighboring States Mr. Pratt is

it doing the St.. as, after

which he will return to Michigan.

Thi ndlng nut with their
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ODD AND ENDS.

Nashville, Tenn., has but three lady riders,

of whom Mrs | K. Whitman is the pioneer.

A cycling traveler writes us "Memphis is

the worst paved city 1 ever saw. Large blocks
of limestone have beei id when they
are worn to any extent, they become full of

depressions, some of them as large as the rear
wheel of a safety."

/era! League riders at Oshkosh, Wis.,
have formed a club which will be known as the
Oshkosh Wheelmen. The town now boasts of

two clubs, the Oshkosh Cycle Club having been
in existence for some time.

The St. Louis Driving Club intend to build a
half mile track at the Brotherhood Paris fof

next season, and arrangements will be made
so that wheelmen will be permitted the use
of it on certain days. The track will be
modelled after the one at Peoria, and cycle
racing in St. Louis will boom greatly thereby.

The Missouri Bicycle Club has experienced
success since last June, when a large number
of disgruntled members resigned. At each
monthly meeting of the club since that time a

dozen or more wheelmen have been admitted,
and although at the present time Winter
weather has temporarily checked riding,
a score of applications for membership are
awaiting the action of the ciub at the next
meeting.

A Providence paper says that there was almost
a panic at the Rhode Island Wheelmen's club-

house recently, when a member, whom no one
considered capable of such an outrage, declared
that the Sermon on the Mount was specially

applicable to bicyclists. A Louisville paper
issued on the same day states that a wheel-
man of that city maintains that Shakes-
peare knew all about bicycles, for he makes
Hamlet say: "Watch my safety while I take

my rest." And this cyclist is quoted as saying:
"Then the ordinary must have been in Bible
times, because the Prodigal Son's father ' fell

on his neck,' and the only way to do this is to

take an old-fashioned header." Cycling jokes
from the pens of newspaper paragraphers arc

a heavy burden, but what is to be done when
wheelmen enter into the atrocious business
themselvi

C. L. S Walker, a grey-haired wheelman
about sixty-live years of age, OUt-distanced all

the young blood of the Atalanta Wheelmen, of

Newark, last year by riding 4.103 miles, .is

registered by tile cyclometer. He received the

club's long-distance mileage medal.

Chairman Crowthcr, of the Pennsylvania
State Division Racing Board, has been en-
deavoring to secure the formation of a joint

racing circuit for the coming season, with the

New S'ork I division.

The Bay City Wheelmen, of San Francisco,
will probabl) hold their ne\: I en M.i\

30, as rainy weather is likely to predominate
re that date and Washington's Birthday,

the time lirst set, is very apt to prove unfavora-
ble for outdoor contests. The club will hold an
extensive smoker on January [O.

The Lehigh Wheelmen have elected tin :

lowing officers for 1891: President, Joseph F.

Fox; Vice-President, G. Hallen; Secretary,
Albert M. Rihl, Jr.; Assistant Secretary, P..

. Irwin; Treasurer. William Allen; Cap-
lain, Clarence Bowers, First Lieutenant, Harry
Thomas; Second Lieutenant, Harry Dimick

.

Bugler, Albert Bossert The membership is

now 33, and is rapidly growing.

The Ramblers Bicycle Club, of Denver, held a
New Year's reception, which was attended by
over two hundred wheelmen. The club now
has the largest roll of acting members ever
attained by a wheel organization in Denver.
( )n Sunday last the members were photographed
in a group at Lincoln Park.

The annual race meet of the Kings County
Wheelmen, which has been a fixture for the
past three years, will be among the features of

the next racing season, as usual. A committee
has already been appointed to obtain suitable
grounds, and Washington Park will probably
again l>e the scene of action.

New York newspaper and literary folk are
fairly well represented in cycledom, Allan
Forman, of the Journalist, pedals a Columbia
safety; Jno. Habberton, of the Herald, and
author ..I "Helen's Babies," a Rambler, while
A. W. England, of Life, also pins his faith to a
Rambler.

Some of the members of the Maryland Club,
of Baltimore, experimented with the various
new devices in tyres recently, while the ground
was covered with snow, and came to the con-
clusion that the hard-tyred wheels were not in

it with the cushion and pneumatic. Both of

the latter type of wheels were ridden with 1

and pleasure over roads covered with dry and
snow, and but very little slipping was

experienced.

During the past year 700,000 square yards of

asphalt pavement have been laid in New York
and 33 " » miles of granite and other varieties oi

paving have also been placet!.

The Louisville Cycle Club tendered a banquet
and dance to their lady friends on Monday
evening of last week, at which no less than fifty

couples were entertained. The interior of the
club's house was tastefully decorated, holly and
Christmas greens predominating.

The Buffalo Ramblers installed their new
officers on Saturday evening of last week, and
presented the outgoing president, Louis Bruch,
with a handsome gold watch. The chili's

!>""1 tournament begins January 12, and on
anuary -•<• its sixth anniversary will be 1

1

•rated.'
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HERE, THERE AND THEREABOUTS.

Now that the season of swearing off has
passed and gone, and the glad one of swearing
on again has come, things will resume their

normal condition and the wheels of the cycling
world will again revolve with their wonted reg-
ularity, I hope, undisturbed by any of the mon-
etary or political agitations which are disturbing
the peace of the rest of the world. If the year
to come proves but as kind to wheeling as the
one that has now passed into history has, we.
can ask no more of it. Great has been our
prosperity, and many and permanent have our
advances been. As the new year opens the
vista of the future before us, with the pages of

its history yet spotless and unwritten upon, one
cannot help indulging in an attempt at a peep
into the future. What will the racing man of

'91 put the figures of the mile at ? Will he ride

it in 2.15, or will a year of plenty be followed
by one of famine, and the many records of '90

remain practically untouched ? What will be
the final result of the threshing over of the old

straw by the Racing Board, will any grain be
found to pay for the labor and noise of the flail

of suspension, or will only the chaff of failure

result, as it usually does in amateur agricultural

exploits? Quien sabe ! Will the manufacturer
follow up the precedent of the last year, and
present to the riders some still further and un-
suspected form of improvement in wheel con-
struction or equipment, which will facilitate

increased speed and comfort of the wheel, as
the introduction of improved tyres has done ?

Will the long expected electric light be added
to the never ending luxuries of wheeling ?

These and many more ideas rush through the
brain of the student of last year's many suc-
cesses, and, urged on by the thought becoming
father to the mind, one is almost tempted to

think the few little ideas I have noted will be
but dim side lights upon the sun of prosperity
that '91 seems destined to shed upon the world
of wheels. Let us hope that it is so.

The oldest inhabitant of wheeldom cannot
truthfully remember of a stingy manufacturer
that ever became a great one, or a mossback one,

that by stinting himself in the use of printer's

ink, became rich. It is related as an example
of the advantages of advertising that Ayers,
the great patent medicine manufacturer, made
it a rule from the inception of his business to

devote one-half of the total gross receipts of his

business each year to advertising, and as a re-

sult he left a fortune of over $10,000,000 when
he went out of the world and business at one
and the same time. We cannot all expect to

repeat this performance, because we are not all

engaged in a business of so profitable a nature
as that of curing the American people at the
price of one dollar per bottle of cure, yet we
can follow thcfexample here quoted and adver-
tise, and the result will be to our advantage and
profit. When a manufacturer gives as an ex-

cuse for not advertising that he does not need
to do so because his goods speak for themselves,

etc., etc., beware of him, make him pay in ad-
vance, for the end is certain and sure, we will

not have him with us long, failure is to him
assured. In fact, such a man reminds me of one
who, sitting in the dark, spends his time in

winking at some pretty girl that he knows is

near him; he knows what he is doing, but
where does the girl come in ? Manufacturers
who do not advertise are men like this one, and
the buyer is the pretty girl in the case. Light
from the press must be thrown upon these two,
so that each may know what the other is doing,
and no man can gain success in any business who
does not possess the broad ideas of the liberal

advertiser. The wheel most advertised is sold

the most; the stingy advertiser gets but the
skim milk of the trade, from which his liberal

competitor has taken the cream. Does it pay ?

Certainly not. " Kissing goes by favor." The
manufacturer owes to the wheel press liberal

support, for in it he finds his staunchest sup-
porter. For in every subscriber secured by a

wheel paper does the manufacturer gain in the

end a customer ; it is a natural and unbroken
law of cause and effect. But even editors must
cat, even they must have something more sub-

stantial to live upon than enthusiasm and hope,

and the manufacturer must not forget that to

the editor is due the cause that has piled up

many of the dollars that grace the credit side
of his bank account. This is not an appeal for
charity, it is a business statement of facts to

business men, many of whom already know
from practical results far more of the profits

resulting from liberal advertising than the
writer does. To such my admiration goes
freely forth, and may they in the year now
opened double their advertising, and thus
quadruple their profits. To the dealer or man-
ufacturer who thinks to save money by curtail-

ing the amount and cost of his advertising ac-

count, my pity alone is his. How can he, by
any law of mathematics or otherwise, expect to

produce the effect and result with a ten-line ad.

that his competitor does with one of a page ?

Word it as he may, be he genius such as has
never yet been seen, he will fail to accomplish
even proportionate results to those secured by
the dealer who lets

'

' his light so shine before
men" that even from afar they are attracted
by its brightness, and become aiders in the
construction of a fortune that by all the rights
of judicious liberality belongs to him who ad-
vertises wisely and well.

In the South and Southwest are now being
constructed street pavements combining the
good points of both asphalt and macadam,
without any of the objectionable features of

either. The roadbed is built of seventy per
cent, crushed limestone, to which is added
twenty per cent, of pure asphalt mixed with
ten per cent, of sand. The result is a surface
of remarkable durability, which has all of the
good points of the finest macadam road without
any of the disagreeable, cloth destroying dust
so often resulting where careful and persistent
watering is not pursued, while the slippery
properties of a pure asphalt road are at the
same time absent. In such places as are con-
venient to a supply of stone the cost is greatly
less than where purely asphalt streets are con-
structed. I do not know how the extremes of

climate in the Northern or Eastern States would
affect such a road, but in the more temperate
one of its present field of action the combination
of asphalt and macadam is most certainly a
success in every example I have seen of it, and
they are not a few.

Charles Duane, now an employee of George
R. Bidwell, outranks in length of continuous
service in cycling any workman I know of in

New York. Possessed of an unusual riding
ability and good humor he is the ideal of a
riding teacher, a position I remember him to

have successfully filled twelve years ago in the
old American Institute. To him I owe my ini-

tiation into the first degree of cycling, and I am
sure that never had a more stupid scholar been
blessed with more patient a teacher than I

found in Charlie. Many and often were the
falls and headers that I took as I indulged in

grand and lofty tumbling from off an old bone-
shaker, whose battered spokes and bended
pedals bore many a scar of the battles in which
it had rarely failed to lay low the unfortunate
who had sought to learn upon its pig-skin seat

the art that Charlie invariably assured anyone
was so very easy to acquire. So used did I

grow to falling that I always felt as though I

had been robbed when my time was up if I did
not attest the struggle I had gone through with
by having parted with some new piece of article

or the addition of some new bruise to the many
and varied collection of them that I possessed
and proudly showed to my fellow sufferers.

Finally, even I, however, managed to stick on
the machine long enough to make one, and
sometimes two, complete circuits of the hall be-

fore I succeeded in running into some one or in

falling off in sheer delight at the success I was
having ; bolder I grew each time I thus proudly
wobbled round, until one day I determined to

emulate the example of some of the more ex-

perienced riders and venture upon the unknown
terrors of a road ride. So I hired Charlie to come
along with me on the important occasion, feel-

ing certain that, in the words of the well-known
hymn, I would be sure to " need'' him " every
day and hour," for despite my most earnest
endeavors I had never been able to learn to get
into the saddle without Charlie to hold the

wheel for me, or to get out of it after once
there by any other means than falling or taking

a header. The great day came, and when the

setting sun had brought it to a close the most
remarkable event of its passing was that there
had been no necessity tor a funeral to plant
what little remained of me. From start to finish

so many and varied were the falls, headers and
accidents that happened to me that even Charlie,
blase as he was in such matters, from seeing
them constantly happening for twelve or four-
teen hours daily, was for once in his life forced
from his habit of smiling to one of grave con-
cern, and, while he loudly proclaimed to me
my grand success as a road rider, declaring
that he never had seen anyone before who
seemed to get the hang of the thing so perfectly
and so easily, yet he thought that I should not
allow any elation I might feel over my success
to tempt me to overdo the thing. I am afraid
Charlie will never know how I blessed him for
these remarks as I pretended to reluctantly
follow his advice, and returned homeward,' cov-
ered with dust, glory and bruises. For many
days afterwards I partook of meals from off the
mantelpiece, and sleep was not as easily man-
aged an affair as it might have been, owing to
a habit the bed seemed to have got into of find-

ing out places upon me that made me wince
when they were touched. Many years ago all

this happened, and yet the Charlie Duane of
to-day seems to have changed not, the same
smile, the same willingness to in any way aid the
seeker after cycling knowledge is his, and the
blessings of the beginner flow upon him to-day
as they have never ceased to do for the twelve
years or more that have gone since he first

assumed the role of guardian angel to the cycling
neophyte.

Some time since a few of the "back num-
bers " had taken possession of the cosiest corner
in the smoking-room at the club, and were in-

dulging in a genuine old-time love feast, each
one trying to outdo his neighbor in narrating a
worm-eaten anecdote of the good old days of

the boneshaker era. As a matter of course
such a conversation was bound to bring up the
topic of the evolution of the present safety from
the old velocipede of the early days, and all

know what the usual line of debate is that fol-

lows the introduction of this subject of conver-
sation. In the shucking of the chestnut burs
that ensued many and varied were the uses
made of that poor overworked word "evolu-
tion." Sitting as an attentive listener, to a
conversation from which he was barred from on
account of his having been unfortunate enough
not to have ridden before 1880, sat one of the
new members. Presently he innocently asked
the meaning of "evolution." There wasn't
any great rush to answer by the "back num-
bers," most of them contenting themselves with
casting glances of contempt upon the questioner
instead of answering him, and somehow the
conversation did not seem to be quite as brisk
as it had been. Finally, one of the oldest of

the old, speaking for his comrades, said that

they were astonished at both the ignorance and
the presumption of the young member who
had intruded upon their studious discourse with
so puerile a thing as conundrum questionings
which the dignity of himself and friends did
not permit them answering, but, if it afforded
him any pleasure to answer his own question,

they would honor him with listening thereto.

The young man was just from college, he knew
that he knew everything and he wanted every-
body else to know it too, so he said :

" Evolu-
tion is a gradual change from an infinite, inco-

herent homogenity to a definite, coherent,

heterogenity continuous differentiations and
integrations." When he had finished he was
alone, his audience had silently stolen away ; the
horror of the thought of how they had dared to

make free and familiar speech of such a pow-
erful thing as " evolution " had proved too much
for them. 1 )om Sai \mbo.

Mr. 11. DuGros, who has been in ihisc* unity
about two weeks in the interest i f the Dunlup
pneumatic tyre, has spent most of his tin e in

Chicago, On Wednesday of this week he left

Chicago for the East, Mr. DuCros is not one
of the cracks of the Irish race path, as we had
supposed, but is the fat her of the 1 hit'i'os boys,

all four of whom are fliers on (he road and path.

Art leading the others with a half-n.ile piu u-

matic safety record of mi, i is.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

Thr Indiana Division lins decided to i

meet during the corning season which will probably
me time in July.

All' '"I a mem-
Li club us well as of the Dor.

I mile* in i

The annual ball of the
I Club
night in which about

A supp •• mid-
night.

We acknowledge the receipt ol ticket for the fifth

grand ball given by the Zigzag Bicycle Club, ol Buf-
•• held .u* Mnaic Hall, tnursday evening,

Jannai

Arrangements are being made at Buffalo for h joint
etic meet to be held in June. and it is

should know that the affair will

;he kind ever held in the State.

ink Fanning, one "t Chicago's racing me:
m.irr ice Lloyd on January Miss

meer lady riders of Chicago, and
has g siderable fame by her skillful riding.

M :t. there was but one
le rider in this country in iS;f>. In iS.,o the num-

Itimated by the best authorities at 150,000.

:i December i„ 1890, 17,599 were members
of the League.

Joe Goodman will change the name of his paper,
The 1 \mencan Cyclist, with the Feb-
ruary number. This is a change for the better, .is it

I mixing up The Cyclist of Hart-
England.

K. T. Krei ler. a Denver wheelman who has been
ng trip, was in New York on

Mr. kreider states that cycling in

Denver is booming, and that the trade and tile clubs
1 very active year.

The Rambler- aver, is experl-
unusual period of prosperity at present,

1 members than ever before. A
ently been purchased, and

iglit a smoker was );.

H a Washington, recently rode down the
hi ordinary, and W. [.Robinson lately
•able leat by riding across the Cabin

lobn 'Ping, four feet above the
1 he canal.
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r ge number of tickets have all

-inn of a new uniform is to
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,rty of wheelmen of the Cambridgeport Cycle
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TheTinv n, of Philadelphi enefit
performance at the Chestnut Stl

. enlng of this m eing
I ftobson in the " Henrietta

a rich reward, the house being The
money will go toward the purchasing of a club-1,

Despite the bad condition of the weather on New
Year's Eve, many Ph wheelmen saw the old

• it while astride ol their machines. A parly of
• nturv Wheelmen rode to Fuirmount I'ark and

return, and enjoyed a snow-ball tight on returning
home. A number of members of the l'ark Avenue
Wheelmen, including President Bunnell, visited the
park awheel. The riders were liberally supplied
with horns, bells, etc., and were not backward in
making themselves heard.

The South End Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, have
elected the following officers for this lent,
Samuel Jackson, Jr.; Yicc-1'rcsnlcnt, ( rordon Cham-

tarV, Charles 1). Coulter; Assistant Scerc-
Grleve; Treasurer, Samuel Young;

Captain, C. A Dlmon; First Lieutenant, O II

McCurdy; Second Lieutenant, II M. Green; Bugler,
George k. fordan: additional directors, J. J. Brad-

. W. Caryl, J. R. I.. Kdwards. W. If. Marriott;
Delegate to A. C. C., |. K. Lincoln Kdwards.

The annual report ol the captain ol the Fairmount
I'ark police, Philadelphia, states that 1.4. 54 1 bl
riders visited the park during the past year, and that

leelmen were ejected from the grounds for hav-
ing neither bells nor lights. Nine bicycles are re-
ported to have been broken by collision, but in none
of the accounts of arrests, casualties, etc., are wheel-
men mentioned. The popularity of the wheel in Phil-
adelphia can be judged from the fact that the number

estrians who enter the park during they.
placed as 35,547, less than one-quarter of the number
of eye,

rrespondent of Sporting J. iff: Uod help
the old fogy who stands in the way of cycling. The
sport is coming on like an avalanche and will event-
ually and soon overwhelm all opponents. It is a
recognized sport a recognized business, and is last
becoming a recognized power. Politiciansare already
bowing to the advancing tidal wave which I

conies on with additional force, The city lathers
seek to conciliate the advancing power in better
pavements and the solons in legislative halls already
trim their political sails to the wind I .king
their constituency. Wheelmen are aggressive and
progressive, and these elements in political economy
always assert themselves and command respect.

Miss Emma Rummell, the Captain of the Buffalo
Women's Wheel and Athletic Club, and her sister are
spoken of as follows in a magazine article on lady
riders: "The Misses Kmnia ;uul Libby Rummell, of
Buffalo, are probably the most noted wheel wunicn in

:n New York! Previous to the spring
I Columbia tandem trii

makii alone and with other mem-
bers ofthe Women's Wheel and Athletic Club. Last
year Miss Kmma, the more enthusiastic traveler ol
the two, purchased a Rambler and then, to use her
own words. ' began to enjoy life.' She has made
longer trips than any girl on record with the sole ex-
ception of Miss Kirkwood, ..r Boston, her not.- book
showing in more than one case a run of sixty miles "

During the past year the Century Wheeln..
Philadelphia, have achieved many honors. Twenty-
nine track contests and thirteen load events and hifl-
climbing contests have been won by members ,.l the
Organisation, and the club also claims the honor ol

lowering several local road re. .1 Is The largest
single .l.i v mileage is also held by the Century Wheel-
men, the coin Inned mileage ol tin- it. irtlcl-
pating in the Century runs from Newark to Philadel-
phia being 1,400 miles. The following members

I during the year : C W. I
.

. \|

N . Ke im , J

1

M N K( im, 1 .
(!<..-- nond,
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FIXTURES.

JANUARY.
Palis ;.tion and
Manhattan Kiev. i. Club's annual ball at the
Lenox Lyceum.

Third Annual Reception oi the
Wheelmen Hall.

-The Stanley Show, London.
Theatre parte of the Brooklyn par-

ticulars address B. M.
klyn.

Fifth Annual Ri 1 in Wheel-
men at the Harlem Opera II. .use Hall.

Blwetl's Bermuda Tour.

MARCH.
at Horticultural Hall,

1 Hparturc from New

»6-»7

•ig Exhibition
Philadelphia.

JUNE,
Klwell's European Tour.

Kentucky Division meet.

JULY.
K.i stown Bicycle Club
and Maryland Division's annual meet.
Hag< rstown.

Annual meet of the Missouri Division at Carta-

— Departure from New Yorkol Smith's European
Tour.

SEPTBM1
-Tournament at Hartford, Conn.

INGERSOLL ON EXERCISE.

At the banquet riven at the opening "t the
Manhattan Athletic Club, a least of reason was
supplied by a number of prominent public men,
among whom Col. Ingersoll, the noted orator,
lawyer ami agnostic, made some remarks on
athletics in his usual pigrammatic style.

Responding to the toast, "Athletics An
cients," Mr. Ingersoll said.

"Human nature is much the same now as in the
olden time. It was mainly to cultivate the .
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The Washington Cycling Club has been purged of
an unruly and boisterous set of men during the past
week. Several of these men some time ago commit-
ted an infringement not only of the club rules, but of

the common rules of decency. C. E. Graham, W. L.

Whitson and Mr. Cornell were arrested and brought
before the Board of Directors, and later before the
club. The first two were expelled, and the third sus-
pended for thirty days. At the meeting held on Sat-
urday night last, the annulling or sustaining the de-
cision of the Board came up before the club. Those
on the side of right voted " yea," and twenty-one of
the negative voters handed in their resignations.
This was what the law and order crowd most wanted,
and they naturally feel jubilant. The Washingtons
will continue in the same old path, but with renewed
vigor. They already have half as many applications
for membership as the number of those resigned.
Peace reigns supreme, and with Burley B. Ayers, L.
W. Conkling, Bert White and others equally as good,
this club can be expected to sail in smooth waters
from now on, guided by the masterful hands of the
above-named wheelmen.

The Douglas Club do nothing by halves, and the
bare announcement that this club will give a progres-
sive euchre party and a masquerade ball in January
assures success. This club is cramped in their pres-
ent quarters, and are seriously contemplating a
scheme for a new club-house. Failing in this, they
will lease much larger quarters in the Spring. Gott-
help, their captain, is the largest man riding an ordi-
nary in this city, weighing as he does 239 pounds,
while Mrs. Gotthelp weighs 204 pounds, and is an
expert rider of the safety. This heavy pair take fre-
quent excursions together.

A gentleman, Fred T. Merrill by name, visited this
city the last week^ His card bore in letters so large
that those who run might read, "Pacific Coast Cham-
pion," and he hailed from Portland, Oregon.

The Northern Star Cyclers is an organization of six
members in this city. They have headquarters at 290
Wells Street. These six have elected each member to
office, and are giving a Winter series of dances to raise
ftinds for furnishing a club-house in the Spring. They
are the nucleus, as it were, of a larger organization.
They are hustlers, these six, for they have now under
full swing a masquerade ball of huge dimensions.
Twenty-one prizes of moderate value will be given
for the leading costumes. This ball will be held Jan-
uary 10 at Natatorium Hall, on the north side.

A project is being consummated in this city to con-
nect the Sheridan drive with Michigan Boulevard by
a viaduct extending from Ohio Street on the north
side to Jackson Street on the south side over the Chi-
cago River and railroad tracks. This will make one
continuous boulevard from Fort Sheridan on the
north to the South Side Parks. The Sheridan drive
may be extended clear through to Milwaukee. What
a ride that would be, my brethren ! Ninety miles
through a beautiful country and along the lake shore.
Perhaps some description of this beautiful drive as it

will be completed the coming Summer would be of
interest. North of Lincoln Park you ride through the
beautiful village of Buena Park, thence through
Edgewater to Rogers Park, and the way is made
especially pleasant in that it passes through naturally
wooded lands ; and where the road at places departs
from the shore there is always to be seen in the vista,
and at a short distance, the blue waters of the lake.
On the journey northward you encounter next South
Evanston, then Evanston, where the road winds by
the classic shades and halls that make the Northwest-
ern University. Thence northward again and beyond
the lighthouse, thence a little westward and thence
again northward on that great natural bridge, which
must have been one of the stopping places of our old
lake when she made her receding journey; thence
northward again, near and on the lake shore, passing
through Wilmette and Winnetka, and encountering
on the way north w;.rd Kenilworth, a magnificent sub-
urban addition to tie city of Chicago, and illustrating
what can be done with any part of this north shore
district, which is indeed the most beautiful residence
part of Cook County.
The Lincoln's Board of Directors have engaged

Jno. West as gymnasium instructor and trainer. Mr.
West is well known through the Middle and Eastern
States in Caledonian societies. His specialties are
the running high jump, hitch and kick and pole vault.
In the former he holds the world's record of 5 feet 11
inches. In the hitch and kick he does over 9 feet.
He retired from active competition four years ago.
The Lincolns are to be congratulated on their-good
luck. Mr. West has already developed an unknown
talent in

J.
R. Pollak, who did the other night 4 feet

8 inches in a standing jump. Mr. West pronounces
Pollak a born jumper.
The ticket that is most liable to be elected by the

Oak Parks is as follows : President, C. A. Sturtevant
;

Vice-President, Thos. H. Gale ; Secretary, O. L. Coxe
;

Treasurer, R. T. Miller; Board of Directors, J. M.
Stimpson, H. F. Akin, J. R. McGregor; Captain, Geo.
D. Keefer; Quartermaster, C. O. Ludlow; Color Bearer,
J. W. Carter.

Tuesday and Friday nights, beginning Tuesday
evening, January 6, are gymnasium nights at the Lin-
colns. Free instruction to members.
Robt. D. Garden has returned from a pleasure trip

with Colonel Pope. So much time was spent in wan-
dering through the beauties of Southern California
that Mr. Garden was unable to finish his trip as
planned at New York. He came home direct from
New Orleans. He reports having a good time all
around, and much benefited in health.
The Lincolns have nominated the following ticket

:

The only point of contention will probably be for the
captaincy between Newman and Erwin. President,
K. W. Gerouldj Vice-President, C. A. Servoss; Sec-
retary, Wm. V. Hochirck; Treasurer, Jno. R. Temple-
ton : Board of Directors, Wm. Herrick, A. D. Brews-
ter, C. P. Whitney and H, L. Pound; Captain, J. M.
Erwtn; First Lieutenant, E. M. Newman; Second
Lieutenant, F. J. McVoy ; Third Lieutenant, J. R, Pol-

lak; Color Bearer, Frank Chase; Librarian, U. T.
Smith

;
Quartermaster, W. D. Morris.

The Lincolns are arranging for a grand athletic
entertainment January 17.

The ^Eolus team won the championship of the
Northwest Indoor Ball League for 1890, defeating the
Prairie States last Monday night by a score of 5 to 3.

A. W. Roth, vice-president of the .aiolus Club, has
secured patents on an indoor ball warranted not to
tear or rip at the seams. This has been thoroughly
tested, and has proven an improvement of great
merit over the former ball of Hancock's.
Frank Fanning will become "one of us" next

month. Miss Grace Lloyd, daughter of Geo. E. Lloyd,
will be the -happy bride. Both are well known riders
of the wheel, and their friends unite in wishing them
a life full of joys.

A prominent member of the Washingtons has de-
clared himself as delighted at things turning out as
they had, and surprised that the insurgents had had
the good grace to get out and not stay in to cause them
trouble in the future. These same ex-members are
going to start a club of their own.
The following is the Washington Cycling Club

ticket : President, Burton F. White ; Vice-President,
Samuel B. Wright ; Secretary, A. J. Elliott ; Treas-
urer, Frank Barrow ; Captain, H. N.White; Direct-
ors, L. W. Conkling, H. W. Allen ; First Lieutenant,
W. H. Chenoweth, Jr.; Second Lieutenant, Fred H.
Allen ; Color Bearer, R. C. Craigie ; House Commit-
tee, M. A. King, W. S. White, M. D., W. B. Moffett.

J. Foster Bacon has tendered his resignation to the
Lincoln Cycling Club. John Foster Bacon is one of
the oldest members of the Lincolns, having joined
them away back in the club's infancy. Some years
ago he made a century run, and ever since that mem-
orable time has had occasion to regret it, for Cen-
tury Run Bacon has been his usual cognomen. John
is a nice fellow, and the Lincolns are losers.

Max Loescher, of the Lincoln Club, will accompany
the Elwell European tour next June. Max is well
liked by the Lincoln boys, and should make a wel-
come addition to the party.

The incoming officers of the Lincoln Club gave a
lunch to the members. This has been done since the
club has installed their officers. This year the instal-
lation of officers will occur in the latter part of Janu-
ary, when a smoker and supper will be given.

The Lincoln club-house on New Year's Eve was
filled with a merry gathering of club members and a
few guests. The occasion was the first annual dinner
—Herrick's idea, and well carrried out. Two long
tables were tastefully decorated. C. T. Lee, the
caterer, a member of the club, made a great
effort. Seventy-five members and guests were seated
at 10.30, and a good old-fashioned turkey dinner
claimed their attention for the remaining hours of
1890. Toasts (dry) were responded to by a number of
good speakers. J. M. Erwin, "The Lincoln Cycling
Club." R. G. Betts, "Cycling in the South." A. D.
Brewster, "A ton of coal." J. Josephi, secretary of
the Detroit Wheelmen, responded to "Detroit in '91."

Joseph Guinea, "A story." Mr. Guinea told one, and
the hearty laugh which followed was an appreciation
of his splendid ability as a dialect artist. Later on
he gave a dozen or more in different dialects, all of
which were loudly applauded.
The New Year was ushered in with bray of trumpets

and sound of guns, and the first hour of 1891 found a
jolly crowd of Lincolns gathered in a circle telling
stories and cracking jokes. A good time, needless to
say, was enjoyed by all, and we all hope the second
annual dinner may be, if anything, a greater success.
The Lincolns have been in existence three years and
one quarter, and have averaged 150 members for that
time. It is a notable fact that death has not caused
the dropping of one member from the roll since its
organization.

The Lake View Cycling Club, at a special meeting
h eld last Tuesday night, raised their dues to $1.25 per
month, with a 20 per cent, reduction if paid before the
10th of the month. They decided to look farther for a
club-house, considering the Evanston Avenue house
too far north. A dozen applications for next meeting
are already posted.

C. H. Peck, an eighteen year old member of the
Englewood Cycling Club, has ridden 7,000 miles the
list season, and 3,000 miles in 1889. All of his riding
was done on a cone bearing wheel with cyclometer
attached.

The Englewoods gave a dancing party last Tuesday
evening, A better attended party has seldom been
seen in this city. Cards, billiards and pool also helped
to pass away the evening.

The following extract is from the Chicago Tribune
of December 31:
"The war in the Washington Cycling Club, which

culminated Saturday night in the resignation of thirty
members, (only twenty-one in fact) is likely to get into
the courts. The trouble arose over the dismissal from
the club of C. E. Graham, W. L. Watson and G. H.
Cornell, and these three men yesterday signified their
intention of bringing three separate suits against the
directors of the club for §10,000. Each for slander in
circulating and attempting to prove stories deroga-
tory to their character.

If these suits are brought, members of the board say
there can be but one result, the charges will be proven
to be true and the board will come out triumphant.

The Illinois Club's reception, New Years night, was
by far one of the finest parties ever given by a cycling
club in this city. Eighty couples joined in the grand
march, led by A. J. Street and Miss Oswald. The
affair was full dress, and the ladies' costumes were
exceedingly pretty. Fitzgerald's orchestra outdid
themselves in furnishing good music. Supper was
served. This was the third of this club's Winter re-
ceptions, and each successive one is grander than the
preceding one.

The ^Eoltis Club have also an internal dissension.
A few of the younger element, incensed at one of the
officers because he forbade theirganibling in the club-
rooms, decided to get even with him, which they did
by attempting to blackball an applicant for member-
ship proposed by him. Now, this applicant for meni-

bership was the Cook County Coroner. By some pro-
cess or other he was declared elected, and now the
dissatisfied ones have resolved, under the leadership
ofjohn Erickson, to withdraw in a body and form the
"Columbia Cyclers." They have already rented a
house near the ^Eolus club-house. Their secession
will not, however, affect the ^Eolus Club in the slight-
est, and will well rid it of a disturbing element.
Five of Chicago's most prominent cyclists tried for

that hot mince pie and bottle of wine offered by "mine
host " of the Hotel Florence. After many miles of
mud-slinging roads and still more of unridable roads,
Birdie Munger, mounted on a cushion tyred machine,
reached Pullman ten minutes ahead of Van Sicklen,
W. C. Thome, Barrett and Tom Roe. What time they
made is out of the question, as after two days of hard
rain they proved themselves worthy of their reputa-
tion in reaching the hotel at all.

C. P. Smith, of the Illinois Club, is an expert wres-
tler. He has formed a class in the club's gymasium,
and for two months will teach the members of this
class all he knows, then he offers for competition a
$25 gold medal to be competed for by members of this
class only.

The Illinois Club's ladies' nights occur on Mondays
the 12th and 28th of this month, and on Saturday even-
ing, the 17th, they will give an athletic entertainment
combined with a stag party. Some time ago they
gave an informal athletic entertainment, but this, they
say, will be on a much larger scale, and an attractive
programme will be arranged.

The Singer Cycle Co.'s Chicago branch is closed,
and the gossips say that the Singer will not be sold in
this city the coming season. Probabilities are that
the wheel will be handled here, but on a much larger
scale.

Tom Roe has gone to work for the Gormully & Jef-
fery Mfg. Co., traveling for them.
Horace Bell tendered his resignation as manager of

Gormully & Jeffery's retail store and it was accepted.
What Horace will do in the future he cannot say, but
he will not remain idle long.

The Washington Cycling Club gave the lie to the
malcontents who had stepped down and out by giving
one of the finest parties they have given this season
on New Year's Eve. This party took the form of a
musicale, and was attended by a goodly crowd. An
informal card party followed. Eckhart furnished a
lunch. Appearances at this party would indicate that
the Washingtons had lost none of their old vitality.

Fifty couples attended the " watch night " and
dance of the Chicago Club, New Year's Eve, at Rosalie
Hall. Supper was served in the club-house, which
adjoins the hall, and 1891 was ushered in as it should
be. They have prospered wonderfully this last year.

President Knapp, of the Equitable Gas Company,
has proven a veritably Santa Claus to the Lincoln
Club. When Mr. Knapp joined the Lincolns his
weight was more than it is at present, and it is now
close to 200 pounds. Mr. Knapp has been liberal, and
the Lincoln's gymnasium has been enriched by the
gitt of many needed articles, gas heating apparatus,
shot, jumping poles, etc.

F. Howard Tuttle has addressed another letter to
Chairman Davol asking for his reinstatement in-
stanter or the reason why. He says Zimmerman is

back, and he can see no reason why he should not be
also. They do say that Tuttle intends to join the the-
atrical profession; some say that he only has a lean-
ing that way. Tuttle cannot be found around his old
haunts of an evening. Rumor again comes to the
front and says he is a regular attendant at a leading-
theatre, and that his eyes are only for one on the
stage, and she also has eyes for but one in the audi-
ence.

The Oak Park Club's house presents a livety appear-
ance these wintry nights, with a whist tournament
with twenty-four entries in full play, and a handicap
billiard tournament wit 1 twelve players. The Winter
will be well over before the winners of either of these
will be announced.
Interest in the coming elections in the different

clubs is uppermost with all. Candidates there are in
plenty, and: each has his friends. Sometimes these
triends of different candidates for the same position
will quietly buttonhole one another and disappear
into the recess of some window or some dark corner.
Suddenly they will sallie forth with a woe begone look
upon their brow, to capture some other prey.

Several members of the Lincolns, including Reti-
noids and Schneider, will be married in the Spring.
Melvin Luce, an ex-meinber of the Lincolns, will also
step into the holy bonds of wedlock.

ST. LOUIS.

M. L. Bridgman, representing Gormully & Jeft'erv
Manufacturing Co., was in town last week. He re-
ports trade good, and everyone happy in regard to the
outlook for 1891. His business has' taken him into
nearly every State in the Union during the past vear.
He says that the G. & J. Co. will bring out a ladies'
safety for 1891 to list at about $133, witli 18-inch rear
and 24-inch front wheels. It. will be made like the
Light Rambler in detail and appearance.
Fred Pattee was also in town representing Rouse,

Hazard & Co. He reports securing numerous orders
in the South for the Ormonde, and the general de-
mand good.

The Missouri's foot-ball team, under Captain Will
Nicholls, played a game on New Year's Day. Nieholls
and Ed. knapp each slipped and hurt themselves, the
ground being soft and slippery. Some good playing
was dime for a club just beginning to take hold oi the
sport.

The Missouri's pool tournament is postponed tor .1

week. Riding is good again. Many of the old riders
who have been out ot the whirl for some years are
talking ot riding next Summer to test the sat'etv and
the cushion tyre.

The Detroiters talk of holding the National meei y\\

they get it) July 4 and 5. Would not a month at least
later be better? Future grevt.
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SYRACUSE.
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LOUISVILLE.

THE L. C. C. RECEPTION AND BANQUET.
The " exclusive " was quite an entertainment at the

Louisville Cycling Club's house December 29, and to
such an extent that another one is already spoken of.

Almost every member with his best girl was a happy
participant. Dancing was the principal feature until

the banquet room was thrown open, when all those
present entered the room to the tune of a spirited
march. Then the banquet was the principal feature.
An elegant repast was served, and with President
Tileston as toastmaster, a flow of eloquence and
soul made many see the error of their ways,
and were glad for it. The toasts were many and the
responses short. Vice-president Johnson responded
to "The Ladies," attributing the present location
of the club-house to the suggestion of a lady well
known as a true friend to the cyclers. Dr. Lucas
showed conclusively that the wheel, judiciously used,
is always ready harnessed and generally healthy.
Mr. Chas. Grunwald, Jr., would have told many inter-
esting facts on touring from an "artist's point of
view," but the presence of the ladies completely un-
nerved him, and he fell a victim to stage fright. Mr.
Ropke spoke of the work of the House Committee,
and wished the guests a glorious New Year. Mr.
Flory Crush spoke of the financial club standing and
its ability to owe as much as it could get credit for.

He promised to receive a year's dues in advance from
any one disposed to contribute to the club treasury.
Messrs. Horget, Hammersley and Baird also made
short addresses. "The L. C. C." and "The L. A. W."
were not forgotten, and dancing was resumed until
an early hour. The decorations were of holly, mistle-
toe and evergreen. The swinging rings were drawn
and attached to the wall, the ones at the ends, of
course, going to its particular end, and the double
rings in the middle extending one to each side. A
wreath of green then made a circuit of the room,
being attached at each ring and forming a diamond
with the letters L. C. C. in the centre arid from side to
side. Messrs. Grunwald,' Mathey and Chas. Crush
were the promoters.

The hotel used as League headquarters at Richmond,
Ky., has gone to the wall.

Jefferis Bros, have settled in their new quarters at
Third, near Walnut.
"W. B." has just had the pleasure of a ride with

Prince Wells on the new Singer tandem over the new
boulevard, and an increased appetite is the glorious
result.

Cycle drummers are as thick as collectors on the
first of the month.

It is said that Dick Walker will prove the dark horse
in the Kentucky Division races in Louisville, June 26
and 27.

Mr. Bridgeman, representing Messrs. G. & J., was
the most recent visitor to the Falls City.

The Kentucky Division meet will furnish prizes
worth training for, and propose to attract the flyers
in—in case they are not expelled.

Genial "Uncle Jack" Allison has been the busiest
man in town for the past few days attendant on the
departure of S. B. Huber for Detroit.

Mike Fleck has made up his list of races for the
June meet. There will be eight events each day. The
list will be published later.

In addition to the very artistic programme a large
colored poster will be issued for clubs away from
home and for local advertising. White Burley.

SAN FRANCISCO.

At the games of the P. C. A. A., to be held in the
Mechanics' Pavilion, next April, there will be on the
programme two or three bicycle races. The track
will be eight laps to the mile. The corners are un-
banked and rather dangerous.
Some of the members of the Alameda Bicycle Club

are arranging a ride to San Jose for February 22 and
23. It is their intention to go down the San Francisco
side of the bay on the first day and to return along the
Alameda side on the following day.

Owen T. Morgan, formerly of Swansea, Wales, be-
came a professional recently by racing against a pro-
fessional skater. He says that even if the League
does classify him as a professsional it will not affect
his standing in England. How he has arrived at this
conclusion is hard to understand.

W. F. Knapp, the professional, is in this city and is

said to be making arrangements for a six days' race
to take place in April.

In a recent issue of one of the local papers appeared
an advertisement of a large bridge building firm.
Amongst other names mentioned appeared' that of
H. S. Wood, engineer. Mr. Wood was well known
some years since throughout the East as a League
worker and writer over the ?wm de plume of "Hal."
He never identified himself with cycling in this State,
however.
There is said to be a possibility of Frank D. Elwell

returning to the path this season. He will require
most careful preparation, but once in shape there is

no rider of the ordinary out here who will lower his
colors.

Frank Mehlig, formerly of St. Louis, is now located
in San Diego, and it is possible that he will come up
here if there is any racing of importance going on. He
will have to do better than 19.38 for live miles, the time
in which he won the national championship at New
Orleans. California.

CINCINNATI.

It is most despicable for men with any pretence of
honor to enter a race in which an entry fee is charged,
and, not being forced to pay in advance, take advan-
tage of the leniency of the promoters of the affair and
never liquidate their indebtedness. Yet this is what
is hindering the managers of the Park Avenue-Quaker
City jointmeet from settling up the accounts although
three months or more have elapsed since the contest
took place.

Dealers report the largest holiday trade ever known.
Mr. J. E. Poorman will soon issue a very handsome

catalogue which will embody his line of wheels, in-
cluding the Warwick, Union, Giant, Indiana Bicycle
Co.'s and the Gales' safety. Mr. Poorman has, by his
energy and vim, worked up a very large trade during
his one season in the cycle business, and he confident-
ly expects an increase during 1891.

The Poorman road race, which was such a great
success last season, will be run again this year on the
4th of July and over the same course as last season.
A very fine list of prizes will be offered, including
several safety bicycles. The- entry blanks will be
ready on May 1.

Chas. Hanauer will handle the Rover next season in
conjunction with the Vulcan, Hickory, Referee and
Victor.

Local wheelmen hope that the controversy in the
Si. IVorid between "Star" and the Social ' Wheel
Club will soon come to a termination, as it is doing
cycling in this locality no good.
Club news is scarce. None of them are in a state of

activity, although the Cincinnati Bicycle Club talks
of giving a series of entertainments in the near future.

Cincinnati will have no meet this year, but a great
many visitors are expected on the 4th of July to the
Poorman road race, and the local clubs promise to
entertain them in their usual hospitable style.

Cincinnati is remarkably free from bicycle thieves,
as but one bicycle was reported stolen during 1890.

Local dealers are of the opinion that the demand
this Spring will be almost entirely for cushion-tyre
machines.

C. S. Merrill, of John Wilkinson Co.: L. B. Whym-
per, of Schoverling, Daly & Gales ; Mr. Bridgeman, of
Gormully & Jeffery, and C. H. Smith, of the Indiana
Bicycle Co., were among the recent visitors to our
city.

Mr. J. E. Poorman is having a line of medium grade
safeties made which he will call the Climax, Princess
and Traveler. They will be medium priced, and he
expects a large trade through them.

DETROIT.

Detroit seems to have created a flurry in the trade
and just now the air is full of flying rumors of new
dealers and agents. Mr. Stanley B. Huber, of Louis-
ville, Kentucky, will undoubtedly associate himself
with a bright young Detroiter, W. E. Metzger, in a
brand new cycle store on Woodward Avenue ; near
him, 'tis said, Charles F. Stokes & Co., of Chicago,
will open a branch house and the Michigan Cycle Co.
will, of course, be wideawake. T. B. Raye & Co. and
Field & Co. will also bid for a share of the trade. Now
with all these firms certainly Michigan, or this part of
it, ought to be able to get what she wants in the way
of mounts.
There are most interesting gatherings at the club

every Sunday afternoon. These meetings have
grown from time to time until the rooms will now
hardly hold the crowd that assembles. It may be a
hint to other clubs to do likewise. They were started
to take place of the Sunday games, and have more
than met the expectation of the promoters. The pro-
gramme, of about an hour's duration, consists of
notes of travel, good music and illustrations by a
stereopticon.

Just as the meeting opened last Sunday news was
received of the illness of Emma Abbott at Salt Lake
City. She was very kindly spoken of by one who
knows her, and a message of sympathy sent her, which
reached her friends only a few hours before the final
message came calling her to a higher choir. She was
an honorary member of the Detroit Wheelmen and
held in great respect by them. At her last visit to
this city she sent each member her photo and auto-
graph. Her name is a household work and her many
kind acts will long be remembered. Griff.

For the first time, at least in Michigan, bicycles
have been an important factor in the list of Christmas
presents. I know of a few that were even ordered by
express. This goes to show the change in public
opinion. As an old wheelman said to me, "Why, I

remember quite well when I tried to impress a young
man with the foolishness of buying a machine that
would run only on a level road and one that he would
have to push up hill, etc., and here I am debating in
my mind just what sort of a new wheel 1 shall get
myself, my old one having seen pretty good service."
So every year finds new advocates for the wheel.

I find that trade in this State during the past year
has been far ahead of former seasons, and the outlook
for "91" very bright. It is more than possible that
there will be some new movements among the
dealers in Detroit, with perhaps some new ones in
the field. There is more interest being manifested
"in the coming wheel " than I ever knew before—that
is, the pattern for the coming season.
A strange sight is to see the wheelmen circling on

wheels amid the throng of skaters at Belle Island
Park, with the moonlight shining over the frozen river
and lake. After all this, the warm lunch before the
big open fire in the casino has an added zest, and the
scene clings in our memory long after. GRIFF,

At the recent annual meeting of the Cent 11 rv Wheel-
men, of Philadelphia, the President's mileage cup
was awarded to M. N. Keim. The Speier gold medal
for the greatest single day's run was won by F. 11.

Garrigues, he having covered iSi\. miles. C. 1\ Allen
received the Captain's medal for attending the great-
est number of club runs. At this meeting it was de-
cided to have plans drawn for the building of a gym-
nasium over the wheel-room and to secure additional
spaeo for lockers and the storing of wheals.

RIVERSIDE WHEELMEN.

The racing team of the' Riverside Wheelmen have
just been presented with the banner which they won
last November in the race for the championship of
New York City.

The New Years' Eve "stag" was a grand success,
over one hundred wheelmen being present, including
the members. The music was furnished by three
colored gentlemen from " de South," who not only
played the latest Southern tunes but also gave an
exhibition of clog dancing, which was generally ad-
mitted to be fine. The refreshments were served im-
mediately after the boys had witnessed the death of
1890 and the birth of 1891. As the bells tolled the hour
of midnight the bugler sounded the call, and those
present marched out on the street in front of the
house. Then they gave the bugle calls and club
shouts for at least ten minutes, and succeeded in
awakening all the residents of One Hundred and
Fourth Street. Among those present were the follow-
ing wheelmen : H. O. Lloyd, J. K. Hauxhurst, W. H.
Pen, J. Knox, J. A. Briggs, Geo. B. Waters, O. Jarvis,
E. H. Wilson, W. L. Furch, Wm. H. Hachmann, J. W.
Dunn, W. Cowles, C. Weeks, J. Becker, C. W. Vaul-
legner, W. J. Colby, J. Denson, C. S. Wilson, A. Brogan,
W. B. Hyatt, F. R. Miller, L. Cirker, H. R. Craig, H.
L. Twine, N. Campbell, W. S. Campbell, J. S. Gray,
J. F. Hagerty, C. Becker, F. H. Foster, F. C. Smith,
H. W. Johnson, W. S. Cole, Ed. Golding, H. E. Voorhis,
A. E. Stilger, E. V. Gambiar, J. Judge, W. C. Barker,
M. F. Benner, J. J. Benner, Ed. Boughton, J. Fitch, J.
Driggs, R, Macoy, O. L. Menge, H. H. Foster, E. A.
Powers, A. R. Barry, W. E. Christian, H. Robinson,
H. Warner, Leo Doncourt, A. C. Burr, J. Miller, H.
Wolley, J. Johnson, T. Ward and J. A. King.

The following officers were elected at the regular
meeting of the club on Friday evening, January 2 :

President, R. F. Macoy ; Vice-President, j. F. Fitch
;

Secretary, H. H. Foster ; Treasurer, L. H. Johnson
;

Captain, E. A. Powers ; First Lieutenant, A. E. Stilger
;

Second Lieutenant, j. W. Judge ; Third Lientenant,
T. Ward ; Color Bearer, A. C. Burr ; Bugler, M. F.
Bennett; Board of Trustees, F. B. Cassitt, H. Robin-
son, H. E. Voorhis and J. L. Miller.

The club's third annual ball will take place at Eiser's
Assembly Rooms, in West One Hundred and Sixteenth
Street, on January 23, gives promise of being a pleas-
ant affair. Over two hundred invitations have been
issued, and any wheelman known to the members can
purchase a ticket.

SOME ADVICE ON TRAINING.

A celebrated physician of London writes as follows
on training : "Training for a fight, be it with naked
fists or with gloves, should be entirely different from
that for any other kind of athletic competition. For,
in addition to the necessity for great physical exertion
and endurance, there is tremendous wear and tear of
the nervous system from the excitement of the com-
bat and the punishment received. Muscles are
merely the terminal apparatus of nerves, and mus-
cular effort is the correlative of nervous impulse

;

therefore to the nourishment of the nervous system
most of the trainer's attention should be directed.
This may be easily and safely accomplished by,
firstly, giving quantities of animal food, especially
beef, mutton and codfish ; and these should be given
in the largest possible quantity, short of the produc-
tion of dyspeptic derangements, and in three meals
with equal intervals between. Secondly, by gradually
increasing the fullness and rapidity of the circulation
and the 'force of its central organs, and for this pur-
pose there are no exercises for a moment to compare
with running and the use of light (2 lb.) dumb-bells.
Walking is here of no use, and the use of heavy dumb-
bells or clubs is distinctly injurious. It is" an un-
doubted fact that the more rapidly a muscle is con-
tracted in the way of exercise the quicker is its

growth in bulk and strength. Mr. Sandow would, I

think, bear me out in this. Thirdly, by systematic
friction of the muscles and body generally. Bathing
is fatal to the best training of an athlete ;

a quick
wash of the body with soap and water, once daily, is

all that should be permitted. Any bath, hot or cold,
prolonged over three minutes depresses nervous and
consequently muscular power. Fourthly and lastly,

a good deal of sleep is required, quite nine hours out
of the twenty-four.

Did you ever dwell on the evolution of the cycle in
America ? asks Albert A. Mott in an exchange. First
came the pioneer astride the old boneshaker in 1876.

Its growth was very slow, but in 1S85 there were,
perhaps, 30,000 riders in the United States. In 1SS5 the
Rover, or first safety, made its appearance, but it

was not until 1886 that it made its way to the hearts
of cyclists. In 1887 it created a revolution, and in

188S the old, young and timid took to it so fast that
gradually the veteran wheelmen followed, until at
the present time the ordinary is pushed to the wall.

The number of cyclers increased to the estimated
round figures of 150,000 in the United States to-day.
When the safety first appeared female cycledom flras

confined to tricycles. The single tricycle was eon-
fined to the territory of smooth roads" and cities of
unobjectionable pavements. Gradually the tandem
tricycle brought out the wives, sweethearts and
sistersotthe wheelmen, and then came the tandem
bicycle to attract more. This latter type of machine
had a short existence, for early in its career the
ladies' safety, a single machine was evolved, and the
gentle s&x Swarmed to their heaven-sent gift in such
numbers as promise eventually to rival their sterner
brothers. Now comes the pneumatic and cushion
tyres, and when these types are perfected or other
deviecs succeed them, ail man and womankind bid
fair to be awheel. The safety has been a boon to

humanity, and the soft, vibration killing, easy-pro-
pelling I j 1 es win entice the grandfathers and grand-
mothers to perpetual youth.
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- iving Machine Co . of Hartford,
n January i. and the

. tory.

a have ap-

ies, Fred Pattee and E. X.

for the i >;i annual

Wheelmen formally opened
their new club-rooms with a smoker on Decem-

.1 la in the vicinity of Flint are

ellent

rpdegraff, of the Hagerstown Bicycle
Club Mew York this week, and has te-

aany old acquaintanceships made
during the League meet at Hagerstown in

I

The next meet of the New Jersey Division
will probably be held at Elizabeth, as the

Imcn are at present the only club that has
• entertain the League members of

New Jerw

nto is reported to have fourteen lady
riders. six of whom are honorary members of

the Wanderers' Bicycle Club. The Toronto
Bicycle Club also has several wheehvomen

bed to it.

The medals offered to H. C. W. by Messrs.
•les and Baggot for the best twenty-four

and twelve hourroad records, respectively, have
been presented to the winners, K. D. McLaugh-
lin and \V. L. Kldridge.

At a meeting of the Roamers' Bicycle Club,

of Buffalo, on Tuesday of this week, it was de-

cided not to entertain the idea of adding a
ladies' annex, a question that had been agitated
by s«>me of the members,

era] Brooklyn riders made an attempt on
Xew Year's Day to secure the bottle of wine-

offered by a Roslyn. L, I., hotel proprietor, but

the roads proved to l>e in an unridable condi-
tion ;ind all the attempts were futile.

The annual election of the Wanderers Bicy-

cle Club, held this week, resulted as follows:

lent, W. P. Gentach; Vice-President.
Clarence P. K tary. W. J. l'ack-

rer. J. Lindner; Captain, Albert
Buse.

The wheelmen of Denver have not as yet

much stock in the safety, and the high

11 predominates. The roads in and
id the city consist of bard-rolled sand and

gravel, which compare favorably With new
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esult foll< ' feorge
and Treasurer, Edward
A P Polk Lit tenant,

Iward Sutton

;
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Century Wheelmen and
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pulsion from the League and classi-
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Ihe eighteen men recently suspended, ani
i tli sellini

I belonging to |ohn I. G
n during the fore
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The Xew Haven Bicycle Club are making
ingementS for a tournament, which wil

held some time in June.

The Bedford Ricycle Club.of Brooklyn, eh

the following officers for the ensuing year on
:ig of this W1 (lent, W.

J. Fletcher; Vice-President, G. L. Titus.

responding Secretary, W. II. Wagnei . Rei

ing Secretary, A. Norden; Pinani tary,

P. !•' Hearn; Treasurer, L. <> Hoppe; Cap-
tain, J. Seller; First Lieutenant, C. A. Hoppe;

tnd Lieutenant, W. H. Jagel; Fust (

er, P. Bartlett . Second Color Bearer. W.
imith; Bugler, N. S. Paige.

The Manhattan Bicycle Club will issue an
unusually fine souvenir programme for theii

fourth annual reception, which takes place Fri-

day evening. January i6. It will consist of

seventy-six large pages with a handsome
cover, upon the front of which will be a photo-

engraving of a group of wheelmen in full

uniform. The book will lie replete with matter
relative to the doings of the club, as well as

poems, sketches and instructive articles. It

will be profusely illustrated and will make
a valuable keepsake.

The members of the Rhode Island Wheelmen
were unable to take their customary run to

Roger Williams Park this season and usher in

the new year while gathered around the statue

of that historical personage, as the streets were
covered with ice and snow. A large crowd,
however, gathered at the quarters of the club

and watched the progress of the various tourna-

ments and refreshed themselves repeatedly with
the delicacies served at the expense of the club.

The billiard, pool and whist tournaments are at

present proceeding merrily.

At a regular meeting of the Harlem Wheel-
men held on Thursday evening of this week,
the following officers were elected: President,

T. H. Raisbeck; Vice-President, J. M. Potter;

Secretary, Charles Wendehack; Treasurer.
W. H. ' Ik-draff; Captain. R. B. Morrison;
Curator, J. P. Height According to a recent

amendment made to the by-laws of the organi-

zation, the Captain is empowered to appoint his

subordinate road officials. The club mileage
medal was presented to F. I). Olmstead for hav-

ing covered 2,000 miles. It has been decided to

hold the annual club reception at the Harlem
Opera House Hall on January 29.

THE INDOOR RACE A I BROOKLYN.

A large crowd of enthusiastic spectators

witnessed the joint games of the Corinthian

Athletic Club and Company P. Forty-seventh
Regiment, held at the l'atter's Armory in

Brooklyn on Monday evening last. The track

was eleven laps to the mile, and falls

numerous. The final heat of the two mile

handicap bicycle race resulted as follows: J. W.

iudge. Riverside Wheelmen, A" yards, firsi

', Sternberg, P. A. C j aids, w < ond ;
I..

pper, Bedford
J

rda, third
r, Sternberg
1

. I tapper, B
Time, 6m, 28 3-5S. The second and third men
both fell on the last lap, but managed to push
their machines over the :.

\ |( I < .K % 1 "l I 111 U H\N\ U 1IH I

The wheelmen of Albany have convinced tin-

hog and all his elan in that vicinity that

they cannot trample on the rightsof t yclists with

impunity. On Mav B, I
s '*. Allied Scllimp!

was riding a bicycle in Washington Park when
Aloni who was driving a spirited b

apid gait, v<
• ran into him.

The wheelman wa • and his

machine wrecked Bhtei new ed to

•in' damage had been done, but drove

tl breakni d without being n
v Wheelmen imi

t'«>k up the ca.se .1 : the

the party, with the result that his

identity v d, and suit was brought
111 for $3

the b

hiropi ha
1 ri^ht to ride on the 1 •:.

lown that S< lump! 1 to turn

ion and thai h
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men'
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The Detroit Wheelmen send us a Xew Y
ting in the shape of a unique ribbon-tied

little pamphlet, on the varii -of which
there is printed some informi uteres! to

cyclists. The greeting on the t.

Ii iwj "
i Detroit, th< 1 ibful city

in the West, full of historic interest with its

wide avenues, Grosse Pointe Road and [aland
Park, where an ever-changing panorama 1

the eye. sends you a Xew year's greeting." < >n

the second page we find the following vers

Here's to you and yours,
m us and <>nrs.

In the hope that ore and ours
it in our powers

• > lor you and yours
As you and yours
Have done fur us and ours

I: n t and ours
. in our powers

" for you and yours
As you and yours

:ui us and ours,
there will be happy

1 it us and ours.
" Wi \s'|. 01 H

Detroit, Mich.. Jan. ..

On the last page are the dates of the va
League meets, with " Detroit, [89] " published
underneath in big letters. The dates will l>e

of interest to many cyclil

May jo, 18B1, Boston, Mass.
May )i, 1883, Chicago, 111.

May :&, 1883, New York.
May n>, 188^, Washington, D C
[uly 2, 1885, Buffalo, N. V.
May •&, 1886, Boston. Mas,
May ?o, 1887, Si. Louis. Mo
June 18, 1888, Baltimore, Md.
July 4, 18S.,, Hagerstown, Md.
Aug. 35, 1890, N alia.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
98 Words BScwnta
Two I nsr 1 I Mills 40

Hew fork Blejele Company. Ho*. 4 and 6 East 60th
Street, H. ¥. Hew and Keroad-Hand Machine*. Choice
awiortment. Prices reasnnrble. Wh»elito rent. Cycling
Accessories of all kind*. I lit of Barcaltis and Sundrl•
free upon application. Old mounts takjn In part pay-
meat for Hew.

F"OR SALE—A second-hand Buffalo Ti
reftniabed . good as new

;
-,

Buffalo, N V
WANTED—One llmt-rlass l>i< } Die n paii or. one

willlllK »«> lnM'xl #laO lo §350 ill 111.- business
;

a splendid opportunity to » ««»«><* man; niiic-
spondanes) solicited. Address "Tee wh.-.-i."

THERE'S AN ODD MAN or tWO y< : who h.,s not
1 of our terrible cut in prices, and

alter that man. We propose to quota him such prices
as will make his cycling enthusiasm fairly boil ui

it got (rose up during the last blisaard. Get your
machine before the Spring rush, and while VOW
monev talks loud. Kindly send postal and we'll mail
vou ; and terms. old mounts taken in

lance on time. Knight I

- N. Tenth Street. St. Louis, Mo.

KIM> AM> rOBKB rOB svii

1,000 MzS-4 1 1.0OO .lOx.-.-H. Warwick's l,,«t

hollow rims. I ,000 pair weldlOSS st.,1 linllnu

ourved forks, 1 in. by it in. ImaaadlsUe nle>

llvnv. Address Itims rnrr Tin- « lo • I

Itroadu 11} . New l"rk. I. f

\I7ANTED Ordinaries, safe-
\ \

will ex
N. 10th SI M

F^ORSALE Safet] bicycle, hardly used : pracl
ly new 1 II « r Box 444, N. V

BARGAINS - in Rudgi
ondition, -

kao. Addless. <
. A 1 :• hhult,

M. York. t. f. c

As \( Kill" and Light I

AddlCM., (. II. B.j

I'ii.

jBl \oHti-

tefK(DAL3
1 cuPw£\
Badces and Pins •

QWiisfTEn St.
° BO^TOJSl'
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THE campaign is very quiet this year, in

view of the fact that the League's national

executive officers will be elected in a month.

It seems beyond peradventure that Mr. Dunn
will be re-elected, as no other Presidential can-

didate has even been named.

A most acceptable man who has been men-
tioned for First Vice-President is Maryland's

Chief Consul, Albert Mott, who would be ac-

ceptable to many States and to many factions,

although it is whispered that New England is

not ready to accept Mr. Mott. For the office

of First Vice-President have also been men-
tioned Major Burdett, Connecticut's highway
improvement man ; Chief Consul Dr. G. Carle-

ton Brown, of New Jersey, and Mr. J. S. Dean,

of Boston. Hints have come from Illinois that

the First Vice-Presidency should be conferred

upon a Western man, but the claim will be

greatly weakened by the fact that Mr. Dunn,

though residing at present in New York, is

essentially a citizen of Ohio, and furthermore

that he insists that he represents the State of

Ohio.

For the office of Second Vice-President the

names of Burdett, Dean and Brown are men-
tioned by those who concede the First Vice-

Presidency to Mr. Mott.

For the Treasurership we have Mr. Brewster,

who, like the poor, is always with us, and whom
we must have. A prominent League man
writes us of the political outlook : "I would

like to see Mott elected. Burdett is highly

spoken of, and Brown we all know to be a good

man. Indeed, we have an embarrassment of

riches this year, and are sure to get good men."

On Tuesday evening, January 27, the New York
Bicycle Club will hold a musicals at their club-house,
No. 146 West End Avenue.

THE A. A. U.-L. A. W. CONFERENCE.

The meeting of the conference committees of

the A. A. U. and L. A. W. , which was to have
taken place on Saturday afternoon last, was
postponed until Saturday of this week, when
the committee from the National Association of

Amateur Oarsmen will be ready to take part
in the discussion. It is highly probable that
some definite action will result from this session.

THE BOWLING LEAGUE.

The only important change in the standing of

the clubs in the Wheelmen's Bowling League
this week is the fall of the Brooklyn Bicycle
Club to fourth place. The Harlem Wheelmen
at this writing tie the Hudson County Wheel-
men for third place, but in all probability they
will secure that position before the week is

over. The best games of this week were rolled

by the Atalanta Wheelmen and the Harlem
Wheelmen. The former club now holds first

place, and if they continue to roll in the same
form as has marked all their latest games they
will retain the lead to the end. The greatest
surprises of the week were the low score of the
New York Bicycle Club at the game with the
Riverside Wheelmen and the defeat of the
Brooklyn Bicycle Club by the Manhattans. The
results of the games played since the last issue

of The Wheel follow.

At Mott Haven, on Friday evening, January
9, the Harlem Wheelmen defeated the Man-
hattan Bicycle Club by 225 pins. Bryan, of

the Harlems, played in the best form, while
McFarland, of the Manhattans, was not far be-
hind him. The score follows :

Harlem.
s. s. b. Scr.

Mainhart 2 5 3 156
Boese 1 5 4 148
Kittle 3 3 4 148
H.Bryan 4 2 4 169
Lord 1 27 1 15
Macy 2 3 5 127
Braden 1 4 s 135
Emanuel 2 5 3 164

Manhattan B. C.

'

s. s. b. Scr.
Pelin 1 3 6 125
Pederson o 28 85

Goldman o o 10 68
McFarland 1 7 2 161

Hahn 2 4 4 143
E. Newgass ...1 4 5 123
Connor 2 17 119
W. Newgass. ..1 27 113

Total 937Total 1162

FRAMES.
Harlem W 127 238 368 488 616 718 849 958 1058 1162
Manhattan B. C.103 192 287 403 480 572 659 758 843 937

Umpire, G. W. Burt, Jr.; Scorers, A. S. Brockway,
H. W.; R. McFarland, M. B. C.

The Riverside Wheelmen visited the alleys

of the New York Bicycle Club on Monday
evening, January 12, expecting to be com-
pletely snowed under, but the New York's team
was experiencing what is known as an "off
night " and made their lowest score of the
season. They were 83 pins ahead of the River-
sides, however, at the close of the game. The
individual scores were unusally low, Doncourt,
of the Riversides, being high man, with 154.

The score follows :

Riverside.
Scr.

Cossatt 115
Driggs 95
Doncourt 154
Miller 119
Broughton 118
Powers 97
Robinson 109
Burr 113

Total 920

New York.
Scr.

Schaeffer 147
Heydecker 133
DeGoicouria 112
Cleveland 104
Stott 123
Odell 129
Nisbett 127
Findlay 128

Total 1003

The Manhattan Bicycle Club won their first

game on Thursday evening of this week at the
expense of the Brooklyn Bicycle Club. The
latter club rolled an unusually poor game while
the Manhattans played in about their usual
form. The score follows :

Brooklyn B. C.
s. s. b. Scr.

Quimby 1 2 7 117
Ackerson 1 2 8 105
Hawkins o
Coe o
Borland o
Mead 1

Lewis o
Bailey 1

Manhattan B. C.
b. Scr.

4 146
6 122

7 "5

s. s.

Ford 1 5
McFarland o 4
Post 2 1

Hahn 2 2

Austin 1 2

E. Newgass...

2

4
Pelin 1 1

W. Newgass. .0 1

no
117

>43
122
101

Total 910 Total 976

FRAMES.
Brooklyn B. C 82 168 282 380 468 543 632 704 816 910
Manhattan B. C...129 261 343 438 527 619 697 795 887 976

Umpire, N. Stott; Scorers, Fred L. Hebert, B. B. C.i
W. H. Pederson, M. B. C.

On the same evening as the foregoing game,
January 15, the Hudson County Wheelmen
were defeated by the Atalanta Wheelmen, at

Newark, by 172. The H. C. W. bowlers took
the lead for the first two frames, but the Ata-
lantas forged steadily ahead from the third
frame. ' At every game that the Atalantas have
played on their own alleys over 1300 has been
scored. The score follows :

ATALANTA WHEELMEN. | HUDSON CO. WHEELMEN.
S. b. Scr.
2 5 142

s. s. b. Scr.
G.Miller 2 4 4 149 Christian...
Terbell 1

Hornfeck 5 2

E. Millar 2 4
Peal 1 s
E. Halsey 1 5
C. G. Halsey.. .4 3
Edwards ..'... 3 4

176
203
162

145
146
170
171

Edick

.

Huson 3
Burnham o
Cordner 2

White 1

Korth s
Tuthill o

135
15 1

124
160

139
176
123

Total 1322

FRAMES.
Total 11

Atalanta W 118 245 364 494 628 787 933 1090 12^8- 1322.
Hudson Co. W.147 255 346 440 554 656 770- 880 1001 1150

Umpire, W. E. Eldridge ; Scorers, Frank Eveland,
L. H. Peal.

The standing of the various
League to date is as follows

:

M rlU 6^

Atalanta Wh'lmen
New York B. C 5
Hudson Co. W 4
Harlem Wh'lmen. 4
Brooklyn B. C 4
Manhattan B.C. 1
RiversideWh'lmen 1

To
Won. Lost. Play.

Highest Average
Score. Score.
1350
1226

"S3
1162

1042
1062

1210 3-7
1129 5-6
1 105 5-7
1096 6-7

1085 1-4

952 4-7

The results of the games that have been
played are as follows

:

Nov. 17—Hudson County vs. Harlem. Result, H. C.
W., 108 1 ; Harlem, 1074.
Nov. 17—N. Y. B. C. vs. Atalanta. Result, N. Y. B.

C, 1173; A. W., 1145.
Nov. 21—Brooklyn B. C. vs. Riverside W. Result,

B. B. C, 1138 ; R. W., 879.
Nov. 24—Riverside W. vs. Hudson Co. W. Result,

H. C. W., 1084; R. W., 989.
Nov. 28—Harlem vs. Atalanta. Result, A. W., 1218

;

H. W., 1195 (eleven frames.)
Nov. 28—Brooklyn vs. Manhattan. Result, B. B. C,

1092 ; M. B. C, 940.
Dec. 4—Atalanta vs. Riverside. Result, A. W., 133? ;

R. W., 793.
Dec. 4—Manhattan vs. New York. Result, N. Y. B.

C, 1149; M. B. C, 1042.

Dec. 8—New York Bicycle Club vs. Harlem Wheel-
men. Result, N. Y. B. C, 1108 ; H. W., 1029.

Dec. 8—Hudson County Wheelmen vs. Manhattan
B. C. Result, H. C. W., 1080; M. B. C, 855.

' Dec. 8—Riverside Wheelmen vs. B. B. C. Result,
B. B. C, 1130; R. W., 1062.

Dec. 12—Harlem Wheelmen vs. Brooklyn Bicycle
Club. Result, H. W., 1040; B. B. C, 1027.

Dec. 15—Hudson County Wheelmen vs. New York
Bicycle Club. Result, N. Y. B. C, 1226; H. C. W., 1066.

Dec. 15—Riverside Wheelmen vs. Harlem Wheel-
men. Result, H. W., 1148; R. W., 989.
Dec. 18—Manhattan Bicycle Club vs. Atalanta

Wheelmen. Result, A. W., 1101 ; M. B. C, 937.
Dec. 22—Riverside Wheelmen vs. Manhattan Bicy-

cle Club. Result, R. W., 1012 ; M. B. C, 981.

Dec. 26—Brooklyn Bicycle Club vs. Atalanta Wheel-
men. Result, A. W., 1132; B. B. C, 1073.
Dec. 29—Hudson County Wheelmen vs. Brooklyn

Bicycle Club. Result, B. B. C, 1190; H. C. W., 1153.

Jan. 2—Harlem Wheelmen vs. New York Bicycle
Club. Result, H. W., 1137 : N. Y. B. C, 1120.

Tan. 5—Hudson County Wheelmen vs. Riverside
heelmen. Result, H. C. W., 1126 ; R. W., 1052.

Jan. 8—Atalanta Wheelmen vs. Brooklyn Bicycle
Club. Result, A. W., 1350 ; B. B. C, 1122.

Jan. 9—Harlem Wheelmen vs. Manhattan Bicycle
Club. Result, H. W., 1162 ; M. B. C, 937.

Tan. 12—New York Bicycle Club vs. Riverside
heelmen. Result, N. Y. B. C, 1003 ; R. W., 920.

Jan. 15—Manhattan Bicycle Club vs. Brooklyn Bicy-
cle Club. Result, M. B. C, 976 ; B. B. C, 910.

Jan. 15—Atalanta Wheelmen vs. Hudson County
Wheelmen. Result, A. W., 1322 ; H. C. W., 1150.

Wh

Wh

The following games remain to be played

:

Jan. 16—Harlem Wheelmen vs. Riverside Wheel-
men, at New York.
Jan. 19—Riverside Wheelmen vs. Atalanta Wheel-

men, at New York.
Jan. 19—New York Bicycle Club vs. Hudson County

Wheelmen, at New York.
Jan. 22—Manhattan Bicycle Club vs. Harlem Wheel-

men, at New York.
Jan. 23—Brooklyn Bicycle Club vs. New York Bicy-

cle Club, at Brooklyn.
Jan. 29—Atalanta Wheelmen vs. New York Bicycle

Club, at Newark.
Jan. 29—Manhattan Bicycle Club vs. Hudson County

Wheelmen, at New York.
Feb. 2—New York Bicycle Club vs. Manhattan Bi-

cycle Club, at New York.
Feb. 5—Atalanta Wheelmen vs. Harlem Wheelmen,

at Newark.
Feb. 6—Brooklyn Bicycle Club vs. Hudson County

Wheelmen, at Brooklyn.
Feb. 9—Riverside Wheelmen vs. Now York Bicycle

Club, at New York.
Feb. 9—Hudson County Wheelmen vs. Atalanta

Wheelmen, at Jersey City
Feb. 13- Brooklyn' Bicycle Club vs. Harlem Wheel-

men, at Brooklyn.
Feb. 16—New York Bicycle Club vs. Brooklyn Bicy-

cle Club,at Now York.
Feb. 19—Atalanta Wheelmen vs. Manhattan Bit yn\s

Club, at Newark.
Feb. 10—Harlem Wheelmen vs, Hudson County

Wheelmen, at Now York.
Feb, .'C Manhattan Bicycle Club vs. Riverside

Wheelmen, at New York.
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PRIZES FOR PHOTOGRAPHS OF BAD
ROADS.

K

: photographs to be
.11 the

in join the Now
tig tn

illection of

• ollec-

i third best collection
lis.

Thi the following condi-
tion- ich should .1 :

All i ipanicd by negatives,
lestroyed.

..petition will close on the first day of May
aphs must in.- submitted on or b

late.
;>lis must be confined to such subji

ate the unfitness of the present
mnn "dirt" roadsi to

is public highw
in we will say we want :

Pin ,'iowing the common spectacle of the
farmer's team and wagon, hub-deep and knee-deep in

the mo
Photographs showing rough, rutty and muddy

- in their worst condition.
"Stuck in the mud" photographs, showing the

farmer or the merchant with his loaded wagon vainly
trying to drive his patient team and load out of the
inevitable mud-h

ring the everyday breakdown
. by rough or muddy roads or Bti

owing smooth, bard-surfaced roads,
•

• tame.
! other pictures illustrating the goodni

- and the badness of bad roads. Your opportuni-
ation will suggest the proper thing in

Inc.
aph must be accompanied by a full

Statement of particulars, giving date, location, etc.,

lich the picture may be identified. (Blanks for

this purpose will be supplied on application.)
All photographs ami negatives submitted must be

sent marked with a fictitious name or pseudonym, by
which the competitor is to be known until the dale of

impetitor must also send a sealed en-
> or her real name and address,

1 upon the outside with the fictitious name
ompetftor.

All ibmitted in this
n are to remain the permanent joint prop-

erty of the New York and Connecticut Divisions ol

American Wheelmen. At least ten
mpcle in order to insure the rewdar

In deciding upon t .•• merits of the work
submitted, the following points will be cor.

• of the photograph and its for. e In

iting the ir bitter roads.
raphlc

work.
ring preference to those views which
in important counties, suburbs of

ph. The question of size will be
and last of all.

May 15, is ..,.

ted by the Chief Cons
'. w York ai ticut. All com-

ma n t confidentially
'her information will be furnis

undersigned, to whom all

liairman Roads Imp. Com., N. Y
York, N. Y.

hair-man Roads Imp. Com.,
nn.

WHEEL GOSSIP.

vpenmented with by

.. Ind , held

A. W S«

In '

lub. ol

, which will 1..

• statement

this country this

w«.

which he <

The Doctors' Wheel Club, of Buffalo, which, during
the first months ol its . .\ as unusually .

apsed into a lethargic stale. I now
being made to put renewed life into the organization.

Prank E. Weaver, of across the continent fame.
I visitor to the grave of Helen Hunt Jackson.

the poetess. Tile monument over her gra.
le of Stones, to which each visitor is expi

to add one.

The Syracuse Club have reinstated <. Howard
Avery who u.is expelled from the club at the late
investigation of the Syracuse so-called " fake tourna-
ment." It is Stated that Mr. Avery has made ample
apologies to his club.

Brnst von Meysenburg. son of Karon von Meysen-
burg, the Austro-llungarian consul at New Orleans,
while riding a bicycle collided with a street car, De-
cember .-.,, and was instantly killed. He was a new
and inexperienced rider.

Prom all indications the coming season will be a
lively one in Louisville. There are at present more
riders in the city than ever before, and as soon ns the
roads are in good condition for riding the number
will be greatly augmented.

I.. B. Graves, the Gormully & Jeffery representa-
tive at Washington, has won a prize
bv thw L'tica Conservatory of Music for the best plan
of spending $5,000 in advertising. Mr. Graves' adver-
tisements, which were published in Till: WHEEL all

of last year, show great ingenuity in this line, and we
do not wonder at his winning this prize.

Lack of enthusiasm among the Krooklyn clubs has
led to the postponement of the theatre party an-
nounced to take place on January so. The idea
will probably be revived at some future time when a
more attractive play is on the boards and when the
wheelmen of the city are in a more companionable
humor.

J. K. Wilkins, of Baltimore, a member of the last

Blwell Kuropean tour, gave an Illustrated lecture on
bicycling in Prance at Westchester, Pa., recently
under the auspices of the Chester County Wheelmen.
Mr. Wilkins entertained a large audience for two
hours and the affair materially increased the treasury
of the club.

The Germantown Wheelmen are in such a growing
and Nourishing condition that it has been decided
that a larger club-house is an urgent necessity.
The committee who have the matter in hand
have secured a house with ten rooms, in which
the club will shortly move, and it will be furnished
in a sumptuous manner throughout.

lei
" says in Storting Life that an enterprising

firm not a thousand miles from Philadelphia is taking
old ordinaries and changing them into genuine,
trade-marked Kagles. and there is quite a rush
among owners of old ordinaries to have their mounts
remodeled Twenty-five dollars, in cold cash of the
realm, is the charge made.

Detroit appears to be unanimously accepted with
Be of the next League meet, and ex-

F.'iis of satisfaction over visiting the city come
rom all parts of the country. The dates BUggl
however, should be changed in order to permit of

. nt time in which to run off the district cham-
pionship races.

Mr. D.ivol said to a Providence reporter last week
• the conference committee meeting, on Janu-
tbe discussion was chiefly over minor matters.
.is whether cab hire, tip- rs and aucn

like expenditures should be considered as pro; 1

s. There was also a diffel pinion as to
where the expenses should be permitted to commence
and where to end. Mr. Davol thinks that there will

be no great difficulty in arriving at an agreement

On ' week ended the first

1 in Provldem • Club on
Which day the regular monthly meeting was held.

The reports of the officers showed that the life of the
club bad been proapt roue one and that the flni

were in a sound condition. Muchoit of the
i lub is dm- to the captain, Mrs Hudson, who has
worked unstintingiy for ement. T

ruary
ng.

ision is boom.: . onsul
Hi own, 0!

irer Pennell
iring the ; I and

found that the Pennsylvania representatives looked
with favor upon tin- New [el Dr.

Brown has served lour years a

: Hi.- division 1 1 fully
during ins administration and particularly during

? talnment . ommlttee ol I

Imen ha\ I
•• unique

;i take pi It will

luntry dan

I

there will be .1

it only tw
. mini lit proves a SUl 1 iss it will

.

.an, of this
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Dting John Marston, manu-
facturer of the Sunbeam cycles, Wolverhampton,
England, who has been in this country very ni

six months on business and pleasure, will
home on Saturday of this week. He has appointed the
Sweeting Cvle Co.. of Philadelphia, • the
" Sunbe

The Kagle Wheelmen, a new Philadelphia club, have
tly moved into comfortable quart!

to flourish during the coming season. The ofl

of the club an- President. (). M Thomson. Secretary,
I). R. Thou Mirer, 1". Kinderwald; Captain,
I A Beeselievre: Pint Lieutenant, C. P. Tj
"till Lieutenant. J. L. Kimball.

A Washington correspondent wrii. wheel
has become quite popular as a factor in ;

news in Washington City. Carpenter, at that time of
the Cleveland Leader, started the wheel to rolling
about four or live years ago. and lor nearly a year he
rode alone in quest of news. Alter a great d<

hesitation and practice on the back streets and in the
alleys, a member of the Vssociated Pi victim
to the bicycle habit, and was followed thereafter bv
Truesdell, who at that time represented the Pi,
Press: whereupon Austin, of the PreSS-NetOS, and a

other fellows along newspaper row mounted
their iron steeds and were seen whizzing along the
streets from department to department and ending up
at the Capitol every day, chasing the news, and every

r them determined that no guilty item should
escape."

It appears that the war among the members of the
Washington Cycling Club, of CI - not due to
such heinous conduct on the part of tin twenty-three
retired members as one would be led ' from
the accounts of the matter thai ' A
spokesman for the members whi
so quickly received stabs that the offens.
simply of introducing a dog to the interior of the
club-house, whil QSt the rules, and that one
of the members thereupon ran to the Hoard of Man-
agers "like a kid. and told what those awful bovs had
done." It is also asserted that the club wis comb
much the same as a Sunday-school

; that on certain
nights the members were reqn ting their
lady friends to the club-house, at which time a minis-
ter preached a sermon of an hour's duration, all of
which is said to have been a bore. The trouble came

I id when those who « ! to rune
club in this style endeavored to ell

officers. Quite a tempest in a tea-pot. I

A warm friend of E. I". Le CatO, formerly of the
Clark Cycle Co.. who has left Baltimore tO take up a

m with A. ti. Spald
has written the following tribute in t

all-round good qualities : " Mr Le CatO was not only
active in business but was a pi; Dgth in the
Maryland Club and the Maryland Dlvia on His level
head and honest sentiment made him a sit,- guide in

all affairs in both organizations No important under-
taking was ever attempted without consulting him,
and his advice was always of inestimable advanl
11. was an active wheelman, and unquestionably tin-

ablest road rider in the State. He w.
highways, and a not unfrequeiit sight w

•lie road bent 1

perspiring effort at temporar) while the
owner sat on the fence or laid on t! intent
and happy in confidence of the kindness and skill of

I Ned. God bless him. 1
:

sterling qualities chat will draw friends to him
wherever he goes, and though he mourns Halt
now it is but .1 t

me to him. His
banqueted him at Rcnncrt 's on the night of thl

ami tJiere took their public I him.

FIXTURES.

JANUARY.
16. ' ; Club's annual ball at the

i urn.

93.—Third Annual
Hall.

13-31 The Stand • Show, London.

ty.— Fifth Annual Reception of the Harlem Wheel-
men at the Harlem Opera House Hall.

»9-Fc> IPs Bermuda Tour.

FEBRUARY.

9.—Semi-annual m< n at
Albany

\ v at
Wd dnngton.

\ \ . f..r . hac

MARCH.

»7.-Cycling Exhil Horticultural !

JOT

1. BlweU's Kuropean Tour. I

36-tj.—Kentucky Division n

ic:

• of the I Club
and Marylai m's annual

Missouri D ' .rth-

portu rkol Sunt

B «. —Tournament at Halt:
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CUSHION TIRES—an apt term, is it not ? One that has been heard oftener in the past year than

any other term connected with bicycles.

Please note that we do not put quotation marks on this term. We would if it were borrowed. Do you

know where the term " cushion tire " originated ? We will tell you. It was first seen in the Overman Wheel Co.'s

catalogue of '87, where a tire is described having a hole in the bottom, and is described as a new tire " which

provides for an inner open space into which the rubber can cushion." This is illustrated in the same catalogue.

In 1884 we made a tire on these lines, and patented it in 1885. This is the starting point for cushion tires.

We have constantly experimented since, and have been well aware that it was only a question of time with the

old-fashioned solid tires.

The principle of the solid tire is wrong, and the day is already here when, unless mounted in a thorough

spring fork, the wheel with solid tire must be considered a thing of the past.

You have heard much talk during the last few months concerning cushion tires. While others have been

talking we have been working. We have tried many costly experiments, and are of opinion to-day that we have

solved the problem, and are ready to place on the market a tire which shall embody the best results of all our ex-

perimenting, and shall give to riders the effect for which they have been striving.

Our cushion tire is not the ordinary hose-hipe section, which is known in the trade as a " cushion "—it is

entirely different and better.

One feature of our cushion tire is that it will be thoroughly warranted—that it is guaranteed to be in every

way better than a solid tire. Please note that this is the first time during the past year that we have publicly ex-

pressed our opinion with regard to cushion tires.

We are owners of the best and latest patent devices for pneumatic tires, but it is our conviction that inflated

tires are a thing of the future, that they are far from perfect as now made, and cannot receive the approval of the

best bicycle critics until much more experimenting has been done in order to perfect them; in fact, it is still a

problem as to whether or not pneumatic tires will ever be of permanent value.

The Victor Cushion Tire will be illustrated in this space next week, and descriptions of the Victor line for

'91 will follow in rapid succession.

The Overman Wheel Co. will place upon the market for the coming season 5 high grade Victor Safety

Bicycles, and 4 medium grade machines, making 9 Safeties in all, or the largest line in America.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.,

CHICOPEE FKLLS, T^l^ss.

BRMNCHES:

Boston, Washington, Denver, San Francisco.
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WESTERN WHEEL WORKS
s~ -7TC-

ALMOST READY.

We will soon be able to announce in detail particulars of our

^>

frIQB OF MFBTIB;
<7T^

o o o a o # # m # m • o m o o # o o o * $

for the season of [891. We feci confident that they will be the best made,

best looking and best selling medium price machine in the market. All

sizes above 24 inch will have ball bearings throughout, and be made of steel

lulling and flppp fppgings. They will be fully guaranteed. Our prices will

be low, and all agents will be required to sell at list. Good agents wanted

everywhere. Wait for us, and our catalogue, which will be ready about

January 20th. Send for catalogue,

*' ''"' v^ ''*>" vi? -„>- */,o ^ff '/,»" ',,^ -„ v» -, lV
" ">,,? '/,5 '/i>

c ~,,\~ '/,»>

35 BARCLAY STREET, and 40 PARK PEACE, NEW YORK,

Agents I'M Eastern, Middle and Southern States
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JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO.'S 1891

PROSPECTUS.

This prominent gun and ammunition house, which
came into the bicycle business last year and made a
big impression with their Lovell Diamond Frame, a
remarkably good wheel for the price, $100, are plac-
ing lines to do a much larger business this year.
A representative of The Wheel visited this house

on Thursday and met Mr. D. R. Harvey, manager of
the bicycle department. From this gentleman he
learned, briefly, the following details of the firm's

outlook for this year:
Despite the general impression that the price of the

Lovell Diamond was to be raised this year, the firm
have decided that the price will remain at $85. The
1890 wheel, with some minor improvements, will be
the standard Lovell Diamond for 1891.

The specifications of the wheels are as follows :

Lovell Diamond, same as last year with improve-
ments in detail, $85.
Ladies' Lovell Diamond Safety, built much like the

Psycho, $100.
Lovell Premier Safety for adults, drop frame, suit-

able for lady or gentleman, cone bearings, $50 ; with
ball bearings, $60.

Boys' and girls' Lovell Diamond, drop frame, all

steel tubing, 26-inch wheels, with cone bearings, $35 ;

ball bearings, $45.
The company will fit cushions to order at $15 extra

to all their adult wheels. The company have a new
saddle of which they expect much.
In addition to the wheels which they will have

manufactured, they will handle the Giants, the Sun-
beams and the four wheels of the Gendron Iron Wheel
Company.
The company have also the Lovell Beauty Safety, a

24-inch wheel, all steel tubing at $28.50. The 1891

catalogue will be issued on February 15.

PNEUMATIC - TYRED SAFETIES
AT $135.00.

Mr. A. Featherstone, who has purchased the Ameri-
can rights of the Dunlop Pneumatic tyre patents from
Mr. H. Du Cros, who has been over here in the interest
of the Pneumatic Tyre Co., has been on a trip East,
spending Wednesday in Boston.
Mr. Featherstone will manufacture the Pneumatic-

tyred safeties at his great works in Chicago. Mr.
Featherstone states that his pneumatic-shod wheels
will be guaranteed against bursting and puncturing.
The price of the wheels will be $135.
Mr. Featherstone will be followed in a few days by

his traveler. It is reported that Mr. Du Cros has re-
turned home. He kept very quiet while over here,
and did not become much acquainted in cycling cir-

cles. It is quite probable that Mr. Du Cros did not
get nearly the price for the American use of the patent
which the Pneumatic company had expected. Pre-
vious to the publicity given to the Hollow tyre patents
which had been filed previous to the Dunlop patents,
the directors of the Pneumatic company set an enor-
mous figure on their property.

NEW MAILS FOR 1801.

Messrs. William Read & Sons will make five styles of
New Mail safeties this year. We had a glimpse at a
photograph of a handsome New Mail cushion-tyred
safety which will be sold at $100. These wheels will
shortly be illustrated in The Wheel.
The cycle department of the house, which occupies

the second floor of the large building on Washington
Street, Boston, has been refitted and rearranged, and
now presents a fine appearance. " Billy " Atwell still

engineers this department.

TRADE ITEMS.

The fees in the suit of Bown vs. the Centaur Cycle
Co. amounted to ,£6,000.

Mr. C. F. Smith, of the Indiana Bicycle Co., was in
New York on Wednesday.

Colonel Pope was in New York on Wednesday,
leaving in the afternoon for Hartford.

The Moffatt Cycle Co., with a capital stock of $50,000,
was incorporated in Chicago last week.

Charles A. Persons is stopping at Washington for a
week or two in the interests of the Murray V. Liv-
ingston Cycle Co.

The Warwick Co. are well under way with their
1891 products. Every one speaks highly of their Dia-
mond-frame safety.

Mr. George Warwick, of the Warwick Cycle Co.,
sailed on Wednesday morning on the Britannic. Mr.
Warwick will return immediately after the Stanley
Show.

F. J. Parrish is the latest newcomer in the Richmond
(Ind.) trade. He is an all-the-year-round man, riding
his wheel regardless of weather, be it snow, rain or
shine.

Dealers report that in no previous year were the
Butcher cyclometers made so well as in 1890. This is
the result of continual experimentation and watch-
fulness.

The special trade edition of the Louisville Courier-
Journal, issued January 1, contains interesting read-
ing notices of Messrs. Jeffries Bros, and (1. M. Allison
& Co., bicycle dealers.

Neil Campbell, of the Banker & Campbell Co., was
in Boston on Thursday. It is believed that the Union
Cycle Co. will use the much-talked o£ Banker &
Campbell cushion tyre.

The Singer agency for Chicago and the immediate
territory in the West and Northwest has been placed
in the hands of Messrs. Thorsen & Cassidy, 1662
Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

The Union Cycle Club, of Highlandville, Mass., held
its regular monthly meeting and elected a number of
members, making a total membership of one hundred
and ten ; record for a small town.

E. F. Le Cato left New York for Chicopee Falls, Mass.,
on Thursday of this week to visit the factory of the
Overman Wheel Co. He will begin in his duties as
manager of A. G. [Spalding & Bros.' Chicago branch
on Monday next.

Messrs. Van Wagoner and McDaniel have so far
been unsuccessful in securing a store in Philadelphia
for the conducting of their cycle business, and conse-
quently they may not locate until the opening of the
riding season.

Mr. P. H. Sercombe, of Milwaukee, spent two weeks
at Boston, where he showed his new saddle to the
local trade. Mr. Sercombe is also showing a new
spring fork, invented by Mr. Bolte, the patentee of
the Bolte spring fork.

W. S. Campbell, of New York, and N. H. Van Sick-
len and George K. Barrett, of Chicago, have ordered
from the John Wilkinson Co. racing Rovers fitted
with pneumatic tyres. Van Sicklen has also ordered
a ladies' wheel of the same make.

Mr. R. Philip Gormully presented the Detroit Wheel-
men with a handsome clock when in that city recently.
The club extended a vote of thanks to the donor, and
will frame the letter that accompanied the gift and
hang it in one of the rooms of their house.

No sundry that has ever been placed on the market
has met with a greater and more permanent success
than Cushman & Denison's "Perfect" Pocket Oiler.
Many agents use this oiler exclusively, and it has
even made its way into the European market.

Henry O. Brooks, inventor and proprietor of the
Brooks Odometer, has applied for a patent on a device
which he claims will take the place of the chain and
sprocket wheels on a safety. A cut of Mr. Brooks's
invention will shortly be published in The Wheel.
Thomas R. Jeffery, of Chicago, has been granted

a patent on a new tyre consisting of integral
annulus of rubber having distributed throughout its
circumferential extent a series of completely inclosed
cavities separated by fixed partitions to be filled with
air or gas.

The Passaic Wheeling Club, of Passaic, N. J., is

now known as the Passaic Athletic Club and has
about 120 members and new quarters. The Passaic
City Wheeling and Athletic Association has about
165 members. Both clubs are largely composed of
wheelmen.

J. R. Weld, Jr., a former traveling salesman of the
Pope Mfg. Co., has been appointed manager of the
bicycle department of A. G. Spalding & Bros'. Phila-
delphia branch. H. Crowther, who formerly held the
position, has been promoted to a more important
position in the same house.

A New Cyclometer.
Mr. George R. Bidwell will place on this year's mar-

ket and push extensively a new cyclometer. It is of
simple, direct and effective design, and Mr. Bidwell
expects it to rank with the one or two cyclometers
which have reliable reputations.

Messrs. Hotchkiss, Mayo & Meek send us a copy of
their list for 1891. This firm, with works at Coventry,
England, manufacture the Eagle cycles. There are
several types of Eagles, four of which are of a very
rakish-looking diamond frame pattern. There is also
a drop frame ladies' Eagle and one cross frame wheel
of cheaper grade.

The Dayton (O.) Bicycle Club entertained about 800
guests on New Year s Day and served a tempting
collation. Their club-rooms were tastefully decorated
with evergreens and every visitor was presented with
a souvenir in the form of an orange and blue bow
ribbon upon which was printed " Happy New Year,
1891—Dayton Bicycle Club."

Gustav A. Egg, of Erie, Pa., has patented a com-
bination gearing device for a safety which consists of
two chains which act on a double spocket wheel.
The two gears act on the shaft of the driving wheel,
one of which is smaller than the other and is driven
fron. the driving gear, which is clutched through the
action of the brake mechanism.

With the final absorption of the Weed Co. by the
Pope Mfg. Co., Mr. George H. Day, so long president of
the former concern, lays down his title and becomes the
vice-president of the Pope Co. The curtailing of the
title will hardly affect the man, and we hope for
many years that Mr. Day will continue to captain UK-
crew of the Columbia craft at Hartford.

Mr. G. S. MacDonald, of Keefe & Becannon, is travel-
ing through New York State at present, and is meeting
with much success in disposing of Giant and Broncho
wheels. He intends to visit every town in the State
with 2,000 or more inhabitants. The firm has secured
the eastern New York State agency lor the Broncho,
instead of the Eagle, as announced last week.

D. Snitjer, the St. Louis cycle dealer, has sent us
one of his little sixteen-page pamphlets, cut ill.-,

I

"The Cycle for Women," Of which mention has pre-
viously been made in THE WHEEL. It has been
widely circulated with good results ami his plan oi
advertising the cycle for ladies is to in- commended,
Each book contains a ticket good lor a 1 )uplex whistle
upon presentation.

Messrs. MacOwen and kiehwine, of Philadelphia,
sailed on the Britannic on Wednesday. The principal
object of their trip is to exhibit their ball hollow
tyre at the Stanley Show. We have been informed
on excellent authority that al least two English In ins

have tyres patented which are similar to the Rich-
wine tyre. Still, we hope our American boys will do
well with their tyre on the other side.

Mr. Charles Marston, who came over to this country
some months ago in the interests of John Marsten,
manufacturer of the Sunbeam cycles, sails for Eng-
land on Saturday. Mr. Marsten has taken large
orders for Sunbeams, notably from the Sweeting
Cycle Co. and the John P. Lovell Arms Co. Samples
of cushion-tyred Sunbeam safeties are being shown
at the Lovell Arms Co's. store in Boston.

The Reynolds House, Boston, sheltered in its cafe
on Thursday night several cyclists who are more or
less in the cycling trade, to wit, Mr. Charles F. Stokes,
of Chicago, who is East to attend the meeting of the
Union Cycle Co.; Messrs. W. Measure and J. B. Mc-
Cune, of the Union Cycle Co.; Frederick White, of
the White CycleCo.; Mr. Neil Campbell, of New York

;

Mr. R. M. Jaffray, of the Referee, and Mr. F. P. Prial,
of THE WHEEL.
Prince Wells has built up a splendid trade since

locating in Louisville, Ky. He has just moved into
new and enlarged quarters, and has what he thinks is
the largest repair shop and repair business in the
South. He had the heaviest Christmas cycle trade
known in years, and if ever there was an energetic,
honest young man, who deserved it all, it is this same
Prince Wells. Wells has recently added the Gormully
& Jeffery agency to his line of wheels.

Hay & Willetts, of Indianapolis, Ind., is another
firm composed of young men who possess a good
share of the Prince Wells business characteristics,
and who, by the same energy and uprightness, are
building up a fine business. They started in a small
way, but have gradually branched out and secured a
name for themselves as live cycle dealers. Ramblers
and Victors are their leaders. Hay & Willetts will
also handle some Indiana territory for G. &. J. this
season.

Clarence Smith writes us that there has as yet been
no snow throughout northern Iowa this Winter, and
that the men in that State are riding actively. Clar-
ence writes characteristically : "There are any quan-
tity of riders in the small towns who do not know of
the existence of the League or of the cycling press.
When I get four or five riders around me in a hotel
and tell them little stories (and, as a matter of fact, a
few big ones), it makes me feel as if I were a mission-
ary in a foreign land."

Messrs. Funk & Wagnalls, publishers, 18 and 20
Astor Place, New York, announce that they are com-
piling a " Standard Dictionary of the English Lan-
guage." In compiling this volume this firm have
introduced many novel features which have never be-
fore been introduced in the compilation of dictionaries,
which will make the volume of special value. Among
the men who are giving the work attention are Charles
H. Seelye, of Amherst ; Edward S. Sheldon, of Har-
vard ; Edward Everett Hale and Charles A. Dana.

John Wanamaker, who had intended to go into the
cycle jobbing trade in a large way, had six styles of
cycles made up to his special order by Rudge & Co.
A lot of each of the six different styles were received,
and are now being marketed at the great Philadelphia
establishment. It is reported, however, that the
negotiations between the Rudge Company and Wana-
maker have fallen through, and that they will not
handle Rudge wheels after the cycles now on hand
are marketed. The specifications for the wheels
were supplied to Wanamaker by a dealer on Colum-
bus Avenue, Boston.

The assignee of the Clark Cycle Co. is T. R. C.
Clendennin. The day before the assignment a bill of
sale was made to P. R. Clark, who is a preferred
creditor, and who has a chattel mortgage on the
stock. The company has also confessed judgment in
his favor for $15,087.65. The company was incorpo-
rated on January 20, 1878, under the name of the Clark
Cycle Co. Previously the business had been carried
on under the title of S. T. Clark & Co. The incorpo-
rators were Messrs. Samuel T. Clark, Joseph M.
Naglee, Isaac S. Weaver, E. F. Le Cato, Albert Mott
and Joseph N. Clark.

The Rouse-Duryea Cycle Co. completed arrange-
ments with the Ames Mfg. Co., of Chicopee, Mass.,
some time ago,t.i build the Sylph spring frame safety
for 1891, and machines for the 1861 trade will soon be
ready for the market. The ability of the Ames Mfg.
Co. is well known, tneir long experience building the
Victor, New Mail and Ragle giving them a prestige
among cycle builders enjoved by few other firms in
this country. Two entire years and a large sum of
money has been spent in perfecting this machine, and
the tools and processes for its manufacture. Mr.
Duryea is well known to all old-time wheelmen as the
inventor of the original hammock saddle, and one of
the most prolific of cycling inventors. He has per-
fected a new type of cushion tyre, avoiding the diffi-
culties of the regular type and embodying new points
of advantage. It is now in the patent office, hence
details have not been made public.

DAVID PETTIT ,* CO.'S CATALOGUE.
Messrs. David Pettit & Co.. o( Philadelphia, have

issued a catalogue of their Common-Sense Hickory
Safety. The catalogue opens into eight pages. The
first page contains a cut of the wheel, and over it the
title "This is the bike that we build." Page two
shows a connoisseur Inspecting a hickory wheel. Un-
der the cut is printed "This is the sort of hickory
wheel that goes with the Hike we build." The same
"house that Jack built " style of progression is fol-
lowed through the catalogue, and the various cuts
show the astute individual before mentioned jumping
on .1 sieei band that nothing can break, stretching a
rubber cushion tyre that nothing can burst, testing
tin easiness ot the bearing with a town clock, airily
holding aloft the featherweight chain which, accord-
ins i" the s.-aie pictured in the ,ut, weighs something
less than nothing; meetings fair damsel on the road,
who is also mounted on a Common Sen,, 1 cych
sin 1

' I In- wheel has a drop Ira me; and the last picture
well, il you w ish to see thai, send for the catalogue,
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THE BUFFALO TRADE.

The cycling trade in Buffalo for 1890 was far ahead

of any identified with the Queen City of Lake
asphalt pavements and booming bicycle clubs made
an advent here. The dealers express complete

faction and not one ol them report bad trade, and they

arc making very extensive prep; t the start

of the new decade. The popularity ol wheeling here

has, of course, contributed to the tradesmen's and
agents' success, and ^ - .md pavements have

had much to do with the growth of wheeling. HulTalo

has at the present time ninety-one miles of asphalt

pavement, and contracts are out with the Barbor
German Rock. American Bituminous, Vulcanite and
Albros companies for the construction of thirty miles

more. This places Buffalo far ahead of Washington,
I). C, or any other city in the Union- hence wheeling

is popular.

The Ae«J with the outlook and are

preparing for a big season.

It may be expected that three-fourths of the

wheels used in Buffalo this year will be fitted

with cushion or pneumatic tyres. Dealers say

that there will be more grades and more new kindsof

wheels on the Buffalo market this year than ever

before. The stocks will be heavier too. The repre-

sentative of The Wheel has obtained the following

and exclusive interviews and facts from Buffalo

manufacturers and dealers :

.1. It. I «.. 0. ^»eet.

Although J. B. & G. C. Sweet, of 611 Mam Street,
have been in the bicycle trade but one year, they
hav» established a reputation of the substantial
order. Mr. J. H. Sweet was smilingly happy when
called upon. " We have contracted," he said " with
the Overman Wheel Company for the exclusive sale
of Victors in this territory. There will be nine
styles of the Victor on the market this year 1 don't
exactly know what the improved Victor will be like,

but 1 understand that it will be all that everybody
wants. I expect that the Victoria will be the popular
wheel for ladies. All who had it last year expri
satisfaction with it. The Overman Company will
manufacture three wheels which will be sold for less

than $100. They will have ball bearings and will be
substantial wheels selling at $4. ,

$'... and $7; respect-
ively. Thev can be ridden by ladies or gentlemen.
They Will also place a $40 wheel on the market that

I shall sell the Referee wheels
which created such a lot of talk and gave such general
satisfaction last year. All the wheels I sell will be
fitted with any kind of a tyre asked I

The entire building at 611 Main Street is occupied
by ti.' I Moor will be given up to
wheel business, and they say that about 500 machines
will be sold by them this year llarrv I. Urullard,
the trick bicycle rider, and <.• lohnonnott
have been placed in charge of the wheeling depart-
ment.

1 V v II A. It.. wen.
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w. c. Schack He ot the
hustling dealers in Buffalo, one
and a member of the Ramblers. This rear he will
handle the New Mail Quadrant, Eagle, Broncho,

ind Wulfruna, Mr
Schack began to handle wheels in 1886, 1 1 i.s first ven-
ture was with the New Mail. which had and does now

rdinary sale. He has bandied the
Quadrant for three years, ami the demand for this
English wheel . real. Next lie added the

k, and following closely on was the
Broncho. Tins year he will handle the Raglan
for which he has the exclusive agency for western
New York, Ohio, Kentucky, Vermont and Virgin
"Anything special besides what von have oamed f"

asked The wheel representative.
" Ves; 1 have had built to my special order and de-

sign a safety which 1 think will scarcely be equalled
on the market. It is built of the finest steel through-
out, fitted with pneumatic, cushion and solid teres

III be the Quadrant), and it is made by one
most prominent manufacturers in England. The price
will be from flsjtO $175, 1 shall wholesale this make.
It is called the Wulfruna. 1 shall also job sundries
this year, which 1 am buying in large quantities, and
I shall have the largest bicycle house between New
York and Chicago. My stock this year that is, when
the season opens -will be bet ween $25,000 and $30,000.
I bave placed orders for all the wheels 1 have men-
tioned, and by the first week in March shall havi

in my warehouse. 1 expect to sell about ;.». wheels
this season, to say nothing ot jobbing, etc. Do I in-
tend to go into racing r Rather. 1 shall devote the
whole of my time to business and racing this vear,
which 1 have never done before. 1 am going into the
type writer business also, and shall carry stock vary-
ing in price from $25 to $175. The prospects for this
year ure exceedingly good. N,. one could grumble at
last year's trade, but i8yi will, 1 think, be a 'howler.'
This year's make of wheels are lar anil away superior
to any ever on the market before, and I am perfectly
willing to go into the business headlong. Buffalo is

unquestionably one of the best trade centers in

America, and I have had my full share of support."

C. A. Dennis, •.'.'. I Allen Street.

"I do not hesitate to say," Said Mr. Dennis, "that
there will be more wheels sold in Buffalo this vear
than there has been disposed of during the past three
years combined. Last year trade was exceptionally
good not only in the 'straight sale' line, but in the re-
pairing business."
Mr. Dennis has a neat store and warehouse on

Allen Street one of the aristocratic localities of the
city and has a solid connection. He is handling

-sias" at |i .. and has the exclusive agency tor
the Coventry Radge. Samples of all the sundries an.l
wheels in the Standard Cycle Co.'s list ale also taste-
fully displayed in Mr. Dennis* store. The wheels in-
clude the " Warwick," "Referee," "Union," etc. He
has also a stock of cheap wheels ranging in price from
$35 up to the orthodox $150.
"1 am adding extensively to mv repairing depart-

ment." said Mr. Dennis, "and will have a'workshop
second to none in HulTalo, and I shall get my Bhs
the trade, too. 1 shall principally aim to sell thi

grade ot wheels. It pays in the long run. The cush-
ion tyre will undoubtedly have a big sale 1 do not
think there is anything like them for rough roads anil
pavements. The local century runners will, I should
think, go in to a man for either that Style ol tyre or
the pneiim Dennis is a prominent member
of the l'|. ss t \ . ling Club.
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Salem G. Lc Valley, the premier dealer in sporting
go,., Is. is going very extensively into the b
DUSini and previous y<
largely devoted his attention to the gun, ritle, fishing
tackle, lawn tenuis and athletic goods trade. This
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l.ast year we had no trouble whatever with I

there was little or no repairing and the latest im-
| Sm ill gave the very 1

This vear 1 notice that the - Improvements,
and they are sure to take. The Swift is getting out
six styles altogether. Cushion, solid or pneumatic
lyres will be furnished with every wheel. We will
have I the Ormonde safeties. While
in the East I contracted to sell tour styles of that
wheel in Buffalo this year. The HulTalo riders of the
Ormonde last year were satisfied Willi their machines
and the demand was considerably greater than the
supply. The Ormondes this year are prettier, more
compact and run easier than ever and 1 expect to sell

a great many. Some of the best riders in Buffalo
have placed orders with me lor the wheel n..w and I

to have a lot of them deliver. March
1. 1 have also secured the exclusive agency of the

1. The manufacturers of that wheel are getting
out three first-class grades of safeties this year. 1

think Buffalo riders will be well pleased with the
wheel. 1 was also fortunate in securing the sale of
the Rover, which was handled by another Buffalo
dealer hist year. Bach grade is easy and light run-
ning, the one sure to sell well. The Union agency

en placed in my hands. I expect that the
live styles of this deservedly popular wheel are going
to take well. 1 have contracted for a large number
of them ; they will be ready tor delivery as so
the riding season begins. There '.s every indication
that the Giant safeties will be popular. 1 have
the agency of the four styles. The $85 Giant has
30-inch wheels and geared to fifty-four, tangent
spokes and full ball bearings. The Giantess is one
of the prettiest ladies' wheels on the market. It has
a 28-inch rear wheel and a .i-inch front. It also
has tangent spokes, skirt guards and is devoid of all

vibration at the seat. It is sold tor $7^. Then the
ball-bearing Little Giant is a good-looking wheel and
sells toi $45, There is anothei - The

ties will be introduced in Buffalo by our
firm. The 1801 machine is a great Improvement over
last year. It has the well-liked diamond !;.

30-inch wheels, ball bearings, a Pish saddle and
weighs about forty-five pounds. It is sold at $75.
All the wheels we sell will be titled with solid.. UShlon
or pneumatic tyres. Besides this we ha
cheaper grades. We have the exclusive agern
the Garford saddles and will deal in bicycle sundries
of every description."
Mr. Doll's store, on Main Street, has been recently

refitted and beautified. It is now one of the most ex-
tensive and attractive stores in the city.

I. II. I-I.ini

This popular bicycle dealer, of ..1 Main BI

been selling wheels Ml HulTalo longer than any other
dealer in this town, an.l the bicycle fraternity will be
very much surprised to read in this issue of Till

WHEEI that he is going to move ill a new store fur-
ther up town. He has leased an entire building on
Main Street, above Huron Street, and in the future he
will devote his entire time to dealing in bievi l( s. Un-
til recently he has had a |i

always tilled with devotees of cycling, and when THE
WHEEL man called there the other day Mr. Isham
was examining a Columbia of

I ttern lu-

lled the Columl
Saul he: "I am perfectly satisfied with the new

wheel. It is lighter and prettier than the 18.,

ig a great deal, when you con-
sider the progri B mbia has made.
trade was i 1 sold over 500 wheels, princi-
pally Columbia*. This vear 1 anticipate a BS

more. I h.i rS now for the Coll.:

ami I am waiting for the wheels to come aloi

of well-known wheelmen have been in hen looking at

the in « pattern, and they like it Solid or cushion
Btted to any wheel We shall

('..in! ms, ordinaries and ti itock.
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'the other side,' which we believe will find a ready-
sale in this country. They are diamond framed, have
metallic linings, which will prevent the cushion tyres
from cracking. The wheels will be light and easy
running. The agency of nine other grades has been
placed with us. These grades will sell for from $35 to

$85—all are good. Even these low priced wheels will

be fitted with cushion tyres and ball bearings, and
will have 24 to 30 inch wheels. Six of them will be
convertible. We have not yet decided what names to
give them. They are all manufactured specially for
us and to our design. We shall issue our catalogue
about February. I think that the season of 1891 will

be the best in the history of cycling. In Buffalo the
outlook is excellent.
The Standard Company will go extensively into the

bicycle renting business.

The Buffalo Cycle Co.

"Trade was excellent last year," said Mr. B. D.
Harris, of the Buffalo Cycle Works, bf 15 West Chip-
pewa Street, "and that it will be infinitely better this
year I have not the slightest doubt. The outlook is

decidedly encouraging."
The Buffalo Cycle Co. is an old concern under a new

name. Previous to this year it has been styled Har-
ris & Haberer. Mr. Haberer has sold out, and Mr.
Harris is now in full charge of the business, which is

considered one of the highest-class repairing shops in

the city. In order to keep the hands together during
the Winter, the firm made thirty-five wheels last year,
which turned out well and had a ready sale. The
light wheel the firm made followed the lines of the
Columbia. One was made for Chief Consul W. S.

Bull. It was a fine sample of bicycle, and excited a
good deal of comment at the Niagara Falls meet.
It was declared by expert makers to be highly finished
and the product of artistic skill. The firm made a
racing wheel for William Penseyers, "the dark
horse," on which he has won several prizes. They
have now a stock of wheels which they are selling for
$100, and they are making several light roadsters and
racers to order. Last year's trade was good and 1891
promises to be better.

HERE, THERE AND THEREABOUTS.

It's oxygen we need. Outdoor exercise is infinitely
better than in the best gymnasium. To any girl be-
tween the ages of fifteen and twenty the opportunity
for outdoor wheeling, say from one to three hours a
day, is worth ten years of new life, and is of more ap-
parent value than all the indoor physical culture ever
invented to develop the muscles of the body. Why?
because oxygen is the chief agent, the great purifier
and stimulator of the blood ; and indoor air is poor,
very poor, in oxygen—with our present system of
ventilation it is far poorer than it should be. I have
seen many a pale-faced adherent of the various phys-
ical culture fads, but never a wheelwoman who was
not rosy and wholesome if she but rode, as she should
do, constantly and in moderation. Their digestions
are active, their bodies firm and solid, not bulky, their
senses keen and their brains healthy and able. When
they sleep they sleep soundly, and when they awake
they are wide awake. No gymnasium, no system of
physical culture, can give the excitement, the self-
forgetfulness, the self-reliance, the glow and the
stimulus of a trip awheel in the open air. No exercise
can be beneficial as long as there is a conscious ob-
servance of systems, and in the avoidance of this
must ever lay the chief charm of the wheel for women.
Exercise must be hearty and various and self-forget-
ful ; it must be largely in the open air ; there must be
breathing to the full capacity of the lungs ; there
must be free perspiration at least once a day, and a
thorough rubbing afterward

; and, so far as any sys-
tem is desired, a woman will soon find she will have
to establish one of her own, and one which will enable
her to use the time at her disposal to the best advan-
tage. Use some gymnastic exercises if you like,
ladies—all are substantially the same, and aim to
develop the capacity of the lungs and thereby the
heart—but do not depend on them for your physical
health and development, as they nor anything else
can take the place of the bicycle. Buy one, and ride
one regularly and moderately, and you will find in
doing so that you will possess such health as will
make the world seem like a pleasant place to reside
in, rather than, as is often the case with sickly
women, bu. little short of a foretaste of an exceed-
ingly unpleasant hereafter, against the horrors of
which so many warnings are given from the pulpits
of our churches.

George Washington will be born this year on the
first day of the week, commonly known as Sunday, a
fact that will not make George in high favor in 1891,
as most wheelmen usually count on his natal day as a
special dispensation, enabling them to enjoy an extra
day's wheeling at the expense of their employers.
Really, George ought to be more careful in these
matters.

A wheel is like the proverbial worm—it will turn if
trod upon.

I was once going on a horseback trip through the
oil regions of Pennsylvania, and was astonished to see
how two drunken drivers of a rickety old buck-board
wagon seemed to command the respect of every one
they met. They occupied the centre of the road and
turned out for no one, every other driver seeming
most anxious that they should have all of the road to
themselves ; the most obstinate " road hog " seemed
almost polite when he met this dilapidated rig with
its drunken drivers, and I rode up to find out what
magic enabled these uncouth specimens of humanity
to get their share, and more too, of the public high-
way without any apparent effort on their part. I

wanted the secret to use when I returned to civiliza-
tion and good roads where I could resume my wheel-
ing. The more I examined the team and its owners
the less I understoood the mystery. The wagon itself
looked like every minute would be its last, and the
drivers the same

; in tact, there seemed to be a sort of
far-away Moses look in their eyes not entirely to be
accounted for by the load of whiskey in their stom-

achs. Every now and then they would cast a sort of
half-scared glance at a large box swung to the bottom
of the buck-board, which every moment threatened
to strike the rough road beneath. I attempted to
enter into conversation with them, but found the job
not an easy one. I asked them where they were
bound for, and was profanely answered " Sheol or
Bradford," they didn't know which ; but I would not
be bluffed out, and stuck to them determined to solve
the mystery of how to conquer road hogs as easily
and effectually as they seemed to do. Finally I asked
them why they carried the load of the wagon swung
to the bottom of the buck-board instead of on top of
it, and I was informed because it got shaken less.
Wondering what the precious stuff could be that mer-
ited so much consideration from its drunken trans-
porters, I asked what the box contained. "Two hun-
dred and fifty pounds of nitro-glycerine," drawled
one of the drivers. I didn't wait to hear more, in fact
I didn't want to know anything further, I just left the
neighborhood of that wagon as fast as I could. A few
miles further on I came to my stopping place, and
there learned that the men I had met were "wild cat"
oil well torpedoers, the most reckless set of human
beings on God's footstool, and that was the reason
why "road hog" and gentleman alike gave them all

of the road they wanted. The lesson was not lost
upon me entirely, as I had at last found one thing that
would make a "road hog" polite when met upon the
highway, though its being nitro-glycerine made the
remedy worse than the disease it cured, still it was
somewhat pleasant to discover one thing in the world
that could perform the miracle of making one of these
animals civil and fair-minded.

I wonder if I will be considered too previous if I ask
what steps are being taken to have cycling and its

manufacturing interest properly placed before the
people of America in the forthcoming World's Fair
at Chicago? Surely some steps should be taken now
so that ample time may be devoted to a proper con-
sideration of the many and complex interests to be
represented. It would seem to me that the home and
foreign manufacturing interests would, under proper
and concerted action, be large enough to erect a spe-
cial building for the wheel exhibits, but whatever is

going to be done in the matter the initial steps should
be taken now and no further delay indulged in. Time
is the thief of procrastination, a fact the manufac-
turers should not overlook in this case.

Mankind may be divided into two classes : First,
the young man who rideth humbly, doing his ap-
pointed task with honesty and taking with gratitude
any good thing that may be bestowed upon him by
fate. Next, the young man who believes that the
whole round world and all that is therein are created
for his own special pleasure and enjoyment ; that for
him the lovely girls attire themselves and for his
pleasure go forth to club-house, dance and ball ; for
him the actress plays her best; for him feasts are
spread, the corks are popped, the fruits are ripened,
the sun shines, the road or sidewalk are alike for his
riding, all and everything beneath the earth, on it

and above it are his. This is the class that causes
wheeling more trouble than its greatest enemies, as
the immediate deeds of such ducks and their foolish
gabble combined make sick their friends and anger
their enemies.

The first thing a new " copy " boy learns when he
starts in his work in the office of a wheel paper is to
strike the editor for a pass to every race meet that
comes off in his district. The habit grows and as it

grows his strikes increase until they even become of
such audacious proportions as to request payments
of back salary and then he is discharged ; he is too
knowing.

One of the minor nuisances of the wheel world is

the rider who always has a recent purchase in the
shape of some new patented wheel or sundry to show
you which he delights to describe as "something
entirely new," just as if he had some commercial
monopoly. You are put in the position of having to
abandon all hope of having anything like it or else
declare yourself a shameless imitator at once. It is

such grains of sand as this one that sometimes makes
wheels of cycling life run with undue friction.

The young man who attempts to wrest the laurel
from fame by becoming a racing man must not con-
sider too long the wrecks that strew the shores and
float about the waters lest he lose self-confidence.
Continually these wrecks occur and there is no insur-
ance against them, yet continually other barks hoist
sail and set forth upon their perilous voyage. It may
be reckoned as a good point in the aspirant's favor
when he is not over-confident. Some are wrecked at
the outset. Others gain a kind of success. Heavens,
what a kind ! To struggle for months to win in the
end some paltry medal or plated soup-ladle. Well, one
can but try to do good work in racing like other
things leaving to the gods the rest. There is luck in
all things, even this. It is not every good man that
succeeds. To every man, however, there is allotted
the highest stature possible for him to reach. Let
him be contented if he grows to his full height.

Mr. Saftee :
" Did your husband suffer much from

the accident he met with in being thrown from his
machine ?"

Mrs. Wheeler: "No, but the rest of the family
did."

" What are you going to do with that thing ?" asked
Mrs. Newrider, as she saw her husband struggling
with the beginner's acton a safety. "'Taint what I am
going to do with it that's worrying me," he replied,
" but what it is going to do with me," and the wheel
and its rider were dumped into a neighboring flower-
bed and the questions of both sides were answered.

Monte Carlo, the greatest gambling den 011 earth,
is a beautiful, serene, lovely, hideous, damnable place,
Something akin to the paradise that Milton tells us
existed in the time of Lucifer's rebellion one with a

liberal dash of hell in it—a sort of "paradise lost,"
literally the home of Ruin. The finest road in the
world for wheeling, or for any other purpose, leads to
it; it is the Strada della Cornice, or Corniche road.
Hard and smooth as a boulevard, white and dustless,
it stretches along the face of the Maritime Alps from
Marseilles to Genoa, more than two hundred and fifty
miles, winding in and out the rugged coast line of the
blue Mediterranean, whose tideless surface is often
2,000 feet or more below it. With the glorious sky and
air and sea surrounding it, what more perfect place
for wheeling enjoyment could be found, even though
at the end of it does exist the palace of Ruin—the far-
famed Monte Carlo, ergo, the finest road in the world
is the "road to ruin."

German jokes are rarely funny to anyone outside of
Germans, but when literally translated, a new and
unexpectedhumor is often developed to the eyes of
American readers; take the following stolen example
and see how it works.
Dealer: "Your son, the student, this bicycle or-

dered."
Father: " Him that is like. Has he for it paid ?"

Dealer: "Yet not."
Father: " Still more like him is that."

One does not thoroughly appreciate anything that
he possesses until it is lost, and then its real value be-
comes apparent by contrast. Let any one who desires
to keep m touch with cycling get away from the cen-
ter of it, say in one of the Southern or Western States,
where he no longer has access to the weekly wheel
papers, and he will soon find himself in utter darkness
concerning the great world of wheels and wheelmen.
Vainly does the lay press of some of the large cities
try to grapple with the problem of cycling, and most
disastrously do they fail, even where the department
is in the hands of able writers and riders. The items
assume a purely local tinge, it affords the reader but
a glimpse of what the one little particular spot on
earth is doing where the paper is issued, and gives but
little knowledge of the great wheel world beyond.
The result is, the reader becomes provincial, his mind
narrows and shrinks to the size of the town or city he
lives in, to him that becomes the wheeling center of
the universe, and leader of all the various improve-
ments and advances of cycling, but how all of this
changes if he receives regularly a first-class wheel
paper? Spread before his eyes, as though upon a
map, is the whole world of cycling, its aims, ambi-
tions, successes and failures; reading it makes him
broad' minded, progressive, and well-informed, and
ever unfolds to him new glories and possibilities in
the wheel. Let no man think that without a wheel
paper that he can get one-tenth the pleasure, comfort
and convenience out of cycling that he will do if he
regularly reads it and learns here the experiences of
others, for he can not. Don Salambo.

ENGLISH TRADE NOTES.

Entries for the Stanley; Show have closed, with 161
exhibitors of 1,000 machines, against 1,500 machines
last year. Messrs. G. Townsend & Co., Limited, of
Redditch, the makers of the well-known Ecossais safe-
ties, will run a cycle factory in full work, whilst there
will also be shown a gigantic tyre, 5 inches in diameter.

One hundred thousand dollars is the sum spent in
connection with the late Bown vs. Centaur trial.
American makers are responding to the request to
help the Centaur Company to fight the appeal in this
case.

Messrs. Gibson & Neal, of Birmingham, have intro-
duced a new solid link chain for safeties, and claim
for it the advantage of a less liability to separate than
found in other varieties.

Another new firm in Coventry. The Conqueror
Cycle Co. has been formed with a capital of ^10,000
to carry on the business of Hewitt, Ward & Johnson,
as cycle manufacturers.
The London Patent Office contains over 500 patents

relating to tyres alone.

The Herald Cycle Co., of Coventry, has declared a
dividend for 1890 at the rate of 17^ per cent. The firm
will shortly remove into their large new works, and
will exhibit at the Stanley Show.

With regard to the business of Messrs. Linley &
Biggs being for sale, as mentioned last week, it may
be said that this has come about through no fault o'f

management, but owing to the withdrawal of a large
portion of the capital by the trustees of one of the
partners, who is in failing health.

The proprietors of the Success Cycle Co. are ceasing
to manufacture cycles. Mr. D. G. Luchman, the pat-
entee of the Success machines, will shortly commence
business on his own account as the Willesden Cycle
Co., and will turn out the " Successor " safeties on the
lines of the " Success."

The St. George's Engineering Co., of Birmingham,
have received an order for 200 machines from their
Belgian agent.

A petition for the winding up of the Irish Cycle Co.,
of Dublin, will be brought before the Court of Chan-
cery by a dismissed director of the company, but is
not likely to meet with success, as the directors, share-
holders.and creditors are unanimous in the contrary
direction.

Mr. .John Pollit, of Manchester, will introduce this
year a contrivance, which comes none too soon, to
assist ladies in mounting on their machines.

Messrs. M iddlemore, of Birmingham, have on hand
a great number of new designs in saddles for 1891,
and hope for as good a season as they had last year.

Messrs. Herbert Smith & Co., of London, have been
forced by city improvements to remove into new
premises In the South Arcade, Moorgate station.
I'hev have in their works a piieumatie-tvred machine
made by Robinson & Price, Liverpool, which has been
ridden i,o,\i miles without a single accident or a
scratch on the rubbers.
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CHICAGO.

The past week has been election week with most of
the clubs. In addition, the Chicago crack indoor team
has been downed by a heretofore "dub" club, two of
our prominent cyclists have been united in the holy
bonds of wedlock, two new clubs have sprung into
existence, to which may be added parties and enter-
tainments galore. The weather has been good, but
the roads only fit for pneumatics and cushions.

Tom Roe le£t on Wednesday of last week for a nine
months' trip in the.interests of the Gormully & Jeffery
Mfg. Co. Pennsylvania, and Pennsylvania only, will
be his stamping ground. G. & J.

evidently expect to
work that State for all there is in it, and Tom is the
man to do it.

Changes have been made by the Kenwood Co. in the
management of their retail business. Dick Forrest
has left them and Anderson has taken his place in the
South Park branch. Frank Riggs has left the employ
of the Pope Co. and will manage the Kenwood's down
town branch, which will be opened in the new Athe-
neum building on Van Buren Street, between Wabash
and Michigan Avenues.
Horace Bell has tendered his resignation as man-

ager of the retail store of the Gormully & Jeffery
Mfg. Co., and Dame Rumor has named this one and
that one as his successor. It is pretty generally un-
derstood, however, that Jno. O. Blake is the lucky
man.
The Pope Co. have caged their repairers with a high

picket fence all around the workshop, and will hire a
man especially to receive and pass out the machines,
etc. There are many, however, who like to see the
workman himself, to explain little difficulties about
their wheels which can never be done on a repair
ticket, and they will naturally object. This plan can
hardly prove a success.

Jos. Josephi, Secretary of the Detroit Wheelmen,
has entered the employ of the Chas. F. Stokes Mfg.
Co., for whom he is now on the road.

The Moffatt Cycle Co. has been incorporated within
the last week. The firm will be located in this city.
The capital stock is $60,000. The company will manu-
facture and sell all kinds of bicycles. The incorpora-
tors are Geo. D. Moffatt, Albert Kean and Wm. L.
Jancey.
The Western Wheel Works have called in all their

traveling men who were out with a sample line of
wheels, as the firm have now as many orders as they
can conveniently fill. Some of these men had seen
barely half of their customers. Said one of them

:

" We are done taking all the orders we can get and
filling what we can ; we are going to promise this
year, and live up to our promises, too."

The Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co. have a cushion-
tyred ordinary on exhibition in their window. This
is the first machine of the kind seen in the city.

L. M. Richardson, manager of Jno. Wilkinson Co's
bicycle department, reports many and large sales of
the Rover. C. S. Merrill, now in the East, has placed
the agency in New York with Banker & Campbell,
who have ordered 150 machines. J. F. Doll & Co., of
Buffalo, have secured the agency for that city. Their
order is for 100 wheels.

There is a tendency among many of the riders in
Chicago to abandon the safety for the good old ordi-
nary. They begin to think that perhaps mjoiy of us
were right, and the good old ordinary is the mount,
after all.

Wednesday evening, January 7, the marriage of Mr.
Frank J. Fanning and Miss Grace Lloyd was solem-
nized at the house of the bride's parents, 269 Leavitt
Street. The cyclists, were there in large numbers.
Miss Lloyd is the most noted lady rider in the Garden
City, while Mr. Fanning is one of our leading safety
riders. The happy pair are spending their honey-
moon in Minneapolis.

The Chicago indoor team, much to their surprise,
received a defeat Wednesday evening, January 7, from
the Ravenswoods. The score was 13 to 4. The defeat
was as great a surprise to the winners as to the losers,
as the Ravenswoods had planned to receive one of the
worst drubbings of their brief existence as an indoor
team. The return game will be played at Rosalie,
January 19.

The regular ticket nominated by the board of the
Lincoln Club for their election Monday evening had
apparently no opposition whatever. There is not a
club in this city pulling more in harmony and perfect
satisfaction with the officers' management than the
Lincolns. A whist tournament is being arranged, and
all whist players who would enter are requested to
communicate with F. Ed. Spooner.
A faction in the Douglas Club, being dissatisfied

with Captain Miller, will form a club within the club,
elect a captain and conduct separate and distinct
runs. This is rebellion, and will, no doubt, be set
down upon by the Board of Directors.

There was fun at the jEolus meeting Wednesday
evening. Twenty-three of the members announced
their determination to withdraw on account of the
marauding politicians and schemers with which the
club was said to be infested. Seventy-six responded
to roll call. The twenty-three resignations were read,
and President Ehlert stated that they would be gladly
accepted if the seven gentlemen whom he named
would step forward and pay the assessments for
which they were in arrears. They did so, and then
the resignations were accepted with many thanks. It
was next moved and carried that a five minutes' re-
cess be given to allow the dissatisfied wheelmen to
file out. Whereupon the twenty-three crestfallen
young men, with wilted boutonnieres in their coat
lapels, took their departure. The treasurer's report
showed a balance in the treasury January 1 of $560, and
all debts paid. Nineteen applicants for membership
were acted upon, so that the club lost only six in mem-
bership, and they were of the younger element.
The score or more of Washington members who re-

signed sonic days ago because of the expulsion of
two and suspensi if one of their friends by the
Washington Board of Directors have formed a rival

organization under the name of the Cook County
Wheelmen. They have fifty -seven charter members
and are now casting around for a house. Membership
in the cycling organization entitles one to membership
in the Jackson Club, a social branch formed within
the cycling organization without the payment of
additional dues. The Jackson Club will issue $5,000
worth of stock at twenty-five cents on the dollar and
payable in five years at four per cent, interest. A fine
club-house will be secured and fitted up with all con-
veniences on Jackson Boulevard. Last Saturday
night a meeting was held and two sets of officers were
elected. Those of the Cook County Wheelmen are

:

C. E. Graham, President ; A. B. McLeanJr., Vice-Presi-
dent: G. Howard Cornell, Secretary ; W. E. Brook,
Jr., Treasurer ; C. H. Stinson and E. C. W. Macholdt,
Directors ; W. L. Whitman, Captain ; R. C. Craigie,
First Lieutenant ; Bert Salvage, Second Lieutenant

;

C. G. Sinsabaugh, Third Lieutenant ; A. L. Holts-
lander, Color Bearer, and F. A. Beach, Bugler. The
officers elected in the Jackson Club were : A. B. Mc-
Lean, Jr., President ; F. M. Saunders, Vice-President

;

John H. Penny, Secretary ; W. E. Brooks, Jr., Treas-
urer ; E. C. W. Macholdt, Joseph Bushwell and W. L.
Whitson, Directors. The club's colors selected were
old gold and white.

Plans are being formulated to make Jackson Street
from Michigan Avenue to the western terminus a
boulevard, laying asphaltum the whole length. If
this is done the west side wheelmen will be happy as
it will give them the long-desired decent road to the
down-town district, and no doubt would have consid-
erable to do with a large increase this season of de-
votees of the wheel. As it is now the road is almost
unrideable after dark, in fact there is no good road
over which the west side wheelman can ride to their
work.
The twenty-three men who seceded from the

iEolus Club last Wednesday night went straight
to the club-house which they had already
rented and partly furnished at 737 North Hoyne
Avenue, where they formed a club to be known
as the Columbia Wheelmen. This club have already
fifty charter members, and say that their prospects
are very bright. The officers are the following well-
known wheelmen, some of whom have at one time
held offices in the ^Eolus Club: John Erickson,
President; H. A. E. Franks, Vice-President ; Felix
Weinberger, Recording Secretary: Otto Shulz,
Corresponding Secretary; George Rahefs, Jr., Treas-
urer; Frank Van Moos, Quartermaster; J. J. Carmody,
Captain ; E. A. Stoetzel, First Lieutenant

;
John

Schneider, Second Lieutenant ; Hector McLagan,
Color Bearer; Harry Brandt, Bugler.

The Oak Park Club gave a very enjoyable musicale
Thursday evening, January 8. This entertainment,
as are all the club's entertainments, was arranged by
a committee of three from the Ladies' Oak Park Cy-
cling Club acting in conjunction with a like commit-
tee from the gentlemen's organization. The following
talent entertained the members : Miss Lily Romheld,
violinist; Miss May Romheld, vocalist; Miss Lizzie
Jayne, vocalist ; Mr. E. Bideleux, vocalist ; Mr. Hart,
vocalist ; Miss Crouse, pianist.

The Oak Park handicap billiard tournament started
with fifty entries. These are being reduced by trial
games to twelve. F. W. Ludlow, no; Sturtevant, 100;

Day, 90 ; Starkweather, 85 ; Sherman, 80 ; Fox, 80 ; Be-
dard, 50 ; Chrisienger, 40, are the successful entries so
far with their handicaps. They have won all their
trial games.

J. M. Stimpson, of Maywood, was elected captain of
the Oak Park Club at their annual .election. Mr.
Stimpson is the oldest man of any of the twenty-two
captains of cycling clubs in this city. He is forty-
five years of age, and a thorough wheelman clean
through. Riding to and from work as he does, a trip
of twelve miles each way, naturally hardens a man's
muscles. He rides in all kinds of weather when it is

possible to push a wheel, and is as tough as a board.
A few Sundays ago he rode up to the club-house in a
driving snow storm, with a muffler around his throat
and wearing heavy seal gloves. That settled the
question of the captaincy.

The Lake Views, after several attempts, have decided
to wait until next May before renting a club-house.
They have had the refusal of several, but have decided
to wait for one more centrally located. Their dues
have been raised to $1.25 per month, or $1 if paid be-
fore the tenth, and from now on meetings, except a
special be called, will be held every two months.
Five tables of player's in the Oak Park whist tourna-

ment keep a goodly crowd of spectators thoroughly
interested every Monday night. Lots were drawn for
seats at the games played one week ago Monday night,
and the players change as they win or lose. On this
occasion Otis Turner and O. L. Fox did not move from
the head table, winning five straight games.

The Illinois Cycling Club election occurred Tuesday
evening, January 6, at their club-house, 1068 Washing-
ton Boulevard. The main contest was between Geo.
Kertz and W. A. Davis for secretary, the latter
received a majority of fifty votes. T. L. Sloan, for
president, to whose untiring labor much of the success
of the club is due, Geo. A. Mason, who can hardly be
equalled as a treasurer, H. C. Kinseley, for vice-presi-
dent and E. J. Roberts, for captain, received practi-
cally the unanimous vote of the club. One hundred and
six votes were cast. The officials had decided not to
allow proxies, which partly accounts for less than
half of the members voting. A. J. Street, the retiring
secretary, read one of the best and most com-
plete reports of the kind ever written, in which he
called attention to a few much needed reforms. The
treasurer's report was a plain business statement,
and showed the club to be in excellent financial con-
dition. During the last year they have taken in over
$7,500, and January 1 a balance remained in the treas-
ury of over $1,100 and the club entirely out of debt.
The following were the candidates elected : True L.
Sloan, President ; Harry C. Kinseley, Vice-President;
W. A. Davis, Secretary ; Geo. A. Mason, Treasurer;
C. R. Street, Jno. Holman, H. L. Barnum, Directors;
E. J. Roberts, Captain ; Chas. Hagaman, First Lieu-
tenant: H. E. Krause, Second Lieutenant; H. (1.

Chisholm, Third Lieutenant; George Skeer, Fourth
Lieutenant

;
Jno. Palmer, Color Bearer; S. C. Beach,

Bugler ; H. J. Winn, Librarian ; C. H. Stephens,
Quartermaster.
The Oak Park Cycling Club held their election

Tuesday evening, January 6, after which a lunch was
served. The election of J. M. Stimpson as captain was
a general surprise to his many friends. The new
officers are : C. A. Sturtevant, President ; Thos. H.
Gale, Vice-President ; Ed. Burington, Secretary ; R.
T. Miller, Treasurer : J. M. Stimpson, Dr. De Vour,
Harry Pebbles, Board of Directors

; J. M. Stimpson,
Captain; O. L. Cox, First Lieutenant ; Chas. Steiners,
Second Lieutenant

;
James C. Carter, Color Bearer

;

C. O. Ludlow, Quartermaster; A. T. Starkweather,
Bugler

; J. M. Stimpson, C. A. Sturtevant, C. E. Fox,
Delegates to Associated Cycling Clubs.

The Douglas Cycling Club election resulted very
dissatisfactorily to the majority of the members, who
by staying at home, allowed some men to be elected
whom they would rather have seen out of office. The
election was held Tuesday evening, January 6. Fol-
lowing was the ticket, as elected : J. C. Wachter,
President ; C. Kopf, Vice-President ; L. C. De Proft,
Secretary

; J. G. Loebstein, Jr., Financial Secretary
;

Ed. Blettner. Treasurer ; A. W. Miller, Captain ; H.
B. Walker, Wm. Slavik, Board of Directors ; C. H.
Wachter, A. A. Wendell, Surgeons.
The Lake View Cycling Club held a meeting Tues-

day evening, December 6, with no intention of holding
an election. The committee, however, had been
hustling, and the constitution and by-laws being
adopted, an election was found necessary, and was
held then and there. Following was the ticket
elected: President, C. Edgar Wescott; Vice-President,
Le Roy T. Cram; Secretary, Robert E. Ward; Treas-
urer, Harry Parsons; Captain, F. R. McDonald. These
five constitute the Board of Directors. Lieutenant, C.
Arnold Wescott; Color Beater, Irving Telling.

Evanston, a pretty suburb of this city, has a wheel-
ing population of 200 men and 20 ladies, but no club
has been organized.

Those who were members of the Ashland Club be-
fore it disbanded wish it distinctly understood that
they are not members of the lately organized Garfield
Cycling Club, which club is composed of a few mem-
bers of the Americus Club, the successors of the old
Ashland Club, and on whose account alone the Ash-
lands disbanded. The Ashland Club intend to start
again in the Spring.

The Washington Cycling Club held its annual elec-
tion Monday evening, January 5. The following ticket
was elected: President, Burton F. White; Vice-Presi-
dent, L. W. Conkling; Secretary, Albert J. Elliott;
Treasurer, Frank Barrow; Captain, H. Nelson White;
Directors (in addition to above), Samuel B. Wright,
Herbert W. Allen; First Lieutenant, W. H. Cheno-
weth, Jr.: Second Lieutenant, Fred H. Allen; Color
Bearer, W. J. Anderson; House Committee, M. A.
King, W. S. White, M. D., W. B. Moffett.

Harvey Du Cros, of England, was in Chicago this
week. Probably one of the greatest business trans-
actions this year in the cycle trade was consummated
by him while here, viz., the sale of the pneumatic tyre
patent rights of America to A. Featherstone, a promi-
nent wheel manufacturer of this city. Rumor is con-
firmed to the effect that the price paid was $100,000.

The ^Eolus Cycling Club gave a masquerade and
dance at Central Turner Hall Friday evening, January
9. One hundred and eighty-six couples participated
in the grand march. There were many elegant and
strikingly pretty costumes. The party separated in
the early morning hours. Last year the club cleared
$160 on their masquerade party, this year $200 was
added to the club's treasury.

The Cook County Wheelmen have secured elegant
quarters on West Adams Street, near Lincoln Street.
These are being remodeled, billiard and pool tables
put in, and the house is being furnished elegantly
throughout. At a meeting held this week the charter
list was closed with an even fifty names enrolled,
while at this early day over fifty more applications
are already in. This club expects soon to rank with
the leaders".

The Garfield Cycling Club will do nothing this
Winter. They have twenty members, and expect to
move into new quarters within a few months. Road
officers will not be elected until Spring.

Mr. Hadger, formerly with the Detroit Cycle Co.,
left their employ last Saturday, and was in Chicago
this week in the interests of the Atalanta Cycle Co., of
Birmingham, Eng.

The Chicago Cycling Club elected the following
officers on Saturday last : President, Chas. E. Randall

;

Vice-President, W. G. Sage ; Secretary-Treasurer,
Chas. R. Alickerson ; Captain, A. E. Lumsden; Di-
rectors for two years, H. A. Perkins, M. A. Halford.

A wheelmen's bowling league is in process of for-
mation in Chicago.

The C. F. S. Association will hold their banquet in

Chicago on February 6. It will be a rare time in the
Windy City.

W. B. Kernan, of Hornellsville, N. Y., mourns the
loss of his American Light Rambler, No. 2,28s, which
was stolen last week.

"Griff," of Detroit, has secured a position in the
Detroit Museum of Art, over which he is highly
elated. He writes as follows: "I wish you would s.u

to all my bicycle friends everywhere that 1 assume
my new duties with the determination to make it a
success, for it is my element. 1 regret I will not sec
my Eastern friends as often as formerly, and 1 turn
with longing eyes toward the warm hearts of all those
I met in my travels. The memories of their kind acts
will be a link that will bind me to the past and to

them. And to all the clubs that have paid me the high
compliment of making me an honorary member 1

would say that I prize it more than words can express,
and 1 hope that my future will prove that the honor
was given worthily. To the Bast and the West, the
North and the South, 1 extend an invitation to you all

to visit us in '91."
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ST. LOUIS.

K. W. Gorner, the Southwestern Consul, took a flv-

cently, the place where the next
et will be held <>h July 4 anil <,. lie is back

.ml in working on the programme for the meet.
He i» getting up a parodv on the bill of tare, which
will tickle the boys more than the champagne will.
The hits are all on the integral parts of a b. cycle. At
the meet there will be a run to the lead and zinc mines
at Joplin and Webb City, twenty miles away, where

.in walk for a mile under ground, lin ,| where land
I per acre, (lorner is a husti.

borttimea nly three L. A. W. members
.-. now there are eighteen out of twentv-

one riders. Has any town a better record '

Harding :s taking it easy now. Next Summer he
will ride both a safety and an ordinary. Thesafctv will

pneumatic, of coarse, He ha snse enough
ire '! bimaelf, and, moreover, is a straight-

out amateur. I think he will do better than ever next
year.

Why not get up a race or two every other Saturday
at the track during July and August when the hal'f
holidays are in vogue.' There are plentv of riders

I giory and small pri

I

The south side track is a go at last. It will be a
half-mile course and can probably be secured for a
race meet and perhap* f,.r training purposes also.
There are about twenty good solid citizens behind it.

• of the Brotherhood l'ark grounds.
The place is notable as being the scene of the only

ornament ever held in the world. A
fine grand stand and dressing rooms will be erected.

rent of the pneumatic
1 knell of the ordinary for racing. 1

fail to see why the tyre cannot be put on the ordinary
II as on the safety, and with more reason, for the

spring frames already while the ordinary
has none.

Mr. kitter, of Pamoul Shoe and Clothing Co., used
to rule an antiquated Star in the earl-, ycling.

father-in-law, Mr. Stone, hist week intrude..
bill in the State Legislature to control boulevards
and give them special privileges and maintenance in

law we may see our
already tine system of western drives very much
improved and not pounced upon by street car com-
panies.

The' . pool tournament started with a large
number of entries, and there is much interest taken
»n it.

••. told that one of the trade on applying to a
club for membership some time ago received

only got in by pushing his application
• me without it being posted ,, n Die bulletin

! as the rules
; He and his partner in

now both in the club. Though not con-
• .1 it long, they seem to play the part of self-

athera or care takers to the organiza-
tion, it DO other men attached to the

for good reasons, they
• and dare not give any other than tr.i

I. Prom little pli many
nun have formed a verv decided opinion about

them. RE (1KEAT.

BUFFALO.

A wave of agitation has rcccntl a dis-
tranauility ol the P

healthy sign. A in limes
'thful and consequently an unhealthy one.

n the
. run-

ning neck and neck with the Buffa 1 lull

it matters have
trans 'n which were

intrlbute ti

: gani-
I

plica-
t that the gates

The

m>-n
d always have ;

An

ruling

went again«t till

unanimous which ( the spirit

.

in points. Since that date the club has hail several
public and private athletic entertainments, and one
other is announced. Their latest moi iblisfa
a harriers team which will be put into training for
the local champion cross country contests whii
expected will be run here in April.

It is popularly supposed in wheeling circles that
the Zigzags here have joined the A. A C. Kvcr
of the newspapers make that mistake. The fact is

that the Zigzags did apply lor membership according
to a resolution paSM ,1 at One Of their meetings, but
the application « I on the > aids,

that the membership fell below fifty- the number
required by the laws of the union. Still the club is

hustling along and is not only a bicycle club in the
ordinary sense of the term, but a social organization
too. The club's annual ba:
and will sure to be as in past years, a sue.

1

The Press Cycling Club's ball will be held Pebru-
By the way, the committee some-

thing unique in the way of a ticket. It is a large-
bronzed card, with a quill travers, a neat picture of
the editor's den in the corner and the whole nicely
splashed over with ink.

I). H. Lewis of the Ramblers, tells me that during
last week he rode on his wheel over 100 miles. Con-
sidering we have had sleet, hail, snow, frost and wet,
this should be considered a record. Lewis is a hard
rider, and held the mileage record of the city for two
years. He intends to try for a world's record in 1891.

There can be no question in the world but that Buf-
falo will have the biggest bicycling and athletic meet
that has ever taken place in western New York, this

In Buffalo, reccntlv, there has lished
a City League 01 Athletic and Wheeling 1A. A. U.)
Clubs. The purposes of the league is to support the
Union, to fosterand promote athletic and ol
and in every wav to look after the intei,
clubs owning a membership in the organization. It

has been decided to hold a two days' meet here in
June -probably the first or second week. One of the
days will be devoted exclusively to wheeling and one

etics, in the ordinary sense of the word. The
event will be backed up by all the Cnion clubs, some
twelve in number, and comprising rowing, athletic,
wheeling, cricket and lacrosse, and the City League
will work as a body to make a howling success ol it.

As a matter of fact, it is the City League's own meet-
ing, and that institution directly represents 5,000
athletes right in the city. Kvery* bicycle club 'will
assist, indeed, some of the League officials have
stated their willingness to do all in their power in its

behalf. The idea is wholly commendable. It will
tend to cement the clubs together, as well as to pro-
mote sport. The profit that accrues from the two
days' meet is to be devoted to the City League funds.
This fund is to establish local wheeling and athletic
championships ami record medals, provide city
plaques and trophies for club and individual compe-
tition, and to further extend the objects lor
which the Leap iblisbed, which includes the
entertainment of visiting wheelmen and athletes.

tails of the matter of the meet have not vet
been worked out, but it has been definitely decided to

hold it in the early part of [une, and a comn
comprising 1. Griffiths, of the ,\ ,

.
i"

of the Iroquois Athletic Club; John J,
Winner.

Ramblers Bicycle Club, ami Harlow C. Palmer,
of the Buffalo Athletic Club, have been appointed to
ti >. np a date and submit to the ggestions.
The Buffalo Bicycle Club is not a member of the
League. The prizes will be of extraordinary '

and those put in competition lor each da
is quite lil.- well into tile four figures. The
attention of tin- gentlemen of the Kast is respectfully
drawn to these Ea< ts.

the Ramblers, has
tant physician to the Kric Count y penitentiary.

wheelmen In the city, and
1 his club but n 1. «

most popular boys in local wheeling
, in the city, and his appointment h

some Jubilationfamong his clubmatcs.

The clubs are now engaged in getting out their pro-
grams tury and other runs. CHli

SYRACUSE.

LOUISVILLE.

test* the bicycle boyi Buffalo Athletic ilui.

beld at t in- club-hi Syra-
Dg I lull. Promptly at B. ,.. p. m. the whistle

Some fifteen or twenty members witncsai A the t

inch cnthu i ted, Durini

in- was sj

A. W. Plumb, bl

'

•11111.'.

I izes to th.

11 a few W( • k».

1 In V
,

, the rlul.

members will hold their annn
Hotel ndent lives till that

time, ho will try and send an account ••

nrsday i»

mem! •

• king um ). '•> turn out
in large numbers on that

has always i»-rn thi

At 1 ' ng of the
brr» ' . Howai d rein-

mem-
bers. He «

January
will lie he. The sann-
who man*. . illy the laut one have charge
of it

The last meeting of the Louisville Cycle Chit
a red-hot one, in point of interest as well as attend-
ance. Six new members were admitted, one ol them
being Mr. H. T. Ksterle, an honorary member until
this meeting, when he came into active membership,

and the oldest mem-
ber, in regard to age, in the L. C. < A prolonged
illness caused his resignation nearly a year since, but
a return of health brings him back, and a most wel-

membet he makes. The election was 01 -

interest, and with great pomp l>r. H. B. TilestOU and
[ohnaon were unanimously declared president

and vice-president respectively for the fourth time.
In this respect "Don Salami being
strictly and conscientiously carried out. lor I

gentlemen I led wisely over the destinil
the club since its organization in 1S8S, and not .1 \-

of dissatisfaction has been uttered on account of

either. Both would have declined, but thev were in

a most decided minority. W. K. Rapp and Lee Ham-
mersly were in the contest lor secretary, but both

so decidedly popular that a choice was almost
impossible. Mr. Rapp did not care for a re-elect 1, .11,

and through his efforts and llammersly's popularity,
the latter will call the roll and write the minutes dur-
ing the coming year. Plory A. Crush was

rer in spite of his objections, and will continue
to receive the dues at club rates. There \v

contest for captain, to which offi ., .. ; was
elected, and C. C. Nefler ami Louis Crush will ..

first and second lieutenants respectively. Grunwald
will bugle, as predicted. The new House Commit
W. E. Kapp, chairman. Chas. Grunwald and I C.
Nefler. Amusement Committee; Messrs. Crun.*
Hathey and Crush. The election suki iy.

The " I. C's" will probably elect the following oil

although nothing definite is known regarding thi

sires ot the members in genen
Castle : Vice-President, Dan. 1. Sauer; Pinani la]

. W. B. Young; Record
Mansfield j Treasurer, Howard I tain, Phil
l.aib; Pint Lieutenant, Warren Walters
Lieutenant, Walter Meek. Ben Humphreys ma)
sibly succeed Castle as president.

Captain I. C. White, of the "1. C's,'' has the sym-
pathy of all local wheelmen on account of the
of his father.

Simpson left last week lor Baltimore. He
will locate there, but .ill be with us '

June." Clarence Johnston is in Am M -ml it

will require but little figuring to show that .

miles now separate the once well-known firm ot John-
ston, Simp-

It is reported here that Pram 5 X V
recently killed in a duel in Central America lb
for quite a while an employee in the I. an
in this city. Of remarkable physical development
and wonderful agility, he \\ ier on his w
that few dared to compete with, and . -man
he had tew equals, (in one occasion he met in I

succession a dozen or more ot thi

men about the Kails City Limed
them in a very short time with seemingly 1

His opponents all showed their hard work in 011.

or another. II. was last heard oi from New Orli
where he Wl ', by Duncan C. R
sword coin.

Ben Hiimphrc. - n under I

I riends hope h«
oiisly ill.

Prince Wells
trip.

(has Cm two months' trip through Iowa
and V,

that t ' I

Phil '1 ihortl) :p in
the interest of the hi

ng the to
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BROOKLYN BICYCLE CLUB. THE MANHATTAN BICYCLE CLUB.

Forlo : I am a witless fool
And laugh at grief, and ride a mule.

— Thackeray.

Why should we feel bad even if there was a deluge
in Newark recently ? To be sure we were deep enough
in it to need the use of a raft to get us safely out.

What club in the League could stand up against such
a game ? We fell before the charge of the 1350. Why
it takes the nerve right out of a man to feel as one
could not help feeling that night, that our opponents
were piling up a score impossible to beat. Therefore
be not cast down ; we are sliding down the ladder
less rapidly than we did last season, and even if our
anchor is a trifle out of his seat and the knees are
bending against the cleats, many a time the red knot
on the rope has see-sawed over the mark before the
tug-of-war has been decided. The Atalanta boys took
us to their new club-house, and they are to be con-
gratulated upon the neat arrangement and home-like
appearance of their quarters. A most pleasant time
was spent until the watch warned us that we were
dependent on the trains, and a departure was made
for Brooklyn where each man proceeded, like Mc-
Padden, to kick the dashboard of the bed and thus
assuage his wounded feelings.
The lukewarm interest exhibited by the other clubs

in the city has caused the committee to abandon the
combined theatre party project. This is to be re-
gretted, as at least once a year the clubs should be
brought together to mutually enjoy each other's so-
ciety. It seems to be hard work to get the wheelmen
enthused this year. The good old times when the
names went down on every list for everything the
committee tried to get up is a thing of the past, and
it means hard work now to engineer successfully any
scheme of general enjoyment.
Interest is very intense in the whist and pool tourna-

ments, and the playing on each Wednesday evening
is watched with pleasure by the members. After the
games are concluded a slight collation is provided in
the locker-room, which adds to the attendance on
these, nights. The standing of the men to date is as
follows :

POOL TOURNAMENT.

Name. Won. Lost. To Play.
Matthews 4 o 11

Hawley o o 15
Skinner o 1 14
Ackerson 2 o 13
Borland 1 o 14
Fuller 4 o n
Brown 1 o 14
Kirk 4 o 11

Stillwell o o 15
Rogers 1 o 14
Schoefer o 7 8
Jervis 1 o 14
Jones 1 o 14
MacLean o o 15
Vandergaw 258
Brumley o 4 11

WHIST TOURNAMENT
Games

Points. To Play.
Corby 112 3
Skinner 56 6
Sutton 63 6

Jones 64 6
Praukard 64 6
Schenck 45 7
Raymond 49 7
Jervis 35 7

Fuller, Rahming and Malcolm have not played as
yet.
A rowing machine has been added to the gym-

nasium, and our aquatic inclined athletes may now
paddle away to their hearts content and imagine any-
thing they like as regards the surrounding scenery,
tide, etc. ATOL.

LONG ISLAND WHEELMEN.

At a regular monthly meeting of the.Manhattan
Bicycle Club held on Monday evening of this week,
Geo. F. Muller, Jr., brother of the inventor
of the Muller Tandem, was admitted to mem-
bership. A large amount of important business
was transacted, and all the committees reported
progress. Much discussion was caused by the con-
flicting reports that-have appeared in the daily press
in relation to the new club-house, and the Press Com-
mittee was instructed to see that the papers received
accurate accounts of whatever occurred in the club
of interest to the public. Their reception, which takes
place to-night, promises to be a brilliant success.

The standing of the contestants in the Manhattan
Bicycle Club's pool tournament on January 15 is as
follows

:

Won. Lost. To Play.
C.J.Austin 13 o 5
J. R. Post, Jr 11 1 6
A. Cardoza 10 1 7
A. Hahn 10 1 7
E.Allen 10 5 ->

V.Pelin 8 5 5

J. Keil 7 5 6
W. H. Pederson 765
M. Levy 774
F. L. Washburne 774
R. L. McFarland 9 8 1

L. Elkus 684
J.D.Connor 486
W. Learning 5 10 3

Social life with us has boomed for the past two
months, from the time outdoor riding became more
of a conscientious duty than a pleasure. Saturday
nights have been set apart by the Entertainment
Committee as club night, and either a stag or ladies'
affair has occurred regularly. The chairman of the
Entertainment Committee during the past year has
made a signal success ; and when the doubt that ex-
isted is remembered, as to whether Chairman Clark
could be replaced and the entertainments be as suc-
cessfully managed by any one else, we must say that
it was a very valuable "Nichol " that was dropped in
the slot.

President Luscomb is engineering a supper and
dance to be given at Miller's in Prospect Park about
January 23. It is proposed to take carriages from the
club-house to the Park, or sleighs if the conditions are
favorable. The preparations are rapidly being made,
and the affair promises to be an elaborate one.

A very scientific euchre tournament is in progress,
and will continue until March. Prizes will then be
awarded as follows : To the one winning the greatest
number of games ; to the one making the largest
number of points, and to the one having the greatest
percentage. The leaders at present are C. C. Aldcn,
Robt. Evans and F. S. Bosrert.

We all admit that the New Year's Eve " imposition "

was slow, but that the windup was something glo-
rious; that in a small way Taylor did his best to
make thing's hum, and that he had many enthusiastic
assistants; that too much harmony seems almost akin
to lack of interest, though it is very flattering to those
elected. Lusee.

J. R. Hazelton has decided not to leave Philadelphia
for New Orleans, as has been previously announced.

GOTHAM WHEELMEN.

Vice-President Brunjes had the pleasure of calling
an unusually large and well attended meeting to order
on Wednesday evening, January 7. After disposing
of the usual routine of business, the propositions for
membership were in order. Messrs. J. B. Kettelle,
Samuel Davis and Harry King were duly elected,
and the names of three more gentlemen were bul-
letined. The fact that new members are proposed
at nearly all meeting shows that the organization
is in a most popularand flourishing condition.

The election of officers will take place on the first
Wednesday in March, and it is already apparent that
it will be a hotly contested one.

The Gothams do not intend to forget the ladies, and
some time during February a reception will be given
for their exclusive benefit. As the club-house is not
large enough to accommodate all who will attend, it

will be necessary to engage a hall for the purpose.
The old club colors have been laid on the shelf, and

new ones (navy blue and cardinal) adopted.
Some one of the club has boasted of his ability to

make the fastest time in a one, five or ten mile race,
but has not given his name. Geo. C. Smith is very
anxious to accommodate him, as is also " Dan " Gold-
smith. It is more than likely that a match will be
arranged between these gentlemen in the very near
future.

Secretary Smith has notified each member to be at
the club-house Friday night, and proceed from there
in a body to the Manhattan Bicycle Club's ball. The
Manhattans have invited this club to take possession
of Box 33, and no doubt a great many of the Gothams
will attend.

Treasurer Lord has a big scheme on hand, whereby
he claims that he will be able to raise enough money
to build the extension to the club-house for the stor-
age of wheels. He is as yet very reticent regarding
the matter, but will very shortly spring the plan on
his unsuspecting colleagues.

QUEENS COUNTY WHEELMEN.

BALTIMORE.

The Maryland Club men had a very sad time in their
partings with Mr. E. F. Le Cato, who has left to take
charge of the Chicago house of A. G. Spalding & Bros.
The Marylands generally have a continual round of

pleasure, but the last week it has been as though there
had been a funeral in the club. Last Friday night a
banquet at Rennert's was given Mr. Le Cato, and if
there ever was a misnomer it was when that funeral
feast was so named. There were moist eyes all
around when Mr. Mott, sitting at the head of the table,
placed his arm around Mr. Le Cato's shoulder and
said, "Ned, old man, it is not intended to have any set
speeches, as our hearts are too full for that when we
contemplate our loss. Flowery oratory is out of place
when we want to express our appreciation of honest
worth and testify to our friendship. George and Tom
thought a nice little supper tendered to you by your
immediate friends would best blend with your quiet
and retired tastes, and were so good as to permit us
to join them. And now all ask me to say in plain
words that the same homely traits of integrity that
have won you unusually warm friendship here will
endow you with as sincere companions in your new
field. An honest heart, Ned, is a sure magnet to the
true steel in others, and that, old fellow, you will have-
wherever your lot may be cast. Ancf so, all say,
reverently and sincerely, God bless and prosper you
always." Yates Penniman protested, and said that
he would not have come had he known all hands were
not going to be jolly over it, but was somewhat re-
vived and exasperated when the club poet laureate
perpetrated the following, which all were obliged to
sing to the tune of -'Auld Lang Syne":

" Should old acquaintance be forgot
Wherever, Ned, you roam,

The Marylands for evermore
Will claim you as their own.

Out West, of course, we know full well,
With line old boys you'll be,

But sometimes think of friends you have
In the dear old M. B. C."

On Wednesday evening, January 7, the annual meet-
ing of the club was held in the new house, which is
very nearly completed. In a week or so we shall be
able to occupy it permanently. The chief business of
the meeting was the election of officers for the ensu-
ing year. The result was as follows : President, P. D.
Ford ; Vice-President, C. L. Reis ; Secretary, R. B.
Kimber ; Treasurer, C. E. Berton ; Trustees, Messrs.
Ford and Quortrup ; Captain, J. W. Magee ; First
Lieutenant, W. W. Roberts • Second Lieutenant, M.
W. Birch ; Color Bearer, E. S. Van Nostrand ; Bugler,
H. S. Salt; Representative to L. A. W., W. C. Fettit.
The treasurer made his annual report, showing a

balance on the right side of $105.61. The mileage
committee reported a total of nearly 30,000 miles
ridden by members during the year. The highest in-
dividual mileage was that of Mr. Kimber, who had
ridden 2,312 miles. Mr. Berton was second with 2,207
miles.
Messrs. Kimber, Salt and Roberts were appointed a

committee to furnish the club-house and procure
prices for a pool table. The $165 worth of bonds that
remained to be raised in order to complete the pay-
ment of the club-house were disposed of during the
evening.

Our entertainment came off on Monday evening,
December 22, and was a grand success. The Jamaica
Opera House was well filled with wheelmen and their
friends. The performance was opened with vocal
music, followed by banjo selections by the O'Connor
brothers. The club quartet then rendered several
pieces very skillfully, and Mr. McGowan delighted
the audience with his performances on the bones. The
feature of the evening was the duets sung by Messrs.
Hadley and Birch, Messrs. J. Birch and Lenz follow-
ing with a very pretty duet on their zithers. The
afterpiece, a representation of a plantation scene " Be-
fore the War," was very realistically presented. The
entertainment concluded with a tableau in which a
group of members in full uniform with the'ir wheels
took part, while the club colors in colored fire lighted
up the stage.
The whole affair reflected great credit on the com-

mittee, Messrs. Hadley, Magee and M. W. Birch. It
put a neat sum of money in the treasury, which will
be used to furnish the new house. Trebor.

THE CONNECTICUT WHEELMEN'S
POLO LEAGUE.

The wheelmen of Bridgeport, Hartford, New-
Haven and Meriden are greatly interested in
polo and the League that was formed several
months ago, consisting of clubs from these
cities, has proved a great success. The first

game in the series was played on December
11, since which time ten contests have taken
place.

The clubs stand to-day as follows:

Won. Lost. Per cent.
New Haven.... 4 1 8.00
Hartford 4 2 6.66
Bridgeport 2 2 5.00
Meriden o 5 0.00

The following are the games to be played:

Jan. 20—Bridgeport at New Haven ; Hartford at
Meriden.
Jan. 23—New Haven at Bridgeport.
Jan. 28—New Haven at Hartford.
Jan. 30—Meriden at Bridgeport.
Feb. 3—Hartford at New Haven.
Feb. 5—Bridgeport at Meriden.
Feb. 11—Meriden at Hartford.
Feb. 13—New Haven at Bridgepoit.
Feb. 18—Bridgeport at Hartford.
Feb. 19—New Haven at Meriden.
Feb. 24—Meriden at New Haven.
Feb. 27—Hartford at Bridgeport.
Postponed game—Bridgeport at Meriden. Date not

set yet.

The officers of the League are : President, Frank
Thompson, N. H. B. C. ; Vice-President, H. D. King,
B. W. C; Secretary, Frank E. Soule, B. W. C; Treas-
urer, Chas. T. Bartlett, N. H. B. C; Directors—Fred.
N. Kinney, N. H. B. C, C. E. Ripley, H. W. C, J. E.
Brainerd, M. W. C, W. C. Nichols, B. W. C.
The prize will be selected bv the winning club, who

will hold the championship of the State.

On the evenings of January 19 and 20 the Kingston
City Wheelmen will hold their first entertainment at
the Opera House. Gilbert and Sullivan's opera, "Trial
by Jury," will be the fust attraction on the pro
gramme in which a chorus of seventy voices will bo
a pleasing feature. Alter the opera the three-act
drama, "A Charming Woman," win be played. Many
of the members will take an active part in both per-
formances, The club is to be commended for under-
taking sueh an extensive enterprise while vet in ils
infancy.

Several months ago Isaac 1!. Potter, Chairman ol
the L. A.W. Committee on Improvement of Highways,
issued in behalf of the League an appeal tor photo-
graphs of bad roads, which. Strange to relate, provi d
barren of the results desired. M r. 1'ottor, howevoi

.

has not become discouraged over the failure of his
scheme ami having seemed the aid ol the Connecticut
Division now announces that tin- two Divisions will
offer three prizes, payable in gold, for photographs
oi poor roads under the conditions published in an-
other column. 11 is hoped thai tins offer will re-
sult in a heated competition, and all wheelmen pos-
sessing cameras should aid Mr. Potter in his good
work.
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imborof the lady ri.'.- rrncd

ition which will l*.- known as the Pleetwing
l luting Club.

.-annual meeting »f the Now York
Stat« of Officers will be held February
., at the Motel Kenmore, AT

The Pennsylvania Huvcie Clnb will tender the two
t clnb, Messrs, Roberta anil Snpplee,

. ption .mil ball on January

\\> acknowledge ana receipt of an invitation to

attend the first reception ol the Palisade Wheelmen,
• on Wednesday evening of tins week.

\v. G Seeds, paced bj Thomas Jeffreys, of Louis-
ville. ro«lc a distance ol six miles in . n

cushion-tyred safety Monday last over a road near
Wilmington, Del.

In the new building which the Pope Mfg. Co. intend
to erect on Columbus Avenue, Boston, will be •

I one of the largest ami best equipped riding
.ntry.

There was a great struggle in England during the
holidays between cycling and the elements which,

ling to British Sporty resulted as follows
ind, log third, cycling iourth.

It is announced that nex-. 1'axis an.

I

Zimmerman will ride a tandem at some of the promi-
nent race meets. Judgnig from their individual work

1SOD they should prove to be an almost invinc-
ible team.

The Brooklyn Bicycle Club held their monthl]
entertainment on Wednesday evening of this week
An elaborate musical entertainment was promised,
and everyone present secured an enjoyable evening's
amusement.

(In Thursday evening of last week the Star Cyvling
Von'kers, held their annual meeting, and

elected the following officers: President, II. i

. Vice-President, P. Loehr: Secretary-Treasurer,
II. C Woilman; Bugler, C. H. Rose.

We have received a neatly designed invitation to

attend the first annual masquerade ball of the Wolver-
ine Cyclers, an enterprising club with twenty-four
mem in Arbor, Mich. The dance will be
held on Thursday evening, January 12.

At a meeting of the Associated Cycling Clubs of
ago, held on January 8, the application o: t

trolt Wheelmen to have the '91 League meet at Detroit

Was endorsed. It was also agreed that Chicago ought
to have the honor of entertaining the National body

during the run of the World's Pair.

The Century Wheelmen have secured some
lent talent lor their minstrel entertainment which

Ight (Friday), Lew Simmons, a popu-
• iiladclphia wheelman and an old-time negro 1111-

.' r, will be one of the stars. The club will

tncea with a ball on February io.

In a lecture on "Exercise," in connection with the
emergency lectures tor volunteers, Sir Morell Ma -

1 1 that there was a limit to indulgence in

ricket ami rowing, but as for cycling, he
t to be the only • id be benc-

llly taken between si\tecn and eighty years I

The European tour of President Bunnell, of the
Bark Avenue Wheelmen, is announced to be an
assured fact. May 5 has been decided upon as the

onths will be spent on
American touring

••» that will enjoy the celebrated foreign roads
this year.

The Cyclists' club-house a'

s tor wheelmen
[gland, was completely gutted by fire early

Christmas morning. The structure was out recently
I, and whs a live-story building, complete ill

all its appointments. The loss is fully covered by
ills":

1 It, a Johnstown, Pa., rider, resolved at the
•nib's ,,n his wh(

that end is

king. Tic
u tivity through-

that is apt to make
.'her than

In June !.,..!

and n

'

. with

1. .11 1 i 1 1 >, v • i , 1 . 1 1 .; 1 . t 1 1 . ,

teen bill

sus-

mally a reckless
• hill.

so, an

Although it i» an uncertain time of the

a da 1

•« last w. •

The l.vnn Wheel Club hat ,c up their

ind to sell their furniture at au
1 will be continued, and an effort

will be made to organise on a first cli when
more commodious quarters will be secured. The
pool tournament, which was recently conclud.
Suited in the gold medal being won by J. K. Lynch,
who won fifteen games and lost none.

The Arlington Wheelmen, of New Orleans, write us
that the paragraph written by our NewOileai.

•mg to an entertainment held on De-
cember - last, was incorrect. The clnb states that a

soiree was given complimentary to them, but not
under their auspices, and no pecuniary benefit was
derived from it. The affair was attended by a repre-
sentative crowd of the city wheelmen.

The Crescent Cycle Club, of Roches' • ctcd
the following officers at the annual meeting on Thurs-
day ol last week: President, J. N. Williams; Vice-
President, A. I-'. JoSlyn ; Secretary, John Swat
nancial Secretary, George Barnes; Treasurer, 3 S.

Braman ; Captain. lames Barnes; Trustees, I. N.
Williams, A. V . loslvn, Geo. Swan, Geo. Bat ins, ,s. s.

Braman, I. Barnes, E. H. Chamberlain. P. B. Mason,
W. A. Lewis. After the election a lunch was served.

On Tuesday evening of last week the following
officers were elected by the Louisville Cycle Club:
President, Dr. H B. Tifcston ; Vice-President, (i. K.

Johnson; Secretary, Lee Hamersly: Treasurer, l". A.

Crush; Captain, [acob Bauer; First Lieutenant, Carl
Nefler ; Second "Lieutenant, Lewis Crush ; Bugler,
Charles Grunwald ; House Committee Will Rapp, C.

C. Nefler and Charles Grunwald; Amusement 1 om-
mittee Charles Grunwald, Will Rapp and Plory
Crush. Six new members were elected. The club
was never more prosperous or more harmonious than
at present.

A professional six days' race will begin at ti

lossctim, Omaha, on January .'. Racing will be con-
ducted three hours each day, and will be tor the
eighteen hours' championship. An even *i,<oo will be
divided among the lour men finishing in numerical
order, divided into 45, jo, is and 10 per cent. Should
the winner break the worlds record. 304'-.. mill

extra $100 and great fame will I be entries
thus far include I lei wing, of Denver; Reading, the
Omaha soldier ; Martin, of Chicago ; Shill. of Omaha

;

Ashinger, of Oklahoma, and Prince, ol Denver. The
hitter expresses the opinion that licrwing should win
first prize.

Our thrust seems to have thoroughly punctured the
in bubble, and the report of the gigantic soap

and water superstructure is wildly echoing through-
out Europe. Wheelings in a leading editorial, says o!

our Popgun biography: "Professional racing isde.nl.

The last and most fatal stab it received was adminis-
tered by" here occurs the name of Popgun "who
might liave been its savior, but preferred to give it

the coup degrace on both sides of the Atlantic. The
last issue of THE WHEEL contains a crushing indict-

ment of" the name of Popgun again occurs "every
word of which is richly deserved." Other papers
quote excerpts from Popgun's record, and altogether
we teel pleased at the heartv endorsement of our
effort to throw a lime light on Popgun.

1 1 Pool d Son, bicycle dealei port,N.Y.,
have issued with commendable enterprise a prettily

designed card containing the club song ami veil of

ckport Wheelmen. The first verse reads 1

• Now at our pleasant club-house here,
When dail o'er,

We gather in our pleasant rooms
.r songs once 11

Curling smoke from fragrant pi]

,1111111 of light ru
The tall ' un
We've had in days of yore."

Yell: "Zip! Boom! Lalla ! Hear us holla

!

sport Wheelmen! Walla! Walla! Walla'"

id foot in Brooklyn ' ' syn-
di< ate with the ]

t 'a. k

I'ark for the use ol win, Imen and a)

inly suitable track upon whu b I can

win. h ti in k is 1

sport, in connection with this the

ail the Brooklyn clubs who
they will

athleti
ng clubs than the Kings Count) V

d tournami
I the Long Islam! Wheelmen t" hold then annual

their ma I
ire a

I v II dill 111.

bl as well as the help ol the
of whom '

. little qui • will

igh."

The Kings County'Journal inn ciken

'

Ivn.

fit ol

stibu

Tin inter-club pool and billiard tourna-
ment at Philadelphia

having signified their in-

11 ol takii Club,
Park Avenue Wheelmen, Century Wheelmen, Quaker

Wheelmen, Mount Vernon Wheelmen and South
Wheelmen. The tournament will probata
it the house of the Pennsylvania Club. Individ-
ornaments will take

;
ib, and the

winners will be eligible to the final COl I

Will You .loin tin- Colony

Now organizing to locate in Maryland, between the
lltimore and Washington. Here arc fine

farming lands; low in price; adapted to \ \ \ ky branch
1 abundance ol pure, s..lt v.

hghtful and healthful climate; near:
i the world; unsurpassed railroad

with low freight and passenger rates, with quick
time; educational advantages second to none;
churches representing almost all denomination-
lined and cultured society, etc. Only a few more
wanted to complete the colony, and ii you «..

join in one of the best opportunities ol a life-time,
sow is the time. Partners, businessmen, unci.aims
and laborers, there is a chain t per cent,

protit . ired in three years. Full information
free of charge, furnished l>v M. V. Richards. Land
and Immigration Agent. B. & O. R. R ., Baltimore, Md.

"COVENTRY RIVALS"
TO THE FRONT.

The unparalled success o( this wheel has proved most

gratifying to the Msnufsctuiers, Messrs. Warman 8
Haxlewood, Limited, ol Coventry, England, and the

lmpoiters the Sweeting Cycle Co., of Philadelphia. The
" Coventry Rival " Saletj is a striking illustration of the
truth, that "Good goods and low prices always command
a market." Wc 00 not wish to he invidious 111 our

remarks, but we cannot help bring gratified by the fact,

that out of the multitude ol I mesihat flooded

the market, the "ItHI.MIiV RIVAL." is the

imported wheel sold under $135, that still holds its own.
and it is in us third season. Krom all over the country
we have testimonials from dealers and ridciw praising the
wheel. Many consider our No 1 Rival at $s<, ei|ual to

any $135 wheel, and there is no doubt but wliat many
riders can get as much pleasure and health from it IS

from one costing f 50 more. We are now registering the

names of all who desire ests'oguea, and a postal card with
your name and address will bring you the catalogue as

soon as printed. We desire a live, hustling agent in

every plat a ' ated.

The Sweeting Cycle Co.
Hole V. H. Importer* of tin- I iiukiiis

"Coventry Rlvills,"

PHILADELPHIA, PA., U. S. A.

"Hello!" Giveus

Have you seen CUT of

FISH'S NEW STY L i:

SADDLE? Of course WC
have.

'• ' Look at this spate Hi . for

iption, price, S c

ng would hava but little < h»rm« I

" (.(Min-in 1 .
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AMER1CAN^"L1"GHT"^RAMBL|R,
Presented for 1891, with the recommendation of practically the same as last year (the only alterations being

in a few minor details) which, in these days of wheels so perfect, and far and away the best on top of ground that

they have to be radically changed the succeeding year, we believe and are willing should stand as its strongest and
most convincing testimonial.

d^PBetter send for catalogue if you have not already done so. It will interest you.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.,
iflAKllts OK "AMKRICAN CVCI.KS,'

222 to 238 N. Franklin St.,

CHICAGO, 11,1,.

178 Coluiiilmss Avenue,
HUHTON, MAMS.
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THE NEW LEVER SAFETY.
(890 MACM1NES NOW READY FOR TME MARKET.

iii perfection of Simplicity and Economj of Power. Mo Chain. No Gears, fanmente Power ami Speed,

Variable Stroke, onij Two Seti Revolving Bcnriiitf* in place of Five, ai nsnallj used in Rover type.

S3E33\TX) T'On CATA3JOGU33.

H, B. Smith Machine Co., Smithville, New Jersey,

BUILT OKT HONOR
?_iOi_r:S- _A_i?i_A- . .^ _r?j_<&_ ..

WARWICK • PERFECTION • CYCLES.
•• mj vy •,'• v <v v
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WARWICK CYCLE nrQ. CO., SPRINQFIELD, ridSS.
t ITALOGUE, |VM \ltv i, iHc)i.
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UNION
EMERSON says :

" Only that good profits which serves

all men." This is a truth which experience everlast-

ingly teaches and one which is at the head of our Articles of

Faith. Hence it is that we are continually studying the

desires of the people and acting so far as is in our power to

satisfy those desires.

It is for this reason that we have fitted our latest Wheels

with spring frames, ball steering heads, and rear brakes, and

are prepared, if the people wish it, to put Cushion Tires on

any or all of our UNION BICYCLES. Such a policy is

pursued only by the progressively inclined manufacturers,

in the front ranks of whom can be seen, without a field

glass, the standard of the

UNION CYCLE M'F'G. CO.
WESTERN HOUSE :

CHARLES F. STOKES MFG. CO.,

293 & 295 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

OFFICE AND FACTORY,

HIGHLMDYILLE, MftSS

KOYER5 QOT FORTT-5EVEN PRIZE5
At the Leading Bicycle Tournaments during the past Season, the

RESULT OF PROPER CONSTRUCTION.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS

FOR THE

CELEBRATED

GARFORD SADDLE.

Our Line for 1 891 will be more elegant
than ever.

PNEUMATIC
AND

CUSHION TIRES,

Hollow Rims, Tangent Spokes, and
Ball Heads.

SIX STYLES

ROVER ROADSTERS
Ranging in weight from 35

to 48 pounds.

ROVER RACERS
WITH

PNEUMATIC TIRES.

j The Finest Lady's Safety ever
produced.

Get our prices on Sundries before placing your orders with anyone else.

THE JOHN
SOLE IMPORTERS,

iiso:

269-27X State St., Chicago, 111.
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AGENTS, HERE WE HUE flCfllN!
With as complete assortment of Wheels as one could wish, comprising many of our own special

manufacture. It is with pleasure that we announce our acceptance of the New York State Agency for

the celebrated

^ SWIFT SAFETIES. '

which are known throughout the WORLD. The following mentioned machines we present to the

trade, although at retail we handle all makes :

Lone Star. 37 Inch, Ball B*ariDg, - $45.00

OntlDg, No. 1, 26 " Full Ball Bea'g:, Cush. Tires 611.00
Dandy, J4 inch, Cone Bearing, - $25.00

King <>r Boa d, 1»7 M it tt m - .'J3.00

Pathfinder, 30 4 • it tt 4.-S.OO

Lightning, 24 <i Ball - 35.00

Bapid, •2<; '• tt tt 42.00

Manhattan, 28 " tt - 50.00

Greyhound, :jo tt tt tt OO.OO

[deal Bamhl er, LMi it ii tt _ - 65.00

" " •* 'S tt tt tt <t tt 87.50

" 3, .JO it tt «t '• 1

1

1O0.00

Gentlemen's Swift, 28 »

*

40 lbs.. - - 135.00

" 30 tt 50 •' - - 1 :$.->.00

Ladies' Swift, '2H tt 40 « - - 1;35.00

The Swifts we have with cushion or pneumatic tires. Our Bicycle Catalogue will be issued

shortly with full additional information.

MERVVIN, HULBERT & CO..
Trier* to the Trailo quoted <>n application. 26 WEST 23d STREET, NEW YORK CITY.

Listen, ye wheelmen and you shall hear
Of the midnight ride of I'. Revere. * * * *

[mpatienl he (to mount and ride )

Stood with his PARAGON by his side,

A glittering graceful steed of steel

(Plated with nickle thai will not peel). * * * *

Now he tightens the nut on the saddle posl

Now tries the spring (of which we boast >,

Then he leaps to the saddle (comfort at last)

And away he flies like the wind in full blast. * * * *

A rush m the darkness like an eagle in flight,

A glimmer of spokes in the quiet moonlight. * * **

So through the country he rode on his flier,

With no thought or need of a Pneumatic Tyre,
That the British who anchored in the bay
Should foisl on America in some future day.

If you wish to emulate the deeds ol strength and speed put forth by P. Revere, buj a Paragon.

STOVER BICYGLE MFG. CO..

SEND TOR CATALOGUE. FREEPORT, ILL.
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for $tr©FiqtS.

NOVELTY ? Yes. DURABILITY ? Certainly.

The only bicycle made in this or any other
country with cones that will revolve on the axle,

if the balls become jammed, and so prevent break-
age of the balls. The mechanical construction is

such that the wheel runs with less friction and the

adjustments will require less attention than any
wheel made. The spring fork is so made as to

remove all jolting, no matter at what angle the

wheel strikes the obstruction. Saddle unequalled.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. Price, $100.00.

Steel Pulley & Machine Works,

PATENTEES AND SOLE MAKERS,

INDIHNHPOLIS, IND.
Good Agents Wanted In All Unoccupied Territory.

* * * *

LADIES 37 POUNDS. CENTS 40 POUNDS.

WEBB-CUSHION TYRES ON ALL,
SOLID TYRES TO ORDER ONLY.

Send for Catalogue, also description of Cushion Tyres.

BANKER &l Cjl^M^BEIvIv CO., Ltd.,

1786-8 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Factory, ROCKAWAY, NEW JERSEY. Branch House, 1311 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, K. Y.

7000 GIANT SAFETY BICYCLES, 1891 PATTERN,

Agents not already on our books will have to be quick to secure satisfactory

accommodations.

H. A. LOZIER&CO.,
A™SS\K5S5£5»,. CLEVELAND, OHIO.

The Buffalo Safety Bicycle Stand,
PATENTED.

PRICE, $1.00.
ASK YOUR DEALER FOR IT OR ADDRESS

BOWEN BROS., - - Buffalo, N. Y.

D O Y O U WAN T T O W 1 1 E E L 1 N

EUROPE?
We conduct two parties this Summer, and will be
pleased to talk it over with you.

ELWELL <Sc HIGOINS, 152 Pearl St.,

Portland, Maine.

IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEND TO

-» ->- A. W. GUMP & CO., Dayton, Ohio, » -<- **

FOR PRICES ON TYPEWRITERS AND BICYCLES. TYPEWRITERS RENTED.
BICYCLES. TYPEWRITERS AND GUNS TAKEN IN EXCHANGE.
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mow is the time

to secure the

agency for the

Eagle for i89i.
We are constantly placing m-u agencies bul their is still some good territory un-

occupied and it will • to take advantage of it. We wain good, live pushing men. who can

appreciate a good wheel and bring others to their way of thinking. The Eagle is a lively

wheel "ii the road and we want lively men to handle it. men who can "get there."

11m- Eagle has qow a reputation which is unsurpassed, [t is acknowledged to be the

and besl all-round road wheel on the market

There is good money in the Eagle agency for any agent who knows how to hustle just

a little int. ( italogue free, also Mileage Book.

THE EKGLE BICYCLE MF
>gue, STAMFORD, CONN.
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PUBLISHED EVEKT FRIDAY MORNING.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates.

Subscription Price,

Foreign Subscriptions,

Single Copies, "

$1.00 a year

10s. a year

5 Cents

Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS CO.

Copy should be received by Tuesday morning.

Late Copy received until Wednesday morning.

Changes for Advertisements must be received by

Tuesday morning to Insure insertion.

Special Advertising Matter received until Thurs-

day noon.

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION.

F. P. PRIAL,
t

Editor and Proprietor,

P. O. Box 444, 243 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper

are respectfully requested to examine its con-

tents and give us their patronage, and as far as

is convenient, aid in circulating the journal,

and extend its influence in the cause which it

so faithfully serves. Subscription price, $1 per

year. >

FIXTURES.

JANUARY.
23.—Third Annual Reception of the Riverside

Wheelmen at Eiser's West Side Hall.

23-31.—The Stanley Show, London.
29.—Fifth Annual Reception of the Harlem Wheel-

men at the Harlem Opera House Hall.

29-Feb. 14.—ElwelPs Bermuda Tour.
31.—Races at the joint indoor games of the Sixty-

fifth Regiment and the Ramblers Bicycle
Club, Buffalo.

FEBRUARV
9.—Semi-annual meeting N. Y. State Division

Board of Officers at Albany.
11.—Games of the Nautilus Boat Club at Palace

Rink, Brooklyn. Two-mile handicap safety
race.

13.—Meeting of the National Racing Board, Phila-
delphia.

" 14.—Gotham Wheelmen's entertainment at Co-
lumbia Hall, Lexington Avenue and Twenty-
third Street.

16.—Annual meeting of the National Assembly at

Willard's Hotel, Washington.
21.—Twenty-second Regiment Athletic Associa-

tion's games at their armory, Boulevard and
Sixty-eighth Street, N. Y. Two-mile handi-
cap safety race.

23 —Two Mile indoor Safety Race at Rochester,
N. Y., for championship of the city.

MARCH.

2_7._Cycling Exhibition at Horticultural Hall,

Philadelphia.

MAY.

j,,—Chicago—Pullman Road Race.

JUNE.

, _Elwell's European Tour. Departure from New
York.

-Kentucky Division meet.
- Kentucky Division's excursion from Louisville

to Mammoth Cave and return.

JULY.

—Race meet of the Hagerstown Bicycle Club
and Maryland Division's annual meet,
Hagerstown. , . _

—Annual meet of the Missouri Division at Carth-
age.

—The Poorman Road Race at Cincinnati.

Departure Erom New York ot Smith's European
Tour.

SEPTEMBER.

Tournament at Hartford, Conn.

26-27.
28.

3 4-5

4

29

THE BOWLING LEAGUE.

The games in the Wheelmen's Bowling
League played during the last week have not
made any great change in the standing of the
clubs, excepting that the Hudson County Wheel-
men's team has dropped down a peg or two.
From the present outlook the greatest game of
the season will take place on Thursday evening
of next week, when the New York Bicycle Club
and the Atalanta Wheelmen will fight for first

place at Newark. It is expected that a large
number of wheelmen will witness the contest.

The Harlem Wheelmen will probably secure
third place. The scores of the week follow.

The Harlem Wheelmen defeated the River-
side Wheelmen at the Mott Haven alleys on
January 16 without difficulty. The score fol-

lows:

Harlem.
s. s. b. Scr.

Mainhart o
Boese 3 2

Kittle r 5
W. Bryan 2 1

H. Bryan 3 2

Macy 1 1

Braden 2 3
Emanuel 2 5

140

134
141
117

143
in
'34
160

Total

.

Riverside.
s. s. b

MHler 3 o 7
Boughton 4 o 6
Robinson 1 1 8
Doncourt... . . .2

Powers o
Foster o
Harrington o
Burr 1

3 5

Scr.

"5
r33
89
13b
102
102

85
129

Total.

FRAMES.
Harlem W 121 288 341 443 545 649 762 862 969 1080
Riverside W 77 152 256 342 437 543 629 737 806 891

Umpire, O. Emanuel ; Scorers, Messrs. Braden and
Burr.

On Monday evening of this week, January
19, the Atalanta Wheelmen visited the alleys of

the Riverside Wheelmen with the result that
another game was added to their list of victo-

ries. The score follows

:

ATALANTA WHEELMEN.
S. s. b. Scr.

G.Miller 3 o 7 112

Terbell ...o 3 7 116
Hornfeck 4 4 2 173
Hazen o 3 7 103

Berry 4 1 5 161

Peal r 5 4' 141

E. Halsey 3 4 3 183
Edwards 3 6 1 177

Riverside.
s. s. b. Scr.

Cossett
Powers 1 4
Fitch 1 3
Driggs..' 2 3
Doncourt o 2

Robinson 1 4
Broughton 3 o
Burr 1 7

134
137
122

114
no
I34
105
171

Total 1166 Total 1027

FRAMES.
Atalanta W 119 241 397 508 617 758 864 974 1053 1166
Riverside W.... 85 188 276 401 495 599 625 807 913 1027

Umpire, W. W. Braden ; Scorers, H. H. Foster, E.
M. Halsey.

On the same evening, January 19, the post-
poned game between the New York Bicycle
Club and Hudson County Wheelmen at Bid-
well's alleys took place. The Jersey City team
was unable to roll with any great effect on the
New York Club's alleys, and were defeated by
194 pins. The score follows :

N. Y. Bicycle Club.
s. s. b. Scr.

Schaeffer 3 4 3 164
Rossire 4 3 3 177
Heydecker .. . .1 2 7 116

Stott 2 3 5 147
Lawrence o 6 4 142
Odell 2 5 3 150
Nisbett o 2 8 104
Findley 2 1 7 135

Hudson Co. Wheelmen.
s. s. b. Scr.

Edick 2
Huson 1 3
Burnham 2 o
Cordner 2 4
Van Beuren. . .0 2

Tuthill o 4
Christian 1 1

White 1 2

132

'33
96
141
108

124

94
"3

Total 1135 Total 941

FRAMES.
New York B. C.no 214 316 466 585 696 819 929 1040 1135
Hudson Co. W. . 80 181 269 364 467 520 658 738 830 941

Umpire, W. A. de Goicouria ; Scorers, H. E. Lansing
and H. W. Benedict.

8-g.-

About the most exciting game that has taken
place during the present season was rolled at

Bidwell's alleys on Thursday evening of this

week, Jannary 22, between the Manhattan Bi-

cycle Club and the Harlem Wheelmen. The
Manhattans took the lead at the start and main-
tained it until the ninth frame, when the Ilar-

lems forged slightly ahead. During the latter

part of the game an error was made in scoring,

which caused a serious wrangle at the close

of the game. The Manhattans claimed that the
score of Emanuel, of the Harlems, was not
properly kept, being too great by live points.

After much talk and figuring the score as pub-
lished below was signed by the umpire and
scorers and accepted, although the Manhattans
still claim that the game resulted in their favor.

It will be protested. The scon- announced
follows

:

Harlem.

Mainhart 1

Kittle 1

Boese .2

Bryan 1

Lord 2

Macy o
Braden o
Emanuel 1

s. s. b. Scr.
Manhattan B. C.

nojFord 3
n6|McFarland 1

i29JBell o
115'Connor o
i26]Hahn 1

s. s. b. Scr.

99
125

Total.

Post
Pelin
W. Newgass.

157
114
88

107
I3°
125
119
"7

g6o Total 957

FRAMES.
Harlem W 79 168 258 350 450 540 647 765 878 960
Manhattan B. C...101 204 295 378 477 573 678 775 869 957

Umpire, Isaac H. Odell ; Scorers, Messrs. Jennings
and Haynes.

The standing of the various clubs in the
League to date is as follows

:

To Highest Average
Won. Lost. Play. Score. Score.

Atalanta Wh'lmen 714 1350 1204 7-8
New York B. C 615 1226 1 130 4-7
Harlem Wh'lmen. 633 1162 1079 7-9
Brooklyn B. C 444 1190 1085 1-4
Hudson Co. W 444 1153 1085 1-8

Manhattan B. C... 1 7 4 1042 953 1-8

RiversideWh'lmen 192 1062 801 2-5

The results of the games that have been
played are as follows

:

Nov. 17—Hudson County vs. Harlem. Result, H. C.
W., 108 1 ; Harlem, 1074.
Nov. 17—N. Y. B. C. vs. Atalanta. Result, N. Y. B.

C, 1173; A. W., 1145.
Nov. 21—Brooklvn B. C. vs. Riverside W. Result,

B. B. C, 1138; R. W., 879.

Nov. 24—Riverside W. vs. Hudson Co. W. Result,
H. C. W., 1084; R. W., 989.
Nov. 28—Harlem vs. Atalanta. Result, A. W., 1218

;

H. W., 1195 (eleven frames.)
Nov. 28—Brooklyn vs. Manhattan. Result, B. B. C,

1092 ; M. B. C, 940.
Dec. 4—Atalanta vs. Riverside. Result, A. W., 1335 ;

R. W., 793.
Dec. 4—Manhattan vs. New York. Result, N. Y. B.

C, 1149; M. B. C, 1042.

Dec. 8—New York Bicycle Club vs. Harlem Wheel-
men. Result, N. Y. B. C, 1108 ; H. W., 1029.

Dec. 8—Hudson County Wheelmen vs. Manhattan
B. C. Result, H. C. W., 1080 ; M. B. C, 855.

Dec. 8—Riverside Wheelmen vs. B. B. C. Result,
B. B. C, 1130; R. W., 1062.

Dec. 12—Harlem Wheelmen vs. Brooklyn Bicycle
Club. Result, H. W., 1040; B. B. C, 1027.

Dec. 15—Hudson County Wheelmen vs. New York
Bicycle Club. Result, N. Y. B. C, 1226; H. C. W., 1066.

Dec. 15—Riverside Wheelmen vs. Harlem Wheel-
men. Result, H. W., 1148 ; R. W., 989.

Dec. 18—Manhattan Bicycle Club vs. Atalanta
Wheelmen. Result, A. W., 1101 ; M. B. O, 937.
Dec. 22—Riverside Wheelmen vs. Manhattan Bicy-

cle Club. Result, R. W., 1012 ; M. B. C, 981.

Dec. 26—Brooklyn Bicycle Club vs. Atalanta Wheel-
men. Result, A. W., 1132 ; B. B. O, 1073.

Dec. 29—Hudson County Wheelmen vs. Brooklyn
Bicycle Club. Result, B. B. C, 1190; H. C. W., 1153.

Jan. 2—Harlem Wheelmen vs. New York Bicycle
Club. Result, H. W., 1137 : N. Y. B. C, 1120.

Jan. s—Hudson County Wheelmen vs. Riverside
Wheelmen. Result, H. C. W., 1126 ; R. W., 1052.

Jan. 8—Atalanta Wheelmen vs. Brooklyn Bicycle
Club. Result, A. W.,1350; B. B. C, 1122.

Jan. o—Harlem Wheelmen vs. Manhattan Bicycle
Club. 'Result, H. W., 1162 ; M. B. C, 937.

Jan. 12—New York Bicycle Club vs. Riverside
Wheelmen. Result, N. Y. B. C, 1003 ; R. W., 920.

Jan. 15—Manhattan Bicycle Club vs. Brooklyn Bicy-
cle Club. Result, M. B. C, 976 ; B. B. C, 910.

Jan. 15—Atalanta Wheelmen vs. Hudson County
Wheelmen. Result, A. W., 1322 ; H. C. W., 1150.

Jan. 16—Harlem Wheelmen vs. Riverside Wheel-
men. Result, H. W., 1080; R. W., 891.

Jan. 19—Riverside Wheelmen vs. Atalanta Wheel-
men. Result, A. W., 1 166; R. W., 1027.

Jan. 19—New York Bicycle Club vs. Hudson County
Wheelmen. Result, N. Y. B. C, 1135 ; H. C. W., 941.

Jan. 22—Manhattan Bicycle Club vs. Harlem Wheel-
men. Result, H. W., 960 ; M. B. O, 957.

The following games are still to be played

:

Jan. 23—Brooklyn Bicycle Club vs. New York Bicy-
cle Club, at Brooklyn.
Jan. 29—Atalanta Wheelmen vs. New York Bicycle

Club, at Newark.
[an. 29—Manhattan Bicycle Club vs. Hudson County

Wheelmen, at New York.
Feb. 2—New York Bicycle Club vs. Manhattan Bi-

cycle Club, at New York.
'Feb. 5—Atalanta Wheelmen vs. Harlem Wheelmen,

at Newark.
Feb. 6—Brooklyn Bicycle Club vs. Hudson County

Wheelmen, at Brooklyn.
Feb. 9—Riverside Wheelmen vs. Now York Bicycle

Club, at New York.
Feb. 9—Hudson County Wheelmen vs. Atalanta

Wheelmen, at Jersey City.
Feb. v.! Brooklyn Bicycle Club vs. Harlem Wheel-

men, at Brooklyn.
Feb. 10 Now York Bicycle Club vs. Brooklyn Bicy-

cle Club, at Now York.
Feb. u. Atalanta Wlioolinon vs. Manhattan Bicycle

Club, at New.n k.

Feb. 20—Harlem Wheelmen vs. Hudson County
Wheelmen, at Now York.
Feb, »6 -Manhattan Bicycle Club vs. Riverside

Wheelmen, at Now York,

At a recent meeting of the Rochester Wheelmen's
League a committee was appointed 10 consider the
advisability o£ holding the next State moot in that

city. A plan was proposed by C f.Ivensfor the
ing "i an annual road race between Rochester and
Buffalo.
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What maker in America made the first high grade bicycles with tangent

spokes, hollow rims, dropped handle bars, etc. ?

Who first reduced prices on bicycles in America ?

Who made the first Rover type safety bicycle in America ?

Who made the first square rubber pedals in America ?

Who established the price of $135.00 for Rover type safety in America ?

Who originated the term cushion tires ?

Who made the first cushion tires ?

Who has the largest and finest bicycle plant in America devoted exclu-

sively to the production of high grade bicycles ?

We have the documents in hand to prove that there is one answer which

fits each of the above questions, and that answer is the

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.,

CHICOPEE F7XLLS, 7VYhss

BRANCHES:

Boston, Washington, Denver, San Francisco.
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WESTERN WHEEL WORKS.
-
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We are now -ready to fill orders for oar 1891 Safeties. Sendfoi-

talogize and Sample Jifaehines .

THIS IS WHAT WE HAVE:

LIST.

Patent Drop Frame, 20 inch wheel, same as last year's No. 3 Pet, . $20.00

Junior. 24 inch wheel, same as last year, . . . 25.00

Drop Frame Junior, 24 inch, ball bearings, . . 35.00

Rob Roy. Diamond Frame, 26 inch wheels, ball bearings, weight,

lbs., .... 50.00

Juno. Drop Frame, 28 inch, ball bearings, weight, 47 lbs., . . 75.00

Crescent, Diamond Frame, ball bearings, including head, weight,

48 lbs., ..... 85.00

Rush, frame same as last year, ball bearings, including head,

also tangenl spokes, weight, \% lbs.. . . 100.00

me, cushion tires, . 115.00

c -
r =• - c£ 95 C

95 =: ^

.. ~ 3

-c,J
5 -•

'•

o s> «.

< 1

I 3
-1

B 5

We gvLCurantee oizr mcLchines to be exactly as described. We Tznow

1 1in I oar line is the best for the m orn'ij ever offered to the trade. We

will be in a position to nil orders promptly. Oizr list is lower I /tan

st year, and oizr machines have been vastly improved. Oizr

discounts will be liberal, though not as large as last year, but we will

' agents to s*>ll at list.

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.

I*. I,. CO I. 10 \l A \ & CO.,
36 BARCLAY STREET, and 40 PARK PLACE, ISTEV^ YORK!.

II HERN SI Ai
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CHICAGO.

The Chicago Cycling Club held their annual elec-

tion on Saturday, January 10. Although the polls

were open all day at the Pope Mfg. Co's. down-
town store and also at the club-house in the evening
but sixty votes out of a membership of three hundred
were cast. For the captaincy Van Sicklen received
but 12 votes, Lumsden receiving the balance. The
following officers were elected : President, C. B.
Randall ; Vice-President, W. G. .Sage ; Secretary. and
Treasurer, C. R. Dickerson ;

Captain, A. E. Lumsden;
Directors, for two years, H. A. Perkins and M. A.
Hosford.

The Oak Park Cycling Club have an indoor team in
course of organization. They have over thirty can-
didates seeking a position on the team. Two prac-
tice games have been played and it will take many
more before the best players can be selected.

The prospects of the Oak Parks accepting the League
Hotel as a club-house are very bright. The member-
bership has now passed the century mark (106). The
club thinks that if they occupy this magnificent house
their membership will surely increase. The rent
asked is $150 per month. The hotel has forty-four
elegantly furnished rooms, large parlors, etc. The
furniture alone cost over $20,000 a few years ago.

The .lEolus Club are having a boom. This expresses
it. The membership will be largely increased at the
next meeting by several good, substantial business
men. Their new club-house will be ready by May 1

and their indoor team is carrying everything before it.

The Englewood Cycling Club gave a well attended
stag party Saturday evening, January 17, and on
Tuesday evening, January 20, they gave a reception
and dance at Masonic Hall.

Harry Gotthelp, who has been Captain of the Doug-
las Club for a number of years, has resigned from the
club.

The Lincoln Indoor Ball Team visited Ottawa, 111.,

Saturday evening, January 10, and the great hospital-
ity of the Ottawa boys was manifested again. The
game was. a clever exhibition of indoor ball until the
ninth inning when the Ottawa team went to pieces
and the Lincolns run the score up from o to 12. After
the game a banquet was tendered the visitors, and a
right royal good time was enjoyed until an early
hour.

The Vikings Cycling Club held their annual elec-
tion this week, which resulted as follows: President,
I. L. Smith ;

Vice-President, C. R. Diedrich ; Secre-
tary, L. Hangen ; Treasurer, A. Hangen ; Captain, G.
Olsen ; First Lieutenant, Fern A. Kean ; Second
Lieutenant, H. Behrantz ; Board of Directors, Fern
A. Kean, B. O. Kindley and C. R. Diedrich. This
club proposes to promote interest in cycling among
the Scandinavians.

The .(Eolus Cycling Club gave a masquerade ball
last Friday night. Nearly two hundred couples par-
ticipated. The club last year cleared $160, and this
year they cleared over $200. These annual masquer-
ades are looked forward to and are always a grand
success. Kohler and Charles Wittenberg are candi-
dates for the office of captain of the JEolus Club,
made vacant by the resignation of John Erickson.
Erickson is now President of the Columbia Wheel-
men.
The Northern Star Cyclers have but six members,

but they gave a masquerade ball last Saturday even-
ing. Two hundred and fifty couples were in attend-
ance and twenty-one prizes were awarded for excel-
lence of costumes.

In a few months a handsome building with a Vene-
tian front of brick and stone will be erected in this

city. As soon as the builders reach the seventh floor

an inscription bearing the words "Chicago Athletic
Association" will appear upon the front. Chicago
millionaires will build the structure at an expense
of $600,000. This club has 1140 members to start with

;

$100 is the initiation fee and the dues are $40 a year.
The building will not be so elaborately decorated as
the houses of the Boston or Manhattan Clubs, but
will contain more room and more conveniences than
either. The cyclists will have everything that they
can desire in the building. In fact, their accommo-
dation will be one of the special features. A large
storeroom on the ground floor with a separate en-
trance will be placed at their disposal, and lockers
provided also, so that wheelmen will be enabled to
ride to work in their bicycle suits and change their
clothing here. This club-house, with every accommo-
dation, will prove the boon long looked for by the
cyclists. It will be located near the corner of Madi-
son Street and Michigan Avenue, facing on the latter

street.

The Lincoln Cycling Club's annual meeting and
election was held last Monday evening. The treas-

urer's report showed the club to be in splendid finan-

cial condition. During the past year the club has
redeemed over $500 of" outstanding bonds and paid
out some $300 of old debts, and yet on January 1 had
a tidy little sum in the treasury. The meeting was
well attended and enthusiastic. In Mr. Gerould's
address he complimented the members on the club's

great progress the last year and predicted still

greater success for '91. The meeting closed with
three hearty cheers for the L. C. C. and a tiger, pro-
posed by Mr. Gerould, and three more and a tiger

tor President Gerould himself, proposed by the mem-
bers. Following was the ticket elected : Board of

Directors, Win. Merrick, C. P. Whitney, H. L. Pound,
A. 1). Brewster; President, F. W. Gerould; Vice-
President, C, A. Servoss; Secretary, Wm. 1«. Hoc-
hirck ;

Treasurer, John E. Templeton
;

Quarter-
master, W. D. Morris; Librarian, A. T. Smith

; Cap-
lain, |. M. Erwin ; First Lieutenant, Edgar M. New-
man; Second Lieutenant, Prank Chase; Third Lieu-

ti m:i ill, |. R. Pollok ;
Color Bearer, F. J. MeMahon

;

Bugler, W. ]. Elweli
J
Surgeon, Dr. Gordon: Dele-

gates to Associated Cycling Clubs, F. W. Gerould,
Win. Merrick and R. CI. Betts.

The Lincoln Cycling Club's bowling team lias been
formed with th'r ultimate object of joining the

Cyclists' Bowling League. The following well-known
u iic iimi 'ii comprise the team; Charles L Lee, Wil-

liam Herrick, R. G. Betts, F. Bigelow, Geo. C. Stamm,
Bert Brewster, E. L. Canfield, Louie Loeser, F. W.
Gerould and C. A. Servoss. R. G. Betts promises, by
his playing in practice, to rank with the leader.

The C. F. S. C. C. U. S. A. will hold its annual game
dinner in this city February 6, at French's restaurant,
the " swellest " eating place in- this city. Very elab-
orate invitations have been issued.

A private class has been formed in the Lincoln's
gymnasium under the charge of John West. Herrick,
Woodward, Pollok, Spooner, Hochirck, Gerould and
Lee are members.
The Columbia Wheelmen have now nearly seventy-

five members. They are rapidly fitting up their club-
house at 737 North Hoyne Avenue. Their member-
ship is largely composed of active riders, over thirty
of the number being L. A. W. members. Their enter-
tainment committee are planning an opening recep-
tion.

The Cook County Wheelmen and Jackson Club have
rented a house at 709 W. Adams Street, and will en-
tirely refurnish the same, and fit it throughout with
all the modern conveniences. They have twenty
applications for membership to act upon at their next
meeting. This club's informal opening will take place
Saturday evening, January 24.

J. F. Bacon has resigned from the Lincoln Club, and
it is whispered {subrosa) that he will apply for mem-
bership in the Lake View Cycling Club, thereby being
enabled to take advantage of the club's Saturday
afternoon runs.

The Victor Cycling Club is composed entirely of
active riders of the Victor wheel. They have twenty
members at the start. A meeting will be held Thurs-
day evening, January 22, to more thoroughly organize
and elect officers for 1891. A committee will then be
appointed to secure a club-house.

The Oak Park Club's whist tournament is arousing
much local interest in that pretty suburb. They play
every Monday night. The score now stands : Ralph
Kennedy, eleven games won ; C. O. Ludlow and Drew
Miller, ten each ; O. L. Cox and Milton Mills, nine
each, and C. A. Sturtevant eight won. There are
twenty players. Three prizes will be awarded—one
for the greatest number of games won, one for the
next greatest, and the third for the greatest number
of points. The players progress up to and from the
head table after each game.
Ed. Bevington, Secretary of the Oak Parks, has a

peculiar faculty inherited from his grandfather. He
writes any name given him without hesitation in one
hundred and sixty-two different ways. Backwards,
upside down, or backwards and upside down at the
same time. He will write the name so that a looking
glass is necessary to read it. He will use both hands,
writing the first name with his left and the second
with his right, both upside down and backwards, and
in the latest approved Spencerian style with flour-
ishes. His ability has been recognized by many as a
wonderful achievement, and he has refused many a
princely offer by show managers.
The Englewood Cycling Club elected officers this

week as follows : President, Jno. Treadwell ; Vice-
President, J. L. Holbrook ; Secretary and Treasurer,
T. E. Rees ; Directors, in addition to above, R. Rees
and H. L. Gillette ; Captain, F. H. Geer ; Delegates to
Associated Cycling Clubs, H. R. Winship, G. W. Den-
nison and F. H. Geer. Out of a membership ot forty-six
twenty-five, votes were cast. H. R. Winship declined
the captaincy, and declared that he would never be
seen on the racing path again. This club has an
auxiliary ladies' membership of twenty-five, who are
allowed the privileges of the club-house one afternoon
per week. Saturday evening the club gave a stag
party. W. L. Bush entertained the members in his own
inimitable way.
The December number of the L. A. W. Pointer con-

tains a number of Chicago notes which are signed
Firenzi, and were one and all clipped from The
Wheel without proper credit being given. This
paper makes a rash statement. The 2.50 Club mem-
bership is not open to Spooner, as he has never ridden
a mile on an outdoor track in 2.50, nor is it a scheme
of his to make a collection of pictures of prominent
racing men. The chief scorcher is a prominent Chi-
cago racing man.
Saturday evening, January 27, the .^Eolus Club gave

a smoker. The Waverly Quartet and Royal Quartet
entertained the large number present. This club is

having a boom, and before many months have passed
their membership will be as large as any. Their new
club-house is now being built. They will expend
fully $2,000 in furnishing it.

Bradt and McGinnis, in "Just for Fun," entertained
the two hundred present at the Chicago Club's enter-
tainment last Wednesday evening at Rosalie Hall.
The play was well received, as was evinced by the
hearty laughter and applause. This entertainment
was a benefit, the proceeds to go towards furnishing
the club's gymnasium, now being fitted up on the top
floor of the club-house.

The Lincolns will be represented on the Elweli
European tour by two as nice fellows as one would
wish to meet, Geo. Luin and Max Loesher.

The Jackson Club and Cook County Wheelmen gave
a "hard times" carnival Friday evening, January 16,

at their grounds, corner Oakley Avenue and Van
Buren Street. Fully one hundred couples spent the
evening in skating and tobogganing. The riding
membership all appeared in full bicycle regalia. The
committee were a little hurried in their work, but the
affair was very successful nevertheless.

Here is something that has always been an unsolved
problem. An election is held at a cycling club. The
results arc published and you meet "one of the mem-
bers on the street. He is groaning and grunting be-
cause this one or that one was elected. Now it turns
out that that man nor any of his friends were at the
election. If they were not interested enough to attend
they should at least have sense enough to accept the
officers elected and forever keep their peace,

The Associated Cycling Clubs have appointed a com-
mittee to form a cyclists bowling league. Pour clubs
have already signified their intention of joining,

Roy Keator, the unicycle rider, is the recipient of a
letter from " Griff," of Detroit, in which he asks him
to attend the L. A. W. meet in Detroit this year with
Sid Black, his possible running mate, of whom he
speaks very highly.

The past week in Chicago has been an ideal cycling
week—just cold enough to freeze the roads and no
snow. Few wheelmen are seen, for, as a general
rule, the wheels have been laid away. As a rule the
wheelmen who stick it out all winter or begin riding
too early in the spring are the early ones to lay their
wheels aside in the fall.

H. J. Winn, of the A. J. Street Cycle Co., has se-
cured patents on a combination rat-trap and toe-clip,
adjustable to the common pedal by removing one
rubber. As it combines rigidity with the additional
use of a rat-trap it will undoubtedly prove a blessing
to wheelmen. It will not bend, and always hangs
down ready for use.

The Illinois Club gave an extremely successful stag
party on Saturday evening, January 17. An athletic
programme had been arranged. Among the features
was a sparring bout between Gerrard and Duplesses,
in which the former won in two hotly contested
rounds. George Kertz and Kimberly gave a farce-
comedy on sparring. Both were very tall and very
slim, and knew nothing of the sport. Kimberly won
in three rounds. Smith and Barnum wrestled, the
former winning. The gymnasium class, fifteen of
them, formed in line and gave an exhibition of high
jumping. The man who tripped withdrew. Smith
was the last man. After this, Frank Rice gave an ex-
hibition of club swinging. Prof. Bairely next ren-
dered a zither solo, Sam Beach a cornet solo, and
Prof. Barrett several songs, ending a well-arranged
and well-conducted entertainment. Three hundred
persons were present, who attested their enthusiasm
by frequent applause. A lunch was then served be-
fore the party separated. Firenzi.

LOUISVILLE.

A good story is told of Will Crush, the district pas-
senger agent for the " Monon " railroad and a mem-
ber of the Louisville Cycle Club. Not long ago he
was made one of the committee requested to count
the seeds in a large pumpkin in a local advertising
scheme. The prize for the correct guess was choice
of a trip to Europe and return with $50 for extra ex-
penses or a trip to California and return. The story
goes that when the committee had nearly completed
the count Crush was missed, and when next seen he
was in company with the winner, who was still in
ignorance of his good fortune. Crush secured his
promise in case of his winning to go over the Monon
whether he chose to go to California or Europe. Crush
had located the winner early in the engagement, and
he afterwards inspected the opposition ticket men
with the expression so well portrayed by Bret Harte :

"You misstate : this poor injun
I protects from such sharps as you be."

However,the additional lines in the above quoted poem
"And the two around the town was a lying
In frightfully dissolute state."

do not apply to Mr. Crush and his protege.

The discussion of the " League in Politics " question
resurrects an incident in local politics. The Ken-
tucky legislator who proposed and actively agitated
the bill against cyclers on the turnpikes some years
ago was defeated for re-election recently on active
agitation by the wheelmen in favor of his oppo-
nent. The present representative is a friend of the
cyclists.

Chief Consul Lamb is seldom seen in this vicinity,
but travelers over the Knoxville branch of the L. & N.
Railroad catch an occasional glimpse of him. He is
roadmaster of that division, with headquarters at
Rowland, Ky.
Van Sicklen, Barrett and Lumsden have promised

to attend the Kentucky meet with a view to taking
home some of the prizes.

Phil Allison, 448 West Main Street, will have charge
of all mailing lists for the meet programme, which
will be published in March, and will add any names
sent him to that list if not already entered.' A race
entry blank will accompany each copy.

Adolph Schuster has met with a serious blow in the
death of his mother, which occurred very suddenly
last week.
Tom Jefferis broke Seeds' six-mile road record at

Wilmington, Del., but Seeds went for it again ami re-
gained it. Tom is announced for another trial.

The trip to Mammoth Cave in connection with the
State meet is announced for Sunday, June 28. The
wheelmen will have their special ear anil the expense
will be light. White Buki.icy.

Smith's European Tour.

Clarence H. Smith, of Detroit, who so successfully
piloted a narty of wheelmen ami wheelwomen from
Detroit to Niagara Falls just prior to the last League
meet, has about completed arrangements for his
"Personally Conducted European Tour," The part}
will be limited to twenty-four, and will sail on the
City of Berlin July 39. Eighty days will be consumed
in the trip, which will end at Antwerp October .;.

The tour has been carefully arranged,' with a view
giving intended tourists a healthful ami profitable
Summer OUting at the leas! possible expense. Che
itinerary will be arranged so as lo secure the largest
amount oi satisfaction possible, ami allows the neceS
sary time for sight-seeing, Phe route is through the
most attractive part oi England, France, Switzerland,
Germany and Belgium, and almost the entire eleven
hundred miles bicycle ride will be over historic
ground. Ladies will be prO\ Ided with all the comfort
possible, and each day's run win be such that they can
make it without fatigue. The trip will eosi $300 \

circular can be secured by addressing Clarence II.

Smith, 11 Putnam Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
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the regular meeting of the .Maine.:
held on Monday evening last, the following offi-

! for the coming term : P. G. White.
President: E. W. Bradford, Vici t; Walter

'.try and Treasurer; W. 11. llebard.
n: P. llowlctt. First Lieutenant; William H.

ond Lieutenant; 1". G. White. W. H. llebard.
ft A. Smyth, J. P. Ives ami W. P. Foster, Club Com
mittee. The club has announced a ladies' night, to
take place early in February, and will havi
party in the latter part ol the same month.

w club has been organized during the Winter,
and its first run took place on Januarj u. lis name
is the Wheel Club. This was decided upon after much
thought had been expended on the matter. Henry
Burmester, one of the organizers, said :

" As THE
WHEEL is the best paper in America devoted to our
sports, and I think the name most appropriate for o'ir

The new club is composed of staid men. who
me another's company congenial, anil the inten-

tion is to have as few officers and as little manage-
ment as possible. Among the gentlemen who compose
the club are R. M. Welsh, J. J. Bliss, K. A Smyth,
C W. Gillette and T. E. Craig. It is understood that
many riders wish to join.

This lias been one of the best Winters for cycling
ever experienced in this vicinity. There was but one
Sundav during the entire Winter that was unl
riding purposes. J. I'

-

. Ives, the Alameda safety
has ridden to work every morning but one during the
Winter, and has gained ten pounds in weight since
September. He is to-day a perfect picture of a rugged
healthy athlete who has wintered well. He is such a
man as would delight any trainer in whose care he
might be given to prepare him for racing.

California.

THE MANHATTAN BICYCLE CLUB.
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much information in relation to the organization, an
article an road improvement by Isaac B. Potter,
cycling sketches and poems. )i imely illus-
trated throughout.

PALISADE WHEELMEN.

The reception and ball of the Palisade Wheelmen,
the long-looked-for event, took place on Wedni
evening. January ij. at Kcssler's Hall, |i

Heights, and proved a grand success. It might be
asked, Whv should it not be? for the P. W.'s are all
jolly good fellows, and anything they undertake 11ms!
be right. Hut this was a success which la-
the most sanguine expectations of the meic
weather was all it could be desired, an Uhcr-
ing Kcssler's Hall had not seen tor a long tin..

was a pleasing sight to look upon the many familiar
faces that greeted one at every turn.
The opening march was led by our First Lieutenant

who did himself credit as floor manager. A
Feature of this march was to be the forming of the
letters P. W., which was successfully accomplished
by the dancers amid gnat appla
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HARLEM WHEELMEN.

On Saturday evening last the Harlenis held their
monthly si ... 1. and notwithstanding the in-
clement weather the attendance was very -

programme that had been arranged llent
and reflected great credit on the entertainment com-
mittee. It lows Thomas Mm :

dian; Joseph Sands, cornetitft; lames Hutchinson.
banjoist ; T. Miles, pianist.
Mr. Murray was a tartar. He could entert..

company for an entire evening single-handed with
little or no effort His tome-
thing thai '

. ription.
Mr. Sands imitated a planing mill and a buzz saw

on the cornet most successfully.
Mr. Leo Franklin sang his favorite " How Do You

Do, Old Boy." which brought the house down. If]

Paul Johnson sang "Harbor Lights" very swei
About 11 p. m. refreshments we: iter which
Part II. was taken up, and it was long after midnight

I he last member left the ho
Entries are now being made for the pool tourna-

ment soon to take place at the elub-h.-
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HERE, THERE AND THEREABOUTS.

" I will mount myself
Upon a courser, whose delightful gait
Shall make the gazer joy to see me tread,
To turn and wind a fiery bicycle
And witch the world with noble footmanship."
—Shakespeare up to date, from an o/d scrap-book.

Why didn't Byron write the line

" She walks the highway like a thing of life
"

instead of the way he did, and then we might
have used the improved line as a poetical

allusion to cycling. Really, I feel sorry for

those poets who lived before the wheeling era;

see how many nickel-plated opportunities they
missed. Well, thank goodness, we are here to

correct their failings for them, and that's some-
thing.

" Here, sir, is a first-class ball-bearing, drop-
forged, steel-tubed safety for $145," said the
dealer to Mr. Newrider, "and here's another
just as good for $125," " What's the difference

between them?" asked Newrider. "Twenty
dollars," answered the dealer.

Post equitem sedct, atra cum doth not apply to

the cycling tourer.

Karl Kron wrote the first of his many articles

on wheel tours in the American BicyclingJournal,

of October 18, 1878, under the heading of "'Bi-

cycling in New York." Among the other dis-

coveries he there tells of is one that he thinks

of great importance, and that is that it was
wise to have the saddle set well back, as he
says "it was ignorance of this circumstance
which caused my ' first ride ' to be closed at the

end of forty seconds by a disastrous tumble
which kept me off the wheel for forty days."

'
' What can be compared with the luxury of

^an early morning ride ? To be mounted on
the whirling wheel, its bright spokes flashing

in the infant rays of sunshine ; to glide swift

and noiseless over the smooth roads, past
fields and woods and hedges, dew-spangled
and heavy, as though half asleep and loth to

be awakened, to breathe, long and deep, the
life-renewing odors" of the dawn, to hear with
soul attuned in harmony nature's morning
hymn of praise, and, with the exhilaration
born of rapid motion, to join in the Hosanna
chorus. What ecstacy of enjoyment ! What
relief from the plodding monotony of daily

routine. " Thus gushed to me a maiden fair over
whose sunny locks scarce three weeks of wheel-
ing experience had passed. She could have
said all this in a much shorter way, and just as
impressively, if she had declared that an early
morning ride, when the roads and weather
were fair, was better than a cocktail before
breakfast, though most men prefer the '

' exhil-

aration" of the latter to "joining in the Ho-
sanna chorus " of nature. With men the time
for chorusing is usually the night before ; the
next morning is more often spent in groaning
out the hymn of repentance than in singing the
one of praise. I hope this masculine attempt
at criticising female authorship won't be taken
as an intentional offense on my part ; it's simply
my own individual opinion and is probably
wrong, as most of my attempts at originality

are.

There are two kinds of good fellows. When
you meet with an accident on the road one
gives you a long lecture upon the sinfulness of
ever venturing out upon a ride without having
first examined every nut and bolt on your wheel
to see if it is in perfect order, while the other
dismounts, pulls out a monkey wrench and aids
vou put things right ; both of these are good
fellows, but somehow most people seem to like
the last one the best. Wonder why it is?

Two riders were proceeding along a level
road where any accident was almost an impossi-
bility, security begetting carelessness, one of
them inadvertently runs into his neighbor,
causing him to take a header. Rising from the
dust the dismounted rider angrily asks.

"What are you thinking of, you blooming
idiot?"

" Of where the Bible says it is more blessed
to give than to receive, and 1 guess this is the
kind of thing it refers to."

" I don't think I was ever really proud of
myself but three times in my life," said a
prominent lawyer to me once when I was sent
to interview him by a large newspaper. " The
first time was when I was admitted to the bar,
the second was when I won my first case, and
the third and last was when I learned to ride a
bicycle so I could go out on it alone, without
trying to knock down every building and ob-
struction in sight; and of the three causes of
my pride I have mentioned, I believe that if I

was forced to give up the law, its profits and
honors, or cycling with its health and enjoy-
ments, I would abandon Blackstone, not bi-

cycle." The peculiar thing about this declara-
tion was that the speaker did not know that I

was a wheelman, and was not therefore " play-
ing to the gallery," but was really and candidly
confessing his admiration for the wheel and its

attendant blessings of health and happiness.

The dividing line between pluck and fool-

hardiness seems beyond power of some people
to discover, and yet the distinction ought to be
anything but difficult to any one. When danger
or duty causes one to risk his life in the per-
formance of some brave act, that is pluck, but
when the same performance is gone through
with by some vain glorious seeker after a cheap
fame, and risks of life and limb are made from
no laudable motive, that is in my mind fool-

hardiness. Cycling has more than its share of
the latter and less than its quota of the former
element. Some idiot, who is also a cycler, goes
to work and rides across a trestle bridge over a
deep ravine or stream, or rides down along
and steep flight of stairs, or does some other
equally crazy trick, and the local and wheeling
press chronicle it as an evidence of his '

' pluck,"
when it is nothing else but an exemplification
of the old saying that " Providence watches
over fools and drunken men." The layman
reading the glowing eulogies of the brave act
rightly concludes that the supporters of such
idiotic performances can be no better than the
fool who commits them, and the prejudice that
already existed in his mind against wheels,
wheelmen and wheeling is intensified, and
from the point of view he is justified. I

wish that riders might sometime look at their
own abuses of cycling, and for a while try and
correct the errors existing among themselves
before rushing into print and discussion over
the ill treatment they receive at the hands of a
small and ignorant portion of the public at
large. It is the old, old case of the beam in
their own eye and the mote in the public's, as
any impartial observer cannot fail to see.

"A supramanubrial excursion" is the term
I once saw in print as a name for a flight over
the handles of the G. O. O.

Just a little history of New York's most fam-
ous road, the Riverside Drive, may not prove
uninteresting to the many wheelmen who have
enjoyed riding over its splendid surface, while
drinking in the grandest view of river and
mountain that ever blessed the eyes of he whose
lot carries him to spend most of his leisure
time in gazing at the towering heaps of brown
stone and brick with which the fair island of
Manhattan is now hidden. The original idea
of the road and park, for it is a combination of
both these blessings, was first promulgated by
Mr. William R. Martin, in a pamphlet written
by him in 1865. No one at that time foresaw
that the mighty metropolis of to-day would
have in less than twenty-five years grown to
such a magnitude as to encompass not only
this strip of woodland but miles and miles of
land beyond. In 1866 a bill was introduced
into the Assembly making it the duty of the
Central Park Commissioners to survey the west
side area and report to the Assembly. This
was done and the bill became a law upon the
24th day of April, 1867. The city immediately
began to institute measures to acquire title to
the land for public uses, but it was not until

1872 that it succeeded in doing so, owing to the
opposition of the property owners. The total
value of the land taken was $6,174,120.80, of
which $3, 104,47c) was assessed upon the adja-
cent property, which assessment was the
primary cause of the bitter opposition made by
the property owners. On the .M.th of February,
1S7S, the commissioners filed a map and plan
Of the proposed park and road. The trees hail

been classified and the noblest of them marked
for preservation. Bids were advertised for the
entire work, and, in the spring of 1877, Nicholas
H. Decker began operations. In the fall of

1879 the work of Decker was substantially com-
pleted. The Park Department, however, was
not satisfied to accept the work, and the con-
tractor could not collect the residue of the con-
tract award, and in self-protection he closed
the avenue. I can well recall the stolen rides
we pioneers used to take upon the drive, to
reach which was like storming a fort, so many
were the obstructions the contractor had placed
upon the road in the shape of derricks, piles of
stones, tool-houses and barricades, beside which
a guard of watchmen were placed to warn off

anyone from trying to remove the obstacles
or in any way enjoy the splendid drive which
stretched away toward the North like a ribbon
upon a field of emerald. In 1880 the long suf-

fering property owners determined to 'take the
law into their own hands, having dispaired of
ever getting any redress from the Park Com-
missioners, who were at this time too busy try-
ing to keep wheelmen out of Central Park to

attend to anything else. A suit was brought
for $10,000 damages against the city and the
contractor, and for an injunction restraining the
defendants from placing any further obstruc-
tions on the drive. The injunction was granted
by Judge Lawrence, who afterwards decided
the Central Park case against the wheelmen,
and duly served upon the parties concerned.
On the night of May 7 a body of men entered
Seventy-second Street and before three o'clock
the next morning had removed every obstruc-
tion. At ten o'clock the same morning the
police observed carriages rolling over the ave-
nue and reported it to headquarters. When
the contractor heard of this and what had been
done by the property owners he attempted to
stop further travel, but was curtly informed
that the Supreme Court had decided that no
further obstructions should be placed on the
roadway. This is the history of the conception,
completion and opening of the Riverside Drive,
and, important and peculiar as it is, I do not
think one out of every ten thousand of those
who enjoy it have ever heard or cared how the
pleasure of so grand a breathing place ever
came to be theirs.

He came into the club one evening last week,
a droopy, dreamy-eyed young man, and said
" I have a charming little roundelay on

" ' Beautiful, bonnie, bright blanket of snow,
Downily draping the '

"

HerehemadeaCsesural pause and tried in vain
to lift his hat from his nose and ears. We bore
him outside, we shivering men. We rolled him
in the "beautiful blanket." We tucked the
corners of it into his mouth and neck. We set
him on a frosty safety and gave him a start
over the "beautiful, bonnie, bright." It was
a charming little mind he lay on the "beauti-
ful," etc., and he felt, no doubt, as we did, that
it is a cold, cold world—for January.

I sometimes get nice little notes from anxious
inquirers signed "Constant Reader," asking
me what is the best machine, whether Adam
really was the first wheelman, etc., etc. If

"Constant Reader," that great, long unfilled
want of information, wouldn't read so constantly,
but stopped now and then to try and remember
what he had read, he wouldn't' bother us who
are already bald-headed with trouble about the
simplest possible questions.

Here is a little item that will give c\ cling
writers a great chance to once more construct
upon paper that perfect bicycle which, accord-
ing to themselves, is to be built of aluminum.
A mechanical expert. Bradford McGregor of
Cincinnati, claims to have succeeded in uniting
aluminum with glass. Now this opens up a
wide field for the light-as-a-t'eather metals
friends in cycling literature. Just think, it

makes it possible to have a bicycle that weighs
next to nothing at all, but which can also be
used lor a bottle or a looking glass at the same
time. 1 turn this item loose upon an hum's
pecting public. Fully convinced that thev will
be made to suffer b\ these featherweight bi-

cycle constructors in consequence, but long
suffering in this direction has brought them
patience, and thus does patience again become
a virtue ol necessity.

t
/'.' b« , outill !
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several m.iw teat ures to his programme, Including a
performance on the Eagle bicycle.
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THE GALES SAFETIES FOR 1891.

Messrs. Schoverling, Daly & Gales, 302 Broadway, New York City, have brought out two new designs of
safeties for this year's trade, a new diamond frame machine and a lady's convertible wheel, which are illus-

trated below.

GALES DIAMOND FRAME SAFETY.

The Gales Diamond Frame Safety has 30-inch wheels, Fish's new adjustable saddle, case-hardened, ball

bearings all around, weldless steel tubing, direct plunger brake, adjustable handle-bars, rims % and %
inches. It is geared at 54 inches, and has direct spokes. Price, $85.

LADIES' CONVERTIBLE GALES SAFETY.
The Ladies' Convertible Gales Safety has wheels 29 and 30 inches in diameter, respectively. It is also

fitted with Fish's adjustable saddle, case-hardened, ball bearings all around, direct plunger brake, weldless
steel tubing, direct spokes, and is geared at 52 inches. It possesses a fine dress guard, which covers one-
quarter of the rear wheel and the entire chain and sprocket wheel. Price, $85.

A Hand-Power Cycle.

Henry E. Braunfeld, a Pittsburg cabinet maker,
has invented a bicycle to work by hand instead of by
foot power, which in his opinion will revolutionize
the cycling business in this country. The advantages
claimed for it are lightness, concentrated power and
convenience. The machine which he has made as a
model weighs fifty pounds, but it is possible to reduce
the weight twenty pounds without weakening the
machine in any material point. The seat is just high
enough to allow a man to touch the ground with his
feet if he wishes, so that the machine is perfectly safe.
The steering is done with the feet from the foot rests,
placed five inches from the ground and at the sides
of the front wheel. Where the handlebar of an ordi-
nary bicycle is located there is a crank, arranged
after the style of a pedal on a safety. From this
crank the power is transmitted to the front wheel by
a chain belt. Another arrangement that the inventor
claims great advantage for is a series of steel rods
connected with the rim of the wheel, by which the
power is applied directly to the parimeter instead of
the hub. The inventor claims that a bicycle can be
operated more easily by hand than by foot power,
which statement is open to argument. It is also ap-
parent that the exercise derived from the present
form of cycles would be lost in this contrivance
except for the muscular development of the arm,
which fact alone does not augur well for the machine's
ultimate control of the cycle market.

Ex-Captain Marion, of the Kings County Wheelman,
lias acoepted a position with the Hartford Wheel Com-
pany, for which linn he will go on the road. He
was tendered a dinner by some of his clubmates last
week. Jack Long, another old-lime menthol of t In-

club, has also lefl to accept a business position in the
West.

A New Cycle House in New York.

The list of firms in the bicycle business in New
York City has been increased by the addition of the
Premier Cycle Co., which has opened an office and
ware-room at No. 846 Eighth Avenue, Corner Fifty-
first Street. The company has purchased the business
of L. H. Johnson, at Orange, and is incorporated
under the laws of New Jersey. The officers are :

President, L. H. Johnson; Treasurer, H. C. Douglass;
Secretary, S. L. Beals. The company will manufac-
ture and import cycles and sundries. Mr. Johnson
is one of the oldest wheelmen in New Jersey, and his
former headquarters in Orange will be retained as a
branch. The company extend a cordial invitation to
metropolitan and visiting wheelmen to call upon
them.

Excepting several minor improvements, the Stover
Bicycle Mfg. Co. will make their Paragon safety this
year the same as last. The wheel will be supplied
with a new saddle which, is considered to
possess great merit. The ladies' Paragon will
have 28-inch wheels, tangent spokes, and will weigh
40 pounds. The Iroquois will be practically the same
as last year, and will weigh from 40 to 48 pounds. The
company will furnish cushion tyres if desired, although
the new device does not possess much value in their
estimation. A new catalogue is now being prepared,
which will be among the finest issued during the
season. The outside covers will have a lithographic
illustration in colors. The design on the front one
will represent a crowd of Palmer Cox's "Brownies"
drawing and riding on a safety, while a view of Ni-
agara Palis and other places will appear on the back*
of the cover.

The Warwick Cycle Company, in then- advertise-
ment this week, present an Illustration Ol their new
pattern ladies' safety, weighing forty pounds.

ENGLISH TRADE NOTES.

The Pneumatic Tyre Co. have made several im-
provements on their tyre, notably by fixing on the
underside of the rubber casing a diagonal roof of can-
vas imbedded in the rubber, which prevents trans-
verse stretching. Another improvement is in the
direction of stitching together the two pieces consti-
tuting the canvas envelope, instead of cementing, as
formerly. New and improved valves will also be
shortly introduced.

Messrs. J. K. Starley & Co., of Coventry, have a new
steering gear in hand, which promises good results.

Messrs. W. & A. Bates, the rubber manufacturers, of
Leicester, have taken into partnership Mr. Hugh
Faulkner, their manager for twenty-seven years, and
Mr. P. H. Lockhart, five years in their service as
traveler.

The Coventry Machinists' Co. have just completed
a large tmilding four stories high and 187 feet long,
which will be devoted to plating, ball-making and
stock rooms.
Messrs. Hutchins & Co., of Queen "Victoria Street,

E. C, will again represent the St. George Engineering
Co., of Birmingham, in London, with the New Rapid
wheels.

Devey & Co., of Berwick-on-Tweed, report a very
good season, and say that they could have sold every
machine they made in Scotland alone, so large has
been the demand. The firm are prepared for 1891 to
a very full extent.

The business of Gay, Ltd., London, has been taken
over by Mr. Stephen Withers, a well-known cycling
outfitter, and Mr. J. H. Chandler.

The cycling trade in Wolverhampton is very brisk
at present, many firms working till 8 p. m. Large
orders have been given to Sharrett & Lisle ("Stan-
hopes ") by several of the largest retailers in the
country, whose representatives have visited that town
lately.

Messrs. Stanley & Goodwin, Southampton, who have
had a good season with the Ixion, intend venturing
further afield, and will shortly extend their premises
and lay down plant for enameling, polishing and
plating.

The Coventry Machinists' Co., instead of exhibiting
at the Stanley Show, will have all their new patterns
on view at their depot on the Viaduct from the 13th to
the 31st inst. This will undoubtedly be an exhibition
unexcelled in quality anywhere.
Messrs. S. Goodley & Son, Wolverhampton, antici-

pate a good season this year. The firm have just
received orders for 500 and 1,000 machines respec-
tively.

Mr. Hillman, of Hillman, Herbert. & Cooper, Coven-
try, has made a new pneumatic tyre, which consists
of a rubber tube cased with webbing which is var-
nished to keep out the wet, with a broad strip of pure
rubber solutioned on to save the wear. There is no
non-return valve, but when the tyre is inflated a brass
clip shuts the rubber air tube, and when this clip is
removed the tyre empties itself, and can be easily
removed from the felloes.

The Rudge Cycle Co., Ltd., of Coventry, are showing
their latest patterns, twenty-five in number, at their
Paris depot in the Rue Chaussee d'Antin, where they
have a stock at present of over 2,000 machines.

The business of Warman & Hazlewood, Coventry,
has been turned into a limited compaiiy, with a capi-
tal of ^70,000 in £10 shares. The present issue of capi-
tal is .£55,000, of which Messrs. W. & H. take ,£25,000.
Eighteen thousand pounds has been privately sub-
scribed, leaving only £12,000 for public subscription.
The average yearly profit for the past five years has
been .£6,600, and with the increased output now avail-
able and the continued popularity of the Rival
safeties, the new company should prove a successful
venture.

Messrs. Sharatt & Lisle, of Star safety fame, Wol-
verhampton, have in hand a new patent bottom gear-
ing of excellent design.

Messrs. W. R. Birt & Co., India-rubber manufactur-
ers, of Birmingham, are bringing out a new cushion
tyre. A core of rolled canvas runs midway through
the tyre, the object being to prevent the tyre from be-
ing compressed flat when in use. The tyre will be
made in one quality only, the best pure Para rubber.

Easthopes, Ltd.. and the Grosvenor Cycle Co. are
the only two Wolverhampton firms who intend to ex-
hibit at the Stanley Show.

W. Ivy Rogers & Co., of Birmingham, are also in
the field with a new tyre, consisting of a cushion with
a solid tyre vulcanized to its face to prevent slipping.

On February c) an exhibition of cycles will be held
in Birmingham.

Richard Howell has again been taken up by the
Rudge Company, and during the racing season will
compete and also ride against time.

Humber & Co. will have a representative in this
country with two wheels. The company will either
establish American connections or take orders for
special lines of wheels. To handle a "line made to
special order " seems to be the ambition of m.inx ol

the successful retailers.

The Rudge Company recently gave an exhib
K^' their new wheels at their Pans Store for the benlil
of their continental agents. Twenty-five of the latest
pattern machines were exhibited on a raised stand,
which was tastefully draped with rich crimson plush.
The same material was used to drape the walls, and
thej were further decorated with a display of Preach
and English Rags, Ow the evening y( December 13

the company's agents came in from France, Swil
land and Spain, and were banqueted bj Mr. George
Woodcock, the managing director ot the concern.
After the banquet a number «i toasts were prop
and at the suggestion of the chairman a fund ol ..was
raised for the benefit of the poor oi Paris At the
Rudge depot a stock ,<l .... . machines was shown.
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THE MANAGERS OF THE STOVER
BICYCLE MFG. CO.

A notable example of the enterprising and pushing
type oi men who have done so much in bringinj
West tn the front, is found in Mr. D. C. Stover,
of th' Preeport, 111., a firm
Whicl red a prominent pluce in the I
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The superintendent of the stover factory is Mr. W.
A I lance, an old rider and a shrewd, sharp, capable
man. He is one of tin best machinists in the State ol
Illinois, and the inventor of the spring fork used on
the Stover wheels. IK- was born in 1861.

Messrs. Shaffer Hros. have been appointed agents
for the Victor and Little Giant wheels for Houghs'
sic. N. V., and vicinity.

1 A. I.akin .V Co.'s Cyclometer for 1891 has several
new features, including a bell, which is rung .
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THE HARTFORD CYCLE CO.
This firm, which started in the business early last

year with a hundred dollar safety, have added totheir
small family, and for 1891 have the Hartford of last
year, a ladies' wheel. The company is now managed

Theby Col. Geo. Pope, president of the company,
only change in last year's wheel is the fitting of the
Kirkpatrick saddle. The ladies' wheel is very hand-
some

; both are listed at $100. The companv have
Mr. Post in the Western part of the country. ' W. C.

Marion, late with Peck & Snyder, will start within
a few days, and Mr. G. B. Jackson will also be sent out.
With three travelers the firm expect to extend their
business this year.

FEATHERSTONE'S PNEUMATIC AND
CUSHION-TYRED SAFETIES.

The trade seems to regard the deal by which Mr. A.
Featherstone secured the United States rights to the
Dunlop pneumatic and cushion tyres as an important
one, and since Mr. Featherstone's visit East the inter-
est in his business has been increased.
Mr. Featherstone has an enormous factory at Chi-

cagOj on one side of which is an enormous sign,
"Children's Carriages," and on the other " Bicycles,
Tricycles and Velocipedes." The picture, for we have
not seen the factory yet, shows eleven fat chimneys
smoking like hades. Mr. Featherstone is a man of
affairs, a success, and, so the Eastern men say, a
shrewd man, not liable to make a great mistake.
The feature of his machines, of course, will be

the Dunlop pneumatic tyre, at present admitted to be
the best type of pneumatic yet manufactured. The
important factor, however, is the statement of the'
company that the tyre is vastly improved, that it has
but a minimum of liability to puncture, that when
punctured it is easily repaired, and that the firm will
guarantee each wheel.
In this connection Mr. Ralph Temple writes us as

follows :
" I have secured the Chicago agency for A.

Featherstone's pneumatic and cushion-shod cycles.
I shall open the Temple Cycle Exchange and Riding
School on March 1, but until that time I shall be on
the road for Mr. Featherstone. I leave this week for
the East, carrying a line of pneumatic and cushion
tyres which I will show at all tile principal cities.

Mr. Featherstone will manufacture but two styles of
high grades, the double diamond frame for gentle-
men and a ladies drop-frame safety. They will lie

built with special reference to pneumatic tyres, and
nothing will be slighted which will make them lirsl-

class wheels. The tyre is absolutely guaranteed."

VERY STANDARD DIAMOND.

Mr. A. O. Very, who started in the cycle business last year, and who reports a greater success than antici-
pated, is preparing to enlarge his lines for 1891. We recently met Mr. Very at his store, on Tremont Street,
where the principal business up to the present time has been the sale of sewing machines, in which trade Mr.
Very has been connected with Mr. Charles F. Stokes, and it was through that gentleman he was induced to
go into the bicycle business. Last year Mr. Very engaged Mr. Morton, late of the Pope Co., to work up the
New England business in a. line of Warwick wheels. This year he will handle the Warwicks for New
England with the exception of western Massachusetts and Connecticut. He has also made connections with
the Union Cycle Co. to handle their wheels throughout New England. In the way of novelties he has a Dia-
mond framed safety, of which we publish a cut and which will certainly be acceptable as a handsome and
cheap mount. This wheel is a Diamond framed safety, with % and % solid tyres, weight 4slbs., price §85.
The wheel will be handsomely finished and will by no means be a cheap mount. A companion wheel is the
drop frame ladies' safety, at §85, which will be practically of the same grade and style as the gentleman's
wheel. Mr. Very will call his wheels the " Very Standard Diamond Safety " and the " Very Standard Ladies'
Safety." Mr. Very will issue a handsome catalogue on February 15.

Whitten, Godding & Co.

On our annual January visit to the store of this
Providence firm we have always found their place in
more or less confusion, the fact being, that for the
past three years they have been- compelled to enlarge
each season. First they started with a small store on
South Main Street ; later on they hung a gallery
round the walls and thereby multiplied their floor
space; but even this was insufficient, and they have
for some time occupied two handsome stores, which
have all the appearance of prosperity,being thorough-
ly well arranged and well stocked. In January of
last year the concern made arrangements with
Thomas Smith's Sons, one of the largest sundry and
part houses in England, who have an interest in the
Providence firm, and who are their representatives in
this country. The leading business of the firm this
year will be the development of their sundry and
part business and the development of their wholesale
trade. In the way of wheels they have three Vulcans,
a diamond-framed light roadster with ball head and
cushion tyres, balls all over, of high grade, at $135 ; a
companion ladies' wheel at $135. These Vulcans sold
last year at $115, but this year they have been built
as strictly high-grade wheels, and are listed at the
regular high-grade price. In the way of a medium
grade wheel, the company have a roadster with a
cross frame and stay-bar, with cushion tyres, listed
at $100. The feature of their tyre is the dropping of
the air-hole one-eighth of an inch below the centre.
In this way should the tyre cut, it would come be-
neath the rim, and the tyre be held firmly in place.
The company have experimented with this kind of
tyre since August last, and are quite sure they have
one of the serviceable cushions on the market.
We briefly describe their sundries on which they

are ready to quote figures to agents: King of the
Road lamps, Harrison bells, and Carroll bells. The
firm are specially certain of success with their new
Carroll bell, named after the inventor. It is an auto-
matic clock-work bell with two domes, and having a
beautiful chime. The lever multiplies, so that a
slight tap produces a long and loud sound, the
tongues hitting the domes four times as rapidly as in
the ordinary bell. The Carroll bell will not be on the
market till March 1, and will be listed at $2.50. Be-
sides their sundries the firm have an enormous stock of
parts, which they carry in two Providence ware-
houses, and can at any time supply the parts for a
complete line of wheels. They also carry rims, tub-
ing, etc. They will soon issue a catalogue of stamp-
ings, so that any agent who wishes to build wheels
can get every article necessary from this firm. At
the present time Mr. Godding is representing the
firm in Philadelphia and Washington.

The Warwick Cycle Co. are already shipping their
1801 wheels, and we believe this firm is as well ad-
vanced with their 1801 output as any company in the
trade. Like all new concerns, they have been com-
pelled to drop old features and add new ones, but this
year their three mounts, to-wit: the Combination,
the Diamond and the Ladies' wheels, are as handsome
as anything we have seen. The Combination will be
a Sterling good wheel for all round road service. The
Diamond will be a light handsome mount, and the
Ladies will also be a light and taking wheel. The
company are fitting 1 inch, M and i\ cushion tyres
with an especially small hole. Cushions are fitted

Without extra cost, and solids a re fitted when ordered.
Mr. Warwick is at the SI an ley Show, represent ing Ihe
concern, and Mr. Child will shortly go on the road,
although lu- si ales 1 ha 1 the orders already taken will

keep the factory working at its full capacity during
I he Wilder season.

Messrs. Rankin & Bruce, who have been in the busi-
ness but nine months, are making rapid strides toward
popularity in the city of Providence. Both are well-
known club men, and owe their prominence in the
trade to their toe clip, which they have handled suc-
cessfully for the past two 3'ears. Their store, which
is at 23 Custom House Street, is well stocked. They
will handle the Swift, Psycho, and Schoverling, Daly
& Gales wheels this year, and may also handle the
New Mail, for which the firm are at present nego-
tiating.

A press dispatch from Shelby, Ohio, says: "Thi
city has secured the location of the Lozier-Yost Seam
less Steel Tube Company, which has been incorporated
with a capital stock of $100,000. The company will
manufacture cold drawn, weldless steel tubes used
in the manufacture of bicycles. This article is now
produced in England only, and this factor)' will be the
only one of its kind in America, as the company has
secured the sole right of manufacture in this country.
The enterprise cannot fail to receive the hearty sup-
port of all bicycle manufacturers in America, as it

will obviate all unnecessary delays in transportation
and delivery, and will enable them to order such
quantities of the material as they may need for imme-
diate use, and dispense with the large surplus which
they are now cempelled to carry. The capital has
been furnished by Cleveland, Toledo and Shelby par-
ties. The stockholders have selected the following
officers and directors: D. L. Cockley, Shelby, Presi-
dent; H. A. Lozier, Cleveland, Vice-President ; B, I.

Williams, Shelby, Secretary and Treasurer; J. L.
Yost, Toledo, General Manager. The following are
Directors : J. L. Yost, Toledo ; H. A. Lozier and N. A.
Gilbert, Cleveland ; B. J. Williams, J. A. Seltzer and
D. L. Cockley, of this city."

There will undoubtedly be considerable concession
made by the Racing Board so far as the recent suspen-
sions are concerned. The board finds its position on
some of the points at issue with the A. A. U. untenable
and in direct violation of the L.A. W. constitution. This
may seem curious, and perhaps to some exceedingly
dubious, but not one whit more so than the fact that
the chief consuls of the various divisions have been
appointing L. A. W. representatives as rapidly as the
increase of each one hundred mombers gave them, as
they supposed, the right so to do, when along comes
the rights and privileges committee, last week, and
declares all these appoint ments unconstitutional, stat-
ing that members can only become representatives
by election between the fifteenth day of July and the
fifteenth day of August last. So that it will be seen
we have been misinterpreting the const it 111 ion all the
time, and it we, why not the board, who of course has
not our powers ot discernment. Knowing, as this
journal docs, the inner tacts of the ease, it would be
a matter of very little surprise to see all the sus-
pended men reinstated. Of course the members ol

Ihe board have no option but to be guided 1>\ the
Strict ruling of the laws that be, and we have every
confidence in their knowledge, discretion and regard
for I lie dignity of their own body and for that of the
League. But what .1 howl we arc going to hear of
"while leather," "no backbone," "cringing to the
A. A. U.," etc., ad lib.., Should this come to pass. Lai
we anticipate. Sporting Lite.

The committee of St. Louis wheelmen who have
been endeavoring to have the asphalt streets sprinkled
less copiously than has been the custom, have been
mi, .lined bj ihe authorities that next season the
si reels will remain dry during I he larger part kA the
day, and < plan » ill be adopted that will make weti
1 he -,i 1 eels unnecessary

.
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THE CONNECTICUT WHEELMEN'S
POLO LEAGUE.

game between the Meriden Wheel Club and
New Haven Bicycle Club at Meriden, January 14, re-

sulted as follows :

M. W C Players' Position. N. H. B.C.
W. Cartel .First Rush Andrews
Allen. Si ond Rush Cochran
R Cai ter (enter ....

1 1. lit Back Greenfield
... Coan

Won By. Caged By. Rush By. Time.
Allen Andrews
Andrews "

ochran " ....

Andrews " .... 1.3
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THE A. A. U.-L. A. W. CONFERENCE.

President James R. Dunn was seen by .1

resentative of The Wheel on Thursday of this

. in relation t<> the meeting of the Confer-

Committee of the L. A. W. and A. A. I"..

which has n<>i as yet boon held. He stated thai

he was unable to announce when the meeting
would take plate. It was intended to have had

the expense question discussed at the convention

of the managers <>t" the National Association of

Amateur Oarsmen, >>n Saturday last, but the

members of the A A U. and L. A. W. com-
mittees did not materialize.
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THE GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.'S NEW WHEELS FOR 1891.

fHE two wheels of the Gormully &
Jeffery Manufacturing Co., Chicago,
illustrated on this page, represent
the new design of their Ladies'

Safety and their Rambler, shod with cush-
ion tyres.
A desire to respect the wishes of those

ladies of light and medium weight, who,
residing in cities or sections of the country
where good roads or boulevards abound,
find the American Light Rambler larger
and heavier than they require, has led them
to present this season, for the first time, the
American Ladies' Rambler, which is ex-
pected to occupy a place in the world of
wheels second to none.
Although listed at a lower price, and

weighing considerably less, this wheel re-
tains the spring frame, small steering
wheel, long bearing distances and all of the
other essential features of the American
Light Rambler, the same care in construc-
tion and excellence in material being rigor-
ously observed. The specifications of the
machine as published in their catalogue,
which will shortly be issued, are as fol-

lows :

Frame.—The main portion of the frame
is of seamless steel tubing in one piece
from steering head to seat stem. The front
forks and rear frame are also of seamless
steel tubing, but of a smaller size and
thinner gauge than that used in the Amer-
ican Light Rambler. The spring frame
and hinged joint are similiar to those of
the other Ramblers. Two grades of frame
springs are used, light and medium, for
riders weighing no and 140 pounds, respec-
tively. Machines are always fitted with
the lighter spring unless otherwise speci-
fied.

Steering Head.—The steering head is

of new design and turns on a series of balls
at each end, the long-bearing distance fea-
ture being observed here as in our other
safeties.

AMERICAN I,\DIKS' R.4JIBLER. PRICE $125.00.

WHEELS.—The driving wheel is 28 inches in diameter, the steering wheel, 24 inches. They have true tangent spokes and crescent rims.

TYRES.—Both wheels are fitted witho/ie inch cushion tyres, but when desired, hollow rims and three-fourths inch solid tyres will be substituted without extra charge.

Handle Bar.—The handle bar is of one continuous piece of seamless steel tubing, and is of new design, being turned upward and inward, somewhat similar to
the ram's-horn bar, affording more room in which to mount than does the usual single curved bar. The handle bar is also adjustable to height. The handles are
of hard rubber and of approved shape. *

Dress Guards.—Great care has been used in providing sufficient and correctly shaped guards for protecting the rider's costume. Both wheels have, of course,
suitable mud guards, and the chain and driving wheel are completely covered by dress guards made of fine wire cloth, leaving no possible chance for the riders'
skirts to be caught by spokes or chain.

PEDALS.—A reduced pattern of the Champion ball pedal is used—reduced, of course, to accommodate a smaller foot.

SADDLE.—The saddle has been specially designed for, and is particularly well adapted to ladies' use. It is of moderate length, and capable of yielding down-
ward at both ends, and of being tilted to adjust the inclination of the leather surface. It has a wide range of adjustment from or toward the handles, and for
increasing or diminishing the elasticity of the ends.

Gearing.—The Ladies' Rambler is geared to 54 inches, but for hilly sections a lower gear of 48^ inches can be furnished, if desired.

The Brake, Bearings, Chain, Cranks, and all other parts not described here, conform to those used on the American Light Rambler. It weighs 45 pounds.

A correspondent of the Sporting Goods Gazette writes
in relation to the bicycle trade :

" Will the market be
flooded? Will the demand be equal to the supply?
Such questions are being asked on every side. Never
yet has the supply been equal to the demand. Every
season thus far, when at its height, shipments have
been slow. This year things have shaped themselves
differently. Many new makers have appeared, and
appeared in plenty of season to be in the swim. This
has never been the case before. Never before have
the old makers made up such large stocks. On the
other hand, the people at large are awakening to the
true value of the wheel, not only as a thing to be en-
joyed and as a health-giver, but as a thing for prac-
tical use, an article which will be shortly indispensa-
ble. The outcome will be its ever-increasing popu-
larity, a demand for better roads, and then an unlim-
ited demand for wheels. Therefore, many years will
pass before wheels will become a drug to the market."

The committee in charge of the cycle exhibition
which is. to be held in Philadelphia March 2 to 7, report
that a large number of spaces have already been ap-
plied for, and that nearly all the manufacturers in the
country will be represented. It has been decided to
give a series of professional and amateur trick riding
every day in connection with the show.

A little town of 3,500 inhabitants, near South Bend,
Ind., boasts of over one hundred active wheelmen,
twenty-two of whom are ladies, and claims to contain
a larger number of riders than any other town of its

size in the country. The name of the place is Mish-
awaka.
Gormully & Jeffery have added a new $1.50 lamp to

their line of sundries. Thev have also reduced the
price of tool bags and of the Rambler luggage carrier,
and listed two new cycle shoes and the G. & J. Tyre
Cement, a liquid article for mending cuts in tyres, and
which requires no heating or melting before applica-
tion.

JRilliard & Pool Tables

"Wiixthg World
jtalog^eJFree

"PPUCATION.

GET YOUR BICYCLE
REPAIRHD AT

BROWN BROS. MFG. CO., CHICAGO,
LARGEST REPAIR SHOP IN THE WEST.

II PAYS

!

Reliable and well-known

wheelmen wanted as

agents in cities and
towns, for an incorpor-

ated organization, that sells its members all

makes of "high grade" wheels @ $4 per

month and at reduced cost. No capital required.

Address for full particulars,

THE BICYCLE & SUPPLY CO.

Baltimore and Holuday Sts., Baltimore, Mo.

#£W HARTFORD • CYCLE • CO.,
HERTFORD, CONN.

THE HERTFORD SAFETIES.

CATALOGUE FOR 1891 NOW READY.
SENT FREE ON APPLICATION.
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STARRETT & PKOPUC CYCLE CO.

WE have increased our stock and handle a full assortment <>f the best wheels in the
market ; shall have them in light, medium and heavy weights, with diamond,

.a and drop frames, with spring and stiff forks, with solid and cushion tires, or both,
in fact, any way you want them, showing many new features and improvements, which will
enable us to satisfy any and all tastes. We have added a line line of renting wheels (no
"boneshakers"), fitted up an enameling oven, and enlarged our repair shop. wlu
have tolls and facilities to repair any wheel manufactured We have the only riding
school in Brooklyn (under the personal supervision of prof. Louis People, the favorite in-

structor of many hundreds of lady and gentleman cyclists), spate [50x100 feet, track" being
made like an ordinary road, therefore enabling our patrons to ride anywhere when through
learning. Thus we claim of having the best equipped bicycle establishment, away ahead
of any other concern in Brooklyn.

Thanking you for your past favors and support, and hoping our pleasant relations
will continue, we are, very trulv vours,

The Starrett <$ People Cycle Co., 1171 Bedford Ave.. ir l'utnuni Ave. Brooklyn, N. Y.

«1KEEFE & BECANN0N>
157 BROHDWHY, NEW YORK.

MANUFACTURERS, JOBBERS AND RETAILERS OF

Safety Bicycler and Sundries.
General Agents for Lozier & Yost Co.'s " Giants " for Eastern New York.

General Agents for " Bronchos " for Eastern New York.

United States Importers of the " Raglan."

Manufacturers of the " K. & B. Diamond." Manufacturers of the "Comet."

Dealers will find il to llieir advantage to make immediate application for Terms and Territory.

CATALOGUES READY FEBRUARY 1st.

:r, e ej c c ! f

Now the leading machines of England and

America. We are ready to talk agencies for 1891.

\ /

I H K

Bretz & Curtis Manufacturing Co.

-# MANUFACTURING IMPURTERS,-^

PHILADELPHIA, - - U. S. A.

THE GALES SAFETY.
SPECIFICATIONS.

nob whoels, (feared to 04; Ball Besrlnffs all around.
Including Pedal*; Model. OO Klsh Saddle: all steel
Tubings unci steel drop forglnirs; weight, all on, 46 lbs.

Model '91, Diamond Framf, $85.00.

HOI. I. AC.1NTN:

5efyouerli9(£, Daly9Qales
101 BBOADIf LI iin-l M D1 v m: si.

LIVK AOKNT8 WANTKU.
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Captain J. D. Racey, of the Orange Wheelmen, and
Charles Coggeshall, of the same club, have formed a

copartnership, with the intention of opening a bicycle

store in Orange under the name of Racey & Cogge-
shall. They will handle chiefly the Eagle and Referee
wheels.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
85 Words 35 cents

Two Insertions 40 "

New York Bicycle Company, Nor. i and 6 East 60th
Street, S. V. New and Second-Hand Machines. Choice
assortment. Prices reasonable. Wheels to rent. Cycling
Accessories of all kinds, list of Bargains and Sundries
free upon application. OM mounts takon In part nay-

ment for New-

FOR SALE—A second-hand Buffalo Trainer, just

refinished
;
good as new

;
price $15. Bowen Bros.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

WANTED—A partner with capital, by a Machinist
with an experience of ten years' in Cycle con-

struction. Address, Practical, "Wheel" Offiee. 5-6

WANTED—One first-class bicycle repairer, one
willing to invest $150 to $250 in the business

;

a splendid opportunity to a good man; corre-
spondence solicited. Address "The Wheel."

THERE'S AN ODD MAN or two yet who has not
heard of our terrible cut in prices, and we're

after that man. We propose to quote him such prices

as will make his cycling enthusiasm fairly boil unless
it got froze up during the last blizzard. Get your
machine before the Spring rush, and while your
money talks loud. Kindly send postal and we'll mail
you price list and terms. Old mounts taken in

exchange fornew—balance on time. Knight Cycle Co.,

207 N. Tenth Street, St. Louis, Mo.

WANTED—A partner with capital, by a Machinist
with an experience of ten years' in Cycle con-

struction. Address, Practical, "Wheel" Office. 2-6

WANTED—Ordinaries, safeties, and tandem safe-

ties
;
pay cash, but only if decided bargains, or

will exchange any other type of wheel. Knight Cycle
Co., 207 N. 10th St., St. Louis, Mo.

FOR SALE.—Safety bicycle, hardly used : practical-

ly new. F. H. C, P. O. Box 444, N. Y. City.

BARGAINS—52 in. Rudge, good order, $40; 54 in.

Star, fair condition, $20 : 52 in. Centaur, new,
$25 ; 48 in. Centaur, $20. Address, G. A. Litchhult,

352 Lenox Avenue, New York. t. f. c

WANTED—Safties in exchange for New Type-
writers. J. S. Roler, Maxwell House, Nash-

ville, Tenn. 2-6

SAFETY—Thirty pound Light Roadster Safety, in

good condition, except tires worn, for sale cheap.
Address, C, Box 444, New York City. 2-6

BRONCHO—Chainless Safety, with Carford Saddle.
Price, $100. A bargain. Address A. D. Thomp-

son, Savannah, Ga. 1-30

BICYCLE wanted, safety preferred, state price and
full particulars. Address M. J. Flynn, Jr., 90

Walker Street, New York City. 1-23

CAMERA wanted. Address with particulars. M.
P. Green, 64 South Broad Street, Norwich, N. Y.

1-23

We are breaking tlie prices 011
Harrison Bells. Tire Cement, and
" Best " Whistles.

CAMPBELL & CO., 33 Page St., Providence, R. I.

WANTED

SALESMEN
Must be a Wheelman. Write, stating age,

experience, salary required, etc.

ik CORPORATION,"
Care of The Wheel.

ik WNow is the Time.
HERE ARE A FEW BARGAINS.

Columbia Ladies' and Gents' Safeties, . $90.00

1890 Victor Safety, shopworn only, . . 115.00

1889 Victor Safety, . . . 75-°°

1889 Ladies' Swift, ... ... 75.00

1890 Diamonds, . . . $60 00 and 65.00

1 Hollow Frame Star, 51x24, perfect in every

point, . . . ... 65.00

AND MANY OTHER BARGAINS.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIONS.

HOLLAND & HAVENER, Worcester, Mass.

SIGNAL CYCLOMETER

MI! MM1! MIBY! KALTBV!
Return of the Champion Exhibition Cyclist, after

his second most successful tour of the world.
New and Startling- Features never

before attempted, including a marvelous per-
formance on the "Eagle" Bicycle, open for engage-
ments with Cycle, Athletic and other Clubs, for a short
season only. Address, W. S. MALTBY,

Wallingford, Conn.

Strikes at the completion of every mile. Many new
features in the '91 pattern. Send for Circular to

J. A. LAKIN & CO.,
WESTFIELD, MASS.

THE BILLINGS k SPENCER CO.

1 Hartford, Conn., U. S. A.
Manufacturers of the Wheelman's Favorite, Billings'
Patent Bicycle Wrenches, 4 and 5 inches long

when closed. Well and favorably known on t wo continents.

Drop forged of bar steel and finished in a thorough man-
ner and case hardened. Small in size butgiants in strength.

Warranted a first-class tool in every respect . For sale by all

cycle manufacturersand dealers. Address. 220 Laurence St.

SCHWALBACH CYCLE CO.,
BROOKLYN AGENTS FOR

COLUMBIA, HARTFORD AND GALES CYCLES,
9th Ave. & TJniOtt St., (Prospect Park Plaza). TELEPHONE 125 SOUTH.

Branch Stores, 1216 & 1218 Bedford Ave., ... Brooklyn, JJ. Y.

Most complete repair shop in the country. Nickel Plating plant and Enameling Oven
on the premises.

List of second-hand wheels mailed on application. We always have bargains. No wrecks.

Every wheel a good mount. Columbias and Hartfords to rent for any period. All parts and sundries

or sale. Full line of Jersey goods. Send for Catalogue.

The Victor Wrench.
— Overman Wheel Co., Makers, Cbicopee Falls. Mass. -

A genuine triumph ! Bv actual tests over Ro per cent.

STRONGER than the strongest wrench of its class

heretofore in the market. Nickel plated. Price Si. 00

FOB-

1891.

Nothing Lighter, Stronger or More Elegant

THAN

PAKADE GYGLES.

FOR

Safeties, Tandems, Ordinaries, with solid, cushion or pneumatic tires,

built on sound mechanical principles, on the interchangeable system

of best materials only, and first-class workmanship employed in their

construction. Prizes won on Parades in various parts of Europe,

Records held by Parade Safeties.

PULLINGER & CO.,

Parade Cycle Works. Hereford Place, New Cross, London. S. F. Eng.

PARAIIE" LIGHT ROADSTER No. 1.
Agents of sound linnncial position should nolo Above.
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COMPLETE BALL BEARINCS
FOR THE MILLION.

You iun buy Hall Bearings cheaper than you tan make
plain one-.. Write for partis.

NIAGARA MACHINE CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

IMPROVED ACME STEEL WRENCH.
FOR POCKET AND BICYCLE USE.

The Strongest and Best, Made of the He-.t Quality Steel.

Every Wrench is thorough')' hardened.
Awarded First Prize Medal at the Paris Exposition.

Nickeled and Bright

Finished.

EVERY
W B KNCH

WAKRANTFI).

ERCULES"
BLACK FINISH

STEEL HICYCLE WKEXCH.
i long : weight, 6 oz.

THL "HERCULES"
All Cast SteeL

BICYCLE SCREW DRIVER.
(Patent pending). Length overall. 4'.. in. Warranted.

en and dealers.

CAPITOL MANUF CTURINC CO.,
1 IS to 1 :; Urn— *t„ < lii< lago, ill.

HELLO ! !

TRY FISH'S NEW CUSHION SADDLE

1 explain

ii does all

the iddle
vn tn th<

HT* ^' Rob
ate, sup-

port thei cn«i a 1

nl front < lip are both in-

and narrow
• an only be

$7-00

Warren L. Fish, 69 Roseviue Ave.,

NCWAHK, M. J.

©^GRAVES & GREENEm
A SPECIALTX

302 WASHINGTON ST. BOSTON.MASS.

T w&S hard work because an
CHAIN WAS DIKTY.

I
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TO THE TRADE
^N

We are

Headquaru I BICYCLE BELLS
and can furnish the best at the lowest possible price.

THE lOMKO I'HIMI .

LATEST AND BEST. Get onr quotations and sam-
ples before placing orders elsewhere.

THE JOHN WILKINSON CO,, tafactas,
269 & 27 1 State St., CHICA60.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

Baltimore and Ohio R. R.

COMPLETE SERVICE OF

Fast Express Trains

NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA,
BALTIMORE,

WASHINGTON,
CINCINNATI, CHICAGO

and ST. LOUIS.
Pullman's Cars on all Trains.

IPFK i

New York 21, 26l, 41?. 114" Broadway and
Sliti"n fool of Liberty Street.

Boston- 111 Washington Street.

Philadelphia—£33 Cbettnal Street and Station

2. 11I1 and 'lir-tnut Street.

Weldless Steel Tubes,
COLD DRAWN.

SMOOI 11 INSIDE AND OU rSIDE

T^OIR, CYCLES.
Imported and kept In

JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO.,

4 Fletcher Street, NEW YORK.

The Barber Asphalt Paving Company,

iv*m«ntt in
' n

Vi I UroidwB), Vn |#f|

U I'r.Ml Hyil.lln*. **•!.. nffton. I» (

"COVENTRY RIVALS"

TO THE FRONT.
The unparalled success of this wheel has proved most

gratifying to the Manufactuiers, Messrs. Warm
lla/lcwood. Limited, of Coventry, England, and the
Importers the Sweeting Cycle Co., of Philadelphia
•' Coventry Rival " Safety is a striking Illustration of the
truth, that "Good Roods and low

|
inand

a market." Wc no not wish to t>e invidious i

remarks, iiut ire cannot help bcini; graili fact,

that out of the multitude 01 English machines thai H
llic market, tliL "COYUNTlU KI\\I is the only
imported wh el sold under it ;-. tli.it still holds its own,
and it is in its third season. From all over the country
uc have testimonials trotn dealers and riders praising the
wheel. Many consider our No. i Rival at $< equal 10
any $135 wheel, and there is no doubt but what many
riders can get as much pleasure and health from it as
from one coning $50 more. We are now registering the
names of all who desire catalogues, and a postal card with
your name and address will hring you the catalogue as

soon as printed. We desire a live, hustling agent in

every place where we arc not represented.

The Sweeting Cycle Co.

Sole V. s. Importers of tlie Fanioux
"Coveutr> Rivals."

PHILADELPHIA, PA., U. S. A.

RADWAY'S
READY RELIEF

The great CONQUEROR of PAIN. Applied exter-

nally, instantly relieves Sprains. Bruises. Back-
ache, Pain in the Chest or Sides. Headache. Tooth-

ache or any other external pair. CONGESTIONS.
INFLAMMATIONS. Rheumatism. Neuralgia. Lumba-
go. Sciatica, Pains in the Small of the Back, etc.

FOR INTERNAL PAINS,
Cramps, Spasms, Sour Stomach, Nausea. Vom-
iting. Heartburn, DIARRHOZA. Colic. Flatulency.

Faintinq Spells. Internally, half to a teaspoon-
full in naif a tumbler of water 50c. a bottle

All Druggists.

WESTERN WHEEL WORKS,
Manufacturers of all kinds of

Bicycles, Safeties,etc.

CHICAGO : 495 to 505 Wells Street.

NEW YORK: 35 Barclay St.: 40 Park Place.

kvvmo-m> .V POTT1 It.REAL - ESTATE,
143 FLATBUSM AVE.. BROOKLYN. N Y

EL/VURA, N. Y.

%WC^SIK11ESftSUNDRIES
nici 1 1 sUTII to i.oun minus.

"PERFECT POCKET OILER."

hi > • i< •. < - •
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GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS
ARE THE MOST

• PERFECT.mEACHAM
HKrH-GRADE

DIAMOND FRAME
SAFETY.

Ball Bearings to Both Wheels.

Both Pedals and Crank Shaft.

Ball Bearings to Head.

Hollow Steel Tubing.

COMBINATION WHEEL
FOR El ill UK

GENTLEMAN Oil LADY.

List Price

$115.00
Selling Price,

$75.00
Bemit by Post Office

Money Order.

WILL SUSTAIN A PERSON WEIGHING 223 LBS.

BY REMOVING TOP CR0SS"BAR, CAN BE RIDDEN BY A LADY.

E. C. MEACHAM ARMS GO.
ST. LOUIS,

MO-

"THE DART"
THE LEADER OF

ALL COMBINATION

SAFETIES.

SMITH'S WHEEL MFG. CO.,

Manu.fe.otu.rers,
Importers a,n.cl

General Cycle Dealers.

Dart's, Psycho's,

Victors.
BOYS' and GIRLS'
» SHF6TI6S.*

WHEELERIES, CYCLING

RINK & OFFICE,
fcido.uu ^-S^iih-l \\ \\}p-.. 921 H St. N.W.

AGENTS WANTEDBBMli^fe.^WASHiNCTON. P. C.
Experience of Twenty Years in Cycle Construction. Patentees and

Pioneers of the Ladles' Safety.

Jl?e Catest ar?d Best

!

The Barkman " BB" Luggage Carrier.
J(ft

j\Ioi>par<;il Safety.

PATENT APPLIED FOP.

Carrier with bundle.

All Forged Steel, Light, Compact, Handsome
and Serviceable.
Will carry more luggage than any car-

rier in the market.
Adapted to all Diamond Frame Safeties,

carrying the weight direct on the back-
bone, over the rear wheel, and not on the
mud guard.

^ONpAf^EIL.- ^AfEiy-

A High Grade Machine for Young

Men and Boys.

ALL PARTS INTERCHANGEABLE.

Carrier (top view). Carrier without bundle.

Price, Handsomely Nickled, - - $2 OO

the trade supplied.

A. C. SPALDING & BROS.
Chicago. 241 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. Philadelphia CHICAOO.

Price $40, Complete.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.
MAKERS.

New York. Philadelphia.

Raisbeck Electrotype Company
^ NOS, U k 26 YANDEWATER STREET,

Between Frankfort and Pearl Streets, fourth Building above
the Bridge,

Telephone, Nassau 245. NEW TORE.

Stereotyping at short notice. Binder's Stamps and Em-
bossing Plates in extra hard metal. Nickel and Steel
Facing. Plates mounted on wood or metal.

"WIEBIB'S

and COLOGNE SPIRIT,
SPIRITS OF TURPENTINE, ROSIN, ETC.

James A. Webb & Son, 165 Pearl St. , New York.

jjfEAfTED

MARCH28.I88

MARCH23,188$ I

Is intended for a cermanent as well as for a temporary binder. The
>apers are hound as firmly as a book. THE WHEEL AND CYCLING
Trade Review printed in gilt letters.

Price, 75 cents. If ordered with subscription, 60 cents.

HINTS ON CYCLING
By A. B. Barkman, Tour-Master L.A.W.

LEARNING, TRAINING, RACING, TOURING.
The most concise and complete little volume

ever written.

75 Pages < cloth cover. Price, postpaid, jo cents.

THE WHEEL, P. O. Box 444.

Send for Catalogue of the

ST. LOUIS WHEEL CO.
Complete list of everything needed by wheelmen at lowest

possible prices. Second-hand Ordinaries taken in
exchange for Safeties. We need you in

our business, so don't fail to write.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL, CO.,
311 If. 14th Street, St. Louis. Mo.

Smith's Bicycle Tour through Europe
England, France. Switzerland, Germany and

Belgium, from July 29th to October
12th, 1891. Total cost, $300.00.

— ADDRESS —
C. H. SMITH, 211 Putnam Ave., Detroit, Mich.

lUrARD&fOOLTAfip
i^L00pBARFlM|g

N EW..YORKT: ''CH'l'CAGOi '-

1 NCI NN AT l.yv' ,ST. 'LOUISA
AND ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES^
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COLUMBIA
CATALOGUE

HANDSOME,

COACl^f./KrrKIdo

Fully illustrated, with beautiful landscape frontispiece, designed

by Copeland and executed by "Century" engravers,

the- finest work of bicycling art.

SENIT FiRJEE UPON APPLICATION.

POPE MFG. CO.,

.ANUI HOUSK8:

1 »rr»n Mtreot. NEW YOKK.

WktNMb Avrnue, Aim

Tmru>ry. HAKir -,N.

77 FRANKLIN ST.,

BOSTON, MASS.
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PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY MORNI3JG.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates.

Subscription Price,

foreign Subscriptions,

Single Copies,

$1.00 a year

10s. a year

5 Gents

Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS CO.

Copy should be received by Tuesday morning.

Late Copy received until Wednesday morning.

Changes for Advertisements must be received by

Tuesday morning to insure insertion.

Special Advertising Matter received until Thurs-

day noon.

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION.

F. P. PRIAL,
>

Editor and Proprietor,

P. O. Box 444, 243 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its con-

tents and give us their patronage, and as far as

is convenient, aid in circulating the journaL
and extend its influence in the cause which it

so faithfully serves. Subscription price, $1 per

year.

The Trade Organ of American Cycling.

THE 'WHEEL, for December 36, sliows in a
conclusive manner which is the trade organ of
American cycling. —Scottish Cyctist.

There is point at least in F. P. Trial's writings
in THE WHEEL. He hits straight from the
shoulder.

—

Scottish Cyclist.

A representative of The Wheel has been inter-

viewing the Philadelphia trade, but not having- a com-

plete story, we hold the article over until our next

issue.

THE EXPENSE QUESTION.

The conference committee of the L. A. W.
and A. A. U., over the expense question, will

meet at the Astor House at 4 p. m. to-day. A
report of the sub-committee, consisting of C. F.

Mathewson and James R. Dunn, will be read
and acted upon. It is learned that this report

covers the expense question thoroughly and
so plainly that in the future there will be no
cause for a misunderstanding.
Later—The report was accepted and will be

submitted to the regular committee for approval
on Saturday, when it will be given out for pub-
lication.

A Case in l'oint.

Messrs. William Read & .Sons are not yet ready to
make announcements in detail, but we learn that they
will get out a $100 man's diamond frame, and also a
$roo lady's machine, both fitted with cushion tyres
that will be guaranteed.

—

Bicycling U'or/,1, January 23.

A notice of the $100 New Mail was published in THE
WHEEL of January 16, and a complete announce I

of the New Mail wheels for 1891 was published iu THE
WHEEL of January 23.

Another Cage, Btore Pointed.
We have I u: fun- us a. wrapper of tho paper Bearings,

our esteemed bor^ler-'of-Lake-Michigan contempoi
ary, upon which we find emblazoned "The cycling
authority of America." Upon the wrappei is also an
address, "Kins Wheel Co., 51 Barclay Street. New
York." Funny thing that a ''c im- authority does
uui know 1 ii.ii 1 lie R ing Wheel Co tiltered ou1 threi

years ago. How did we gel the wrapper? Well, the
post-office authorities drop Into The Wheel's box
copies of our cycling contemporaries whioh are
weekly senl to cd irns which no long 1

- is1 , For
instance, the Ithlete still arrives E01 P. M Harris,
wliu has nut resided in New Yorl E01 threi -

- 11

THE TYRE QUESTION.

We expect that the Stanley show will do much to

settle the much-mooted tyre question ; at any rate, it

will certainly call out a number of new patterns and
a deal of discussion, which, if they do not determine

the tyre issue, will, at least, enable makers to see

much clearer than they do at present.

We expect to find at the show a number of hollow

tyres with the rubber turned to special designs, and
fitted to specially constructed rims, with the double

object of preventing cutving and preventing the rub-

ber from flattening outside the rim under pressure,

both of which are objectionable features in many of

the tyres we have seen.

At the present time the riding public are ready for

something other than the solid tyre, and the makers
are on the alert to supply this demand. With this

object in view, a number of tyres have been patented

both here and abroad. Of the English tyres we have,

of course, no accurate knowledge. Several hundred
patents have been filed, but of these the very large

majority of patentees seemed actuated to merely
produce some fanciful design in rubber. It is true

that several patterns have been shown in which the

cutting and spreading difficulty appear to have been
overcome, and in which the inventors appear to have
hit a happy medium between resiliency and resist-

ance, but none of these tyres have been practically

tested, the most intimate acquaintance we have had
with them being a view of their outlines through the

medium of the stereopticon, accompanied by labored

explanations and sweeping promises on the part of

the inventors.

As we have stated, we believe the coming Stanley

show will do much to clear up the English situation

and to advance the tyre issue generally. But, at the

same time, the real solution of the problem will only

be found when the riding season opens.

To come back to our own country. Our makers
and importers are very much divided on the tyre

question. All admit that there will be considerable
demand for hollow tyres, and all will be ready to sup-

ply the demand ; but they differ as to the proportion
of hollow and solid tyres that may be used. The ma-
jority of our makers are ready for a proportionate

trade of eight hollow tyres to two solids. A few
other makers reverse this proportion, and still others

expect the hollow tyre to run itself into the ground
by the middle of next Summer.
A variety of tyres have been made up, but not as

yet having complete knowledge of every tyre which
will be offered in this country, we shall not refer to

any by name. The majority of wheels which will be
placed on the market will be fitted with rims for the

reception of hollow tyres, which vary from ij/g to t.%

inches in diameter, the largest number, however,
being fitted with -1% tyres. Most of these tyres are

perfectly round, perforated through the centre, the

air section being from 3-16 to y, inch, according to the

size of the tyre, the majority being perforated with a

y% inch hole. Of course there are special designs
employed by some makers for which special advan-
tages are claimed. We. are of the opinion, however,
that before the riding season advances very far some
new and valuable patterns of hollow tyres will be
generally adopted. The real difficulty of the tyre
question is that it climaxed in interest just at the close

of the riding season, and there was no opportunity for

a general public test.

Our private opinion, gained from a few months' use
of a hollow-tyred wheel and published some time
s'ince, is favorable to the hollow tyre. The wheel
used was shod with a i]4 inch tyre with a half inch
hole, and with no special form of rubber or rim to

prevent it from spreading outside the rim or cutting-

inside. That form is now regarded as crude, and
open to much improvement. Though ridden several

hundred miles, the outer tyre surface has not cut.

When applying much power to the pedals, the tyre of

the rear wheel spread, necessitating increased power.
But we are confident that this difficulty would be
minimized, if indeed it would not entirely disappear,

if the tyre and perforation were not so large, and if

the rubber had been molded in a different form. On
asphalt this softening and consequent Battening
slowed the wheel, but off in country, over sand, mini,

badly cut up roads and sidcpalhs, the hollow tyre

proved ol value in reducing vibration and in doing
away with much of the side slip.

We republish from THE WHEEL Of September (. an

opinion ol the hollow tyre. Subsequent reflection on
on our experience, and careful observation of the

effects "i "in rides on a hollow tyred wheel, have
brought the belief that it saves the nervous system,
rather than the, muscular j that one quickly recovers

tone aftei a 1
1 Ide, bet 1 use I lie 1 eduction ol vibra

tion has not told on his nervous system. Of course,

many riders have little nervous system to speak of, but

by far the majority of riders, especially since the in-

troduction of the safety, are men of affairs, sedentary

men, people engaged in various avenues of effort

which necessitate mental output—in short, people who
have the mental and executive ability which are only

found in conjunction with nervous systems, and it is

these people who will consider the hollow tyre a boon.

After a long ride on a thin-tyred light wheel, espe-

cially if taken through the country, one has lost tone,

and it requires a night'fc -•sleep to restore It. We
found, after long rides on a hollow-tyred wheel, that

a few hours of rest:;brouyht.& btefck to our normal
condition of alertnetk.

A representative of. The Wheel recently had an
opportunity to make a prolonged and thorough test
of the cushion tyre, of wml'li ai» muullnas recently
been written. The cushion tyre is a happy medium
between the pneumatic and solid tyre. It seems that
the machine requires a trifle more driving power, that
the wheels do not come round so quickly as do solid-
tyred wheels. This is most noticeable on the finest
surfaces, and seems the only disadvantage as opposed
to the many advantages of the tyre ; and it is fair to
say that this may be a wrong impression, since the
writer habitually used a wheel several pounds lighter
than the machine on which the experiment was made.
The cushion should be the favorite wheel on coun-

try roads, in cities where the rider must cross a cer-
tain amount of granite-paved streets, and in sandy
country. The writer believes that there will be an
immediate and constantly- growing demand for
cushion-tyred wheels, and that the solid tyre will be
largely superseded by some new form of hollow tyre.
The cushion is a hollow tyre, i% to 1% inches in

diameter, the hole being from three-eighths to half an
inch. The pneumatic is by far the speedier tyre, but
its liability to puncture nullifies its other good prop-
erties and serves only to turn the attention of the
anti-vibrationists to the cushion, which, at the present
time, seems likely to become the more popular.
The tyre was driven over a hundred miles of road,

including the cedar block of Peoria, the " Narrows "

on the River Road at Peoria, a sandy hundred-yard
stretch which unseats most riders ; over the rough
dirt, up-hill roads which lead to the top of "Prospect
Hill " on the off side ; over the smooth boulevards of
Chicago, with their many railroad tracks, and over
granite-paved streets and side-paths.
The advantages of the cushion are as follows : Over

granite it is by far superior to the solid tyre, making
the passage endurable, indeed, almost pleasurable.
The tyre glides over railroad tracks and slight ob-
structions, and saves both the machine and the rider.
On wet granite and in mud it is very much less given
to slipping than the solid tyre. On sandy roads it

runs superbly, riding over the sand, not through it.

On poor mecadam it glides nicely along. It takes up
the vibration at the proper point—at the point of con-
tact with the ground. It is noticeable that the legs
do not become fatigued as quickly as when the solid
tyre is ridden.
The great advantages of the tyre are the absence of

side-slip in sandy roads and the reduction of vibra-
tion. In coasting it takes any inequalities in the road
with the most delightful ease, giving the most pleas-
ant action we have ever experienced in coasting.

—

From THE Wheel, September 26, 1890.

A Comparison of Records.

A comparison of the fastest records of horses anel
the various athletic performances show that while
at one mile a running horse (Salvator) is at the head
a pneumatic bicycle is superior at five miles, when
W. C. Jones is in the saddle. The wheel records used
in the following table from an exchange were made
by Jones, Windle, Berlo, Rowe and Whittaker :
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On June 8 the annual spring meet of (he Connecti-
cut Division will be held at New Haven, in connection
with the New Haven Bicycle Club's tournament,
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THE BOWLING LEAGUE.

Wheelmen's Bowline
t" play with

. of the Kr wheelmen,
of the i

By defeating the
. ck the New York
the top of the list,

but the supremacy has been pro-
id friendly rivalry.

isiuii that the New
at the head until t

.int. is have still to meet the

Jt will probably decide
which club will carry off the second prize. The

tlclyn Bicycle Club and the Hudson County
Wh> nt about even in regard
to their standing, while the Manhattans have

.head of the Riverside Wheel-
men, who m <>f the list. The
result of the games played during this week

>w.

vening last. January 23, a close

ween the New
Club and the Brooklyn Bicycle

CJub iklyn. The New Yorks secured a
sligh ond frame, which they
maintained throughout the *

folio

Brooklyn B. C.
s. I b. Scr.

Ill,

teer t 4 143
14

. I tig
ind 1 4 ; 126

PR \'

.1035

4 1090

5 io3S

P. Quimby and 11. EC.

The Manhattan Bicycle Club and the Hudson
ity Wheelmen met in a contest on Bidwell's

Thursday evening of this week, Jan-
uary 2i). Th. ity team was short one
man, but the Manhattans made the deficiency

•plying one of their howlers. The
from the start, but the

ins held the lead throughout and si

their second victory. I follows:

a.

1 14 Po J M5

m took

w hen

'.'. 111. h tile

York

in n

1 was one that will long be remembered
by all the participants as well as by the major-
ity of the spectators. The score follows:

A 1M \s 1 \ \Vlli> 1 ME N

cr 4

Hornfi
1 Millai ..

l'cal

K Ha
C. Hal*

1

Edwards .

.

Maw Yokk B. '

liaeffer

ott
Law 1 •

Odell

Pindley ..

.

188

>55
158

tal i.>85 Total 1328

PRAM

New York B. C.117 151 401 530 <

4 .7. 4 .4 s'5 645 768 907 1010 1148 1285

Umpire, W. a. Tompkins; Scorers, I. H. Charlotte,
A. 'I'. Rumniell.

The standing of the various clubs in the
le to date is as follows:

To Highest Average
Win. 1.. .st. Play. Score. Score,

Hew York B. C— 8 1 3 1338 1148
Atalanta Wh'lmen 7 2 1350 1213 7-9
Harlem Wh'lmen. 6 3 n6a
Brooklyn B. C 4 5 10792-3
Hudson Co. W 4 s 115
Manhattan B. C... 9 7 3 1042 958
RlversideWhlmen 1

The results of the games that have been
played are as follows:

Nov. 17—Hudson County vs. Harlem. Result, II. C.
W., 1081 ; Harlem
Nov. if—N. V. B. C. vs. Atalanta. Result, N. Y 1'..

C, 1173 ; A. W., 1145.
Nov. 21—Brooklyn B. C. vs. Riverside \V. Result,

B. B. C, 1138: R. W., 879.
14—Riverside w. vs. Hudson Co. \V. Result.

II. C. W., 1084; R. \V„ 989.
Nov. 18 -Harlem vs. Atalanta. Result, A. \V., 1218;

H. W.| 1195 (eleven frames. I

Nov. 28—Brooklyn vs. Manhattan. Result, B. B. C,
1 09 , M B. C, 940.

4 Atalanta vs. Riverside. Result, A. \V., 1335;
R. \V

4 Manhattan vs. New York. Result, N. Y. B.

C, 1 14., ; M. B. I'., 1042.
- New York Bicycle Club vs. Harlem Wheel-

men. Result, N. Y. B. C, 1108; H. \V., 1029.
-: Hudson County Wheelmen vs. Manhattan

B. C. Result, 11. C W.. toBo; M. B. C, 8«.
B—Riverside Wheelmen vs. B. B. C Result.

B. B. I R W., 1062.

la Harlem Wheelmen vs. Brooklyn Bicycle
Club. Result, 11. \V., ,04.,; B. B. C, 1027.

Dei 1; Hudson County Wheelmen vs. New York
..•Club. Result, N. Y. B. ( . . •: II C. W., 1066.

15—Riverside Wheelmen vs. Harlem Wheel-
men. Result, II. W., 1148: R. W.,989.
Dec. 18—Manhattan Bicycle Club vs. Atalanta

Wheelmen. Result, A. W , ; M. B. ('..

Riverside Wheelmen vs. Manhattan Bicv-
lb. Result, R. W . to . 981.

Brooklyn Bicycle ('hi 1

.'. heel-
men Result. A. W., Hi/; B. B, <

Hudson County Wheelmen vs. Brooklyn
le Club. Result, B. B. ('., 1, ,.; H. C. W., ,

Ian. . Harlem Wheelmen vs. New York Bl
Club. Result, H. W ; N. Y I

Ian. <; Hudson County Wheelmen vs. Rivei
Result. H. C. W., ii.i.

; R. W .

I.m. 1 Atalanta Wheelmen \ :

Result A. W . , joj li. B. 1'., 1,

Ian , Harlem Wheelmen . - Manhattan Bii

Club . Mi.
New York Bicycle Club vs. Rlvei

:ien. Result. N. V I

Manhattan Bicycle Club vs. Brooklyn Bicy-
b, Result. M. B

Ian is Atalanta Wheelmen 1 County
lit, A. W., itM ; H C. w .

Jan. 16 Harlem Wheelmen • • Wheel-
It, H. W., 108 ; R W

I. in Wheelmen
1. A. W., 11''

. K
.
w

.

urftv
Wheel,,,,!,. Result. '

II I \\

|an 1 Manhattan i Harlem \\

:

Hrooklvn I'- K -

•

' heelmen
Club Result, N V I'. •

nnty
:i . u

following games remain to bl

ittan Bi-

I

I
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CYCLING AT THE ANTIPODES.

\ M.U RBO 'Ki>.

made
11 Road by M \

Jf
,n

- R Broadbi
Melon ,,. r ,, broke the

Iding the distance in
ne deserving much ci 1

», without pacemakers
full roadster Bolid-tj 1 Both the

andfii perdown. Mr. Broadbent,who is a member ol the Pern . and well
known in the Colonies as a strong road rid.

heretofore. He had the wind
with him daring the greater part of the ri

ins he made eighteen miles pel
1. out. lis p.,. , was at tiie rati miles pel
hour. He writes that lie intended to have ndden a
pneumatic, but, unfortunately, he punctun
how the dat The vibration • •. • such

stantnighi I, he states . ;hing
fearful, and he was completely prosti

.

hours after finishing the ride.

'

A new cycling journal, the / ictoria Whelm.in. was
to have been started at Melbourne,
Fall, but owing to a peculiar stal
saw the light of day, although its forthcoming had

extensively announced. The facts ol the
as reported by our correspondent, are as fol
Last Summer the Melbourne Bicycle Club seceded
from the Victoria Cyclists' Unioi
I nion (relist from competii .

meet not having their sanction, upon the p .

qualification, the Melbourne Clu
big inducements in order to make .1

Austral races. It finally decided to offer ei
the highest one being a pur -

I

out all tiie old professional men, and for a two
meeting 160 entries were received. 1

in the meantime, promulgated a scheme by which to
counteract the M. B. C, and advertised a' two
meet to lake place immediately following the M B.

ind received .< .entries. The rid.
Ibourne Club's events are debarred from the

inter-club meeting. The new journi
supported the Union, but bv some m. B C
indue.

. mdon the .

and this caused its non-appearai

Our correspondent estimates that tiler,
cyclists in Victoi Mew South Wall
in Queensland and South Austra

and. This mak
00 wheelmen in Australia.

Then
money prizes, and from the present outlook cash will

inducement to race at all the r
many months have pa

The tendency toward safeties in VI
ing fast. They ai used in equal pi
With tricycles, but lady c\ .\t
the exposition building, Melbourne, I

track ol live laps. The speediest rider inthi
is Tom Busst. who, on an ordinary, has made the mile
in 2:32. The best time for a mile on t

The Australian r.c es, which took p. \ vem-
were witn. prin-

cipal event resulted
third. /... !'..

started. T. w. Busst, sci ati h,

I : K. Lev, . , third. I

, s 11 Muihns is. a . r w a isst, 1. w 11 b
and P. Mil tch men), got awaj

.tart H. II. I.ambton \ S
and wdio carried off I

111 1887 • . but many favored 1 \
1 W. Bus

Busst put on a remarkable spun when nl tl

and a 1

, | m win-
ning 1 .nng

and third men, Hull and I

came in fourth,
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DOWN DANIELSONVILLE WAY.

A DISSERTATION ON ROAD IMPROVEMENT.

A few weeks since we called up two articles,

one on water storage in the West, the other on
the economic principles which govern the con-

struction of good roads. The former article,

you may recollect, stated that we need more
land, the latter that a disposition of the people
over great areas had been the means of impov-
erishing all the country and had thereby made
the construction of roads impracticable. If

then poverty comes before, with and in conse-
quence of the nomadic tendencies of a people
and we are still dispersing, what are the signs
of promise for roads and what does the roads
movement argue ?

It would be very weak thinking that any
movement which seeks so high an ideal as the

roads improvement crusade—from mud to

stone—a movement involving the expenditure
of great sums of money voluntarily by the peo-

ple could be the outcome of a simple agitation

by a number of comparatively insignificant

organizations. If (ring the bell here) the United
States is such a great and glorious land—envy
of the world—and the degree of a nation's

civilization is indexed by its common roads,

then there must be some great underlying prin-

ciple involved in the roads problem, exceptional

for a government by the people like ours. It

mnst be so, or, alas ! we are a pack of savages.
And who will say we are such ? If in all things

else we are a great nation it stands that the

principle involved is rigid, it will yield not till

its absolute requirements are met.

What of the roads of Europe ? Ah, they are

as the billiard table, even with banks of green
(sward) and overarching trees to make sweet
shade. Hurrah for the roads of Europe ! It

concerns us not of the highways of Normandy
further than that they are good or that we get
over there and ride on them as often as we
may.
What of the much-quoted foreigner who ex-

pects to find the aborigines in Hoboken and
yet complains of our roads ? Where, Mr. For-
eigner, are your roads ? Not where are your
inherited ways of three hundred years, but how
much are you responsible, so far as the volun-
tary disposition of your purse is concerned, for

the roads your king has built in a small country?
The conditions under which the splendid

ways of Europe were builded and those under
which the good ones of America are to be, in

some far away day, can never be identical ; and
the representative cycling body of the " Land
of the Free and the Home of the Brave " would
blush to disclose to our people the ways and
means of the money-furnishing for those roads
of Europe even in these days ; and would blush
deeper to unveil the dark years long before
America became the home for the oppressed of

all nations. And it was in those darker years
that the foundation of Europe's highway system
was laid.

The movement for better roads in America
is hopeful in a broader, deeper sense than
merely appears on its face to the ordinary ob-
server. It shows that a stronger tide of pros-

perity is setting usward; that the nation has
enacted wise laws, which have begun to tell.

Nations do not grow richer with the years, con-
sequentially. Forty years ago the L. A. W.
road improvement tracts would have been
seized by cadaverous fingers and thrust gloat-

ingly into the fire under the free soup pots of

Boston. Not the free soup of local charity, but
the free soup of State necessity.

The current of American road improvement
is deep. It has been moving for twenty years
and more. The L. A. W. and the Carriage
Builders' Association and Colonel Pope, with
hosts of other workers, are not the current. All
these are the little straws which have just begun
to show the current. And just as the little

straw moves with the stream and no faster, so
will all effort in the roads crusade move as fast

as the people get money, which is momentum.
This is the way the wheelman should look at it.

It is now that we begin to make good roads;
and if through economic government the pros-

perity of the land is augmented, its people will

surely finger the hot coin in pocket and specu-
late on what good, what desirable things can
be bought with it. As this principle is true of

the nation, so it is of the State or section. The

creed of the Farmers' Alliance of the West does
not indicate thrift with them. They want
cheaper money, and have already openly de-

clared themselves against any roads improve-
ment legislation. However theoretically per-

fect you may make the good road to this new
political party avails nothing, if the people it

represents have to mortgage their crops before

they (the crops) are sprouted.
The outlook for the Great Central Plain is not

promising because of this unrest ; aud the pub-
lic pulse may be fairly taken by the attitude of

the Western L. A. W., just as in the East,

where the power of association and commerce
is more fully developed and more reliable, the

movement roadwise has received impetus ; and
the L. A. W. and other societies have indicated

its velocity.

A MEMORY OF THE PAST.

This is the new year. Now it is that memo-
ries of the past float before our eyes. I have
been thinking to-night how the scenes of my
cycling experience have changed with each cur-

tain of a new year. Here is what I saw as
arose the curtain of 1886. The little narra-

tive may interest the Long Island Wheelmen of

Brooklyn. There is one member of the club,

at least, on whom I will call to vouch for what
comes here. It is not a little strange, and in

keeping with the tale, that it should come from
such seclusion as D .

On the morning of July 5, 1886, Monday,
about ten o'clock, under the transfer sheds (for

lack of a better name) at the railway ferry in

New London, whither from Greenport, across

the sound, he had come, a solitary wheelman,
desiring the time of the next boat across the

river, turned a corner in the station and con-
fronted the pusher of this pen, at that time
pushing a bicycle. Each in the other's eye
looked and simultaneously asked, '

' When goes
the shallop next to yonder shore?" (That last

clause is constructed on chivalric lines, through
an intuition of speech which is difficult to shuf-

fle with us knights of the wheel.) I will now
proceed to harrow up a detailed recollection of

that day which will surprise the gentleman not

a little, for no doubt he has long since forgotten
a weazen-faced, black-and-tan youngster, in

jacket and long trousers of blue serge, who, a
few minutes later, scaled the heights of Groton
with him, pushing the two-wheeled cycle up
where a few decades before the tip-cart of Brit-

ish cruelty, piled with wounded Americans, had
jolted mercilessly down into the harbor waters.
But we are getting behind our story. The
young man from over the sound was tall and
slender, but had about him an air of "learn-me-
before-you-scorch-me. " He was dressed in the
uniform of the C. T. C, and wore on his breast
the silver shield of the society and also the gold
wheel of the L. A. W. His wheel was a 56-inch

Expert Columbia, nickel-plated, and wore on its

axle a nickel K. of R. lantern. I remember he
told me the wheel had thus far in the season
covered 2,000 miles. He had come down the
Hudson River road from Albany to Brooklyn.
The third of July found him at Patchogue. I

can see his tall wheel gliding along the velvet
side paths of Long Island. Now he bends low
to avoid the tree limbs on the sidewalk out of

Jamaica. With him I catch a glimpse of the
Great South Bay over long reaches of sedge

—

see again, as he that day saw, the long vistas of

shaded walks with whitewashed fence-border

—

dip down the path to streams that steal out of

thickets to the northward, on o'er the little

bridge that rumbles hollow at his wheel's tread,

on up the dip of the path between tall ferns, on,

on over those wonderful paths to Patchogue
and mine host Roe's. I wonder if the sunny
old man is still alive, and keeps his sunshine
still in that same bottle in the little cupboard
behind the office counter. Oh ! that there were
some " Wing Foot" as of yore, to tell us of the

doings of the old South Shore

!

I may not ask your pardon for that rhyme
just escaped. The unconscious rhyme, born of

the rhythm and breathed into by the sentiment
of the subject, is pure; and to me the " South
Shore" is a song. The wheel brings many
such. Poetry floats in the air above those paths
of Long Island.

At Patchogue some horsemen invited him to

stop over till the fifth and celebrate with them
in racing against a horse, but the next night
found him at Greenport; and here we are on

the fifth over the hill of Groton, now, with the

pretty New London left behind. He may re-

call a team, just down the hill. I turned out

so politely for it as almost to topple over a small

ledge. And then down across Pequonoc flats

to that long hill, from the top of which could be
seen Block Island, and, like a mile-post of the

ocean, dim against the gray distance, lonesome
Montauk's column. "I will coast this," said

he; and away down the long incline we went,

and fetched up in a pool of sand. I can see

now, as it were yesterday, one foot reach a

pedal and join the wheel across the road, where
it poised between heaving the rider into a couch
of tall blackberry bushes or into the sand ; it

did neither. The other foot complacently
caught its pedal and the poising ended. That
was an exhibition of road riding which would
profit the safety riders of these degenerate clays

who fall off at every bad piece of road, because
it is more comfortable to fall off than to ride it

out.

Just before Mystic there was tethered by the

roadside a cow. The rope of her orbit was
long, and her mooleyship was in aphelion

(across the road). Thinking little I carelessly

rode the rope, which lay slack on the path.

Just then her lactiferous highness, seeing some-
thing new, pulled the rope taut just behind my
wheel. I have speculated to no little extent

since as to the rate of speed per hour,, relative

to a cow's vision and quickness of comprehen-
sion, which would bring the rope up just be-

tween the two wheels ; but as the thing is not

settled I always get into the lot, if necessary,

to pass a cow feeding innocently at the end of

a rope lying across the road. Do you remem-
ber the cow, dear friend ?

Then there was the dinner at Mystic, remark-
able more particularly for the hydraulic cush-

ions on which we sat to eat it. After this, a

fairly good road to Stonington, where we
parted just by the railway station. He went
to Providence that day; I returned to New
London before evening, and on the way stopped
at the hotel in Mystic to get my friend's name
from the register. I took it on a little card
which is before me to-night. These notes are

a remembrance to him if he please. The name
was L. H. Wise.
Who shall gainsay the fellowship which the

wheel creates ? I have carried the picture of

that day's chance meeting till now; have
watched for the name " Wise " in all Brooklyn
wheel life; many times to be gratified. In 1S88

we came squarely together again at Niagara
Falls. Here come in two more characters to

the story. That evening, returning from the

Falls to Buffalo,, we were four in the baggage
car keeping an eye to the wheels. Mr. Wise,

Mr. Luscomb, afterward president of the L.

A. W., and a third gentleman, beside myself.

Ah ! where is he, the unknown to this romance,

he of the name that' is last? And if he sees this

will he send me his name and thus lift the un-

satisfied desire of the romance, so that it shall

be the complete story? Acphnw.uk.

An authority on cycling subjects says that, as

nearly as can be learned, the cities having the

largest number of wheelmen areChicago, Phila-

delphia, Washington and Buffalo in the order

named. In Washington the proportion of L.

A. W. members to bicycle riders is about one

to fifty. The ratio is more in favor of the

League in Philadelphia and Chicago, and best

in Buffalo, which is the home of Chief Consul

Bull, an*l numbers a host of earnest workers
among its 15,000 wheelmen.

It is now an admirable lime for the alert

wheelman to overhaul his machine and attach-

ments, and to get everything in readiness for

the coming season. At this time of the year

the repairers are able to give ample time to

their work, and consequently they can produce a

much more satisfactory result than during the

busy Spring and Summer days. The enter-

prising wheelman will grasp the present oppor-

tunity for an annual renovation and overhauling
of his cycle and cycling paraphernalia.

Bit yclinQ \ .-. '

. pi ports that the Ormonde Cycle Co.
are building pni am itie-tyred ordinaries for Windle
and Rich. The wheels are to be ,.' inch and fitted

with 13 I yres.

Willie Windle, while in Boston recently, emphati-
cally stated that he intended to leave the track for

good,
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What maker in America made the first high grade bicycles with tangent

spokes, hollow rims, dropped handle bars, etc. ?

Who first reduced prices on bicycles in America ?

Who made the first Rover type safety bicycle in America ?

Who made the first square rubber pedals in America ?

Who established the price of $135.00 for Rover type safety in America ?

Who originated the term cushion tires ?

Who made the first cushion tires ?

Who has the largest and finest bicycle plant in America devoted exclu-

sively to the production of high grade bicycles ?

We have the documents in hand to prove that there is one answer which

fits each of the above questions, and that answer is the

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.,

CHICOPEE FKLLS, 7^kss.

BRHNCHES:

Boston, Washington, Denver, San Francisco.
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WESTERN WHEEL WORKS.
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R. L. COLEMAN & CO, 35 Barclay Street, and 40 Park Place, New York,
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The Rise nf a Hew Jul House.
In a quiet way, and without a bit of puff, buncome or bluster,

the house of R. L. Coleman & Co. has grown into an important
position in the trade, marketing in the eastern part of the United
States one-half of the entire output of the Western Wheel Works,
who easily rank in the number of wheels made up with the largest
makers in the country.

In 1884 the Western Wheel Works opened a New York store under
the management of Mr. R. L. Coleman, who had been in their employ
for several years. In that year the business amounted to $40,000.
In 1886 the business had increased so rapidly that they decided
to form an Eastern agency, and then it was that the firm of R. L.

company will also make it a point to sell only at a uniform price to

all customers and each purchaser is required to sign a contract not
to cut the price.

Following is a brief specification of the wheels the company will

handle this year, the cuts of which are also published :

Rob Roy.—Diamond frame, 26-inch wheels, steel tubing and
drop forgings, all ball bearings ; strictly high grade and new this

year ; weight, 381bs. Price, $50.

Juno.—Drop frame, 28-inch wheels, drop forgings and best
English steel tubing throughout, balls all over; weight, 47lbs.

Price, $75.

RUSH. PRICE, $IOO.OO. WITH

Coleman & Co., consisting of R. L. and T. C. Coleman, was
formed.

From 1886 the business of the company grew steadily and
rapidly, aggregating in 1890 nearly $300,000. The company are under
contract to take one-half of the output of the Western Wheel Works
and it is stated that they make the company a weekly remittance of

$5,000.
The firm have two floors or lofts, 185 feet deep, extending from

Barclay Street to Park Place. Their lofts are stored with wheels
from floor to ceiling, and at the present time nearly $200,000 worth of

CUSHION TYRES, $115-00.

Crescent.—Diamond frame, 30-inch wheels, finest steel tubing,
drop forgings, patent adjustment of chain, simple and strong; balls

all over, including head ; weight, 481bs. Price, $85.
Rush.—Specially strong and graceful, S diamond frame, 30-inch

wheels, ball bearings all over, including head, finest steel tubing and
drop forgings, tangent spokes ; weight, 481bs. . Price, $100 ; with
cushion tyres, $115.

In addition to the wheels specified above there are three other
styles of juvenile wheels not materially altered from last year but re-

duced in price. The Pet, a 20-inch drop frame safety, listed at $20

crescent, price, $85.00.

stock is carried. The firm have gathered this forest of wheels be-
cause they intend to fill all orders this season as soon as booked. In
the Barclay Street end of the first floor are situated the offices of the
company.

For this year the firm have a line of seven wheels, of which we
have heard nothing but favorable comment from members of the
trade who have seen them.

Two radical departures are to be made this year. In the first

place, the grade of the wheels has been raised all around. Drop
forgings will replace the cheaper material used in pa^t seasons. The

this year, a reduction of $5. The Junior is a 24-inch wheel, T frame
safety, listed at $25, or $10 less than last year's price. The Junior,

with ball bearings, is sold at $35, a reduction of sis from last year's

price.

The firm also handle a line o( hells, lamps and other sundries.

Their wheels will be (Hied with cushion tyres to order at an increased

price of $15.00. The firm control these wheels for the New England
States, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Distrid of Columbia,
Maryland, Virginia, AVest Virginia, North ami South Carolina, Tcn-
ncssee

<
Alabama, Mississippi, Florida and Louisiana.
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SAVE MONEY. SAVE MONEY.

A. W. GUMP & CO., Dayton, Ohio,

Is the name you want to remember when you want to save money on bicycles.

We do not claim to save you money on new late pattern high grade wheels, but we can save you money on job lots and Bhop-wom
wheels and on second-hand ones that ars comparatively as good as new.

We have purchased one job lot of over $40,000 worth of Safeties, and here are some of the prices :

New Universal Safeties, both wheels 30 inches, ball bearings toNew 1890 pattern Crescents, balls to both wheels; factory price

$75.00, our price $60.00.

New 1890 pattern Crescents, balls to wheels, pedals and crank
shaft ; factory price $90.00, our price $70.00.

New 1800 pattern Juno; can be ridden by young man or lady:

factory price $60.00. our price 85O.0O.

New 1890 pattern Juno, balls to wheels, crank shaft and pedals;
factory price $75.00, our price $60.00.

New Universal Safeties, for gentlemen, both wheels 30 inches
balls to both wheels; price reduced to $55.00.

wheels, pedals and crank shatt; price reduced to $65.00.

New Pathfinder Safeties, both wheels 30 Inches, balls to wheels,

pedals and crank shafts; price reduced to $56.00.

New Pathfinder Safeties, both wheels 30 inches, ball bearings to

both wheels, plain pedals
;
price reduced to $50.00.

New 24-lnch Boys' Universal Safety, rubber tyres; price reduced
to $20.00.

New 20-lnch Boys' Safety, rubber tyres; price reduced to

$15.00.

HERE ARE SOME MORE CYCLES ON WHICH WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

180O American Light Rambler, thoroughly overhauled, with new
tyres, almost like new, cost $135.00, our price $95.00.

56-lnch Expert Columbia, ball bearings, first-class condition,
only $37.00.

48-lnch Youth's Bicycle, perfectly new tyres, cost $50,00; just
itke new, our price $23.00.

New Broncho Light Roadster Safety; factory price $135.00, our
price $100.

Broncho Light Roadster Safety, as good as new In every respect,
scarcely shows wear; factory price $135.00, our price $90.00.

52-lnch Eagle, half nickel, cost $132.50, in fine condition, our
price $75.00.

1 890 pattern American Rambler, perfectly new tyres, thoroughly
overhauled, so as to almost pass for new, cost $125, our price $90.

GUNS, BICYCLES AND TYPEWRITERS TAKEN IN EXCHANCE.

Every bicycle dealer should send his business card and ask for discounts.

•Raphit*.
l*iCTLvm«c*,c-

|fccvcvTcH*"4%

Lhoward a smiths™

AGENTS WANTED'M NEW JERNKY
for our extciiNlvc Hue of

BICYCLES.
We are lulled Htitte*

He«d<|iiarlerH for Bicycle Supplies,

SEND POSTAL POB "BNI VCLOPBDLa Of CYCLERS' WANTS,

Good niNeouiit
to l.l-»« Men.

Howard A. Smith & Co., Newark, X.J.
U| IMPOR 1 ^ KS, AMI \VII"'I> SAI V Ki M I I

STANDARD
U&HTWG ANO
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THE TRADE.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[List of recent bicycle patents reported especially for

The Wheel, by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Patent Law-
yer, Washington, D. C]

444,620. Bicycle. C. A. Rouveyre, Paris, France.
Filed March 4, 1890.

444,639. Bicycle. Wm. R. O'Neill, Milwaukee, Wis.
Filed September 15, 1890.

444,642. Luggage Carrier for bicycles. T. G. Allen,
Ferguson, Mo., W. L. Sachtelben, Alton, 111., and J. F.
Walters, Bayswater, England. Filed October 21, 1890.

Patented in England September 10, 1890.

445,125. Bicycles. C. E. McGlinchey, Chicago, 111.,

assignor of two-thirds to C. H. Dunham and Frank
Brady, same place. Filed June n, 1890.

445,45°- Bicycle attachment. Wm. Murray, Wash-
ington, D. C, assignor to Chas. Butt., same place.
Filed May 3, 1890.

THE PREMIER CYCLE CO.

About two years ago Llewellyn H. Johnson, who is

a pioneer racing man and road rider of New Jersey,
secured the agency for this country of the Premier
safeties. The wheel immediately caught the favor of
the public through its sterling merits, and the busi-
ness increased so rapidly that Mr. Johnson has found
it necessary to form a stock company, which will be
known to the cycling trade as the Premier Cycle Co.,
which fact was announced in The Wheel last week.
The company's headquarters, at 846 Eighth Avenue,
corner Fifty-first Street, will be opened in a few days.
Mr. Johnson is too well known in cycling circles to

need an introduction from us, having been success-
fully engaged in the importation of cycles since 1880.

After handling a number of well-known manufactures
he contracted with Messrs. Hillman, Herbert & Cooper
to build him a line of Premier safeties to his own
specifications. The success of these machines was in-
stantaneous and their sale has become universal, in-
creasing in 1890 over 1889 72 per cent.. Mr. Johnson
spent last November at the works in Coventry, pre-
paring a line of wheels for the Premier Cycle Com-
pany's trade that is one of the most complete ever
shown, comprising eleven adults' and three youths'
safeties. All are built on special lines best adapted
to American roads and riders, retaining, at the same
time, the simplicity and sterling integrity for which
Premier wheels are famous. Cushion and pneumatic
tyres have received a large share of attention and
patterns adopted after thorough trial only. The com-
pany guarantees its cushion tyres and rims to be
more durable than solid ones, and will replace free of
charge any that may prove defective within one year
from date of purchase. -Quite as important in the
sundry trade is the contract closed with Messrs. Jos-
eph Lucas & Son for the sole American control of
their famous "Cyclealities." This line includes the
celebrated King of the Road lamps, "cyclorns," bells,
and the thousand-and-one little necessaries to the
wheelman's comfort turned out at the Tom Bowling
Lamp Works. These goods will be placed before the
public at every prominent dealers, regardless of his
cycle representation.

BRETZ & CURTIS MFG. CO.

Ihe attention of the trade is called to the announce-
ment of this concern. The firm are sole United States
agents for the Referee, than which there was no more
popular wheel last year. Detailed specifications of
these wheels for 1891 will be published in THE Wheel
of February 6.

THE McDANIEL & MERRIHEW
CYCLE CO.

This concern has opened a fine store on North
Thirteenth Street, Philadelphia, where they will
handle Eagles, Rovers and Swifts. A further report
of the firms' outlook for 1891 will be published in our
next issue. The attention of the trade is called to
their announcement.

Schumacher & Sclioefer.

This Brooklyn firm are out with an announcement
that they have parted with their interest in the Schu-
macher & Schoefer Cycle Co., Ltd,, and that they will
devote their entire energies and increased capital to
their business. The firm have a really handsome
store at 367 Flatbush Avenue, where they rent, repair,
handle sporting goods, and push the Victor, Eagle,
Quadrant, Referee and Gales safeties. Messrs. Schu-
macher & Schoefer were both well-known racing
men, and their venture was, to tell the truth, rather
unfavorably spoken of; but they cut the race path
and push their business with energy and good judg-
ment, and it is gratifying to record a success for 1890
and a promising future for 1891.

We have received the list of Messrs. S. Rowe & Co.,
of Clapham Common, S. W. London, Eng. This firm
are makers of several types of safeties which are
artistic in outline, handsome in finish, and strong in
build. All their machines arc fitted with ball bear-
ings and ball-socket heads. Of the types illustrated
we mention the Rowe Paragon safety, a cushion-tyred
combination-framed safety, weighing 28 to 30 pounds,
a very handsome wheel indeed

; the Rowe Paragon
diamond-framed safety, with or without cushion
tyres, ball bearings throughout, listed at 15 pounds;
the Paragon racing safety, the Paragon semi-roadster,
the full roadster, and the Paragon Ladies' safety.
The cuts of these machines show up very handsomely.

JDuring 1890 there were 500 applications filed in the
English Patent Office for devices in hollow tyres.

The Coventry Machinists Co., who will not exhibit
at the Stanley Show, recently gave an exhibition of
cycles at their London depot, to which were invited
their English and Continental agents.

E. H. Towle writes trom Binghamton that wheeling
in that city looks favorable for 1891, and that he
expects to do a large business in Victors. Mr. Towle
also adds incidentally that The Wheel is the best
paper, and that no dealer should be without it.

P. L. Abel, an energetic agent at Los Angeles, Cal.,
has moved into new and larger quarters. He has also
established a riding school in connection with his
business, the floor of which is 65x110. Few agents
appreciate the value of a riding hall as an adjunct to
their business. More new riders are made in this
way than in any other.

The trade of A. W. Gump & Co. for January has
been more than treble that of any other year. On
account of the large number of bicycles they pur-
chase, they are able to reach agents with a line of
wheels at prices that are hard to duplicate. They are
racking both sides of the third and fourth floors of
their building for crated bicycles ready for shipment,
and are really making a six-story building out of
their present quarters. Every preparation is being
made to fill orders without any delay.

The only sixty-four-inch bicycle ever built by the
Pope Mfg. Co. is in possession of A. W. Gump & Co.,
Dayton, Ohio. They also have a sixty-two inch ma-
chine.

J. W. Bate & Co. have opened a branch store at 1285
Bedford Avenue, near Fulton Street, Brooklyn. They
will handle a large line of wheels, including the
Psycho cycles. They will make a specialty of renting
and repairing.

Geo. E. Lloyd & Co., of Chicago, have just received
their new line of cycles, including solid, cushion and
pneumatic-tyred, diamond-frame wheels, all fitted
with socket bull heads. Their ladies wheels weigh
thirty-seven pounds and their gentlemen's machines
thirty-nine pounds, and have attached a new driving
chain of great durability.

Howard A. Smith & Co., of Newark, N. J., are one
of the oldest firms in the cycling bnsiness in this
country. They deal in almost every conceivable
article that pertains to wheeling, and their trade
extends to every part of the United States. One of
their catalogues is well worth sending for.

All wheelmen will appreciate the value of the
"Cycle Vertical Oil Can Carrier," a device weighing
one ounce which can be attached to any wheel without
fear of rattling and by means of which a rider can
oil his machine at a moment's notice. It does away
with the necessity of opening and closing a saddle-

The Cyclist reports that Messrs. Humber & Co. have
" a rare good thing " in the way of a tyre. It is stated
that the tyre appears to possess quite as much resil-
iency as the pneumatic.

Mr. D. Snitjer, the St. Louis dealer, writes us that in
1891 he will control the sale of Columbias, Victors and
Warwicks in his local territory, and will also have a
special line of cheap wheels built for his local trade.
The cheap wheels will be wholesaled, and the terri-
tory, which comprises several States, will be covered
by seven traveling men.

Robert H. Chapman, who has for some time been
with the Clark Cvcle Co., has taken a position with
the Sportsmans' Furnishing Co., of Baltimore.

Fred T. Merrill, who has been on an extended trip
East in the interest of his cycle business, which is

located at Portland, Oregon, was in New York on
Wednesday. Merrill spent a week at the Victor fac-
tory.

J. Van Benschoten, the racing man of Poughkeepsie,
N. Y., has secured the agency for the Ormonde Safety
for Dutchess Co.

The American rights of the "Bowley" self-adjust-
ing air tyre tension adjusting patent has been sold by
Messrs. Tarver & Bowley, along with the rights to
manufacture the "Euclidia" frame, to the Overman
Wheel Co. The " Euclidia " solid-tyred racing safety
can be built down to fifteen pounds.

William G. Rands, a prominent Providence racing
man, has accepted a position with the Michigan
Cycle Co., of Detroit.

W. F. Murphy has a Referee pneumatic safety at
the Kings County Wheelmen's club-house.

The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co., of Stamford, Conn., in-
form us that they have taken action against the Phila-
delphia firm who have been changing ordinaries into
Eagle machines, and that they have discontinued the
practice since being informed that they were infring-
ing on the Stamford company's patents. The Eagle
is covered by patents both as to its separate parts
and in combination.

Mr. P. H. Sercombe will have three saddles this
year, all of which are cleverly designed.

George S. MacDonald has "done " New York State
in the interest of Keefe & Becannon. Mr. MaeDonald
principally worked on the Giant and Broncho, for
which this company are agents for the eastern part of
the State. He visited every town in his section of the
State that has a population of 2,000, and met with
great success.

In the last issue of The WHEEL it was stated in
connection with Mr. A. Featherstone's cycles that the
sole Chicago agency had been placed* with Ralph
Temple. There was a misunderstanding due, how-
ever, to no fault of the writer of the paragraph, and
we are asked to correct this statement. Mr. Feather-
stone writes that a number of dealers will sell his
wheels in Chicago, and no particular house will have
the exclusive city agency.

THE ROCHESTER CYCLE MANUFACTURING CO.

The Peerless No. 1.

The safety machine represented above is one of a line of wheels with which the Rochester * ycle
Manufacturing Co. have been experimenting for three years, which are to Ik- placed on the market tor the
first this season. Mr. W. W. Kcntield, who but recently returned from England, is identified with this
company, and ho announces that the line comprises four machines with both cushion and solid tvivs, and arc
perfect in construction and workmanship,

Peerless No. 1 has 30-inch wheels With hollow felloes, tangent spokes of . ; gauge stool wire, ami is .1

combination machine geared to 54 inches. It has ball bearings to every part Including the head, and also an
entirely new spring fork for which a patent has been applied. Nothing but Credenda seamless steel tubing
and special drop forgings are used in its construction, and it weighs, all on, 47 pounds \o Peerless is sim-
ilar to No. 1, excepting that it has ig-inch wheels, geared to 50 inches, and is built exclusively 1

or ladies' use,
having no cross bar. It weighs ).• pounds. A out of No,

;
will appear next week.
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A BIRDS-EYE VIEW OF THE ENG-
LISH TRADE FOR 1891.
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CHICAGO.

The Chicago Cycling Club have a handicap billiard
tournament now in progress. Lumsden and Tobey
Elay 50 points while Crittenden plays 55 and Cameron,
age and Sinclair 60. Last Saturday night's playing

was the first Lumsden lost to Cameron and also
Tobey

;
Cameron also defeated Crittenden, and Sage

defeated Sinclair. A pool tournament is also in pro-
gress with eight entries, Anderson, W. C. Thorne,
Hodges, Davis, Buckley, Bingham, Bode and McNeil.
Each contestant plays seventy-five balls with each
of the others. Anderson defeated Thorne, 75-43, and
Hodges defeated Davis, 75-45, in the first night's play.

The Englewood Cycling Club gave a reception and
dance, at Masonic Hall, Englewood, Tuesday even-
ing, January 20. Nearly fifty couples were in attend-
ance. President Treadwell and Miss Hahn led the
grand march. Freiberg's orchestra discoursed sweet
music while light feet and still lighter hearts danced
through a programme of seventeen numbers. R. D.
Garden and Arthur A. Taylor were guests of the
evening. This was one of the most successful recep-
tions given by the E. C. C.
Among the many visitors to the Garden City the

past week were Grant Bell, of Minneapolis ; Ed.
Paige, of Waukesha ; Mr. Andrae, of Milwaukee

;

J. B. Christoph, of Waukesha, and W. L. Brewster, of
Quincy.

The Washington Cycling Club issue annually their
"Book of Tours." B.F.White, L. W. Conkling and
Frank Barrow are now busily engaged preparing this
year's issue.

The Washington Bicycle Club, as in former years,
will celebrate Washington's Birthday with all due
ceremony.
Members of the Garfield Cycling Club feel very

indignant at remarks made by members of the old
disbanded Ashland Club to your correspondent.
They say that they were induced to join the Americus
Club (the successor of the Ashland) under the impres-
sion that the club had fifty to sixty members, but
found to their chagrin that there were only twenty-
seven, many of whom were not good pay. Through
an accident, before they resigned, they found that
the rent had not been paid for ten months and the gas
and water were both liable to be shut off because the
bills were not paid. They immediately demanded
an itemized report from the treasurer of the club, and,
failing to receive the same, all but a half dozen of the
paying members withdrew.
The Illinois Cycling Club have called a meeting at

their club-house, 1068 Washington Boulevard, of all
the West Side clubs, and the Lincolns and Oak Parks
for Saturday evening, January 24, to discuss the ques-
tion of obtaining a track on the West Side. Such a
requisition would be far more convenient for the Lin-
colns than the Chicago Cricket Club's tracK, though
they are located on the North Side.

The Washington Cycling Club gave a musicale and
card party on Wednesday' evening. W. L. Bush and
other excellent talent entertained the members. Card
playing followed.

The Ladies' Englewood Cycling Club have six appli-
cations to act upon at their next meeting. This club
has the use of the Englewood club-house one night
each week, and at all other times they ask for. Mrs.
Richard Rees is President; Mrs. Ed. Colgrove, Vice-
President; Miss Minnie Beals, Secretary and Treas-
urer, and Miss Clara Gow, Captain. They have thirty-
one members.

I am pleased to note in this week's cycling papers
the expulsion by unanimous vote of C. G. Kilpatrick
from the Danville (111.) Cycling Club. Kilpatrick is
the one-legged rider that recently issued a sweeping
challenge to all one-legged riders to ride for the cham-
pionship of America, which he claimed to hold. J, G.
Modine, a Chicago boy, answered his sweeping defi,
and offered to race him at any distance or place.
Then followed a long correspondence, in which
Lafayette, Ind.; Danville, 111., and Champaign, 111.,

were all designated as good places to make money.
Kilpatrick was willing, and proposed to Modine to
enter into a series of fake races. He said Modine
could come to the places he designated and, with good
backing, carry away a full thousand dollars of these
"jays'" (meaning his friends) money. At Lafayette
they were to race for the amateur championship and
an imaginary gold medal, for'which they were to re-
ceive 60 per cent, of the gate receipts. " Kil " was to
travel to Lafayette in a special car surrounded by a
host of friends (the "jays alluded to in letters)." Such
goodfellowship has received only a part of its just
deserts.

Many of the Douglas Club members have been
aroused to action by the prizes offered for the pictures
of good, bad and indifferent roads by the New York
and Connecticut roads improvement committees, as
they have first-class outfits. Drs. J. C. and C. H.
Wachter, Frank and Will Slavik, Ed. Frothingham,
Joe Langbein and C. C. H. Rellihan are now on the
still hunt for good views.

The Oak Parks have for the second time abandoned
the League hotel scheme. This hotel has been a good-
sized bait. Ingalls has put a good-sized worm on the
hook twice and the O. P. C. C. have nibbled but found
it too much to swallow and rejected it each time.
They have something now in the wind which prom-
ises to be far superior, but it's "out of sight " for the
present.

The Oak Park whist tournament is drawing to a
close. The score now stands :

Won. Lost.
C.O.Ludlow jc ,

DrewMiller 13 9R.H.Kennedy 13 IO
O. L. Cox I2 11
Milton Mills 12 5

Six other members are tie, with eleven won each.
The billiard tournament has hung fire until the whist
playing is over. They will start, however, next week.

The Douglas Cycling Club will give a masquerade
party on February 13, at Apollo Hall.

The ^Solus Cycling Club, flushed with the great
success of their last masquerade ball, have decided to
give another one on Friday evening, February 20.

The ^35olus Cycling Club gave a very successful
smoker on Saturday evening last. The club-house
was filled with a jolly crowd of over one hundred
members and their friends. Billy Mack's colored
orchestra, the Royal and the Waverly Quartettes, and
recitations by Tom Sweine and Mr. Foote helped to
fill up a well spent evening. A supper followed.

The Englewood Club also gave a smoker last Satur-
day evening, January 17. One hundred and twenty-
five were present. W. L. Bush gave a number of his
inimitable recitations, and was called back again and
again. A mandolin orchestra, several good sparring
exhibitions, Montegue, the juggler, and Walter Far-
rant, who gave exhibitions of the hitch and kick, filled

up an excellent programme. The club will con-
tinue these entertainments throughout the winter.

The Illinois Division, L. A. W., will hold a constitu-
tional convention in this city Saturday, February 7.

R. G. Betts, Chairman. R. D. Garden and Dr. C. B.
Gibson are the committee on arrangements. The
meeting will be called to order at 10:30 in the morn-
ing. The afternoon will be spent in showing the visi-
tors about town. In the evening an entertainment
will be given to which none but L. A. W. members
showing their League tickets will be admitted, or
such as apply for L. A. W. membership on that even-
ing. Thomas Sheridan will be present ready to re-
ceive applicants. Illinois now has over 1,400 mem-
bers, 500 of whom are in this city.

The Lincoln Cycling Club will give an athletic en-
tertainment Saturday evening, January 31. President
F. W. Gerould and Vice-President C. A. Servoss are
the committee, and they are workers, too. The best
athletic talent of this city will appear. Several spar-
ring matches have been arranged which will alone be
worth going to see.

Captain Roberts, ot the Illinois Club, says that his
men will go on a club run every Sunday from now
on. Last Sunday he conducted thirteen of them to
Pullman, where dinner was enjoyed.
Last Sunday was a model riding day. Skating at

the parks was good, and wheelmen with skates on
their back were seen everywhere. The Lincolns were
well represented. Thirteen of the good old ordinaries
stood at one time in the yard of the Lincoln Club,
while but one safety appeared. This is about the pro-
portion of safeties to ordinaries in that club at the
present time.

The Illinois' club-house was recently sold at an in-
crease of $3,000 over cost of building and land. This
club's assets are $3,340, and they are young yet. With
the present able management, the club will nearly
double this in another year.

Messrs. Roberts, Barrett and Betts have been ap-
pointed as a committee by the Associated Cycling
Clubs to lay out a number of courses suitable for road
races and the establishment o f road records. Several
of our well-known wheelmen are capable of lowering
many of the road records now standing,, and would
probably do so if a course was provided.

The Oak Park Cycling Club has for the last two
weeks been playing practice games to determine
upon an indoor baseball team. The club has a large
rink in which to play.

The Chicago Cycling Club held their annual meet-
ing last Saturday evening. The club has progressed
greatly during the last year. The President's report
was read. In it he mentioned the services of L.W. Conk-
ling in compiling the club's road book. Conkling
has worked hard and deserves a long credit mark for
his good work on the road book. Considerable dis-
cussion was aroused over a proposition to raise the
age limit from eighteen to twenty-one. This was
not carried, nor was a proposition to raise the annual
dues from $20 to $25, with a 20 per cent, discount if

paid promptly at the commencement of each quarter.
A neat little lunch was served after the meeting.
A map of Chicago and suburbs will be a special

feature of the Chicago Club road book, the engraving
of which cost the club $75. The C. F. S. Cycling Club,
U. S. A., has now over 300 members scattered over
the whole United States. Their initiation fee is

25 cents and no dues. Fines are imposed, however,
at the various gatherings sufficient to make up for
these other matters. February 6, at the annual game
dinner to be held in this city, members from the East
are expected, among whom are noted the following:
Walter Measure, of Boston : Mr. McCune, W. A.
Miller and J. E. Poorman, of Cincinnati ; H. A. Lozier,
of Cleveland ; Yost, of Toledo and W. L. Brewster, of
Quincy. Harry Hodgson has sent regrets. The
officers of this unique organization are : President,
Walter Measure, of Highlandville, Mass.; Vice-
President, J. H. Robbins, of Chicago; Secretary, J.
H. Poorman, of Cincinnati

; Treasurer, H. D. Hedger,
Boston ; Marshal, Wm. Herrick, Chicago ; Orator,
Kennedy Child; Assessor, Wm. Atwell, Boston;
Chaplain, A. S. Hills, Boston.
Pope, Bogue and Joe Crennan have resigned from

the C. C. C., and Merritt has resigned from the
directorship. W. F. Bode has been elected to fill the
vacancy on the board. W. C. Thorne and Hossford,
of the Chicago's have joined the Chicago Athletic
Association. The Chicago's have abandoned (or are
thinking of doing so) the idea of a gymnasium in the
club-house. Birdie Munger says Rosalie Hall will
probably be used, the apparatus being arranged so
that it can be readily moved.
The Chicagos had as opponents last Monday even-

ing, January 19, the Ravenswood indoor team. The
latter team was accompanied by a number of ladies
(wives, sisters and sweethearts of the members) and
friends of the team. The "union" was there and
their voices also, and sundry remarks made by them
were overheard by the Ravenswood ladies. After the
game one of them in speaking to her husband, said:
"Some of them are tough, aren't they?" whereupon
one young man said to another young man :

" Do you
hear that, she savs we're toughs?" " 1 am glad," said
she, "that the shoe fits so well, it was not originally
intended for yoit ;" whereupon two young dudes wei e
seen to quietly slink away. One of them, however,
made himself heard later on by declaring that tlic
visiting ladies were a regular hayseed crowd. Now,

if this young dude has a sister who is any more of a
lady than these same ladies, she should take measures
to take nim in out of the rain, for should he get wet
he'd surely die, for the spark of manliness burns but
feebly in his bosom. Such as these do more harm
than good to the cycling word, and should be
squelched.

Following is the schedule of games in the Chicago
handicap billiard tournament: January 31—Cameron
vs. Lumsden, Cruttenden vs. Lumsden, Sinclair vs.
Tobey, Sage vs. Cameron. February 7— Sage vs.
Tobey, Cruttenden vs. Sage, Lumsden vs. Sinclair.
The handicaps are as follows: Lumsden and Tobey,
50 points; Crutttenden, 55, and Cameron, Sage and
Sinclair, 60 points. Saturday evening, January 17,
Lumsden lost two games, one each to Tobey and
Cameron; Cameron won one from Cruttenden, and
Sage defeated Sinclair. The Chicago Club have also
a pool tournament. Games were played Saturday
evenings, the 17th and 24th. Games scheduled for the
future are as follows: January 31—Thorne vs. Hodges,
Anderson vs. Bingham, McNeil vs. Buckley, and Davis
vs. Bode. February 7—Bingham vs. Bode, Buckley
vs. Thorne, Hodges vs. McNeil, and Anderson vs.
Davis. February 14—Davis vs. Thorne, Bode vs. An-
derson, Bingham vs. McNeil, Buckley vs. Hodges.
February 21'—McNeil vs. Anderson, Thorne vs. Bode,
Bingham vs. Buckley. February 28—Bode vs. Hodges,
Thorne vs. McNeil, Anderson vs. Buckley, and Davis
vs. Bingham. Each game is for seventy-five balls.

The Oak Park's billiard tournament starts this
week.
Five of Chicago's cycling clubs have indoor teams

—

the Chicagos, Lincolns, Douglas, ./Eolus and Oak
Parks.

The Lincolns defeated the Douglas team last Thurs-
day evening by a score of 7 to 5. The total bases of
the two teams were the same, 44. The Lincolns out-
played them in base running, gaining two more tal-
lies. Three hundred people witnessed the game.
The Lincoln and Illinois gymnasiums are both in

full swing two or three nights per week. Free in-
struction is given to members in both. Jno. West, in
the Lincoln gymnasium, has a rapidly increasing class,
while C. O. Du Plessis' class in the Illinois Club has
nearly forty members. Jno. West has been engaged
by the Lincoln's racers to train them the coming sea-
son. Several have already started the good work, as
is evinced by the achy feeling in every muscle of my
own body.

A meeting similar to the one held last year is to
take place this year at the Pope Co's store to" talk over
the Pullman road race. The proportionate speed of
the pneumatic tyre over the solid is likely to prove a
sticker in this year's handicapping. Already the
handlcapper is asking for information. He thinks a
four minute limit is about right, but would like some
good man to go over the road to determine the ques-
tion. Firenzi.

ST. LOUIS.

Mr. Stone's Boulevard bill in the Missouri Legisla-
ture is being commented on unfavorably from certain
parties, because they were not asked to" help the bill.
It will be a fine thing for our roads, for they have
been neglected more than any other city of its size in
America. Some time ago Kansas City, with more
enterprise than discretion, laid otit an immense park
system in their suburbs and extending into the coun-
try. Now the courts hold that a city cannot lav off in
parks' property outside of the city line. A natural
conclusion. They should have absorbed the ranch
and then "parkified " it, like Chicago.
The Missouri pool tourney is moving along swim-

mingly.

The talk of the cycling club joining the Missouri
Gymnasium is not favored by some of the members.
It is too early as yet to sav whether or not they will
consolidate, and if so, what the results will be.

The Calumet Wheel Co. have just been organized to
enter the bicycle business as dealers. The}' advertise
the location as Fourth Street and Washington Av-
enue. I understand that they are in business already
in other lines.

The initial game of indoor base ball was played in
Armory Hall, on Thursday last, before one thousand
spectators. Handcock, the father of the game, was
present, and made a speech, as did also the Mayor.
He recommended the game and athletics generally.
It is not quite certain yet how it will—take.

Future Great.

HARRISBURG, PA.

Cycling promises to be one of the leading spoils
here this year. There will be quite a number of new
riders, a large proportion of whom will be ladies
Mrs. L. O. Glover, probably the first lady in this city
to ride a bicycle, and who has done much to foster the
pleasure, is enthusiastic in anticipation of suitable
riding weather, and of the eartainty of having more
lady riding companions than everbefore. Among the
most enthusiastic riders, several of whom are quite
prominent citizens, are Dr. George Gorges, Frank L
Cook, Will Fahnstock, Thomas S. rotors, \V. 11. l.usk
and L. O. Glover. Edward Fry is about the fastest
rider of the city.

The Harrisburg Cycling Companv recently re-
moved their stock from the store on Market Square to
a carriage warehouse near the Reading Railroad
depot.

Luther A. Kelker, the old Columbia agent, will con-
tinue to handle that wheel, in addition to the Hartford,
ami machines made by the Western Wheel Works, ot
Chicago.

\ representative of the Overman Wheel Companv
was in town several days ago looking up an agenO]
A. M. Seheffev, representing R. 1.. Coleman & Co

agents for the Western Wheel Works, was here on
Monday. He has been covering Pennsylvania pretty
thoroughly, and predicts [891 as being the banner
year. Tom.
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officers of the latter Club state that they would not en-

tertain the sing their identity for a minute.

and that the only way the scheme could be managed
admit the members of tlu League indi-
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by the press throughout the country. It

bean impossibility to hammer it tnl

editors, compositors or proof-readers that the third
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known to the readers of some journals as the Alanta
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but it is hoped that an improvement will eventually
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in every town, to handle as complete a line of cycles as can be found on earth. We handle

Featherstone's entire line, consisting of both Diamond and Drop Frame

FIsrBTJlS^-A.TIOS.
These machines are highest grade and including tyres are fully warranted. They list at

-.,;' — -~^-~^ $135.00 !!! —
The Dunlop Cushion Tyre, both Diamond and Drop Frame, at $125.00
The " Cyclone," with Diamond Frame and Solid Tyre, ..... IOO.OO

The above five wheels are made of highest grade Steel Tubing and Forging, and are Ball Bearing all over including head.

The Wright & Ditson Diamond Frame, all Steel Tubing and Forging, and balls to

both wheels, Crank Shaft and Pedals, at . . . . - 85.00
The Wright & Ditson Ladies' Drop Frame Safety, all Steel Tubing and Forging,

and balls to both wheels, Crank Axle and Pedals, at . . . 85.00
The above two machines are the best value on the market.

Then we have wheels at all prices below that till we wind up with our 22-incll $15.00 Boy's Safety. By the

way our 25-incli Boy's Safety, at $25.00, and our 26-inch Convertible Safety, at $35.00,
fitted with $6.00 Fish Saddle, are the best bargains yet offered. Our goods are warranted our prices right, our

discounts liberal. We want a live agent in every town to represent us.

FOR CATALOGUE LISTS AND DISCOUNTS, ADDRESS

WRIQFIT & DIT50N Thg LaBigst fBMig nnds Himsg in tk tfnBld
>

Washington St., & Hayward Place, Boston, Mass., U. S. A.

s-^fe. SPECIML TO THE TRMDE *3^~9

* L A M P S *

Having given this branch of the trade considerable attention during the so-called " dull days," resulting in

an addition to our line of lamps, and A GENERAL REDUCTION IN PRICE and LIBERAL INCREASE IN

DISCOUNTS, we believe ourselves in position to compete with any. Our stock includes the " Ramblers Nos.

1 and 2" at $4.50 and $3.50, the " Chicago Headlight" at $2.00, and the " Headlight No. 2" at $1.50, comprising

a line which we think the best and most saleable in the market. We should be pleased to submit a sample line

to all responsible parties in the trade.

STEEL TXJBUSTC3-.

Having the American Agency for the renowned BIRMINGHAM CLIMAX STEEL TUBING, an article

which, after thorough and extensive use, we can conscientiously recommend, we are able to furnish tubing

from stock and to offer most favorable quotations on any desired quantity. We solicit correspondence.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.,

222-228 FRANKLIN STREET, CHICACO, ILL.
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7^ factory of t^ pop^ /T\fo\ Qo.

THE Columbia Bicycle Factory comes out this year with a new

hat and overcoat, so t<> speak ; at least, that is the way it im-

presses "tie as he approaches it from Bnshnell Park. The

growth of this factory is particularly noticeable. The front building

has received an entire new top story and root", giving a different form

and finish to the front view. The main additions made during the

past fall and the present winter, however, are in the erection of a

two story building 88 x 3S feet, in the front side of the group of

buildings shown in the cut ; and in a row of buildings along the back

side, or river edge, aggregating about 600 feet in length, of which

about 450 feet in running length is new. Other additions and re-

novations are noticeable all through the group. With ample ground

one floor in this main building,— that is to say, about

1120 square feet of floorage, which is occupied by ma
cbinery for the manufacture of typewriters. Of the long

row of buildings on the river bank recently constructed,

the most interesting are those on the left in the picture, con

taining the best modern fixtures and furnishings for electric [and

hot blast brazing, and for case hardening, tempering and enameling.

They also contain polishing rooms, wheel setting rooms, tire setting

rooms, and assembling and inspection rooms.

Of the other buildings, all visitors will remember the noisy blazing

and almost Titanic forge shop, the labyrinth of machine rooms, the

rolling mill for felloes, with the mysterious corridors where the ball

I
normal growth through many years, this factory app

like a conveniently arranged and connected group of more than

thirty building tain a capacity now in building* of about

three times, and in machinery and • plant, more than four

what they did twelve j

T! men have visited this wonderful factory, and

will with this slight introduction, giving them a hint of

oi the-
;

and

plan which we publish. At the ri^ht of what used to be tin- port

lodgi low the 1 nd facing the

buildings anil thi leading from

".ill Park nearly parallel with the river, --is the mam
and draughting n lOma

in front. The first and second floors will bered bj

I
drilling .. and madiii'

added this wintai machine work, and la now

fully fitted up and in operation, Tht main building

oted

e mnnui

Indeed, in this whole group of buildings the only

not ' •:' l,!l "'

machinery is and which so few can tell whether they have seen 01

not ; the storage rooms, shipping rooms, polishing and buffing, and
nickel rooms, etc. The only thing that can be said in our B]

about these rooms la that most of these departments have

D entirely refitted during the paM vi ar. and the gradual re-

Lngementa for greatei room ami effectiveness have made it •

like a new f.u torv to the visitor.

One naturally recalls the few years sin Tin pop. Manu-

ring Company was organized Mauli 13d OJ that year, by Colonel

Albert A Pope, who furnished all the capital for it. The lirst

which was rather a forerunner than a beginning, was ;l

composite one of wood and steel, made in the Summ. : ot 1-77. under

the direction of Colonel Pope and Mr John Harrington, of "cradle

Bpill When Mi ll.iuington.nl August OJ 1 -77. i > t m tied

to England, he took with him anordet t"i bicycles for tin i

impany, whose store was ti High Su
ton. In lonel Pop from Ins

othet . whi.h had theretofore been < arried on under the i

and S l "
. I..: nine twek ( in

en of his good

will, to bis brother, Axthui W. Pope* and to ins junior partner. Mi.
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Vinal, ten shares each, and to Mr. Crowell, his bookkeeper, two

shares in the capital stock of his new company. He told them it had

not much value, but that it would likely be valuable in the fu

ture. Soon after Messrs. Vinal and Crowell sold their shares to

Mr. Arthur W. Pope for a few hundred dollars. In January, 1882,

Arthur W. Pope sold his stock to Mr. Edward W. Pope and Charles

F. Joy, both of the Pope Manufacturing Company, for five thousand

dollars. Since that time, all the stock of the Pope Manufacturing

Company has been owned by its officers and a few of those connected

with the Company by employment. None of it has been held

outside.

In the Spring of 1878, pursuing his plans of establishing the manu-

facture of bicycles in this country, Colonel Pope visited Hartford and

placed a contract with the Weed Sewing Machine Co., which had

been in successful operation then for some twelve years, had a large

plant, an efficient corps of native American mechanics, and a reputa-

been a strike there. The best of fire-proof, fire-preventing and
fire-suppressing arrangements are kept. The leading fire insurance

authority in the country has said that he had nothing to suggest for

improvement, and that it was already the best of risks for insurance

companies who carry large amounts on the property.

It is a policy often pursued by manufacturers in other lines and
prevails, we believe, with many manufacturers of bicycles, not to

admit visitors to the works ; and the would-be investigating bicycler

is confronted with " No Admittance " when he looks beyond the

office or the wareroom of the company. With the Pope Manufac-

turing Company it has always been the generous reverse of this.

Wheelmen have always been welcomed to the factory, and many
times especially invited to visit it. Of course in this as in all such

factories, there is much that is common to machine shops, such as

drop forges, lathes, and planers, and milling machines ; but there is

also a great deal that is not common. Processes, special tools,
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tion for fine and durable work. The Pope Manufacturing Company
took root in that place at that time, and the process of control,

absorption and ownership began and continued until last year, when
the whole property became in name as in fact that of the Pope
Manufacturing Company, That company has made the cycle business
drive out substantially all other, and the growth still continues.

The writer, from some experience and facilities of knowledge
about home and foreign manufacture, feels safe in saying that there
are few other concerns that have made and sold bicycles to the
amount of a million dollars in one year. He is satisfied from the

books of the concern that the Pope Manufacturing Company has
done it

; but how much more than this the Company did last year he
is not at liberty to tell. What also equally interests riders and the
trade, is that the company has a constant corps of contented men in

its employ. It keeps a full force running all the time steadily, and
avoids mostly the strain and haste of working nights, the losses from
discharged experience, and the risks of new hands. There has never

special machinery and appliances are developing all the time in a

live factory, that are peculiar* to the line of manufacture and to the

art of the particular factory. It is these specialties that make manu-
facturers shy of admitting anybody who might see and profit by what
they saw.

The Pope Manufacturing Company have shown through their

works makers as well as riders. If anybody gets hints how to make
bicycles better, well and good ; and they say their principle is that

they are not afraid of losing their specialties, because while somebody
else might be busy imitating them, they themselves would be impro-

ving and going on to something else. They say the imitator is

always behind the originator, and it's about so. At all events here

are works which interest one from the quiet employees' reading room
to the noisy forge shop, from the crude stock room to the doors of the

private invention and inquisition rooms, which you cannot enter, and

the sunny factory offices where you are treated with the most open

hospitality by genuine fellow wheelmen.
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.. NOW IS THE TIME."
HERE ARE A FEW BARGAINS.

$91x00

pworn only. . 115.00

1889 \ I v, ... 75.00

75.00

1890 Diamonds, $60 00 and 65.00

1 ll.itlow Frame Star, 51X.14, perfect in every

point, ... 65.00

AND MANY OTHER BARGAINS.

BBXVD FOR IIISIHIIM'IKNM.

HOLLAND & HAYENER, Worcester, Mass.

A NEW LEATHER TOP
On an <>ld saddle makes a second-hand machine look

!$10.00 BETTER.
DEALERS, drop us a line for our prices.

We have leathers in stock to fit all prominent saddles. Make a

note of it. This ad. will not appeal again.

KIRK BROWN CO,, Ltd., Penn Square, Phila.

rjyt ~\T' TV 7 1 A wniiln? tnumpn: Hv nctunl te.ts over Ko per cent.

I HP V If TOT* \\ rPnrh STRONGER than the »trooie«t wrench of its class
J. 11V « 1VIUI »» lllllll. heretofore In the market Nickel plated. Price Ji.ou

Overman Wheel Co., Makers, Chicopee Falls, Mass.

A. G. C. CYCLE SHOW.
The Associated Cycling Clubs, of Philadelphia, will hold a grand cycle show and exhibition of cycling accessories, in

HORTICULTURAL HALL, Philadelphia, March 2d to 7th, 1891.

For space, rates and general information, address R. H. KAIN, Secretary of Committee,
No. 21 South 7th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

A PROSPECTUS WILL BE SENT UPON APPLICATION.

J. W. BATES & CO..
324 Klatbu«li Avenue, and 1285 Bedford Avenue.

Between ~th and 8th Avenues. Between Fulton and Atlantic Avenues.

BrnDkljjn Agents for NEW MAIL, PYSGHD, STOVER and VALEAR EjcIbs and Sundries.

Send for Second Hand List of ORDINARIES and SAFETIES, all

in First-Class Condition.

SEND FOR. CATALOGUE. J

<>« Nothing Lighter, Stronger or More Elegant • <>

T HAN

PARADE CYCLES.
Tandems, < hrdinaries, with solid, cushion «r pneumath I

lmilt on sound mechanical print iples, «'ii the intert bangeable sysU m
of Ik- t materials only, and I workmanship employed In their

traction. Prizes won •>" Parades in various parts <>t Europe.

rds held b Safeties.

PULL1NGER & CO.,

Parade Cycli Works, Hereford Puce, Mew Cross. London. S. E. Eng.

I III x .
•

Agents o( soiinJ financial petition thuulU not* above.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

Memphis, Term., is agitating the pavement ques-
tion, and at present the relative merits of granite and
brick are being discussed.

V. J. Kelly, the speedy Philadelphia rider, has left

the employ of the Hart Cycle Co., and is now with
the McDaniel & Merrihew Cycle Co.

The Brooklyn Bicycle Club held a progressive
euchre party at their club-house on Monday evening
of this week, which was followed by a dance.

owing to the resignation of James R. Wilson, Jr.,

Chief Consul of Tennessee Division, the former Vice-
Consul, Chas. J. Scherer, has succeeded to the office.

A quarter mile bicycle track is to be built in Cin-
cinnati in connection with an athletic and baseball
ground, by the directors of the Cincinnati gymnasium.

The Utica (N. Y ) Cycling Club intend to foster road
racing during the coming season, as the club has a
half dozen members who can hold their own on the
road.

"Charlie" Stenken, who was formally one of New
Jersey's speediest road riders, has given up riding
and resigned from the Hudson County Wheelmen.
He now resides at East Orange.

The Quaker City Wheelmen, a club that has been
in existence but a year, occupies a large double house
on Oxford Street which, outside of those built espe-
cially for club quarters, is the finest in that city.

The much-lauded laundry prize won by W. W. Taxis
last season, which created such a stir in the cycling
world, will not be of much benefit to him after all, as
the laundry that donated the prize has gone out of
business.

It is quite an amusing thing to hear Frank Brown
inveigle against cycle racing. Fr^nk is preparing for
a course of medical study at Bellevue Hospital, and
his preliminary dips into the science have decided
him to do no more racing on the path.

On February 5 the Manhattan Bicycle Club will hold
a ladies' night at their bowling alleys. After the
game dancing will be indulged in at their club-house.
In their pool tournament, which is now well under
way, three handsome cues are offered as prizes.

Eight members of the New Orleans Bicycle Club
recently subscribed $2,500 in shares of $25 for a new
club-house to cost between $7,000 and $10,000. Col.
Pope holds twenty shares. Ground has already been
secured and work on the house will shortly be com-
menced.

An enjoyable entertainment was arranged by the
ladies' social auxiliary of the Rhode Island Wheel-
men on January 19, which was attended by about
forty members. On February 9 the annual meeting
of the club will be held, at which time officers for the
ensuing year will be elected.

Over $5,000 in cash prizes will be offered by the pro-
moters of the various race meets in Melbourne, Aus-
tralia, during the present racing season, which is now
well under way. Out of this sum $4,000 will be offered

, in thirty-five events, while the value of trophy prizes
amounts to over $1,000 for $15 events.

T. A. Edge, the English cycling writer, in speaking
of Dan Canary, the trick rider, now of the Overman
Wheel Co., says :

" I remember ' Dan ' when he came
to Manchester some years ago. In the pantomime I
know, for a fact, that he earned £37 10s. a week, but
Dan ' was a genial fellow and could spend it."

Dr. Chauncey B. Ripley addressed the New Jersey
State Board of Agriculture at the State House, Tren-
ton, on Tuesday of this week, on the subject of public
roads. He said the time had come when good roads
were a necessity and advocated a State road
from Newark to Camden and one from Cape May to
Sussex County.

The advertisement of the Gormully & Jeffery Mfg.
Co. headed "Not Worth a Dam," attracted an un-
usual amount of press comment, both in this country
and England. It is safe to say that there are at pres-
ent very few cyclists who read the papers who are
not aware of the existence of the little Persian coin
known as a dam.

At the regular bi-monthly meeting of the Associated
Cycling Clubs, held at the Quaker City club-house on
Tuesday of last week, the annual election of officers
took place, with the following result: President, W.
It. Tucker, Philadelphia Bicycle Club; Vice-President,
P. S. Collins, Century Wheelmen; Secretary-Treas-
urer, J. R. Lincoln Edwards, South End Wheelmen.
The benefit of cycling has never been better exem-

plified than in the person of T. W. H. Ashton, of Bow-
don, says British Sport. A few years ago he was a
confirmed invalid, having lost the use of his legs. The
doctor advised a cycle, to be driven by hands. He
grew strong, and last year won four medals, riding
100 miles on a tricycle in twelve hours amongst other
feats.

The Irish Cyclist states that " makers seem unani-mous that the cushion tyre, as now used by the best
firms, will not cut. Bad cushions, however, will cut
at once, and there are certain to be sonic on the
market. This paper also states that there seems to
be quite a future for the ordinary bicycle fitted with
a pneumatic back wheel, especially in country dis-
tricts.

" J

The New York Bicycle Club's reception and dance,
which took place on Tuesday evening ofthisweekwas enjoyed by a large number of members and their
tnends.

1
in- house was handsomely decorated with

potted Bowers which were distributed throughout therooms presenting an attractive appeurance The
musical portion oi the programme wasexeellent andhighly appreciated; 11 was an early hour of the morningbefon the wheelmen and theii friends started foithen homes,

The Union Co. Roadsters have a bowling team
which has been doing some good work recently in
practice games. The club is open for challenges from
any other cycling organization in the State. Com-
munications should be addressed to A. H. Chamber-
lain, Capt. U. C. R. Bowling Team, Rahway, N. J.

The Union County Roadsters intend to hold a dra-
matic entertainment at Linden, N. J., on February 11.

The talent will be secured largely from the member-
ship of the organization and an attractive programme
is promised. The club anticipates an active season
on the road this year, and several of the members
will endeavor to secure fame in racing circles under
the club's colors.

The series of road races which took place at Mem-
phis last season, and which were the means of inspir-
ing a deal of enthusiasm among the local wheelmen,
were won by Julius Wood, and he scored a hard
earned victory. The prize, however, a gold medal,
has never been received by the winner, as the donator
has not fulfilled his promise. Many uncomplimentary
remarks have been expressed by the cyclist over the
matter.

The New Haven Bicycle Club are out with the an-
nouncement of the spring meeting of the Connecticut
Division, which will be held at New Haven on June
8, 1891. The feature of the meet will, of course, be the
tournament. The New Haven Club held the earliest
big meeting of last year, and it was as enjoyable a
meet as any we attended throughout the season. The
track is fast, and there are a number of pretty rides
around the city.

The newly-elected officers of the Milwaukee Wheel-
men are: President, Cressy A. Morrison; First Vice-
President, Thomas E. Hutchings; Second Vice-Presi-
dent, Oscar Binner; Secretary, Martin C. Rotier;
Treasurer, Andrew Steele; Board of Directors, W. L.
Simonds, Henry P. Andrae, Andrew Steele, Fred.
Mayer. Road officers—Captain, Henry J. Rotier; First
Lieutenant, Charles Kilby; Second Lieutenant, Gus.
Rutz; Bugler, C. Krause.

One of the most remarkable growths in cycling club
life is found in the Gotham Wheelmen, of this city.
About six months ago they first came into notice,
when it was announced that the Hillside Wheelmen
had reorganized and adopted the sobriquet of New
York as a title.- Since that time, through its enthusi-
astic and energetic officers, it has rapidly gained
prominence, until now it boasts of eighty members
and a handsome club-house.

Governor Davis, of Rhode Island, states in his an-
nual message : "I think the Commissioner of Dams,
as a civil engineer in the service of the State, might
profitably be employed as an adviser to the commis-
sioners of highways in the several towns in the con-
struction and reconstruction of roads upon modern
improved plans, of which there is much need, and
upon which, sooner or later, some action by the State
may be found advisable, and his duties under the law
so enlarged."

The Atlantic City Wheelmen ran their road race on
January 18 as announced, although the road was in a
frightful condition owing to the recent rains. Out of
thirteen entries only five started, the winner turning
up in Rowland Hewitt, who covered the distance in

42 i-5in. W. H. Edwards was second, with J. R.
Hackney, third and W. F. Smith, fourth. Hewitt
finished five minutes ahead of Edwards, who was but
six inches in front of Hackney after a most de-
termined finish.

The cycling exhibition, which will take place at
Horticultural Hall, Philadelphia, March 2 to 7, under
the management of the Associated Cycling Clubs of
Philadelphia, gives promise of being an immense suc-
cess. Already nearly every manufacturer has ap-
plied for space, and the greatest collection of cycles
and cycling accessories ever brought under one roof
will be exhibited. In addition many other attractions
will be offered to visitors.. The Association deserve
much credit for their enterprise. For space, ratesand
general information address R. H. Kain, secretary of
the committee, 21 South Seventh Street, Philadelphia.

At the last annual meeting of the New York State
Division an appropriation of $1,000 was voted to the
Road Book Committee for the compilation of a new
hand-book. Work on the book is now being prose-
cuted, and members of the Division are urged, while
the tours of the past season are fresh in their minds,
to send to A. B. Barkman, chairman Road Book Com-
mittee, 241 Broadway, New York, any information in
regard to roads^and routes possible. Blank forms
have been issued by means of which routes can be
described with but little trouble, and all cyclists
should lend all the assistance possible to the good
work.

Last Spring the Ramblers Bicycle Club, of Buffalo,
issued a challenge to any club in Western New York
to a hundred-mile road race from Buffalo to Erie,
which no club accepted. Recently C. J. Iven, the
well-known Rochester racing man, has endeavored
to make arrangements through the Rochester Wheel-
men's League for a handicap road race from Buffalo
to Rochester, a distance of seventy-four miles, the
affair to be a national one. Should the plan prove
acceptable, a most interesting contest would be the
result, as a large entry list could be secured through
the many Rochester and Buffalo clubs. The plan as
set forth by Iven is a good one and should be received
favorably.

Hillier thus describes the Hon. ion Keith Falconer:
"lie was a very tall man, well put together, with
broad shoulders, and extremely powerful lower ex-
tremities; he rode a 60 or 61-inch bicycle, sat close up
to the head, an. I was probably as line a rider from a

physical point of view as has ever been seen on the
path. He was so much superior to his contemporaries
a 1 1 he universities thai he had very little opportunity
of developing that head ' or judgment in cycle racing
which would have enabled him to use his immense
physical powers to their best advantage, and when he
went down at Surbiton before Cortts in their twenty
miles match he was beaten as much by want of judg.
nieni as anything else "

The Columbia Bicycle Club, of Attleboro, Mass.,
have elected the following new officers: President,
W. F. Smith; Vice-President, Jesse G. Jewett ; Sec-
retary, George E. Curtis; Treasurer, C. F. Knitz.
The Treasurer reported a surplus of $560.50. The an-
nual ball of the club will be held on March 10.

R. P. Scott, whose technical work on cycling has
made him well known in the cycling world and highly
respected in the cycling trade, was in Gotham on
Tuesday of this week. Mr. Scott has been at Niagara
Falls ever since the meet of last Summer superintend-
ing the manufacture of one of his inventions, which
is in the shape of a pea-shelling machine, and which
accomplishes the work of 300 people at a saving of
$20,000. Mr. Scott has a remarkable knowledge of
cycling mechanics and of general mechanism, gained
by a long experience in the Elgin watch factories. As
soon as his many schemes are systematized he will
take some of his "elegant leisure" and write some-
thing for the readers of The Wheel.

The English have invented the word monstre,
which they apply to important events, and we think
it may well be applied to the Austral wheel race,
which appears to have been the most important or, at
least, the biggest event of which we have ever read.
Until this year this event has been run for trophies,
but the Melbourne Bicycle Club, having recently
receded from the ranks of the Australian Union, in-
troduced a new definition of an amateur rider and
offered cash prizes for the race in question. The
meeting was held November 22 at Melbourne, and
was attended by 25,000 spectators. Of the forty
entries, twenty-nine faced the starter, T. W. Busst
winning from the scratch, as reported elsewhere in
this paper.

The members of the Hudson County Wheelmen
were entertained in a royal manner at their club-
house in Jersey City through the efforts of the enter-
tainment committee on Friday evening last. A long
and varied programme was rendered, consisting
chiefly of recitations, impersonations, violin and
piano duets and vocal music. In addition to this
Messrs. Hopkins and McAra amused the wheelmen
by engaging in a three-round boxing set-to, which
resulted in a draw. Every one present was furnished
with a pipe and tobacco. The evening's amusement
concluded with the serving of refreshments of which
there was a great variety and abundance. President
Merseles, who was to have read an original poem, in
which the characteristics of the various members were
mentioned, was unable to be present on account of
sickness.

The Texas Division has made arrangements for a
series of races to be run in connection with the trades
display and Mardi Gras jubilee at Galveston next
month. Twenty-five prizes, aggregating $500, have
been offered by the citizens' committee. The pro-
gramme arranged is as follows : Monday, February 9,
the different clubs, in uniform, will parade in connec-
tion with the trades display ; Monday, at two o'clock
p. m., the racing will commence, the meet concluding
with a grand decorated and lantern parade Tutsi ay
night. Two very handsome gold medals have b een
offered for the two wheels most handsomely deco-
rated. The lists of the events are : Quarter mile di,sh,
ordinary; quarter mile dash, safety

; half mile dash,
ordinary ;

half mile dash, safety ; one mile, ordinary
;

one mile, safety
; fancy and trick riding ; slow race

;

obstaelp race
;
quarter mile dash, for boys.

On Friday evening of last week the Cambridgeport
Cycle Club held a bat masque at Union Hall, Cam-
bridge, which eclipsed all previous efforts of the club
in this direction. The decorations were both tasteful
and elaborate. There was a very large attendance,
fully 200 couples being on the floor, while the galleries
and that portion of the hall not reserved for dancing
were crowded with interested spectators, who wit-
nessed the evolutions of the grand march, in which
many novel features were introduced. President
C. E. Fogg acted as floor director, and Captain J. S.
Carman as assistant, while the other members of the
club served as aids and as a reception committee.
Dancing was enjoyed till long after midnight, and at
12 o'clock a collation was served. A handsome pamph-
let was issued as a souvenir of the occasion. Ten
members of the New Bedford Cycle Club were the
guests of the club.

Following is an extract from the recent message of
Gov. D. R. Francis, of Missouri: "I know of nothing
that would be more beneficial to the State than a
comprehensive system of rock roads. The wagon
road is the farmer's railroad, the avenue through
which all of his products are carried to market, and
upon its maintenance and use the prosperity of the
town depends. The present law authorizes the con-
struction of macadamized roads, but it has not been
taken advantage of to the extent that the interests of
our people demand. Most of the roads throughout
the State are impassable for many months in the
year, and usually at seasons when their use is most
desirable to the farmer. 1 am convinced that the
welfare of our people would be greatly enhanced and
the general prosperity of the State would be materi-
ally accelerated if some plan could be devised w here-
by" the construction of rock roads would lie made
obligatory upon everv county in the State, li'niatei ial

aid could be extended from the State Treasury wit hm
the limits of the constitution. 1 believe the expend!
tare would lie a wise one, and that the cities and
sections which have already, at their own expense,
made meat advancement in this direction, would
cheerfully bear their portion of the burden. The aid
should be extended only, however, on the condition
that the county and the property-owners in the ,li-.

1 riots where the toads are located, would contribute
Sufficient additional means to 'insure their construe
tiou. There is one feature ol the present road law
that could be amended to advantage, and thai is the
payment of road-tax by individual labor, n M were
supplanted by a system ol private contracts much
better toads would result without any increased ex
penditure of money, It issincerely to be hoped that
during the present session o( our Legislature some
comprehensive plan may be devised whereby these
desirable ends ni.iv be Accomplished
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hairman; J. For. I, F. Washburn and A. Shire.
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Mr. 1. S Bretx, president of the Bretz * Curtis Mfg.
phia, was also in this city during the

HARLEM WHEELMEN.
annual reception of tin- Harlem Wheel-

evening, January ig, at the Har-
ks more ol -. both

1 Hnani iallv. than the members had antici-

little hall was well filled with
men ami their pretty lady friends in elegant

1 was opened by an
the orchi -: "Lea Brigands,"
direction E. Lelfels. The

A. Kaisbeok and
hundred couple, through

blch was immediately fol-

ah " landers and eight other
u midnight. At half
ened, which conl

Among • 1 the club were
'1 from all parts of the conn

.R.I lunn, Se< retary A

lan, 1

progressive eucnre part
successful atTair, everybody had a good time. The
game began at 9:30 and ended at one. Miss Britton
won first prise, a Dresden vase, and little clubmate,
Acky, won the first gentleman's prize, a silver-back
clothes brush. The booby prize went to F*. Schinitz
and sister, who can now practice at home and come
forth next season with renewed vi^or to do battle In

better form. The supper was served upon the small
tables and then the dancing began, making the hours
speed along, and it was early morning before home

lOUghtof. Many were tile new steps practised,
-

1 changed itself nowadays that it is

more like a " go as you please " affair than anything
else. All these new "catch as catch can " sti

:

confusing to one used to the good old waltz. The
hall, locker-room and other sundry secluded

|

were utilized by the aspirants to dancing fame to

?uietlv learn tlie step and then they would come
orth beaming to throw the whole company into chaos
by attempting a public exhibit. Well, well, we had a
j.'illv time and no mistake, and who shall say tome nay
when I echo "the ladies, every one, God bless them."
We have a club orchestra and a club quart

enou'h said ;
you should hear them. They takl

in of the parlors occasionally for rehearsals.

get the whole house without much trouble.

They are improving, however, and if you are lucky
enough to net an invite to our next statf, why you
will hear them. Until that time enjoy yourself all

you can. life is short.

It would be desirable to net up a pool tournament
between the three clubs in this city if such could be

.
, ,:. reams ol four men ana a return game at

each club-house would be enjoyable, I am sure. If

the Kine.s County and Long Islands feel like entering
into this scheme, our chairman of the Entertainment
Committee, H. B. Raymond, would be jjlad to hear
from them.

The standing of the contestants in the Brooklyn
Bicy< le Club'8 pool tournament is as follows
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Won. Lost.
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add specie una was selected written by
Horace Wi^an in thn ntitled "A Charming
Woman." The result was that after much hard work
and an expenditure ol considerable money the club

le to present to the public an entertainment
which received the merited praise of the entire

|

of the city, while the citizens turned out in larize nuni-
t. on Monday evening, Januai

the first perform ijiven, whi
on the next evening. In the opera a chore
tivv voices opened the programme, and their
rendition of their part received much commendation.
The solos were sunn by the following: '

Ma. 11, judge; Miss Marion Vignes, plaintiff; Oliver
Carpenter, Jr., defendant; Frederick B Kr..

W. R. Anderson, foreman of the jury; Alfred Con-
nelly, court officer. They all took their pal I

pecially Mr. Carpi "'.• i and Miss Vignes, both of whom
made a decided bit, The drama was
every one rendering their lines distin ting
in a creditable manner. The club spared nothing to

make the entertainments a success, and
their treasury is now in a sound condition. Mu
the credit for the success of the •> II

Barnum. It was generally conceded that I

teur acting had never been seen in the citj

ton.
The present officers of the club are : President, I .

G. EdingeTj Vice-President, S. I. Newland; Si

tarv. M. 1". Parrott, Jr.; Treasurer, Louis Hovai
Captain. C. V. II".'.an ; Lieutenant, T. I. HUI
Surgeon, Dr. H. M Bddy.
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SYRACUSE.

In last week's notes we left the Syracuse Cycling
Club just seated at the overburdened tables of the
Globe Hotel. Let us see what they did. The first
and most important thing on the menu was the club
yell. After that had been given to the president's
taste, the ninety-five present took their seats and
commenced a terrible slaughter of the ten-course
dinner, which was "out of sight." An orchestra was
stationed behind a bank of wheels, and during the
evening rendered some fine selections. " Supt." John
Winters took two "flash lights" of the tables, which
photos now show up to good advantage on the mantel
of the club parlor.
After course ten had been removed, Toastmaster

McChesney called on Mr. L. S. Wilson to respond to
the toast, viz., "History," a paper on the growth and
prosperity of our clubs. "Lute" told of how, when
and where the S. C. C.'s were organized, and in his
customary splendid way gave the history of the club
as we never heard it before. Toast No. 2, " L. A. W.,"
was responded to by President Crqasdale, who out-
lined the working and the benefits of the League.
Mr. Croasdale's. number is somewhere below 450, and
is, as far as your correspondent knows, the oldest
League member in the city. No. 3 brought Carl G.
White to his feet. He had the club members to talk
about; and he did it in good shape. Following Toast
No. 3 Mr. Horace Doxsee t°°k the floor, and in a few
well chosen remarks presented Capt. Bob Judd with
a diamond badge. Without doubt Bob is the most
popular member of the club and one of the hardest
workers. Dr. True responded to Toast No. 4,

" Proph-
ecy," which was splendid, and which, although meri-
torious, is too long for publication. Toast No. 5,

"Sports," called Prof. McCormick to the front, and
those who heard him say he never did better before,
and he has always been known to hold his end up on
the talking line. Toast No. 6, "Our Club-house," was
responded to by Geo. A. Harris, who closed his excel-
lent remarks by presenting an "eagle's nest" of fifty
gold dollars to the club's popular janitor and caterer,
Andy Perry. Mr. Winnie Chapin responded to Toast
No. 7,

" The Ladies," and no one could have done it

better than "Win." On behalf of the Press, A. M.
Knickerbocker, of the Sunday Times, answered to
Toast No. 8. Messrs. Dobson, of Utica ; Santee, of
Cortland ; Morgan, of Rochester ; Lancaster, of "The
Indians," and Whalen, of the Amateur Athletic Club,
responded to Toast No. 9,

" Our Guests." It was only
4 a. m. when the party broke up, and all we .e unani-
mous that it was the best dinner of the club on
record.
The S. C. C. start the new year with a bank bal-

ance of $500, a complete club-house, one hundred and
twenty-five club members, all bills paid and the flag
at the'top of the mast.
On Monday evening, the 26th inst., the second pro-

gressive euchre party was held. Nine tables were in
use for two and one-half hours. The winners were
as follows : First gentleman's, Mr. H. Doxsee ; second
g'enUeman's, Dr. Chase; first "ladies," Mr. F. Mar-
shall ; second "ladies," Mr. C. Ed. Wood.

It is my painful duty this week to report the death
of one of the charter members of the club, viz., Mr.
Frank Padgham, who in the early history of the club
was one of its hardest workers. Some time ago his
business called him out of the city and his name was
placed on the honorary list where it remains now.

The Niagara Falls Bicycle Club are making arrange-
ments for the holding of a billiard and pool tourna-
ment.

At a recent meeting of the Camden Wheelmen the
following officers were elected : Jos. W. Cooper, Pres-
ident ; Frank K. Chew, Vice-President; Robert N.
Harmstead, Jr., Secretary ; George R. Brown, Treas-
urer; Haley B. Weaver, Captain ; P. G. Fithian, First
Lieutenant; Walter Jeffries, Second Lieutenant

; John
T. Cox, Walter Hinchman, Board of Trustees ; Ed.
Barto, Chaplain. The annual banquet of the club will
be held on February 12.

The Ivy Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, have elected
the following officers for the ensuing year: David B.
McMenamin, President ; Martin Farell, Vice-Presi-
dent; William Emery, Captain ; Wesley L. Blithe,
Secretary and Treasurer; Will A. Anderson, First
Lieutenantj Nate Smedley, Second Lieutenant. The
club has thirty members.

The Wissahickon Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, have
elected the following officers for the present year:
President, Alex. McConaughy ; Vice-President, A. F.
Kelly ; Captain, A. H. Jones ; Secretary-Treasurer,
William N. Price ; Delegates to the A. A. C., Alex.
McConaughy, Charles Barry ; additional members of
the Board of Managers, Dr. O. P. Lund, F. H. Welch,
W. L. Welch.

The report that the Bishop of Chester was seen rid-
ing a bicycle caused considerable unfavorable com-
ment in English ecclesiastical circles. In an editorial
on the subject the Press of this city says that it can
see no reason why bishops in England or America
should not ride bicycles if they choose. Indeed, it

further states, if these reverend gentlemen should
make less use of their cushioned carriages and take
to the shining steel steed we are inclined to think that
their sermons might be considerably improved there-
by. For bicycling is an exercise that hardens the
muscles, clears the brain, steadies the hand and
brightens the eyes of those who indulge in it judi-
ciously. Whatever tends to make man more manly
in body or mind ought to add to his efficiency in every
department of life. Manliness is as much more pow-
erful than effeminacy in the pulpit as it is elsewhere.
The clergyman who is a trained pedestrian, eqestrian
or bicyclist will have more vigor himself and be able
to put more vigor into his ministrations than the pale,
dyspeptic bookworm who imagines that robust man-
hood detracts from the dignity of his calling.

J. C. Kerrison, of the Boston Herald, made a flying
trip to New York this week.

The Independent Cyclers, of Louisville, are about
to move into new and more commodious quarters.
At a recent meeting the following candidates were
nominated: President, W. E. Castle; Vice-Presidents,
Dan L. Sauer and Oath Woodruff; Recording Secre-
tary, T. C. Lane; Treasurer, Howard Jefferis; Finan-
cial Secretaries, M. J. Fleck and P. Reiner; Captain,
Phil Laib. and Geo. H. Laib. According to the con-
stitution of the club, the captain has the privilege of
appointing all field officers under him. The election
of the above officers takes place at the annual meet-
ing in February next.

The banquet of the Quaker City Wheelmen, on
Tuesday of last week, was an unusually enjoyable
affair. It took place in one of the large parlors in
their commodious house on Oxford Street, which was
profusely decorated for the occasion. An orchestra
was in attendance, and vocal music by the members
was also a feature. Ex-Mayor William B. Smith was
introduced, and spoke interestingly on highway im-
provements, and Lew Simmons recited some humor-
ous stories and twanged his banjo. Remarks were
also made by C. A. Dimon, C. W. Dalsen, J. C. Bretz,
O. S. Bunnell, Kirk Brown, Thomas Hare and R. H.
Kain.

The Santh End Wheelmen, which was the first club
in Philadelphia to give a public dance, are making
arrangements for their third annual ball, which will
take place February 5. It is expected that it will be
the greatest social event of the cycling season in that
city.

The Harlem Wheelmen's reception, which took
place on Thursday evening of this week, was attended
by a large throng of wheelmen and their friends, and
was highly enjoyed. The dancing continued until an
early morning hour.

The delegates elected to the National Assembly at
Washington by the Massachusetts Division have for
the second time been dismissed, as both elections
were declared illegal. In order to have the State
properly represented at the convention, Chief Consul
Artnur W. Robinson called a meeting of the Board
of Officers on Saturday of last week, at which the
vote of the previous meeting against paying the
traveling expenses of the delegates was rescinded
and the following delegates elected : J. S. Dean, of
Boston ; H. W. Robinson, of Charlestown

; J. F.
Adams, of Haverhill ; C. G. Wells, of Boston

; J. E.
Moultrop, of Boston ; A. C. Copeland, of Worcester •

W. L. Palmer, of New Bedford; J. W. Beau, of
Cambridsreport; G. F. Kehew, of Cambridgeport,
and W. W. Griffin, of Lynn.

A number of ladies have joined Smith's '91 Euro-
pean tour and they will cause quite a stir on the
other side, where tricycles are almost the sole style of
machines employed by wheelwomen. Lady riders
will find no difficulty in making each day's run as the
roads are all .smooth and the distance scheduled for
each day of such a length that fatigue will not be
felt.

Jk.

"CUSHION TYRES. ))

A few manufacturers are undecided whether to use and recommend Cushion or Solid Tyres.

Wvi have tested \% inch Cushion Tyres "practically" since last September. We are not

manufacturers, but we have ordered a large number of high grade bicycles, both American and Enalish,

and our orders read "WITH rM INCH CUSHION TYRES." We shall afford

intending purchasers a chance to try both kinds, through our "rental department," both in New
York and Chicago.

Agents who want an attractive line of wheels at liberal dij cc unts. (No crsigt fcr declrctjrcs

or catalogues), should write us for particulars.

GEO. R. BIDWELL GO.
270 & 272 Wabash Avenue,

Chicago, 111. 308 & 310 W. 59th St., N.Y,
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TrlEATRES.

OIJOU THKATRK, Broadway, near tuth St.. N. Y.
1 '

J. Wesley Roaenqneat, Sole Manager.

•NKKVI
Matinees Wed. and Sat. at j. Kvenings at 8.

DROADWAY THEATRE, Cor. 4 ist St.. N. Y.
1 ' Prank V. Manager.

LAWRBNCH BARRETT IN "GANELON."
Kvenings at 8.

\ iadisdn SQUARE THEATRE. New Yort.
- N ' A. M. Palmer, Manager. 24th St., nr. Broadway.

Miss ROSiRa VOKES in THE SILVER SHIELD.
Kvenings at 8.30.

\| INBR'S PEOPLES' THEATRE
"AFTER DARK."

at j.

New York.

Bvenin

MEW PARK THKATRK. Broadway and 35th St.,

York.
Jame^ T. Powers in "A STRAIGHT TIP."

Matinee* Sat. at 3. Kvenings at 8.

pROCTOR'S TWENTY-THIRD ST. THEATRE
* Proctor and Turner, Proprietors and Hanai

( Ha& Prohm MEN AND WOM1
:id Sat. at 2.15. Even

C NDARD THEATRE, 33d St. and 6th Ave., N. Y
"3

|. M. Hill, M
II u 1 Eli and II \h 1 in LATER ON.

Bvenin

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
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•"'irlmi at. I'rlrf. rc»»<inf Id. . W ht<[. In rrnt. (jrlliiic
IwrwrlM «T all alalia. I lat (if Harvali.a ami Sunilrl a
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, Pittsbur)
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' ma ueer, to open up
business for tin ad machine)

i of the
Will 1

\ imbia Light K . inch,
til nickeled, except felloes, (enameled). Hi^li-

buys the wheel. Condition
almost new, li ri - rrespond with P. I..

Van Alstyne, Sandnsl
|' - Springfield Roadster bic;
1 With tools, bundle carrier and spoke WW

I ridden less than mo miles. t'ost me $80.

Haas, Box 7. Houghton,
Mich. WAXTED ! !

ycle repairer. Permanent position.
References required. A li. Spald;
Market Street. Philadelphia.

STOLEN Light Ramble) •••; nearly
new I.. A. W. ,,,7, Bos ,5. Ilornells-

ville. N. Y.

FOR SALE Light Psych new. Ad-
dress*;, w. P., .- West Hi St.. N. y. City. i-i..

THE BILLINGS k SPENCER CO.,

< Hartford, Conn., U. S. A.
Manufacturers of the Wheelman's Pavorite, It 1 1 1 1 li - »'

Patent BlCTCle Mriiiilna, 4 and 5 inches long
when closed. \\ ell and favorably known on t wo continents.

lillianU Pool Tab.

*1 gjt ir\ thg World

BS
s.

ogu^Jrec
AMPLICATION

WANTED A

SALESMAN
Must be a Wheelman. Write, staling age,

experience, salary required, etc.

"CORPORATION,"
tare Of 1 "UK Will V 1 .

Drop forged of bar steel and finished in a thorough man-
ner and case hardened. Small in sizebutgiants In strength.
Warranted a first-Class tool in every respect For sale by all

cycle manufaciurersand dealers. Address, 210 Laurence St

fffl f^ I WH !
Keliable and well-known

II r Q Y \ wheelmen wanted as

11 lilly 1 igents in cities and

towns, for an incorpor-

ated organization, that sells its members all

makes of "high grade" whee ~; per

month and atreduced cost. No capital required.

Address for full particulars,

THE BICYCLE & SUPPLY CO.,

Baltimore and Hollioay Sts. Baltimore, Mo.

"W\ C. BOAK <Sc CO.,
301 MAIN STREET, BUFFALO, N. Y.,

ll.in ill. U'liirt'is. Iiiipmleis and Jol>l»«.-rs ill

CYCLE SUNDRIES.
CHTHLOCUE NOW REHDY.

Dealers, send us your address. We want to mail y the only exclusive

dealers in Cycle Sundries in the country. We sell all goods at manufacturers' pr

SCHWALBACH CYCLE CO.,
BROOKLYN AGENTS FOR

COLUMBIA, HARTFORD AND GALES CYCLES
,
ami a a V aa a, aa a, ~

,

IMll Ave. & (JnioU St., (Prospecl Park Plata), thh-iiom Hi BOOT!.

Branch »loren, m<> & mH lltdford Am ,
- - - Brookl) 11. >». V.

Most complete repaii shop in the i ountrj Nickel Plating pl.nu .md Enameling •

on the prcrui'-'

l ist ol second-hand wheels mailed on application. Wi -'ways have bargains. N

.vheel a ro<m1 mount. Columbias ami li to rent foi Ul parts and sundries

Full line of Jersey goods. Send foi Catali
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II., ntlre 1 "tm' the Impr.nnl
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.

WHITTEN. OODDINO Sc (DO-.

118 and I20 SOUTH MAIN STREET, PROVIDENCE, R I.
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Entered at the Post Office at second class rates.

IT
is but fair to publish, in the way of news, that an

association has been formed among a large num-
ber of English racing men, the object of which is

conveyed by the title, "Non-Loafing Racing Associa-

tion"—that is,each racing man promises not to loaf, but

to share the pace-making and in other ways aid his

competitors to win the prizes for which he is striving.

We have but little interest in this organization because
we believe it a fizzle. The racing man is out to win
by any fair means he can, loaf or no loaf, with brains

or muscle or both. This philanthropic association is

designed for a rarer atmosphere than Old Globe's.

Subscription Price,

-Foreign Subscriptions,

Single Copies,

$1.00 a year

10s. a year

5 Gents

OIL ON THE TROUBLED WATERS.

Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS CO.

Copy should be received by Tuesday morning.

Late Copy received until Wednesday morning.

Changes for Advertisements must be received by

Tuesday morning to insure insertion.

Special Advertising Matter received until Thurs-

day noon.

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION.

F. P. PRIAL,
j

Editor and Proprietor,

P. O. Box 444, 243 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its con-
tents and give us their patronage, and as far as
is convenient, aid in circulating the journal,
and extend its influence in the cause which it

so faithfully serves.' Subscription price, $1 per
year.

THE trade will find .a pointer in tne article on

"Cycling in Texas," published elsewhere in this

paper. The Wheel's representative thinks the

cowboy and cattle State presents a great opportunity
for cycle cultivation.

THE broadened and broadening line on which The
WHEEL is being edited is no better illustrated

than by the publication in our columns of the

work of two such men as "Don Salambo " and
"Auphnwalk." The " Don " a man of the world, inde-

pendent, philosophical, cynical and observing

;

" Auphnwalk," also a philosopher, but choosing a

smoother life. Look at his column and read that

essayette on " Love."

WE call the attention of the trade and of riders

to Mr. Mecredy's article on the pneumatic
tyre. We have in no way bartered compli-

ment with Mr. Mecredy, yet he pays us the compli-

ment of favoring The WHEEL with the most exhaust-

ive paper ever read or written on the pneumatic. It

is but fair to state that Mr. Mecredy is financially

interested in the success of the Dunloptyre. But this

aside, we think his statements fair, and his conclu-

sions justified by what is at present known of the

pneumatic. We again reiterate, however, that the

tyre question will not be settled until midsummer.

WE republish from Wheeling a clever essayette on
the small demand for ladies' cycles in England.
Wheeling states that the American girl took

to the bicycle like a duck to water ; the makers go
further and claim that, as a matter of fact, the Amer-
ican girl is a duck, which, in a certain sense, is true,

for she always has a bill and usually a pa to pay it,

and is as airy and graceful as a feather. Wheeling
states—and we know that the young ladyhood of

Great Britain must have elevated its hands in con-

secrated horror—that as soon as the bicycle is con-

sidered either "fast" or "chic" that the demoiselles

will rush at it.

In this country we are glad to say our girls would
shun the drop-framed dwarf if it were considered
"fast." If the English girl does so dote on things "fast,"

one fails to comprehend why she continues to stick to

the tricycle with mucilaginous insistence, with the

speedier, lighter and more graceful two-wheeler just

at hand.

A word of advice to the Syracuse Club, whose
members are much ruffled over the disposition of

their communication to the League respecting the

expulsion of four members of their club. The mem-
bers of this club, we are certain, quite misunderstand
the tenor of the League's by-laws, and the offense

they have taken at the failure of the League officers

to expel from the League the four members referred

to is really an injustice both ,to the officers and
to the organization. They are also mistaken in their

view of Secretary Bassett's action in the matter. As
a matter of fact, the secretary was notified of the ex-

pulsion of the four men from the Syracuse Club, and
he at once returned the answer that the League by-

laws provide that expulsion from a League club shall

carry with it expulsion from the League if the Mem-
bership Committee concur ; but the Membership Com-
mittee must have specific charges upon which to act

before they can vote to concur or to dissent. . The
secretary informs us that the Syracuse people were
notified to draw up these specific charges and to for-

ward the same to the Membership Committee, but

these charges have not as yet been received. A noti-

fication that certain men have been expelled from a
League club amounts to nothing unless said notifica-

tion is accompanied by specific charges. We feel

sure the Syracuse Club are now in the right way to

take action in this affair, and it remains with them
whether they wish to have the League expel the mem-
bers who are now outside the pale of their own or-

ganization. If so, it is not yet too late to forward the

charges upon which they expelled the committeemen
of the last State meet.

CROWDED OUT OF THIS ISSUE.

Smith & Watson Cycle Co., Strong & Green Cycle
Co., and Sweeting Cycle Co.'s prospectus for 1891

;

Introduction of a New American Manufacture ; article
on Clark Cycle Co. ;

interview with the attorney re-
tained by the Thomas Inflatable Tyre Co.; Capital
Club's Banquet ; Report of A. A. U.-L. A. W. Com-
mittee, and the L. A. W. Political Upheaval.

IMPORTANT LEGAL DECISION.

. DAMAGES FOR INJURIES.

William Comyns sued Jules S. Bache, in the Superior
Court, to recover $25,000 damages for injuries re-
ceived in Central Park, September 30, 1888. It appears
that Comyns was riding a bicycle in the broad high-
way of the Park, adjoining Fifth Avenue, that he was
going in a southerly direction, and that a friend of his
was riding on horseback immediately on his left.

The defendant was driving a dog cart on the same
roadway and going in the same direction. The
plaintiff and his witnesses testified that while on the
roadway and near Ninety-third Street, the defendant
attempted to pass on the right of him and in so doing
negligently ran his horse and dog cart against the
plaintiff, overturning the bicycle and throwing both
under the cart and dragging them a distance of about
100 feet before the defendant's horse could be stopped.
That in consequence both bones in the plaintiff's left

leg were broken and protruded through the skin; that
he was taken to the hospital in an ambulance, that he
suffered intense pain from the injuries for about two
years; that the left leg is now one inch shorter than
the other, and for all this he claimed compensation.
The defendant claimed that the bicycle was over-
turned by a kick from the horse of the plaintiff's com-
panion and that the injuries were the natural result of
that circumstance and no other. Judge McAd.nn
charged the jury upon the respective rights and lia-

bilities of the parties. They retired and returned
with a verdict in favor of the plaintiff for $1,500.

LUGGAGE CARRIER SMITH RE-
TURNS THANKS.

Clarence H. Smith, surnamed "Luggage Carrier,"
writes us a tearful letter which will explain itself.

Writes the " Luggage Carrier "
:

" Almost every member of the Detroit and Niagara
tour of last year has written me thanking me for the
little Christmas gift which each member of the party
received and wishing me success on my Europi sin

tour. As it is almost impossible for me to acknowledge
each reply with a personal letter, will you kindly
mention that I appreciate their good wishes and thai
1 shall be glad to see all of them at the time of the De-
troit meet, and thai they will find the latchstring
hanging outside of the door of my home on Putnam
Avenue ami any one of them will lie welcome while
they are in our city. C. H. SMITH."

CYCLING IN TEXAS.

A traveler writes, us as follows from Texas:
" With Fort AVorth ends my Texas tour, and from

here I go north, through Indian Territory, Kansas,
Nebraska, Iowa, and then home to Chicago, which city
I left in June. I expect to reach there again before
March 15, perhaps later, having covered three States
twice and visited from ten to forty towns in eleven
others. I have traveled awheel 316 miles in Canada,
200 in New York, 250 in Pennsylvania, nearly 400 in
Ohio, 200 in Michigan,. 390 in Kentucky, including a
tour to the Mammoth Cave, 150 in Tennessee. Ken-
tucky roads are the finest for bicycle touring of any
I have found so far in any State, though in Texas I
have also found the roads fine.

" Texas is to my notion one of the largest fields for
a successful canvas of the bicycle business of any un-
developed territory, from a bicycle standpoint, I have
ever been in. In fact, the whole South needs waking
up, but this State particularly. For ten or elever
months in the year their roads are perfection—level
smooth, and as hard as macadam. There are man}
places where a wheelman can ride straight away for
100 to 250 miles on a road second to none in the world.
"We hear a great deal about Texas mud, and all

that, but the truth is there is no mud here except in
the rainy season (January, and perhaps a week in
February). The rest of the year roads and streets are
all that the most fastidious rider could desire, and
even during the rainy season there is much good rid-
ing. I have had rain at least half the time since I

came into the State, and yet I have ridden my wheel
over 200 miles, all told.

".I cannot see a single reason why Texas should not
sell thousands of wheels. They have more advantages
here than in Pennsylvania or Michigan. At Galveston
there are perhaps twenty-five wheelmen, not a single
lady rider, and they have thirty miles of the finest
beach I ever saw. It is so hard and smooth that a
wheel will scarcely leave a track, though I found that
it reminded me of a cushion-tyred wheel, just a little

bit tiresome, you know. Without this beach they have
four or five miles of good pavement, and still the riders
there think their roads are ' awful.' Strange, isn't it ?*

"Houston is not so lucky as to streets and pave-
ments, still they have about ten miles of fairly good
'Bodack' (I think they call it) pavement. The city
has a good club, with perhaps twenty riders, and as
many more unattached riders. As yet there is not a
single lady rider in the place, though a number are
'just dying to learn,' but are afraid. Another year
will bring this city up to the standard.
"San Antonio is a 'Wheelman's Paradise.' I rode

about three miles in and around it, going out into the
country for ten miles, and never in my life did I enjoy
a day more. The roads were perfect, and that, too,
only three days after a heavy rain of twenty-four
hours. This city, to my notion, is the first one in the
State, notwithstanding the reports so favorable of
Dallas, Ft. Worth and other places. It is certainly
the most interesting of any I have visited. I spent a
whole week here before I could get suitable people to
handle bicycles

;
had got so tar as to make several

sales before a responsible house would take hold of
them.

'• Ft. Worth, with its twenty-seven miles of elegant
macadam, or 'solid gravel,' I should call it, is doing
nothing so far as wheeling is concerned. It is the
railroad centre of the State.
"I have enjoyed my trip down here as well as

cranky railroad officials, poor hotels, and the general
ignorance of the people regarding wheels, would per-
mit me. I turn my head northward with a feeling of
satisfaction', though I wish it were a little later in the
year, as I dread the cold weather, as I have not expe-
rienced any of it this year." J. E. P.

WHY THE ENGLISH GIRL WILL
NOT RIDE THE BICYCLE.

An extraordinary fact of the past year's cycle trad-
ing is the comparatively small number of ladies'
safeties sold for use in the British Isles. The Ameri-
can girl has taken to the safety with all the eagerness
of a duck to water. Indeed, we feel sure that many
of our manufacturers would agree with us in carrying
the simile still further and pronouncing the American
girl to be a duck of the most pronounced type. Here,
in thisGrundy-ridden land, the fear of a drooped lip, a
tilted nose, an icy stare, prevents the "Mees A11-
glaise" from taking to the safety bicycle. Let it once
be pronounced "chic" or even "fast," in the slang
sense, and "Mees" will rush at it. For the present,
however, she says "It's so common, you know," and
will only ride a' tricycle, and that when out in the
country.
For the anti-cycling feeling itself a certain class of

female riders is much to blame. The noisy, hail-fel-
low-well-met division, who compete with' men and
call themselves "lady scorchers," are holy terrors to
the more refined womankind which should be tempted
by the cycle, and even to the " Mees " aforesaid. She,
perhaps just emancipated from school or governess,
has to make an enormous stride forward ere she can
show herself in public doing anything hut walking
sedately, and the thought of the freedom oi wheeling
through the country has much to heat it back.
To her> half-convinced and in that state of hesita-

tion which Mrs. Grundy knows to mean her power
lost, enter the "lady scorcher" pedalling for dear
life, and when oil her evele swaggering around among
I he men at the village inn. "Mees" retires into her
shell and decides that tennis is good enough for her.
Happily, the masculine women of the offensive type
to which we allude is seldom seen nowadays, ami per-
haps we haye somewhat exaggerated her malign in-
fluence. In the various factories we have latcH
visited we have come across some gems 01 la. lie-.

tricycles, and for these there is a sle.ulilv-inereasing
demand. Wheeling.

We hear on excellent authority that the factory of
the M. V. Livingston Cycle To

, which has been par-
tially shut down for some week-., was opened up to its
full operating extent on Monday last.
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THE STANLEY SHOW.

The - iow, which opened al Crystal Palace

on Friday, Janu be written down as a suc-

ippointment, successful because there were

upwards of 200 firms showing a thousand machines,

and because the attendance equaled that of the shows

Of previous years, but disappointing because the ex-

.•id for which the press and

the tr. interest and anxiety, abso-

lutely failed to materialize.

We. :n common with many others, thought that the

show would produce a number of new or, at least, im-

proved tyres of the hollow, cushion and pneumatic

We believed that the present tyre situation

won! I up. As a matter of fact, many of

own at the recent Stanley Club

tyre and illustrated at the time in THE
WHEEL, were exhibited at the show, but no new pat-

terns of any special value were shown. This practi-

ilution of the tyre problem

into the hands of the riders, and the future of solid,

hollow and pneumatics will now be decided by the

road I

The majority of the exhibitors were firms who had

never before shown al the Crystal Palace, The ab-

of over three score ol the leading makers in

Kngland made the competition less keen and the

honor and glory cheaper. This tempted many new
ind m.my small concerns to take part in the

exhibition. As nothing new was shown, the show
ie largely a social gathering of the trade, and

As the absentee firms were actually benefit.

•where, by their long since announced de-

termination not to exhibit, it seems as though the

my days.

We republish from our foreign exchanges portions

Of their reports of the show. All the cycling press

men of any prominence and ability were engaged on

the - me remarkably exhaustive reports

published, covering >l finely printed

.rough this mass of stuff,

' selected with care and we pre-

to tile trade and the readers of THE
WHEEL, assuring them that not a bright idea nor an

irelgn press men
hast' veral prominent

pressmen were placed at our disposal, but several

I
.1 "special com-

hand matter sent on

here after the wi ed themse

In the pr 1 a week
M firms which decided long

Ivertiement

lining the following announcement : "The prin-

in the

.1 not exhibit .• libitiona In

having by tenanted in

tty "r indi-

between I

whom
important

mak '

'entry

Hlllman, 1

1

firms to

enough to become, and did become, cycle me-
chanics. To-day the cycle mechanic is a specially
trained man, who has served his time in one or other
of the large cycle manufactories, and who, by reason
of his special training, can earn such wages in these
times of ever -increasing demand as were never
dreamt of by the gas-fitters, etc., from whom hi

in some wise gloriously evolved, The product* Ol

his hands exemplified this week, both on Holborn
t and at the Crystal I'alace, are of such class

that no section of the mechanical world can do aught
but admire. Consonantly with commercial pros-
perity, to disregard which were, of course. Quixotic
and ridiculous, the watchwords of the trade, which
we on this paper are proud to represent, are Progress
and Improvement. Improvement and Prog:
The demand of an insatiate public for something

better, lighter, is met with and anticipated at every
turn. Year by year it has been said that the climax
was reached ; improvement could no further go, when
ere the words had left the lips, the new cornel
already turned, and the dogs of invention were off in

full cry alter a fresh quarry. The end will never, can
never Come. In the presence of the electric motor,
full ol running and noise, upon the stand of the
Vaughan Shernn Electrical Engineering Co., the new
departure may already stand discovered. The dis-
ciples ol thews and sinews may hope not, but their
wishes may not, nor cannot bar, the way. Let those
who sneer at the view we are taking betake them-
selves to the loan collection of the cycles of all ages,
laboriously and instructively arranged by that over-
worked man, John Dring.' There the thoughtless
cynic may, if his cynicism has not clogged his convo-
lutions, discover the " consonant chords which shiver
to the note" of the above remarks. Let him look
from the hobby-horses of Boy and his Grace of Marl-
borough up to the 58-inch ordinary of Stephen Golder,
and down to the airv fairy cobweb safeties by Harry
James and Morris, Wilson iSL- Co., and he may realize,
perhaps, that the men engaged in the design and
manufacture of the instrument with which the sports
are "ever reaping something new, that which they
have done, but earnest of the things that they SHAI i

do."
And now to step down from our jaunting horse and

generalize in a tew words upon what is to be seen at

the Palace. In point of magnitude the Show of '91

not approach that of last year, and this will

readily be believed when the list of the non-exhibitors
is studied. Huge exhibits, except with three or four
firms, are not the order of the day. Messrs. Morris,

telling & Begbie, the Ivel *

Ak-c Mecredy, A, Paine, Stanley & Goodwin,
Thompson & James, and Pullinger & Co. remind us
somewhat of the huge number of machinesumphwhile
put on show by many of the abstaining tirms.

The great features of this show are akin to the two
which have preceded it at Sydenham. Safeties have
increased and multiplied, while the numbers of ordi-
naries, even including Kationals of the most pro-
nounced type, and tricycles grow smaller and regret-
fully less. Even the firms exhibiting who make the
big wheel something of u specialty show but one or
two specimens of the modernized mount of bygone
days. In another instance the show is rather disap-
pointing to the intelligent spectator.
We had been promised no end of notions in I

but Wi inly disappointed. With one or two
ptions there is nothing strikingly new. and the

Stanley Show, if one may judge by Saturday's attend-
did not stand in such vital n< tvre

question as a saviour after all. Mr. Harrington lias

two clever things in soring tyres and rims. Stanley
and Goodwin show a FOSter and Williams cushion
pneumatized a la Boothroyd on a Rational, the Ref-

have their excellent tyres upon which we
commented at the time ot the Stanley C. C. tyre dis-

• 11, and one may inspect with interest the North
British Ru pneumatii led rubber
cushion Clincher tyres.
Mr j. s. Smith has lething by this time

Which 18 well worth inspection.
•• M idently been the motto of the

lamp firms, lor Messrs Lucas, "i world-
renowned Kim me, Powell and ll.m.
mer. Millet . "i Bell Rock notoi

tiling

from Coventry. <>n Prida

1 111 1
•

\

the memi

1 i fli -

: con-

spine. This machine also can boast huge foot-]
'I hen we come across an el, by 11.

1;

and Jeffries, and hard by, the earliest specimen
Coventry Gentleman with socket head, plain bearings
and foot plates at the crown of the head forks, upon
which the rider stood while descending hills.

iien Goldei ordinary, with cushion
made by the Overman Wheel Co. in 188s,

med to be the first cushion-tyred machine, but
on the Kuclidia stand is a wooden-spoked machine by
the Pinilico Wheel Works, which is tyred with a hol-
low wired rubber tyre about two inches in diameter.
Singer"sgood old open steenngs, Wardman and I,ax-
on's and hayliss and Thomas' ordinaries are all repre-
sented. C. W. C ,vn his two Keen s Kchpse
bicycles, with single forks, upon the frame of which
good old Jack Keen might have made a fortune
had taken his affairs at the Rood. A Surrey Invinci-
ble, with a .coil lever spring, the first of which He:
L. Coitis rode down the Ripley Road in '80, fitte.'.

b roadster, i- also to be seen.
An exhibit which has made history is the identical

machine upon which Charles Spencer made tin

record from Land's End to John-o'-Groat's in
that being a John-o'-Groat, with a huge bow spring.
A real, genuine, unadulterated Peck, wooden \\

and rubber tyres, still fit to ride and stay, is lik.

here. Indeed, by the machines shown, the evolution
of the ordinary bicycle is clearly shown, but the
which stretches between it and the safety
here appears to be something like a retrogression, ft

is as if the race had thrown back in part to the hi

horse, with one step down, in the guise of the K
garoo, but for the presence ol Lawson's original
safety, made in 137;. by Singer, in which the ride:
between the wheels and drove by the rear wheel,
more inches in diameter, by an arrangem< 1

necting rods and a kind of Pacile pedal 11

reversed.
Hard by is what is claimed t.

though we had always thought that Mr. Bio
his mode of propulsion only to a tricycle .

known lang syne as the Dublin. This point
1 will doul :

the Show pi ,er. A safety which clail
be the first chain rear-driver is dated 1883, and is

with two chains, balls, and an adjustable til:

which, if we remember correctly, a patent w.i>
taken out by Mr. Warner Joins, of Devon tr.

tame. Tricycles arc not so numerous as their nat
gauge cousins, but there are enough of them, from
the most ancient wooden type ol with hori-
zontal propulsion up through tin

double rear-steering di ill front- a

steerers, I lumber double steerers. Coventrj
to the point hot ingl.< .lied in the
three- wheeler made for Mr. Bidlake by Snellin.
Begbie on stand No
There are one or two monstrosities, notably a twin

wheel ordinary with a central fork and
knuckle jointed between the wheels, to r.

long course of training in that elegant
as the splits must have I

made in iG lei Sprot by the
Company, which, we belli

claims to be tin

should not be passed over. An t)tt.

anil may
,

The Gravitator, with a la\

somewhat similar to that fitted to I

^. and revelling in a curious box of t:

ring pillar, is an inti I

. the length to which man's ingenuity
times carry him. By tin

briefly referred
hour at tin pinion that
the Loan Collection • the

inportant part of tin

rall'd snow " now in

Staali v Bho« Note*.

The Ivel « I ug.

The win I

The atti •
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4 R. J. MEGREDT ON THE PNEU-

MATIC TYRE.

(The following article was written expressly for

THE Wheel by Mr. R. J. Mecredy, who has probably
had more experience with the pneumatic tyre than

any other writer.)

It is now more than a year since my personal ex-

perience of this tyre commenced, and I then expressed

the opinion in the Irish Cyclist that it was destined to

revolutionize the trade. That prophecy is rapidly

being fulfilled.

How has the famous tyre affected the trade so far is

the first question I will consider, and here at once I

must fain admit that it has caused cycle makers some
anxiety, annoyance and trouble. The public mind has

been unsettled. Cyclists knew not what to buy, and
manufacturers and agents knew not what to stock or

how to face the difficulty that confronted them.
How the tyre will affect the trade in the future

shows the brighter side of the picture. It will un-

doubtedly cause a vast accession to the ranks of

cyclists. By its means the cycle has been made a

much more perfect method of conveyance. The speed

has been increased by as much as from one mile to

three miles an hour, which, of course, means a corre-

sponding increase in the ease of propulsion, and the

comfort of the rider has been fairly doubled by the

interception of vibration at the rim.

On the merits of the pneumatic tyre there is little

need to dwell. Its speed and comfort are acknowl-
edged. It reduces the risk of accident. The import-

ance of this feature cannot be overestimated. Half
the fatigue caused by cycling is the result of vibra-

tion which stiffens the muscle, and this is what causes

men to feel so stiff and slow after a few days' touring.

The pneumatic gets over this difficulty completely,

and a man can ride long distances day after day and
feel no fatigue. These are admitted facts, and hence
the road-riding public will have pneumatic sooner or

later, and agents who resist this tendency will only

drive their customers elsewhere eventually. Simi-

larly as to speed there is no question but that the

pneumatic is facile princeps. Hence racing men must
have it, road scorchers must ride it, and what is more
significant still, the ordinary club man will not sub-

mit to being left on every possible occasion by infer-

ior fellow clubmen—riders of pneumatics—and will

thus eventually be led to invest. Another very strong

point is that the machines will wear longer and not

break down so frequently, and will travel noiselessly

on both track and road. Also pneumatics are more
easily managed than any other type of machine, and
this holds good, especially on the path. In fact, dur-

ing the whole season of 1890 there never was a single

accident at any of the numerous meetings held on the

Ballsbridge track, Dublin, on which nothing but
pneumatics are used. In Ireland, where the roads are

rough, it has created a complete revolution in cycling.

The bad roads seem smooth and set, resemble as-

phalt, and thousands who never could cycle before

on account of the excessive vibration, are now taking

to the pastime, and many who had given it up are re-

suming. In fact, it has created a boom in cycling in

Ireland, and it is only a matter of time for it to have
the same effect in other countries. One feature about
it deserves mentioning. A rider of a pneumatic rarely,

if ever, goes back to the solid tyre, and again and
again have men remarked to me that rather than do
so they would prefer to give up cycling altogether.

Nothing is harder to confine than compressed air,

and few have any conception of the difficulties Mr.

Dunlop (the inventor) had to contend with. He had
to construct an air-tight tyre which would not expand
by the pressure of the air, and which could easily be
opened up for the purpose of repair and put together

again. During the Winter of 1889 he kept working
away steadily until he had made a practical tyre, and
during the entire season of 1889 he kept on experi-

menting and improving it, and by the end of the

season close on to fifty machines were running in the

Belfast district under the inventor's own observa-
tion. Early in the Winter of the same year the present

Pneumatic Tyre Company was floated, and at once
the directors were confronted with serious difficulties.

A factory had to be started and the hands instructed

from the very commencement, and when, early in the

Spring, the difficulty had been partially surmounted,

a greater and more serious one presented itself. They
could not get a sufficient supply of suitable rubber.

Only one firm succeeded in turning out the proper
quality of rubber coverings and inner tubes, and this

firm could only supply a very limited number, so that

the Pneumatic Company were unable to cope with

the orders which kept pouring in, thus disappointing

the cycle manufacturers. At the very end of the sea-

son, however, they succeeded in making arrange-
ments for a practically unlimited supply of material,

whereupon a depot was immediately opened in Cov-
entry and another in London, to obviate the incon-

venience of sending wheels to Ireland, and the output

was increased fivefold and arrangements made to

increase it to almost any extent on reasonable notice.

The experience of the year also enabled the company
materially to improve the tyre and obviate various

defects. Such at present is the position of the com-
pany.

The defects of the tyre during the season of 1890

proved to be the possibility of bursting if ill-treated,

the chance of puncturing and the liability of leakage

from the valve, and these tendencies to go wrong
were increased two-fold by carelessness and neglect.

This was proved at once in Ireland. Irish cyclists go
in for the best machines that can be got for money, and
when the pneumatic tyre was put on the market there

was a general rush for it, and soon in the neighbor-

hood of Dublin and other large towns they might be

seen in dozens speeding hither and thither. By ex-

perience it was forced home on these cyclists that the

tyres must be pumped to a certain hardness or punc-

tures would certainly happen. The oil must not be

let drip on the rim and that the plug must be kept in

the valve. Conversation with other pneumatic riders

spread information and accidents became less fre-

quent until, at the close of the season, pneumatic
riders were far more exempt from breakdowns than

were their brothers who rode solid tyres, and those

who took the trouble to learn how to repair were quite

independent even should a puncture occur. Accidents
from the same causes were at least five times as

numerous in England than they were in Ireland,

which was due largely to the ignorance of the riders.

Notwithstanding which the popularity of the tyre

spread and spread, and as it spread information be-

gan to percolate through the cycling ranks and the

number of mishaps to diminish. So closed the cycling

season of 1890.

And now cycling manufacturers will ask themselves
what are the prospects for 1891 ? Shall we have as

much trouble with the tyre as we had in 1890? Leav-
ing altogether out of the question the improvements
they may rest assured that they will not. Two depots
have already been opened in England and not only the

makers but also the agents have been instructed in

the peculiarities of the tyre and the precautions neces-

sary to prevent accidents. The cycling papers have
dealt largely with the question, every scrap of in-

formation has been eagerly received, even by riders

of solid tyres, and the riders of pneumatics have
gradually increased, and as they have learnt by ex-

perience they have spread the information amongst
one another so that at the present moment cyclists of

England know a hundred-fold more about the tyre

than they did in the height of last season.

There is another very important factor that has to

be taken into account. The experience gained in 1890

by the Pneumatic Co. did not go for nought, but ena-

bled them to introduce some radical changes into the

tyre which have made it a vastly better article. The
liability to puncture and leak was the first difficulty

faced. The inner tube was made stronger and thicker

so that a flaw would not be likely to cause a leakage,

and a stout canvas, such as would resist the passage

of a thorn, nail or pin (which have been found to be

the most usual causes of puncture), was vulcanized to

the inside of the outer rubber covering. Since this

alteration has been made punctures have proved ex-

ceedingly rare.

The tendency to burst was the next difficulty met.

This source of disaster was almost peculiar to Eng-
land, and in nine cases out of ten resulted from care-

lessness or ignorant treatment. The canvas casing

which surrounds the air tube is designed to withstand

the immense strain of the air pressure, and it will

easily be understood that were even the least portion

of the air tube left exposed it would swell out like a

bladder and explode with a loud report. In some
cases it was found that the canvas casing split across.

For this, of course, the rider could not be held respon-

sible, and the difficulty was met by making a slight

alteration in the method of construction and using a

stronger and thicker description of canvas. It was
found, however, that the greater number of bursts

happened through oil being allowed to drop on the

rim of the tyre. The canvas casing is constructed of

two separate pieces of canvas, which are solutionod

together so as to form a tube with overhanging flaps,

the latter being used to bind the whole affair around
the rim. Now, oil destroys the holding power of rub-

ber solution, and when it is let to drop on the rim, it

makes the canvas casing gradually pull asunder, and
the air tube expanding forms a lump, which grows
larger and larger, until suddenly the canvas casing

opens, and the air tube bursts and tears both the can-
vas and outer covering. This cause of accident has
been entirely removed. The canvas casing is now
sewn as well as solutioned, so that such an accident
cannot possibly occur in future.

After having ridden some 5,000 miles on pneumatics,
and after having ridden week after week with a num-
ber of others so mounted, and having watched the
behavior of the tyre under all conditions, I feel firmly
convinced that there is a wonderful future before it.

No man likes to be passed with ease by an inferior

rider, and to be unable to keep up to his companions.
Neither does one care to be jolted and bumped when
he can ride with perfect ease and comfort. Therefore
nothing but the question of the wearing qualities and
the price of the pneumatics will stand in the way of
its general adoption. Of the first I feel satisfied.

With reasonably careful riders it wears grandly, and
that that is so its popularity on the rough Irish roads
proves. On club runs and with small parties we have
cycled during the whole year over the worst possible
roads in company with pneumatic riders, and we can
hardly recall a single accident.

With regard to the last, we cannot do better than
quote the editor of the Liverpool Athletic News, who
after a whole season's experience thus delivers him-
self: "True.it may be more costly, but look at the
comfort, combined with the saving of the machine.
We have continually ridden a pneumatic since Feb-
ruary this year over all sorts of roads, raced on all
sorts and conditions of tracks, paper-chased on it over
fields, and our only accident was the bursting ot a
racing tyre on one of the roughest roads in Lanca-
shire, which, to put it plainly, means that we have en-
joyed one of the most comfortable, most successful
and most enjoyable years of cycling experience, with
the additional outlay of something like a sum of £2,
and even had it cost us ^5 we should still be inclined
to say that it was the best ^5 ever spent by us."
The cushion tyre will not stand comparison with the

pneumatic. It is but a half-way house, and is as in-
ferior as it is superior to the narrow solid tyre.
Neither will an inflated cushion ever oust the pneu-
matic, for the thickness of the side walls and the depth
of the rims will fatally affect that resilience which
accounts for the wonderful speed of the pneumatic,
and it is more than doubtful if punctures on it can be
effectually repaired. The pneumatic is undoubtedly
the tyre of the future, and iteantroduction has thrown
a vast field open for cycling Which the makers of the
present day can hardly realize.

THE IMPROVEMENT IN THE PNEU-
MATIC TYRE.

"The Pneumatic Tyre Co. are now prepared to
meet the demand for their inflated tyres," says the
Cyclist. The pneumatic tyre was introduced to the
English public a year ago, before which time it had
already been used on fifty or sixty machines in Ire-
land, but as then made it contained certain defects,
the chief one of which was liability to bursting,
which, however, the company claim is now overcome
by the simple expedient of machine stitching the can-
vas edges together. The hollow tyre, too, has under-
gone integral reconstruction. Commencing at the
top, a kind of rubber stronger than was formerly
used has been adopted, and it will be far more dur-
able. The canvas casing is also of different material,
a strong linen canvas being now used. To impart
additional strength to the driving wheel tyre, enab-
ling it to withstand the severe strain put upon it, the
outer covering of rubber is now molded with a form
of a peculiar tough fabric, so woven as to stretch
longitudinally, thus preserving the life of the tyre,
whilst firmly resisting all the stretching strains trans-
versely. The company are also supplying two accelT-

-
j"

sories to the tyre. One is a repairing outfit, consist-
ing of a hidden pressure tube full of a quick drying
solution. Around this is a piece of rubber for patches,
and a strip of linen canvas with a needle and thread,
with which compact outfit the rider can, if occasion
arises, repair a punctured wheel by the roadside.
The other is a brass mount for the valve pipe, inflat-
ing the inflater to be screwed to it, thus facilitating
the process of inflation, while a brass cup is provided
to keep dust out of the mount.
The Cyclist publishes these advance notes of the

show : From a glance at the public lists of exhibitors
it will be found that some 200 houses have taken
space at the exhibition, which is a number considera-
bly in excess of any registered at a former show,
This number includes but a single one of the firms
who have bound themselves not to exhibit, and their
goods will not be represented. It will be seen that
with over one thousand machines in line and several
specially attractive novelties such as the collection
of historical mounts, the Stanley Club have succeed-
ed in getting together what will be an exceedingly
interesting and doubtless successful show. Hut it

will not be representative with all the larger houses
standing out. The exhibition is practically one .•!

the goods of the smaller and newer tirnis. We doubt
whether the larger provincial agents and foreign
buyers who have in former years made themselves
and their stocks a feature ol the Show will be there
SO Ear as the great mass of them is concerned. M.m\
of them will no doubt go up to see the Show, but the
majority have already placed the bulk ot their orders
for the season. The smaller makers ha\ e an excellent
opportunity, and it will result to their benefit. On the
other hand, the important houses whoare not exhibit
ing do not at all regret their step. Thev have lor the
most part been taking large orders lor' the past tWO
months, instead of standing practically idle and w
ing for the Show, as formerly. The charges forsp.u ,

this year have been reduced one-half.
A new feature of the show is that firms who make a

speeialtv of tools for the manufacture of cycle parts
are showing exhibits ol' their work.
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AT THE FEATHERSTONE PLANT.

Undoubtedly one of the busiest factories in Chicago
to-day is that of Mr. A. Featherstone. Facing on
Clark Street, 113 feet, at the corner of South Clark
Street, it extends back to Butterfield Street, 135 feet,

and has a floor space of 96,000 square feet. Here it is

that the celebrated Dunlop pneumatic and cushion
tyres start on their many, many miles of travel.

Here and at Mr. Featherstone's Eastern factory every
pneumatic tyre of Dunlop patent must be fitted, and
here and in the East twelve hundred men will be em-
ployed, turning out both ladies' and gentlemen's
wheels.
The. Wheel correspondent found Mr. Featherstone

in his office last week, his desk covered with newly
opened mail, a stenographer at his right elbow work-
ing as if her life was at stake, and sections of pneu-
matic and cushion tyres scattered over the floor.

Although extremely busy Mr. Featherstone granted
him an interview.
Sections of the latest pneumatic were shown and

explained. This tyre is composed of an inner tube of
the finest Para rubber, perfectly impervious to air.

This tube is much heavier than last year's, being
thicker, albeit lighter in proportion. Sections of last

year's inner tutie were seen, which were plainly much
inferior to those used this year, as the sulphur in the
rubber and other weak qualities could easily be dis-
covered. The canvas casing into which the rubber
tube fits is made of the finest grade of flax, and in-

stead of being solutioned to the band as formerly is

double stitched in a peculiar way which is patented.
Where this band touches the rim the cloth is double.
This canvas is made by special order at the mills in
Belfast. The outer covering is made of the finest
quality of rubber vulcanized on to a peculiar woven
flax lining, which permits of stretching lengthwise
but not latterly. All of these particular features are
covered by patents.
Mr. Featherstone has also the control in this country

of the Dunlop cushion tyre. This tyre is i% inches with

fi inch oval hole in centre. The upper three-quarters
is vulcanized to the canvas. Fastened to this is an
outer covering of canvas and rubber, which is so
fastened as to compress the inner tyre. The outer
covering is- lined with canvas much like the outer cov-
ering of the pneumatic tyre, and is vulcanized. The
canvas to canvas holds it always rigid, and gives it

great ^buoyancy. A wheel thrown on the floor
bounded lightly into the air. Said Mr. Featherstone:
" We guarantee this tyre not to cut or break down. It

is made of the finest quality Para rubber, and we can
replace the outer covering at any time at an expense
to the consumer of not over a dollar. Why, one set of
tyres can be used a lifetime.
"We have found," he continued, "that American

makers cannot manufacture rubber for tyres, even
after four month's practice. Why, look at this and
then at that. This American rubber was made after
four month's practice by a leading American rubber
manufacturer. It's rotten, absolutely rotten; you can
tear it with your fingers. Now take this one and try
to tear it. You can't do it in a vice. Look at the
pores and seams in the American make and then at
the silky appearance of the English made tyre. It's

taken the Englishmen two years to reach perfection,
and it will take Americans much longer. But we're
going to manufacture this rubber in America. They
agree to lay down a plant in this country in connec-
tion with a certain rubber works now in operation,
bringing over machinery and a foreman who has the
particular formula of the materials, and as soon as
that is done (possibly in four months) we shall make
a reduction of from ten to fifteen dollars on the cost of
a set of tyres for a machine.
" As for the Dunlop cushion tyre, it can be manufac-

tured in this country, and we shall proceed to do so at
once and supply the trade. The factory in the East
will always use canvas which comes from Belfast.
"There is something I want to state right here,"

Mr. Featherstone added, " and it is this : If other
manufacturers should attempt to make even a poorer
tyre we will show them our full position in this mat-
ter, and we are sure of one thing, they will have no
desire to experiment further. Attorneys have advised
me that no business man of responsibility will attempt
to do this after he has been shown how strong our
position is. We don't propose to tell all we know until
it becomes necessary.
"We shall drop the manufacture of cheap wheels

altogether after completing 4,500 under way, of which
number 2,500 are ordered and the balance will be held
for the future wants of our jobbing trade.
" We are taking no orders for any but 28 and 30 inch

wheels fitted with cushion and pneumatic tyres. Of
these we will turn out 6,000, and, as you see by these
orders, we will have the supply quickly exhausted.
We are astounded at the way the orders and corre-
spondence is piling up. We have one stenographer
at work night and day, and two more to come next
week."
"Pneumatic tyres will not be furnished to any one

unless to be placed on high grade wheels to list at and
be sold for not less than $135. We make less than $2
profit on each wheel. The construction of the tyre
costs 25 per cent, more than last year, on account of
extreme care taken in manufacture. We will not tie

up to any one house in a city, considering this too
good a thing to be restricted."
Mr. Featherstone started in 1889 to manufacture

cheap wheels, two or three houses taking all of his
output. The business has grown to its present mag-
nitude entirely through the push and energy of Mr.
Featherstone, who personally oversees his great plant.

Plans for the cycle show at Horticultural Hall, Phil-
adelphia, March 2 to 7, are fast maturing. An inter-
esting feature will be the display in the foyer of such
antiquities and curiosities in the way of ancient and
early specimens of wheel architecture as may serve
not only as curiosities, but also illustrate the great
advance in their construction since the inception of
the sport. Other features of the exhibition will prob-
ably be a lantern parade and a letter carriers' race as
outside attractions, and exhibitions of athletics, fancy
riding, etc., on the stage during the evenings.

Gormully & Jefl'ery's New Washington Store.

Messrs. Gormully & Jeffery have purchased the
business of L. B. Graves & Co., of Washington, Mr.
Graves having spent several days in Chicago and
completed the deal on Saturday last. This company
have a splendid store at 1325 Fourteenth Street, which
the writer inspected and noted with pleasure that it

was not only well arranged but well advertised and
thoroughly up to date. The company have retained
Mr. Graves as manager, and their business in the Dis-
trict of Columbia, Maryland and Virginia will be
handled from their Washington store.
The company are also fitting up over their Madison

Street store what they expect will be the finest bicycle
riding school in America. It will be handsomely fur-
nished, and fitted with incandescent lights and finely-
appointed dressing-rooms. Mr. Silas Long, an old-
time Decatur, 111., wheelman, is to be the instructor.

Thomas Warwick & Sons.

We call the attention of the American trade to the
announcement of the Birmingham firm of Thomas
Warwick & Sons, a concern which has long been
known among both English and American makers as
manufacturers of high-class cycle materials, stamp-
ings, etc. They were first brought into prominence
by the Warwick hollow rim, which has justly been
termed celebrated, and which is used by makers
throughout the world. Special attention is called to
their designs for rims for 1891 ; also their various types
of finished wheels, with or without tyres ; finished
rims of latest design, and fine quality forks, weldless
steel tubing, ball-bearing hubs, pedals, etc. They
publish an illustrated catalogue of their various pat-
terns.

J

THE BIDWELL CYCLOMETER.

This cyclometer is no experiment. It has been
tested thoroughly for several months. It is positive
in action, absolutely free from springs, cams, or com-
plicated mechanism, which are apt to render instru-

ments of this nature inaccurate, and, consequently,
worthless. It is easily attached and can be read
from the saddle. The manufacturers guarantee that
it will record accurately to the 999th mile. The device
has been granted a patent, and will be placed on the
market at once.

A. WESTON & CO.'S
WHEELS.

SAFETY

Messsrs. I. A. Weston & Co., of Jamesville, N. Y., are
a firm which manufactures nothing but wheels, and
their improved suspension steel wheels for safety
bicycles are now used by the thousand in this coun-
try. They make these important parts of safety ma-
chines for the fitting of both cushion and solid tyres,
for either straight cones or for ball bearings, and
expressly for the demand of manufacturers. The
wheels are constructed on the suspension principle,
which is almost too well known to need explanation
except to say that the spokes are not called upon to
hold the load by the end thrust as with the ordinary
carriage wheel: but rather the upper half of the
spokes hold the load as it is suspended from the crown
of the wheel, all of the spokes holding the wheel In

the round form. It will therefore be seen that the

Eoints of needed strength are the spoke fastenings in

oth hub and tyre. The manner in which their spokes
arc fastened to the hub prevents breakage at that
poins, and the long-sleeved nipple prevents breakage
at the rim. It also possesses several other valuable
qualities.

A FOREIGNER'S VIEWS ON OUR
FUTURE TRADE.

We doubt if any representative of the European
cycle trade has observed the present condition, and
the possible and probable future of the American
cycle trade, more closely than Mr. August Larsen,
who returns to England on Saturday week after a
month's visit to this country. Mr. Larsen has a gun
store in Belgium, handles both fire-arms and bicycles
in his own country, and has important English con-
nections in England. In the cycle line he controls
the product of several small makers, and it was to
market this output that he visited this country.
He started by employing an American familiar

with the trade to accompany him on his travels. It

was also his intention to visit almost every dealer in
the country, but he quickly realized the impossibility
of that, and decided to visit all the principal cities.

In conversation Mr. Larsen stated that the future
trade possibilities of this country are not in the least
comprehended by the foreign makers. He believes
that within a few years that English makers will pur-
chase their juvenile wheels in the American market.
Mr. Larsen has picked up some valuable American
novelties, principally in the way of type-writers.

The Pacific Coast Branch of the Overman
Wheel Co.

The Overman Wheel Co. have secured very hand-
some quarters in the city of San Francisco, for the
Pacific coast branch, having taken one of the new
stores under the Supreme Court Building, at the cor-
ner of Larkin and McAllister Streets. The fixtures
are all of natural oak, handsomely and attractively
arranged. There are five large plate glass show-win-
dows, with an attractive display of the new machines
manufactured by this enterprising concern. This
branch is established with a view of making the busi-
ness on the Pacific coast of greater importance than
ever before. Agencies will be supplied promptly
with stock and parts, and the most difficult repairs
will be executed under the care of men trained at tjie

factory in Chicopee Falls, thus avoiding all delays.
The show rooms of the company will be far ahead of
anything in the line of cycle dealers in that city, and
the cordial welcome extended riders and others inter-
ested in cycling is evidenced by the throngs of wheel-
men who are daily visiting the new establishment.
Pacific coast dealers who desire to take advantage of
the facilities now given them to sell machines of the
highest grade, without any delay, should apply for
territory at once. The branch will be under the man-
agement of P. H. Bernays, formerly of Little Rock,
Ark.

The Featherstone Pneumatic Tyres.

As many agents will no doubt wish to place orders
for at least sample mounts of this wheel, we call the
attention of the trade to the announcement of Wright
& Ditson, who have secured this agency for New
England. Wright & Ditson write us as follows :

" We
have secured control of Featherstone's full line of
wheels for New England, and all orders must be filled

through us. In other words, we are the Eastern de-
pot for the sale of their goods."

The New York State Agency.—Messrs. Schov-
erling, Daly & Gales have practically made the same
arrangements with Mr. Featherstone in regard to
New York State. A representative of the firm informs
us that the company are prepared to receive orders
from agents throughout the State.

The New York Bicycle Company offer excellent ad-
vice to riders. They ask them to send in their wheels
now to have them doctored up ready for the season's
riding, and not wait for the last minute, when the re-
pair shop will be so crowded that annoying delays
cannot be prevented.

ENGLISH TRADE NOTES.

We had the pleasure of a long discussion with Mr.
Mushing, of the Centaur Co., last week on the tyre
question. He expressed the opinion that a perfectly
made cushion would have no real rival for road work,
but spoke very favorably of the "Bartlett" pneu-
matic cushion, which, we take it, is quite an evidence
that our expressed opinious of a month since are like-
ly to have a practical fulfillment in time.

—

Scottish
Cyclist.

The various tyres on the market are daily growing
more numerous. Many of the makers have fixed on a
particular design of cushion, and will fit only their
particular choice to stock patterns. Messrs. Sins or &
Co. have a very good design, which it is impossible to

nip between the rim and ground. Mr. Barratt tits

only Macintosh's new pattern with duplex holes. The
Rudge Co. also have their own design, which is some-
what similar to the Singer.—Scottish Cyclist.

One of the latest novelties in English tyres is one in

which the core is composed of sponge-riibber, which
is naturally lighter than solid and yet. owing to the
countless number of air-eells created in the manu-
facture, is at once softer and more trustworthy than
the common cushion, so say the inventors.

A tricycle built by Singer ,v Co. twenty-live years
ago was exhibited at the Stanley show.

Messrs. Hillman, Herbert & Coopei have declared a
dividend of 30 per cent, on the past Neat's business.

The capital stock o£ Messrs. Wanuan ,v Haslewood
has increased within three years and nine months
from £400 to £96,541, the profits on the last ten months'
business are set down at ,£14,826.

a new- manufacturing concern has recently been
started in Chicago the Illinois Cycle Co, which will
make the Halladav cushion-trained safety, ft new
Style high-grade machine on which several patents
have recently been seem cd.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

An English rider recently rode seventy-one miles
on the frozen surface of thi

that there eelmen in S

turd. Conn., and about twenty lady riders.

The Roscltc Rami nchre
at their chit)-;

meeting of the Racing Board, annoum
take

;
dadclphia, on February is, lias been

• tied.

A hi rnament was commenced by the

em Wheelmen this week, in which over twenty-
five members have cm-

The Athenieum Bicycle Club is the name
liiation formed among the members of the Tor-
•Men;eum who ride wheels.

Th.- - Cycling Club have decided not to con-

ite with the Missouri Gymnasium. The club will

secure new quarter.-, very shortly.

Preparation! are being made by the Davenport ilu.i

Bicycle Club t"r their first entertainment, which will

1 athletic feature-..

ul A. Boyle, Chief Consul of the Pennsylvania
n .1 member of the League since 1881,

and is one of the city's pioneer wheelmen.

At a meeting of the A. A U. managers, on Saturday
the Kings County Wheelmen and the I

ib, of Buffalo, were admitted to member-
ship.

The Niagara i le Club has moved into new
and comfortable rooms 111 the Gatettt block. The
club is sound financially, and the membership roll is

ing.

Th. ling Club, ol Buffalo, have secured
new rooms in the Kialto building, which will be hand-

's- furnished. Black and orange have been
;i as club ci :

llftsan Kleck, of the Track Committee. Kentucky
Incision, is planning to have the races, at the next
meet to be luld at Louisville, take place at night by
the aid of the electric light.

aries L. Burdctt, of Hartford. Conn
well-known outside of his own city I niem-

itic highway improvement man,
. HE WHEI L office on Thursday.

The Atlantic City wheelmen, on February . 1, will

hold a five-mili rting at 11 a, m.
During the afternoon of tn 1 ies of eight

races will be rut. .calk.

The wh. irt, Kv.. have 1

the Ni Club, with the following
lent. John S. Roebuck; lent. K. A.

Knight; Treasurer. Robert Young; Secretary, Charles
Barnes.

The Rot: lb held their first an-

nual banquet on Jan tion I>av the

club will hold a tournament, whii ted to

bring together all the racing men of central New

Th- llcago, whi
an offspring of the Washington (v.
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evening of its : r, which, in - prob-
• >rd.

The Colombia tford, Conn., will
irk on July 4. The

nan, chairman, Geo. K. McCrum
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The Berkshire County Wheelmen have been reor-

ganised and m.

1

ue club. The officers

lent, Charles L. Barker; Vice-President, F.dwin
I Miller; Treasurer. I M.

Piatt; Executive Committee, C. L. Barker. A. A. Dun-
bar and 11. S. Wolhson.

The I'nion Cycle Club hat • anised .it High-
land . and is composed of employes of the

Union Cycle Mfg. Co The ofl dent.
Secretary, Miss Measure; Treas-

urer, Mrs. |. B. McCune. It has sixty members,
twenty-five Of whom arc ladies.
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he managers "I the club, which

The San Fran lb held their annual
h was
lub Is

A movement in on foot among

1
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The Oshkoah (Wis.) Bicycle Club have elected the
following officers: Captain, C. 1". Askins; First Lieu-

tenant, A. L. llabig; Second Lieutenant, William
Mclntyre; Quartermaster, Carl Carlson; Surgeon. Dr.

Allen;' Board of Directors, |oln "
I M. Litnlc-

man, Dr. F.dw irds, C. I". Atkins. B. T. Higgins and B.

son.

A St. Louis man has advanced the idea of introduc-

ing steel rails on the country roads for the use ol

wagons. They are to be conca-. • retain the

wheel without difficulty, and he claims that they can
be laid much cheaper than a macadam or other form
of improved road. There is no danger, however, of

their use becoming universal.

The new officers of the Detroit Wheelmen arc as

follows; President, A. H. Griffin ; First Vice-Presi-

dent, B |. Holcombe ; Second Vice-President, R. T.

Deacon;" Secretary, Geo, S. Mackay: Assistant
retarv, L. W. Schimmel : Financial Secretary. Fred.

iff; Treasurer. W. T. Watson : Assistant Treas-
urer. A. B. Sutphin ; Captain, Fred. L. Abel.

The standing of the clubs in the Connecticut Wheel-
men's Polo League on January ;i was as fol

Won. Lost. Per Cent.
New Haven 6 7.50

Bridgeport 5 3
Hartford 4 4 5-°°

Meriden • 7 "--5

Captain Seeds, of the Quaker City Wheelmen, has
offered a gold medal to the member making the great-

hour record and to the best attendant of club

runs during this year, and Captain Dalsen. ol

Century Wheelmen, offers a cup for the highest mile-

age, a gold medal for best 34-hour record, and a

similar prize for the one attending the most club

runs.

The reception and entertainment rotham
Wheelmen on Pebruary 17, which was to have been
held at Columbia Hall, will take place at tin- Lvceimi
Opera House, as the former plai 11 found to

[uate to meet the demands of the club.
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gathering is an assured fact. F.ach I
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decline of the three-wheeler win-re it baa
• The tricycle was

; upon with much favor by the wheelmen ol this

country.

The Bay City Wheelmen, of San Pn Id an
tnd smoker on January 17 whii

the most successful affairs of thi Mon«
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follow ipper. The club will give a hop di
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Cycling is somewhat on the decline N V .

uint of the poor and hilly condition of the
The Trojan Wheelmen have about fifty mem-
it few of them ride nowadays, and the Troy

e Club, although it has a large membership, is

not often re; n the road.

The business meeting of the Illinois Division will

be held at Chicago to-morrow. An entertainment baa
to take place alter the ..invention, to

which all wheelmen have been invited. In the even-
banquet will be the attraction, to which all

League members will be admitted free.

The Flour City Cyclists, of Minneapolis, have been
unusually active this Winter in a social way. Th-
club has been holding B weekly series of card pa 1

and dances, and are now making arrangements for an
amateur theatrical performance A new club-house
will probably be secured in the Spring.

Din- of the number at t B banquet ml
Phil Brown, known on the race path for the past live

Phil has the Warwick agency for Washington.
very strong and heavy, and should be able to

ride faster now than at any previous time in his life.

He informed the writer that Crist, one of the fas!

American riders we have ever had, had caught the
racing fever badly and thi heavy
course Of gymnasium work to tit himself for a cam-
paign this year

A paragraph going the rounds of the press 1,

"The oldest L. A. W. clubs in

the Boston. San Francisco. Montreal, Capital (Wash-
ingt01 lusetts, Buffalo, Harvard. 1:

ik), Philadelphia, Pittsfield, Brooklyn. Detroit.

Germantown, Cleveland, Chicago, New York and
Chelsea Clubs, formed in 1S7S and 187.) in the order
named." Of these clubs but eight are to-day in a
healthy condition, the others being defunct or so near
it that .ui occasional gasp, so t - tha only
proof of their -

The authorities of Grinnell, la., recently prop.
an ordinance forbidding the riding of bicycles on the
sidewalks. The movement on the part of the city
fathers appi ive greatly excited t!

of the town, for a meeting was called and a perma-
nent organization formed with the laudable object of

restraining the indiscriminate use of the
by reckless riders, who arc the cause ol inciting the
authorities against the wheelmen. Tl
ed arc as follows; President, D. S. Morris
President, H. Melville Lenncy ; S

Harry Lanphere; Captain. Geo 11. Hamlin;
Lieutenant," W. A. Little.

The Wanderer. Club, of Buffalo, ha\ -

ranged their schedule Of amusements for the next
eight weeks, and is plainly evidi nt that the club
not intend to permit the n become torpid
during the close of thi non-cycling weather.
Their programme is as follows : February
Pebruary 11, ath 1

the club ri

icmbera only; Pebruary 16, smoker; February
re party : March 1,

monthly meeting. March 4, run March
iker or city run ; March 11, tug-of-war at club

.• rch 1*, smoker or city run

;

thca-
run

;

March 18, run to Schardt's.
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LONG ISLAND WHEELMEN.

The recent dance and supper at Concert Grove Shel-
ter, Prospect Park, proved to be a very enjoyable
affair, and is to be credited entirely to the efforts of
President Luscomb. The Shelter was very prettily
decorated for the occasion, the front room being
cleared and the floor waxed for dancing, while the
bar, presided over generally by the modest George
for the dispensation of drinks of milk, etc., for thirsty
wheelmen, was hidden under a beautiful bank of
palms, ferns and potted plants, which entirely con-
cealed its suggestive exterior, and served as a screen
for the musicians behind it. Supper was served at

11.30 in the new rooms, and Miller's genius in that par-
ticular line displayed itself beyond any expectations.
The young ladies, presumably less interested in the
provisions, were converted to i state of unalloyed
happiness by the presentation to each of a huge
bouquet, the generous gift of President Luscomb indi-
vidually. Among those present were President and
Mrs. Luscomb, Vice-President and Mrs. John L. Shep-
herd, Captain and Miss Alden, Mr. and Mrs. George
W. Kreger, Mr. and Mrs. T. M. Lamberson, Mr. and
Mrs. William Rasquin, Mr. and Miss Palmedo, Mr.
Topping and Miss Davis, Mr. Webb and Miss Gowing,
Mr. Parker and Miss Wiman, and others. Hearty con-
gratulations were extended to Mr. Luscomb upon the
complete success of the evening.

The road committee have decided to offer gold
medals for the highest mileage and the best 24-hour
record during the coming season. Captain Alden
gave notice at the last monthly meeting that at the
March meeting of the club he would move to strike
out from the by-laws the section prohibiting club runs
on Sunday. This has been practically a dead letter
for some years, as the most popular riding day is Sun-
day, but it has only served to tie the hands of the road
committee and prevent their officially announcing
and conducting a run on that day. It is to be hoped
the amendment will prevail.

The entertainment committee announce a ladies'
reception on the 14th and a stag on the 28th. Mr. A. P.
Topping has been appointed chairman of this com-
mittee, and the success of the entertainments en-
gineered by Clark and Nichols during the past two
years will probably be continued. At any rate, a
subscription list accompanieth the chairman, and the
results will undoubtedly be proportioned to the re-
ceipts.

At the last games of the euchre tournament C. E.
Tripler won the special prize of a cane. Messrs.
Evans, Alden & Topping are the present leaders.

Lusee.

GOTHAM WHEELMEN.

It has been found absolutely necessary to give
up the idea of holding the entertainment and ball at
Columbia Hall. The place is altogether too small
to accommodate any fair-sized gathering, and in con-
sequence the Lyceum Opera House, Thirty-fourth
Street, between Third and Lexington Avenues, has
been engaged for Friday evening, February 27. The
members are showing the right kind of spirit in this
matter, and are hustling night and day to make the
affair a grand success. The tickets were placed on
sale last Friday and already 400 have been disposed
of, and the prospects for selling the entire 1,000 are
very encouraging. Each ticket bears a coupon with
a number which reads, "This coupon entitles the
holder to a chance in a drawing for a Columbia high-
grade bicycle, value $135." The money derived from
this event will be used exclusively for fitting up the
club-house with new furniture and making necessary
improvements on the club-house.

The Board of Trustees at their recent meeting de-
cided to increase the monthly dues to $1.50 instead of
$1 as heretofore.

The club-house Thursday evening, January 27, was
the scene of a most brilliant event. The large recep-
tion room was tastefully decorated with a profusion
of choice flowers of different varieties, and coupled
with the beautiful costumes of the ladies presented a
pleasing appearance. The reception was given by
Mr. J. Franklin Forrester, and those of the members
who were on hand had a good time. Mr. Robt. Brun-
jes rendered some very acceptable songs, as did also
his brother. Miss Gillespie pleased all by some choice
selections on the piano. After thoroughly enjoying
the dramatic part of the programme the party repaired
to a room above where an elaborate menu awaited
their disposal. Mr. J. Franklin Forrester responded
to the toast, "To our ladies;" Mr. Wm. F. Smith, Jr.,
"The Gotham Wheelmen," and Mr. A. E. Miller, "Our
guests." It was in the traditional small hours of the
morning when the last guest left the club-house.

The letters that Secretary Smith has recently sent
out stirred up the boys and has had a good effect.
The meetings are largely attended, and more general
interest is being taken by those who were a little be-
hindhand in the past.

The club has filed the certificate of incorporation
with the Secretary of State. The stated object of in-
corporation is to promote the art of cycling and social
intercourse among its members. The, trustees are
Murry R. Lopez, Chas. S. Wilson, Wm. F. Smith, Jr.,
Wm. H. Lord, Geo. C. Smith, Dan Levy, Robt. Brun-
jes and Benj . Wiener.

KINGS COUNTY NOTES.

On Friday of last week W. S. Maltby gave an exhi-
bition of trick riding at Jacksonville, Fla., under the
auspices of the local club. Before the exhibition a
street parade took place headed by Maltby riding an
unicycle with a small child on his shoulder. The hall
in which the performance took place was taxfid to its
utmost capacity, and the inimitable feats oi the 11,1,1

created such enthusiasm that the exhibition was re-
peated on the following evening by request

Things in general, at No. 125s, are taking on an ac-
tive appearance. Wheels that for months have been
neglected begin to look like new under the careful
attention of riders, some of the many of whom have
been strangers to the club-house ever since the first
greeting of Winter.
The social element has not been as active this season

as in the past, though our entertainment committee
has managed to give us a few evenings that will be
remembered with pleasure. The "stag," on January
31, was the banner event. Mr. Will Lyle, banjoist and
comedian, was at his best, as encore after encore
must have assured him, while Mr. Golly swung the
clubs in such perfect time that even the fastidious
Tiebert was satisfied. But the principal attraction
was the exhibition given by the six exponents of the
manly art who volunteered to furnish a little excite-
ment, and well they did it, if one may judge from the
uproar that lasted from the call of time to the final
wind-up. But Africa was not to be left in the dark,
and we had hardly settled down to thoughts of the
approaching gastronomic feats when our "club pro-
tector," Albert, and Tommy Scott, of the L. I. W,
were introduced. Three fierce rounds were fought,
which ended in favor of Kings County, It was
gained, however, through the efforts of Captain
Murphy, who warded off defeat with the aid of a
young howitzer. It is almost unnecessary to state
that the combination worked, and that the Long
Island representative threw up his hands. We then
adjourned for refreshments, and few of us will ever
forget Jack Bedford and his cotton-filled doughnuts.
But if he gives us another entertainment of the same
calibre he will be forgiven.

I notice by the card on the bulletin board that the
card party is already an assured success. February
14 is the date. The evening at cards is to be followed
by a "Ladies' Night," which will close the season un-
less the annual reception becomes an accomplished
fact.

It is rumored that W. F. M. is looking for recruits
for the N. Y. A. C. This may account for his wearing
the "Wing Foot" at the "stag."

Ex-committeeman Marion has started for Indian-
apolis on a wheel-selling expedition for the Hartford
Wheel Co. May success attend him in his new ven-
ture. Oar best wishes go West with the genial Jack-
he of the Long Family. For two years he has watched
over the elusive dollars of the club. May his shadow
never grow less.

Louis Jones declares that his semi-weekly visit to
headquarters is in no way connected with a desire for
office. I understand that he now sports a tandem,
and will have but little time to give to club politics.
In the Murphy Club Run contest he took first prize,
winning by seven laps.

Billiards have been displaced by pool, and on Wed-
nesday evenings such expression as the following
are constantly heard : "Seven ball for the four pocket
—click—Shaw ! ! !

" The score is published elsewhere.

It is with deep regret that I have to note the death
of an esteemed club-mate and friend, Mr. Raynor,
who early in the Fall went to Greeley, Col., for his
health. He returned last week to his home in Free-
port, where he died on Monday night of this week.

Ram Lal,

SYRACUSE.

HARLEM WHEELMEN.

It seems that the " mud slingers " are out again in
full force. This time their efforts are directed against
the Harlem Wheelmen. The New York correspondent
of the American Cyclist states that the Harlem Wheel-
men's bowling team is becoming very unpopular
among the several clubs of the Bowling League. The
Harlem Wheelmen's team has had no squabbles what-
ever aside from a little misunderstanding as to the
count in the recent match with the Manhattans, a
thing likely to occur whenever the game is as close as
this latter was, and the very best of feeling exists all
around toward the club, except, perhaps, on the part
of some of the " kid glove " fraternity. No team was
entered for the season of 1889 for the simple reason
that the club was not in a position to take part. I am
delighted to see that "Gothamite" is so easily
amused, but when our Captain says "one hundred
we win " he means dollars, not cents, and if " Gotham-
ite " is unable to put up he might at least have the
courtesy to remain silent. Our team for the most
part are new men and active members of our club, as
we do not believe in calling in non-residents, as some
of our New York clubs do. We go along happy in the
thought that what we secure is through hard, earnest
and honest work, and we fail to see anything in our
past or present actions to warrant such an article as
the correspondent referred to indited.

• Harlemite.

CITIZENS' BICYCLE CLUB.

The members of this club will hold their annual
banquet at the Grand Union Hotel on the evening of
February 21. The annual meetings of the club have
always been the red letter days in the organization's
yearly round of amusements, as the banquet is always
perfect in its appointments, because the feast of rea-
son is in no way behind the more material service in
both quality and quantity, George Wilson will act as
tbasl master.

At the banquet [he mileage medals for the year will

be presented, and I lie Citizens' Club's road nip, which
has just been completed by the (iorhain Mfg. Co., will

be exhibited to the club members, it is said to be 8
handsome and costly trophy.

Five of the speediest members of the club, French,
Noble, Hanson, Pendleton and Wolf, have plaecil

orders for 32 lb. cushion-tyred Ormondes.

The regular monthly meeting of the Syracuse
Cycling Club was held on the evening of February 2,

with the new officers all in their proper places. Cap-
tain Judd in his report suggested that this year the
club should give three prizes for country riding—one
for the largest number of miles, one for the next best,
and one for the smallest number. The last, of course,
should be a leather medal. He has not quite com-
pleted the scheme for recording the mileage of the
no active members of the club, but at the next meet-
ing will have things in shape.

The Club-house Committee has made a " brilliant "

start for the first month of their management. Their
chairman in his report recommended to the club that
twenty-four electric lights be placed in the house to
take the place of gas, which is now used. This report
was adopted.

If some of the League officers could have heard the
talk at the last meeting it would have done them
good. As you all know, some few months ago four
members were expelled from the Syracuse Cycling
Club. Of this fact Secretary Bassett was officially
notified by the club secretary. Since that time the
club have had no reply from him, and now the ques-
tion is, did the office boy use that letter for a tail to
his kite or did the basket catch it? The club feels
rather sore on this point, and some talked at the
meeting as if they were in favor of the club leaving
the League. If the officers of the L. A. W. cannot
find time to give attention to a club which pays annu-
ally about $110 or $115 into the treasury, it is high
time that something was done, and unless they take
some notice of this action of the Syracuse Cycling
Club, that organization may send them notice of their
"quitting." Your correspondent has heard that Chief
Consul Bull wants to meet the S. C. C. and talk the
matter over. But what good will this do? He will
say when all is over: "Gentlemen, I shall have to
bring this point before the Membership Committee.
One of the committee is in California, another in New
Jersey, a third at the North Pole, or some other place
where he can be reached in about three years, so
about six years from now you will get your reply."
Lots of satisfaction, is it not ? But that is the way the
L. A. W. seems to be run.

DETROIT.

Messrs. Huber & Metzger are out with their first
announcement, which is quite neat. They will be
ready to talk business about February 15.

The latest addition to the wheelmen here is Mr. Will
C. Rands, late of Providence, R. I. He is a fast rider
and a general favorite, one of the sort of boys that
make up the Detroit Wheelmen. He will link his for-
tune with the Michigan Cycle Co.

There is no doubt but that the dates for the meet in
July, which were mentioned after a good deal of in-
quiry, and at the suggestion of those who thought
that they would be best, will be changed to some later
time in the month—possibly soon after the 15th. The
exact time will be canvassed and.settled at the meet-
ing in Washington, February 16.

The Detroit Wheelmen are in constant receipt of
letters asking how and by what means they made a
success of their Sunday afternoon talks, which have
taken the place of the Sunday games. This is cer-
tainly of interest to other clubs who have the same
question to answer. Let me tell you the secret. It is

in having something for the boys to do, to think about,
and talk about. Just now their plan to mark the his-
toric spots about the city has attracted the attention
of our best citizens, and will serve to keep the memory
of its members long after most of them have taken
their last ride. GRIFF.

KNOXVILLE, TENN.

I recently had the pleasure of spending two davs in
the busy little city of Knoxville, Tenn., and G. H.
Wilson, the Columbia agent, gave me a few facts in
regard to cycling in the town. They would probably
cause very little comment in connection with any
other place, but the natural disadvantages surround-
ing Knoxville, for wheeling, make them surprising to
an outsider. Knoxville has one hundred or more
riders, and one would judge that only hill-climbing
power could be developed, as in this locality the hill's

seem to crowd each other for room. Still, it IS claimed
that 2:50 or thereabouts has been made by a Knoxville
cyclist on the road.

Geo. Simpson, of the Louisville Cycle Club, but who
is at present in Baltimore, made his residence in this
place for some time, and has a holy respect for the
hills.

A party has been organized, or rather will be, to
train to Junction City, Ky., next June, and from there
wheel to the Kentucky Division' meet at Louisville.
Twelve or fifteen will compose the party, ami the rac-
ing contingent will make things lively for all com-
petitors.

It seems to be, an Impossible task for Knoxville
wheelmen to organize a club, some of the boys having
attempted it on different occasions. The cycl< is
seem contented as members of the great army "I

unattached. WHITE BORl 1 n

The Kings County Wheelmen held an enjoyable
"stag racket " on Sal unlay evening last. The enter-
tainment opened with a piano solo by E. S. Siehcrt.
Will Lyle- rendered several banjo solos; Joseph and
John Murphy donned the mitts. I'hev were in turn
followed by Andy Kelly and Jack Collins, boxing:
Will I. vie, minstrel witticisms; '

J. I lor. ill.m .111, 1 l.nk
Allen, boxing; Albert Johnson and Thomas Cox in .<

four-round draw boxing set- o. After the progr.m me
had been carried out eoll'ee and doughnuts, the latter
being mixed in some lots with cotton Stuffing, were
largely enjoyed bv the hilarious wheelmen. Pipes
and tObaCCO followed the collation,
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CHICAGO.

,1,1 night of lust week the Cook County
linen informally opened their club-bouse.

s were ,, applicatioi

membership were posted on the board during the
-nig helped the large

number present to pass away a very pleasant evening.
fitted up very nicely,

and contemplate an addition of awheel room I

comn enty-five n '. a gymnasium.
applications, and more vet

influx ,'t members is due in part

,r attractive club-house, but more particularly

t.. the fact that no initiation fee is charged. Hurley
Patterson, «>!' tin- Washington*,

from which organisation the Cook County Cycling

Club hkt those who have applied for

membership.
Washington Cycling Club are contemplating

i club-house. At their meeting next

I will report on two locations. The
ingtonsarc vel ">: extremely careful

all as a member. Their enter-

tainments are of the best ami always successful.

With a small membership their executive I

illy ami on as

I size, ami to-day they
lebt and rtotiris

meeting called tor last Saturday night at the

Illinois club-house was attended by representatives
il this meeting was to dis-

track on the wot side. Reprc-
.[' the Lincolns, Oak Parks, Don.

and Cook County Wheelmen were present t •

After considerable dis.

that land was too high in a central

warrant the building of a track by the

As it was known that A. G. Spalding b

. ..ntemplalcd placing a track in his new
i committee consisting of Prank l-anning,

and I>r. I C Wachter was appointed
upon Mr. Spalding. They feel reasonably sure

uring this track, providing the land is in condi-
: as they are ready to report an-

other meeting will be called.

•pi,., .1 number of leading citizens

,,, k . a meeting to consider the siib-

athletic club in that town. The wheelmen
turned out nearly fifty strong anil a bicycle track was

to be a feature of the new athletic grounds. Mr. A. I

Bennett and Mr. Dave Brown subscribed for nearly

„.,.,.; nt. of the > on condition

lnat muld remain closed on Sunday. Here

the matter dropped and has hardly been thought of

The wheelmen would not join if they were to

if their training grounds on the

,| the week when most of them could use It.

however, '•' n, Salter, Spooner and
• iken the papers from the hands of the

uirter has been applied for. A meet-

lnk, . ed and the north side wheelmen
will have their track early this season. Training

quarters will be built, or. in fact, a large club-

Which will be convenient to the track. RavenswOOO
from the centre of the city, over

ed by train in twenty
The track will be three |ap« and well built.

ling flub are going to build.

hard at work and are now
rt. The house will • osl nearly $10,000,

I thai addltionscan be mads
Bt ,„ 1 ie money has for the most part been

lub memo

The Lincoln Cycling Club's Indoor team, under the

miu .

.re meeting will

won six out of the last seven

The run
WOU

, they might gain their
of the

ling as I..
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the

rh

y tilling 111 names
Wheelmen

: .plication at

I un-
etcd, when it will

nstallment '• for.

iTaio. la in Chicago this wee*

lib will pi •• •' m-

• ning.

Oitle

followed.

iv ere
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Bd. Bcvington "f the Oak Park Cycling
Club, will spend the next two or three months wheel-
ing in Cuba.

The Lincoln indoor base ball team held a reception
and dance in the club parlors last Thursday evening.

:,tire club-house was turned over to the base-

Its and their friends. Card, pool and bl

playing, besides dancing, occupied the evening.

The Oak Park whist tournament closed last M
evemng to Ludlow won first prize with twenty

or and eleven lost; Ike I'lltna.

ond, with nineteen won and twelve lost; Walter Knott,

third, seventeen won and fourteen lost. This tourna-

ment has been very sue, essful. a handicap biihard

tournament will now be inaugurated.

The Illinois Division, I. A. W., hold a constitutional

convention in this city Saturday, February 7 A busi-

neeting will beheld .. irill be
shown around the city in the alternoon. and in the

evening an entertainment will be given at Kimball
Hall, corner [ackSOn and State Streets. The enter-

tainment will be tree toall wheelmen, but the banquet
following will be open to I. A. W. members 01.

such as apply for membership on or before that even-
ing. Several prominent speakers will addrei
wheelmen. The entertainment provided will be ath-

letic and musical a genuine out-and-out stag enter-

tainment. Connecticut must watch her laurels, lor

Illinois will surely pass her after this "blow-out."

The Bnglewood Club have postponed a smoker which
was to have been held on that evening, and Captain
liver informs me that he has fully twenty-live possible

applicants. There arc several more clubs where linn-

of applications could be gained were they prop-
ked.

John Palmer informs me that Thomas Kane S
of whose bicycle department he is in charge, will

move into their store on the main Moor of their build-

ing earlv next month. The store is ao feet front by
nearly 300 in depth and will be nicely fitted up.

C. H . Tobev, of the C. C. C, is now with the Ken-
wood Mfg. Co., at their south side branch. "Birdie"
Munger has left their employ and it is rumored will

start for himself.

Henrv P. Andrae, of Milwaukee, was in town this

week and closed a deal with f'eatherstone for the

sale of his pneumatic-tyred machines in Milwaukee.

The weather here precludes the laving aside of your
wheel during the winter. The weather is still good.

nough to free/.e but not too severe tor riding.

Every morning wheelmen may be seen riding to

work. Why is it that these same riders will

overcoats and their every day attire and stamp them-
selves as "bloomin' javs" is more than 1 can tell.

They evidently cannot understand that riding in

cycle costume is much more comfortable and just as

warm.
Van Sicklen and Barrett on pneumatic tyre machines

arc riding daily and speak very highly of the pncii.

tyre. They have made four minutes differci

twelve miles, from Windsor Park to the city, without

any unusual exertion.

WILLIAMSPORT, PA.

W. .,,, snxioUS for Spring wether, and the Winter
days cannot pass too rapidly. True, some ol our

nen "keep it up" all the lime. 111 season ami
i| season, but the great majority have their

wheels laid, "i rathe! stored, awav, ah«l they long.

jh for Spring.

Then' has been some wheeling on the ice, several
in fact, on the glassy sin la, e ol ,,nr broad Sus-

inna, and the sport gained thereby has
Have you ever tiled a pedal 111 on 11 1 oil t •

It not. and it von want a novel experience, simply

II II Kr.iinm, who was suspended by the Racing
I Summer with a horse (and, by

the way, he beat the
|

wast-

ing awav undei said suspension. Is it very wit 1

1

i- the

plaud i" opli ' n so. he is doubl
Mr Ki .uiiiii is doing quite a comfortable busi-

M. bandies quite a number ol pop-

ular in..

The WiUlamsporl Hi. yi le Club has not •

happv, but i rememl
inny member who, bv ins in. omparable «

tell in. lories, kept the crowd in an uproai
..unt , lub runs, and individual tuns,

i nils, and what |oy there is in |

•is' I wish the club was happy as of old. r
-. bile.

. tittle wav up tin- iivei from hen
In its Victor agent, |ohn P. Giffo man whom

man Hi Is a I

tot tin- I'ennsylvao mpany, and
I.." k Haven

me of iiis partlculai and fellow-
ink I'. Brown who, though form-

high-wheel fellow, it now . ang."
• sling to hear him relate the Story of his

Deal h<

with the wheel, an. I i

ill push tie

BUFFALO.

one.. I the Western papers a short time ago laid:

"The Buffalo Press Cycling Club you hear of every
day, inn what about the Chi Cycling Club?
That paper about hit the nail on the head it is all

Press iv. ling Club here, especially since many of the
members have taken t s, and arrangements
tor the grand ball and donation party have been in

progress. But yon will heal ol it more -and in a

decided sense. There is likely to be n tlare up which
will astonish some of the " ink stingers " to no small
degree The Ouilldivers have adopted a pretty gold
badge formed of a bar. a wheel, a chain an,', a s .

attached together. The idea is that the "pen is

mightier than the sword " The inscription on the
badge is " l"i ess ilub, Buffalo," leaving the wheel to

nt the word "cycling." The Buffalo Pres«
Club, composed purely and simply ol active news-

men, have recently taken Objections to the

P i C. using their name, and I have it on the best ol

authority that an injunction will be applied for to

stop the' cyclists from Baring it. It is claimed by
officials of the Press Club that the piracy is too
patent to ignore. That the proceedings will be taken
there is not the slightest doubt.

A news bureau has been started in Buffalo under
the name of the "New Ideas Information Associa-
tion ." The matter has been kept very secret so far

as Buffalo is concerned, but 1 dropped across a
prospectus the other day, Charles B> Bates, late of
the Ramblers and who has for some time past been
writing under the «.•»« Jt plume of " Setagec " for the
Bulletin. What success Mr. C.ates will have as a
journalist 1 don't know, but 1 am inclined to think
that he will do belter as a hill climber and road racer
than in a field already Overrun with amateur scrib-

blers. As " Setagec " he is all right, but as a profes-
sional writer well.

It is with considerable regret that 1 have to an-
nounce that Buffalo wheeling circles are to lose John
I
Winner and W. P. Hugbson, two of the most genial

men that ever ornamented a parade or scorched along
a country road. The Ramblers will lose two good

gentlemen body. Johnnie
remost in every enterprise, and first to volun-

teer for every hard duty so long as it meant "Buffalo."
Both the riders I have named will go l.. San Francisco.
Mr. Hughsonisto have a solid position in Flavin ft

establishment, and Mr Winner will

have charge ot lieorge F Kberhardt's Purchasing
Agency.

The latest of 1). 11. Lewis, the Ramblers' first lieu-

tenant, is that he can win second prise in the pool
tournament. What won't Dan do ni \'. ' H« Is a mix-
ture of everything. He shines as a footballist, as a
road racer, as a hurdler, as a boxer, and has now
taken to the green cloth and Ivoi

Some time ago a sort of splash was made by the
leaders of local clubs to persuade the commissioners
to lay down a track on the Buffalo Park for the use of
bicyclists. Oh', they were going to do it in a few
minutes The COtnmil id the delegates that
they had no appropriation for such a purpose. Now

appropriations are made on May i, and it the
clubs will take the matter up at once, get a well signed
memorial and a "talking advocate," I do not doubt
but that the matter proposed can be accomplished
In my mind there is no doubt of it. Cycling in this

city has got to he recognised Seven thousand riders
and the votes of twenty-live hundred can't be lightly

I upon. Tl en deserve and claim
OH. Now it the wheelmen will form their

committee and then confer with the City league,
formulate a plan of action, and tkftt approach the
commissioners, the matter. I think, would be settled.

Indeed, I know from interviews that I have had with
sonic of the city officials that there has been a favora-

. ..ii ot ..pinion with regard to the matter.
It might here be mentioned that the park roadw.

monopolised bv horsemen wh.. object to
,nd path ; but let it

not he forgotten that wheelmen have equal rights
with them. Oil.

ERIE, PA.

" Rotana " m tl

taking '

of timi
anil

.

'

n why

'

Way up in this I. it away cornet Ol Pennsylvania
more than holding its own. There has

no special boom, i.ut a steady Increase of interest and
It mand for wheels. Our streets are bet-

and 'his is the slatting point.

you know, of the hundred mile COUXSa which ends in

Buffalo,

I rank Fairbaim, foi loliimbia agent, has
Warwick, his agency for which
He will ais.. push ''Rob Roy,"

the new j/--inch diamond-frame, ball hearing wheel
bj the Western Wheel V their

junior and other machines Hr. Palrbairn, by the
genius He has a new patent saddle

is making a .ushioii tvre, and has patented a
lg pulley ! Iway

Han v Tkfinson, r, will eon
Gormulfy * Jcffcry and push

k amblers.
'

ncy has . banged bands,

Ralph Temple, representing the Peatherstone pnen
•v pulling in hi

..'s house,
«» also in f. . with hi* little

le story.

ting ..f prices in Brie last year
It It IS Ull

This plan is certainly
: will K'y« each

i satisfact W.w t.
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FIXTURES.

FEBRUARY-

9.—Races and Parade at Mardi Grass Jubilee,
Galveston, Texas.

9.—Semi-annual meeting N. Y. State Division
Board of Officers at Albany.

11.—Games of the Nautilus Boat Club at Palace
Rink, Brooklyn. Two-mile handicap safety
race.

13.—Meeting of the National Racing Board, Phila-
delphia.

14.—Gotham Wheelmen's entertainment and ball

at the Lyceum Opera House, Thirty-fourth
Street.

16.—Annual meeting of the National Assembly at

Willard's Hotel, Washington.
21.—Twenty-second Regiment Athletic Associa-

tion's games at their armory, Boulevard and
Sixty-eighth Street, N. Y. Two-mile handi-
cap safety race.

23. Two Mile Indoor Safety Race at Rochester,
N. Y., for championship of the city.

MARCH.
2-7.—Cycling Exhibition at Horticultural Hall,

Philadelphia. Address R. H. Kain, Secre-
tary, 21 South Seventh Street.

MAY.

30.—Tournament at Worcester, Mass.
31.—Chicago—Pullman Road Race.

JUNE.

1.—Elwell's European Tour. Departure from New
York.

8.—Annual Spring Meet of Connecticut Division
and New Haven Bicycle Club Tournament.
Address E. J. Perkins, Secretary.

26-27.—Kentucky Division meet.
28.—Kentucky Division's excursion from Louisville

to Mammoth Cave and return.

JULY.

2-3-4.—Race meet of the Hagerstown Bicycle Club
and Maryland Division's annual meet,
Hagerstown.

3-4-5.—Annual meet of the Missouri Division at Carth-
age.

4.—Columbia Cycle Club's tournament at Charter
Oak Park, Hartford, Conn.

4.—The Poorman Road Race at Cincinnati.
29.—Departure from New York ot Smith's European

Tour.

AUGUST.
4.—Tournament and Road Race of the Waiontha'

Bicycle Club, Richfield Springs, N. Y.

SEPTEMBER.
8-9.—Tournament at Hartford, Conn.

THE BOWLING LEAGUE.

But little activity has been experienced in

bowling circles during the past week. The
only game played since the last issue of The
Wheel took place on Monday evening, Februa-
ry 2, between the New York Bicycle Club and
the Manhattan Bicycle Club. The game sched-
uled for Thursday evening between the Ata-
lanta Wheelmen and the Harlem Wheelmen
has been postponed until February 26 by re-

quest of the former club.

The game between the New York Bicycle

Club and the Manhattan Bicycle Club on Mon-
day evening resulted as follows:

N. Y. Bicycle Club.
s. s. b. Scr.

Schaeffer 2 5 3 164

Rossire 1 4 5 157
Heydecker .. . .2 2 6 125
Stott o 46 115

Lawrence o 7 3 150
Odell o 5 s 129
Nisbett 3 2 s 145
Findley o 4 6 127

Manhattan B. C.
s. s. b. Scr.

Nov. 17—N. Y. B. C. vs. Atalanta. Result, N. Y. B.

C, 1173 ; A. W., 1145.

Nov. 21—Brooklvn B. C. vs. Riverside W. Result,
B. B. C, 1138; R. W., 879.
Nov. 24—Riverside W. vs. Hudson Co. W. Result,

H. C. W-, 1084; R. W., 989.

Nov. 28—Harlem vs. Atalanta. Result, A. W., 1218
;

H. W., 1195 (eleven frames.)
Nov. 28—Brooklyn vs. Manhattan. Result, B. B. C,

1092 ; M. B. C, 940.

Dec. 4—Atalanta vs. Riverside. Result, A. W., 1335;
R. W., 793.
Dec. 4—Manhattan vs. New York. Result, N. Y. B.

C, 1149; M. B. C, 1042.

Dec. 8—New York Bicycle Club vs. Harlem Wheel-
men. Result, N. Y. B. C, 1108 ; H. W., 1029.

Dec. 8—Hudson County Wheelmen vs. Manhattan
B. C. Result, H. C. W., 1080; M. B. C, 855.

Dec. 8—Riverside Wheelmen vs. B. B. C. Result,
B. B. C, 1130; R. W., 1062.

Dec. 12—Harlem Wheelmen vs. Brooklyn Bicycle
Club. Result, H. W., 1040; B. B. C, 1027.

Dec. 15—Hudson County Wheelmen vs. New York
Bicycle Club. Result, N. Y. B. C, 1226 ; H. C. W., 1066.

Dec. 15—Riverside Wheelmen vs. Harlem Wheel-
men. Result, H. W., 1148; R. W:, 989.

Dec. 18—Manhattan Bicycle Club vs. Atalanta
Wheelmen. Result, A. W., 1101 ; M. B. C, 937.

Dec. 22—Riverside Wheelmen vs. Manhattan Bicy-
cle Club. Result, R. W., 1012 ; M. B. C, 981.

Dec. 26—Brooklyn Bicycle Club vs. Atalanta Wheel-
men. Result, A. W., 1132 ; B. B. C, 1073.

Dec. 29—Hudson County Wheelmen vs. Brooklyn
Bicycle Club. Result, B. B. C, 1190; H. C. W., 1153.

Jan. 2—Harlem Wheelmen vs. New York Bicycle
Club. Result, H. W., 1137 : N. Y. B. C, 1120.

Jan. 5—Hudson County Wheelmen vs. Riverside
Wheelmen. Result, H. C. W., 1126 ; R. W., 1052.

Jan. 8—Atalanta Wheelmen vs. Brooklyn Bicycle
Club. Result, A. W., 1350; B. B. C, 1122.

Jan. 9—Harlem Wheelmen vs. Manhattan Bicycle
Club. Result, H. W., 1162 ; M. B. C, 937.

Jan. 12—New York Bicycle Club vs. Riverside
Wheelmen. Result, N. Y. B. O, 1003; R. W., 920.

Jan. 15—Manhattan Bicycle Club vs. Brooklyn Bicy-
cle Club. Result, M. B. C, 976 ; B. B. C, 910.

Jan. 15—Atalanta Wheelmen vs. Hudson County
Wheelmen. Result, A. W., 1322 ; H. C. W., 1150.

Jan. 16—Harlem Wheelmen vs. Riverside Wheel-
men. Result, H. W., 1080; R. W., 891.

Jan. 19—Riverside Wheelmen vs. Atalanta Wheel-
men. Result, A. W., 1166; R. W., 1027.

Jan. 19—New York Bicycle Club vs. Hudson County
Wheelmen. Result, N. Y. B. C, 1135 ; H. C. W., 941.

Jan. 22—Manhattan Bicycle Club vs. Harlem Wheel-
men. Result, H. W., 960 ; M. B. C, 957.

Jan. 23—Brooklyn Bicycle Club vs. New York Bicy-
cle Club. Result, N. Y. B. C, 1090 ; B. B. C, 1035.

Jan. 29—Atalanta Wheelmen vs. New York Bicycle
Club. Result, N. Y. B. C, 1328 : A. W., 1285.

Jan. 29—Manhattan Bicycle Club vs. Hudson County
Wheelmen. Result, M. B. C, 997 ; H. C. W:, 926.

Feb. 2—New York Bicycle Club vs. Manhattan Bi-
cycle Club. Result, N. Y. B. C, 1142 ; M. B. C, 1022.

Post ....

Austin 1

Hahn 2

Connor ;.o
McFarland 2

Washburne . . .0

Pelin 1

Ford 3

141

122

93
127

133
"3
163

Total 11 12 Total 1022

FRAMES.

New York B. C..106 229 336 452 541 655 762 899 1000 1112
Manhattan B. C. 84 175 262 359 468 587 696 808 923 1022

Umpire, W. A. de Goicouria ; Scorers, J. H. Char-
otte, N. N. B. C; R. L. McFarland, M. B. C.

clubs in theThe standing of the various
League to date is as follows

:

To Highest Average
Won. Lost. Play. Score. Score.

New York B. C 9 1 2 1328 11 47 2-5
Atalanta Wh'lmen 723 1350 1213 7-9
Harlem Wh'lmen. 633 1162 1079 2-3
Brooklyn B. C 4 5 3 U9° 10792-3
HudsonCo. W 4 5 3 "SS 10674-9
Manhattan B.C. 282 1042 9642-5
RiversidcWh'lmen 1 9 2 1062 801 2-5

The results of the games that have been
played are as follows

:

Nov. 17—Hudson County vs. Harlem. Result, II. C.
W., 1081 ; Harlem, 1074.

The following games remain to be played

:

Feb. 6—Brooklyn Bicycle Club vs. Hudson County
Wheelmen, at Brooklyn.
Feb. 9—Riverside Wheelmen vs. New York Bicycle

Club, at New York.
Feb. 9—Hudson County Wheelmen vs. Atalanta

Wheelmen, at Jersey City.
Feb. 13—Brooklyn Bicycle Club vs. Harlem Wheel-

men, at Brooklyn.
Feb. 16—New York Bicycle Club vs. Brooklyn Bicy-

cle Club,at New York.
Feb. 19—Atalanta Wheelmen vs. Manhattan Bicycle

Club, at Newark.
Feb. 20—Harlem Wheelmen vs. Hudson County

Wheelmen, at New York.
Feb. 26—Manhattan .Bicycle Club vs. Riverside

Wheelmen, at New York.
Feb. 26—Atalanta Wheelmen vs. Harlem Wheelmen,

at Newark.

BRETZ, CURTIS & CO., 1891.

This enterprising firm, who have judiciously pushed
the Referee until it has become well and favorably
known throughout the United States, are arranging
to enlarge their business this year in various ways.
Within a short time they will publish two catalogues,
one for their wholesale and one for their retail trade.
Their wholesale business became so important during
1889 and 1890 that they were compelled in a measure
to neglect their retail trade, but during the com-
ing season they will make a strong bid for local
patronage.
For 1891 they will have five styles of Referees.

Their first style will be fitted with a pneumatic tyre -

T
it will weigh 41 J4 pounds, and will be sold at $140, with
$35 additional for pneumatic. The tyre used by the
Referee people has been shown abroad and attracted
considerable comment. The second style will be a
cushion-tyred safety weighing 40 pounds, and selling
at $140. The third style will be a solid-tyred Referee,
weighing 37 pounds, and listed at $140. The fourth
will be a 32-pound drop frame ladies' safety, with a
solid tyre, at $140. The fifth style will be their racing
safetyj which will be fitted with both solid and pneu-
matic tyres, the solid-tyred wheel weighing 18 pounds
and the pneumatic 20 pounds.
The firm will fit Banker & Campbell cushion tyres

to 'their wheels. They state that their pneumatic
tyre is of an improved form, and it will not puncture.
Their wheels this year have been enlarged, and will
be 30 by 28 instead of 28 by 28. There is also a new
and improved handle bar, and the ladies' wheel will
be fitted with }i solid tyre to rear wheel and % to
front wheel. The Referees will also be fitted with
Keystone saddles.
In a general way too much cannot be said in praise

of this wheel. The popularity and strength of this
mount is corroborated by the fact that nearly all

English makers are using the Referee style of dia-
mond frame this year. The Referee is a solidly built,
graceful-looking mount, and we expect the company
to repeat in an increased degree during 1891 the suc-
cess they met with in 1890. Among their principal
agents may be mentioned A. J. Street Cycle Co., of.

Chicago, who handles the Referee for Illinois and
Wisconsin ; Charles Hanauer, of Cincinnati, who will!

cover Ohio; W. J. Newman, of Cambridge, who will
cover eastern Massachusetts

; J. B. & G. C. Sweet, of
Buffalo, for western New York

; Haradon & Son, of
Springfield, for western Massachusetts; George R.
Bidwell, for eastern New York ; Wilder & Laing, of
St. Louis, for Missouri ; Prince Wells, of Louisville,
for Kentucky, and H. T. Hearsey, of Indianapolis, for
Indiana.
Outside of their principal line the firm will handle

Warwicks in southern New Jersey, Pennsylvania and
Delaware. Mr. Curtis informed the writer that the
firm would make a special effort to push the three
Warwicks this year throughout their territory. He
justly stated that the wheels were of handsome de-
sign and finish, and he expects to make large sales
this year. In the way of retail trade the company
will handle Columbias, Unions and Victors for the
uptown Philadelphia trade. They are also agents
for the handsome and improved line of the Western
Wheel Works. They are also handling Pettit's Com-
mon Sense Hickory bicycle for Philadelphia. They
will cater for their retail trade with the lines men-
tioned, besides which they will be read)' to hire, rent,
repair, etc., etc. Mr. Bretz is now on the road looking
up agents.

THE CAPITAL CYCLE CO., i89 r.

INDOOR RACES AT BUFFALO.

About 3,000 persons witnessed the indoor
joint games of the Ramblers' Bicycle Club and
the Sixty-fifth Regiment at Buffalo on Saturday
evening last. The bicycle events resulted as
follows

:

One Mile Novice, Safety—John Penseyres, first;

O. Neubauer, second. Time 3m. 15s.

One Mile Safety—A. T. Crooks, first ; R. W. Conn,
second. Time, 3m.

Three Mile Safety, Lap—Chas. Dorntage, first

;

J. J. Kane, second.

One Mile Safety, Ramblers' Championship—A.
T. Crooks, first; J. J. Kane, second. Time, 3111. 15s.

One Mile Safety, Regiment Championship—In-
derbitzen, first; Smith, second. Time, 3111. 36 1-5S.

Five Mile Indoor City Championship—Won by
Dorntage in 15m. 3-5S.

The Wheelman, the new Irish cycling paper, is to be
credited with quite a clever departure in cycling
journalism, its editor having interviewed Lord Wolsc-
ley on cycling from a military aspect. In connection
with the paper on the interview with Wolscley, a
crayon portrait of England's great general is also
published. The general believes thai the niilil.ii\

authorities Should be at all times prepared to take ad-
vantage of any new idea, and adopt any novelty when
it is shown that there is utility in it. The general
thinks that there is a ful ure tor military cycling, and
that a corps of mounted eveiists would be immense,
each covering, as it. would be able to ,io, titty or sixty
miles a day. He also stated that it in- were going Into
active service to-morrow he would take with him all

the cyclists he could get.

A representative of The Wheel recently visited
the headquarters of the Psycho, and had a long chat
with Mr. H. S. Owen regarding Psychos for 1891. The
Capital Company some time since removed from their
historic quarters on New York Avenue, and now oc-
cupy an entire building at Seventeenth and K Streets,
where they have repair shops, and from which place
they will handle their wholesale business. A sample
of the 1891 Psycho was shown. The wheel is hand-
somely finished, as Psychos always have been ; in-

deed, it was the beauty of the wheel that first gave it

prominence in this country. The wheels are made to
special order for this trade by Starley Bros., of whose
ability we have often heard, not only from their
agents in this country, but from representatives of
the English trade, who admit that they are justly en-
titled to the highest reputation for tine cycle work..
The Capital Company are not prepared to make a de-
tailed announcement of their 1891 mounts. The prin-
cipal feature learned was that they have a cushion
tyre, which seems to be a radical departure from the
cushions used by other concerns in this country. It

will have a %!-inch hole. So confident are the com-
pany of its durability that they offer to replace anj
tyre which will cut within one year. The cevm m"
intend to handle their Washington retail bus
from a new store which they wili shortly open on one
of the principal avenues. ' Mr. Owen will start in
about two weeks to make his annual visits to his
principal agents.

WASHINGTON CYCLE CO.

Mr. Fred D. Owen, of this concern, informed .1 rep-
resentative of Tut' Wheel that the companj
their iSui mounts well under way. Their principal
Style "ill be called the Rcxiua, and it will be a high-
grade wheel in every respect, besides having many
special features designed by Mr. Owen,-whose
acquaintance with cycling, combined with inventive
talent, enables him to improve in detail without over-
loading the machine with impracticable inventions
We will shortly publish ems ot the new win .

company.

A "trimmer " in the employ oftheToront 1

Light Co. uses a safety to travel over his route when
putting new e.ii bona in t he Limps.
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HERE, THERE AND THEREABOUTS.

Nay, I'll cling to thee, my bicycle, till thy round rub-
ber tyres

Pound to rage, and till to toothpicks split thy tremu-
lous steel wires

!

I will cling to thee till mortals skip the azure in

balloons,
And along the purple heavens flash the gay collegian's

spoons.
I will cling to thee till nations fall, and longer still,

perhaps,
Till mankind's consummate species shall to Simian

shapes relapse,
Till the present time than Julius C, the late, is even

deader,
I will cling to thee till—"R. I. P."—he took a header.

There was no use talking, the machine he was riding
had developed a squeak beyond all the proportions
of the wheel itself, and neither the contents of the oil-

can nor the ministrations of the wrench had been
found sufficient to silence it, as he turned to the agent
who had sold it to him and said : " See here, wheel-
wright, do you think this machine is sound ?" " Very
much so." replied the agent, and there came a silence
between the two riders broken only by the melodious
and mysterious squeak.

Spirits of dead men are said to be raised in certain
circles, but the wheels of the cycle are the certain
ones to raise the spirits of live men and that's much
better.

'In the days gone by when yet the poetry of cycling
enshadowed it, and it had not become entirely per-
meated with the prosaic, romance-destroying utility

of the nineteenth century, as it has at present, clubs
were wont to search mythology and poetry to secure
therefrom some title for themselves which would em-
body a portion of the poetry they had woven round
the sport, and in consequence of this such names as
Mercury, he of the winged foot, Centaur, the race,
half horse, half man, Ariel, the sprite of the air, JEolus,
the god of the winds, Atalanta, swift of foot and great
of beauty, Ixion, he whom mythology first unites to

the wheel, all in their turn had their names taken to

designate different wheel clubs, and it was a practice
more praiseworthy in its observance than the present
one of tacking " wheel club " to the name of the State,

county or city in which the club is located. There is

neither originality nor poetry in such a plan, and
while it undoubtedly answers for the purposes of
designation, it differs not from every other club in

the same place, as far as name goes, except in its

designation of "wheel club." Greek mythology
teems with names appropriate in poetic fancy to
cycling. If Centaurs then why not old Chiron, the
wisest of them, or one of his pupils, say, Euphemus,
who was so swift and light-footed that he could run
upon the surface of the sea and yet not wet his feet,

or Calais and Zetes, the two sons of the North Wind,
who sported golden wings upon their feet. All of
these and many more could be found whose supposed
attributes and powers would make their names appro-
priate for cycling club nomenclature. At any rate,

whether mythology or something else furnish the ori-

gin of club names it matters not so that we get out of

the net we are in now, which, however distinctive it

may be, lacks romance, poetry or originality, and,
therefore, pays the organizations which follow it the
poor compliment of being deficient in these qualities.

watched the noiseless spinning of the front wheel
through the bearings on which I was busy pouring
benzine to cleanse. "This chain you see here," said
I, pointing to the gearing, "drives the machine, and
both of its wheels having ball bearings causes them
to run over the road very fast and easy." "Well, I

declare! That's funny," he replied. " Why, down in

my country we have ball bearings to keep things
from running easily." "How's that?" I asked, with
some surprise. " Well, you see, we do all of the work
on our roads down there with convicts, each one of
whom bears a ball at the end of a chain, the convict
at one end and the ball at the other ; but somehow or
other their ball bearings don't seem to enable them to
run any faster or easier either."

If any of the managers of racing tournaments want
to secure an attraction for their meets which will
command at one and the same time the most intense
interest of the general public and the wheelmen, I

would like to offer them an idea which I am sure will
be successful beyond any question. For years it has
been the boast on the daily press of this country that
nothing upon the earth, above it or beneath it, could
equal the average district messenger boy in the length
of time he takes to go a given distance ; the public are
as firm believers in this as they are of anything in

life. Now, wheelmen, usually the most intelligent
portion of the public have long known that this idea,

while formerly a correct one, has become obsolete,
made so by the cyclers themselves, it having been
demonstrated very conclusively that the slowest thing
in the world is a wheel champion of the vintage of

1890, who is a disciple of the "brain power" theory.
Now, with these two great bodies of the people ar-

rayed against each other, the public supporting the
messenger boys' claims and the wheelmen defending
those of the wheel champions, just think of the ex-
citement and interest a race for championship honors
between these two exponents of loafing tactics would
produce. The contestant taking the greatest amount
of time in finishing the event to be awarded the title

of "Champion Loafer of the World." Certain it is

that both sides will warmly support their respective
favorites, and to we who know the merits, or rather
demerits, of each class, it will be an easy thing for us
to name the winner, and it won't be the messenger
boy either.

rule " when they have met defeat at the hands of the
wiser heads of the organization; in other words, they
represent the one wise j uror in the case, and the other,
or so-called " ring," represents the eleven darn foolish
ones. Now, I am at all times in favor of protecting
the rights and privileges of the minority, being a firm
believer that therein lies the strength and welfare of
any organization, but I cannot, in consequence, go
back of what sad experience has already taught me
to be the only safe thing to do in anything in connec-
tion with wheeling organizations, and that is to put
none but " old-timers " on guard. Those who have
made the League what it is to-day—a great, glorious
and nearly perfect organization—are, in my mind,
more competent to maintain it there and to wisely
and successfully advance it than any new men can
possibly be, no matter how earnest and capable they
are. Experience is the great essential for the proper
filling of the high League offices, and as long as the
so-called "ring" succeed in giving candidates pos-
session, I am not inclined to scan too closely the
means they employ to select and elect them, being
politic enough to adopt their belief that the end
justifies the means. This, understand, is not my per-
sonal way of thinking, and is dealing with the case in
a general way only, having no reference in any way
to the new election, or to any other in the past. " Ring
rule" I do not really think exists in the League, but I

do believe that there is an understood principle of
seniority in service being an essential to promotion,
and it is this idea that I am a firm upholder of, and am
willing to accept the so-called "ring rule" if it will
but give it to me. Don Salambo.

On the racing path of life there is no time to look
back at the failures, who have taken headers and
fallen out of the pace.

A wheel is like a mill, no good standing still. Let it

turn, fast as it will, and the more health and happiness
will there come from it for the world to enjoy.

I notice in the columns of The Wheel, a few issues
since, the fact that some gentleman in Chattanooga,
Tenn., had coasted down Lookont Mountain, on a 60-

inch wheel. Now, while I do not wish in any way to
detract from any honor that there may be attached to
such a feat, I do want to throw a little light on the
performance as regards to what such a ride actually
amounts to. . Lookout Mountain rises 2,000 feet above
the city of Chattanooga, and the ascent of it is made
by a turnpike road over three miles in length, so that
a coast down this road is really not so much of risk as
one would think from the reading of it. I do not think
that as a test of riding it begins to compare with a trip
down " Break Neck " hill, near Jerome Park, whose
name very aptly expresses the actual chances a rider
takes in trying to ride down it, much less coast it, Mr.
C. E. Bently, of the New Yorks, being the only man I

can recall who has ever, to my knowledge, succeeded
in coasting it.

Speaking of Chattanooga in the foregoing item, re-
minds me that it should be one of the cycling centres
of the Southwest. It is now putting $500,000 in im-
proved streets, mostly asphalt, and is surrounded by
a perfect system of macadam pikes, to which must be
added the splendid roads through the National Ceme-
tery, to which the Government intends to still further
add a boulevard fourteen miles in length, running
from the city to the new National Park at the battle-
field of Chicamauga. It seems strange to Eastern
eyes that such a place is not already overun with
wheelmen, as I know of many places in the Eastern
and Middle States to be, which possess not one-half of
its advantages of road and climate, but for some
reason to me unknown, the gospel of cyling seems to
have fallen upon stony ground there, and to have
taken root only to die.

It is better to be off with the old tyre before you arc
on with the pneu.

I know a wheelman who claims to have the oldest
bicycle in the world, and, strange to say, his claim
seems to have some foundation of. fact in it. He is a
member of the Oratorio Society, and was returning
from a performance given by it, mounted upon his
wheel, when I met him, and as he dismounted to
speak to me he made the claim that the machine he
had been riding was the identical one with the history
of antiquity attached to it that has been before re-

ferred to. I knew the wheel had not been out of the
factory of its maker for any length of time in excess
of one year, so I only laughed at his claim, and ex-
pressed a grain of doubt of his ability to substantiate
his assertions as to its being one of the oldest wheels
in the world. As he mounted to leave me he handed
me a document which he said would prove the truth
of his claims, as he and his machine had but just come
from where the document given me had been issued
and used. As he left me I opened the printed sheet,
wondering at his carelessness in trusting such a valu-
able document to the care of any one else, and as my
eyes scanned its printed pages I found it was a pro-
gramme of the Oratorio Society's performance of
"The Creation," from which my friend was evidently
returning when I met him. At first it did not get
through my thick head just where the joke came in,

but when I came to think it all over I saw the whole
thing ; for surely any wheel which had been present
at " the creation " was certainly entitled to claim for
itself unequaled antiquity.

"What makes them things run so easy, mister?" in-

quired a Southern seeker after cycling lore as he

Excited lady, to thoughtful-looking wheelman riding
along the road :

" Sir, will you please ride after that
crippled man who has j ust passed you ? He has robbed
me of my purse."
Thoughtful-looking wheelman, putting on a look of

intense mental action :
" I can't, madam, I am the 3%

mile champion of America, and while of course I can-
not ride fast enough to catch your cripple, I will do
all of the headwork I am noted for and by which I

gained my championship honors, and see if by it I

cannot catch up with the thief."
The thief hobbles off, leaving in the background a

tableau of an excited and irate woman intensely
watching the mental struggles of the champion to

overtake him.

What a great country this America of ours is for
elections and electioneering ? Perhaps there is not
another in all the world which goes in as wholesouled
for the dubious pleasures of trying to elect our favor-
ite candidate as we do. In this national- trait we
wheelmen are not lacking. Club elections having
now been finished, the new candidates seated, and the
defeated ones forgotten for another year, we turn our
eyes to the national election of the League officers for

the ensuing year, and there find an opening for the
dearest privilege of an American—the right to vote or
to influence some one who can. To hear some of the
junior politicians of the L. A. W. discussing the
chances of their various candidates for the vice-presi-
dencies would convince an uninformed listener that
the fate of nations depended upon it, but that grave
as the responsibility was, yet did the junior politician
feel that it was safe in his hands, and in that of the
candidate he was supporting. In the end, the older
heads of the L. A. W. get together, make up their
ticket, and elect it, paying but little heed to the wails
of the small-fry, and he, or rather they, having been
allowed the privilege of an American in working ami
voting for his particular candidate, feels perfectly
satisfied until next year presents to him the same
chance, and then it is all (lone over again. I know
men who had thus been supporting losing candidates
for years, and are just as contented ami just asanxioUS
to support them to-day as when they began the prac-
tice. Now, there are those, howeyer, who haye a

chronic Inclination t" always "side with the mi.
I

1

dog in the light," have been heard to cry out " ring

DOWN DANIELSONVILLE WAY.

A short time since the Chicago correspondent
touched upon a bit of sentiment in relation to the
marriages that may have been brought about by the
advent of the ladies' bicycle. You will remember
the paragraph. It was quite pretty, and spoke the
grand word "Love" out, straight and true. But the
lines just opened a subject which all men meet in one
way or another, and so it were a discourtesy for me
to be puerile in continuing the chat a bit further with
the men who are reading this paper.
There is no doubt that the ladies' bicycle has

brought in a large number of new lady riders, and
made it possible for young men and women to begin
pleasant acquaintances which might ripen into mar-
riage. The wheel was the beginning, the influence
which made heart know heart. That a man who
loved a girl enough to marry her, in all things else,

should hold off because of a piece of inanimate steel
and rubber, betrays less" than the man.
The cycles of all time to the world have rolled on

wheels of Love. Love came before bicycles of any
kind. Love is the beginning of all things, and will be
the millenium. There is such a difference between
fancy and love. Fancy touches all the conceits and
foibles of a man and tantalizes him between honesty
with his manhood and the backward glances and
dreams of the club, or that unknown "freedom " to
which this same " fancy " holds him slave. Love, ah !

but that recks not of wheels or all the world besides.
All that has swayed or awed the world lies in the one
word ; and there are just as many noble young men
among the wheelmen who love as men as there are in
any other class of people. And I know not why there
should not be more, since the wheel is such a potent
restorer of lifegiving impulses—breathing, as it were,
out of the pure air, also, upliftings of character, and
causing us to feel the inspiration of larger dignity
as men,
A great deal is said and written of the mountains

and mountain scenery of this beautiful hill-country.
To-night the rain is pelting at the windows and the
winds go scalding around out in the dark, hunting
every alley like an ill-tempered mother searching for
her offspring, so that at my desk here, not unwillingly,
I may sit and think with you, dear reader, of the
mountains as we have seen them in company with
the wheel, for these are the days of the opening of
memory's wonder-book.
Now, I would not like to live among the mountains.

The visions of bold scenic outlines which almost
merge the horizon in the zenith repeated day by day
hamper the spirit of man and give it an unrest which
one may feel abstractly but not understand. "These
are our hills," we would say, "these the valleys, these
the outlines against distance which have startled and
awed, but what is there outside this prison of our
spirit?" Better the gentle slopes or long reaches of
river or the ocean, these give you elbow-room for the
imagination. You have stopped a moment to chat
with some dweller of the mountains. What does he
talk of? He will tell you of the storm that's coming
from the haze that hangs over yonder knob ; he will
tell you of his crops or his coal kiln that smokes yon-
der across the valley, and while he talks there is a
pathetic lonesomeness in his words. Or the farmer
of broader acres he will breathe deeper of the breeze
that comes over his own domain from out the beyond.
The seaport town denizen will tell you there is a ship
come in this morn from round the Horn. She had a
crew of Dane and Swede and Portuguese, and gossip
is rife in the village of her adventures on flu- seas
around the globe. YOU will look out oyer the waters
seven or eight thousand miles in a moment, and the
log-book of a three years' cruise will read itself to
your imagination.

I am forced to believe we do think at times when
the wheel bears us out under the blue sky, and so long
as we are but men and women of the wheel we must
have imaginations, desires and inquisitivencsscs into
that inner life of ours which we declare receives new
.est from our cycling living. Not even the scorcher
do 1 except in this. 1 believe there are very few of
these, grind along the way as lhe\ will, who to search
out the impetus of their penchant cannot give you a
reason which will be cousin to your own love of
Cycling which seeks a more moderate pace for its

pleasure. A.UPHNV u k

The roads in the vicinity oi San Francisco are
reported to haye never been in a better condition
than they are at present.
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THE HEARTS DESIRE.

Tlu- birds will be sin^in^,
And primroses sprin.

While tyreless our cycles are hung on a hook :

We seek for p
Amongst the collection,

Oh! help 11- a mg ones—where shall we look?

Which shall be fair-

And chiefest, and rarest,
First in the lyrics that rhymesters shall sinK }

I we be jollied

tick to the solid,
Or hail the proud cushion the caoutchouc king ?

lid that inflation
Whips all in creation,

Removes from our chests the unbearable load ;

Hut just at this juncture
We dream of a puncture,

And nervous ones whisper, " The bladder be blowed."

II we ..re yearning,
And twisting and turning.

And waiting; and watching with anxious desire,
ting

sxrant investing
Our limited coin in that blessing a tyre !

!•'. I". 5. in Bicycling .'

Cycling is pedestrianism in levitation, plus
the mechanical advantage of the wheel.

PATENTS
Procured in the United
States and Foreign
Countries. Trade-
marks, designs, labels
and copyrights. Send

iption, with model, photograph, or sketch, and 1

will let you know whether you can obtain a patent.
All information free.

W. B. AUGHINBAUGH,
Baltic Building, Washington, II. C.

|Vol. VI., No 24.

Axiomatic -While a wheelman should have
plenty of true grit in his own conduct and 1

ing, he should have none in the bearings of his
wheel.

Reliable and well-known

wheelmen wanted as

ts in cities and

towns, for an incorpor-

ated organization, that sills its members all

makes of "high grade" wheels (3 (4 pet
month and atn utal required.
Address for full particulars,

II PITS

!

THE BICYCLE & SUPPLY CO
Baltimore and Holliday Sts. Baltimore, Md.

n"NOW IS THE TIME.
HERE ARE A FEW BARGAINS.

Columbia Ladies' and Gents' Safeties, . $90.00

1890 Victor Safety, shopworn only, . . 115.00

1889 Victor Safety, .... 75.00

1889 Ladies' Swift, ..... 75*.oo

1890 Diamonds, . . $60 00 and 65.00

1 Hollow Frame Star, 51x24, perfect in every

point, . . ... 65.00

AND MANY OTHER BARGAINS

SEND FOR BKSCRIPTIONS.

HOLLAND « HAVENER, Worcester, Mass.

# YOUR • BICYCLE. *
Do not wait until we are rushed but send

your wheel now

We have the Largest REPAIR SHOP in the East.

IVEW YORK BICYCLE CO.,
NTos. * »iul(» B.60tb Street, N. V. n<>;ir Fifth V»e Knlriiiicc to Central Park.

PNKUMATICS
WE ARE SOLE NEW ENGLAND AGENTS FOR

FEATHERSTONE'S PNEUMATIC WHEELS,

All Wheels Must Come Through Us.

. #rv #;.yts n\iJYTi: #>.

WRIGHT & DITSON,
578 & 580 Washington St., lioslon, Mass.
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THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY MEET.

A WORD ON THE ELECTIONS.

The National Assembly meet will be held.at Wil-
lard's Hotel, in Washington, on Monday next. The
principal business of the meeting will be the election

of the President, First Vice-President, Second Vice-

President and Treasurer of the League for a period

of two years.

Until within last Saturday the name of Mr. Dunn
was mentioned for the Presidency, and no other can-

didate was heard of. For the First Vice-Presidency a

lot of work had been done for Mr. Burdette by Con-
necticut, while Mr. Brown was named on the Dunn-
Burdette ticket as Second Vice-President. Mr. Albert

Mott was also in the field for the First Vice-Presiden-

cy, but no active campaigning was done on his

account.

But, on Saturday last, a change came o'er the spirit

of the dream, and between Saturday and at the time

of this writing a lot of work has been accomplished

by friends of Mr. Bidwell.

To sum up the situation briefly, New York will send

her eighteen votes solid for Bidwell and Mott, with

the third place open. The Bidwell-Mott ticket will

receive the support of Delaware, Maryland, Kentucky,

Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia. Pennsylvania

will also support Mott, though whether Mr. Boyle can

keep his men in line for Dunn is an open question, as

the majority of the Pennsylvania men will not sup-

port any ticket which sacrifices Mott.

The result of the conference held by the Massa-

chusetts Division this Friday afternoon is not yet

known, but it will cast its dozen votes, and, possibly,

an additional half dozen New England votes, for the

Bidwell-Mott ticket and ask for the naming of Mr.

George Perkins or Mr. J. S. Dean for the Second

Vice-Presidency.

The West is dissatisfied with Dunn, says good
authority, and will come unpledged. It is probable

that it will want a man named for the Second Vice-

Presidency, and it can ask for it with a good grace.

The name of Mr. Brewster will probably be put for-

ward. Judging from the straws, we believe that a

Bidwell Mott ticket is certain of election, and that

the workers for these candidates can make assurance

doubly sure by placing on their ticket a man named
by either New England or the West.

It would be hard to find reasons for the turn of the

tide against Mr. Dunn, but certain it is that the tide

has turned. The National Assembly seems to take

pleasure in putting up a man one year and knifing

him the next. The disgraceful deposition of Luscomb
last year was a sample of this work.

Outside of this tradition, it is stated that the present

administration has been an expensive one; that it has
accomplished nothing; that it has impeded the work
of highway improvement; that the chief executive has
not handled his fellow-committeemen with policy;

that there is friction between him and his national

committeemen.
Of Mr. Dunn we have nothing to say. We know

that the League does put up its man and then puts the

knife to him. We also know how difficult it is for a

League president to show tangible results.

On the other side, we know Mr. Bidwell to be a

clear-headed man of affairs, of executive power, of

judgment in handling men and measures. He con-

ceived the Liberty Bill idea, and was chiefly instru-

mental in the passage of that measure. He has a

trade interest, but that will in.rea.se his interest

in the League's growth. It is the men who have had
trade interest who have put the sport where it is to-

day. It was Spalding's' commercial interest in base
ball that has made it the national game.

A LIE REFUTED.

Some time since we published an article on the

Chicago trade, which, for fidelity and exhaustiveness,

was never before surpassed by a similar communica-
tion to the American cycling press. Later we pub-
lished an article on the Buffalo trade, from the pen of

an able professional journalist, the excellence of

which appears to have attracted the all-too-easily ex-

citable envy of one of our Western contemporaries.

The editor ordered the Buffalo boy who represents

him to set to work and concoct a story, to the effect

that the Buffalo article we published was misleading,

fraudulent, untruthful, and, in fact, a fiasco of fiction

and farrago. It took one of the none-to many col-

umns of our Western contemporary to grow frothy

over the article in question.

We have carefully investigated the matter—as the

value and validity of the columns of THE WHEEL
must be above suspicion—with the result that the

charges of our envious critic disappear as completely

as a punctured soap-bubble.

We publish letters from the Buffalo trade :

Standard Cycle Co.—"Your article was in every
way very good and was correct as far as we are con-
cerned except in a few details."

Comet Cycle Co.—"The Wheel is hustling and
energetic, and is always read with interest in this
city. The article on the Buffalo trade in the issue of

January 16 was interesting. With the exception of a
few details was correct as far as our house was con-
cerned."

Buffalo Cycle Works.—"The Wheel of January
16 had the best report of the state of trade in the
wheeling line that has been published in any paper,
and the statements, as tar as this house is concerned,
were authentic."

J. B. & G. C. SWEET.—"The trade notice in your
issue of January 16, 1891, is substantially correct so
far as it relates to our house, and is in every way
satisfactory."

J. F. DOLL & COMPANY.—" We have read with inter-

est the report in THE WHEEL of January 16 relating
to the Buffalo trade. After a careful review we find

that all of the statements referring to this house are
correct."

J. H. Isham.—" I have read your article on the Buf-
falo trade published in THE WHEEL of January 16,

and as far as it concerns me I found it to be in the
main correct and a fine showing for trade in the
cycling line in our city. I was well suited with it."

Salem G. Le Valley.—"I have just finished care-

fully reading the article in the January WHEEL on
the Buffalo trade. It is the best report ever sent from
Buffalo on the state of the wheeling trade I think, and
everybody I have talked with expresses satisfaction

at its correctness."

W. G. Schack.—"I have read every line of the

article on the Buffalo trade published in The WHEEL
of January 16. After carefully looking over it 1 find

every detail authentic and accurate, so far as my
house is concerned. A representative of a Western
paper called on me and tried to get me to admit that

there were some mistakes in it. 1 refused, for the

reason that 1 did not see any. I must say that the

report was exceedingly good, and the best that has

ever been written about the Buffalo trade."

The Sweeting Cycle Co.

Mr T. Henry Sweeting has secured the Feather-

Stone agency for eastern Pennsylvania, Maryland,

Delaware, District of Columbia, and the South.

MEETING OF THE RACING BOARD.

The meeting of the Racing Board, which was to

have been held in Philadelphia on Friday next, was
recalled by Charles Davol. The principal reason ap-
pears to be that Mr. Davol will not serve as chairman
of the Board after the National Assembly meet, and
he thought it wise for the Board to adopt new sets of

rules and turn them over to the new Board. The
latest advice, however, is that a meeting of the Board
has been called at Willard's Hotel, Washington, for

Sunday morning, Feb. 15 ; but the only business

which will be transacted is the consideration of the

recent A. A. U.-L. A. W. Committee recommenda-
tions.

CONCERNING CHARITY.

BY STERLING ELLIOTT.

"He that is without sin among you let him cast the

first stone."

"Why is the most sin to be found in the largest

cities?" For the same reason that the most virtue or
the most of anything is to be found there.

"What kind of fishes have their eyes nearest to-

gether?" Why, the little ones, of course. And the

same is true of the Genus Homo.
So long as a man is obscured by the throng around

him he is comparatively safe, but the moment he
comes in view above the horizon of envious human-
ity, he is at once a target for all sorts of intellectual

pigmies, who blow their little paper wads with as

much emphasis as though they really had weight.

And though this class of writers are narrow, they
usually come very wide of the mark. That sort of un-

christian warfare is confined largely to politics, but

does crop up occasionally in the bicycle business.

Probably no one in the trade has suffered from these

insidious attacks as has Albert A. Pope, The Colonel

is quite able to take care of himself, and I have no
direct interest in him ; but I want to say a word in

the interest of common decency as to some of the

senseless criticisms which have appeared against

him. He has his faults, as you all have. (I had almost

said we.) While many of us were working on the

highway at " a dollar and a half a day " he was intro-

ducing the first bicycles into this country on a much
smaller salary.

He has a head for business, and by strict economy
has saved up a little money ; so that he don't need to

drink beer if his appetite craves something of a more
encouraging nature. He doesn't control the League,

or even the Racing Board ; nor is he backing the

hickory bicycle, as has been reported. He has said

and done much toward the improvement of American
roads. I think it fair to say that he has done more in

that direction than any other one man. He has been

commended and appealed to for advice by members
of several State Legislatures and is in frequent com-

munication now with such men in reference to road

legislation.

In view of what I happen to know about this matter

it makes me mad to have some pin-headed evidence

of total depravity pop up like a cork and say :
" Oh,

yes! Of course! Pope wants better roads so he can

sell more bicycles." Now it so happens that in the

business world the man who isn't alive to his own in-

terests is of very little use to anybody. " The dark

continent of motive and desire has never been ex-

plored ;" yet I have reason to think that the Colonel

has in him a spirit of philanthropy which would com-

pare favorably with that of anybody at present en-

gaged in the cycle business.

But is it of any real consequence what a man's mo-

tive may be when he is doing an obviously good thing ?

About all the colonel can hope to get out of it is three

or four meals a day. How about fifty-seven other

bicycle concerns? Is it any advantage to us to have

good roads? And yet when you see a finger pointed

at Pope's motive you will always find one of his bene-

ficiaries at the other end of it.

Such criticisms remind one of the time when U. S.

Grant began to loom up as a commander. Envious

rivals discovered that he had a habit of quenching his

thirst, and so reported to Mr. Lincoln, who said: "1

wish you would find out what he drinks and 1 will

order a barrel of it for the other officers."

If you love the land in which we live, for heaven's

sake let Mr. Pope or any other man do all they will

toward the betterment of our highways, tor in so

doing they benefit all mankind from the homy-handed

agriculturist down tO the mildly insane ass who would

legislate against bieyeies. And let us thank God that

SOineOM is able and willing to move in these matters,

Which are seldom well attended to because t lie\ are

1 tody's business.
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DOWN DANIELSONVILLE WAY.

A REVIEW ON ROADS IMPROVEMENT.
I love the wheelman and and all his joys and hopes.

Roads improvement, as related to the L. A. W. and as
related to the individual wheelman, furnishes a study
which ever becomes abstract as you delve into it. I
have often wondered what were the thoughts of the
individual cycler on this question ; what does he think
for himself; what does he, as a solitary wheelman,
discover it possible for himself to work out in the
great problem ; and what does he think the people
who ride not by either carriages or cycles know of
him or his great desire? For I believe that every
wheelman who has tested the primeval face of nature,
as we have it in some parts with our roads, and has
heard the grunt of the L. A. W. and others with its
burden of highway improvement, must feel (be it a
fettered, unfledged, non-expressible desire, or a ma-
tured, precise and strong thought) in some way, I say,
your wheelman has a yearning for the plan of the
betterment of roads.

If we keep hens and our neighbor over the back
fence does not, it may not be reasonably supposed
that he will look kindly upon the hen nature which
industriously digs up his posy garden; neither can
we expect him to search philosophically into the hu-
man nature which blinds us to the foibles of our hens.
Or if we are riding peaceably along our way and a
great, bristling, snarling dog comes out at us and we
get down and treat him to a dose of road metal, there-
upon to suffer dire threats from the irate dog owner,
we may, with greater credit to ourselves, remember
that the dog represents a love and a sport as distinct-
ive as is our wheeling life, and the dog owner's wrath
and our chastisement of the brute, philosohphically
weighed, are equal. (However, the law is on our side,
so make the dog behave or kill him.)
In the same way the wheelman's conceit of roads

improvement, while it reaches down deeper as con-
cerns the general people than hen keeping or dog
fancying, is still without the thought and desires of
the great majority of people who do not kick wheels.
The people know there is something being done in
this line by the boys who ride bicycles.
More forcibly has this been recently brought to me.

Some letter headings lay upon my desk bearing
"Committee on Improvement of Highways." A
prominent business man happening to catch the lines
ejaculated an expression which disclosed to me that
he thought it was rather rich to make so much pre-
tentions toward organized effort in that line, as would
be implied by a committee of any society. Another
gentleman, who manipulates the finances of manufac-
turing interests of over four millions of dollars,wanted
to know what all those books were, pointing to a pile
of the little highway improvement pamphlets of the
League. I had no answer for him. He kept neither
hens nor dogs, as it were, and so it was enough
to say that " the books were issued by a society for
the prevention of cruelty to dumb beasts."

THE PHILOLOGY OF "GRIFF."
We have wondered not a little if the pen pusher at

the " straits " knows what the word "griff" means.
The word has been banged over our heads so many
times of late that I more than surmise there are a few
wheelmen in the country who would like to make a
study of the word. Here is what we find:
Old French, griffe; French, griffe, a claw, tallon;

thence the word griffer, to grasp; thence Old High
German, grifan; Middle High German, grifen, gripe;
from which is derived the German griff, which is
equal to English £7'//, hold, handle, hilt.
Then we hnd griff the abbreviation of griffin; also

griff an obsolete variant of graft.
In the North of England a deep valley with a rocky

chasm at the bottom is a, griff.
Then there is the Spanish grifo. a griffin,- and grifos,

frizzled hair.
Also down in Louisiana, which you will remember

as the home of so much "climate," a griff is, a mulatto
woman.
In mythology a griffin is an imaginary animal sup-

posed to be a cross between the lion and eagle, and to
combine the head, front and wings of the eagle with
the body and hind quarters of a lion. This combina-
tion is supposed to watch over mines of gold and over
hidden treasures. Here the lexicographer presents a
cut of an ossified griffin. The get-up of the monster
suggests a hawk-billed sphinx with a sour stomach,
induced by a mixture of Milwaukee lager, Lake Mich-
igan wind and St. Clair mud flats. We glean from
this that a griffin is a hard citizen; something you
would not like to meet at night in the woods without
your League ticket.
We remember, also, that Milton writes—we usually

say the poet sings ; but it makes us shiver to think of a
poor blind poet fooling around a "gryphon " trying
to harness the beast into poetry. Something like try-
ing to harness a mule in a dark stable.

" As when the gryphon through the wilderness
With winged course, o'er hill or moory dale,
Pursues the Arimaspian."

Surely the griffin is a bird or beast of bad omen and
big wind ; else why should Milton set him after the
Arimaspian?
Again, in England a chaperon is a griffin : probably

because of the golden virtue or dower or title, which
is guarded lest some society Arimaspian filch it ; or it

may be, unless the chaperon is a handsome young
widow, that the name got gummed on from some
supposed resemblance in the eagle-lion combination.
It is easy to mark tin- possibilities.
So far we are doing nicely. A griff, or griffin, is a

gold-guarder ; a vigilant, watchful trustee or guard-
ian. It may be a duenna, chaperon, dowager of a
bicycle club thai is not yet "in it " by being "oil I."

But away in India tfiey have a word griff which
means a novice, a greenhorn.

" No one but a i,v /// .ii the greenest ever gave any-
body a rupee in Bomba \ ',

"

Now, dear one ol the City of the Narrows, tell us, has
your "Griff" got a "grip" on you; ishe^mulatto
woman; dnes he li/.zc Ins hair; is he your club's
duenna; is he an Bast Indian greenhorn, or air we
all "griff's," because we are so unsophisticated as to
let you stuff us with great expectations for the ae I

League meet?

It is a terrible strain on us that you tell so many
pleasant things about this person—(he is president of
your club; he is director of an art museum ; he gives
your club nice "Sunday talks ")—and thus you let us
down with that inevitable "Griff."
We do not object to a simple griff once a week, and

we shall certainly be pleased to meet in '91 the person
who is doing so much for the Detroit boys; but when
it gets to such a pass that we are forced to look at the
close of every paragraph for that word griff, as we do
in self-defense for the "Saved by Stickem's Plasters "

at the end of beguiling columns in the daily papers,
we must make a mild protest.
We want to learn all that you have to tell of this

personage, but come right out with the full name.
" Man wants but little here below," and the mixture

ought not to be more than one finger griff. Oh,
"Judge," spare us ! AUPHNWALK.

DENVER, COL.

C. C. Candy, the popular traveling representative
of the Overman Wheel Co., stormed our city last week.
He has with him a pattern of the '91 Victor, which is
an object of considerable interest at the Overman
store, corner Eighteenth and Stout Streets. Mr. Candy
is an old member of the Ramblers, and finds many
friends on all sides when he honors Denver with a
visit.

The Colosseum site,' although bids for same are
daily advertised for in the papers, has not yet been
settled upon. It will certainly be a grand structure,
and one which will not only do Denver honor but will
stimulate cycling and athletic sports to a pronounced
degree. Its dimensions are to be about 265x350 feet,
and its architecture much on the ancient style, with a
sloping roof leading to a "comb" along the top. As
the stock has all been subscribed—one million dollars
—it is, of course, an assured fact, and ground will be
broken just as soon as a suitable location near enough
to the centre of the city can be secured. Jack Prince's
" million-dollar-colosseum-ot-Rome-outdone " enter-
prise seems to be an even more healthy infant than
some cycling scribes would seem to be aware of.

All my heretofore ferment praise of our beautiful
Summer weather in Winter, and the reverse, is a
strong contrast of the present state of affairs. Mud-
signs ornament every corner, while the small boy
continually whets his tyre on the neighboring side-
walks in the hope of getting something better in the
near future.

Lou Block, of the S. W. C, is holding forth at the
Overman Wheel Co.'s store, where he will henceforth
act as local salesman for this company.
The Denver Ramblers have found their present

quarters inadequate to shelterthe club's fast-growing
membership, and the committee on improvement has
engaged handsome and spacious rooms in the Cham-
ber of Commerce building. There will be four rooms
when partitioned, which will occupy a space of 55x35
feet. Handsome carpets and other furnishings have
been purchased for the new quarters, and a new bil-
liard table is a possible improvement in the near
future.

Bob Gerwing's friends were not much disappointed
to learn of his recent defeat in Omaha at the hands of
Reading and Martin. As all know, he had done no
hard riding for over a month previous to the Omaha
tournament, and the weather would not permit him to
even mount his wheel for two weeks before leaving
Denver for the race. This, coupled with the fact that
he was taking medicine both before and after going
to Omaha, compels me to believe that he can yet beat
both Reading and Martin when in good condition.
He certainly could "lick" either of them on the road.

Jack Prince has been sojourning in the East for a
couple of weeks in the interest of the Colosseum, and
will visit Detroit, Chicago and other points before re-
turning.

The Social Wheel Club's third annual banquet on
the evening of January 23 was a grand success. A
"menu "fit for an epicure was disposed of at Mrs.
Givens', and an entertainment well worthy of a larger
club was given.

The annual election of officers of the Denver Cy-
clists' Union was held on last Wednesday evening,
the 4th inst. The following officers were elected for
the ensuing year : President, C. C. Hopkins ; Vice-
President, E. S. Hartwell ; Secretary, J. A. McGuire

;

Treasurer, W. E. Perkins. The balance of the Board
of Directors—the foregoing officers constituting a
part of the same—was elected as follows : J. S. Black-
adore, F. N. Coleman, Robert Gerwing, G. E. Hor-
man and Austin Banks.
Dan Canary has left for San Francisco, where he

will help set up the San Francisco branch of the Over-
man Wheel Company. Pedaller.

JERSEY CITY.

The second number of Cycling, the new English
paper, quotes from The Wheel, without credit, a
paragraph on the perennial German chemist who is

always discovering some new process of cheapening
aluminum.

A large number of former members of the North-
west Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, organized a club
last week, which will be known as the Alpha Wheel-
men, and quarters have been secured at 1724-26 North
Broad Street. Only persons actually owning wheels
will be admitted to membership. The officers arc;
President, Dr. S. L Van Buskirk; Vice-President, 11.

R, (1 Iwin; Secretary, H. C. Fisher; Treasurer, \V.
S. Piatt; Captain, Dr. C. II. (iuthapfcl

; Trustees, E.
I'.. Voorhees, W. A. Whitmore and Frank S. Rush;
First Lieutenant, 11. C. Fisher; Second Lieutenant,
W. S. Platt ; Bugler, E. B. Voorhees ; Color Bearer, II.

1 iobelein.

The Elizabeth Wheelmen have set apart February
10 and j.y and March 6, 1 1 and 20 lor ladies' nights, 1 bi

these evenings every member is requested to invite
as many friends as desired to the club-house, and the
presence of all unattached wheelmen and those in-

tending to become riders is particularly requested, in
order that the advantages ot the club may be shown.

That old saw about lightning not wearing the same
pair of trousers twice, was exploded recently as re-
gards the H. C. W. bowling team, who have been
lacerated by the electric fluid as many as six times
this season. About every club in the Bowling League
has added their straw, but the lemonade-tube that
broke the camel's back was administered at the hands
of the Brooklyns, on Friday evening last, on their
alleys. (For score see obituary column). Still, as I
have said before, defeat is sweet when delivered by
the Brooklyns ; they have such a pleasant way of con-
vincing you that you are like the hearse driver—"not
in it." They simply toyed with us, and while they had
the pleasure of "socking " it to us for ten frames, we
returned the assault by "socking" it to them on ar-
rival at their club-house after the game, when we
presented Raymond with a pair of stockinettes of
abattoir red and Chinese laundry yellow worsteds.
Thanks, Brooklyn, for the Garcias!

The regular monthly meeting of the H. C. W. was
held on the 5th inst., at which time were inaugurated
the officers for 1891, consisting of President Merseles,
Vice-President Tuthill, Secretary Huson, Treasurer
Eveland, Captain Steffens, First Lieutenant Hopkins,
Second Lieutenant Demmert, and Color-Bearers Pat-
terson and Mecabe. Chairman Appleby, of the New
Club-House Committee, reported that the property
Nos. 109 and in Belmont avenue had been purchased
and that the necessary alte ations would be com-
menced at once ;

that providing satisfactory arrange-
ments could be made we would occupy our new home
early in April next ; that a chefhad been engaged, and
that before the riding season opened the new 25x40
feet extension, to contain the wheel, assembly and
billiard rooms, would be well under way. When we
remove to our new quarters it is intended to request
all our cycling friends in this vicinity to help us take
possession of our new home, " where the weary cease
from cycling and the agent gets no rent."

The Committee on Privileges are arranging a handi-
cap pool tournament. Fourteen entries have been
received. Prizes will be awarded to first, second and
third men.

A communication was received from Dr. E. W.
Johnson, stating that on account of his removal to
Orange he felt constrained to tender i is resignation.
Doc. is one of the pilgrim lathi- is 01 cy. !in^ here. He
started wheeling about twelve ye; is . j • when the
public looked upon a rider of a bi y, Ir in ., u._h the
same spirit as does a bullock at a rec flaj.. 'ibis
necessitated the doctor's riding in the v iv small
hours of the morning, and he carried in addition to a
lively pair of pedal pushers a pop-gun. The docti r
was instrumental in the organization of the Hudson
County Wheelmen, and has been an indefatigable
worker for the club from its inception. He has filled
nearly every position in the club, having held the
position of Captain four years, and, lastly, the Presi-
dency. He resignation as an active member was rt -

ceived, but he was very promptly, by the unanimot s
action of the members, placed on the honorary mem-
ber list. It is perhaps unnecessary to add that his re-
moval from among his old associates is very much
regretted.

Upon reading over the above, it seems that I have
given almost the complete minutes of our February
meeting, but there are several subjects I have omitted;
for instance : The House Committee were instructed
to attend more strictly to business and to have a
window glass put in the rear window of our wheel-
room, and that they should avoid buying any more
glass of a greenish tinge from a traveling window-
pane canvasser ; also that the hall carpet should be
taken up, cleaned and relaid with the other side up.
Certain members were publicly censured by the pre-
siding officer for turning loose in our 12x15 foot lawn
in the rear a cow with a crumpled horn, as the owner
of the "milk factory," in the personage of a lady from
the southernmost part of Ireland, but residing tem-
porarily on the line of Eveland's Boulevard, who pos-
sessed a face like a shoulder of ham, with varicose
veins running across her dashboard brow, and who
had a voice fully eight feet high, had appeared at our
front door and attracted a large crowd of spectators
by her loud denunciations, stating that the wheelmen
were "abductors," and that they are out of the peni-
tentiary in error. As our lawn is "bald" the owner
was very much incensed, particularly as "the only
support" had been absent from home "all night. The
members present realized the gravity of the charges,
and stated that they were heartily opposed to such
boyish proceedings, and as every member took occa-
sion to speak in the same strain, it was quite evident
that the guiltv man was absent. You now have the
minutes in full.

On the 9th inst. the Atalantas, of Newark, had a
practice game with us on our alleys ; that is to say, it

was a practice game with us, but a regular League
game with them. 'Twas ever thus. Any organiza-
tion in Newark has no difficulty in besting a like or-
ganization in Jersey City. In the Baseball League
the Jersev Citys fell before any nine men with New-
ark on their breasts; the census takers in Newark
could count two more members in each family thnn
could our enumerators, and the same snow storm will
last three days longer in the Brewery Cits than il will
in the town of railroad terminals. As nature has or-
di I this state <>t affairs, of course the Hudson
County Howling team has no show, but we learned
foi I lie first time last Monday nighl that the Atalantas
would kick a doe, when he's down. We were beaten
ten pins; of course the At- A-lantas (as Spark puts in
will claim one hundred and ten, but the hundred were
felled by Miller jumping on the alleys.

Coaster.

We acknowledge an invitation from the Peoria Bi»
CVCle Club to the opening of their new elub-housc.
No. 1 19 Jefferson Avenue, south, which took place on
February 11.

a number of Frenchmen have formed a Bicycle
Club at c.uio, Egypt, The club was organised by an
Englishman.
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THE INDOOR RACE AT BROOKLYN.

The Claremont Avenue Rink Brooklyn, was
completely filled with a] on Wednesday
evening of this week to witness the games of

the Nautilus Boat Club. The mile and
half safety I much enthusiasm,
although Paige, in the final heat, won without

ting himself. After crossing the tape
in the tirst neat, Horace Snyder, one of the
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THE HARTFORD WHEEL CLUB DO
NOT LIKE THE RULES.

Thur
and '

THE BOWLING LEAGUE.

nportance have taken
;

in the standing of the clnl ng to the
Wheelmen's Bowling League during the past
week. The New York Club has but one-

more game to play, and it is generally conceded
that they will have no difficulty in securing the
lirst prize. The result of the recent v-.

follow.

The Hudson County Wheelmen visited the
alleys of the Brooklyn Bicycle Club on Friday,
February 6, and were beaten by ?; pins. After
the game the Brooklyn Club atoned for admin-
istering the defeat by entertaining the Jersey
club at their house in a most hospitable man-
ner. The score follows :

. Will hi

s

Brooklyn- B C.

Christian..
". 1

Burnham .

Yan Hurt:.
Rortti
Bdick
Baggott o
Tuthill o 5

Total
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, Hawkins .•
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1

mby 1

131 Lew

s. s.

Total 10-

(>n Monday, February 9, the Hudson County
Wheelmen and the Atalanta Wheelmen came
together for the second time this season,

but the game on this occasion was rolled at

Jersey City. The score at the start was very
close but the Newark men forged ahead after
the third frame and won by no pins. The
final game between these clubs last year was
the most exciting of the series, as they were
both tie at that time for first place. The Hudson
County Wheelmen's team this season has not
played with its accustomed brilliancy. The
score follows :

A 1 ALAN 1 A WHEELMEN. HUDSON Co. WHEELMEN.

G. H. Miller....,
.

Hornfeck 4
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A: the alleys of the Riverside Wheelmen on
Monday. February 9, the New York Bicycle
Club gained another victory without the least

difficulty. The score follows :
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February 13, 1891.] SUPPLEMENT.

HERE, THERE AND THEREABOUTS.

Come, wheel, and with thy fleet reprieving,
Rock me in delight awhile;
Let some pleasing roads beguile
My reflections, so from thence
They may take an influence
All of my sorrows of care removing."

1 Though but a skeleton a-giidmg,
Life it brings for girl or boy !

Walkers suffer long annoy,
111 content with any thought
In their laggard fancy wrought;
Be mine the joys that come of riding !

"

Isn't it about time that some of the writers in the
daily and weekly papers get near enough to the affairs

of to-day to quit writing their foolish twaddle begin-
ning with such queries as " Should Women Ride the
Bicycle?" and ending with a virtual admission on
their part that they do not know anything about the
subject they are pretending to write upon. Most cer-

tainly women should ride the bicycle, and most cer-

tainly they do so, in ever-increasing numbers. Let
this end such questions on the part of these scribblers;
or, if they doubt the truth of my assertion, let them
investigate even in their usual superficial manner and
see if I am not correct in what I claim. Nature has
interposed no objection to woman's cycling, but some
irrational conventionalism has decreed to the female
equestrian an ungraceful, inconvenient side-saddle
and a trailing robe that makes her helpless while in her
seat and endangers her life as soon as unseated; pro-
priety claims that she should beware of the swift-
gliding wheel and its natty riding costume. True, a
woman rides horseback, despite these obstacles, by
dint of her wit and innate gracefulness: so she walks
on narrow soles and French heels. Give her—or,

rather, let her dare to take—for the occasion, not that
terrible bloomer costume or any other product of a
crank's brain miscalled " dress reformation," but the
usual riding dress of such of her sisters who have
already taken kindly to the never-failing pleasures of

the wheel, and she will quickly adapt herself to it in a
way sufficient to satisfy all requirements of delicacy
and grace, and will then be able to mount the swift
steed awaiting her—a steed which fits well enough the
nature-woman, but cannot make itself a fit riding habit
—civilization. When thus she joins the wheel of

cycling, she will find that the innate biped there will
not willingly leave her behind, nor will she long con-
sent to be left.

In the bright lexicon of the Racing Board there is

apparently no such word as "expel."

Visitor at a Museum—"1-see nothing remarkable
about you. What freak are you, anyway?"
Freak—" I am a racing man who never claimed a

record and who was never suspended by the Racing
Board."
Visitor (a wheelman)—" You are a freak, indeed."

McWheeler : 9.30 p. m., on a tandem— " Why, I'd do
anything in the world for you!"
Miss McFly : wiping the perspiration from beneath

her bangs—"You will? Then, for heaven's sake, do
put a little bit of work in on those pedals and let's get
home. I'm hungry, tired and sleepy."

I had eaten a good dinner in the dining-car of a
Southern railroad and had wandered into the smok-
ing-car to complete my enjoyment by puffing the
smoke of moist cavendish from out the black bowl of

a well-seasoned briar. Presently I had extracted
from this source all of the riicotine and enjoyment
the moment demanded, and I found myself a lone,
lorn wheelman, of smoking surfeited, of reading
wearied and of the woebegone country we were rush-
ing through at the unusual speed of thirty miles per
hour extremely tired. I watched " the telegraph
poles, like spectral ghosts, go gliding swiftly by,"
until eyes and brain had grown dizzy, and strange
characters began to assume shape in the cloudy com-
partment to whose smoke-laden atmosphere I had
contributed so generously. The advent of a stranger
was little short of a godsend, and as he took the seat
in front of me he reached for a paper protruding from
his pocket, and, opening it, allowed me to see that it

was The Wheel. Have you ever known what it is

to be parched for thirst, and to come unexpectedly
upon a clear, cold spring of water bubbling up from
beneath the dark shadows of its fern-clad banks?
Have you ever hungered till nature almost gave up
the struggle, and at the last moment found food in

plenty and in kind that suited you? No? Then you
are lucky, and may you never feel these needs. But
I have; and earth has no greater pleasures than such
reliefs as these. So, when I saw the familiar columns
of that paper, upon a copy of which my eyes had not
fallen for weeks, I felt as though an old and dear
friend had come to me in my solitude, to cheer me up
with his presence and the news of other friends. I

could hardly wait until the young man who owned
and was reading the paper had finished with it, and
then, touching him upon the shoulder, I asked if he
would permit me to read it. No sooner was the re-
quest answered Ih.in it was courteously granted, and
in a short time J was as much interested in its pages
as he had been. From cover to cover, ad vertiseiiients
and all, did I read • but, like all other good things,
even the contents of THE WHEEL has an end, and at
last I handed it back to its owner, expressing regret
that there was not more of it. The conversation thus
began progressed at a rapid rate, and soon we were
talking away about wheels and wheelmen as though
we had known each other all of our lives. " Do you
know what I enjoy most in that newspaper?" my new
acquaintance asked. And I, who had not betrayed
my identity, replied : "No; what is it?" "Why, it's

the notes there by thai I ion Salambo. What a fellow
he must be to think all of thai stuff up each week."
Years have passed since 1 have blushed, but I think
I came very near it just then, and some way after we
parted I could 11. 1! help thinking what an inttfljigeni

man that was. And the funniest part of the whole
thing is that this really happened just as I tell it here.

Job was a patient man and Solomon was a wise one,
but lucky it is for their reputations that they did not
live in the days of cycling, for it the former had to
have.watched the winning of a championship in first-

class, "head-working" style, and the latter had to
attempt to discover how such performances could be
termed racing, then I am sure that the reputation one
has for patience and the other for wisdom would both
be very much beneath what they now are.

"Where do you keep your oil?" said Cadger to his
friend. "I don't keep any; it all goes," he replied.

I wonder if it would not be proper to call the ex-
penses of a racing man received from his club during
the time he was racing for them his " running
expenses."

" The Lord loves a cheerful giver." I am not quite
certain who said this first, but it is regarded as an
authority, and is frequently quoted by racing men
when appearing before the athletic committees of the
various big athletic clubs to answer questions of why
their expenses should not be less and their wins more.

A Pennsylvania inventor has succeeded in making
glass so tough and strong that it cannot be broken,
even when laid upon an anvil and struck with a ham-
mer in the hands of a powerful man. Now what a
vista of possibilities this opens up for the wheelman
of the future. May he not bestride a wheel of glitter-
ing glass, becoming literally the mirror of fashion?
See what a chance it will give the butterfly brigade.
Those who want to differ from the common herd can
bestride wheels of cut-glass, while those less lucky or
less fancy can find satisfaction in one of pressed glass.
The ever glorious, butterfly, ribbon-decorated jay
could add new color to his outfit by having all the
colors in the rainbow constructed in the material of
the wheel he mounted. In many ways this inventor
has a good thing, among the greatest of which is the
field open to him in cycling manufacture.

A woman in Michigan, whose husband was trying
to win the mileage medal offered by his bicycle club,
in reply to the questioning's of the census-taker, said
her husband was a lunatic ; and upon my word I am
inclined to think that she was very near right, too.

Faith, hope and charity—the loan of a bicycle.

" I know a place where any chump can ride a mile
in one hour less than no time," said Smart Aleck in
the club one evening. "Where?" at once chorused no
less than a dozen would-be record breakers. "Why,
all you have to do is to ride across the bridge at
Niagara Falls, and when you get at the other side of
it you will find it just an hour earlier than when you
started. Something to do with standard time, I be-
lieve they call it."

"Yes," remarked the doctor, as he looked at the
new arrival in the Wheeler family, "he is as fine a
baby as I have ever seen. Just look at his legs and
arms and back and chest ! You will live, Mrs. Wheeler,
to see this boy become a great racing man—may be a
champion." And the father, who had been listening
unobserved at the door, went off upstairs, crawled
into the attic and wept.

It is eminently the proper caper now for all success-
ful scrappers and prize fighters to seek fame and for-
tune on the stage, after they have battled for it in the
less easy arena of the ring. To an outsider this
seems an eminently soft way of getting hold of
money, yet a perfectly fair one, since the fighter must
first earn the reputation he trades upon by the labor-
ious and painful road of actual fighting. I think the
idea outlined here might be elaborated and made
profitable by any racing man that the Racing Board
might expel. Of course, no one ever expects the
R. B. to actually do such a thing, but then it is the
unexpected that always happens, and for which we
should, therefore, try and prepare for. Just think
what a sensation could be made out of a troupe of the
champions of '90 ! I even know an old play, the title

of which, at any rate, would be a very appropriate
one. It is "The Wheel of Fortune." Of course, the
wheels of a cycle drama would run a little slow, until
the performers got thoroughly out of their champion-
ship form, and then, perhaps, they might run a little

bit swifter. People flock to see prize fighters who
claim to be actors, and I can't for the life of me see
why they would not do the same thing where the ex-
hibition was one on the part of a troupe of last year's
wheel champions. With the fighter it is nothing but
a display of brute and brawn, while with the wheel-
man it would be brain and brawn, a much better
combination, and a rarer one. Added to the play
might very appropriately be a cycling ballet, the sup-
ply of material for which will always exceed the de-
mand. Not only would this be an appropriate feature
in any play given by wheelmen, but it could be made
to prove a profitable one as well, as the weak brain of
a ballet, and his anxiety to display his angular form
in tights, would make him perfectly willing to per-
form in any play enabling him to do so, at no expanse
to the manager ;

and, in la. I, I lie rush for positions in

this ballet corps would be so great that I am sure the
tight-wearing brigade would gladly pay for the priv-
ilege of displaying themselves. There's a fortune ill

the" foregoing idea, and d I didn't already possess
one, I would embark in it myself.

I >i i\ SAI a mho.

The smoker of the Harlem Wheelmen, on Saturday
night last, proved to he inie of the most enjoyable
affairs of Hie season. The programme contained
seventeen specialties, introducing banjo, violin and
piano solos, comic and sentimental songs, Hie Phoenix
Quartette, and recitations. Refreshments were served
in abundance, and all present apparently enjoyed
themselves 1.. Me ui moi tdegrci

BROOKLYN BICYCLE CLUB.

Fluellen—He walks without

!

King Henry—Without, you say ; what in ?

Fluellen—Red socks, your majesty.—Atol and Shakespeare.

You will notice that I have it Atol and Shakespeare.
That is eminently proper and not egotism. There is

considerably more Atol than Shakespeare in the lines.
Although the season of Christmas cheer and gifts is

a thing of the past, the Hudson County Wheelmen
embraced the opportunity of their visit to our alleys
and club-house on Friday evening last to present the
captain of the bowling club with as handsome a pair
of red socks as it has been my good fortune to see in
many a day. Mr. Christian, in a glowing speech (not
quite so glowing as the hue of the shank encasers),
presented them with many a complimentary refer-
ence to the development of the destined wearer's
pedal extremities, which made one feel that he could,
with Homer, exclaim

:

" Throngs to the graceful limbs made fast,

The scarlet leggins edged with frills."

We had been anticipating the visit of our Jersey
friends and expected to cut things loose—but a proper
regard for our neighbor's comfort made us enter-
tain with a trifle less vigor, but none the less warm
regard.

It is always a memorable occasion when these two
clubs meet; none are so well acquainted with each
other, and it does not seem as though we represented
two clubs, rather one. On the alleys the greatest
goodfellowship reigned, and although we won the
game, no great credit is due, as our alleys are unusu-
ally poor, and it indeed speaks well for a visiting club
when they can roll well upon them. The old-timers
were out in force. Merseles looked just as happy as
of yore, as he and Eldridge sat close together, repre-
senting the "Glass Brothers," while on either side, to
show the difference, sat Doc. Benedict and Captain
Tuthill, he of solid build. Doc. could not be persuaded
into telling a story, and lost his reputation thereby,
although Tuthill did the honors, and Baggot just got
in one after being reminded. When we move next
time it will be to the centre of a ten-acre lot.

Our next "stag" will be held on the 18th, and the
quartette will hold forth.

The pool and whist tournaments go merrily on to-
ward a finish. Kirk has the call on the pool and Corby
on the whist. ATOL.

GOTHAM WHEELMEN.

The inclemency of the weather last Saturday even-
ing had no effect on the attendance at the " smoker."
By nine o'clock the club-house was pretty well filled
with members and their friends. Prof. Charles F.
Newman figured as the first one on the programme
which brought down the house. Herr Emil Camerer
recited " Lost in the Woods," which was also well re-
ceived. Al. Bornstein and Charlie Newman pleased
all by their inimitable fancy dancing, and their skirt
dance was executed to perfection. The singing by the
Gotham Quartette was greatly enjoyed, and one song
after another was called until their supply becSme
exhausted. Mr. Cruchley, who was elected a menlber
at the last meeting, gave an exhibition of clog danc-
ing, and was kept so long at it that when he got<
through he was well nigh played out. Boxing was
also a prominent feature on the programme. The bout
between A. E. Miller and George Smith elicited much
enthusiasm, as did also the one between Goldsmith
and Helensky.
At the conclusion of this part of the entertainment

the party repaired to the "room above," where a
bountiful supply of choice edibles awaited the attack
of the crowd. The smoker was the most interesting
of the season.

Six hundred tickets sold in two weeks is a splendid
record. It looks now as though a second edition of
tickets will be required. The undertaking of this
young club was a big one, but there is no doubt but
what they will come through in good shape, and make
their mark as a social club. Mr. A. E. Miller will have
charge of the decorations. Navy blue and cardinal
ribbons will be appended to the walls and ceiling,
while flowers and plants of different varieties will be
liberally distributed on the platform. Arrangements
have been made to have an orchestra of fifteen pieces
furnish the music. A special committee of three will
be appointed by the Executive Committee to receive
members of other bicycle clubs on behalf of the club,
and to see that they are well taken care of throughout
the evening.

Singing by the members will be a prominent feature
between the dances. Messrs. Bornstein and Newman
have charge of this special feature, and are rehears-
ing every other evening.
The Nominating Committee reported the following

ticket at the last meeting : For President,
I Franklin

Forrester; Vice-President, Robt. Brunjes; Secretary,
William F. Smith, Jr.; Treasurer, Win. II. Lord

; Cap-
tain, Benj. Wiener; First Lieutenant. Geo. C, Smith ;

Second Lieutenant, M. M. Ryan ; Color Hearer, Daniel
Levy; Bugler, Louis l.eliritter ; Press Committee.
Wm. P. Smith, |r., 1. Franklin Forrester, Koi 1

Brunjes.

The Board of Trustees consists oi the presidi nt,
vice-president, secretary, treasurer, captain, and
three members to be elected by the club, Those
nominated are Murry R. Lope/, A. K. Miller and ). I..

Walker. As yet no opposition ticket has been' put
up, and it is expected that the above ticket will co
through without ,nn changes, rhe election will take
I
ilace in March.
The club-house was crowded with visitors all Sun-

day afternoon and evening. Many lady friends of the
members graced the parlors \\ ii It their presence, and
a Very enjoyable time was had. l'rot. Edward >.'•

Brown cave a piano recital, followed bj Mi Emil
Camerer, elocul lonisl ind Mi to.
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THE TRADE.
BRETZ, CURTIS & CO.S 1891 CATA-

LOGUE.
McDANIEL & MERRIHEW.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.
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I'.rown,

the fol-

gue. The company -

ntroduced into this country In the Pall of
nd that the whet-N have been ridden by all sorts

Is. with the iii"-

tory results. The company point out file fact thai
many makers are now imitating the Referee diamond
frame, and make a point that this Iscommendal
the highest order The company further state that.

being limit) the number ol Referees which
they can obtain abroad, they have now a fully-equip-
ped plant in this country, in which they will supple-
ment their imported stock of Refe

implete list of their lines was described in our
-sue. but we rename them for the information of

our readers: Referee roadster, weight 17 lbs.; with or
without cushion tyres ; price, i>4 R iter,
with pneumatic tyres ; weight <i lbs ; price, I

Racing safety, with pneumatic tyres; weight ... lbs.;

price, $17 Referee track racing safety,

geared 60 inch ;
weight ig lbs.: price, t'4»i fitted with

solid teres. Referee ladies' safety ; weight, all on, )j

lbs.; price, *i4<.; Referee safety, full roadster pattern,
furnished with solid tyres, only |
The company supplement a complete description

and illustration of their wheels with a number oi tes-

timonials taken from publications, and received from
prominent ridel S.

STRONG & GREEN CYCLE CO.

Tin -known riding men have opened a
really handsomi

lilting up ol which the>
completed. The si,, re is handsomely papered
the w rely lettered. The firm bavi
.1 long time had a Store On Market Street. Wllmil II

which they still retain, but their principal bus
they expect to do in Philadelphia where tluy are well
known and popular. Mi. Mcrrihcw. wh<
long time been tt< nographer in one "i Philadelphia's
leadll en up his position, and will de-
vote his entire lime to t In- new • their
principal wheel will be the Eagle, which wheel tin y
ride, and have indeed popularised throughout their
district. They also handle the Swifts and the Sylphs.
They are agents lor Philadelphia! Southern New |rr-

nia ami the peninsular part ofthe
and.

THE JOHN A. GREEN CYCLE CO.

We found that the plant of this concern on Arch
Street had grown since last we visited it, as they have
added the store at 70Q to their original place nt 707,

giving them ample offices and show-rooms for their
rapidly-growing wholesale ami retail evele business
and for their sporting goods business. We found Mr.
Wells absent and Mr. Green indisposed through
illness, so that their head salesman and manager, Mr.
W. M. I'errett, put us through the paces, and showed
us the various wheels for 1891. Ol course this com-
pany are well known throughout the eastern half of
the United Slates as sole agents for the Quadrant
Cycle Co. They have handled the Quadrant now foi

two vears, and have found a ready sale for it, anil

e it is reputed among the best wheels
in Ivngland, is handsome in finish, graceful in outline,
ami staunch in build.
The place of honor in Quadrants is taken this yi.it

by a most beautiful mount, fitted with spring frame
and cushion tyres. We believe this wheel created
quite a sensation in England, and that H number ol

makers intend to use the spring frame under roj
This wheel is listed, with cushion tyres, at $150, and
with solid, at $140. The other Quadrants are the
Light Roadster, weighing 46 pounds, and selling, with
cushion tyres, at $150 ; with solid, at $135. The com-
pany expect to make a leader of the new Quadrant
made tor the first time this season. It has a diamond
frame, weighs 44 pounds, is of excellent grade, and
will be sold, with solid tyres, for $100, or with cushion
teres, for *i. . < if course all Quadrants are fitted

with the well-known, well-liked Quadrant suspension
saddle.

()n lanuary 1 the company was converted into the

Strong S On 1 n I jri le ( o., taking in as President. Mi
I. C. Sullil >'t Street merchant ; Vice I

dent, Mr. Blwood Horn- Treasurer, John A Wells;
. ; Manager, Mr. John a Gi
Company are also handling the Clyde safety, an

|Sj SOlid-tyred, straight-framed wheel. They will be
tented on the road this year by Mi C. M,

BoUggy, who has been over to England, and is now
traveling through the upper part ol New Vol k B

t the handsom-
ind riding schools to be found In the COUn-

II N'-rlh Hi
i- riding centre. It is managed by Mi

Whitmore this 1 the past two years On
lay and 1

pen only ;

ill be
at the prli *

WALL & BOYER.

Such is the title of a company which whs orgai
on February 9. The president and treasurei is

John A. Green, of the stro:
nd the s, and manager is W
t, late with the Strong & Green Cv. le Co.
ireen still retains his interest In the' Strong

& Green Cycle Co., but Mr I'errett, who has .,

as their chief salesman, will, we understand, leave
that company and devote all his time to carry-
ing on the business of the new comet 11 A store will

Atlantic Avenue. Atlantic City. X J.,
where they will handle a line of high-grade wheels
including Quadrant. Referee and Warwick patterns
in all style There will also be established
a riding school and a repair shop Mr. Green has lone,

been favorably known among Philadelphia rule
one of the managers of the Stro. -i Co. Mr.

been with this concern tor two years, and
is not only popular with bicycle riders in Philadel-

but is well known in athletic circles. Refore
engaging in cycling he gained quite a reputatioi
sprinter He belongs to the Athletic Club Schuylkill
Navy, the Pennsylvania Club and the South End
Whet linen. The new concern has noconnet tion •

ever with the Strong & (Ireen (

DAVID PETTIT & CO.

A representative ol Tm Wheei recently had the
ire of trying David Pettil A Co.'S new Common

Sense Hickory bicycle, his evolutions being superin-
tended by Abe Powell, the old-time Philadelphia
racing man w with this concern as general
manager. The Common Sense bicycle has a drop-
framed wheel, made ol second growth hickory, in

form graceful and in build durable. It has nickel-
plated trimmings .,., gethei a nice-looking
wheel, and the company build on lai :'. ac-
count ol Ita extraordinarily low price. $65. The wheel

,:s. will weigh j shed
in black and gold stripes The wutn was rrally
Kston - am that the wheel was geared to
sixty inches. On trial, and without noticing the
of the sprocket wheel, he fancied it ired not
higher than fifty 'id it run.
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THE LADIES' PARAGON SAFETY. THE CYCLE FOLDING LUNCH BOX.

MANUFACTURED BY" THE STOVER BICYCLE MFG. CO.

We publish herewith cut of the Ladies' Paragon, a new style of safety just completed by the Stover Bi-
cycle Mfg. Co. The specifications of this whee ] are as follows : Wheels, 28-inch ; forty tangent spokes

;
partly

nickeled ; 5^-inch red Para tyre to front and yx to rear wheel
;

fitted with tiller steering centre brake; soft rubber handles
of a new design; ladies' Phoenix saddle; dress and mud
guard ; laced with raw hide and guaranteed not to rattle

;

built of finest drop forgings and Credenda tubing through-
out, except the front sprocket wheel which is of aluminum
bronze; molded pedal rubbers of a new design; full ball
bearing's with drop forged head ; finished in nickel and
enamel or full nickeled as ordered. The machine is also
fitted with cushion tyres to special order for $10 extra. Tool
bag is furnished with a C. & D. oiler, B. & S. wrench and
cyclist's tool brush. Weight all on, 4olbs.

;
price, $135.

The New Phcenix Saddle.—The company also present
their new Phcenix saddle, which is made of the finest leather,
tempered steel wire and aluminum bronze. Price, $6.

ANOTHER SERCOMBE SADDLE.

BOLTE SPRING FORK SADDLE
ADJUSTABLE TO ANY POSITION.

STYLE D.

LADIES SADDLE,
Price - $6.00

The Overman Wheel Co. have sent out fine cabinet
photos of their new Victor and Credenda wheels.

The St. Louis Wheel Co. ask us to say that C. May-
bury, who recently left their company, was not the
company's repairer, but only one of several repairers.
The St. Louis people are pushing Rovers this year as
last.

J. B. Poorman, agent, Cincinnati, O., has in stock
an unusually large line of wheels of all styles, prices
and sizes. They handle the Climax, at $65 : the Gem,
at $50; the Princess, at $60, $75 or $85, and the Prince,
at $35 and $45. Also a great variety of sundries. His
1891 catalogue is now ready.
Since occupying their new store at the south-east

corner of Eleventh and Chestnut Streets, Philadel-
phia, the business of A. G. Spalding & Bros.' retail
store has materially increased. The bicycle depart-
ment is located in the L opening on Eleventh Street,
where samples of the various lines of Victor and other
wheels are on exhibition. Thev intend to carry a
large stock of these wheels, together with a line of
parts and sundries, in order to supply the whole de-
mand from Victor agents in Pennsylvania, Delaware
and Southern New Jersey. The office is located in the
second floor, while the two upper stories will be de-
voted to manufacturing purposes. The shipping
department will be located in the basement, and a
repair shop will shortly be added.
An English maker is now turning out a safety bi-

cycle on the style of the Eagle, with ;i 54-inch driving
wheel and a small front steerer.

Mr. Samuel T. Clark, ol the Clark Cycle Co., was in
town on Saturday.

P. H. Sercombe forwards us an ad-
vance notice of his new ladies' style

of saddle, which is called Ladies' D
style, and which, with his three other
styles, A, B and C, makes up a fam-
ily of four styles of saddle which
have been spoken highly of by dealers
and for which large orders have alreadv
been booked. Mr. Sercombe says of
this saddle: "This saddle will com-
mend itself to all lady riders,the leathers
being one inch shorter than the gentle-
men's saddle, and it is so constructed
that no parts or springs project for-
ward of the leather,- thereby giving
lady riders the advantage of all the
space between the seat and handle-
bar. It is adjustable to any position,
has an effective method of stretching
the leather, has a flat bifurcated spring
which goes independently of rear coil
springs, thereby giving springs at the
forward as well as at the back end of
the seat. Its weight is considerably
less than many saddles now on the
market. All parts are nickel-plated
on copper, and the saddle is fitted with
the best russet leather."

We have received the 1891 catalogue of the Warwick
Cycle Mfg. Co. This company started almost three
years ago, but it was not until last year that they
were able to work themselves into a position which
places them in the front line of makers. The cata-
logue contains an exhaustive description of the
makeup of the three styles of Warwick wheels, de-
scribing the wheel in the whole as well as in part.
These three styles, all of which are both graceful ami
serviceable, are, the Diamond-Framed Safety, I lie

New Warwick Diamond and the Ladies' Safety.' The
Diamond is a 42-lb. diamond-framed wheel, fitted with
cushion tyres, listed at $135. The Ladies' Safety
weighs 40 lbs.; is fitted with cushion tyres, and is

listed at $135. The Warwick Perfection No. 1, or the
Combination wheel, as the firm call it, is fitted with a

detachable stay rod, and is listed at $135.

Messrs. Wright & Ditson have just issued their
sporting goods catalogue. Although this is not of
special interest to cyclists, the fact that the concern
has gone into the bicycle business in a large way,
will attract the attention of riders to their large stock
of sportmen's OUtfittingS. Before they took up I he
trade of cycling, the firm had long been favorably
and prominently known in the sporting goods world.
They handle lines of tennis, cricket, gymnastic, fenc-
ing and theatrical outfit paraphernalia, and, in fact,

carry all the various lines which arc now found in

high-class sporting goods houses.

A. H. Pcrrigo, the Omaha cycle dealer, has been
appointed Chief Consul of Nebraska by President
Dunn. League interests have been ill-managed in

the State for a long time. 11 boasts of about i,.,. mem-
bers and present s n In rge field for missionary worli

The above cut represents one of the many new de-
vices that will be placed on the market this season for
the convenience and comfort of wheelmen, and is in-
tended for the use of those who desire to carry with
them a lunch when off for a day's outing or on a busi-
ness trip. This lunch box is made of material similar
to that used in carriage tops, and when not in use can
be closed so as to resemble a wallet, when it can be
carried in one's pocket. It will require but a minute's
time to open it and fasten to the handle-bar, and will
be found an exceedingly handy receptacle. It is ex-
tremely light of weight, and when open is 8 inches
long, 4)/2 wide and 2% high. The device is manufac-
tured by A. E. Swift, 233 Niagara Street, Buffalo, and
is sold for 75 cents.

The Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co. have been com-
pelled to increase the capacity of their Boston store.
They have built a large extension to which they will
remoye their offices, leaving a larger salesroom than
they had in the past. Manager Schaaf informed a
representative of THE WHEEL that the company fnd
during the first year of its entrance into Bostrn m; de
a big impression on New England trade, and that
their sales amounted to a much larger figuietran
they had any reason to expect. The firm have just
engaged Mr. H. D. Hut chins to travel for them thi ough
New England. Mr. Hutchins, whom one rt collects in
connection with Mr. Albert Beers, both of whom are
famous tandem riders, is well knowii in Maiden.

Harry D. Hedger, the well-known bicycle repairer,
has sent out his 1891 list. Mr. Hedger is making a
leader this year of'the Eclipse safety bicycle, for
which he is agent for Boston and vicinity. Mr. Hedger
has a number of local agencies, but his principal line
is in repairing, four years of service to Boston cyclists
having g'iven him an enviable reputation for that
kind of work.

C. A. Temple, who was billed to come to Chicago
from Coventry and represent the Coventry Machin-
ists' Company, seems to have made other arrange-
ments, as the English papers announce that he will
remain at home.

Mr. T. Henry Sweeting was in Gotham on Sunday,
Monday and Tuesday last, his principal business
being consultation with Mr. Featherstone.

A portion of the stock of the Premier Cycle Co.'s
Orange store, formerly L. H. Johnson & Co., was
slightly damaged by water on Tuesday night of this
week, through the destruction by fire of an adjoining-
building. Their loss is estimated at §1,000.

In publishing the cuts of the Victor safeties in the
last issue of THE WHEEL, the Ladies' Victor Safety
was underlined the Ladies' Credenda Safety and vice
versa. The Ladies' Credenda is, of course, a stiff-

forked wheel, while the Ladies' Victor has the usual
Victor spring fork.

"Rob Roy," the new 26-inch diamond- frame machine
made by the Western Wheel Works, is a humming
seller. So says Mr. A. M. Scheffey, who represents R.
L. Coleman & Co.. of New York. Mr. Scheffey has
been doing New York State pretty thoroughly.

The Pope Mfg. Co. have secured a large skat ing rink
in Boston, which will be conducted by tl e n as a rid-
ing school. It will he opened February [6, and cer-
tain hours will be set aside each day for the use ol

lady riders.

Mr. Lynch, of Madison, Wis., known to thy tl \i e

through the bicycle lock which he handles, is on a

trip Fast, visiting New York, Boston and other prin-
cipal cities.

The Strong & Green Cycle Manufacturing Com-
pany, of Philadelphia, were granted a charter at
Harrisburg on Feb, :. Tin- directors arc: |ohn C.
Sullivan, ['. \\. Middendorf and 11. w. Sheib
Capital, $50,060.

Rouse, Hazard <S Co.,ol Peoria, have reci ntl} leased
one of the largest buildings in the citj for thejr new
quarters, having entirely out frown their former store.
The firm carry an immense stock oi wheels and sun-
dries, frequent ly buying carlqads at .1 time in job lots,'

which are sold at rare bargains.

Reuben A. 1'unncii. the manufacturer ol bicycle
uniforms, at Rochester, X. Y., responded to the to
"TheCredit Svstem,""at the annual banquet ol the
Merchant I'.nlois' Exchange, winch was held in
Rochester lasi u ei

Edward Butler, of England, has invented a 111

which is announced to run for forty miles witl
gallOO ol petroleum
miles per hour I lie motoi eomp
and attached to a machine weig hs 180 pounds.
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The Springfield Bicycle Club will vacate their pres-

ent ,
. mporary quarters will be

ed until the question of building, which is now
b ing agitated, is set-

The Sun last week, with wonderful enterprise, pub-
lish, larlem Wheelmen's smoker,

S • lrdny evening last, in the

Saturday morning edition.

The wheel clubs of Bridgeport intend to hold a

twenty-five mile team road race early in Juni
olid silver cup. which will become the exclusive

prop, winning club.

The Missouri Bicycle Club and the St Louis
Cycling Club are at present engaged in a s. :

d championship.
The first game resulted in a tie.

The Norwalk iConn I Wheel Club elected ti:

lowing officers on V. 9t week presi-

dent. B. H Baker: lent, Wm, Wardwell

j

- retary, Harry Bvans; Treasurer, H B. Hoyt,

The lacksor.ville (III.). Wheelmen have recently
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The entertainment which will be conducted at the
Show, Philadelphia, will con athletic

events, trick ruling, musical features, military drill,

nlsn at the hall, and a contest on a
home trainer
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rapidly increasing.

The Kings County V >ol tournami
progi • I standing
follows : Smith, won i

en, won 1

lost
1 ; Bed M 1 lonald, .

Wells, won 1 li

"The." Merscles kept it very quiet, but his sup-
pressed air of a happiness that would not down ex-
cited the suspicions of the Hudson County boys, and

I ie secret hi 11 And it's

"The." never took much interest in

but this boy - well, you all know the i

H. B. Raymond, ol the i e Club, wil
offer an amendment at the next
meeting of the club, in which it will *ed to

do away with the present Bo ird of K rs and
to substitute a 1: onsist of three
men, who . full control of all road matters.

About 150 couples attended
I

.cle Club's
tirst annual ball at M •: Thursday
night of last week is adorned with

s anil wheels and the hall was picturesquely
decorated throughout. Twenty-five dances wi

the programme and the affair v . d without
a hitch.

At a meeting of 1 Union last

week the following officers for the ensuing vear were
elected: President, C. C. Hopkins. lent,

Hartweil ; Secretary, J. A- Mo( mire ; Treasurer,
W. B.Perkins: B ! I.. Blackadore,
Austin Banks, F. N. Coleman, K
Hannan.

Prom present prospects thi enl ri business portion
of Denver will be paved with asphalt during the
spring. Petitions have been largely circulated dur-
ing the past month or so askin. Public
Works to pave the thoroughfares that are in in 1

paving without delay and the material favored is

asphalt.

The Millbury (1 club held a minstrel
entertainment on Tu The club

nt, <;.

v. w. w. Wii • rarer,
\ 1. Martin ;

1
. First Lieuten-

ant, Herbert ' 1 ogers; Janitor.

George Grave*.
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and, as he has a h world than

; ved hi K> 1 led to turn
tramp. About May 1 he will mi . wheel, I

without anything bu 1 —.will
start on a trip round tin world, : n his trade
to keep him in cash. He will town to

which
strike
replenished by I ontlnueou
his trip. He int. ughoutthe
entire country. I 1 will write a book if

his age will permit.

The
celebn irth birthda , by hold-
ing a banquet, which Hotel.

II. Emery v...- .. . .. st of thi 1 lub, ana started
the speech-makit :.::
lb wa try B. A. Lemont, Captain
i; m. Spiers, 11 v Wnltte-
more. The new -,ident, A.
C. Copelan .11. B. In)

taiy and Tri -^ M.
Spiers; First Lieutenant, H. K. Gardiner; Second
Lieutenant. Frank I.. Adams; I M Santon;
Color Hearer, A. P. Snow

;

Committee, the
presidi n, with L. a. Wnltte-
more and B. A. Baroi 1. The club will hold a tourna-
ment on May 30.

The Philadelphia Bicycle Club held their annual
meeting on Tuesdav ol this week. The reports of the
officers showed the club to be in a pi ondi-
tion in every way. Tin Captain'sCup, whi< h is given
lor the greatest mill I

f. Borden.
The P
number of separate '.race
Free, and the third prize, for tin .1 for
ten rides or ovi G. King. The following
officer- ted tor the ensuing year; President,
F.dw. W. Hurt; Captu • .-riant,

Valentine ''
1 y and Ti 1 A

P.lakiston; I Har-
old k. !.• wis, William 11. Arrott, F. s. Harris, George
)•:. Bartol, William Under, v. ^ imuel

Committee, K.dw. Laurent, William
C. Watt, Valentine Mi r: is, San: ::. William
II Derbyshire.
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THE PHYSIOLOGY OF "WAITING"
AND "PACEMAKING" IN SPEED

COMPETITIONS.
HAVING ESPECIAL REFERENCE TO CYCLE

RACING.

By E. B. Turner, F. R. C. S., Eng.

ARTICLE V.

The same* obtains in cycle racing. One rider this
year training at the Paddington Recreation Ground,
riding in private against the watch, did exceedingly
fast times. When the official timekeeper was there,
and he was going to start to attempt to beat record,
he fell into a state of nervous agitation, and his public
performances were far below his private capabilities.
Carbonic acid, in addition to lactic acid and the other
substances we have already mentioned, has a weak-
ening effect on muscle fibre. If it be injected into the

-substance of a muscle, that muscle is paralyzed. If

the blood be over-charged with carbonic acid ,it weak-
ens, as well as the muscles of locomotion, the muscles
of the heart ; and so the circulation through the lungs
is less energetic, and the consequent purification of
the blood less well effected. As we stated above, the
brain is dulled by this poison. A man cannot do good
intellectual work in a small room, close and " stuffy "

with the carbonic acid exhalations of several persons
;

and the motor stimulus given to the muscles (to those
of respiration among the others) is less powerful when
generated in a' brain soaked in carbonic acid than in
one nourished by purer blood. We see thus that when
once an excess of this gas has accumulated in the sys-
tem, as a result of excessive muscular exercise, the
conditions we have just explained act and react in
such a fashion that the tendency is to a further and
continuous increase of the poison. The brain-power
is impaired, and the muscles of respiration do not re-
ceive so strong a stimulus. The muscles themselves
are weakened, among them the heart muscle. In con-
sequence, the circulation through the lungs is ren-
dered feeble, and these organs becoming, for the time,
congested, are less capable of eliminating the disturb-
ing element. Nothing will give relief from the dis-
tress except a diminution of, or complete cessation
from, the excessive effort. But carbonic acid is elim-
inated very speedily from the system by the lungs,
and a very short intermission of effort is sufficient to
restore the balance, and to allow of the continuation
of the work. To sum up, we may conclude that
breathlessness is caused by the formation of an ex-
cess of carbonic acid in the blood and tissues, which
carbonic acid is derived from the combustions neces-
sary to produce and continue muscular movement;
that the amount of carbonic acid formed is in direct
ratio to the amount of muscular work done ; that the
intensity of the breathlessness is in direct ratio to the
amount of carbonic acid in excess in the system ; that
the amount of carbonic acid necessary to cause
breathlessness differs in each individual according to
the power of elimination he possesses—those persons
having a large elimination power, and being able to
get quit of a larger quantity in a given time than
those having a smaller capacity, are consequently
able to do more work with less distress ; that when
production and elimination are balanced during any
exercise, an extra effort, especially one affecting the
respiratory muscles, will quickly cause a greater ac-
cumulation of carbonic acid, and resultant breath-
lessness; that "brain-worry" during exertion causes
a great and rapid increase of carbonic acid ; that
breathlessness once established, the causes produc-
ing it act and react on each other, so that the only
method of relief is cessation from, or diminution of,

the exciting exertion ; that carbonic acid being so
volatile, a very short relaxation of excessive exertion
is sufficient to restore the balance of production and
elimination, and allow the individual to continue his
work.
The other waste products, such as uric acid, lactic

acid, etc., which are formed in the muscle substance
during exercise, are excreted very slowly. They do
not begin to appear until about three hours after the
cessation of the exercise which produced them, and
continue being eliminated for about eighteen or
twenty-four hours. As long as they remain the
mus:les are impaired by reason of the coagulation
of the muscle plasma by the various acids formed in

it. Hence it is wise for a trained man to take a day's
rest before an important race in order that he may
start with his motor organs unaffected by the pro-
ducts of theirown decomposition. Young men should
also be careful not to do too much work. Their
tissues are less stable than those of a full-matured
adult, and the energetic combustions that take place
therein leave "cinders" which may easily effect the
whole system. When a man is trained his reserves
of fat are burnt up, and the material necessary for
the combustions that maintain his vital heat and per-
mit his energetic exercises are derived mainly from
his food. Hence a man "trained fine" must feed well
and generously, or else his essential tissues will be
used as fuel, and he will rapidly lose weight and be-
come "stale." The acquisition of "style" is an im-
portant factor in any athletic exercise. A man who
practices any muscular action soon gets the " knack "

of accomplishing it with the least expenditure of
force, and consequently with the least production of
waste material. This " knack " in all athletic sports
is known as "good style," and the man who runs or
rides in the best style is generally, under equal physi-
cal conditions, the best performer—a good example
of this fact is "ankle action" in cycle racing. The
man who has compassed the distance of a race in
good style has expended less effort, and therefore
commences his final spurt with his system less intoxi-
cated by its own waste, and consequently wins easily.
We have now considered the physiology of all trie

organs concerned in athletic exercise, except that of
the nervoussystem, which is perhaps the mostimport-
ant of all. In the brain, in which the stimulus is gen-

*i. e. The fact mentioned recently, that when there
is added to an exercise, otherwise easily performed,
anxiety, or nerve strain, then that exercise is accom-
panied by an excessive formation of carbonic acid
and consequent fatigue.

erated, as in the muscle which is stimulated, work is
accompanied -by evolution of heat, and to a working
brain, as to a working muscle, more blood is con-
veyed. This has actually been seen in the human
subject when the brain has been exposed by acci-
dental, injury of the skull. The blood-vessels of the
organ have been seen to fill up and become congested
while the person was making some mental effort, and
to empty themselves when it was over. The same
kind of combustions also are necessary to carry on
mental work as muscular. Hard brain work will cause
an increased quantity of waste material to be formed,
and this waste is taken up by the blood and excreted
by the kidney and other organs in the same manner
as the muscular waste we have already treated of.
Brain work does not cause breathlessness, and its
work is probably carried on by the combustion of
nitrogenous elements. We do not lose wind by hard
study or intense worry unaccompanied by muscular
exertion, but we find an excess of urates, uric acid,
and phosphoric acid excreted. Gout is caused by an
excess of uric acid in the blood. A gouty person, ap-
parently in health, has some mental worry, or does
some hard intellectual work. The combustions neces-
sary for this brain work throw an excess of waste uric
acid into the blood, and the next day he is in bed with
an inflamed toe. Thus there is a great resemblance
between the work of the brain and the work of the
muscles, and between their effects on the general
economy.
We have already mentioned that the brain gene-

rates the impulse which excites the muscle to con-
traction, and that as the muscle becomes more feeble
from its own work, the stimulus has to be increased,
and a more intense molecular disturbance of the
grey brain-cells takes place, in order that the com-
mands of the will may be carried out. Therefore it

is evident that the more prolonged and the more
exacting the muscular effort, the more fatigued is
the brain, and the greater the quantity of the results
of the work poured into the blood. The activity and
energy of the brain also depend upon the quality of
its blood supply. Overheated blood, laden with car-
bonic acid, dulls the brain, and blood too full of the
products of bodily waste can produce either insensi-
bility or convulsions. The purer the blood the better
the brain work accomplished, and the more energetic
the muscular stimuli given by that organ. The grey
matter of the brain is the seat of the intellect and
will; this has been proved by experiment. It has
been found possible to keep a dog alive, the grey
matter of whose brain had all been removed. This
unfortunate animal could perform no voluntary
movement whatever. It could walk, but only in a
straight line. It could see, but could not avoid
obstacles. It was, in fact, an automaton, and could
only perform those actions to which it had been
accustomed. The converse of this has also been
observed. Any organ, or part of organ, that is not
used "atrophies," or diminishes in size. Luys has
demonstrated in the brains of persons who have lost
one or more of their limbs, distinct areas of atrophied
grey matter, and these areas are differently placed
according as the limb lost was an arm or leg. This
shows that it is tne grey matter which presides over
the movement of the limbs, and the limb being lost
the controlling grey cells perish. If the grey cells
which control the work of the mind rather than that
of the body be injured or diseased, mental weakness
—insanity—is the result. The spinal cord is, so to
say, the go-between the brain and the nerves. Its
principal function is to convey the command of the
will from the brain, where it originated, to the par-
ticular nerve whose office is to deliver it to the muscle
which performs it. And to this end it consists, in
the greater part of its bulk, of white conducting
fibres. But it will be remembered that we stated
in describing it that there was a certain amount
ot grey matter in its central parts. This grey
matter has very important functions which we must
now briefly mention. These gray cells are purely
motor. They have no intellectual functions, and can-
not originate impulses, but they can "reflect" sensa-
tions. If you gently tickle the foot of a sleeping per-
son, he will draw it away without awakening. The
brain does not direct this movement, for it is dormant.
What happens is that the sense of irritation from the
tickling was carried up a sensory nerve to the gray
matter of the spinal cord, and then the gray cells
changed the sensory impression into a motor impulse,
and "reflected" it down the nerves supplying the
muscles of the leg, causing them to contract and with-
draw the foot from the irritating influence. This is

called "reflex action," and is accomplished entirely
without the intervention of the will and in many in-
stances quite unconsciously. Now, there is no doubt
that an exercise very frequently repeated leaves, if

we so describe it, a mark of permanent impression on
the spinal cord. A man learning to use his ankles in

pedalling a bicycle at first has to remember and ex-
ercise his brain each time he wishes to drop his heel
at the top and raise it at the bottom of the stroke

;

when after long practice he has learnt this thoroughly,
he does it unconsciously, and without the interven-
tion of the brain at all. The contact of his foot with
the pedal causes the whole series of muscular move-
ments ; they are governed by the automatic centres
of the spinal cord, and not by the voluntary action of
the brain. Lagrange, as an instance of this, relates a
physiological experiment performed by the Emperor
Commodus in ancient Rome. He let loose ostriches
in the circus, which for the edification of the populace
were straightened and made to run. When they
were at full speed their heads were cut off with
long hooked knives. They did not fall at once,
but continued running till they reached the end
of the arena. He thus exhibited to the Romans
the automatic and reflex actions of the spinal
cord. For as soon as the heads were cut off
and the brains removed the birds were dead ; but
muscle fibre can contract for some short time after

(

death, and from long practice in running the spinal
cords of the decapitated ostriches had received such
an impression that, when cut off from the brain, they
were able to continue ami regulate the numerous
and complicated muscular movements involved in

running. "The brain originates and determines the
rhythm of a movement, and after a time delegates its

power to the spinal cord ; it little by little loses its in-

terest in the performance of the action, and only comes

into play when some new and peculiar circumstance
demands a change in the 'direction, the energy, or the
speed of the movement." (Legrange). It is manifest
that actions thus performed must cause much less
fatigue than those for which the brain is directlv re-
sponsible, and also that they must throw much" less
waste product of nerve work into the blood. For the
amount of nerve tissue brought into action, and the
amount of nerve work done, is so much less, and, as
we have shown before, the amount of waste material
is in direct ratio to the amount of work done, and the
amount of working tissue—brought into play. Another
fact which it is important for us to remember is this:
When a person is putting forth his whole strength he
is so absorbed in his effort that he hardly notices what
is going on around him. The brain is so taken up by
its purely motor work that its intellectual part is over-
shadowed, and it is not so acute as usual. To sum up.
then, we conclude that the brain originates the stimu-
lus which causes the muscle to contract. That a work-
ing brain receives more blood than a quiescent one,
and heat accompanies brain-work. That brain work
is carried on by chemical combustions, and throws
waste products into the blood, urates, uric acid and
phosphoric acid. That the greater the muscular
work done the more fatigued the brain, and the
greater the quantity of products of brain waste thrown
into the blood; that the energy of the brain depends
on the purity of its blood supply; that the grey mat-
ter is the seat of the intellect and will; that the white
fibres of the spinal cord convey motor impulses from,
and sensory impressions to the brain; that the grey
matter of the spinal cord has not intellectual func-
tion, but governs the reflex and automatic actions;
that movements performed automatically cause much
less fatigue and throw less waste products of brain
work into the blood; that a brain doing hard motor
work is for a time dulled in its intellectual percep-
tions.
In our next communication we shall proceed to de-

tail the experiments we have made on "waiters" and
"pace-makers," and draw conclusions from them
based on the physiological facts treated of in this arti-
cle.

—

The Cyclist. .

{To be continued.)

[Parts I., II., III. and IV. were published in The
Wheel of December 5, 12 and 19, and January 2.]

UTICA, N. Y.

A traveler on the New York Central had occasion
to stop off at TJtica the other day, and being a bicycle
man, gathered in some points, which he sends- 'us.
He signs his name "Ralranhes," and this is what he
says :

Politics and bicycles do not mix naturally, but I

think a man can be a better politician if he is a wheel-
man than if he is not. We know a .clergyman is

better fitted to preach if he is a cyclist, and the attor-
ney who rides to the court-room on his bicycle can
better plead his case than if he had walked. But I

thought of politics in Utica in connection with the
memory of Roscoe Conkling, a man dearly belo;ved
here, not only by members of his own party but- by
those of the opposite faith.
The authorities will add to the wheelman's delight

here by laying with some improved surface several of
the principal streets. In anticipation of this, dealers
expect a considerable increase of business over.'any
preceding year. It is believed, too, that this addi-
tional riding territory will tend to attract more ladies
to the wheel. As it is now only one lady, a Miss
Scott, essays to ride a machine.

It is noticeable that many of the bicycle "fiends,." as
a gentleman here dubbed" them, constitute leading
business men. Following are among the number :

Abner B. Gardner, photographer; A. H.. .D0.bs.011.

bookkeeper ; George E. Wheelha'm, jeweler
; Charles

S. Broadbent, manufacturing jeweler ; GeorgeQwen,
grocer; John Uhhm, stenographer; Walter Town-
send, bookkeeper; Arthur Grant, Egbert Bagg,
George Manning, Charles P. Clarke, George Coram.
James B. Paddin, George Chadwick and others. The
racing talent include the flyers Fred and Will Ham
mes, Frank Robbins, James B. Paddin, John Evnom
and Brad and Lawrence Devine.
The trade is represented by Fred P. Hammes, who

is agent for the Pope Company, Hartford, and Wes-
tern Wheel Works ; Charles S. Broadbent, the Union,
and Childs & Jones, miscellaneous makers. Other
wheels have special agents.
Although the riding season is two months off new

wheels are already being sold and many inquiries are
being made.

SYRACUSE.

The third progressive euchre party of the Syracuse
Cycle Club was held on Monday evening ot t his week,
when six tables were occupied for two and a halt
hours. The winners were as follows : T. Rautenberg,
G. Howard Avery, Geo. Westfall, C. Decker. Mr.
Westfall was presented with a piece of rare china and
Mr. Decker got a drum, on the head o( which was
printed "Any one can beat you." Capt. Judd, 1

Sehell and Fred Baird Had Charge Of the programme,
and so well did they carry out their part that they
will be obliged to give another card parly next Week.
No oil is needed to smooth the " troubled waters"

of this club. The S. C. C.'s have the power within
themselves to soothe any commotion thai maj arise.
We arc not in a position at this time to disenss what
the membership committee may ormny not'dorej
ing the expelled members of our club, but we are in
position to receive from the secretary of the League
an answer to the official com 111 nine. 11 ion sent him
our secretary, and to which he will make affidavit
that no answer has been received I'v him, officially or
otherwise. We fully understand the tenor 01 the
League's by-laws, and the offense taken, we believe,
Is amply justified bj the facts. No injustice to officers
or organization was intended, [f Secret. n \ Bussed
is in earnest regarding whal he says about sending
thai Communication, he can clear himself til

which certainly exists among the members of the
club bv Bending to C01 responding Secretary C. Bdw
Wood ,1 copj 01 ins letter, w huh being an official
11 incut, he must have had 1 lu foresight to record,
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V CYCLING IN SWITZERLAND.

Cycling is rapidly going ahead in Switzerland. In
that country there are two main bodies who govern
the sport: the "Union Velocippdique Suisse Ro-
mande " and the " Schweizerisher Velocipedisten
Bund." The first-named organization is the more
important o£ the two. It is formed of Swiss-French
cyclists, and owes its foundation to a scission in the
Swiss Minor, where the French cycling element is

separated from the German. Fifteen clubs support
the Union Velocipedique, and it has an official mem-
bership of 400. It also has a journal, edited by the
central committee of the Union. Most of the races
are held on the road, as track racing is but little de-
veloped ; but by far the majority of the riders take
but little interest in competition, the country being
very hilly, and touring is the principal sport. The
most important event in the Swiss cycling year of

1800 was the formation of a cyclists' corps by the War
Office, which, at the last Autumn manoeuvres, acted
as dispatch carriers. All the superior officers are loud
in their praise of the services rendered by the
cyclists. The dispatches were carried over a very
rough country, the greater part of the journeys being
across fields or over stony mountain roads. The few
cushion-tyred machines used were found to be the
most serviceable. At present there is no cycle trade
in Switzerland, but a few of the small makers as-

semble parts procured in England. Among the prin-
cipal agents are Jones & Teynie, who handle Quad-
rants at Lausanne.

Weldless Sieel Tubes,
COLD DRAWN,

SMOOTH INSIDE AND OUTSIDE,

:fo:r cycles.
Imported and kept in stock by

JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO.,

4 Fletcher Street, NEW YORK.

The wheelmen of Lowville, N. Y., recently banded
themselves together for their mutual protection and
the encouragement of cycling and roads improve-
ment.
The bicycle works in league with the life insurance

companies in the opinion of a certain correspondent.
He states that before riding a wheel he attempted to
secure a policy from several companies, but was po-
litely informed by each one that the risk was too
great. Since riding a bicycle his health has improved
to a remarkable degree, and the insurance companies
are now only too pleased to accept his cash in exchange
for policies, and by the way the agents follow him up
he is inclined to believe that he is considered a profit-
able customer.

The Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania
have issued their final report of the committee on
roads, with a draft of the proposed road act. The
pamphlet is a valuable addition to road improvement
literature, containing sound arguments in its favor
and illustrating by facts and figures the economic
value of good roads.

The Hagerstown (Md.), Bicycle Club decided, at a
recent meeting, to establish a library of at least a
thousand volumes, the funds for which will be pro-
cured by private contributions. It was reported at
the meeting that every indication pointed to an un-
usually attractive and successful meet on July 4 next.

The Wheel and Cycling Trade Review.
F. P. PRIAL, Editor and Proprietor.

243 Broadway, New York. P. 0. Box 444.

ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR.

Herewith I hand you %i.oo in payment for one years

subscription, to begin with the issue of.

Name _

Address

Town or City.

County\... State..

A. C. C. Cycle Show,
FIRST ANNUAL EXHIBITION

—OF—

Cycles £txidL Cycling Accessories,
UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE ASSOCIATED CYCLING CLUBS OF PHILADELPHIA,

HORTICULTURAL HALL, MARCH 2d to 7th, 1891.

Spaces have been secured by upwards of 50 of the Leading Cycle Manufacturers and Dealers.

A special feature of the show will be the display of antiquities and curiosities of Cycling from its earliest history. For

Prospectus, Terms, and General Information, Address, R. H. KAIN, Secretary, 21 South Seventh Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

# INTERESTING TO JERSEY RIDERS 1*

We are sole agents for Newark and the Oranges, for the complete line of COLUMBIA Safeties, Ordinaries, and Tricycles, the Hartford,

and the Lovell Diamond. We also carry the Western Wheel Works' line of medium priced, and Boys' and Girls' Safeties, and a full stock of

parts, sundries and jersey goods. NEW COLVMBIAS TO HIRK to responsible and experienced riders. Repairs done reasonably

and well. Wheels bought, exchanged, and sold on instalments or commission.

A r"4--R"!T<rrT"'P:3 wanted in all Northern New Jersey towns, for the Lovell Diamond, Premium, and Boys' and Girls' Wheels. They
outsell anything at their prices.

"W. E. ELIDRJODGKE, 499 Broad Street (near P. L. & W. Depot), ETevSTSLrlEL, 1ST. J.

ssa PNEUMATIC.
FEATHBRSTONE'S * PNEUMATIC.

Sole Agents in New York. Territory the Hartli.

Will be on the market on or before March 1st. We are booking orders. Will be tilled in

rotation as ordered.

^==m Retail Price, $13R.OO «p^?-
QUflRdNTEEb HIQHEST QRrtDE IN EVERT RESPECT.

SCH0VEHLI2TG, DALY & GALES, 302 Broadway, 1T.Y.
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GORMULLY & JeFFERV M FG. Co.,

THE AMERICAN CYCLES,

CHICAGO, BOSTON, WASHINGTON.

ADMITTEDLY in the design and construction of

. ladies' safeties, it is sought to embody every feature

and principle that will in any manner tend to comfort and
ease. If then, a large steering wheel is of advantage to the

male persuasion, why should manufacturers who follow the

larger-steerer-than-driver principle in their men's safeties

reduce the diameter of the front wheel and not correspond-
ingly that of the rear one in their ladies' machines, and
still others who live up to the equi-sized principle in their

men's wheels, use a small steerer in their ladies' safeties?

If the large steerer is of such mooted advantage to

men, why should it not be just so much more to ladies', or

if, as one is bound to infer from the above, that the large

front wheel is a disadvantage to ladies', by what process of

reasoning can it be shown that it is an advantage to men ?

It is hardly necessary to add that all these things were
considered in the design of the American Ramblers, and
that in consequence, they are all built with small front

wheels and in actual, every-day use practically proving the

correctness of the principle.

C
/•

SEND FOR CdTdLOQUE.
7^
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MOI^E AgOUT CUSHION TYRES.
s*

it » «

Purchasers who do not practically compare the CUSHION

with the* Solid Tyre before deciding which to huv, arc not prop-

erly protecting their own interest, and may be making a

mistake. We afford customers an opportunity of testing both

tyres through our road rental department in New York and

Chicago. Ride and be convinced.

GEO. R. BIDWELL,
270 and 272 Wabash Avenue,

CHICAGO, ILL.

308 and 310 West 59th Street,

NEW YORK.

tt Built on Honor." Adopted by the United S ates Government.

Warwick Perfection Cycles
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2STO OAST METAL.

WARWICK CYCLE HEQ. CO., SPRINQFIELD, ndSS.
CATAUX;ii: JAM'AKY iH«>i.
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QN10M UNION
One of our customers writes :

" The appearance'of
the UNION in our town has caused a flutter of excitement

in the riding community. It is the favorite everywhere.

On the street, on the cars, the constant cry is

—

"Where did you get that hike ?

Where did you get that wheel ?

Is not it a dandy one
And made of weldless steel ?

I should like to have one,
That's the way I feel.

And everybody says the same, ' where did you get that

wheel ?
' I give them the desired information and of course

modestly point out its beauty spots, then while the police

are keeping back the crowd and the cushion and pneumatic
men are hiding behind the fence, I do a little of the 'fancy'

in my own inimitable style. By the by, the people do like

our wheels out here. Yours etc,

The gentleman who writes this is noted for his veracity.

3XGU i [9 n
Mr. Stokes, of Chicago, attends to our Western business. HIGH LAN DVILLE, MASS.

HEADS THE LIST OF HIGH GRADE SAFETIES.

SIX STYLES ranging in price from $85.00 to $165.00, and from 30 to 48 pounds in weight. Pneumatic,
Cushion and Solid Tires, Hollow Kims, Tangent Spokes and Ball Heads. Those desiring the agencj tor

these goods should apply at once to insure being supplied. The trade supplied with everything in Bioycle

Sundries at the lowest possible prices.

«-:

TIB JOHN WIIKINS0I GO.,
Direct Importers, 269-271 State St., Chicago, 111,
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AGENTS, HERE WE HUE UGH IN!
With as complete assortment of Wheels as one could wish, comprising many of our own special

manufacture. It is with pleasure that we announce our acceptance of the New York State Agency for

the celebrated

SWI y

which are known throughout the WORLD. The following mentioned machines we present to the

trade, although at retail we handle all makes :

Dandy, 24 inch, Cone Bearing

Kim; of Koiul, 87 "

Pathfinder,

Lightning,

Ilapi<l,

.Manhattan,

<;r<-.\ bound,

80
24
20
28
:jo

" Ball

Ideal Bamhler, 86

$25.00
88.00
45.00
35.00
42.00
50.00
60.00
05.00

Lone Star,

Outing, No. 1,

M « •> Ott ..

" « 3, 30 "

Gentlemen's Swift, 28 "

H •< ;j fl

Ladies' Swift, 28 -

27 inch, Ball Bearing,

2« " Full Ball Bea'g.Cush. Tires

40 lbs.,

50 "

40 M

The Swifts we have with cushion or pneumatic tires. Our Bicycle Catalogue will be

shortly with full additional information.

$45.00

65.00

87.50

IOO.00

135.O0

135.O0

1 85.00

issued

MERWIN, HULBERT & CO.,
Prices to the Trade quoted on application. 26 WEST 23d STREET, NEW YORK CITY.

PARAGON
y^

"Time is, thou hast employed the portion small,

Time past, la (joni . thou • anal not it recall
;

Time future is not, for you may never be;

Time present, is the only time for t]

—Ti

There la sermon in the above that

applies well t<> the would i>c (.viler. The

nf Bartfa arc short and far between

and one of the most lasting of them all

is the pleasure derived from riding a

machine like thi igon.

nd fox the most atalogue

ever issued by s manufacturer.

'/J?
7 -A? '/iO

STOVER BICYCLE MFG. CO.,
r -/!«• tv? -^ 77tmf >

SEMD FOR QrlTflLOQUC. FREEPORT, ILL.
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Feallierslone's Pneomalics.
/ -

N

FOR the convenience of our Eastern trade we have established distributing depots for our

Pneumatic Tires in the following cities to which all correspondence for the respective

districts should be addressed :—Boston, New York, Philadelphia and Newark. The New
England trade will be supplied through Wright & Ditson, of Boston. New York City,

Brooklyn, Eastern and Southern New York State through Messrs. Schoverling, Daly & Gales

of New York City. Central and Eastern Pennsylvania and Maryland with the exception of

Baltimore City through the Sweeting Cycle Co., of Philadelphia. The State of New Jersey

through Messrs. Howard A. Smith & Co., of Newark. Baltimore City through Messrs. Cline

Bros, of Baltimore.

These distributing depots will carry in stock a large supply of Pneumatic Wheels from

which the Eastern trade in their respective territories will be supplied. By drawing your

supply from these depots near at hand you will be at all times able to get them promptly as

you may need them instead of waiting until they could be shipped from here.

You will recognize it was late in the season when these Pneumatic patents were trans-

ferred to us and it has been impossible to get out a supply of these Pneumatic Machines before,

as great skill and care is required to make these machines second to none in the market in

point of grade and finish.

The cycle trade have too much intelligence to believe that the mechanical skill and

capital of this country can be controlled by any two or three bicycle makers, and the}^,

whose ignorance or personal interest may persuade them to say that our bicycles will not be

strictly high grade and equal to any now made had better wait until they see them. It is

impossible to know what they are talking about until they have.

We have now about 1200 men working on these Pneumatics, having made a contract

with the Ames Mfg. Co., (the well-known bicycle makers of Chicopee, Mass.,) to run nearly

their entire plant on a part of our work.

We shall be able to deliver 500 finished Pneumatic Bicycles a week both for men and

women beginning March 15th, and can increase this output if the trade should demand it.

All manufacturers will tell you their particular machines are the best, we say nothing

about ours, it will speak for itself. We simply refer you to the record of the Pneumatic and

to the riders of it.

You may put it down that the Pneumatic Tire has passed through all its stages of

experiment and is now a success, that it is the tire of the future, and that some riders already

know, and all others will find that they will not be in it without the Pneumatic.
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STARRETT & PEOPLE CYCLIC CO.

WE have increased our stock and handle a rail assortment of the best wheels in the
market ; shall have them in light, medium and heavy weights, with diamond.

it and drop frames, with spring and still forks, with solid and cushion tires, or both;
in fact, any way you want them, showing many new 1 d improvements, which will

enabli atisfy any and all tastes. We have added a fine line of renting wheels (no
"boneshakers"), fitted up an enameling oven, and our repair shop, where we
lave to >ls and facilities to repair any wheel manufactured. We have the only riding

school in Brooklyn (under the personal supervision of Prof. Louis People, the favorite in-

structor of many hundreds of lady and gentleman cyclists), space [50x100 feet, track being
nade like an ordinary road, therefore enabling our patrons to ride anywhere when through
earning. Thus we claim of having the best equipped bicycle establishment, away ahead
•: any other concern in Brooklyn.

Thanking you for your past favors ami support, and hoping our pleasant relations

vill continue, we are, very truly vours,

The Starrett & People Cycle Co., 1171 Bedford Ave., NY.u 1'utnani Ave, Brooklyn. N. Y.

<<\ KEEFE & BECANNON, >»
157 BROKDiAZHY, NEW YORK.

MANUFACTURERS, JOBBERS AND RETAILERS OF

Safety Bicycles and Sundries.
General Agents for Lozier & Yost Co.'s " Giants " for Eastern New York.

General Agents for " Bronchos " for Eastern New York.

United States Importers of the " Raglan."

Manufacturers of the " K. & B. Diamond." Manufacturers of the "Comet."

Dealers will find it to their advantage to make immediate application for Terms and Territory.

CATALOGUES READY FEBRUARY 1st.

REFEREE CYCLES!!
v the leading machines of England and America. We

are ready t<> talk agencies for 1891.

Bretz & Curtis Manufacturing Co.,

MANUFACTURING IMPORTERS,

PHILADELPHIA, - - U. S. A.
I Ml

S7-.(KM)
Given to the BtcycllBta of the United States. For some weeks
past we have been advertising "THE SWEETING DIAMOND,"
|.rl( «. S136.00.

We have met with so much success, being able to see sales
of about 3.000 of this wheel, that we have arranged with the
DHUaufeOturera to reduce the list ol thin wheel to $110.00, thus
giving th<> bicyclists of the country 76,000. A liberal discount

HPKi'l! .o -inch wheel*, direct npokoB, Credenda
<<)1<I (intwK Auldless steel tube, drop forglngs throughout; ball
bearing* nil over, Including the head ; Gartord saddle, tool bag,
wrench and oiler, and the celebrated "Bates" cushion, 1 '. Inch
tiros. <iuiiriinteed In every respect (or one year.

SWEETING CYCLE CO.,
BOlC Importer*, rim \m ii-ui v. pa .

W. W. STALL, Boston, Mass.
i ..n.; North-West

i

THOS. KANE A. CO., Chicago, III.
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THE ECLIPSE SADDLE.
£<*s

WE now offer this saddle to the trade for the first time, and are pre-

pared to fill orders with reasonable promptness. Every dealer in

bicycles will do well to place a small order for these saddles, as

they are acknowledged by experienced riders to be the best on the

market. The springs have a double action, and make riding easy over
the roughest roads. The tension can be changed to suit the rider ; any
slack in the leather after use can be taken up without trouble, and the

saddles are made to fit any cycle. The springs are made from the best

crucible steel, oil tempered. Our patent adjustment for raising or lower-
ing the front of the saddle is a neat device, and one that every rider will

appreciate.

pRice S6.00.
In placing your orders for saddles, don't forget that we make the best BICYCUE for the money on the market. The

ECLIPSE BICYCUE is strictly first class, high grade in every respect. Price $100.

STEEL PULLEY AND MACHINE WORKS, Indianapolis, Ind,

S3!?

* « • •

CENTS 40 POUNDS.LADIES 37 POUNDS.

WEBB-CUSHION TYRES ON ALL.
SOLID TYRES TO ORDER ONLY.

Send for Catalogue, also, description of: Cushion Tyres.

BANKER & CAMPBELL CO, Ltd.,

1786-8 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Factory, ROCKAWAY, HEW JERSEY. Branch House, 1311 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

AND STILL THE ORDERS ROLL IN.

In our last we announced that our booked orders amounted to over

7,000 Gri^usrr safety bicycles
for 1 89 1 delivery. This number has been greatly increased in the past two weeks.

Don't wait for our travelers, but write us at once if you desire the agency for the best wheels of

their grade, and the only ones on which thorough protection against cutting prices is assured.

H. A. LOZIER ft CO., Cleveland, Obio.
Catalogue ready this month, File your application for one.

The Buffalo Safety Bicycle Stand,
PATENTED.

PRICE, ^l.OO.
ASK YOUR DEALER FOR IT OR ADDRESS

BOWEN BROS., - - - Buffalo, N. Y.

D O Y O U W A N T TO WHEEL IN

EUROPE?
We condud two parties this Summer, and will be
pleased u> talk it over with you.

ELWELL & HIGGINS, 162 Pearl St.,

Portland, Maine.

IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEND TO

** ** ** A. W. GUMP & CO., Dayton, Ohio, «* -» -»

FOR PRICES ON TYPEWRITERS AND BICYCLES. TYPEWRITERS RENTED.
BICYCLES, TYPEWRITERS AND GUNS TAKEN IN EXCHANGE.
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NEW MAIL

All Parts Interchangeable

with the closest inspection

in every detail while our

model we think is conceded

to be the Handsomest in

the market.

ISfew ]V£ail ^135.
Which had so great a demand in 1890. Spring Fork, Band Brake
especially advantageous for cushion tires, which gives the New
Mail this year, this great advantage over any other, as late

English reports commend the Band Brake as Best for cushion
tires. Tangent Spokes, half nickelled, and our handsome shape
Handle Bars, low and well back to rider.

A SUPERB WHEEL !

Needs No Introduction.

It has secured throughout the country a

Reputation for Strictly High Quality,

and has no Superior for perfect construction and
qualitv of material.

r

9fc*

New Mail, Ladies' Pattern with Cushion Tires,

A BEAUTIFUL WHEEL !

New Mail Diamond Safety at $100.

WITH CUSHION TIR1

THE SENSATION OF I 89 I .

Handsomest and Best medium priced

wlnri. Nfu M;iii Model Diamond
Frame, brazed throughout. New Mail

L<>\\ Handle Bars. Favorite Garford

Saddle. Tangent Spokes, half nickeled.

All Ball Bearings. Cushion Tires, gn
Lng lif<- and elasticity, and annulling

jar ami vibration.

SEE THIS WHEEL !

Send tor Catalogue with full descriptions. The
Safeties of the Year I ! !

NTS WANTED. SECURE AUKNCY.

Will. IvMCAI) & SONS, Manufacturers,

107 Washington Street, BOSTON, MASS.
; ' H. C. SQUIRES, Agent, 178 Broadway, Hew York, has these wheels in stock, SEE THEM SURE ! !
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PUBLISHED EVERT FRIBAT MORNING.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates.

Subscription Price,

foreign Subscriptions, -

Single Copies,

$1.00 a year

10s. a year

5 Gents

Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS CO.

Copy should be received by Tuesday morning.

Late Copy received until Wednesday morning.

Changes for Advertisements must be received by
Tuesday morning to insure insertion.

Special Advertising Hatter received until Thurs-
day noon.

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION.

FOREIGN BUSINESS REPRESENTATIVE,
W. S. SMITH,

31 Alkham Road, Stamford Hill, London, N. W.

F. P. PRIAL,

Editor and Proprietor,

P. O. Box 444, 243 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its con-
tents and give us their patronage, and as far as
is convenient, aid in circulating the journal,

aiid extend its influence in the cause which it

so faithfully serves. Subscription price, $1 per
year.

IT is reported that Mr. Randall, of the Chi-

cago Club, will be appointed chairman of

the Racing Board.

DON SALAMBO has imbedded among his

notes this week a particularly strong

plea on the folly of capital linking itself with

invention of a highly novel and yet more highly

impracticable order. The inventor who starts

out to recast the face of the earth will catch the

capitalist and ruin him. Cycling has, in its

day, had several types of the crank inventor,

THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY MEET.

The National Assembly Meet, held at Willard's

Hotel, Washington, on Monday last, was the least im-

portant ever held, but what it lacked in importance

was made up in the interest in the elections.

We say it was unimportant, because no important

measures were advanced, beyond the idea of a Legis-

lative Committee ; unimportant, because no mate-

rially new ideas were projected for the welfare or the

growth of the League.

We had expected the National Assembly to commit
the League to an active policy of highway improve-

ment, but, notwithstanding the splendid report of

the Highway Improvement Committee, the members
seemed content with the present policy of education.

The interest was supplied by the uncertainty of the

elections. In the field were Dunn and Bidwell, Mott

and Burdette, and Brown. There were four sections

well represented—the West, the Burdette contingent,

the Mott contingent, and the Massachusetts delegates.

On Saturday night there was not a Dunn man
in the hotel, and the election of Mott or Burdette as

President was a foregone conclusion. Bidwell's name
was early retired by his workers, the ploa that he had

trade connections militating against his success.

On Sunday noon it became quite well known that

Mr. Mott had a pledged strength of fifty votes, and

Major Burdette the same number. Later in the day
the Dunn strength gathered, and when the Burdette
strength swung over to him, and the West combined
with the Burdette people, which happened a few hours
after midnight on Sunday night, Mr. Dunn's election

was assured.

Although the Connecticut people were offered the

first position for Mr. Burdette, they declined negotia-

tions, as Mr. Burdette had promised Mr. Dunn not to

enter the lists against him. There is a lot of interest-

ing inside matter, which space forbids our threshing
out just at this time. The details of the meeting
follow

:

The meeting was called to order at ten o'clock with
President Dunn in the chair. The Credentials Com-
mittee, who had finished their work previous to the

call of the meeting, reported a total of 57 personally
present and 73 represented by proxy, making a total

of 130 votes. The entire morning session until one
o'clock was given over to the reading of reports. The
first report was the

SECRETARY'S REPORT.

The secretary, in his usual flowery and poetical

style, made the following report, the features of

which are that the League's total membership up to

February 13 was 18,116, a gain of 5,413 over the previous
year. New York leads with a membership of 3,097

Massachusetts has a membership of 2,311 ; Pennsyl-
vania 2,059 j Illinois 1,490 ; Connecticut 1,437. We pre-

sent these statistics of the Secretary's report.

STATE MEMBERSHIP, FEBRUARY 13, 1890.

Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia.
Florida
Georgia
Idaho....
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky.
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada ;..

New Hampshire

18

3
10

562
51

1.437

59
23 1

9
10
1

1,490

273
193
145
144
140
229
622

2,3"
564
160

9
462

7
100

15

'65

New Jersey 1,045
New York 3,097
New Mexico 9
North Carolina 5
North Dakota 6
Ohio 1,197
Pennsylvania 2,059
Rhode Island 567
South Carolina 3
South Dakota 2

Tennessee 137
Texas 61

Utah 42
Vermont 62
Virginia 62
Washington 13
West Virginia 70
Wisconsin 232
Wyoming

—o

—

Australia
Bermuda
Canada
England , ...

Germany
Mexico
Nova Scotia
Oklahoma

Total 18,116

LADIES IN THE LEAGUE.

California 7
Colorado 2

Connecticut 31
Delaware 2

District of Columbia. .

.

9
Illinois 41
Indiana 4
Iowa 5
Kansas 3
Kentucky 5
Louisiana 3
Massachusetts 83
Michigan 12

Minnesota 6

Missouri .' 13
Nebraska 3

New Hampshire 2

New Jersey 21

New York 58
Ohio 26

Pennsylvania 53
Rhode Island 37
Tennessee 4
Texas 1

Vermont 1

Wisconsin 3

—o

—

Candada 1

Total 44°

Removals. Applications. Total.

1888-9 7,851 4,342 12,193

1889-90 7,745 4,958 12,703

1890-91 (10 mos.) 9,655 8,461 18,116

Cash from renewals $ 9,655 00
" " applications to Feb. 1 15,90600

Total $25,561 00

Credited to Divisions $16,458 00
" " Treasurer 9i io3 °°

Total $25,561 00

Total membership to date.
Total membership, 1890. . .

.

18,116

12,703

Gain s.4'3

THE HIGHWAY COMMITTEE'S REPORT.

Chairman Potter, reporting for the Highway Im-

provement Commitee, occupied fully an hour in read-

ing the various documents which went to make up the

committee's report. It is impossible to reproduce the

matter of this report, although every line was of

vital importance in connection with the League's

campaign of highway improvement. It is but fair to

state that the work which Messrs. Potter, Mott and

liurdett have accomplished in this line cunnot be ap-

preciated, and can certainly not be over-estimated.

They have given to this subject months of time and
careful study and research, and the result was the

most complete summing up of the work which has
been accomplished throughout the United States

which has ever yet been presented to the League
members, as well as an outline of Wjba£-ilie,c,ommittee

believe should be the Leagu«^fj>li£y. The com-
mittee apparently agree that there should be some
attempt made to undertake national highway im-

provement legislation. <j

,

THE PRESIDENT'S REPORT.

The President made a brief report containing an
outline of the League's policy of highway improve-
ment. He believed in first, to educate, then to agitate,
and third to legislate. He appeared to believe in a
further policy of education. He stated that the
League was now the organized pioneer in this work,
and mentioned the good work of the officers in Kan-
sas, Illinois, Ohio, New York, Massachusetts, Mary-
land, Connecticut and Pennsylvania. He believed
in national highway legislation. He also spoke prom-
isingly of an attempt which is being made to reor-
ganize the post road from New York to Boston. He
believed that within a short time there would be a
fine rideable highway|from New York to Boston, pass-
ing through many important cycling centres in New
England. He also touched on the suspensions by the
Racing Board, and expressed the hope that a proper
expense rule would be adopted by both organizations.
Speaking of this matter he eulogized the Chairman of
the Racing Board for his excellent work of the year,
and also paid tribute to the Secretary-editor. He be-
lieved that the work of the hotel committee should be
enlarged so that in addition to appointing hotels
throughout the country they would also be able to
organize some system by which traveling cyclists
could obtain the best routes in any neighborhood in
which they might be. He favored the employment
of League agents to make a census of wheelmen in
this country. He also believed in the establishment
of a national legislative committee in a more direct
supervision over the finances of the smaller divisions

;

in the granting of additional privileges to League
clubs ; in the removal of the Canadian duty on those
wheels which are brought over to America to be
ridden in the Dominion.
Mr. Luscomb quickly moved the adoption of the re-

port, and moved that the recommendation for a legis-

lative committee be also adopted.

OTHER COMMITTEE REPORTS.

Mr. Clarence Hodson, of the Rights and Privileges
Committee, was ill and not present, so that no report
was made. Mr. Davis, of the Rules and Regulations
Committee, reported that no matter had come before
that committee. Mr. W. M. Brewster, of the Trans-
portation Committee, was not in the room when
called on for his report, so that the members were
forced to forego the same.
Mr. Charles Davol, of the Racing Board, reported

that during the year twenty-three men had forfeited
their amateur status ; that twenty-two men had been
reinstated during the year; that nineteen charges of
professionalism had been investigated, and that twen-
ty-seven men were suspended for infringement of the
rules. That two records had been accepted, viz.:

Quarter mile ordinary, 32 3-5S., E. C. Anthony
;
quar-

ter mile safety, 34 4-ss., by W. F. Gassier.
At this junction Mr". Brewster appeared and reported

that he had written out a very extensive report, but
that he had left it at home. The members seemed to
hear this statement with much relief.

Mr. Atwater reported for the Hotel Committee. He
stated that his committee could not do any practical
work under the present rules, and he recommended
that the Hotel Committee be made a National Com-
mittee instead of a Special Committee. Mr. Atwater
also took occasion to extend an invitation to the
members from the Columbia Cycle Club, who had
prepared a banquet for Monday evening at Fleisch-
man's Cafe.
The reports having been finished, the elections came

up, but before any nominations were made, a recess
was moved and carried. During the recess an excel-
lent photograph of the members was taken on the
steps of a theatre back of Willard's Hotel.

THE ELECTION.

Upon call for nominations for President, Mr. Per-
kins nominated James R. Dunn in a stirring speech.
Mr. Shriver, of New York, heartily seconded the
motion, speaking strongly of the evil of rotation in
office. Mr. Shriver made a hit by the statement that
the members appeared to want a new toy each year in

the way of a President. Mr. Potter also made a
speech, stating that New York had come down solid
for Mr. Bidwell, but that his State bowed to the gen-
eral opinion that Mr. Dunn should be re-elected, and
amid much waving of the white tlag and dove-wing
flutterings of peace and harmony, the Secretary was
ordered to cast a unanimous vote tor James K. Dunn,
and the Secretary having accomplished his arduous
duty, Mr. Dunn was declared elected for two yens.
after which he returned a few brief words of thanks.
Mr. Kirkpatrick, of Ohio, nominated Major C. 1-.

Burdett, of Hartford, for Vice-President, which Mr.
Cook, of Rhode Island, heartily seconded. Mr. Lus-
comb. nominating Albert Mott, of Baltimore, made the
speech of the meeting, and every man who had a vote
ready to cast for Burdette felt moved to sympathy
by the New York delegate's stirring words. Mr. Wil-
lison, of Maryland, also made a fine speech in second-
ing Mr. Mott's nomination. The result was the elec-

tion of Burdette by a vote of 78 to 55. Mr. Van Nort, of
Pennsylvania, and Mr. Randall, of Illinois, acted as
tellers. Mr. Burdett made a neat speech promising'
but little In talk and much in action,
Mr. Arthur A. Dean, oi Connecticut, nominated Or.

ti. Carleton Brown, oi Eli abeth, N. J . for the Second
Vice-Presidency, which Mr. Brewster seconded. Mr.
11. Crowther, ot' Pennsylvania, nominated Mr. Arthur
\v. Robinson, of Pennsylvania, which Mr. Willison
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The Manhattan Bicycle Club were defeated
by the Atalanta Wheelmen at Newark on Thurs-
day evening, February 19, although the former
club played their bet game of the season. The
score follows:

ATALAM A WH
s. s. b. Scr.

G. Miller . 1 - > 1 .

Peal 3
Thorne 3

',

Hornfeck a J

K. Millar 3 .

K. Halsey o i

Edwards i

•47
.56
169
181

142

Manhattan B C.
8. 8.

Pelin 2 1

.

Connor o 3
land 2 i

I >e Yongh o 1

Halm o 4
Post 3 5

146! Ford 4

b. Scr.
(. 33
4 •5'

7 1 1.'

7

'< 98
r. in
2 74
- •73

Total 1 186I Total 1073

FKAMKS.
sta \v in 243 343 461 584 705 834 93s 1053 1186

Manhattan B. C.ioj 315 335 446 543 656 741 843 974 107a

Umpire, A. II. Chamberlin; Scorers, \V. S. Leonard,
R. I.. McKarland.

The Standing of the various clubs in the
League to date is as follows:

To Highest Average
Won. Lost. Play. Score. .s

New York B. C u i o 1328 1153 1-6
Atalanta Wh'lmen 9 2 1 1350 1109 3-11
Harlem Wh'lmen. 633 u6a. 1079 2-3
Brooklyn H. C 5 6 1 1190 10763-10
HudsonCo. W 4 7 1 1153 10743-11
Manhattan B.C. I 9 1 1072 971
RiversideWh'lmen 10 1 1062 968 10-n

The results of the games that have been
played are as follows:

Hudson County vs. Harlem. Result, H. C.

vs. Atalanta. Result, N. Y. B.

W., iii ; Hark-in, 1074
Nov. 1 7— N. V

C., 1 173 ; A. \V., 1145,

.
21-Brooklvn B. C. vs. Riverside W. Result,

B. B. C, m8; R. W., 879.
Nov. 14—Riverside W. vs. Hudson Co. W. Result,

H. C. \V . 1084; U. W., 989.
Nov. 18 Harlem vs. Atalanta. Result, A. W., 1218;

II. W.. even frames.)
28—Brooklyn vs. Manhattan. Result, B. B. C.

1 .. ; M. B. C, 940.
Dec. 4—Atalanta vs. Riverside. Result, A. \V\, i 335 ;

K. W.,
Manhattan vs. New York. Result, N. Y. B.

C.j 1141; M. li. C, 1042.
Dec. B—New York Bicycle Club vs. Harlem Wheel-

men. Result, N. Y. B. C, 1108; H. W., 1029.
Dec. _S -Hudson County Wheelmen vs. Manhattan

C. Result.

B.C. R •
. W., 1080; M. B

, 1062.

Dec. 12—Harlem Wheelmen vs. Brooklyn Bicycle

i Riverside Wheelmen vs. B
W., 1062

Club. Result, H. W., 1040; B. B. C, 1027.
De onnty Wheelmen vs. New York

Bicycle Club. Result, N. Y. B. C. iaa6j II. C. W
Dec. 15—Riverside Wheelmen vs. Harlem Wheel-

men. Result. H. W., 1148; R. W.,989.
Dec, iS Manhattan Bicycle Club vs. Atalanta

Wheelmen. Result, A. W.. 1101 ; M. B. C, 937.
Wheelmen vs. Manhattan Bicy-

cle Club. Result. K. W., iota
j
M. B. C, 981.

Dec sS—Brooklyn Bicycle Club vs. Atalanta Wheel-
men. Result, A. \\\, 11 ,.•; B. B. C, 1073.

Dei ., Hudson County Wheelmen vs. Brooklyn
il,. Result, B. B il. c \v .

Jan. Harlem Wheelmen vs New Vol k Bi<

ClUb, Result. II. W.. ,, 7 • N. V B. C, 1120.

[an. ; Hud-..m County Wheelmen vs. Rivt
lit 11. <

. \v
, use; K W.,

Jan. B Atalanta Wheelmen vs Brooklvn Bicycle
Club. Result, A. W„ .

! ; B B C. 11

Jar. 1 Wheelmen re Manhattan Bicycle
Club. Result, II. W 1; M. I I

Jan. i%—New York Bii ycle Club vs Riv.
Wheelmen. Result, N- Y. I

Jar

[an n Countv
III u .

[an m Wheelmen : Wheel-
Result, II. W., 1 -

, R. W., 891.
[an. 10 Rivei Imen vs. Atalanta Wheel-

men. I

[an. 1 . New ',

Harlem V,

1

. Iicelmen

|nn untv
11 . V

in Bi-

untv
II 1 U

111 W., 1

"

M B 1

•

I

untv

(lub V.

FIXTURES.

PBBRTJARY
1.—Twenty-second Regiment Athletic Ass

1! their armory, Bouli
tty-eighth Street, N. Y. Two-n

23. Two Mile Indoor Safetj ster,
N. Y., for championship of the city.

23. Atlantic City, N 1.

27. —Gotham Wheelmen's entertainment and ball
at the Lyceum Opera House, Thirty-fourth
Street.

MARCH.
2-7.—Cycling Exhibition at Horticultural Hall,

Philadelphia. Address R. H. Kain, S.
tary, .-i South Seventh Street.

MAY.
30.—Tournament at, \\

31.—Chicago— Pullman R

JUNK.

1.—Elwell's European Tour. Departure fr..m New

8.—Annual Spring Meet of Connecticut Dirl
and New Haven Bicycle Club Tournament.

B. 1. Perkins, Secretary.
26-27.—Kentucky Division meet.

28.— Kentucky I tivislon's excursion from Louisville
to Mammoth Cave and return.

JULY.

2-3-4.—Race meet of the Hagerstown Bicycle club
and Maryland Division's annual n
Hagerstown.

Annual meet of the Missouri Division at Carth-
age.

4.—Columbia Cycle Club's tournament at Charter
Oak Park. Hartford, Conn

4—The Poorman K it Cincinnati.
29.—Departure from New York ol Smith's European

Tour.

AUGUST.
4. Tournament and Road Race of the Waiontha

Bicycle Club, Richfield Springs, N. Y.

SEPTEMBER.
8-g.—Tournament at Hartford, Conn.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

1
1. 1st of recent bicycle patents reported especial

]

THE Whbbi . by W. E, tughinbaugh. Patent I

yer, Washington, D. C]
ie. Sterling E

assignor to Sterling Cyi leC«>., K
in England, Prance, Belgium and Germany.

1. Tricyi - Ing Elliott,

Trance, Germany and Belgium.
Ie. Sterling 1

Piled June 12, 1889 Patented in Kngland.
Vehicle tyre A. II Over nor to

nan Wheel Co.. II. 11 : lord, Conn. Piled Nov 1-

890.

pport I. W. Kenned,-. Ri
'•''•

I I- Hughes, same 1

Piled July 5, 1890.

A pneim, •

man.

Stamford. Conn., sailed tor Bermuda
on Th

"up has been patented In
land whicl

Dually inflated to thl

( Irani
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Northamptoi \i

The Mount V
1 Mi V.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

The Roxbury (Mass.) Bicycle Club held an enjoya-
ble reception at Oriental Hall on February n.

There is a movement on foot among the students at
Princeton College who ride wheels to organize a bicy-
cle club.

W. A. Illston, the well-known English racing ama-
teur, recently took a header from an ordinary, break-
ing his arm."

The Seventh Regiment A. A. have announced a
series of indoor games for April 4, and a mile safety
race will be among the events.

There is a movement on foot to have the next Maine
State Division meet held at Bangor in order to awaken
cycling interest in that section.

The Chief Consul of Iowa, Ackley Hubbard, has
resigned from the position, and Vice-Consul H. L.
-Chase, of Cedar Falls, will succeed him.

We acknowledge the receipt of an invitation to the
first grand social of the Apollo Bicycle Club, Taunton,
Mass., which is to be held on February 27.

The Massachusetts Bicycle Club are making ar-
rangements for their annual banquet, which will take
place on February 24 at the Thorndike, Boston.

Thomas Jeffries, the Louisville cycle dealer and
racing man, who has been spending the Winter at
his home in Wilmington, Del., has returned, to the
former city.

The Lake View Wheelmen and Genessee Bicycle
Club, of Rochester, N. Y., have formed indoor base-
ball teams, and will play a series of games for the
local championship.
On Wednesday evening of this week the Brooklyn

Bicycle Club held a successful stag entertainment at
their club-house, which was enjoyed by about fifty

members and their friends.

Chief Consul Cook, of the Rhode Island Division,
has appointed the following committee on highway
improvement: Nathan W. Littlefield, chairman, Chas.
C. Mumford and Henry N. Francis.

Of the sixty odd members of the State Capital
Wheelmen, of Concord, N. H., forty are also members
of the League. This is more than one-third of entire
membership of the New Hampshire Division.

The annual ball of the Century Wheelmen, Phila-
delphia, which took place on Tuesday of last week,
was attended by about 250 members and friends of the
club. It was one of the most successful social events
of the season.

A Rome (N. Y.) correspondent writes: "This city
has about fifteen thousand inhabitants, and at the
cyclers' race meet last season nearly four thousand
persons passed through the gates. What club can
show a better record ?"

The Independent Cycle Club, of Louisville, has
rented the Macauley annex, a large one-story build-
ing, which will be handsomely fitted up and divided
into parlors, smoking, billiard, meeting, bath and
wheel rooms, all on one floor.

A party of Philadelphia riders intend to enjoy the
two holidays caused by Washington's birthday fall-
ing on Sunday by taking a run to Baltimore and
Washington. Captain Laing, of the Pennsylvania
Bicycle Club, is at the head of the plan.

Eight new members were admitted to membership
at a meeting of the Citizens' Bicycle Club on Monday
of this week. After all the business had been trans-
acted a stag musicale was held. The club has 163
names on the membership roll at present.

The Fraternity Wheeling Club is a new Buffalo or-
ganization composed of members of the Masonic fra-
ternity. The officers are: William J. Donaldson,
President; Henry G. Falke, Vice-President: C. N.
McMichael, Secretary and Treasurer; John Malcolm,
Captain.

The New York Bicycle Club challenges any of the
city .cycle clubs to a series of team pool or billiard
matches, the teams to consist of three or four men.
The club will enjoy a dinner on March 7, in honor of
winning the championship in the Wheelmen's Bowl-
ing League.

There is to be a general meeting of all the wheelmen
in Louisville on February 21, at the club-house of the
Independent Cycle Club, when the merits and advan-
tages of the League will be informally discussed.
The object of the meet is to boom the Division meet,
which will be held in June.

P. H. Sercombe writes that the statement which has
been circulated to the effect that he has made a con-
tract for the manufacture of a thousand high-grade
wheels for this season, to be known as the Sercombe
Spring Fork safety, is erroneous. He expects, how-
ever, to be on the market with a high-grade wheel
next year.

The Woman's Wheel and Athletic Club was organ-
ized at Canton, Ohio, on February 13, the object of
which is to promote the interest of cycling and other
athletic exercises, and the sociability of its members.
The officers are: President, Mrs. Frank Jay; Vice-
President, Mrs. Evanstein Barrie; Secretary-Treas-
urer, Mrs. Reilly; Captain, Miss Miller.

The Rochester Wheelmen's League are endeavor-
ing to have constructed a cement path along the
boulevard leading to Charlotte to take the place of
the present cinder path, which is almost completely
worn out. A committee has been appointed to confer
with the Boulevard Company, and it is thought that
the success of the plan is practically assured.

In order to properly celebrate Washington's Birth-
day, the Riverside Wheelmen will hold a smoker on
Saturday, February 21, and a number of interesting
features will be arranged. On Friday last President
MacCoy appointed the new house and entertainment
committees, and after March t new members will bo
obliged to pay an initiation fee of $5, in accordance
with a recent rule.

The Kentucky Division expects a law suit on its

hands before long, when the road rights of wheelmen
in the State will be decided. The wheel of a Danville
rider frightened a horse, which ran away and made
kindling wood of the wagon, a few weeks ago, and
the owner has announced his intention of entering a
suit for damages. A case of this kind has never been
before the courts in Kentucky.

The Kentucky Division will shortly issue a hand-
some forty-page programme, which will contain a
great amount of matter relating to the coming State
meet in June. Preparations are already being made
to insure a great success for this meet, which will be
of two days' duration. The main attractions will be,
in addition to the business meeting, an extensive list

of races, short runs and tours, a parade and a banquet.

The Missouri Bicycle Club, of St. Louis, gave
another highly successful smoker on Saturday last.

A long programme, consisting of piano, banjo and
guitar solos, vocal music, sparring, recitation, fancy
riding and a gymnastic exhibition was successfully
rendered, and a stag dance concluded the entertain-
ment. There is a probability of Chief Consul Robert
Halm being elected president of the club at the next
meeting.

The second annual meeting of the New York State
Roads Improvement Association will be held at
Music Hall, Syracuse, N. Y., on Tuesday, February
24, at 10 A. M, In addition to a general discussion of
the various matters relating to the subject of im-
proved roads the meeting will consider the bills now
pending before the legislature, and, particularly, the
Richardson bill. Addresses will also be made by
prominent officers of the association.

No. i of the Kansas Wheelman's Library, issued by
the Kansas Division L. A. W., is devoted to matter
pertaining to the improvement of highways. Besides
a short, well-written article of county roads, it

contains a prize essay on the science of road-building
by Clemens Herschel. It is the intention of the
Division to have published monthly an issue of the
series, which will be of interest to wheelmen. The
subscription price is $1 per year. Charles S. Davis,
Chief Consul, Junction City, Kansas, is promoting the
commendable idea.

It is told of a certain man who represents a $135
machine that he recently stopped at a New England
town and sent six postal card notices to six local
agents, stating that he wanted to secure the best
agent in the place to represent him and requesting
each recipient to call upon him at his hotel. Some-
how or other the six agents met, compared postals
arid agreed not to see this man at all. He therefore
waited and wondered, and wondered and waited and
waited. This sterling man doesn't think much of
that town as a haven for bicycles.

Ten wheelmen of Columbia, Pa., met at the cycle
store of H. L. Oberlin & Bro. and re-organized the
Columbia Wheelmen on February 12. Much cycling
enthusiasm is being manifested in the town, and from
present indications 1891 will eclipse all former years
in regard to wheeling. The officers of the club are :

President, H. L. Oberlin ; Vice-President, J. K. Lint-
ner ; Secretary-Treasurer, W. S. Oberlin ; Captain,
William Witmer ; Lieutenant, D. Fornwalt ; Color
Bearer, George Harnes. The first club run will be
held on Washington's Birthday.

The State meet of the Ohio Division will be held at
Columbus this year, and from the enthusiastic man-
ner in which the cyclists are entering into the affair

an unusually brilliant assemblage will result. De-
spite the new prize rules of the L. A.W. and A. A. U.,
which are now pending, many manufacturers have
been asked to devote wheels for prizes with favorable
results, and it is also proposed to offer other valuable
trophies. Arrangements for the meet will be perfect-
ed by committees, of which the following are the
chairmen : Executive, F. B. Everett ; Finance, K. D.
Wood ; Race, George W. Smith ; Programme, C. O.
Probst; Reception, T. S Casner; Entertainment, W.
T. Eldridge, and ladies, Miss Margaret Hillhouse.

The Paterson, N. J., Press says editorially : One of
the most interesting as well as beneficient organiza-
tions in this country is the League of American
Wheelmen. It has done great public service by se-
suring road improvements in many parts of our land,
and the fidelity and grit with which its members
stick together against the annoyers of wheelmen, is a
model example of the principle "An injury to one is

the concern of all." The national assembly of the
board of officers of the League was held in Washing-
ton Monday. President Dunn (who was later re-
elected) in his annual report urged a scheme for the
creation of a national highway commission by Con-
gress. An initial movement might be made with the
re-establishment of the old historic high road between
New York and Boston.

In relation to the unclean condition of New York's
streets, the Daily Neivs says :

" A genuine and intel-
ligent effort is being made to secure clean streets in
this town. It will unquestionably result well, as an
experiment, but the problem will still remain per-
manently unsolved until the greaterpart ofNew York
has been repaved. Witness those portions of the city
in which the asphalt pavement has been laid. After
a smart rain they are purer than they could be made
by any human agency and for a long time will remain
so. Observe, on the other hand, the streets covered
in the old-fashioned way. A shower may drench
them thoroughly, but in six hours afterwards the
filth will have oozed up from below the paving stones
and the general condition will be as bad as before.
Until we attain the perfection of pavements that has
been reached in London and Paris wo shall never en-
joy a sense of cleanliness, know anything of the lux-
ury of being bowled along a smooth and noiseless
roadway in easy-going vehicles, nor appreciate the
full possibilities of metropolitan civilization. It may
cost millions to reach this stage of human endeavor,
but from a hygienic and every other point of view
the money will be well expended."

TRADE ITEMS.

Mr. R. L. Coleman started for Chicago yesterday to
investigate the cushion tire question, and expects to
return with information of importance to the trade.

Messrs. R. L. Coleman & Co. have appointed E. H.
Carson, Rochester, N. H., agents for the Western
Wheel Works' machines for New Hampshire and
Maine.

The Banker and Campbell Co. have sent out postals
to all New York, inviting it to call and inspect the
new Unions. That is pushing a wheel with a ven-
geance.

Mr. A. A. O'Neil, of Norfolk, Va., left New
York on Saturday for the South, after an extended
purchasing and reconnoitering trip North, Mr. O'Neil
pushes Victors and Swifts in a large section of Vir-
ginia.

The Union Cycle Mfg. Co., of Highlandville, Mass.,
have issued a little hand-book for 1891, which con-
tains several humorous sketches in Which the merits
of the Union wheel are set forth, and other matter
which will interest all wheelmen in general and
Union riders in particular.

W. W. Stall, the Boston dealer, will hold his ninth
annual Spring opening on February 23, and every one
interested in wheels and cycling goods is invited to
be present. There will be on exhibition a great vari-
ety of machines and accessories, as well as models of
all the latest designs of wheels for 1891.

Mr. Geo. R MacDonald, Keefe & Becannon's bicycle
manager, was in Boston during the early part of the
week, and placed the New England agency for the
Comet and Diamond with John Morrill & Co. The
firm intend to exhibit their full line of wheels at the
A. C. C. Cycle Show, Philadelphia, and have secured
space No. 3 for that purpose.

The catalogue and price list of W. C. Boak & Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y., manufacturers, importers and jobbers
of cycle sundries, contains illustrations and descrip-
tions of all the principal and necessary cycling ac-
cessories on the market. The firm deal only in sun-
dries, being a general supply house where dealers
can buy all their supplies at manufacturers' prices.

The Boston branch of the Gormully & Jeffery Mfg.
Co. will shortly be enlarged by the addition of the
store adjoining their present quarters, and the two
stores will be connected by an archway. The new
acquisition will be used exclusively for the sale of
machines of other manufacturers, principally medium
and low-grade wheels, for their retail trade. They
will also handle the Lovell Diamond and the New
Mail, and will shortly job throughout New England a
line of cheap machines. The present store will be
used entirely for Ramblers and Champions.

Depots have been established by A. Featherstone,
of Chicago, who controls the sale of the Dunlop
Pneumatic in this country, for the Eastern trade, as
follows: New York City, Brooklyn, and Southern N.
Y. State, Schoverling, Daly & Gales, New York ; New
England, Wright & Ditson, Boston; Central and East-
ern Pennsylvania and Maryland, excepting Baltimore,
Sweeting Cycle Co., Philadelphia; New Jersey, H. A.
Smith & Co., Newark. A large supply of Pneumatics
will be kept on hand at the stores of the above-named
firms, and prompt attention will be given to retail
orders.

PNEUMATIC WHEEL RIDERS REQUIRE STRONG LUNGS.
The most unique description of the pneumatic tire

that has come under our notice appeared in the last

issue of the Sunday Call, of Newark, N. J. It says

:

" The pneumatic tire may be a great improvement to
bicycles, but it does not add anything' to their grace
and beauty. In fact, it makes a safety look as clumsy
as an ox-cart. The tires, when inflated, are nearly
two inches in -diameter, and at a distance the wheel
looks as if it was well shod with mud. The inflation

is done through tubes, which protrude from the inner
sides of the tyre, between the spokes. It requires a
good pair of lungs to blow up one of the tires to its

full extent."

To be able to ride a bicycle with grace and comfort
requires not only experience, but a machine of easy
propulsion and one that will reduce the jar and vibra-
tion to a minimum. A wheel answering to these
qualities is the new Featherstone pneumatic safety,
which glides over the most uneven surfaces of the
road almost without the riders' perception, and tends
to give the rider greater confidence in his ability of
handling a wheel. Messrs. Howard A. Smith & Co.,
Newark, N. J., are the sole agents of these machines
for New Jersey, and they have already received large
advance orders for them from all parts of the Stale.

The firm think that there is little doubt but what the
roads of the State will soon be thronged with riders
of th« " balloon."

Geo. W. Cushman, of 159 Eighth Avenue, New York,
has patented an attachment for a bicycle pedal de-
signed to facilitate the work of hill climbing and to

increase the leverage on level roads. \ ratchet wheel
is attached to the crank spindle upon which the ped il

turns, between the inner side plate of the pedal ami
the face of the crank arm, and t lie pedal has auxiliary
side plates of greater length than usual, these side
plates permitting the use of two foot-rest bars at eaeli

side of the crank spindle. Upon one of the side plates
of each pedal is pivoted a spring-pressed pawl adapt-
ed for engagement with the ratchet wheel, the pawl
slipping over the ratchet during the upward move-
ment of the pedals, but engaging the ratchet in their
downward movement, thus preventing the pedals
from revolving and tying them to the etank arms
during a portion of the stroke. The operator is

by this arrangement, enabled to press downward with
greater force upon the forward outer foot test, the

leverage being increased by the distance from the
crank spindle to the outer foot -rest bar.
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A SUCCESSFUL LIFE.
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. President "f the Lovell Arms <_'<•

THE LOVELL DIAMOND CYCLES.

present here the shrewd unci kindly fate of the

U, of the I

Mr Lovell is called - - "' tlle

: inguish him from b wll°

iK-en engaged with him in

managing the enormous business of the concern.

I the work have

• n his hue veil is on deck every

:i Washington Street

in, end all who visit there will certainly have

their curiosity and attention attracted by the great

.its bending over his desk abaorbed in

the documents of something important to his con-

The career of this man might serve as a model to

ambitious youth. For fifty years he has been engaged

in business, starting from nothing, but now the head

of a firm which is second to none in its line in re-

sources and in the amount of business which passes

through its hands. Mr. John 1'. Lovell is well and
kindly known ind throughout New Eng-
land.' His national business has also brought him
acquaintanceship throughout all parts of the coun-
try. The principal business of the concern a

.rms, but within the past two years they h

gone into the bicycle business so extensively that

a sketch of his career will interest all wheelmen.
.s born in Beat Bralntree, Mass..

lulv 35, iSjo. At the age D he left school
ami went to work in a cotton factory. A year
later his mother ren iSton and John had
another year of schooling. With this scant equip-

ment, but wit). imbitioiis and pushing
nature, Mr. Lovell started in life practically at the

1 thirteen. A writer who is closely acquainted
with Mr. Lovcll's career has the following to say
of him :

hanks.

t

twenty

And now one would imagine that young Lovcll's

trials were over, but scarcely had he assumed man-

agement when his partner died. Everything now de-

pended "n this mere boy Honey was needed and

immediately. Where was it to be had? Would any

be found to intrust their capital to so young an in-

1 I This « ik set for young Lovell to

plish, a harder one to bring to a good finish

than work that required merely indomitable plodding,

untiring toil. For not the baser metals, but men's

minds were to be subdued, and tact and generalship'

as well as courage and persistence, are necessary

qualities for the subduer to poss.

• And Lovell had them all ; otherwise he would not

be the subject of this paper. He had them and knew

how to use them. The John P. Lovell Anns Company
was founded and stands to-day one of the most im-

portant of Boston's business enterprises, and with a

name and fame reaching to the West across the WMT

ent
in
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. profit for the first year was $700. In
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tinent and to the East across the sea. One man's

pluck, energy and industry has brought ail this to

pass, anp now the object, tended with such care in its

infancy, has c,rown to giant's stature and
|

SO with golden fruits.

" Bat this, we fancy, is one of the least of th,

that the man of seventy has in the work of his brain

and hands. It is the sense of dilli,

obstacles overcome, assured - mng from
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The No. 1 Diamond safety, manufactured by the

John P. Ix>vell Arms < ^Mn, Mass., hits now
passed the first season of use before the riding pub-

lic, and inorder to ascertain its success it will be only

iry to ask any of the a,oo.> riders who are now
using the wheel or any expert cycle man who is not

prejudiced. The demand for these machines last

season was five times as great as the supply. The
company received inquiries from all parts of the

country for the wheels, but they were unable to give

them attention, as they barely had enough machines
to supply their home trade. Inquiries for the agem v

ot this machine are greater every day; where one
party was handling it in a town last season, they now
have requests from two or three persons, and in some
cities from five to seven different parties have ap-
plied for the agency. They have made arrangements
to turn out this year three times the quantity of last

season, and will try in every way to supply all the

wheels necessary. There will be few radical changes
made in the machine this season. However, they

will put on a little longer handle-bar with more
curve, and a new hammock spring saddle with

springs on both front and back, and with an en-

tirely new idea of adjustment, which is very sim-

ple and neat. The saddle has been pronounced, by
those who have tried it, to be one of tl -

that has been placed on the market. They have
also put on a new step, which is a little lower than
formerly.

The Lovell Diamond No. » is the same as the

No. 1, with the exception of cushion tires. As there

will be a certain demand for these wheels, they

propose to furnish them when they are wanted,

and will use the best tires that can be obtained.

The Lovell Diamond No. 3 for ladies, has turned

out to meet the demand for a high grade ladies'

safetv at a medium price, and in this machine erll]

be found all the improvements of the modern
safety. It has a loop frame, which gives plenty of

room for a lady to mount and dismount from the

wheel, and also plenty of room for the dress. In

other ways this machine is built on the same
lines as the No. 1 Diamond, and we ore free to say

that in this machine the purchaser will find all the

improvements of the modern safety. The Lovell

Diamond No. 4, convertible, is built on the same
lines as the No. ., with the exception of a cross-

bar. This is manufactured to fill the bill for a

family wheel. This cross-bar can be removed

by a moment's work, so that it can be used

by a lady. The dress-guard is the same as is

•n the ladies' machine, and is made entirely

Of sheet steel, and by a very simple device can be re-

moved by a moment's work. This machine is fitted

with tS-inch wheels, .is is also the ladies' safety. In

nstruction of the Lovell Diamond cycles only

high-grade material is used, tl old-

drawn weldless steel tubing and drop steel forgings.

The ball bearings are of the well-known How 11 pattern,

which are equal to any in tile mi , and are

used by many of the leading manufacturers It will

pay the purchaser to examine the Lovell cj

purchasing elsewhere, as all their

machines are warranted
strictly high grade in

spect. The firm's sundry depart-

ment contains everything to supply

• rs' wants. They will b*

pleased t. ., call from anv
;e cyoling fraternif

respond with parties desiring any
Information in their line. The John

P I.ovell Arms Co. are one of the

oldest an ' wn houses In tin

United States, and their integrity is

n. In their new 1891

catalogue will be found a full

1 rlptiOf! o( their different wheels,

which will be mail, ippli-
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HERE, THERE AND THEREABOUTS.

" Said the Cycler to the Cobblestone,
As he mounted with careless glee :

' Flattest of all the thingsTve known,
Do you think you can injure me?'

Said the Cobblestone to the Cycler,
As he fractured his elbow-joint

:

' You'll find, however flat I may seem,
I always carry my point."

—

Ka>-1 Kron, '79.

Mrs. Wheeler—" What do you mean by telling
Willie that monkey-wrenches grew on trees in the
middle of the Winter? Why can't you tell him the
truth when he asks for information ?"

Mr. Wheeler—" But I meant bicycle club Christmas
trees."

I meant to get this in a couple of months ago when
it was ripe, but as I had not written it then I of course
neglected to do so, and I hope that this time I will be
forgiven for speaking my little piece after the curtain
is rung down on the scene to which it properly
belongs.

Money buys all things—at least it comes so very
near doing so that most of us cannot figure out just
where its purchasing power ceases. Several years
since a prominent manufacturer saw that the popular
fancy demanded that any make of wheel which pre-
tended to be first-class should be supplied with a
suitable array of " world's records." Now this man-
ufacturer was a shrewd, intelligent man, and when
he made up his mind that this was what he wanted,
he determined not to make "two bites of a cherry,"
but to go in and make a batch of records at whole-
sale. He selected the best rider in the country, had
him put through a thorough course of physical train-
ing, and then sent him after the old scythe-bearer in
great shape. Probably the old gray-headed man
never before got such a thorough conquering from
one individual. Records fell at every distance to this
time defeater, like ripe plums from a roughly-shaken
tree. At last, however, the manufacturer was satis-
fied with the crop and the rider satisfied with the
garnering of it, and they agreed to cease hostilities
and give old Father Time a chance to recover from
the rude buffetings he had received at their hands.
One day, after the manufacturer and the record-
maker had thus dissolved partnership, as it were, the
rider strolled into the office of the manufacturer and
said :

" I want to make a proposition to you. Abroad
there are a few envious, would-be critics who, though
they have never seen me or this country even, at a
distance of 3,000 miles away still claim to be able to
decide just what I can do and what I have done, and
in their great wisdom they say I have never ridden
the mile in 2.29 4-5 as 1 claim to have done. Now you
know, and I know, that the performance was a fair
and honest one, and the distance was ridden in the
time claimed ; but you want records, and I want to
make them, and I'll tell you what I'll do. As soon as
a good track and day can be secured, I'll go out after
the mile record in public, and for every quarter of a
second that I lower it beneath the place I have already
placed it you are to pay me §50, and if I don't lower
it you don't pay me anything. How's that for a bar-
gain ?" But the manufacturer was satisfied with his
possessions in the record line, and declined to accept

;

and so the record for the mile stood tor many a racing
season at the place it had been put. Now for a little

inside history. When the rider made the foregoing
proposition he had already worked against the watch
in rive seconds faster time than his record, and if

the manufacturer had accepted his offer he would
have pocketed just $1,000 as easily as rolling off a
log. Verily, time was money in those days !

Do you know I have heard that the racing men, that
is, the crack racing men, really object to racing for
trophies which shall not exceed in value $20, as
per the new mutual-expense clause between the A. A.
U. arid th'eL. A. W.? They even object to being handed
a wreath, or a properly certified diploma, when they
have passed the tape a winner. Now, surely some one
is traducing the long-suffering, much-abused amateur
racing man; they want to make the public think that
these men ride for revenue only; that the value of the
prize, not the glory of winning it, is what they seek;
they wish to make us think there is a taint of profes-
sionalism on the spotless white robes that our fast
racing men are entitled to wear in recognition of their
well-known and world-wide reputation of purity.
Shall we allow this idea to go forth? Certainly not.
When we amateurs race for our laundry bills, for
eight-day stoves and suits of clothes, is it that we may
no longer have to meet our wash-lady in fear and
trembling that she may present us that long overdue
bill of ours, or that the stove is worth §25 at the store
of the dealer from whence it came, or that the suit of
clothes saves us paying for a new one, that we race so
hard and do such excessive head-work, to the end that
we may win? Why, of course it isn't! We want to
frame that laundry bill, so that those who see it may
wonder at our prowess; we want to put that stove out
on our ice-box, so that generations yet unborn may
marvel at our might ; we want that suit of clothes to
put away in camphor for our great-grandchildren to
reverently gaze upon when they speak in awesome
tones of the victories of we, their ancestors. No, a
thousand times no. It is not the value of the prize
which attracts the modest modern amateur, it is the
glory of winning it; this, and only this, is the incentive
of his racing career, and I for one will not sit idly by
and see him traduced without attempting in my feeblg
way to defend him against the malignity of hi;

mies.

Shrewd men, men who have made money unaided
by any influences except their own ability and clear-
headedness, will, strange to say, listen to the tales o£
any crank inventor who comes to them with some
marvelous story of having thought ou1 a bicycle thai
Is a world beater, which will revolutionize the entire
cycling world and trade, and 1 the manufacture
of which a fortune, sure and rapid, ''an In- made, and
seemingly forgetting the shrewdness they show in

other things in life, will be induced to put up the
money for the miracle machine they are promised.
What happens? The inventor, usually a visionary,
sometimes a knave, finding himself with capital be-
hind him, for the first time, perhaps, in his life, goes
in to play at ducks and drakes with the cvcling trade,
and the result is easily forseen. He loses his capital-
ist's money, and the trade is brought into discredit as
a result. As an example of this foolish expenditure
of time and money upon the building of wheels, which,
from the very start are doomed to failure, I saw a
machine recently, well-made in every respect as to
manufacture, and yet the design was such, that when
the steering-wheel was sharply turned, it forced the
rider's foot off the pedal on the side toward which the
turn was made, the spring frame acted in such a way
as to put the brake on whenever the wheel was driven
over a rough road or any obstruction, while the
weight of this monstrosity was a few ounces less
than a ton. Yet a conservative concern had put in an
expensive plant to manufacture and push this ma-
chine. They thought it was all right, because the in-
ventor had told them it was. Now failure and loss is

a certaint}' for the wheel, and for every purchaser of
one secured an. enemy is made for cycling. It is a
noble sentiment, as everybody must allow, that per-
fection can be reached only through repeated failure,
only one can appreciate ever so much better when not
in the experimental and failure part of the affair. If
men must embark in the manufacture ot wheels, let
them do so in a way that is intelligent. Don't experi-
ment with any inventive crank, as, rest assured, that
his invention has long before been hawked around
among all of the established manufacturers, and had
it any merit, their experienced eyes would long since
have detected it and bought it of 'him, so let him alone
and take any make of wheel which the makers have,
by long experience and experiments, made a success;
copy and improve on that, and then the result will be
satisfactory, financially and mechanically, if you go
in and make it well and advertise it plentifully, but
not otherwise.

Well, well, well, the anathema maranatha of the
Racing Board has thundered forth, and really I

thought it was a pop-gun report instead of a salvo of
heavy artillery, and from the apparent results I still

think I was very near right tod.

THE BERMUDA TOURISTS.

It amuses me when I hear the young rider swear a
never-ending fealty to the cause of wheeling. He
means it, too, sometimes, but what mortal, and a
young one at that, can make such vows or answer for
himself that twelve months hence his feelings, his
likes or dislikes, shall be the same as they are to-day?
He might as well answer for the way the wind shall
blow, for our minds change with our bodies, grow
with their growth, mature with their development
and harden with their age. Cycling must be satisfied
with the affections of the hour, the wise ignore all
future tenses. Generally speaking it is not the young
and healthy who can apply themselves to cycling in a
permanent and intelligent manner, their thoughts,
like butterflies glancing among flowers, have too
many distractions to favor steady application; but
when we have aged, prematurely by ill health, per-
haps, but none the less surely ; when life's heaven
has assumed neutral tints and all seems barren from
Dan to Beersheba, it is a relief mentally and physi-
cally to enter the lists of cycling where Health and
Happiness, twin goddesses of the wheel, stand ready
to reward those who cycle intelligently, moderately
and persistently, be they youth or maiden, man or
matron, sick or well, it matters not.

So the English girls don't take to the woman's bi-
cycle because they don't think it is fast enough, eh ?

Well, may be they might change their minds some
day should they be mounted upon a lumbering old
back-numbered tricycle and meet an American girl
upon a bicycle they won't have any more doubts about
the bicycle being fast and the rider thereof not slow.

True a rose might smell just as sweet under any
other name, but then one always wants to have the
name as well as the gain, so when I learned that the
pneumatic tire had fallen into the control of a Chi-
cago man named Featherstone I rejoiced exceedingly
thereat, for surely now all riders must be satisfied.
The man who wants a machine to weigh less than
nothing before he will buy it will see only the first

half of the foregoing name, while the rider who wants
one heavy and strong enough to carry an ox or an
elephant will see only the last half of it, and thus both
will be satisfied.

"And his name yoked to that which did betray the
best." Funny, isn't it, that any one who would
"be/ray the best " should want "his name yoked to "

the transaction.

Poor old L. A. W. ! What a lot of hard words, mis-
judginent and undeserved censure you do have to
put up with. Now Syracuse is after you and nothing
but yourscalp or a handful of your tail-feathers will
pacify the ire you have aroused by not jumping into
their club light and expelling right and left. "But
that is the way the L. A. W. seems to be inn," says
one of the agrieved ones, and it is indeed well thai ii

is so. Large bodies must and should move slowly,
and this is most true when an organization of 30,000
members is called upon to ontei into a pun Iv local
and club fight of another organization ol perhaps a
hundred members, Good old League, you can't
be hurried, you can't lie brow-beaten an. I roll can't
be made to go into a fight until von know whom you
are going to fight and what you an ing to light

them for, and I am glad it is SO.
Don Salami;. >.

The members ol the Chesapeake Wheelmen have
presented to the willow of Charles Kisenluandt, WHO
was one ot 1 he most populai eye lists of Baltimore, a
large and tasteful!} framed portrait of her late bus
band.

While touring in New York State, a few years ago,
my wife and I, riding on a tandem, arrived at Leban-
on Springs in a rain storm. Standing in front of the
Post Office was an individual whose big straw hat,
overalls and heavy coat made him oblivious of the
storm. Nearly opposite the Post Office under a hill
side stood a substantial building marked "Field
Hotel." Up on the hill slope a quarter of a mile away
stood a much more pretentious hotel, surrounded by
trees and walks. Of these two I asked the man with
the straw hat which was the better, and this was his
reply : "If you want dancing and filagree and no end
of style I'd go up on the hill, but if you want rest and
quiet and something to eat, I'd go to the other hotel."
If the man with a straw hathad been on the quay when
the Elwell and Higgins tourists landed at Bermuda,
and if he had been manager Higgins would not have
asked him about the hotels for his party were already
booked; but had he been there and he had been asked
the question as to the best hotel in Bermuda, his reply
would have been about the same. He would have
said, "go to the house by the water," the Princess,
which is, figuratively, the house under the hill, at New
Lebanon. But the tourist didn't need any pointer and
they made straight for the Princess, and when they
left the hostelry upon their return to America it was
with a most lively appreciation of the successful efforts
of Manager Howe in making them thoroughly at
home and comfortable.
Perhaps I had better introduce the tourists before

going any further. Here is the list: Henry S. Hig-
gins, Portland, Me., manager; Mr. and Mrs. Junius
E. Beal, Ann Arbor, Mich; Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Van
Alstyne, Sandusky, Ohio; W. Irvin Hare, Brooklyn;
J. M. McFadden, New York City; John Robson Mai-
den, Mass.; Ira C. Canfield, Baltimore, Md.; Mr. and
Mrs. W. Harris, New York City; Frank Travis,
Cooper, Mich; W. C. Roseborne, Rochester, N. Y.;
Miss Roseborne, Rochester, N. Y. ; Howard E.
Altenus, Philadelphia, Pa.; Mr. Henry Altenus, Phila-
delphia, Pa.; Mr. C. E. Leggett, Newark, N. Y.; O. H.
Allerton, Jr., Pittsburg, Pa.; W. E. Hicks, New York
City.
The best part of the day of arrival was utilized in

getting out the wheels and recovering from the effect
of the voyage.
When once the tourist got to riding there was no

end to it. Every man rode whenever he had time,
and the entire mileage of the party during the stay
here figured 1957, Mr. Hare having the lead, with
something like 300 miles. The regular programme of
the tour was carried out just as planned, and every
point of interest on the islands fair—Ireland Island on
one extreme and St. George on the other—was pretty
thoroughly explored. There was very little hard rid-
ing indulged in except by independent parties on in-
dividual trips. There never has been in my recollec-
tion a better managed or more thoroughly enjoyable
tour. The trips were not too long for any one. The
only extended runs were put in near the end, when all
hands were in condition to enjoy them without dis-
comfort. Gallantry does not permit me to speak
specifically of the riding of the ladies. Suffice it to
say that they all did nobly. Sometimes there was a
donkey cart or carriage attachment, and certain
ladies were observed to change from wheel to cart or
vice versa, but no one was inconvenienced thereby,
and the presence of the ladies on the trip added un-
deniably to its pleasure.
There were plenty of incidents, some of which were

amusing, and some mishaps. If Allerton's friends
will ask him what he knows about a tricycle he can
tell them stories for a week. His sister, Mrs. Leggett,
rode the wheel—that is, on level ground and down
hill, and Allerton pushed it up the hills, and he has a
muscle on him that measures ninety-one inches
around the biceps.
The four wheelmen from Buffalo who came on the

same boat with us, although not of the party, had not
been here long before they were out in donkey carts,
which were one of the features of the island. Two of
our party met them on the road, and after one cart
containing two of them had passed at a rate of speed
which was astonishing, the pedestrians thought it

would be great fun to hold up the second team, so
they obstructed the road, seized the donkey and
turned cart and all around, which, it appeared, was in
the direction of the donkey's stable. The Buffalo
men then got out and lifted the donkey around, which
had refused to turn, and the pedestrians passed on
satisfied.
They were amazed to learn they had interrupted a

race for a bottle of champagne, ami fully expected to
be called on to make good to the losers. ' But the Buf-
falo men arc not kickers, and nothing further was
heard of the incident.

It is superfluous to say that the tourists enjoyed the
trip, the fact was self-evident to everybody.' They
received the most kind and courteous treatment oh
every hand. Among the most pleasant incidents was
the invitation of Mrs. Darrell to an afternoon tea,
where were assembled the society people of the
Islands. The part v was also registered at the Royal
Yach1 Club ami the Young Men's Club, where they
were given free entree. Mr. Godet, the Council Sec-
retary, a wheelman himself, showed numerous cour-
ti ;iei to the tourists.

NOTES AND INCIDENTS.'

At the hist session of i lie Legislature an act was
passed placing a tax ol" live per cent, on imported
bicycles. This was worked up by the livery men,
who complained thai the wheelmen brought their
wheels and did not patronize their carriages, Hut
this party, acting with Mi'. Godet, tOOh steps to e.et

this tax repaid on the wheels taken out of the country.
One of the plcasantcsi runs was to Ireland Island,

with a picnic lunch Under the trees, where the gentle
tropical bree es had sport with our chin appendages.
While we read the New York papers abou;
we. 11 her at home we picked loses, and laid in the
shade on the grass.
The evenings were well occupied, in fact it was a

hard question ol what .,. do and where to go. The
part; cipaUd in several hops, and Man
ii' i" 01 up sever*] Impromptu dances in the
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The Pilzen Cycling Club have elected officers for
1S91 as follows: 'President, James Petretye ; Vice-
President, James Krock: Secretary, Joseph Kastner;
Treasurer, A. Chervank; Financial Secretary, Hen
Kunik; Captain, John Siman.' This club has thirty-
live members, all active riders, residing in the south-
west portion ot this city. They are not as yet located
in a club-house, but are at present seeking' forasuita-
ble location. '

One of them has gone down for a year. Judge Ket-
telle sent to Joliet last week a man convicted of steal-
ing, or, rather, attempting to steal, a wheel. He had
taken it but a few feet when captured.

H. J. Winn, for the West Side, and F. Ed. Spooner,
for the North Side, have been appointed local consuls
by Chief Consul Davis. C. L. Steen is consul for the
Northwest Division and Arthur E. Lumsden for the
South' Division.

The Cook County Wheelmen have distinguished
themselves by giving an informal ladies' night which
even Harry Winn was forced to admit far ahead of
anything ever given by the Illinois Club. A large-
sized audience listened to an address by the president,
A. B. McLean, Jr. Following this the following pro-
gramme was rendered: Silver Harmonique Quartette,
Messrs. Baldwin, Gunniss, Lawrence and Holman;
recitation, H. L. Davenport; vocal solo, Miss Susie
Brashears; piano duet, Misses Lulu Graham and Maud
Blackman; vocal solo, E. Siuaekels; recitation, Miss
Langdon; guitar solo, H. S. Mills; vocal solo, John F.

Hale. A collation followed. The above programme
was, separately, of great merit, and, as a whole, "out
of sight."

Oak Park Cycling Club members are so wrapped up
in the game of ball, that the handicap billiard tourna-
ment has had to be laid on the table for the present.
Later on this will be continued.

Ha ! Ha ! Connecticut, and now where are you ?

We're not asleep, nor do we even doze in this West-
ern, windy city. Without those sixty applications,
last Saturday night, we have you tied, and before re-
newal season comes again, you'll be snowed under so
deep that fourth place will look like a mountain. W.
C. Thorne estimates that there are 15,000 wheelmen in

Cook County, and there are 600 members of the
L. A. W. What a field to work on, to be sure. Watch
us climb.

Last Friday evening the Englewood Cycling Club
gave a most successful smoker, athletic and musical
entertainment. Cigars were free, and the two hun-
dred present appreciated this fact, while, through the
clouds of smoke, they witnessed the entertainment,
consisting of fencing by Dennison and Allen, wrest-
ling by Farrant and Smith, sparring by Fyfe and
Jocum, music, etc.

This club gave another reception and dance at
Masonic Hall, Tuesday evening, February 17. Over
thirty of the members have applications signed for
membership in the L. A. W.
Birdie Munger says but little (when he's not around),

but he gets there just the same. Mr. Munger is now
a member of the Chicago Bicycle Company, and is

working hard, as he always does. He informs me
that the Worth safety has the only practical spring
frame, fore and aft, is made of the verj' best materials
obtainable, and will be a seller. I myself haven't a
doubt of it, if this most genial gentleman is at the
back of it, for did you ever see Birdie when he
couldn't make a wheel go, both in speed and other-
wise. He also has a $100 diamond frame, which is
" out of sight." A full description later on.

The Chicago Cycling Club handicap billiard tourna-
ment is practically closed, Tobey having won five

games and lost none, has the prize cue safely within
iris grasp. Last Saturday night's playing resulted as
follows : Tobey defeated Sage, and Lumsden defeated
Cruttenden. Anderson has the pool tournament just
where he wants it. Last Saturday evening he de-
feated Davis 75-40, and Hodges defeated Bingham
75-53-

The Cook County Wheelmen held a well-attended
meeting last Tuesday evening and amended the con-
stitution, making applicants for membership under
twenty-one years of age ineligible. Saturday even-
ing they gave a tobogganing and skating party at the
Jackson toboggan slide. The C. C. W. road book will

go to press March 15th, and will contain some thirty
tours, with maps and useful information for bicyclists.

Its size, 3M X 5!4 inches, will make it a handy book to

be carried in the pocket. It will be bound indexible
feather cover, and contain ioo pages in all. These
will be mailed to all League members and others who
apply. C. E. Graham, C. H. Slinson and W. L. Whit-
son, the committee, have been laboring untiringly.

The club will make nothing on this venture, neither
will they lose anything, the advertising paying for

everything.

Two hundred dollars was cleared by I lie Columbia
Wheelmen at their raffle and smoker last Saturday
evening. This paid for their piano. A musical en-
bertainment followed the raffle. Much excitement
was engendered in the raffle, as the lucky number
was not drawn until nearly the last. A music cabinet
was the prize. The club e,

:

ive another smoker on Sat-
urday evening, February 21.

The career of the Cook County Wheelmen and
[ackson Club has been an unprecedented success
from the first, starting as they did with fiftj two
charte imbers less than two months ago. AJ theij

February meeting one hundred and twelve applii ants
were admitted, and to-day they have ovei seventj
applications on the board. All of these are n lers,

but the literary cTub is a magnet, and ii hasalread;
drawn a number into wheeling who would no! othei
wise have taken if up, and il will draw more
Wednesday is ladles' day at the Cool 1 -

Wheelmen's 1 lub house Tin 1 idii s lia\ 1 clusivi

use erf the club-house ii 'in mil 5.

officers for 1891 wen- elected Wednesdaj by the
Ladies' Englewood ( yclinj 1 lub, as follows: Mrs.

Ed. Colgrove, President; Miss Ella Mclnto h, Vice
,,1. ml Mis: 1 laisy Wtckersbam Secretary and

Treasurer ; Miss Clara Gow, Captain ; Mrs. Richard
Rees, Miss T. Jefferys, together with the house officers,

constitute the Board of Directors.

Rockford, Illinois, will make a strong bid for the
Illinois Division L. A. W. meet this year. Rockford
has nearly two hundred wheelmen and many miles of
paved streets. The town is booming and the mer-
chants are liberal, why not hold it there ? Two good
racetracks will preclude any possibility of last year's
experience at Bloomington, when the race track was
merely a piece of scraped ground six laps to the mile.
The Rockford boys have the name of being royal en-
tertainers. Let them have it

!

There are rumors that action has been taken by
Featherstone in court to recover royalty of $35 each
on wheels which have been imported by Wilkinson
and Sweeting Cycle Co.with pneumatic tires. A great
deal of interest will be aroused by this case, practi-
cally a test.

Now that all other writers have had their slap at
Jack Robbins, 1 might tell what 1 know but will not.
One thing though, the Sporting Revieiv prizes are
given with a string to them, but sometimes pul ling
that string does not always result as expected. Rob-
bins has cooked his goose without any help and lost
himself in the gravy. Chairman Davol says :

" Go
South, Mr. Robbins, and when you get there keep on
going." This should be easy enough with all that
gravy.
Here is a case of prudity that I have seldom seen

duplicated. Will not mention names but I Doane't
see what his objection could be. A prominent citizen
of Oak Park wrote an elaborate editorial for a local
paper in which he declared that "after years of fight-

ing, fellow citizens, against the saloon and the bum-
mer element with success now comes the wheelmen
riding on oitr streets of a Sunday." Farther than
this he went so far as to draw up a paper and person-
ally circulate the same among the parents of the
members of the Oak Park Cycling Club, requesting
that they withdraw their sons from its membership.
What success he gained was never told, but from
members I learn that he received laughter and de-
rision from most if not all them, and deservedly,
too.

Nominations for officers for 1891 for the ^Eolus
Cycling Club were made at their meeting last Tues-
day evening as follows : R. H. Ehlert, Joseph F.
Sweet, President ; A. W. Roth, Vice-President

; Jos-
eph T. Delfosse and Al. Christenson, Recording Sec-
retary ; Grant Wilson, Corresponding Secretary; R.
Beygeh, Treasurer ; H. LeMoine, Quartermaster

;

C. Wittenberg, H. Kohler and F. Bodach, Captain
;

C. J. Delfosse and Leonard Bodach, First Lieutenant

;

J. D. Roth, Second Lieutenant ; L. Hoepe, Color
Bearer ; H. Freeman, Bugler. Nominations for the
Board of Directors were numerous and were as fol-

lows : H. Keats, H. Brown, C. Holmberg, J. Petrie,
L. Wilk, J. Clancy, L. J. Schaub, C. Doese, F. Ochs,
E. Mohr, H. Nieman. The election will be a hot one
as there is lots of rivalry of a friendly nature.

Harry Angle, a prominent wheelman of Evanston,
will have manufactured for him this season a safety
combining in its makeup the good points of over a
dozen wheels, and having a spring fork which vibrates
easily with the pressure of the finger, but is not too
springy at any time. This is a double spring fork of
his own makertp, and is pronounced good by all who
have seen it. Angle did a splendid business in Evans-
ton last year, selling over one hundred high-grade
wheels. His new wheel weighs forty-six pounds.

Martine's Hall, last Friday evening', was the scene
of one of the nicest cycling club parties given in this
city this season. Seventy-five couples were in attend-
ance, and not one but what was in full dress. Fitz-
gerald's incomparable orchestra provided the music
for a programme of fourteen dances. French sup-
plied the supper. John Holman and Miss Mattie San-
ders led the grand march. This was the fourth of this
season's parties, the former having been likewise
successful. Among the prominent wheelmen present
were F. F. Peard, of Toronto; Charles Kniseley, A. D.
F. Simmons, H. L. Barnum, U. U. Carpenter, J. S.

McCready, Baker Moffet, Herbert Githens, A. E.
Lumsden, A. J. Street, Richard Kniseley, J. O. Means,
ii. I >. Henninger, W. A. Davis, Frank Fanning, Dr. C.

B. Gibson, E. S. Cameron, E. J. Roberts, and others.

Apollo Hall, the same evening, was the scene of as
brilliant a masquerade as has been given in this city
this season. The hall was decorated elegantly, and
with 175 couples on the floor in pretty costumes pre-
sented an appearance rarely duplicated. The cos-

tumes eleserve mention, as one and all were of the
highest order to be obtained. Supper was served
during the evening. The party did not break up
until awav into the morning hours. Following were
the committees, and to their untiring labor is due the

splendid success achieved at this their third annual
masquerade: Committee on Arrangements Charles
Kopf, chairman; Joe Langbein, William Slavik, |ohn
Simon and F. Kreitling. Floor Committee Ed.
Ledterman, chief; J. G. Loebstein, Jr., assistant chief;

Dr. A. A. Wcndall," Henry Slavik and frank Slavik.
Reception Committee Dr. C. 11. Waehter, 1. Levy,
Fred. Maack, B. Kreitling, Harry Walker, 11. Ruther,
W. Peters and Al. Kreitling.

At the annual meeting of the Associated Cycling
ClubS, In Id last Thursday evening, officers for i8gi

were elected unanimously as follows : V. W. Gerould,
L. C. C, President ; C. B. Randall, C. C. C, first Vice-
President ; C. A. .SI 111 levant, Q. 1\ C. C, Second Vice-
President; S. A. Miles, C. c. C, Secretary; L. W.
Conf. 1 i n ; .

, \v. C. C, Treasurer. Eight of Chicago's
most prominent cycling cluba are members o£ the

Associated Cycling Clubs, as follows : Chicago, Il-

linois, Lincoln, .Kolus, Englewood, Oak Park and
Lake Views.

Representatives were present Thursday evening
from seven of these organizations, as follows: F. w.
Ge d and R, t,. Betts, I.. C. C: E. |. Roberts,
1. C C; S. \ Mill 9 ind Geo. K. Bi tt, < C. ( .

Cas
si 11 mil Conkling. w. c. C; F. 11. Geer, 11. R. Win-
ship and Geo. W. Dennison. E, C. C; I- M. stun
O, P. C. C., and Martin Bowbeer, AHiolus Q, C,

p. , .1.1, hi Gi rould's report on matters pertainlnj to

I le v. ,,, 1,1.
1 mi and wheel men's representation there

was acted upon, and the committee continued, as was
also C. E. Randall's report regarding the Pullman
road race. The Bowling League committee, having
been unable to secure four clubs who would join, re-
ported to that effect, and were discharged. The Lin-
coln, yEolus and Illinois Cycling Clubs will join, and
we may yet have the league, as the Cook County
Wheelmen are talking of making application.

R. G. Betts, E. J. Roberts and G. K. Barrett, the
committee appointed to select suitable courses for the
establishment of road records, reported upon the fol-

lowing : Chicago to Highland Park, Chicago to Wau-
kegan, Chicago to Milwaukee, starting at Chicago
Avenue and Dearborn Avenue. Chicago to Elgin,
Chicago to Aurora, Chicago to Wheeling, Chicago to
Joliet, Chicago to Elgin to Aurora and return, 100

miles, starting at Halstead Street and Washington
Boulevard. Chicago to Pullman, Chicago to South
Chicago and return, Chicago to Pullman and Chicago
to the Indiana State line and return, starting from
the Leland Hotel. Judges are to be selected who will
pass upon all records and report to the standing com-
mittee, Betts, Roberts and Barrett. This committee
are now hard at work determining terminal points
and distances, etc. A great deal of sport and friendly
rivalry will be the outcome of these. No records will
be recognized of over 100 miles, as the longer ones
are considered injurious to the health and detrimen-
tal to cycling. The wheelmen will be heard from at
the approaching city election. At R. G. Bett's sug-
gestion a committee was appointed to again endeavor
to open up Lincoln Park to the wheelmen, with all the
rights and privileges of other vehicles. The meeting
then adjourned, and will probably meet again
(special) the second Thursday in March.

A SUCCESSFUL MEET AT GAL-
VESTON.

The first meet of the Texas Division took place at
Galveston February 9 and 10, during the Mardi Gras
celebration, and resulted in the running of a series of
races equal to any seen in the South. At 3 p. m., on
February 9, a business meeting was held, with Chief
Consul E. W. Hope, of Sherman, in the chair. Mr.
Hope, in a few appropriate remarks, illustrated the
working of the League, and urged all clubs not con-
nected with that body to send in their applications at
once. A road improvement committee was appointed
consisting of F. W. Dumber, chairman; Hon. Nelson
A. Shaw and E. W. Hope. It was also agreed to hold
the next meet in Houston in May next. On the even-
ing of the 10th a lantern parade took place, and about
one hundred decorated wheels were in line. Among
the novelties exhibited was the safety of G. W. Sims,
of Houston, which was decorated like a full-rigged
yacht, with mainsail and jib, and on which fifty lan-
terns were attached. It was awarded the first prize.
A. O. Woodworth, of Houston, conformed his ordinary
into a kaleidoscope with transparencies and colored
lights. He carried off the prize for high wheels.
The Galveston wheelmen did everything in their

pd'wer to make it pleasant for the visitors. The only
thing lacking, in the estimation of our correspondent,
was a smoker, something that the Texas wheelmen
are apparently unacquainted with. In addition to
the many miles of paved streets, Galveston offers the
cyclists rides which will be hard to equal anywhere,
particularly on the beach, which stretches away in an
even and unbroken line for thirty-five miles or more.
In the morning, before being cut up by the horses'

hoofs, the sand is packed hard and is as smooth as a
floor. With a strong wind at one's back, a wheelman
can fold his arms, like the Arab, and as silently steal
away over this entire distance without a dismount.
But, unless the wind lulls, he will have to steal or hire
a horse and wagon to get back.
Taken all in all, the meet was a most delightful suc-

cess, and will doubtless increase the interest in
wheeling and add to the membership of the L. A. W.
The prizes were offered by the business men ol

Galveston, and were all handsome and costly, con-
sisting chiefly of gold medals. The races resulted as
follows :

Quarter-mile Dash—Boys—Albert Mulier, first

;

Clark Wren, second.
QUARTER-MILE ORDINARY—C. F. Adriance, first

;

Parker, second. Time, 59 seconds.
Quarter-mile Safety W. Fordtra, first ; G. \\*.

Sims, second. Time, 40 seconds.
Half-mile Ordinary C.F. Adriance, first, rime,

1.18.

Half-mile Safety G. w. Sims, first.

e-mile Ordinary—W. a. Parker, first; C. F.

Adriance, second: Time, 2.40 1-5.

One-mile Safety G. W. Sims, first; B. W. Hope,
Second.
The judges were F. W. Humble, A. Templeton and

W. F. Turmley. Robert Lewis was timer.

FALL RIVER, MASS.

At the last meeting of the Fall River Cycle Club t wo
whei 1

lie 'ii were admitted to membership and sis ap
pin. il inns were tiled to he acted upon at the next
meeting. The club now has a membership of fifty-

five, which is the largest number of wheelmen ever
banded together in this city, ["he Ramblers have a

membership of about forty, but twenty-five or so are
associate members.
George Heilbron was the guest of the Fall River

1
j

. I' Club on Saturday night last. Mr. Heilbron is

1 merjibei ei the San Francisco (Cal.) Wheelmen.
The Fall Rivers will have a theatre party about the

first >'i next month. The club intends to open the
riding season with a grand lantern parade,

A 11, v five 1
'1'

1 inder track has just been finished
on the \"i ih End Grounds and nlready the wheelmen

I. laying plans torn number of races. That there
will i"- plentj "i excitement In this line during the
summer no one doubts, the Rambler's claim to
sess 1.dent ot" the city, but it is

probable that the Fall Rivers will dispute their right
the season is over. QUEQUl 1 man.
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IT CONCERNS US
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[New Series—First Paper. ]

We regret that the continued use of our name by

the Pope Mfg. Co., compels us to use theirs. We
prefer to avoid personal mention of competitors. It

always shows weakness, and we feel quite healthy

ourselves.

We have many live problems which occupy us, and

we dislike to waste any minute on such stuff.

We have had the cushion tire problem in hand for

several years, and that has kept us busy. The Pope

Mfg. Co. will sympathize with us in this after two or

three years, when they will begin slowly to find out

that the cushion tire question is a live one, and one

which bicyclers demand a solution for.

Bicyclers have learned to expect that we will lead

in all great improvements, and we do not intend to

disappoint them in this one.

We really are sorry that our plain statement of

facts has caused the Pope Mfg. Co. to lose its temper.

Of course we know that it will be a great advertise •

ment for us, but we don' t need it. We always have

more orders for Victor Bicycles than we can fill.

Another reason why we regret to see this inclination

to get mad is because the Pope Mfg. Co. have done

some good things and we would dislike to see any ill

happen to them.

Of course every boy in the land knows that we really

were the first in America to make high grade bicycles
;

that is, to really make them for the markets—to put in

good forged steel throughout when other companies

were using malleable iron castings in their best

bicycles.

To put in hollow rims when they were using solid

rims.

To use tangent spokes when they were using direct

spokes.

To use hollow dropped handle bars when they were

using solid straight bars.

To make machines lighter than others, etc , etc.

To give all these high grade improvements without

extra charge, when others were charging extras for

ball pedals and curved handle-bars.

Of course we know that even referring to these

matters in a delicate way, as we did in our "eight

questions," must be very discouraging to the Pope
Mfg. Co., but they have compelled us to do this iu

order to explain our position.

Gentle reader, don't be deceived by the smoke !

The trouble is not with the " eight questions " which

have been so beautifully emphasized by our kind

competitors. The " eight questions " are all right.

Of course there is an explanation of all this rumpus.

The "explanation" has been gradually growing for

the past six years. The "explanation" is found in

these words :—VICTOR CUSHION TIRES. This is

at the bottom of all this "green-eyed" trouble.

We "tried the experiment"—but then we ought

not to blame the Pope Mfg. Co. They frankly

admitted their position June 24th, 1837, when they

headed their "ad" in Bi. World, 'LET OTHERS
TRY THE EXPERIMENT."
However, we almost forgot the "satisfaction" part

of the Pope Mfg. Co. 's challenge. We have used up

our space, and shall have to ask the indulgence of

readers until next week, when we will in this space 1

undertake to give the Pope Mfg. Co. all the satis-

faction they want.

In the meantime, please bear in mind that Victor

Bicycles Lead—that the Victor Cushion Tire is al

right, that it is the result of years of experimenting,

and that if you want to ride a '01 model Victor

Safety you will have to get your order on the books

promptly. Take your place in l lie line and wail

your turn. The line has been formed for some

months.

Yours in the cause of truthful and candid advertising,

THE OVERMAN WHEEL GO.
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U/ESTERN • WHEEL • WORKS.
Catalogues will not be ready before MARCH 1st, on account of experiments we are now making with

Cushion Tires, but we will be there, and in great shape. In the mean tin tin

call the attention of the trade to our splendid line of whec

BOYS' JUNIOR,

24 Inch. List $25.

Same as lost year.

m
DROP FRAME JUNIOR.

1^4 Inch, ball bearing's. Lis! 136.

RUSH.

Specially strong and graceful, S diamond
truii' b wheels, ball bearings all over,

Including bead, nnent steel tubing and drop
forglngs, tangent spokes ; w.-irht 48 pounds.

06 *100. with cushion tires $1

0BB80BNT.

Diamond Inch wheels, liiu-^t

ig, drop bdjuatmanl 01

a trong : ball 1 r, lu-

ll 4H pounds.

Price $85.

ROB R<

30 Inch, 8t<"

Bearing*, weight 40 pounds. List •OO.

JUNO.

28 Inch. Steel tubing, drop forglngs. ball

bearings, weight 47 pounds. List $76.

R. L. COLEMAN & CD., 3B Barclay Si., and 4D Park Place, New York,

\«.i N 1 s. 1 \silitN. MIDDLE \NI> SOUTHERN STATES.
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Here They Are ! The Leaders for 1891

PRICE $85.00. CUSHION TIRES, PRICE $95.00.

LOVELL DIAMOND CYCLES.
High Grade Only. All Ball Bearing, Steel Tubing and Drop Forgings.

1891 Models. -MANUFACTURED BY- 1891 Models-.

JOHN P. LOYELL ARMS CO.,

MANUFACTURERS AND JOBBERS IN

FIRE ARMS, BICYCLES, FISHING TACKLE AND SPORTING GOODS,

147 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

BICYCLE CATALOGUE FREE. Agents wanted in all unoccupied territory.

FOR LADIES', PRICE $85.00. COMBINATION, PRICE $85.00.
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IS I C^ CLKS * T^ <> I* * 1 H <> 1
VICTORS. CREDENDAS. NONPAREILS.

VICTOR SAFETY A.

#135.

Tin- i.' Rear
-..nt.

CREDENDA SAFETY.
$90.

•

•

-,. Cushion
1 All Impr

VICTOR SAFETY B.

$135.

New Diamond Frame, 30-inch Wheels, StilT

Fork, Tangent SixAos, Cushion Tires (0 Both
Whe<

LADIES' CREDENDA SAFETY.
$00.

All Steel, Straight l>rop Frame, Credenda
Tubing, (8-inch Wheels, Tangent Spokes, Cushion

Hall Bearing* and All Improvements.

VICTOR SAFETY E.

*135.
Combination Frame, 18-inch Wheels, Spring

Fork. Cushion Tire to Ba k Wheel, Solid Tire to

Pront Wheel.

NONPAREIL SAFETY.
Straight Steel Tube Frame, 16-inch Wheels.

Tangent Spokes, Soli substantia! and
Handsome i<- Ileal ine.s toall Run-
ning 1'arts Price, S|<>; with Full Hall Miar-

-» S6ND • FOR • BICYCLG • CRTHLOCU6 -K-

.A., o.
CHICACO.

SPALDING
NEW YORK.

& BROS.,
PHILADELPHIA.

IT 1H \ W ELL

ESTABLISHED 1 A< .Premier safeties

[EA I
)'" PROCESSION

J

N POINT OF STRENGTH. BEAUTY OF

OUTLINE AND WEAKINU QUALITII'S

•R 1891, SUITED TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF ALL WHEELMEN, AND EVERY SECTION
MD. CUSHION, PNEUMATIC AND SOLID TIRES. THE WIDE AWAKE DEALERS WHO

0RDBB8 K>B THIS POPULAR LINE HAVE SHOWN OBBAT WISDOM. AN ENLIGHT
HAND THE BEST OF EVERYTHING. THEIR DEMANDS WILL HE SATISFIED ONLY RHEUM

: in

LUCAS' CYCLEALITIES AND PREMIER SAFETIES.

PR1 INI ED IN vol R VICINITY. APPLY AT ONCE H NCY.

PREMIER CYCLE COMPANY,
EIGHTH AVE., -or. 51st St., NEW YORK.
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THE PHYSIOLOGY OF "WAITING"
AND "PACEMAKING" IN SPEED

COMPETITIONS.
HAVING ESPECIAL REFERENCE TO CYCLE

RACING.

By E. B. Turner, F. R. C. S., Eng.

ARTICLE VI.

(Recapitulation.—In the last article we showed that

to produce muscular movement it is necessary there

should be heat. That heat is generated in the living

body by the combustion or oxidation of various living

tissues, as well as food products absorbed into the

blood. That these substances are changed by com-

bustion into poisonous materials with which the sys-

tem is saturated, and which, for the well-being of the

general economy, must be excreted as soon as possi-

ble by various organs adapted for that purpose. That

as a muscle becomes exhausted it requires a more
energetic stimulus to cause it to contract. That ex-

haustion in muscle is caused—(a) by friction and tear-

ing of its ultimate elements
;

(b) by the accumulation

in its substance of various waste products, which have

the property of impairing its contractile power. That

the brain in its turn becomes wearied by the excessive

effort of stimulating a fatigued muscle. That the

sensation of fatigue is felt in the brain sooner than in

the muscles. That "the muscular work being equal,

the sensation of fatigue is the more intense, the more

active the intervention of the cerebral faculties de-

manded by the exercise." That breathlessness is

caused by the formation of an excess of carbonic acid

in the blood and tissues, which carbonic acid is de-

rived from the combustions necessary to produce and

continue muscular movement ; that the amount of

carbonic acid formed is in direct ratio to the amount
of muscular work done ; that the intensity of the

breathlessness is in direct ratio to the amount of car-

bonic acid in excess in the system ; that the amount
of carbonic acid necessary to cause breathlessness

differs in each individual according to the power of

elimination he possesses—those persons having a

large elimination power, and being able to get quit of

a larger quantity in a given time than those having a

smaller capacity, are consequently a"ble to do more
work with less distress ; that when production and
elimination are balanced during any exercise, an

extra effort, especially one affecting the respiratory

muscles, will quickly cause a greater accumulation

of carbonic acid, and resultant breathlessness ; that

" brain-worry " during exertion causes a great and

rapid increase of carbonic acid ; that breathlessness

once established, the causes producing it act and

react on each other, so that the only method of relief i s

cessation from, or diminution of, the exciting exertion;
that carbonic acid being so volatile, a verv short relax-
ation of excessive exertion is sufficient to restore the
balance of production and elimination, and allow the
individual to continue his work. That the brain
originates the stimulus which causes the muscle to

contract. That a working brain receives more blood
than a quiescent one, and heat accompanies brain
work. That brain work is carried on by chemical
combustions, and throws waste products into the
blood, urates, uric acid, and phosphoric acid. That
the greater the muscular work done the more fatigued
the brain, and the greater the quantity of products of
brain waste thrown into the blood ; that the energy
of the brain depends on the purity of its blood supply :

that the grey matter is the seat of the intellect and
will ; that the white fibres of the spinal cord convey
motor impulses from, and sensory impressions to the
brain ; that the grey matter of the spinal cord has not
intellectual function, but governs the reflex and auto-
matic a'ctions ; that movements performed automatic-
ally cause much less fatigue and throw less waste
products of brain work into the blood ; that a brain
doing hard motor work is tor a time dulled in its

intellectual perceptions.)
Having the above physiological facts before us, we

have conducted many experiments on the effect pro-
duced by various exercises on the excretion of the
three principal waste products, urea, uric acid and
phosphoric acid, and have carefully noted the varia-
tion in the amount of each excreted depending on the
character of the exercise, the intensity of the exer-
tion, and whether or no the pace was made for us.

And here we think we had better define what is

meant by " pacemaking," and what a racing man
means by a "lead." We had not considered this

necessary, as we imagined all our readers would
thoroughly understand it. But since writing this

paper we have seen a statement from the pen of a
writer, who poses as an authority on the question,

that a man 70 yards in front, though he does not cut the

wind, still is of material assistance as a pacemaker to

the rider behind! We need not inform any of our
race-riding readers that this is utterly incorrect, but
to those who do not themselves race, we say once for

all that a "pacemaker," to be of any service, must be-

quite close to the man he is pacing, and a lead, to be
of any value, must be given by a rider whose back
wheel is nearly within hand reach of the man led. A
man 70 yards in front is just so much incentive to ex-
ertion to the man behind as a piece of white paper is

when put down by a competitor in a long jump to

mark the place he wishes to attain in his leap. First

of all we append a table showing the amounts ex-
creted when we were out of training, and which may

be considered more or less normal. In all the follow-
ing tables the quantities are in grains, and represent
the product of twenty-four hours' body waste, and
when all the experiments were made there was no
difference in diet, whether training or no it was ex-
actly the same.

Average amount excre-
ted of

During 10 days rest, very
little exercise, little light
reading

During 20 days, ordinary
professional work, no
particular strain

During 20 days, hard pro-
fessional work, and in-
tellectual strain

Urea.

grains.

539-75

571-37

593-1

Uric
Acid.

grains.

9-7

13-5

17.19

Phos-
phoric
Acid.

grains.

31.62

41.6

This is of great interest, showing the effects of brain-
work on the amount of uric acid and phosphoric acid
excreted. On none of the fifty days was there much
physical labor, but during the twenty days of hard
work there was considerable mental exertion, to
which we added three or four hours per day of whist
or piquet with good players, or some hours of .physio-
logical reading. The result apparent in the above
table is an increase of urea of about 1-10, of uric acid
about 8-10, and phosphoric acid about 7-10 during the
last twenty days of fairly hard mental work, thus
showing that brain-work causes an increase of uric
and phosphoric acids about seven times as much as
that of urea. As an interesting comparison we here
tabulate

:

Average amount excre-
ted of

Urea. Uric
Acid.

Phos-
phoric
Acid.

During 20 days, ordinary
training, no special time

grains.

677.6

grains.

21.5

grains.

During these twenty days all sorts of distances were
ridden on a tricycle round the Paddington track from
two miles up to ten miles. They were ordinary train-
ing rides, accomplished at about an average of 3m. 15s.

per mile, and we were about half fit at the time. Com-
paring the results obtained with those of the ten days
when we did very little mentally or bodily, we see an
increase of urea of about 1-5, of uric acid about 1%,
of phosphoric acid about % If we compare this in-

crease caused by muscular work with that noted
above, which was dependent on extra brain-work, we
see that the urea and uric acid are increased in great-
er proportion than the quantity of phosphoric acid
excreted in the same time, the gross figures of increase
being as under (omitting decimals)

:

Brain-work increase .

.

Muscle work increase

.

Urea.

54 grs.
138 grs.

Uric
Acid.

8 grs.
12 grs.

Phosphor-
ic Acid.

19 grs.

25 grs-

From these experiments we may gather (1) that extra
brain-work causes a greater excretion of uric and
phosphoric acids than of urea

; (2) that extra muscle-
work causes a greater excretion of urea and uric acid
than of phosphoric acid ; and we may conclude that
phosphoric acid is the principal product of brain-
work, and urea of muscle-work, and that the excre-
tion of uric acid is increased by both kinds of exer-
tion, but rather more by brain than by muscle-work.
And we know that the other products of work, car-
bonic acid, lactic acid, etc., which cannot (for our
purposes) be so easily estimated, are formed in direct
ratio to the amount of work done, both by the brain
and by the muscles, and that the effect of extra brain-
strain and worry is greatly to increase the quantity
of carbonic acid to be exhaled by the lungs. There-
fore we may expect to find that if a man run or ride
the same distance on two separate occasions (other
circumstances being equal), he will excrete a greater
quantity of urea, uric and phosphoric acids, and con-
sequently carbonic acid, on that occasion, which cost
him the greater exertion, both mental and muscular.
And we may safely conclude that the greater the
amount of brain-work and worry shown by the larger
excretion of uric and phosphoric acids the greater the
quantity of carbonic acid formed in the system, and
that though an increase of urea would also denote an
increase of carbonic acid, still an increase of uric and
phosphoric acids would denote a larger proportional
formation of carbonic acid, and consequent increased
respiratory need, and general dulling of the energies

;

or, practically, in a mile race the man who in the first

three-quarters had accomplished the greater amount
of work, both muscular and mental, would begin his
final spurt with his system charged with a greater
quantity of all the more stable waste products—urea,
uric, phosphoric and lactic acids—all exercising their
injurious effects on the contractile power of his mus-
cles, his brain, as well as his muscular tissues, dulled
by the circulation through it of blood vitiated by the
above-mentioned poisons, as well as by the concomi-
tant carbonic acid, and with an intense "respiratory
need," which, by its very intensity (as we have shown
in a former article), prevents its own alleviation. And
in proportion as the work done by him exceeded that
done by his competitors by so much the more would
he be hampered by the factors above pointed out.

This is the condition of, a man who has made List

pace in a race, and now we submit a table* of results
of experiments, very carefully conducted, in which
we have this theory. All the distances were ridden
on a tricycle, and all except one, which is mentioned,
at Paddington. The greater number took place this

Summer, but several last year

:
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Those of our readers who study the preceding table
carefully will observe that in every case where the
same distance was ridden with and without pace-
makers, that with pacemakers (<?) the time occupied
is much shorter, (bi that the amount of waste tissue
excreted is less. Take, for instance, the two occa-
sions on which four miles were ridden. On July 23
we rode it without pacemakers, on July 24 behind the
Whippet tandem, manned by Messrs. P. C. Wilson
and E. Dangerfield. The two evenings were identi-
cal, the same amount of wind, the same condition of
path. Alone we did 12m. 24s., and though not ridden
out were conscious we had made some considerable
effort. Behind the tandem we did inn. 31s., and were
as fresh as when we started. Comparing the differ-
ence in the amount of waste material excreted on
each occasion, we find, when we rode alone, that
(omitting decimals) the urea is 55-615 as much again,
the uric acid 5-19 as much again, the phosphoric acid
9-43 as much again ; or, speaking roughly, the uric
and phosphoric acids are increased about three times
as much as the urea when we made our own pace,
thus showing great increase of brain work.
The practical result of this would be that if it were

possible to duplicate oneself and become two riders,
A and B we will say, each mounted on exactly the
same machines, and these two riders were to race
four miles, A leading from the start, and doing i.-m.

24S., A would have to commence his final effort with
55 grs. more of urea, 5 grs. more of uric acid, and 9grs.
more of phosphoric acid in his system than B, who
waited on him, and this would not be B's only advan-
tage as his waste matter is calculated on a pace of
rim. 31s., not i.-m. 34s., and if he had waited at the
slower pace so much the less would he be burnt up,
(We shall show later on that the slower the pace Un-
less the waste.) The outcome of this would be that
a having much mote carbonicacid to get rid of, his
respiratory need would be greater than B'S, and, in
racing parlance, he would be " done "

| . ... a general
sense of discomfort and fatigue, the brain being af-
fected by the vitiated Mood), he would " feel it in his
legs" (». . ., the leg muscles would be affected by the
accumulation In their substance of the products oi
eo in bust ion I and he " blown "

1 1 ., the amount 01 ear
bonic acid formed would be more than could be
easily disposed of by the lungs), whilst B, compara-
tively fresh and unembarrassed, would pass hin
win with the utmost ease. This is no Imaginai

]

ture. Every man who has ever got sufficiently
to cover a utile in three minutes Unows it practit
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though he may not have comprehended the cause,
uml tin- racing records o est and present

I

teem with in«t..

Ic to work out other insta ble he
will find tl . pur-

he one we
uld like, moreover, n one

ridden un-

mile, 11 71m.
There

DOl much
wind on . though it

mewhat towards the end of the ij miles'
ite tin- results of the subsequent

iparison here, and ad .lined
after riling seed :

l 817.91

893-73. ed

Uric
Acid.

iphor-
\cid.

grains. grains.
85.

79-38
89.78

. s what u hopeless task it would be to try
break up," by pace-forcing, any rider wi.

"in I Itreet ' as the leader. In fifteen miles
the same man, in the same condition, on the

same the same path, the amount of work
asured bv the unfailing tl

greater than that done in covering a
ince ten miles longer at a pace avcragi:
* per mile faster ; or. Comparing it again with tin-

results at fifty miles noted in the table above, the
•maker " would be nearly as exhaust'

•-he "paced" at fifty. And, speaking
from experience, we am assure our readers that it is

SO—a: e in which we think we shall be fully
stipn gentlemen who so kindly

Mine trial-, last year
on which many of these experiments are

lie: U on to point out the pfa

n be drawn from the I

have built upon them,
il the results of experiments

termine ttai the body-waste
in contra-

produced bv riding a long,
Ing are the

nting
• k, ;. <.. riding

! 1 1 ', yards
•ml, the total

red being
about i' ; miles on

long slow
I k , i. r. , r

mlk
r*

irds per s.

miles a d

Urea.

682 grs.

617 grs.

Trie I'hos-
phoric
Acid.

S3
«'••

4i grs.

le all our own
that t miles

•1 why
I

running at a rapid

•ii the

'. who

are have

advantage to lead in I

. given d islam e

ular work, burns up the
• r quantit

lucts, and
more urea and ur:

docs a Uss amount in the same time. Our i

ments prove this to the hilt, and we refer our readers
to the tables :.>rlh.

A much greater amount of brain-worry is in-
curred by making the pace than by waiting. The
man leading is in a " tidget " the whole time whether
he is going last enough to exhaust hi •

; he
Is full of worry as to when that adversary me.
commence his spurt ; his n- ten") i's generally
"strung up " ami at concert-pitch, and his muscular
and nervous efforts act and react on each other, pro-
ducing an ever-increasing exhaustion, which
dulls the impulse-giving power of the brain and the
impulse-receiving, or contractile power of the inus-

llciice we should expect a greater excretion of
phosphoric and uric acids the results of brain-v.
To the tables again we refer the leader.

A much greater amount of iboth brain and mus-
cular work is required from the "pacemaker" than
from the " waiter," because lor the greater part of the
distance the work done by the " waiter" is automatic
The leader cannot ride automatically. His brain
must guide and direct every movement of his mi•
He must struggle to maintain the pace, and for
machine through the opposing air. He cannot trust
himself to the reflex functions of his spinal cord. The
highly organized grey nerve cells, the intellectual
portion of his brain, must do the work, and he suffers

: tional brain and muscle fatigue. On the other
hand, the man "waiting," as soon as lie has
himself behind his "pacemaker," has las racing men
say) nothing to do but "hang on "; or, in the scientific
language we have already quoted, "the brain having
combined and regulated a movement, at the en-
certain time delegates its powers to the spinal cord,
and only comes into play when some new and peculiar
circumstance demands a change in the direction, the
energy, or the speed of the movement," or practically :

The man waiting only uses his brain when he 1

turn a corner, to answer some sudden
speed, or sudden slowing of the leader, the rest of the
time the well-instructed spinal cord takes all the work
upon Itself) and performs it "automatically," until
the lime arrives for the "waiting" rider to spurt,
when the brain, untired by continuous action, takes
command, and imparting an overwhelming stimulus
to the unexhausted muscles, lands the fresher man an

winner, while t . ( kcr." fatigued both
in his muscles and in his nervous system, is hardly
able to increase his pace to respond at all to the ener-
getic spurt of his conqueror.*

Scientific head-work " is thus a very bad name
for "waiting," as the principal factorWhich con-
tributes to the victory of the " waiter " is that he dors
hi'/ use his head or brain, but leaves the brunt of the
work to his spinal cord !

Hence, " to the muscular work of the 'pacemaker'
is superadded a work of direction and control by the
brain, t" this additional work tl •

due." If this be so we Should expect theoretically to
find evidenienl increased work, DOtB muscular and
nervous, after pace-making. Our an. .\ this
in every case. See the tables above. Practically, W(
can vouch for I now. \V<
frequently, when riding behind pacemakers in dis-
tance time trials, purposely diverted our thoughts,
repeated verses, and worked out problems, and
analysed the time we were doing, and never pal
attention to our rilling ; we hardly, after a turn
to think about going round tin- i 01 tiers, and this

"f twenty-one miles in the hour the H
thing to tin- trained man was " automatic/' and wi

i i.ii- 1" finish faster than v.

in thl inl as fresh as when w<
i. The many gentlemen who kind:

i i "au-
tomatism " is the reason why " pacemakei

• than to .'

Dtinuallv to beware II

run into l,

entirely abandon himself, though doubtlcs
tisin obtains to a grcn

n/i ! 1 above t

Work than th.

lung
tile II All 111

ami hampered bv 1

1

(thai
•• n," or m

a that

ually ham-
ii in

and win //;. I i, In/

11,111. l\ :: Tilt

Win ; ruber 5, 19, ig, January s, and l'eb-

ruary

•In making these experiments we have been very
Ity oi any error from pre-

vioui .imulalion icaste" in the
]. The rides w.ri- always Undertaken altera

comparative rest; or, 11 on consecutive days, the one
in which we made our own pace was always the one
accomplished first.

TWO MEMBERS OF THE VICTOR
FAMILY.

The two engravings shown on the adjoining page

Ivance guard of the Overman Wheel
line of high-grade bicycles tot the year 1891.

Their new models comprise live Victor safeties, MM
Vict. ; nil their Victor Rational

Light Uoadster. All of these machines have been
tried and proved by a season of hard service. The
new models and new features, as well as the old, bear

the tit'.e of Victor because they have earned it.

s since this company began to manu-
facture high-grade cycles upon the American plan of

interchangeable parts made by special and expensive
machinery. The results of succeeding years of expe-

rience, based upon a 1 .in of manufacture,
are here shown. These machines will bear close and

critical examination, and as models of skilled work-
manship stand second to none.

In the Victor list some old features will be found

modified and some entirely new ones adopted. In re-

gard to these note this fact: Every modification and
every new feature has had the test ol actual use It

has been tried and tested in comparison with kindred

devices, and its superiority proved by hard and long

service.

The company's full list includes also the Credenda
ami Ladies' Cn I at $90.00 1

and two grades of the Nonpareil safety tor youths,

listed at $4.coo and $50.00. These machines, as well as
lhe Victors, are sold with the company's usual guar-

antee.

Victor vitet \ . Model \.

The model is substantially the same as the Victor

of 1890. It has, however, several improvements in mat-

ters of detail. It is retained in the 1891 list, as it has

been in constant demand and is too good a machine
to abandon. The spring fork is essentially the same

• 'instructed lor greater convenience
III use.

Brief: Thirty-inch wheels ,, inches; Vic-

tor hollow rims. lid tire to front and i'«-

inch cushion tire to rear wheel; detachable cranks of

new design, i-imli and I ,-inch throw; single adjust-

ment ball bearings; removable hardened bushings;

improved Victor spring-fork; Victor pedals with

Square rubbers; hollow bar aud spade handles;

Idle, all forged steel, nickeled, guards to chain

and W ustablc foot rests; spr;-

brake to rear wheel, finished In Victor enamel, ai]

bright parts heavy nickel plate on copper. Price, $135.

\ 1 Bafbtj Mbidal i«.

This is the first safety having a rigid front fork

which the Overman Wheel Company have felt

lied in offering to American riders. They have, how-
• r Cushion Tires thai

! that this machine will be a favoi ite with
-

is of the meal the

- h quite light, it is 1

ind rigid.

My -inch «

-

th wheels , Ijustmeiii

I bushings;

inches an
. throw, V I rubbers;

I" 1 11 •

I is

I

THE- LYON « DKYQLE- SUPPORT.
MMI'I.I 1 111 \i- BCTIV1

* PRICE 30 CENTS «-

IHANK I.V«1N,
Washington, D.C.
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VICTOR SAFETY—MODEL A.

VICTOK SAFETY—MODEL B.
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TRADE NOTES.

I h. «.!..«. 1 Id. w I. Ml- < .. - 1 s'l < •til..cue.

The fine hand of Mr. Wilcox shows through the
• :n. The Stover Co., who had

rtune in another business before they en-
le trade, have had a most enviable

r. They prepared carefully, and their output
ycling 'public as well as by

the trade, and they ha intinued and steadily
demand for their wheels. Besides the

intrinsic merit of their goods their policy has been
one that many other cycling concerns might well
take pattern after, as they have been uniformly
modest and quiet in their announcements, but have

red there just the same.
The the present catalogue is prettily col-

md a highly embellished piece of lithography,
showing a number of idle imps trifling with a safety
"bik. 1 full moon is disappearing below the
horizon, the effect being altogether very humorous
and taking.

The catalogue informs us that the firm was incor-
B style is the Stovrr Bicycle

.nd the capital stock 8100.000. The
logue contains cuts of the Iroquois, 1'aragon and the

•1. besides which there are various
chapters on these wheels and on the parts of these
wheels, each chapter being illustrated by remarkably
handsome cuts, cuts in tact which are of finer style
than is usually noted in bicycle catalogues.
The company address the public for the the third

time. Thev state that they do not believe in ex-
tended laudations and so they have but little to ad-
vance for their wheels. They will fit cushions when

veil.

The Iroquois remains much the same as last year,
a good wtteel for all round use, but weighing possibly
a pound or two less than last year's mount and with
more rake to the front forks. The Paragon will be

y improved and will be lightened about five
pounds. It will be fitted with tangent spokes, a new
handle-bar and handles, a new saddle and will have

r rake to the front forks. The Ladies' 1'aragon
will be light, strong and handsome, and will be fitted
with spring frame, which the company have tested
by long experience. The Stover Co. 's wheels are of
the li le and are listed at $135, with $10 extra

ushions.

The company have kindly published in their cata-
: the addresses of the cycling papers.

This will, of course, be appreciated by all publishers,
but we will venture to say that the'address of THE
WHEEL ia not 13 Park Row; that the address of the
Athl >ert Street ; that the Cyclist and

>/ is no longer published at Stamford, Conn., or
, that there is DO such paper as the

»••, N. Y., and that there
• such paper as the Wheelman Oazctte. We are

glad to know that the company have included a notice
of Ml (Calient work, "Cycling Art, Energy
and Locomotion."

'he Paragons the company handle along
line • Their principal agents are : Thomas

Saben, Hoston
;

Litchhult. N'.-w York ; Standard I

• :..., Rochester ; Goldabor-
*.ing Cycle Co.,

Mohrig, San Prancisco ; St.

Il.< I ._-l. lti.\.l. «...•« IKill Catalogue.

Th> of this firm is in style with its policy
-ince it has engaged in the usiness. It

ireful and 1 in all

its ijirts as well H in its completeness. The front
k a with the letter work in gold. One
*

. tag eagli
ledal on wl

whole

the company's
The wheels this
Light Roadster,

1 idster,
itne as last year, weight 44 lbs.;

' h the
mailer

.

[ - 1 Inch,

Mil lit

1 nine,

Palling! n 1.. . 1. f... 1891.

,r» Puilli .

ilogus

to the
ng the

.1. 1 . i-.... .111.111- 1891 List
The cover of the Poonii.in catalogue for iSyi shows

the picture of Yours truly, J. E. Poormati, with sug-
gestive cuts of typewriters, sewing machines, and

r Mr. Poorman handles all of these articles
of necessity and luxury at Eighth and Race S:
Cincinnati.' Mr. Poorman makes a specialty of the
three Warwicks, of the Union and of a line of cheap
adult and juvenile safeties. He will handle the
Giants and a long line of sundries.

Martin Rudy, the Lancaster agent against whom
many charges have been made of securing machines
from cycle riders without making any return for the
same, has been on trial in Philadelphia for several
days past. One of the witnesses was Mr. L. B.
Graves, of Washington. The trial was still in pro-
gress en Wednesday last.

Messrs. Marshall & Drane, makers at Stratford,
London E., England, forward us their i8v i list. This
firm make a specialty of the Marten cycles, which we
note are made in a dozen styles in both diamond and

•rames. and in all weighs from twenty to thirty-
eight pounds, and at all prices from the low-priced
juvenile to the twenty-pound light roadster. They
also handle cushions and pneumatics. Altogether this
firm have a very complete and interesting line.

Paris has a monthly paper called Le Quadrant de-
voted to the Quadrant cycles.

The Citizens' Club will hold their last banquet on
Saturday night. They are assured of a good time
with the Grand Union chtforx his best behavior, with

. e Wilson at the head of the table and with Sim
Ford beaming a solicitous eye over his guc

The ten-mile road race of the Hay City Wheelmen,
Francisco, on Sunday ol last week, was wit-

nessed by a Lire renting all

the local clubs. It was won by K. K. Stoddard in
n. 35 sec.

The Hudson County Wheelmen will hold the first

run of the season to Staten Island, ..n Monday next,
under the command of Capta'n Steffins.

The New York State Hoard of Officers have de-
cided to hold the next division meet at Rochester,
probably in August. The arrangements will be made
by the Rochester Wheelmen's League.

The Harvard University Cycling Association will
hold their second annual race meet about the end of
May. The meet is expected to surpass last year's
success, both in regard to the attendance and the
speed and number of the contestants.

Complaint is being made in the Brooklyn papers of
the reckless and fast riding of wheelmen on the Bed-
ford Avenue asphalt. It is stated that those who
cross the thoroughfare do so with great risk, and it is

no common occurrence for the noiseless travelers to
upset persons. It is probable that the law compelling
the carrying of a light and bell will be enforced.

Bob Gerwing, the Denver professional, was defeated
by Reading, the Omaha soldier, in a fifty mile race at
the latter city recently. Reading also defeated him
in the six days race.

Charles Richards Dodge, of the Capital Club, left
ngton on Saturday last for Florida, in the in-

terest of the Agricultural Department.

KEEFE & BECANNON "COMET" CUSHION.

We publish this week a cut of the Comet, a new high-grade cushion-tired wheel manufactun '

Messrs. Keefe S Bi annon. This wheel was designed as an ty, of light weight, and containing the

. ly on the market, with many new features added. The g|H>kes

[ally praiseworthy in thi sment, being of a new, double parallel design, giving additional

auty.

In the ordinary Straight or tangent wheel there are from 36 to 41 spokes-

The parallel arrangement allows of the use of 48 spokes. The wheels at.

in. h, geared to 1 or S7, as desired. The quality is of the highest. being all

mg all wcldless. Ball bearings throughout. Fitted with dar-

ford >.[ Bolt.- or Three Cofl Spring and B 6 B. wrench.

$m; lined in ted with the Dunlop Featherstone pneu-

matic tires to order only, {1

I a H. cushion tire, as shown in the accompanying cut, and, as used

on the Coin. 1, is ..tie fOl win. h mail - are claimed. The
in diainrt. ,ole. The special feature 111 this tire is

the sinking of thi disclaimed that tfils tire Is quicker to

.<• of the ordinary model, ..

It w<

I. JL. V^ESTON & CO,
.umi:hyii.i.i„ >i. V.

foiMim of WESTON'S I1.P&0VED SUSPENSION STEEL WHEELS,

! Kit V. II s I le

HAt-I.XV HIC VI 1.1. WHIU.H A HI'IICIAI.TV.

irlth st

A»
\!

• lid or Cushion
tabled to supply
SI Wheel

mtag*
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On February 9 a cycle exhibition, which will con-
tinue for a month, was opened at Birmingham,
England.
At a recent meeting of the Duquesne Cyclers, of

Pittsburg, Pa., a new uniform was adopted, and orders
for the suits were immediately placed.

Charles O. Perry, a veteran ex-wheelmen, has charge
of the bicycling department of the Manhattan Ath-
letic Club, and it is intended to' make a feature of the
sport during the coming season. A meeting was
called of all the cyclists in the club when officers

were elected and a uniform adopted. Club runs
will also be decided upon and various contests ar-
ranged. The wheel-room in the club-house is now
ready for use and offers many inducements to wheel-
men.
Ever since the organization of the New Jersey Di-

vision the annual meets have been held in the upper
part of the State, and this year Elizabeth has made a
bid for the meet. The wheelmen of South Jersey,
however, have come forward with a petition of won-
drous length, soliciting the jubilee for Vineland. It

is affirmed that at least two hundred new members
can be secured if it is held at that town, and the
Vineland Wheelmen are eager to take hold of the
matter.

The man who does not ride a wheel will miss
his fair proportion of the good things and en-

joyments of this world ; but he merits no, pity,

since ignorance and prejudice are perhaps the

only things preventing him from securing his

share. Don Salambo.

Weldless Sieel Tubes,
COLD DRAWN,

SMOOTH INSIDE AND OUTSIDE,

IFOIR, CYCLES.
Imported and kept in stock by

JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO
4 Fletcher Street,

p
NEW YORK.

PERFECT AD-
JUSTMENT IN
PITCH, TENSION &.'

ELASTICITY.
(men, ladies, boys.)

price low to first purchaser in any town.

COPPER CYCLE SADDLERY,
433 PEARL STREET, • CLEVELAND, O.

a J)Now is the Time.
HERE ARE A FEW BARGAINS.

Columbia Ladies' and Gents' Safeties, . $90.00

1890 Victor Safety, shopworn only, . . 115.00

1889 Victor Safety, .... 75.00

1889 Ladies' Swift, . ... 75-°°

1890 Diamonds, . . . $60 00 and 65.00

1 Hollow Frame Star, 51x24, perfect in every

point, . . . ... 65.00

AND MANY OTHER BARGAINS.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIONS.

HOLLAND & HAYENER, Worcester, Mass.

THE I BOLTE I SPRING * FORK,

Adjustable by the rider to suit any weight.

Applied to any make of Safety or Tandem

FOR $15.00.

Express your Front Fork and Front

Wheel only to

P. H. SERCOMBE,
MILWAUKEE, W.S.

Please take notice that more manufacturers are trying to copy after us than after any spring fork device
that was ever invented. They are not originators but imitators. This is all very flattering, of course.

INTERESTING TO JERSEY RIDERS.
We are sole agents for Newark and the Oranges, for the complete line of COLUMBIA Safeties, Ordinaries, and Tricycles, the Hartford,

and the Lovell Diamond. We also carry the Western Wheel Works' line of medium priced, and Boys' and Girls' Safeties, and a full stock of

parts, sundries and jersey goods. NEW COL/UMBIAS TO HIRE to responsible and experienced riders. Repairs done reasonably
and well. Wheels bought, exchanged, and sold on instalments or commission.

AGrENTS wanted in all Northern New Jersey towns, for the Lovell Diamond, Premium, and Boys' and Girls' Wheels. They
outsell anything at their prices.

"W. E. EI-iIDIRIIDGKE, 499 Broad Street (near D. L. & W. Depot), ISTe-warlS., 3>T. J".

A. ft C. Cycle Show,
FIRST ANNUAL EXHIBITION

-OF-

Cyclen and Cycling Accessories,
UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE ASSOCIATED CYCLING CLUBS OF PHILADELPHIA,

HORTICULTURAL HALL, MARCH 2d to 7th, 1891.
Spaces have been secured by upwards of 50 of the Leading Cycle Manufacturers and Dealers.

A special feature of the show will be the display of antiquities and curiosities of Cycling from its earliest history. For

Prospectus, Terms, and General Information, Address, R. H. KAIN, Secretary, 21 South Seventh Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.

*F PRKUMATIC. •

FEATHERSTONB'S * PNEUMATIC,
Sole Agents in New York. Territory the Earth.

Will be on the market on or before March 1st. We are booking orders. Will be rilled in

rotation as ordered.

5W Retail Price, $135.00*
QUflRdNTEED HIQHEST QRfl&E IN EVERT RESPECT.

SCHOVERLIttG, DALY & GALES, 302 Broadway, J5T.Y.
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We are brrnkiiiK t lie- prices on
HnrriHon lti-llt Tin- Cement, and
" iK-i " WUMIci.

CAMPBELL A CO., 33 Page St., Providence, R. 1.

The I Universal • Whistle.

!'

THK TRADE SUPPLIED BY-w»

—

WHITTEN, GODDING & CO.,
UAIfUTACTUKEKS AND IMPORTERS OF

Tin- ^ iiirini BSfetj itkm i, ..< t < i. Pau-ta, Fitting!
aml A OOOMOI I*-*.

118 and 120 80. Main St., Providence, R. I.
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FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
IB Word* v:.\ ,h,i.
rwo Insertions 40

l«W Tork lllrjrlc Compain. Vis I and 8 Kant 60th
Street, N. T. "*«>, ami s, ,,,„,|.|L, n .| Murlilins. Choice
asMirlmt.it. I'rlrrs rfHsiiiirlil.-. Hh rNliin-nl. (')rlliiK

• iri.K i.l" all LI ml-. Itttof llarirali.it and Sundri •

frf* upon :i[.pl I. :ii l.ii 01.'. iniiiints lak. n In part par-
nif nt lor .Sen.

I
' R SALE 1 . Columl

I li 15.00;

will sell (oi Bo« 44-t-

N. Y. City. 2-27

POR SALE Cheap; Columbia Light Roadster: 53
' acta ; can be seen at

particulars set 1". Thayer, 1 b St.

OR SALE One 1890 Hickory, used only two
months; in perfect order, $<>.. Victor
•ml. used three months

;
good condition, $75. T.

I J. Dupree: Memphis, Tenn. 2-27

, 5HION-TYRED COLUMBIA SAFETY, 1800
^- pattern ; never ridden and brand new

; fiai . \\

E. Eldridgi id Street, Newark, N. J. t f. c

i.'iiK SALE.—New '01 pattern Cushion Tire Quad-
1- rant Safety, Suspension Saddle; not ml '

miles, tost $145.00, weight, 4" lbs. J. S. Negus, 140

Water Strt I k.

UrANTED.—Position as Manager or Partner by an
Experienced Mechanical Engineer and Machin-

ist with 10 years' commercial and practical knowledge
of Cycle trade. Write first R Clarke, u u
Street, New York Citv. 3-6-c

' ANTED.— 19X14 Star Bicycle or Improved Cresetit
Safe) I

condition. C. H. Harlos.
amesburg, N 2-20

. , and 57 Columbia Light Roadster, Balls all Round,
11 fine condition. No reasonab Fused,

Address, Lock Boi 75, U'appine,crs Falls, N. Y. 2-20

F'OR SALE. Safety bicycle, hardly used: practical-
ly new. 1". 11 t .. P. 0. Box 444, N. Y. City.

PARTNER wanted, with capital, by expert cycle
1 machinist, and mechanical elitfipeer, to open up
business for the repairs 01 1 machinery ol

all description. Address "Safety," cue of THE
Wheel. 2-20

SiLBN Light Rambler Safety No. teWj nearly
new I.. A. \V. 9937, Box 3.15, llornells-

ville. N. Y.
. ., »YCLING ART, ENERGY AND LOCOMOI

*" (a post-paid. [. B. Lippincott Co. Pbila., or R.
:t, care of Sinclair-Scott Mfg. Co., 133 Hamburg

St.. Baltimore.
SALE. Splendid high-i I

* pattern safety, new, faultless, ball bearings
throu. -

I

" -

I iencva Street, P.rannaii M 2-27

I HEG. O. M.. and thi G 0. Did il 1
.

,

< strike
' rou that thi oints of similarity between

the good old man of England and the KOod old
Ordinary. Both have done excellent nd let

so. We have some ordi-

nal us that will serve you well, and we'll sell them
ml lor list. Knight 1

St Louis, Mo

Gilbert, Calkins & White,
in iiRO.in stri.i;t,

H31iz£v>D<>tli, - - - Now Jersey.

w

olumbla Light Roadster Ordinary for sale.

j J Latest pattern. Spade handles, including;
Hutci. iter. Price, $70. Address Cyclo-

P. 11 Box . 1. New York. 1-20
I ill MEMORV OF MAN RUNNETH NOT hack
1

t.. the time when ordinaries could be bought for
the pri i them at now. Pull ball, good con-
dition, only $.; ; first-class mounts at $4<\ and practi-
cally : .t $6c.,and all prices between standard

able of good service. Write for lists and
would like. KNIGH1 CYCLE

North Tenth St.. St Louis, Ma tf

THEATRES.
UIJOU THEATRE, Broadway, near 30th St., N. V.
•*-*

I. Wesley Roeenqueat, Sole Manager.
NA i

. C G< IODWIN
Matinees Wed. and Sat. at j.

1)1 K NOMIN
Evenings at 8.

DROADWAY THEATRE, Cor. 4istSt, N Y.
1J Prank W. Sanger, Manager.

HAREBELL, THK MAN O'AIRLIE.
Matinee Sat. at a. Evening! at 8.

\ lADIsoN SQUARE THEATRE, New York.
1VJ

- A. M. Palmer, Manager. 24th St., nr. Broadway,
'•SUNLIGHT AND SHADOW."

Matinee Sat. at i. Evening! at 8.30.

New York.\
J
[NBR'8 PEOPLES' THEATRE,

Matinee Wed. and Sat. at 2.

'THE INSPECTOR."
Evening! at 8.

V BW PARK THEATRE, Broadway and 35th St.,

New York.
Tames t. Powers in "A STRAIGHT tip."

Matinees Sat. at 2. Evening! at 8.

DROCTOR'S TWENTY-THIRD ST. THEATRE,
1 Pro, tor and Turner. Proprietors and Miuiai
(has. ProHMAN'8 CO. in "MEN AND WOMEN '

Matinees Wed and Sat. at 2.15. Evening! at 8.15.

STANDARD THEATRE, 13d St. and 6th Ave., N. Y.
I. M. Hill, Manager.

SOL SMITH RUSSELL.
Matinei Kvenings at 8.

91 I MM I Reliable and well-known

II r fl Y \ wheelmen wanted as

I ^ A If I
aSents >" eities and

towns, for an lncorpor>

ated organisation, that sells its memben all

makes of " high made" wheels (3 $4 per
month and atreduced cost Xo capital required.
Address for full particulars,

THE BICYCLE 4 SUPPLY CO.

Baltimore and Kolliday Sts., Baltimore, Mo.

"VST. C. BO-A.K1 cfc, CO.,
301 MAIN STREET, BUFFALO, N. Y.,

ii.iimii.u inn rs, Importers and i<>i>i>«-i - in

CYCLE SUNDRIES.
CHTHLOCUE NOW RE7SDY.

your address. We wanl to mail yon one. We are the only exclusive

inntry. We sell all goods at manufacturers' pricea>

Br nctnnl fc«t» nrr r Ro p»r ct nt

eroaeHl iwci if it* cin»i

rkrt. Mi Lil ttatsd, I'n

Overman Wind Co., Makers, Cbicopee Palls. Mats.

m»7« "ITT" I
' wniiini" rrinmpn l

! \ lCtdl* \\ ri'lll'll "TR0II0BR thaa »•
„ » IV.l"l \» iV.llv.ll. , lrirl „,„,, .|

,,
,,

$ YOUR • BICYCLE. K-
Do not wait until we arc rushed , but send

your wheel now

We have the Largest REPAIR SHOP in the East.

NICW YORK BICYCLE CO.,
\..>. I :in<l<; i;. tWMIi sir.mi, N. Y. near Kiflh \\c Knlrniice to (-entrsl Tark.
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NEARLY 4,000 SOLD DURING JANUARY.

OUR * SPECIKL • LINE
-

TANGENT SPOKES.

IMPORTED STEEL TUBING.

PARA TIRES.

GRACEFUL DESIGN.

I!!!
BALL BEARINGS.

PATENT GARFORD SADDLE.

FORGED CHAIN.

SUPERIOR CONSTRUCTION.

...gF^y^m
-f^=~ ~ ----7=p=gSSBSBfflKjWse

n/IDE IN THREE SIZES
(THE TYPHOON,-^THE IMPROVED FLASH,
(THE IMPROVED LEADER,

30 inch,
28 inch,
24 inch,

80.00
65.00
40.00

TlTT* A T "R^TPGi-IF YOU WANT TO HANDLE THE BEST AND QUICKEST SELLING LINE OF
A^-EW-*-J-y.CVXX.v3 MEDIUM GRADES, LET US HEAR FROM YOU AT ONCE. WE CAN QUOTE

SATISFACTORY PRICES EVERY TIME

CHTHLQGUE REHDY F=E3E3F2\/7SF2Y 15th. VOW 7SRE3 5n£EsLOOSES TQ ONE.

CHAS. F. STOKES MFG. CO.,
293 and 295 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.

* FEATHERSTONE'S * PNEUMATIC. •

DIAMOND

FRAME

$135.

#%•*j?

DROP

FRAME

$135.

WRIGHT
SOLE AGENTS,

& DITSON,
578 & 680 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON, MASS., D. S. A.
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THE BILLINGS <& SPENCER CO,
Hartford, Conn., U. S. A.

Hanoi te Killing*'
Hal< 111 Klt')cl<- M n in ln«, 4 and 5 inches long'

SCHWALBACH CYCLE CO.,
BROOKLYN AGENTS FOR

when closed. Well and favorably known on two comments COLUMBIA, HARTFORD AND GALES CYCLES,
9tll Ave. & UniOII St., (Prospect Park Plaza). TKI.KPIIOSK 1M SOITH.

Branch StoreH, 1116 & 1x18 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, X. Y.

Most complete repair shop in the country. Nickel Plating plant and Enameling Oven

Drop forced of bar iteel and finished in a thorough man on tne premises.

oer and case hardened. SmaJI in sue but giants in strength. I.j st of second-hand wheels mailed on application. We always have bargains. No wrecks.

^dT^J^I^^i^^^^^Jll^cSi Ewr* ***** a 8°°d mount - Columbias and Hartfords to rent for any period. All parts and sundries
or sale. Full line of Jersey goods. Send for Catalogue.

I don't take up as much space as some of my competitors, but I keep better goods.

1£Y CYCLES .cVRE "BUILT ON HONOR.."
'Write for Particulars. Dealers 'wanted all over this great country. Catalogues free.

J. E. POORMAN, Agent, - - Eighth and Race Streets, Cincinnati, Ohio.

PNEUMATIC BICYCLES.
A FEW MORE AGENTS WANTED FOR NEW JERSEY,

Also Agents for Victors, Ramblers, Eclipse, Swifts, Ormondes, H. & A.,
(alight wheel 36 lb., Highest Grade). New Mails, Sylphs, and a full line

of Boys' and Girls' Machines.

HOWARD <T V ) MXTH <& (COIV

518 BROAD ST., Hole AitentM for Mew Jersey for Keatherstone'H
Pneumatic Safeties.

°*

NEWARK, N. J,

CALL OR SEND POSTAL FOR NEW EDITION OP "ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CYCLERS' WANTS."

The Hartford Safety. * Price $100. * The Hartford Ladies' Safety.

Hartford Cycle Co.

IIAKTI'ORD, CONN.

M • V I KIRV

Strong, «h

Durable,

+ Kasv Running.

1H91 Catalogue.

ion Nothing Lighter, Stronger or More Elegant ion

I.

THAN

PARADE CYCLES. 1.

ties, Tandems, < Ordinaries, with oUd.cnsbion <>r pneumatic I

hmlt on s<>un<l mechanical principles, <>n the Interchangeable lyttem

of 1" ilv, and first-clan workmanship employed In tln-ir

construction won "n Parades in variona jmrts of Bnropa.

Racorda held by Parade s.iti

PULLINGER & CO.,

Parade Cycle Works, Hereford Place, New Cross. London. S. E. Eng.

•AM till I ll.ll I KOAimi I l€ Mo. 1. Ai;n,!'. 11: Round
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u No. 3.

Highest Possible Grade. Best Spring Fork in America. Our line comprises five styles and they are every one of them

great sellers. Be sure and secure the agency for these wheels. Cushion or Solid Tires. Apply to

ROCHESTER CVCLE MFG.. CO.,
No. 75 South St. Paul St. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

TH 8. WA RW I C K . & .

S N S

,

ALMA STREET, BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND,

Manufacturers nf High-Class Cycle Materials of Evecy Description.

Patentee and Makers of The Celebrated War-wick Hollow Rims, as

used by all the principle cycle makers throughout the World.

Among our specialties for 1891 season are the following Hollow Rims for Cushion and

Pneumatic Tyres, no weight and of extraordinary strength, never cut the T}^res or Buckle.

Solid Rims for Cushion and Pneumatic Tyres, various sections.

Hollow and Solid Rims for Solid Tyres.

Finished wheels with (or without) above Tyres.

Finished Frames of latest design and best quality.

Weldless Fork Sides, Brazed Fork Sides, Weldless Steel Tubes.

Stampings, Ball Bearing Hubs and Pedals.

FULL PARTICULARS AND ILLUSTRATED EISTS FREE ON APPLICATION.
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COMPLETE BALL BEARINCS
FOR THE MILLION.
iO buy Hall Hearing cheaper than you can make

;tc». Write (or paxticu

NIAGARA MACHINE CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

IMPROVED ACME STEEL WRENCH.
FOR POCKET AND BICYCLE

The Strongest and Hest. Made of the Best Quality Steel.

(W«| rv Wrench is thoroughly hardened.
Awarded hirst 1'ruc Medal at the Paris Exposition.

Nickeled and Bright

Finished.

EVERY
W B E N C H
WARRANTED.

ERCULES"
BLACK FINISH

STEEL UICYCLE WRENCH.
. in. long; weight, 6 oz.

T:.: L " HERCULES"
All Cast SteeL

BICYCLE SCREW DlirVER.
(Patent pending). Length over all. +<i in. Warranted.

For tale by all cycle manufacturers and dea

CAPITOL MANUFACTURING CO.,
l [B to 1 83 Em St., « hfeaKo, ill.

'

Ntew Catalogue Now Ready.

si nrss.

t'uwliioii
1 i red,

11 *8TIC TIP ( ().,

Patentee* tn.l Hinufjr inrr r« of Bll lilies,

Cor. Cornhill &. Washington Sthee i.

SIGNAL CYCLOMETER,

J. A. I. \KIN ,\ t <>.,

WESTFIELD. MASS.

.aWhiiL" HALTS? ! KALTBi:

•». \s .iii.l Hl.irllliiu I 1 .ihin s BOT1 ,

i>. fore .ui. mptrd .

(^GRAVES & GREEN.'©

WlJSffl
A SPECIALTY

302 WASHINGTON ST. BOSTON.MASS.

RETTER RiDE Tk,S;ftAri A SAFETY

"T- Df.RTY ChAlH.
TrtttYCLE-BRUS/jTod
CtfAH3 A DiftTf CAlAlH
quicker anc better

You(? Tool Bac,

>pptifD onW By

P/M BERNAY3
j_i

t jle Rock

"so
4
- bi Mai-l.

TO THE TRADE.
~N

BICYCLE BELLS
and can furnish the best at the lowest possible price.

We are

Headquarters for

THE LONDON CHIME.
LATEST AND BUST. Get our quotations and s.mi-

:ng orders el.se- where.

THE JOHN WILKINSON CO,, Manufacturers,

269 4.27 1 State St., CHICAGO-
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

Baltimore and Ohio R. R.

COMPLETE SERVICE OF

Fast Express Trains

NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA,
BALTIMORE,

WASHINGTON,
CINCINNATI, CHICAGO

and ST. LOUIS.
Pullman's Cars on all Trains.

OF! i<
'

New York— 21. boi, ah. 1140 Broadway and
Stati",i fool of Liberty Street.

Boston 111 Washington Sircet.

Philadelphia B33 Cbettnui Street and Station

2 itii end Ihestnui Sti eel

.illiartU Pool Tables
- FXP

W
rR T Cl)Srt.ONS.

IgjtMhg World

'UCATIOM

The Barber Asphalt Paving Company,

v. 1 Brsaiwaj, >. n \ .,ti.

I' hmlt llullilliiK, »«.hlniclon. 11. (.

Special Inducements

IN THE WAY OF PRICES

Small or Large Lets.

WE ARK. PROMPT,
CAN FILL ORDERS AT ON< K

;:.:::: wasted.

Bo SNITJER,
OLIVE ST., ST. LOUIS, MO.

R. R. R.
RE-A.TJY
RELIEF.

In from one to twenty minutes, never fails to relieve

pain with one thorough application. No matter how
violent or excrucicaUng tlie pain, the Rheumatic. Bed-

ridden. Infirm, Crippled, Nervous, Neuralgic or prostrated

with disease may suffer. Radway's Ready Relief will

afford Instant ease. It instantly relieves and s on cures

Golds, Concha, Sors Throat, Inflammation,
Rheumatism, Neuralala, Headache, Tooth-

ache, Asthma, DUBooll BreaUdnc.
Kun Pain, Bpralne, Bmlaea, Palm In « 1»«* Bnck,

Cheat ",' Llmbe.

INTERNALLY. A half to a teaspoonful in half a

tumbler of water will, in a few minutes, cure Cramps,
Spasms. Sour Stomach, Heartburn, Sick Hc.ida<.he,

Diarrhoea, Colic, Flatulency and all internal pains.

Price, 60 Cenl« Per Kottle. Sold bj all Itrufurliti.

WESTERN WHEEL WORKS,
Manufacturers of all kinds of

Bicycles, Safeties,etc.

CHICAGO : 495 to 505 Well8 Street. 9

NEW YORK: 35 Barclay St.: 40 Park Place.

H. ft. h
. ,, TKRi

KAVJIOM) ** POTTER,
IR, E .A. L - ESTATE,

245 FLATBUSM AVE., HROOKLTN, N. V.

GET YOUR BICYCLE
3R0WN BROS." mTg/cO., CHICAGO,

LARGEST REPAIR SH'T IN 1 Kl Wl

PATENTS
=

will let you kn
Alt infor'ui.r.

W. K. ArtilllNHAI. till.

I
i. ('.

"PERFECT POCKET OILER."

and
< o 11 II 1

I ..r

WHOM, in Ninth A.'.,

•
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GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS
ARE THE MOST

• PERFECT.

EACHAM
HiaH-GEADE

DIAMOND FRAME

Ball Bearings to Both Wheels. List Price

Both Pedals and Crank Shaft.

Ball Bearings to Head.

Hollow Steel Tubing.

COMBINATION WHEEl
FOR EITHER

GENTLEMAN OR LADY.

$115.00
Selling Price,

$75.00
Remit by Post Office

Money Order.

WILL SUSTAIN A PERSON WEIGHING 225 LBS.

BY REMOVING TOP CROSS-BAR, CAN BE RIDDEN BY A LADY.

E. G. MEACHAM ARMS GO.
ST. LOUIS,

MO

"THE DART"
THE LEADER OF

ALL COMBINATION

SAFETIES.

SMITH'S WHEEL MFG. CO.,

Manufacturers,
Importers axicl

General Cycle Dealers.

Darps, Psycho's,

Victors.
BOYS' and GIRLS'
•» SHFSTieS.*

WHEELERIES, CYCLING

RINK & OFFICE,

921 H St., N.W.,
Washington, D, C.

> Experience of Twenty Years in Cycle Construction. Patentees and
Pioneers of the Ladles' Safety.

Jtye Catest ar?d Best

!

The Barkman " BB" Luggage Carrier.
J|ft

fjoijpanjil Safety.

PATENT APPLIED FOP.

Carrier with bundle.

All Forged Steel, Light, Compact, Handsome
and Serviceable.

Will carry more luggage than any car-
rier in the market.
Adapted to all Diamond Frame Safeties,

carrying the weight direct on the back-
bone, over the rear wheel, and not on the .^ONpAf\EIL.- 5^FET)l-

A High Grade Machine for Young

Men and Boys.

ALL PARTS INTERCHANGEABLE.

Price $40, Complete.
Carrier (top view). Carrier without bundle.

Price, Handsomely Nickled, - $2 00

THE TRADE SUPPLIED. ^ Q § gPALDING & BROS.
A. C. SPALDING & BROS. makers.

Chicago. 241 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. Philadelphia. CHICAflO. NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA.

Raisbeck Electrotype Company
* NOS. 24 & 26 YADEWATER STKEET,

Between Frankfort and Pearl Streets, fourth Building above
the Bridge,

Telephone, Nassau 245. NEW TORE.

Stereotyping at short notice. Binder's Stamps and Em-
bossing Plates in extra hard metal. Nickel and Steel
Facing. Plates mounted on wood or metal.

^W^EBB^S

a™ COLOGNE SPIRIT,
SPIRITS OF TURPENTINE, ROSIN, ETC.

James A. Webb & Son, 165 Pearl St. , New Yort

Is intended for a permanent as well as for a temporary binder. The
japers are bound as firmly as a book. The Wheel and CYCLING
Trade Review printed in gilt letters.

Price, T5 cents. If ordered with subscription, 60 cents.

HINTS ON CYCLING
By A. B. Barkman, Tour-Master L.A.W.

LEARNING, TRAINING, RACING, TOURING.
The most concise and complete little volume

ever written.

75 Pages < cloth cover. Price, postpaid, jo cents.

THE WHEEL, P. O. Box 444.

Send for Catalogue of the

ST. LOUIS WHEEL CO.
Complete list of everything needed by wheelmen at lowest

possible prices. Second-hand Ordinaries taken in
exchange for Safeties. We need you in

our business, so don't fail to write.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL CO.,
811 N. 14th Street, St. Louis, Mo.

Smith's Bicycle Tour through Europe
England, France. Switzerland, Germany and

Belgium, from July 29th to October
12th, 1891. Total cost, $300.00.

— ADDRESS —
C. H. SMITH, 211 Putnam Ave., Detroit, Mich.

O^FICE.SALOONiBAR FIXTURES

'"N EW..YORK: CHICAGO."
CINCINNATI,/ ST.LOUIS,
AND ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES
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Columbia Light Roadster Safety.

STI IOKGINCIS
Cold drawn steel tubing, drawn steel wire, "all steel forgings, no castings us< 1 A big claim,

and a good one, if

—

There is no "if " in the case. The ocular proof is ready. Come and see.

The forging for each and every part (except where made of tubing or wire)—you can take them

in your hand. You can pick out, if you are acquainted with the wheel, each part and match it with the

finished part in the machine Small and large, all are there, and show conclusively that the claim is

absolutely correct.

These can be seen at our home store, at our branch stores, at our principal agencies, or at the

factory, Convince yourself.

Our handsomely illustrated catalogue, with beautiful landscape frontispiece, sent to each

applicant a
BRANCH HOUSR8:

13 Warr«n Btroet, - - N«W YORK.

361 Wabuh Avmu«, - OHICAQO.

Factory. HARTFORD. OONN.

77 FRANKLIN ST.,

BOSTON, MASS.

Pua or MmvuAmm m., 110 rrLTO» »»., M. T.










